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ACHIEVEf^ENT
for 1934

RALPH CORDON FEAR
announces

Stereoscopic Pictures In Color
A fulfillment of the dream of the motion picture industry

and

FEARLESS CAMERA CO.
announces a new

SILENT CAMERA AND PROJECTOR
built for present needs and to take care of future developments

as well as for the production and showing of

Stereoscopic Pictures In Color

1 Both 35 and 50mm film can

be used in same camera;

change over time less than one

minute

2 Silence guaranteed—needs no

blimp

3 Fearless Simplex Movement
4 Shutter opening up to 240 de-

grees

5 Fearless automatic film tension

control

6 Fearless automatic anti-buck-

ling device

7 Three Speed dissolve

FEARLESS
CAMERA
COMPANY

8572 Santa Monica Blvd.

Hollywood, Calif.

Phone Oxford 4262

Cable Address—Fearcamco

8 Mechanism enclosed and run-

ning in oil

9 Full Force-feed Lubrication

10 Quick shift simplified Focus-

ing Device

1 1 Built in silent motor

12 Balanced double aperture

shutter

1 3 Provision made for colored

pictures

14 Light in weight

15 Reasonable in Price
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Panorama Pictures

With Your Leica
by

Clarence Slifer, A.S.C.

WHO has not longed to record as much of a distant landscape view, as

the eye sees. The sweeping expanse of a cloud festooned sky, set

off by a jagged mountain range or a city sky-line. Perhaps there were

also times when you wished to photograph large groups of people or an interior

and then gave up because the task was seemingly impossible. The angle of your

lens could not include the full subject or if it did the view was not satisfactory.

There was so much distracting foreground that the subject seemed relatively small

and unimportant.

It has been stated that the eyes take in an angle of 170 degrees, but that

they see only 2 degrees of this angle in focus at one time. Nature provided this

trick arrangement for the purpose of concentration. Comparing the angle of

view as seen with the eyes, with the angle of a 50mm lens on a Leica, we find

that the camera on the horizontal plane photographs approximately one-quarter of

what is seen with the eyes. It would be a logical assumption that wider angle

lenses should be used more generally. However, the error of this is seen when we
remember that the eyes see only two degrees in focus. Also that prospective and
other things enter into the argument in favor of the lenses most frequently used

now.
The focal length of the eye is naturally the same whether we are viewing a

landscape or the detail of a barn. What is desirable then is to be able to photo-
graph a wide angle and still retain a perspective that is comparable with that of

the eyes.

There are four methods of making panorama pictures. Three of these

methods fulfill the above condition. First we have the so-called Panorama cam-
era. This camera is equipped with a lens of a very short focal length. It em-
braces a field of about 110 degrees. Second, we have Panorama Kodaks which
use normal focal length lenses to cover fields of 1 1 2 and 142 degrees. This is

accomplished by swinging the lens on its axis to describe a half circle while the

film lies in the circumference of this half circle. All of the film that lies in the

focal plane is not exposed at the same instant, but as the lens tube describes its

arc. The third method is the Cirkut camera. This camera can use lenses of

various focal lengths. The panorama is made as the camera is turned on the

(Continued on Page 376)
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Problems of

Background

Projection

by

Hartley Harrison

Optical Engineer

SINCE practically all users of transparency projection

have standardized on using a Bell & Howell camera
movement in the projector and are also registering the

film on the same relative perforation holes that were used

ir. taking the picture in order to secure maximum steadiness,

the problems of mechanical handling of the film have been

fcirly well standardized and the results are commercially

practical for film speeds of 24 frames per second.

The optical problems, however, have not been carried to

the same point of refinement in that the first transparency

projection attempts had a decided hot-spot in the center of

the screen, and after several years of using transparent pro-

jection, we still have the same hot-spot. The only thing

that has been done to overcome this was to move the pro-

jector back far enough from the screen to just get by the

falling off on the edges, which is not a correction of the

condition, but merely a reduction of its apparentness photo-
graphically.

It might be well to review all of the causes of the hot-

spot condition before attempting an explanation of a pos-

sible correction. We will therefore marshall the causes

together for a review.

The first one is that the original negative will fall off on
the edge due to the photographic lens; the amount of fall-

ing off varies from very slight to very pronounced, de-

pending upon the lens. Second, an additional falling off

will be had on the step printer due to the lens. Third,

an additional amount on the projection which is the worst

offender. This we will analyze in more detail later on.

Fourth, there is additional falling off in the re-photograph-

ing on the process screen, due, as in the first instance, to

the lens on the camera, and Fifth, there is another step in

the falling off process when it is projected on the theatre

screen. The amount of falling off on the edges each lens

will give is open to a great deal of argument and we will

not attempt to discuss that phase here. The only real sig-

nificance the five steps have in so far as this discussion is

concerned is to point out that in all of them you strive

for as little loss on the edges as possible, and that no place

in the process is there any attempt to build up the edges

to compensate for the accumulation of losses.

In transparent projection, there are four vital factors,

not including the projection lens, which we have mentioned

and enumerating them in the sequences in which they come
they are; The condensing system, either mirror or lenses;

the angle of the projected beam; the screen and the camera
angle, of these the screen, the camera angle and the angle

of the projected beam probably play the most important

part.

The importance of the screen lies in the fact that as a

fusing medium it is intended to diffuse the projected beam
equally in all meridians. However, even on a chalk wall,

which will give the maximum even diffusion by reflection,

this condition cannot be obtained due to the edge of the

beam striking the wall at a different angle than the center

of the beam and this condition is aggravated when a trans-

lucent screen is employed because any translucent screen is

only a partial diffuser.

Referring to the illustration it will be seen that the only

illumination which can reach the camera from the screen

are the diffused rays which are of such an angle that come
within the scope of the camera lens angle, and this angle

progressively increases from the center of the screen, if the

camera is in the center, and which therefore is the zero

angle, to the edge of the screen where it is maximum. Now,
in order for the transmission of the screen to be high so as

to obtain sufficient exposure on the negative, the diffusion

of the screen must be low, yet in order to pick up the mar-
ginal light from the screen, the screen must have a high

diffusing property, and these two opposites cannot be recon-

ciled, with the result that all translucent screens with suf-

ficient transmission qualities to give adequate exposure

allow a large percent of the projected beam to pass through

I Continued on Page 386)
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The "Language

of Line" in

Photography

by

L. Owens Muggins, A.S.C.

Editor's Note: This is the first of a series of articles on the
fundamentals of Photographic and Cinematic Design. In later arti-
cles Mr. Huggins will discuss Harmony, Rhythm, Balance, Tone (or
Key), IMeasure, Contour, and Emphasis.

IF
Photography has gained any consideration as an Art, it

is not because photography is in itself an art, but because

some photographers are Artists. It is not simply that

these men are masters of photomechanical technique, but

that they are masters of the technique of visual Art. They
know the language of Art—and make their cameras speak

it. They know that certain arrangements of lines, forms

and masses, of light and shade, will not only create a pic-

ture, but will speak to the emotions "with a most miracu-

lous organ." And they are daily applying these principles

to even the least-important scenes, raising Photography and

Cinematography from its original status of a mechanical

process to an ART.

In its beginnings, photography was devised solely as a

mechanical means of making a lasting, visual record of per-

sons, places and things; and when cirDematography came
into being, nearly a century later, its purpose was the same,

save that it had the additional advantage of being able to

record motion, as well as form. Even today with the bene-

fits of our most perfected equipment and materials, no

picture made by photography or cinematography can in itself

be considered as more than a record, unless its maker has

applied the basic principles of Art to its making. A beau-

tiful scene, photographed, is often of far less artistic worth

than an ordinary scene, beautifully photographed. As Daniel

B. Clark, A.S.C, so unceasingly points out, "Art is not

WHAT—but HOW."
Every picture or photograph is essentially a combination

of lines; and every picture is—or should be—dominated by

some definite type of linear design. Upon analysis, any

picture ever made can be reduced to the pattern of its

dominant lines. The more carefully composed a picture is,

the fewer and more expressive will be its basic lines; and

the nature of these lines will determine the emotional re-

sponse which the picture will create.

Long, horizontal lines, for instance, suggest calmness,

serenity, peace, quiet, tranquility; sometimes (it is but a

step) , death and finality. An example of this would be

Upper sketch illustrates strength of vertical lines.

Lower sketch illustrates action indicated by diag-
onal lines. Lower sketch is drawn from photo by
Axel Bahuser entitled "Work."

the horizon, or a body lying prone upon the ground—and

who cannot remember the unforgettable massacre scene in

Eisenstein's "Potemkin," which was played against the

horizontal lines of the broad terrace of the Odessa water-

front?

On the other hand, the most attractive and commanding
line in art is undoubtedly the vertical one. it signifies

strength, sternness, and courage; long verticals speak of

majesty, grandeur, sublimity. The illustration shows this

more clearly, however, than any words.

The curved line, containing as it does a constant change

of direction, is more interesting, more varied, and less stern

than a straight line. Curved lines give us beauty, grave,

interest and variety. They are most useful, however, when
used in conjunction with straight lines, for the contrast

brings out the best features of each. Curved lines, too,

are extremely useful for leading the eye into a picture, or

focusing the attention upon the principal object of interest.

They are, therefore, more properly auxiliary than primary.

(Continued on Page 378)
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As to

Cinecolor
by

W. T. Crespinel

Vice-Pres., Cinecolor, Inc.

DURING the past year, the field of natural-color

cinematography has broadened appreciably. There

has been a renewed interest in color on the part of

producers, and side by side with this renewal of interest,

more than a few advances in the various phases of color-

cinematography. These advances have been largely in the

way of improvements of photographic and laboratory tech-

nique, and they give assurance not only of better technique,

and consequently better color, but of a more consistent,

commercial product.

During this period, a new process of color-cinematogra-

phy, known as "Cinecolor," has been placed on the market.

It combines a number of well established features with

several new and—to this writer, at least—advantageous

methods of detailed procedure.

It is well known that present natural-color processes are

divisible into two classes: the familiar "filter-method," in

which, by one means or another, two or more separate

images are made through suitable filters, and later recom-

blned in the printing process, and dyed, to form a single

colored image; and the "bi-pack method," using two flms

—an Orthochromatic emulsion incorporating a red filter

analagous to the Wratten 23-A, and a standard Panchro-

matic film; these two are run through the camera with

their emulsion sides in contact, and the "red-Ortho" near-

est the lens, thereby securing two color-separation negatives

in perfect registration, which can be recombined in print-

ing. The former method is undoubtedly superior in the

degree of control allowed by the many possible filter-com-

binations, but it is often subject to fringing, or imperfect

registration. The latter usually allows of less photographic

control, though a great deal may be done by balanced

processing of the two negatives; but it ensures perfect

registration, and often greater speed.

Cinecolor utilizes either of these methods, depending
upon the nature of the subject. For the straight run of

production negative, the bipack method is employed, while

for special work, such as cartoons, the filter method may
be used. Obviously, the filter method cannot be employed
for action negatives unless a special camera, having twin

lenses or suitable prisms ("beam-splitters") to allow the

pair of images to be photographed simultaneously, is used.

But in cartoons, there is no physical action between the pair

of exposures, and therefore filters of the rotating type rnay

be used, either before or behind the camera lens. By this

method, unusual effects can be obtained because of the

great number of filters and combinations of filters available.

Essentially, Cinecolor is a two-color, subtractive process,

synthetizing the colored image from two separation-nega-

tives representing, respectively, the blue-green and orange-

red components. For production work, as has ben said,

the bipack method is used, while for cartoon and title work,

the filter method is preferable. Neither of these methods
IS new; the advantages of the process are to be found, in-

stead, in certain operative improvements in photography and
processing.

In photography, perhaps the outstanding feature of the

process is the fact that a systematic method of exposure-

determination is employed. Cinematographers who have

had the greatest experience in natural-color cinematography
will themselves be the first to admit that in such work,
the customary method—reliance upon the individual's ex-

perience and judgment of light and reflective values—is far

from perfection. Therefore, in the operation of the Cine-
color process, we have attempted to replace this somewhat
inconstant factor with some more nearly scientific method.
The method chosen is the one described by A. M. Gundel-
finger and J. W. Stafford in the journal of the Franklin

Institute (Vol. 215, No. 1, January, 1933). Essentially,

this consists of the use of a gray chart, of known density

and reflective value, which is held in front of the subject

before making a scene. The brightness of this chart is

measured by photometric means, and the factor thus ob-
tained is translated into specific photographic terms by ref-

erence to a special nomographic chart. In this connection,

the new photoelectric photometric exposure-meters should,

if suitably calibrated, simplify this procedure very appre-

ciably.

The usual method of photographing a developing-test is

also eliminated. A gamma strip is made of each negative

emulsion used; this is developed, and densitometric readings

made. From this reading, the developing-time for the

emulsion is calculated. Thus, providing the above-men-
tioned method of exposure-determination is used in photo-
graphing, a perfect negative will result. This system has

been found to be so accurate that only one positive test is

needed to determine printing density, although there may be
any number of different camera set-ups. The positive test,

iContinued on Page 380)

Cinecolor Processing Department
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PHOTOGRAPHY

of the MONTH
"GALLANT LADY"
20th Century Production

United Artists' Release

Photographed by ). Peverell Marley, A.S.C.

"Gallant Lady" is decidedly one of the year's best pro-

ductions from every angle—especially the camera-angle.

From the dramatic opening, in which newsreel stock-shots

of de Pinedo's spectacular airplane-crash ,ire used to great

advantage (almost the first instance in memory in which

such stock-shots were really up to production-photography

quality), to the final fade-out, "Gallant Lady" is an out-

standing example of fine cinematography. Not only is it

some of Cinematographer Marley's finest work, but it is

Marley in a new mood; deft, subtle, high-key cinematogra-

phy of a style which this writer, at least, does not remem-
ber having seen in any of Mr. Marley's recent work. With-

out in the least belittling Cinematographer Marley's previ-

ous achievements—which have been more than notable

—

one cannot help commenting that "Gallant Lady" marks a

definite advance in his career.

The diffusion continuity is perfect; moreover, there is an

unusual demonstration of the dramatic utilization of the

several different methods of diffusion, each building to its

definite photo-dramatic effect. Incidentally, the labora-

tory-workers on the production deserve a palm for an ex-

cellent print.

"ESKIMO "

Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer Production

Photographed by Clyde de Vinna, A.S.C, with

Josiah Roberts, A.S.C, Leonard Smith, A.S.C, and

George Nogle.

It is safe to say that few, if any, major productions have

ever been produced under such tremendous difficulties as

attended the birth of "Eskimo." Months upon months of

heartbreaking toil in the Arctic, with the thermometer regis-

tering forty and fifty degrees below zero; with storms rag-

ing, ice grinding, and everything as far as possible from

being favorable to production; and yet Cinematographer De

Vinna and his associates have carried on, to bring home a

most remarkable film. The technical and artistic quality of

the film are surprising. Of course, the frigid North does

not offer such golden opportunities for oictorialism as do

De Vinna's more familiar South Seas; but what there was.

De Vinna brought back, as nearly idealized as the material

allowed. Moreover, the film constitutes at once an im-

portant record of the lives, habits and speech of the Alaskan

Eskimo (the dialog is almost entirely in the native tongue)

and highly unusual entertainment.

Leonard Smith, A.S.C, deserves the highest praise for his

handling of the whaling sequence. It is living, breathing

ACTION, raised to higher peaks than anything seen since

sound came.

As interesting side-light on "Eskimo" is the fact that

the leading role of "Mala" is played by the only Eskimo

cinematographer in the world; Ray Wise ( Abgnichiak
)

, who
was, as old-time readers of this journal will remember, for

many years Dan Clark's Assistant Cinematographer. He
gives a more than good account for himself as an actor. It

may be mentioned, too, that both the .luthor and the director

"doubled in brass," playing two of the few Caucasian parts

in the film.

"MY LIPS BETRAY '

Fox Production

Photographed by Lee Carmes, A.S.C.

This is the production which, due to its resemblance to

"Adorable," was shelved for six months, and preceded by

"My Weakness." It is in every way a superior production

to its predecessor; far and away the best musical film thus

far turned out in America. It is true cinema, in the first

place, and excellently directed and played. Moreover, Lee

Carmes' photography is exquisite—far and away ahead of

even such highly praised films as "Zoo in Budapest." De-
cidedly, it is Garmes at his best.

Every scene n the production is a gem of composition

and perfected lighting—pictorial in the extreme, without

in any way distracting the attention from the action. The
presentation of the musical numbers—especially "His Maj-
esty's Car"— is excellent, and often quite original; the

treatment allows for the legitimate use of many interesting

angles. The "gossip" sequence is also interesting from the

photo-directorial standpoint. In fact, the only major flaws

in the production are the cutting—which could have been

tightened to good advantage—and the title, which should

have remained as it was originally: "His Majesty's Car."

"SITTING PRETTY "

Charles Rogers-Paramount Production

Photographed by Milton Krasner, A.S.C.

This film is at once the most pretentious of Charles Rog-

ers' productions for Paramount, and the best opportunity

yet given that rising young man, Cinematographer Milton

Krasner, A.S.C. It is exceedingly well photographed—es-

pecially some of the musical interludes—and Cinematogra-

pher Krasner has also had the benefit of much better labo-

ratory work than he has been privileged to have before.

The net result is an interesting little film, with a great deal

of interesting camerawork. One must make special men-
tion of the "Fan Dance" sequence, which is by long odds

one of the most spectacular dance sequences in any recent

film. Done against a plain black background, with dancers

clad largely in huge black-and-white fans, and elaborated

with the innumerable visual tricks possible with the mirrors

concealed in the black panelling of the set, the effects

achieved by Cinematographer Krasner are amazing. At

times the illusion of depth is uncanny. One might criticize

the cutter, however, for having used so few of the long-

shots, in which the spectacular qualities of the scene are

best exemplified.
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"HOOPLA"
Fox Production

Photographed by Ernest Palmer, A.S.C.

Another of Cinematographer Palmer's cinematographic

idylls. Beautifully photographed throughout; Clara Bow has

rarely been photographed more advantageously than in this

tale of the carnival business. The production, however,

gives rise to a question of cinematic psychology in the man-

ner in which Cinematographer Palmer idealizes the tawdry

glamours of the sideshows; has he not idealized too much

—

done his work too well? It would appear, to this writer,

at least, that he could have built to a stronger dramatic ef-

fect had he restrained his pictorial tendencies until the

love-theme began to develop, thereby creating a visual con-

trast better in keepng with the emotional contrasts and

development of the plot.

"THE PRIZEFIGHTER AND THE LADY"

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Production

Photographed by Ted Tetxiaff, A.S.C, and

Lester White, A.S.C.

This is far from the "special" or "epic" type of film

—

but it's grand entertainment. Made and re-made under dif-

ficulties, it hardly represents the acme of photographic per-

fection, yet comprises much that is praiseworthy. The

handling—photographic and directorial—of the climactic

prizefight sequence—a real "Battle of the Century," be-

tween Max Baer and Primo Camera, with Jack Dempsey as

referee— is undoubtedly the outstanding bit of technique;

it is treated as a silent picture, with practically no dialog,

and aided by excellent sound-effects. The photography and

cutting of this sequence deserve the most careful study by

all cinematographers, especially the amateurs. Amateur di-

rectors, too, should study Max Baer's performance in the

leading role, which offers evidence of what a capable director

like W. S. Van Oyke can do with inexperienced actors.

"FLYING DOWN TO RIO"

RKO Production

Photographed by J. Roy Hunt, A.S.C.

Special Effects by Vernon Walker, A.S.C, and

Lynn Dunn, A.S.C.

Inevitably, "Flying Down to Rio" will be compared with

its predecessor, "Melody Cruise"—but aside from the fact

that both are examples of Producer Lou Brock's distinctive

conception of filmusicals, the two productions hardly war-

rant comparison, for the newer film is, in every department,

far and away superior to the earlier one. It is embellished

with dramatic and technical novelties, as was its progenitor;

but it has a better foundation of plot and personalities, and

the technical treatment is immeasurably smoother and more

finished.

We happen to know that Cinematographer Hunt made
the picture under extremely difficult circumstances; but not-

withstanding this, he comes through with flying colors. His

treatment of the players is more than up to his best stand-

ards; Dolores del Rio has seldom appeared to such good

advantage, while Gene Raymond seems far more virile

than usual, under Hunt's ministration. Every scene is

a more than ordinarily interesting composition—effec-

tive, without being studiedly so. Art Directors Van
Nest Polglase and Carroll Clark have furnished strikingly

unusual sets, which allowed Hunt unusual opportunities for

pictorial camerawork—and he didn't miss a single oppor-

tunity. Director Thornton Freeland, too, deserves an orchid

for his highly photogenic direction, especially of the dance-

sequences. In them he applies the moving-camera tech-

nique generously, but in so rhythmic a manner as to be

really desirable. Directors and cinematographers everywhere

could benefit from study of this phase of the film alone.

Vernon Walker, A.S.C, and Lynn Dunn, A.S.C, in their

special -effects work, have added immeasurably to the pro-

duction; in fact, many of the pivotal sequences depend whol-

ly upon special-effects work of one kind or another for their

"punch." Aside from the "Flying Don to Rio" sequence

—

which literally could not have been made without Walker's

special -effects work—there are a number of other sequences

which are directly dependent upon trick camerawork. A
love-scene, for instance, between the two leads, is made
particularly striking by the use of projected backgrounds in

which the background is dissolved or "wiped" from one

view to another every few feet. The Optical Printer work
of Cinematographer Dunn, which so distinguished "Melody
Cruise," is vastly matured in this film. He has devised an

amazing new array of "wipes," "blends" and other optical

transitions for the picture; and these fit beautifully into the

production. Unlike those in the earlier production, they do

not impress one as deliberate, studied attempts at the

outre, but as thoroughly natural transitions.

"DESIGN FOR LIVING

'

Paramount Production

Photographed by Victor Milner, A.S.C

When that inseparable team of Cinematographer Milner

and Director Lubitsch collaborate on a production, what can

one say, other than that it is surpassingly delightful.^ Each

of their films seems a bit better than its predecessor—and

"Design for Living" is no exception to the rule. I had

thought that "The Love Parade" and "Monte Carlo" marked
the highest peaks possible of attainment in the way of pol-

ished comedy and coordinated direction and camerawork

—

and then "Trouble in Paradise" came along and upset all of

my previous ideas; now "Design for Living" has surpassed

them all. Lubitsch's direction of this sort of subtle comedy
rarely leaves one a moment to consider the technique; and
Milner's photography is so perfect, yet withal so effortless,

that it corresponds perfectly with the rest of the production.

The only proper description is "flawless." Whether you are

seeking entertainment, or a demonstration of perfected tech-

nique, don't miss "Design for Living!"

(Continued on Page 375)

A tense moment in the shooting of "Smoky" with
Daniel Clark. A.S.C, at the camera in the pit.
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Patents and

the Cinema-

tographer
by

Fred W. Jackman, A. S. C.

THE average cinematographer's attitude toward pat-

ents (in so far as they relate to his work) is a pe-
culiar one. On almost every production he makes,

he spends a great deal of time and effort in working out
new ideas and methods, often new equipment, to enable
him to do better work; but once he has perfected and used
them, he accepts them as part of the day's work. The
idea of patent-protection rarely, if ever, occurs to him; he

isn't out to monopolize anything, but simply to turn out the

best work possible.

I thought the same way myself. It took me eighteen

years, and cost me and my producer many thousands of

dollars to learn that patents aren't a sign of monopolistic

intent, but simple insurance that you'll be able to use your

own ideas, without interference.

Let's take what has recently happened to me as an ex-

ample. A number of years ago, I worked out a certain

method of process photography, using the well-known
"Blue Transparency" process. Personally, I believe that I

was the first in the field with it; maybe I'm wrong, for,

after I had been using it successfully for a number of years,

the same idea occurred to somebody else—and he patented

his idea.

That left me in a mighty uncomfortable position, for

even though I had been using the process for many years in

my regular work, the other fellow had been the first to

record the idea with the patent office in Washington. Such

being the case, he had every legal right to enforce his

rights under that patent. In plain English, he could pre-

vent me from using the process. Naturally, since he felt

that I was infringing on his rights, he tried to stop me.
The net result has been four years of litigation, and the

expenditure of thousands of dollars. And the most amus-
ing part of the situation is that since then I have been
allowed a patent on my own technique with the process

—

a technique which experience has shown to be the only

method of getting quality results with the process-—and as

near as I can learn, the other fellow finds himself com-
pelled to use this technique himself, even though he forgot

to include it in his own basic patent!

Now, just how would a patent have helped me in this

mixup?

In the first place, had I known what I know today, I

would have gotten a basic patent when I first conceived

the idea of color-separation process cinematography. I

wouldn't have secured it with any idea of getting a corner

on process work, but simply as a sort of insurance, so that

I could be certain that I couldn't be prevented from using

my own ideas. Then, as I developed the technique of using

this basic idea, I could have added supplementary patents

covering the improvements, all for the same purpose. I

would know I was free to develop and use my idea.

It's an absolute certainty that, no matter how original

an idea may be, someone else, engaged in the same line of

work and trying to get a similar result, will sooner or later

parallel the original line of thought, and achieve a similar,

if not identical, result. And any way you look at it, when
two independent researchers have arrived separately at the

same result, and each finds that the other has duplicated

his methods and results, a great deal of unnecessary un-

pleasantness is bound to ensue before the question is satis-

factorily untangled.

Then there is the appalling waste of time, effort and

money involved. I have a pretty good idea of the cost of

developing such a process; it took me a long time to do it,

and cost a great deal in work, equipment and mistakes

—

and since the other fellow didn't know what 1 had done,

or was doing, he undoubtedly duplicated most of my experi-

ence. He had to, to get the same results! And it was

all so needless! Just think how much progress the indus-

try would have made in that direction alone if whichever

of us as came second in the matter had known of the other

man's previous work, and instead of laboriously going over

the same ground, had used the same ability, energy and

money in either taking the problem up where No. 1 had left

it, or in attacking the problem of process cinematography

from an entirely new angle!

There, to my mind, is where we find the greatest value

of patents. Suppose, for instance, that I get today what

seems to me to be an entirely new idea in process cinema-

tography. As soon as I have gotten far enough along to

have a clear idea of how it ought to work out, I can ask

the patent office whether or not they have a record of any-

one else's having had the same thought. If their records

show that I am in the clear, I can go ahead without fear

or wasted effort. If they tell me that Joe Doakes has

worked out the same process and been allowed a patent, I

can save myself the cost of duplicating his work; then I

have my choice of getting his permission to use his process,

or taking up the problem from a new angle. Either way,

I am benefitted, and so is he.

It would be a serious mistake to imagine that these re-

marks refer only to special-process cinematography. True

(Continued on Page 380)



A Question

ANSWERED
WHAT big picture today does Jiot in-

clude backgrounds that call for com-

posite photography? The answer is obvious.

. . . The really vital point is: what medium

to use in photographing these important

backgrounds? . . . Eastman has answered that

question. Eastman Background Negative,

with its remarkably fine grain, its surprising

speed, and its excellent processing charac-

teristics, completely solves the film prob-

lem of the composite shot. Eastman Kodak

Company. (J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distribu-

tors, New York, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN
Background Negative
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TREND of

THE TIMES

Rubber Lens

• What is termed a "Rubber Lens" is

described in Filmtechnik, a technical

German publication. This is along the

lines of the Bell & Howell Varo-lens, de-

signed for obtaining the various focal

lengths with one lens. The starting

point of this lens is 25mm. However,

there are different attachments to make
the focal length more elastic. It is be-

ing manufactured by Astro.

Police Cameras

• The English police are going in for

photography, according to The British

Journal of Photography. This publica-

tion reports that the chief of police of

Cravesend has equipped every policeman

of his station with a Leica to secure pho-

tographic records of accidents and other

incidents that may require photographs

for accurate data for the courts.

Multiple Exposure

• An interesting item appearing in the

British journal of Photography relates of

the manufacture of a camera which is of

Danish origin and which by the simple

turn of a crank gives 48 different poses

of the subject on one plate.

Home Made Screen

• The French magazine "Revue Fran-

caise De Cinematographie" gives a for-

mula for the ambitious amateur to make

his own screen. The base can be either

canvas or the solution can be applied di-

rectly to the wall. The formula is as

follow:s

Water 1 litre

Cum arabique 50 grams

White magnesite....200 grams

Glycerine - 10 c.c.

This is applied with a large flat brush

and it is claimed to reflect 90% of the

light. It is also the claim that it is su-

perior to the metallized screen.

For those who prefer a metallized

screen the author gives the following

formula

:

Burnt chalk 30 grams

Caseine 35 grams

Waterglass 1 grams

This must be mixed in a double boiler.

After being warmed add 20 grams of

whjting and 20 grams of aluminum pow-

der. This is also supplied to the surface

with a flat brush.

Old Man Photography

• The year 1933 marked the hundredth

anniversary of the invention of photog-

raphy. Just a century ago Niepce, a for-

mer French cavalry officer, disovered that

it was possible to obtain a solar image.

Niepce was really looking for an acid en-

graving process when he stumbled upon

this new phenomena.

No Hot Spot

• In Holland it is claimed there is a de-

velopment of a new type of flood light

that does not give a "hot spot" due to

its construction. This has a three-lamp

arrangement with an adjustable reflector.

It is by the moving of the reflector as

well as by reason of the three lamps that

the "hot spot" is eliminated.

Water Lights

• In the Vita Studio of Vienna Austria

a tank has been built for water pictures

that is 30 feet deep containing a system

of under water lighting built as a part of

this tank.

Adjustable Walls

• The new Fox Studios just outside of

Paris at St-Puien are claimed to have in-

stalled a new type sound stage which

through a new system of adjustable walls

and top ceiling they have been able to

obtain a new perfection in acoustics.

They also claim a mixing table that cares

for seven sound tracks at one time for

dubbing. This consists of four phono-

graph discs and four discs.

Window Shot

• A practical suggestion for Interior Pho-

tography: It is always hard to guess the

correct exposure for an interior shot

which has windows in it. They usually

come out a blurred white and all details

of the exterior are lost, usually marring

an otherwise perfect shot.

This can be corrected by a very simple

method of double exposure. Set up your

camera and make your shot of the inte-

rior desired but leave all the blinds of the

windows shown in the shot drawn. Then
close your shutter but leave your slide

of your filmholder out and do not touch
the camera. Open up the blinds in your

set up and then open up your shutter

for a short flash of exposure on the same
plate. The result will be a perfect match
and plenty details in your windows. This

avoids all doctoring on your plate and . .

well, you have learned something—From
La Photo pour Tous, Paris.

Hocus-Pocus

• Do you know that you can make a

complete photographic image disappear

by simply painting it with iodine and
then dipping it in hypo? Do you want to

make a white background or make some-
body in the picture disappear? With a

little skill and a little fine brush apply

your iodine and then let it dry for a min-
ute, throw it into your hypo bath and
wherever you applied the iodine a pure

white space will appear. If necessary

repeat the operation. — From La Photo

pour Tous, Paris.

Universal Filter

• "Camera", a Swiss magazine, in its

July edition, 1933, published an interest-

ing article written by Mr. Kellner who
discusses the advisability of using a green

filter on both panchromatic and ortho-

chromatic emulsions for proper color ren-

dition in black and white. He further

discusses the different methods of manu-
facturing light filters, concluding that

filters dyed while the glass is in a melted

state are preferable to either gelatine

filters or glass filters coated with dyed

gelatine. No reference is made as to the

influence or reaction of green filters rel-

ative to the original shape of the grada-

tion, especially the gamma.

Fast Lens

• According to a report from Berlin a

new lens is being marketed with a speed

of F.l. in focal lengths including 20, 28,

42, 50, 75, 100 mm. This is being

made by the Jackenroll company. It is

being put out under the name of the

"Paritar."
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WINNING with an 8mm Camera
by Randolph B. Clardy 362

EFFECTS in Your Titles
by George Lancaster, A.S.C 363
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Next Month .

• We will have a very fjne outline for a Home Movie that will intrigue

you and tempt you to load your camera for immediate action.

• There will be another installment on the series of Lighting Articles.

We have already given you the basis of personal and set Ijghting. We
will carry you further in this interesting study.

• There will be an article on the developing of your own titles when
you shoot direct positive. Review of the prize entry pictures indicated

many are lacking in this knowledge.

e Of course, those are only a few of the articles that will appear in

the amateur section. There wjll be many more illuminating and enter-

taining features.

Honorary Membership
Above is a reproduction of the Certifi-

cate of Honorary Membership tendered

the AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER
by the Institue of Amateur Cinematog-
raphers of England.

This Institute has made phenomenal
progress since its inception a little over

a year ago and now numbers in its mem-
bership close to 500 enthusiastic cine-

photographers.

The American Cinematographer proud-

ly acknowledges the honor conferred up-

on it by the Institute in the tendering of

this Honorary Membership. It is also

proud of the fact that it was given in

recognition of the services so freely given

to the Amateur throughout the world.

A perusal of the by-laws, aims and

activities of the Institute of Amateur
Cinematographers convinces one that it

has been organized not only along ideal

lines, but is substantially founded in its

thought and its purpose and its activities.

Its membership gives innumerable bene-

fits to those allied with this organization.

It numbers among its associates the big-

gest of the dealers, manufacturers and

distributors on the British Isles.

Its active membership reads like the

blue book of England. At its head as

president it has His Grace the Duke of

Sutherland, K.T. It lists among its pa-

trons about twenty of England's leading

personalities. In the capacity of Honor-

able Secretary it has William E. Chad-
wick, F.A.C.I., an aggressive, intelligent

and personable man who has builded well

and firmly.

The American Cinemat«grapher proud-

ly acknowledges acceptance of the signal

honor conferred upon it by the Institute

of Amateur Cinematographers of Eng-

land.
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Randolph B. Clardy, winner of gold medal
for Scenario and Photography, with his

8mm camera.

Editor's Note: Randolph B. Clardy, author of this article, was the
ivinner of the gold medal for Scenario pictures and also winner of
gold medal for photography in the American Cinematographer 1933
Amateur Motion Picture Contest. In this article he tells you some-
thing of the conditions surrounding the making of the picture
lA^hich won him these honors.

Winning

With An 8mm.

Camera
by

Randolph B. Clardy
Winner of Gold Medals for Scenario and Photography

THAT peculiar sensation known to amateurs as the

desire to film a story, had me sitting in obscure cor-

ners trying to squeeze a story out of my brain cells

—

one that could be produced without impossible complica-

tions and yet approach as nearly as possible the real McCoy.
Driving out toward Newhall one sunny Sunday, I discov-

ered an informal rodeo in progress, just off the highway.

A perfect set-up for more camera fodder. I quickly made

the acquaintance of Hosea Steelman, who was conducting

the rodeo, and discovered that the rough-riding young boy

capturing the center of attraction was not a boy at all, but

his daughter. Dolores Steelman can ride and rope with the

best of the men, and I was surprised to learn that she could

neither hear nor speak.

Later, in showing the results of the pictures taken that

afternoon, I became better acquainted with Hosea and his

daughter and their thorough enjoyment and interest in the

informal reproduction of their rodeo secured by my small

camera, served to stimulate my already growing desire to

film a western story, with Dolores as the principal. I put

it up to them and they were more than willing to co-operate

in every way, having the ranch and the horses as well as a

truck to transport them on location.

I at once set to work on my story. Almost every scene

was mentally photographed, rather than written, by the

time we started the work on the film.

! found that visualizing my scenes in advance made it

possible to shoot them quickly without wearing out the

actors as well as the cameraman.

Hearing of the picture planned, a neighbor loaned a

trained Palomeno for a lead horse; another neighbor loaned

calves for roping; another a wild horse from the Arizona

Desert and a double offered his service for the dangerous

bucking horse scene. Other neighbors generously loaned

their ranches and cattle as the scenes required them.

The picture was made jn two days, only to discover a

the end of the second day that all of the film had been

spoiled through my experimental tinkering with the camera,

so that the diaphragm was only half open on all my shots.

This was almost too much! And would the characters go

through with it all again? They would, believe it or not!

However, it was necessary to find a new leading man as the

cowboy used previously had gone to a desert ranch. The

scenes were retaken with some improvement, which gave

all concerned consolation for the added work. And so to a

completed picture.

With the aid of reflectors made of beaver board braced

at the back and covered with metallic paper obtained at a

sign painter's supply house, I was able to use back-lighting

in practically all of the scenes. The reflectors built up

exposure so that with good sunshine, I was able to stop

down to "f-8" on the shadow side and "f-1 1" on the sun-

side. This, in both instances, is a stop below those recom-

mended for the camera without the use of reflectors. These

smaller stops allow the 8mm. picture to be projected

sharply up to about a four-foot screen size, with a brilliant

projector and screen. Ordinarily, a reflector was used on

the faces at a three-quarter angle for accent lighting, and

additional ones used wherever the surrounding set needed

more light. Where the principals moved around, reflectors

were set to catch them as they moved into a different area.

Five reflectors, 30" x 40", were found ample for the

scenes, used at a distance of from twenty to thirty feet.

A substantial tripod was used throughout the entire picture.

To smooth out the technique in changing scenes, I used

a wipe, which was obtained by moving a black blade across

about an inch in front of the lens. The blade was hinged

to the front of a box on a screw and the sides of the box

extended back to clamp the sides of the camera. The box

was painted black inside to prevent light flashes into the

camera. One lap-wipe was obtained by checking the foot-

age at the end of a wipe and then running the film on

through, reversing and running through again and then again

up to the beginning of the wipe. The lapped exposure was

then wiped in from this point.

(Continued on Page 373)
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Effects in

Your Titles

The Screened Tif/e

r/G.5

by

George J. Lancaster, A.S.C.

TRIPLE exposures, wipe offs, dissolving and lap dis-

solving titles bring forth a new era in photographing

titles, truly an art in itself. Title departments in

major studios have slowly grown into a considerable insti-

tution with all sorts of new fangled gadgets and dodads

that would fill a small volume if one were to write about

them.

There are mechanical reasons why it is almost impossible

to go into lengthy details concerning the operation of them

and the resultant effects obtained from them. That leaves

me face to face with a problem of explanations which I

shall try to write in my humble way. The simpler opera-

tions in producing various effects which the 16mm pro-

ducer might be inclined to try, may make truly novel titles

for his or her films providing, of course, he or she owns a

camera which has incorporated the variable shutter control,

8 to 64 speed control, hand crank, allowing for winding

back the exposed film and the stop motion appliance.

The October issue, the article of Trick Photography, had

much written about dissolves and lap exposures. The same

principle is applied to the titles, so let us start with cap-

tions photographed over backgrounds, by double exposing.

Let us suppose you are covering a football game. Of

course you will have some sort of continuity to your story.

The campus would be an appropriate background for your

main title. Secure a still picture of the campus having at

hand the captions on title cards describing the incidents and

so forth.

First photograph the picture in sufficient length corre-

sponding to the required length of your title card reading

matter. This done, fade out, close shutter, wind back the

footage, place the title card on the board, open shutter

and start exposing and fade out as you have done on the

picture. You have made a unique title with an animation.

Now let us suppose it is desired to add a sub-title and you

desire to have the main title letterings dissolve out as the

lettering of the sub-title dissolves on. Example ( I ) "Stan-

ford vs. California," the sub-title (2) "Leaving for the

U. C. Bowl."

Operation: Photograph the picture background, ample

footage exposed fade out, close shutter, wind back footage

exposed. Place card No. 1 on board, open shutter and

photograph half of exposed film of background fading out

on title card. Be sure to note exact footage you started

to fade out on and the exact length of fade out, as you

have to repeat this operation. Shutter closed wind back

to starting point, place card No. 2 on board. With shutter

closed start camera in action just at the point where you

started the fade out on card No. 1 , start fading in on card

No. 2, continuing on with the second half of exposed film

of the background, fading out at the end as you have done
on the background, leaving the title and background fade

out together.

In Fig. 1 you have side view of camera, mat box
and title board. Fig. 2 is front view of mat box,
note white lines half inch apart. The size of the
aperture opening should be twice the size of the
title card. Inside of mat box should be painted
dull black. Fig. 3 shows the action of the wipe
off card in downward motion cutting off title card
at each exposure. This gives you the wipe-off.
Fig. 4 also shows card in downward motion, but
this time instead of closing aperture it is opening
the aperture and giving you a wipe-on. Fig. 5 is

a diagram of film in wipe-off action, the half
marked No. 1 leaving the screen as the other half
marked No. 2 comes on.

Now we come to an operation that is somewhat compli-

cated, requiring the building of a large mat box to be placed

before the camera lens for producing photographed wipe

offs. No doubt the readers have often viewed titles in the

theatre, where one capition leaves the screen, the other

proceeds either across, right or left, or from up or down
simultaneously. Note in the accompanying cut around the

outer edges of the mat box are painted white lines half an

inch apart. These white lines are used to guide each move-
ment of the black mask card for masking off the entire mat
box aperture step by step, in accordance with the white

lines. Operation: Set up first title card, generally the main

title, focus camera through mat box. Photograph the re-

quired footage of main title; stop camera. The next pro-

cedure, photograph the title in stop motion. Carefully note

footage at this point, for winding back. Now bring the

black card into play. Start the card at first top white line

and proceed down, stop exposure, move card to next white

line, stop exposure, and so on until you have completely

blanked off the opening of the mat box. Close shutter

or cap lens, wind back the film to the point where you

started stop motion, place credit title card on board, open

shutter, now start exposing as you had done in the begin-

ning. Instead of closing in on open aperture, start with

mat box closed and open downwards from white mask to

white mask; stop motion at each movement as you have

done when you first started when the mat box is com-
pletely opened; proceed filming at regular speed 8 frames

per second. Sufficient footage for reading exposed. You
have obtained a wipe off effect worthy of praise and so I

hope my readers will enjoy this pastime of producing titles

of this kind.
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Above—on the screen. Below—how it was done. "M"
indicates position of Mother, and "B" that ot Baby. 1 is

a reading-lamp, fitted with a Phototlood bulb; the
lampshade keeps the rays from striking the lens in any
position. 2, 3, and 4 are 500-watt photographic lamps,
fitted with diffusers. 4-a indicates positior. of lamp 4
for Scenes 6, 7, and 22. Angle A indicates camera posi-
tion for most scenes; angle B is optional tor closer scenes,
especially 11-20; angle C is for Scene 21. With Super-
sensitive film, this lighting permits work at f:3.5.

\

W-'

"x'' X-"" \ \/b\ 1

finq/e C

Introducing

Baby
by

William Stull, A.S.C.

WHEN a cinefilmer (amateur or professional ) sud-

denly finds himself a proud papa, one of his first

thoughts is "Where's my camera— I want a pic-

ture of the Baby!" But when it comes to actually making

the pictures, he's likely to find inspiration an inconstant

wench—looking steadfastly away from him So here's a

suggestion for Baby's filmic bow.

TITLE: (5 feet)

MR. and MRS. JOHN SMITH
Present

JOHN SMITH, JUNIOR
A SMITH PRODUCTION

INSERT: (5-10 feet)

Your card announcing Baby's arrival.

SCENE 1 : (5 feet)

Fade or Iris in on long-shot of the Hospital where the

baby was born.

CUT TO
SCENE 2: (8 feet)

Close-up of Hospital name-plate or cornerstone.

TITLE: (5 feet)

DR. JONES—MASTER OF CEREMONIES.
SCENE 3: (5 feet)

Close-up of the atttending Physician — preferably

talking.

SPOKEN TITLE: (5 feet)

"Mother and baby are doing splendidly."

SCENE 4: (4 feet)

Long-shot of Mother in bed, smiling happ'ly.

SCENE 5: (5 feet'

Close-up of Mother.

SCENE 6: (3 feet)

Close-shot of door opening.

SCENE 7: (10 feet)

Long-shot. Door opens; Nurse enters, carrying Baby.

She crosses over to Mother's bed, the camera following

her. She starts to put Baby in Mother's arms.

SCENE 8: (4 feet)

Medium close-shot of Nurse giving Baby to Mother.

TITLE: (3 feet)

INTRODUCING BABY.
SCENE 9: (8-10 feet)

Close-up of Baby, nestled in Mother's arms

SCENE 10: (6 feet)

Close-up of Mother, speaking.

Into this cut:

SPOKEN TITLE: (5 feet)

"He looks just like his daddy, doesn't he?"

SCENES 1 1-20: (5 feet each)

Ad lib scenes 'preferably close-ups and medium-shots)

of the Baby—cute expressions, etc. If desired, a shot of

Baby taking his lunch, etc.

SCENE 21 : (6 feet)

Close-up of Nurse, speaking. (Make this from low

angle, shooting diagonally up, as though from viewpoint

of someone in bed.)

Cut into this:

SPOKEN TITLE: (3 feet)

"Time's up!"

SCENE 22: (8 feet)

Long-shot. Nurse picks up Baby, and walks out of

door, closing it behind her. Camera follows her from

bed to door.

SCENE 23: (4 feet)

Close-up of Mother, smiling happily. May be shot

with slight diffusion.

FADE OUT.
TITLE:

WATCH FOR THE NEXT INSTALLMENT-
COMING SOON!

Allowing for the inevitable "added scenes," b'ts of action

which cannot be planned for, but are too good to miss, and

also for the few inevitable "NG'd Takes," this should make
a neat little picture of about 1 50 feet, though it can easily

be trimmed to 100, or padded to a full 200. It requires

specialized technique, of course, if it is to be filmed in the

hospital; there are certain rules and regul.itions to be ob-

served in most hospitals, which cannot be ig:iored. For

instance, in most hospitals, fathers are never allowed to

touch the baby—and seldom to even be in the same room

with their infants; therefore, you will notice, "Father"

does not appear in any scene in the film. After all, fathers

are pretty inconsequential creatures at such a time! In

(Continued on Page 381 I
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A and B represent stand lamps while C represents
a lamp suspended trom the celling or otherwise
set so as to throw its light directly down for back
lighting.

ABC of

Set Lighting
by

Arthur Campbell,
Cinematographer

JUST as there is a fundamental light in portraiture,

there is also a basic method of lighting a set, and they

are not dissimilar.

We know that one source of light, no matter where used,

whether to light a person or set will create a shadow. If

this light is placed directly in front of the set, facing it in

the same way as the camera faces the set we will get a

flat light. However, that is the most we can expect from

one light.

There are times when shadows are desirable, but we will

not go into that phase of lighting here. We will try to

establish what might be a basic light for a set regardless of

its artistic merits.

In view of the fact that it will be agreed that one light

is not sufficient to light a set we will disregard the front

lighting and place this first unit to one side as reasonably

close to the objects as possible so as to throw the beam
across these objects from one side. This will create a

shadow which of course is undesirable as one side of the

picture will be entirely in shadow.

But let's take an imaginary set such as is sketched on this

page and assume that the first unit we have placed is light

A. You can readily visualize how this would be insufficient

to photograph this set. We now place light B on the oppo-
site side of the set. This will not only kill the shadows from
light A but will act as the highlight for all objects on the

right side of the set and our first light, A, will kill the

shadows of light B and act as a highlight for all objects on

the left side of the set. With limited lighting facilities of

this kind it might not be well to diffuse either of these lights

as you undoubtedly will need all the light they give to secure

a proper exposure. Also this is not a set up that would
permit the camera to take in a full picture. By this we
mean you would have to confine your shot to a three-quarter

picture.

Reduced to its simplest terms, that is the A and B of

lighting. The C of lighting will consist of the backlighting

of the scene. Obviously on a set like this it will be impos-

sible to place a light back of the furniture or people who
might occupy the scene without having it glare right into

the lens, or if placed low it will not include the entire pic-

ture. So this third light will have to be placed high out of

the lens angle approximately at a point that will hit the

front edge of the radio. You will note this is outlined with

dotted lines on the radio; this is to indicate that it is above

the radio. This light must face directly down. While it

will flood the entire set and light the back wall, throwing

light behind the chairs and radio to mould those pieces, still

its greatest light is being poured to rear of the set and will

act as a back light, lighting the hair of the people who
might be occupying the chair and the couch.

The placing of this light might be a bit of a problem.

Obviously there is nothing to hang it on. You cannot use

a stand lamp, as the stand would show in the picture. This

might be overcome by stretching a wire across from the pic-

ture moulding, or if there are windows on each side, a wire

from one window to the other and hang this light from that

wire, making sure, of course, that it is not in the camera
angle.

If you will recall last month's article on the lighting of

the human face you will remember that this lighting of the

set is not dissimilar. In that set-up a light was placed to

the right of the person, another to the left a bit farther away
and one for back lighting. The second light placed at a

little greater distance was set so as not to kill the shadow
entirely, but to give a nice balance over the first and pre-

dominating light. It was also suggested that it be dif-

fused.

However, in the lighting of this set, in view of the fact,

that a greater area is covered and more people will be in-

volved, it will readily be understood that the lights as placed

will act as highlights on those things nearest to them and

tend to kill the shadows on those at the greatest distance

from them.

The third unit is very important for back-lighting. This,

however, will be influenced by the color of the walls. If

they are light they may tend to act as reflectors and fur-

nish sufficient backlight of themselves. However, for the

one doing his first job of lighting it would be well for him
to experiment both ways.

As we said, we have not attempted to bring out any

artistic effects. We have not attempted to do any mould-
ing of objects or furnishings, but have merely set down
here the simple basis of lighting for a set presumably in a

home.
The studio naturally is built and equipped to handle these

situations in the very minutest details. Special lamps and
special equipment for lamps are available. These would be

prohibitive in most cases to the amateur, however, there

are a few items that he might build economically which
we will endeavor to explain to him in succeeding articles on

lighting the set. The first and most important thing in

your first step of lighting is to get sufficient light; next

to work away from flat lighting and to cross your lights so

(Continued on Page 373)
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Shooting

Close - Ups

Indian Style

by

Karl Hale

A MIGHTY interesting story is told us by Stanley

Foster, cinephotographer, who uses a 16mm cam-

era instead of a rifle when hunting.

For years Foster had been an enthusiastic huntsman, trav-

eling into the forests of Canada from his home in Adrian,

Michigan, to bag big game. He is still an enthusiast of

the hunt, but the 16mm camera has brought a new type

of hunting to him and he now brings his prey home on the

motion picture film to enjoy his jaunts into the wilds any

time he wishes. However, we believe the most interesting

part of the yarn he tells is the tip the Chippewa Indians

gave him in how to secure scenes of the wily moose.

It was only by exercising a great deal of patience that

he secured the information from the Indians, and when he

had the information he wanted it was also only by exer-

cising the greatest patience that he secured the pictures

he wanted.

Seemingly, the Indian is not a talkative sort of chap,

but once he feels friendly toward you he will give you
some very valuable information in hunting lore.

Foster wanted a good picture of a moose; in fact, he

wanted a good continuity of one of those big fellows. By
observation he found that they fed mostly near the shore

in the shallow water, but this didn't do him a great deal

of good, as he found on several experiments that they

swished away even though he was perfectly concealed on

shore behind shrubbery.

Frequently the moose wade out into the water until

just their heads protrude above the surface, and then reach

down in the water feeding on weeds at the bottom. They
seem to be able to keep their heads under water much
longer than any other of the upland animals. The Indian

plan of approaching the moose is first to see that the wind
IS blowing from the moose to the photographer and then,

as the moose in the distance places his head underneath

the water to feed, the canoeist paddles as rapidly as he

can toward the unsuspecting moose. As soon as it is ap-

parent the moose is coming to the surface, the hunter be-

comes rigid in the canoe, leaving the paddles in just what-
ever position they may be at that instant. Even though

the canoe continues forward in the water the moose does

not seem to mind or possess the ability to distinguish a

man in the canoe unless he makes some motion. So as

soon as the moose again puts his head underneath the

water you again paddle as rapidly as possible and then re-

main motionless as the head of the moose is seen above

the surface of the water.

This operation is repeated again and again until you are

only a few rods away from the moose. Then as he puts

his head beneath the water for the last time, you either

paddle very rapidly or else pull the rope on the motor, if

one is attached to the canoe, and run the canoe between

the shore and the moose. The moose is very much alarmed

on finding a canoe so near and takes to the deeper water.

If you are handy with the paddle or have an outboard motor

you will have no difficulty in securing all the moves you

may desire. Time and again by this method Foster was

successful in approaching moose and securing many good

close-ups

The camera method of hunting is more difficult than with

the rifle, according to Foster. One must not only keep up

wind from his prey, but he must be in photographic dis-

tance, and then above all there is the light to take into

consideration, an important point in photography, but of

no value in hunting with the rifle. The direction of the

sun is, of course, doubly important when you are photo-

graphing on the water, so Foster seemingly has added more

hazard to his method of hunting than the type he has for-

saken.

But his moose pictures are said to be worth while. Fine

close-ups of his head, a medium shot of him sailing through

the water and a long shot of him, all combining to make a

fine piece of hunting continuity that will never go out of

style.

Foster didn't bring any trophies home with him on his

running board, but he did secure several rolls of the finest

hunting pictures that he has had the pleasure of taking.

He has a permanent record of a hunting trip that he can

live over any time he desires.



Let's Make

A Locomotion

Picture
by

Henry Sharp, A.S.C.

SUPPOSE you are a traveler: why not a reel on Rail-

roads of the World? It can easily be a by-product

of your regular travel films—merely an extra shot or

two on each roll; but it can be edited into one of the most

unusual (and interesting! films in your library.

It doesn't matter in the least where you go—whether you

take a round-the-world Cook's Tour, or confine yourself

to a short jaunt in your own country; wherever you go,

you are sure to find interesting material; even in the rail-

road-yards of your home town, you can find a dozen little

details worth fiming. Let's suppose, for the moment,

though, that you are one of the lucky folks who is going

abroad. What can you plan to add to your railway reel?

The first—and most obvious—idea is to make a reel com-

paring foreign and domestic railway methods and equip-

ment. On the one hand, you have the massive engines of

American roads, designed for long, hard runs, and heavy

loads; on the other hand, you have the neat, light, and

beautifully-finished European engines, designed for short

runs at high speeds, pulling light trains. There is an inter-

esting contrast in itself—a contrast which can be brought

out all the more forcefully by careful camerawork. Imag-

ine, for instance, a sequence built around "The Overland

Limited," "The Chief," or the "Twentieth Century"; start-

ing with some shots of the train leaving one of the terminal-

stations, you could carry it through its run with a series of

pictorial shots of it rocketing along the level stretches, or

climbing ponderously over the Rockies. Then you could

bring it to its destination, and end with shots of the engine,

with the engineer carefully oiling up after the run. The
keynote of all of this should be massiveness—the majestic

proportions of the mountain-locos—low camera-angles' for

the close-shots; low viewpoints for the long-shots; every-

thing planned to accentuate the thoughts of mass and rug-

gedness.

To contrast with this, imagine a companion-sequence of

such a train as "The Royal Scot" (or its daytime companion,

"The Flying Scotsman") on its run from London to Edin-

burgh. This train is much smaller and lighter than any

American trains, so your keynote should be lightness and

agility. Higher camera positions, of course; lightings and

filterings that depict the train in a lighter tone; and pic-

torial shots of the famous train scampering along through

the pretty valleys of the Midland Counties.

Or, suppose that you would like to show the differences

in construction between foreign and American lines: what a

wealth of subject material you have here! Even though the

basic principles are the same, the application is different:
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the very track is laid differently; the coupling devices con-

necting the cars are different; many European freight (or

"goods") trains, even, do not have air-brakes. No Euro-

pean engine boasts a bell—and the whistles are usually a

joke. The headlights are different: in England, for instance,

by the number and arrangement of the headlamps (or, by

day, flags, and similar indicators) you can tell whether the

train is a passenger, "goods," or mail-train; whether it is a

regular or a special; or even when it is merely a string of

empty "waggons." Here in America, the engineer usually

sits on the right-hand side of the cab; in England, he is on

the left. And, too, many of the European trains offer un-

usually interesting opportunities for Kodacolor workers;

trains and engines are often painted in bright colors, such

as blue, green, and maroon.

Then, for him who has the time and the interest, there

is yet another interesting phase: collecting films of trans-

portational novelties. Some of our smaller lines here offer

much in this respect; in Europe there are, of course, such

unusual subjects as the bifurcated monorail at Ballybunion,

Ireland, in which the train runs on an A-shaped track, with

a complete assembly of boiler, cab, cars, etc., on either

side; and the Barmen-Elberfeld suspended monorail, in Ger-

many, which straddles streets, river, etc. Then, too, there

are the many rack or cogwheel mountain railroads in Switz-

erland (such as the Rigi and Pilatus roads) and, of course,

their equivalents in America, climbing Pike's Peak and Mt.

Washington. Then, there is the train-ferry, "Drotting Vik-

toria," which carries the whole train, engines and all, on the

Malmo-Hamburg run across the Baltic, from Tralleborg tc

Sassnitz.

(Continued on Page 372)
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HERETOFORE 1 6mm cinemicrographers have been

limited to reproducing their microscopic subjects

m monotone, with the result that many subjects

so filmed lose much of their real value.

The amateur has at his disposal one of the best color

methods available, requiring but little technical knowledge

to reproduce colors in a truly accurate and lifelike manner.

The application of this process to cinemicrography opens to

him not only the beauty of form and rhythm, but of color

as well. Apparently the amateur experiences difficulty in

combining the optical principles concerned.

It is not the purpose of this article to go into all of the

technical phases of photomicrography, or to describe the

optical principles involved in the Kodacolor process. This

information is available from other sources, if not already

known by the amateur.

There are two methods by which the Kodacolor process

might be applied to cinemicrography. One method re-

quires special optical equipment for projecting the image

directly on the film. This optical equipment is not avail-

able to the average amateur. The other method herein

described, is quite simple and inexpensive requiring little

knowledge of optics or photography.

The entire set-up consists of seven units, i.e. (a) a lab-

oratory microscope, (b) a Kodacolor equipped cine camera,

(c) carbon arc and water cell, (d) photographic ground

glass, (e) an auxiliary lens of approximately 3 inch focal

length, (f) a suitable support for these units.

The microscope is placed upon a solid platform and above

it is mounted the cine camera. The optical systems of the

two instruments are centered as near as possible by inspec-

tion. Above the microscope eyepiece and approximately

seven inches below the camera lens, is mounted the ground

glass screen (d ) .

The illuminating system consists of a carbon arc so ad-

justed as to throw a beam of light through a water cell to

the microscope sub-stage mirror, which in turn directs this

beam up through the lens system of the scope and produces

an image of the object on the ground glass. The water cell

is filled with distilled water which removes most of the

heat from the light and prevents damage to lenses and prep-

arations. Due to the fact that an optical bench, in the

usual sense of the word, is not used in this set-up, it is

necessary to place a thin ground glass disk, usually sup-

plied with the microscope, in the holder provided below the

sub-stage condenser. This disk diffuses the light suffi-

ciently to assure even illumination throughout the entire mi-

croscopic field.

The ground glass screen (d) is an ordinary 5x7 ground

glass which can be obtained from any photographic dealer.

To a large extent the quality of the image to be photo-

graphed depends upon this screen, as its function is to pick

up the image projected by the objective and eyepiece lenses

of the microscope. In order to pick up this aerial image

it must diffuse the light to a high degree. This diffusion

is necessarily accomplished by the individual grains of the

H i

Symbols in this sketch are explained in text

Experimenting

screen surface. Naturally this diffusion destroys much of

the fine detail within the projected image and it is certain

that this detail, the essential component of all photomi-

crography, once destroyed cannot be restored by the camera

lens and film emulsion. To be more precise, the problem

of detail is one of resolving power. The criteria of such

work is to resolve as fine detail as possible, being limited

only by the resolving ability of the microscopes optical sys-

tem and the film emulsion itself. In addition to this prob-

lem is the one of illumination. This is more apparent when

one realizes that the Kodacolor filter has an exposure fac-

tor of approximately 35X and this factor is extremely evi-

dent in any attempt to make Kodacolor movies by artificial

light.

These problems, ground glass grain size and the light

absorbed by it, can be met in two ways; first, by a reduc-

tion in grain size or second, by doing away with the ground

glass entirely. As previously stated, the latter method can

be done, but requires optical equipment not within the range

of the average amateur. The author has met this problem

by the simple expedient of treating the ground glass screen

with ordinary mineral oil and wiping the surface almost dry.

This treatment tends to fill up the spaces between the in-

dividual grains and effects a reduction in diffusing ability,

as well as increasing to a great extent the amount of light

transmitted by the screen. However, there seems to be a

limit as to the amount of oil that should remain after wip-

ing. Too much tends to destroy the image completely by

making the grains non-existent, too little tends to destroy

detail and increases light absorption. The exact amount
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tfiat should remain can be determined only by experiment.

To further overcome the effect of grain the author has de-

vised a mechanism that utilizes a principle not previously

applied in cinemicrography. By electrically vibrating this

screen at 60 cycles per second the image of an individual

grain is blurred to such an extent that it becomes non-

existent so far as the film emulsion is concerned. Excel-

lent Kodacolor cinemicrographs can be made however with-

out this expedient where high resolving power is not of

paramount importance.

!t is important that this screen be mounted upon a paral-

lel plane with the microscope stage, otherwise the projected

image will be distorted and it will be impossible to properly

focus the entire image. It is also important that this

screen be mounted independently of the camera or micro-

scope assembly, particularly when using the vibrating screen

principle or stop-motion equipment.

Focusing of the image on the screen is accomplished by

the course and fine adjustment of the microscope. The

screen should be placed close enough to the eyepiece of the

With

Kodacolor

Cinemicrography
by

Alan C. Woolley
Cinephotographer

Showing use of dental mirror for focussing

scope that the projected image be not more than three

inches in diameter. If the amateur finds that the ocular

absorbs too much light it may be removed with the subse-

quent loss of its corrective properties which will not seri-

ously impair the results in low power work. This, however,

is not recommended.

At this point in the procedure it is necessary to focus

this image upon the film. This step is facilitated by having

the back of the camera film gate sawed out to full frame

size and placing in the gate a piece of matte film. (Matte

surface away from camera lens). A dental mouth mirror

aids in viewing this image. 'See Fig. 2). In order to

have this small image sharply in focus and completely fill

the motion picture frame, it will be necessary to set the

camera lens midway between two feet and infinity and ad-

just the auxiliary lens (e) up or down for a course adjust-

ment. A fine adjustment is made by manipulating the

cameras focusing lens mount. When these adjustments

have been made the image as it appears on the matte film

must be sharply defined and evenly illuminated. The matte

film is then carefully removed and the camera loaded with

Kodacolor Ifmi.

Correction of the color filter for the light source used,

to give a correct color rendition, is accomplished by rebal-

ancing portions of the Kodacolor ratio diaphragm. It is

best to use the old type K diaphragm and reverse it on the

filter mount so that the original red portion now covers the

blue segment of the filter. Most carbon arcs are too rich in

red and if the ratio diaphragm as now placed still passes too

much red it can be further blocked with lantern slide bind-

ing tape. The amount of this correction can only be deter-

mined by experiment, as each type of carbon inherently pos-

sesses different relative values of excitation of the three pri-

mary colors. The average carbon arc of from 15 to 20

amps, will make excellent color movies when using the new
supersensitive Kodacolor film. In photographing deeply

stained preparations or those which are quite dense and

present a predominance of red, it may be necessary to op-

erate the camera at half speed or increase the light in-

tensity.

Visual focusing of the image during exposure is con-

trolled simply by observing the image on the ground glass.

This focusing is done with the course and fine adjustments

of the microscope.

Beautiful cinemicrographs have been made with this set-

up of pathological tissue sections. When used in conjunc-

tion with the stop-motion device previously reported,"' beau-

tiful studies of crystal growth have been recorded.

Those amateurs fortunate enough to possess special pho-

tomicrographic equipment such as an optical bench, auto-

matic arcs, apochromatic objectives and compensating eye-

pieces, polarizers, etc., will find a new medium to use in

their studies. Those amateurs having but an ordinary mi-

croscope and meager accessories, will have found a new
combination to appeal to his scientific and esthetic sense.

-The American Cinemafographer, Vol. 13, No. 10, Feb. 1933.
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Many Among Honorable Mention

Almost In Medal Class
News of Contests Conducted in Other Parts of World and
Results of Los Angeles Cine Club Competition

In some instances it was by the pro-

verbial "hairbreadth" that those who
were given medals were not outpointed

by some of those included in the Hon-
orable Mention class of the American
Cinematographer 1933 Amateur Compe-
tition.

"Ciliary Action" by Arthur Proetz,

M.D. of St. Louis, Mo.; "Bermuda the

Land of Sunshine and Flowers" by Kon-
stantin J. Kostich of Long Island City,

N.Y. and "Mr. Motor Boat's Last Stand"

by John A. Flory of New York City were

among those which worried the judges

in their decision.

Others selected for Honorable Men-
tion by the committee appointed by the

American Society of Cinematographers

Include: A. C. Baxter, M.D., Springfield,

111., for his two-reel picture "Milk, Its

Production and Pasteurization"; R. P.

Ewing, Caracas, Venezuela, South Amer-
ica, for his one-reel picture "Red Sand";

Edward J. Hayes, Orange, N.J., for his

one-reel production "Hansel and Cre-

tel"; Lieut. A. J. Holton, San Francisco,

Calif., for "The Quest of The Phantom",

one reel; Vincente Mills, IVlanila, Philip-

pines, for "Filipino Flagellants", one

reel; E. C. Rosenberg, Oakland, Calif.,

for "Yosemite Nature Notes", one reel;

M. F. Sissel, Austin, Minn., for "Vaca-

tion Reflections", one reel; K. C. Ste-

phens, San Francisco, Calif., for "Beauty

Spots", one reel; E. Yeaple, Baltimore,

Md., for "Spinal Anaesthesia", two reels;

E. C. Thompson, Oakland, Calif, for "Ry-

Lock", one reel; Charles A. Cramet,

Brooklyn, N. Y., for "Microscopes", one

reel, and Elton Fox, Oakland, Calif., for

"Waterways", one reel.

Each of the pictures entered in the

contest were given a review and criti-

cism by one of the members of the judg-

ing committee, which was sent to the

entrant. This reviewing service, of

course, is not confined to the contest

pictures, but is given to those who send

their pictures to The American Cinema-

tographer throughout the year.

British Contest

Great Britain also had a very successful

competition conducted by the Institute

of Amateur Cinematographers. This is

the representative organization of ama-

teurs in that country and includes in its

membership many of the royalty of Eng-

land.

At a banquet given at the Mayfair

Hotel which was attended by motion

picture stars and presided over by His

Grace the Duke of Sutherland, K.T.,

president of the Institute, the prizes for

their 1933 competition were awarded.

In Class A the prize was offered for

the best Film of Holiday, Trip, Cruise

or Aeroplane Flight and was won by M.
L. Nathan for his picture "An Austrian

Village."

Class C covered the Best General In-

terest Film and was won by Miss Ruth

Stuart Rodgers with her film entitled

"Egypt and Back with Imperial Airways."

This film was also given the gold medal

in the American Cinematographer com-
petition this year in the Travel Film class.

In this class a second prize was offered

by the Institute and went to M. L. Na-
than for his film "Westminster in Win-
ter."

Class D governed the Best Abstract

Film. The prize under this classification

went to James A. Sherlock for his pic-

ture "I Bequeath."

Class E covered the Best Family Inter-

est Film and was awarded to J. B. S.

Thubron for his film entitled "Her Sec-

ond Birthday."

Class G was given over to Color Film.

The prize under this classification was

awarded to Dr. Maksimillian Paspa of

Jugoslavia for his film entitled "Nature

In Colours."

Class I included the Best of the Prize

Winning Entries. This prize consisted of

the International Challenge Trophy, open

to the world. It was won jointly by Miss

Ruth Stuart Rodger with her film "Egypt

and Back With Imperial Airways' and

M. L. Nathan with his film "An Austrian

Village."

Holland Contest

In Holland the Cine Amateur Club

idea has grown rapidly. According to

the latest figures from that country the

Nederlandsche Smalfilmliga now numbers

approximately 400.

D. Knegt, former secretary of that

organization, reports that the 1933 con-

test was a big success. The work in the

1 6mm. documentary class was exception-

ally fine. In this class Mr. A. Carre of

Rotterdam won the first prize with his

picture "Kleuterschool."

In the Scenario class the league ex-

perimented with the entrants making a

picture from a scenario recommended by

the league. This experiment did not

prove highly successful.

In the 9.5 mm. class the outstanding

film was submitted by Mr. Clement. This

was titled "Phantasy," built around soap

bubbles and smoke.

The information coming from this club

was very meager, but seemingly they

were concentrating their efforts toward

the contest which was held in Paris this

year.

Paris Contest

A special cable dispatch from Paris on
the outcome of their 1933 contest

brought only the skeleton facts on the

awards given. These merely designated

the country in which the winner lived

and did not give details as to name of

entrant or name of winning picture. The
first prize was won by Japan, second by
France and the third by a United States

competitor.

Spain Has Spring Contest

The contest to be held by the Ama-
teurs of Spain with headquarters in Bar-

celona will close on March 5th, 1934.
This contest will be wide in its scope

and broad in its recognition and will have
among its classifications cultural, scien-

tific, pedagogic, excursions and travels,

folklore, news, sports, industry technique

and general documents as well as sce-

nario pictures.

L.A. Cine Club Crowing

Selecting three pictures each from

three consecutive meetings, making a to-

tal of 9 pictures to be placed in compe-
tition for prizes ranging from first to

ninth, the Los Angeles Cine Club turned

their final selection over to the American
Cinematographer to judge according to

the methods and standards set down in

the annual contest.

The final decision of the judges gave

First Prize to R. B. Clardy for "Cattle

Country," the 8 mm. picture which

ranked so high in the American Cinema-
tographer contest; Second Prize to E. W.
Walker for his scenic "High Sierra";

Third Prize to W. J. Seeman for "Prairie

Schooner" which took the silver medal

in the American Cinematographer con-

test for "Home Movie"; Fourth Prize to

Harrison Chandler for "Ensenada"; Fifth

Prize to Wayne Fisher for "Echo Lake";

Sixth Prize to F. B. Skeele for "Pine

Cones"; Seventh Prize to Fred Champion

for "National Air Races"; Eighth Prize

to C. E. Memory for "One Day" and

Ninth Prize to R. F. Oden for his 8 mm,
picture "Sea of Silence."

Coles Win In New York
• Charles and Robert Coles with their

Cinecoles Revue were the winners of

the prize offered by the Mtropolitan Mo-
tion Picture Club. This picture is of the

news reel type. "Mexico" by Sidney

Moritz was given honorary mention.

John Arnold, A.S.C, Busy
• In addition to his duties as President

of the A.S.C. and head of Metro-Cold-

wyn-Mayer's photographic department,

John Arnold found that Christmas nearly

doubled his work. It seems that most of

MGM's many stars found 16mm cameras

in their Christmas stockings—and John

is now hard at it showing the noted nov-

ices how to make movies.



Studio Effects
at

HomeMovie
Cost

CINE-KODAK Special has a spring motor drive

with variable speeds from 8 to 64 frames per

second, one- and eight-frame hand cranks—the

latter being used, as well, for winding back the film

when making dissolves or double exposures. Reflex

finder for ground-glass focusing with any of six

lenses interchangeable on the double lens turret,

variable shutter for fades and dissolves, mask slot

between lens and film, interchangeable film cham-
bers of loo-foot and 200-foot capacities. Single

Cine-Kodak Special,

custom-built master

ofmovie miracles,

makes professional-

type shots with

16 mm, economy.

frame button for animation effects, and two footage

indicators—one on the film chamber showing the

amount of unexposed film, the other geared to the

mechanism recording accurately the amount of film

run or rewound.

The basic model of the Special is equipped with a

Kodak Anastigmat/. i .9 lens, double lens turret, one

loo-foot film chamber, set of six masks. Price and

estimates on adaptations to fit specific needs given

on request. Write for the Cine-Kodak Special Book.

DOUBLE EXPOSURE
The first exposure, of the man, is filmed with concentrated
lighting against a dark bacl<3'0und. Then the film is

wound back and a second exposure made, of the girl.

HALF MASKING
The race is "shot" with a horizontal half mask blocking
off the upper hall of the image. The film is wound back,
the other half mask used, and the stop watch filmed.

ANIMATION
The one-frame hand crank or single frame button can
be used for making animation, f-falf masking or double
exposures make anL-nation especially interesting.

If it isn't an Eastman, it isn't a Kodak

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, K Y.
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GOERZ

CUSTOM BUILT 16 MM
PROFESSIONAL CAMERA
WITH SOUND ON FILM

9 1000 ft. magazines optional
9 400 ft. magazines, regular equip-

ment
% 200 ft. magazines optional

9 Veeder-Roof footage counter

9 Mask slot, and reverse take-up

% One frame and 8 frame crank

9 Coerz Variable view finder

O Focus-on-f ilm, 1 Ox magnification,
upright image

9 Four lens turret, standard lens

mounts
Variable shutter for fades and

laps

9 Side tension aperture

9 Silent Cam movement

Special equipment designed and
built

ERIC M. BERNDT

SOUND 112 East 73rd Street

New York
COLOR

American Cinematographer
Now $2.50 the year

6331 Hollywood Blvd.

Hollywood, Calif.

NEW LOW RENTAL PRICE
SOUND ON DISC

400 ft. Reel and Disc, 75c per day
7-8-9-10 Reel Features, $5.00 per day

This service is now available to users within
48 hour parcel post delivery distance of
New York City, Rental Fee, 75c per night,

including 400 ft. reel and disc, or $5 for

one feature.

Send 25c today for catalog of subjects

Kl A\/ll 1^ Broadway & Chauncey St.MM V I L. I W/ Brooklyn - New York

HUGO MEYER
LENSE5

QUALITY

U^tFOPMiTy

HUGO MEYEP&CQ
245 WEST S5is5T /^EWVORIC.

Let's Make a Locomotion-
Picture

I Continued from Page 367)

The essential thing, of course, in mak-
ing such a reel, is to decide what aspect

of the subject you want your picture to

tell about: then concentrate on it. You
can tell a great deal simply by your pho-
tographic treatment. For putting over

the Idea of massiveness, for instance, low

camera-angles are the best—often angle

shots, with the lower part of the picture

well filled by the dark mass of the en-

gine. For portraying the lighter, faster

European trains, more straightforward

treatment is more satisfactory—usually

with either a front-light or a cross-light,

to eliminate heavy shadows from the

foreground.

If you want to film the trains in mo-
tion, a three-quarters front angle is the

most satisfactory. In the mountains, a

viewpoint where you can show the train

crawling around curves is always good

—

and curves (especially S-curves) are ex-

tremely pictorial. When you show a

train in motion, it is always better to

show some smoke coming from the fun-

nel; this is most frequently found when
the train is ascending a grade, when the

exhaust steam rushes through the stack

in great puffs, and billows out in huge,

white clouds. For these shots, use a fil-

ter! A fairly heavy one, of course; with

regular Pan, a "C" will give about the

right effect, or, with Supersensitive, an

"F." If you can, choose a day when
the sky is really blue, so your filter will

darken it, and give the smoke an effec-

tive background. And, if you want to,

you can "cheat" to surprisingly good ef-

fect, getting night scenes by daylight:

use a very heavy filter (for Pan, either

an "F" or a "23-A&56" combination;

for Super-Pan, a 72), and keep your

exposure pretty well down. Choose a

scene where you can get the train com-
ing along in late afternoon, with a front

light, so that the sunlight winks back

from the windows and headlights. Then,

with your heavy filter, and relatively low

exposure, you will get the effect of the

train, with lighted windows, roaring

through the night. If there is white

smoke, this will show up against the

black sky very effectively. But, try a

transportation film! Whether you de-

liberately plan it, or make it as a by-

product, you'll find it will—properly

made and titled—be one of the most

popular films in your library; and it's

mighty interesting to make!

MCM After Milner
• With Ernst Lubitsch signed to direct

"The Merry Widow" for MCM, Victor

Milner, A.S.C., Lubitsch's inevitable

teammate, is being sought to preside at

the cameras. Under contract to Para-

mount, Milner is trying to find time be-

tween Paramount assignments to make

the "Widow."'

A New Year's resolution embodying a
good photographic thought includes the
determination to achieve better cinema-
tography thru the medium of Coerz.

• Lenses • Yellow Filters

• Pan-Ortho Green Filters

• Trix Objecto Meter
• Effect and Title Device
• Variable Field View Finder
• Reflex Focuser

etc. etc. etc.

Literature on request

C. p. COERZ AMERICAN
OPTICAL CO.

317 East 34th Street New York

16mm
PANCHROMATIC

NEGATIVE and POSITIVE

CINE FILM
$4.25 1 00 foot

This includes processing and return of
30th the negative and a positive print
^o you.

136 West 32nd St. New York City

K
I

N-
0-LUX
In addition to its

moderate price
and eminently
satisfactory per-
formance Kin-0-
Lux IS unique for

super - proc-
essing. Each roll

subjected to
Scratch - proofing, a

method which insures
the film against the influence of time
and the effect of usage . . so that it

becomes— in its truest sense—a perma-
nent record.
No. I— 100 ft. in green box. . $3.00
No, 2— 100 ft. in red box. .$3.50
Including Processing, Scratch Proofing

and Return Postage

KIN-O-LUX, Inc. '05W 40st
New York

FACT . . FICTION . . FUN
Sports, Scenics, Comedies, Educationals

and a wide variety of 16mm. films.

NOW ONLY $2.50 PER 100 FT.

REEL . . . formerly $4.50
Send for Free Catalog

EMPIRE SAFETY FILM CO., Inc.

723 Seventh Ave. New York

NOW $2.50—
The yearly subscription to the

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER
the motion Picture Camera Maga-
zine, is now only $2.50. Write

AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER

6331 Hollywood Blvd. Hollywood, Calif.
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Winning With An 8mm
(Continued from Page 362)

All of the titles used were large and

were photographed from a distance of six

feet. The introductory title and cast of

characters I was able to letter in poster

paint, white and gray, on a black back-

ground. The sub-titles were set up with

cast letters, three-quarters inch high, in

white, upper and lower case; also ob-

tained at a sign painter's supply house.

There were placed on a cloth covered

background, slanted at an angle by prop-

ping one end on a box on the ground,

outside in direct sunlight. The camera

was used on a high tripod, made solid by

a suspended weight. A slanting light

struck the letters, throwing a slight

shadow on a medium dark background.

The titles were few and brief. A west-

ern hat and coiled rope were placed half-

way into the picture at lower left and a

pair of spurs at upper right, also only

partly showing. These were kept in a low

key to prevent distracting attention. With
good sunlight, stop "f-1 I

" was very suc-

cessful and rendered the titles sharp.

To have my first attempt at a film

story prove so successful in competition

has a tendency to spur me to attempt

bigger and better things (in 8mm I, and

it goes without saying that my A.S.C.

Cold Medals and my "first" in the Los

Angeles Cine Club are the big things in

life for this particular amateur camera-

man.

A B C of Set Lighting
(Continued from Page 365)

jas to have one side more brilliantly lit

than the other and then to have back

lighting.

Study the set you are to light, experi-

ijment with your lights before shooting

land endeavor to study the effect of these

lights so that your eye will become ac-

jcustomed to balances. We have not

itouched upon this, as we believe you

piust first learn how to lay the founda-

tion, but as you go on you will realize

pow the placing of the lamp in different

positions and different distances will give

you pleasing effects. You will work out

a lighting value that will possibly be

something a part of yourself. Attempt-
jing to imitate the lighting of another

photographer is not always successful, as

you do not have the same "feel."

Dr. Dieterich, A.S.C,
Returns

Dr. L. M. Dieterich, A.S.C, who has

been in the east for some time, has re-

turned to Hollywood. He will continue as

a consulting optical engineer for the film

industry here.

Coincidence?
• With Mae West playing a lion-tamer

in her latest film, Hollywood is wonder-
ing if it's only a coincidence that the

picture was photographed by LEO Tover,

A.S.C.

—16mm Negative Developing

—

Dunning Crainless is not a film; it is a developing

formula, used by Dunning only, that gives you an

absolutely grainless positive, never before possible

in 16mm prints made from a contact negative. Buy

your negative—such as Dupont Panchromatic or Su-

persensitive—from any dealer and send to Dunning

for Crainless developing and printing.

• We make a specialty of reducing

35mm to 16mm.

DU]\iMi\G PROCESS COMPANY
932 NORTH LA BREA AVE. - - - HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

PAN-AMERICAN
CINEMA STUDIOS

Now Producing 16mm Sound - on - Film Pictures

Single or Double System Recording
Sound Stage and Location Facilities

Dubbing Sound to Silent Subjects

All work done directly on 16mm Film

We also reduce 35 mm. Sound-On-Film
subjects to 16mm. Sound-On-Film using

the perfected P. C. S. electrical re-

recording system.

We Welcome Inquiries From Responsible Parties

Further Particulars and Prices on Request

—I Pan-American Cinema Studios i ^"j
Q 142 Columbia Ave. North Bergen, N. J. |
5_ "The Pioneer 16mm 'Sound-on-Film' Picture Producer" S. I

NOW $2.50

The yearly subscription to the AMERICAN CIN-

EMATOGRAPHER, the Motion Picture Camera Maga-

zine, is now only $2.50. Write

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER
No. 6331 Hollywood Blvd.

Hollywood, Calif.
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HERE'S
HOW

nside a ^"radius

YOUR OWN
Wighlij Perfoded

TALhiNo Picture
THEATRE

^ V ICTOR has made the 16mm Sound-on-Film

Talking Molion Picture as practical as the silent

film for Business, School, Church, and Home appli-

cation.

The really amazing feature of the ANIMATO-
PHONE — Victor's new 16mm Sound-on-Film Pro-

jector— is not so much that it reproduces sound

and pictures comparable in quality to the very finest

of professional showings, but that it does so with-

out requiring any more skill for operation than is

needed for manipulating the dials of any radio.

The ANIMATOPHONE is easy to care for, too.

Vital ,parts are all quickly accessible for cleaning,

and slip back into keyed positions without requir-

ing adjustments. Coupled with rugged construction,

this feature insures conlinuous satisfactory perform-

ance.

Write for literature and arrange for demon-

gtrations.

Victor Animatograph Corpn.
davenport, iowa, u. s. a.

11*2 W. 33th S( , N Y C 610 S Grand, Lot A,g*Ul

FILTERING SNOW-SCENES: "I

am greatly indebted to you for your

splendid interest in my problems.

Your advice has helped me 100 per

cent in getting the results I desired.

Now, will you please be so kind as

to tell me what filter you would

suggest for winter landscapes and

snow-scenes, with Supersensitive

film?"—A.W.K., Yonkers, N. Y.

The question of which filter to use

for snow-scenes depends a great deal up-

on what effects you want to get. If,

for instance, you want a definite separa-

tion between the snow and the sky, you'll

do well to use an Aero 2 or a "C" (or

even a deeper filter, such as the 23-A or

an "F", if you want an overcorrected,

dark sky). If, on the other hand, you

don't care so much for the color separa-

tion, but want merely to kill the glare

and halation from the snow, a Neutral

Density filter would be the thing—pref-

erably the 25 N.D. And if you want
some color correction, combined with a

reduction of the glare, use a 5-N-5,

which is a combination of an Aero 2 and

a Neutral Density Filter.

-—Milton R. Krasner, A.S.C.

THE "LATHAM LOOPS. " "What
is the ""Latham Loop," and what is

its purpose?"

—B.V.A., Los Angeles, Cal.

The "Latham Loops" can be found in

any motion picture camera: they are one

of the very foundations of the process.

Open any cinema camera or projector and

you will see that the film comes in from

the magazine or reel, passes over a

sprocket, then makes a loop before going

through the intermittent, and past the

photographing aperture. It then makes
another loop before passing under the

sprocket, and out. These two loops are

the "Latham Loops"; their actual form

varies according to the design of the

camera, and ranges from the complete

circle of the DeBrie and Askania cameras

to the loose U-curve commonly seen in

American apparatus. The purpose of

these loops is to allow the film to pass

the aperture with an intermittent move-
ment, unaffected by the continuous

movement of the feed and take-up, and,

recently, of the sound-on-film recording

and reproducing apertures. Until a truly

successful non-intermittent camera is

perfected, it can be accepted as axiomatic

that no motion picture camera or pro-

jector can operate successfully without

these loops. This is so basic that it was

one of the cornerstones of the power of

the old Motion Picture Patents Co.—the

"Film Trust" of twenty years ago. The
principle of the loop was patented about

1 894 by Otway and Cray Latham and

assigned to the Patents Co.; and the mere
fact that a camera or projector used them
proved (unless the machine was one of

the few types made under the "Trust's"

license) that the machine, its maker and

Its operator were infringing the "Trust's"

patents. A large corps of detectives har-

ried all independent producers and cam-
eramen, often smashing the offending

cameras, and always trying to ruin the

exposed film. For years, no independent

cameramen would let anyone—even his

closest friends—see the inside of his

camera; and frequently, the camera would

often be loaded in the studio's hidden

darkroom, smuggled out for the day's

work, and back again at night. The pow-

er of the trust was broken, after manv
years of litigation, by a Supreme Court

verdict rendered in 1916, but motion pic-

ture cameras and projectors still use the

"Latham Loops."

—Caetano Caudio, A.S.C.

FILM PRESERVATIVE. "What
should I use in my humidor-tins to

keep my 1 6mm. films in the best

condition?"—A.C.L., Chicago.

An excellent formula is:

Water 100 ccm.

Glycerine - -.. 2 grams

Oil Eucalyptus 2 grams

Spirit Camphor 2 grams

All of the chemicals should be 2 percent

solutions. When mixed, this preservative

may be used to moisten the pads in hu-

midor-tins, and will keep the film in ex-

cellent condition.

—Jackson J. Rose, A.S.C.

REFLECTORS. Why are reflectors

with gold paper used instead of the

silver kind? Is this because pan-

chromatic stock is being used?

A.R.I. , New York City.

• Cold leaf reflectors are very effectively

used in connection with panchromatic

film. These reflectors absorb a great

deal of the blue and violet radiation of

the sunlight and thus the reflected light

Is more appropriate for good chromatic

conditions. Charles Clarke, A.S.C, in

a recent article in this publication, ex-

plained reflectors and touched very clear-

Iv on this type of reflector.

CLYDE DEVINNA, A.S.C.
AnimAT®PHonE
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CEMENT FOR ACETATE FILM.

"Is it possible to make your own

cement for splicing 16mm. "safety"

film? If so, how is it made?"
—R.H.E., Philadelphia.

In view of the fact that excellent ce-

ment for splicing acetate (Safety) film

IS commercially available at very small

cost, it is hardly practical to make your

own; but if you want to experiment,

here is a very satisfactory formula:

Gelatine - 5 grams

Acetic Acid (Glacial)..-- 50 com.

Water . 10 ccm.

Methyl Alcohol 500 ccm.

Acetone 500 ccm.

—Andre Barlatier, A.S.C.

MORE ABOUT FILTERS. "You

will recall that some few months

ago wrote an article in the Ameri-

can Cinematographer re the use of

filters . . . covering the K-3, C, 21,

23-A, 25-A, 29-F, and 56-B. I

have obtained these filters, and have

used them as suggested in your ar-

ticle, but i' must confess that I

have not been able to get the cor-

rect factors, though I used those

you gave. The film has been Pe-

rutz Fine Grain Ortho (negative),

Agfa Ortho Negative, and Agfa

Novopan. In the former, all the

results have been underexposure; in

the latter film, which is about 1200
H. & D., the result has been over-

correction. Will you please help

me with the proper factors for these

filters for use with Negative Ortho,

and also for Pan and Super-Pan?"

—W.C., England.

Your difficulty is simply that you have

been using the filters on the wrong emul-

sions—emulsions to which they are not

adopted. Orthochromatic emulsions are

sensitized quite strongly to the blue,

slightly to yellow, and are almost entire-

ly blind to green and red. Now, the

filters from the "G" on, cut out more
and more of the blues and yellows; and

when these are gone lor even reduced),

you've nothing left to make an exposure

on Ortho. On Pan and Super-Pan, on the

other hand, you have an emulsion which
is sensitive to red and green; therefore,

you cannot only get an exposure, but se-

cure the color-correction you want.

The answer, therefore, is this: If you
want to use these filters, use either Pan-
chromatic or Super-Pan emulsions; if you
want to use Ortho film, don't use any
filters except the K-1, K-2, and K-3,

which were originally intended for use

with Ortho. Personally, I am inclined to

restrict even this list somewhat, as the

K-2 and K-3 are rather too heavy, and
produce an overcorrected effect; when
I used Ortho, I found the K-1 sufficient

for most normal work; with Ortho film

this has a factor of 3 or 4, while with

Super-Pan, the same filter has a factor

of 1 Va. The following table gives the

factors for your filters with Pan and

Super-Pan films:

Filter with Pan with Super-Pan

K-3 4 21

2

C 5 3

21 ^V2 2V2
23-A 6 3

25-A 10 4

29-F 16 8

56-B 8 4 ''2

As to your experience with Agfa's

"Novopan," we can give you little help,

since that film is not available in this

country. I would suggest that you take

the matter up with Agfa's head office,

in Berlin.—Wm. Stull, A.S.C.

Photography of the Month

"LITTLE WOMEN"
R-K-0 Production

photographed by Henry Cerrard, A.S.C.

When a famous and well-loved book

is brought to the screen, everyone con-

nected with the production is faced with

the difficult task of preserving the ideal-

ized visualizations of millions of readers.

In the production of "Little Women,"
this has been done with outstanding

success, by no means the least of which

is that which crowns the efforts of Cine-

matographer Gerrard. His was the task

of capturing the mood of the story in

light and shade—of retaining the mood
while bringing to life the atmosphere of

the Civil War period. To say the least,

this was a difficult assignment; the more

so since the action ranged over a wide

diversity of dramatic moods, while the

sets and costumes (historically correct)

held innumerable pitfalls and difficulties

for the unwary cinematographer. In all

this, Cerrard has succeeded most bril-

liantly, and made "Little Women" one

of the most perfectly-photographed pro-

ductions of this—or any—year. It is

technically and artistically of the very

highest order: a combination of excellent

personal lighting and a sensitive under-

standing of visual mood; of realism and

idealism, which has seldom been ap-

proached. Whether you are interested

in the science or the art of cinematog-

raphy, or merely in search of the best

in entertainment, see "Little Women."

Real Home Movies for

George Barnes, A.S.C.
• Many cinematographers have made
home movies for pleasure—but Cinema-
tographer George Barnes, A.S.C, had to

do it for business. Mrs. Barnes (Joan

Blondell to you) was needed for some
retakes—but, as she was convalescing

from an appendectomy, her family physi-

cian wouldn't let her go to the studio.

So Husband George brought the studio to

her! Camera, lights and recording equip-

ment were brought to the Barnes home,
and the needed scenes were "in the box"
within an hour.

II

for Outdoor
Night Movies

EWMANLITE
FLARES

Used by famous explorers,

naturalists and camera men
in darkest Africa and tropi-

cal America, Newmanlite
Flares provide the one, ex-
clusive method for taking
Outdoor Movies at Night.

Equally suited to the require-
ments of both the profes-
sional and amateur cinema-
tographer, Newmanlite Flares

enable one to obtain BEAU-
TIFUL and VIVID effects in

WINTER NIGHT PHOTOG-
RAPHY.

Fine granularities in snow,
light and play of shadows on
the wintry expanses photo-
graph as never before.

Their use, however, is not
confined to night scenes;
they can be used in dense
woods, at camp-fires, during
cloudy days, for back light-

ing effects and under condi-
tions of poor natural light.

It is the most effective il-

lumination known for the
world outdoors, one flare

equalling 7 5,00 candle
power.

Further information on request.

AT ALL DEALERS

I. C. Newman Co., Inc.

6 East 45th St. New York

BARGAINS!!!
WRITE
SUNNY SCHICK

Cinemachinery Brokers
I have what you want, or
can sell what you have.

Bargains in Equipment:
BELL & HOWELL
EASTMAN
SIMPLEX
VICTOR
STEWART-WARNER

Save 30°o to 60°o on cameras, projectors
and accessories.

408 W. WASHINGTON BLVD.
Since 1925 Dept, 125, Fort Wayne, Ind,
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Over 100
Satisfied Buyers
have told us what- a marvel-
ous value and how satisfac-

tory a 16mm. projector this

STEWART
WARNER
with 500 watt lamp is. Ultra
brilliant illumination—Mod-
ern instrument panel—Re-
verse-- Forward--Speed con-
trol—Separate light switch—High speed automatic re-

wind—Forced draft cooling—Low priced bulb—Beauti-
ful bronze finish—Complete
in Carrying Case. Regular

value at . . . $8750
Save $205.50
A limited number available. New
Stewart-Warner Sound-on-Disc
Projector in sound proof case,

turntable with gyro synchronizing

bar, two speed 78 and 33-1/3.

Finest amplifier and tubes. Com-
pact . . . Complete. Our price

$169.50
Descriptive literature on

request

Bass Guarantees satisfaction or

your money back. Bargaingram

No. 212 and further information

on request.

• BASS
CAMERA COMPANY
179 W.Madison St.,Chicago

Camera Headquarters for Tourists

Panorama Pictures With Your Leica
• Continued from Page 352

tripod head by cockwork. The film is

pulled past a narrow slot and exposed as

the camera turns. Panorama pictures for

the full 360 degrees can be made with

this camera. The fourth method is to

use a standard camera and to make sev-
eral exposures of adjacent angles in se-

quence, thus making a composite pano-
rama. With this method it is also pos-

sible to use lenses of different focal

lengths and to cover the full 360 de-
grees. This is the method used to make
panorama pictures with a Leica.

It is easy, interesting, and inexpensive.

Moreover, it is quicker than might be im-
agined. I recall some hurriedly made
trips to Death Valley, Yosemite, and
Mexico when time was at a premium.
Yet on all of these trips, I was able to

make a number of panorama pictures

along with hundreds of other Leica pic-

tures.

For equipment you will need a tripod

with a revolving head, a level, and a

simple base-plate for the camera. The
tripod that I use is of the ordinary Kodak
variety. The level 1 purchased at the

dime store. The simple base-plate I had
made. It is illustrated in Figure 1. It

is a piece of aluminum, drilled with sev-

eral holes which are threaded to take a

tripod screw. This plate, when placed

between the camera and the tripod, en-
ables us to mount the camera so that it

can rotate on the axis of the lens. The
lens diaphragm (approximate gauss

point) is directly over the center of the

tripod head. The advantage of this will

be seen by comparing Figures 2 and 3.

A detachable bracket is provided for

mounting the camera in a vertical posi-

tion, if that is preferable, as is some-
times the case when photographing tall

subjects.

Figure 2 represents a panorama of six

pictures with angles of 30 degrees each.

The camera is revolved at the Gauss
point of the lens, i.e., where the rays

cross. The six pictures match perfectly

in all planes, as the angles are adjacent.

Figure 3 shows a panorama composed
of three pictures. Each embraces an an-

gle of 30 degrees. The camera was ro-

tated at its focal plane. From the dia-

gram it will be seen that the pictures

match only at one point. Also that some
planes are not included in any of the

three pictures, while other planes over-

lap. It is obvious that panoramas made
in this manner are not wholly satisfac-

tory, unless the panorama includes ob-

jects in only one plane.

The procedure followed in making a

panorama is simple. With a 50mm lens,

it requires nine pictures to make a 360
degree panorama. However, I make ten

pictures, as this gives a slight overlap in

the pictures which is trimmed away when

the prints are mounted. This overlap

allows me to place my line of juncture

at the least conspicuous place, i.e., be-

tween two people in a group picture, etc.

Mark off on the revolving tripod head

ten equally spaced marks (this will, of

course, vary with the focal length of the

lens used). Set up the tripod and level

it so that the horizontal plane of the

camera is level throughout the full swing

of 360 degrees. This is imperative.

Figures 4 and 5 illustrate how this is

accomplished. First level the camera as

shown in Figure 4 and then swing the

camera and level it as shown in Figure 5.

The camera will then be level for the

full 360 degree swing.

The camera is now attached to the

tripod with the aid of the base plate, so

that the diaphragm or iris of whatever

lens used is directly over the center of

the tripod.

To make the panorama, expose the

pictures step by step, in sequence and

with the camera advanced each step in a

clockwise direction. It is advisable to

do this as quickly as possible, so as to

prevent any light change or cloud move-

ment. Should the panorama be exposed

in a counter clockwise manner, the prints

will need transposing. Also you will not

be able to tell the effect of your pano-

rama upon viewing the negative, as it

will resemble a jig-saw puzzle.

In conclusion, let me add the few fol-

lowing notes. In making your prints for

the panorama, contact or enlargements,

be sure that each print in the panorama

has the same exposure and development.

In lining up for a panorama picture, it

is sometimes advantageous to slightly tilt

up or down. This can be done if you

use a tilt head similar to those used for

16mm cameras. A Meyer universal tri-

pod head can also be used. One word of

caution. The horizontal plane of the

camera must remain level at all times.

The most satisfactory panoramas are

those containing from three to five ex-

posures. More than this becomes cum-
bersome. The pictures may be mounted

as a whole or made so that they will

fold up like a set of postcards.

Panorama pictures may also be made
with miniature cameras other than the

Leica, by adherng to the above drec-

tions closely as possible.

Again the miniature camera has dem-
onstrated its wide flexibility. I know that

you will be as enthusiastic as I, over

the results of this most versatile camera.

A WINTER PASTIME
There is no closed season for the

miniature camera. So if you really want

a winter pastime for those long Sunday
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7k COURAGEia PIONEER
HMe %ssibklhm
FINER l6m/n VALUES

afternoons, why not start making a col-

lection of snowflake photographs. You

might add some of Jack Frost's traceries

to the collection also.

Did you ever examine closely some of

these fairy snowflakes as they catch on

your clothing on their way to the ground?

Did you ever find two alike? There are

enough beautiful formations to make a

crystallographer"s heart pound with joy.

It is easy to photograph snowflakes,

using a Leica and one of the copying

attachments. The whole outfit is so

small that it can be protected from the

elements by a large umbrella. So the

next time that mother nature starts her

arctic display, set up the old umbrella

over a bridge table out in the back-yard

and call that your studio.

I would suggest the following equip-

ment: A Leica camera equipped with an

Auxiliary Reproduction Device (ratio

1:1); this is very small and convenient;

a piece of glass about 8 x 1 to serve

as the stage for the snowflake, and a

couple of concave makeup mirrors, that

you can get at the drugstore. These mir-

rors are for collecting and concentrating

the weak light on the snowflake. The
piece of glass will- permit the snowflake

to be partially illuminated from beneath.

Use the black velvet several inches below

the glass as a background.

These snowflake pictures can be en-

larged and toned blue. if you have a

room that you are trying to decorate, try

putting a border of snowflake designs

around it. If you are a batik enthusiast,

here is the start of a wonderful collec-

tion of patterns. Try it, and see if you

don't enjoy this winter sport.

Motion and Time Study
• While intended primarily as a manual

for factory managers and efficiency

analysts, "Motion and Time Study" none
the less has considerable interest to in-

dividuals and firms .applying cinematog-
raphy to practical business uses.

Several chapters, contributed by meth-
ods engineers connected with such firms

as General Motors, General Electric, Lehn
and Fink, etc., give an indication of the

business value of cinematographic mo-
tion-study records, and their practical ap-

plication. More important, however, is

Morgensen's closing chapter, in which
he gives an excellent resume of the prac-

tical methods of applying the 16mm.
camera to these business studies. Though
brief, his outline of the principles and
practice of Industrial Cinematography is

well-rounded and authoritative. His de-
scription of the more outstanding equip-

ment available is excellent and impartial.

The book is well worth the while of any-
one interested in the uses of motion pic-

tures in industrial work. This book was
edited by Allen H. Morgensen and pub-
lished by McGraw-Hill Book Co.

'HE History of 16min Motion Pictures dates

from Victor''s introduction of the world's first

16nini equipments. Thruout its pages runs a story

of many advancements innovated by Victor.

During even the darkest days of the depres-

sion VICTOR, with the traditional courage of the

true pioneer, pushed steadily upward and onward.

While many marked time, Victor continued to

create .... giving the world new features and

finer equipments.

Also, it was VICTOR who established a new

(and still unequalled) standard of cine values.

Sensing the inevitable collapse of the old order

of values, Victor initiated a n^w range of prices

based on anticipated increases in sales. Fortun-

ately that greater volume materialized . . . which

is why Victor offerings continue to represent the

greatest values in the history of 16mm.

Ask Your Dealer to show you the newest

Victor Models.

VICTOR ANIMATOGRAPM CORP'N.
DAVENPORT, IOWA, U. S. A.

2^42 W. J3th St., New York City 650 So. Grand, Los Angeles

Upper left—The lOFH Preiiiirr Hi-Power

Victor Projector (shown with fl6(>0' reel

altachmeni). Victor M.\STER PKOJE&
TORS lii.1 at from S123.00 up.

«

Uppvr rifiht — The all-feature Model 5

Camera willi Reverse Action, \'isual Focua-

ing, .» Speeds, Revolving Turret, etc. ...
S1T,>.00 with 1", F 2.9 lens.

Loifer ri^hl—Most sensational of camera

values . . . 5-speed Model 3 Victor. S67.50
with F 2.9, 1" Fixed FWus lens.

WORLD'S FINEST lE^tMDTIDN PICTURE EHUIPMENT
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CRAIG JR.
SPLICER *35o
Now available for use with both 8 mm
nd 1

6

mm films.

CRAIG SPLICER ^lO
^ Now available in l6 mm size for use

with cither silent or sound on film films

CRAIG MOVIE SUPPLY Co.
I03I South Broadway

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
Represented by Ampro in the East

MORGAN
CAMERA SHOP

Hollywood's LEiCA Specialists

Fine Grain Finishing and Enlarging
Photo Supplies

6305 Sunset Blvd. Hollywood

NOW HALF PRICE

CINETOCRAPHIC

ANNUAL
Volume 1

WHILE THEY LAST

$2.50
American

Cinematographer
6331 Hollywood Blvd.

Hollywood, Calif.

The 'language of Line"

In Photography

1

iContinued from Page 35-4)

A picture composed entirely of curved
lines is generally inclined to be weak and
flabby.

The "S" curve, perhaps the most beau-
tiful of the curved lines, incorporates

grace, elegance, and perfect balance. It

is sometimes called "Hogarth's line of

beauty," and is particularly useful in

leading the eye easily into the distance.

The "0" circle shows completeness.

It is almost too perfect, too mechanical,

and is rarely useful in good composition.

Oblique lines furnish us with a power-
ful tool with which to express energy,

action, motion, joy. In the other illus-

tration, note how the oblique lines of the

ground, wheelbarrow, arms, legs and body
speak so vigorously of action and power.

The zig-zag line is the line of vio-

lence, threat, treachery, weirdness, and
horror. A vivid example in nature is the

jagged line of chain-lightning.

Where we have lines, we must have
angles; acute angles convey ideas of en-

ergy and action; right angles are harsh

and cold, and because of their mechani-
cal nature should be used sparingly. Ob-
tuse angles suggest restful ease and har-

mony.

The triangle gives firmness and physi-

cal stability to the picture. It has been
frequently used, from the Old Masters

down to the present time, but it should

always be employed in conjunction with

interesting curved lines and masses.

It must be borne in mind, however,

that when one refers to lines, angles, and
geometrical figures such as circles and
triangles, the reference need not, by any
means, be to the actual lines shown in

the picture, but to the basic lines and
forms suggested by the actual lines, and
the arrangement of the elementary mass-

es of light and shade in the picture.

Furthermore, a picture is more often a

deft combination of a number of these

basic forms than it is a single one of

them. However, there will almost in-

evitably be some such line or lines which
will predominate; from this, largely, we
get the emotional key of the picture.

But all of this, you object, seems ter-

ribly far from the realities of present-

day cinematography; the art-directors de-

sign our sets, and nature designs our lo-

cations; we must photograph them "as

is," regardless of whether or not the pre-

dominant lines are in accord with the

emotional effect we wish to convey.

True enough, in some cases the cinema-
tographer is helpless; but rarely so. In

the first place, most art-directors have

been trained themselves in this language

of lines—and nature herself speaks it.

Moreover, even when this is not the case,

we have at hand a powerful tool capable
of making alterations in any set ever

built. That tool is light. It is part of

our business to know that light, prop-

erly utilized, will alter faces, and give

depth and roundness to sets and furnish-

ings. And, in a picture, what are these

but combinations of lines and masses?
If we can remake these with our light-

ings, so, too, can we remake the lines

and masses of the rest of the picture. A
little study will always show us the lines

which, properly accented, will give us

the composition we wish; then we can

light our set accordingly, subduing the

residue with shadows. If, for instance,

we are photographing in front of a

church: we can arrange our lights so that

the vertical lines of the walls and col-

umns are emphasized—or so that, in-

stead, the horizontal lines of the steps,

verandah, and cornice will be predomi-

nant. In other words, we can compose
with light: highlighting all the lines we
wish to emphasize, and allowing what
we do not, to remain in shadowed ob-

scurity.

Italy Taxes 'Dubbing'
• An Italian decree, effective November

II, 1933, which requires all foreign

motion picture films to be "dubbed"
(sound-synchronized) in Italy before be-

ing permitted to be exhibited in that

country places a tax of 25,000 lire (at

present exchange, about $2000) on each

foreign film so dubbed, according to a

cablegram received in the Department of

Commerce from Commercial Attache

Charles A. Livengood, Rome. It is un-

derstood that proceeds of the tax are

to be used for the development of the

Italian motion picture industry.

Italian film producers are granted ex-

emption from dubbing tax on three for-

eign films for each new national film they

may produce.

Theatres in the principal cities are re-

quired to show one national film for each

three foreign films shown.

Sixty days are allowed for the presen-

tation of applications to exhibit films al-

ready dubbed or in process, but all such

films are also subject to the tax.

Folsey Gets the Breaks
• George Folsey, A.S.C., is discouraged.

His last picture, "Going Hollywood," is

drawing "raves" from the critics—and

the other day he made a "hole in one" at

golf. Still he's blue. Why? On the

next round, he duplicated the shot at the

same hole—but the ball bounced off the

peg!
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LEICA Camera Features
1 1 Interchangeable Lenses

Over 300 Accessories

Focal Plane Shutter wth speeds of ! second to

1 /500th second.

Built-in Ranger Finder with nnagnified image for

easy focusing.

Gives up to 36 Pictures on a single roll of

cinema film. Negative size 1x1 Vz inches

Perfect Enlargements up to 12x18 inches and

more.

3 Leiea Models ranging in price from $85.80

to $143.00.

Write for free illustrated booklet giving full details

of the LEICA Camera, Lenses, and Accessories.

WHAT'S INSIDE

A FINE

CAMERA?

Designer's Specifications

Reveal Amazing Value

Built in the LEICA

(Above) Top cross section showing interior of the extremely accurate range

finder. (Below) Diagram showing interior cross section of the LEICA.

Look at the drawings below. These are exact

copies of the drawings that LEICA craftsmen work

from. No technical mind is needed to see at a

glance that the LEICA Camera is really an extraor-

dinary piece of engineering in miniature. Here is

no mere assembly of intricate mechanical parts, but

an instrument designed and constructed with the

beautiful precision of a fine watch. The focal plane

shutter, ihe built-in range finder, the film loading

and winding apparatus and all outside controls are

planned for the greatest speed and simplicity of

operation. Every detail is finished and fitted by

hand. And the famous LEICA lenses,

the precision of which no drawing can

show, complete the perfection of this

remarkable camera.

Because so much scientific planning

and human care go into its construc-

tion the LEICA offers you greater

accuracy, better results, and longer

trouble-proof life than any camera

made.

E. LEITZ, Inc
Dept. 438, 60 East 10th Street

New York, N. Y.

Western Coast Representatives

Spindler and Sauppe, Inc.

811 W. 7th St., Los Angeles, Calif.

86 Third St., San Francisco, Calif.
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Patents and the Cinematographer

WE WANT 35mm. travel, fight,

thrill and curiosity films from all

parts of the earth.

We sell all kinds of raw film at

reduced prices.

Continenfal Filmcraft, Inc.
1611 Cosmo St., Hollywood, Calif.

HARRISON
LIGHT FILTERS

Distributed by

CAMERA SUPPLY CO.
I SI 5 Cahuenga Blvd. Phone CL-2404

Hollywood, Calif.

ROY DAVIDCE
FILM

LABORATORIES

Negative Developing

and Daily Print

Exclusively

6701 SANTA MONICA BLVD.

CRanite 3108

(Confjnued from Page 358)

enough, I happen to be one of those who
specialize in this branch; also, we hear

more about patents and patent-litigation

in this connection than in most other

branches of our work; but there are

countless other phases in which we work
out improvements, often simply as by-

products of our regular duties—methods
of getting some effect we are striving

for, or equipment for making our work
better or easier; and a great majority of

them are patentable.

I realize, too, that many cinematogra-

phers object to patenting their ideas be-

cause they wish, so to speak, to make
the idea a gift to their fellow-workers.

That is a laudable intention; but it is

just as likely to put some one of those

fellow-workers in an unpleasant spot as

it is to benefit him. Suppose, for in-

stance, that I devise some such idea, and

make it known to the other members of

our profession here in Hollywood. In a

few years, let us say, some independent

worker, somewhere else, not knowing of

the idea, "discovers" it quite legitimate-

ly, and proceeds to patent it. Imme-
diately, the fellows here who have been

using the idea in their daily work are

placed at a disadvantage—simply be-

cause I neglected to take the elementary

step of protecting my idea, which woulJ,

in turn, protect anyone I permitted to

use it.

And—don't for a minute imagine that

such a thing can't happen. Our entire

industry is based on scores of ideas which

occurred to different individuals inde-

pendently. The very film which we use

was discovered that way: the official rec-

ords (not to mention the records of

years of litigation) show that the basic

idea of coating a photographic emulsion

upon a celluloid base occurred simultane-

ously to two individuals neither of whom
knew the other existed: George Eastman

and the Rev. Hannibal Goodwin, whose
applications reached the patent office

only minutes apart! There is still a great

deal of argument as to whether Edison

or Lumiere is the Father of the Motion

EVERYTHiNG PHOTOGRAPHIC
for Professional and Amateur

New and used. Bought, sold, rented
and repaired Camera Silencing.

Send for Bargain Catalogus

Hollywood Camera Exchange
1600 Cahuenej Blvd', Hollywood

Tel: HO-3651
Cable Address: HOcamex
Open Daily to 6 P. M.
Saturday to ] P. M.

Picture—their basic ideas were practi-

cally identical, their films and equipment

interchangeable, and both were presented

(though on opposite sides of the Atlan-

tic) at appioximately the same time. And

the story is the same right down to many

of the very latest innovations. DeForest

in America and Tri-Ergon in Germany

both showed Sound-on-Film talkies ten

years ago—and even then, Fritts, Lauste,

and others had previously paralleled their

work, as Western Electric and RCA were

to later.

So, whether you wish merely to be

sure of being able to use your own ideas,

or to give the industry the benefit of

them, the only safeguard is to patent your

ideas as soon as they come to you. After

all, a patent costs very little (especially

when compared to even a successful law-

suit) and no matter what a patent attor-

ney may charge, the security of a patent

is worth it. In a word, the cheapest form

of insurance, if your ideas are worth any-

thing at all, is a patent. It is not, as

some people have stated, an invitation

to a lawsuit, nor is it a matter of useless

red-tape and attorney's fees: it is insur-

ance, pure and simple—a guarantee,

backed by the Government, that your in-

vention is truly yours, and that for sev-

enteen years no one but you, or those

you may name, may use that idea.

Miniature Camera Book

• George W. Hesse, who has contributed

several articles to this magazine and

other publications in the photographic

field, has authored a 62-page book which

is given the title "The Book of the Min-

iature Camera." It is published by the

Fomo Publishing Company and is another

of their series of 50c publications on the

popular miniature cameras.

The booklet touches upon many phases

of miniature photography in Hesse's

usual thorough manner giving details of

many small cameras, the use of enlarg-

ers, exposure meters, formulas and the

many other details which the miniature

enthusiast will use in the pursuit of his

hobby.

As To Cinecolor
(Continued from Page 355

>

incidentally, can well be made of a test-

strip of the exposure chart, for even

though this chart is monochromatic

(gray), one may be sure that when it

reproduces properly, as to tone and den-

sity, the colored portions of a correctly-

exposed and developed negative will like-

wise be satisfactory. This method, while

a marked contribution to black-and-

white photography, is of especial impor-

tance to color—especially bipack, for the

reason that when using eye-judgment in
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HARRISON
FILTERS

High praise was given Ernest
Palmer for his beautiful photog-
raphy in "Berkeley Square." We
are proud of the fact that Ernest
Palrner used the Harrison R. D.

Diffusion Series in photographing
this production.

Harrison & Harrison
645 N. Martel Ave., Hollywood

Phone WYomIng 4501

developing the two negatives, it is a sim-

ple matter to ruin the possibilities of ob-

taining balanced color positives by incor-

rect developing of either the back or

front negatives, or both.

In using the filter method, the bal-

ance between the complementary pairs

of negatives is obtained by balancing the

filters, and by varying the camera shut-

ter to each filter; the negative is, of

course, developed as a whole, being on a

single strip of film. In bipack develop-

ing, the two negatives being separate,

different developing periods can be em-

ployed to obtain balanced negatives.

In making color positives, one has to

consider making prints which will yield

the greatest range of color values pos-

sible; with a two-color process, of course,

the color-combinations are divided into

two parts; in this case, those represent-

ing the orange-red end and the blue-

green end of the spectrum colors. The

Cinecolor laboratory employs double-

coated or "duplitized" positive film, and

special dyes and printing methods where-

by densities ranging from yellow to deep

red, and from the palest blue through

Into green are obtainable. With this

combination, together with correctly ex-

posed and developed negatives, a truly

remarkable range of color value is possi-

ble—in some instances being truly as

close to three-color results as is conceiv-

able with a two-color system.

In addition, the laboratory has incor-

porated something of an innovation in

its processing machine, which not only

develops, but also colors the film at a

single operation, on a single machine. It

is a well known fact that silver images

on a positive film will vary as to density

with the varying temperatures of the dry-

ing compartment. This variation is neg-

ligible as far as black-and-white films are

concerned, but when the film has to be

colored, it is of considerable importance,

since the color-values are a function of

the density of the print. Combining the

processes of positive development and
coloring into a single operation reduces

this hazard materially, while also reduc-

ing the difficulties of handling, exposure

to air and dirt, etc. This, naturally, re-

duces the operations of producing a color-

positive to the two operations, printing

and porcessing; the print is made in the

accustomed manner, the film is placed

in the processing machine, and in a re-

markably short time it may be removed,
developed, colored, dried, and ready for

projection.

Karl Freund, A.S.C.,

On Vacation
• After finishing the direction of "Mad-
ame Spy" for Universal, Karl Freund,

A.S.C., is taking his first vacation in fif-

teen years—but he reports regularly at

the studio every day. Says he's been
going to studios so long he doesn't know
what to do at home!

Introducing Baby
(Continued from Page 364)

some institutions, father may be allowed

to appear, and even to hold the baby, if

he wears a surgical robe; but as this

doesn't make for any great naturalness

in the picture, it is advisable to leave

Father completely out of the first install-

ment.

When one plans such a film as this,

he must, of course, first secure the per-

mission of the attending physician, and

of the hospital. Do not fail to ask

whether or not there would be objec-

tions to your using lights; for while,

generally speaking, the use of lights will

probably be regarded as preferable to try-

ing to take the baby outside, where you

could work by natural light, it is well to

make sure.

You will have to work quickly, so be

sure to have everything arranged before

you call for the baby. With a little

thought, you can arrange your lights to

furnish a sort of universal lighting, suit-

able to every shot you will have to make,
with little or no modification. The ac-

companying diagram will indicate a very

adaptable set-up of this nature.

Inasmuch as most hospital rooms or

wards are fairly cramped, a 1 5mm. lens

will prove invaluable for making such a

picture. If you have a turret-camera,

it is a good idea to have the 15mm.,
25mm. and 50mm. (2 inch) lenses on

the turret, and ready-focused, so that

you can shift from one to the other

quickly, rather than changing the posi-

tion of the camera for each shot.

Naturally, you must work as efficient-

ly as possible, in order to finish Baby's

scenes as quickly as you can. It is,

therefore, a good idea to follow profes-

sional practice, and shoot your scenes in

Astro
LENSES

FOR SALE BY

Mitchell Camera Corporation
665 North Robertson Blvd.

West Hollywood, California

ACTUAL STUDIO USE HAS PROVED

ART REEVES
TWIN FIDELITY
OPTICAL UNIT

One of the Most Important Contributions to

Successful Sound during the year
•

DEPENDABLE EQUIPMENT
Write for Catalog, Prices and Particulars

^oTiON PicTure/^ipmemT (g. Qp.
64 5 NORTH MARTEL AVE- CABLE ADDRESS ARTREEVES

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA, USA

Phone WYoming 4501
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DIRECTORY of DEALERS
Handling the American Cinematographer

ARIZONA
Phoenix: Studio of Sound, P. O. Box 1671.
Tucson: William M. Dennis, 22 United Bank

BIdg.
Nogales: A. W. Lohn. 309 Morley Ave.

ARKANSAS
judsonia: Lee's Novelty House.

CALIFORNIA

Berkeley: Berkeley Commercial Photo Co., 2515
Bancroft Way.
Hinks, Kamrkorner, Shattuck and Kittredge.

Beverly Hills: Bob Robinson Home Movies, 364
N. Beverly Drive.
W. L. Martindale, Pacific Mag. Agency, 9495
Santa Monica Blvd.
Beverly Hills Home Movies, 417 N. Beverly
Drive.

Fresno: Potter Drug Co., 1112 Fulton Ave.
Clendale: Kug Art Photo Service, 205 So

Brand Blvd.
A. L. Kirkhuff, 148 S. Brand Blvd.

Hollywood: Bell & Hovi^ell Co., 716 North La-
Brea Ave.
Camera Supply Co., 1575 Cahuenga Blvd.
Educational Projecto Film Co., 1611 North
Cahuenga Blvd.
Hollywood Camera Exchange, Ltd., 1600 N.
Cahuenga Blvd.
Hollywood Citizen, 6366 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood Movie Supply Co., 6038 Sunset
Blvd.

J. V. Merchant, 6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Morgan Camera Shop, 6305 Sunset Blvd
Universal News Agency, 1655 Las Palmas.

Los Angeles: California Camera Hospital 321
0. T. Johnson BIdg.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 643 So Hill
Street.
T. Iwata Art Store, 256 East First St
Lehnkering Pharmacy, 1 501 N. Western Ave
B. B. Nichols, 731 South Hope St.
Tappenbeck & Culver, 10958 Weyburn Ave
Westwood Village.
Victor Animatograph Corp., 650 So. Grand
Ave.
Wilshire Personal Movies, 3150 Wilshire
Blvd.

Monrovia: Cliff's Photo Art Shop.
North Hollywood: Studio City Pharmacy 12051

Ventura Blvd.
Oakland: Adams & Co., 380 14th St.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1918 Broadway
Pasadena: The Flag Studio. 59 East Colorado St

Richard Fromme. 965 S. Fair Oaks
A. C. Vroman, 329 East Colorado St

Richmond: La Moine Drug Co., 900 Macdonald
Ave.

Sacramento: Frank McDougal, 1017 10th St
San Bernardino: Steele's Photo Service 370 D

Street.
San Diego: Harold E. Lutes, 958 Fifth St

Ace Drug Co., 820 W. Washington St
Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc., 419 Broadway
Rogers Photo Shop, 3867 43d St

San Francisco: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc
216 Post St.

Hirsch & Kaye, 239 Grant Ave.
San Francisco Camera Exchange, 88 Third

Schwabacher-Frey Stationery Co 735 Mar-
ket St.

Sherman. Clay & Co., Kearny & Sutter Sts
Trainer-Parsons Optical Co., 228 Post Street

Sari Jose: Webb's Photo Supply Store, 66 So
First St.

San Rafael: Webb & Rogers, 4th & B Sts
Santa Barbara: J. Walter Collinge, 1127 State

The Camera Shop, 800 State St
Paulding's, 623 State St

Santa Monica: W. W. Martindale, 1319 3d St
Stockton: The Holden Drug Co., Weber Ave
& Sutter St.

Logan Studios, 20 N. San Joaquin St.

COLORADO
Denver: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 626 Six-

teenth St.

The May Co., 16th & Champa Sts.

CONNECTICUT
Bridgeport: Harvey & Lewis Co., 1148 Main

St.

Danbury: Helm's Music Store, Inc., 221 Main
Street.

Hartford: The D. G. Stoughton Co., 1255 S.

Whitney St.

Watkins Bros., 241 Asylum St.

Meriden: Broderick & Curtin, 42 E. Main St.

Middletown: F. B. Fountain Co., 483 Main St.

New Haven: Eugene F. Clark Book Shop, 343
Elm St.

Norwich: Cranston Co., 25 Broadway.
Waterbury: Curtis Art Co., 65 W. Main St.

DELAWARE
New Castle: E. Challenger & Son.
Wilmington: Butler's. Inc., 415 Market St.

Wilmington Elec. Spec. Co., Inc.. 405 Dela-
ware Ave.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Washington: Columbia Photo Supply Co., Inc.,

1424 New York Ave.. N. W.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 607 14th St.,

N. W.
Robbins, National Press BIdg., 529 14th St.,

N. W.

FLORIDA

Clearwater: Courtesy Cigar Store, Post Office
Arcade.

Daytona Beach: Harry's News Shop, 106 N.

Beach St.

Jacksonville: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 129
W. Adams St.

Miami: Miami Photo Supply Co., 31 S. E.

First Ave.
St. Petersburg: Robinson's Camera Shop. 410

Central Ave.
Tampa: Burgert Bros., Inc., 608 Madison St.

GEORGIA

Atlanta: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 183
Peachtree St.

IDAHO

Boise: Ballou-Latimer Co., 9th & Idaho.

ILLINOIS

Bloomington: Hawkins Studio, 214 W. Wash-
ington.

Chicago: Aimer, Coe & Co., 105 N. Wabash
Ave.
Associated Film Libraries, Inc., Suite 224,
190 N. State St.

Bass Camera Co., 179 West Madison St.

Central Camera Co., 230 S. Wabash Ave.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 133 N. Wabash
Ave,

Fair. The, Camera Dept., 7th Floor, State-
Adams-Dearborn Sts.

Lake Shore Radio Co., 3204-6 Broadway.
Lyon & Healy, Inc., Wabash Ave. at Jack-
son Blvd.
Stanley Warren Co., 918 Irving Park Blvd.
Norman Willets Co., 318 W. Washington St.

Wolk Camera Co., 201 S. Dearborn St.

Evanston: Aimer, Coe & Co., 1645 Orrington
Ave.
Hattstrom & Sanders, Inc., 702 Church St.

Galesburg: Illinois Camera Shop, 84 So.
Prairie St.

Moline: Seaholms Kodak Co., 1507 Fifth Ave.
Rockford: Johnson Photo Shop, 316 E. State St.

Springfield: Camera Shop, The, 320 S. Fifth St.

INDIANA

Evansville: Smith & Butterfield, 310 Main St.

Fort Wayne: The Howard Co., Inc., 112 W.
Wayne St.

Sunny Schick. 401 W. Washington Blvd.

Indianapolis: L. S. Avers & Co., Dept. 290,
1 We'st Washington St.

South Bend: Ault Camera Shop. 122 S, Main St.

Terre Haute: Snyder's Art Store, 21 S. 7th St.

IOWA
Cedar Rapids: Camera Shop, 220 Third Ave.
Davenport: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 318

Brady St.

Des Moines: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 808
Locust St.

Iowa City: Rexall & Kodak Store, 124 E. Col-
lege St.

Sioux City: Lynn's Photo Finishing, Inc., 419
Pierce St.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 608 Pierce St.

Waterloo: Mack's Photo Shop.

KANSAS
Topeka: Hall Stationery Co., 623 Kansas Ave.
Wichita: Jack Lewis Film Service, 329 Sedg-

wick Building.
Lawrence Photo Supply, 149 N. Lawrence
Ave.

KENTUCKY
Lexington: W. W. Still, 129 W. Short St.

Louisville: A. L. Bollinger Drug Co.. Stilz &
Frankfort Ave.
Sutcliffe Co., 225 S. 4th Ave.

LOUISIANA

Alexandria: The Newcomb Studios, 324 John-
ston.

Monroe: Griffin Studios, P. O. Box 681.

New Orleans: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 213
Baronne St.

MAINE
Auburn: Weils Sporting Goods Co., 52-54

Court St.

Portland: Bicknell Photo Service, 15 Preble St.

MARYLAND
Baltimore: Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc., 309 N.

Charles St.

Stark-Films, 219 W. Centre St.

Zepp Photo Supply Co., 3044 Greenmount
Ave.

Hagerstown: R. M. Hays & Bros., 2830 W.
Washington St.

MASSACHUSETTS
Boston: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 38 Brom-

field St.

Boston Camera Exchange, 44 Bromfield St.

Cinecraft Co., of New England, 80 Boyl-
ston St.

Ralph Harris Co., 30 Bromfield St.

Iver Johnson Sporting Goods Co., 155 Wash-
ington St.

Andrew J. Lloyd Co., 300 Washington St.

Pathescope Co. of the N. E., Inc., 438 Stuart

St.

Pinkham & Smith Co., 15 Bromfield St.

Stillfilm Sales Co., 40 Stuart St.

Braintree: Alves Photo Shop, 349 Washington
St.

Cambridge: E. M. F. Electrical Supply Co., 43C
Massachusetts Ave.

Lowell: Donaldson's, 75 Merrimack St.

Lynn: Moehring's, Inc.. 490 Washington St.

New Bedford: J. Arnold Wright. 7 S. Sixth St.

Newtonville: Newton Photo Shop, 92 Bower St.

Pittsfield: E. C. Kilian. 411 North St.

Salem: Pitman Movie Service, 45 Summit Ave.
Springfield: Harvey & Lewis Co., 1503 Main

St.

J. E. Cheney & Co., Inc., 301 Bridge St.

Worcester: Harvey & Lewis Co., 513 Main St.

MICHIGAN
Detroit: Crowley, Milner Cr Co.

Clark Cine-Service. Rooms 203-204 Profes-

sional BIdg., 10 Peterboro.
Detroit Camera Shop, 424 Grand River W.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1235 Wash-
ington Blvd.
H. C. Film Service. 12191 llene Ave.

J. L. Hudson Co., Dept. 290.
E. B. Meyrowitz, Inc., 1516 Washington
Blvd.

Flint: Gardner Photo Service.

Grand Rapids: Camera Shop Stores, Inc.. 56
Monroe Ave.
Photo Service Shop, 44 Monroe Ave.

Jackson: Royal Film Service, 125 Michigan
Ave. W.

(Continued on Page 340)
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groups, according to the people and set-

ups required. In other words, begin by

doing all of the scenes in the hospital

room (which do not require the baby),

together. That will take care of Scenes

4, 5, 6, 21, 23, and possibly Scene 10.

Scenes 1 , 2 and 3, of course, can be made

at any time—even before the baby is

born.

The next to tackle should be Scenes

7 and 23, showing the nurse carrying the

baby in and out.

Then you can swing your 25mm. lens

into place, and, without moving the cam-

era, you can account for Scene 8, and

possibly Scene 10. Next, move the cam-

era closer—to a prearranged spot—for

Scene 9. This may well be made with

the 2-inch lens. The same set-up should

give you several of the ad lib scenes be-

tween Numbers 1 1 and 20. You can

usually get the baby best from this angle,

and, by quickly switching from one lens

to another, you can put a good deal of

variety into the scenes. For most of

these shots, a tripod is highly desirable,

as it will not only give you a steady pic-

ture, but enable you to work faster,

through pre-focusing your lenses. Some
of these ad libbed shots, however, may
well be made without the tripod, en-

abling you to snap up bits of action from

other angles, without delays.

The essence of the whole thing is to

have every shot as carefully planned as

possible; to adhere to the script; and to

have everything technical — lighting,

camera-placement, lens-stops, etc.—ar-

ranged beforehand, so that you won't

have to give a thought to it while you

have those few precious moments of

shooting-time.

Supersensitive film, of course, is de-

sirable. Then, since your various lenses

'will be of different apertures, plan your

lighting to suit the slowest lens (which
will probably be your 2-inch, most of

which lenses work at about f:3.5l . Next,

stop down your other lenses to the same
aperture—and you won't have to think

about exposure.

1 When the film comes back from the

.processing-plant, all you will need to do
is to splice the scenes in their proper

order, slip the previously-made titles and
inserts into place—and your picture is

finished, with the minimum of wear and
tear on all concerned!

Results Liked
• Cinematographers Hal Rosson, A.S.C.,

and Gilbert Warrenton, A.S.C., like "The
American Cinematographer." Why? Re-
cently Rosson needed a "Leica" Enlarger,

and Warrenton wanted a DeVry camera.
They advertised in the "Cinematogra-
pher"—and, says Rosson, "I got so many
replies I didn't know what to do. I could

have stocked a store with the outfits of-

fered!" Says Warrenton, "I wanted a

particuarly rare model—and I couldn't

have found so many in the biggest cam-
era-shop."

THE RENDEZVOUS
of the

AMATEUR
and the

PROFESSIONAL
35mm Cameras—Lenses

1 6mm Projectors—Supplies

Leica and Still Camera Equipment

CAMERA SUPPLY COMPANY, Ltd.

Faxon Dean

CL-2404
1515 N. CAHUENCA BLVD.

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA, U.S.A.

Prompt' Service on Studio Rentals

Model B Professional $300.00

For Bell Gr Howell and Mitchell

Cameras and their respective

Tripod. With the ORIGINAL
instant release telescopic handle.

FRED HOEFNER
CLadstone 0243

5319 Santa Monica Boulevard

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

TRUEBALL
TRIPOD HEADS
OF SPECIAL ALLOY
LIGHTER WE I G H T

The Same Efficient Head

For follow shots, known for

their smoothness of opera-

tion and equal tension on

all movements.

Unaffected by temper
ature.

Model A for Ama-
teur motion picture
cameras. Attaches
to any standard
STILL tripod, $12.00.

Trueball tripod
heads are unexcelled
for simplicity, ac-
curacy and speed of
operation.

The Hoefner four-
inch iris and Sun-
shade combination
is also a superior
product.

ONE OF THE GREATEST TECHNICAL
BOOKS IN THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

CINEMATOGRAPHIC ANNUAL Vol. 1

Now Only $2.50 per copy

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CINEMATOGRAPHERS
6331 Hollywood Blvd. - . . - Hollywood, Calif.

II
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(Continued from Page 338)

Lansing: Linn Camera Shop, 109 S. Washing-
ton Ave.

Saginaw: Heavenrich Bros. & Co., 30) Genesee.

MINNESOTA

Duiuth: Eastman Kodal<. Stores, inc., 3 W.
Superior St.

LeRoy: )van E. Meyers, Home Movie Service,

2)5 W. Main St.

Minneapolis: Eastman Koda)<. Stores, ))2-115
So. Fifth St.

Cospeter's Blue Front, ) 005 Nicollet Ave.
National Camera Exchange, 5 South Fifth St.

Owatonna: B. W. Johnson Gift Shop, 130 W.
Bridge St.

St. Paul: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., Kodak
BIdg., 9) E. Sixth St.

H. W. Fisher Photographic Supplies, 38)
Minnesota St.

MISSOURI

Kansas City: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 916
Grand Ave.
F. O. Calvin Co., B. M. A. Building, Union
Station Plaza.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 19 E. 11th St.

Hanley's Photo Shop, ))6 E. ) 2th St.

St. Louis: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1009
Olive St.

Famous-Barr Co., M. P. Dept. 6th & Olive St.

Geo. D. Fisher Cr Co., 9)5 Locust St.

MONTANA

Billings: Midland Drug Co., 23 N. 27th St.

Bozeman : Alexander Art Co.

NEBRASKA

Lincoln: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., )2)7
O St.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 419 S. 16th St.

Omaha: J. G. Kretschmer & Co., )617 Har-
ney St.

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Lebanon: Photocraft Co.
Newport: K. E. Waldron, 1 A Main St.

NEW JERSEY

Atlantic City: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.,

1735 Broadwalk,
Bayonne: Milton Mendelwager, 192 Ave. B.
Cliffside Park: Louis C. Ghiosay, 639 Anderson

Ave.
East Orange: Edmund I. Farlie Jr., 45 N. 19th

St.

Hawthorne: Hawthorne Home Movie Service,
52 MacFarlan Ave.

Irvington: Wolf Bros., 1340 Springfield Ave.
Jersey City: Levy's Sport Shop, 149 Monticello

Ave.
Montclair: Edward Madison Co., 42 Bloomfield

Ave.
Newark: Anspach Bros., 838 Broad St.
Paterson: Robt. C. Smith, 40 Hamilton St.

Sykes Drug Store, 179 Market St.

Summit: Eastman Bookshop, 380 Springfield
Ave.

Trenton: Howard E. Thompson, 35 Newkirk
Ave.

Union City: Heraco Exchange, Inc., 61 1 Ber-
gen) ine Ave.

West New York: Rembrandt Studios, Inc.,

526A Bergeniine Ave.

NEW MEXICO

Santa Fe: Capital Pharmacy, Inc.

NEW YORK

Albany: Albany Photo Supply Co., Inc., 204
Washington Ave.

Binghamton: A. S. Bump Co., Inc., ) 80 Wash-
ington St.

Brooklyn: Geo. J. McFadden, Inc., 202 Flat-
bush Ave.
Abraham & Straus, Inc., Fulton & Hoyt Sts.

J. Navilio. 1757 Broadway.
Buffalo: Buffalo Photo Material Co., 37 Ni-

agra St.

Hauser Bob Studio, ) 1 West Tupper St.

J. F. Adams, Inc., 459 Washington St.
Nowak Optical Co.
United Projector & Film Corp., 228 Franklin
St.

Goshen: T. H. Finan.
Haverstraw: E. H. Vandenburgh, 3 Broadway.
Hempstead: Agnew's, 47 Main St.

Islip, H. L. Terry & Sons.
Ithaca: Henry R. Head, 109 N. Aurora St.

Long Island City: Leonard F. Kleinfield, 4202
Queen's Blvd.

New Rochelle: Artist's Photo Service, 2)9
Hugenot St.

)934

New York City: Wm. C. Cullen, )2 Maiden
Lane.
Adam Archinal Corp.. 305 W. 56th St.

Ambercrombie & Fitch, 45th & Madison Ave.
Bloomingdale's 59th & Lexington A -e.

J. H. Boozer, 145 E. 60th St.

Columbus P)-ioto Supply Co., )46 Co)umbus
Ave.
Abe Cohen's Exchange, ) 20 Fulton St.

Davega, Inc., ))) East 42nd St.

Davega, Inc., Empire State Building.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 355 Madison
Ave. at 45th St.

Fotoshop, Inc., 136 W. 32nd St.

H. & D. Folsom Arms Co., 314 Broadway.
Call & Lembke, Inc., 7 East 48th St.

Gillette Camera Stores, Inc., 1)7 Park Ave.
Cimbel Bros., Dept. 575, 33rd St. Cr Broad-
way.
Joseph P. Hackel, 19)9 Chanin Bidg., 122
E, 42nd St.

Harry's Camera Exchange, 3)7 W. 50th St.

Hecker's Camera Store, )5)9 Amsterdam
Ave.
Herbert & Hueseen Co., 18 E. 42nd St.

Lugene, Inc.. 600 Madison Ave., between
57th & 58th.
Luma Camera Service, Inc., 302 W. 34th St.

Mogull Bros. Electric Corp., ) 944 Boston
Road, Bronx.
Newman's Camera Exchange, 1)92 Sixth
Avenue.
New York Camera Exchange, ) 09 Fulton St.

Pago, Inc., 1095 Sixth Ave.
Pickup & Brown, 358 Lexington Ave.
Rab Sons, ) 373 Sixth Ave.
Schoenig & Co., Inc., 8 East 42nd St.

Sibley, Lindsay Cr Curr Co.
Frank Tanham & Co., Inc., 9 Church St.

Times Building News Stand, Inc., Times
Building.
Willoughby's, I 10-)) 2-1 14 West 32nd St.

Richmond Hill: Josephson Bros., 10902 Ja-
maica Ave.

Rochester: Marks & Fuller, Inc., 35 East Ave.
Smith. Surrey, Inc., 129 Clinton Ave., South.

Rome: Fitchard Studio, ) 33-1 35 W. Liberty St.

Schenectady: J. T. & D. B. Lyon, 236 State
St.

Syracuse: Geo. F. Lindemer. 443 S. Salina St.

Francis Hendricks Co., Inc., 339 So. Warren
St.

Troy: A. M. Knowlson Gr Co., 350 Broadway St.

Utica: Edwin A. Hahn, 223-225 Columbia St.

Yonkers: W. J. Dolega, 242 Nepperham Ave.

NORTH CAROLINA

Charlotte: W. I. Van Ness & Co., 213 N.
Tyron St.

OHIO

Akron: Pochrandt Photo Supply Co., 16 N.
Howard St.

Zissen's News Exchange, 63 S. Main St.

Stamford: T. J. Hulsey.
Canton: Ralph Young News Agency.
The Camera Shop, 53) Market Ave. N.

Cincinnati: Eastman Kodak Stores, inc., 27
West Fourth St.

Huber Art Co., ) 24 Seventh St., W
John L. Huber Camera Shop, 4)6'/2 Main St.

L. M. Prince Co., ) 08 W. Fourth St.

Oeveland: The Home Movies, Inc., 2025
Euclid Ave.
Dodd Co., 652 Huron Road.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 806 Huron
Road, )862 E. 6th St., )915 E. 9th St..

Union Trust Eldg.
Escar Motion Picture Service, Inc., 10008
Carneigie Ave.
Halle Bros. Co., 1228 Euclid Ave.
Higbee Co., 90 Public Square.

Columbus: Capitol Camera Co., 7 E. Cay St.

Columbus Pnoto Supply, 62 E. Cay St.

Home Movies Co., 234 S. High St.

Don McAllister Camera Co., 73 E. State St

Dayton: Dayton Camera Shop, 1 Third St.,

Arcade.
Middletown: Lee R. Chamberlain, care Roy A.

White's Elec. Shop, 48 S. Broad St.

Portsmouth: V. E. Fowler, 824 Galia St.

Salem: Butcher's Studio, 165 South Broadway.
Steubenville: Beall & Steele Drug Co., 424

Market St.

Toledo: Gross Photo Supply Co., 325 Superior
St.

Franklin Print Cr Eng. Co., 226-36 Huron St.

Youngstown: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 7
Wick Ave.
A. C. Saunders, 177 Benita Ave.

Zanesville: Zulandt's Drug Store, Widney, cor.

Seventh & Main.

OKLAHOMA

Oklahoma City: H. O. Davis, 522 N. Broadway.
Tulsa: Camera Shoppe, Inc., and the Charles

High Productions, 1213 S. Boulder Ave.

OREGON

Lakeview: Getty's Photo Studio, I,OO F. BIdg.,

Center & Main Sts.

I

Marshtieia: Mel's r^iews btana, cor. Broadwar
& Anderson.

Pendleton: J. T. Snelson, 608 Gardner St
Portland: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 34

Washington St.

Lipman-Wolfe Cr Co., Kodak Dept., FiftK
Washington & Adier Sts.
Meier & Frank Co., Kodak Dept., Fifth, Sixth'
Morrison & Alder Sts.

PENNSYLVANIA

Allentown: M. S. Young & Co., 736-40 Ham I

ilton St. I

Easton: Easton Sporting Goods Co., 2nd anfl
Northhampton St
Erie: Kelly Studios, ) 026-28 Peach St
Harrisburg: James Left Co., 225 N. 2nd St.
Johnstown: Johnstown News Co., )15 Marke

Lancaster: Pugh's Art Shoppe, 33 W. King St'
Langhorne: Nationai Entertainment Service)

360 Bellevue Ave.
Lebanon: Harpel's, 757-9 Cumberland St. >

Philadelphia: Klein & Goodman, 18 South )0th
St.

Camera Shop, 51 N. 52nd St.

G. P. Darrow Co., Inc., 5623-5 Cermantowr
Ave.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1020 Chestnut
St.

Home Movies Studios, 20th Cr Chestnut Sts.
MacCallum Stores, 1600 Sansom St.
M. Cr H. Sporting Goods Co., 5)2 Market St.
Newsreel Laboratory, 1 707 Sansom St.
Strawbridge & Clothier, Dept. 20), Market
Eighth Cr Fiibert Sts.
George W. Tegan, 420 E. Mt. Airy Ave.
John Wanamal^er's Motion Picture Dept..
No. ) Broad St.
Williams, Brown & Earle, Inc., 9)8 Chest-
nut St.

Pittsburgh: Eastman Kodak Stores, inc., 606
Wood St.

B. K. EDiott Cr Co., 126 - 6th St.

Joseph Home Co., Magazine Dept.
Kaufmann Dept. Store, Inc., Dept. 62, Fifth
Ave.

Reading: W. F. Drehs, 34) Court St.
Scranton: Houser's, 133 N. Main Ave.

Wallace Cr Cook, Inc., 2-5 N. Washington
Ave.
Scranton Home Movies Library, 3)6 N.
Washington Ave.

Shamokin: Jones Hardware Co., ) 1 5 E. Inde-
pendence St.

Wilkes Barre: Ralph DeWitt, 2 South River
St.

Windber: New Arts Feature, 508 - 15th St.

York: Sweigart's Photo Service Shop, 278 W.
Market St.

RHODE ISLAND

Pawtucket: Thomas N. Simpson, Broadway &
Exchange St.

Providence: E. P. Anthony, Inc., 178 Angell St.

Starkweather & Wi)lians, Inc., 47 Exchange
PI.

Westcott, Slade Cr Balcom Co., 95-99 Empire
St.

TENNESSEE

Jackson: Southern Pictures Corp.
Knoxville: Jim Thompson Co., 415 W. Church

St.

Memphis: Memphis Photo Supply Co., 122
Union Ave.

Nashville: Ceo. C. Dury Co., 420 Union St.

TEXAS

Abilene: W. C. Cosby, 249 Pine St.

Dallas: Jamieson Film Laboratories, 22)2 Live
Oak St.

E G. Mar)ow Co., )6)0 Main St.

Fort Worth: The Camera Shop, Inc., 133 W.
Sixth St.

Chas. G. Lord Optical Co., 704 Main St.

Houston: Star Elec. Cr Eng. Co., Inc., 613
Fannin St.

San Antonio: Fox Co., 209 Almo Plaza.

UTAH

Salt Lake City: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.

3)5 S. Main St.

VIRGINIA

Norfolk: G. L. Hall Optical Co.. 257 Granby St

Richmond: G. L. Hall Optical Co., 4)8 E.

Grace St.

VERMONT

Burlington: C. W. La Pierre's, 7) Church St.

WASHINGTON

Bellingham: Clyde Banks, 1 1 9 W. Holly St.

(Continued on Page 342)
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Wheels of Industry
iHaselton Release

'•Among the latest 16mm picture to be

marketed by Guy D. Haselton, well

known cinematographer of travel pictures,

is his justly famous "On the Waves of

Waikiki." This is the picture which fea-

tures Nighthawk, the surfboard-riding

dog. The agility and ability of this dog

to cling to a bouncing surfboard is claim-

ed to give not only an amusing touch

to the picture, but also a few unusual

thrills.

Coerz Meter

• Based on a new principle, according to

an announcement from the C. P. Coerz

American Optical Co., that organization

is marketing their new Trix Objecto Me-
ter. Based on a luminous disc of stand-

ard intensity it is claimed that natural

as well as artificial light can be read

with this meter.

Correction

• In a recent issue we reported that 36
installations of Bell & Howell projectors

were in use at the Century of Progress.

According to information received from

the Bell & Howell Company these instal-

lations numbered more than 1 00.

"Hot Spot" Filter

• To reduce and eliminate the hot spot

in background projection for process pho-
tography, George H. Scheibe, the well

known Hollywood manufacturer of fil-

ters, has designed a special filter for this

purpose for the Hollywood studios. This

filter is said to be in wide use with the

'professional cameraman. It is claimed to

be scientifically designed with its deep-
est density in the center and a gradual

bleeding to a lighter tone toward the

ends. This filter is used on the Process

Projector. Scheibe markets this under
the name of "Hot Spot Iris."

Craig Handling Ampro

• Craig Movie Supply Company of Los

Angeles announces that they have taken
over the Southern California representa-

tion of the Ampro 16mm projector. This

organization also represents the Stewart-

Warner line of equipment in the west
and is the well known distributor of the

Thalhaimer tripod and the Craig Splicer.

An added feature has been made on the

new splicer, according to this company,

which permits the splicing of both 16

and 8mm film with the same apparatus.
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George Kelley, A.S.C.,

Promoted
• Assistant Cinematographer George F.

Kelley, A.S.C., has been promoted for

the studio equivalent of "gallantry under

fire." During the making of a scene at

the Columbia Studio recently, the heavy

door of the "blimp" came open, knock-

ing Operative Cinematographer Henry
Freulich, A.S.C., unconscious. Kelley held

the door shut, and finished the scene.

Now it's "Operative Cinematographer

Kelley!"

Charles C. Clarke, A.S.C.

To China
• Charles C. Clarke, Vice President of

the American Society of Cinematogra-
phers, has been sent to China by Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer, to film special scenes

and backgrounds for Irving Thalberg's

production "The Good Earth," which will

be directed by George Hill, a former

A.S.C. member. Clarke will be in China
for some time, and there is a possibility

that the entire production may be made
there. Mrs. Clarke is accompanying her

husband on this trip.

What A Life!
• Some folks might think it good luck

—

but not Second Cinematographer Cliff

Blackstone, A.S.C. "As soon as 1 fin-

ished 'Eight Girls In a Boat," he com-
plains, "the studio assigned me to help

Milton Krasner, A.S.C, finish 'Sitting

Pretty'—a musical with over a hundred
chorines. Won't I ever get away from
these women?"

Planes Safer For Dyer
• Aerial Cinematographer Elmer G. Dyer,

A.S.C, is fed up with automobiles

—

they're too dangerous. After flying hun-
dreds of thousands of miles making air-

films. Dyer had an accident that laid him
up for weeks—in an auto. "Me for the

sky," says Dyer; "I want to play safe!"

CAMERA
CRAFT

A MONTHLY MAGAZINE
O F P H OTOC R A P H Y

William A. Palmer is

Editor of our new
Cinema Department.

He is an ardent ama-

teur who knows his

hobby from A to Z.

Send your movie

problems to him.

SEND 10 CENTS
FOR

A LATE COPY

CAMERA CRAFT
PUBLISHING COMPANY

703 Market Street

San Francisco, California

American Cinematographer
Now $2.50 a year
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Claissified Adver li.^iiig
(Continued from Page 340)

Pullman: Craves Studio.
Seattle: Anderson Supply Co., Ill Cherry St.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1415 - 4th Ave.
Low/man & Hanford Co., 1514 - 3rd Ave.

Spokane: John W. Graham & Co., Dept. C, 707
Sprague Ave.
Joyner Drug Co., Howard & Riverside Ave.

Tacoma: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 910
Broadway.

Walla Walla: Book Nook Drug & Stationery
Store.

WEST VIRGINIA
Wheeling: Twelfth St. Oarage, 81 - 12th St.

WISCONSIN
Fond du Lac: Huber Bros., 35 S. Main St.

La Crosse: Moen Photo Service, 313 Main St.

Madison: Photoart House, 212 State St.

Milwaukee: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 737
N. Milwaukee St.

Boston Store, Wisconsin Ave. & 4th St.

W. E. Brown, 327 W. National Ave.
Cimbel Bros., E. Wisconsin & N. Planking-
ton.
Roa Meuer. The, 226 West Wells St.

Phillips: Jakoubek's", 132 N. Lake Ave.
Racine: Photo-Crafts Shop, 526 College Ave.

AUSTRALIA
Melbourne: McCills Agency, 179-218 Eliza-

beth St.

CHINA
Canton: International Book Co., 269 North
Wing Hon Road.

ENGLAND
London: ). H. Dallmeyer, Ltd., 31 Mortimer

St. and Oxford St. W. I.

HAWAII
Honolulu: Eastman Kodak Stores, 1059 Fort

St.

INDIA
Bombay: Continental Photo Stores, 255 Hornby

Road.
P. C. Eranee Sons, Albert BIdgs., Hornby
Road.

Calcutta: Photographic Stores & Agency Co.,
1 54 Dhuramtolla St.

M. L. Shaw, 5/1 Dhuramtolla St.

Lucknow: Lucknow Commercial Co., 25 Amina-
bad Park.

MEXICO
American Photo Supply Co. S.A., Av. F.l,

Madero, 43, Mexico, D.F.

POLAND
Warsaw: Polska Agenda Prasy Filmowei

Wspolna 35.

SOUTH AMERICA
Buenos Aires: Argentine Rep., Casa America

Ltda. S. A. Avenda de Mavo 959.

Problems of Background
Projection

(Continued from Page 353)

the screen and the hot-spot condition is

apparent to the observer or camera from

any position which is directly in line with

the projector, or which is the zero angle.

The illumination decreases from this

point as the angle increases to the edge

of the screen so that regardless of what
distance the beam is thrown there is al-

ways a zero angle and a maximum angle.

With the above in mind It is apparent

that there is very little hope for a cor-

rection of the condition in any type of

translucent screen which leaves the only

other alternative, to change the character

of the projected beam itself in order to

progressively increase the illumination

from the center of the projection screen

to the edge in order to compensate for

angle loss.

Rates: Seven cents a word. Minimum charge,

one dollar per insertion.

FOR RENT—MISCELLANEOUS

FOR RENT—Mitchell Motor, 25 M.M. Lenses,
1000 feet Mitchell Magazines. Baby Tripod.

J. R. Lockwood, Clendale. Phone Douglas
3361 -W.

FOR RENT—Mitchell high speed gear box
complete. Pliny Horne, 1318 N. Stanley.
HO-7682 or HO-943 1 ,

FOR SALE OR RENT

FOR SALE OR RENT—Mitchells, Bell & How-
ells, Akeleys, Eyemos, DeVrys cameras, mo-
tors, graflexes. still cameras, etc. Ries &
Fitzpatrick, 1557 N. Vine St., Hollywood,
Calif. Phone CLadstone 1521.

FOR SALE OR RENT—Mitchell and Bell &
Howell silenced cameras, follow focus Pan
lenses, free head, corrected new aperture.
Akeley, DeBrie, Pathe, Universal, Prevost,
Willart, DeVry, Eyemo. Sept, Leica. Motors,
Printers, lighting equipment. Bell & Howell
Cameras with old type shuttles, silenced,
$150.00. Also every variety of 16mm and
still cameras and projectors. Everything
photographic bought, sold, rented and re-
paired. Send for our bargain catalogue.
Hollywood Camera Exchange, 1600 Cahuenga
Blvd. Phone: HO-3651; Cable address
Hocamex.

FOR RENT—CAMERAS

FOR RENT—Two complete Mitchell Camera
Equipments with Fearless Educational Blimps,
and Perambulator. J. Burgi Contner, 723
Seventh Ave., New York City.

FOR RENT—Thoroughly silenced Mitchell cam-
eras. Pan Astro lenses, follow focus. J. R.
Lockwood, Clendale. Douglas 3361 -W.

FOR SALE—CAMERAS

FOR SALE—Spring Drive 16 mm camera and
motor-driven proiector, combination, $30
and up; 2 Q.R.S. standard Sound-on-Film
Projectors. Completely equipped. $500.00 for
both. Harry's Camera Shop, 317 W. 50th St.,

New York City.

FOR SALE—Real bargains in 16 and 35mm
movie equipment and still cameras, newest
types cameras and projectors in all popular
makes. Save money on film, lights, lenses
and all essential accessories. Our 36 years
of experience stands back of every sale.

Before you buy, send for our new bargain
booklet. Burke & James, Inc., 223 W.
Madison St., Chicago.

FOR SALE— Bell & Howell, Eastman, Victor 16
mm Cameras and Projectors. Ries & Fitz-
patrick 1557 N. Vine St., Hollywood, Calif.

FOR SALE—New 70D-A Bell & Howell 16mm
Camera, Brown model. P.O. Box 1204 Ar-
cade Station, Los Angeles, Calif.

FOR SALE— Bell & Howell adapter for Mitchell
Tripod head, 40-50-75-M.M. Astro lenses
mounted and unmounted, Mitchell tripod
head, Mitchell matte box. j. R. Lockwood,
523 N. Orange St., Clendale, Calif. Doug-
las 3361 -W.

The illustration shows means of optic-

ally accomplishing this requirement and

may be used either on the step printer

to compensate for the hot-spot by making
a master compensated negative or on the

background projector itself.

The function of this optical system is

to increase the efficiency of the con-

densing system to a certain extent by

lowering the angle of the illumination

which passes through the projection lens

and using a first relay condenser in com-
bination with a second relay condenser.

The second relay condenser is an aspheric

lenticular shape and progressively diverges

the central rays toward the edge of the

FOR SALE—CAMERAS

FOR SALE— Bell & Howell Cameras, SSOO up.
Mitchell Cameras, $1600 up. Akeleys, $750
up. Camera Supply Co., 1515 N. Cahuenga
Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

FOR SALE—MISCELLANEOUS

FOR SALE—Like new. B & H S-way Sound
Printer, also Cinex Light Tester. 4-wheel
inflated tire dolly. Model C and Model D
Moviola. Cheap for cash. Box HC, Ameri-
can Cinematographer.

FOR SALE— Bell & Howell used positive splicer.

Stand, type. New set blades, excellent con-
dition. $250. Camera Supply Co., Ltd., 1515
N. Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

FOR SALE—All sizes of film, equipment, silent
and sound library. Free catalog and library

membership. Mogull Brothers, 1944-H Bos-
ton Road, New York City.

FOR SALE—Studio Lights, Laco, Mole-Richard-
son, brand new. Very low prices. Camera
Supply Co., 151 N. Cahuenga Blvd., Holly-
wood, Calif.

FOR SALE—Spencer Delineascope, like new,
10" lens, $75.00. Camera Supply Co., 1515
N. Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

FOR SALE—Akeley Cyro Tripod, set Cooke
f:2.5 lenses in B. & H. mounts, miscellane-
ous accessories for Bell & Howell and Mit-
chells. J. Burgi Contner, 723 Seventh Ave.,
New York City.

WANTED

WANTED— Bell & Howell, Mitchell or Akeley
Camera or parts, any condition. Also lenses,

tripod and used sound equipment. P. O. Box
I 457, Tampa, Fla.

WANTED—6 or 6I/2 in. B & L Dallmeyer Lens
with plano-convex finding lens for Akeley.
Must be bargain. Arthur Rossi, 46 Farragut
Ave., Providence, R. I.

WANTED— 16mm. silent films of curiosity,

historical, early events in movies, thrill, and
other out of ordinary films. E. Sullivan,

3939 Flad, St. Louis, Mo.

WANTED—Someone to finance development
of a practical 3 color separation camera and
printing process. Box G. A., care American
Cinematographer.

WANTED—Motor adapter. J. R. Lockwood,
Clendale. Douglas 3361 -W.

WANTED—Mitchell High Speed Silent Camera,
box only, without equipment. Must be
cheap for cash. Box 140, American Cinema-
tographer.

WANTED—Leica Camera and model good
condition. Cheap. Box C, c-o American
Cinematographer, 6331 Hollywood Blvd.,

Hollywood, Calif.

You want The Cinemat-ographic Annual 9

screen, so that a maximum illumination

is on the edge of the screen and the

minimum in the center. The amount of

divergence necessary from this lens is, of

course, dependent upon the loss occa-

sioned by the various steps in the process

which have been mentioned, and it has

been the experience of this writer that

on comparatively short throw projection

and using a celluloid screen of normal

diffusion there must be from 2 to 4 times

as much illumination on the edge of the

screen as in the center in order to give

the screen the appearance of uniform

illumination from the camera side.



A Serious Problem

Beautifully Solved

COMPOSITE photography presented film

manufacturers with a new and serious

problem. Eastman has solved it. The Ultra-

fine grain of Eastman Background Negative

yields background shots that can be pro-

jected and rephotographed with genuinely

beautiful and completely convincing results.

And this new film has other properties . . .

especially surprising speed . . . that will

stimulate the cameraman to new achieve-

ments in general cinematography. Brulatour

and Eastman technical staffs stand ready to

help you.

J. E. BRULATOUR, Inc.
New York Chicago Hollywood

EASTMAN
Background Negative



THE SILENT
MITCHELL CAMERA

These cameras

with silent motors

are being used by

MAJOR studios

without the use of

cumbersome blimps

Light in weight and including all the advantages

of the standard Mitchell Camera

Mitchell Camera Corporation
665 N. ROBERTSON BOULEVARD

WEST HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

Cable Address 'MITCAMCO" Phone OXford 1051
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Next Month

• Optical Printing has assumed important pro-
portion in the motion picture industry. A com-
prehensive article will appear next month on
this subject by one of the members of A.S.C.

• Another of Huggins' articles on composition
touching on another important point of this

phase of photography continuing the series.

• Riddle Me This will make its reappearance
with an important subject discussed by various
members of the American Society of Cinema-
tographers.

• Of course there will be other articles touching
on photography and the tools of the photogra-
pher in the studios.
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iiere's what an EYEMO can do!
The Bell & Howell Eyemo 35 mm. hand camera

doesn't know the word "impossible". Here are some

of its many "tricks"—with many more in the bag.

1. Spring motor, electric motor, or handcrank drive provide

correct film speed for adding sound. Finder objectives can be

etched to show sound picture area.

2. Stand for animation, film slides, titles, etc., mounting

Eyemo with single frame exposure device, is available.

3. Precision alignment gauge and prismatic magnifier are

available for title and scientific work.

4. Trigger Tripping Unit is available for automatic filming

of wild animals. (As used by Martin Johnson.)

5. Special motor and auxiliary shutter are available to make

single frame exposures at fixed intervals. Used in photo-

graphing recording instruments, and also in aerial mapping.

(Sir Hubert Wilkins is using a special Mapping Eyemo over

the South Polar ice cap, saving many precious pounds in film

and equipment.)

Let us tell you how the Eyemo Camera can be adapted to

your special problems.

The FILMO 750 - watt "RT" Projector NOW with

Direct line-current lamp

The new Filmo RT Projector, with 750-watt 110-volt lamp,

is a moderately priced machine offering unusual adaptability

to various line current conditions and to varying illumination

requirements. Where the prevailing line voltage is 5 or 10

volts above or below 110, it permits using a lamp of a cor-

responding voltage rating. Where the tremendous brilliance of

the 750-watt lamp is not needed, Filmo RT permits the econ-

omizing use of lower priced, longer lived, 300-, 400-, or

500-watt line voltage lamps.

With an improved cooling system which prolongs lamp life and

enhances lamp efficiency, and a refined reflector adjustment

which gives an absolutely even distribution of light from the

lamp's biplane filaments, the Model RT becomes

the last word, among machines at or near its price,

in excellence of 16 mm. projection. Equipped with

power rewind, manual framer, clutch, and reverse

switch. Price, $212.50, including case.

(See the Fihao RT at your dealer's, or write for full description.)

BELL & HOWELL COMPANY
1848 Larchmont Ave, Chicago; 11 West 42nd Street, New York; 716 North La Brea Ave., Hollywood; 320 Regent St.,

London (B & H Co., Ltd.) Established 1907
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THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CINEMA-

TOGRAPHERS was founded in 1918 for

the purpose of bringing into closer con-

federation and cooperation all those leaders in

the cinematographic art and science whose

aim is and ever will be to strive for pre-emi-

nence in artistic perfection and technical mas-

tery of this art and science. Its purpose is to

further the artistic and scientific advancement

of the cinema and its allied crafts through un-

ceasing research and experimentation as well

as through bringing the artists and the scien-

tists of cinematography into more intimate

fellowship. To this end its membership is com-

posed of the outstanding cinematographers of

the world, with Associate and Honorary mem-

berships bestowed upon those who, though not

active cinematographers, are engaged none the

less in kindred pursuits, and who have, by

their achievements, contributed outstandingly

to the progress of cinematography as an Art

or as a Science. To further these lofty aims,

and to fittingly chronicle the progress of cine-

matography, the Society's publication, The

American Cinematographer, is dedicated.
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WHY GENERAL ELECTRIC DEVELOPED
THIS NEW STYLE HIGH WATTAGE LAMP

WHEN the electricians shift lighting equipment from place to place

on the set, the lamp in each reflector is inevitably shaken and jarred.

This snaps the filament about as if it had been struck with a mallet

. . . or were the end man in crack-the-whip.

What takes the shock of these blows? Suppose we follow on the

diagram, the complex path they travel through the supports of one of

the old type 5 KW lamps. Down multi-metal supports into a brittle

glass stem, up through basing cement and then down to the prongs

. . . with leverage and weakness increasing all the way. At any one of

eight points, a break may occur, bringing premature lamp failure.

The movies brought a tough life to this lamp—tougher than any

previously known. But G-E scientists, alert to motion picture require-

ments, began work on a lamp that could live it. They tried stems of

different kinds of glass. They tried other experiments. The lamps ivere

improved, but not enough. Gradually these experimenters reached one

conclusion : great improvement would result only from the elimination

of the glass stem ... a part of lamp making since the days of Edison.

To accomplish this they turned to the method of fusing copper and

glass developed in making a 50 KW lamp for Light's Golden Jubilee.

But a year and a half of intensive experiment and test, without a single

let-up, went by before G-E made this new 5 KW lamp available to you.

In this new type construction, as the diagram shows, the channeled nickel

filament support takes almost a straight line from filament to prongs.

Stronger, more rugged, more accurate and better adapted to studio needs,

this new lamp has been rapidly adopted by studio after studio.

Improving existing types of lamps constitutes only part of G-E re-

search. Other groups of scientists and engineers are steadily developing

new lamps for new requirements. Still other groups constantly test

and check a definite proportion of factory production on all types of

lamps. Such work breeds confidence. Little wonder that studios from

coast to coast use G-E Mazda lamps for all their lighting needs. General

NEW TYPE 5 KW LAMP Electric Company, Nela Park, Cleveland, Ohio.

GENERAL^ELECTRIC
MAZDA LAMPS
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Measuring

Color

Intensities

by

Henri Coulon, B.A.

WHILE nnuch importance is attached to the pro-

duction of films in color, and increasingly so each

day, considerable room for improved rendition of

blacks and grays in present day pictures is evident. The key

to such improvement, in the writer's opinion, lies in a bet-

ter understanding of the proper use of color intensities, and

the necessity of transfering balanced intensities to the screen

in related blacks and grays.

In moving pictures, as in any other artistic endeavor, the

final result is beautiful and pleasing in direct ratio to the

degree of harmony and balance achieved. Spanning the gulf

between the technical and artistic units of production has

oftimes proved a difficult accomplishment.

One of the major problems, in looking toward correct

and harmonious tonal composition, is in correctly transferring

into the gray scale, all the variations in brightness and color

of the objects and persons photographed. Not alone to

achieve truthful rendition, but to coordinate all the visual

and photographic factors involved to form a satisfying and
artistic whole.

We have, it is true, traveled far from the day when the

camera registered the actors and settings indiscriminately,

without regard for the tonal composition. Today, the values

and areas of black, gray, and white are carefully planned to

increase or diminish the importance of the different parts.

Despite this progress, however, and with due regard for

the improvement thus far attained, it is still apparent that

there is plenty of room, and much need, for still further ad-

vancement along these lines.

Appreciating that a precise knowledge of the photic re-

flectivity of various objects, such as colored wall draperies,

floor covering, make-up, costumes, etc., should be of great

value to those individuals responsible for the proper tonal

composition of the final picture, there still remains lacking

the consideration of one of the most important factors

—

bringing the individual into relation with the rest of the

picture.

With all the laborious effort expended in ascertaining the

relation between the visual and photographic values of set-

tings, costumes and objects to be photographed, we find

the significance of the proper relating of all these defined

photic reflectivities to the judicious enhancement of the

players themselves omitted. This is true, especially, as re-

gards the correlating of tonal values of their eyes, hair and

skin tones, aside from make-up, to form an artistic whole.

Machine designed to harmonize colors. Front discs
contain glass eyes of various colors; center disc

locks of hair of various colors and rear disc colors
to match complexion.

It has naturally been extremely difficult, heretofore, to

bring the actor into the proper evaluation, as far as measure-

ment of reflection factors was concerned. Up to this time,

there has been scant opportunity for technicians to make
a precise measurement of these factors in producing tonal

balance—to say nothing of endeavoring to use such informa-

tion in a manner so that the players' personalities and ef-

fectiveness of characterization could be further emphasized.

Diligent efforts have been made in this direction, with

resulting "color charts" established with relation to the

individual and for application using certain colors with

known reflectmg powers, and various trial and error meth-

ods. To the writer's knowledge, none of these have been

of much apparent success, mainly because they were based

to a large extent on personal theories and judgment.

These methods not only failed to add greatly to the proper

tonal balance, but in many cases presented additional hin-

drance to artistic production, because they necessitated in

many cases, the use of colors in sets, costumes and make-up
which tended strongly to distract the players, and react un-

favorably from a psychological standpoint upon those tak-

ing part. It is doubtful whether the full significance of the

correct use of color psychologically, as it affects the actor, is

realized, and to what extent this determines the ability for

a fine interpretation.

By bringing into use newly designed, scientific equip-

ment, which has been especially developed to measure per-

sonal color radiation, the writer plans to aid materially in

mitigating, to some extent, the loss of tonal harmony at

present encountered. By means of the data gained from

such calibrations, it will be possible to determine the color

values best suited to promote more truthful rendition.

The procedure will be to establish visual color radiation

factors for the individual, and using this information con-

jointly with a new scientific system for achieving exact vis-

ual color balance, determine the colors best suited psycho-

logically to the individual and blending them to the correct

intensities for co-relation with the personal coloring.

This will result in the use of colors best suited to empha-

size the coloring and personality of the individual—these

colors will be in visual balance with the individuals own

(Continued on Page 427)
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Cinema-

tographers'

Short-Cuts
by

Walter Blanchard

THE unexpected always happens! No matter how care-

fully one may plan things when preparing for a picture

or a location, sooner or later something unexpected

is sure to turn up—a need for an effect not originally

planned; unforeseen circumstances demanding equipment

that isn't available—and then it is up to the Cinematog-

rapher to improvise something that will fill the bill. He

alone cannot fail, no matter what is encountered! He may
have to duplicate regular studio equipment with the crudest

of makeshifts; he may have to bend the elements to his will;

but—no matter how—he must bring back the picture!

The experiences of the various members of the American

Society of Cinematographers on such occasions are a glow-

ing tribute to the ingenuity of these men.

Some of the most interesting exampes of such impro-

visation have occurred in the course of the many location-

trips taken by Clyde de Vinna, A.S.C., who is probably

Hollywood's champion long-distance filmster. When Clyde

was in Africa a few years ago, making "Trader Horn," for

instance, the company was trekking across the veldt when
suddenly they encountered a lion at lunch. "Just the shot

we need," cried Director Van Dyke. "Can we get it,

Clyde?" De Vinna had his camera and film, but no reflec-

tors—and reflectors are an absolute necessity in Africa.

Clyde and his crew hastily rummaged through the truck, to

see if there was anything that could be used as a stop-gap.

There was! One of them erged with some gasoline cans,

another with the leading lady's sleeping-kit. The cans were

hastily hammered into flat, "hard" reflectors, the bed-

sheets tacked onto poles, to make "soft" reflectors—and

before the actors had their make-up on, the camera staff

reported themselves ready!

Another time, Director Van Dyke called for a crane shot

—and the nearest camera-crane was in Hollywood, 7,000
miles away! Nothing daunted, Clyde proceeded to produce

a crane. Using a parallel for a foundation, he anchored

some forked branches to it, running a relatively straight limb

between them, as a bearing for the crane-arm. The boom
itself was simply a long branch, slightly curved at the bear-

ing-point, which was laid across this horizontal limb. At
one end perched Clyde and the camera; the other end was
moved up and down by a block-and-tackle, operated by

man-power.
Cinematographer Daniel B. Clark, A. SC., in the course

of over nine years as Chief Cinematographer for such West-

At top, improvised crane created by Clyde DeVinna
in Africa while making "Trader Horn." Lower
photo, ingenious mounting for camera on vertical

fin of plane—steering of ship panoramed the
camera.

ern stars as Tom Mix and George O'Brien (Clark recently

finished his 85th production with Mix) became one of the

profession's most fruitful improvisators. The years of ex-

perience in such work taught Clark never to start a location-

trip unless prepared as fully as painstaking forethought could

make him; yet nevertheless, the unexpected often showed
up. Once, for instance, when on location in V^ashington,

making some snow-sequences, the Director suddenly decided

that he must have a night-scene of a certain picturesque

cabin. Clark had no reflectors (they would not have been
needed in the ordinary course of the work) ; no lights; not

even any flares. Ordinarily, one would have said that un-
der such handicaps, the best thing to do would be to tell

the director to forget his night-scene. But not Dan Clark!

He literally made the elements give him his night-effect.

Have you ever noticed how, when the sun reaches a certain

angle, late in the afternoon, its rays are reflected back from
windows, for all the world as if the rooms behind them were
illuminated? Dan Clark had noticed it—so he waited until

the sun was at the proper angle, set up his camera to catch

the reflections, slipped in a heavy filter to correct for his

night-effect—and the scene was made.
Another time, on location at a remote whaling-station in

Alaska, he was suddenly informed that nothing would suit

the director but a "dolly" shot—and there wasn't a "dolly"
within thousands of miles. So he built one. One of the
whaling steamers was going to Kodiak the next day, for

supplies; and Dan remembered seeing the remains of an
antique Ford in the Kodiak junkyard. The axles and wheels
of this flivver, plus a few two-by-fours and some planking,
gave him his "dolly"—the director got his "dolly" shot

—

and everyone was happy. On the same trip, the director
decided that a shot of the harpoon-gun, shooting straight

(Continued on Page 425)
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An example of high key lighting . . . note absence
of blacks with whites and light half-tones pre-
dominating.

The
\\\ II

Language

of Tone
by

L. Owens Muggins, A.S.C.

LAST month we considered the "Language of Line,"

with the idea of bringing out the importance of lines

in expressing certain moods or emotions through pho-
tographic and cinematographic means. In this article we
will try to show that "Tone" speaks an equally expressive

language.

When used in connection with Graphic Art, the word
"Tone" refers to the variation of light and dark in a picture.

The Italians term it "Chiaroscuro"—literally "light and
shade"; the Japanese call it "No-Tan"; and in English we
often speak of it as "Key." To the eye, this visual "key"
can speak as expressively as can the "key" of music; in

fact, there is a considerable similarity between the two
applications of the word. In music we have a definite

range of tones; consider the keyboard of a piano, which

gives the artist a range of nearly a hundred tones with which

to paint his sound-picture. Ordinary music will be played
on a fairly limited range of keys around the middle of the
keyboard; but lighter, more sparkling selections carry him
farther and farther up into the lighter, treble register, while
heavier harmonies call for greater dependence upon the som-
bre, bass register. Visual "key" is much the same; it can
be imagined as a sort of keyboard, ranging from the heaviest
of blacks up through an almost infinite series of gradations
to the lightest of greys—and finally pure white. And,
just as a musician can choose his musical tones to suit the
desired mood, so, too, can the painter or photographer vary
his visual tones—in other words, his "key"—to suit the
mood he wishes to convey.

Thus, a normal key means that we find the relations of
light shade in our picture approximating that of nature

—

utilizing, so to speak, pretty nearly the whole of the key-
board. A high key means that we have a predominance of

the lighter tones in our compositions, with very few shad-
ows (and those usually light)—quite as though we had
utilized only the treble on our piano, A medium key means
that our tones have been compressed into a series of greys:
the high-lights being light greys and the shadows a'ark

greys, with only a rather limited scale of intermediate tones
in between—quite as though we were playing on only the
middle octaves of our piano. A low key shows a majority
of dark tones, with very few light ones—just as though we
utilized only the heavy, bass notes on our piano. In paint-

ing, Rembrandt's work is a typical example of perfect low-
key effects. By examination of his paintings, it will be
found that as a rule less than 1 per cent of the area of

his canvas is shown in light, the remainder being in deep
shadow.

Now, just as the key of music plays a vital part in pro-

ducing the desired emotional response from the hearers, so,

too, does the visual key play a predominant part in creating

emotional response in a beholder. By far the greater por-

tion of our impressions are gained visually; and in the

years we have been making motion pictures, we have found
that by the understanding use of this tool known as "visual

key," we can subtly convey dramatic impressions to the sub-

conscious mind of the beholder, making his mind and emo-
tions more receptive to whatever dramatic effects the scene's

action and dialog may convey.

Just as every scene has some definite dramatic mood

—

some definite, emotional response which it seeks to arouse

within the beholder—so, too, has each scene—each type of

action— its definitely indicated visual key, which harmon-
izes with that emotional key.

With a high key, we can express happiness—gaiety

—

joy—delicacy, and freshness. In the accompanying illus-

tration we see that the high-key effect helps to bring out

the characteristics of the young girl. Here is suggested the

youth and grace of the sitter, joy and freshness. To at-

tempt to portray this sketch in a low key would spoil the

effect we wish to achieve.

An extremely low key will suggest restraint—severity

—

sombreness; and sometimes grief and sordidness.

A medium key, with a predominance of greys, but lack-

ing any bright highlights or extreme shadows, obviously sug-

gests fogginess; hence, mystery and vagueness.

Its opposite, an equally limited tonal scale in which the

intermediate tones are suppressed, leaving only the ex-

tremes of highlight and shadow, suggests the bizarre—often

the supernatural or horrible—always the unusual.

Here, therefore, we find another valuable tool by which

we can bend photography to the artistic purpose of ex-

pressing definite emotions, in harmony with our story values.

(Continued on Page 429)



Candid

Photograph/

on the Streets

by

Clarence Slifer, A.S.C.

IN
THE vast field of photographic matter, one of the

most interesting subjects is the man on the streets. The
streets are the cross-sections of humanity, for on them

are found the rich, the poor ,and those so often referred

to as the common people. On this great stage is found
comedy, drama, pathos, and many things of human interest.

The streets are subjects with many moods. They change
with the weather, the locale, and the time. People, clothes,

architecture, modes of transportation, shop-windows, and
many other things, all change. To perceive the vast change
that time alone makes, look at some photographs made
only a few years ago. Glance through your college or high

school year-book. Clothes that appeared stylish and nor-

mal to us in those days look the least bit "corny" today.

Styles that women called "simply stunning" in 1929 are

just that in 1934! Mothers and daughters looked alike,

with knee-lengthed skirts, loose frocks, and cloche hats.

How odd the styles of today will seem tomorrow, with

women now wearing puffed sleeves and creations that make
them resemble football players. These rapid changes are

what makes street photography so valuable, if only for

sentimental reasons.

Both photography and painting were born, by the desire

of man to impart to others, his mental creations or visual

impressions. Photography has certain limitations and han-

dicaps. It is not as quick and as flexible as the eye. The
painter with a little imagination can portray these fleeting,

visual impressions. The quality of the light, the speed of

the action, the depth of focus of the lens, the flexibility

of the camera, and the ability to sense interesting situa-

tions before they actually happen are problems that the

cameraman must deal with. However, photography has an

advantage over painting, in its ability to record in minute
detail the scene and to make many scenes in a short space

of time.

As an artist carefully chooses the most satisfactory medi-

um with which to portray his subject, so must the camera-
man exercise the same degree of care in selecting his equip-

ment. The most satisfactory solution of the camera prob-

lem in street photography is the selection of a miniature

type of camera. It is readily seen that this camera will

better meet the conditions found in this field than any

other camera.

Today, there are many types of miniature cameras. All

have their specific advantages and all can be used for this
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Top photo might be captioned "To Spend Two Bits

or Co Without," however, it was shot in fair

light; l/40th sec: f.5:6; 50mm lens. Center pic-

ture made on dull day, drizzling rain; 1 /40th sec:
f.4:5; 90mm lens. Bottom picture: Dull light:

1 /60th sec: f.4:5; 35mm lens. All made with a
Leica on Dupont Superpan film.

type of photography. My own choice is the Leica. 1 have

successfully used one for candid pictures for several years.

It is very compact and inconspicuous. With a small amount
of movement of one hand it is possible to make an ex-

posure and to prepare for another without looking at the

camera. The advantage also of being able to use lenses of

different focal lengths and various types of view finders is

obvious.

Recently, we have heard and seen much of a type of

photography described as "candid photography." It is

nothing more than the making of unposed pictures without

the subject's knowledge. They are extremely frank pic-

tures and are natural with one exception. Pictures made
of people, while they are talking or moving about, some-
times portray them in ridiculous positions. These pictures

are not natural. They are photographs of only one step

(Continued on Page 424)
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New System

For Foreign

Translations

by

William Stull, A.S.C.

THE problem of foreign distribution needs no intro-

duction to anyone connected with the motion picture

industry. Where a silent picture commanded a world-

wide audience, a talking picture finds its audience reduced

to the comparative handful who understand the language of

the recorded dialog. Economically speaking, as well as

artistically, this has become one of the gravest problems of

the day; for where, only a few years ago, half or more of

the gross income received by a film might accrue from its

foreign showings, today this percentage has declined almost

to the vanishing point—and diminishing domestic returns

can certainly not replace it.

The leaders of the American film industry have not been

blind to this situation: for nearly five years producers and

technicians alike have exercised their ingenuity to over-

come the apparently unsurmountable obstacle of speech. To

date, three basic methods have been used in attempts to

cope with the situation.

The first, and most obvious, was the making of "Foreign

Versions" of domestic films, with players actually speaking

the foreign language. For a time, practically every major

studio maintained—either here or abroad—a staff for the

making of these "Versions"—stock companies of French,

German and Spanish speaking players, with writers and di-

rectors equally familiar with the idiom in question. One

firm even went so far as to establish a large studio in France,

in which foreign versions of its American productions were

re-created in sixteen different languages. But this method

has not proven satisfactory, not alone because of the added

cost, but because the world audience had been "sold" on

American players, acid did not take kindly to imitations.

The second method—still largely practiced—was that

known as "Voice-doubling," or "Dubbing." In this, the

picture of the domestic version was used, synchronized (af-

ter a fashion ( with a sound-track recorded by foreign ac-

tors, speaking an approximation of the original dialog. This

Close view of Reagan-Day Synchronizing Machine,
showing sprocketless drum, vacuum-perforations,
vacuum intake, and double photocell system I the
photocell of the right-hand unit removed to better
show fhe drum). Left-hand photocell, actuated
by exciter-beam reflected by mirror, operates re-
lay circuits; right-hand assembly operates repro-
ducer.

has the merit of being less expensive, and of giving the

foreign customers their American favorites: but it is diffi-

cult—if not utterly impossible—to maintain an acceptable

approximation of synchronism, and yet retain the spirit of

the original dialog and action. For every successful ex-

ample of such "dubbing," one can count a dozen rank fail-

ures. In some countries, these versions have been literally

laughed and boo-ed off the screens, while there are many

instances of hitherto immensely popular stars being stripped

of their popularity by crudely dubbed films.

The third—and least satisfactory—method is that of

superimposed foreign-language titles. In such an instance,

the film in its original version is shown with titles in the

foreign tongue superimposed upon the picture, wherever

explanation seems needed. This method obviously mini-

mizes the entertainment value of a production, often gross-

ly distorting the story, or eliding important, but untrans-

latable, points, and the superimposition of the titles nat-

urally sacrifices photographic quality to a marked extent.

A new method, more perfect than any of these, is ur-

gently needed: and such a method has recently been pre-

sented to the inspection of the Research and Testing Com-

mittees of the American Society of Cinematographers.

Known as the Reagan-Day Screen Translation Process, it

embodies much that is new, either in principle or applica-

tion, and, as a whole, it shows considerable promise. As-

sociated in the development of the process are C. P. Reagan,

its inventor; C. S. Franklin, Sound Engineering counsel; Jean

Coudneau, Language Consultant, and James S. Brown, Jr.,

A.S.C, General Technical Advisor.

The new system, while essentially a development of the

dubbing method, is based on a more exact study of Unguis-



tics and upon some very interesting mechanical develop-

ments. Taking as the starting-point of their development

the unquestionable fact that foreign-language audiences

want American players, speaking (directly or otherwise)

whatever idom may be comprehensible to that audience, and

that this must be done in such a way as to preserve the

Illusion of reality (i.e., in perfect synchronism, and in a

perfect translation), the inventors have naturaly decided

that an improved system of voice-doubage would clearly

be the required answer to the problem. The next step

was a study of the results of existing voice-doubling sys-

tems; and it was found that the chief shortcomings of these

lay in the closer shots. In these shots, if the synchronization

were approximately correct, the meaning was almost invari-

ably distorted; and if the meaning of the original story were

maintained, synchronization was almost invariably impos-

sible. In the majority of the longer shots, the existing meth-

ods could be retained acceptably, as synchronization—or

lack of it— is rarely apparent.

The solution of the problem, then, lay in some method

of securing the desired effects of naturalness, expressiveness

and simplicity in translating the closer, more intimate scenes,

where both expression and synchronization play so vital a

part. Obviously, the actors' lip-movements must correspond

with the inflection of the sound; equally, the dialog must

express, as nearly as possible, the thought and spirit of the

original scene. Such an effect might be achieved by the

expedient of having the original actor make special cose-ups

actually speaking the foreign dialog, the sound-track of

which could then be replaced by the more perfect speech

of the voice-double. This was not considered satisfactory,

however, because it was found that very few actors can give

a convincing performance (even in a short scene) while

speaking a language to which they are not thoroughly ac-

customed. Moreover, they would speak it at a tempo dif-

ferent from that of the rest of their performance, making

it necessary, naturally, to record the foreign dialog for these

shots differently—often more haltingly—than that of the

rest of the picture. And the natural effect is dispelled.

However, reasoned the inventors, why could we not de-

vise a code, by which our actors could speak phrases or sen-

tences which are reasonably intelligent in their own lan-

guage, and which will synchronize perfectly with the re-

quired lip-movements for the foreign dialog? With the as-

sistance of M. Coudneau, this was done, and a code-book of

English, Spanish, French and German is now being complet-

ed. By this means the coding of any scene is simplicity

itself.

The procedure followed in translating a film by this

method is as follows: First, the dialog is translated; the

translation may be as free or as literal as desired to suit the

foreign audience for which the film is intended. When this

is studied, it will be found that the majority of the scenes—

-

all of the longer shots, in which lip-movement is not greatly

noticeable—may be doubled by existing methods. The scenes

in which such existing methods cannot be followed—the

more intimate scenes and close-ups—are then coded.

Thereafter (either during actual production, or for a short

period of retakes), the original actors remake these "key

scenes," acting their original parts, but speaking the coded

dialog, using English words which give the required lip-
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movement. These scenes may be photographed silent, but

it is preferable to record the coded dialog, which simplifies

the synchronization afterward. Since the sound-track made

at these takes is not actually used, the director or a lan-

guage consultant may cue the players in their reading of the

coded speeches.

In the completed, foreign-language film, these coded

"key shots" are used, with carefully recorded, foreign-lan-

guage sound-track perfectly synchronized. The synchroniza-

tion is rendered easier by the use of an ingenious reproducer,

which may be used either as an auxiliary to the cutting

process, or as part of the recording equipment. The device

consists essentially of a special .sound-reproducing head

heavily filtered against vibration, and fitted with an ex-

tremely quick-acting, magnetic clutch. The film is led from

the feed reel, over a series of idling-rollers, past the sound-

sprocket, which is, in reality, not a sprocket but a drum,

and similarly back to the take-up. This sound-drum, which

carries the film past two scanning-heads, is hollow, and

pierced with several rows of small, spirally-arranged holes;

by means of these, the film is held on the drum more tightly

than on a sprocket, by a suction or vacuum system. This

eliminates any of the "flutter" so inescapably connected

with any sprocket system. The two sound pick-ups, though

identical, serve different purposes; one (seen at the right

in the illustration) reproduces the sound in the normal

manner; the other serves to operate a series of automatic

relays which disengage the magnetic clutch, immediately

stopping the progress of the film, whenever a modulation

strikes this pick-up. The machine is said to be able to start

or stop in less than 1/200 second, accordingly, for practical

use, it is possible to run a section of sound-track through

the machine with the assurance that it will stop exactly at

the start of every speech—and be able to reach 90 feet per

minute (standard sound speed) before the modulation

reaches the second pick-up.

By the use of this system of coded dialog and this valu-

able mechanical adjunct to cutting and re-recording, the

System's sponsors claim to be able to produce perfect for-

eign-language versions, which sacrifice neither the favorite

players, the meaning of the dialog, nor the illusion of reality.

Moreover, once the coded scenes have been photographed,

the actual voice-doubling (with, of course, dialog that has

been written under the supervision of the studio) can be

accomplished at any time or place. This is important in

meeting modern conditions, as many countries require that

all voice-doubling in their idiom be done in their own coun-

try, by their own nationals.

The writer has seen tests made by this system, in which

actors definitely known to be totally unacquainted with any

foreign language were made to speak, fluently and expres-

sively, in Spanish and French—with such perfection of syn-

chronism, and such absolute naturalness, that it would be

imposible to identify the result as voice-doublage. The sys-

tem evidences great promise, while the auxiliary machinery

should, even in domestic production, prove of notable value

in itself, and as the foundation of an extensive system of

film-viewers, re-recording equipment, etc. The entire sys-

tem, coding, machinery, and all, is said to have been com-
pletely covered by patents allowed in the U.S.A. and all for-

eign countries.
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WHEN used as an aid to research the value of

moving pictures for the analysis of motions is

obvious, as through its use, we have become the

master over the elements of time. Speeds which are too

fast or too slow for the human eye to perceive can be easily

studied after they have been photographically recorded on

motion picture film by means of "slow motion" or "time

lapse" respectively.

About ten years ago work was begun at the Rockefeller

Institute for Medical Research (Department of Experimental

Surgery) to study, with the aid of microscopic motion pic-

tures, the structure and physical behavior of the various cells

of tissue and blood, both normal and malignant. Since then

a great number of film records were obtained at low and

high magnification the division of cells of tissue and blood,

mostly "time lapse," which show activities of cells and

structural details hitherto not observed. Film records from

Dr. Alexis Carrel's fragment of living tissue extirpated 22

years ago from the heart of a chick embryo, show groups and

single cells growing and thriving actively. A very thin un-

dulating membrane around white blood cells has actually

been discovered with the aid of microcinematography. This

membrane escapes observation under ordinary circumstances

and only its folds, which look like fine threads, have been

observed before, but were thought to be so called "pseudo-

pods." Other film records made by the author show at very

high magnification the division of cells of tissue and blood,

extremely fine nerve cells and their growth, the circulation

of blood through arteries, veins and capillaries, embryos at

various stages of their development, etc.

At the Hospital of the Rockefeller Institute a special

apparatus was installed for taking film records of human

capillaries, especially those of patients afflicted with heart

ailments, in order to study the speed of the blood flow and

the motion of the capillary walls. The photography offered

a number of difficulties which had to be overcome. The

field of observation on the patient's finger was approxi-

mately 1/16 of an inch in diameter and had to be illu-

minated by an intense light traveling through the lens, the

same which also projected the image cnto the film. The

light source consisted of a specially constructed high inten-

sity arc lamp and a number of condensing lenses, cooling

cells and lii^ht filters. Polarized light was employed, to

eliminate the glare, otherwise reflected from the top layer

of skin, by passing the beam of light through two Nicol

prisms, inserted into the optical system. The film records

obtained had magnifications ranging from 20 to 40 diame-

ters on the film frame, the taking speed were ranging

from I to 20 images per second.

Cinema research work extended also into the field of

bacteriology. The author had the privilege of having col-

laborated with the late Dr. Hideyo Noguchi in securing

film records of active cultures of the various micro organ-

isms, for the study of their motility. Another series of

films was made with Dr. J. Bronfenbrenner, Washington

Microcinema Apparatus at the Rockefeller Insti-
tute. It consists of four separate units: the optical
bench with microscope (in constant temperature
box), light source and condenser system; camera
support with driving mechanism and focusing de-
vice; two driving motors; control board.

Motion

University, St. Louis, Mo., of coli bacilli and their destruc-

tion by bacteriophage.

Naturally the author's work at the Institute is mainly

concerned with medical problems, while, in his capacity as

a consulting cinema specialist, the work is extended into

other fields of science with a great variety of subjects,

each new subject almost invariably offering new cinemato-

graphic problems requiring often design and construction

of new apparatus and devices.

A 2-reel film produced on "Colloids" required a great

amount of microcinema work at extremely high magnifica-

tions. It was necessary, for example, to take films of the

so-called "Brownian Movement" that is the rapid and er-

ratic motion of the smallest particles visible at maximum

magnification in the ultra microscope. The dancing of

ultra microscopic particles in believed to be caused by

molecular bombardment. For instance, some of the par-

ticles in a colloidal gold solution are only 1/100,000 of

an inch in diameter, the smallest thing ever seen.

Motion pictures of surgical operations have been made in

great numbers as their usefulness is generally established.

Unfortunately, a great many of these films, taken by inex-

perienced amateurs, and projected 'everywhere, do not

measure up to a medium standard in the way they are pho-

tographed and edited, and are, therefore, more harmful

than beneficial to the motion picture art.

Mention should be made in particular of one surgical
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Heinz Rosenberger, the author, standing alongside
the Microcinema Apparatus which is mentioned in

this article. All of this equipment was designed
by Mr. Rosenberger.

Pictures

as an Aid

in Science

by

Heinz Rosenberger, F.R.M.S.

The Rockefeller Institute For Medical Research, New York,
President, New York Microscopical Society,

film, the making of which was quite interesting. The

problem was to show in the film the complete operating

technique of a prostate operation. The field of the entire

operation was not more than about one-half inch in diame-

ter, and the operation performed through a cystoscope Va

of an inch inside diameter, through which the instruments,

an electro-loop and an electro-knife, were introduced. About

one-half of all scenes were to be taken in such a way as to

show clearly the cutting away of obstructing tissue inside

the urethra, as seen by the surgeon through the eyepiece

of his cystoscope. After careful technical and anatomical

studies on patients during operations and on a corpse, a

plastilina model five times natural size was made in several

sections and the whole mounted on an optical bench, to-

gether with camera, light sources and operating Instru-

ments, also made five times their original size. The "op-

eration" on the model was again "performed" taking single

exposures (animation). These scenes, after being com-

pleted, were spliced alternately with outside scenes of the

actual operation. The illusion was apparently perfect judg-

ing from questions asked by doctors after seeing the film

as to how it was possible that so much light could be ob-

tained and pictures taken through such a narrow opening in

the cystoscope.

Making motion pictures for science means also work on

the drawing board and in instrument shops, as in a great

many cases special apparatus are required. This is par-

ticularly true with microscopic motion picture work. The

Standard Microcinematographic Apparatus (see picture),

which has been developed after many years of experience,

is an answer to the many requirements, which come up in

scientific research work. The work with high magnifica-

tions call for greatest possible precision and the difficulties,

optical, mechanical, experimental, etc., increase, with in-

creasing magnifications, quite out of proportion.

The production of motion pictures for science requires

among other things a real love for difficulties. Patience

and perseverance are other qualities that should be men-

tioned. The author would like to relate two instances,

in which it took weeks, and even months, to make a few

feet of microscopic film. One object was the growth of

living nerve fibers to be recorded at high magnification, and

the other was the development of a culture of yeast, start-

ing from a single yeast cell until, through the budding of

daughter cells, the entire field was covered with numerous

cells. In both cases in the beginning the preparation looked

healthy and developed normally until suddenl,y for no ap-

parent reason, it died and disintegrated before the picture

could be finished. Experiments had to be started time

and again, until finally they were crowned with success.

The waste of time, material and effort was compensated

for by the satisfaction that one gains from good results.

Looking back over some 1 5 years of experience, and visu-

alizing the many films made, it is highly gratifying to ob-

serve a steadily increasing demand in the work from the

time his first pictures were projected, showing for the first

time at high magnification the activity of living tissue and

blood cells and their structural details and also other micro-

organisms and their behavior.

These films have been projected time and again at scien-

tific gatherings, for instance, at the Rockefeller Institute

for Medical Research, National Academy of Sciences, Wash-

ington, D. C.; Academies of Medicine, here and abroad;

Optical Society of America; International Congress of Pho-

tography; International Congress of Physiology; Kaiser Wil-

helm Institute, Berlin; New York Microscopical Society;

American Chemical Society; Societe de Chimie Industrielle;

Eastman Kodak Research Laboratories, and many others.
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PHOTOGRAPHY

of the MONTH
"SMOKY"
Fox Production

Photographed by Daniel B. Clark, A.S.C.

Photographically, the production is restrained-—un-

moviesque. Abounding in superbly-photographed exteriors,

there is none the less none of the somewhat self-conscious

striving for pictorialism which marks most Westerns. In-

stead, the camera very wisely steps aside, and allows the

viewer to focus his attention solely on the story of a cow-
man and his horse, presenting the tale simply, effectively,

and realistically.

Such a treatment would naturally be at fault in the aver-

age Western, where all too frequently spectacular camera-
work must bolster up a weak story, weaker direction, and

inept acting: but in this particular case, Clark has acted

wisely. Any other treatment would have robbed the tale

of its essential quality of truthfulness.

Viewed from the technical viewpoint, "Smoky" could

well serve as a text in the restrained use of filters. Save

for the night-scenes, I doubt if anything heavier than a

23-A was used; but what filters have been employed, have

been used to perfection. Every scene has been treated in

a way that brings out the best, without exaggeration, while

certain sequences, obviously made under highly unfavorable

light-conditions (including a rain-storm), pay high tribute

to Clark's ability. The interior sequences are quite as well

photographed as the exteriors; several of them are highly

instructive examples of careful "source-lightings." In a

word, "Smoky" is Dan Clark, A.S.C, at his best—and ex-

hibiting a restraint and dramatic feeling rarely encountered

in outdoor films.

"SHOULD LADIES BEHAVE"
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Production

Photographed by Ted Tctzlaff, A.S.C.

When a stage-play is translated to the screen, the cinema-

tographer seldom enjoys the spectacular opportunities inci-

dent to a true motion picture. This adaptation of "The

Vinegar Tree"—even though a better adaptation than is the

rule—adheres to precedent in this respect. Cinematogra-

pher Tetzlaff, however, not only makes the most of all of

his opportunities, but has turned out an extremely compe-
tent job of camerawork. He has treated the cast with an

extremely favorable lens, and made the most of the many
interesting settings. Cinematographer Tetzlaff has once

more demonstrated his right to be accounted one of the

rising young men of the industry.

"THE MAD CAME •

Fox Production

Photographed by Arthur Miller, A.S.C.

This filmization of the great American "Snatch Racket"

naturally offers opportunities for spectacular effect-lightings

and angles. Arthur Miller, A.S.C, has done excellently by

the film, despite the director's penchant for somewhat ex-

cessive dollying in the earlier sequences. Whether or not

one Is still interested in gangster themes. Miller's camera-
work makes "The Mad Game" worth seeing.

"ALICE IN WONDERLAND"
Paramount Production

Photographed by Henry Sharp, A.S.C, and

Bert Clennon, A.S.C.

Special Effects by Farciot Edouart, A.S.C, and

Cordon Jennings.

"Alice" will unquestionably call forth a good deal of con-

troversy; but there can be no argument over the work done
by the photographic personnel. Cinematographers Sharp

and Clennon have turned out a thoroughly artistic produc-

tion—photographed in a perfect spirit of phantasy, yet al-

ways avoiding the unduly fantastic. It was no easy assign-

ment these two faced, not alone in this matter of cine-

matic mood, or of correctly visualizing Lewis Carroll's cele-

brated story, but in making believable the many players who
appeared in grotesque masks. That they have succeeded

so signally is a high tribute to their cinematic good taste

and ability.

The Special Effects Photography contributed by Farciot

Edouart, A.S.C, and Cordon Jennings is superb. Virtually

every sequence embraced some difficult problem of Special-

effects cinematography, and the situation was doubly ham-
pered by the necessity of meeting an early release-date;

but these two wizards of the camera met every obstacle with

thir accustomed ingenuity, and came through with flying

colors. Without their superb work, the production could

not have been made.

"GOING HOLLYWOOD"
Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer Production

Photographed by George Folsey, A.S.C.

It isn't the bad pictures that give a reviewer gray hair-

it's the Creat ones! If you do justice to the good pictures,

sooner or later you'll find yourself adjectiveless in the face

of a really superlative one. "Going Hollywood" is that kind

of a picture. Viewed either as entertainment, or as an

example of film-technique, it's a knockout. Especially in

the matter of Cinematographer Folsey's contribution, which

gives a new meaning to such moth-eaten phrases as "bril-

liant," "scintillating," and so on. From start to finish. It

is very close to photographic perfection: not merely a few

scenes here, or a sequence there, but consistently ringing

the bell, scene after scene, sequence after sequence,

throughout the entire production. And that goes double

for the way Folsey has photographed the star, Marion Davies.

Miss Davies has been in front of the cameras long enough

so that one could reasonably expect it to show a little

—

even with such an artist as Folsey photographing her; in-

stead of which Folsey makes her look younger—and vastly

more devastating—than all of next year's Wampas baby

stars.
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"EIGHT GIRLS IN A BOAT"

Charles R. Rogers Production for Paramount

Photographed by Gilbert Warrenton, A.S.C.

For a long time, this department has been waiting to

see Gilbert Warrenton, A.S.C, given a really worthwhile

opportunity again; and here it is. Cinematographer War-

renton has. in fact, made the exteriors some of the best of

their kind yet seen. Technique, composition, lighting, and

filtering are all equally fine. The interiors are likewise

excellent; beautifully handled, with some extremely good

effect-lightings. Warrenton has maintained his dramatic

moods with fine feeling, and has at all times dealt kindly

with the players.

HIS DOUBLE LIFE"

Produced by Eddie Dowling and Arthur Hopkins

Paramount Release

Photographed by Arthur Edeson, A.S.C.

This production is really a tribute to Cinematographer

Edeson's ability: it isn't, by any means, his greatest work

—

but In view of the fact that it was independently produced

in New York, under terrific handicaps of lack of equipment

and many of the normal facilities of production, it is highly

to Edeson's credit to have done so satisfactory a job. His

camerawork is good—and at times very effective. The

settings, etc., show excellent production values, and Ede-

son has made the best of his opportunities, and minimized

the many handicaps which are, apparently, inseparable from

Eastern production.

"I AM SUZANNE "

Jesse L. asky Production for Fox

Photographed by Lee Carmes, A.S.C.

Photographically, as well as dramatically, "I Am Su-

zanne" gathers interest as it progresses. Commencing with

some of Carmes' less inspired work (heightened by a print

whose opening reels were rather too light) , the film moves

into new and unusual surroundings, culminating in sequences

of considerable pictorial novelty. As the action progresses

into the highly unusual realm of the puppeteers, and is

climaxed by the bizarre "inferno" revue, the material of-

fered Cinematographer Carmes grows increasingly novel

—

while his treatment grows correspondingly. The use of

tinted-base stock (of a variety of colors) for the entire

length of the film adds immeasurably to the atmospheric

value, and, as in Carmes' earlier "Zoo in Budapest," en-

hances his fine camerawork to a marked extent. And

—

even as "I Am Suzanne" offers Lilian Harvey her best Amer-

ican opportunities—so, too, does it accord her the best pho-

tographic treatment she has received to date.

"FOUR FRIGHTENED PEOPLE"

Cecil B. DeMille Production for Paramount

Photographed by Karl Struss, A.S.C.

"Four Frightened People" is a splendid tribute to the

versatility of Cinematographer Karl Struss, A.S.C. In some
earlier films—like "Sunrise" and "Jekyll and Hyde," for

example—Struss has exhibited far more perfect results; but

he has never produced a film exhibiting finer workmanship.

"Four Frightened People" was made in Hawaii, amid some
of the densest jungles the islands offer. Incredible as it

may seem, these jungles prove even more dense and ob-

scure than even the wildest concept of a studio art-direc-

tor—and, accordingly, they obviously offered only the most

impossible photographic conditions. Even with the advan-

tages of Super-Sensitive film, fast lenses, and the inevitable

high-powered lighting installation the company must have

enjoyed, it is incredible that even Karl Struss could bring

A thundering good parallel. Charles A. Marshall,
A.S.C, and Second Cinematographer Reggie ban-
ning, A.S.C, set up on a parallel improvised from
the big 8-inch guns of the U.S.S. "Saratoga."

back so successful a picture. The great majority of the

sequences are enacted in the deep jungle, amid impene-
trable shadows complicated by an intricate network of

tangled branches. Other scenes are played in deep gulches,

amid a profusion of tropical vegetation. The results are

little short of marvelous, in view of these unphotogenic con-

ditions; only the most skillful of cinematographers could

have achieved such photographic quality—such uniformity,

such an impression of naturalness, such well-balanced com-
positions and lighting. An orchid to Mr. Struss and his

crew!

"THE POOR RICH"

Universal Production

Photographed by George Robinson, A.S.C.

Combining broad comedy and dramatic cinematography
is a difficult assignment; but Cinematographer Robinson does

so very successfully in "The Poor Rich." Had the film been
played less obviously for comedy effects, Robinson would
undoubtedly have had an extremely pleasing picture, for he

had very effective sets and locations to work with: as it is,

the film is a tribute to his talent, for he manages to main-

tain a pleasing atmosphere in spite of the over-emphasis

placed on the comedy angle. His skill is particularly no-

ticeable in the handling of the murder sequence, in which
ultra-rapid camera movements are accomplished very effec-

tively, though at a tempo which would, with less deft hand-
ling, be ruinous.

"MISS FANE'S BABY IS STOLEN '

Paramount Production

Photographed by A. L. Gilks, A.S.C.

Quite the best picture Cinematographer Gilks has had in

a long time, "Miss Fane's Baby Is Stolen" allows him an

unusually wide range of opportunities, which he has utilized

expertly. The sets—like the dramatic mood of the story

—

run a wide gamut, from the luxurious home of the movie-

star to the squalid shack of the kidnappers. Gilks has pho-

tographed them all excellently, his treatment running an

equally wide range, in perfect accord with the dramatic

requirements. He has been faced, incidentally, with the

task of photographing much highly dramatic action—the

sort that usually calls for low-key lightings—upon sets which

demanded high-key treatment. He has done this without

for a moment losing the required mood—a difficult feat.

He also has some exceptionally well-balanced exteriors.
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A Fireproof

Process

Screen

HIGHLIGHTS
Minimizes "Hot Spot" through

Polarization.

Photometric Tests said to show
difference in illumination which

varies but 5 per cent against 65

per cent for ordinary screens.

Hot-Spot control can be balanced

to any installation. Composition

used eliminates fire-hazard—ma-

terial will actually put out flames!

by

Arthur Campbell
Cinematographer

UNQUESTIONABLY the outstanding technical devel-

opment of the past few years has been the universal

acceptance of the "Transparency Projection Process"

(under several different names), which has to a surprisingly

great extent superseded most of the previous forms of com-
posite photography. Reduced to its essentials, this process

consists of the projection of any desired background—mov-
ing or static—upon a translucent screen erected behind the

actors, and the rephotographing of the composite scene by

means of cameras electrically synchronized with the back-

ground-projector. Granted the application of the proper

technique, the results attainable by this process are truly re-

markable—often so perfect as to defy detection as compos-

ite shots. There are, however, several drawbacks which have

not, as yet, been entirely overcome.

The first of these is the so-called "hot spot"—an area in

the center of the process screen in which the intensity of

illumination is markedly higher than in the rest of the pic-

ture. Many different means of eliminating this "hot spot"

have been tried, with varying degrees of success; but, with

the possible exception of one intricate method which, while

theoretically perfect, does not meet the commercial require-

ments of production, no single method yet tried has achieved

complete satisfaction.

The second inherent drawback is the physical nature of

the translucent projection-screens used. The earliest at-

tempts utilized sand-blasted glass screens of relatively small

size: but as the process developed, requiring larger and yet

larger screens, the natural difficulties inherent to large glass

sheets became increasingly evident. The factor of expense

mounted out of all proportion to the increased size, for the

procuring of glass sheets of the proper quality and dimen-
sions (some of the screens were fifteen or eighteen feet

wide) became exceedingly difficult. A single screen might

cost many thousand dollars; and the sand-blasted surface

was not always entirely satisfactory. Moreover, the matter

of breakage became a serious problem, not only as an eco-

nomic factor, but from the viewpoint of safety. At least

one man has been maimed for life by accidentally breaking

one of these huge glass sheets, which amputated an arm as

cleanly as any guillotine.

The next experiments in the evolution of the process

screen produced the now popular cellulose screens. These
were made of matte-surfaced cellulose nitrate, lashed into

a suitable wooden frame. From the standpoints of cost and
quality, these screens represented a considerable advance:
a much larger screen could be had at a small fraction of the

cost of a glass installation. The optical quality of the cellu-

lose product likewise proved superior to that of glass instal-

lations, as proven by the fact that virtually all of the major
studios' process departments standardized on such installa-

tions. The cellulose screens, too, were flexible, and not only

were they not subject to the danger of breakage, but they

were lighter, so that they could easily and safely be moved
from one stage to another, if necessary; and even be rolled

like a canvas for storage or shipment. On the other hand,

like all forms of cellulose nitrate, they were highly inflam-

mable. On one instance, a fifteen-foot cellulose screen, ac-

cidentally ignited, is said to have been consumed in approxi-

mately thirty seconds. This characteristic made them a grave

potential menace, not only to the physical equipment on the

stage, but to the safety of the people working there; especi-

ally the electrician operating the overhead lighting, who
often works on a scaffolding directly above the process-

screen.

A new and improved type of cellulose process screen has

recently been developed, however, which promises to mini-

mize, if not, indeed, to entirely eliminate these disadvan-

tages. It is the invention of Benjamin M. Bodde, who has

been engaged in this research for a number of years, in co-

operation with such experts as Roy Pomeroy, A.S.C., and
Farciot Edouart, A.S.C. ; the first complete installation of

one of Mr. Bodde's screens is now being made in Edouart's

department at the Paramount studios.

This screen, which may be made in virtually any size, is

composed, not of cellulose nitrate, but of cellulose Acetate,

which is virtually non-inflammable. By virtue of the chem-
ical components used by Mr. Bodde in his process, the

screen, when heat is applied, will melt, but not burn: the

tendency is, in fact, for the melted cellulose to extinguish

the fire.

An even more noticeable feature of the new screen is the

fact that it can not only be made more highly transmissive

than previous types—and entirely without the yellowish cast

heretofore an objectionable, but apparently inescapable, fea-

ture of cellulose acetates—but it may be treated in such a

manner as to materially reduce the objectionable "hot spot."

The material from which the screen is made is naturally per-

fectly transparent, and the matte surface is produced by
chemical applications which produce a clear and virtually

grainless surface. By varying these applications, the density

of any given area may be increased, with the result that

"hot spot" can be controlled to a considerable extent.

(Continued on Page 424)



Coming: A Fourth Year of

ACHIEVEMENT

SINCE Eastman Super-sensitive Panchro-

matic Negative was introduced early in

1 9 3 I , its revolutionary qualities have fulfilled

every hope and prediction of its sponsors. It

has helped cameramen and producers so tre-

mendously ... it has affected the motion pic-

ture art so profoundly ...it has contributed to

so many cinematic triumphs, that a further

prediction can now be made: In its fourth

year, as heretofore, this Eastman film will

be an important factor in the most conspic-

uous motion picture achievements. Eastman

Kodak Company.
(J.

E. Brulatour, Inc., Dis-

tributors, New York, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN Super-sensitive

Panchromatic Negative
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TREND of

THE TIMES

9V2mm Color Film

• In Japan one of the ingenious amateurs

has developed a color system for himself

with the use of 9 '/2mm. film. His

method is based on the alternate red and

green frames. However, instead of color-

ing the film on which the exposure is

taken he has made a filter for himself

from a leader which he has colored red

and green alternately. This filter is made
up of an endless loop which permits him

to use a minimum amount of filter film.

This filter is used in both camera and

projector.

Cellophane Flash Bulb

• According to the Amateur Cinema, a

publication of Tokio, Japan, a scientist of

that country has invented a Cellophane

flash bulb. This new type of flashlight

is called Senko-ban and is said to be

very similar to other types of tinfoil

flashbulbs with the exception that the

glass bulb has been replaced by a double

bag of cellophane which makes it non-

breakable.

Page Mr. Ripley

• According to recent research France

granted a patent to an American by the

name of Horner in the year 1833 for his

invention of the Zootrope. This seems

to be the earliest ancestor of motion pic-

tures. The patent was granted to Horner

for a device that created the illusion of

motion pictures by rapidly showing a

series of images that varied slightly in

composition.

Beach Theatre

• A small motion picture theatre in Paris

has turned its auditorium into an artifi-

cial beach. This is equipped with plenty

of sand from the seashore in which the

kiddies can play while the mothers and

nurses watch the pictures on the screen

in comfortable modern beach chairs. The
theatre reports unusual business on rainy

days.

Midget Camera

•According to news dispatches from

France a manufacturer of that country

has placed a camera on the market of the

size of a cigarette lighter. This takes

eight exposures of 35mm film. The cam-

era sells for about two dollars.

Mirror-Lens Tele-Optic

• A detailed report of the latest progress

made in the development of tele-photo

lenses is given in Kino Technik describ-

ing the "Mirror-Lens Tele-Optic" built

by the Askania-Werke A. C. Berlin.

Its advantage over former tele-photo

systems is mainly a considerable reduc-

tion in size and weight. This has been

accomplished by applying a principle, new

to photography—that of the reflecting

telescope.

The light falls first upon a mirror from

where it is reflected backwards onto a

second mirror which finally projects the

rays in the original direction onto the

light sensitive material.

The first mirror is made of glass, the

back of which is silvered. The second

mirror consists of two lenses either ce-

mented or uncemented. Thus this sys-

tem provides eight to ten surfaces for

optical correction which of course is a

significant advantage.

The length and the weight of this

latest model is only one-fifth of that of

those used formerly. Moreover, the

Tefescope vieiu finder
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weight center is falling together with the

placement of the front piece of the cam-

era. Therefore this optical system can

be used successfully in connection with

motion picture cameras without any dif-
;

ficulty.
j

Figure one shows a sketch of this latest

type in comparison to prior models while I

figure two gives an illustration of the
1

construction of the tele-Mirro lens.

Multiple Exposures

• The Kino Amateur published an inter-
;

esting article dealing with a new process 1

invented by R. Thun which makes it pos-
j

sible to expose and project on twenty-

one feet of 35mm film as many pictures

as one could obtain in normal cinematog-

raphy by using 1020 feet. An accurate

description as to how this is accomplish-

ed by means of a special optical system

and film moving mechanism for both the

camera and the projector is aided by

several illustrations.

Although this process is still far from

practical perfection it should create con-

siderable interest in its future possibili-

ties.

Synthetic Sound Script

• In Film Technik of Berlin reference is

made to the different inventors and their

work in connection with the progress

achieved in the technique of writing or

painting sound records which later are

reproduced through a regular projector.

The latest step seems to have come from

England, making known the name of E.

A. Humphriss, who claims to be able to

imitate sound recordings of spoken words

by writing the sound track.

The paper points to the many future 1

possibilities which may be seen in the

practical application of this process; for

foreign versions or recorded languages j

and also in the medical field. i

Photography Without Camera

• "The Camera," a photographic publi-

cation of Switzerland, tells of an inter-

esting process which they term "photog-

raphy without a camera."

The method pursued consists of draw-

ing designs on the sensitized paper in

the dark room, employing colors of dif-

ferent transparent degrees from opaque

to a high transparency. After the de-

sign is placed on the sensitized photo-

graphic paper it is then developed in the

regular way. The artistic quality of these

experiments will depend wholly upon the

ability of the artist.



Photo by John Cooper, A.S.C.

• PROFESSIONAL Criticism of the Amateur
picture is a part of the service offered by the

AMERICAN CINEMATOCRAPHER. Many
are not aware of this. Hundreds of pictures

have been reviewed this past year by mem-
bers of the American Society of Cinematog-
raphers for the Amateur.
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• A mighty fine article telling you how to secure effects and some fine

corrections of your shots on the Projector itself This one will intrigue

the mechanical minded amateur.

• Another Article on Interior Lighting by Arthur Campbell, the profes-

sional cameraman who has worked in studios the world over.

• Adding music to your projection adds interest for your audience. How,
what and when to use it will be discussed.

• Other articles will touch on technical and production phases of ama-

teur pictures.
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Table -Top

Sequences
by

Paul H. Allen, A.S.C.

DID you ever hear of table-top photography? It

has given still photographers pleasure for years

—

and it's just as interesting in cine work, too. Here's

the general idea behind it: unless you've got something in

your picture which will serve as a definite "yardstick," a

photograph doesn't necessarily give a true idea of the size

of anything. Have you noticed how the best makers of

scenic films always have a man—or an auto—-or a train

—

in the picture when they want to show the size of some-
thing? Well, the reverse is true, too: if you haven't such a

yardstick, you can photograph almost anything in a way that

will give a most deceptive idea of its size. So, if you take

a shot of a doll or a toy, against a setting that gives no

means of gauging its real size, your audience will jump to

the conclusion that it's life-size.

For instance, consider little Willie's Christmas train. You
can make some interesting films of it if you want to.

Here's how: lay out your track as you wish; put up what-
ever accessories you may have, such as stations, signals,

bridges, etc. Crass can be simulated by the "grass cloth"

used for indoor golf, or sometimes by rough-surfaced, green

cardboard or wallboard. Trees and shrubbery may be made
by properly shaped twigs, glued in place, while a little sand

or gravel here and there—especially along the tracks—adds

to the natural effect. Toy buildings of the right size will

help, too (you can do a lot with the building-block and

cement-making sets now on the market)—and the smaller

buildings, fences, etc., can be used in the "distance." For

a background, a white sheet can often be used: if you pho-

tograph the scene from the right angle, it will give a very

good imitation of one of those white, "bald-headed" skies

you get with Ortho film on a cloudless, hazy day.

Now for the lighting! Probably the best thing to do is

to have most of your light from overhead: it looks more nat-

ural if it comes from above, and at a slight angle, for we
are accustomed to seeing the sunlight behave that way.

You can use regular photo lighting units, or photofloods in

a reflector, depending on what you have at hand, and what

happens to be best for your set-up.

Now to make the picture! The best camera-angle depends,

of course, a good deal upon the skill you've used in making
your miniature set. As a rule, the most effective for most

purposes is what would be approximately eye-level in a real

shot; that is, a few inches above the "ground level" of your

scene. If you have a camera with slow-motion speeds,

about 36 or 48 speed would be best, depending on the

speed your train moves at: the slow-motion not only slows

the motion down, but smooths it out, and makes it appear

more natural. This work is best done in a series of short

scenes.

If you're one of those really advanced filmers who likes

to play around with trick effects, why not have some fun

putting little Willie at the throttle of his toy train? If

Twigs and branches to represent trees and bushes
give the impression of the animals being their
natural size when the eye compares the two.
Note size of ostrich and the bush in front of it.

you've a camera like the Cine Kodak Special it can be done.

You begin with a close shot of the engine-cab: the engine

is really stationary, but behind it you revolve a panoramic
still-picture on rollers, or on a large drum. This—properly

done, of course—will make it seem as though the engine

were moving. (A side view is best). Inside the cab

window, you put a square of black velvet, arranged so that

no light strikes the velvet, and so that its edges are con-

cealed. Make your scene. Now wind the film back to

the starting-point. Take Willie, and put him behind a

black-velvet drop with a hole cut in it which corresponds in

shape with the window in the engine-cab. Line up this

shot so that the image of Willie is the right size to fit in

the matted-off part of the previous shot. Then light him

properly—preferably so that the black drop is not illumi-

nated—and make your second exposure. Where the film

was matted off before, by the tiny black square, Willie's

image will be photographed, while the rest of the picture

will be matted off by the big black drop—and the image of

the engine will show. If your matting is accurate, the

developed picture vi/ill show Willie driving his own toy en-

gine! Cut into the other shots of the train, it will give

you a film that will thrill Willie and his friends.

But suppose Willie is younger—or maybe a girl! Well,

animated dolls are another table-top subject. Again, you

arrange a setting of the proper size— if small Susie has a

doll's house, you can use it for your studio (you can put a

still a few inches behind any windows, and get a remarkable

effect)—or you can build your own, with toy furniture, a

few cardboard walls, etc. Or you can make a little ex-

terior set, like the one in the picture. Obviously, though,

you can't photograph the doll in actual motion, either at

normal or slow-motion speeds! But—you can move them!

But, once more, reverse your rule; instead of taking

pictures fast, to slow things down, take them slowly—very

slowly—to speed them up. Take them one from at a time

(there are several 16mm cameras that can do this—among

(Continued on Page 421 )
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Lights F and C are added to the backlighting to

kill shadows of chairs that the addition of D and E

would create.

There Must Be

A Reason For

Every Light

by

Arthur Campbell,
Cinematographer

STILL adhering to basic lighting, but assuming that

your characters are going to move about in the set,

we find that the set will need additional light—but

these lights must have a reason.

In last month's article on the A B C of Set Lighting we
started with three lights indicated on the sketch this week
as A B and C. It was explained that A and B were used

for cross lighting the people and the furniture, with C an

overhead light acting as a back light.

Four additional lamps have been added to the set; as we
now assume that the characters are going to move about.

In view of the fact that we merely had our characters

occupying the chairs, lights A and B were so trained on them
that they lit them properly while sitting down. If these

people arise the lower portion of their bodies will be well

lighted, while the upper portion will be receiving only the

fringe of the light from A and B. C, however, will still be

performing its function whether they stand or occupy the

chairs.

The fact that they will stand compels us to add lights D
and E. However, these lights we focus at a higher point, so

they will light the upper portion of the body of the actors.

Also by reason of the fact that the people will walk about
it may be necessary to move the camera back; this means
moving the lights back. The further we move a light from
the subject the less light is thrown on that subject, so more
lights must be added to make up for the weakness of the

light caused by moving it back. So the addition of these

two lights serve two purposes: they properly light the upper

portion of the body and they furnish the additional light

necessary, as we have increased the range of the camera
by moving it back and placing the character a further dis-

tance from the light.

In addition to these two lights we have also furnished

more back lighting, represented by lights F and C. Note
that these lights do not touch any of the furniture nor any

of the characters. They are trained on the walls exclusively.

This will not only help to light up the walls because of the

wider range, but the reflection they will throw from the

walls will also help to give you additional back lighting.

You can readily understand that two lights will be needed in

order to properly balance the light on both walls with a

set such as this. Should we have added another light over-

head it would have had to be trained on the walls and it

would have been difficult to make it spread its beam evenly

over both walls. It is for this reason this type of set-up

calls for two additional lights.

If your set-up is such that it has only one wall as a

background you might accomplish this same result with one

light, providing of course you are not covering too great an

expanse of wall; then you will have to place a light on each

side so as to give even lighting throughout the entire back-

ground.

When you analyze this whole set-up you will realize that

we are still adhering to the A B C of lighting. We have

added a light on the left, another light on the right to in-

tensify and complete our cross lighting and added two addi-

tional lights in the rear for back-lighting.

Now your characters can move around, you can go into

action, and no matter what their location might be in the

set they will be properly lighted. Not only that but your

props, such as chairs and radio, will stand out from the

walls because of the back-lighting.

Your highlights will not be killed; you will have a good

balance, as the lights from each side will balance the shad-

ows from the opposite side.

The beginner is inclined to overlook this important phase

of lighting and his pictures invariably come out very flat,

as he has placed his lights to give even distribution on both

sides of the face.

A senseless set-up of lights will create shadows that will

distract the attention of your audience. And it is for this

reason also that the two additional back-lights had to be

used. We have incieased the front illumination with lights

D and E, which would have a tendency to throw shadows on

the walls from the two chairs. We eliminate these shad-

ows by the use of the lights F and C.

So you see there is a reason for everyone of these lights.

None of them has been added to secure any increased effct

or bauty. They were added because they were needed.

The basic lighting mentioned last month and in the early

part of this article may be compared with the sketch of the

(Continued on Page 422)
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At top, enlarged frame from 16mm picture show-
ing exposure of title over scene. At bottom,
another enlargement of 16mm frame showing the

use of mask, and the results given on screen.

How I

Made "Life"

by

Harold B. Hutchings,
Winner of Gold Medal for "Home Movie"

in 1933 Amateur Contest.

FOR over seven years I have made the usual snapshots

of my oldest boy "Bob"—Christmas, Birthday, Fourth

of July, Hallowe'en and various other events. After

viewing the 1932 prize pictures of the AMERICAN CINE-

MATOGRAPHER I began to want to create something which

would tell a lasting story in film of a "day in his life."

Naturally this would start with the break of day. I thought

1 would like to show the sun rising . . . the birds awaken-

ing . . . the rooster crowing . . . the milk and daily paper

delivery ... in that dull, misty early-morning tone. I suc-

ceeded fairly well with the bird shot secured at 5 a.m. with

a 3 '/2 inch lens from our bedroom window, but the tone

value did not match the sunrise shot (the laboratory could

not know what I wanted anyway). I neve rgot my rooster

to crow. After wasting quite a bit of film and patience, I

started all over again. I believe this was the best decision

I have ever made.

In setting an outside limit of 300 feet for my finished

picture including titles, I knew I must get started right

out with my boy. I double-exposed the paper and milk

delivery into the lead titles . . . three quick dissolves suc-

ceeded in getting my wife out of bed to light the stove.

Then I faded in on Bob's foot extended from the side of his

bed—as I had so often seen it—and panned up to a yawn-
ing, stretching boy—collecting his thoughts for what was
ahead of him that day. At this point I decided on some
double exposure which would take him quickly through

some of his daily play. I figured this would snap the pic-

ture up and also save considerable footage. These shots

are really very easy to make with any camera having an ac-

curate footage indicator. Using an inexpensive sunshade

and filter holder (the kind that clamps on to the lens) I

cut out two masks from black photographic paper, which,

when fitted over the sunshade, would cut my picture diag-

onally in two parts. The diagonal edge was roughly cut

(like teeth in a saw) to keep away from the effect of a

sharp line between the two exposures.

However, it was found that in photographing outdoor

scenes the use of a neutral density filter was also necessary

to completely kill this sharp line. A filter heavy enough
to give a stop of 5.6 or 6.3 reading should be employed.

By the way, this same filter is just right for making outdoor

lap dissolves with cameras which do not have an adjustable

shutter—where the iris diaphragm on the lens is used. Prac-

tically any scene where a 4.5 to 5.6 stop is used can be

blacked out when turned down to F16. This filter will

not change your values in the least.

In case you do not know, a dissolve is really the lapping

of a fade-out with a fade-in. This, however, when devel-

oped, will show no changing in exposure on the screen as

the lapping or double exposure of the two scenes will pro-

duce a normal even exposure on the finished film. if you

do not completely fade out your scene, you will get a very

unpleasant effect of the dissolved scene "jumping abruptly

off the screen."

The mask which covered the upper left corner of my
picture was then fitted to the sun shade with a little "scotch

tape," and after mounting my camera on a tripod and

lining "Bob" up squarely in the lower right part of the

viewfinder I was ready to shoot just 18 feet as he reclined

in bed with his hands folded back of his head and eyes

closed. At 18 feet on the gauge I told "Bib" to smile,

open his eyes and look up toward the left hand corner of

the picture (where his dreams would appear) . My only

reason for shooting this part of the double first was that

I had determined to use only 20 feet of film and I would
make my dream pictures fit to this footage. Not knowing
how long it would take for each scene I could cut one out

or add one just so long as I saved my fishing picture for

that last two feet.

Of course, the next operation was to place my hand over

the lens and run the balance of the film through the camera,

rewind in a dark room and then again thread the film into

the camera. Right here is where I employed to good ad-

vantage a trick I had previously learned to obviate, the

taking of wanted scenes on leader strips. Remove the lens

and run the camera down to the end of the leader strip, or,

(Continued on Page 420)
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Filming

The Music

Lesson
by

Karl Hale

ONE of our good friends who reads many and sun-

dry languages popped this continuity on our desk
which he translated from the Kino Amateur, a

publication of Germany. It struck us as smart, having a

fine continuity and conceived by a man who knows produc-
tion value and has imagination.

While it is built around the piano and the lesson given a

youngster by the piano teacher, it can be converted to

practically any musical instrument and a good picture made
from the idea. Notice the interesting detail the author
has conceived. This detail does not necessarily have to do
with the piano and the lesson, but gives the reaction of
what is going on at the piano through the medium of the
action of the maid, the dog, the bird. If you haven't these
animals in the house, substitute them with those you have
or even the milkman's horse standing at the curb. Show
him jerking his head up at the discord.

This author made a fine observation at the beginning of

his article when he stated "A title is good, a good scene is

better." You will perceive when you have read the con-
tinuity that only the main title will be necessary.

Scene 1. Shows a door bell with a name card above it.

A man's hand comes into the picture and rings the bell.

Scene 2. Door opens from the interior and the man
enters.

Scene 3. He is greeted by little girl, hand and hand they

go toward arch or doorway.

Scene 4. Here you can cut down to their feet, showing
them walking so as to establish professor's shoes.

Scene 5. You pan up as they walk and show them walk-

ing toward piano, holding long shot until little girl sits down.
Scene 6. Side view of piano as little girl opens piano

and professor sits on bench alongside of her.

Scene 7. Place camera at back of the pair at piano

and have professor open music score.

Scene 8. Set camera to side where girl sits, as she is

smaller than the professor, and camera will take in both of

them. Professor starts beating time with hand and at the

final down stroke girl starts playing.

Scene 9. Show close-up of girl's hand playing.

Scene 10. Close-up of professor's foot beating time.

Scene 1 1 . Close-up of his hand beating time, with time

getting slower and slower.

Scene 12. Backing up for quarter shot of same action

with professor's head inclining closer toward girl's hands.

Beat stops. He picks hands from piano.

Scene 13. Close-up of girl's hand in professor's, show-
ing little girl's hand dirty.

Scene 14. Back up to quarter shot again. Showing
professor scolding girl and sending her off to wash hands.

Scene 1 5. Swing around to that side of piano which

will let camera face door through which professor and girl

came. Show girl shamefully leaving piano, walking out of

room.

Scene 16. Next close-up of hands in a wash-basin bus-

ily scrubbing.

Scene 17. Close-up of tap running and soap bubbles in

basin. Fade out.

Scene 18. Girl back at piano starting to play.

Scene 19. Show professor's foot tapping—and coming

to a stop on the floor in a definite determined manner.

Scene 20. Back to side quarter shot of teacher making

a grimance. Reaches over for hands of girl and places them
on other keys. Hold this scene and she plays again. Pro-

fessor puts hands to ears.

Scene 2). Close-up of dog howling.

Scene 22. Close-up of maid peeling potatoes, dropping

knife and holding her ears.

Scene 23. Close-up of canary bird in cage fluttering

around.

Scene 24. Angry face of teacher.

Scene 25. Close-up of hands again. Teacher's hands

grip girl's hands and places them on right keys.

Scene 26. Close-up of little girl's face almost ready

to cry—or with tears running down cheeks, if you prefer.

Scene 27. Teacher explains where her hands are to go

on keys—gets interested in the piece, starts playing with

gusto himself. Little girl starts sliding off bench.

Scene 28. Little girl leaving room.

Scene 29. Professor back at piano playing, body sway-

ing, oblivious of everything around him.

Scene 30. Flash to bird in cage singing.

Scene 31. Show rear of dog with tail wagging.

Scene 32. Short flash of maid singing, smiling and hold-

ing her head in time with the music.

(Continued on Page 420)
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ARTISTRY

Making

Better Titles

by

William Stull, A.S.C.

PROBABLY the outstanding technical weakness seen
in the majority of the films entered in the 1933
American Cinematographer Contest was the photo-

graphic quality of the amateur-made titles. Excepting, of
course, the films with commercially-made titles, nine out
of every ten entries seemed deficient in this respect. Al-
though the titles might be lettered and photographed well
enough, the development was usually such that the result

on the screen was not wholly satisfactory. It must be re-

membered that the development of title-film should be
planned to attain an entirely different result than that of

picture-film, negative or positive. In developing for the

picture, softness and delicate gradation is the goal; in

developing titles, the extreme of contrast between the black
background and the white letters should be sought. There-
fore, while the basic methods of development are the same
in both instances, the actual developing solutions are very

different.

The actual photographing of the titles is a relatively easy

matter. There are a number of title-boards available, made
by the manufacturers of the various cameras, and designed
to get the best results in the simplest manner. Therefore,

the use of such a "title-maker" Is strongly to be recom-
mended, since—no matter what type of camera one uses

—

there is available a title-stand expressly designed for use

with that particular camera. If, however, you prefer to

make your own title-board, that, too, is relatively simple.

The essential requirements are: a rigid support for the cam-
era (preferably such that the distance from lens to title-

board may be altered, to take in different fields) ; a rigid

support—usually a board—for the title-cards; and a source

or sources of illumination which will illuminate the entire

field, strongly and evenly. Photoflood bulbs in suitable

reflectors are probably the best for this, though lower-

powered lamps can be used. Obviously, it is highly impor-

tant that the title-card be properly centered in the picture,
and that the focus be accurate.

Mr. Edward J. Schon, whose unusually well titled picture
was one of the Certificate-winning entries in the 1932 Con-
test, described his own title-board, which is very well
adapted to all the requirements of the amateur. "I simply
rigged up a board, with holes drilled every two inches along
its length, and centered, so that I could screw the camera
fa 'Filmo') at different distances from the copy-board,
which is screwed on the end of the base-board, at right

angles. I use an ordinary, universal-focus, f:3.5 lens,

though, of course, the focusing models would be more con-
venient. Focusing is accomplished by unscrewing the lens

from a half to one and a half turns according to the size

of the title. The exact distances and focusing for each
size of title was predetermined by inserting a ground film

in the gate of the camera and focusing visually. I keep
all this data tabulated, and written down on the base-
board."

The simplest way to make titles is, of course, to use
white paper, with black lettering: this lettering may be
done by hand—if you are good at lettering—or on a type-

writer. If you use the latter method, it is better to use a

good, clear carbon-copy, made with a fresh carbon, rather

than directly-typed cards; the lettering is clearer, and pho-
tographs much better. Some machines have unusually large

type; the "Vogue" type available on many of the newer
machines is also very good for titles: it resembles the type

used in this magazine, and is much more distinctive than

the style ordinarily used in typewriters.

The matter of exposure must, of course, depend upon
the light used, and the area of the title-card. As in any-

thing else, the smaller the stop that can be used, the bet-

ter; as positive film is used for title-work, it is naturally

considerably slower than Pan or Super-Pan—especially in

the yellower light of incandescent lamps. However, with

two Photofloods, and a card approximately three inches

wide, f:3.5 or lower may usually be used. The best meth-

od, of course, is to use an accurate exposure-meter, or else

to determine the proper exposure by actual tests. A full

exposure is desirable.

Once photographed, titles may be developed in almost

any method one would use for a normal film. If one wants

to make long rolls of titles—fifty or a hundred feet—the

regular Stinemann and Correx tank systems are of course

ideal. For shorter lengths, pin-racks can be made to fit

into small trays, or the Leica glass developing drums may
be used. The principal thing, of course, is to get a clean,

uniform development, and to sarry it as far as possible.

With some solutions, the whites tend to grey over on pro-

longed development; so the maximum development which

will give clear whites and solid, opaque blacks must be de-

termined.

Although there are quite a number of suitable developers

available, probably the two best are the Eastman "D-11"

positive developer formula, and the formula used by Mr.

Schon, which this writer regards as one of the best—if not

the best—so far tried for this purpose. It is adapted from

a formula used for developing an engraver's plates, and gives

some of the most lustrous blacks 1 have ever seen. The

developer is compounded from two stock solutions:

SOLUTION 1

Sodium Bisulphite % oz.

Hydroquinone % oz.

Potassium Bromide % oz.

Water to 32 oz.

(Continued on Page 422)
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Film Your

Business!

by

Frank B. Good, A.S.C.

YOUR business is none of my business .I'll admit

—

but the chances are ten to one that there's a good
amateur movie hidden away in it. Maybe it's become

just another six-days-a-week grind to you—as dull as ditch-

water; but, well, I've seen interesting pictures made about

even ditchwater! Remember that the principal thing to

hold in mind when you're making a picture is to choose an

interesting subject; and what seems insufferably dull to

you—who are so close to it—may be new and tremen-

dously interesting to the other fellow.

Some of the most interesting films entered in the Ameri-
can Cinematographer's Amateur Movie Contests, both in

1932 and 1933, were films in which the maker picturized

his own daily work. I had the privilege of being a mem-
ber of the judging committees on both of these competi-

tions; and it was, let me say, a privilege in every sense of

the word, despite the hard work it entailed.

In the 1932 Contest, a First Class "Certificate of Award"
was deservedly won by Mr. Edward J. Schon, of Portland,

Oregon, for his film "The Art of Photoengraving." Mr.

Schon is a photoengraver by profession—and there are few

professions which make greater demands on the time and

patience of their practitioners. You might think that Schon

would have been glad to forget his business when he went
a-filming—but instead he realized that the processes by

which halftone "cuts" are made from drawings and photo-

graphs are a deep mystery to most people. And what is

more intriguing to either an audience or an individual, than

peeping under the shrouding curtains of such a mystery?

So Mr. Schon took his 16mm camera to the office, and

kept it there. Whenever his regular work permitted, he

would photograph a scene or a sequence, which would fit

into a carefully-planned pattern, so that, eventually, his

film would be complete. Wisely, Mr. Schon began with a

clear mental concept of the story his film must tell: How
a Cut Is Made. There is an old Chinese proverb which

says, "One Seeing is worth a thousand Sayings"; accord-

ingly, the obvious thing to do was to make the film trace

the course of an illustration from the time the picture en-

tered the shop, through all of the various processes of pho-

tographing, developing, etching, routing, mounting, etc.,

until the finished cut is delivered to the customer. Neces-

sarily, the film was long (4 reels, 16mm), for there was
a great deal of detail to be shown; but it was interesting

—

I am sure none of the Contest judges begrudged a minute

of the time spent in viewing it. And it must have been

equally interesting to other people, for Mr. Schon writes

that the film has been shown to service clubs, trade organi-

zations and schools from San Diego to Boston.

In the 1933 Contest there were more films of this type:

two of them received Honorable Mention—and came within

the proverbial hair's breadth of being Medal Winners. The
first of these was "Ry-Lock," a most unusual subject pro-

duced by E. G. Thompson, of Oakland, California. Appar-
ently, Mr. Thompson is either connected with a lock manu-
factory, or in a position to know a great deal about this

work through friends or relatives in the business. At any
rate, he combined cinephotography and lockmaking to pro-

duce an usually interesting film of considerable pictorial

merit. He took the making of a lock as his subject, and
followed its evolution from the raw materials and blue-
print through all of the processes of manufacture and as-

sembly, up to the finished product, inserted in a door and
ready for use. His technique differed from that normally
employed in that he told his story almost exclusively in

close-ups. There were close shots of the different turning,
grinding, shaping and painting operations, followed by even
closer shots of assembly, and of the operation of the vari-

ous components of the lock. The longest shot in the film

—

the only long-shot that I remember—was of a hand taking
a brass rod from its place in the stock-room. Nowhere in

the film did the human element intrude; it was strictly the
story of a lock, and the scenes concentrated the attention
upon the lock and its components, with only the hands and
fingers of the lockmakers—sometimes, only a screw-driver

or a pair of tweezers. The lighting was highly pictorial;

nearly all of it was done with a single spotlight. Obviously,

the pictorial possibilities of extreme close-ups of a turning-

lathe, a grinding-wheel, and similar machines are great;

and Mr. Thompson used them to their fullest extent. More-
over, he told his story so perfectly that no titles were neces-

sary; there was, in fact, but a single title in the entire film

—

the Main Title, which was made by animating a handful of

keys which formed the word "Ry-Lock." Mr. Thompson
undoubtedly has had success similar to Mr. Schon's—and
I know that all of us on the judging committee found it

intensely interesting. We use locks every day of our life

—

but we had none of us realized how interesting their making
could be!

Quite a different cinematic style was used by Dr. A. C.

Baxter of the Illinois Public Health Service in his two-reel

(Continued on Page 423)
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Contest Will Close End

Of October For 1934
The American Cinematographer Ama-

teur motion picture contest will become
an annual event.

The fine representation in the past

two years has encouraged the American

Society of Cinematographers to conduct

it as an annual event.

Reaching practically into every civiliz-

ed country, as it does, it is considered

the prime International contest for ama-

teurs and is representative of a cross sec-

tion of the work of all amateurs.

The last day in October of each year

has been set for the closing date of this

contest. This means that the film must

be received in the offices of the Ameri-

can Cinematographer in Hollywood not

later than the last day of October.

Plans are being developed for a wider

and more significant recognition for the

prize winners. The Medal which was

established this year will be the basis of

the awards. It is felt that this recog-

ntion is the greatest honor that can be

bestowed upon an amateur, coming as it

does from the greatest body of motion

picture cameramen in the world.

Great satisfaction throughout the in-

dustry and by the amateurs themselves

was expressed in the classifications used

in this year's judging, as it permitted

of a wider recognition than merely the

choosing of pictures in their order of

importance regardless of subject matter.

Dr. McAfee Tries Sound
• In recognition of his clinical motion

picture work, the dental association of

New Orleans recently tendered S. H. Mc-
Afee, D.D.S., a testimonial dinner and

presented him with a complete and elab-

orate public address outfit so that he

could give a lecture through a loud

speaker system during the showing of his

pictures. This outfit consists of loud

speaker, microphone, electric playing and

recording phonograph together with all

of their controls. These are built in two

portable cases.

"With this," remarks Dr. McAfee, "I

become the whole works—cinematogra-

pher, projectionist, sound technician, title

speaker, lecturer, 'neverthing."

S. D. Childs Wins Paris Prize
• S. D. Childs, who was given third prize

in the 1932 AMERICAN CINEMATOG-
RAPHER AMATEUR CONTEST for his

picture "I'd Be Delighted To," was

awarded first honors for the same pic-

ture in the Paris competition in their

"General" classification.

It will be remembered that the story

in this picture was old in its entirety

with feet and hands.

San Francisco Elects Officers
• At the December meeting of the

Cinema Club of San Francisco the follow-

ing officers were elected to serve during

the year 1934; President, K. G. Ste-

phens; Vice President, Arthur Holton;

Secretary, Dr. H. P. Kauffman; Treas-

urer, F. W. Macondray, and Board of

Directors, Messrs. G. A. Young, E. A.

Breyman and Gordon Michie.

An "Odd Shot" contest was held at

this meeting. These were pictures con-

structed from members' accumulations

of unrelated odd shots and were judged

on the basis of the best picture that

could be assembled from this type of

material. Three prizes were awarded,

first to Art Holton for "The Life of Prof.

Zilch," second to Gordon Michie for

"A Trip to Ensenada" and third to Fred

Kolb for "The Magic Carpet."

Portland Club Has Library
• One of the features of the Portland

Cine Club is the library of 16mm film

which that organization maintains for its

members. They have just added what
they term their "Oregon Film," a club

film made up from the best shots of its

members of scenes and activities in the

State of Oregon.

At their meeting on January 26th the

feature of the evening was the showing

of color films. Also at this meeting di-

rectors for the ensuing year were elected.

Ells Shares Honor
• Fred C. Ells, who was awarded the gold

medal for Educational pictures for his

subject "Rice" made in Korea, wishes to

share the honor extended him with Mrs.

Ells, who in the words of Ells; "Stood

by loyally, helped feithfully and finally

insisted that the film be submitted in

the competition."

Ells believed that the source of inspira-

tion deserved some recognition, so two

dozen carnations was his form of tribute

and acknowledgment.

Victor Sound Demonstrated
• The new Victor Animatograph projec-

tor of sound on 16mm film will be dem-

onstrated at the February meeting to the

members of the Los Angeles Cine Club.

The meeting will be held on Feb. 13

at the Hollywood Citizen-News Auditor-

ium. The Hollywood Citizen store under

the direction of Ray Sebastian will fur-

nish the projectors and mechanical equip-

ment.

Crennan's Special Finder
• Ollie V. Crennan, of New Rochelle,

N. Y., is particular about finders on his

cine cameras. Several months ago we
published a reproduction of a special

finder he had made by C. P. Goerz Com-
pany. It is adjustable for parallel, with
distance markings on the rear from four

feet to infinity. It is only necessary to

set finder to correspond to distance en-

graved on taking lens and set field open-

ing to correspond to lens being used. He
claims the field of the view finder is

adjustable to accommodate lenses of from

one to four inches in focal length and

is very accurate.

Professionals To Address
Cine Club

• Members of the Los Angeles Cine Club

will be addressed by professional cine-

matographers of Hollywood at the Febru-

ary meeting which will be held on the

1 3th of that month. The meeting will be

sponsored by THE AMERICAN CINE-
MATOGRAPHER and the professional

side of the program arranged by the

magazine.

Outdoor photography will be the sub-

ject with Dan Clark, A.S.C., who was the

chief cinematographer on all the Tox Mix
pictures, speaking on composition and

outdoor lighting to demonstrate to the

Amateur what to concentrate on and how
to read light. Cinematographer Clark

will make some special 16mm subjects

to illustrate his talk.

Ray Fernstrom, a newsreel man of re-

nown, will tell what and how to get the

news. What constitutes news and how
to find the dramatic highlights of news.

Composition will be explained from the

artist's standpoint by Randolph B. Clardy,

winner of gold medal in 1933 for his

8mm picture, "Cattle Country."



DOUBLE exposures . . . dissolves . . . fades . . . mask
shots . . . slow motion—they're all within the

Special's scope. For this remarkable 16 mm. camera

has a full complement of accessories that includes

many devices you previously found on 35 mm.
studio cameras only.

Cine-Kodak Special has a variable shutter; two

hand cranking shafts—eight-frame and single-frame

—as well as a spring motor drive; a reflex finder for

ground-glass focusing with all lenses ; interchangeable

100-foot and 200-foot film chambers; mask slot be-

tween lens and film; double lens turret for six inter-

changeable lenses.

A Custom-Built Camera
The basic model, equipped with /.1. 9 lens, set of six masks and

one lOO-foot film chamber, is priced at $375. Special adaptations of

this model or additional equipment furnished to order. Write for

the abundantly illustrated Cine-Kodak Special Book.

The most
capable of

all 16 mill.

Movie
Cameras
Y^ou get professional

scope at atnatear

costtvithCine-Kodah

Special^ the 16 nutu

camera built and
equipped to studio

standards.

You can make a scene

such as this with the

Special by double expo-

sure, and animation film-

ing with the single frame

release button. First ex-

posure of the girl against

a dark background...

wind back the film...

then single frame expo-

sures of the toys.

Circle, oval, and two

vertical and two hori-

zontal half masks arc sup-

plied with the Special.

Masks of heart, keyhole

and other designs may be

ordered. To use them you

merely slip the mask in a

.slot between lens and film.

If it isn^t an Eastman^ it isn^t a Kodak

Eastman Kodak Company, W
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WHEELS
OF INDUSTRY

Synchronized Photo-Flash Lamp

• A small, practical Synchronized Flash

Lamp device which attaches directly to

the Leica camera without requiring ad-

justments or alterations of any kind is

announced by E. Leitz Company. This

device consists of a polished metal tube

which slides into the clip found on every

Leica camera, a reflector, and connection

for camera release button. The batteries

are contained in the metal tube, and the

reflector, being made of heavy paper, sil-

ver-foil lined, folds so as to be compact.

Two receptacles are provided, one for

the standard Photo-Flash Lamp and the

other for the miniature bulb which is

supplied with the outfit for testing the

power of the batteries and synchroniza-

tion.

As the shutter release button is press-

ed, the flash is fired.

Leica Lens Booklei-

• E. Leitz, Inc., has issued a booklet giv-

ing information about the eleven different

Leica lenses. The booklet is written in

the conversational style of a discussion

between a Leica owner and the owner
of a larger camera. This booklet No.

1220 will be sent without cost upon re-

quest to E. Leitz, Inc.

Solite Sunshade and Filter Holder

• Solite Sales Co., Inc., of New York,

well-known manufacturers of lighting

units, announce a sunshade and filter

holder under the trade name of the Con-
tra Light Sunshade and Filter Holder.

This Is especially designed for the Leica

camera and is claimed to fit all Leica

lenses excepting Hektor 73mm F:1.9 and
105mm F:6.3.

This is made up of four units consist-

ing of the filter holder, glass filter, filter

cap and contra light sunshade cap.

ISmm Sound and Picture Printer

• Eric M. Berndt, the well-known manu-
facturer of special 16mm cameras for

both silent and sound pictures, announces
a companion to this equipment in the na-
ture of a combination 16mm scund and
picture printer.

With the strides being made by 16mm
sound on film, this printer reaches the

market <it a timely period. It is claimed

to have thirteen outstanding features,

among which are:

1. Bench type printer, strongly built of

cast aluminum and weighs only

about 45 lbs.

2. Capacity 400 feet and machine

prints 25 feet per minute but can

be stepped up if necessary.

3. All wiring and motors and take-up

belts are enclosed.

4. Sound is printed continuously while

picture is printed intermittently.

5. Apertures made of stainless steel.

6. Picture gate is of relieving type

which applies tension during expo-

sure and releases when film is in

motion.

7. The intermittent consists of a steady

cam movement hardened and ground

using two claws, one above the

other.

8. Breaker Box and automatic light

change included.

9. The printer is so designed that the

lamp house can be easily removed
and a 16mm or a 35mm head can

be added to convert it into an opti-

cal printer.

10. It operates entirely on 1 1 volt a.c.

except the printer lamp which op-

erates on 6 volt battery.

1 1 . The meter in front indicates the

exposure on the sound track.

12. The machine is available with either

take-up reels or flanges.

13. All electrical connections are in the

rear, and controls in front of the

machine.

Bass Bargaingram

• The Bass Camera Company has issued

its January Bargaingram of 16mm equip-

ment. This consists of a 20-page listing

of material useful to the amateur. It

includes practically every item necessary

in picture making. Undoubtedly the

amateur will find a great deal to interest

him in this folder, as among the items

listed are many things that will mate-
rially aid him in his picture making. This

Bargaingram will be sent to any inter-

ested amateur by the Bass Camera Com-
pany if they will address that company at

their Chicago office.

Lens Shade and Filter Holder

• The Hollywood Camera Exchange an-

nounces a new combination lens shade,

filter and disc holder. This holder will

accommodate the 3-inch square filters

and the standard 0. B. Disc.

This combination is light in weight

and is designed mainly for still cameras.

It fits directly on the lens.
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Movie Film Free !

Here's How you can get a roll of Panchromatic Film Free

(8mm or 1 6mm )

.

Help us answer the question, "WHAT TO SHOOT?" Per-

haps it is a little picture you have already made, or one you

would like to make.

What we have in mind is what we term "Backyard

Movies," simple little plots that can be made around the house,

in the neighborhood, in parks, on vacation trips, at the seashore

or bathing beach. Write them out in your own words. They do

not have to be in scenario form. List the scenes in sequence in

simple language. For each of these continuities we publish in

the AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER (The Motion Picture

Camera Magazine) we will give a roll of Panchromatic Film Free

to the authors.

These continuities do not necessarily have to tell a story;

they might be of a documentary nature. The way in which you

have taken the picture might be unusually interesting.

Maybe you have conceived a little continuity around your

hobby, your business or children or some phase of home life . . .

send it in; it may win you a roll of Panchromatic Film.

Send as many plots as you wish, only write each one on a

separate piece of paper. Be sure to have your name and address

on the same sheet of paper and please write on on side of paper

only.

Here's your chance to get film free !

ADDRESS YOUR CONTINUITIES TO.

EDITOR

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER
6331 Hollywood Boulevard Hollywood, California
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How I Made 'life'
(Continued from Page 412)

A gigantic cash purchase of

over 400 new guaranteed
Super Value—Super Illum-

ination Projectors.

STEWART
WARNER
500 watt, extra brilliant lens

—

High speed rewind—forward and
reverse—separate light switch for

lamp — low priced bulb — pilot

light. Compact, smooth running
and biggest value at regular price

of $125.00. What a buy!

_ Complete with

J^^case, cord and»87 reel

ONE YEAR FACTORY
GUARANTEE

With Each Instrument

Extra 1" W. A, lens at $5.50
Extra 1 Vi" W. A. lens at $5.75
Extra 3" Long Throw Lens $7.75

Your old projecfor, any make, accepted
in trade.

WRITE! Bass Bargaingram No. 212 Is

ready. Mailed Free.

Dealers Write For Details

• BASS -

•

CAMERA COMPANY
179 W.Madison St.,Chicago

Camera Headquarters for Tourists

in the case of Eastman Super-Pan, down
till you see the perforated numbers. This

is where the laboratory starts develop-

ment and proves a most accurate place

to set your dial. Then I switched to

the other mask (which would block off

the lower right side of the picture) and

after putting the neutral density filter in

place and squaring up the matte-box I

began shooting the so-called dreams

(sand-pile, skating, sliding, riding—right

down to that 18-foot mark, where we
went out to a nearby stream for a two-

foot fishing scene. It took practically

all one Sunday to leisurely get this 20-

foot shot, but it came out perfect the

first time and I look upon it as the best

result I have ever accomplished. Try it

some time—you'll surely enjoy the re-

sult.

Now just a little about lap dissolves.

A succession of six quick dissolves gets

Bob out of bed, hands and face washed

and wiped, teeth brushed, sleeper off and

shirt and overalls on—down to the

breakfast table. This is a good after-

noon's work. One point here is inter-

esting. There is no place to cut a dis-

solve, as the action took us to three

different parts of the house where lights

and reflectors had to be set up and ad-

justed—great care had to be taken to

correctly time all these actions and go

over each one in practice at least three

times before filming. At that ! had to

retake this sequence for in the last scene

Bob put on his overalls without his shirt.

There is a fade-out here and when the

next scene opens at the breakfast table

he appears in shirt and overalls. There

was nothing to do but retake these dis-

solves. Two weeks later with everything

set up to retake I noticed that Bob had

a new hair cut—nothing to do but wait

another week. In Hollywood, I believe,

they have a regular job for someone just

to watch for details such as these.

These dissolves were made with a

70DA Filmo equipped with a crank for

backing up the film. A good lap dis-

solve should occupy about two feet of

film, which finishes to about a foot of

actual dissolve. Of course, they can be

made a lot shorter, depending on the

action desired. A good way to learn

dissolving is to practice (without film)

by watching your crank turn and learn-

ing to count slowly with the turn. Then
with this count in mind learn to smooth-
ly close the iris diaphragm of your lens

from the exposing stop. The most im-

portant thing to learn is to be able to

back crank (with hand over lens) to the

approximate place on the film where you

began to close your lens. In two foot

dissolves with a Filmo it takes four turns

of the crank. Then, of course, you start

your new scene from the closed stop and

iris in your lens the same way to the

exposing stop you are using for this scene.

Don't let your enthusiasm for dissolves

lead you astray. There are certain places

where they should be used, but this prac-

tice can be very easily overdone—just as

the use of certain red filters can be eas-

ily overdone. A good variation in dis-

solves can be accomplished by the use

of a Vignetter in place of the lens dia-

phragm. This can again be varied by

the use of both. Take your scene off

with the lens diaphragm, then bring in

your new scene with the Vignetter

(opening it from the closed position).

Be sure your lens has previously been
correctly set for proper exposure. This

will give you the effect of the new scene

burning into the center of your picture

and expanding toward the edges as the

old scene fades out.

In conclusion, I want to list some rules

that I have made for myself in future

work of this kind:

1 . Get a good, simply story—go over

it thoroughly with your actors—with

children be sure they really know what
you are trying to do. I found that a

screening of the first "rushes" before

htme got them into the spirit of the

work and many times after that I was
checked or corrected by the kids them-
selves.

2. Don't hurry-—don't tire your ac-

tors or yourself. Fifty foot rolls will save

film wastage.

3. Choose handy, accessible locations

and note exposure and time of day; you

may have to come back later for an-

other shot.

4. Have a good exposure meter

—

and always use it.

In lighting interior scenes (a vol-

ume could be written)—in addition to

conventional lights, try using a high spot

light for back lighting your subject. It

adds a very pleasing third dimensional

effect. The use of reflectors outdoors

is always worth the extra effort.

6. If the unexpected happens—as is

very often the case with children—it

may prove better than you had planned

—try to vary your story accordingly

—

this happened in "Life."

Filming the Music Lesson
(Continued from Page 413)

Scene 33. Close-up of professor's

hands playing smoothly. Fade out.

Of course if you want to carry on from

this to the girl playing out in the yard

or further scenes of her sneaking out of

the front door, it will add to the picture.

The thing that makes this picture a

bit unusual is the reaction of the animals

to the discord and to the harmony. It
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puts an interesting touch to tine picture

—in fact, it makes the picture an inter-

esting document.

If the animals listed in the picture

are not a part of the household you can

substitute a cat if you have it or a neigh-

bor's cat—or some other animal on the

street can be shot from time to time

when you can get the proper action.

It might be difficult to get a dog

howling. If you can get him to snap

his head up and shoot at 8 a second you

will get fast motion on the screen and

get the impression of the discord—or

something happening that is unusual.

Eight pictures a second might also help

with the bird fluttering in the cage.

Employing the close-ups as indicated

eliminates a lot of acting on the part of

the professor and the girl—which fre-

quently is desirable, as it is difficult to

secure the right impressions from ama-

teurs.

Table-Top Sequences
(Continued from Page 410)

them the inexpensive "Simplex"—and

then, between each frame, move the

arms, legs, or body of the doll to give

the right effect of motion. This will

take a bit of experimenting: your action

lor, as it is professionally called, "Ani-

mation") must be reasonably smooth, so

the best way to do is to move things

only a little, and make one frame of each

stage of motion. In some actions, how-

ever, you may separate the stages farther,

and make two or three frames. It's a

long, hard task—especially if you are

using more than one character—but it's

interesting, and I guarantee that the re-

sult will thrill the kiddies. What young-

ster wouldn't be thrilled at seeing her

own favorite dollie walking around on the

screen, quite as though she were alive?

For stop-motion work, your lighting

should be relatively soft, and more near-

ly from the front: since your exposures

are longer, you can either stop down
more, or use less light; I'd recommend
the former.

And, as a thought on either of these

ideas suggested: why not plan a little

photoplay of the children, showing them

NOW HALF PRICE

Cinematographic Annual

Volume 1

WHILE THEY LAST

iVow $2.50
American

Cinematographer
6331 Hollywood Blvd.

Hollywood, Calif.

playing with the toys, growing tired, and
falling asleep: then the table-top se-

quence can come in as a dream. Two
or three hundred feet of 16mm film will

give you a first-rate production of this

type (only fifty or a hundred feet need
be used for the dream—especially if it's

stop-motion). And does it give you
something unusual for your library? Ask
the audience: they'll say "Yes—AND
HOW!"

NEW LOW RENTAL PRICE
SOUND ON DISC

400 ft. Reel and Disc, 7Sc per day
7-8-9-10 Reel Features, $5.00 per day

This service is now available to users within
48 hour parcel post delivery distance of
New York City. Rental Fee, 75c per night,
including 400 ft. reel and disc, or $5 for
one feature.

Send 25c today for catalog of subjects

KIA\/II lf\ Broadway & Chauncey St.1-^^ V I UIV Brooklyn - New York

BARGAINS!!!
WRITE
SUNNY SCHICK

Cinemachinery Brokers
I have what you want, or
can sell what you have.

Bargains in Equipment:
BELL & HOWELL
EASTMAN
SIMPLEX
VICTOR
STEWART-WARNER

Save S0% to 60°.'o on cameras, projectors
and accessories.

408 W. WASHINGTON BLVD.
Since 1925 Dept. 125, Fort Wayne, Ind.

GOERZ
KINO-HYPAR
Anastigmat

f/2.7 f/3
In the calculation of the Kino Hy-
par, every factor essential in an all-
round lens for Cinematography has
been included in a balanced fashion—;so that, for instance, a speed
suited to cinematic requirements has
been obtained at no sacrifice of
such other essential properties as
definition, depth of field and cover-
ing power.

Literature on request

C. p. GOERZ AMERICAN
OPTICAL CO.

317 East 34th Street New York

1 6mfn

CINE FILM
100 Foot

Regular

Ortho

$2.75
includes

processing.

Excellent results
are guaranteed.

Panchromatic
Negative and

Positive

$4.25
This includes proc-
essing and return
of both the nega-
tive and a positive
print to you.

Fotoshop Cine Film is guaranteed to give
excellent results. Any roll not satis-
factory will be replaced free of charge.

Am^erican Cinematographer
Now $2.50 t-he year

DUNNING
GRAINLESS

—16mni Negative Developing

—

Dunning Crainless is not a film; it is a developing

formula, used by Dunning only, that gives you an

absolutely grainless positive, never before possible

in 16mm prints made from a contact negative. Buy

your negative—such as Dupont Panchromatic or Su-

persensitive—from any dealer and send to Dunning

for Crainless developing and printing.

H • We make a specialty of reducing

H 35mm to 16mm.

DUiXI^ING PROCESS COMPAl^Y
932 NORTH LA BREA AVE. HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
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CRAIG JR.
SPLICER *35o
Now available for use with both 8mm
and l6 mm films.

CRAIG SPLICER
ow available in |6 mm size tor use

with either silent or sound on film films

CRAIG MOVIE SUPPLY Co.
I03I South Broadway

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
Represented by Ampro in the East

K
I

N-
0-LUX
In addition to its

moderate price
and eminently
satisfactory per-
formance l<in-0-
Lux is unique for
its super - proc-
essing. Each roll

is subjected to
Scratch - proofing, a

method which insures
the film against the influence of time
and the effect of usage . . so that it

becomes— in its truest sense—a perma-
nent record.
No. I— 100 ft. in green box $3.00
No, 2— 100 ft. in red box. .. $3.50
Including Processing, Scratch Proofing

and Return Postage

KIN-O-LUX, Inc. ^ost
Nf^w York

UUCO MEYER
LENSES

QUALITY

ptmmnci

Making Better Titles
(Continued from Page 414)

SOLUTION 2 The film is immersed in the bleach until

Caustic Soda 1 1/2 oz
"^^^ P^'^' formerly densest become quite

Water to 32 oz.
transparent.

The final step is darkening, which is

The developing solution is compound- done in a solution made by adding 150
ed of equal parts of Solutions 1 and 2. grains of Sodium Hydrosulphite (not
In warm weather, this may be diluted Hypo) to the bleaching bath. The film
somewhat, if desired. With this solu- is placed in this until a good positive is

tion, development may be prolonged al- produced. Thereafter, it is washed and
most indefinitely without greying the dried.

whites; and it gives exceedingly rich Another problem in home title-mak-
h I k ^

ing is that of fading, which is normally
Occasionally, an amateur, in the impossible in direct-positive titles. How-

course of titling one of his films, finds ever, Mr. A. D. Frischmann, of the Bron-
himself called upon to make an "insert" desbury Cine Society, of London, in a let-

of a white card with black lettering— ter to the British Journal of Photogra-
say, for instance, some printed announce- phy, has suggested an interesting method
ment, a letter, or a newspaper-clipping— of fading. "The whole title," he says,
which he wishes to reproduce on the "is first shot in the ordinary manner,
screen exactly as it is: i.e., black letters preferably at full aperture, and, after a

on a white ground. Of course, one can careful note has been made of the foot-
use reversal film for this, or he can treat age used, the film is run back. The
It as a regular title, thereafter making a title is then replaced by a plain white
print from the title-negative. It is, how- card, and with the lens at full aperture,
ever, quite possible for the amateur to the camera is started and the iris dia-

reverse his own film for this purpose, phragm closed right down, the camera
following any of the methods outlined in being stopped when the smallest aperture
the Appendices of the "Cinematographic js reached. The lens is now covered,
Annuals." Using positive film for this, and the camera run to within two feet

and developing it with Mr. Schon's de- of the total footage previously exposed,
veloper until the film, on inspection, ap- The lens is now uncovered, and, with
pears practically opaque, he can then re- the camera running again, the iris dia-

verse the image chemically, either with phragm is slowly reopened to full aper-
the prepared reversing solutions market- ture. It will be found, on development,
ed for use with Agfa and Autochrome that the title is perfectly faded in from
color-plates, or with this solution, which blackness and out again."
is recommended by Messrs. Pathex, for

reversing their 9.5mm film:

REVERSING souLTiON "^here Must Be a Reason for

Potassium Permanganate 30 grains
Every Light

Sulphuric Acid 170 minims (Continued from Page 41 1 )

Water to 35 oz.
artist before he starts filling in with

The acid should be added last, in a clever touches that make the painting
slow stream, stirring the while. In rever-

worthwhile
sion, the negative is dissolved away, and

the film takes on a red color. This nor- The sole purpose of basic illumination

mally takes from seven to ten minutes, is to give sufficient light to secure a

but should in any case be continued until sufficient exposure. Only after this is

all of the black image is dissolved. If accomplished can more lights be added
you have both orange and red lights in ^ j ^- ^ 1

, , ^1 J L to secure effects and artistic touches,
your dark-room, the red one may be re-

moved after the film has been five min- The cinematographer is an artist as well

utes in this bath, and the remainder car- as a painter, only his medium of expres-

ried out by orange light, sion is light. We may say that the paint

After reversion, the film is washed he uses is light; in other words, he paints

until it becomes a clear yellow—usually
^vith light

about seven minutes. The remaining op-
, , ,

u J • i_ ^ The action and type of story controls
erations may be carried out in white '

light- these touches or, as it is termed in the

The next step is bleaching, by the fol- studio, "the fill-ins." No matter what

lowing formula: you shoot you must have enough light

to make an exposure; then from that
BLEACH ^ I

•

point on you display your artistic touches

Sodium Sulphite (crystals) .... 1 50 grains This phase of lighting we will discuss in

Sulphuric Acid 35 minims
^^^^^^^^ ^^^-^i^j

Water to 35 oz.

HUGO MEyEP&CO,
245 WEST 5S"5T y^.CW VOBK.
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Film Your Business!
(Continued from Page 415)

production of "Milk— Its Production and

Pasteurization." Dr. Baxter's work is

apparently connected with the State's

medical supervision of the Dairy Indus-

try. As a cinamateur, he was clearly in

a position to realize the value of visual

presentation; and as a Public Health of-

ficial he was similarly in an enviable po-

sition to film his subject. Since he was

making the picture not alone for his

pleasure in filming it, or for showing to

a general audience, but also to be used

in both general and specific educational

work, he adopted a very simple, straight-

forward style. His story, as the title

indicates, was that of milk, from the cow
to the bottle. Therefore he began by

showing the most sanitary dairy equip-

ment and methods; how the cows were

kept, fed, cleaned and milked; then, how
the milk should be strained and cooled

on the farm itself. At this point, he

introduced a sequence depicting the Pub-

lic Health Service's field-staff doing their

bacteriological inspection work on the

dairy farms. The next stage showed how
the milk is received at the local dairy

plant; how it is weighed, analyzed for

butterfat-content, bacteriological content,

etc.; pasteurized (and I wonder how
many people know that pasteurization is

not boiling?) cooled, and bottled. He
shows throughout—sometimes with inter-

esting, animated sequences—the many
precautions taken throughout; approved

styles of bottles and bottle-caps, and,

at last, the delivery of the milk to the

consumer's doorstep. Like Schon's en-

graving picture, it makes one gasp, "How
can so much be done in just a few hours

j—and so cheaply?"

George Meehan, A.S.C.,

Makes Canadian Feature
• George B. Meehan, Jr., A.S.C., has just

returned from Victoria, B.C., where he

photographed a Canadian-made feature

production, "The Black Robe," for Com-

monwealth Productions, Ltd., of Victoria.

Cinematographer Meehan states the Ca-

nadians are doing very creditably in their

efforts toward producing motion pictures

in Vancouver and Victoria, but that they

are seriously hampered by lack of equip-

ment, due to the unduly high duty (usu-

ally in excess of 60 per cent) levied on

all imports of studio and photographic

equipment.

CROSS SECTION of

the top of the

LEICA, showing film

loading and winding

apparatus, shutter,

lens mount, and

lens.

Why LEICA /s the

Biggest Camera Value

Only LEICA gives you ALL of these features:

1 1 INTERCHANGEABLE LENSES; Choice of over

300 ACCESSORIES; FOCAL PLANE SHUTTER
with speeds of 1 second to 1/ 500th second;

BUILT-IN RANGE FINDER with magnified focusing image; range i

finder is coupled with lens for AUTOMATIC FOCUSING. Gives up
to 36 pictures on a single roll of cinema film, enlargements up to

12x18 inches. The pioneer miniature camera—its principles of

design and range of performance are way ahead of its field today
and offer you the most for your money. Write for free illustrated

booklet describing LEICA Camera, Lenses, and Accessories.

E. LEITZ, INC., Dept. 446, 60 East 10th Street, New York

NOW $2.50—
The yearly subscription to the

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER
the motion Picture Camera Maga-
zine, is now only $2.50. Write

American Cinematographer
6331 Hollywood Blvd. Hollywood. Calif.

MORGAN
CAMERA SHOP

Hollywood's LEICA Specialists

Fine Grain Finishing and Enlarging
Photo Supplies

6305 Sunset Blvd. Hollywood

PAN-AMERICAN
CINEMA STUDIOS

Now Producing 16mm Sound - on - Film Pictures

Single or Double System Recording
Sound Stage and Location Facilities

Dubbing Sound to Silent Subjects

All work done directly on 16mm Film

We also reduce 35 mm. Sound-On-Film
subjects to 16mm. Sound-On-Film using

the perfected P. C. S. electrical re-

recording system.

We Welcome Inquiries From Responsible Parties

Further Particulars and Prices on Request

Pan-American Cinema Studios
142 Columbia Ave. North Bergen, N. J.

"The Pioneer 16mm 'Sound-on-Film' Picture Producer' H
for 1934

Stereoscopic Pictures in Color
FEARLESS CAMERA COMPANY Hollywood. Calif.
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ffficls in DaytirT7«-F^7^ Sc»r»»s-
QiffusvJ Fvrus.anJ many wH»«r«Ff»cls

Wilb any Camera - In any Climate
Georqe H. Scheibc

ORIGINATOR OF EFFECT FILTERS

Candid Photography on the Streets

1927.WEST 7eTH ST. LOS ANGELES. CAL

SOUND

16mm COMBINATION
SOUND PRINTER

(Bench Type)

• Prints Sound continuously and
step prints pictures

• Stainless Steel Aperture plates

• Releasing gate at the picture gate
• Motor and all wiring enclosed
• May be had with reels or tianges

Complete With Automatic
Light Change

$1500

ERIC M. BERNDT
1 2 East 73rd Street

New York
COLOR

HARRISON
FILTERS

High praise was given Ernest
Palmer for his beautiful photog-
raphy In "Berkeley Square." We
are proud of the fact that Ernest
Palrner used the Harrison R. D.

Diffusion Series In photographing
this production.

Harrison & Harrison
645 N. Martel Ave., Hollywood

Phone WYoming 4501

(Continued from Page 399)

of the complex form of animation. A
strip of motion picture film will readily

illustrate this point. It will also show
that if you watch your subjects carefully,

even though they are in action, you will

find spots when natural pictures can be
made.

Of course street photography should be
of the candid type. It differs, however,
from the candid photography that you
are accustomed to seeing in the papers
and the magazines. They are photo-
graphs made of people, that are "in the

public eye." People who expect to be
photographed. Photographs made on the

streets are of people who see no reason

or cannot understand why they should be
photographed. So when you are caught
making a point-blank close-up of some-
one, you are in a rather embarrassing
position. What a logical situation, for

that well-known cigarette advertisement,

"Be Nonchalant."

A detected camera will cause the most
interesting countenance to become af-

fixed with a dumb stare; worse yet,

anger! There are many ways of con-
cealing the camera. I purposely chose

illustrations for this article, that I had
made without subterfuges of any sort.

I only exercised care not to make any
quick movements, that would attract at-

tention. It is really surprising how much
you can get away with if you are watch-
ful. I have successfully used the Leica,

hidden in a small box, wrapped and tied

like a parcel. A very small hole was in

the top of the package to allow for wind-
ing of the film and to change the shut-

ter speeds. I allowed the standard Leica

lens-shade to project about one-eighth

of an inch through a hole in the side

of the box. By a couple of marks on the

package and lens-shade, I was able to

change focus. To make a picture, the

parcel was pointed at the subject and

with one finger through the hole in the

top the shutter was tripped. Practice

will enable you to judge very closely your

approximate field without the aid of a

view-finder. Only in extreme cases will

you find it necessary to conceal the cam-
era in this manner. One word of cau-

EVERYTHING PHOTOGRAPHIC
for Professional and Amateur

New and used. Bought, sold, rented

and repaired Camera Silencing.

Send for Bargain Catalogus

Hollywood Camera Exchange
ICOO Cahuenca Blvd'. Hollywood

Tel: HO-3651
Cable Address: HOcamex
Open Daily to 6 P. M.
Saturday to 10 P. M.

tion, however, look out for children. Theii

roving eyes quickly detect the presence
of a camera, and they are not the least

bit backwards in drawing the attention of

everyone to it.

Unless extremely fast film is needed,
it is important to use films of a fine grain

variety. This will permit enlarging of

only the most interesting portion of the

negative to a large size. Shutter speeds

should be sufficient enough to just stop

the action. Normally this will vary from

one-twentieth to one-hundredth part of

a second. At night it may be necessary

to go down as low as one-tenth of a sec-

ond. Use the slowest shutter speed pos-

sible, so that you may stop the lens down
to the utmost to secure greater depth.

The variety of subjects will vary with

the size of the city and its geographical

location. Some cities have large foreign

quarters. Interesting situations are al-

ways found there. As foreigners gesticu-

late a great deal as they are talking, pho-

tographs of them are often very expres-

sive. With the longer focal length

lenses, many shots may be made from

automobiles and bus tops. It is not nec-

essary to confine your photography to the

business streets as many engaging things

are found in the residential sections.

Hucksters, ragmen, children at play, and

the like suggest themselves as subjects.

In the parts of the country that have

snowfall, the number of subjects multi-

ply, as snow changes everything. In mak-
ing pictures during a snow storm do not

use a shutter speed greater than one-

twentieth of a second. This will allow

the snow to blur, thus giving a more nat-

ural and atmospheric picture. Candid

pictures are easily made on inclement

days, as the weather distracts people's

attention. Many very pleasing photo-

graphs may be made on the streets at

night. This is a field in itself and will

be dealt with in another article.

A Fireproof Process Screen
(Continued from Page 406)

The basic principle underlying this

control, explains Mr. Bodde, is that of

the polarization of light, and control of

this controls the "hot spot." "By meas-

urement with a photocell photometer,"

he states, "we find that in most in-

stallations the difference in intensity

between the so-called 'hot spot' and the

edges of the projected picture is about

65 per cent. Now, while I do not want

to claim that my screens will absolutely

eliminate this 'hot spot,' I do state most

positively that measurements show that

on my screens, when the screen is prop-

erly balanced to suit the projection-in-

stallation, the difference in intensity be-

tween the center and the edges is less

than 5 per cent. In other words, we re-
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duce the disparity in intensity which

causes the 'hot spot,' to a point where

it Is within the margin of control afford-

ed by the latitude of the film and pro-

cessing."

As may be inferred from Mr. Bodde's

statement, the screens may—either dur-

ing their manufacture or afterwards—be

accurately balanced so that they coordi-

nate perfectly with the optical character-

istics of the background projector system

used. This operation requires approxi-

mately an hour. It may also be men-

tioned that these screens are held to be,

not only fireproof, but waterproof, and

virtually immune to ordinary abrasion.

Therefore, they may be rolled for storage

or shipping, with far less risk than with

ordinary screens. Mr. Bodde has also

evolved an improved system of mounting

the screens for use. Wooden rods are

threaded through sleeves provided for the

purpose, and the screen, instead of being

laced into place with long rubber shock-

cords, is held in place by heavy rubber

bands which are simply looped through

eyelets in the screen, and hooked onto

the frame.

Cinematographers' Short-Cuts
(Continued from Page 397)

into the camera, would give the film an

additional punch. Again, Cinematogra-

'pher Clark was called upon to improvise.

This time, he dug up a large mirror; he

placed it at the end of a long outrigger,

directly in front of the gun. Setting up

the camera beside the gun, with the mir-

ror tilted slightly, he was able to photo-

graph the reflection—and get the desired

effect.

Once, when making an air film for

Fox, Cinematographer Clark found him-

self in need of a special camera-mount.

Once more, he improvised, as the illus-

tration shows. The camera used was a

standard DeVry, which he mounted on a

special angle-plate mounting, so that an

electric motor could be used, making
'longer scenes possible. The camera was
mounted on a light tripod-head, which

was, in turn, mounted on a triangular

frame of angle-iron and tubing. This

was clamped onto the vertical fin of the

plane by means of the large wood-and-
metal clamp shown, and held in place by

guy-wires. The shot required that the

camera be panned as the ship steered; so

Clark worked out a simple system of lev-

ers, attached on one end to the tripod-

head, and on the other to another wood-
and-metal clamp fixed to the rudder,

which was fortunately of the "balanced"
type. By this means, the pilot was able

not only to photograph himself in the

air, but to "pan" the camera as he steer-

ed the ship.

Recently, Cinematographer James S.

Brown, A.S.C., making an independent
production of the "gangster" type, was
called upon to make some night-effect

"chase" sequences, in which several au-
tomobiles and motorcycles figured. Neith-
er time nor budget permitted him to fol-

low the normal course of rewiring the
cars' headlamps with high-intensity bulbs
and special batteries—so he improvised.
He removed the headlight-lenses, replac-

ing the glass with burnished tinfoil,

stretched tightly, making miniature re-

flectors. To illuminate these, he arrang-
ed a group of "hard" reflectors in such
a way that, throughout the car's move-
ments in the shot, one or another of

them would constantly reflect the sun-

light into the headlamps of the car,

which, in turn, reflected it back into the

camera. Then, using a 72 filter in the

usual manner, he was able to secure his

shot exactly as ordered. At times, he

was able to use this on three or four

cars at once; and in one scene, by using

a mirror, which reflected the sunlight

into a reflector, which, in turn, threw
its beam into the headlamps, he was able

to "turn" the lamps on and off, as the

action indicated.
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DIRECTORY of DEALERS
Handling the American Cinematographer

ARIZONA
Phoenix: Studio of Sound, P. O. Box 1671.
Tucson: William M. Dennis, 22 United Bank

BIdg.
Nogales: A. W. Lohn, 309 Morley Ave.

ARKANSAS
Judsonia: Lee's Novelty House.

CALIFORNIA

Berkeley: Berkeley Commercial Photo Co., 2515
Bancroft Way.
Hinks, Kamrkorner, Shattuck and Kittredge.

Beverly Hills: Bob Robinson Home Movies, 364
N. Beverly Drive.
W. L. Martindale, Pacific Mag. Agency, 9495
Santa Monica Blvd.
Beverly Hills Home Movies, 417 N. Beverly
Drive.

Fresno: Potter Drug Co., 1112 Fulton Ave.
Clendale: Kug Art Photo Service, 205 So.

Brand Blvd.
A. L. Kirkhuff, 148 S. Brand Blvd.

Hollywood: Bell & Howell Co., 716 North La-
Brea Ave.
Camera Supply Co., 1575 Cahuenga Blvd.
Educational Projecto Film Co., 1611 North
Cahuenga Blvd.
Hollywood Camera Exchange, Ltd., 1600 N.
Cahuenga Blvd.
Hollywood Citizen, 6366 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood Movie Supply Co., 6038 Sunset
Blvd.

J. V. Merchant, 6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Morgan Camera Shop, 6305 Sunset Blvd.
Universal News Agency, 1655 Las Palmas.

Los Angeles: California Camera Hospital, 321
O. T. Johnson BIdg.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 643 So. Hill

Street.
T. Iwata Art Store, 256 East First St.

Lehnkering Pharmacy, 1501 N. Western Ave.
B. B. Nichols, 731 South Hope St.

Tappenbeck & Culver, 10958 Weyburn Ave.,
Westwood Village.
Victor Animatograph Corp., 650 So. Grand
Ave.
Wilshire Personal Movies, 3150 Wilshire
Blvd.

Monrovia: Cliff's Photo Art Shop.
North Hollywood: Studio City Pharmacy, 12051

Ventura Blvd.
Oakland: Adams & Co., 380 14th St.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1918 Broadway.
Pasadena: The Flag Studio, 59 East Colorado St.

Richard Fromme, 965 S. Fair Oaks.
A. C. Vroraan, 329 East Colorado St.

Richmond: La Moine Drug Co., 900 Macdonald
Ave.

Sacramento: Frank McDougal, 1017 10th St.

San Bernardino: Steele's Photo Service, 370 D
Street.

San Diego: Harold E. Lutes, 958 Fifth St.
Ace Drug Co., 820 W. Washington St.

Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc.. 419 Broadway.
Rogers Photo Shop, 3867 43d St.

San Francisco: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.,
216 Post St.

Hirsch & Kaye, 239 Grant Ave.
San Francisco Camera Exchange, 88 Third
St.

Schwabacher-Frey Stationery Co.. 735 Mar-
ket St.

Sherman. Clay & Co., Kearny & Sutter Sts.
Trainer-Parsons Optical Co., 228 Post Street.

San Jose: Webb's Photo Supply Store, 66 So.
First St.

San Rafael: Webb Gr Rogers, 4th & B Sts.
Santa Barbara: J. Walter Collinge, 1127 State

St.

The Camera Shop. 800 State St.
Paulding's, 623 State St.

Santa Monica: W. W. Martindale, 1319 3d St.

Stockton: The Holden Drug Co., Weber Ave.
& Sutter St.

Logan Studios, 20 N. San Joaquin St.

COLORADO
Denver: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.. 626 Six-

teenth St.

The May Co., 16th & Champa Sts.

CONNECTICUT
Bridgeport: Harvey & Lewis Co., 1148 Main

St.

Danbury: Heim's Music Store, Inc., 221 Main
Street.

Hartford: The D. G. Stoughton Co., 1255 S.

Whitney St.

Watkins Bros., 241 Asylum St.

Meriden: Broderick & Curtin, 42 E. Main St.

Middletown: F. B. Fountain Co., 483 Main St.

New Haven: Eugene F. Clark Book Shop, 343
Elm St.

Norwich: Cranston Co.. 25 Broadway.
Waterbury: Curtis Art Co., 65 W. Main St.

DELAWARE
New Castle: E. Challenger & Son.
Wilmington: Butler's, Inc., 415 Market St.

Wilmington Elec. Spec. Co., Inc., 405 Dela-
ware Ave.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Washington: Columbia Photo Supply Co., Inc.,

1424 New York Ave., N. W.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 607 14th St.,

N. W.
Robbins, National Press BIdg., 529 14th St.,

N. W.

FLORIDA

Clearwater: Courtesy Cigar Store, Post Office
Arcade.

Daytona Beach: Harry's News Shop, 106 N.
Beach St.

Jacksonville: Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc., 129
W. Adams St.

Miami: Miami Photo Supply Co., 31 S. E.

First Ave.
St. Petersburg: Robinson's Camera Shop, 410

Central Ave.
Tampa: Burgert Bros., Inc., 608 Madison St.

GEORGIA

Atlanta: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 183
Peachtree St.

IDAHO

Boise: Ballou-Latimer Co.. 9th Gr Idaho.

ILLINOIS

Bloomington: Hawkins Studio. 214 W. Wash-
ington.

Chicago: Aimer, Coe & Co., 105 N. Wabash
Ave.
Associated Film Libraries, Inc., Suite 224,
190 N. State St.

Bass Camera Co.. 179 West Madison St.

Central Camera Co.. 230 S. Wabash Ave.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 133 N. Wabash
Ave.

Fair. The. Camera Dept., 7th Floor, State-
Adams-Dearborn Sts.

Lake Shore Radio Co.. 3204-6 Broadway.
Lyon Gr Healy, Inc., Wabash Ave. at jack-
son Blvd.
Stanley Warren Co., 918 Irving Park Blvd.
Norman Willets Co.. 318 W. Washington St.

Wolk Camera Co.. 201 S. Dearborn St.

Evanston: Aimer, Coe Gr Co., 1645 Orrington
Ave.
Hattstrom Gr Sanders. Inc., 702 Church St.

Calesburg: Illinois Camera Shop, 84 So.

Prairie St.

Moline: Seaholms Kodak Co.. 1507 Fifth Ave.
Rockford: Johnson Photo Shop. 316 E. State St.

Springfield: Camera Shop. The. 320 S. Fifth St.

INDIANA

Evansville: Smith Gr Butterfield. 310 Main St.

Fort Wayne: The Howard Co., Inc., 112 W.
Wayne St.

Sunny Schick. 401 W. Washington Blvd.

Indianapolis: L. S. Avers Gr Co., Dept. 290,
1 West Washington' St.

South Bend: Ault Camera Shop. 122 S. Main St.

Terre Haute: Snyder's Art Store, 21 S. 7th St.

IOWA
Cedar Rapids: Camera Shoo, 220 Third Ave.
Davenport: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 318

Brady St.

Des Moines: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 808
Locust St.

Iowa City: Rexall Gr Kodak Store, 124 E. Col-
lege St.

Sioux City: Lynn's Photo Finishing, Inc., 419
Pierce St.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 608 Pierce St.
Waterloo: Mack's Photo Shop.

KANSAS

Topeka: Hall Stationery Co., 623 Kansas Ave.
Wichita: Jack Lewis Film Service, 329 Sedg-

wick Building.
Lawrence Photo Supply, 149 N. Lawrence
Ave.

KENTUCKY
Lexington: W. W. Still, 129 W. Short St.
Louisville: A. L. Bollinger Drug Co., Stilz &

Frankfort Ave.
Sutcliffe Co., 225 S. 4th Ave.

LOUISIANA

Alexandria: 7he Newcomb Studios, 324 John-
ston.

Monroe: Griffin Studios, P. 0. Box 681.

New Orleans: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 213
Baronne St.

MAINE
Auburn: Wells Sporting Goods Co., 52-54

Court St.

Portland: Bicknell Photo Service, 15 Preble St.

MARYLAND
Baltimore: Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc., 309 N.

Charles St.

Stark-Films, 219 W. Centre St.

Zepp Photo Supply Co., 3044 Greenmount
Ave.

Hagerstown: R. M. Hays Gr Bros., 2830 W.
Washington St.

MASSACHUSETTS
Boston: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 38 Brom-

field St.

Boston Camera Exchange, 44 Bromfield St.

Cinecraft Co., of New England, 80 Boyl-
ston St.

Ralph Harris Co., 30 Bromfield St.

Iver Johnson Sporting Goods Co., 155 Wash-
ington St.

Andrew J. Lloyd Co., 300 Washington St.

Pathcscope Co. of the N. E., Inc., 438 Stuart
St.

Pinkham Gr Smith Co., 15 Bromfield St.

Stillfilm Sales Co.. 40 Stuart St.

Braintree: Alves Photo Shop, 349 Washington
St.

Cambridge: E. M. F. Electrical Supply Co., 430
Massachusetts Ave.

Lowell: Donaldson's, 75 Merrimack St.

Lynn: Moehring's, Inc., 490 Washington St.

New Bedford: J. Arnold Wright. 7 S. Sixth St.

Newtonville: Newton Photo Shop. 92 Bower St.

Pittsfield: E. C, Kilian. 411 North St.

Salem: Pitman Movie Service. 45 Summit Ave.
Springfield: Harvey Gr Lewis Co., 1503 Main

St.

J. E. Cheney Gr Co.. Inc., 301 Bridge St.

Worcester: Harvey Gr Lewis Co., 513 Main St.

MICHIGAN
Detroit: Crowley. Milner Gr Co.

Clark Cine-Service. Rooms 203-204 Profes-

sional BIdg.. 10 Peterboro.
Detroit Camera Shop. 424 Grand River W.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1235 Wash-
ington Blvd.
H. C. Film Service. 12191 llene Ave.
). L. Hudson Co., Dept. 290.
E. B. Meyrowitz, Inc., 1516 Washington
Blvd.

Flint: Gardner Photo Service.
Grand Rapids: Camera Shop Stores, Inc.. 56

Monroe Ave.
Photo Service Shop. 44 Monroe Ave.

Jackson: Royal Film Service, 125 Michigan
Ave. W.

(Continued on Page 428)
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Measuring Color Intensities

(Continued from Page 396)

coloring, effective in the case of ac-

tresses for a street wear and personal

appearances.

From there, taking into consideration

the measurement of photographic reflect-

ing powers of colored objects, filter fac-

tors, etc., it will be possible to transfer

this established visual balance between

the costume and the individual to the

film in more perfectly balanced blacks

and grays. These may be brought into

proper relation to the background and

still be complementary to the coloring of

the individual as it registers on the film.

While the colors in the costumes will, of

necessity, be of different value than those

for street wear, still, this newer method
will enable those having artistic super-

vision, to carry what we might term the

"personal" colors of the individual

through for use In photography. Not only

will these scientifically determined color

Intensities photograph in balance with

the actress and the background, but will

afford her the valuable psychological

stimulus of knowing she is wearing the

colors best suited to her own coloring and
personality.

In addition, by means of these new
copyrighted aids, more intelligent use of

color in settings and backgrounds may
be achieved. Art directors will be enabled

to work from known values placed in

balance and transfer these into correct

intensities so they will be in photic bal-

ance.

The writer is confident that use of this

scientific approach to the use of color in-

tensities for black and white photography
will be a great impetus to the continued
evolution of the motion picture into a

more artistic and significant force.

We have all seen instances where con-
centration upon the relationship of blacks

and grays in sets and backgrounds has

been to the disadvantage of the players,

with consequent injury to the entire

tonal composition—cases where the ac-

tors, most vital and important of all the

factors involved, have fallen short of reg-

istering in the desired manner.
These instances are far too many and

result from improper use of color in cos-

tuming and make-up in relation to the

other factors—audiences are still primar-
ily interested in the characters and the

story they unfold. Without detracting in

any way from the importance of bringing

settings in correct tonal balance, it still

remains that all this effort is, to an ex-
tent, valueless, if the characters them-
selves are not properly photographed.

High Honor For Ernest
Bachrach, A.S.C.

• Ernest Bachrach, A.S.C, who heads the
Still Department at the RKO Studio, and
is the studio's chief portrait artist, has
received the International Award at the

Century of Progress Exposition for the
finest portrait work in the world.
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(Continued from Page 426)

Lansing: Linn Camera Shop, 109 S. Washing-
ton Ave.

Saginaw: Heavenrich Bros. & Co., 301 Genesee.

MINNESOTA

Duluth: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 3 W.
Superior St.

LeRoy: Ivan E. Meyers, Home Movie Service,
215 W. Main St.

Minneapolis: Eastman Kodak Stores, 112-116
So. Fifth St.

Gospeter's Blue Front, 1006 Nicollet Ave.
National Camera Exchange, 5 South Fifth St.
Owatonna: B. W. Johnson Gift Shop, 130 W.

Bridge St.

St. Paul: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., Kodak
BIdg., 91 E. Sixth St.
H. W. Fisher Photographic Supplies, 381
Minnesota St.

MISSOURI

Kansas City: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 916
Grand Ave.
F. O. Calvin Co., B. M. A. Building, Union
Station Plaza.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 19 E. 11th St.
Hanley's Photo Shop, 1 1 6 E. 12th St.

St. Louis: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1009
Olive St.

Famous-Barr Co.. M. P. Dept. 6th Cr Olive St.
Geo. D. Fisher & Co., 915 Locust St.

MONTANA

Billings: Midland Drug Co., 23 N. 27th St.
Bozeman: Alexander Art Co.

NEBRASKA

Lincoln: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1217
O St.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 419 S. 16th St.
Omaha: J. G. Kretschmer & Co., 1617 Har-

ney St.

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Lebanon: Photocraft Co.
Newport: K. E. Waldron, 1 A Main St.

NEW JERSEY

Atlantic City: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.,
1735 Broadwalk.

Bayonne: Milton Mendelwager, 192 Ave. B.
Cliffside Park: Louis C. Chiosay, 639 Anderson

Ave.
East Orange: Edmund J. Farlie Jr., 45 N. 19th

Hawthorne: Hawthorne Home Movie Service,
52 MacFarlan Ave.

Irvington: Wolf Bros., 1340 Springfield Ave.
Jersey City: Levy's Sport Shop, 149 Monticello

Ave.
Montclair: Edward Madison Co., 42 Bloomfield

Ave.
Newark: Anspach Bros., 838 Broad St.
Paterson: Robt. G. Smith, 40 Hamilton St.

Sykes Drug Store, 179 Market St.
Summit: Eastman Bookshop, 380 Springfield

Ave.
Trenton: Howard E. Thompson, 35 Newkirk

Ave.
Union City: Heraco Exchange, Inc., 611 Ber-

genline Ave.
West New York: Rembrandt Studios, Inc.,

526A Bergenline Ave.

NEW MEXICO

Santa Fe: Capital Pharmacy, Inc.

NEW YORK

Albany: Albany Photo Supply Co., Inc., 204
Washington Ave.

BInghamton: A. S. Bump Co., Inc., 180 Wash-
ington St.

Brooklyn: Ceo. J. McFadden, Inc., 202 Flat-
bush Ave.
Abraham & Straus, Inc., Fulton & Hoyt Sts.

J. Navilio, 1757 Broadway.
Buffalo: Buffalo Photo Material Co., 37 Ni-

agra St.

Hauser Bob Studio, I 1 West Tupper St.

J. F. Adams, Inc., 459 Washington St.
Nowak Optical Co.
United Projector & Film Corp., 228 Franklin
St.

Goshen: T. H. Finan.
Haverstraw: E. H. Vandenburgh, 3 Broadway.
Hempstead: Agnew's. 47 Main St.
Islip, H. L. Terry & Sons.
Ithaca: Henry R. Head, 109 N. Aurora St.

Long Island City: Leonard F. Kleinfield, 4202
Queen's Blvd.

New Rochelle: Artist's Photo Service, 219
Hugenot St.

New York City: Wm. C. Cullen, 12 Maiden
Lane.
Adam Archinal Corp., 305 W. 56th St.
Ambercrombie b Fitch, 45th & Madison Ave.
Bloomingdale's 59th & Lexington A -e.

J. H. Boozer, 145 E. 60th St.
Columbus Photo Supply Co., 146 Columbus
Ave.
Abe Cohen's Exchange, 120 Fulton St.
Davega, Inc., 1 1 I East 42nd St.
Davega, Inc., Empire State Building.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 356 Madison
Ave. at 45th St.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 745 Fifth Ave.,
Sguibb BIdg.
Fotoshop, Inc., 136 W. 32nd St.
H. & D. Folsom Arms Co., 314 Broadway.
Gall & Lembke, Inc., 7 East 48th St.
Gillette Camera Stores, Inc., 117 Park Ave.
Gimbel Bros., Dept. 575, 33rd St. & Broad-
way.
Joseph P. Hackel, 1919 Chanin BIdg., 122
E. 42nd St.

Harry's Camera Exchange, 317 W. 50th St.
Hecker's Camera Store, 1519 Amsterdam
Ave.
Herbert & Huesgen Co. 18 E. 42nd St.
Lugene, Inc., 600 Madison Ave., between
57th & 58th.
Luma Camera Service, Inc., 302 W. 34th St.

Mogull Bros. Electric Corp., 1944 Boston
Road. Bronx.
Newman's Camera Exchange, 1192 Sixth
Avenue.
New York Camera Exchange, 109 Fulton St.
Pago, Inc., 1095 Sixth Ave.
Pickup & Brown. 368 Lexington Ave.
Rab Sons, 1373 Sixth Ave.
Schoenig & Co., Inc., 8 East 42nd St.
Sibley, Lindsay & Curr Co.
Frank Tanham & Co., Inc., 9 Church St.

Times Building News Stand, Inc., Times

Wi'llo'ughby's, 110-112-114 West 32nd St.

Richmond Hill: Josephson Bros., 10902 Ja-
maica Ave.

Rochester: Marks & Fuller, Inc., 36 East Ave.
Smith, Surrey, Inc., 129 Clinton Ave., South.

Rome: Fitchard Studio, 133-135 W. Liberty St.

Schenectady: J. T. & D. B. Lyon, 236 State
St.

Syracuse: Geo. F. Llndemer, 443 S. Salina St.

Francis Hendricks Co., Inc., 339 So. Warren
St.

Troy: A. M. Knowlson & Co., 350 Broadway St.

Utica: Edwin A. Hahn, 223-225 Columbia St.

Yonkers: W. J. Dolega, 242 Nepperham Ave.

NORTH CAROLINA

Charlotte: W. I. Van Ness & Co., 213 N.
Tyron St.

OHIO

Akron: Pochrandt Photo Supply Co., 16 N.
Howard St.

Zissen's News Exchange. 63 S. Main St.

Metzgers Photo Art Store, 183 S. Main St.

Stamford: T. J. Hulsey.
Canton: Ralph Young News Agency.

The Camera Shop, 531 Market Ave. N.
Cincinnati: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 27
West Fourth St.

Huber Art Co., 124 Seventh St., W.
John L. Huber Camera Shop. 4I6I/2 Main St.

L. M. Prince Co., 108 W. Fourth St.

Cleveland: The Home Movies, Inc., 2025
Euclid Ave.
Dodd Co., 652 Huron Road.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 806 Huron
Road, 1862 E. 6th St., 1915 E. 9th St..

Union Trust BIdg.
Escar Motion Picture Service. Inc., 10008
Carneigie Ave.
Halle Bros. Co., 1228 Euclid Ave.
Higbee Co., 90 Public Square.

Columbus: Capitol Camera Co.. 7 E. Gay St.

Columbus Photo Supply, 62 E. Gay St.

Home Movies Co., 234 S. High St.

Don McAllister Camera Co., 73 E. State St
Dayton: Dayton Camera Shop, 1 Third St.,

Arcade.
Middletown: Lee R. Chamberlain, care Roy A.

White's Elec. Shop, 48 S. Broad St.

Portsmouth: V. E. Fowler, 824 Galia St.

Salem: Butcher's Studio, 166 South Broadway.
Steubenville: Beall & Steele Drug Co., 424

Market St.

Toledo: Gross Photo Supply Co., 325 Superior
St.

Franklin Print & Eng. Co., 226-36 Huron St.

Youngstown: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 7
Wick Ave.
A. C. Saunders, 177 Benita Ave.

Zanesville: Zulandt's Drug Store, Widney, cor.

Seventh & Main.

OKLAHOMA

Oklahoma City: H. O. Davis, 522 N. Broadway.
Tulsa: Camera Shoppe. Inc., and the Charles

High Productions, 1213 S. Boulder Ave.

Inc., 345

OREGON
Lakeview: Getty's Photo Studio, I.OO F. BIdg

Center Cr Main Sts,
Marshrieia: Mers hiews bfano, cor. Broadway
& Anderson.

Pendleton: J. T. Snelson, 608 Gardner St.
Portland: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.,

Washington St.

Lipman-Wolfe & Co., Kodak Dept., Fifth
Washington & Adier Sts.
Meier & Frank Co., Kodak Dept., Fifth. Sixth
Morrison b Alder Sts.

PENNSYLVANIA
Allentown: M. S. Young & Co., 736-40 Ham-

ilton St.

Easton: Easton Sporting Goods Co., 2nd and
Northhampton St.
Erie: Kelly Studios, 1026-28 Peach St
Harrisburg: James Left Co., 225 N. 2nd St.
Johnstown: Johnstown News Co., 115 Market

Lancaster: Pugh's Art Shoppe, 33 W. King St.
Langhorne: National Entertainment Service,

360 Bellevue Ave.
Lebanon: Harpel's, 757-9 Cumberland St.
Philadelphia: Klein & Goodman, 18 South 10th

St.

Camera Shop, 51 N. 52nd St.
G. P. Darrow Co., Inc., 5623-5 Germantown
Ave.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1020 Chestnut
St.

Home Movies Studios, 20th & Chestnut Sts.
MacCallum Stores, 1600 Sansom St.
M. & H. Sporting Goods Co., 512 Market St.
Newsreel Laboratory, 1707 Sansom St.
Strawbridge b Clothier, Dept. 201, Market,
Eighth b Filbert Sts.
George W. Tegan, 420 E. Mt. Airy Ave.
John Wanamaker's Motion Picture Dept.,
No. 1 Broad St.
Williams, Brown b Earle, Inc., 918 Chest-
nut St.

Pittsburgh: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 606
Wood St.

B. K. Elliott Cr Co., 126 - 6th St.
Joseph Horne Co., Magazine Dept.
Kaufmann Dept. Store, Inc., Dept. 62, Fifth
Ave.

Reading: W. F. Drehs, 341 Court St.
Scranton: Houser's, 133 N. Main Ave.

Wallace b Cook, Inc., 2-5 N. Washington
Ave.
Scranton Home Movies Library, 316 N.
Washington Ave.

Shamokin: Jones Hardware Co., 1 1 5 E. Inde-
pendence St.

Wilkes Barre: Ralph DeWitt, 2 South River
St.

Windber: New Arts Feature, 508 - 15th St.
York: Sweigart's Photo Service Shop, 278 W.

Market St.

RHODE ISLAND

Pawtucket: Thomas N. Simpson, Broadway &
Exchange St.

Providence: E. P. Anthony, Inc., 178 Angell St.
Starkweather b Willians, Inc., 47 Exchange
PI.

Westcott, Slade b Balcom Co., 95-99 Empire
St.

TENNESSEE

Jackson: Southern Pictures Corp.
Knoxville: Jim Thompson Co., 415 W. Church

St.

Memphis: Memphis Photo Supply Co., 122
Union Ave.

Nashville: Geo. C. Dury Co., 420 Union St.

TEXAS

Abilene: W. C. Cosby, 249 Pine St.

Dallas: Jamieson Film Laboratories, 2212 Live
Oak St.

E G. Marlow Co., 1610 Main St.

Fort Worth: The Camera Shop, Inc., 133 W.
Sixth St.

Chas. G. Lord Optical Co., 704 Main St.

Houston: Star Elec. Cr Eng. Co., Inc., 613
Fannin St.

San Antonio: Fox Co., 209 Almo Plaza.

UTAH
Salt Lake City: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.

315 S. Main St.

VIRGINIA

Norfolk: G. L. Hall Optical Co., 257 Granby St.

Richmond: G. L. Hall Optical Co., 418 E.

Grace St.

VERMONT
Burlington: G. W. La Pierre's, 71 Church St.

WASHINGTON
Bellingham: Clyde Banks, 119 W. Holly St.

(Continued on Page 430)
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Wheels of Industry
I Continued from Page 398)

Photography (especially with modern ma-
terials and methods) Is preeminently a

medium by which we can render tones

and delicate gradations. Let us make
the most of this fortunate circumstance

to enhance the beauty of our work. Keep
the range of tones within the limits of

the film, and avoid crude, startling, or

uncertain tones. We must cultivate the

ability to see everything pictorially and

must use the subject-matter as so much
picture-material.

Tone is also of great importance in

suggesting depth or the third dimension

in photography. Inasmuch as both film

and screen are flat—two-dimensional

—

we can only suggest the third dimen-

sion, or depth, by technical tricks; chief

of these are perspective and tone. If we
examine a landscape in sunlight, we find

that in the foreground we have very great

contrasts in light and shadow; the sun-

light, striking the nearby objects, makes
them unusually brilliant, while adjacent

shadows seem darker by comparison. In

the middle distance, this contrast be-

comes less marked: the light objects are

still bright an dthe shadows dark, but

with less contrast than in the immedi-

ate foreground. But in the far distance,

on the horizon and on the mountains, the

highlights have lost more of their bril-

liance, and we see no black shadows;

the distance has "greyed" all tones. If

our picture does not show this differen-

tiation of tones as it recedes from the

eye we have lost that normal effect of

depth and perspective.

It is all well enough to talk about the

control of tones and key in cinematogra-

phy—but how are we to accomplish

this? Let us consider an ordinary scene:

to photograph this in a normal key—that

is, a series of tones which strive to imi-

tate the natural effect of the scene pho-

tographed, with a normally wide scale of

tones—we would simply use normal pho-

tographic practice throughout: correct ex-

posure, correct development, and correct

printing. But suppose that we want to

add to this same landscape a feeling of

spring—freshness—joy. Instead of por-

traying this in a naturalistic manner, we
must now crowd our tones toward the

highlights. In the original scene, our

highlights were white, our half-tones a

wide range of greys, and our shadows

black. Now we must make our high-

lights white, our half-tones a shorter

range of light greys, and our shadows

medium grey. The technical methods by

which this is achieved are overexposure,

normal development, and light printing.

Now we take the same scene again,

but with the desire to impart a feeling

of vagueness and mystery. To do this

we must crowd our tones into the greys,

so that our highlights become light grey,

our half-tones remain in the middle

greys, and our shadows become dark grey

instead of black. This can be done by

overexposure, normal development, and

heavier printing, or by normal exposure,

and underdevelopment.

Once more we take the same scene:

this time trying to express sombreness,

severity and grief. Now we crowd all

the tones toward the shadows. Our high-

lights become grey instead of white, our

half-tones darker greys, and the shadows

remain black. This can be accomplished

by normal exposure, underdevelopment,

and deep printing.

Yet another effect may be obtained by

retaining only the ends of the scale: the

highlights and shadows—practically elim-

inating the intermediate greys. This

emphasizes the highlights, and may be

done by extreme underexposure, with

normal development and printing.

Jackson Rose, A.S.C.,

Honored

• In listing "What's Who in Pictorial

Photography," the American Annual of

Photography pays high tribute to Jackson

J. Rose, A.S.C., who is listed as one of

the outstanding pictorialists of the year.

Out of a group of fifty-two names, rank-

ed as the leading exhibitors of Pictorial

Photographs at the world's Salons during

the past year, there appear but twenty-

seven Americans, among whom is Mr.

Rose, credited with having had fifty-two

prints accepted at sixteen major Salons

and Exhibitions during the year.

CAMERA
CRAFT

CANERA
1
CRAFT

1

A MONTHLY MAGAZINE
OF PHOTOGRAPHY

William A. Palmer is

Editor of our new
Cinema Department.

He is an ardent ama-

teur who knows his

hobby from A to Z.

Send your movie

problems to him.

SEND 10 CENTS
FOR

A LATE COPY

CAMERA CRAFT
PUBLISHING COMPANY

703 Market Street

San Francisco, California

American Cinemat-ographer
Now $2.50 the year
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Cla.^isified Adverti§iiii^
Rates: Seven cents a word. Minimum charge,

one dollar per Insertion.

FOR RENT—MISCELLANEOUS

FOR RENT—Mitchell Motor, 25 M.M. Lenses,
1000 feet Mitchell Magazines. Baby Tripod.
). R. Lockwood, Clendale. Phone Douglas
3361 -W.

FOR RENT—Mitchell high speed gear box
complete. Pliny Horne, 1318 N. Stanley.
HO-7682 or HO-9431.

FOR SALE OR RENT

FOR SALE OR RENT—Mitchells, Bell & How-
ells, Akeleys, Eyemos, DeVrys cameras, mo-
tors, graflexes, still cameras, etc. Ries &
Fitzpatrick, 1557 N. Vine St.. Hollywood,
Calif. Phone CLadstone 1521. Cable address
Cinecam.

FOR SALE OR RENT—Mitchell and Bell &
Howell silenced cameras, follow focus Pan
lenses, free head, corrected new aperture.
Akeley, DeBrie, Pathe, Universal, Prevost,
Willart, DeVry. Eyemo. Sept, Leica, Motors,
Printers, lighting equipment. Bell & Howell
Cameras with old type shuttles, silenced,
$150.00. Also every variety of 16mm and
still cameras and projectors. Everything
photographic bought, sold, rented and re-
paired. Send for our bargain catalogue.
Hollywood Camera Exchange, 1600 Cahuenga
Blvd. Phone: HO-3651 : Cable address
Hocamex.

FOR RENT—CAMERAS

FOR RENT—Two complete Mitchell Camera
Equipments with Fearless Educational Blimps,
and Perambulator. J. Burgi Contner, 723
Seventh Ave., New York City.

FOR RENT—Thoroughly silenced Mitchell cam-
eras, Pan Astro lenses, follow focus. J. R.
Lockwood, Clendale. Douglas 3361 -W.

FOR SALE—CAMERAS

AKELEY CAMERA—complete, in brand new
condition.

AKELEY MOTOR DRIVES—and adaptors for
standard cinemotors.

MITCHELL CAMERA—complete with 40mm,
50mm and 75mm Astro Lenses. Adaptors for
Bell & Howell motor, tripod, cases, etc.

RECORDING HEADS— Blimps and rolling tri-

pods designed and built to order.

CAMERAS
REPAIRED — REBUILT — REFINISHED

BRUNO LABORATORIES
20 West 22nd Street New York City

FOR SALE—DeBrie Parvo Camera, all metal,
Series "O", Internal Automatic Shutter dis-
solve and a set of Masks. 35mm Kraus
Tessar f:3.5, 2 in. Kraus Tessar f:3.5, 2 in.

Dallmeyer Penlac f:2.9, 3 in. Kraus Tessar
f:3.5. 6 in. Zeiss Tessar f:4.5, 8 magazines,
rewind block, complete Coerz Iris sunshade,
mask box filter holder, dissolve effects,
Precision Pan and Tilt Tripod and maga-
zines, camera and accessories case, all for

5800. Harry Adams, 892 Greene Avenue,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

FOR SALE—Real bargains in 16 and 35mm
movie equipment and still cameras, newest
types cameras and projectors in all popular
makes. Save money on film, lights, lenses
and all essential accessories. Our 36 years
of experience stands back of every sale.

Before you buy, send for our new bargain
booklet. Burke & James, Inc., 223 W.
Madison St., Chicago.

FOR SALE—Model C LEICA camera; f:2.5,
50mm lens; f:3.5, 35mm lens; f:4.5, 135mm
lens; HCE Sunshade; range-finder; special
viewfinder; 6 magazines; Universal and Sport
cases; A-1 condition; $150.
6V2x'3cm MENTOR boxform Reflex; Rietz-
schel Prolinear lens, f:1.9, 13'/2cm focus;
3 plateholders; filmpack adapter; special
sunshade; a special color-filter; 3 special
diffusion discs; sole-leather case; A-1 con-
dition; $150.
KORONA Pictorial View Camera, 4x5; Struss
Pictorial Lens; Thornton-Pickard Shutter;
cutfilm holders; case, and Korona tripod;
$55. LYNN-CLARK LABORATORY, 1730
Hillhurst Avenue, Hollywood, Calif. Phone
NO-4200.

FOR SALE—CAMERAS

FOR SALE— Bell & Howell adapter for Mitchell
Tripod head, 40-50-75-M.M. Astro lenses
mounted and unmounted, Mitchell tripod
head, Mitchell matte box. J. R. Lockwood,
523 N. Orange St., Clendale, Calif. Doug-
las 3S6]-W.

FOR SALE—New 70D-A Bell & Howell 16mm
Camera. Brown model. P.O. Box 1204 Ar-
cade Station, Los Angeles, Calif.

FOR SALE—31/4x41/4 Butcher "Pressman" Re-
flex, 6 in. Cooke f:4.5 lens, reversible back
rebuilt for Craflex attachments. Includes
case and Craflex plateholders, rollfilm and
filmpack adapters and cut-film magazine;
$75. Box S, care American Cinematographer.

FOR SALE—31/4x41/4 Korona Pictorial View
camera case, Ilex Acme shutter, six cut-
film holders. Box S, care American Cine-
matographer.

FOR SALE—Bell & Howell Cameras, $800 up.
Mitchell Cameras, $1600 up. Akeleys, $750
up. Camera Supply Co., 1515 N. Cahuenga
Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

FOR SALE—Universal camera. 3.5 lens, four
200 ft. magazines, sole leather case, in good
condition, $75. 35mm step printer cheap.
George Horst, 311 E. Cliveden St., Philadel-

phia, Penna.

16mm BARGAINS—Free 65 page catalogue.
Film Library sound silent. Film $1.00, 100
ft Mogull Bros., 1944-H Boston Road, New
York City.

FOR SALE—Spring Drive 16 mm camera and
motor-driven projector, combination, $30
and up; 2 Q.R.S. standard Sound-on-Film
Projectors, Completely equipped. $500.00 for

both. Harry's Camera Shop, 3M W. 50th St.,

New York City.

FOR SALE—MISCELLANEOUS

FOR SALE—Late Model Akeley Camera No. 269—35mm, 50mm, 75mm f:2.7 matched Zeiss

lenses, also 41/2 in. Zeiss f;4.5 matched
lenss—Coerz mat box and Sunshade—

4

magazines—Akeley Gyro Tripod—Cases for

all, $550, Ries & Fitzpatrick, 1557 Vine St.,

Hollywood, Calif., phone CLadstone 1521.
Cable address Cinecam.

FOR SALE—Like new. B & H 5-way Sound
Printer, also Cinex Light Tester. 4-wheel
inflated tire dolly. Model C and Model D
Moviola. Cheap for cash. Box HC, Ameri-
can Cinematographer,

FOR SALE— Bell & Howell used positive splicer.

Stand, type. New set blades, excellent con-
dition. $250. Camera Supply Co., Ltd., 1515
N. Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

FOR SALE—All sizes of film, equipment, silent

and sound library. Free catalog and library

membership. Mogull Brothers, 1944-H Bos-
ton Road, New York City.

FOR SALE—Studio Lights, Laco, Mole-Richard-
son, brand new. Very low prices. Camera
Supply Co.. 151 N. Cahuenga Blvd., Holly-

wood, Calif.

FOR SALE—Spencer Delineascope, like new.
10" lens, $75.00. Camera Supply Co., 1515
N. Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

FOR SALE—Special complete 16mm editor with
geared rewinds, magnifier and splicer, $4.50
plus postage Money refunded if not satis-

factory. FOTOSHOP. 136 V^. 32d St., N.Y.C.

FOR SALE—Akeley Gyro Tripod, set Cooke
f:2.5 lenses in B. & H. mounts, miscellane-
ous accessories for Bell & Howell and Mit-
chells. J. Burgi Contner, 723 Seventh Ave.,

New York City.

WANTED

WANTED—WE HAVE CASH waiting for used
Bell & Howell camera heads with or with-
out shuttles. Also fast lenses in mounts,
cinemotors, high speed shuttles and general
camera accessories. Quote us your lowest
price, serial numbers and description. Ruby
Camera Exchange, 729-7th Ave., N. Y. C.

WANTED—EYEMO 71 -C, will exchange new
Filmo 70-DA 1 in. and 3 in. lenses. Stine-
man 16mm 200 ft. tanks 2 reels $35. Miller,
Apartado 945, Havana, Cuba.

WANTED—Sound Recording Equipment com-
plete for commercial use, using 35mm film.
New or used. E. D. Goodwin, 2318 S, Royce
St., Sioux City, la.

WANTED—6 or 6I/2 in. B & L Dallmeyer Lens
with plano-convex finding lens for Akeley.
Must be bargain, Arthur Rossi, 46 Farragut
Ave., Providence, R. 1.

WANTED—Motor adapter. J. R. Lockwood
Clendale. Douglas 3361 -W.

WANTED— 16mm. silent films of curiosity,
historical, early events in movies, thrill, and
other out of ordinary films. E. Sullivan,
3939 Flad, St. Louis, Mo.

WANTED—Someone to finance development
of a practical 3 color separation camera and
printing process. Box C. A., care American
Cinematographer.

WANTED—Mitchell High Speed Silent Camera,
box only, without equipment. Must be
cheap for cash. Box 140, American Cinema-
tographer,

WANTED—Leica Camera and model good
condition. Cheap. Box C, c-o American
Cinematographer, 6331 Hollywood Blvd.,
Hollywood, Calif.

WANTED—Motion Picture and Still Cameras,
all types, Laboratory Equipment, Lenses,
Finders, Leica Cameras, Cash for bargains.
Camera Supply Co. Ltd., 1515 Cahuenga
Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

WANTED—Used Leica and Contax Cameras
and accessories. Must be cheap for cash.

Box 235, American Cinematographer, 6631
Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

(Continued from Page 428)

Pullman: Graves Studio.
Seattle: Anderson Supply Co., 1 1 1 Cherry St.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1415 - 4th Ave.
Lowman & Hanford Co., 1514 - 3rd Ave.

Spokane: John W. Graham & Co., Dept. C, 707
Sprague Ave.
Joyner Drug Co., Howard Gr Riverside Ave.

Tacoma: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.. 910
Broadway.

Walla Walla: Book Nook Drug Cr Stationery
Store.

WEST VIRGINIA
Wheeling: Twelfth St. Oarage, 81 - 12th St.

WISCONSIN
Fond du Lac: Huber Bros., 36 S. Main St.

La Crosse: Moen Photo Service, 313 Main St.

Madison: Photoart House, 212 State St.

Milwaukee: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 737
N. Milwaukee St.

Boston Store, Wisconsin Ave. & 4th St.

W. E. Brown, 327 W. National Ave.
Gimbel Bros., E. Wisconsin & N, Planking-
ton.
Roa Meuer, The, 226 West Wells St.

Phillips: Jakoubek's', 132 N. Lake Ave.
Racine: Photo-Crafts Shop, 526 College Ave.

AUSTRALIA
Melbourne: McGills Agency, 179-218 Eliza-

beth St.

CHINA
Canton: International Book Co., 269 North
Wing Hon Road.

ENGLAND
London: J. H. Dallmeyer, Ltd., 31 Mortimer

St. and Oxford St. W. I.

HAWAII
Honolulu: Eastman Kodak Stores, 1059 Fort

St.

INDIA
Bombay: Continental Photo Stores, 255 Hornby

Road.
P. C. Eranee Sons, Albert BIdgs., Hornby
Road.

Calcutta: Photographic Stores & Agency Co.,

1 54 Dhuramtolla St.

M. L. Shaw. 5/1 Dhuramtolla St.

Lucknow: Lucknow Commercial Co., 25 Amina-
bad Park.

MEXICO
American Photo Supply Co. S.A., Av. F.I,

Madero, 43, Mexico, D.F.

POLAND
Warsaw: Polska Agenda Prasy Filmowei

Wspolna 35.

SOUTH AMERICA
Buenos Aires: Argentine Rep., Casa America

Ltda. S. A. Avenda de Mavo 959.
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The New MITCHELL
MOVEMENT is SILENT

The demands of the studios today are

more exacting, more rigid than ever, but

Mitchell again meets the test with the -

NEW SILENT CAMERA
OPERATED WITHOUT A BLIMP

Mitchell Camera Corporation
665 N. ROBERTSON BOULEVARD

WEST HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

Cable Address 'MITCAMCO" Phone OXford 1051
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PHOTOGRAPHIC
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This illuitralion is one of a

series of eight amazing photo-

graphs.

We have prepared a beautifully

printed broadsheet reproducing

the series, with Mr Gaty's own
interesting story giving all the

technical details of how it was
done.

This we will gladly send you

on request

Just ask for A Triumph of

Thunderstorm Photography
"

Du Pont Film Manufacturing Corporation
5 WEST 45th street,

NEW YORK CITY
PLAN T

6656 SANTA MONICA BLVD.

HOLLYWOOD, CAL.
PARLIN, NEW JERSEY
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Next Month

• Part 2 of the Optical Printer and its use in

the studio today as told by Lynn Dunn, A.S.C,
will be one of the outstanding features of our
next issue.

• A discussion of Effect Filter by George
Scheibe, well known Hollywood manufacturer
of Filters.

• Economies of Process Photography by Farcio

Edouart, one of the foremost cinematographers
in this branch of work in the Hollywood studios.

• There will be other interesting contributions
on the technical phases of cinematography.
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Allen, Paul
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THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CINEMA-

TOGRAPHERS was founded in 1918 for

the purpose of bringing into closer con-

federation and cooperation all those leaders in

the cinematographic art and science whose

aim is and ever will be to strive for pre-emi-

nence in artistic perfection and technical mas-

tery of this art and science. Its purpose is to

further the artistic and scientific advancement

of the cinema and its allied crafts through un-

ceasing research and experimentation as well

as through bringing the artists and the scien-

tists of cinematography into more intimate

fellowship. To this end its membership is com-

posed of the outstanding cinematographers of

the world, with Associate and Honorary mem-

berships bestowed upon those who, though not

active cinematographers, are engaged none the

less in kindred pursuits, and who have, by

their achievements, contributed outstandingly

to the progress of cinematography as an Art

or as a Science. To further these lofty aims,

and to fittingly chronicle the progress of cine-

matography, the Society's publication. The

American Cinematographer, is dedicated.
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Illustration No. 1

Application of

Leica Lens

their photographic ability. Other cameramen bubbling over
with enthusiasm "buy the works." Due to their lack of

sufficient photographic knowledge, they suffer from an over
indulgence in photographic equipment.

By the better understanding of your camera lenses and
their applications, more satisfactory pictures will be ob-
tained, it will also add immeasurably to your enjoyment of

picture making. From the standpoint of the user there is

nothing mysterious about lenses or their uses. The novice
should remember that lenses are measured by only two
scales, focal length and aperture. The focal length of the

lens controls the angle of view and the size of the photo-
graphic image. The aperture of the lens governs the

amount of light that is admitted to the photographic emul-
sions. Lenses that admit a large amount of light are com-
monly called fast lenses (because they permit the making
of photographs at high shutter speeds).

In illustration No. 1 the effect of the focal length ot a

lens upon the size of the photographic image is shown in

exaggeration. A and B represent two lenses of different

focal lengths, C represents the object (autogiro in flight)

which is identical in both cases. D and E represent the re-

sultant pictures made with the two lenses. Notice that the

short focal length lens embraces a wider angle of view, but

that it gives a smaller image of the autogiro. While the

(Continued on Page 469)

Illustration No. 5

By

Clarence Slifer, A.S.C.

MANY cameramen have rightly termed the Leica

camera, the universal camera. One of the essen-

tial features of this camera is the interchange-

ability of its lenses. Eleven lenses are available and they

cover a wide range of focal lengths and apertures.

The miniature camera novice should not become con-

fused and presume that in order to enjoy the full advan-

tages of the miniature camera, it is necessary to employ all

eleven lenses. This large variety of lenses is provided to

meet the personal tastes and requirements of both amateur

and professional cameramen.

Some miniature camera enthusiasts prefer to use only one

lens on their Leica, for they feel that this is the limit of

Illustration No. 4
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At Right Illustration No. 3

At Bottom Illustration No. 2
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D
LEASED on and conceived in the present eco-

nomic trend and the industrial readjustment that

is struggling toward an equilibrium, and apply-

ing those principals on which the American So-

ciety of Cinematographers was founded, that or-

ganization has added as an important part of its

widened activities, for the benefit and better-

ment of its members, a department of employ-

ment.

This agency was engendered in the thought

and fostered in the principal that as a Society it

operate not only in the field of science and re-

search, but that it initiate as one of its activities

—that looks toward the human side of its mem-
bers—a force which would have the concerted

and combined power of its large and representa-

tive membership to give the individual that much
needed assistance which is now a peculiar part

of the times and prevalent conditions.

Through the history of the motion picture in-

dustry those creative artists who have entrusted

their business activities to men versed in the

business world—to men who have an intimate

knowledge of contact, contract and employment

conditions— those artists have found that their

material condition and existence was greatly

benefited. These agencies have left the creative

mind free to concentrate its efforts on the task

of building and conceiving the important artis-

tic details that have brought pictures to the high

level they have reached.

As operated by the American Society of Cine-

matographers this move has a two fold economic

side. It betters the condition of the individual

cinematographer; it places him in the plane of

creative artists, and because the Society operates

as an individual unit with no entangling alliance,

its financial problem is at the absolute minimum.

It employs onlv one executive head; it pays no

financial tribute beyond its own operative forces;

it recognizes no foreign authority either in a

moral or financial sense. It also concentrates its

Employmenl"

in A. S. C. Plan

Vital Factor

forces, its thought and all of its activities toward
the welfare of Cinematography and Cinematogra-
phers.

The launching of this constructive agency has
been hailed by the cinematographer, whose vision

has not been introverted, but who can glimpse
the lasting benefits to him as an individual and to

the craft as a whole, as a movement which has

been cradled in a constructive motive and an

agency whose potentialities and benefits can re-

dound only to the credit of the entire craft.

Contracted and non-contracted members have

entrusted their business problems as they are re-

lated to their work in the studios to this newly
formed department. They acknowledge its pow-
er, its assuming of a responsibility that was some-
times beyond the scope of the individual; they

recognize in it a medium that is possible only

through such an organization as the American
Society of Cinematographers, whose purpose has

never reached out for autocratic powers, but

whose sole aim has been the welfare and better-

ment of the Cinematographer.

Recognizing the importance of the recent five

year contract negotiated by the society with the

major studios, together with the fact that the

independent producer consults that organization

on its cinematographic problems, the American

Society of Cinematographers is acknowledged a

potent force in the employment situation.
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Photo by Frank Tanner, A, S C.

By checking this photo with the resume at the
end of this article you will note it falls under the
following classification under the heading LINE,
Short Sharp curves, Oblique lines and Acute angles.
Under tone it would correspond with Extreme
Kev; while under design it would fit Rhythm and
Informal Balance.

The "Language"

of Design

By

L. Owens Muggins, A.S.C.

IN
OUR two previous articles we have considered "The

Language of Line" and "The Language of Tone." There
is an infinite variety of ways in which line and tone may

be combined. The rules of Design tell us how to combine
them to achieve the effects we desire. The object of

Design is beauty and expressiveness; and the elements of

beauty, which are apparently unanalyzable, are achieved

through the application of the laws of Design.

Among the elements of Design are the following:

RHYTHM.—Rhythm is a system of accentuating certain

elements in design to produce the visual equivalent of

measured movement as in dancing or music. It is also an

arrangement of lines, masses or tones to form a connected

path along which the eye may travel from one point to

another. Rhythm thus conveys the idea of motion to the

eye, compelling it to follow in a definite direction; it con-
tains therefore the sense of change or progression. Rhythm
is also accomplished through the repetition of the same
motif at regular intervals. This is one of the oldest forms
of design, and was used by the ancients in architecture,

dress, pottery, etc. Here is another tool by which we may
express certain thoughts or moods. As we have suggested,

Rhythm implies a feeling of movement, energy, activity, vi-

vacity. Conversely, lack of Rhythm will produce a sense of

inertness, passiveness, lifelessness, stagnation.

BALANCE.—Balance is static, and produces a sense of

rest or cessation of movement. There are two kinds of

Balance—Formal and Informal. In the first (Formal), the

masses, lines and tones on both sides of the picture are

exactly alike, and therefore have the same power of attrac-

tion to the eye. This is the equalization of forces; in other

words, masses of equal size and interest are placed on both

sides of the picture. The human body is an excellent ex-

ample of Formal Balance. Here we have a method by which
we may suggest formality, stateliness, conventionality, sym-
metry, precision. The second type (Informal Balance) is

always achieved through the use of different masses on both

sides of the picture. These masses differ in their ability

to attract attention because of differences in size, shape,

tone or interest. But regardless of the fact that both sides

of the picture are different, they must balance in some re-

spect: for instance, a large mass of comparatively little in-

terest is placed on one side and this is balanced by a much
smaller mass of greater interest on the other. This method
of Balance leads to greater unconventionality and variety,

and in extreme cases may give a sense of the eccentric and

fantastic.

PROPORTION.—Proportion is the relationship of sizes

of masses, depth of tones, length of lines, and importance

of interests between the parts of a composition and the

whole. In other words, it is the Law of the Inter-relation

of Parts. Large masses speak of simplicity, directness,

boldness. Smaller masses and lines suggest greater uncer-

tainty, as it takes the eye more time to see and analyze the

separate parts.

PATTERN,—Pattern is the regular distribution of these

masses, lines, shapes and tones.

OPPOSITION. -Opposition is the joining of lines at

right angles, or the contrasting of large masses to small ones,

long lines to short ones, light tones to dark ones, breadth

to height, in order to obtain strength, variety and interest.

TRANSITION.—Transition is the softening of the sever-

ity of these contrasts, by the use of connecting lines, masses

of intermediate sizes, tones of intermediate value, etc.

EiViPHASIS,—Emphasis is the art-principle by which the

eye is first carried to the most important feature in any

composition, and from that point to every other detail in the

order of its importance. Emphasis is achieved by the use

of lines leading to a certain point, by position in the pic-

ture-space, by difference in the tone of the point of inter-

est from its surroundings, by unusual or unexpected shapes,

lines, etc, and by selective focusing (as in a photographic

portrait, where the features are sharp and the background

out of focus) . Emphasis is a most important tool, enabling

us to single out one object among many and center the

attention on that.

SUBORDINATION,—Subordination is the reverse of Em-
phasis. Its purpose is to eliminate interest from certain

parts of the composition in order that Emphasis may play

its proper role. Examples are the subordination of branches

to the trunk of a tree, of spokes to a wheel, of side doors

(Continued on Page 472)
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Improved

Camera Crane

By

William Stull, A.S.C.

ANEW camera-crane, one of the largest in the in-

dustry, has recently been placed in use by the

General Service Studio. Not only is the new boom
one of the largest of its type in use, but it includes several

improvements in design and equipment which make it one

of the most practical equipments of its kind.

The new crane was designed by Jack C. Baker, of the

studio's Mechanical Design Department, and Carl H. Jensen,

a well-known Los Angeles Consulting Engineer. It was
fabricated entirely in the shops of the General Service Stu-

dio, and represents an unusual example of speed in the

design and fabrication of so large and intricate a machine:

the preliminary drawings were started in December, 1933,

and the crane was finished and ready for use before the

middle of February. The first production upon which the

new crane is being used is the Harold Lloyd picture, "Cat's

Paw," photographed by Walter Lundin, A.S.C.

In general appearance, the new crane is similar to the

majority of the large cranes already in use, though exceed-

ing them in size by a yard or more. It is hand operated,

in accordance with the general practice, and adapted for

use either on the stage or as a trailer on road or street. It

is does not need to be loaded on a truck for transportation,

being equipped with running-gear which permits the crane

to be towed anywhere like an ordinary trailer.

The running-gear consists of four truck wheels, with

heavy-duty pneumatic tires. All four wheels are steerable,

though the two rear ones may be locked in the straight

position for transport. Four-wheel, hydraulic brakes and
Timken roller-bearings are fitted.

The spring-suspension is of the L. & E. type, consisting

of two pairs of transverse springs at each end of the chassis.

These springs take the place of conventional axles, and allow

individual action by each wheel, exactly the same as the

"knee-action" springing in many current automobiles. The
suspension system was designed and built by Lundeiius and
Eccleston, of Los Angeles.

The chassis of the crane is a conventional square truss

of steel I-beams. Upon this chassis is fitted the mount-
ing for the crane itself: this mounting may be levelled in-

dependently of the angle of the chassis, by means of four

screw-jacks, one at each corner of the false frame between
crane and chassis. In the centre of this false frame, rest-

ing on a massive bronze ball-joint, is a short, vertical steel

tube, fitted with a heavy ball thrust-bearing, which serves

as the horizontal axis for the crane's rotation. Upon this

is a U-shaped steel saddle, in which the crane arm is fitted,

and which serves as the axis for the arm's vertical move-
ment.

The crane-arm itself is of Duralumin, in the usual bridge-

truss form. From its axis to the end at which the camera
is placed, the arm is 24 '/z feet in length, exceeding by

The new General Service Studio camera-crane.
Dwight W. Warren, A.S.C, Chief Cinematographer
for Educational Studios, and Director Charles La
Mont are riding the boom. Below, left to right:
Victor Raby, builder of the crane; Jack C. Baker
and Carl Jensen, the designers. As will be seen,
one man can operate the device, despite its weight
of over six tons.

nearly three feet, it is said, the length of any comparable
camera-crane. Beneath the arm, at the fulcrum, is a bronze
sector, at present used as a bearing for the friction brake;

ultimately, it is planned to cut gear-teeth in this sector,

mashing with a driving-gear, so that the arm may be raised

or lowered by one man, operating a crank or wheel.

As is usual in these booms, the weight of the long crane-

arm, the camera, cameramen, etc., is counterbalanced by

lead weights placed in a receptacle on the short end of the

arm. However, in this design, a new feature has been

introduced: instead of merely placing a number of weights

in a retaining box, and securing an approximate balance,

the designers have utilized the familiar principle of shifting

weights, to secure a highly accurate balance. A fixed

weight is placed at the short end of the arm, as in conven-

tional practice, but the actual balance is adjusted by means
of a sliding weight-box moving on the top of the arm. In

this box is kept a standard weight, which may, in case of

need, be supplemented by additional weights. The box is

fitted with rollers along its bottom, which serve as wheels

or bearings for its travel. It is moved in and out from the

end of the arm by means of a helically-cut shaft, or worm,
which passes through the box. This helix is rotated,

through a bevel-gear drive and a shaft and crank, from the

under-side of the arm. This drive is so located that both

it and the anticipated raising gear may be worked from a

central position, by a single operator. This method of

counterbalancing is so accurate that the boom may be

operated, with any load, by a single man. Obviously, it

permits far speedier and more accurate counterbalancing of

any load than is possible with existing methods; its use

should result in greatly improved efficiency in the making

of crane shots.

The head which carries the camera is, essentially, of con-

ventional design. An L-shaped base is pivoted to the end

of the boom-arm, and kept level by two tubular radius-

arms. Upon this is pivoted the principal camera-mount,

which carries the camera (with or without a blimp) mount-

ed on a standard friction pan-and-tilt head, seats for two

cinematographers, and mounts for two lights. A third light

(ContinuecJ on Page 474)
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Improvising

for the

Newsreels
By

Ray Fernstrom, A.S.C.

ONCE a year the Los Angeles newsreel boys wind
up their football coverage with the famous East-

West Rose Bowl contest in Pasadena. This year
on New Year's day it rained for the first time in the his-

tory of this great national event. And this year I worked
with that old go-getter Mervyn Freeman, helping to add
scenes to his usual thorough coverage for Universal News-
reel. We were set up on the top of the bowl along with
the rest of our troupe from the competitive reels. The rain

came down on our heads, on our cameras and into the com-
plicated device that is known as a view finder. This one
in particular is made up of a number of lenses, prisms,

ground glass and a million screws. In good weather this

results in a clear upright magnified image of whatever the

camera is pointed at and covers the field seen by each of

the various lenses used.

As the game progressed the rain slowly seeped in among
the nice shiny pieces of glass, onto the inside walls of the

finder and onto the bottom, giving off a fine fog that slowly

obliterated any view of the game. With a long telephoto

lens in the camera, our ability to follow the fast action of

the players grew rapidly less. Here was a case of "impro-
vising" while the camera still worked. Reaching into the

lens case we found a couple of ordinary paper clips. These
we bent so that the ends could be stuck into crevices on
top of the camera. The outer ends we bent into the near

shape of the field covered by our lens. Sighting through
our rifle sights we luckily kept a pretty good "bead" on the

game until the end of the half, when we had time to take

the real finder apart and wipe off the dew. When we later

saw our efforts on the screen, only one scene was a little

off center. Oh, the luck of the newsreel men!

Speaking of Merv Freeman reminds me of another story

I pumped out of him, that shows even better how far in

improvising a newsreel cameraman has to go in order to

ALWAYS GET THE PICTURE. Merv was strapped to the

periscope on the outside of a submarine once. He insisted

on getting a scene that was to look on the screen as if it

were shot through the periscope as the sub made a dive.

Once fastened on the "pole" he found it impossible to pan

or tilt his camera. Here was a tough break. Kicking

frantically at the steel tubing as his feet and body submerg-
ed he finally succeeded in giving a signal to the officers

inside the conning tower. Up to the surface came the sub

and soon a head came up out of the hatch cover to find out

Ray Fernstrom, intrepid newsreeler and raconteur,
with a Mitchell camera to his right and an Akeley
to his left, rigged out specially by him for air work.

the trouble. After some discussion, Freeman, dripping wet,
asked for a set of head phones and mouthpiece so that he
could give directions to the sub commander, pointing the

sub when he couldn't point his camera.
Thanks to his insistence and ingenuity he got his picture

and a thorough soaking as well, since he did not give the

order to rise until his neck was down to the level of the

blue Pacific.

In contrast to this he told me about making a shot from
the Goodyear blimp. Merv, a hound for odd angles, wanted
a shot from way back in the gondola looking forward over

the shoulders of the pilot and out through the forward win-
dows at the boat race he was covering. Once set up back
there in the cramped ballast bin, he tied his camera down
with sand bags and asked for a straight dive at the pulling

crews in the long thin shells that were cutting thin fur-

rows in the Olympic basin below. From a thousand feet

they dove, down, down to nearly a mere hundred, with

Merv on his nose. Three times they tried it on different

races. Here too was a case of pointing the ship at the

"picture" when there was no possibility to direct the cam-
era. The close quarters and small windows prevented any

semblance of this.

There is no cameraman in the newsreel business to whom
quite so many stories are attached as Joe Johnson, veteran

of many years, on the staff of Paramount News.
It is a rare occasion when Joe will give you a yarn first

hand, but here is a Lulu. Back in 1919 when Joe was cov-

ering for Pathe News, he got a hot tip that Elsie DeVillers

was going up for a record parachute jump. That was back

in the days when lady jumpers were a real novelty, and

novelty is news. So off Joe went to the flying field after

ordering a plane from which to shoot. All the competitors

from the other newsreels were there eager for action, every-

thing in readiness, except Joe's plane. He stalled the oth-

ers until they would wait no longer. One after the other

the competitors' planes took the air. Just as the last one

left, Joe's ship landed. In hopped Joe, no time to tie in

his camera, and found himself high in the sky before he

realized nothing was at hand to fasten his camera to the

plane. Suddenly he membered his leather belt that held

his pants up. It became a case of losing his trousers or

(Continued on Page 473)
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PHOTOGRAPHY

of the MONTH
"BOLERO"

Paramount Production

Photographed by Leo Tover, A.S.C.

Based on the life-story of a famous dancer, "Bolero" dif-

fers from the usual treatments of this theme in having a

star who can actually dance; accordingly, the camera-treat-

ment of the dancing sequences is greatly benefited. Instead

of having to "cheat"—that is, use doubles for the few

long-shots, and suggest dancing with close-ups of a non-

dancing star—Cinematographer Tover has been able to show

the dances fully. He has made them extremely interesting

examples of this type of cinematography. The "Bolero"

number, especially, is unusually well handled; Tover's cam-

era-treatment, lighting, etc., are really on a par with Ravel's

astounding composition, which is used in the accompanying

score. The opening shot of the second portrayal of this

dance is particularly effective—one of the few really justi-

fied crane-shots seen recently.

Tover's handling of the dramatic portions of the film is

also good, even though not so spectacular as his treatment

of the choreographic sequences. He has treated his players

very kindly, giving George Raft something of the sleek

screen personality of Valentino—a surprising, abrupt change

from former treatment; Carole Lombard has seldom been

shown to better advantage, despite the difficulty of strange,

pre-war costumes. Sally Rand has also been photographed

beautifully—and her fan-dance is a pictorial gem. The
Paramount Sound Department deserve high praise for the

excellent recording of the musical score, which is unusually

fine recording.

"NANA

•

Samuel Goldwyn Production

United Artists Release

Photographed by Gregg Toland, A.S.C.

In this production, a highly-publicized Russian star

—

Anna Sten—makes her bow to American films. In her

previous, foreign-made films, she was shown as an unusually

fine actress, but a none too photogenic screen personality,

in "Nana," however, Cinematographer Toland has literally

given her a forceful screen personality. His lighting and

photography stamp her immediately as a screen "find"

—

perhaps the discovery of the year. In many quarters, the

credit for this is given to Producer Sam Goldwyn and Direc-

tor Dorothy Arzner: it cannot be denied that both deserve

the highest praise; for it takes the highest type of cinema-
mindedness to produce and direct such a picture, and to

'make' a new star; but without the inspired camerawork
which literally made Miss Sten a magnetic screen person-

ality, all other effort would have gone for naught.

Viewed strictly as photography, "Nana" is well up to

Toland's high standard. Not only are there many indi-

vidual scenes and sequences of great merit, but the atmos-

phere of the period—the late 1 860's— is perfectly recreated.

This was difficult, for the architecture and costumes of the

period, and its innate atmosphere, lend themselves badly to

photographic pictorialism. Adhering to the tenets of good

cinematography, while at the same time holding to the spirit

of the period, is a fine and difficult achievement. Cine-

matographer Toland has in "Nana" a film of which he may
well be proud.

"SUCCESS STORY"

RKO Production

Photographed by Henry W. Cerrard, A.S.C.

This picture shows Cinematographer Gerrard working in

a style radically different from his recent films—a harsh,

brittle mood, as different from his recent work as night

from day, but excellently keyed to the dramatic mood of

the story. Gerrard's camerawork is as deft as ever, despite

the change in mood, and plays an important part in building

up the peculiar emotional response of the story. It is par-

ticularly interesting to note the manner in which slight

changes in makeup and photographic treatment accentuate

the transition of Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., through the course

of the action, from an uncouth young gangster to a polished

business-man. The print seen in preview was extremely

poor, making it very difficult to give photography fair con-

sideration.

"NO MORE WOMEN '

Charles H. Rogers Production for Paramount

Photographed by Harry Fischbeck, A.S.C, and

Theodor Sparkuhl, A.S.C.

Photographically, "No More Women" is of a decidedly

higher order than might have been expected of the latest

of the rowdy McLaglen-Lowe series. Although played pri-

m.arily for comedy, and laid against the rough background

of the San Pedro waterfront and the operations of the sal-

vage fleet, the film shows, none the less, much fine camera-

work. The outstanding feature, of course, is the under-

water camerawork, showing the divers at work. These are

unusually interesting; well handled, and often most pic-

torial. Some of the other scenes, as well, are photograph-

ically interesting. There are many effective angle-shots

about the salvage-boats, both at sea and in the harbor;

one scene showing them returning to port—photographed

through a fisherman's seine—is very striking. Another

scene—showing one of the many battles between the two

stars— is a fine example of camera-minded direction: it is

played entirely in the dark, with an occasional figure mo-
mentarily silhouetted against a small window; it appeals to

the imagination far more than any actual fighting—sug-

gesting a real conflict of Titans.

The fight on the roller-coaster provides an outstanding

thrill, and is a great success for Farciot Edouart, A.S.C, and

his special-process staff. It is one of the most realistic

examples of process work seen in a long time, and an out-

standing thrill.
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At left Vernon Walker, A.S.C., head of R.K.O.
Special Effects Dept. At right, Lynn Dunn, A.S.C.,

first assistant to Mr. V/a\ker.

OPTICAL Printing, or "Projection Printing," as it

is sometimes called, is a process of rephotograph-

ing at approximately unit magnification, from one

motion picture film to another. The apparatus used for

this work Is almost invariably specially designed and built,

and consists essentially of a standard motion picture camera,

fitted with a registration movement, facing a printer head,

likewise equipped with a registering or 'pilot-pin' movement,

and mounted on a rigid lathe-bed. With the one excep-

tion of speed of operation, this method is by far the most

satisfactory of all motion-picture printing methods. Full

control of the original film and the raw stock is possible at

all times, and the process is subject to an almost infinite

degree of modifying manipulation.

Optical printing is utilized for an endless variety of work.

Duplicate (or "Dupe") negatives may be made of a posi-

tive film when the negative is not available or when a new

negative is wanted; scenes which are unsatisfactory in ac-

tion or quality can often be salvaged; many shots formerly

made in the camera such as fades, dissolves, matted

shots, and double-exposure or "split-screen" and composite

scenes—can now be made on the optical printer. More-

over, an entirely new range of trick effects, such as "Wipe-

offs," Trick Transitions, and the like, have been made pos-

sible by this device. In a word, the optical printer is called

upon to do almost everything in the line of "dupe" frick

photography. For that reason, it is generally considered as

the backbone of the trick camera department. Regardless

of whether or not a production includes any of the gener-

ally accepted forms of special-effects camerawork, it is cer-

tain to include a considerable footage of optically printed

film; I would venture to say that during the past four or

five years there has not been a single production released

that did not utilize the services of the optical printer to

a considerable extent.

Unfortunately, the average production cinematographer's

knowledge of optical printing seems more or less limited.

He knows the principle of it, to be sure, but he usually

knows little of how much film from his production goes

through the process, or of the many steps involved in it.

He becomes very conscious of it, however, when in viewing

a preview of his picture, he finds some bad jumps in con-

trast or quality where the dissolves are cut in. His imme-

diate reaction is usually to condemn the man in charge of

the work. Limitation of his knowledge on the subject

causes him to give little thought to the many steps in-

volved between the time when the exposed dupe negative

is delivered to the laboratory and when he views the shot

on the screen, cut into his picture. While he keenly ap-

preciates the extent to which laboratory manipulation may

Optical
influence his own work, he does not stop to consider that

it must logically play an even greater part in the success or

otherwise of optical printer work. In my own estimation,

the laboratory work is responsible for not less than half of

the success or failure of optical printing. Unless the man
in charge of optical printing has full control of every step

in the making of a dupe negative, he should not be held

entirely responsible for the quality of his work. It should
be remembered that where in regular production cinema-
tography the laboratory is a factor in three basic steps, i.e.,

the development of the original negative, the making of the

print, and the development thereof, in optical printing the

laboratory is a factor in no less than six such steps: the

development of the original negative, the making of the

duplicating positive, the development of the duping posi-

tive, the development of the duped negative, the making
of the final print from that negative, and the development
of that print. Obviously, the margin for laboratory errors

is rather more than doubled, and successful results indicate

an extremely high degree of laboratory cooperation.

Consistency is of course the most important consideration

in quality optical printing. When once a satisfactory sys-

tem of duping is worked out to fit the conditions and equip-

ment at hand, the consistency of the laboratory work is the

greatest single factor in obtaining continuous good results.

To my mind, granting that the printing equipment itself is

satisfactory, the making of the lavender duping print Is of

the greatest importance in securing good dupes. Needless

to say, without a good print, duplication of the original

negative Is next to impossible. A slight variation from the

proper contrast in the lavender print can be compensated

for in the exposure and development of the dupe negative,

or by change in the duplicating raw film used. But this,

of course, means variation from the set system which has

been worked out, and uncertainty as to the ultimate results.

Every man doing this type of work has to contend with

certain definite sources of difficulty. If he can reduce these

to a single source, and concentrate his attention upon this

one, he will find that his results become more satisfactory.

In my own work, I find that my greatest single source of

worry is to get the prints from my dupe negative to match

the original. If these prints do not match, the complaints

are not long in coming. Although I may know that the

dupe negative is perfect, the producer, director, and some
others usually judge by what they see on the screen. If

the dupes can be normally printed to match in the working

print, a perfect match In the master print can be demanded.

In the RKO Camera Effects Department, this evenness is

maintained by obtaining from the film editor samples of

his original positive from the scenes to be duped. These

samples are systematically filed, and sent to the laboratory

with the dupe negative for print matching purposes. This

system also aids in checking for light-changes and variation

in contrast.

To maintain the necessary consistency in the quality of

the work done for a large studio, as much latitude as pos-

sible is necessary In the two major steps. These steps

—

the making of the duping print and the development of the

dupe negative—must have great latitude in order to take

care of any variation in film, positive and negative devel-

oper, and optical printer light and speed. This last factor,

however, is of little trouble when one has proper checking

facilities such as a photocell photometer and a tachometer.

We have found that a duping print reproduces best when
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Printing

and Technique
By

Lynn Dunn, A.S.C.
Optic.ll Printer Operator. R.K.O. Camera Effects Dept.

Vernon Walker, A.S.C, Chief

made on a soft positive stock and developed normally. This

print should be timed so that the highlights are printed

through about three points darker than would be the case

in a normal print for projection. This will still permit the

blacks to be easily penetrated if the duping positive stock

is of the proper softness, such as Eastman Duplicating lav-

ender. The duping negative raw-stock used should be soft

enough to permit a full normal development. DuPont
Orthochromatic is about the softest acceptable stock for

duping which we have yet found.

It must be admitted that the above system is not the

best for really fine-grain results: but the problem of con-

sistency from day to day, in quantity work, seems to be of

greater importance. My own experience leads me to the

conclusion that, much to the contrary of the opinions held

by many technicians, with the present fine-grain raw films

we have available today, the question of grain is not of as

great importance as that of variation in matching the origi-

nal contrast in a dupe. A dupe can be rather excessive in

grain, but match the original well in contrast, and give a

much less noticeable "jump" in quality on the screen than

if the reverse condition were true. A jump in density is

inexcusable unless the negative density of both ends of a

dissolve do not match each other. This discussion of grain

is in reference to dissolves that are "jump cut" to the origi-

nal negative. Grain is, of course, much more objectionable

when the dupe is run at any length; but under normal

present-day conditions the grain of the average properly

made dupe is not noticeable to the general public. In

checking, this has been found to be the case about 90 per

cent of the time. I have noticed much less difference in

the grain of different duping stocks than in the results ob-

tained from different developers. The developer used is

usually one of the limitations put on the optical printer

man. It is all too often a case of "Do the best you can

with what is furnished you."

An interesting method of duping, which I used for about

a year, is from a duping print timed normally, and devel-

oped in negative developer for about two-thirds normal

time. The dupe negative is then made on soft lavender

positive stock, and developed exactly the same as the duping

print. This is an ideal system for fine grain, but is ob-

viously much too critical to be followed without extra care-

ful laboratory supervision, so that strict consistency may be

maintained. Any slight variation in either step throws the

process off balance, due to the lack of latitude in the

method.

Another element that enters the question when a radi-

cally different type of duping print is used is the fact that

one is very often called on to dupe a stocJ<. scene received

from another studio. This print is, of course, the more
orthodox type of lavender, and it must sometimes be mixed

in a series dissolve with a special type duping print such

Illustration No. 1

Illustration No. 2

as described above. Obviously in this case, one or the
other type will suffer in reproduction. For these reasons
the optical printer man is unwise to stray very far from the

beaten path of commercial quantity duping.

When we reach the discussion of equipment, we come
upon a difficult subject, due to the fact that very little is

standard except the general lay-out of the camera and
printer facing each other on a lathe bed and driven in syn-
chronism. From a mechanical viewpoint the quality of the

dupe depends upon three things: the lens; the quality and
evenness of the light; and uniform speed. Any sharp,

clean-cutting lens having an absolutely flat field can be
used; a focal length of four inches is most acceptable, as it

places the camera at a good workable distance from the

printer head. The speed need not be faster than f:4.5.

Aside from the regular cine lenses, there are on the market
a number of copying lenses which are excellent for optical

printer use. I have found that a well diffused 1,000
Watt, tubular projection lamp is very satisfactory for a

printing-light; this light should be strong enough to enable
the lens to be used well closed down, giving improved
definition. The motor should be powerful enough to drive

the printer without speed fluctuation. A voltage regulator

should be in the line, and the speed-control should be by a

rheostat rather than by change of pulleys.

The above is an outline of a simple printer which could be
used for straight dupes and registration printing. As there

is no standard in optical printers, every one is an individual

design—usually a conglomeration of many ideas. All op-
tical printers start out with the simple layout as outlined

above, and are added to as the money is appropriated. If
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Illustration No. 4

the studio executives have full confidence in the head of

their Effects Department, the money can usually be obtained

from time to time for developing helpful additions to the

optical printer. As certain new problems to be done on

the optical printer appear, an appropriation can usually be

obtained to complete the job, if the printer is not equipped

to handle it. The success or failure of the problem at hand
naturally has a great deal to do with the ease of obtaining

additions to such a printer. If the optical printer is prop-

erly designed from the start, the additions can be made
easily, and they will become an integral part of the machine.

This of course requires close cooperation between a first-

class machinist-designer and the printer operator, under the

supervision of a confident and progressive department head.

The efficiency and appearance of the printers in use at any

studio will tell the story of this cooperation.

For a concrete example of optical printer design, I can

do no better than to point to the one used in the Camera
Effects Department at the RKO Studio; not only is it an

equipment with which I am most intimately familiar, but

its completeness speaks eloquently of the spirit prevailing

in the department, under the leadership of Vernon Walker,

A.S.C. The accompanying illustration (Figs. 1 , 2, 3 and 4)

are of four different angles of this printer. With the ex-

ception of the wipe-over device (N) all attachments are

permanent fixtures. The machine itself is one of the most

modern in design ;for efficiency in all around printing and

trick work, together with ease and precision of operation,

it cannot, to the best of my knowledge, be equalled any-

where. Due to the fact that at present RKO has but one

optical printer for all types of work, this machine is con-

stantly in use. In addition to all straight duping, special

trick matting shots and multiple-exposure work, this ma-
chine is called on to make all of the registration prints for

use in Mr. Walker's process-background work. This method
has been the ultimate means of his securing perfect regis-

tration in his process composite. These prints are made at

a printing speed of about eighteen feet per minute, while
duping speed is twenty-four to thirty feet per minute. The
printer can run as high as forty-two feet per minute for

emergency rush work.

Fig. 1 is a full shot of the RKO optical printer from the

operating side. The lathe bed is six feet long, allowing for

zoom up shots and reduced aperture work. The four rheo-

stats mounted on the lower right side of the printer are for

control of light, printer-speed, and motor rewind speed.

The printer-head moves vertically, and the camera-head
moves laterally. Both movements can be made by hand
or motor. The camera can also be rocked mechanically.
Figures 2, 3 and 4 show plainly the general layout and ac-

cessibility of all controls and parts.

In Fig. 2, the five similar dials facing us are indicators

to calibrate the above-mentioned movements, graduated to

one thousandth of an inch. Another of this same type of

dial (not visible in the picture) is used to indicate focus,

which is varied by travel of the lathe carriage. "A" in

Fig. 2 shows the camera drive shaft with a footage counter

mounted on top. This shaft has a gear-change for elimi-

nating alternate frames. "B" is the motor rewind control.

Film in the printer can be rewound in either direction at

a speed of over ninety feet per minute. "C" and "D" are

controls to connect or disconnect the camera and printer-

head independently while in motion. The printer head can

be run in either direction. "E" and "F" are the automatic

geared take-ups for the printer-head. "C" is a switch-

box for most of the electrical controls, including an auto-

matic stop. This feature causes the printer-head to stop

at any frame previously notched on the edge. This is handy
when a scene needs certain frames eliminated, or held to

be photographed more than one. "H" is the air-pressure

control; air is piped to both sides of the movement, and just

below the printer-head. The air is used to prevent "breath-

ing" of old film, and for cleaning film entering the move-
ment.

"J" in Fig. 2 is the eyepiece for one of our latest addi-

tions, an intercepting prism. When this prism is moved in,

it throws the image on a special ground glass showing the

exact line-up as on the camera ground glass. This ground

glass has mounted on it a means for accurately registering a

film for line-up purposes, with arrangements for moving this

film along, frame by frame. In this way, any movement
of the printer can be made to match a movement on an-

other film. "II" is a built-in film-punch—the only one I

know of which places a notch as close as four frames from

the one in the aperture. "K" is the mounting for two

signal lights. The left light is a red warning-light, which

comes on when either camera or printer-head is moved
more than one thousandth of an inch from its normal line-

up. The other is a marker light, and comes on during a

fade when the shutter reaches a predetermined opening.

As our printer light-tests are two-foot fades, this enables

us to read the correct shutter-opening for the density picked.

This same marker-light, manually operated, is used to in-

dicate the exact frame where a dissolve starts and ends,

enabling the film editor to quickly and accurately cut in

his dissolves.

Fig. 3 shows the printer from the threading side. The

counter, "L", has a large frame-indicator, which aids in

making dissolves any number of times to an exact length.

Crank "M" operates the rocking of the printer-head. This

feature is used for giving slight movement to boat and air-

plane scenes, etc., and for other shots requiring more mo-
tion; and also for quickly levelling up certain scenes, and

titles. Mounted on rods between the two reads is the wipe-

over device, "N". Interchangeable mattes of all types

(Continued on Page 470)
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Used in 7 out of 8

American Pictures in

1933'sTEN BEST"

/^^F THE Ten Best Pictures of 1933
^^^^ chosen in the Film Daily s poll, eight

were American productions. Of those eight,

seven were photographed on Eastman ^'Gray-

Back." This is outstanding evidence of the

acceptance enjoyed by Eastman Super-Sen-

sitive Panchromatic Negative among camera-

men and producers . . . and a signal tribute

to the versatility and unfailingly high quality

of the film itself Eastman Kodak Company,

Rochester, N. Y. (J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Dis-

tributors, New York, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN Super-Sensitive

Panchromatic Negative (Gray-Backed)
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WHEELS

OF INDUSTRY

Rolleicord Camera

• According to an announcement from

Burleigh, Brooks, Franke & Heidecke,

maker of the Rolleiflex Camera, they

have placed another edition of that well

known instrument on the market under

the name of Rolleicord Camera.

According to specifications this camera

has a narrower distance between lenses,

is compensated for Parallax, round focus-

ing knob with metre scale; rigid focusing

mechanism; one lever compur shutter for

both setting and releasing; frame finder

for sport pictures, and other adaptations

for filters, etc.

16mm Negative and Positive

• With the establishment of processing

plants in various parts of the country by

independents for the developing of nega-

tive and positive 16mm film, seemingly

this type of amateur work is gainmg more

headway.
With Fotoshop in New York City

opening a department for this work and

Dunning Process Company in Hollywood

specializing in a fine grain 16mm de-

velopment and printing, the first steps

toward popularizing negative and posi-

tive seem to be under way.

Leica in Science Booklet

• A handy pocket size booklet has just

been issued by E. Leitz, Inc., of New
York, on the use of the Leica Camera for

Macro and Micro photography. It was

authored by Willard D. Morgan.

It is a 68-page booklet selling for 25

cents and covers many phases of the use

of the Leica in science industry and edu-

cation. It gives methods, tables and ac-

cessories needed and available for this

type of photography.

Victor Repair Department

• This month the Los Angeles branch of

the Victor Animatograph Company which

is under the guidance of C. H. Ralke,

will install a repair department to take

care of all coast activities.

The home office in Davenport has sent

a specially trained man from the factory

to l-.ave c.narge of this new department.

New Filmo Model

• Bell Cr Howell Company makes the im-

portant announcement of a 16mm maga-

zine-loading motion picture camera, light

in weight, low in price, and rectangular

in shape—entirely different in appear-

ance from any camera previously made
by this company, but embodying the tra-

ditional Bell & Howell features of fine

design and rugged, precise construction.

This new camera has been christened

Filmo Model 121 .

The magazine-loading feature makes

for instantaneous loading. You just slide

in a 50-foot film magazine, close the

camera door, and the camera is loaded.

Filmo 121 is only 2V4x3 '/2x5 'A inches

in size and weighs about two pounds.

There are two viewfinders. One is a

direct-sight finder (spyglass type) af-

fording a large and brilliant field. The

other is a waist level finder of the re-

flecting type used on still cameras.

Two speeds, 16 and 24, are provided

for, as are single frame exposures. A
downward pressure on the starting but-

ton puts the camera in operation at 16

or 24 speed, according to the setting of

the speed control lever. An upward

movement of the starting button exposes

a single frame. This provision opens up

many interesting possibilities in anima-

t.on work.

A Cooke 20mm. F 3.5 universal focus

lens IS standard equipment. However, a

Cooke 1 -inch F 1 .8 lens, suitable for both

black and white or Kodacolor movies, can

be supplied, either with or without Koda-
color filter.

An exposure chart covering all outdoor
light conditions, seasons, subjects, and
hours of the day is built into the new
camera's side. There is an accurate film

footage dial and a permanently attached,

folding winding key.

The shutter is of a unique and dis-

tinctive type with oscillating action

—

motion picture's closest approach to the

focal plane shutter of a still camera. This

affords an unusual sharpness of image.

The exposure time at normal speed is

approximately one thirty-fourth of a sec-

ond.

New Victor Model 3

• According to Victor Animatograph Cor-
poration, Davenport, Iowa, the new 1934
Model 3 Victor Camera has been designed

and priced to dominate the moderate
priced camera market.

One of the most noticeable improve-

ments in the Model 3 is the addition of

a convenient attached winding crank.

The camera has five operating speeds

(including S-L-O-W-E-R Slow Motion).

Other features include: Duplex twin-

mounted spring motor, cushioned control,

variable tension for different operating

speeds, built-in exposure guide, self-set-

ting film footage scale, multiple-field

view finder with visible level (to pre-

vent unintentional side tilting of cam-
era), and provision for hand cranking.

Standard lens equipment consists of

the f:2.9 one-inch Universal Focus Dall-

meyer Triple Anastigm.at. Lenses of oth-

er makes and specifications can also be

supplied, as can Kodacolor equipment. All

standard 16mm cine lenses are inter-

changeable on the camera.

Earlier models of this same camera

have been extremely popular with movie

makers in all parts of the world. The

original Model 3 was priced at $125.00,

whereas the new improved instrument,

with many additional features and more

beautiful appearance, is priced at only

$72.50.

Embodying the many refinements list-

ed above and the fine craftsmanship

which is characteristic of Victor prod-

ucts, the Model 3 at its present attrac-

tive price promises to be the outstanding

camera value of the year.
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• PROFESSIONAL Criticism of the Amateur

picture is a part of the service offered by the

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER. Many

are not aware of this. Hundreds of pictures

have been reviewed this past year by mem-
bers of the American Society of Cinematog-

raphers for the Amateur.
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Sound for

Home Movies
By

Williain Stull, A.S.C.

THE amateur of today is in virtually the position of the

professional showman of six or seven years ago. At
that time, it will be recalled, sound suddenly appeared.

Sound—of any kind—became a desirable feature of any pro-

gramme. Yet the regular "Vitaphone" and "Movietone"
equipment (for showing, respectively, talking pictures syn-

chronized to disc and film recording) was almost prohibi-

tively expensive. Therefore many exhibitors continued to

play silent pictures, providing musical accompaniments and

sound-effects by non-synchronous reproducers. ..This was
done by using two turntables, each equipped with an electric

pick-up, and feeding into a common amplifying and repro-

ducing system; a "fader" was included, by which sonic lap-

dissolves could be made from one record to another, with

the volume of the piece being played diminishing as the

volume of the succeeding piece increased. Many theatres

built up sizable libraries of sound-effect records, using both

the 33 1/3 R.P.M. sound-and-broadcast standard record,

An amatcur-made equipment tor synchron-
ous recording on discs. The recording (and
reproducing) turntable is driven by its own
electric motor, and synchronized with the
camera through a flexible shaft. The am-
plifier serves for both recording and repro-
duction.

and the 78 R.P.M. commercial phonograph records. In due
time, as synchronous sound-equipment became more eco-
nomically available, the theatre men added it, or, in some
cases, adapted their non-synchronous equipment to syn-
chronous reproduction.

The amateur can well do the same.
Essentially, the situation is the same. Sound-on-film re-

producing equipment is available—at a price; so too (on
special order, and at a very stiff price) is sound-on-film re-

cording equipment. Sound-on-disc reproducing equipment,
of the synchronous variety, is available, at a somewhat lower
price; sound-on-disc recording equipment—of a kind—can
be made, or adapted from existing apparatus; though some-
what intricate and expensive, it is possible. Non-synchro-
nous sound-on-disc reproducing (and recording) equipment
may be had for very little cost—and for this there is a vir-

tually unlimited supply of records, both of music and sound-
effects already available.

Therefore, the most practical thing at the moment would
appear to be the use of non-synchronous disc-recorded ac-

companiments and sound-effects, graduating from this to

experiments with synchronous disc recording and reproduc-

tion, and eventually, to the use of a complete sound-on-film
installation when such become really practical for amateur
use.

If you own one of the ordinary electric-reproducing pho-

nographs (Victor, General Electric, Graybar, Majestic, Co-
lumbia, Phiico, etc.), you will be able to use it, after a

fashion, for this purpose. The average "automatic" pho-

nograph, however, is of little use for this purpose: for aside

from the fact that such machines are quite expensive, they

play their records through from start to finish, whereas, for

your purpose, you will often want to start, say, in the middle

of a record, playing only a few bars before repeating, or

changing to another record. The ordinary phonograph, of

course, permits this; but it suffers from the same drawback

as a single projector: the pauses between records. And
these pauses, since you are not likely to play a record

through, but merely to use certain themes in it, may be-

come quite annoying and frequent.

Therefore, by all means the best non-synchronous elec-

trical reproducing outfit is one that contains two turntables,

two pickups, and a "fader." You can easily assemble such

an outfit from standard parts—there are a number of port-

able turntable-and-electric-pickup outfits, such as the "Co-

clumbia" and "Rotrola," available—and, using a good mid-

get radio, with a dynamic speaker, for the amplifying and

reproducing unit for both turntables, would give you an ex-

cellent non-synchronous sound system for well under $100.

But this price may very well be bettered by a little judicious

"shopping": you should be able to pick up one of the non-

synchronous, double-turntable theatre outfits already men-

tioned very reasonably, either from one of the smaller thea-

tres, which has used and discarded them in favor of syn-

chronous equipment, or from a theatre-supply firm which

has taken them as a trade-in. The turntable parts of such

outfits are especially desirable for such use, as they not only

have the twin turntables, often working at either 33 1/3

R.P.M. or 78 R.P.M., and a fader, but also the pickup arms

are connected with pointers, working over graduated scales,

which permit you to set your needle down accurately, at any

predetermined point. Often, too, by eliminating the driv-

ing motors, and substituting the proper gearing, these de-

vices may be made into acceptable synchronous reproducers,

driven by the projector through a flexible shaft. Nearly all

of the newer projectors have motors built to handle such an

extra load, and are fitted with shafts to which such a drive

may be attached. This outfit might well be used, too, for

synchronous recording. In such a case—unless from the

start you had planned for recording, and used, say, the

chassis and pickup of a home-recording phonograph—you

would probably have to make some changes in the electri-

cal circuit, and possibly in the pickups. In this connection,

(Continued on Page 467 >
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The

Family

Newsreel
by

). Dickinson Reed
Contirnuity Editor

HOME movies are doubly interesting if they tell a

story: it doesn't have to be an epic, either—just

some simple idea which will give every member
of the family something definite to do. And it really isn't

hard to find such stories; every day, in every home, a dozen
little incidents occur which could be used as the basic story-

idea for an entertaining home movie.

For instance, every photographer who has a small son or

daughter has probably had the experience of finding the

baby playing with the family camera—well, why not make
that incident the basis of a story? Here is a continuity

written around such an occurrence: it is simple, easily made,
and will require about 150 feet 16mm. You will notice

that it can be made entirely outdoors—but if you like to

make interiors, much of the action can be moved indoors.

In the same way, you can adapt almost every point in the

story to suit your individual requirements: perhaps you won't

want to show Father asleep on the back porch—well, a

garden hammock will do just as well, and he'll probably be

more comfortable! Perhaps you haven't a hedge handy for

the big love-scene—well, why not the front porch, the

family car, or almost any place where such action would
naturally happen? Maybe you haven't a dog—or a cat:

if you haven't, maybe your neighbors have; and if you can't

beg or borrow them, you'll probably have some other pets

even a canary or a parrot—who will do just as well.

It is just the same with your players: maybe your family

doesn't fit the specifications of the cast-sheet; well, your

friends can help you out (everybody likes to get into an

interesting movie)—or, if necessary, you can even alter the

cast to fit your own family. Adaptation must be the key-

note of success in home-movie-making: don't follow any

idea slavishly "just because it's in the book" keep the

basic thought, and adapt it to meet your own requirements.

And here is Idea Number One:

THE FAMILY NEWSREEL
Cast of Characters

Father ...The family photographer

Sonny (3 or 4 years old)

The pride and problem of the family

Junior Sonny's big brother

Betty Junior's heavy date

Towser The family dog
Maria The cat

Mother, friends, etc., ad lib

Scene 1 . Long-shot of Father, asleep on the back porch.

A newspaper is spread over his face; it rises and falls

rhythmically.

Scene 2, Close-up of the newspaper heaving up and down
as Father snores.

Scene 3. Long-shot (from a different angle), showing

Sonny approaching Father.

Scene 4. Medium-shot of Sonny, interestedly watching

the movement of the newspaper.

Scene 5. Medium-shot of Sonny. He sees something;

pan to camera lying on table near Father.

Scene 6. Close-up of Sonny, looking around furtively.

The coast seems clear. He smiles gleefully.

Scene 7. Long-shot. Sonny picks up camera, and runs

out of the picture.

Scene 8. Close-up of Sonny examining camera. He peers

into the lens, looks through finder, etc. Then he sees

something outside the picture, and looks toward it.

Scene 9. Medium-shot of Towser, looking toward cam-
era, wagging his tail.

Scene 10. Close-up of Sonny, calling Towser,

Scene 1 1 . Long-shot of Sonny, pointing camera at Tow-
ser.

Scene 12. Medium long-shot of Towser (Sonny in fore-

ground, if possible). Towser Towser insists on presenting

his rear to camera.

Scene 13. Close-up of Sonny. He presses shutter-release

of camera.

Scene 14. Close-up of Towser, barking.

Scene 1 5. Close-up of Maria, the cat.

Scene 15. Long-shot of Sonny calling the cat.

Scene 17. Close shot of Maria licking milk from saucer.

Scene 18. Medium-shot of Sonny. He takes a picture

of the cat.

Scene 19. Medium long-shot of Junior and Betty, seated

by hedge. He tries to kiss her.

'Continued on Page 466)
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How About

the Eight"?

By

Wm. |. Grace

(Editor's Note: Wm J. Grace has devised so many interesting
things for the 16mm camera . . . and now his devices for the 8mm
is stepping that economical little instrument up in the field, also
because of the growing popularity of the 8mm camera, we have
asked Mr. Grace to furnish us with a series of articles on the 8mm
camera. This is the first of his contributions.)

NOT quite two years ago a husky little infant was
laid on the doorstep of our movie house. We
haven't paid much attention to him because he's

been a good little tad and has gone his quiet, unobtrusive

way, growing steadily. That child, like his older brother,

16mm, is a great deal like his forebears, in that he retains

the general family characteristic but exhibits the natural

generation-to-generation evolution of striving for even great-

er success.

Sixteen has been popular for nine or ten years now.

When it first came into the picture, it was left pretty much
to its own devices for awhile. Then, as the possibilities of

a film which could be safely handled attracted attention, and

as its lower cost made the allure still greater, Sixteen en-

joyed a rapid growth. Here was a field for the comparative

layman to dabble in motion pictures. There was no danger

of fire from an explosively inflammable film, and the cost

was so much lower than that of "standard" film. The still

camera enthusiasts welcomed the chance to blossom forth

in still greater fields, and Sixteen caught a firm hold.

Not only did Sixteen grow in popularity for family and

travel filming, but its low cost and safety attracted much
commercial interest. To satisfy the demands for equipment
which could satisfactorily project the picture on a screen of

sufficient size to exhibit before small audiences of a hun-

dred people, pro|ector and lamp manufacturers developed

hand in hand equipment far in excess of home projection

In lower left hand
corner is the frame
counter which Mr.
Grace has installed on
an 8mm camera.

mands. During the past two
years Sixteen projectors have

been increased in brilliancy over

300 per cent—from 200 watts

to 750!
These things were what stood

in the way of Sixteen
—"Can

the screen be illuminated bril-

liantly enough to make it prac-

tical," and "Won't the small

size of the picture cause too

much graininess even if it could

be projected to large sizes!"

Well, you Sixteeners who have

been in the ranks for the past

two or three years know the answer.

Where does all this lead us? Right up to the question

of the practicability of the newest member of the motion
picture family—8mm. The growth of Eight will parallel

the growth of Sixteen, is my prediction. Of course, it is

inevitable that Eight will profit by the advancements already

made in Sixteen, just as Sixteen profited by the develop-

ments in Thirty-five up to the time of Sixteen's birth. But

the same objections will be raised and the same objections

will be overruled regarding Eight as in the case of Sixteen.

The first reason for the existence of Eight is its low cost.

In the first place. Eight film is so much smaller that four

times as many pictures may be taken on the same amount
of sensitized cellulose acetate (non-inflammable celluloid to

you) as on Sixteen, and ten times as many as on Thirty-

five. Where a four-minute screen time of Thirty-five costs

about $15.00, Sixteen costs $6.50, and Eight only costs

$2.25. Now just imagine that. Eastman, the only manu-
facturer of 8mm film at present, advertises the fact that

each 8mm scene only costs about ten cents, one-tenth of

a dollar. This is just about the cost of each still picture

of, say, 3 '/4 by 4 '/4 inch size, and what a difference be-

tween a still and a motion picture!

The second reason for the growing popularity of Eight is

the fact that the lenses are so much smaller that they are

much less expensive to manufacture than those for Thirty-

five and Sixteen. It is easier to make small pieces of per-

fect optical glass than large ones. The cost of the mechan-

ical parts of a camera or projector is not as great in pro-

portion to the total as one might think. It's the little piece

of highly refined and carefully ground sodium silicate stuck

out in front that makes them cost so much.

The third thing about Eight which appeals to the pho-

tographer is the small size of the associated equipment pos-

sible with the tiny film size. In a little box which may be

slipped in one's coat suit pocket it is possible to build a

complete movie camera, loaded with film and equipped for

making not only regular movies, but trick movies as well.

Eight may have certain limitations at present, but they are

to be found mainly in the projection end of the system.

About the only possible objection to Eight just now as far

as taking pictures is concerned is the absence of super-

speed film and color film. You may depend on it, too, that

film manufacturers will quickly accede to the demands of

the movie-making public for these films when they con-

sider the time economically ripe. The purchase of the

(Continued on Page 468 i

For those who are inclined to want effects

in the 8mm pictures, Mr. Grace has made
the lap-dissolve possible in this camera by
equipping it with a rewind feature. At
bottom left circle is the adjusting key for

rewind. Next to it is the rewind key itself.
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Looking for

local-Color'
By

Milfon R. Krasner, A.S.C.

LAST summer, the Charles Rogers production unit at
Paramount sent me up to the Oregon wheat country
to make a picture called "Golden Harvest"; this

spring, another company from the same unit will go to
Honduras, to photograph "Green Cold" among the banana
plantations. Nice trips, both of them—but despite Mr.
Rogers' good will for cinematographers, neither trip is a
mere pleasure- jaunt

: there is a sound business reason behind
them. Mr. Rogers realizes that you've got to have more
than simply a good story, competent actors, a good director,
and an expert cinematographer to turn out a really success-
ful picture: you must have an atmosphere that is convinc-
ing—that is so completely natural that the audience forgets
that it is looking at a make-believe story, and feels that it

IS really participating in something real.

Now, probably the biggest single item in building up such
an atmosphere is 'local color'; the thousand-and-one details,
little and great, that combine to give any locality its unmis-

takable individuality. On a wheat ranch, for instance

—

like the one used for so much of the action of "Golden
Harvest"—there are literally thousands of little details

which combine to give the impression of reality: conceiv-
ably, you could reproduce such a ranch near the studio, but
even with the most painstaking planning you would miss
enough of this 'local color' to destroy much of the desired

impression of authenticity.

And what has all this to do with amateur cinematogra-
phy? Just this: that if the amateur will look for, and use,

this sort of 'local color' in his films (especially the dramatic
ones), he will find that he has learned how to make films

that are different from the ordinary run of non-professional

photoplays—films that make an audience sit up and take

rotice.

After all, just what do we want for an amateur photo-
play?

First of all—aside from a reasonably smooth technique

—

a story which can be satisfactorily produced with the means
at hand: parts which can be acted believably by the players

available; action which is interesting—and natural; and a

convincing, natural background against which to enact the

story.

Of these considerations, the most Important, to my mind,

are the background available, and its relation to story and

players. You can have the most unique background in the

world—but if it conflicts with the story and players it is

worthless. Worse yet, you may have a highly unusual back-
ground available—and not use it. We've all seen these

things happen—even in our own films. But how can we
prevent it?

Principally, I believe, by careful planning. When we first

decide to make a photoplay, we should stop and think;

survey the material we have to work with—especially the

local color. What can we make out of it? How can we
use it to the full? Once we can answer these questions,

our picture is half made, though not an inch of film has

been exposed. The perfect answer, of course, should be

that we've made our background a really integral part of

the story—a motivating force; almost an actor. If we
can do that, we can be sure of a convincing, interesting

film—one that will be sure to interest an audience.

Let's consider how this has been done in some profes-

sional pictures. For instance, there is my own "Golden

Harvest." True, not all of the action took place on the

Oregon wheat ranch: but the two leading players, Chester

Morris and Richard Arlen, were cast as the two sons of a

wheat grower; farming—wheat-farming—was bred in their

blood, and even though Morris went to the city and became
a grain-pit speculator, he was still a farmer under the skin;

his kinship to the grain growers made him a fortune, and

then impelled him to throw it away in an heroic effort to

save his neighbors on the farm. The ranch atmosphere was
truly a motivating part of the plot.

In "State Fair," the big fair was more than a background:

it was truly a motivating factor—as fully an actor as were

any of the flesh-and-blood players. The story of the fair

was the story of the various characters; from start to finish,

its influence was felt; it brought each one of them prob-

lems—happiness—triumph— and sorrow. It conspired

against them; it thwarted them and, in spite of it all, they

attained happiness.

In much the same way, the Steel Mills of Pittsburgh were
used in a rather unimportant film released last year, "No
Other Woman," while, back in the silent days, one of Lillian

Gish's most powerful roles was in a film called "Wind," in

which the Texas climate was used as the principal menace.

In the amateur field, I recall a film entered in the 1933
American Cinematographer Amateur Film Contest—one

which was so good it received Honorable Mention. It was
made by Elton Fox, of Oakland, California, and was called

(Continued on Page 468)
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''Pardon

My Pups''

By

Dwighf W. Warren, A.S.C.

A FEW weeks ago I photographed a two-reel com-
edy, released by Educational Pictures, called "Par-
don My Pups." It isn't a great picture—very few

two-reelers ever are—but I believe it is a picture that home-
movie makers ought to see. Stripped of the routine embel-
lishments of the professional comedy, it is a simple little

home story of the type that home-movie makers are always
looking for—but not always finding.

The picture begins with a double-exposed title; the back-
ground is a series of lap-dissolves carrying you from the

front fence, up to the house, and finally to the gabled roof,

all the time with a driving rain beating down. As the last

title fades, the scene fades to a close shot of a ceiling; the

rain is coming through, dripping down drop by drop into

the room below. We follow a drop down, and see that it

is falling down upon little "Mary Lou," asleep in bed. She
wakes, gets up, and wakes "Sonny," her big brother, re-

minding him that it's his birthday. He likes that—until he
starts to wonder what he will be given for a birthday-pres-
ent: he wants a motorcycle, but his father wants to give him
a dog, a thoroughbred spaniel puppy. "Sonny" is afraid of

dogs; but the birthday-present idea is the only alibi father

can think of to justify buying himself a pup.
After breakfast, the argument still rages: motorcycle vs.

dog. One of "Sonny's" friends—and a rival in love

—

drives up with a birthday-present: a dog. "Sonny" is ter-

rified, refuses the dog, and angers his father. Finally,

"Father" lays down an ultimatum that "Sonny" is going to

get a dog, whether or not he likes the idea.

Here we fade to a traveling-shot of feet, walking along a

railroad-track: it is "Sonny," running away. He pauses by
a sign which reads, "You are now leaving Farmington

—

population 10,899." Slowly, he takes out a pencil, crosses

off the last 9, and replaces it with an 8. He resumes his

journey.

Soon a train whizzes past; and as "Sonny" steps back
onto the track, he picks up a menu which has blown from
the diner. That reminds him—he's getting hungry! Just

then, he smells something appetizing: we cut to a close-up

of some bacon sizzling in a pan. A tough-looking hobo is

cooking his meal. "Sonny" approaches, hungrily. But

one look at the tough customer tells the boy he'll get no
meal there; tightening up his belt, he resumes his march.

Soon after, crossing a trestle, he stops—something is

hurt underneath the bridge! He hurries down—and finds a

dog. It is a very forlorn-looking spaniel—so forlorn that

it finally overcomes his fear of dogs. He picks it up, and

says, "Well, I guess I'm licked. Back home for us, doggie!"

The next scene shows him—still carrying the spaniel

—

entering the back door of the girl-friend's home. She gladly

helps him to bathe the dog, and make it presentable.

While they're doing this, we cut back to the bridge, which

is near a road. A big, shiny roadster draws up; in it is

(Continued on Page 4641

the same boy who had offered "Sonny" the other dog. He
stops, calls out to the tramp, "Seen a dog around here?

Mine jumped out of the car near here a little while ago."

The tramp points under the bridge: they run down, but
no dog.

Here we cut back to "Sonny," entering his home.
"Mother" and "Father" are arguing over his having run

away. "Sonny" enters, much to "Father's" gratification

—

he knew the boy would be back! But when they learn of

the dog, the parents aren't so happy. "What—a mutt in

my house?" storms "Father." "Take it away— I won't have

it!" "Sonny's" suggestion that the dog seems about to

have pups makes things still worse; finally, despite his

pleading, he is forced to take her to the pound, to be de-

stroyed.

Shortly after, the boy friend comes to the house, to tell

"Father' that he won't get the pup he'd been planning on.

"Queenie," its expectant mother, had run away and was
lost. "Mary Lou" suggests that maybe the dog "Sonny"
found is "Queenie."

Meanwhile, "Sonny" reaches the pound—but can't bear

to have his dog destroyed—so he decides to hide her with

his girl-friend.

"Father" and the boy-friend reach the pound, after a

mad drive; no dog has been there. They drive home—and

arriving there, they find "Sonny" and the missing dog just

stealing into the girl-friend's house. The dog is "Queenie,"

after all; and her master decides to punish her for running

away. But "Sonny" has different ideas—he considers her

his dog now, and the two boys fight over it. Finally "Sonny"

gets his opponent down, and chokes him into admitting that

"Queenie" is "Sonny's" dog.

As "Father" picks the two boys off the ground, scolding

them for fighting, "Mary Lou" calls excitedly from the

house
—"Come quick—something's happened!" And we

fade out on "Queenie," surrounded by her very new family.

This is, of course, only a very brief outline of the pro-

fessional film; just enough, I hope, to hint at the story's

possibilities as a home-movie production. Like any outline,

it doesn't have to be followed exactly: just as a professional

producer adapts a story to meet his own requirements, so,

too, should the amateur producer adapt it to meet his par-
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A simple but effective two-light set-up. A single
lamp, well to the left of the camera, gives front-
light; another—high and masked by the piano

—

gives back-light. The low angle makes the shot
especially effective.

Breaking

Lighting

Laws

By

Arthur Campbell
Cinematographer

A CRAFTSMAN. someor;e has said, is a man who
knows how to do the right thing at the right time;

an artist is a craftsman who knows how to do the

wrong thing at the right time. This is especially true of

the photographic craftsman. Photographic craftsmanship
means doing the right thing at the right time—sedulously
abiding by the basic rules of good photo-technique. Photo-
graphic artistry involves not only adherence to these basic

rules of photo-technique, but knowing when and how to

violate these canons in order to obtain some special effect.

In the two preceding articles, we have tried to suggest
the basic rules of good cinematographic lighting technique.

We have tried to outline a series of lightings which, if fol-

lowed, would assure uniformly good lighting of both people

and sets in close-ups, medium-shots, and long-shots. But

there are times when a uniformly correct lighting will not

meet the dramatic requirements of a scene: times when the

dramatic meaning of the scene and action is widely at vari-

ance with the conventional. In such cases, the camera and
I'ghting should attempt to match the mood of the action

—

even if in so doing they must strike boldly away from ac-

cepted rules.

The most important factor in this is the visual key of

the scene. It can be closely matched to the dramatic key

of the action: a high (or light) key for scenes of especial

joy and freshness; a normal key for normal scenes; a low

key for heavily dramatic action; and an excessively harsh,

contrasted key for melodramatic action.

We have already discussed normal-key lighting. High-

key lighting, as a rule, can be achieved by a normal balance

of lighting, but a higher intensity, with— if you are using

negative-positive—light printing. Low-key effects, for

scenes of sadness or severity, can be achieved by a normally-

balanced lighting, with lower intensity (that is, with the

lights either of lower power, or farther from the subject),

or, with negative-positive, by normal exposure, underdevel-

opment, and dark printing.

Then, there are special effects which we can get only by

altering our basic lighting set-up. For instance, we can get

some very interesting effects by lighting the set itself in a

low key, and picking out the principal character or charac-

ters by strongly lighting them with some sort of a concen-

trated light. Likewise, for highly dramatic or melodramatic

action, you can get some fine effects by deliberately creat-

ing harsh shadows, offset by equally harsh high-lights. This

can often be done with but one or two lights, strongly pick-

ing out the important objects, and casting strange shadows.

In such shots the importance of backlighting cannot be over-

looked, for it will help make your people stand out from

the dark background, and give relief to your composition.

Source-lightings are very effective, and interesting to

make. In making them, it is usually advisable to have a

soft general lighting on the set and players (usually in a

low key), and then pick out your principal player or object

with a stronger light, ostensibly from some source shown or

suggested in the picture—such as a lamp, a window, or

even a match—but actually coming from some photographic

source outside the picture-area, such as a spotlight or a

regular light fitted with a concentrator, as suggested else-

where in this issue. In some special instances, you can ig-

more all other lighting, and—thanks to Supersensitive film

and fast lenses—use a flashlight, or even—as in one se-

quence is "Strictly Personal," photographed by Milton Kras-

ner, A.S.C.—a match, or the glow of a cigarette.

For many melodramatic scenes, very interesting effects

can be obtained by placing the lights lower than usual

—

perhaps actually on the floor under the camera, for instance.

Firelight effects can be secured by placing the lamp on the

floor, and waving strips of flimsy material in front of it to

simulate the flickering flames as reflected on the faces of

the actors.

Night-interior sequences are very fascinating, especially

if your action calls for the switching on or off of the lights.

For example, imagine a shot of a room, totally unlighted;

a door opens, silhouetting against a dimly-lighted corridor

someone entering, showing merely that somebody comes in

—but not who. Then, the lights in the room are switched

on, as the actor apparently presses the switch that controls

the room lights. Similarly interesting effects can be made
with an unlighted set. showing an intruder exploring with

an ordinary, powerful hand-torch or flashlight.

On the other hand, shadow-effects against a brightly-lit

background (lit from behind, as from lamps F and C in

I Continued on Page 465'
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BACKYARD

"Sharp Work"
A very baffling trick picture can be

made very easily with about six butcher-

knives, and two actors, who we will call

No. 1 and No. 2. The setting is any

backyard, with a wooden background

—

such as a wall, a barn door, or even a

fence. For the best results this back-

ground should be dark.

Tie about ten feet of thin, strong, dark

cord to the handle of each butcher-knife.

Then have Actor No. 1 stand up against

the wooden backgorund, and pin him in

with the butcher-knives. Place the cam-
era in an inverted position, and in a lo-

cation where you can get a close-up of

No. 1, showing all the knives. Start

the camera, and after a few feet let

someone outside the picture jerk the

butcher-knives out, by means of the

black cords. Keep the camera running

continuously, and hold the shot for a lit-

tle after all the knives are withdrawn.

Now begin on Actor No. 2, with the

camera right-side up. Get a close-up

of him with a knife clinched in his teeth,

looking as barbarous as possible. Then
make some long-shots of him as he

throws the knives toward the camera;

have him hold one in his teeth, four in

one hand, and one—the one he is to

throw—in the other.

After the film has been processed, cut

out the scenes made with the camera
inverted; turn the film end for end, so

that the picture is right-side up on the

screen, and you will find the action re-

versed: the knives will be flying into

place, pinning No. 1 in. Assemble your

film as follows: begin with No. 2, in

close-up, clinching a knife m his teeth;

then cut to No. 1 ,
standing against the

wooden background. Then the shot of

No. 2, throwing the first knife. Then

the shot of No. 1, showing the first knife

striking the board—anH so on until all

MOVIES
Movie Film Free

Here are the first winners of a 100 ft.

roll of 16mm Panchromatic film given

for those who send us simple continuities

or plots that can be made by any Home
Movie Maker. Elton Legg clicks with

two this month. Harland Hutchings, of

Kansas City, winner of Cold Medal in our

1933 Amateur Contest, also wins a roll.

Many more were received, but these rep-

resent the best of the first to come to

us. BACKYARD MOVIES will be a reg-

ular feature of the American Cinema-
tographer. Try your hand.

the knives have been thrown, and shown
striking. You'll turn out a really "dif-

ferent" picture very easily! Of course,

varying the angles—giving a variety of

close-ups and long-shots of these actions

—will give more variety. And No. 1

should look terrified at the right times!

—ELTON LECC.
Council Bluffs, Iowa.

"The Smile Contest"

People like the idea of making movies

at a party—but it isn't often that the

guests can be persuaded to take their

acting seriously. Here's an idea that

capitalizes this!

Make a close-up or two of each guest.

When the film is processed and projected,

you will find that the group can nearly

always be divided into groups according

to the intensity of their smiles or frowns.

Group them this way, and ahead of each

group cut the following titles:

From the children to the Old Folks,

All will take a part

To find the broadest smiler.

Let the contest start!

Notice in your judging

Expressions of the eyes

—

These contestants are too forlorn

To capture any prize.

iCIose-ups of the frowners follow here, i

These are slightly better.

They came through with a grin

—

V^ith a little practice

They couldn't help but win.

(Close-ups of those with a slight smile.)

Here's some competition

Extremely hard to meet

—

You judges must agree

Every one should beat.

(Close-ups of the good smiles.)

Now to view the winner
With (his or her) smile from ear to ear.

He (or She) is the Champion Smiler

—

And wins the keg of beer!

'Close-up of the one with the best

smile.

)

The End.

—ELTON LEGG.
Council Bluffs, Iowa.

"Thirteen Spades"
Cast of Characters

Josephine, Vernita, Howard, Harley

—

The Bridge-hounds
Dorothy The Date
Tommy The Dater

Scene 1 . Fade in. Long-shot across

living-room. The Bridge-hounds are

grouped around the bridge-table. Joseph-

ine is shuffling the cards preparatory to

dealing. Pan camera around to Dorothy

as she settles herself in an armchair and
starts to read a book.

Scene 2. Close-shot, preferably from

a low angle. Dorothy stifles a yawn and
idly turns a page . . . then settles herself

comfortably for a dateless evening.

Scene 3. The bridge-table, shot from

above. The cards are being dealt. Har-

ley starts picking up his cards as they

are dealt.

Scene 4. Bridge-table, shot over Har-

ley's shoulder. Harley's hand picks up

his cards . . . each one is a SPADE.
Scene 5. Exterior long-shot of front

porch. (A photoflood inserted in theporch

lamp will suffice if you use SuperPan
film). Tommy arrives, smoking a ciga-

rette, and rings the doorbell. (A close-

up of Tommy's hand pressing the but-

ton can be inserted here.)

Scene 6. Close-up of Dorothy. She

hears the bell ... is startled . . . looks up

quickly into lens, moves her hand toward

her mouth, and with an expression of

bewilderment starts speaking.

TITLE: "OMICOSH! I FORGOT ALL
ABOUT TOMMY!!"

Scene 7. Medium long-shot of Doro-

thy. She finishes speaking title, drops

her book, and gets up hurriedly.

Scene 8. Medium long-shot of bridge-

table. Include all players, but leave

enough room for Dorothy to come in at

one side. Harley has just picked up his

last card (with a contented gesture) and

put it into his hand as Dorothy comes

into the picture. She pantomimes that

she wants the room cleared before she

goes to the door.

Scene 9. Exterior shot of Tommy at

'Continued on Page 464)
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Cine -Kodak Special
uilh 200-foot film
chamber ; 6-inch
telephoto lens in
taking position.

Interchangeable 100-foot
and 200-foot film chambers
enable you to switch from
one film to another in a fete
seconds.

A reflexfinder shows on
a ground glass screen the
exact field and focus of all

of the six lenses supplied for
the Special.

CINE-KODAK SPECIAL

CHALLENGES YOVR HIGHEST
MOVIE MAKING AMBITIONS

FAR
and away the most versatile of all 16 mm. movie cameras, the

Special frees you from the inevitable restrictions of popularly

priced'home movie equipment.
j

Four of its unique refinements are illustrated at the right.

Others include eight- and one-frame hand crank shafts, double lens

turret for any of six interchangeable lenses, camera speeds from 8 to 64

frames a second, film meters on both film chambers and camera

mechanism. With the Special, fades, dissolves, double and multiple ex-

posures, slow motion and mask shots are simple and sure. The basic

model, with Kodak Anastigmat /.1.9 lens, 100-foot film chamber, and
set of six masks, is priced at $375. Alterations for special scientific or

technical work will be estimated.

The complete and interesting story of the Special is told in th«-

Cine-Kodak Special Book—free upon request.

Eastman Kodak Company. Ko«>lio$>iter. ^'ew York

The Specials exclusive vari-
able shutter makes fades
and dissolves, easy and cer-
tain—ogives extra f^xposune
control.

-mm

It it isn't an Eastman^ it isn't a Kotlah

Circle and oval masks^ also
vertical arnl horizontal half
masks* slip into a light-
trapped slot between the
lens ami the film.
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Walker's Filter-Facto

Calculator

At the bottom of this page we have

reproduced a filter-factor calculator de-

signed by Elton Walker, a cinephotogra-

pher of Los Angeles. Walker has made
some mighty fine scenic pictures and dis-

plays a splendid knowledge of filter val-

ues m his 16mm productions. In 1932
he was among those given certificates of

merit for his beautiful scenic entries. We
have reproduced below the Walker Cal-

culator. We printed it m such a way
that you can cut it out, mount it on a

cardboard and have it as a permanent
part of your photographic equipment.

At the left is a chart showing the filter

factors for various filters. The first col-

umn is the factor for panchromatic film,

the second column for supersensitive film.

You can make your own chart to fit the

filters you own. The center circle is di-

vided into three sections, the outer sec-

tion representing camera stops, the cen-

ter section representing filter factors, and

the inside section representing various

camera speeds. i Remember, this was

designed for 16mm use. i On the right

of the illustration are the two inner

circles representing the filter factors and

exposures per second. Cut that out and

place it right above the other and you

will see it takes the place of the two

center circles.

Mount this entire illustration on card-

board, punch a hole in the exact cen-

ter of both circles, mount the smaller

over the larger m such a manner that

the second portion can rotate freely on
its center axle or pin.

Let's say you find the normal stop

by your exposure meter is Fl 1. Notice
in the center illustration we have placed

opposite Fl 1. Now let's say you are

using a filter with a factor of 3. Look
above 3 on the second circle and you
will find F6.7. That is the proper stop

with that filter.

Now let's say you were going to shoot

the picture at 32 frames per second in-

stead of the normal 16. Turn the to

F6.7 and you will find that your proper

exposure would be F4.7.

Briefly the way to use this calculator

is to turn the on the second circle to

a point underneath the F value that

would be normal without a filter. Then
determine your filter factor and look at

the F value above that filter factor and

you have the proper stop to use.

If for instance you are not using a

filter, but slow motion and you are going

to shoot 32 frames per second and your

normal is Fll, as determined by meter
or experience, if you will set the at

Fl 1 and look above 32 on the bottom
circle you will find that your proper stop

IS F8.

If you want to make your own value

chart here are some of the factors for

the standard filter when used with Pan-

chromatic Film: Kl-1.5, K2-3, K3-4,

"SnouK' 01 concentrator designed by
Arthur Campbell, cinematographer for
the American Cinematographer, to go
on a Solite Lamp. This can be used
where concentrated light is needed for
back-lighting, fire-place effect and for
co.icentrating on some object.

Aero 1 -1 .5, Aero 2-2.5, 23A-6, 25A-10,
C-5. Here's the values for Supersensi-

tive Film. (We do not give the values

for the K filters for this film as they

are practically never used by the profes-

sional with this type of film I : Aero 1-

1.25, Aero 2-1.5, C-3, 23A-3, 25A-4,
29F-8

If you already own filters that are

merely designated by X, say such as 2X,

that merely means that filter has a factor

of 2, if 4X the factor is 4.

In giving you the factors we have only

touched upon the most popular types of

filters. There are, of course, many more
than these, but if you are delving into

photography where you are using them
you will already understand their filter

factors.
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oAnnouncing

the new

Filmo 121 Camera
MAGAZINE LOADING

only $67^0

Bell & Howell presents the Filmo 121 — a

magazine-loading 16 mm. movie camera that's

so small and light, so utterly couienient in its

handling, that you'll want to carry it every-

where you go

!

And look at the price tag— $67.50! The only thing

that can surprise you more than that (a record low price

for genuine Filmo value) is this array of features:

Magazine Loading: Just slip in a 50-foot film magazine,

shut the door, and start shooting! You can re-load in a

second or two!

Single Frame Exposure : Push the starting button doivn

(it's guarded against accidental starting, by the way) and

you get movies; push it up and you expose one single

frame—no more. Great for animated movies and trick

title work.

Two Film Speeds: 16 (normal) and 24 (semi-slow)

frames per second. At 24 frames you can slow up races,

football games, nervous actors, street scenes, and other

too-fast action.

Two Viewfinders : The famous Filmo spyglass view-

finder and a waist-level finder— both as brilliant as look-

ing out a window!

Built-in Exposure Guide: Gives F stops for every sea-

son, every hour of the day, every scenic condition, every

outdoor illumination.

Lenses: Standard equipment is the finest 20 mm. uni-

versal focal lens you could buy— the Cooke F 3.5; and

it's interchangeable with Cooke speed and telephoto

lenses, mcluding the Fl.8 for Kodacolor.

With its sturdy die-cast aluminum case, paneled in fabri-

coid, and its plated fittings, Filmo 121 measures only

2|/4x3|/2x5l/^ inches and weighs only 2 pounds! There's

a tripod mounting, of course. And the leather strap

handle snaps flat to the camera when not in use. You
can have a swank leather carrying case for $7.50.

Dash to your dealer's tomorrow— or send us your name
and address. We want you to know more about this little

Filmo 121 that's going to make movie making more pop-

ular than ever.

Bell & Howell Company, 1848 Larchmont Ave., Chicago;

11 West 42nd St., New York; 716 North La Brea Ave., Holly-

wood; 320 Regent St., London (B & H Co., Ltd.)

Established 1907.

Filmo 70-D Camera— Filmo 70-D offers a three-lens

turret head so you can carry your speed and telephoto lenses

always ready for instant use. Seven film speeds provide for

slow to fast motion in all degrees. A unique spyglass view-

finder frames the picture for any lens you're using. Optional

equipment is the critical focuser, giving you direct focus

through the lens. Price, including leather case, $251 and up.

Filmo 70-E Camera— Four film speeds, including 64
frames a second, and a Cooke F 1.5 speed lens make Filmo
70-E a camera with which to conquer photographic extremes.

Perfectly exposed movies possible under the most adverse

lighting conditions. In the making of color movies (using

a Kodacolor filter) the Filmo 70-E gives results of startling

fidelity and beauty. With Sesame-locked case, $185. With
F 3.5 rather than F 1.5 lens, $150.

BELL & HOWELL

FILMO
PERSONAL MOVIE C;AMERAS AND PROJECTORS
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3
HERE'S HOW

by A. S. C. Members

FILTERS. "Using Supersensitive

Panchromatic film, what filters

would you use under the following

conditions: 1. Taking pictures into

the morning sun, when a bluish tint

predominates? 2. Same, but when a

reddish tint predominates? 3. Tak-

ing pictures into a setting sun, with

the sky cloudy, and a reddish tint

predominates? 4. Taking pictures

into a sunset with broken clouds

covering sun and sky, and when a

bluish tint predominates? 5. Above
the clouds, for a night-effect scene?

6. Above the clouds for a good day

scene? Also, what books would you

recommend on filters and their

use?"—F. J. N., Brownsville, Tex.

It is a bit difficult to answer your first

two questions properly, as you do not

state whether you mean actually at sun-

rise, or later, when the sun is higher in

the sky. However, for No. 1 , I would

advise either a "C" or a 23-A filter, if

you want to cut through the bluish haze.

For No. 2, I doubt if a filter is neces-

sary, since the reddish tint would act

similarly to a red filter. In both 3 and 4,

the color of the clouds (i.e., whether they

are light or dark), and the effect you

want to get, would influence your choice

of filters. ..Generally speaking, I would

say that for No. 3 no filter would be

necessary, except possibly a light Neutral

Density filter, to cut down the glare and

contrast. For No. 4, I would again advise

either a "C" or a 23-A, to penetrate the

bluish haze; and if you have light clouds,

and want a dark sky for a backgorund,

use an "F" filter.

My own experience in aerial cinema-

tography has been limited, but Elmer

G. Dyer, A.S.C., who worked with me
on "Night Flight," advises either an "F"

filter (with the exposure held very low)

or a 72 (or "Gamma") filter for aerial

night-effects. If you can use Infra-red-

sensitive film, use that and an "F" fil-

ter. Mr. Dyer also advises that he finds

the three most valuable filters for regu-

lar aerial work are the Aero 2; "G" ; and

E-22. The latter is Mr. Dyer's favorite:

t is similar to the "G", but of a darker

••ed-orange hue. It is, however, rather

unstable, and therefore a 23-A would be

a better substitute for most work.

I can strongly recommend an article on

"Filters and Filter-Factors," by Emery
Huse, A.S.C., and Gordon Chambers,
which appeared in the December, 1931,

issue of this magazine, as one of the

most practical treatises on Filtering for

Supersensitive film. Mr. Dyer's article

on Aerial Cinematography, in Vol. II of

the Cinematographic Annual, should also

be helpful to you.

—Oliver T. Marsh, A.S.C.

MAKING A BEADED SCREEN.
"How can I make a beaded screen

for projection?"

Begin with a piece of canvas of the

size you wish your screen to be; if you

stretch it on a frame, like a painting, it

will probably be more convenient to work
with. Then give it two coats of flat

white paint. Next, apply a heavy coat

of Sherwin-Williams' White "Rubber
Enamel." On this sprinkle small, white

glass beads. These can be procured from

any theatrical costumer. They must be

put on while the paint is still "tacky";

it is best to put them on with a blower,

but if you haven't one, a passable job

can be made sprinkling them on by hand

and shaking off the surplus. Be care-

ful not to leave any empty spots, how-
ever. This "Rubber Enamel" never gets

really hard, and the screen is flexible

enough to be rolled up for storage or

transportation. If you want a really good

job, put a black border around the edge,

with rounded corners, to match the pic-

ture. (You can use black "Rubber Enam-
el" for this, and treat it, too, with

beads.) This border sets the picture off

better.—Arthur C. Miller, A.S.C.

WIPE-OFFS. "How are the 'wipe-

off effects seen in professional

films made?"—R.H.L., Brooklyn.

The "wipe-off" effects used in pro-

fessional pictures are made on the Opti-

cal Printer, described in an article in this

issue by Lynn Dunn, A.S.C, Optical

Printer expert at the RKO studio. The
amateur can make some simple wipe-offs

directly in the camera, however, by fit-

ting a tapering lens-hood on the lens,

long enough so that a blade moved in

front of it will be reasonably sharp. You
make your "wipe" and rewind, there-

after synchronizing your wipe-in with

the wipe-out.

—Vernon Walker, A.S.C.

NEUTRAL DENSITY FILTERS. "In

a number of articles in The Ameri

can Cinematographer, 1 have seen

mention made of Neutral Density

Filters. I have used them in Koda-
color work, but not in black-and-

white. How should these filters be

used?"—R.C.G., Cambridge, Mass.

The neutral density filter is a filter

which, instead of being colored, is a

neutral-tinted gray. Hence, instead of

altering the color-rendition, it simply ab-

sorbs a certain percentage of the light:

these filters are made in several grades,

according to their absorption; the most
commonly used are the 25 percent, 50
percent, 75 percent and 100 percent ab-

sorption filters.

Their uses are many. For instance, if

you are working on the beach or desert,

or anywhere where you are faced with a

large expanse of glaring sand, pavement,

etc., you can reduce this glare with the

N. D. filter. Similarly, suppose you are

working outdoors, where the lighting and

subject combine to give a very contrasty

result, you can soften the contrast by

using a neutral density filter and opening

your lens up, rather than stopping down
to suit the light, which would naturally

increase the contrast. The N. D. filter

has, it must be remembered, a tendency

to grey over the picture. Incidentally,

if you are faced with the reverse of the

situation just mentioned—that is, a very

flat light, perhaps with a subject lacking

in contrast, you can often improve your

picture a great deal by stopping down
your lens, or by using one of the "Con-
trast Group" filters—G, A and F. If

your light is too poor to permit much
stopping down, you can often do so by

either slowing your camera-speed, or

opening the shutter, if you have an ad-

justable one.

—Jackson J. Rose, A.S.C.

RANGE-FINDERS. "Is there any

16mm camera equipped with a

built-in range-finder, such as are

used on the 'Leica' and 'Contax'

miniature still-cameras?"

I.E.C., Seattle.

The new Bell & Howell semi-profes-

sional "Filmo" is so equipped, and is, to

the best of our knowledge, the only cine

camera with this feature. It does not,

however, interlock with the lens, as in

miniature camera practice, but gives a

reading on its operating dial. Almost

any cine camera can advantageously be

fitted with a supplementary range-find-

er.

—John W. Boyle, A.S.C.
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AWARDS WON BY C. and R. COLES
The Silver Medal for Pho-
tography in the American
Cinematographer Annual

Contest.

Picture Tided "The World's Fair

The Silver Cup in the An-
nual Contest, Metropolitan

Motion Picture Club of

New York.

Picture Titled "Cinecoles Review

"DESERT SUNSET"
A stiLL by C. & R. Coles

WESTON
EXPOSURE METER

The problem of correct exposure was not left

to chance by Charles and Robert Coles in

making these prize-winning pictures. The fol-

lowing excerpts from a report covering their

trip suggests an easy solution to your own
exposure problems:

"Last summer we took a trip to Arizona via

Chicago. We had only one day to spend filming

the World's Fair. The brilliancy and unusual

color of the buildings made the judgment of

exposures very difficult; particularly since we
were using a variety of filters. In Arizona,

with glaring sunlight and intense shadows side

by side, the exposure problem was even more
difficult. Desert sands, canyon shadows and sun-

lit cliffs, all in one scene, taxed the lalitude

of the film. To record both the dazzling high-

lights and inky shadows, the exposure had to

be precise. So for both of these pictures all

exposures were made using a Weston Exposure

Meter. The conditions under which both pic-

tures were taken were so unfamiliar to us. that

exposures which we estimated were entirely

different than the meter readings. But, we dis-

regarded our own experience and relied solely

on the meter. The Weston Meter has completely

solved this exposure problem for us."

Weston Exposure Meters, both Cine and
Universal models, are for sale at leading pho-

tographic dealers. See them today, or write

for literature ... Weston Electrical Instrument

Corp., 598 Frelinghuysen Ave., Newark, N. J.

Weston Cine Model
Exposure Meter

We ston
Cy^J?osureiKlefers Weston Universal

Exposure Meter
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MOVIE FILM
FREE!

Here's How you can get- a roll of Panchromatic Film Free

( 8mm or 1 6mm )

.

Help us answer the question, "WHAT TO SHOOT?" Per-

haps it is a little picture you have already made, or one you

would like to make.

What we have in mind is what we term "Backyard

Movies," simple little plots that can be made around the house,

in the neighborhood, in parks, on vacation trips, at the seashore

or bathing beach. Write them out in your own words. They do

not have to be in scenario form. List the scenes in sequence in

simple language. For each of these continuities we publish in

the AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER (The Motion Picture

Camera Magazine) we will give a roll of Panchromatic Film Free

to the authors.

These continuities do not necessarily have to tell a story;

they might be of a documentary nature. The way in which you

have taken the picture might be unusually interesting.

Maybe you have conceived a little continuity around your

hobby, your business or children or some phase of home life . . .

send it in; it may win you a roll of Panchromatic Film.

Send as many plots as you wish, only write each one on a

separate piece of paper. Be sure to have your name and address

on the same sheet of paper and please write on one side of paper

only.

Here's your chance to get film free I

Address your continuities to EDITOR

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER
6331 Hollywood Boulevard Hollywood, California
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SWOO in CASH PRIZES
for our

OME MOVIE CONTEST
The fine advance being made by amateurs in home

motion picture making has prompted the AMERICAN

SOCIETY OF CINEMATOCRAPHERS through its

magazine the AMERICAN CNEMATOCRAPHER to

offer $1,000 in cash prizes for their 1934 contest

which will close on the 31st of October . . . that is,

all film must be in the offices of the AMERICAN

CINEMATOGRAPHER on that date. The rules and

the entry blank will be printed in subsequent issues.

This $1,000 will be divided very simply. There will

be a grand prize of $250.00 for the best all around

picture. There will be from 1 to 15 prizes in the

various classifications of $50.00 each. Even though

you may not win the first prize you would have a

chance at the $50.00 given for the best picture pre-

sented in the following classifications. Scenic, Travel

Educational, Scenario, Home Movies, Kodacolor,

Technical and any other classifications which

might be brought forth by the enteries made.

Be sure to look

to the April

issue for full

and interesting

details.

WATCH FOR FURTHER ANNOUNCEMENTS

There will be more prizes of equipment to be

designated in March. In that issue we will also

print the rules, the entry blank and more in-

formation.

AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER
6331 Hollywood Boulevard Hollywood, California
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i i

CRAIG JR.
SPLICER *35o
Now available for use with both 8mm
and l6 mm films.

CRAIG SPLICER ^lO
^ Now available in l6 mm size for use

with cither silent or sound on film films

CRAIG MOVIE SUPPLY Co.
I03I South Broadway

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
Represented by Ampro in the East

BACKYARD MOVIES

BARGAINS!!!
WRITE
SUNNY SCHICK

Cinemachinery Brokers
I have what you want, or
can sell what you have.

Bargains In Equipment:
BELL & HOWELL
EASTMAN
SIMPLEX
VICTOR
STEWART-WARNER

Save 30% to 60% on cameras, projectors
and accessories,

408 W. WASHINGTON BLVD.
Since 1925 Dept. 125, Fort Wayne, Ind.

MUCO MEYER

QUALITY

{i'ieraiure on ^eques-t

MUGOMEyEP&CQ
245 WEST 5S«5T /<EW VORIC.

(Continued from Page 456)

front door. He is waiting, nervously.

He flips his cigarette away . . . rings the

bell again
. . . pantomimes his impa-

tience.

Scene 10. Same as Scene 8. Harley

looks disgustedly up at Dorothy, and
around at the other players.

Scene I.. Close-up of Harley. He
speaks.

TITLE: "I'VE COT TO PLAY THIS
HAND—LET'S CO TO THE

KITCHEN."

Scene 12. Medium long-shot of Bridge
group. Harley finishes speaking, and
starts to get up.

Scene 13. Quick flash of Tommy, still

waiting.

Scene 14. Long-shot of hallway. The
Bridge-hounds troop out of living-room
and go toward kitchen. One carries the
table, another an ash-tray, and each car-

ries his cards in his hand. Dorothy
comes last, still hurrying them out.

Scene 1 5. Closer shot of Tommy at

the door. He is still waiting. Dorothy's

face appears in the glass window at the

upper part of the door. She recognizes

Tommy, and opens the door. He enters,

closing the door behind him.

Scene 16. Long-shot of hall—toward
door. If convenient, you can get a very

good angle by shooting this from the

stairs. Tommy and Dorothy are talking

together, while he removes overcoat and
hat. They exit to the living-room.

Scene 17. Shot of the bridge-table,

from directly above, Harley's partner

spreads out her hand.

Scene 1 8. Medium close-shot of Har-

ley's partner, from over Harley's shoulder.

She speaks, disgustedly.

'tTtLE'!" "1 HOPE^YOTr RE^ SAT I SF I ED

I HAVEN'T COT A SINCLE SPADE!"

Scene 19. Close-up of Harley's part-

ner, speaking.

Scene 20. Close-up of Harley, made
from low set-up, below table-top level.

He glares triumphantly at his partner and

speaks,

TITLE: "1 SHOULD WORRYABOUT
THAT ! '

'
~ "

Scene 21. Medium-shot of Harley,

showing table-top. He spreads his hand

out on the table, and says:

TITLE: "I'VE COT 13 SPADES!"

Scene 22. Close-up of Harley's cards

spread out on table.

Scene 23, Medium-shot of Dorothy

and Tommy seated on the davenport in

living-room. They are enjoying them-

selves. Suddenly they hear loud voices

from the kitchen. (You may add sev-

eral Russian-style "flashes" of the mouths

of the Bridge-hounds, talking excitedly).

Dorothy and Tommy hear the noise, look

toward the kitchen, and look at each
other.

Scene 24. Long-shot of living-room.
Dorothy and Tommy get up together and
hurry out through doorway toward kit-

chen. The camera may be panned with
their movement, if necessary.

Scene 25. Long-shot of kitchen, look-

ing toward living-room door. Harley is

standing, gesticulating wildly and shout-
ing. The other Bridge-hounds are dis-

gustedly holding their hands to their

ears. They look helplessly toward the

door as Dorothy and Tommy enter. Har-
ley continues to shout and wave his

hands.

FADE OUT
TITLE: "THE END."

Note: Both the main title and the End
title will be very effective if made as

double-exposure titles, with a shot of the

I 3 Spades arranged on the table-top for

a background.

Contributed by

HARLAND B. HUTCHINCS,

Kansas City, Mo.

'Pardon My Pups'

I Continued from Page 454)

ticular case. As a whole, however, I

think that this story is unusually well

suited to the needs of the home-movie
maker. The locale could be almost any

home, in any town; the players could

be any family or group; even the dog

could be almost any dog. Technically,

the story is rather easily filmed; there

are only two bona-fide interiors—the

bedroom, for the opening sequence, and

the living-room, where most of the ar-

guments about dogs take place; the girl-

friend's home, where the dog is bathed,

can be made either as an interior or an

exterior, as may seem best. A porch

would serve admirably for this. The

rest of the picture can be made out of

doors.

The casting can be very flexible; as it

stands, the story gives almost every mem-
ber of the family a part to play; but

this isn't by any means an iron-clad cast

—you can add parts, or eliminate them,

in order to adapt the story to your own
needs.

Essentially, however, the story offers

the qualifications most needed for a good

amateur picture: a simple, believable

story; parts that can be played believ-

ably by any family or group; and tech-

nical requirements well adapted to the

often limited means of the home-movie
maker; best of all, the essential idea is

such that the story can be reshaped in

a number of different ways, as may be

best suited to the desires and needs of

the home producer.
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BREAKING LIGHTING LAWS
(Continued from Page 455)

last month's article) can be highly ef-

fective and are easily made. The shad-

ows thrown by inanimate objects on your

set can have an important meaning, and

play a vital part in your composition.

But, with all the attention paid to

set-lighting, don't by all means forget the

importance of lighting people—especially

in the closer shots. You can make or

break a face with your lighting. Even

with a very few lights at your disposal

you can obtain beautiful effects. The
illustration, for instance, was made with

only two lights: one, for the front-light,

a bit to the left of the camera, and about

on a level with the girl's face; the other

light high, for back-light, with both

lamp and stand screened from the cam-
era by the piano. Notice how the back-

light makes the girl's head and figure

stand out from the dark background. The
low camera set-up also adds interest to

the scene. With this lighting, too, the

player has a reasonable freedom of move-
ment: her face will be well lit at almost

any angle— if she turns, there will be

a nice interplay of light and shadow,
while, if she turns her head far enough
to her left, the back-light will outline it

interestingly.

For strongly dramatic close-ups, try

using a strong top-light, from directly

overhead, or the reverse, a strong light

from below; then switch your lighting to

a normal arrangement—and you will un-

derstand why most of our great stars have

their own favorite cinematographers, and
will allow no one else to photograph
them

!

Your lighting can flatter a face—or

distort it. Fat faces can be made thin-

ner through the use of hard shadows,

rightly placed; long noses can be made

to appear short by well-chosen camera-

angles; crooked noses can even be

straightened by judicious "line-lighting."

Deeply-set eyes can be brought out by

a strong front-light, while over-promi-

nent eyes can often be made more at-

tractive by reversing the procedure. In

fact, almost every defect can be reme-
died by the proper use of lighting, and
its accessories—concentrators, diffusers,

etc.; the examples that could be quoted
are endless.

However, remember that you must
learn to walk before you can run or

dance—so master the basic technique of

lighting before you essay any experiments

with mood, key, or effects. Only when
you have really mastered the basic ele-

ments can you seek special effects by

altering or violating these basic rules.

But, once you have mastered the funda-

mentals of lighting, you will find new
joy in experimenting with advanced

lightings. Undoubtedly you will make
many mistakes—we all do!—but a well

lit, well photographed shot will more
than repay you for other wasted efforts.

You will develop the true cinematogra-

pher's instinctive "feeling" for lighting

—

you will start to read light, translating it

into terms of what will actually appear

on the screen. And then the true joy

of cinematography will be yours.

PAN-AMERICAN
CINEMA STUDIOS

Now Producing 16mm Sound - on - Film Pictures

Single or Double System Recording
Sound Stage and Location Facilities

Dubbing Sound to Silent Subjects

All work done directly on 16mm Film

We also reduce 35 mm. Sound-On-Film
subjects to 16mm. Sound-On-Film using

the perfected P. C. S. electrical re-

recording system.

We Welcome Inquiries From Responsible Parties

Further Particulars and Prices on Request

Pan-American Cinema Studios
142 Columbia Ave. North Bergen, N. J.

"The Pioneer 16mm 'Sound-on-Fiim' Picture Producer"
c.

s. 1

] 6mm

CINE FILM
100 Foot

Regular

Ortho

$2.75
includes

processing.

Excellent results
are guaranteed.

Fotoshop Cine Film
excellent results,
roll free af charge
satisfactory. You

Panchromatic
Negative and

Positive

$4.25
This includes proc-
essing and return
of both the nega-
tive and a positive
print to you.

w
IS guaranteed to give
We replace a new

if the results are not
are the sole judge.

DUNNING
CRAINLESS

•

16mm Negative
Developing

•

Dunning Crainless is a

developing formula, used
by Dunning only. It gives

you absolutely grainless

positive prints. Buy your
16mm negative from your
dealer and send to Dun-
ning for development and
print.

•

DUNNING
PROCESS COMPANY
932 N. LaBrea Avenue

Hollywood, Calif.

GOERZ
LENSES

Accuracy in manufacture and ac-
curacy in performance characterize
Coerz lenses. To the insistence on
these attributes is due in main
measure, the confidence and pleas-
ure felt by the purchaser—and the
justified endorsement of the dealer.
Photographic pleasures are immeass
urably enhanced thru the use of
Coerz lenses.

Literature on request

C. p. COERZ AMERICAN
OPTICAL CO.

317 East 34th Street New York

American Cinematographer
Now $2.50 the year

6331 Hollywood Blvd. Hollywood. Calif.
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A gigantic cash purchase of

over 400 new guaranteed
Super Value—Super lllum-

inafion Projectors.

STEWART
WARNER
500 watt, extra brilliant lens

—

High speed rewind—forward and
reverse—separate light switch for

lamp — low priced bulb — pilot

light. Compact, smooth running
and biggest value at regular price

of $125.00. What a buy!

_ ^ Complete with

M ,^^J case, cord and

# reel

ONE YEAR FACTORY
GUARANTEE
With Each Instrument

Extra 1
" W. A. lens at $5.50

Extra I Vz" W. A. lens at $5.75
Extra 3" Long Throw Lens $7.75

Your old projector, any make, accepted

in trade.

WRITE! Bass Bargaingram No. 212 is

ready. Mailed Free.

Dealers Write For Details

••BASS'-
CAMERA COMPANY
179 W.Madison St..Chicago

Camera Headquarters for Tourists

The Family Newsreel
(Continued from Page 451 >

Scene 20. Sonny peeps out from
hedge, behind Junior and Betty.

Scene 21. Close-up of Sonny, peeping
through hedge. He grins.

Scene 22. Close-up of Junior kissing

Betty.

Scene 23. Medium long-shot of Son-
ny. He takes a picture of Junior and
Betty kissing, then slips away.

Scene 24. Close shot of Sonny, wind-
ing the camera.

Scene 25. Long-shot of back porch;

Father is still sleeping. Sonny tiptoes up.

Scene 26. Close shot of Sonny; he

takes a picture of Father, asleep.

Scene 27. Close-up of Sonny, yawn-
ing.

Scene 28. Long-shot. Sonny replaces

the camera, yawns again, and curls up

beside Father.

Scene 29. Medium-shot of Father and

Sonny, both asleep.

TITLE: THREE DAYS LATER

Scene 30. Long-shot of family group

in the garden. (As many people as you

want can be used in this scene.) Father

enters, laughing, and holding up some
snapshots.

Scene 31. Closer shot; the family

cluster around Father.

Scene 32. Series of inserts—the snap-

shots. They show the rear view of Tow-
ser; the hind legs and tail of the cat;

Junior and Betty kissing; and Father

asleep under the newspaper. In making

the still pictures for these inserts, get

the funniest angles you can think of,

bearing in mind, however, that they are

supposed to have been taken by little

Sonny.

Scene 33. Long shot of the group.

Everybody is laughing at Junior.

Scene 34. Close-up of Junior—terrif-

ically embarrassed.

Scene 3. Medium long-shot of group.

Everyone is teasing Junior; he finally

makes a break and runs away wildly.

Scene 36. Long-shot of group, as the

snapshots are passed around.

Scene 37. Close-up of Sonny, smiling.

He winks at the camera.

FADE OUT.

(The End)

Although this continuity is based on

the idea of Sonny's making snapshots,

it can very successfully be adapted to

have him make movies with Father's

movie-camera, if you want to. In that

case, of course, the last sequence will

take place indoors, instead of in the

garden. You can show Father coming

home, with the film in his hand; then

the family trooping into the projection-

room, waiting expectantly. You can

bhow Father threading the projector; then

he turns the lights off, and switches the

projector on, with the beam pointed in-

to the camera. Now give the camera a

16mm COMBINATION
SOUND PRINTER

I Bench Type)

• Prints Sound continuously and
step prints pictures

• Stainless Steel Aperture plates
• Releasing gate at the picture gate
• Motor and all wiring enclosed
• May be had with reels or flanges

Complete With Automatic
Light Change

$1500

ERIC M. BERNDT
SOUND

1 1 2 East 73rd Street

New York
COLOR

Indoor Exposures

KMP' V Become easy
n^^n^k with this new
ll^kVj '

-y .^-, light. Of cast
SBp^^HHHHb^ aluminum and^^^^^^^^^^ practically inde-

structible. Uses
inexpensive
Photoflood lamps
which draw small
current. Highly
efficient built-
in chrome-plated
reflector throws
all available light

within a 90 de-
gree cone. Note single thumbscrew which
clamps in any position. Special 8 ft. steel

tripods with heavy duty "dim-bright"
switches for four lights are also available.

WM. J. GRACE
312 W. Page

DALLAS. TEXAS

O-LUX
Moderately pric-

ed, the eminent-
ly satisfactory performance
of Kin-O-Lux is further en-

hanced by scratch-proofing applied after
processing to render the film immune
to the influence of time and the effect
of usage.

No. 1— 100 ft. in green box $3.00
No. 2— 100 ft. in red box $3.50

Including Processing, Scratch Proofing
and Return Postage

KIN-O-LUX, Inc. New York^ ' 105 W. 40 St



very swift pan to the right—so fast that

everything is blurred; and begin the first

of the scenes which Sonny is supposed

to have made the same way. The effect

will be as though the camera had been

very quickly panned over from the pro-

jector to the screen. You can get some

very good laughs by intercutting from

Sonny's scenes to short close-ups of the

members of the audience—including

Junior, Towser, and Maria—to show their

reaction to the scenes of themselves

which Sonny has "stolen."

At the end, cut quickly to a close-up

of the screen, as the lights go on in the

room. After that, you can reverse your

angle, and show the group around the

projector ,and carry on the action of

script scenes 33-37. Made this way,

the story will require not less than 200
feet 1 6mm, and possibly more; but of

course it can be made rather funnier

that way. However, either way, it will

make a very entertaining home movie
production, which anyone can make

—

and make well.

Sound For Home Movies
(Continued from Page 450)

it may be mentioned that quite a number
of synchronous turntables, with gearing

for use with either 33 1 /3 or 78 R.P.M.,

made for atachment to 16mm. projectors,

are available at very low prices.

With such equipment, connected to a

shaft on the camera (this can be done
with the Victor, Filmo, and some other

types) and a proper electrical circuit, one

can do quite well synchronizing one's own
pictures, recording as the picture is made,
using the pre-grooved composition records

available for home-recording phonographs.

Similarly, you can "dub" sound and dia-

log into your pictures, by using this sort

of a recording turntable with a projector,

and having the actors speak their lines

into the microphone, synchronizing with

the lip-movements and action of the pic-

ture. In fact, one can sometimes even

eliminate the record: last year the Movie
Club of the University of Southern Cali-

fornia gave several shows very success-

fully this way—using the Bell & Howell
auditorium, projecting the picture on a

large screen, they had their actors—well

rehearsed—speak their lines into a mic-

rophone in the 35mm projection-booth,

and reproduced the sound through the

regular talkie loudspeakers behind the

screen. Those who heard the perform-
ances state that, due to very painstaking

rehearsal, the students were quite suc-

cessful.

John Boyle, A.S.C., Bereaved
• Corrinne F. Boyle, sister of John V^.

Boyle, past president of the American So-

ciety of Cinematographers, died early in

February, shortly after Mr. Boyle's re-

turn from New York.
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Post Inventory Sa/e of Used

CAMERAS, PROJECTORS
and ACCESSORIES
for Amateur Movie Aiakers

The usual IVilloughby Ten-Day Trial

Guaranty applies on the purchase of

any of these used cameras or projectors.

DESCRIPTION PRICE

50 ft. AFGA Risdon Camera with f/3.5 Lens $ 10.00

B&H Filmo Camera, Model 70 A, f/3.5 Cooke Lens and Case.. 52.50

B&H Filmo Camera, Model 75, f/3.5 Cooke Lens and Case 42.50

B&H Filmo Camera, Model 70 E, f/1.8 Cooke Lens and Case 122.50

Keystone Model A 74 Projector, 300 Watt Bulb 31.50

B&H Filmo Model J L Projector, 400 Watt Bulb and Case 189.50

Thalhammer Jr. Tripod 14.50

30x40 Willo Beaded Screen De Luxe Collapsible Model 7.50

Willo Cine Exposure Meter and Case 5.00

Rhamstine Exposure Meter and Case, Former Model .-. 9.50

B&H Filmo Meter and Case 5.00

Correctoscope for Model 70 A, Filmo 7.50

Film Cleaner for Model G Filmo Projector. 7.00

Set of 100 Adheso Letters, Black or White, for Title Making, per set ... 2.50

B&H Film Editor with Viewer, Former Model.. 17.00

36x48 Da-Lite Challenger Beaded Screen with Stand 10.00

24x32 Bub North Silver Screen 14.00

18x24 Bub North Silver Screen 12.00

% in. Focus B&H Projection Lens 5.00

Willo 400 ft. 16mm Reels, each 39

B&H Filmador, to hold 3-400 ft. Reels, each 2.95

35mm Holmes, 1000 Watt Projector for 1000 ft. Reel 55.00

Simpio Titler 4.75

WRITE DEPT. A.C.

WILLOUCHBYS
MOVIE CAMERA HEADQUARTERS

110 West 32d Street New York City

AMERICAN CINEMATOCRAPHER

$2.50 a Year

In foreign countries $1.00 extra

It's the world's leading Motion Picture Camera
Magazine for both professional and amateur.

AMERICAN CINEMATOCRAPHER
6331 Hollywood Boulevard Hollywood, California
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A STRO
LENSES

F 1.8

F 2.3

HOW ABOUT THE EIGHT?
• Continued from Page 452)

FOR SALE BY

Mitchell Camera Corporation
665 North Robertson Blvd.

West Hollywood, California

effects in Daytirp«-F^») 5c»r7«s-
Diffuse*! Fvcus.and many vlkcrcFFnls

WilW any Camera " In any Climafi
Gcorqe H. Scheibc

ORIGINATOR OF EFFECT FILTERS
1927 WEST 7aTH ST. LOS ANGELES. CAL

American Cinematographer

Now $2.50 the year

present equipment now offered won't be

handicapped by radical changes later on.

The camera makers couldn't afford to

cause quick obsolescence of thousands of

present cameras.

And while we're on this subject of

obsolescence, a word to adherents of Six-

teen will not be amiss. Don't give up
your Sixteen just to follow Eight. Par-

allel Eight with your present Sixteen, if

you want, for there will always be plenty

of room in the field for Sixteen, just as

Thirty-five still has a solidly carved niche

in movie making. Eight is the new thing.

Eight is the future of amateur cinepho-
tography. But don't forget that Sixteen

will always be in a class by itself, un-
failingly serving many purposes which
Eight may take some time to encompass.

Every day I am called upon to design

special gadgets for amateurs to facilitate

easier trick work. Most of this has been
in connection with Sixteen equipment,
but lately I have had the opportunity to

make similar installations on Eight equip-

ment. Accompanying this article is a

photographic description of one such in-

stallation. I should like to state right

now before another word follows that I

consider Eight just as fine mechanically

and optically as Sixteen equipment or

even Thirty-five. I unhesitatingly recom-

mend Eight, either to the hitherto non-

movie maker or to the veteran of Sixteen.

This strong belief in the possibilities of

the new Eight have, I am proud to say,

resulted directly in several cases of cor-

respondents purchasing Eight equipment.

w

ArtReeves

rr

New Type Clow Lamp

THE "EQUA-LITE
With Equalized Clow Bar

More Light . . Less Current

DEPENDABLE LABORATORY AND SOUND EQUIPMENT

Hollywood

^OTlON pICTURE/^IPMEtiTQ. \\p.

6a 5 NORTH MARTEL AVE- CABLE ADDRESS ARTREEVES

HOLL.YWOOD, CALIFORNIA. U SA

Phone WYotning 4501

This article is the forerunner, it is

Eight work. To the newcomer with his

little thirty-dollar Eight camera let us

extend a welcome hand from amateur
movie-land. We hope you will make
the most of your equipment and get into

the game with both feet. You won't be

long in finding that a veritable wealth of

inexpensive entertainment is at your com-
mand. You are a little brother in motion
picture work, but you are just as valu-

able to the vast throng of movie workers

as the most brilliant cameraman in Hol-

lywood, and we fervently pray that you
stick with us! To the Sixteener who has

been wondering about the tiny Eight,

rest assured that big things are going to

happen with Eight. It isn't a toy, a

plaything for the kids. If you have the

money, invest in Eight now. You'll be

able to stretch your filming just about

three times as far with Eight as you can

with Sixteen, and that means three times

as much advancement, development, and

pleasure as you can now afford.

Looking For 'Local Color'
I Continued from Page 453)

"Water Ways." Those who have been

in the San Francisco-Oakland district will

surely remember the impression made by

the harbor and shipping: well, Mr. Fox

utilized this as a basic part of his story.

Moreover, he utilized a little-known as-

pect of it—the port of "Ghost Ships"

—

a section of the harbor in which scores

of old, condemned sailing-ships and some
old shipping-board steamers, too, are tied

up, decommissioned, and slowly rotting,

cared for by a few old sailors turned

watchmen. Mr. Fox used this back-

ground, and, for actors, he chose one

of these old sailor-watchmen and his dog.

His film was a simple little picture, but

more than ordinarily interesting because

of the way he wove his background into

the story, and the fact that everything

combined to make the film natural—be-

lievable.

Cinematographer Cerrard

Extols Filters

• With "Little Women," photographed

by Henry W. Cerrard, A.S.C., among the

films favored to garner the year's highest

awards for photography, Cerrard feels

that an interesting and important part of

his equipment in the making of this pro-

duction was his diffusion filters.

"I used Scheibe Diffusion filters, es-

pecially the half and quarter gradations

almost through the entire production,"

states Cinematographer Cerrard. "All of

the exterior sequences and the night in-

teriors, as well as many of the other

scenes, were made with these filtrs."
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Application of Leica Lenses
I Continued from Page 438)

long focal lense has a narrower and a

more selective angle of view and gives a

larger image of the autogiro.

Of the eleven Leica lenses, six have

different focal lengths; viz: 35mm, short

focal length, wide angle, 65 degrees;

50mm, standard focal length, normal an-

gle, 48 degrees; 73mm, medium-long

local length, narrow angle, 34 degrees;

90mm, long focal length, narrow angle,

27 degrees; 105mm, long focal length,

narrow angle, 24 degrees; 135mm, long

focal length, narrow angle, 1 9 degrees.

How the focal length of the lens affects

the angle of view is graphically shown in

illustration No. 2. Reading from left to

right, the pictures were photographed

with the 35mm, 50mm, 90mm and the

135mm Leica lenses.

Where large sized pictures of details

or distant objects are required, it is ad-

visable to use long focal length lenses.

There are limits to the subsequent en-

largement of the negative, inasmuch as

minute details tend to loose their sharp-

ness even though fine grain film is used.

The magnification of the long focal

length lenses over the standard 50mm
lens is, 90mm lens 1.8x, 105mm lens

2.1x and 135mm lens 2.7x. Illustration

No. 3 is a practical example of the above.

Here we have one picture made with a

wide angle (135mm) lens. For compari-

son a section of the wide angle picture

has been enlarged to correspond to the

] 35mm picture.

By changing the focal length of the

lens, the size of the background objects

may be controlled. In illustration No. 4,

one picture was made with a wide angle

lens and the other with a long focal

length lens. In both cases, the camera

position was unchanged. The foreground

figure was moved so as to be the same
size for both pictures. Both pictures

were made at f4:5, with the focus set

for the building in the background. This

illustrates the greater depth of focus of

the short focal length lens. However,

even the long focal length (135mm)
Leica lens has a depth of focus equal to

that of the lens commonly fitted to 3V4X
4 'A camera.

As the miniature camera does not pos-

sess a 'ring and falling' front, it is some-
times necessary to slightly tilt the camera
in order to photograph the entire object.

Compensation for the resulting distortion

in the negative, can easily be made when
the negative is enlarged. Merely tilt the

paper easel one way or the other, until

the distortion is iiminated. Then focus

the image sharply at the center, stop the

MORGAN
CAMERA SHOP

Hollywood's LEICA Specialists

Fine Grain Finishing and Enlarging
Photo Supplies

6305 Sunset Blvd. Hollywood

\_EICA'S S
FOR ACTION
PICTURES AND
"ALL-PURPOSE
SHOTS

NEW
PEED LENS

LEICA Photo by C. Van W. Stivers, Peruti Persenso Film

Interchange-

a b I e with

10 other
LEICA
LENSES
The LEICA Camera's
new Summar 50 mm
f.2 lens gives sharper
detail than any other
speed lens — perfect

clarity even at full opening. It

can also be used as an all-pur-
pose lens because it offers marvelous detail at all stops. It is a
lens that can be used with the LEICA Enlarger, Projector, Copying

Attachment. Stereo Attachment, Panorama Attachment. Photomicrography Apparatus, and other
accessories.

There are H Interchangeable LEICA Lenses, including telephoto and wide angle lenses, for all

photographic work. These give the LEICA Camera an unlimited range of performance, yet the
camera is small enough to carry in the pocket.

LEICA has a built-in range finder (with magnified focusing image) which is coupled with lens

mount for automatic focusing. Focal Plane Shutter with speeds of I to 1 /500th sec-

onds. It gives up to 36 pictures on a single roll of cinema film. Excellent enlarge-

ments up to 12x18 inches. Write for free illustrated booklet describing LEICA
Camera, Lenses, and other 300 Accessories.

E. LEITZ, Inc,
Dept. 464

60 East 10th Street, New York
Western Representatives: Spindler and Sauppe, Inc., Los Angeles and San Francisco, Calif.

EVERYTHING PHOTOGRAPHIC
for Professional and Amateur

New and used. Bought, sold, rented
and repaired Camera Silencing.

Send for Bargain Catalogue

Hollywood Camera Exchange
UjOU Cjhuenqj Blvd HoKywood

Tel: HO-3651
Cable Address: HOcamex
Open Daily to 6 P. M.
Saturday to 10 P. M.
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HOLLYWOOD'S

BARGAIN SPOT
Service

Experience

Courtesy

Prompt Service on all Rentals

CAMERA SUPPLY COMPANY, Ltd.
1515 N. CAHUENCA BLVD., HOLLYV^OOD, CALIF.

Telephone CL-2404 Cables "CAMERAS'

Model B Professional $300.00

For Bell & Howell and Mitchell

Cameras and their respective

Tripod With the ORIGINAL
instant release telescopic handle.

FRED HOEFNER
GLadstone 0243

5319 Santa Monica Boulevard

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

TRUEBALL
TRIPOD H EADS
OF SPECIAL ALLOY
LIGHTER WEIGHT

The Same Efficient Head

For follow shots, known for

their smoothness of opera-

tion and equal tension on
all movements.

Unaffected by temper
ature.

Model A for Ama-
teur motion picture
cameras. Attaches
to any standard
STILL tripod, $12.00.

Trueball tripod
heads are unexcelled
for simplicity, ac-
curacy and speed of
operation.

The Hoefner four-
inch Iris and Sun-
shade combination
is also a superior
product.

NOW $2.50

The yearly subscription to the AMERICAN CIN-
EMATOGRAPHER, the Motion Picture Camera Maga-

zine, is now only $2.50. Write

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER
No. 6331 Hollywood Blvd.

Hollywood, Calif.

lens down considerably, and make the en-
largement. In illustration No. 5, prints

before and after the distortion was elim-

inated, are shown.

If the lens principles as set forth in

this article are observed, the miniature
camera enthusiast will experience little

difficulty in enjoying the wide range of

the Leica camera.

Optical Printers and

Technique
(Continued from Page 445)

mount on this device, and wipes of any
length can be made. Many attachments
are available for making all of the varied

trick wipes called for. The ground glass

window at the top of the lamp-house is

a handy feature for easy and accurate

checking of film density. The lamp em-
ployed is of the 1,000 V^att, tubular pro-

jection type. The tachometer, "P", is

for accurate checking of motor speed.

At the rear end of the printer can be

noticed a metal frame, "Q". The lamp-

house can be readily removed, and on this

frame mounted a larger printing field.

This field can be illuminated by a spot

from behind, or by the reflected light of

two spots from the sides, in front. Any
retouching, matting or filtering can be
easily done, working to a large scale on
this printing field. Matted shots can be

made in practically no more time than it

takes to paint the matte. Shadows and
highlights in stationary shots can be in-

tensified or reduced with the same ease

that a retoucher works on a still picture.

Stationary or moving clouds can be dou-

bled in scenes with great ease.

Fig. 4 illustrates how the printer move-
ment is mounted. The front of this

movement is flush with the front of the

printer-head, permitting the use of hard

mattes in front of the film. The water

cell, "R", helps to reduce the heat from

the lamp on the film. Behind the water

cell are mounted the light-diffusing

screens. The flanges shown can be eas-

ily interchanged for reels. Hand cranks

are on either side of the printer-head for

convenience in threading. The movement
is a standard Bell & Howell pilot-pin

movement, with the rear pressure-plate

cut away. A special feature to be found

in RKO dupes is the reproduction of the

original key numbers; both movements
having been altered for this feature. The
advantage of these key numbers to the

film editor in cutting in the dupes can

readily be seen; these key numbers and

the aforementioned markers quickly set-

tle any question as to whether or not

the dissolve was made at the point or-

dered. The camera lens-mount, "T", is

of a very original design. By turning the

wheel on the top, the lens will slide in

and out smoothly, coming back exactly

to the original line-up. This is an ad-

vantage for quick reducing or enlarging,

and for certain zoom shots. At the back

of the lens-mount is mounted the inter-

cepting prism mentioned earlier. Below
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the mount is the bracket holding the

matte-device rods. This bracket has a

two-way adjustment, enabling the mattes

to be slid in and out during photograph-

ing. The insignia below the bracket

probably calls for explanation: its sig-

nificance can readily be understood, how-

ever, when it is mentioned that it is on

a box containing the writer's pet gauzes,

mattes, filters, etc. Although this print-

er probably looks a bit complicated, the

greatest thing about it is its ease of op-

eration, due to the accessibility of all

controls. A great quantity of work can

be run through it in a surprisingly short

time.

In the next issue we will explain the

use of the optical printer, especially as

regards the trick wipe-overs so popular

now. Several illustrations will show the

actual effects made on this optical print-

er, and used in recent RKO productions.

CAMERA CASES
Built the way you want them built

Luggage Repairing

Kestler Bros. Trunk & Case Shop
1538 Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood

Gladstone 2007

Together Again
• George Schneiderman, A.S.C., is again

working with Director John Ford, upon

whose productions Mr. Schneiderman has

for many years been the invariable Su-

pervising Cinematographer. The picture

that reunites them is "The World Moves
On," Director Ford's first for Fox in over

a year. The Schneiderman-Ford combi-

nation dates back to "The Iron Horse,"

"Four Sons" and other epics of the silent

f i Ims.

Boyle's "Sweden" May Co
To Russia

• John W. Boyle, A.S.C., whose film

"Sweden—Land of the Vikings" is one

of the hits of the New York season, has

been invited by the Soviet Government
to make a similar film in Russia. Cine-

matographer Boyle has also received simi-

lar invitations from South American in-

terests.

Good Shoots "Peck's Bad

Boy"
• Frank B. Good, A.S.C., for seven years

Chief Cinematographer for Jackie Coogan
Productions, will photograph the talkie

remake of one of the Coogan hits,

"Peck's Bad Boy," starring Jackie Cooper.

NEW LOW RENTAL PRICE
SOUND ON DISC

400 ft. Reel and Disc, 75c per day
7-8-9-10 Reel Features, $5.00 per day

This service is now available to users within
48 hour parcel post delivery distance of
New York City. Rental Fee, 75c per night,
including 400 ft. reel and disc, or $5 for

one feature.

Send 25c today for catalog of subjects

IVl A\/ll ir% Broadway & Chauncey St.MM V I LI Brooklyn - New York

Harrison

Sun-Shade

Handy—Compact Light
One fitting for all lenses up to

1 '/4 or 1 Vi in- in diameter.

oWill Fit Your Camera
• Adjustable To and From Lens
• Adjustable Up and Down
• Swings Out of Way
• Takes Harrison Multi-Filter or

Square or Round Filters

• Sells Complete

(to take 11/4 in. Filters) $5.00
(to take 11/2 in- Filters) $6.00

Harrison & Harrison
645 N. Martel Ave., Hollywood

Phone WYoming 4501

Cooke Projection Lenses

# The 46-foot wide "magnascope" image you see

on the screen at Radio City Music Hall — bril-

liantly illuminated clear to the edges— comes from
a Cooke 3I/4 inch F 1.9 Projection Lens through a

standard projection aperture 190 feet away. The
years of laboratory work and manufacturing experi-

ence behind that performance constitute a favorite

legend in British projection rooms, where for years

Cooke lenses have been used almost exclusively.

These lenses are available in a wide variety of sizes

and styles. Write for complete description.

At F 3.5 the range is from 40 mm. to 50 mm.; at

F 4.5 from 40 mm. to 85 mm., and at F 5.6 and

F 8 the full "zoom", from 40 mm. to 120 mm., is

obtainable. Adjustable stops provide for limiting

the "zoom" as desired. One crank controls all

noving parts. The iris is varied automatically with

the focal length to keep the f/ value constant.

Close focusing is done with auxiliary lenses. Write
for full details. Sometimes available on rental to

responsible studios in this country.

B & H Cooke Speed Panchro

Camera Lenses

# The efficiency and success of B & H Cooke
F 2 Speed Panchro Lenses, which are corrected for

the blue and red rather than blue and yellow rays,

has caused their almost universal adoption in lead-

ing studios. Made in eleven focal lengths, from 24

to 108 mm., B & H Cooke F 2.5 Panchro Lenses,

at considerably lower prices, meet many needs

where their speed is adequate. Seven focal lengths

from 32 to 162 mm. Write for details and prices.

B & H Cooke Varo Camera Lens BELL & HOWELL
• The B. H. Cooke Varo lens, for photographic COM PAN Y
"zoom" effects, gives the highest quality of defini-

tion and operates with great ease. Lone awaited by ^^^^ Larchmont Ave., Chicago; 11 West 42nd St.,

(u^ ^ „ ' it tu ^7 T J I • New York; 716 North La Brea Ave., Hollywood;
the erne mdustry the Varo lens is daily carrying

3, London (B & H Co., Ud.
out every demand made upon it in leading studios. Established 1907.
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HARRISON
LIGHT FILTERS

Distributed by

CAMERA SUPPLY CO.
1515 CahuenKa Blvd. Phone CL-2404

Hollywood, Calif.

THE "LANGUAGE" OF DESIGN
I Continued from Page 440)

ROY DAVIDCE
FILM

LABORATORIES

Negative Developing

and Daily Print

Exclusively

6701 SANTA MONICA BLVD.

CRanite 3108

to the main door of a cathedral. Re-
member that strength lies in simplicity.

HARMONY.—Harmony is consistency

of the whole composition, an agreeable
and satisfying arrangement of all the ele-

ments of design. All oppositions too

rude or startling should be avoided, for

the accord must always be more apparent
than the difference. Cultivate an ap-
preciation for what is good in propor-

tion, beautiful in line, satisfactory in tone

relationships, and the result will be Har-
mony.

The various elements of design furnish

us with as many tools with which to ex-

press our thoughts. We may accentuate

or suppress any one of these elements
to bring out the mood we wish to em-
phasize in our picture, it remains for us

only to select the correct ones.

VOCABULARY OF THE LANGUAGE OF
DESIGN

Tone
Horizontal: Stability; sometimes death

and finality.

Long horizontals: Calmness, serenity,

peace, quiet, tranquility.

Verticals: Strength, courage, dignity,

sternness.

Long verticals: Majesty, grandeur, sub-

limity.

Curves: Beauty, grace, interest, variety.

Long, easy curves: Languor.

Short, sharp curves: Action, tension,

speed, jazz.

The "S" curve: Grace, elegance.

The "O" circle: Completeness; but too

perfect, mechanical.

Oblique lines: Action, motion, speed,

power, energy, joy.

Zig-zag line: Violence, threat, weird-

ness, treachery, horror.

Right Angles: Harsh, cold, mechanical.

Acute Angles: Energy, action.

Obtuse Angles: Rest, ease, monotony.
Triangles: Firmness, physical stability.

Squares: Stolid, mechanical.

Star, halo, radiation: Spirituality.

Numerous dashes: Wind, speed.

Tone

Normal Key: Naturalistic.

High Key: Happiness, gaiety, joy, deli-

cacy, youth.

Medium Key (Use of greys only, elim-

ination of highlights and deep shadows) :

Vagueness, fogginess, mystery.

Low Key: Severity, restraint, somber-
ness, grief, sordidness.

Extreme Key (Use of only the ex-

tremes of highlights and shadows with

FEARLESS SOUND RECORDING CHANNELS
PORTABLE TYPE STUDIO TYPE

Designed by Ralph C. Fear, Consulting Engineer

Variable Area.

Clearcut Light

Valve Recording.

Sharp Track.

Record Frequen-

cies to 8000
C.P.S.

Ample Gain.

Perfect Sound.

Completely

Equipped.

ri ^

Variable Density.

Light Valve or

G'ow Lamp Re-

co:ding adapt-

able to any type

recording. Per-

fect results from

precision quality

apparatus.

Sold completely

equipped read/

for operation.

Manufactured and Sold by

CINEMA SOUND EQUIPMENT CO.
HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
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complete elimination of all half-tones) :

Unusual, bizarre, supernatural, horrible.

Design

Rhythm: Movement, energy, activity.

Lack of Rhythm: Inertness, Passive-

ness, lifelessness, stagnation.

Formal Balance: Formality, stateliness,

conventionality, symmetry, precision.

Informal Balance: Unconventionality,

variety; eccentric, fantastic.

Proportion (large masses): Simplicity,

directness, boldness.

Proportion (small masses and lines) :

Uncertainty, confusion.

Opposition: Strength, variety, interest.

Transition: Softening and blending of

the above.

Emphasis: Accentuation of one partic-

ular feature.

Subordination: Elimination of interest

from less important features.

IMPROVISING FOR NEWSREELS
'Continued from Page 442)

the picture. Nothing daunts the news-

reeler, so off came the belt to serve a

better purpose. And this it did well,

but for every second Joe ground, his

pants slipped an inch, but he got his

picture, pants or no pants.

Eighteen years ago Joe covered the

first electric engine to go into service

on the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul

Railroad. He and Joe Rucker had ar-

ranged for the engine to be driven way
up into the mountains where particu-

larly beautiful scenery could be photo-

graphed as a setting for the locomotive.

Not until they reached this place did joe

realize that he had lost a film takeup

magazine, the only one he had along.

To go back would take too long and it

became another case of improvising or

losing a picture. Calculating carefully,

Joe ground off exactly the twenty-five

feet he needed INTO the chamber of

his camera without any takeup magazine.

His calculations were correct, for the

camera did not buckle and he unloaded

the film direct from camera to can in

his change bag.

To look at Al Brick of Fox Movie-

tonews you might think he was a polo

player or at least a golfer of the better

type. But Al is a real honest to good-

ness "knight of the groan box," as Red
Felbinger calls us, and wears those fancy

getups while shooting whatever hap-

pens.

Can you imagine lugging one of those

heavy movietone outfits for eighteen

miles on your back? Well, Al and his

sound man did. It was on a story up

at Bridal Veil Falls of the Colorado River.

Hard as this job was, imagine Al's feel-

ings when he started to shoot his picture

and found his camera switch missing.

This sounds easy, but remember, reader,

those switches control lots of gadgets.

and no switch, no picture. To top the

trouble no tools were to be found. Who
felt like packing heavy tools on top of

heavy cameras? Just as you expect, Al

solved the problem. Pounding his pen

knife to the shape of a screw driver with

a rock, he set to work, removing rheo-

stat, tachometer and balance wheel and

covers in order to reach the location of

the various ends of wire. With these in

reach more wire was needed to improvise

a switch that could be reached. Here

Al's wearing apparel came in handy.

That tricky set of spring suspenders could

serve a double duty. He cut a couple

of pieces and made a mighty fine job of

splicing. With his camera put together

again, he merely gripped two ends of the

wire together to make the contact that

made the picture. I'll bet his expense

account carried a strange item that week:

"One pair suspenders, used to repair cam-
era switch, $1.50."

Draper Flies to College
• Plenty of A.S.C. members have been

to college—but Lauren Draper, A.S.C,

flew to Dartmouth College. He was sent

by Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer to photograph

the Dartmouth Winter Sports Carnival

for a Pete Smith short. Draper is acting

as Cinematographer and Director of this

film, with Walter Strange, A.S.C, As-

sociate Cinematographer.

Walker Radios Hunt
• When Vernon Walker, A.S.C, was in

New York recently, photographing proc-

ess backgrounds for forthcoming RKO-
Radio Pictures, he was enabled to keep

in daily contact with the studio by means
of Cinematographer J. Roy Hunt, A.S.C,
who has a powerful short-wave radio-

phone station in Hollywood.

CAMERA
CRAFT

A MONTHLY MAGAZINE
OF PHOTOGRAPHY

William A. Palmer is

Editor of our new
Cinema Department.

He is an ardent ama-

teur who knows his

hobby from A to Z.

Send your movie

problems to him.

SEND 10 CENTS
FOR

A LATE COPY

CAMERA CRAFT
PUBLISHING COMPANY

703 Market Street

San Francisco, California

American Cinematographer

Now $2.50 the year
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Clasisifiecl Advcr iiisiiig
Rates: Seven cents a word. Minimum charge,

one dollar per insertion.

FOR RENT—MISCELLANEOUS

FOR RENT—Mitchell Motor, 25 M.M, Lenses,
1000 feet Mitchell Magazines. Baby Tripod.

J. R. Lockwood, Clendale. Phone Douglas
3361 -W.

FOR RENT—Mitchell high speed gear box
complete. Pliny Horne, 1318 N. Stanley.
HO-7682 or HO-9431

FOR SALE OR RENT

FOR SALE OR RENT— Bell & Howell Cameras
with complete equipment including sound
or speed motor and high speed movement.
Also Dollies. Blimps, motors and adapters.
Fearless Camera Company, Hollywood.

FOR SALE OR RENT-—Mitchells, Bell & How-
ells, Akeleys, Eyemos, DeVrys cameras, mo-
tors, graflexes, still cameras, etc. Ries &
Fitzpatrick, 1557 N. Vine St.. Hollywood,
Calif. Phone GLadstone 1521. Cable address
Cinecam.

FOR SALE OR RENT—Mitchell and Bell &
Howell silenced cameras, follow focus Pan
lenses, free head, corrected new aperture.
Akeley, DeBrie, Pathe, Universal, Prevost,
Willart, DeVry, Eyemo, Sept, Leica. Motors,
Printers, lighting equipment. Bell & Howell
Cameras with old type shuttles, silenced,
$150.00. Also every variety of 16mm and
still cameras and projectors. Everything
photographic bought, sold, rented and re-
paired. Send for our bargain catalogue.
Hollywood Camera Exchange, 1600 Cahuenga
Blvcf. Phone: HO-3651 ; Cable address
Hocamex.

FOR RENT—CAMERAS

FOR RENT—Thoroughly silenced Mitchell cam-
eras. Pan Astro lenses, follow focus ). R.
Lockwood, Clendale. Douglas 3361 -W.

FOR SALE—CAMERAS

AKELEY CAMERA—complete, in brand new
condition with Motor Drives or adaptors for
standard cinemotors.

MITCHELL CAMERA—complete with 40mm,
50mm and 75mm Astro Lenses, Adaptors for
Bell & Howell motor, tripod, cases, etc.

RECORDING HEADS—Blimps and rolling tri-

pods designed and built to order.

REPAIRING — REBUILDING — REFINISHING
BRUNO LABORATORIES

20 West 22nd Street New York City

BARGAINS in 8-91/2-1 6-35mm. equipment,
parts, film, library catalog. 1944-H Boston
Road, N.Y.C.

FOR SALE—Eastman business Kodascope excel-
lent condition. Only slightly used. $15.00.
John M. Walshe, 724 S. Spring, Los Angeles.
Phone VAndyke 1 176.

FOR SALE—DeBrie Parvo Camera, all metal.
Series "O", Internal Automatic Shutter dis-
solve and a set of Masks. 35mm Kraus
Tessar f:3.5, 2 in. Kraus Tessar f:3.5, 2 in.

Dallmeyer Penlac f:2.9, 3 in. Kraus Tessar
f:3.5, 6 in. Zeiss Tessar f:4.5, 8 magazines,
rewind block, complete Coerz Iris sunshade,
mask box filter holder, dissolve effects.
Precision Pan and Tilt Tripod and maga-
zines, camera and accessories case, all for
$800. Harry Adams, 892 Greene Avenue,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

FOR SALE— Bell & Howell adapter for Mitchell
Tripod head, 40-50-75-M.M, Astro lenses
mounted and unmounted, Mitchell tripod
head, Mitchell matte box. J. R. Lockwood,
523 N. Orange St., Clendale. Calif. Doug-
las 3361 -W.

FOR SALE—Model C LEICA camera; f:2.5.
50mm lens; f:3,5, 35mm lens; f:4.5, 135mm
lens; HCE Sunshade; range-finder; special
viewfinder; 6 magazines; Universal and Sport
cases; A-1 condition; $150.
6i/2x9cm MENTOR boxform Reflex; Rietz-
schel Prolinear lens, f:1.9, 13'/2cm focus;
3 plateholders; filmpack adapter; special
sunshade; a special color-filter; 3 special
diffusion discs; sole-leather case; A-1 con-
dition; $150.
KORONA Pictorial View Camera, 4x5; Struss

Pictorial Lens; Thornton-Pickard Shutter;
cutfilm holders; case, and Korona tripod;
$55. LYNN-CLARK LABORATORY, 1730
Hillhurst Avenue, Hollywood, Calif. Phone
NO-4200.

FOR SALE—31/4x41/4 Butcher "Pressman" Re-
flex, 6 in. Cooke f:4.5 lens, reversible back
rebuilt for Graflex attachments. Includes
case and Graflex plateholders, rollfilm and
filmpack adapters and cut-film magazine;
$75. Box S, care American Cinematographer.

FOR SALE—31/4x41/4 Korona Pictorial View
camera case, Ilex Acme shutter, six cut-
film holders. Box S, care American Cine-
matographer.

FOR SALE—Bell & Howell Cameras, $800 up.
Mitchell Cameras. $1600 up. Akeleys, $750
up. Camera Supply Co., 1515 N. Cahuenga
Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

FOR SALE—Universal camera, 3.5 lens, four
200 ft. magazines, sole leather case, in good
condition, $75- 35mm step printer cheap.
George Horst, 311 E. Cliveden St., Philadel-
phia, Penna.

FOR SALE—Spring Drive 16 mm camera and
motor-driven projector, combination, $30
and up; 2 Q.R.S, standard Sound-on-Film
Projectors. Completely equipped. $500.00 for

both. Harry's Camera Shop, 317 W. 50th St.,

New York City.

FOR SALE—MISCELLANEOUS

GENUINE BARGAINS—Filmo 70A F:3 5 like

new, Brand new case $65.00.—New Cine-
kodak K F:1.9, case, Kodacolor Filter $95.00—Like new Cinekodak BB F:1.9, case
$47.50.—Brand new Walnut Library Cover
for Kodascope B including 1 -inch projection
lens $17.50.—Kodak 78mm Telephoto lens
for K, also filter, like new $30.00.—H,

Meyer 3-inch F:2.9 lens for Filmo 70D like

new, $35.00.—Wollensak 4-inch F:4.5 lens

for Filmo 70D $20.00.—H. Meyer 2-inch
F:l.5 for Filmo 70D $55.00.—B&H Photo-
meter like new, $5.00.—Rhamstine Model
MS Electrophot $10.00.—Correctoscope with
lens for Filmo. new $15 00.—B&H 45/50
Condensor for Filmo $4.00.—Watkins Filmo
Cinemeter $1.00.—Bargains in Graflex,
Stereo and other still cameras.—COLUMBUS
PHOTO SUPPLY, 146 Columbus Ave., New
York City.

FOR SALE—Late Model Akeley Camera No. 269—35mm, 50mm, 75mm f:2.7 matched Zeiss
lenses, also 41/2 in. Zeiss f:4.5 matched
lenss—Coerz mat box and Sunshade—

4

magazines—Akeley Gyro Tripod—Cases for

all. $550. Ries & Fitzpatrick, 1557 Vine St.,

Hollywood, Calif., phone GLadstone 1521.
Cable address Cinecam.

FOR SALE—Like new. B&H 5-way Sound
Printer, also Cinex Light Tester. 4-wheel
inflated tire dolly. Model C and Model D
Moviola. Cheap for cash. Box HC, Ameri-
can Cinematographer.

FOR SALE— Bell & Howell used positive splicer.

Stand, type. New set blades, excellent con-
dition. $250. Camera Supply Co., Ltd., 1515
N. Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

FOR SALE—All sizes of film, equipment, silent

and sound library. Free catalog and library

membership. Mogull Brothers, 1944-H Bos-
ton Road, New York City.

FOR SALE—Studio Lights, Laco, Mole-Richard-
son, brand new. Very low prices. Camera
Supply Co., 151 N. Cahuenga Blvd., Holly-
wood, Calif.

FOR SALE—Spencer Delineascope, like new,
10" lens, $75.00. Camera Supply Co., 1515
N. Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

FOR SALE—Special complete 16mm editor with
geared rewinds, magnifier and splicer, $4.50
plus postage Money refunded if not satis-

factory. FOTOSHOP, 136 W. 32d St., N.Y.C.

WANTED

WANTED to buy old issues of Photograms.
State price and date of issue. Box 236, c/o
American Cinematographer.

WANTED—WE HAVE CASH waiting for used
Bell & Howell camera heads with or with-
out shuttles. Also fast lenses in mounts
cinemotors, high speed shuttles and general
camera accessories. Quote us your lowest
price, serial numbers and description. Ruby
Camera Exchange, 729-7th Ave.. N. Y. C.

WANTED—Motor adapter.
J. R. Lockwood

Clendale. Douglas 3361 -W.

WANTED—Someone to finance development
of a practical 3 color separation camera and
printing process. Box C. A., care American
Cinematographer.

WANTED—Mitchell High Speed Silent Camera
box only, without equipment. Must be
cheap for cash. Box 140, American Cinema-
tographer.

WANTED—Leica Camera and model good
condition. Cheap. Box C, c-o American
Cinematographer, 6331 Hollywood Blvd.,
Hollywood, Calif.

WANTED—Motion Picture and Still Cameras,
all types, Laboratory Equipment, Lenses,
Finders, Leica Cameras. Cash for bargains.
Camera Supply Co. Ltd., 1515 Cahuenga
Blvd., Hollywood. Calif.

WANTED—Used Leica and Contax Cameras
and accessories. Must be cheap for cash.
Box 235, American Cinematographer, 6631
Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

Improved Camera Crane
• Continued from Page 441 I

may be mounted above the camera, at-

tached di rectly to the blimp.

The subhead upon which tilt-head,

camera, and seats are mounted may be
panned through an arc of over 180 de-
grees, and is controlled by airplane-type

foot-pedals, operated by the Operative
Cinematographer. It is fitted with ball-

bearings. An important feature of this

device is the fact that this action is de-
centered, so that the camera pans around
the (vertical) Optical Axis of the lens,

making it possible to use the crane on
many process and miniature shots which
would otherwise preclude panning, and
also giving a better general perspective

to panned shots.

As has been mentioned, sockets are

provided to carry several lamps; ordinar-

ily, one on each side of the camera and a

third directly above it; but more may be

used, if necessary. A further innova-

tion, likely to be of considerable use, is

the provision for a standard microphone-
boom, which is mounted on the crane-

arm itself, just behind the camera-car-
riage. At present, a conventional, steel

microphone-boom is used, but eventually

this will be replaced by a special one
built of Duralumin. A seat or platform

will be provided for the microphone-
operator.

The new crane will rotate through a

full 360 degree horizontal arc, and may
be raised to a height of nearly 30 feet

above the ground. The frame is cut

away on one side, to permit this maxi-

mum elevation; the boom raises to an

angle of approximately 70 degrees, and

may be dropped to ground level, or lower.

Elected to A.S.C.
• Mr. Walter Strenge. one of the leading

cinematographers in New York, was re-

cently elected a member of the American

Society of Cinematographers.



Announcement!
The Brulatour Bulletin, published for more than two years in

the leading Cinematographers' publications, was discontinued a

few months ago because we felt that the field had been completely

covered.

Meantime, scores of cameramen have asked us to resume

publication of The Brulatour Bulletin.

Heads of camera departments at practically every major stu-

dio have made the same request.

Very recently we have received similar requests from studio

production executives who found The Bulletin most helpful in

identifying the cinematographers associated with important pro-

ductions throughout the industry, during actual production period.

At its inception. The Brulatour Bulletin was frankly a pub-

licity feature, designed to extend the service and good-will of

Eastman Kodak Company and J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors of

Eastman Films.

It proved to be more than that.

It developed into a barometer of photographic activity

—

closely observed by cameramen, their immediate department

heads and top executives alike. This because it was always de-

pendable, reliable, informative and briefly to the point.

Therefore, Eastman Kodak Company and J. E. Brulatour, Inc.,

will extend this vital service and henceforth will publish The
Brulatour Bulletin each Monday as a feature of The Hollywood

Reporter.

First issue Monday, March fifth—every Monday thereafter

—Read it.

It will interest the industry.

J. E. BRULATOUR, Inc.



Included in

our new silent camera

are the many exclusive

features that have

made the Mitchell the

leading professional

camera . . . shift over,

focus tube, counters,

hand dissolve and di-

rect mounting of motor.

Mitchell Camera Corporation
665 N. ROBERTSON BOULEVARD

WEST HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

Cable Address 'MITCAMCO" Phone OXford 105!



The Motion Picture CAMERA Magazine



Du Pont Film Manufacturing Corporation
35 WEST 45^" STREET SMITH 6- ALLER LTD.
NEW YORK CITY 6656 - SANTA MONICA BLVD.

PLANT • PARLIN.N.J. HOLLYWOOD CAL.

THECSHPTRADE MARK HAS NEVER BEEN PLACED ON AN INFERIOR PRODUCT
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ANNUAL INDEX
TOPIC INDEX—PROFESSIONAL

Aeriel vibration: 89.

Alaska, silk gloves in: 54.

Arctic, cinema vi(haling in: 264.

A.S.C.'s fourteenth year: 6.

A.S.C. re-elects John Arnold: 7.

Background projection: 353.
Blimp innovations: 492.

Camera-carriage: 8.

Camera carriage, mobile: 12.

Camera cranes: 441

.

Camera cranes, mobile: 1 2.

Camera, DeVry sound: I 1

.

Camera, Eastman: 174, item.

Camera, Leica: 138, item.

Camera, movie mapping: 312.
Camera snnsh^iHe :

' '"' trm.
Camera-silencing: 172.
Candid photogaphy: 399.
Carbon-arc light: 131.
Cinecolor: 355.
Cinematic design: 354- 398; 440.
Cinematic progress: 490.
Color intensities: 396.

Developing: 86; 132; 169:212.
Development, miniature: 313.
Diffusion, purpose of: 171.
Editing: 247.
Editorial: 52; 270, 309; 439; 485.
Emulsions: 53.
Filters: 95, item; 360, item.

Filter holder: 96, item.
Filters, names need standardizing:

170.
Filters, special effect use: 51 ;

91 ; 170; 21 5; 486; 488.
Fireproof process screen: 406.
Foreign translations: 400.
Glow-lamp: 1 0.

Indicator, sun shadow: 459,
Infra-red photography: 166; 310.
Lamps: 90.
Lenses: 138. item; 211 ; 266; 315.
Lighting: 1 5.

Microphones, ribbon: 135.
Miniature developing: 214.
Miniature printing: 31 3.

Mobile cameras and cranes: 1 2.

Monotone viewing glass: 1 6, item.

Natural color, value: 52, item.

News photography: 21 6: 268.
Newsreel improvising: 442.
Optical printing: 444; 487.
Panorama pictures: 352.
Patents: 199; 253; 295; 339; 358.
Printing, miniature: 214
Printing optical: 444; 487.
Process screen: 406.
Projector, portable background : 134.

Recording head : 21 8.

Science, as an aid: 402.
Sensitometrv: 86; 132; 169; 212.
Sho-t cuts: 397.
Sound recording camera: 1 1

.

Special effects with filters: 51 ;

91 ; 170; 215.
Spectroscopic photography : 166.

Trick photography: 262.
Tropics, emulsions in: 53.

Tropics, microphones in: 135.

PACE INDEX—PROFESSIONAL

5. ...Testing Committee Rejects
Inferior Equipment.

7.. ..A.S.C. Re-elects John Arnolc
For Third Term.

8.. ..New Camera-Carriage Saves
Time.

0....Names of Filters Need Stan-
dardizing.

1 0... .Optical Twin Fidelity With
Clow Lamp.

1 1 ....DeVry Sound Recording Car-i-

era
1 2....Development of Mobile Cam-

era-Carriages and Cranes.

1 4....Photography of the Month.
15- Some Don't, But, I Like Light

Sets.

16... .Victor 10 FH Projector.

16 Wheels of Industry.

51. Special Effect Use of Filters.

52. ...Riddle Me This.

53. ...You Must Keep Emulsions Dry
in Tropics.

54. ...We Wore Silk Gloves in

Alaska.
56....Wheels of Industry.

56.. ..Leica Camera.
86....Sensitometric Control in the

Processing of Motion Picture
Film.

89....Vibration Gives Us Greatest
Worry.

90.. .Super-Photofloods for the
Studio.

91 ...Special Effect Use of Filters.

92... Photography of the Month.
94.... Riddle Me This.

97. ...Automatic Speed Control Mo-
tor.

Volume XIV, 1933 -34
131... New Development in Carbon

Arc Lighting.
1 32-...Sensitometric Control in the

Processing of Motion Picture
Film.

134 . A Super-Portable Background
Projector.

135... Ribbon Microphones Work
Best in Tropics.

1 36... Photography of the Month.
166... Future of Spectroscopic Pho-

tography.
1 68....Practical Side of Laboratory

Work.
1 69..-.Sensitometric CoTirrol in the

Processing of Motion Pic-
ture Film.

1 70... Special Erfect Use of Filters.

1 71. ...The Purpose and Practice of
Diffusion.

172... New Method of Camera Si-

lencing.
1 74. ...Wheels of Industry.

21 0... .Mechanical Engineering Ap-
plied to Lenses.

21 2-...Sensitometric Control in the
Procesbing of Motion Picture
Film.

21 4. ...Controlled Printing for Min-
iature Camera Pictures.

21 5... Special Effect Use of Filters.

215... News Cine Photography Is

Different.

21 8... New Studio Recording Head.
220... Wheels of Industry.

262... Why Wheels Turn Back-
wards.

274 Cinema Whaling in the
Arctic.

266 Mechanical Engineering Ap-
plied to Lenses.

258. Birth of the News Reel; Its

Origin and Pioneers.

270... Edward O. Blackburn Honor-
ary Member of A. S. C.

272... Wheels of Industry.

309 ...Society Solidifies Craft.

310 ...Photography With Infra Red
Radiations.

3 1 2 . -Combination Movie-Mapping
Camera.

31 3--.Systematized Miniature De-
velopment.

3 1 4... Mechanical Engineering Ap-
plied to Lenses.

3 1 6. ...Photography of the Month.
3 1 8.. .Wheels of Industry.

352... Panorama Pictures With Your
Leica.

353.. ..Problems of Background Pro-
iection.

354.. -The "Language of Line" in

Photography.
355.. - As to Cinecolor.

356. ...Photography of the Month.
358.. ..Patents and the Cinematog-

rapher.
.^60. ...Trend of the Times.
^96--. -Measuring Color Intensities.

^97-.--Cinematographer's Short-Cuts.
398. ...The "Language" of Tone.
399. ...Candid Photography on the

Streets.

400 . .New Svstem for Foreign
Translations.

402. ...Motion Pictures as an Aid in

Science.
404----Photo£?raphv of the Month.
406... A Fireproof Process Screen.

408--. -Tend of the Times.
41 8....Wheels of Industry.
438----Employment in A. S. C. Plan

Vital Factor.

440----The "Language" of Design.

441 ....Improved Camera Crane.

442. ..Improvising for the News-
reels.

443--..PhotograDhy of the Month.
444. ..Optical Printing and Tech-

nique.
Wheels of Industry.

485.. -Members Turn to A.S.C.

Agency for Representation.
486----Filters for Special Effects.

4R7----Tricks bv Optical Printing,

488. ...Charles Lang Wins Academy
and Reporter awards.

489. ...Sun Shadow Indicator.

490....Cinematic Progress During
1933.

492... Feature Blimp Has Many In-

novations.
510 - Wheels of Industry.

TOPIC INDEX—AMATEUR

Accessories: 327.
Aerial filters: 146, item.
Amateur as professional: 19.

A. S. C. testing committee
approves camera: 5b.

A. S. C. testing committee
approves projector: 16.

Beaded screen: 460, item.
Camera : 56, item.
Camera, 8 mm.: 105; 452.
Camera, Bell & Howell 70D: 143.

Camera, Eastman: 20.

Camera "sierra special": 18i.
Cinemicrography kodacolor: 369.
Cinemicroscopy : 182.
Color and the miniature camera:505.
Contest film: 42.
Continuities: 328; 454; 456; 51 1

.

Dark room paint: 56, item.
Developing : 1 41

.

Enlargements: 63.
Exposure : 24.
Exposure faults, correcting: 101

.

Exposure meter: 103; 222.
European amateurs: 223.
Fami ly newsreel : 45 1

.

Film cleaning: 64, item.

Film, normal of: 280.
Film preservation: 279.
Filming Air Races: 102.
Filters, aerial : 1 46.
Hunting with a camera: 59.

Indian style close-ups: 356.
Indian Sun Dance: 60.
Indoor kodacolor: 23.

Indoor lighting: 62.
Industrial films: 41 5.

Industrial, making an: 142.
Insurance frauds: 227.
Jig-saw motiographing: 22.

Kodacolor: 23.
Kodacolor cinemicrography: 269
Laboratory, equipping home : 176.
Lens stops: 1 04.
Lighting: 62, 224 326, 255;

410; 455.
Local color: 453.
Magic carpet atmosphere : 61

.

Magic carpet, making a: 277.
Microscopic accessory: 67, item.
Miniature developing: 179,

Mistakes of amateurs: 226.
Movies under water : 144.
Multiple exposure : 512,
Nature photography: 504.
Outdoor lighting: 62.
Printer: 41 8. item.
Projectors: 16 item; 67, item.
Recording: 228.
Reflectors: 374, item.
Scenarios: 328; 364- 413.
Self photography: 275.
Snow scene filters: 374. item.

Sound: 56. item; 450.
Splicer and rewind' 57, item.

Special effects: 100.
Stealing the show: 325.
Synthesis: 508.
Table top photography : 410.
Tinting: 1 8
Titling: 322; 414.
Toning: 18.

Trick photograohy: 281

.

Wipe offs: 460. item.

PACE INDEX—AMATEUR
16. -Wheels of Industry.
1 8 . ..Tinting and Toning 16mm.

Films.
-When An Amateur Turns

Professional.
-A "Professional" 16 mm.
Camera from Eastman,

-Motiographing the Jig-Saw
Puzzle.

-Kodacolor Comes Indoors.
- I Practice Correct Exposure.
Here's How.
-Amateur News.

I Like to Hunt—With a

Camera.
.Shooting an Indian bun
Dance.

- Studying the Professional-
.. Light Control— Inside and
Out

.Why Many Enlargements
Are Disappointing.

Here's How.
Amateur News.
-When to Use Special Effects—And How.
-Correcting Exposure Faults

in the Dark Room.
-Filming the National Air

Races.
..What I Learned from a

Professional.
104 What is F.2, F.3.5, F.4?

105 Making Tests With an 5mm.
Camera.

107 ...Here's How.

19..

20..

22--

2^..

24--

78,.

59--

60-

61 -

62.,

63...,

64..

68.,

100-

101-

102-,

103.

108 Amateur News.
140 -Fine Grain Developing for

16mm. Negative.
142....An Amateur Makes an

Industrial.

143....B & H Special Semi-Pro-
fessional 70D 16 mm.
Camera.

144....Making Movies Under Water.
1 46 .. Here's How.
1 75. ...Equipping the Home 16mm

Laboratory.
1 77....A Professional Discusses

Continuity.
1 78 . - Miniature Negative anc

Grain.
180-., Slow Motion in Athletics.
181.,. My "Sierra Special Sixteen"
1 82... .Cinemicroscopy With 16 mm.

Equipment.
1 86. ...Amateur News.
199-.. Patents.
220... Wheels of Industry
222. ..Exposure Meters Become

Professional.
223... Amateur Movie Making in

Europe.
224- ---Professional Methods in

Amateur Lighting.
225- - .Ten Common Mistakes of

the Amateur.
227 ...16 mm. Camera Exposes

Insurance Frauds.
228. ..Recording Sound on 15 mm.

Film.

230... Amateur News.
241 ... Photography of the Month.
242.. ..Economies in Sound Film.
244. ...Voice and Personality in

the Motion Pictures.
247 Preselection of Takes.
253 Patents.
272. ...Wheels of Industry.
275. Self-Photography With the

1 5 mm.
276. ...Making a Magic Carpet.
278... Preparing the Scenario.
279....HOW to Preserve Your 16

mm. Films.

280 What Is Normal?
281 ... Mvsteries of Trick

Photography
282 Amateur News.
295... Patents.
321. ...8 mm. Picture Ranks High

in 1933 Competition.
322. ...Mechanics of 16 mm. Titles.

325 ...An Amateur Steals the Show.
326... The One, Two, Three of

Lighting.
327— I Am At It Again.
328....A Backyard Continuity.
330. ...Amateur News.
339... .Patents.
362 - ..Winning With An 8 mm.

Camera.
363....Effects in Your Titles

364... Introducing Baby.
365 . A B C of Set Lighting.

356 Shooting Close-Ups Indian
Stvle.

367 . - Let's Make a Locomotion
Picture.

368 . ..Experimenting with Koda-
color Cinemicrography.

^7n----Amateur News.
374--- Here's How.
38^ Wheels of Industry.

41 0..-,Table-Top Sequences.
411. ...There Must Be a Reason for

Every Light.

41 2 . - How I Made "Life."

41 3 - Filming the Musir Lesson.

414 - Making Better Titles.

41 5---. Film Ycsjr Business.
416..Amateur News.
41 7

. . Wheels of Industry.
4'^0 ., Sound for Home Movies.
451. ...The Familv Newsreel.
4'^?----How About the Eight?

453 . - Looking for 'Local Color.'
ac;4 "Parrlon Mv Pups."
455... Breaking Lighting Laws.
4'^6 ...Backyard Movies
458.. ..Walker's Filter-Factor

Calculator.
460... Here's How,
504. ...Nature Photography With

Cine-Kodak.
505. ...Color and the Miniature Cam-

era.

505. ...The A. B. C. of Outdoor
Lighting.

507. ...Show It With Music.
'^08....Cine Synthesis.
509....H3ve You a Watchmaker in

Your Home?
510 . Wheels of Industry.
SI 1 ----Backvard Movies.
51 2.. ..Multiple Exposure-—Without

Rewinding—For Amateur
Cameras.

521....Here's How.
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A. S. C. GOLF
TOURNAMENT
HOLLYWOOD COUNTRY CLUB

SUNDAY, APRIL 8th

OPEN TO ALL CAMERAMEN

Green Fees and Luncheon $1.75

TROPHY COMMITTEE

John Arnold

Wesley Smith

Tony Caudio

Eddie Cronjager

Edw. O. Blackburn

Ceo. Schneiderman

Virgil Miller

Chas. Stumar

James Van Trees

TOURNAMENT COMMITTEE

Elmer Dyer, chairman

Ernest Haller

Norbert Brodine

Joe Valentine

Allen Seigler

George Folsey

Barney McCill

Dick DaVol

Karl Struss

Trophies and prizes on view

in A. S. C. Club Rooms

Leave entries at Studio Camera
Departments or at A.S.C. Club
Rooms in Guarantee Building,

6331 Hollywood Blvd.

Secure Entry Blank from Camera
Department or at A. S. C.

offices.
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THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CINEMA-

TOGRAPHERS was founded in 1918 for

the purpose of bringing into closer con-

federation and cooperation all those leaders in

the cinematographic art and science whose

aim is and ever will be to strive for pre-emi-

nence in artistic perfection and technical mas-

tery of this art and science. Its purpose is to

further the artistic and scientific advancement

of the cinema and its allied crafts through un-

ceasing research and experimentation as well

as through bringing the artists and the scien-

tists of cinematography into more intimate

fellowship. To this end its membership is com-

posed of the outstanding cinematographers of

the world, with Associate and Honorary mem-

berships bestowed upon those who, though not

active cinematographers, are engaged none the

less in kindred pursuits, and who have, by

their achievements, contributed outstandingly

to the progress of cinematography as an Art

or as a Science. To further these lofty aims,

and to fittingly chronicle the progress of cine-

matography, the Society's publication. The

American Cinematographer, is dedicated.

AMERICAN
SOCIETY OF
CINEMATOGRAPHERS

OFFICERS

JOHN ARNOLD President

VICTOR MILNER First Vice-President

CHARLES G. CLARKE Second-Vice-President

ELMER G. DYER Third Vice-President

GEORGE SCHNEIDERMAN Treasurer

BOARD OF GOVERNORS
John Arnold Arthur Miller
Dan Clark Victor Milner
Elmer Dyer George Schneiderman
Alfred Gilks William Stull

Frank Good Charles Stumar
Fred Jackman James Van Trees
Ray June Vernon L. Vv'alker

Charles B. Lang, jr.

Allen M. Watt, Executive Business Manager
George Clark, Attorney

PAST PRESIDENTS
Philip E. Rosen
Caetano Gaudio
James Van Trees
John W. Boyle
Fred W. Jackman
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Here are a few of the tools ® offers

for BETTER PICTURES
ARE YOU GETTINe THE MOST FROM THEM?

lU.UDO-watt G-96. I'sed in 36"

sun spots anil sky pans. Also
as a single jiowerfnl light source.

About 1/14 size.

5,00n-watt G-64. Employs the
rugged new bipost construction.
Used in 24" sun spots and sky

pans. About 1/8 size.

2,00l]-watt G-48. Used in 18"

sun spots and studio condenser
spot lamps. Also aval.able in

1,000- watt size. About 1/8 size.

1,500 and 1,000-watt FS-52.
Used in rifle lamps, side lamps
and strip units. Also for

floodlighting. About 1/10 size.

Movieflood. 2,000- watt P-S 52.

Brings out blacks and blues.
Primarily for color work. Used
in regular 1,500- watt units.
(IS hour life). About 1/10 size.

1,000-watt T-20. Used in"Lupe"
lamps, utility lamps and oc-
casionally in practical lighting

fixtures. About 1/10 size.

500- watt T-20. Used in baby
spots and in practical lighting
fixtures. Also in amateur
lighting units. About 1/6 size.

No. 20 and No. 75 Photoflash
lamps. For special newspaper
effects. No. 75 gives more
than 3 times the light of the
older No. 20. About 1/8 size.

Photoflood lamp No. 1. Has
brilliance of ordinary 750- watt
lamp. Used in amateur units
and in practical lighting units.

(2 hour life). ."Xbout 1/4 size.

New Photoflood lamp No. 4.

1000-watt PS-35. Has about 4
times effectiveness of Photoflood
No. 1. Excellent for close-ups.
(10 hour life). About 1 /7 size.

200-watt T-10. Used in prac-
tical lighting fixtures, such as
table lamps and floor lamps.

About 1/5 size.

Left: 9A. 9.5V. recorder lamp.
About 1/6 size. Right 6A. 5V.
recorder lamp. About 1 /.I size.

G-E also makes several other
lamps for this work.

THE marvelous, almost phenomenal effects which cinematogra-
phers have achieved with lighting are well known.
Working hand in hand with you to help make such re-

sults possible, Cieneral Electric has made available a great
variety of lamps. Are you getting the most use from these
lighting tools ?

GENERAL
MAZDA

This chart suggests some of the ways in which outstanding
cinematographers are putting a few of the many G-E M..\ZD.\

lamps to work for them. In the face of this proven flexibility,

is it any wonder that studios from coast to coast tise Cl-E
M.AZD.A lamps for all lighting needs.'* General Electric
Company, Nela Park, Cleveland, Ohio.

ELECTRIC
LAMPS
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Dr. L. M. Dieterich

Dr. J. S. Watson, Jr.
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Members Turn to A. S. C. Agency for

Representation

BECAUSE of the wide and comprehensive

representation given the cameraman mem-
ber of the American Society of Cinematog-

raphers by its Agency, a large majority of the

cameramen are turning to this agency for rep-

resentation not only in the studios but also in

their other business matters.

Realizing that the professional man has not

equipped himself in all instances for the conflict

with the business world, the agency has set up

as one of its operating forces a department which

looks after the business affairs of the member,

such as investments, insurance and other such

things that become a part of the activity of a man
with the earning power of the average cinema-

tographer.

The agency taking over these duties leaves the

individual with a freer mind. He is not only

represented in business matters, but also his legal

affairs are looked after by the legal department

of this agency.

Through the history of the motion picture

business, the cinematographer has been the most

important human unit. Without him there

would be no picture. While the actor and the

director have assumed great importance and have

demanded a monetary return that runs into stu-

pendous figures, yet pictures could be made
without them, but pictures could not be made
without the cinematographer.

Recognizing this basic fact, the A.S.C.

Agency is striving through its personnel and

activities to bring the cinematographer to the

recognition and position which his work de-

serves.

Also by reason of this agency a better deal

can be worked out for the individual cameraman

as the agency itself is in touch with, and familiar

with all existing conditions. The motion picture

executive is conceded to be one of the shrewd-

est business men extant; his method of handling

business is marveled at by many outside of the

industry. It is with this man that the profes-

sional cinematographer is asked to compete, and

because he has not been equal to the task he has

not reached the heights he deserved.

The actor and the director recognized this fact

early and brought into being the personal rep-

resentative and the agency. Through these forces

the actor and the director have reached a position

and been given a recognition in a few short years

that they could not have attained by individual

effort over a half hundred years.

It is a recognized fact in the history of the

motion picture industry that individual represen-

tation has never brought the results for the artist

that he could secure by entrusting his activities

to those trained to cope with situations such as

are brought up by the employment of talent in

the motion picture business.

Recognizing these facts the cinematographer

feels that the establishment of the A.S.C. agency

establishes a new milestone in the better recog-

nition of the cinematographer in the industry.
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i
Top, taken without a filter. Bottom, same scene
taken with a No. 1 Diffusion Filter.

Filters

For Specia

Effects

By

George H. Scheibe
Filter Specialist

THE term "Photographic Filter" all too frequently is

used—even by technicians—to designate merely color

filters. While this interpretation is correct as far as

it goes, it is incomplete, for it ignores the ever-growing

range of Effect Filters. And yet, oddly enough, this latter

class of filters (and they are filters in every sense of the

word! are now used far more frequently than even the most

popular ray screens or color filters!

Under the general heading of "Effect Filters" we find

the many types of screens for producing diffused or soft-

focus effects; fog filters, for producing the effect of fog;

Neutral Density filters; graduated color or Neutral Density

filters for producing special filtered effects or transitions;

special filters for controlling the projection "hot spot" in

background-projection process cinematography; a variety of

iris-vignetters ; and even the familiar monotone viewing-

glass, which is a true filter in spite of the fact that it is

used only visually.

Without doubt the most universally used photographic

filter today is the Diffusion Filter (or screen). Hardly a

single scene is photographed today—either in the studio or

on location—without the use of some type of diffusing

screen. In fully half of these scenes, the diffusion is so

delicate that it is noticeable only to the trained technician;

yet it is the presence of this all -but-imperceptible diffusion

which is responsible for the charm, naturalness, and "qual-

ity" of modern studio cinematography. To discover the rea-

son for this, we must examine—if only briefly—the tre-

mendous disparity between the human eye and the per-

fected lenses now used for photography and cinematography.

According to the statements of many famous oculists, the

human eye is at best a most imperfect instrument; it is

doubtful if a single perfect pair of eyes has ever existed.

Even those of us with theoretically norma! vision do not

perceive things with the microscopic sharpness of a modern
anastigmat lens; there is always present a certain—and

unusually subconscious—degree of natural diffusion. Our
optical engineers, on the other hand, have so perfected their

lenses that even the fastest objectives now in use render an

object with a far greater degree of sharpness and detail than

th human eye ever perceives in nature. Accordingly, the

pictures made with these lenses are frequently jarring to our

optic sensibilities; we see details—imperfections—the tex-

ture of skin and makeup, and so on—which detract from

our enjoyment of the picture and its message. According-

ly, diffusion filters have been devised to delicately soften

the image cast by the lens, obscuring these defects, and

giving a satisfyingly natural picture without sacrifice of any

of the essential characteristics of the lens—its speed, cor-

rection, and general quality. In studio practice, these fil-

ters smooth out facial wrinkles, banish the flaws in make-

up, and make the picture generally more pleasing. Com-
mercially, these diffusion screens are made in a number of

grades, giving diffused effects ranging from the very slight-

est to the heaviest permissible softness. The basic num-

ber of the series—No. 1—gives a moderate degree of dif-

fusion, as shown in the illustration. The No. 2 gives a

heavier diffusion, and the No. 3 an extreme softness, suit-

able, as a rule, only for extreme close-ups. For many years,

these three were ample for all needs; but of late, lighter

and yet lighter screens have been demanded. Therefore

the No. ',2 appeared, giving a slight softening; then the

No. ''4, for very delicate effects—and most recently the

No. V's, No. 1/16, No. 1/32, and even No. 1/64. Many
famous cinematographers use one of these lighter screens

for all scenes, applying heavier ones only for close-ups—and

never working without a diffuser.

16mm users will find the lighter gradations extremely

beneficial to their camerawork, though the magnification in

projection, together with other considerations of optics, film,

etc., preclude the use of anything heavier than a No. 1

diffuser. Users of "Leica" and "Contax" miniature cameras

will find these diffusers very useful, too, in making their

enlargements. Several users have told me that the use of

a No. 1/64 Diffuser on the lens of the enlarger when mak-

ing big enlargements tends to minimize the grain-effect so

injurious in this work.

(Continued on Page 497)
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Tricks

by Optica

Printing

By

Lynn Dunn, A.S.C.

Optical Printer Operator, RKO Camera Effects Dept.,

Vernon Walker, A.S.C, Chief.

IN
LAST month's issue, I explained the subject of Optical

Printing in general, and described the Optical Printing

machine in use in the Camera Effects Department at the

RKO Studio. This instrument, I believe, is the most effi-

cient of its type in use today. It is required to do every

type of normal and trick Optical Printing, including the mak-

ing of "dupes," dissolves, fades, etc., and that most modern

and varied of transitions, the "wipe-off." A "wipe-off" or

"wipe-over" is a short transition from one time or place to

another, used in lieu of the more conventional lap-dissolve.

Wipes are best used when this type of transition is par-

ticularly suited to the action or tempo of the scenes in-

volved.

Tricky wipe-overs seem to be growing more and more

popular. We started something at RKO by appropriately

scattering these effects in a short-subject called "So This

Is Harris." These wipes met with such entire approval that

they were called for in "Melody Cruise." "Flying Down
to Rio" was the third RKO picture to require a large as-

sortment of these effects. In all cases we were given a

very free hand in the selection of the type of effect to be

used. Every attempt was made by us to adapt the effect to

the type of scenes involved. The full confidence of the

Director, Editor and Producer, as shown by their giving us

a free hand in the use and creation of these effects, was

one of the biggest factors in the success achieved. In this

connection, Messrs. Lou Brock and Mark Sandrich of RKO

deserve special mention for their foresight and for their con-
fidence in these effects and our ability to devise them.

The accompanying illustrations show a few of the trick

wipe-overs used in recent RKO pictures. Fig. 5 is a 'push-

off effect, the new scene sliding in and shoving the first

one off the screen. Fig. 6 is a 'curtain wipe,' the first

scene sliding up and revealing the new one. Its adapta-

bility is apparent, as the new scene is the stage of a thea-

tre. Both effects are done by accurately moving the print-

er-head. Fig. 6, using a matte in addition. Fig. 7 shows
both halves of the new scene sliding in together over the

old one. Adaptability is apparent here also, and the Sound
Department added a finishing touch by recording the click

of the glasses. Fig. 8 is another form of this type of wipe:

in this one the first scene was split in half, and twisted

downward off the screen, revealing the new scene. Figs.

9, )0 and 1 1 illustrate the film-matte wipe-off. This type

of effect is made by means of positive and negative film

mattes, blocking out the first scene and revealing the new
one, successively synchronized on the same section of film.

One's imagination can run free with this type of wipe, and

need only be limited by the means at hand for animating

the mattes. Note the suitability of the dripping type of

film-matte as illustrated in Fig. 11.

Fig. 12 shows a roll-down type of wipe, the new scene

unrolling over the old one. Fig. 1 3 is a revolving wipe,

used to more or less represent a propeller. Fig. 14 is a

page-turning effect, quite fitting for a considerable lapse of

time, or an important change of location. Fig. 1 5 is a

rather new effect called a "sawing wipe." The teeth of

the "saw" not only move across from right to left, but

travel downward across the screen, practically sawing the

old scene away. This required a specially-made matte and

mechanical travel for the matte-holder. Figs. 16 and 17

are quite mechanical appearing, but are effective when used

in the proper place. They can be made with or without

the black separation. We have special mattes made up for

a dozen or more of this type of wipes. The turn-over effect.

Fig. 18, is very novel, and has become quite popular. It

(Continued on Page 496)
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arles Lang

Wins Academy

and ''Reporter"

Awards

CHARLES BRYANT LANG, Jr., A.S.C., has been
twice acclaimed by the Motion Picture Industry as

the most outstanding Director of Photography of

1933, winning the Awards given by the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences and by the "Hollywood Reporter"

for his artistry in photographing "A Farewell to Arms."
For almost the first time in the six-year history of the

Academy Awards, the Award for Cinematography, in both

the nomiation of the finalists and the selection of the ulti-

mate winner, fully coincides with the experienced opinion

of the camera profession. Seldom has the approval of the

cinematographic community pointed so unwaveringly at a

single achievement. Without detracting an iota from the

unquestioned excellence of the other nominees in this class

—or froTi the many outstandingly photographed productions

not so honored—Cinematographer Lang's achievement is

without doubt the supreme photographic achievement of the

year. That he should be the recipient of these high trib-

utes, ard in a year in which Cinematographic Art soared

to new peaks, is a signal honor, deservedly bestowed upon
a great artist. That the bestowal of the Awards should

meet with such unquestioned approval among Mr. Lang's

fellow-artists is an even greater tribute to his artistry and

to the man himself.

When "A Farewell to Arms" was first reviewed in these

pages, immediately before its release, the following com-
ments foreshadowed the approval which attended Cinema-
tographer Lang's achievement, and which culminated in the

signal tributes so appropriately awarded this month: "Once
in a long while comes a picture so perfectly photographed

that it can stand as a milepost in the progress of the Art

of Cinematography. 'A Farewell to Arms' is such a picture.

It is superbly, inspiredly photographed by Charles Lang,

A.S.C., who, by this achievement, should gain universal

recognition as one of the few really great masters of the

camera. . . . Primarily, 'A Farewell to Arms' is a study in

the Art of lighting. Lang has reached amazing heights of

artistry in this, nor has he descended to the obvious in any

scene. His lighting of the players is perfect in its abso-

lute naturalness; it shows them off to the best advantage,

yet conceals every trace of artifice. His lighting of the
sets is superb. Every shot is a masterpiece of intelligent
pictorialism. The lightings enhance the richly atmospheric
sets, and are moreover supremely intriguing in themselves.
They merit the careful study of every student of this subtle
art.

. . . Many of the outstanding sequences of the film are
dialogueless, relying entirely upon photography and pictorial
action for their expression: they are flawless passages in the
poetry of the cinema. Farciot Edouart's contribution in

process photography is also more than ordinarily notable."

Cinematographer Lang's rise to prominence has been al-
most meteoric in its rapidity, yet withal marked by unusual
stability. Less than seven years ago, when he first became
a member of the American Society of Cinematographers,
Charles Lang was an obscure Second Cinematographer.
When, not long afterwards, he received his promotion to
the rank of a full-fledged Director of Photography, he was
assigned to the photography of obscure Westerns and pro-
gramme-films, though for a major studio. But his rise

continued; soon he was assigned to photograph the pro-
ductions of Ruth Chatterton, at that time one of the stu-
dio's brightest luminaries. He photographed all of Miss
Chatterton's Paramount releases, and thereafter, those of
Tallulah Bankhead and Maurice Chevalier. Among his fel-

low cinematographers, Lang soon gained an enviable repu-
tation, not only as an artist of the first rank, but as one of

the most consistently artistic workers in the field. For
several years a member of the Board of Governors of the
A.S.C., Charles Lang's ability, sincerity and modesty have
won him high personal recognition among his fellows. His
character is, perhaps, best indicated by his response to

Toastmaster Will Rogers in acknowledging the Academy's
Award: "Thank you. I greatly appreciate this honor, but
I feel that it is not mine alone, but that of my crew

—

Operative Cinematographer Robert Pittack, A.S.C., and As-
sistant Cinematographer Clifford Shirpser, A.S.C.—and of

the Paramount Laboratory who processed the film so well."

In the Academy's balloting, the runners-up for Cinema-
tographic Award were George Folsey, Jr., A.S.C, for "Re-
union in Vienna"; and Karl Struss, A.S.C, for "The Sign

of the Cross." In the selection of the "Hollywood Re-
porter's" Award, second place went to Lee Garmes, A.S.C,
for "Zoo in Budapest," with Victor Milner, A.S.C, a very

close third with "Song of Songs." Any of these produc-

tions would, in any other year, unquestionably have merited

first honors. Indeed, 1933 was an extraordinary year in

cinematography, for seldom if ever in the history of the

Cinema have there been so many superbly-photographed

productions released in so short a period.

Special Honorable Mention among the Technical Ad-
vances of the year was awarded by the Academy Techni-

cians' Committee to Fred W. Jackman, A.S.C, for his part

in perfecting the cellulose process-screen.

Other Awards announced by the Academy include: Best

Production, "Cavalcade"; Best Performance by an Actor,

Charles Laughton, in "Henry VIM"; Best Performance by

an Actress, Katharine Hepburn, in "Morning Glory"; Direc-

tion, Frank Lloyd, for "Cavalcade"; Best Original Story,

Robert Lord, for "One-Way Passage"; Best Adaptation,

Sarah Y. Mason and Victor Heerman, for "Little Women";
Art-Direction, William Darling, for "Cavalcade"; Best Re-

cording, Franklin H. Hansen, head of Paramount Sound

Dept., for "A Farewell to Arms." The short-subject Awards

went to Walt Disney, for "Three Little Pigs"; Lou Brock,

of RKO, for "So This Is Harris"; and Educational Pictures,

for "Krakatoa." Special Certificates for Technical Merit

were Awarded Electrical Research Products, Inc., for their

"Wide-range" recording and reproducing system, and to

RCA-Victor for the Photophone "High Fidelity" sound sys-

tem. The Technical Honorable Mention, for the develop-

ment and use of the Cellulose Process-screen, was given

Fred W. Jackman, A.S.C. Sidney Saunders, and the Fox and

Warner studios.
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Sun Shadow

Indicator
By

R. S. Leonard

WHAT path does the sun travel daily on its annual

voyage from north to south and back again?

Where will it be at some particular time of day

—at some particular time of year? Such questions could

probably be answered definitely by only a few, certainly not

without access to astronomical data, and not without a great

deal of time-consuming calculation. Yet definite knowl-

edge of the sun's altitude and direction at any given time

is most intimately concerned with all outdoor photography.

Not only to permit adequate exposure, but to insure light

of the direction and intensity necessary for proper render-

ing of the subject to be photographed.

Taking pictures of a great public power development at

all times of the year made the need of such knowledge

increasingly apparent. Still and motion pictures were taken

of all construction phases, of railroad and transmission lines,

of dams and lakes, of the scenic magnificence so intimately

a part and background of the development; pictures of the

tremendous 1200 square mile power reservoir that makes

the project possible, an area of granite gorges and glacier

capped peaks. The project lies in a country so rugged that

many of the most spectacular locations are in sunlight only

a part of the year, at times in places so difficult of access

that a second attempt was seldom possible—all this in a

country of heavy rainfall and great cloud masses, of sudden
weather changes and uncertain sunlight. Such difficulties

prompted a search for some sort of a device for quickly

forecasting the sun's position at a given time and place.

Nothing seemed to be available, however, and after a cer-

tain amount of effort, the device in the illustration was
produced. It has proved practicable in use and apparently

quite accurate enough for its purpose.

The Sun Shadow Indicator is simple enough. Basically,

it is merely a monthly charting of the path followed by the

extreme shadow of a vertical post as the sun passes from
east to west. The seven curves on the chart follow the

shadow path of the day and month indicated on the re-

spective curve. Intermediate days between these monthly
curves are obtained with sufficient accuracy by interpola-

tion. It would be more confusing than helpful to show
very many of these curves, so only seven have been charted.

The extreme curves of December and June mark the limit

of sun travel north and south. Each of the other curves

serves for either of two months because the sun naturally

follows the same daily path at a given altitude, whether
moving north or going south with the seasons. Because of

the elliptical path traveled by the earth, however, the hourly

time divisions for each month will not coincide. The curve

of March 21 st and September 22nd is a straight line be-

cause at that time the sun is over the equator.

The concentric circles are multiples of the post height

and provide a ready means of estimating the length of the

shadow in terms of the post height. For instance, in the

illustration the shadow is in a direction that indicates three

o'clock on or about June 21st, and the length of a sun cast

shadow at that time is 4 '/2 times the height of the object

causing the shadow.

A magnetic compass is inset in the chart so that it may
be properly oriented with the sun. Spirit levels are also

included so that the chart may be held level and the cor-

rect length of the shadow indicated.

In use, the shadow indicator is leveled and turned until

the compass needle is over the north point. It may be

held in the hands, or placed on a tripod head or similar sup-

port. The sun need not be shining to obtain the shadow
direction, but the presence of a magnetic deflection can be

determined by a comparison of actual time with time in-

dicated by shadow.

With the indicator properly leveled and oriented, a visual

comparison is made between the post with its cast shadow
and the object to be photographed. This visual compari-

son is the basis on which the practicability of the whole

idea rests. In practice, the comparison method seems sat-

isfactory, and it has been found that good results can be

obtained with distant as well as close-up subjects.

The most desirable direction of light is then decided

upon and the shadow length and the time of day at which

it will occur is found on the chart. If proper shadow length

and direction would not occur on that day, it is quite easy

to determine if some other time of day would be more

suitable. It has been found in practice that the indicator

may be used in a ravine or in the shadow of obstructing

objects such as mountains or buildings, and the time and

duration of possible sunlight determined. Used in building

interiors where photography may be involved with sunlight-

ing through windows, it will indicate the time, direction,

and extent of sunlight penetration. Laid on building or

construction plans, it is possible to determine with reason-

able accuracy the proper time to photograph a subject with-

out need of preliminary inspection by the photographer.

(Continued on Page 494)
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SEVERAL basic improvements are to be noted for the

year 1933, but their general adoption has been in

almost every case deferred until more propitious eco-

nomic conditions return. The majority of advances have

been in details of equipment and practice—improvement of

that already at hand, rather than the acquisition of any-

thing radically new. None the less, much progress can be

chronicled for the year 1933.

Cinematographic Methods
In virtually all of the studios, one camera per set has

become standardized, with added cameras being used only

rarely. At the same time, production schedules have been,

in several instances, materially reduced. A feature-length,

programme picture which but a few years ago would be

allowed a shooting schedule of thirty days or more is now
generally scheduled for eighteen days or less (12-15 days

in one major studio)—and not infrequently completed con-

siderably under the schedule. This has naturally brought

about a somewhat greater efficiency in operation, though at

the excessive price of absurdly long working hours, unduly

great physical and nervous strain on the personnel, and the

slighting of many important elements of really fine cine-

matography. It is noteworthy that the films held to be the

most successful have generally been those allowed longer,

more reasonable schedules, avoiding excessive overwork.

Relatively few changes in actual photographic methods
have been observed, the bulk of advancement being detail

improvements in equipment, etc.

Influence of Foreign Elements

Technically, the influence of foreign elements during

1933 proved negligible, although two releases ("Be Mine
Tonight" and "The Private Life of Henry VIM") have in-

fluenced the trend of production to some extent.

The Dunning Process Co., of Hollywood, introduced a

European method of "Matte-ing" films, to remove scratches

on valuable negatives.

Raw Materials

Virtually unchanged. The standard negative material is

the Supersensitive Panchromatic type, non-halation backed,

and largely of Eastman and DuPont manufacture. Similar

emulsions, slightly slower, but of unusual fine-grain char-

acteristics, have been introduced by both firms for the mak-
ing of transparency background-plates. Infra-red-sensitive

film has also been made available; this was used by Elmer

C. Dyer, A.S.C., in making what have been held to be the

finest aerial night-effect scenes made commercially, in

M-C-M's "Night Flight."

The use of tinted-base positive stock has made some
gains in the past year, especially in "Zoo in Budapest" and

"I Am Suzanne,' photographed by Lee Carmes, A.S.C., and

in some of the films photographed by Victor Milner, A.S.C.,

and Hal Rosson, A.S.C.

Sound-track or "recording" positive emulsions, coated on

I 6mm stock, have been made available to the amateur trade,

giving a moderately fast, semi-chromatic film at a greatly

reduced price. This is largely of DuPont manufacture, but

marketed by several laboratories, who handle the reversal

processing of their film, under the trade-names "Pellex,"

"Sun-Ray," "Rod-AI," etc.

Cameras

Both Mitchell and Bell & Howell have introduced silent

cameras, which have been tested, and used to some extent

on productions. Though quite successful, economic fac-

tors have retarded their general acceptance. The French-

made Debrie "SuperParvo" silent camera has been shown

in America, while both the Debrie and Eclair silent designs

have been used quite extensively in Europe.

Several improvements in blimping have been introduced;

notably the Fried design, which consists of a standard Bell

& Howell or Mitchell camera, suitably silenced, and rebuilt

as an integral part of a small, lightweight blimp; and the

RKO type, described elsewhere in this issue. The Educa-

Cinematic

tional-Fearless blimp has been made commercially available.

In the amateur field, Eric M. Berndt, of New York City,

has designed and marketed a custom-built, professional-

type 16mm camera, embodying virtually all the features of

a studio camera, and adapted for sound-recording, by either

single or double system.

The Eastman Kodak Co. brought out the Cme-Kodak
Special, a virtually professional camera for advanced 16mm
workers. It is capable of hand or motor drive, at any speed
from single-frame to 64 frames per second, forward or re-

verse; and fitted with direct focusing, a two-lens turret,

matting facilities, dissolving shutter, and an interesting

magazine arrangement, somewhat reminiscent of the Ake-
ley principle, for 50, 100 or 200-ft. lengths of film.

Bell & Howell introduced a semi-professional Eyemo
and Filmo, featuring a range-finder, optional hand or elec-

tric motor drive, and detachable, external 200-ft. maga-
zines.

Victor has added a (hand) reverse-crank to their DeLuxe
"Model 5" 16mm camera, and, with the continuance of the

"Model 3" type, made notable advances in the low-price

class.

The magazine (or "charger") type of amateur cine

camera has gained in popularity with the success of the

"Simplex" and the introduction of the new "121" maga-
zine-type Filmo. The magazine plan has incidentally mini-

mized one of the commercial evils of the 16mm film trade

—the wastage of "short ends"—lengths of 40-50 ft.,

which can now be used as loads for the magazines.

The 8mm standard has made great progress during the

year, two types of equipment being available in this stand-

ard (Eastman and Stewart-Warner), with a considerable

variety of equipment and accessories.

Camera Accessories

An outstanding development in the line of professional

accessories is the introduction, by Harrison and Harrison,

of a positive-type view-finder matched to 24mm lenses.

The same firm has also introduced a professional type, posi-

tive-lens view-finder for amateur use.

There has been a notable increase in the use, by profes-

sionals and amateurs alike, of photoelectric exposure-meters.

Several new instruments of this type, including the Weston,
have been marketed.

Several studios—notably MCM, RKO and others—have

developed finders which are mechanically connected with

the focusing adjustment of the camera lens, automatically

correcting for parallax. Some designs focus the finder-lens

synchronously with the camera-lens; often this adjustment

is provided with compensating elements which keep the

finder accurate regardless of the focal-length of the camera-

lens used.

The Bell & Howell "Rotambulator," adapted from a de-

sign by John Arnold, President A.S.C, has come into general

use in several studios in place of tripods, dollies or light

cranes.

The Fox Studio introduced the "Velocilator," a very fine

small crane for general use. It is being manufactured un-

der license by the Fearless Camera Co.

General Service Studios have developed a fine large

crane, one of the two largest in the industry, and interest-

ingly designed. One man can operate it, as the counter-
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Progress

During 1933
A Technical Review

weights are sliding rather than fixed, and assure very accu-

rate balance. It is designed to be transported as a trailer.

Lenses

Professional lens-speeds have remained fairly constant,

varying between f:2.7 and f:2.3. The Astro "Tachon"
lens, f:0.95, has been shown within the year, and tested

by members of the A.S.C. Research Committee, in both the

professional and amateur mountings. The visual and chem-
ical foci are rather divergent, so it has not been possible,

as yet, to calibrate these lenses with sufficient accuracy to

take advantage of their undeniable speed and good optical

quality.

The German camera firm, Askania, C.m.b.H., has intro-

duced a mirror-lens, a telephoto on the principle of the

reflecting telescope.

The Bell & Howell "Varo" variable-focus or "Zoom"
lens has been used considerably on production.

Lighting

Incandescent lighting has remained in the ascendant, al-

though the carbon-arc remains supreme for certain light-

effects, and for natural-color cinematography.

The General Electric Co. has developed large bulbs of

the Photoflood, high-intensity type, for studio use. These
are known as the "Movief lood," and are similar to the usual

1,000 Watt, PS-52 bulbs, but deliver approximately 100
per cent more light, though with a rather shorter life, aver-

aging 15-18 hours. The chromatic composition of the

light from these bulbs is considerably improved, with an

increase of 140 per cent in the actinic (blue-violet) re-

gion, and an almost corresponding reduction in the infra-

red or heat emanation, which is of no photographic value.

These units are excellent for monochrome cinematography,
having notably improved "carrying power." They were,

however, designed primarily for natural-color cinematog-
raphy.

The National Carbon Co., in conjunction with Mole-
Richardson, Inc., of Hollywood, have developed new Super-
Panchromatic carbons for arc-lighting both natural-color and
monochrome cinematography, and new lighting-units of

greatly improved efficiency for their use.

Kliegl Bros., of New York, have also introduced several

improved incandescent lighting units, now undergoing tests.

In the amateur realm, the regular Photoflood bulb, to-

gether with new, extremely low-priced lighting units for

use therewith, have greatly increased the interest in indoor

movies and stills.

A new professional diffusing screen, for studio lights, has

been introduced by B. M. Bodde, of Hollywood, who claims

for his device the softness of a "silk" with the translucency
of an oiled gelatine diffuser. In addition the new diffuser

is said to be heat-proof and waterproof.

Trick or Process Cinemafography
The transparency, or projected-background process has

virtually eliminated the color-separation transparency meth-
ods of producing composite shots. Several interesting de-
velopments in this connection have occurred, including the

introduction of several types of cellulose-acetate screens.

Earlier in the year the Sidney Saunders cellulose screen was
announced, and most recently the Bodde type, which is fire-

proof, and partially polarizes the projection beam. It is said

to correct the projection "hot-spot" markedly, and to mini-

mize grain.

These screens, together with improved design of the optical

units of background-projectors, have permitted the use of

vastly larger screens. There have been some experiments

with filters, fitted to the projector, for controlling the hot-

spot. Several portable background-projectors, including that

of George Teague, of Hollywood, have been placed in

operation, greatly increasing the flexibility of the process.

Dr. L. M. Dieterich, A.S.C, invented a new color-sepa-

ration composite process, embodying different principles

than those heretofore used.

Several films released by RKO have had unusual displays

of trick transitions, made on the Optical Printer by Vernon
Walker, A.S.C, and Lynn Dunn, A.S.C. Among these films

are "So This Is Harris," "Melody Cruise" and "Flying Down
to Rio."

Natural-Color Cinematography
Technicolor's three-color process has been used for over

a year in making Walt Disney's "Silly Symphony" cartoons,

and has caused a marked trend to color in animated car-

toons. The three-color Technicolor has also been used on

feature productions, for sequences from "The Cat and the

Fiddle" (MGM) and "Rothschild" (20th Century) with
good effect. The process, while still in the development
stage, shows considerable promise, especially as the lighting

technique is mastered.

Cinecolor has announced several improvements in process-

ing methods for two-color, bipack processes.

The Dunning Process Co., of Hollywood, has successfully

reduced a number of 35mm two-color subjects to 16mm,
using duplitized 16mm positive stock. Negatives of all

types—Technicolor, Multicolor, Magnacolor, Cinecolor, and
even Prizma and Kinemacolor—have been utilized.

Stereoscopic Cinematography
A good deal of experimentation has been quietly carried

on in this direction, both independently and under the wing
of various studios. Little, however, has been announced
regarding these experiments, though it has been rumored
that at least one of these systems is shortly to be tried out

on a feature production.

Television

As outlined elsewhere in this issue, a good deal of ex-

perimentation in Television has taken place, with results

that are technically gratifying, but which indicate that com-
mercial television is as yet rather far in the future.

Film Standards

Wide film, a subject of much consideration a few years

ago, has apparently vanished from view. Were economic
conditions more favorable, it might well commend itself for

process-background use, however, since the equipment for

it still exists.

At present, there are in America three recognized film

standards: the professional standard, 35mm; and two ama-
teur standards, 16mm, also used in industrial and educa-

tional use, and 8mm, a purely amateur standard, created by

slitting specially perforated 16mm film lengthwise (after

development) , and projecting as a narrow strip with but a

single set of perforations. Great economy is possible by

this method: judged on a basis of equivalent screen time,

a saving of 66 2/3 per cent over 16mm is noted, and ap-

proximately 91 2/3 per cent over 35mm.
In Europe, in addition to the familiar 35mm and 16mm

standards (8mm is only now being introduced in such re-

gions as Great Britain) there are two other standards. The
Pathe-Rural, of France, intended primarily for village cine-

mas and industrial work, though lately made available to

some amateurs, uses a film essentially similar to 16mm.

(Continued on Pa3e 494)
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Featherweight

Blimp Has Many

Innovations

By

Henry William Cerrard, A.S.C.

FOR the past month, I have been privileged to use a

new and really modern camera-equipment in the pho-
tographing of my latest RKO production, "Of Human

Bondage."

Essentially, the new device consists of a standard Mit-

chell camera, rebuilt as an integral part of an unusually

light soundproof housing, and designed in such a way that

the case need be opened only for loading. All normal op-

erational procedure—focusing, adjustment of lens and shut-

ter, etc.—may be carried on entirely from the outside.

The finder system, while in many ways similar to accepted

current practice, in which the finder is automatically cor-

rected for parallax, has been developed to a high degree

of perfection. The new outfit weighs but 1 16 lbs. loaded

and ready for use. It may be used, if necessary, on an

ordinary silent-picture tripod, and carried about the studio

as easily as a silent-picture camera.

The camera used is a standard Mitchell, equipped with

a silenced speed movement. The forepart of the camera,

including the turret, lens-mounts, etc., is eliminated, and

only the actual camera-box and the base upon which it

slides are used. This is fitted into the Blimp in a semi-

permanent mounting, with an accurately made front plate

-—an integral part of the blimp—replacing the portions of

the original camera which have been removed. The rest

of the blimp consists of a hardwood frame, built up from

an insulated metal base-plate, lined with the usual sound-

absorbent materials, and covered with leather. This cas-

ing is shaped to conform to the contours of the camera;

the upper quarter opens for insertion of the film-magazines,

and the panel opposite the camera-door, on the left-hand

side, opens for threading. A door, fitted with an inspec-

tion-window, is provided beside the takeup pulley, and an-

other at the rear of the motor.

At the rear, windows are provided through which the

footage-meter and the shutter-aperture indicator may be

observed. The regular Mitchell focusing-tube connects

with an eyepiece extended through the back of the blimp

case, as is the throw-over lever. Two buttons beneath

the eyepiece control the blue and "pan" viewing filters in

this focusing system, while to the right of the ocular are

similar buttons which control the shutter setting, etc., and

permit making fades in the camera. A spirit-level is built

into the housing, and all dials, etc., are illuminated.

In front of the case is mounted a rebuilt standard matte-

box. The bellows has been eliminated in favor of a short

tube, which fits directly into the lens-mount. The matte-

New RKO Featherweight Blimp, opened. The
finder-tube is folded down to allow opening of
door; directly above note focusing control and dial.

box supporting arms are mounted upon a bracket which is

in turn hinged to the camera-housing, so that by the opera-
tion of a simple release, the entire assembly may be swung
to one side, out of the way.

Undoubtedly the greatest advances in the design are

found in the lens-mounting and the finder system, which
are interlocked. The turret, as has been mentioned, is

eliminated in favor of a single lens mount. The lenses are

mounted in special barrels, which fit interchangeably into

this mount. They are so designed that they cannot pos-

sibly be inserted incorrectly. A system of cams is provided

so that a single set of focus-calibrations is accurate with

all lenses, and the automatic adjustments of the finder,

which correct for focus and parallax, are also accurate for

any lens.

The finder, which is mounted, as usual, beside the cam-
era, on the left-hand side of the case, comprises two units:

the finder proper, and a dial engraved with the focusing

calibrations. This dial is placed directly above the finder,

and is equipped with a light, enabling the calibrations to

be read more easily, and an adjustable mirror, so that the

indicator may be read from behind the camera.

By means of a large knob, located directly below the

indicating dial, the finder is automatically focused and cor-

rected for parallax in one operation; the same operation au-

tomatically focusing the camera-lens. By means of a spe-

cially designed system of cams, this operation is accurate

regardless of the focal length of the lens being used. The
finder tube is hinged midway of its length, and folds down-
ward, giving ample room for the opening of the camera
and blimp doors for threading.

In actual operation, this new-day optical system works

as follows: By means of the single knob controlling the

camera-lens and finder, the picture may be focused in the

usual manner, on the regular ground glass focusing screen

of the Mitchell focusing system; or, alternatively (and often

with far greater accuracy and satisfaction) the camera may
simply be centered on any desired object in the picture, by

observation through the focusing-tube. Then attention is

transferred to the finder: by means of the focusing knob,

the finder is simultaneously swung and focused so that the

desired object is centered in the finder; when this is done,

(Continued on Page 496i
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THE LEADER
EASTMAN Super-sensitive ''Pan" led

the way into the amazing field of ultra-

speed motion picture photography. That

was three years ago. At no time since then

has this Eastman film faltered in its leader-

ship. Producers and cameramen today find

that it is as closely linked as ever with the

outstanding box-office triumphs... with the

finest and foremost in cinematography.

Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y.

(J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors, New

York, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN Super-sensitive

Panchromatic Negative
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Sun Shadow Indicator
(Continued from Page 489)

The indicator may also be used on geo-
graphic maps to compare sunlight direc-

tion with geographic features.

The effectiveness of exterior archi-

tectural detail and design is usually de-

pendent upon its relation to predomi-

nant sunlight direction. Residence de-

sign is very much concerned with sun

exposure and sunlighting of interiors.

Factory and office buildings must be

based on the maximum utilization of sun-

light. The Shadow Indicator should

prove a time-saver in determining the

sun's position at definite or at average

times throughout the year, and in work
of this nature could be used as a simple

chart, without compass or levels.

The device has one very decided dis-

advantage, however: it must be used

within a reasoable distance of the posi-

tion for which it was charted, although

with care and the proper allowance for

time and distance, the chart in the illus-

tration could be used for the entire state

of Washington. Areas where a consid-

erable amount of outdoor photography is

carried out should justify the produc-

tion of a chart for that district.

The device has been invaluable in the

particular use for which it was designed.

Here are a few recent instances. The
camera position for one picture was sev-

eral hundred feet above a lake, facing

south, and with a background of snow-

covered mountains. The sun was mov-

ing across the sky, almost into the lens,

and the snow-covered mountain side fac-

ing the camera was in shadow. The

immediate problem was to determine if

the sun would rise high enough to illu-

minate the snow fields and keep out of

the lens. A quick reference to the

Shadow Indicator gave the sunset posi-

tion and showed that the time of year

was too early to expect sunlight on the

snowfields, and so the picture was taken

without loss of time. A suitable time

for a picture to be taken later was also

determined. At another time, the cam-

era position was on a hillside facing north

and looking directly into a canyon, which

at that time was in shadow. Reference

to the Indicator showed that the canyon

would be cleared of shadow in an hour,

so the set-up was made. In still an-

other case, a dam was to be photograph-

ed from a point below, and maximum
brilliance of the water tumbling over the

spillways demanded as nearly a horizon-

tal sunlight as possible. It was doubtful

if late sunlight would illuminate both

spillway water and gorge, but the Indi-

vator gave the time of day and year when
both conditions would exist.

The following is an instance of almost

invaluable aid; a position was to be de-

termined for a permanent motion pic-

ture camera mounting for progress rec-

ords of the construction of a great dam.
"1 hese shots were later to be assembled

to show the complete construction in a

A.S.C. To Hold Coif

Tournament

The First Annual A.S.C. Cameramen's
Golf Tournament- will be held at the

Hollywood Country Club on Sunday,
April 8. All cameramen are eligible to

enter the tourney, which consists of 1

8

holes of Medal Play. A large number of

prizes and trophies are promised, includ-

ing a perpetual trophy emblematic of the

Cinematographers Golfing Championship.
The Tournament Committee includes

Elmer C. Dyer, Chairman; Karl Struss,

Allen Seigler, Ernest Haller, George Fol-

sey, Richard DaVol, Norbert Brodine,

Bernard McGill, Joseph Valentine and
Fred Gage.

The Trophy Committee consists of

President Arnold, of the A.S.C, Edward
O. Blackburn, Wesley Smith, George
Schneiderman, Caetano Gaudio, Virgil

Miller, Edward Cronjager, Charles Stu-

mar and ). G. Van Trees, Sr.

Entry blanks will be available at the

Society's offices, 1220 Guaranty Build-

ing and in all studio camera depart-

ments. They should bs filled out and
filed as early as possible, either with

the studio's Camera Executive or at the

offices of the Society. The Tournament
Committee urge that all entrants state

their average score, with whom they pre-

fer to play, and the preferred starting-

time. In so far as is possible, the four-

somes and starting times will be arranged

in accordance with these expressed pref-

erences.

Play will start at 8:00 A.M., with the

foursomes starting at ten-minute inter-

vals thereafter. The Green Fee is $1.75,

which includes lunch and shower and

locker privileges. Entrants may practice

on the course at any time previous to

the tournament; the fee for this is one

dollar.

short space of time—a very difficult task

at best. Average sunlight direction, pen-

etration of sunlight to the gorge and dam
foundations, and desirable light direction

for photography were allobtained by ref-

erence to the Indicator.

Undoubtedly these cases are common

problems and it is hoped that the Sun

Shadow Indicator may help others in

their solution. In outdoor motion pic-

ture photography, where sets must be

constructed some time in advance of ac-

tual picture taking, where camera and

equipment set-ups must be planned or

made in advance, or where the choice of

outdoor locations is definitely related to

sunlight, the device may be of assistance.

Cinematic Progress in 1933
'Continued from Page 491)

but of a Width of 17.5mm. Another
French system, also introduced by Messrs.

Pathe, and for exclusively amateur use,

is the "Pathex" 9.5mm standard, dis-

tinguished by a most economical utili-

zation of the film-area; the perforations

are single, and in the centre of the film,

between the frames. This standard is

said to be even more popular than 16mm
throughout Europe. It partakes of the

economies of the 8mm system.

Sound

During the past year the Western Elec-

tric "Wide Range" and the RCA-Victor
"Highest Fidelity" systems of recording

and reproduction have come into general

use. They give a considerably wider re-

sponse range in both recording and re-

production, with better quality and more
natural sound.

Western Electric has developed a new
light-valve, with one ribbon more highly

damped than the other, giving a more
uniform response, and a clearer record.

In the independent sound-equipment
field, hitherto dominated entirely by
glow-lamp equipment, several light-valve

recorders (including the Fearless) have

appeared.

Sound-Films, Standard and Substandard

The split-film method of sound record-

ing is being widely used. It is essen-

tially similar to the amateur 8mm prin-

ciple, involving the use of normal 35mm
sound-track positive film for the record,

with tracks made first along one edge,

then the other. After development, this

is slit longitudinally, and the accepted

takes are segregated for printing

In other studios (notably RKO) a sys-

tem of preselection is employed. Only

the accepted takes are developed. The
rest of the film is either reversed, and

used anew for recording, or reclaimed,

if this is impractical.

Dr. J. C. Capstaff, of the Eastman Ko-

dak Co., recently patented a method of

producing tinted-base positive stock in

which the sound-track area remains

clear. This is done by removing from

this area the material of the film-base

to the depth of the dye-effect, subse-

quently filling the groove with a protec-

tive, insoluble varnish. So far as is

known, this method has not been intro-

duced commercially.

16mm sound-on-film has become

rather definitely standardized in America

to the RCA-Victor dimensions; standard

16mm film, perforated on one side only,

with the opposite area used to carry the

sound-track.

In Europe, on the other hand, several

substandard sound-on-film dimensions are

used. The Rathe-Rural (17.5mm) sys-

tem is, except for film-width, identical

with the RCA-Victor 16mm standard.

The British Thompson-Huston Co.

(B.T.H.) and Tobis, of Germany, both
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employ a standard which is virtually a

complete overall reduction of existing

35mm sound-on-film : standard 16mm
film, perforated on both sides, with the

sound-track between the left-hand row

of perforations and the narrowed pic-

ture-area. Will Day, in England, has

suggested the possibility of putting a

sound-track on 9.5mm film, using a nar-

rowed picture, and a track whose stria-

tions are at an angle of 60 degrees to

the longitudinal axis of film and track.

No great degree of outward progress

has been made in direct recording of

16mm sound-films. One equipment

—

the custom-made Berndt outfit already

mentioned— is available, and uses either

glow-lamp, light-valve, or oscillograph

recording, on the RCA-Victor standard

track. The bulk of substandard sound-

on-film, both here and abroad, is re-

corded on 35mm film, and reduced by

re-recording.

Re-Recording or Dubbing

The most interesting developments in

this line, aside from the methods and

equipment used here and abroad for re-

recording from 35mm to 16mm or

17.5mm, is the Reagan-Day method of

re-recording or synchronizing foreign-

language dialog. As recently described in

the AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER,
this process involves the use of special

close-ups, in which the actors speak

coded lines, using English words, but giv-

ing lip-movements synchronizing with
the required foreign-language dialog.

Thereafter, properly synchronizing for-

eign-language sound-tracks are made, and
synchronized with the picture by means
of an ingenious synchronizing machine
developed for the process.

Sound on Disc

This, the form of the original Vita-

phone, to say nothing of the earlier, un-

successful experiments such as the Pow-
ers Cameraphone of 1912 and the origi-

nal Edison Talking Kinetoscope of 1895,
has lapsed into desuetude. It is virtu-

ally unused in professional practice, de-

spite the introduction, by Western Elec-

tric, of an improved recording system us-

ing Vertical Cut records. It is little used,

even, in substandard practice. A good
deal of equipment for amateur disc re-

cording is available in England, however,

where many amateurs seem yet to be

experimenting with the method.

Projection

No outstanding improvements in pro-

fessional equipment or methods have
been noted; in fact, quite the reverse, as

the depression has impelled many exhibi-

tors to economize excessively in their

projection-booths, reducing the amount
of light used, the crews, etc., and over-

looking many needed repairs. It has been

stated that this condition is costing dis-

tributors in the Los Angeles territory

alone over $1,000 per week in replace-

ments of damaged prints, and that a print

which should normally have a life of 15
to 20 consecutive engagements now have
a live of less than five such runs.

In the amateur realm, there has of

late been a very considerable increase in

the power of the projection lamps used
in 16mm projectors. At the introduc-

tion of 16mm, eleven years ago, the

average lamp was but 1 50-200 Watts,
with the largest only 250 Watt. A
year ago, roughly, 350 and 400 Watt
units were introduced. Within the past

year, 500 and even 750 Watt lamps,

with forced ventilation, etc., to protect

the film, have come into use, an increase

of over 300 per cent. This power per-

mits projection upon even theatre-size

screens (15-18 feet wide) with truly

professional results.

Several manufacturers—notably Bell &
Howell and Victor—have introduced ex-

cellent 16mm sound-on-film projectors,

using the RCA-Victor standard film, and
easily adapted to projecting silent film,

as well.

At least two European firms (Bolex-

Paillard and Siemens) have introduced

projectors using 16mm, 9.5mm, and 8mm
interchangeably.

Laboratories

There has been noted a considerable

improvement in the quality of the out-

^^^e new (Oj;emo
gives the highest speed available

in a portable 35 mm. camera

The new 8- to 48-speed Eyemo 3 5 mm. hand camera, developed to per-

mit taking pictures at twice sound speed, is now available on order.

This convenient, versatile camera has already proved its value to

Martin Johnson, who is using it for filming big game from the air.

It will be a boon to any cinematographer who has to produce semi-

slow motion scenes under circumstances which make the use of a

studio camera difficult or impossible. Its speed range, 8 to 48 frames

per second, gives it general utility.

Known as Eyemo 71-CD, the new model has a three-lens turret

head mounting the Cooke 47 mm. F 2..5 lens, standard equipment,

and any two extra lenses selected from the Cooke line, ranging in

focal length from 14 mm. to 2.0", and in speeds as fast as F z. There is

a hand crank for optional use, and a iz- or iio-volt electric motor
may be employed. The governor gives accurate control of any desired

speed, whether spring motor, hand crank, or electric motor supplies

the power. Model 71-CD, like 71-C, may be adapted to use external

2.00- or 400-foot magazines.

Your present Eyemo 71-C can be converted to operate at 48-speed.

BELL & HOWELL
Bell & Howell Company, 1848 Larchmont
Ave., Chicago; ii West 4ind St., New-

York; 716 North La Brea Ave., Hollywood;

310 Regent St., London (B & H Co., Ltd.)

Established 1907.
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put of several important studio and com-
mercial laboratories in Hollywood.

The Dunning Process Co. and the lab-

oratory of the DuPont Film Mfg. Co.'s

factory have both standardized on a mod-
ified paraphenylene-diamine developer

for fine-grade development of 16mm
negative, with excellent results.

Art Direction

The year has been marked by an in-

flux of art-directors from the stage, in-

cluding Willy Pogany, the late Joseph

Urban, Robert Edmond Jones, etc., and

by the invention, by Henri Coulon, of an

interesting machine for scientifically

matching the colors for costumes, set-

tings, etc.

Trick Optical Printing
(Continued from Page 487)

FEARLESS CAMERA CO.
New Catalog and Price List of complete

line of Motion Picture Equipment
now available.

Sent on request.

8572 Santa Monica Boulevard
Hollywood, Calif.

HARRISON
LIGHT FILTERS

Distributed by

CAMERA SUPPLY CO.
151S Cahuenga Blvd. Phone GL-2404

Hollywood, Calif.

ROY DAVIDCE
FILM

LABORATORIES

Negative Developing

and Daily Print

Exclusively

6701 SANTA MONICA BLVD.

CRanite 3108

Cfficls ir7 Daytime -F^7^ 5c«o»s-
Diff(iS7<l Fwcos.and many wH)»r«ff«cls

Wilh any Camera - In any Climate
GcoroG H. Schcibc

ORIGINATOR OF EFFECT FILTERS
1927 WEST 78TM ST. LOS ANGELES. CAL.

was used effectively to introduce the

characters in "Flying Down to Rio." Fig.

1 9 is another adaptation of the same
matte used for Fig. 17. Figures 20 and
21 show a simple but effective use of

the common straight-edge matte. This

effect is easily made by wiping-in in a

different direction than that of the wipe-

out. Although rather mechanical, the

result is, however, quite smooth and

flowing. In "Hips, Hips, Hooray," vari-

ous forms of this type of wipe were used.

The most commented-on type of effect

we have made recently is the so-called

"card wipe," Fig. 21, used in "Flying

Down to Rio." This was developed for

a series of scenic shots of Rio de Janeiro,

in an attempt to get over the idea of

viewing a series of picture-postcards. A
special device was designed for these ef-

fects, and it was necessary to do a great

deal of careful planning before making

the shots.

Fig. 22 is an example of how Optical

Printing can save many dollars for the

studio. In filming "Ace of Aces," Rich-

ard Dix's crashed plane was supposed to

burst into flames just as he climbed out

of it and reached the ground. It so hap-

pened that the plane did not flare up

until Dix had crawled along the ground

and out of the picture. The scene was

up for a retake, naturally involving quite

an expenditure, when we thought we
would try a little 'doctoring' on the

printer—to see if we could save the

scene. V\/e made a test, dissolving to

a split-screen around Dix at the moment
he touched the ground. In this split,

we dissolved the action of the plane

ahead about twenty feet, to the point

where it burst into flames, while Dix's

action continued on normally. The ex-

periment was successful, and our 'doc-

tored' shot was cut into the picture, sav-

ing an expensive retake. At another

time, in "Flaming Cold," an objection-

able name was noticed on an oil truck

moving into an important scene. The

Optical Printer was called on to "re-

touch" this scene. By means of a fine

grease-pencil mark on a glass placed in

front of the printer aperture, the name
was blurred enough to prevent recogni-

tion. This glass was slid along frame

by frame, to match the movement of

the truck. Jobs of this type present

themselves regularly.

Many odd and interesting problems are

presented to the Trick Department of

any studio. Some are extremely difficult,

and tax the ingenuity of the Department's

personnel to the utmost. During the five

years of my experience with the RKO
Trick Department, it has been a pleasure

for me to work on the problems to which

I have been assigned, due to the full co-

operation of all its members, and the

entire confidence that Vernon V/alker,

A.S.C., the Department's Head, has in

his associates. That trust, together with

his method of giving full credit where
credit is due, has built around him a

smooth-running and efficient depart-

ment. His own professional ability, too,

has won him not alone the homage of

others, but the sincere respect of his co-

workers in his department. The quality

of Optical Printing, variety of special ef-

fects, and efficient mechanical design

and operation of the printer are by no

means a one-man achievement: a world

of credit is due Cecil Love, A.S.C., my
assistant, and Bill Leeds, the designer of

the printer and its accessories. The me-
chanical developments on the printer and

the high standard of Optical Printing

it turns out are certainly not the products

of one brain, and to these men rightfully

goes a large share of the credit for the

high standard of work turned out by the

RKO Camera Effects Department.

What the future holds for Optical

Printing is hard to say, but as studio ex-

ecutives become more familiar with its

artistic and money-saving possibilities, as

outlined herein, I feel assured that they

will take more and more interest in this

branch of trick photography. Inevitably,

Optical Printing and Optical Printer

Specialists will gain higher and more gen-

eral recognition than they now enjoy.

Featherweight Blimp Has
Many Innovations
(Continued from Page 492)

the camera-lens is also focused upon that

object, with microscopic precision, and

an accurate reading is also seen on the

focusing dial above the finder.

Changing of lenses is simple: the fo-

cusing control is brought to the "infin-

ity" position, the matte-box swung aside,

the lens is given a quarter-turn, and re-

moved. Similarly, no lens may be in-

serted unless the focusing mechanism is

in this infinity position; and lenses may

only be inserted right-side-up. The lens

mounts are so designed that they auto-

matically select the proper cams to co-

ordinate the focusing mechanism with the

focal length of the lens being used.

The new device was completely de-

signed and built in the RKO studio cam-

era machine-shop. Credit for the design

is given to Harry Cunningham, Head of

the Camera Machine-shop, who worked

in close cooperation with William Eg-

linton. Head of the RKO Camera Depart-

ment, and Richard S. DeVol, A.S.C., his

assistant.

Clennon to Fox for "Grand
Canary"

• Bert Clennon, A.S.C., has been assigned

to direct the photography of the Fox film,

"Grand Canary."
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Filters For Special Effects

(Continued from Page 486)

Second only to the family of diffusers

is the group of Fog Filters. These pro-

duce natural fog-effects under any con-

dition. The No. V4 stimulates atmos-

pheric haze or mist; the No. V2, a very

light fog; the No. 1, a light fog; the No.

2, a medium fog; the No. 3, a heavy

fog; and the No. 4, a real 'London fog.'

The No. 5, a graduated fog-filter, is of-

ten used for cinematographic work, es-

pecially street scenes.

These filters do not increase the ex-

posure, and (especially the first three),

they may be used at night. In fact, the

first of these filters which I made, near-

ly twenty years ago, gave a night fog ef-

fect when a natural fog failed to make

any photographable impression!

These fog filters are also excellent for

use in photographing backgrounds for

Art-titles.

The Neutral Density filters, for sub-

duing glare and strong contrasts, are too

well known to require more than men-

tion. They may also be obtained in

graduated types, which are very useful.

Several miniature experts use these

graduated Neutral Density filters on all

their miniature shots.

Ordinary graduated filters, graduating

from either clear or very lightly-tinted

glass at one end to a heavy tint at the

other, are equally familiar. Made grad-

uating from one color to another, as from

yellow to orange, or from orange to red,

they are highly useful in making night

and moonlight shots. Several cinematog-

raphers have had special filters made,

graduated from the green of the 56-B

or the X below to a 25-A above: these

produce startling effects in the desert,

with a highly-corrected sky and a soft

foreground.

I have made special filters of this type

for the production of some interesting

special effects. In the Fox picture "Hap-

py Days," a few years ago, a sequence

required that a group of minstrels should

change suddenly from normal white men
to blackface makeup. This was done by

using a bluish-grey makeup, and a long,

graduated filter, clear at one end, and a

fairly heavy red at the other. Shooting

through the clear end, the makeup pho-

tographed white; pulling the filter down
until the lens was covered by the red

end, the blue makeup slowly changed to

black. A similar filter enabled another

cinematographer to quickly transform an

old man into a youth: the aging lines

were drawn in blue, which, through the

red filter, photographed dark; pulling the

filter out until the lens was behind the

clear area, the blue lies faded out, and

the man became young.

Lastly, the monotone filter—or view-

ing-glass—is a filter for the eye, not for

the camera. It is used in judging pho-

tographic light-values, showing hig'hiight,

shadow, and colors in terms of black-

w
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New Type Glow Lamp

THE "EQUA-LITE
With Equalized Clow Bar

More Light . Less Current

DEPENDABLE LABORATORY AND SOUND EQUIPMENT

}i;oii")^ood

^OTlON PiCTURE/^IPMEMT(0- llD
645 NORTH MARTEL AVE- CABLE ADDRESS ARTREEVES

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA. USA

Phone WYoming 4501

American Cinematographer
$2.50 a Year

In foreign countries $1.00 extra

It's the world's leading Motion Picture Camera

Magazine for both professional and amateur.

AMERICAN CINEMATOCRAPHER
6331 Hollywood Boulevard Hollywood, California

EVERYTHING PHOTOGRAPHIC
for Professional and Amateur

New and used. Bought, sold, rented

and repaired Camera Silencing.

Send for Bargain Catalogus

Hollywood Camera Exchange
1600 CjhucnRj Blvd', Hollywood

Tel: HO-3651
Cable Address: HOcamex
Open Daily to 6 P. M.
Saturday to 10 P. M.
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HOLLYWOOD'S

BARGAIN

SPOT
Faxon Dean Ruddy Ceraus

Service — Experience — Courtesy

Prompt Service on all Rentals

CAMERA SUPPLY COMPANY, Ltd.
1515 N. CAHUENCA BLVD., HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

Telephone CL-2404 Cables "CAMERAS'

Model B Professional $300.00

For Bell & Howell and Mitchell

Cameras and their respective

Tripod. With the ORIGINAL
instant release telescopic handle.

FRED HOEFNER
CLadstone 0243

5319 Santa Monica Boulevard

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

TRUEBALL
TRIPOD HEADS
OF SPECIAL ALLOY
LIGHTER WEIGHT

The Same Efficient Head

For follow shots, known for

their smoothness of opera-
tion and equal tension on
all movements.

Unaffected by temper
ature.

Model A for Ama-
teur motion picture
cameras. Attaches
to any standard
jTILL tripod, $12.00.

Trueball tripod
heads are unexcelled
for simplicity, ac-
curacy and speed of
operation.

The Hoefner four-
inch Iris and Sun-
shade combination
is also a superior
product.

and-white and halftone. They are avail-

able for both Pan, SuperPan and Ortho
emulsions. It is often possible to esti-

mate filter-effects by slipping a filter

in front of this viewing-glass, and there-

by getting an approximate idea of the

degree of color-correction you will get

with that filter, under prevailing condi-

tions.

New Lamp Diffuser
• The announcement of a new studio

lamp diffuser by the Organic Reclamation
Corporation of Hollywood holds consider-

able interest for the cinematographer in

view of the fact that this announcement
is accompanied by a test conducted by
them by a member of the American So-

ciety of Cinematographers.

This diffuser is claimed to give the

same degree of softness as silk with very

little loss of light. The following read-

ings were secured on a Weston Exposure

meter for the various types of diffusers:

employing a 1000 watt lamp with read-

ings taken in each instance at 8 feet:

Without Diffuser 320

Oiled Gelatine 200
Cello Class 100

Silk 70
Organic Diffuser 250

These readings would indicate an econ-
omy of light, with a maximum of diffu-

sion for the Organic Diffuser. The an-
nouncement states the diffusers are made
in all sizes.

Jackman to South Seas
• Fred W. Jackman, former President of

the American Society of Cinematogra-
phers, and Director of Scientific Research
for Warner Bros. -First National, has sail-

ed on the "Tatsuta Maru" for a four-

months' cruise of the South Seas. Jack-

man, Dean of Hollywood Trick Camera-
men, signed a new long-term contract

with Warner Bros, before leaving, and
will combine business with pleasure on

the trip, photographing special back-

ground scenes for the studio throughout

the voyage. His itinerary embraces Ja-

pan, China, the Philippines, Indo-China,

Java, Bali, New Cuinea and the Solomon

Islands, New Zealand, and Australia. He
is accompanied by Mrs. Jackman and his

son, Fred H. Jackman, Jr., A.S.C., and

his wife, and Joe Jackman, another son.
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EVERY MONDAY-
as a special feature of
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THE NEW

F i I m o 121
a movie camera

that does things

\/\/ '^'^ Filmo 121 Camera, you can

r r switch from regular monochrome film to

Kodacolor or super-sensitive pan any time you want

to. Magazine loading results in this convenient, film-

saving flexibility—eliminates the need of a darkroom

for changing unfinished films. Just pull cut one maga-

zine and slip in another. No threading of sprockets !

Th'j Filmo 121 oscillating focal-plane shutter gives

perfectly uniform exposure over the entire picture

area. This is absolutely necessary for good mono-

chrome results, and is vital for successful Kodacolor

pictures.

Any Filmo 75 Camera lens fits the Filmo 121

Camera. Any Filmo 70 Camera lens can be used by

employing an inexpensive adapter. So, as an "assist-

ant" camera, the Filmo 121 will take every Filmo

lens you now (jwn. Regular equipment with Filmo

121 is the fine Cooke 20 mm. F 3.5 universal focus

lens. It may also be had with the Cooke 1" F 1.8,

fine for both monochrome and Kodacolor.

Filmo 121 is the "handiest" ca.T.era y^u can imag-

ine. It weighs only 37 ounces, and is small enough to

slip into a coat pocket. It has both spyglass and waist-

level viewfinders, the former showing the fields of

20 mm., 1", 2", and 4" lenses. There are two speeds,

normal and 24. The starting button gives you movies

or single frame exposures (for animation work). A
comprehensive exposure guide is built into the cam-

era's side.

Go to a Bell & Howell dealer today and g:t your

hands on this new Filmo Camera. And when

he tells you it's only $67.50, take his word

for it! We'll mail literature if yeu I ke.

The Filmo 70-D Camera—The
Filmo 70-D offers a three-lens

turret head so that you can

carry your speed and telephoto

lenses always on the camera,

ready for instant use. Seven

film speeds give the latitude

you need for vrery kind of

movie slio;—slow to fast mo-
tion in all degrees. A unique

.i,l)Ustihlc area spyglass view-

li-Tdci liames the picture for

any lens you're using. Optional

equipment is the critical focuser,

giving direct focus through the

lens. With Cooke 1" F h.'i

lens .ind Scsame-Iocked case,

S;")! and up.

The Filmo 70-E Camera—Foui

film speeds, 8 to 64 frames a

second, and the Cooke 1" F 1:5

speed lens in its single-lens

head make Filmo 70-E a cam-

era with which tj conquer

photograpliic extremes. Perfectly

exposed movies are possible

under the most adverse light-

ing conditions—a feat usually

reserved for very expensive

equipment. In making color

min ics (using Kodacolor equip-

ment I Filmo 70-E gives results

of startling fidelity and beauty.

With Sesame-locked case, $185.

With F 3.5 rather than F 1.5

lens, $150.

BELL & HOWELL pll
PERSONAL MOVIE CAMERAS

O AND PROJECTORS
Boll & Howell Cdmpany, 1848 Larchmont Ave., Chicago; 11 West 42nd St., New York; 716 North La Biea Ave., Hollywood;

320 Regent St., London (B & H Co., Ltd.) Established 1907.
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Announcing

AGFA
16 mm. FINE-GRAIN

PLENACHROME FILM
NEW LOW PRICE for a HIGH QUALITY 16 mm. reversible film

100 ft. - - $4.50 . 50 ft. - - $2.75

Including processing and return postage

j
N 16 mm. Fine-Grain Plenachrome, Agfa presents a new film of highest orthochromatic

speed and utmost quality. Not only speed and sensitivity but exceptional brilliance,

latitude, fine grain and anti-halation advantages are combined in this popularly priced film.

16 mm. Plenachrome is especially recommended for general outdoor use. Its speed in

daylight is approximately the same as that of regular 16 mm. Panchromatic film, its sensitivity

takes in all colors except spectral red, its latitude means fewer exposure errors, and its special

anti-halo coating protects the finest details. Plenachrome''s slightly tinted base enhances

the warm tones produced by its finely balanced emulsion.

Ask your dealer for Agfa 16 mm. Fine-Grain Plenachrome Film.

OTHER 16 mm. FILMS BY AGFA
PANCHROMATIC— Unusual latitude

and adaptability with complete panchro-

matic color sensitivity.

SUPER PAN—A fine-grain film for use

when extreme speed—especially under arti-

ficial light—is of utmost importance.

MADE IN AMERICA BY

AGFA ANSCO CORPORATION
BINGHAMTON, NEW YORK

Boston . . . New York . . . Cincinnati . . . Chicago . . . Kansas City . . . San Francisco . . . Los Angeles . . . Toronto, Ont.
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• PROFESSIONAL Criticism of the Amateur

picture is a part of the service offered by the

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER. Many

are not aware of this. Hundreds of pictures

have been reviewed thit past year by mem-
bers of the American Society of Cinematog-

raphers for the Amateur.

Next Month . .

• A Professional Looks At Smm Arthur Miller, A. S C.. who has taken

the Smm under his wing, will tell you the things that can be done with

this little camera

• Backyard Movies will continue to be given to you. . . . The type of

stories anyone can shoot in their backyards, right in their own neigh-

borhood.

• Some common sense technical articles will be offered, things within

the range of the 16mm and Smm camera.
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Cine-Kodak and "Focal Frame"
butterfly will fill the picture.

Nature

in action. The

Photography

With Cine-Kodak
By

Walter Blanchard

(Abstract of a communication from J. W. McFarlane, of the
Kodak Research Laboratory, Rochester, N. Y.)

THE principal restrictions as to subject-matter for

16mm movies are now the cost of the required equip-

ment, and the ease with which that equipment can

be used. The amateur does not, as a rule, buy expensive

accessories, nor can he spend much time on his hobby; and

most important of all, he will not be bothered with com-
plicated equipment. It is therefore evident that to make
successful the photography by amateurs of subjects beyond

the scope of existing amateur cine cameras, the additional

equipment must be either inexpensive or easy to build; it

must require no setting up; it must be easy to use, and yield

good results in unskilled hands. The most desirable, per-

haps, would be the adaptation of existing accessories to new
uses which would extend the capabilities of the camera,

without additional outlay or difficulty.

Deti for lb i
an. leniei

Suppl«si«ntftr J

301140

10B13.3
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The most important problem in applying the Cine-Kodak
to nature photography is focusing on small objects. The
Cine-Kodak is at present equipped to focus on objects from
infinity to two feet. It is not calibrated for shorter dis-

tances, due to the fact that the depth of focus decreases
rapidly as the plane focused on approaches the camera, and
it becomes impractical to estimate the subject-distance ac-

curately enough to insure sharp focus. Moreover, the finder

systems available at the present time are not valid for very

short subject distances, because of the displacement of

the finder axis from the camera lens axis. Overcoming
these afflictions will permit the application of the Cine-
Kodak to nature photography. Classified according to fo-

cusing distance and field size, there are four subject classes

in nature photography:

1 . Normal objects at normal distances, which can be
photographed without additional equipment.

2. Small objects, normally examined at about ten inches.

The majority of subjects fall in this class.

3. Small objects, which cannot be closely approached,
for example, birds. This class can sometimes be pho-
tographed with telephoto lenses.

4. Very small objects, normally examined through a mag-
nifying-glass.

The second and fourth classes—normally beyond the

range of amateur cine cameras—can be photographed suc-

cessfully by means of an attachment comprising a wire

frame which defines the subject-area and plane, together

with a supplementary lens which refocuses the camera upon
the desired plane. The frame serves both as a finder and

a focusing device of high precision, and since it is outside

the picture area, it does not show in the picture. The ac-

cessory known as the Cine-Kodak Titler can be used for

this purpose. The easel which takes the title card forms

the frame, and does not show in the picture. The focus

comes exactly at the frame, and the field size is 21/8x2%
inches. This is, however, rather small for most subjects.

Titling stands of similar principle, though of different man-
ufacture, may be used, too, either with the Cine-Kodak or

with other 16mm and 8mm cameras.

Such a device may very easily be made by the amateur,

however, with a wooden base, a simple wire frame, and an

ordinary spectacle lens. It will serve not alone for nature

photography, but for making many types of extreme close-

ups for industrial or educational films and photoplays, and

(Continued on Page 5151

Close-up of a frog, made with Cine-Kodak and
"Focal Frame."



Color and

the Miniature

Camera
By

Clarence Slifer, A.S.C.

WITH their customaiy progressiveness and en-
thusiasm, those interested in the miniature

camera have turned to color photography as the

next field to conquer, with this most versatile photographic
instrument. Strangely enough, miniature negatives were
used in color photography before miniature cameras became
popular. In 1923, a very ingenious color camera was placed

upon the market. This camera was known as the Raylo

camera. It made color pictures by the three-color separa-
tion principle. Each negative in the separation measured
1 by 1 Vi inches, or identically the size of the present Leica

and Contax negatives. From these miniature color sepa-
ration negatives, enlarged color prints were successfully made
in any desired quantities.

As there are a number of color processes that may be
used with the miniature camera, it is the purpose of this

article to acquaint you with some of the most prominent
and successful ones. Perhaps the oldest, successful color

process is the Autochrome process. This is strictly a trans-

parency process, the resulting pictures being viewed either

by transmitted light or by projection. Recently the Auto-
chrome emulsion has been coated upon a film base and is

now known as Filmcolor. It is also supplied on 35mm
perforated film, this film being suitable for use in the Leica

and Contax cameras.

The principle by which this film makes pictures in nat-

ural colors is very interesting. The only special equipment
required to use this color film is a special lens filter. This

compensates for the difference between the visual value of

certain light rays and their actinic effect upon the sensitive

film coating. Although Filmcolor is a single film, it is made
up of two distinct coatings: the color screen and the emul-
sion. The color screen is made of microscopic, dyed starch

grains. This screen in reality is a mosaic of myriads of tiny

filters: red, green, and blue and in perfect balance. There
are approximately 5,000,000 of these filters to a Leica

frame. This trichromatic mixture of starch grains is spread

upon a celluloid film base. Over this color grain coating is

applied a protecting varnish. Then upon this, is coated a

thin, highly sensitive panchromatic emulsion.

This color film is loaded in the camera with the celluloid

side towards the lens (the reversal of normal black and white

procedure). This permits the mosaic color screen to act

as a filter for the panchromatic film. It will be seen, that

these minute filters will pass some color rays wholly, or

partially, or stop completely, depending upon the color of

the light ray and upon the color of the grain or grains that

it falls upon. In this transmitted ratio they affect the pan-

chromatic emulsion. This negative emulsion during the

course of developing and processing, is reversed, thereby

becoming a positive. Now, when this positive is viewed by

transmitted light, it permits the light to pass through the

color screen in the exact and original ratio, thus giving a

picture in natural colors.

With fast lenses (f:2.3, f:2, etc.) snapshots are pos-

sible in bright sunlight. Duplicate transparencies may also

be made. It is presumed that with the Leica transparen-

(Continued on Page 517)
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The A-B-C of

Outdoor Lighting
By

Arthur Campbell
Cinematographer

LIGHTING, to nnany people, simply nneans the use of

artificial illumination for making pictures indoors.

When you set up your camera outside, they reason,

the sun does the lighting for you—all that is left for the

photographer is to set his lens and turn his crank; the

lighting takes care of itself. Nothing could be more wrong
than this conception of lighting! If light obeys certain laws

indoors and the photographer, by applying those laws, can
make his pictures better, why should he not similarly im-
prove his pictures by applying the same laws of lighting to

exterior photography?

True, there is but one basic source of light outdoors

—

the sun. But—as every small boy learns by playing with
mirrors and tinfoil—sunlight can be reflected. It can be
thrown into shadows, moved about from one angle to an-
other with exactly the same assurance—and the same ef-

fects—that we get indoors by using several sources of light.

And if good lighting will improve interiors, it will surely

do the same for exteriors.

When we first started this discussion of lighting, sev-

eral months ago, we found that the average amateur lit his

interior scenes too flatly—simply set up a light or two in

front of the subject, to give an even illumination from the

front, and fired away. Well, the same thing happens when
he makes an exterior: most of us began our photographic

experience with little "Brownie" cameras—and we still re-

member that the "Brownie" instruction-book called for a

flat front-light, with the sun behind the camera. We've
carried the same idea over into our movie-making. But

the home-movie camera—16mm, 8mm, or 9.5mm—is

blessed with faster lenses, and uses faster film than did

our boyhood "Brownies." Therefore, we can forget the old

rule about keeping the sun behind us, and branch out into

lightings that really give us good pictures.

Some of the advanced amateurs have already reached

step No. 1 in outdoor lighting. They have moved the sun

around from behind the camera to one side or the other,

giving a more pleasing lighting, professionally known as

"cross-lighting." That is all to the good—but they haven't

put anything into the picture to offset the harsh shadows
thrown by this type of lighting. We find that the sunlit

side of the face is strongly lit, and the opposite side is

strongly shadowed. But if we can reflect some light into

those shadows, leaving that side shaded, but still with

enough light reaching it to give a nice luminous shadow, we
have a really pleasing, natural light-effect.

How are these reflectors to be made? Really, it's sim-

ple. Almost anything that will throw back some of the

light that falls on it will do—in a pinch. I've known of

professional cameramen who, in an emergency, used ordi-

nary bedsheets for reflectors! But the best reflector for

amateur use is one made of a piece of ordinary compo-
board, with one side coated with either gold or silver foil.

For a long time, silver-coated reflectors were used exclu-

sively; but since the introduction of Panchromatic film, gold

has become more popular. Therefore, I would advise the

use of gold-surfaced reflectors. If you wish, you can pro-

tect the reflector with a wooden moulding along the edge;

and a hinged wooden leg, by which the reflector may be

braced, to stand at any desired angle, is extremely useful.

And of course, if you are a particularly good carpenter, you

can make your reflectors book-shaped, so that they will

fold when not in use, protecting the reflecting surface.

Folding reflectors, by the way, can be made smaller, and so,

handier to carry.

Now for using them! Sketch No. 1 illustrates back-

lighting. The subject stands with his (or her!) back to

the sun—notice how nicely the sunlight, coming from this

angle, will outline the contours of the body and the hair.

Now, place a couple of reflectors on either side of the

camera, to reflect the light on the face of the subject.

(Continued on Page 514)
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Show It

With Music
By

William Stull, A.S.C.

BEFORE the movies learned how to talk, one of the

greatest aids to the de luxe presentation of profes-

sional motion pictures was the musical accompaniment.

Until the advent of the Vitaphone, all of the great film

theatres maintained large, symphonic orchestras, expert or-

ganists, and highly skilled arrangers and thematic-score

writers—all for the purpose of being able to give each

scene of each picture the best and most fitting musical

background. For the right music, rightly played and right-

ly used, can be of tremendous value to any film: it will cre-

ate a sympathetic emotional response in an audience,

heighten the value of any scene—and sometimes improve

the response to a film that might otherwise be coldly re-

ceived.

The same method is well worth adapting to the re-

quirements of amateur showings. Of course, actual orches-

tras and organs are out of the question, and most of us

are but poor performers on any instrument—but there is

always the faithful phonograph, which brings us the finest

of music, to use when and how we will. Moreover, it can

bring the makers of travel films the national music of any

land—the real music of the South Seas; the weird cadences

of a Balinese "Camelan" orchestra; the dissonances of

genuine Chinese, Egyptian, or Arabian music, which, rightly

used, can add immeasurably to the atmosphere of any travel

reel.

The mechanical adaptation of the gramophone to the

purpose of accompanying home movies was discussed last

month; it will be remembered that while the ordinary,

electric-reproducing phonograph will serve acceptably, the

best results would follow the use of a non-synchronous,

theatre-type machine with two turntables, a fader, and— if

possible—-indicating needles attached to the pickup arms,

so that one may accurately choose any definite part of a

record, starting and stopping at exactly the desired place.

Regardless of the physical equipment used, the most im-

portant thing, obviously, is to have the right records—the

most fitting music, perfectly played and recorded. For-

tunately, each scene or sequence in a picture will fall under

some arbitrary classification as to mood and action; so,

having music suited to these various moods, one can rest

assured of having music suited to almost any requirement.

Working from this basis, a large collection is by no means

necessary—a skeleton collection of fifteen or sixteen rec-

ords is enough for a start—and, as time goes on, the library

may be increased, giving greater variety in theme-arranging,

and building up a collection of recorded music which will

be, quite apart from its cinematic utility, a source of lasting

pleasure.

From the outset, several courses are possible. First of

all, one may decide to concentrate on either orchestral or

organ accompaniments; this is, of course, purely a matter of

taste. It would, however, be wiser to concentrate on one

or the other exclusively, until one was ready to more or less

duplicate the collection, eventually having similar music by

both orchestra and organ for every mood or situation. A
certain number of band recordings will often prove useful,

as will some types of instrumental solos, such as violin,

'cello, and string bass. Vocal selections should obviously

be avoided. The backbone of any scoring library should be

the orchestra and the organ.

For such purposes as this, foreign-made recordings are

often more suitable than the domestic product. In the

first place, the majority of domestic record firms have lately

been concentrating on dance-music, which is seldom suit-

able to film accompaniments. Foreign orchestras and pro-

ducers, on the other hand, have continued to record not

alone the more familiar classic and semi-classic concert

music, but have released many delightful recordings of se-

lections virtually unknown here—and therefore often more
suitable than the more hackneyed pieces commonly heard.

England and Germany are the best sources of such records.

For organ records, one must indisputably go to England;

for not only do the British firms have a greater variety of

organ selections, but their records are recorded by a far

greater variety of artists. For strictly national music—such

as Chinese, Egyptian, Javanese, etc., not to mention the

more familiar Scandinavian folk-music, and the like—the

foreign catalogues offer the traveller tremendous resources.

Two American firms—RCA-Victor and Columbia—have

extensive foreign branches, and can supply either direct or

through their importation service, a vast amount of inter-

esting music of this type.

It may also be mentioned that European records are, as a

rule, recorded to a somewhat lower volume-level than Is

common here, and with less tonal distortion than our Ameri-

can records, which are inclined to artificially accentuate the

bass register; there is otherwise very little choice between
the two, as to quality. Several firms in this country carry

extensive stocks of foreign records, and import anything on

special order, handling all matters of shipping, customs, etc.

Such importation requires about three or four months, as a

rule; and imported records cost approximately one-third

(Continued on Page 520)
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Title
Stand
For
Smm or
1 Smm use.

Cine

Synthesis
By

Wm. j. Grace

(Author's note; In the preparation of this and subsequent articles

on 8 and 16mm work, it has been found practical and expedient to
illustrate by pictures and descriptions actual devices and equipment
developed by myself along these lines. It is hoped that my readers
will accept the information found in these articles for what they
are worth, and that it will not be looked upon as subtle advertising
for my own products.)

SYNTHESIS means the building up, piece by piece, of

component parts into a whole. Cine synthesis means
building up a motion picture frame by frame instead

of at the normal speed at which movies are usually taken.

Since frame by frame work encompasses so large a field the

general principles upon which single frame movies are made
will be discussed and then various aspects of the art will

be taken up one by one.

When an amateur thinks of single frame work, the first

thing which pops into his head is animated cartoon work.

Immediately, he visualizes great quantities of special equip-

ment which he feels are beyond him financially. Fortu-

nately, however, single frame work is no more out of the

reach of the amateur than any other type of movie work.

He must bear in mind that he must learn to crawl and
walk before he attempts to run. Until he learns the prin-

ciples underlying single frame work, the amateur will do
well to undertake only the simplest form of the work, name-
ly, the animated title.

Animation, you know, means merely to apparently imbue
an inanimate object with life. If a movie title is animated,
the words and letters may be made to move about on the

screen as if they were living beings—oddly shaped bugs
trained to spell titles.

Since this article concerns itself solely with 8 and 16mm
amateur work, we will assume that the projection speed of

16 frames per second is to be observed. Also, in this and
other articles on amateur cine work, we are going to base

all our calculations on frames per second and total number
of frames. This is to eliminate any confusion which is

bound to arise in speaking of feet of Smm film and feet of

16mm film. The frame and second are universal yardsticks

for cine measurement, regardless of film width or picture

size.

In determining the proper timing for animated movies,

the amateur will do well to emulate the effects used by the

professional. We are taught from childhood to study the

writings of the experienced—does it not follow that from

the experience of those who earn their living making ani-

mated movies the amateur can learn much? The amateur
who really wants to learn the secrets of animation timing

has at hand some very good examples of almost every effect

he might want to employ in the work seen on the screen

of any theatre.

Since it is difficult and impractical to read a watch in a

darkened theatre, an easy way to tell time or count seconds

Is to say slowly and distinctly beneath your breath
—

"one
hundred and one, one hundred and two, one hundred and

three—

—

." It is really surprising how closely seconds

may be mentally ticked off by this scheme. Try it wifh

your watch before you.

Perhaps at some time you have seen on the professional

screen a title which started out with the letters all jumbled

up, scampered about on the screen for two seconds, and then

marched into positions which spelled the title. We'll as-

sume you want to use this on the picture of the World's

Fair you made last Summer.
Set up the camera on a vertical support and, after de-

termining proper focus and exposure, lay all the letters ap-

pearing in THE WORLD'S FAIR on the title area. You
might use small cardboard or metal letters, or you might buy

a package of alphabet soup characters (they come in pack-

ages containing at least 10,000 letters for a dime)—any

letter which can be moved around. Use wooden letters if

you wish. Paint the letters to contrast with the paper

background of the title, or select a paper or photograph

background which contrasts with the letters.

Now, determine how long the title is to run. A good

plan is to allow the letters to "jumble" for about two sec-

onds—a longer period may bore the audience and a shorter

one may confuse them. Allow another second for the let-

ters to assume their position to spell the title, then allow

two seconds more for the completed title to remain on the

screen to be read. This timing is merely a suggestion.

Perhaps you might want to slow it up or make it in a faster

tempo—your own experience will dictate your own timing.

Our timing requires that the letters scamper about hap-

hazardly for two seconds. This means 2 times 16, or 32

frames must be exposed. Expose one frame at a time,

moving each of the letters a little at a time between each

exposure; do not try to move them too far at one time or

(Continued on Page 519)
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Have You A
Watchmaker In

Your Home ?

By

J. Dickinson Reed

ONE of the basic comedy situations is that in which

innocence outrages dignity. Things of this sort

happen with disturbing regularity in every home
where there are children: at the time, they don't always

seem funny; but afterward, when ruffled tempers have

calmed, such incidents usually become cherished memories,

the foundation of cycles of anecdotes about the cute ways
of "Our Baby."

So why not make a home-movie of such an occurrence?

For instance, the time when Junior tried to fix Daddy's

watch. ... Of course, putting a valuable watch in such a

perilous situation would call for too great a devotion to

one's Art—but a dollar Ingersoll will do just as well, with-

out straining the budget. It is the only "prop" necessary

fcr making this little photoplay, which can be staged in any

home, with things that are to be found in every household.

Here it is:

THE WATCHMAKER
Cast of Characters

Junior Hasn't voted yet—but what a mechanic!

Father Slings a wicked wrench
Rover Specialist in second-hand bones

Scene 1. FADE IN. Long-shot of car, outside the fam-

ily garage. The hood is raised, and from underneath the

car, a pair of feet stick out.

Scene 2. Close shot of the feet.

Scene 3. Under the car. (Use a reflector!) Father is

seen busily at work, repairing the car. As he unscrews a

bolt, the wrench slips, and his wrist strikes the crank-case.

He stops, feels of his wrist, then decides that his wrist-

watch will be safer if he takes it off. He starts to re-

move it.

Scene 4. Close shot of running-board of car. Father's

hand comes out from underneath, groping around, and fi-

nally deposits the wrist-watch on the running-board. FADE
OUT.

Scene 5. FADE IN. Medium long-shot of the back

door. Junior comes out, followed by Rover. Junior has

two doughnuts in his hands; he gives one to the dog, and

wanders along, munching his doughnut.

Scene 6. Long-shot of back porch, showing driveway.

Junior enters, followed by Rover. He stops a minute by his

tricycle, but it doesn't interest him; he wanders on, in an

aimless zig-zag, coming toward the camera. He is plainly

bored.

Scene 7. Under the car. Father is still working. (The

angle for this is the reverse of Scene 3— i.e., shoot from

Father's head). On the other side of the car, we see Jun-

ior's feet approach, and stop.

Scene 8. Close shot of Junior—shot through the car.

He surveys the array of tools, etc., on the running-board.

He begins to show a little interest. Have his head turn

from camera left to right.

Scene 9. Close-up of the running-board. It is covered

with a litter of tools, parts, etc. Pan from right to left;

stop with the watch centered.

Scene 10. Close-up of Junior. A Big-head shot. He
sees the watch, and is very much interested.

Scene 11. Close-up of the watch. Make this short

—

about three feet.

Scene 12. Close-up of Junior, as Scene 10. He makes

up his mind to do something.

Scene 13. Close-up of the watch. Junior's hand comes

in and picks it up.

Scene 14. Long-shot. Junior, carrying the watch, walks

away from the car.

Scene 1 5. Close shot of Junior, sitting in the grass, ex-

amining the watch. He looks at it—holds it to his ear

—

shakes it—and listens again. He looks down, camera left,

and speaks.

TITLE: "SOMETHING'S WRONG, ROVER,
LET'S FIX IT!"

Scene 16. Close-up of Rover; he barks once.

Scene 17. Long shot. Junior runs over to the car, se-

lects a hammer and a chisel, and runs back. This can be

a pan shot, with the camera following Junior.

Scene 1 8. Close shot. Junior places the watch on a

large stone, and tries to open it with the chisel. Rover

sits beside, watching intently.

Scene 19. Close-up of Junior. He is intent on his work

—his face is all screwed up, his tongue between his teeth,

etc.

Scene 20. Close-up of Rover. He is intently watching

Junior's work. Make these two scenes very short.

(Continued on Page 518)
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WHEELS
OF INDUSTRY

Victor Sound Library

• The announcement of Victor Animato-

graph Corporation, Davenport, Iowa, that

the well-known ERPI Education Films,

including those made at the University

of Chicago, are being released in 16mm
Sound-on-Film will undoubtedly prove of

interest to visual-minded educators for

the reason that the availability of 16mm
Sound Films such as these will have a

decided influence on the rapidity with

which the transition from silent to sour.d

projection will be effected in the edu-

cational field.

The production of the 16mm sound-

on-film prints of these films is being

handled by the recently established Film

Division of the Victor Animatograph Cor-

poration at 242 West 55th Street, New
York City. Prints will be offered for

outright purchase by Victor, and it is

understood that a number of sources such

as Visual Instruction Departments of

State Universities will offer rental service.

New Leica Lens

• According to announcement from E.

Leitz, Inc., the long promised 50mm
Summar f.2 lens in collapsible mount for

Leica camera is now ready. This lens is

said to embody several outstanding char-

acteristics, among which might be men-

tioned its color correction and crisp-

sharpness, even at its widest aperture.

It is claimed this lens does not suffer

from aberations which are usually associ-

ated with speed lenses, among which

softness at large apertures is a disturbing

factor.

Madison Mart Opens

• Under the firm name of Madison Mart,

Inc., P. A. Lins, E. F. G. Herr and Vv'm.

A. Kunze, formerly with Herbert & Hues-

gen Company, have opened the Madison

Mart at 403 Madison Avenue, New York

City, for the purpose of dealing in Cine

and still photography equipment.

New Amateur Lights

• According to an announcement from

Wm. J. Grace of Dallas, Texas, he is mar-

keting a new light unit which will ac-

commodate from three to four lights. A
fine feature of this unit is the fact that

he has also designed a switch which will

give either dim or bright lights. This

means a great saving in both current and

photo-flood bulbs as the dim switch can

be thrown over while the lights are being

lined up and the bulbs may be burned at

their highest efficiency only during the

actual photographing process. Another

fine feature is the "spill ring" which is

available with this outift. This concen-

trates the light more within the photo-

graphic range. It is a feature which the

professional studio has used regularly.

Harrison Sunshade

• So built as to fit on either still camera

or 16mm camera, Harrison and Harrison

of Hollywood announce a new sunshade

to take either 1 V4 or 1 V2 in. filters.

This sunshade fastens by means of a

bent rod, as seen in the illustration, to

the filter holder and then to the camera,

fastening in the tripod-screwhole The
bolt with which this is fastened is drilled

so that it will take the regular tripod-

head bolt. It is adjustable both sideways

and forward and backward.

New Rental Library

• The Visual Instruction Supply Corpora-

tion IS a new entrant into the Film Ren-

tal Library field. The corporation an-

nounces the institution of a National

16mm Film Rental Service created espe-

cially to serve the school and church field.

This service is available anywhere in

the United States and Canada. Address

all inquiries regarding this service to Vis-

ual Instruction Supply Corporation, 1757

Broadway, Brooklyn, New York.

New 16mm Film

• An announcement that is of exceptional

interest to the dealer as well as to the

16mm user is the one put out this month
by Agfa Ansco of their 16mm Plena-

chrome Fine-grain film. This will sell

for $4.50 for 100 ft. and $2.75 for

50 ft. This new film will have the

popular Plenachrome emulsion which has

been used successfully by this firm on

their still film negatives for so long. The
Agfa Ansco Company claim extremely

fine grain and more than usual latitude

for this film. While it is not panchro-

matic, it is sensitive to all colors except

spectral red. It is fully orthochromatic.

They claim it is more brilliant than Pan-

chromatic and they state in their an-

nouncement that it has the Agfa anti-

halation coating. Its speed in daylight is

approximately that of regular Reversible

Panchromatic.

Chicago Victor Office

• The Victor Animatograph Corporation

is opening an office at 1 88 W. Randolph

St., Chicago, under the management of

Don B. Oliver. This office will act as a

display for all Victor equipment and will

have projection for silent and sound pic-

tures. A service man from the factory

will also be installed in this office to

assist Oliver.

16mm Sound Library

• Among the first to announce a 16mm
Sound on Film Library is Willoughby in

their recent circular which lists six car-

toons, five Aesop Fables, six Travelogs,

ten Musicals, three Music Classics and

four Miscellaneous subjects.

According to the announcement these

subjects will rent for $1.50 a reel, with

each reel approximately 400 ft. in length.

B & H 16mm Titles

• For those 16mm film users who haven't

the time or inclination to make their own
titles. Bell & Howell is introducing what

is styled "Title Craft" service.

The pictorial titles, if of ten words or

less, are 75c each, plus 4c for each word

over ten. Titles on plain or on the tex-

tured backgrounds shown in the book are

45c, if of ten words or less, plus 4c for

each word over ten. The quoted prices

include filming, developing, and delivery

to the customer of the finished title film

strips ready to splice into his films.

Main titles in suitably varied type sizes

are supplied at no extra charge.
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BACKYARD

"Diary of 1934"

So often we amateur movie enthusi-

asts discover rather suddenly a dearth of

ideas as well as an actual shortage of

cash for the ever-important item of film.

It IS a very simple matter, however, to

cure both of these ills. The obvious

answer to the shortage of money is to

budget it, allowing yourself a definite

amount to buy film throughout the year;

but if this is to work out successfully,

you should budget your ideas, too. It

seems to me that the beginner can do

nothing better than to plan his year in

advance, with the idea m mind that at

the end of twelve months he will have

four hundred feet of film representing

the highlights of the year—a vivid diary

of the most important happenings. Like

most diaries, it should prove of interest

to all who are privileged to view it.

Moreover, a film diary is a marvellous

way of utilizing "orphan film"—all those

disconnected shots of people and places

every movie-maker accumulates during

the course of a year. Strung together in

more or less chronological order, with

clever titles, such otherwise wasted film

can easily be made into a most interest-

ing reel, excellently suggesting WHAT
you did, WHERE you did it, and WHO
you met during the year. Try it on

those stray shots you have left over from

last year s shooting! It is sure to work
out so successfully that you'll want to

try making a definitely planned film

diary of this year's events. Here's how
to do it.

Think of the pattern of the whole year

—how it affects you personally—and

plan your film accordingly. There are

certain definite activities and events that

stand out: certain fairly fixed holidays,

vacations, etc.; then there are certain

equally definite family celebrations

—

birthdays, wedding anniversaries, and so

on; then there are special, unforeseen (but

important) events—-visits from old

friends, schoolmates and the like; and
lastly, there are definite "news events,"

both family and local—weddings, gradua-

tions, family reunions; fires, floods,

wrecks, and visits from prominent peo-

ple. All of them stand out in your mem-
ory (some, of course, more than others)

—and so they should by all means be

represented in your film diary.

MOVIES
Movie Film Free

Ofis Wade of Los Angeles gives us a

practical idea for t-he use of the 8mm or

16mm camera. Here is an idea that

everyone will find practical—especially

for those shots that were taken at ran-

dom. Wade, of course, gets the roll of

Panchromatic film. Read his suggestion

over—see how simple it is, but how
practical. Then try your hand at win-

ning a roll of film free. Send your sug-

gestions to the Editor.

The first event might center around

New Year's Day, and how you began the

year. Next there will probably be an

outing some fine Spring week-end—and

don't forget that the ladies always like

to show off their new Easter bonnets!

Often you'll have an interesting outing

around the Fourth of July or Memorial

Day. Film it! For your summer vaca-

tion, you may go camping, or make a

motor-tour; or perhaps you'll spend the

vacation at the beach or in the moun-
tains. In the Fall, the men of the fam-

ily are likely to go hunting—and the

camera should go with them. Hallow-

e'en and Thanksgiving are both, as a

rule, observed with some celebrations

—

especially if there are children in the

home; and both offer interesting film

material. And of course Christmas Day

(or perhaps New Year's Eve) will end

your reel. In between these subjects,

you can naturally put all of the intimate,

personal events that don't fall under

any arbitrary classification.

The "news" subjects—unexpected

visits from old friends, weddings, gradu-

ations, or outstanding local events, can

either be cut into the reel in their chron-

ological order, or grouped at the end of

the reel in their chronological order, or

grouped at the end of the reel. It might

not be a bad idea, also, to have at the

end of the reel about fifty feet of close-

ups of your best friends—something like

the "personalities in the news" section

of newsreels. These, of course, can be

made at any time during the year.

So much for the ideas!

Now for the film! As a rule, it will

only be necessary to get one roll of Su-

persensitive "Pan"—this for the interi-

ors on Christmas and New Year's Eve.

For the rest, you can get very good re-

sults on the cheaper grades of film

—

even Ortho and the cheap "Semichro-

matic" types; provided, of course, that

the daylight is always good. If you al-

low about $18 for the 400 ft., your

budget will only have to call for an ex-
penditure of $1.50 per month for film.

Often, 50-ft. rolls will be more satisfac-

tory than 100 ft. lengths, as you can
get your pictures developed sooner,

avoiding any possibility of film left in the

camera deteriorating.

The titles need only be of the sim-
plest "date-and-place" sort—brief and
to the point; a means of identification

in later years. Titles introducing groups,

however, should list the names of every-

one shown, lest some be forgotten later

on. Most of these titles can be made
on short ends of film left on the roll

after you have finished your scheduled
scenes.

The idea just outlined is a film diary

in its simplest form. It can be expand-
ed to almost any degree you may find

advisable; but bear in mind always the

fact that it will be more interesting if

there are perhaps fewer subjects, each of

which is well planned and well photo-
graphed than if there are more subjects,

but haphazardly planned and poorly pho-
tographed. Such an idea can naturally

be expanded to include much more than

the suggested 400 ft.; but it is not ad-
visable to attempt to make it shorter, as

it would become too sketchy. To get

the best results from the idea, with the

minimum expenditure, study the tech-

nique of the newsreel; plan and photo-

graph each subject with the idea of mak-
ing each shot tell as much as possible

—

getting the "meat" of the subject quick-

ly, then passing on to the next. To
expand, you can either show more details

of each subject, or cover more subjects

—

including things which are interesting,

but not, perhaps, of the absolutely high-

est importance, such as current events

not so directly connected with your own
activities. Always, however, remember
that the essential interest of any diary is

the personal element— its recording of

what happened to the diary's author and

his intimate circle.

If you wish, too, you can add titles

more intricate than the simple ones sug-

gested. Double-exposure, with a calen-

dar background, for the main title; hands

tearing off calendar-leaves for the titles

introducing the various events. Titles

that wipe or fade on and off—you can

easily imagine dozens of such ideas

which, while they may take more foot-

age, and be harder to make, will never-

theless add to the effect of the picture,

(Continued on Page 516)
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Multiple Exposures-Without

Rewinding-For Amateur Cameras
It is not very hard for a professional

cinematographer to suggest all sorts of

practical camera-tricks to the amateur

—

if he will exercise his memory. After all,

most of today's professionals can remem-
ber the days when the best of profes-

sional cameras were less adaptable than

are today's amateur cameras—even the

simplest 8mm ones. It is really surpris-

ing how much can be done with a mod-
ern amateur movie camera, without any

added trouble or expense.

Knowing that all home-movie makers

have at least a secret hankering to make
their films different from those of their

fellow cineastes, we herewith suggest a

pair of simple tricks which can be made
with any amateur movie camera. Like

a stage 'magician's' act, "it's done with

mirrors!"

Trick No. 1 is explained by sketch No.

1. It gives an interesting triple-expo-

sure effect—without the necessity of re-

winding, or matching mattes. Place two

mirrors at the exact angles indicated by

the sketch, placing them on a solid ta-

ble. Frame your picture according to the

outline indicated by the dotted-line. Use

whatever action you want—and there

you are! Yes—that's all there is to it!

But it doesn't look so simple on the

screen.

Trick No. 2 is explained by the other

sketch. It's just as simple—and even

more effective. Another triple-exposure

effect that can be made at one "take."

Your actor can sit down and play a game
of bridge with himself, for he will be

plainly visible in the picture three times,

and from three different angles. This

trick is especially well-adapted to use

\

\ /

\
'

\
'
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in a plot of some kind. And still there's

no rewinding. You simply place two mir-

rors at the angles indicated, place the

subject with his back to the camera, and

his hands on the table, and shoot. Your

camera must be hidden behind a black

screen or curtain, with only a tiny hole

cut through for the lens—and you'll get

the best results if you are careful not to

let any stray light strike the mirrors di-

rectly.

Yet another trick, which may be done

with the same two mirrors, multiplies a

single man into a whole row—a single

soldier into a regiment. Place the sub-

ject between two parallel mirrors, and

shoot past the nearer one, so you get

an actual side-view of the man, his re-

flection from the first mirror, and the

re-reflection of his image in the second.

If the angles are right, you can get the

effect of a long line of identical people,

though, of course, the details of costume

are alternately reversed.

Try these simple stunts—and see how
many questions your fellow enthusiasts

ask you when you screen the pictures!

Making Your Own Reels
• A suggestion comes to us from J. R.

Nixon of Illinois of how to make your

own 400 ft. 16mm reels.

The idea came to him as an emer-

gency expedient. He cut from an old

400 ft. film can the cover and bottom,

leaving enough metal so as to flange it

over to avoid rough edge. Then he took

one flange off of a 100 ft. reel such as

comes to you with the return of your

film from the laboratory. He cut a round

hole bigger than the one in the original

100 ft. reel. Then he cut small holes

where the flanges come through from the

hub. He then cold soldered the 100 ft.

flange on this big flange made, from the

can and placed it back on the hub. He
used a knife, he tells us, to cut these

holes in the aluminum. Trying to chisel

this out makes the metal bend.

He also says he cut a wedge over the

threading slit so as to make threading

easy. He suggests that a lot of holes

be bored in the metal if it is to be used

permanently so as to permit the moisture

from the humidor can to reach the film.

His final suggestion is the use of card-

board instead of the metal cans for pure-

ly permanent 400 ft. reels.

Effects With Projector
• Lester Johnson of Maywood, Illinois,

felt his pictures would have been im-

proved in many cases if he had as much
foresight as he had hindsight after view-

ing his efforts.

An idea struck him one day. Why
not matt off some of the objectionable

SKETCH- Noil

stuff in the projector! The first thing

he tried this on was a horse race. He
made a mat to fit over the aperture of

the projector right in back of the lens.

He made this first one in the shape of a

binocular and the effect was that you

were viewing the race through field

glasses. When he pulled this mat out

while the projector was running it gave

the effect of a wipe-off.

So he experimented further with key-

holes, diamond shapes and other shapes

that the picture, scene or occasion called

for.

Johnson says it works fine. He does

not give details of the slide he construct-

ed for his gate. Possibly it would be

best to experiment by just holding one

of these mats up to the gate before mak-

ing any alterations.

Filter Holder For 8 or 16mm
Again Raymond Harvey comes forth

with a gadget that is not only simple

but practical. It's a filter holder that

can be adapted to the 8mm and to some

of the 1 6mm lenses.

The basis of this holder is the type of

strainer you buy at the 5 and 10 cent

store for the kitchen faucet. If you

will take your lens with you you may
possibly find one of these strainers that

will fit exactly. However, if it doesn't

it is a simple matter to shim up with

tape or cardboard to make it fit the cir-

cumference of the lens.

You then secure some of the thin

wafer glasses used with microscopes.

These will cost about 25c a dozen. You

take the screen out of the strainer. Se-

cure some gelatine filters cut to the size

of the wafer glass—place a glass on each

side of the filter, place in the strainer,

replace the washer and your filter holder

is ready.

If you want to build a sunshade on

this holder, you can pick up one of the

black composition drinking cups in the

5 and 10, cut a hole in it the size of

your faucet strainer, using a pocket knife.

Solder it on with liquid solder and you

now have the filter holder shaded.
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Cine-Kodak Special

gives unlimited

scope to your

every movie-

making idea ...

A SK the utmost of the Special!
It's made for superlative work.

Illustrated, at the right, are two of
the many features which have won
for the Special the undisputed lead-
ership of the 16 mm. field.

Other refinements include: Eight-
and one-frame hand crank shafts,
back winding, douhle lens turret for
any of six lenses, camera speeds from
8 to 64 frames a second, interchange-
able film chambers, and a masking
slot between lens and film.

Fades, lap dissolves, multiple ex-
posures, animation, slow motion and
other Hollywood techniques are easy
and sure with this outstanding
custom-built camera. The basic
model—with f.1.9 lens, 100-foot film
chamber and set of six masks—is

priced at $375. Other accessories and
adaptations quoted on request. See
the Special at your dealer's or write
for a copy of the free Cine-Kodak
Special Book. It tells the whole story.
Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y,

if it isn't an Eastman,
it isn't a Moduli

REFLEX FIIVDER
INVALUABLE supplement to the eye-

level, full-vision finder is tUe Specials re-

flex finder which shows on a ^ound glass

the exact field and focus of any of the six

interchangeable lenses. It assures accurate
focus under even the most extreme oper-

ating conditions—close-up, telephoto* or

wide angle.

VARIABLE SHUTTER
DEFT, complete command f>f hilhrrlo difficult

fade and lap dissolve effectn it* ikhtained by the

variable shutter.another exclusive Special feature.

o fade i»ut a scene, you need merely press the

shutter control lever up from "''open'' to "closed.*'

To fade in, reverse the procedure. For a dissolve,

wind back the film after a fade out, and then fade

in. The variable shutter can also he used to com-
pensate for intensely bright li|j;ht.

WC DO OUR PART
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^ 16inm ^
CINE FILM

100 Foot

Regular Ortho

Now Only

$2.75
includes

processing

Excellent results
are guaranteed.

Rolls

Panchromatic
Negative and

Positive

$4.25
This includes proc-
essing and return
of both the nega-
tive and a positive
print to you.

Fotoshop Cine Film is guaranteed to give
excellent results. We replace a new
roll free af charge if the results are not
satisfactory. You are the sole judge.

136 West 32nd St. - New York City

THE ELECTRIMOTE
Is an essential accessory in making ani-

mated movies. It allows substitution of

a light spring pushbutton for the heavy
action of the camera release and no
jar occurs to move the camera from its

position. Standard models for Cine-
Kodaks B, BB, M&K, Filmos and
Victors $10.00

WM. ). GRACE
312 W. Page Dallas, Tex.

Specially designed cine equipment and
apparatus.

DUNNING
CRAINLESS

•

16mm Negative
Developing

•

Dunning Crainless is a

developing formula, used

by Dunning only. It gives

you absolutely grainless

positive prints. Buy your

1 6mm negative from your

dealer and send to Dun-
ning for development and
print.

•

DUNNING
PROCESS COMPANY

1 6mm 932 N. LaBrea Avenue
Hollywood, Calif.

The A-B-C- of Outdoor
Lighting

(Continued from Page 506)

Have one of them farther away than the

other, so you won't get an absolutely

flat light, but—just as in a well-lit in-

terior— one side will be a little less

brilliantly lighted than the other. Don't

have your reflectors either too close, or

too shiny, lest you get too hard a light.

And watch your exposure! There is

usually more danger of overexposure than

of underexposure. And be sure to have

a good, deep sunshade on your lens, and
to see that the direct rays of the sun
don't strike the glass elements of the

lens. If all of this is carefully done,

you'll have a very beautiful light effect.

Figure 2 shows a cross-lighting. Place

the subject so that the direct sunlight

comes either from the right or the left,

so that the sun strikes hard on one side.

Then place a reflector on the opposite

side, to throw a beam back into the

shadow-side of the face. This is good
in itself; but you can improve it with a

second reflector. Place this as far be-

hind the subject as is possible land be

sure it is out of the picture!) Catch
the sunlight, and throw it onto the hair

of the subject from behind—from the

back of the head. Thus you will have

a cross-light and backlight combined

—

a very nearly ideal outdoor lighting.

Suppose, however, that you are work-
ing in some deep shade—say on a porch,

or in the shadow of a building. Reflec-

tors will stand you in good stead here,

too, in the form of what we call "pick-

up" light. Reflectors—used either sin-

gly or in a series—-will bring in sunlight

to exactly where you want it. Simply

catch the sun with your reflector, and

play with it, throwing the beam here and

there until it goes where you want it

—

exactly as a little boy plays with a mir-

ror. Even one reflector will help in

many cases; and, if necessary, you can

follow professional practice, and throw

the sunlight from one reflector to an-

other, until it puts a spot of light where

it is most needed. Fig. 3 will give you

a good idea of how to do this.

Once you get accustomed to using re-

flectors, you will find that it is surpris-

ingly easy to handle them accurately

—

and, like most professional cinematogra-

phers, you'll find that they will so great-

ly improve your work that it is hard to

get on without them.

Here is another hint for exterior

scenes. Often a long-shot looks very

bare and empty, with nothing in the

foreground, or nothing to "frame" the

composition. Shots made through a

branch with leaves or flowers are always

attractive—so if there isn't any such

branch actually available in your set-up,

why not get one, and use it anyway?
Carry a small branch with you, and then

have somebody hold it in front of the

camera while you shoot through or un-

16mm COMBINATION
SOUND PRINTER

I Bench Type)

• Prints Sound continuously and
step prints pictures

• Stainless Steel Aperture plates
• Releasing gate at the picture gate
• Motor and all wiring enclosed
• May be had with reels or flanges

Complete With Automatic
Light Change

$1500

ERIC M. BERNDT
1 I 2 East 73rd Street

New York
SOUND COLOR

Handy—Compact Light
One fitting for all lenses up to

1 ',4 or 1 ' 2 in. in diameter.

• Will Fit Your Camera
• Adjustable To and From Lens
• Adjustable Up and Down
• Swings Out of Way
• Takes Harrison Multi-Filter or
Square or Round Filters

• Sells Complete

(to take 1 14 in. Filters) $5.00
(to take 1 V2 in. Filters) $6.00

Harrison & Harrison
645 N. Martel Ave., Hollywood

Phone WYoming 4501

GOERZ
LENSES

Accuracy in manufacture and ac-
curacy in performance characterize
Coerz lenses. To the insistence on
these attributes is due in main
measure, the confidence and pleas-

ure felt by the purchaser—and the
justified endorsement of the dealer.

Photographic pleasures are immeass
urably enhanced thru the use of
Coerz lenses.

Literature on request

C. p. GOERZ AMERICAN
OPTICAL CO.

317 East 34th Street New York
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der it. You'll get the same result as

though the branch grew there!

Similarly, if you are forced to pose

your subject against a brightly-lit wall,

you can call on your little branch again:

have It held or placed in such a way that

the sun casts its shadow upon the wall

—

and your composition becomes much more

pleasing.

It is simply through attention to such

httle details as these that professional

cinematography has become so consist-

ently pleasing—has become truly artis-

tic. Do the same thing yourself: you'll

be surprised how easy it is to improve

your pictures, making the result more

artistic—and incidentally awakening the

envy of your co-amateurs!

Nature Photography With
Cine-Kodak

(Continued from Page 504)

(with slight modifications) for making
titles, as well.

The question of magnification should

be made clear. Ten inches is regarded

as the conventional viewing distance at

which magnification is unity. If we
view an object at two inches, by the use

of a magnifying lens, of course, the mag-
nification as 10/2 or X5, and the lens

meant for the purpose is designated as an

X5 magnifier. Likewise, a one-inch

viewing distance gives a magnification of

XI 0. If the Cine-Kodak is fitted with

a one-inch supplementary lens, the over-

all angular magnification is XI 0, even

though the image on the film is the same
size as the object. The usual 25mm
Cine-Kodak lens 112.5mm for 8mm
cameras) is assumed in this discussion.

As already mentioned, the Cine-Kodak
lens is not designed to focus on objects

closer than two feet. The supplementary

lens is not only the simplest method of

focusing for shorter distances, but it

also has a decided advantage, since the

indicated "F" aperture of the camera
lens is still valid, even for very short

distances. Thus, the same aperture set-

ting is used for the photography of small

objects as for distant objects, and Koda-
color photography is quite practical, pro-

vided the supplementary lens is large

enough to avoid cutting off the marginal

rays.

When the camera is focused for in-

finity, the focal length of the supple-

mentary lens required is equal to the

distance of the supplementary lens from
the object to be photographed. This is

independent of the focal length of the

camera lens. The supplementary lens

may be regarded as creating a virtual im-

age of the object at infinity, for which
the camera lens is focused. For object

distances down to 8 inches, simple spec-

tacle lenses of the Bausch & Lomb
"Celex" double-convex type have proved

satisfactory, even with Cine-Kodak lens-

apertures of f:1.9. The theoretically

preferable type is the plano-convex, with

the plane side facing the object. For

Weston Model 627

Cine ExpostBE Meter
I direct-reading meter for

movie use only.

Weston Model 617
Univers.\l ExposiiRE Meter—for use with all cameras.
Compact, easy to use.

WESTON EXPOSURE METERS

INSURE

CORRECT CAMERA SETTINGS

If your aperture is set according to the Weston

Exposure Meter reading, you'll get sharp, clean,

uniformly exposed pictures every time. For with

this meter you can accurately measure the

light values and instantly obtain the correct

camera setting for any scene or subject you

wish to photograph. No guess-work ... no

waste of film ... no disappointments . . . the

Weston Meter quickly pays for itself in film

saved alone. See both models at your dealer's

today ... Weston Electrical Instrument Corp.

598 Frelinghuysen Avenue, Newark, N. J.

Weston

subject distances shorter than 8 inches,

a camera lens of the required focal

length should be used as a supplementary

lens, and should be mounted with its

back facing the object. Either cine or

still-camera lenses of any focal length

may be used; anastigmats are, of course,

preferable.

The details of construction for such a

frame are clearly shown in the illustra-

tion. Wooden construction is simpler,

and quite satisfactory. The proper sup-

plementary lens can be mounted easily

with cellulose cement in the wooden
upright, using a stepped circular hole

made by an expansion bit. This lens is

MUGO MEYER

QUALITY

UAIIFOPMITy

{iieraiure

PEDfOPMA/NCE

WUGOMEYER&CQ
24S WEST SSttST /^<EW VORK
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S1,000 in CASH PRIZES
for our

AMATEUR MOVIE CONTEST
There will also be many equipment prices. We ex-

pected to announce them this month, but the entire

list has not been completed, but can tell you that it

already contains such items as cameras, projectors

and some sound equipment.

This $1,000 will be divided very simply. There

will be a grand prize of $250.00 for the best all

around picture. There will be from 10 to 15 prizes

in the various classifications of $50.00 each. Even

though you may not win the first prize you would

have a chance at the $50.00 given for the best pic-

ture presented in the following classifications. Scenic,

Travel Educational, Scenario, Home Movies, Koda-

color. Technical and any other classifications which

might be brought forth by the entries made.

If you intend to enter this contest please send copy

on this page so that we might send you official entry

blank.

Please send me one of your official entry blanks. I' in-

tend to enter a (16mm. 8mm 9V2mm ) picture in your

1934 contest. . I understand my entry must be in your

office not later than October 31, 1934.

Name --- -- -

Street -.

Address

AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER

6331 Hollywood Boulevard Hollywood, California

mounted close to the camera lens, and
so that its center is on the camera lens

axis. A decentering error of 1/16 inch

is not objectionable. The wire frame is

not placed exactly at the plane of sharp
focus, because it has been found impos-
sible to surround all objects with the
frame. It is therefore set 1 'A inches

closer to the camera. Experience has

shown that the estimation of the field

position and limits offers no difficulty

with this arrangement.

The frame is made of wire, Vs inch

in diameter, and exceeds the field limit

by about V4 inch on all sides. The
frame is bent so that its geometrical

center is on the camera lens axis. If one

side of the frame appears in preliminary

pictures, the frame may be shifted or

bent as required.

In order to attach the camera to the

device, a hole is drilled in the wooden
base permitting a V4 inch machine screw

to engage with the tripod bushing on

the camera. This hole is so placed that

the camera rests against two wooden
guide blocks, to assure replacing it ex-

actly. The blocks are placed as shown
to permit easy winding and loading.

If desired, the supplementary lens

mount may be hinged at the base, to

be swung out of the way for distant pho-

tography, with which the frame does not

interfere.

The fourth class of subject in nature

photography—things examined through a

magnifying-glass can be photographed

by means of a similar device, using, as

mentioned above, camera lenses of 25mm
or greater focus for supplementary lenses.

The construction of this attachment is

beyond most amateurs, but the required

mounting may be easily made by any ma-

chinist. Especially when using cameras

equipped with the f:1.9 Kodak Anastig-

mat lenses, the mount for the supple-

mentary lens may be made in the form

of a filter-cell, and the device fitted to

the lens exactly the same way as the

standard filters are fitted. The wire

frame, of spring steel wire, is adjusted

so that the image of a distant object,

created by the supplementary lens alone,

falls in the plane of the frame. A final

adjustment is made with the attachment

on the camera, photographing a pin in

and near the plane of the frame, and

adjusting the frame according to the re-

sult. Care must be taken to keep the

subject in the frame, since the depth of

focus is quite small.

Backyard Movies
(Continued on Page 511)

and give you added pleasure in the mak-

ing.

But remember: such a film should not

be so much a display of film-technique

of any sort as it should be a human
document. This is where the genius (if

any) of the photographer steps in!

OTIS WADE.
Los Angeles, Calif.
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Color and the Miniature
Camera

(Conrinued from Page 505)

cies, slightly larger duplicates could be

made by projection.

The next successful color process for

the miniature camera to be considered is

the 'two color' or DuPak process. By

this process, transparencies or color prints

can be made in any desired quantities.

This process is also known as the Ives

Polychrome Process. it is very satisfac-

tory, not complicated, and yields sur-

prisingly good results. It may be termed

a 'two color' process with 'three color'

results. There are two ways of making

the 'two color' separation negatives. The
first way is by the successive exposure

method. Two exposures are made suc-

cessively, one through the red 'A' filter

and other through the green 'B' filter

of the standard 'A-B-C tri-color filter

set. Such exposures are quite practical

on subjects where there is no expected

movement or light changes. Panchro-

matic film must be used.

The second method is by using DuPont
DuPak film. This method permits the

making of snapshots. The speed of the

DuPak film is equivalent to that of

DuPont Ortho film. By this bipack

method, two films are loaded into the

camera at the same time. They are

placed emulsion to emulsion. The front

film has an ortho emulsion with a red

filter coating on top of it (this filter

coating is removed after developing).

The back film, in the bipack, is panchro-

matic. These two films are naturally ex-

posed simultaneously, thus giving 'two

color' separation negatives.

Color prints are made by making cyan-

blue toned bromide prints from the red

filtered negative (the back negative of

the bipack I. Upon these bromide prints

and in proper register is cemented a di-

chroic red-to-yellow positive film made
from the green filtered negative (front

negative of the bipack). The combina-
tion of the print and film give the de-

sired colors.. In a somewhat similar

manner, transparencies may be made, a

blue toned film replacing the blue toned

bromide print. Transparencies may also

be made on Belcolor Two Color Print

Film. This is a greatly simplified means
of making 'two color' transparencies.

Technicolor (exception of the cartoon

process) and Multicolor are 'two color'

processes.

Another process that is adaptable to

the miniature camera is the "three color'

separation process. These color separa-

tion negatives are made by photograph-
ing the subject through the standard

'A-B-C tri-color filter set. It is obvi-

ous that the successive exposures made
with these filters, must be of still ob-
jects or otherwise a color fringe will re-

sult. While this process is the ideal

means of securing natural color photo-
graphs, the novice in color photography is

not advised to try this process until he

New LEICA "Model F" with Speed Lens Summar SOmm f:2.

M,lOST of the economies, conveniences, and versa-

tile features of miniature photography were first

introduced with LEICA; and today LEICA still leads

in these features:

Built-in Range Finder (with magnified image)

coupled with lens for automatic focusing.

Focal Plane Shut-ter with speeds of 1 to 1 -500th

seconds.

Small, Light, Compact, with all controls at your
fingertips. Fits the pocket.

1 1 Interchangeable Lenses, including speed, tele-

photo, wide angle lenses and others.

Over 300 Accessories, including printers, projec-

tors, developing equipment, enlargers, copying and
stereo attachments, etc.

Uses 35mm Cinema Film, giving you choice of

latest high speed, fine grain and color film.

See the LEICA at your dealer or write for free illustrated booklet.

I New 70-page booklet "LEICA IN SCIENCE," 25c.)

E. LEITZ, Inc.
Dept. 486, 60 East 10th St., New York

Western Agents
Spindler and Sauppe, Los Angeles and San Francisco

[its '^ViiMi "^if i I ^

•

PIONEEREDwPERFECTED
MINIATURE PHOTOGRAPHY

has some experience with the less com-
principle similar to 16mm Kodacolor. The
plex color processes. Perhaps, the easi-

est method of employing the 'three color'

process is to make transparencies from
the separation negatives on Tricolor Bel-

color Film. Prints and transparencies

may also be made by Tricolor Carbro,

Three Color Trichrome, Dyebro Color

Process, and by the Pinatype Process.

Recently, in England, the Agfa Com-
pany in conjunction with the Leica or-

ganization announced a new color proc-

ess. So far, it is strictly a projection

MORGAN
CAMERA SHOP

Hollywood's LEICA Specialists

Fine Grain Finistiing and Enlarging
Photo Supplies

6305 Sunset Blvd. Hollywood

process, employing a lenticulated film

advantage of the large Leica frame over

the 16mm frame in a process like this

one is apparent.

The film comes in 18 exposure, day-

light loading spools. Special tricolor fil-



CRAIG JR.
SPLICER *35o
Now available for use with both 8mm
and l6 mm films.

CRAIG SPLICER ^lO
^ Now available in l6 mm size for use

with cither silent or sound on film films

CRAIG MOVIE SUPPLY Co.
I03I South Broadway

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
J^epresented by Ampro in the East

SOUND-ON-DISC-LIBRARY
A number of interesting features include
"Her Man," "Sophomore." "The Iron Man,"
"Grand Parade," "Flying Fool" and others.
Also 100 2-reel comedies and 350 single
reels. Send 25c for complete catalog.
Money refunded on receipt of first order.

J. NAVILIO
Broadway & Chauncey St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

ters are used for taking and projecting

the film. A specially mounted f:l.9

Hektor lens is used for both photograph-
ing and projecting. With the color fil-

ter in place, the f ;l .9 lens has an equiva-

lent speed of an f:6.3 lens on superpan
film. Pictures may be projected up to

3 or 4 feet. It will be a little while be-

fore this process will be available in this

country.

Also, from England, comes informa-
tion of the new Casparcolour process.

This process is based upon new color

principles; as many as 40 British pat-

ents having been granted to it. It is of

a revolutionary nature in that color prints

are made as easily as are black and white
prints. This process has not made its

appearance upon the market as yet.

When it does, it is hoped that it will

bear out the enthusiastic claims of those

who have seen prints made by this proc-

ess.

Without a doubt great strides will be

made in color photography within the

next few years. You may well expect
that these new developments will be ap-

plicable to the lucrative, miniature cam-
era field.

For those who wish more comprehen-
sive information on the processes de-

scribed in this article, you may refer to

the following sources:

FILMCOLOR, The R. J. Fitzsimons

Corp., 75 Fifth Ave., New York City.

DUPONT DUPAK and the IVES POLY-
CHROME PROCESS, DuPont Film Mfg.

Corp., 35 West 45th St., New York City;

The Camera Magazine, Philadelphia, Jan.

'33 issue and subsequent issues; Wm. H.

Derr, 2253 N. Franklin Ave., Philadel-

phia, Penn.

TRICOLOR CARBRO, THREE COLOR
TRICHROME, DYEBRO, TWO and

THREE COLOR BELCOLOR PRINT FILM,

George Murphy, 57 East 9th St., New
York City.

PINATYPE PROCESS, H. A. Metz and
Co., 122 Hudson St., New York City.

CASPARCOLOUR PROCESS, The Brit-

ish Journal of Photography, Aug. 4, Oct.

6, Nov. 3, 1933.

Have You a Watchmaker in

Your Home?
(Continued on Page 509)

Scene 21. iviedium-shot. Having no
luck with the chisel. Junior sets it down
and tries the hammer.

Scene 22. Close-up of Junior 'Big-

head I. He registers intense enjoyment.
Scene 23. Close-up of watch, with

hammer beating down upon it. If you
wish, you can make this more effective

by making a series of short flashes

—

about six inches per flash—of this ac-

tion, taken from different angles.

Scene 24. Close shot of watch. Af-
ter a hammer-stroke, the back cover flies

off, and a spring, etc., shoot out.

Scene 25. Medium close shot of Jun-
ior. He starts back in surprise, and top-

ples over.

Scene 26. Close-up of Rover, barking

excitedly.

Scene 27. Long-shot. Pan camera
from Junior over to Father and the car.

Scene 28. Close shot of car. Father

crawls out, covered with grease, but

satisfied. He walks over to a hydrant

and washes the grease from his hands.

Scene 29. Medium long-shot. Father

returns to the car, rolling down his

sleeves. His face is still dirty, but he

smiles contentedly.

Scene 30. Close shot, beside car.

Father walks into the picture, and reaches

down for his watch—it isn't there; sur-

prised, he hunts for it.

Scene 31. Close-up of Rover—still

barking.

Scene 32. Close-up of Father. He
hears, and it dawns on him that there

may be some connection with the miss-

ing watch.

Scene 33. Medium long-shot of jun-

ior. His back is to the camera, and the

hammer in his right hand rises and falls

regularly.

Scene 34. Close shot of Father. He

starts to run toward Junior, coming

straight into the camera.

Scene 35. Over Junior's shoulder;

close shot of the wrecked watch. Sud-

denly Father's hand shoots down and

snatches the watch.

Scene 36. Close shot (head and

shoulders! of Father, holding the watch

up, and speaking—angrily and fluently.

TITLE; "ZQXXzzzz&%jjjpQ!!!!???!!zI"

Run this for about six inches, and

then slide over it a card bearing—in big

letters

:

CENSORED!
Scene 37. Medium-shot of Junior and

Rover. Junior looks frightened, puts his

PAN-AMERICAN
CINEMA STUDIOS

Now Producing 16mm Sound - on - Film Pictures

Single or Double System Recording
Sound Stage and Location Facilities

Dubbing Sound to Silent Subjects

All work done directly on 16mm Film

We also reduce 35 mm. Sound-On-Film
subjects to 16mm. Sound-On-Film using

the perfected P. C. S. electrical re-

recording system.

We Welcome Inquiries From Responsible Parties

II

Further Particulars and Prices on Request

Pan-American Cinema Studios
142 Columbia Ave. Norfh Bergen, N. |.

"The Pioneer 16mm 'Sound-on-Film' Picture Producer"



hands over his ears, and tries to slip

away quietly.

Scene 38. Long-shot. Father is in

the foreground, holding his watch and

still talking. In the background. Junior

and Rover tiptoe away around the cor-

ner of the garage. Junior still has his

hands over his ears.

FADE OUT.

THE END.

As we have suggested, the only im-

portant "prop" you will need for this

picture is the watch—a dollar wrist-

watch. For the last few scenes, the more
completely wrecked it is, the better the

effect. The tools, etc., can be found in

every home, and you can improvise the

"parts" called for in Scene 9 from the

junk that accumulates around any gar-

age. If necessary, the titles can be elim-

inated, but the film will naturally be

better if you use them.

Cine Synthesis
(Continued from Page 508)

the screen results will be jerky. When
you have made 32 frames of the letters

"jumbled," take 16 exposures of the

letters as they move toward the positions

they will assume in spelling the title.

After the letters spell the title, flick the

camera button 32 exposures more and

the title is made.

A word now about flicking the camera
button to make single exposures. Most
amateur cameras are spring-driven, with

a lever or button to allow the mechanism
to function when depressed. On some
cameras the spring which holds the re-

lease button in the non-operating posi-

tion is rather stiff; in others the action

is not quite so strong. It will be found

that the stronger the spring on this re-

lease lever the more difficult it is to

flick the release lever quickly enough
to allow the camera to expose only one

frame because of the pheomena of mus-
cular reaction. For this reason, I would
advise you to make for yourself, or pur-

chase ready-made, an electrical solenoid

device to operate the camera release

lever. Then, an electrical pushbutton

having a very soft spring can be touch-

ed and released very quickly by the op-

erator's finger.

Some amateur cameras are equipped
with an auxiliary button which allows the

camera to expose one frame at a time

automatically. I have known of some
amateurs who own a camera of this type

to use the electrical control in prefer-

ence to the single frame button on the

camera—perhaps because the pushbutton
could be placed at a more convenient

point. At any rate, bear in mind that

for the best results, make your animated
movies with some system which you may
depend upon to expose just one frame
at a time.

The titling frame or rack which an am-
ateur selects for making animated titles

or other animated movies is perhaps best

made in such a manner that the title

board is in a horizontal plane. Especial-

ly is this design convenient if the ama-
teur plans to make animated cartoons.

The size of the title area should be large

enough so that fine line work is not

necessary and yet not so large that the

materials become expensive. A title

area of about 7 by 9 '/2 inches should be

about right. On the surface carrying the

title itself some method should be de-

vised for definitely locating the title with

respect to the camera. Then, by using a

sketch board having similar locating fa-

cilities, perfect registration will result.

By all means make the titling frame

of strong substantial materials and de-

sign it "heavy." A flimsy frame will

allow the relation between title and cam-

era to change during the filming, and

the screen result of the animated movie

will be irritatingly jerky.

In building your animating titler al-

low provisions for accurately adjusting the

distance between the camera and the

title. While most amateur cine lenses

will not focus more closely than 24

inches, this provision will undoubtedly

prove convenient and farsighted in the

event that at some time in the future

the amateur will decide to equip his

lenses with spacing shims so that closer

work can be filmed. The titler shown in

the picture accompanying this article can

be calibrated for almost every amateur

cine camera and the same frame used for

any or all such cameras. Incidentally,

"moving camera" shots of titles or car-

toons are quickly and simply made by

moving the camera up or down definite

intervals while making the single frame

exposures.

Titles or cartoons may be drawn on

paper or some transparent material

While a bit more expensive initially,

transparent materials for this purpose are

to be preferred. Perhaps the least ex-

pensive material is 0.005 inch thick, and

the safest is made of cellulose acetate,

the same material which is the base of

amateur safety film. Cellulose nitrate

is more inflammable, and for the sake of

safety, I would not advise its use. Ace-

tate stock is only slightly more expen-

sive than nitrate base stock, so why take

chances.

The acetate base sheet will be found

to lend itself admirably to the making

of titles as well as cartoons because they

may be washed clean of the ink and

used repeatedly, a water-dampened rag

Precision made Ampro. New
—guaranteed. At a saving of
$50.50. Powerful . . . brilli-

ant . . . plastic projection , .

.

long life . . . smoothness . .

.

quietness assured.

-o-

400 watt Biplane Mazda yields

light equal to 500 watt. Koda-
color may be used. This fine in-

strument complete with cord,
plug, oil, instructions and carry-

ing case. Regular $150.00 at only
$99.50 . . . Your old apparatus
taken in exchange at top appraisal.

Send description.

Full details and Bass Bargaingram
No. 212 is FREE on request.

DEALERS: WRITE FOR DETAILS

• • • BASS • •
•

CAMERA COMPANY
179 W.Madison St..Chicago

(a/ucra Ucidqiuirlcrs for Tourists
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Sensational

In

Values

^

/dallmeyer^ Lenses
Savings of 33 1-3 to 75 Per

Cent from List

LIQUIDATING THE STOCK
FORMERLY OWNED
BY AMERICA'S LARGEST
DEALER FOR THE EYEMO,
DE VRY and Other Cameras

Mount
n. F/ 1 .9 Eyemo..
n. F/ 1 .9 Eyemo..
n. F/ 1 .5 Eyemo..
n. F/2.9 Eyemo...

n. F/4.5 Eyemo..
n. F/3.5 Eyemo...

n. F/5.6 Eyemo...

n. F/2.9 Filmo .

n.F/4 Filmo ..

n. F/ 1 .5 Filmo ...

Sale

List Price

. 90.00
1 10.00
.125.00
.125.00
1 10.00
140.00
125.00
100.00
55.00
60.00

39.50
60.00
75.00
39.50
39.50
49.50
39.50
39.50
29.50
35.00

Eyemo 70A F2.5, very good condi-

tion, case 79.50

Mount List

6 in. F/4.5 De Vry.

6 in. F/3.5 De Vry.
3 in. F/1.5
2 in. F/1.5
2 in. F/2.9

no.
no.
125.
no.
95.

1 in.F/3.5 U.F. Filmo 31.
1 '/2 in. F/1.5 Filmo. 85.
6 in. F/4.5 Filmo ... 1 10.

6 in. F/3.5 Filmo .140.
12 in. F/5.6 Filmo ...165.

De Vry.
De Vry.

De Vry.

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

Sale

Price

39.50
49.50
75.00
54.50
29.50
12.50
32.50
27.50
39.50
79.50

35 mm. De Vry F3.5, case, very good
condition 52.00

Lenses in De Vry mount are

for the 35 mm. camera. Lenses

in Filmo mount will also fit

other 16 mm. cameras such as

Victor, Ensign, Cine

Ansco, etc.

All Lenses in Splendid

Condition

ABE COHEN'S
EXCHANGE, INC.
120 Fulton Street, New York City

will remove all traces of drawing ink or

showcard colors. If difficulty is experi-

enced in applying the ink or showcard
color to the sheet, it is probably because
of grease on the sheet; a cloth or bit

of cotton saturated with ordinary rub-
bing alcohol will remove this grease. The
title may be drawn or printed with a

brush or Speedball pen; if you use a pen
make sure that the point has no burrs

or sharp corners to scratch the acetate

sheet?

As to the film which the amateur may
use for making titles or animated movies,

8mm enthusiasts at the present time

have only regular panchromatic reversal.

In the 16mm field, four different types

of film are available, each of which will

be found to have its own niche. If only

occasional titles are made, they may be

made on the unused ends of regular

panchromatic or superpan reversal with

which the camera may be loaded. If the

amateur has a number of titles and wants
to have them screen black where his title

is drawn black, and vice versa, the less

expensive orthochromatic reversal films

on the market are quite good. At slight-

ly less cost than this, if the amateur does

not mind the making of titles reverse

in color rendition to that desired on the

screen, he may make his titles on posi-

tive stock and develop it himself. This
film will perhaps give blacker blacks than
any other, if such a condition is desired.

And finally, Kodacolor may be used to

make colored titles and animations.

In this article it has been the object of

the writer to describe methods and ap-

paratus for the making of titles and ani-

mation. In the next article, CINE-
TRICKS, unusual effects obtainable in

animation and titles will be discussed,

as well as cine tricks which may be made
in the field.

In closing, it has occured to the writer

that dimensioned drawings of the titler

shown and described here would be de-

sirable to my readers. With this in mind,

a quantity of prints have been made of

a drawing I have prepared, showing the

construction and assembly details of the

titler. The sheet, 22 by 34 inches, is

available at cost. Merely send fifty cents

for the plan and it will be sent imme-
diately. Address either the American

Cinematographer or myself.

Show It With Music
(Continued from Page 507)

more than corresponding domestic ones.

They are, however, well worth the extra

cost and trouble, for they add variety,

and help one to avoid the more hack-

neyed selections usually available.

It would be almost impossible to give,

in the limited space here available, a

complete list of recorded music suitable

for scoring home movies; but a brief

outline of the more important thematic

classifications, and appropriate selections,

follows:

Battles, Riots, Excitement

—

"Ruy Bias Overture" (Mendelsohn).

"Ride of the Valyries" (Wagner) .

"Flying Dutchman Overture" (Wag-
ner) .

Ballet

—

(Also adaptable to much general

action of a light nature)

"Dance of the Hours" (Ponchielli )

.

"Faust Ballet Music" (Gounod).

"Ballet Music from 'Hamlet' " (Thom-
as) .

Fantasy from "Coppelia Ballet" (De-

li bes) .

"A La Gavotte" and "A La Minuet"

( Herman Finck)

.

Carnivals, Joy, Eetc-

—

"Carneval Overture" (Dvorak).

"Bank Holiday" from the "Cockney
Suite" (Ketelbey)

.

Death Scenes

—

"Largo," from the "New World Sym-
phony" (Dvorak) .

"Chanson Triste" (Tschaikowsky ) .

'Symphonic Poem

"Death of Ase" from "Peer Cynt

Suite, No. 1
" (Greig)

.

Dramatic Scenes

—

"Les Preludes"

No. 3") (Liszt).

Fantasies from "La Traviata" (Verdi).

Fires, Gales, Etc.

—

"Fire Music from Siegfried" (Wag-

er) .

Love Scenes

—

These scenes require music which is

predominantly in the string section of

the orchestra; or violin or 'cello solos.

"Simple Aveu" (Thome).

"A Little Love, A Little Kiss" (Ross-

Silesu) .

"Coeur Brise" (Gillet) .

"Londonderry Air" (Traditional Irish).

"Serenade" (Tosselli).

"Zigeunerweisen" (Sab-Sarasate)

.

"Gern Hab' Ich die Frauen Gekusst"

(Lehar)

.

Oriental, Eastern, Etc.

—

(When bona-fide Eastern music is not

wanted, but when some definitely at-

mospheric music is needed).

"In A Chinese Temple Garden" (Ket-

elbey) .

"In A Persian Market" (Ketelbey).

"In the Mystic Land of Egypt" (Ket-

elbey) .

"Japanese Sunset" (Deppen).

"Chinese Lullaby" (Bowers).

"Japanese Lantern Dance" (Yoshi-

moto) .

"Indian Love Lyrics" (Woodford-

Finden )

.
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HERE'S HOW
by A. S. C. Members

FILTERS IN FOG. "What is the

most suitable filter for shooting in

a fairly thick mist or fog, but with

the sun fairly bright at the same
time? If there were no fog at all,

about f:8 with SuperPan film at

sound speed would be correct ex-

posure. Has any allowance to be

made for the fog, or should only the

filter-factor be taken into account?"

R.C.R., Calcutta, India.

In a heavy fog, no filter will be of

any appreciable benefit. ..If the fog is

light, you may derive some benefit by

using either an Aero 2 or a "C" filter

(preferably the latter) as they have pro-

nounced haze-cutting qualities. When
photographing through a fog, the usual

rule of exposure applies
—

"Expose for

the shadows, and the highlights will take

care of themselves." In this instance,

expose for whatever details you can see

and wish to show; If you are using a

filter, you must naturally allow for the

filter-factor. Often, by the way, a light

fog will prove deceptive, offering more
obstruction to the eye than to lens and
film.—Ned Van Buren, A.S.C.

TANK DEVELOPER "I require a

good tank developing formula, such

as is used in the studios, taking

about 1 5 minutes to develop at

about 65 degrees F."

R.C.R., Calcutta, India.

The most universally-approved nega-
tive developer for Motion Picture use is

the Eastman "D-76" formula, which we
give here in amounts suitable for 1 gal-

lon, and for studio tanks of 120 gallons

or more:

D-76
Elon 120 grains 2 lbs.

Sod. Sulphite 1 3 'A oz. 100 lbs.

Hydroquinone . ..290 grains 5 lbs.

Borax 120 grains 2 lbs.

Water to 1 gal. 120 gals.

Average development time for motion
picture type negatives on Panchromatic
or SuperPan films: 9 minutes at 65 de-
grees F. At half strength the same con-
trast would be obtained in about 1 5 min-
utes at the same temperature. We
would advise you to experiment, so that

you may determine the right dilution and
developing-time to produce exactly the

type of negative you wish. Used full

strength, for instance, with development
carried to 1 5 minutes, would give you
a negative of much greater density and
contrast than is general among the Hol-
lywood studios. Differences in the
water-supply also have some noticeable

bearing upon the action of the solu-

tions.—Emery Huse, A.S.C.

MISSING SCENES IN 8mm ROLLS.
"In several of the more recent rolls

of 8mm film that I have shot, I have

found that several scenes—usually

at the beginning, middle, and end of

the roll—were missing. How does

this happen?"—M.M.M., Boston.

In all probability, you have photo-

graphed these scenes on the opaque film

leader supplied for threading your cam-
era. The Eastman Kodak people inform

us that at each end of each roll of 8mm
film, about 4 feet of leader is spliced.

This is generally fogged in the loading,

so it is removed before developing the

roll. We suggest, therefore, that if you

will run off two or three feet of film

each time you thread your camera (that

is, when starting a roll, and after re-

versing the spools midway through the

roll) you will avoid any loss such as

you suggest.—Arthur C. Miller, A.S.C.

CHARIOTS AND SHOOTING.
"How was the chariot-race film

made in "Roman Scandals," with

Eddie Cantor at the 'wheel"? And
how are the very realistic scenes

made which apparently represent the

shooting through the glass of en-

closed automobiles—generally with-

out even feigned injury to the oc-

cupants? If you will answer these

queries, you will place an appreci-

ative subscriber under further ob-

ligations."—P.W.A.F., Detroit.

A few of the close shots of Eddie Can-
tor driving the chariot were made direct,

with the camera—fitted with a telephoto

lens—mounted on a camera car which
kept pace with the chariot. The ma-
jority of scenes, however, were made by

the trick method variously called the

"Transparency" or "Projected Back-

ground" process. In this, a film rep-

resenting any desired background is pro-

jected (from behind) upon a large

translucent screen placed behind the ac-

tor. The projector and camera are elec-

trically synchronized, so that the two
shutters open and close together, and
the projected background picture is pho-
tographed as an actual, moving back-

ground to the real action in the fore-

ground. In this particular instance, the

background was a film showing the road

as it would be seen if one was looking

straight back from the chariot, with the

other chariot approaching from behind.

Mr. Cantor was then placed in front of

the process-screen, in a chariot, and went

BARGAINS!!!
WRITE
SUNNY SCHICK

Cinemachinery Brokers
I have what you want, or

can sell what you have.

Bargains in Equipment:
BELL & HOWELL
EASTMAN
SIMPLEX
VICTOR
STEWART-WARNER

Save 30% to 60% on cameras, projectors
and accessories.

408 W. WASHINGTON BLVD.
Since 1925 Dept. 125, Fort Wayne, Ind.

CAMERA
CRAFT

A MONTHLY MAGAZINE
O F P H OTOC R A P H Y

William A. Palmer is

Editor of our new
Cinema Department.

He is an ardent ama-

teur who knows his

hobby from A to Z.

Send your movie

problems to him.

SEND 10 CENTS
FOR

A LATE COPY

CAMERA CRAFT
PUBLISHING COMPANY

703 Market Street

San Francisco, California



MITCHELL VARIABLE
D I F F U S E R

Small, easily operated, fitting directly on

the Mitchell Matte Box. Equipped with

Optical Class ranging from clear to dense.

Operates on ratchet principal for

smooth easy operation.

Mitchell Camera Corporation
665 N. ROBERTSON BOULEVARD

WEST HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

Cable Address 'MITCAMCO" Phone OXford 1051



The Motion Picture CAMERA Magazine

ISSUE
Arnold Elected President

Infra Red in the Air

New Light Camera Crane

A.S.C. Golf Tournament

Color Control

. . . and Other Features

^Published in Hollywood

by the

American Society of Cinematographers



Du Pont Film Manufacturing Corporation
35 WEST 45^H sjREET. SMITH & ALLER LTD.
NEW YORK CITY 665 6 SANTA MON ICA BLVD.

PLANT • PARLIN.N.J. HOLLYWOOD CAL.

THECffliPTRADE MARK HAS NEVER BEEN PLACED ON AN INFERIOR PRODUCT
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PVhat have HIGHLIGHTS and CONTRASTS
to do with lamp-making f

NO CONTRAST GOOD CONTRASTS EXTREME CONTRASTS

HIGHLIGHTS and contrasts are

important fundamentals of cinematography.

Every cinematographer knows the prin-

ciples of producing them. He knows that

highlights are reflected images of the light

source; that the location of a highlight de-

pends upon the relative positions

of camera, subject and source;

that the size of a highlight is

governed by the size of the light

source, its distance and by the

character of the surface it strikes.

He knows, too, that by the

creation of contrasts with high-

lights, shadows and general

light, he can not only give form

and texture, but can control ex-

pression; and practical training

has made him familiar with

infinite refinements of these principles.

General Electric's engineers and research

men have had to learn these facts and study

them, so that they might be of greater service

to the motion picture industry ... in de-

veloping new lamps and in guiding you to

greater use of the many Edison

MAZDAlamps alreadydeveloped.

Studios have shown their ap-

preciation of the dependable

lighting this service helps pro-

duce by using Edison Mazda
lamps for all their needs from

set lighting to special process

work. General Electric Co.,

Nela Park, Cleveland, Ohio.

New Photoflood lamp No. 4. WOO-ivatt

PS-35. Has about 4 times effectiveness

of original Photoflood lamp now known
as No. 1. Excellent for close-ups. (10

hour life).

General Electric manufactures lamps
for home lighting and decoration, auto-
mobiles, flashlights, photography, stores,
offices and factories, street lighting and

signs . . . Also Sunlight lamps.

EDISON MAZDA LAMPS
GENERAL^ ELECTRIC
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THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CINEMA-

TOCRAPHERS was founded in 1918 for

the purpose of bringing into closer con-

federation and cooperation all those leaders in

the cinematographic art and science whose

aim is and ever will be to strive for pre-emi-

nence in artistic perfection and technical mas-

tery of this art and science. Its purpose is to

further the artistic and scientific advancement

of the cinema and its allied crafts through un-

ceasing research and experimentation as well

as through bringing the artists and the scien-

tists of cinematography into more intimate

fellowship. To this end its membership is com-

posed of the outstanding cinematographers of

the world, with Associate and Honorary mem-

berships bestowed upon those who, though not

active cinematographers, are engaged none the

less in kindred pursuits, and who have, by

their achievements, contributed outstandingly

to the progress of cinematography as an Art

or as a Science. To further these lofty aims,

and to fittingly chronicle the progress of cine-

matography, the Society's publication. The

American Cinematographer, is dedicated.

AMERICAN
SOCIETY OF
CINEMATOGRAPHERS
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JOHN ARNOLD
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JOHN W. BOYLE
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John Arnold
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Charles Bell

Charles J. Davis
Paul H. Allen
George Benoit
Glenn MacWilliams
Ariel Varges

Herford T. Cowling
Edwin L. Dyer

Charles W. Herbert
Mack Stengler

Ross Fisher

John Dored
Philip M. Chansellor

W. H. Jansen
Max B. DuPont

PRODUCTION COMMITTEE
Daniel B. Clark
John W. Boyle

William Stull
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AN INSTITUTION AS GREAT AS THE INDUSTRY IT SERVES

ONCE A CRAFT
NOW AN EXACT

SCIENCE

THAN KS TO OUK
ENGINEERS AND CHEMISTS

At Consolidated the old order of

"try, try again" has given way to scien-

tific methods that guarantee the right re-

sults the first time and uniformity all the

time. All our "trial and error" is confined

to completely equipped research labora-

tories where skilled chemical and me-

chanical engineers constantly draw on

the wonders of modern chemistry and

machinery to improve the already fine

quality of "Certified Prints".

Guess-work and chance results have

been entirely eliminated. Elaborate ma-

chinery, Consolidated designed and
built, and used exclusively at Consoli-

dated Park, has been set up to control

quality. Operating conditions are always

technically perfect, regulated by a costly

air-conditioning plant. Negatives are

carefully vacuum and dry cleaned after

each print is made. That is why the last

print is as good as the first and the nega-

tive in perfect condition when returned

to the producer.

Only at Consolidated Park can be

found the miraculous machines that take

negatives and raw stock at one end and

at the other deliver the completed print-

untouched by human hands throughout

the entire operation.

SAFEGUARD YOUR INVESTMENT
Cut-price prints mean cut-price quality— inferior materials carelessly

processed on obsolete equipment— poor screen results.

prcssion of the sound and action in your

negative. Twent)'-one years' experience

and a loyal devotion to the highest ideals

of service are always evident in every

It doesn't pay to jeopardize your entire

investment for the few pennies saved on

cut-price prints. Alake sure of good re-

sults. Send your productions to the screen

on "Certified Prints." They're made by

science to provide the finest possible ex- frame of "Certified Prints."

CONSOblDATED FlIiN INDUSTRIES, INC.
HOLLYWOOD
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Cecil Myers,
First Low Cross, 77

|ohn Fulton,

Third Low, 78.

We did not secure a
picture for Fourth
Low which was won
by Al Lebowitz.

A. S. C. Golf

Tournament Huge Success

T"
I HE First Annual A.S.C. Golf Tournament was played at the Hollywood

I
Country Club, Sunday, April 8. Over two hundred players took part,

I and the affair was pronounced the most successful cameramen's golf

tourney ever held. Cecil Myers, with a 77, carried off the Low Gross

honors, closely followed by Al Lebovitz, Bert Six, and John Fulton, while

Willard Vogel led the rear-guard for the dubious High Gross honors with a

score of 192. Between these extremes were over a hundred prize and
trophy-winners, grouped in six flights, according to their golfing ability.

The prizes were awarded at a special Open Meeting of the Society, held

the following night, at which time the incoming officers were formally

installed. A list of the winners, their prizes and the donors follows. The
American Society of Cinematographers herewith extends to these generous
friends its sincere appreciation for their generosity in donating these trophies

and prizes.

SPECIAL TROPHIES
CECIL MYERS, Low Cross Trophy, donated by Max Factor Make-up Studios.

BERT SIX, 2d Low Gross Trophy, donated by Fox Studio.

JOHN FULTON, 3d Low Gross Trophy, donated by J. J. Cain.

AL LEBOVITZ, 4th Low Cross Trophy, donated by W. S. Van Dyke.
EDDIE COHEN, Special A.S.C Prize, a Diamond Ring, donated by Mae West.

FIRST FLIGHT
BERT GLENNON, Telechron Clock, donated by V\/illiam LeBaron.

ROY JOHNSON, Weston Photometer, donated by Edward G. Robinson.

LEONARD SMITH, Set Matched Kroydon Irons, donated by O. H. Briggs.

ERNEST LASZLO, Set Matched Hagen V\/oods, donated by B. P. Schulberg.

SHERMAN CLARK, Set Matched Wilson Irons, donated by Norma Shearer.

GEORGE ROBINSON, Leather Hand-trunk, donated by Smith & Aller.

REGGIE LANNING, Atwater-Kent All-wave Radio.

donated by Hollis F. Moyse.

GORDON JENNINGS, Leather Golf Bag, donated by C. D. White.
ROBERT PITTACK, 8mm Camera, Projector and Screen,

donated by Eastman Kodak Co.

GAETANO GAUDIO, Leather Kit Bag. donated by Dick Powell.

GUY M. BENNETT. Set Matched Wilson Irons, donated by Harry Beaumont.
ELLSWORTH FREDRICKS. Smoker's Set. donated by Bill Ring.

SECOND FLIGHT
DAN FAPP, Set Matched Wilson Irons, donated by J. E. Brulatour Co.

WARREN LYNCH, Set Matched Irons, donated by Larry Weingarten.
FRANK GAUDIO, Cockta'l Shaker, donated by Norman Taurog.

RICHARD TOWERS, Patterson All-wave Radio,

donated by Warner Studio Sound Department.

WESLEY ANDERSON. Leather Golf Bag, donated by Ruby Keeler.

KARL STRUSS, Filmo 16mm Camera, donated by Bell & Howell Co.

AL SEIGLER, Leather Kit Bag, donated by Consolidated Laboratory.

ELWOOD BREDELL, Set Matched Bristol Clubs, donated by Sam Wood;
also Gold Wrist Watch, for closest to fifth hole,

donated by W. J. German.
WILLIAM WHITLEY, Telechron Clock, donated by Joe Nolan.

AL GREENE, Case Gin, donated by Ed Kennedy.

JACK SMITH, Merchandising Order, donated by Paul Sloane.

HAL ROSSON, Poker Set, donated by David Selznick.

THIRD FLIGHT

JAMES MANNATT, Hand Trunk, donated by Guy Lombardo and his Band.

JAMES WONG HOWE, Set Hagen Matched Irons, donated by Bing Crosby.

BENJAMIN KLINE. Mitchell Variable Diffuser.

donated by Mitchell Camera Co.

HARRY MARBLE, Fada All-wave Radio, donated by Cecil B. DeMille.

BEN COHAN, Set Wilson Matched Woods, donated by Jack Conway.
RAY RIES, Set Matched Woods, donated by Bernard Hyman.
JAMES C. HICGINS, Leather Golf Bag, donated by Al Santell.

KENNETH GREEN, Merchandise Order, donated by Roy Davidge Laboratory.

ART LLOYD. Set Matched Woods, donated by George Archainbaud.

IRVING CLASSBURG. Whiskey Barrel Set. donated by Marion Davies.

FRANK REDMAN. Special f:6.3 Kodak, donated by Paramount Laboratory.

BARNEY McGILL. Leather Jacket, donated by Muller Bros.

RUSSELL COLLINCS. Leather Kit Bag. donated by Al Kaufman.

HERBERT J. FISCHER. Knox Hat. donated by Sidney's. Inc.

NORBERT BRODINE, Merchandise Order, donated by William A. Seiter.

Bert Six.

Second Low Cross. 78

E. Cohen, winner of

Mae West diamond

ring, given as a spe-

cial prize at installa-

tion of officers meet-

ing with all players

available.

(Continued on Page 241



John Arnold

Heads A. S. C.

For Fourth Term

AT THE Annual Election of Officers of the

American Society of Cinematographers,

John Arnold was unanimously re-elected

President for his fourth successive term of office.

Victor Milner was re-elected as First Vice-Presi-

dent, John W. Boyle was elected Second Vice-

President, Elmer C. Dyer was re-elected Third

Vice-President, George Schneiderman was re-

elected Treasurer (also for his fourth year) and
Frank B. Good was elected Secretary. In accord-

ance with a recent change in the Society's Con-
stitution and By-Laws, the terms of office of

members of the Board of Governors has been
extended from one year to three, with a group
of five being replaced annually. At the recent

election, five Governors resigned, being replaced

by Daniel B. Clark, Arthur Edeson, George Folsey,

Frank B. Good and Vernon L. V/alker. The Board

of Governors for the coming year therefore in-

cludes President Arnold, Daniel B. Clark, Elmer
G. Dyer, Arthur Edeson, George Folsey, Alfred

Gilks, Frank B. Good, Fred W. Jackman, Ray
June, Charles B. Lang, Jr., Victor Milner George
Schneiderman, James C. Van Trees, Sr., and
Vernon L. Walker.

Under President Arnold's able leadership, the

American Society of Cinematographers has ad-

vanced to a stronger position than ever before.

The Society has weathered what is probably the

most chaotic year in the history of the Motion
Picture Industry—a year that has seen a nation-

wide bank-holiday, a world economic depression

which has shaken every industry; widespread
labor strife, including an abortive strike of film-

technicians; and the sweeping changes brought
about by the writing and enforcement of the

NRA Code for the Industry. Through it all, the

A.S.C. has maintained its progress, despite up-
heavals which have riven the industry and shat-

tered many of the industry's leadership, the

Society has opened its membership to Operative
and Assistant Cinematographers and Still Pho-
tographers, with the result that today virtually
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John Arnold,
President, A.S.C.

every cinematographer of recognized standing in

the industry is a member of the American Society

of Cinematographers. Moved by circumstances

beyond the control of individuals, the Society has

assumed the responsibility of overseeing the eco-

nomic welfare of Cinematographers. The first

step in this direction was the conclusion of a

long-term contract between the Society and the

Producers, guaranteeing certain fair and equita-

ble conditions to be observed between the

photographers and their employers; in many
instances, the conditions specified have been
important improvements over anything previ-

ously existing. Moreover, an entirely new spirit

of cooperation has been manifested by both
parties.

The second step in the Society's program for

the benefit of its members is the creation of the

ASC-Agency, a subsidiary of the American Soci-

ety of Cinematographers designed to fill the

long-felt need for a complete personal-represen-

tation or management service for Cinematogra-
phers. This organization, under the direction of

Mr. Allen M. Watt, the Executive Manager ot

the Society, is organized to supply a complete
business and personal management service to

such members of the A.S.C. as may desire it. The
professional management phases of the Agency's
activities include, aside from the negotiation of

contracts for employment, the handling of pub-

licity and exploitation, legal advice, etc. The
personal management phases include legal ad-

vice, all forms of tax-accounting, insurance and
investment advice, personal business administra-

( Continued on Page 23)
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Utility

Features New
Light Crane

by

Arthur Edeson, A.S.C.

DEVELOPMENTS in both camera equipment and
camera technique within the past few years have

made imperative the parallel development of an

entirely new type of camera-supporting devices, for both

static and mobile shots. The economic exigencies of mod-
ern production, moreover, have clearly set forth the added
requirement that, with the exception of the extremely large

cranes or booms needed for certain spectacular scenes on

large sets, a single device should be adaptable for use in

static, traveling and routine crane shots. Various studios,

as well as independent manufacturers, have within the past

eighteen months developed devices conceived to meet these

demands, with the result that in the majority of the major

studios, tripods and "rolling-tripods" are giving way to the

new-type camera carriages.

The most recent of these new devices is a light crane or

camera carriage designed and built at the Warner Bros.

Studio, and which I am now using very successfully on my
current production, "Hey Sailor!" It is of the crane type,

sufficiently light and compact to be used on any set or loca-

tion, yet giving a range of adjustment more than adequate

to meet the requirements of all but the most spectacular

scenes. While essentially not unlike certain similar devices

already in extensive use, it includes many refinements of

design and operation which, in my opinion, place it well in

the forefront of modern development.

Photo by Clifton L. Kling, A.S.C.

The new crane was designed by Albert Tondreau, Head of

the Warner Bras. Studio Machine-shop, and constructed en-

tirely in the Studio's shops, under the direct supervision of

the designer, and Frank Murphy, Head of the Warner Bros.

Electrical Department, of which the shop is a branch.

Charles Clouner, Camera Executive, and several of the out-

standing Cinematographers on the Studio's staff served in

an advisory capacity in perfecting the design. Such co-

operation afforded very nearly ideal circumstances for such

a development, uniting as it did the best of engineering,

constructional and operational experience.

The new camera carriage is of the crane type, with the

camera supported at the end of a short crane-arm which

elevates it to any desired height. Horizontal adjustment

is secured through a friction type pan-and-tilt head upon

which the camera and blimp are mounted, and by the steer-

able wheeled undercarriage of the crane's chassis.

This chassis is of the conventional type, though with

rather more running-board or platform space for the accom-

modation of the camera crew, etc., than is customary. The

chassis is mounted on four small wheels, fitted with solid-

rubber tires. All four wheels are steerable, being inter-

connected and controlled from the tow-bar. For normal

use, the two rear wheels may be locked, by means of a lever

below the left running-board, which slides the steering link

interconnecting the front and rear wheels into a neutral,

or inoperative, position, but leaving the front wheels steer-

able. A larger fifth wheel is placed at the front of the

chassis, mounted so that it may be lowered, raising the nor-

mal front wheels from the floor. When this fifth wheel is

used, the turning radius of the carriage is shortened mate-

rially, to the extent that the carriage can be pivoted through

a complete circle with the rear wheels the axis. Steering

with this fifth wheel is accomplished by attaching the tow-

bar to a separate steering and towing stub; the tow-bar may
be moved from one connection to the other in a few sec-

onds, by loosening a single clamp. For static shots, four

screw-jacks placed by the four wheels, will lift the crane

entirely off from the wheels "tying it down" very effec-

tively.

The crane-arm, which is non-rotating, is placed conven-

tionally, with its fulcrum somewhat forward of the vehicle's

center. It is raised or lowered by operating a large hand-

(Continued on Page 22)
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Color Control

for Color Film
by

Henri Coulon, B. A.

IN
a previous article, the writer discussed newly designed

color science equipment and its application to black and

white films in looking toward improved tonal balance.

Regarding the production of films in color, it seems cer-

tain that this year will bring an entirely new concept of

color photography and on every hand we now see producers

acknowledging color as the next logical step in the evolu-

tion of the motion picture.

The advent of men like Robert Edmond Jones and Russell

Patterson portends a greatly increased interest in the artis-

tic use of color by the industry. To quote Mr. Patterson:

"Today is color conscious."

It is only a question of time until the majority of pictures

will be shown in color—production of films in color has

been restricted m the past for several reasons with two
main indictments:

Theoretically, many producers have held that audiences

do not want color, feeling that the accustomed black and

gray rendition affords greater scope for each member of the

audience to interpret the dramatic mood and tonal effect

according to his or her individual taste and reaction.

Secondly, it has been found that color in films has been

more trying and fatiguing to the eyes than the shadow gray

—this was and is perfetcly true but only because the color-

ings of all motion pictures which give this trying effect are

out of balance.

When we consider that to a large extent, regardless of

the artistic merit of a picture, its worth as a production and

a precedent is measured almost entirely by "box office,"

and when we look back over the majority of colored films

and see what the fan received for his money—we cannot

altogether blame the producer for not wanting to convert

his productions into color.

However, people do want films in color and would wel-

come a production using color in a pleasing manner—where

producers often fear of making a picture too "arty" and

devoid of much appeal to that famous twelve year old mind
to which we are told so many scenarios are sealed, they

should realize that although action and plot must oftimes

be held within limits to appeal to, and be understood by

the vast majority of people—color has a universal appeal

and its vocabulary of expression is understood by everyone.

Along with music, color holds fascination and interest for

everyone and each interprets color according to his or her

own psychic reaction.

With colored films, there has been a tendency to overdo

with spotches of irrelated colors in order to make a visual

flash—this is neither art or good judgment and will not pre-

vail when the correct use of color is understood.

There is no reason why chromatic films may not be as

effective and artistically correct as the achromatic, black

and white picture—judicious use of color intensities will

enable producers to avoid previous misconceptions of color

HIGHLIGHTS
Improved color-film processes fore-

shadow increased use of color.

Arf-directors should be trained color-

fechnicians.

Wide range of colors can be used with-

out irritating effects if color-intensities

are properly blended.

600 colors mixed to known intensities

. . . by scientific intermixing and reduc-

ing approximately 18,000 colors can be

secured.

Scientific control of coloring in sets

and costumes can create important psy-

chological response without restriction of

colors.

Costume colors can be blended to suit

personality and role of players.

photography and bring forth pictures in which color will be

the artistically valuable ally and not, as previously, the

handicap.

Of importance, technically, is the knowledge that all

colors and color tunes are produced by a separation of light

vibration forces or by handicapping one light vibration force

with another—visual and photographic art in color needs a

recognized scale the same as music.

Herein, the color picture has the opportunity not only

to attain improved chromatic rendering but to point the

way for the most intelligent concept of the use of color for

other arts to follow.

By correctly relating color to mood, action and plot, and

by using less color, vast improvements may be accomplished.

Color, in itself, has vast potential advantages for the screen

and through its proper use can be as dynamic and effective

in conveying the message of the picture as sound or music.

The situation calls for trained color technicians with abil-

ity to not only understand the control and determination of

color intensities but with appreciation of all the important

psychological factors involving the correct use of color.

By bringing into use new, copyrighted color science equip-

ment mentioned last month, for establishing color radiation

termining and controlling color intensities, the writer plans

factors for the individual and a method of scientifically de-

termining and controlling color intensities, the writer plans

not only to aid in balancing color in settings and backgrounds

but to also work out for the individual player, the correct

color intensities best suited to emphasize her personality

while at the same time indicating the colors most appro-

priate psychologically to the player and the role.

To those familiar with the construction of the human eye

it becomes evident that to achieve balance, the deflected

light vibrations from objects must be in vibratory balance if

the effect is to be pleasing and harmonious to the eye. By

establishing scientifically, the correct color intensities for

the individual player, for costumes and for settings, the

whole ensemble can be brought into visual balance—no one

color harsh or displeasing to the eye.

In the case of musical pictures, balanced color combina-

tions for chorus ensembles can be determined. All manner

(Continued on Page 19)
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This picture was transmitted from standard motion
picture film. It is a 60-line picture received on
cathode ray receiver over television station W9XC,
Purdue University, Lafayette, Indiana.

HE purpose of this article is to chronicle the present

status of television with due regard to its problems

as well as its successes.

Early in December, 1933, there were 27 experimental

vision (television) broadcasting stations in the United States

as licensed by the Federal Radio Commission.

Experimental licenses have been granted these stations

with definite restrictions. The stations must be engaged

in fundamental research and show evidence that they are

contributing substantially towards its progress. Each sta-

tion must maintain complete records of its operation con-

cerning hours, frequencies, power and types of emissions.

Under no circumstances will advertising or any form of com-

mercial broadcasting be permitted over these experimental

vision stations.

No experimental frequency is assigned exclusively to any

station. Whenever interference is experienced the licenses

are required to arrange for a satisfactory allotment of time.

To date, no commercial vision (television) broadcasting

station has been granted a license by the Federal Radio

Commission. Before granting any commercial licenses the

Commission feels that certain standards must be adopted

by the visual broadcasting industry. It is believed that the

very high frequencies make it possible to transmit a better

quality picture, therefore equipment to broadcast the future

commercial television program will probably transmit on a

high frequency band at a rate of 24 pictures per second

with 300 line scanning.

Tel evision

These requirements will raise a question to the reader:

What is the present experimental equipment doing? The

mechanical or scanning disc transmitter on an average has

been scanning 40 to 80 lines at speeds of 20 to 15 pictures

per second. The electrical or cathode transmitter on an

average has been scanning 120 to 180 lines at speeds of

24 to 20 pictures per second. The size of the picture

received at the present time varies from SVi to 5 inches

or 5 to 7 inches. The future size will probably be a pic-

ture 1 by 12 inches. It is now possible to enlarge up to

a picture of 4 by 5 feet, but it is highly probable that the

visor on a receiving set will stay in the less than one foot

class on account of the desirable size of housing unit or

cabinet.

Receiving sets are being made with both sight and sound

in the same cabinet—the visor or sight at the top and the

loud speaker or sound at the bottom. The operator tunes

in on one dial for the vision and on another dial for the

sound. Recent patents have made it possible to receive

both vision and sound impulses for the set over the same

aerial or antenna. If the operator uses his old radio set

to obtain the sound part of the program and buys a new

separate vision set to obtain the picture, then it would be

necessary to employ two aerials or antennae, one for sound

and one for vision.

In order to more clearly show the progress made in tele-

vision, and also explain some of the existing limitations, a

brief discussion of fundamental television principals will be

necessary.

Television transmission and reception involves the fol-

lowing fundamental processes: (1 ) The breaking up of the

field of view into an orderly arrangement of picture ele-

ments, (2) The conversion of the light impulses thus ob-

tained into electric current, (3) Their transmission through

space, (4) The pickup by a receiver and restoration to

electric current, (5) The reversion of electric current to

light impulses, (6) The rearrangement of picture elements

to correctly form original view.

Science has not yet been able to transmit a picture in its

entirety as a single electrical impulse. It is therefore nec-

essary that the picture or subject for transmission be broken

down into a succession of very small areas or picture ele-

ments.

The smaller the areas taken the more pleasing are the

results. This may be likened to printing half tones for

paper illustrations, the more dots per given area the better

the picture.

Scanning is the term applied to the process of breaking

up a picture into a grooved succession of picture elements.



Its Progress

and

Possibilities

by

R. V. Newcomb
Technical Engineer

Television Picture Productions

Scanning is accomplished mechanically by means of a rotat-

ing disc with a series of holes cut in spiral arrangement, or

accomplished electrically by means of a cathode-ray tube

where the picture is scanned by releasing electrons from a

hot cathode through a tiny pinhole in the anode.

In case of the scanning disc, a 40 line picture would

mean that the disc would have 40 holes in it, each hole

scanning one line or row of picture elements horizontally

across the field. An 80 line picture would require a disc

with 80 holes. Each rotation of the disc would scan one

picture.

The speed of the scanning disc must be sufficiently rapid

to secure the effect of smooth motion without flicker. This

would mean not less than 1 5 complete pictures per second

and preferably not less than 20 pictures per second.

To scan at the rate of 20 pictures per second would

mean a disc speed of 1200 revolutions per second. Light

of considerable intensity is necessary to penetrate suffi-

ciently through such a small hole, moving at such a great

speed. Therefore we find some limitations in the matter

of speed for the mechanical method of scanning.

In research work with a cathode-ray tube it was found

that the tiny beam of light could be bent or deflected by a

magnetic force. Since a stream of electrons has very little

inertia if considered from the standpoint of a material body,

this beam of light can be moved or bent at a high rate of

speed by changing the magnetic controlling forces. Speed,

therefore, in this case is not a limiting factor. Cathode-ray

limitations concern sensitivity of the fluorescent material

and legth of life of the tube.

Having broken down the picture or field of view into

an orderly arrangement of light impulses, it is next necessary

to change these light impulses into electric current varia-

tions. For instance a picture element of dark hue would

produce a weaker signal than one of a light hue. This

change from light impulse to current is accomplished by a

light sensitive device or photo electric cell.
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By directing the light reflected through the holes of a

scanning disc, or electrically controlled beam in case of

cathode-ray tube, to the light sensitive device a progressive

electrical intensity record is secured of the subject matter

to be transmitted.

The photo electric cell is to television what the micro-

phone is to sound.

The electric current thus generated is called a picture

signal. These picture signals are then amplified to a suf-

ficient magnitude for transmitting through space. Proper

synchronization of scanning arrangement is a most impor-

tant matter in television transmitting.

The receiver, properly adjusted to frequency of transmis-

sion then picks up the picture signal through the usual am-

plifier and detector circuits.

The neon glow tube or a cathode-ray tube are then used

to revert the picture signal back to original light impulses.

The neon glow tube is usually a red light and cathode-ray

tube a green light. A neon glow tube giving a black and

white picture which may prove to be quite a step in picture

brilliancy is now being experimented with.

The receiving scanning disc or magnetization of receiving

cathode-ray tube must be operated in absolute synchrony

with the transmitting scanning disc or magnetization of

transmitting cathode-ray tube.

The eye then sees through the visor as a complete image,

the series of varying light impulses received as a picture

signal.

There are two methods for televising a subject or view,

( 1 ) by picking up through a camera lens the actual scene

or group of persons; this is known as the DIRECT PICK-

UP. (2) The televising of motion picture film which may

be called a FILM TRANSCRIPTION.

Both methods have their important place in the future

of television broadcasting.

Entertainment value, rather than mere novelty, will be

required of television programs if the public are to become

interested. Good programs are expensive, therefore it would

appear that the advertiser or sponsor must, in some way or

another, help get things started. We must remember, how-

ever, that the Federal Radio Commission will not grant com-

mercial licenses to any broadcasting unit until television

research engineers perfect equipment that will assure the

public a good clear picture.

Any person not acquainted with television research who

today expects to see a perfect picture upon the visor is

quite likely to be disappointed. Reproduction of small detail

is not perfect and distortion is by no means a rare occur-

rence.

However, anyone who has been following television re-

search for some time, feels most happy over the outlook.

To them the pictures now received on the visor look great.

There is healthy enthusiasm among research personnel.

They are working hard to clear up what they call minor

matters. Legal battles over patent structures are fast be-

coming adjusted and licenses are being granted manufac-

turers for the construction of both transmitters and

receivers.

Things are beginning to "look up."
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Using

Infra-Red

In The Air

by

Elmer G. Dyer, A.S.C.

FOR many years, it has been my ambition to make fil-

tered night-effect shots in the air. The pictorial and
dramatic possibilities of aerial night scenes are unlim-

ited, as anyone who has flown at night will realize. Un-
fortunately, however, two obstacles lay in my path: existing

panchromatic emulsions, excellent though they were, would
not give me the exact effects I visualized. Secondly, the

majority of producers and directors with whom I worked
could not muster sufficient faith in such scenes to justify

the experiment. For a long time it seemed as though my
hopes could not be fulfilled.

With the development of infra-red sensitive emulsions

for still photography, I took new hope, even though such

emulsions were coated only upon plates. Discussions of the

subject with Capt. A. W. Stevens, the Army's famous aerial

photographer, confirmed my hopes that infra-red cinema-

tography would eventually prove the vehicle for making

really effective aerial night-scenes.

Infra-red in the air. The
aluminized surface of the
airplane will be rendered
in the same tone regard-
less of the filters used.

When at last a motion picture film coated with a modi-
fied infra-red sensitive emulsion (the DuPont Film Com-
pany's "infra-D") was announced, I was among the first

to test it. It was perfect for my purpose!

Soon after, an opportunity to use this technique on actual

production came. Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer decided to pro-

duce the spectacular novel "Night Flight," in which much
of the action would take place in the air, at night. Clarence

Brown, famous alike as a director and as an aviator, would
direct, and I was signed to have charge of the Aerial Cine-

matography. We made tests of aerial night scenes with

every type of regular and Supersensitive panchromatic film,

and every possible filter. None suited either Mr. Brown
Or myself—something was lacking, even in the best of them.

I had told Mr. Brown of my confidence in infra-red sensi-

tive film for making such scenes, and between us, we per-

suaded the studio heads to authorize us to make tests with

Infra-D. No plane was available for these tests, but test

shots made from high buildings, and in the snow-covered

mountains, clearly showed that at last we had a film which

would give us the real effect of night in the air. We
ordered a supply of film—and commenced without further

ado upon the actual production.

We found that Infra-D film is capable of an almost

infinite variety of effects. Used with no filter, or with

only the lighter ones normally employed, it is an excellent

Supersensitive Panchromatic film, though slightly less fast

than regular Superpan. But as you use heavier filters, its

advantages and special characteristics become more and more

apparent. When you reach the true infra-red filters

—

those from the Wratten No. 70 on—you enter a new realm.

Using these filters, Infra-D film will give you the extreme

correction necessary for night-effects, giving supremely pic-

torial results. Moreover, it will "see" things invisible to

the human eye. Its haze-cutting properties are uncanny.

I recall at least one instance in which this was so notice-

able as to be a positive disadvantage; we were making a

scene which showed the mailplane, apparently lost above

the clouds-—out of sight of the land. We were flying at

an altitude of 20,000 feet, high above the clouds. Our

(Continued on Page 20)
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RIDDLE
ME THIS

The Riddle: What, in your opinion, can be done to im-

prove the technical and artistic quality of panning and

traveling shots? What are the most-needed improvements

in equipments and methods?

THOMAS J. CALLICAN, A.S.C.

As far as the equipment for panning and traveling shots

goes, undoubtedly the greatest improvement that could come
would be the development of a really silent camera—one

that could be satisfactorily used at all times without a

blimp. This would materially reduce the physical mass

which must be moved in any such shots, and give us greater

freedom and accuracy. Pending this development, there is

a great need for a really well-balanced blimp. In the ma-
jority of designs now in use, the balance is poor; in most

cases, the blimp is topheavy. Moreover, in many shots we
find it necessary to mount a "Lupe" or some similar light-

ing unit directly above the camera, attaching the lamp

directly to the blimp itself. This almost invariably further

disturbs the balance, making the blimp "nose-heavy"—and

thus much harder to manipulate accurately. Either the

design of the blimp should be worked out with this spe-

cifically in mind, or some system of counterweights, to

counterbalance the added mass of the lamp, should be pro-

vided.

Another important mechanical factor is the tripod-head.

From my own experience, I favor a combined friction and

geared movement, allowing the Operative Cinematographer

to pan and tilt with the gears on all slower moves, since

by this method one can be sure of the very smoothest move-
ment; and, when fast movement is required, to disengage

either set of gears, and pan or tilt as with a free-head, with

adjustable friction; in either case, having the gears to use

in case movement in two planes is necessary, with only one

movement fast. In this way, for instance, one can make a

quick pan, at the same time following the subject up or

down with the gears—imperceptibly and accurately. If, in

such a case, you do not finish your movement with exactly

the right composition, you can—thanks to the geared action

—slowly and imperceptibly line up, without disturbing the

audience.

The actual making of the shot naturally calls for a high

order of mechanical and artistic ability on the part of the

Operative Cinematographer; but, still more important, it

calls for complete and understanding cooperation between

the Operative and the First Cinematographer. The First

Cinematographer must be able to trust his Operative im-

plicitly; and the Operative, on his part, must not only have

the ability to do his work well, but he must have the courage

to bring to the First Cinematographer's attention any small-

est imperfection in the shot, which might make it irritating

to the audience. He should not be ashamed to ask for a

retake if he feels he can really better the shot. He should

not be afraid to insist on proper preparation and rehearsal

of such shots, or to be sure that, in traveling-shots, a proper

track is laid for the perambulator or crane. This matter of

tracking is vitally important, despite the fact that it is often

sighted in the rush of production. Recently, I experiment-

ed with one of the most perfect perambulators now m use;

I split an ordinary match, and laid one of the halves on the

track; when the shot was screened, the slight irregularity

caused by running one wheel over this half match proved

sufficient to make a noticeable 'jump' in the picture.

But above all, the Operative Cinematographer's part in

making these shots calls for diplomacy. He must be a

practical psychologist, knowing just how to cooperate most

perfectly with First Cinematographer and Director, and how
to secure the most perfect cooperation from them, to the

end that the mechanical phases of each scene may be as

nearly perfect as possible.

VICTOR SCHEURICH, A.S.C.

There are two phases to be considered; the personal and

the mechanical elements. Once a pan shot—or a traveling-

shot, for that matter—has been decided upon, it is up to

the Operative Cinematographer to execute it. He must

have good coordination, and an eye for composition; he must
know how to provide a good composition at the start and

finish of such scenes, and at any halts during the move-
ment. He must be able to time the swing smoothly, and

make it seem natural.

The mechanical element enters here: for while a man
can become accustomed to the use of any equipment, he

can only do his best work when he has the best of equip-

ment with which to work. There is all too often a ten-

dency on the part of many studios to concentrate too much
on what goes on in front of the camera, figuring that the

I Continued on Page 19)

(This question has been asl<ed a group of the Second Cinematog-
rapher members of the A.S.C. to the end of obtaining the opinion
of the men who actually make these shots—the Operative Cine-
matographers.—Ed. I
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TREND of I

Worm Destroys Films

• The Kino Amateur magazine reports

a discovery made by the Chemical-Bio-

logical research laboratories of the "Re-
cono"-Berlin according to which a very

small sized worm is responsible for the

cause of shrinkage and brittleness of ag-

ing film.

This worm working in large col-

onies lives on camphor, thus causing the

base to become brittle and shrink.

The Recono, the article states, has

found not only a method of protecting

fresh films from these worms by impreg-

nating the surface of the film with a

solution which hermetically seals the

surface but has also worked out a process

of renovating old attacked films by re-

placing the camphor and simultaneously

destroying the worms.

Details concerning these methods are

not disclosed.

Fourth Dimension?

• A fake promoter in Spain was recently

convicted for swindling investors on what
might be considered a most incredible

proposition. He claimed to have a de-

vice that would supply smell to motion

pictures (as though some of them don't

smell bad enough already!) The spectator

while admiring a beautiful sea scene

would naturally smell the sea. Close-

up of actresses would be accompanied by

a sweet scent.

We stand up to a point of "odor"; this

subject is too strong for our belief.

Universal Focus

• According to a communication from

Germany an optical engineer of that

country claims to have perfected a new
type lens for 35mm cameras that will

keep all objects beyond six feet sharply

in focus. No more follow focus if this

proves to be true.

Amateur Color Process

• Dr. Paul Knoche in the "Camera" for

September, 1933, reports a new in-

vention capable to render transparencies

and paper prints in natural colors by a

simple method. This process is called

"Caspar Color" after its inventor. Dr.

Bela Caspar.

The negative film consists of a base

carrying three emulsion layers. The up-

THE TIMES

per layer is highly green sensitive and

dyed with yellow dye. The next lower

layer is red sensitive and dyed magenta.

The lowest layer is infra red sensitive and

dyed bluish-green.

After exposure the negative is devel-

oped and fixed in a normal way.

Now follows the most important part

of the invention which concerns a meth-
od of chemically destroying all dyes ex-

cept on places where silver has been de-

posited.

Finally the picture is placed in a re-

ducer which destroys the silver, leaving

a brilliant positive in natural colors.

It is claimed that the whole process

can be completed within fifteen minutes.

No detailed information is given in

regard to the chemicals used,

Sound with X-Ray

• A member of the Institute of Physical

and Chemical Research of Japan has a

new system of sound recording which
employs the X-ray in place of neon gas

for the conversion of the electric cur-

rent coming from the microphone into

light waves to be photographed on the

film emulsion. It is claimed by the use

of X-ray the mechanical sound of voice

is improved, operation becomes simple

and power consumption is reduced.

The Selenophone

• An Austrian firm is marketing a rather

novel 16mm sound recording unit. The
recording is done on a small strip of sen-

sitized paper, thus simplifying the various

operations of developing. The paper

sound track, it is claimed, can be pro-

jected two hours after the recording.

Third Dimension

• According to "Cinepose," a French

magazine, Louis Lumiere, well known
French Motion Picture pioneer, has per-

fected a new third dimensional cinema-

tographic process. A lecture on this

process will be given at the French Acad-

emy of Science in the near future.

Snow Effect

• According to reports from German stu-

dios the technicians of that country have

evolved a new method of securing snow

effects for picture use. They use a slow

burning powder which throws off a flakey

ash resembling a snow flake. This ash

rises in the air and floats, giving the

illusion of snow falling. This has the

advantage of not melting due to the heat

of the lights on the set. They do not

give the formula of this powder.

Film for Language Teaching (

• A brief article in the French Photo Re-

vue tells us that a Professor Fry of the

Institute of Languages of Amsterdam is

employing sound film to teach foreign

languages. According to reports. Prof.

Fry is very enthusiastic over this method
of teaching elocution.

Direct Positive Print

• The Camera, a German magazine, tells

us about a new direct positive process

which enables photographers to make a

positive enlargement on paper or any

other base from any positive motion pic-

ture film. It is called the D. P. emul-

sion. It claims an exceptionally fine

grain and 8x10 enlargements can be

made very easily from any small size still

or positive image.

Pictures in English Churches

• According to an English publication a

new society for production of religious

films has been formed in London. The

aim is to furnish every church with a

complete projection equipment for the

showing of a film of biblical interest af-

ter the sermon. An experimental in

stallation in a church at Lambett Road

in London proved that through this new
attraction the church was crowded to

capacity. The Rev. Triplad stated that

formerly only a very few attended ser-

vices.

Infra Red For Copying

• The British Journal of Photography re-

ports that Infra Red plates have been

recently used with fine success in copy-

ing old and faded documents and photo-

graphs.

French Studios

• Recent reports in La Cinematographie

Francaise credits France with 18 fully

equipped Sound Studios for motion pic-

ture production. Fifteen are in or near

Paris, while the other three are located

on the Riviera.



IMPORTANT
to any picture

ANY picture, made on any film, may

^ prove a hit. But the fact remains that

the majority of the big motion picture

triumphs are being filmed on Eastman

Super-sensitive ''Pan" Negative with gray

backing. In other words, this film seems to

be an important factor in any picture's

chances of outstanding success. That fact

is vitally important to every cameraman and

producer. Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester,

N. Y. (J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors.)

EASTMAN Super-sensitive

Panchromatic Negative
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RIDDLE ME THIS

Color Control For Color-

Films
(Continued from Page 11)

of color photography can be improved

since by balancing the vibratory intensi-

ties of the colors used in direct relation

to the mass and other factors, visual har-

mony will be attained and the result will

be effectively pleasing to audiences.

No restriction will be felt in selection

of colors, as it is primarily the correct in-

tensity that is indicated, and once estab-

lished it is then a simple matter to blend

any color desired to that intensity scien-

tifically removing all idea of personal

theory or conjecture and placing the use

of color on a solid, concrete basis.

In settings and backgrounds, all areas

would be assigned related color intensi-

ties in correct tonal balance according to

their proportion so that the combined

visual effect of the completed scene

would be in visual balance acting in har-

mony upon the visual apparatus of the

observer.

For the player, and particularly the

important characters, these new aids to

the proper use of color would offer op-

portunities for building up distinction and

effectiveness to an extent not hereto-

fore possible—bringing out beauty and

perfection in eyes, hair and skin tones

that never before registered. Color sci-

ence has now found that for each indi-

vidual there is a definite color intensity

range best suited to emphasize that in-

dividual's personality to the greatest ex-

tent.

The results from the psychological an-

gle are practically unlimited, dependent
only upon the ability and experience of

those responsible for the artistic success

of the picture. By modifying color and

controlling what color is used in correct

relation to other factors of mood, action

and plot, the ultimate in colored pictures

would bring audiences films of a beauty

and appeal not dreamt of before—techni-

cally harmonious and in visual balance.

Creation of individual color tones for

costumes for players in correct relation

to their own coloring not only will result

in emphasizing to a much greater extent

the players' personalities and effective-

ness of characterization, but will also

add increased impetus to the present great

scope of influence of studio designers and
stylists on world fashions and trends by

leading way to recognition of the value

of correct color intensities for individuals.

Applying color balance and correct psy-

I

chological use of color to motion pictures,

I

considering surface and atmospheric color,

contrast and analogy, lyrical color in re-

lation to drama and mood, bringing the

individual into proper relation to the oth-

er factors—all these point the way to

making color in films vastly important
and a truly significant force in the con-
tinued progress of the motion picture in-

dustry.

(Continued from Page 15)

panning and traveling-shot technique.

There is also a great need for improved

standardization of accessory equipment

among the studios, as this would heighten

the efficiency of the camera personnel,

especially when extra cameras are used,

and would naturally give the studios a

wider variety of men to choose from,

rather than merely being restricted to

the men familiar with that studio's equip-

ment.

DANIEL L. FAPP, A.S.C.

To my mind the question of pan shots

is more an artistic problem than a me-

chanical one. A competent Operative

Cinematographer, granted reasonably good

equipment, with which he is familiar, can

turn out panning shots which are tech-

nically good; but whether or not they

will prove satisfactory in the completed

production is quite another matter. Too
often, such shots are not used naturally;

they are dragged in by the heels when-
ever a character is to move, or to bolster

up weak action. I believe that the

greatest single step to improve these

shots would be for the Director to con-

sult the First Cinematographer more
closely upon their advisability—and then

follow the First Cinematographer's advice.
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USING INFRA-RED IN THE AIR
I

(Continued from Page 141

position was nearly above Oceanside,

California—about sixty miles or more

southeast of Los Angeles; the cameras

were pointing northwest, but the city and

its environs were lost in clouds and a

heavy haze. We made our scene satis-

factorily; even allowing for the film's

haze-cutting properties, we were sure it

would not show us any unwanted land.

But—-the next day, in the projection-

room, all of us were amazed to see that

the film clearly showed us the Palos

Verdes hills, Los Angeles, and the Santa

Monica mountains, sixty to eighty miles

away, and absolutely invisible to the eye!

The infra-red sensitive films now avail-

able for motion pictures, including the

"Infra-D" and kindred products of other

firms, are modifications of the true infra-

red sensitive emulsions used for still pho-

tography. The latter are Intended largely

for scientific or survey work, and accord-

ingly disregard many features necessary

for successful commercial use, such as

keeping quality, gradation, contrast, and

ease of manipulation. The infra-red sen-

sitive cine-films, on the other hand, sac-

rifice some small degree of pure infra-red

sensitivity, and give in return the com-
mercial advantages we must have in

regular production. These films keep

rather well; the elaborate refrigeration

systems so necessary for many hyper-sen-

sitized emulsions are not needed. More-
over, air-express services makes it

possible to secure absolutely fresh film in

a matter of two days or less.

The contrast, while somewhat greater

than that of ordinary pan and superpan

emulsions, is by no means as excessive as

that of the purely scientific infra-red sen-

sitized emulsions. "Infra-D" and similar

products may be used in an emergency

for almost any type of work one would

ordinarily do with Supersensitive film.

Unfiltered, or lightly filtered, it will

match up very well, for contrast, grada-

tion, color correction and general quality

with scenes made on the more familiar

emulsions. Except when heavy filters

which cut out large bands of the more

actinic visible light and pass the infra-

red, are used, "Infra-D" is quite similar

to regular SuperPan film, though a bit

slower.

For general purposes, the filter tech-

nique required is similar to that for ordi-

nary SuperPan. Specifically, it differs

from this accepted technique in much the

same order as the technique for Super-

Pan differs from that used in filtering

ordinary panchromatic; to produce an

equivalent, normal result, one must use a

somewhat heavier filter. That is, to pro-

duce a definite effect upon ordinary pan-

chromatic film, one might use a "C"

filter; for an equivalent correction upon .

SuperPan, one would probably employ a

"23-A." Similarly, using commercial

infra-red sensitive cine film, one would

need about a "29-f" filter to obtain the

corresponding correction.

However, the true advantages of infra-

red sensitive film do not appear in this

routine work, or with these light filters.

Only when one definitely sets out to util-

ize the infra-red sensitivity, using the

heavy filters which arrest most of the

visible rays, and leave the infra-red rays

a chance to act, does one obtain the real

benefits of the emulsion. Using this

group of true infra-red filters—from the

Wratten 70 on—one enters an entirely

new realm. Filtered night-effects made

on this film become more convincing.

Aerial night-effects are, of course, liter-

ally made possible by this technique; but

ordinary night scenes on the ground de-

velop surprising possibilities. For instance,

the strong infra-red emanation of ordi-

nary incandescent lamps—even low-pow-

ered ones—register very strongly. It

should hardly be necessary to install spe-

cial lamps, batteries, etc., in automobiles

figuring in such scenes, for in my own

tests, I have been astonished by the way

ordinary headlight bulbs picked up, even

in broad daylight. I recall one scene of

this nature in which we used this film,

and in an extreme long-shot, the glow
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of a pair of ordinary headliglnts were
visible for nearly half a mile.

An important consideration in making
aerial night scenes is that the correction

of film and filter must not alter the

appearance of the planes shown on the

screen. A blue-painted machine, for in-

stance, would appear light grey when
photographed with ordinary films, but

would be virtually black when shown in

the air, photographed with infra-red

sensitive film and the requisite heavy
filters. Similarly, a red or green machine
would be dark in the first instance, and
very light in the second. Realizing the

importance of this factor, I made exten-

sive tests even before being assigned to

"Night Flight," and found that surfaces

of white metal, or surfaces painted with
an aluminum pigment, would remain vir-

tually the same shade no matter what
film or filters were used. Accordingly,

the planes used in the picture were all

painted with the aluminized paint—and,

no matter what the conditions were, they

always appeared the same on the screen.

The laboratory handling of infra-red

sensitive film need not differ appreciably

from that of oridnary SuperPan: the

M-C-M Laboratory took the precaution

of developing the scenes I made on
"Infra-D" in total darkness, on the usual

machines, and reported no trouble at all.

The use of infra-red sensitive films

promises all cinematographers much.
While it will hardly displace the present

types of film for general work, it brings

a new and valuable auxiliary for many
types of work. Its haze-cutting proper-

ties give the exterior specialist a new
means of overcoming unfavorable weather
and light conditions, and a new tool for

making night-effects. But it is, to my

mind, of the greatest value to the spe-

cialist in aerial photography, for it opens

up to him a new range of technical and

pictorial openings, and enables him to

keep his specialized work in step with

the continued progress of production

camerawork.

W
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(Continued from Page 10)

wheel which is set at a convenient angle,

and fitted with a lock so that the crane

adjustment cannot be altered accident-

ally. The shaft upon which this wheel

is set drives a worm gear which in turn

meshes with a cogged sector, raising or

lowering the crane-arm. A considerable

variation in lifting-speed may be ob-

tained by fitting single, double or triple-

thread worms to this drive. The crane-

arm is counterbalanced ingeniously, so

that there is little or no variation in the

energy needed to operate it at any ele-

vation. This is accomplished by two

counterbalancing springs, of helical type,

connected to the arm by strong cables

wound upon tapered drums, thereby au-

tomatically adjusting the counterbalanc-

ing leverage to the load.

The camera is mounted upon the end

of the crane-arm and kept level by a

pivoted mount and a conventional radius-

rod system. Two seats are provided for

Operative and Assistant Cinematogra-

phers, so that shots in which the camera

is lifted from normal position to the full

extension of the crane (or vice-versa)

may be smoothly made—something which

is extremely difficult with certain exist-

ing designs. These seats pivot, enabling

the operators to make extensive pano-

ramic shots conveniently, and are, more-

over, inversible for convenient use when
the crane is in low positions. Brackets

may be fitted for auxiliary lights, and two

collapsible handles are fixed at the base

of the arm so that the carriage may more

easily be pushed or pulled in traveling

shots.

The pan-and-tilt head upon which the

camera is mounted follows the conven-

tional design practice for blimp-type

friction heads. It is excellently counter-

balanced in its tilting movement, by

means of strong helical springs. There

is an interesting innovation in the hori-

zontal, or panoramic movement, in that

stops are provided by which the camera

may be arrested at any predetermined

point, silently and without jar. A chan-

nel is cut in the circular base of the head,

and rubber-covered stops may be screwed

into this channel at any point: similar

stops, affixed to the upper, or rotating

portion of the head will engage these

fixed stops, bringing the camera to rest

in the desired place; the rubber cover-

ings insulating the stops from metal-to-

metal contact, and absorbing the jar.

The present equipment is a semi-ex-

perimental model, and has since its com-

pletion been undergoing the strenuous

practical tests of use on actual produc-

tion. To date, it has been used by

three different Directors of Photography

at the Warner Bros. Studio: Wm. A.

Rees, A.S.C., Caetano Caudio, A.S.C.,

and myself,

I have found the device to be extremely

well-adapted to modern conditions. It is

narrow enough to pass through any ordi-

nary doorway (it is but 31 inches wide),

yet it permits using the camera at any

elevation from 24 inches dens-center)

above the floor to a height of nearly eight

feet. It permits panoramic shots em-
bracing very nearly the full 360-degree
circle, even at the maximum elevation,

while, by using the fifth wheel, and piv-

oting on the axis of the two rear wheels,

the full 360-degrees may be encompassed
with ease. Its movement is smooth and

accurate in every respect. The unique

steering system permits the device to be

used in the most inaccessible corners of

a set: it may be placed directly by a

wall, or in a corner of a set, and, by

steering the four wheels, it may be

"crawfished" obliquely away from the

wall (or the reverse) and then pulled or

pushed in a straight line, or steered in

any direction. Since the operators ride

with the camera, changes of elevation,

combined with panning or any other

movement during a scene are made very

simple. Used simply in place of a con-

ventional tripod, the device is not only

convenient, but firm. Its weight— 1 100
lbs.— is m most instances sufficient to

assure stability, without "tying down,"
and the crane-arm permits extremely

speedy adjustment for camera height or

position. It has been estimated that

—

quite ignoring the device's merits as a

crane—its use in place of conventional

tripods, rolling-tripods, "high-hats" and

baby tripods can save a company over

two and one-half hours in the course of

a single working day; and my own ex-

perience confirms this.

As has been stated, this crane is a

semi-experimental model; practical ex-

perience is expected to indicate some

minor changes or additions which will

facilitate the use of the device. After

a period of practical use, it is planned to

produce a number of these equipments,

embodying, of course, the improvements

expected, and to equip the studio with

them as standard operating equipment.

Georges Benoit, A.S.C.,

Honored
• Georges Benoir, A.S.C., who has for

some years been in France, has been hon-

ored by election to the Vice-Presidency

of the Societe Francaise des Cinegraph-

istes (the French Society of Cinematog-

raphers) . M. Benoit, long a member of

the A.S.C., and a former officer of the

Society, was one of the founders of the

French body, which is patterned after the

American Society of Cinematographers.

HARRISON
LIGHT FILTERS

Distributed by

CAMERA SUPPLY CO.
1515 Cahuenga Blvd. Phone CL-2404

Hollywood, Calif.
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John Arnold Heads A.S.C.

For Fourth Term
I Continued from Page 91

tion, and every conceivable type of per-

sonal service. The whole plan is aimed

to make available to cinematographers the

highest type of professional and personal

business service, that their economic

condition may be enhanced, and that

they may be completely freed from busi-

ness worries.

President Arnold views the future

with confidence. "The past year," he

states, "has conclusively proven the in-

herent soundness of the American Society

of Cinematographers. We have passed

through the most trying times in the

history of the Society or of the industry

alike, and emerged with the respect and

confidence of every member of the in-

dustry. We have brought forth a "New
Deal" in the relations between Cine-

matographers and their employers—

a

new spirit of cooperation—of fair play.

These relations must be absolutely fair

and equitable, favoring neither producer

nor clnematographer at the expense of

the other. The Society's one fixed pol-

icy is—now as ever to bend every

effort for the advancement of camera-

men, both colletcively and as individuals;

never departing from the high ideals of

honor and justice which have character-

ized the Society since its inception.

"The creation of the ASC-Agency is

an important step in this policy. It

permits us to realize a new conception

of service to cameramen; a type of serv-

ice which has heretofore been available

only to highly-paid players and directors,

but never to the equally important cam-
era-artists. Such a service for profes-

sional business representation has long

been needed: but a similar service for

personal business management, public-

ity, and the like has been even more
vitally necessary. With the ASC-Agency
to provide these services, we confidently

expect to raise the condition of Directors

of Photography to new high levels.

"Notwithstanding the importance of

these new economic responsibilities, the

Research, Educational and Social activi-

ties of the American Society of Cinema-
tographers will not be abated. Rather,

they will continue and increase, as the

importance of the Society and its mem-
bers increases. We have witnessed the

birth of a new A.S.C: the coming years

will see it marching steadily onward to

new successes."

Pictures in Paris Opera
For the first time in the history of the

famous Grand Opera House of Paris, mo-
tion pictures will be shown in that fa-

mous institution for the benefit of the

Legion of Honor. It is claimed all sound
equipment will be immediately taken out

of the theatre after this one showing.

HOLLYWOOD'S

BARGAIN

SPOT
Faxon Dean Ruddy Ceraus

Service — Experience — Courtesy

Prompt- Service on all Rentals

CAMERA SUPPLY COMPANY, Ltd.
1515 N. CAHUENCA BLVD., HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

Telephone CL-2404 Cables "CAMERAS"

Model B Professional $300.00
For Bell & Howell and Mitchell

Cameras and their respective

Tripod With the ORIGINAL
instant release telescopic handle.

FRED HOEFNER
CLadstone 0243

5319 Santa Monica Boulevard

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

TRUEBALL
TRIPOD H EADS
OF SPECIAL ALLOY
LIGHTER WEIGHT

The Same Efficient Head

For follow shots, known for

their smoothness of opera-
tion and equal tension on
all movements.

Unaffected by temper
ature.

Model A for Ama-
teur motion picture
cameras. Attaches
to any standard
5TILL tripod, $12.00.

Trueball tripod
heads are unexcelled
for simplicity, ac-
curacy and speed of
operation.

The Hoefner four-
Inch Ins and Sun-
shade combination
IS also a superior
product.

EVERYTHING PHOTOGRAPHIC
for Professional and Amateur

New and used. Bought, sold, rented

and repaired Camera Silencing.

Send for Bargain Catalogue

Hollywood Camera Exchange
I60O Cjhuenea Blvd'. Hollywood

Tel: HO-3651
Cable Address: HOcamex
Open Daily to 6 P. M.
Saturday to 10 P, M
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Gilbert Warrenton

Bert Clennon

Elmer Dyer

Merritt Cerstad

Alvin Wyckoff

James Van Trees

Ray June

John Boyle

Allen Seigler

William Nobles

Dewey Wrigley

Dwight Warren

Ray Fernstrom

Chas. Marshall

Chet Lyons

Peverell Marley

Frank Good

Leading Cinematographers under
l-he management- of A.S.C. Agency

6331 Hollywood Boulevard

CRanite 2135

A.S.C GOLF TOURNAMENT
I Continued from Page 8)

GEORGE CLEMENS, Toilet Set, donated
by Mark Sandrich.

KYME MEADE, 2 Pts. Whiskey, do-
nated by H. N. Swanson.

WILLIAM FOXALL, Electric Vibrator,

donated by Nat Finston.

). PEVERELL MARLEY, 1 Doz. Silver

King Balls, donated by Adolphe Menjou.
RAY RAMSEY, Cocktail Shaker, do-

nated by Max Steiner.

WALLACE KELLEY, Still Camera Sun-

shade, donated by Hollywood Camera Ex-
change.

FOURTH FLIGHT

JAMES DALY, Pair Bausch & Lomb
Binoculars, donated by E. O. Blackburn.

BEN REYNOLDS. Telechron Clock,

donated by Warner Studio Electrical De-
partment.

ALLYN JONES, Leather Golf Bag, do-

nated by George Gibson.

WILLIAM DANIELS, M-R "Baby
Spotlight." donated by Mole-Richardson.

Inc.

BEN WHITE, Merchandise Order, do-
nated by Wheeler and Woolsey.
ALFRED WILLIAMS. Set Matched

Wilson Irons, donated by Warren New-
combe.
AL ROBERTS, Gold Wrist Watch, do-

nated by Smith & Allen, for the closest

to the 1 3th hole.

OTTO DYAR, 3 Rolls "Pellex" 16mm
Film, donated by Walter W. Bell.

FRANK PHILLIPS, Set Matched Hagen
Woods, donated by Ann Harding.

J. D. JENNINGS, Whiskey Barrel Set,

donated by Fearless Camera Co.

JOHN ARNOLD, "Rhaco" Pocket

Finder, donated by Camera Supply Co.

JACK GREENHALGH, Eastman 6-20
Kodak, donated by Leo McCarey.
HERBERT VAN DYKE, Merchandise

Order, donated by Polly Moran.

JOHN HIXON, Merchandise Order, do-

nated by William A. Seiter.

IRVING RIES. 1 Doz. Golf Balls, do-

nated by Lynn Buell.

WILLARD VAN ENGER, Cocktail

Shaker, donated by Joe Nolan.

A. RICHARD DORAN, Sweater, do-

nated by Ralph Bellamy.

FIFTH FLIGHT

AL WETZEL, Set of Scheibe Filters,

donated by George Scheibe.

BERT LONGWORTH, Leather Golf Bag.

donated by J. L. Courcier.

HAROLD MARZORATI. Set Stone Fog

Lights, donated by Lights, Inc.

BUD MAUTINO, Merchandise Order,

donated by Hazel Forbes.

JAMES COSS, "Leica" HCE Sunshade,

donated by Cliff Thomas.

OLIVER MARSH. Sweater, donated by

Jack Brand.

OLIVER MARSH, Cigarette Lighter,

donated by RKO Barber Shop.

ROBERT BRONNER. Set Matched
Irons, donated by Gary Cooper.

MILTON R. KRASNER. 1 Doz. Golf

Balls, donated by M. J. Abbott.

MILTON BROWN. Merchandise Or-

der, donated by Sidney Fox.

SIXTH FLIGHT

RICHARD DA VOL, Set Matched Bris-

tol Woods, donated by Sidney Franklin.

EDWARD J. SNYDER. Set Matched
Woods, donated by Carole Lombard.

STANLEY CORTEZ, Leather Kit Bag,

donated by George B. Seitz.

ROBERT COBURN. Electric Drink

Mixer, donated by Burns and Allen.

DAVID RAGIN. Sweater, donated by

Mel Shauer.

PAU LERPEE. Sweater, donated by Mel

Shauer.

JAMES GORDON. Merchandise Order,

donated by William A. Seiter.

GUEST FLIGHT

C. L. LEWIS. Sweater, donated by

Henry Hathaway.

FRED MIRON, I Doz. Golf Balls, do-

nated by Henry Hathaway.

RALPH D. OWEN, Subscription to

"Variety," donated by Walter Greene.

HOLLIS F. MOYSE, Wooden Highball

Set.

GEORGE GIBSON, Copper Beer Set.

donated by Charles R. Rogers.

J. L. COURCIER. Six Bottles Cham-
pagne, donated by the Hollywood Re-

porter.
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Our movies

are much better since

we got our

FILMO!"
* Such observations, so frequently heard,

bear out Bell & Howell's conviction that it

takes fine equipment to make fine movies. So
here is fine equipment, built as well as Bell &
Howell, for 2.7 years makers of the preferred

professional cinemachinery, can make it.

Filmo 7O-D Camera

Filmo 7O-E Camera

Filmo J Projector—the finest that

money can buy, and the only fully gear-

driven x6 mm. projector. Has lever-

operated power rewind, fast Cooke
F 1 .65 lens, built-in pilot light, conven-
ient tilt control, variable resistance

unit, illuminated voltmeter, and 750-
watt or 500-watt biplane filament lamp.
A refined cooling system assures lamp
efficiency and prolongs lamp life. And
here's news! There is real economy in

using the 750-watt lamp, besides the
advantage of having maximum illumi-

nation when you need it. Burned at 93
volts, the 750-watt lamp gives as bril-

liant a picture as the 500-watt lamp
does at 100 volts, and lasts almost three

times as long ! With case, $^98 and up.

Filmo 70-D Camera—the choice of

those who want the most versatile of

fine cameras. The three-lens turret per-

mits split-second shifting from the reg-

ular to a speed or a telephoto lens. A
turn of a dial matches the viewfinder

field to that of any lens from to mm. to

6-inch. There are seven speeds, from 8 to

64 frames a second. A critical focuser is

optional. With case, $Z5i and up.

Filmo R Projector— a moderately

priced machine offering the latest im-
provements in illumination and in oper-

ating convenience. There is a power re-

wind, an improved cooling system, and
a manual framer for out-of-frame prints.

May be had with 500-watt or 750-watt
lamp. A sturdy, convenient case is in-

cluded. Price $195 and up.

Filmo 70-E Camera— a moderately

priced 16 mm. camera which will do
superbly the things most amateurs com-
monly require. It has four film speeds,

ranging from one-half to four times

normal, and your choice of two fine

Cooke lenses: i-inch F 1.5 or i-inch

F 3
.

5 . Price, including case, $150 and up.

Take any familiar film to a Filmo
dealer. Ask him to show it on a

modern Filmo Projector. The ma-
chine will speak for itself—and we
think you'll want it!

Filmo R Projector

BELL & HOWELL

FILMO
Personal Movie Cameras

and Projectors

Bell & Howell Company, 1848

Larchmont Ave., Chicago; 11 West
4ind St., New York; 716 North
LaBrea Ave., Hollywood; 310 Re-

gent St., London (B & H Co., Ltd.)

Established 1907.

PROFESSIONAL RESULTS
WITH AMATEUR EASE
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Shooting a Magic Carpet

Birthday Continuity

Motion Control

Professional Looks at 8mm

Backyard Movies
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NEW AGFA 16mm. FINE-GRAIN

PLENACHROME FILM
IN

16 nun. Flenachronie, Agfa announces the answer to thousands of

requests for a fihn of high quaHty hut low price.

With a speed in dayhght equal to that of Agfa 16 mm. Panchromatic,

with a sensitivity to all colors except spectral red, and with remarkahle

fine grain, hrilliance, latitude and adaptability, Plenachrome Reversible

assures you of the highest quality. Its low price is unprecedented among

16 mm. films of this quality.

For general outdoor work, 16 mm. Fine-Grain Plenachrome proves

that real quality and low price may be found in one film. Ask your

dealer for this new film.

100 foot rolls $4.50

50 foot rolls ----- 2.75

Including processing and return postage

MADE IN AMERICA BY

AGFA ANSCO CORPORATION
BINGHAMTON, N. Y.

I



• PROFESSIONAL Criticism of the Amateur

picture is a part of the service offered by the

AMERICAN CINEMATOCRAPHER. Many
are not aware of this. Hundreds of pictures

have been reviewed this past year by mem-
bers of the American Society of Cinematog-

raphers for the Amateur.
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Next Month . . .

• Another Professional will give you his opinion of the 8mm.
He'll tell you of a picture he shot with this little camera. It's

surprising how rapidly this Infant has grown.

• There'll be a continuity that will let Dad play the star role.

Of course there will be a baby in it. What's a Home Movie

without a baby or child?

• The installment of prize winners for Backyard Movies proves

exceptionally interesting next month. You will note there has

been a wide variety in themes and backgrounds in those pre-

sented. Why not try your hand?
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Elmer Dyer, A.S.C.

Flying the

"Rolleiflex"
by

Elmer C. Dyer, A.S.C.

IF
YOU are sighing for new worlds to conquer with your

camera—try aerial photography! It opens up an entirely

new field to every type of camerist—the snapshooter,

the technician, and the pictorialist alike. It can be as sim-

ple or as intricate as you wish to make it: and always it is

a thrilling sport.

Modern miniature cameras are ideal for this type of pho-

tography. They embody almost every feature that could be

desired: well-corrected, fast lenses; accurate, speedy shut-

ters; compact, rigid bodies; and they have, either as regular

or auxiliary equipment, large "direct" or frame-type finders.

They are compact enough to be used successfully from an

open-cockpit ship, and they have (with one or two minor

exceptions) no bellows to be flattened by the slip-stream

from the propeller. They can be worked quickly and accu-

rately, making it possible to get more and better pictures

in a given time.

iviy own preference is for the "Rolleiflex," which I have

used for a number of years, both on and off the ground.

Often, when flying across country, en route to a location,

I will use this little camera to picture interesting scenes over

which we may be flying, or to photograph interesting cloud-

formations, etc. The results have been very successful.

I have found the construction of the camera to be unusually

well suited to this sort of work—especially the large direct-

type viewfinder, which is extremely handy for aerial use.

The spring which holds this finder erect should, however,
be strengthened, or supplemented with a set-screw or clip,

if you use an open-cockpit plane. Similarly, if you plan to

fly the ship yourself, in addition to making the pictures, a

wooden handle, screwed into the tripod socket (a handle

such as those supplied for "Eyemo" movie cameras) and a

wire-release for the shutter will make it much easier to

use the camera one-handed, leaving the other hand free to

handle the flying controls.

There are three main types of aerial photographs: "Ver-
tical," "Oblique" and "Horizontal." The vertical pictures

are, of course, those made with the camera pointing straight

down, as in aerial maps. As a rule, these pictures don't

mean a thing except to the trained aviator or aero-cartogra-

pher; they aren't particularly interesting as pictures, save

in the rare instances when the pattern of fileds, roads, etc.,

may make an unusually striking composition. Also, they

are rather hard to make, unless you have a hole cut in the

bottom of the plane, as the air-survey people do.

Oblique pictures are made with the camera pointed

obliquely down from the plane—looking down at an angle,

exactly as your eyes do when looking groundward from a

plane. A large proportion of non-professional aerial stills

are probably in this group. You can shoot at almost any

angle, and include part of the plane (wings or tail-group)

if you wish, or leave the plane entirely out of the picture,

getting only a picture of what lies below. An angle of

from ten to thirty degrees below the horizontal is prob-

ably the best for such pictures, as it gives the most pleasing

perspective.

The horizontal type of aerial still is, to me, the most

interesting. This class includes pictures of other planes in

the air, cloud-formations, and the like. The possibilities of

such pictures are almost endless.

Regardless of what type of equipment you may be using,

Ihere are certain basic points of technique to be remem-
bered. To begin with, use Supersensitive Panchromatic

film, and filters. You will nearly always find at least a

trace of haze in the air, and only through using SuperPan

and filters will you be able to cut through this haze. Simi-

larly, if you are shooting for cloud-formations, you'll appre-

ciate the help of a filter which will darken the sky, and

make the clouds stand out.

Vibration is the principal difficulty in any kind of aerial

photography. In any plane, the vibration from the engine

is great enough to force the use of fairly high shutter-

speeds; and in an open type, there is a blast from the pro-

peller which adds greatly to both the vibration and the

otherwise simple matter of holding the camera. To avoid

having your pictures blurred by the engine-vibration, you

must reverse the usual procedure: instead of resting the

camera (or your arms) firmly on some handy part of the

ship, hold it in your hands, letting your body act as a shock-

absorber, and use a fast shutter-speed. Shooting from a

closed plane, your normal, basic exposure on a bright day,

with SuperPan film and no filter, should be about f:6.3 at

1/100 second. Under extra good conditions, I have at

times stopped down to as low as f:8.

Shooting from an open-cockpit ship, where you have the

slipstream from the propeller as well as engine-vibration to

contend with, you will have to speed your shutter up to at

least 1/350 second, opening up your lens accordingly.

Focus is, of course, at the infinity-mark; the great depth

of focus in most miniature-camera lenses is quite an advan-

tage, as any parts of the plane which may be included in

the picture will be reasonably sharp. Telephoto lenses are

of no value in this sort of work, as a rule, for not only are

(Continued on Page 45)



A New

Outdoor

16m.m. Film

by

Dr. H. Meyer, A.S.C.

Editor's Note: In keeping with the policy of the American Cinema-
tographer to publish a technical analysis of any new piece of equip-
ment or new brand of film, we have asked Dr. H. Meyer, A S C.,

who is in charge of the Agfa-Ansco Hollywood research laboratory,
to present a technical description of the new Plenachrome 16mm
film which this company recently placed on the market.

THE absence of color sensitivity in the pure red is

rarely noticeable in the results of outdoor photogra-

phy. Anyone who compares landscape photographs

taken years ago, when panchromatic emulsions did not

exist, will admit that the quality of a high orthochromatic

negative shows up as beautiful as that of a modern pan-

chromatic negative; that the cloud effects, the softness of

the greens are rendered to an equally satisfactory degree

and with the same perfection. The reason for this is, that

pure red is very rare in natural objects and in general most
colors and shades found outdoors are mixtures, so there is

always at least one component which will be taken in by

the green-yellow or orange sensitivity of a highly ortho-

chromatic emulsion.

The different types of film now on the market are made
to answer rather specific needs in regard to the different

lighting problems of the photographer.

Superpan is rated as having the highest general speed.

Therefore this film should be considered mainly for indoor

exposures with or without artificial light; for night shots

and in any case where poor lighting conditions are prevailing.

Panchromatic is rated as having approximately one-half

the speed of Superpan and, being sensitive to all colors,

will be useful for the widest application in outdoor or indoor

photography considering normal lighting conditions.

Plenachrome is about equal in speed to Panchromatic in

daylight, but will not register spectral red, and its use

should therefore be confined to general outdoor shooting.

When speaking of the Plenachrome emulsion it should

be kept in mind that this film is not sensitized by the

generally known Erythrosine, but by a combination of dyes

which not only increases the green-yellow sensitivity but

also extends the color sensitivity far towards the orange.
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Taken on plenachrome film using a K-3 Filter.

Of practical interest are the filter factors for Penachrome
which are given below:

Agfa Filter Daylight Factor Wratten Filter Daylight Factor

No. 1.25 Kl 2
No. 1 1.75 K2 3

No. 2 2.5 K3 4.5

No. 3 3

No. 4 4
No. 5 5

Although exposure on Plenachrome without filter will

show pronounced color rendition as against that of any
color-blind film, their use is recommendable, and the ex-

tremely low factors make the use of filters very practicable.

While in modern processing methods ways and means
to correct faulty exposures are employed to a most satis-

factory degree, the Plenachrome type claims an additional

inherent latitude which should prove quite valuable. This

claim has been justified by many practical tests whereby
rather wide differences in over and under lighted objects

were taken care of by the latitude of the emulsion itself

without the help of a corrective means during the process-

ing.

The anti-halo backing makes it possible to use this

emulsion for cross light effects and difficult exposure con-

ditions which so often lead to poor results in case a film is

used which is not protected against halation. The anti-

halo film type enables the advanced amateur to safely shoot

for the most daring light effects. In addition the anti-

halo backing serves to prevent any edge fog while the film

is being loaded or removed from the camera in daylight.

The absence of grain should be mentioned. This ex-

tremely fine grain is due to the building of the grain struc-

ture in the emulsion itself, as well as the special method
of processing.

It is evident from this analysis that Plenachrome is not

a throw back to the early orthochromatic films, but is in

keeping with the expectations of the advanced amateur who
has built his experience on present-day Panchromatic emul-

sions.
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Continuity

For Birthday

Party
by

J. Dickinson Reed

THIS charming little scenario can be very easily pro-

duced in any home. It may be either entirely com-
posed of exterior scenes, or of interiors—or of both.

As written, the first sequence (Scenes 1 , 2, 3, 4 and 6)

may be either interiors—played in a bedroom—or exteriors

—played on the front porch. The remainder of the scenes

are laid out-of-doors, in the garden, but may, if necessary,

easily be moved indoors. While the story as it appears here

is written around a little girl, it can easily be changed to

suit a boy. It will require about 200 feet of 16mm film.

CAST OF CHARACTERS
Betty The little girl for whom the

birthday-party is given.

Her Mother
Her Daddy
Her friends and playmates As many children

as you wish.

Scene 1. FADE IN: Long-shot of Betty and her Mother.

Mother is just putting the finishing touches to Betty's best

party-dress.

Scene 2. Medium-shot of same. Betty is looking into

a hand-mirror while Mother fixes Betty's hair.

Scene 3. Close-up of Betty's face in the mirror.

Scene 4. Same as Scene 2. Throughout the sequence,

Betty is excited.

Scene 5. Close-up of dog, barking.

Scene 6. Medium-shot of Betty and Mother. They hear

something, and walk out of the picture.

Scene 6-b. (Only if previous scenes are made indoors).

Medium long-shot of Betty and Mother coming through

front door onto porch.

Scene 7. Long-shot of garden gate, with a number of

children (dressed for a party) coming through, hailing Betty.

Scene 8. Close-up of Betty, smiling, and returning their

greetings.

Scene 9. Close-up of Mother, also smiling.

Scene 10. Short flash of Betty, running straight into the

camera until she more than fills the screen.

Scene 11. Long-shot of garden gate, same as Scene 7;

Betty runs into the picture (center), and greets her guests.

Scene 12. Follow-shot, as Betty leads the group to a

corner of the garden, where a table is set.

Scene 13. Medium-shot of the children giving Betty the

presents and flowers they have brought her.

Scene 14. (Close-up of Betty, excitedly receiving her

presents. (Note: If this is made on an actual birthday-party,

you might add here close shots of Betty opening the pres-

ents. )

Scene 1 5. Long-shot of Mother, bringing in the birth-

day-cake.

Scene 16. Reverse of Scene 15; shoot toward group of

children, with Mother (carrying the cake) in the fore-

ground, walking toward the group. The children register

joyous anticipatien of the feast. If you wish, you might

add a short series of flash close-ups of some of the children,

smacking their lips, rubbing their tummies, etc.

Scene 17. Long-shot, different angle. Mother sets the

cake on the table, while the children sit down, and eye the

cake expectantly.

Scene 1 8. Close-up of Betty, in front of cake, preparing

to blow out the candles.

Scene 19. Reverse-angle; long shot, with Betty (back to

camera) in the foreground, and children, grouped about

table, watching her.

Scene 20. Close-up of Betty, blowing out candles. This

would be very effective if shot from a low position, bringing

the cake and candles very prominently in the foreground,

with just Betty's head showing above them in the back-

ground.

Scene 21. Long-shot of group at the table: Betty, in

background, has just blown out the candles. The children

applaud. Mother steps up and starts to remove the candles

from the cake.

Scene 22. Close-up of Betty, cake in foreground (taken

from normal level). Betty cuts the cake—she screws up

her face as though it is an exacting task.

Scene 23. Long-shot of group of children; the cake is

cut, and is being served to them.

Scene 24. Panoramic shot, close-ups of the children at

the table, busily eating. This is most easily made with a

2 inch lens.

Scene 25. Medium-shot of Mother, standing behind the

children. She hears something, looks off toward gate, and

waves. She exits in that direction.

Scene 26. Long-shot of Daddy, passing through gate.

He is carrying two big parcels.

Scene 27. Medium-shot of Daddy. Mother enters, greets

him; he whispers something in her ear. She smiles, nods,

(Continued on Page 46

>
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A Professional

Looks At 8-mm.
by

Arthur C. Miller. A.S.C.

FROM a strictly technical viewpoint, and especially that

of a professional cinematographer, it must be admitted

that present-day 8mm equipment is not altogether

ideal. But then, neither was 16mm equipment at the same
relative stage in its development—nor was 35mm, either.

I have used, I believe, every type of 8mm camera available

in this country to date: all of them make good pictures, but

they lack certain desirable refinements, and two rather im-

portant features. The first of these is a really adequate

finder arrangement for as many lenses as may be supplied.

The second, a footage-counter that can be relied upon. Of
these, the latter must, I suppose, be dealt with by the

manufacturers; but I have found that the amateur can very

easily make himself an accurate finder for use with the 1 Vz

inch "telephoto" lens most frequently used with 8mm out-

fits. It was one of the first accessories which I made for

my own camera, and it is so easily made that I am sure that

many readers of THE AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER
will want to make one for their own cameras.

My finder, which I built especially for use with my
Stewart-Warner "Companion-8" 8mm camera, consists es-

sentially of two parts: the mount, by which the finder is

fitted to the camera; and the finder proper. Mine is made
for use with the 1 Vz inch Wollensak Telephoto lens which

I use a great deal; but by using a larger or smaller tube,

the same principle could be adapted to any lens.

The mount is simply a flat piece of brass, cut to the

desired shape. As it is made to fit on the side of the

camera, almost exactly over the key that opens and locks

the camera door, a semicircular piece must be cut from the

lower edge of this plate, to allow access to the key. On
each end of this plate is soldered a piece of brass which
forms a raised track upon which the finder slides; it is

raised to allow the finder to clear the door-catch. As the

illustration shows, on each of these two tracks is placed

a round-headed screw, to hold the finder in place on the

mount. In the center of the mount, at the top, is soldered

a third brass block, which will eventually be drilled and

tapped to hold a screw for registering the finder.

The finder proper consists of a piece of Vz inch brass

tubing, cut to measure 3 3/32 inches overall after a flat

piece of brass has been soldered over each end of the tube.

These end-plates must close the ends of the tube com-
pletely. In one end-plate, a small peep-hole is drilled,

exactly in the central axis of the tube. In the other end-

plate, a rectangular aperture 8/32 x 11/32 inch is cut.

This is, of course, the front end of the finder-tube. With
these dimensions, the field viewed through the finder cor-

responds exactly to that of the 1 V2 inch lens supplied for

telephoto use on 8mm cameras.

The finder-tube is soldered to a flat piece of brass,

forming a flange. Two key-hole shaped slots are cut in

this flange, to fit under the two mounting-screws on the

Finder built by Arthur Miller. A.S.C. for his tele-

photo lens on the Stewart-Warner 8mm camera.
The details are described in the text ot his article.

At the top is shown the tinder fastened to the
camera. At bottom is the bracket on which the
finder tube is fastened.

mount. Obviously, both the screws and the slots must be

carefully aligned, so that the finder will be level! Another

piece of brass is soldered on the flange, at a point where
it will come directly over the piece which has been soldered

onto the center of the mount. When the finder is in place,

drill and tap a hole through these two blocks; a screw run

through the two holes will bring the finder into perfect

registration.

To mount the finder (on a Stewart-Warner camera) take

out the two screws inside the camera, and remove the gate.

Then put a piece of frosted film (the kind used as a leader

on films returned from the Eastman processing laboratories)

over the aperture, holding it in place with adhesive tape.

When the shutter is open, you can see the image with the

(Continued on Page 431
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Arrow points to speed control of
Bell & Howell Filmo.

NOT long ago 1 had the good fortune to witness on

the professional screen a motion picture called the

"Invisible Man." To me, that picture seemed the

very apotheosis of the application of trick work to the

building of a motion picture story to produce results seem-
ingly impossible outside the realm of the written word.

While the average cinephotographer may not feel himself

technically or financially able to duplicate this work with his

own meagre amateur equipment, still, I believe that a dis-

cussion of the principles underlying trick work is bound to

challenge the ingenuity of my readers to intelligent thought

with the result that simple means will be devised for obtain-

ing similar screen results.

Generally speaking, trick work may be divided into five

classes. However, because of their interrelation, it is some-

times difficult to state that such-and-such an effect can

only be obtained by such-and-such a method. Let's list the

five headings we mentioned:

1. Speed of the film through the camera.

2. Direction of travel of the film through the camera.

3. Exposing two or more scenes on the same strip of

film.

4. Changing the lens diaphragm during exposure.

5. Use of before-the-lens effects, including masks, fil-

ters, and dissolving apparatus.

There are certain models of Victor, Bell and Howell, and

Cine-Kodak 8 and 16mm cameras which are equipped to

take pictures at other speeds than the normal 16 frames

per second. The Stewart- Warner also has this feature, and

a few foreign cameras such as the Ensign are equipped with

two or more speeds. Few amateurs have much idea of the

uses for speeds other than the normal speed, even though

they have read and heard of the advantages of owning a

camera which has these speeds. Perhaps the chief advan-

tage (so they are informed when they buy the camera) is

trick work. Let's see just what trick work can be done

with cameras having sub-normal and super-normal speeds.

Slow motion is something most amateurs know about, but

it is a rather overworked selling theme. I should venture

the guess that of all the cameras in use today which have

"slow-motion" speeds, not one in a hundred is ever called

upon to use it. Slow motion is nothing more than taking

a movie with the exposures made faster than the normal

speed, and the projection at normal speed produces the

Cinetncks

effect of slowing down the action pictured. Slow motion
IS a confusing term; it should be called "slowed motion"

—

motion slowed down so the action may be observed at

leisure.

I know of several college and high school athletic coaches

who have purchased cameras having slow motion speeds

(64 frames per second is regarded as sufficiently slowing

action in amateur cine cameras) for the purpose of observ-

ing the action of their athletes in action, only to experience

complete disappointment because the results weren't what
they wanted. In professional work, a film speed of only

four times slower than normal is not even considered slow

motion, for the reason that action is not slowed down enough
to be satisfactory. Slow motion is employed generally for

only two purposes—one, to find out just how humans or

animals move their muscles when traveling at high speed,

and two, to study the action of high speed mechanisms.
There are other purposes, of course, to which slow motion

may be usefully applied; but the two mentioned are the usual

reasons for the purchase of a camera with slow motion speed.

If, however, we forget about this rather narrow band of

activity which is based on taking motion pictures at faster-

than-normal speed, to wit, "slow motion," we do find other

uses for the above-normal speeds. For instance, the ama-
teur has many opportunities to improve his picture-making

if he uses film speeds of 24 or 32 frames per second.

Cameras available to amateurs at this time are pitifully

similar to those offered the still enthusiast some years ago.

It is lamentable that manufacturers of fine amateur movie

cameras found it necessary to build them with only one

shutter speed, and just when still cameras had educated

amateurs to the possibilities of split-second exposures with

such cameras as the Graflex and Graphic and other "speed"

still cameras having shutter speeds up to 1/500 part of a

second, amateur cine cameras reverted to the old days and

were all built with but one shutter speed! Only two cam-

eras have variable shutters to my knowledge—the Eastman

Special and the custom-built cameras built by Eric Berndt.

So, in reality, amateur cine cameras which offer speeds

of 24 and 32 frames are really nothing more than a com-

promise. These speeds are built in because it is a less

expensive way to build cameras which can permit picture-

making at shutter speeds which blur the picture less than

they would at 16 frames per second. For instance, we
have found that a cine camera having a shutter speed of

1 /25th of a second at 16 frames per second will record

fast action such as a horse race or a Spring Dancer with less

blur if film speeds of 24 or 32 frames per second are used.

This means a slight slowing-down of the action, naturally,

but the real reason for doing this is to minimize the blur

because the shutter operates at l/37th or l/50th of a

second. Also, it has been found that panoramas photo-

graphed at 24 or 32 frames are smoother, for the same

reason.

Doubtless I will be the recipient from outraged amateur

cine camera manufacturers of missives (or should I say

"missiles") of condemnation for the thoughts in the pre-

ceding paragraph. But I have in my files a number of let-

ters from amateurs who graciously answered a small classi-

fied advertisement I ran some months ago as to the require-

ments of the amateur for an "ideal" camera. In every one

of these was the specification "must have variable shutter."
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Motion

Control

Part One

by

Wm. J. Grace

I fully realize the fact that it might cost a bit more to build

cameras with a variable shutter, but if that makes the cam-
era better, the public should have it.

Now, suppose we consider the use of film speeds slower

than normal. Although it isn't used so much these days,

the professional comedy of yesteryear invariably used quick-

action. This is merely taking the picture at less than 16

frames per second, the screen result being unbelievably quick

action of the characters. The comedy cop and the comedy
scallawag of old ran many a mile at terrific speed. Ama-
teur cine cameras having 8 frames per second speed will

make pictures like this to the great delight of the audience

if the intelligence of the cinephotographer is employed.

The filmer must remember, however, that at 8 frames per

second, the shutter speed is only 1 / 1 2th of a second, and

action will be greatly blurred, an effect, however, sometimes

desirable.

But film speeds of 8 frames per second were primarily

built into amateur cine cameras for another reason, explained

at length in most instruction books. Although not as nec-

essary today with our super-speed emulsions, the older ama-
teur cameras had to have some way to take pictures under

extremely poor light conditions with slow emulsions, even

though a fast lens was used. Thus was born the 8 frame

speed. It is carried over into present-day cameras more,

I think, because the precedent had been set.

In using the 8 frame per second speed, an amateur must

keep in mind that any action taken at this speed will appear

on the screen just twice as fast, so if normal action is

desired on the screen, the moving characters must be re-

minded to act half as fast as they normally would. I have

seen movies made under light conditions which required 8

frame speed to get enough exposure which screened as if

they had been made at 16 frames per second, and the

secret was that the action was taken with the characters

moving slowly.

Film speeds below 8 frames per second are seldom used,

in amateur work at least, because no amateur camera will

dependably operate more slowly. Some of the 70D Filmos

WILL work at 5 or 6 frames, but the governor then runs

so slowly that it cannot be depended on for accurate work.

Seldom, if ever, are speeds under 8 frames per second used.

From 8 frames, the work then becomes single frame work,

or animation. This was discussed in last month's article,

"CINE SYNTHESIS."
A word now as to the relative exposures at different film

speeds. You cannot, you know, set your lens at the correct

diaphragm opening for 16 frame speed and expect the film

to magically compensate the exposure requirements if the

camera is run at some other film speed. For instance, if

the exposure meter indicates that f:6.3 is the correct dia-

phragm opening for a given shot at 16 frame speed, the

Arrow points to speed control ot Victor Model 5.

area of the lens opening (and hence, the diaphargm open-
ing) must be changed if a film speed of 32 frames per

second is to be used. Twice as much light must be ad-
mitted to the film at 32 frames because the shutter allows

only half as much time for the light to act on the film. As
each stop means a difference of 50 percent increase, we
must use two stops larger, or f:4.5, to obtain correct ex-
posure.

Working the other way around, we see how the 8 frame
speed allows the proper exposure under certain light con-
ditions which would not give enough exposure at 16 frames
per second. Suppose we wanted a scene which our meter
indicated required an exposure at 16 frames speed of f:l.

Unless a Dallmeyer f:0.99 lens were on the camera, the pic-

ture would be impossible at normal film speed, but if we
run the film at 8 frames per second, the time of the ex-

posure is doubled and the lens opening may be halved.

Halving the diaphragm opening indicated f:l, gives f:1.5,

and the picture is possible. Also, the latitude of the film

may even allow the use of f:1.9 for enough exposure.

And now let us summate the discussion of the first

general division of trick work. We have seen that "slow
motion" is the taking of motion pictures at a rate faster

than the normal speed of 16 frames per second (remem-
ber, we are talking in this series only of amateur work I

(Continued on Page 47 i

Arrow points to speed control ot Eastman
Cine Special.
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Shooting

Desert Patrol

by

C. W. Herbert. A.S.C.

Editor's Note: Every amateur must admire the Magic Carpet oi

Movietone. They are usually of the type the amateur could
make on his trips and tours. Mr Herbert is one of the crew of

cameramen employed by the Fox Film Company to make these
pictures In this article he tells you about one oif his recent film-
ings, "Desert Patrol."

WITH the subject matter and location definitely

selected for a complete travelogue film, then

comes the task of putting on to celluloid the

various ideas which have inspired the operator, whether
professional or amateur. A complete proposed scenario is

of course the best guide to follow, but a rough outline will

suffice if you do not feel the need of a scenario.

"Desert Patrol," one of the Magic Carpet of Movietone
travel films, was built up from a scenario foundation. This

story is of the "life of the Sahariani, the dromedary mounted
troops attached to the Italian Army in Tripolitania, assigned

to patrol the vast stretches of the Sahara.

Being a film with an organized group of people as the

subject, each and every scene must of course show the same
people. Variety must therefore be sought in backgrounds

and daily activities of the subject. Obviously the easiest

course to follow would be to film the Sahariani from morn
'til night, using scenes that portray work, play and hard-

ships, backing up and front plating each and every scene

with atmosphere of the location.

Dawn in the desert comes almost with the sun which
bolts over the flat horizon like a huge ball of red fire as

its rays penetrate the sand particles in the atmosphere.

Such a sun is easily photographed by application of a heavy

filter and stopping down the lens. By using a telephoto

lens, the effect is intensified. A dromedary, a palm tree

and a Sahariano silhouetted against the skyline complete

the picture.

Reveille commences the day for every military unit. A
close-up of a bugler tells the story and scenes of the soldiers

getting up follow naturally. Human interest scenes such

as burros and chickens around the camp and close-ups of

types of the soldiers yawning are indispensable.

To emphasize the effect of early morning, it is well to

arrange some shots against a clear blue sky, with light com-
ing from one side so as to cast long shadows. White ob-

jects with one side light and the other shaded against a

blue sky are most suitable for these scenes. The Sahariano

bugler with his white uniform stood out in bold relief against

a black sky, accomplished with a heavy red filter and pan-

chromatic film.

Some troops start the day with a big breakfast, but the

Sahariani are content with strong sweet tea which each

man makes for himself. Here scenes can be made of the

men fanning a small precious fire, pouring out the thick

mixture and drinking. Head close-ups permit an intimate

introduction of the types of the men.

Flag raising is always in order, but so commonplace that

it was easily left out without injury to the story.

Dromedaries, the backbone of the troops, receive first

attention. Here is an opportunity to call attention, in dia-

logue or title, to the fact that these desert ships possess the

remarkable ability to go without food or water for days.

You can always get a laugh by a head on shot of the

dromedary's mouth, especially when he is chewing.

Soldiers must work, and work provides action for motion

pictures. Following the rule of seeking out the typical and

interesting features, crude irrigation pumps worked by man
power to make the desert bloom, as well as plowing with a

dromedary hitched to a Biblical time plow, fit in nicely.

Close-ups of small boys swimming in the water hole as the

men dip out the water, and a follow shot of the crude plow

making a furrow are in order. Other activities which pro-

vided action and interest are soldiers washing clothes, mend-
ing harness and clipping hair from their mounts. Here

again is an opportunity to point out an interesting fact, that

camel hair coats that parade on Fifth Avenue start to grow

in the desert.

All of the above features are easily worked out with

general views, showing the palms and fortress background,

and the invaluable close-up to bring your subject nearer to

your audience.

All work and no play is neither good for the Sahariani or

your film. Desert entertainment, commonly called a "Fan-

tasia," fits in nicely now. It is an easy job here while

everyone is in a playful mood and music is in the air. This

type of material with the native music of drums, flutes and

goatskin pipes, lends itself particularly to sound sequences.

Occasionally as you stage a scene the extras around the

set provide some unexpected shots that are intensely human.

During the filming of the Fantasia small boys shinnied up

I Continued on Page 42)
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BACKYARD

J. Oliver Tucker, one of this month's
winners, is a typically progressive reader.

His scenario, based on the use of a titler

for filming close shots of insects, etc.,

reached us a week before our article on
the subject went to press last month!
Congratulations, Mr. Tucker!

For the benefit of those who may not
have read the article referred to, we
will state that any type of titler fitted

with a supplementary lens may be used.

The support for the title-card should be

folded out of the way, or if this is not

possible, removed; and a wire frame
slightly larger than the actual field, and
about 1 Va inches closer to the lens than

the actual plane of sharp focus, as rep-

resented by the normal position of the

title-card. With the lens focused at

the infinity mark, and stopped down ex-

actly as though photographing normal

action, it is easy to get good 'magni-

scopic' movies of insects, etc., with any

type of 8 or 16mm camera. Simply

line up the frame to include approxi-

mately the field you desire, with your

insect-actor about 1 Va inches beyond the

frame—and there you are!

Death in the Backyard
(With Apologies to Ernest Hemingway

>

Scene 1. Close shot of a plate, with

flies clustered about it. (Put the plate

on a table in the yard, smear a bit of

honey or syrup on the plate, and get a

full shot of the plate with the flies buzz-
ing around it. This shot will probably

not need the titler.)

Scene 2. Medium-shot of kitchen-

window: two hands reach out carrying a

freshly-baked cake, which is set on the

sill to cool. (A white frosting is prefer-

able for this.

)

Scene 3. Close shot of a fly on plat-

ter, made with the titler. The fly leaves

and buzzes out of the picture. ( If you

can show him being frightened away by

a wasp, you are in luck!)

Scene 4. Close shot of the fly on the

cake, (iviade with titler.)

Scene 5. Close shot of the fly clean-

ing his legs and wings. (The writer has

not succeeded in getting this shot, as his

actors seem nervous. It may be

omitted.

)

Scene 6. Close-shot of a spider start-

ing to spin its web. Coax the spider

onto a flower. Place camera on a table

or other firm support, pointed toward

MOVIES
Movie Film Free

We reproduce on this page two little plots

that win the 100 ft. rolls of 16mm panchro-
matic film. Remember that we give away each
month not less than one 100 ft. roll of film for

plots and continuities sent us which we print.

Read these plots over and see for yourself how
easy it is to win a roll of film free.

some shade, with the subjects backlight-

ed. Photograph the spider as it crawls

over the flower and drops off. Raise the

flower to keep the spider near the center

of the picture. This is intended to sug-

gest the making of a web. ..F:8 should

be about the right exposure.

Scenes 7, 8. A couple of shots of be-

dewed spider-webs. These should be

taken early in the morning, without the

titler, and with the camera perhaps three

feet distant, pointed toward the shade

so as to give a dark background. The

web should be backlighted, and scene 8

made closer than scene 7, and from a

slightly differing angle.)

Scene 9. Close shot of spider, sitting

at the center of his web, waiting.

Scene 10. Close shot of fly crawling

over a person. Make this with the titler,

and show the fly crawling over some-

one's arm, ear, or better yet, over a

bald head. Finish the shot with a hand

frightening the fly away.

Scene 11. Extreme close-up (made

with titler) of a fresh, well-made spider-

web. The shot should be backlighted,

and a large black cloth—such as a focus-

ing-cloth—should be hung about two

feet behind, to give the necessary con-

trast. About f:5.6 at 7 a.m. should be

about right.

Scene 12, Short flash of the spider, as

in scene 9.

Scene 13, Close-up of web, as in

scene 1 1 . The fly blunders into it, and

is caught, (Catch a fly without injuring

it, then gently toss it into the web, in

the center of the camera's field.)

Scene 14. Close-shot of the spider, as

scenes 9, 1 2. The spider feels the

movement of the web, caused by the

fly's struggles, and hurries over to in-

vestigate.

Scene 1 5. Close shot of the fly,

struggling in the web, as scene 13. The
spider enters and dispatches the fly, and

wraps it with web. Stop the camera

after the spider leaves (if it does) to

wait until the fly quiets down. Be ready

for the spider's return, when you must

photograph (from the same set-up) the

spider cutting away the various strands,

and carrying its victim away. (This

should be the end, but if you want to

be particularly gory, you can try to get

some shots of the spider eating the fly.)

THE END.

j. OLIVER TUCKER.
Burlingame, California,

Something Always Happens
This picture can be made in the nor-

mal manner, or with the Lubitsch tech-

nique of "I'd Be Delighted To," using

only close-ups of feet and legs, hands and

arms, etc. As written here, the script

is for the latter treatment.

Scene 1 . Close shot of a telegram be-

ing opened.

INSERT: Telegraph-blank bearing

message

:

Mrs. Ceo. Smith,

234 Blank Ave.,

Blank City.

Moving again stop need your

help stop leave george for a few

days stop give us a hand stop

love Sister Sue,

Scene 2. Close shot of hands (femi-

nine) packing a suitcase.

Scene 3. Close shot, bottom of front-

door. Door opens, and a pair of trimly-

shod feminine feet pass through; this

should be a knee-length shot, showing

the suitcase held in the hand.

Scene 4. Close shot. The same feet

approach a taxi parked at the curb; they

stop, while the suitcase is given to the

driver. The feet then enter the cab,

and the door closes behind them. The
cab then starts off, while the camera

pans around following it to a long-shot

as it disappears down the street. Fade

out.

Scene 5, Fade in: Close-up of femi-

nine feet (the same ones) climbing the

step of a Pullman.

Scene 6. Close-up of the wheels of a

locomotive. The wheels start to revolve

and move out of the picture; the ten-

der, and the wheels of a couple of

coaches pass. Fade out.

Scene 7. Fade in: Close-up of clock,

indicating 6:45.

Scene 8, Close shot of front door,

from inside. The door opens, and a pair

of masculine feet walk in. The door

closes.

Scene 9. Close-up of hat-rack: a

man's hand reaches into the picture and

hangs up a man's hat.

Scene 10. Close-up of note, pinned to

a pillow. A man's hand reaches in and

picks up the note.

INSERT: Note, written in feminine

hand

:

(Continued on Page 44

>
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OPTICAL PRINTER "WHIRLS"
MADE WITH ANY CAMERA

One of the most bewildering effects

seen in professional pictures is the

"whirl," in which everything seems to

be spinning around. These effects are

usually made in the Optical Printer, and
are used for a variety of effects, from
comedy effects of dizziness to 'arty'

transitions and backgrounds for optical

montage sequences. At first sight, they

seem too difficult to be attempted by
the non-professional filmer—but with the

aid of a simple attachment which can be
made by anyone who is handy with tools,

such effects can be made with any type
of 8 or 16mm home-movie camera.

Sketch No. 1 and 1 -a explain the

whole trick: a simple revolving cradle

or vise holds the camera in any position,

and permits it to be spun at any speed.

The actual construction of the gadget
may of course be varied to adapt it to

any type of camera: it is essential that

the lens and the axis of rotation be well

aligned. The camera must, of course,

be firmly fastened, so that it will not

move out of place during the shot. Since

most cameras have a catch on their re-

lease-trigger, to keep the camera going

without the necessity of keeping one's

finger constantly on the trigger, it is easy

to make these shots, merely starting the

camera, and at the appropriate moment,
turning the crank that will revolve the

assembly. If, however, you have one of

the few cameras not equipped with such

a catch, or if you have had the catch

removed, you can hold the trigger down
with a strip of adhesive tape.

Now for a few ideas on how to use

the gadget!

Imagine a sequence showing a couple

of kids boxing in the backyard: one lands

a steamy haymaker on his opponent,

making him reel dizzily. Can you visual-

ize the reaction if, on the screen, you
showed the apparent view of the dizzy

boxer, with the whole world—including

his opponent—spinning dizzily around?
Well, make your sequence this way: a

routine succession of shots showing the

two boys boxing. Finally show "Camera,
Jr." starting his big punch. Then a

short flash of the glove rushing right

into the lens—the gadget helps here,

for you can turn the camera upside-

down, and shoot the scene backwards,

that is, have the boy place his glove

right on the lens, and then draw it back,

while you shoot at a speed of 12, or

even 8 frames per second, to speed the

action. Then a normal close-up of the

glove landing on the boy's jaw. (If

your fighter doesn't know how to 'pull'

his punch, you can shoot this in reverse,

and slightly under-speed, too.) Then a

big, normal close-up of the face of the

boy who did the hitting: midway through

this scene, start to revolve the camera,

and cut to a longer shot—still spinning
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—which shows the boy and more of the

background. Then a normal close-up of

the second boy slightly dizzy, and reg-

istering astonishment. On the screen the

effect is that the first boy landed a regu-

lar haymaker, and made the other chap

so dizzy that the whole world spun

around. Some wallop!

Or—suppose you are an aviation en-
thusiast. Did you ever try to describe

the sensations of a tailspin to non-fliers?

Why not show it on the screen Get a

shot of a plane in the air starting a

spin. Then take a vertical still of the

ground—say of a familiar town or air-

port, and mount it in your title-board.

Get a still taken from a plane, giving

the view you would normally see from
the cockpit; cut out the background, and
mount the still on the front of your gad-

get, so that it will frame the still on

the board. Then start your scene, spin

your camera for a few turns, straighten

out, and cut to the shot of the spinning

plane levelling off—and you've shown
your spin-sensations very easily and ef-

fectively !

Your gadget can also be used for trick

transitions, ending one scene in a spin,

and beginning the following one the same
way, then cutting the two together at

the top of the spin.—Arthur Campbell.

Walking the Plank
Both professional and amateur pro-

ducers every now and then are con-

fronted with a "thrill" shot where the

hero lor heroine) is supposed to escape

the villain by crossing a gorge, or going

from one building to another on a tight-

rope—but the actor doesn't qualify as a

tight-rope performer. But don't be em-
barrassed—the camera can carry off the

situation perfectly. If your hero can't

walk a tight-rope, he can surely navigate

a nice, broad plank. So set up your

plank, and camouflage it with a rope

tacked to its nearer edge. Frame the

picture so that only the actual thickness

of the edge of the plank shows—and if

this is camouflaged by a rope, the shot

on the screen will show your hero walk-

ing the rope! He must, of course, go

through the motions of a tight-rope

walker; and as the plank will bend and

sway as his weight passes over it, the

effect will be perfect. To gain the

effect of height, shoot upward from a

very low angle, putting the plank at a

corresponding angle, so that only the

edge shows. It is usually a good idea

to hide the ends of the plank with a

small pile of stones, or something of the

sort. Properly done, it's a swell trick!

—Arthur Campbell.

Something New in Screens
Our French contemporary, "Cine Ama-

teur," of Paris, recently published an in-

teresting description of a new type pro-

jection-screen for amateur and profes-

sional use. This screen is composed of

strips of cellulose-acetate, arranged in the

form of a Venetian blind, or shutter. A
simple pull-string arrangement allows the

user to vary the angle of the strips. It

is claimed that these screens give very

surprising results, and that by experi-

menting one can place the strips at such

an angle that projection of exceptional

brilliancy can be had even in daylight.



The amazing versatility of
the Ci n e-Kodak Special
inakesfades, dissolves, double
and multiple exposures, slow
motion and mask shots both
simple and sure. There is no
limit to the effects, tricks, and
creative interpretations made
possible by this precision

-

built, custom-made camera.

PROFESSION^AL-TYPE

MOVIES

AT 16 MM. COST

FOR the professional—a 16 mm.
camera with all the facilities

heretofore available only in 35 mm.
studio equipment. For the ad-

vanced amateur—full play to his

most ingenious creative talents.

A few of the Special's many
unique features, not to mention
those pictured at the right, are: set

of masks—circle and oval, vertical

and horizontal; double lens turret

for two of six interchangeable
lenses; camera speeds from 8 to 64

frames a second.

The basic Cine-Kodak Special

model, with Kodak Anastigmat
/.1.9 lens, 100-foot film chamber,
and set of six masks, is priced at

$375. Estimates for adaptations to

scientific or technical work made
upon request. Ask your dealer for

the free Cine-Kodak Special Book.
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CINE-KODAK Special

Brings Hollywood
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Home Movies

If it

isn 't an
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WHEELS

Dealers "Value Book"

• Something that has been talked about
in the photogrpahic industry for years as

being essential to good business practice,

is a basic value on all second hand arti-

cles along the same line as used by the

automotive industry in their "blue book."

A book of this nature has finally been
compiled by the Wilshire Publishing

Company of Los Angeles.

Earl T. Boaden, long associated wWh
photographic enterprises, is responsible

for the book. Listed among his contrib-

utors are E. M. St. Claire, of Agfa-Ansco
Corp.; Jos. Farnan, of Ampro Corp.; F. R.

Abbott, Bausch & Lomp Optical Co.; E.

A. Carlson, Bell & Howell Co.; T. R.

Craig, Craig Movie Supply Co.; jack Van
Holt, Eastman Kodak Co.; James S.

Yuille, Eastman Kodak Stores; E. M.
Helff, G. Cennert; C. H. Raike, Victor

Animatograph Corp.; G. Sauppe, E. Leitz,

Inc.; H. M. Lende, Spencer Lens Co., and
R. M. Lynn, V^illoughbys.

It is said the volume will contain ap-

proximately 250 pages, and will contain

in addition to the "trade-in-values" many
formulas and helpful hints.

Sound on Film Library

• According to an announcement from J.

Navilio of Brooklyn, N. Y., that company
has added to their library of films a num-
ber which have sound on the film itself.

With the growing popularity of the

sound on film projector, it is believed

many will turn over to this type of pro-

jector as in most instances they will

show the silent film and of course the

library subjects now being offered with
sound will help to diversify the program.

Bi-Post Lamp Now Made in

2000-Watt Size

• The Incandescent Lamp Department of

the General Electric Company, Nela Park,

Cleveland, Ohio, announces the adapta-

tion of the bi-post base construction to

the 2000-watt, 11 5-volt G-48 bulb

lamp.

The application of the bi-post design

principle to this popular motion picture

studio and spotlight lamp insures a more
rugged lamp and one in which the rela-

tive position of the base and light source

is determined entirely by the limits of

metal working accuracy.

Its maximum overall length, from

shoulder of prong to center of filament, is

5 inches, and it has a life of 200 hours.

OF INDUSTRY

Harrison Multi-Filter

• According to Harrison and Harrison,

that company has originated what they

term their Multi-Filter. This filter con-

tains from three to four filters on one

piece of glass. Each filter, however, is

definitely marked. The yellow filters for

instance contained on one glass are the

K-1, K-2, K-3 and C Filters. The sepa-

ration of each of the filters is plainly

marked.

One glass also gives the complete line

of red filters. By means of these filters

the photographer has practically all of

the popular type of filters on two pieces

of glass.

Berndf Galvanometer

• Eric C. Berndt of New York City an-

nounces a Recording Galvanometer. This

is described as being complete with opti-

cal system and exciter lamp ready to in-

stall in 16mm or 35mm camera or re-

corder.

This meter requires a 6 volt battery.

Its overall dimensions are 5 inches long by

3 inches wide and 3 inches high.

"The Ten Contax Lenses"

• Carl Zeiss, Inc., have recently pub-
lished an interesting brochure, "The Ten
Contax Lenses," describing the wide
range of Zeiss "Tessar," "Sonnar" and
"Biotar" lenses for the Contax Camera.
Even for non-users of this popular minia-

ture camera, the booklet is of interest,

for the author. Dr. K. Wolter, of the Carl

Zeiss optical laboratories, has included

an excellent discussion of the practical

phases of photographic optics, treating

the action of lenses, focal length, angle

of view, perspective, brightness of im-

age, speed, definition, resolving-power,

air-bubbles, depth of focus, etc. A de-

scription of the various Zeiss universal,

speed, telephoto and wide-angle lenses

for the Contax follows. The book also

includes a description of some of the

very useful accessories developed for use

with the Contax: multiple, tele, wide-

angle and sports finders, supplementary

lenses, a special holder for mounting
spectacle lenses over the finder-eye-

pieces, a very practical collapsible sun-

shade, reproduction apparatus, etc. "The
Ten Contax Lenses" may be obtained

gratis from Carl Zeiss, Inc., 485 Fifth

Ave., New York, and 728 So. Hill St.,

Los Angeles.

Ilford Booklet on Night Photography

• Users of plate-cameras will be inter-

ested in a new booklet issued by Ilford,

Ltd., Ilford, London, England, entitled

"Night Photography with Ilford Hyper-

sensitive Panchromatic Plates." It gives

a valuable discussion of night photogra-

phy with these new plates, which appear

to be a distinct advancement in super-

speed emulsions. It is hoped that the

same emulsion may be made available for

miniature-camera use.

"The Cinematographer's Book of Tables"

• "The Cinematographer's Book of Ta-
bles,' has just been issued by Fred Wes-
terberg, of Hollywood. It is a pocket-

size handbook, containing, in tabular

form, mformation often vitally needed
by all cinematographers, professional and

amateur alike, in their work.

Among the more important topics

treated are the types of lamps used, their

wattage, life, base-type, etc.; angles of

view and size of field of 16mm and
35mm camera-lenses; an outline of

make-up for different types; transmis-

sion-graphs of the more important fil-

ters; filter-factors, with an f-value com-
pensating chart; dynamic symmetry;
timeshutter values; f-shutter values;

time-footage tables for 16mm and 35mm
film; depth of field for various lenses at

all stops; supplementary lens details for

16mm cameras; sensitometry
;
projection

tables for 35mm, 16mm and 8mm; film

and aperture specifications for 35mm and
16mm; 16mm camera identification-

marks; developer formulae; and tables

of metric and U. S. weights and meas-
ures, with conversion tables.

Mr. Westerberg has produced a truly

valuable reference work, which should

be in the hands of every cinematogra-

pher. He IS to be congratulated upon

his painstakingly thorough treatment in

assembling so much vital information in

so small a volume.

Aluminum Film

• According to published announcement
in the Filmtechnik of Germany an alumi-

num film, standard size, is being devel-

oped. Projection is said to be obtained

through reflection of the image instead

of the normal transparency method. The
main objection, according to experts, is

the loss of light through reflection.
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MOVIE
FILM

FREE
Turn to the page of ''Backyard Movies." Read that

little plot over. We gave a 100 ft. roll of Panchromatic

Film to the writer of that plot. Watch the Backyard

Movie Department each month, see how simple it is to

get film free. Then send in your plot. Something sim-

ple; something that can be done around the house, in

the neighborhood, at the parks, shore or other spots

that are usually visited by the ordinary person.

Just give us the story scene by scene; don't try to

write a full scenario; make it simple and do not forget

a few close-ups.

Send as many plots as you wish, only write each

one on a separate piece of paper. Be sure to have your

name and address on the same sheet of paper and please

write on one side of paper only.

Here's your chance to get film free I

Address your confinuifies h>

EDITOR

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER
6331 Hollywood Boulevard Hollywood, California



SHOOTING DESERT PATROL
'Continued from Paee 36)

^ 1 6mm ^
CINE FILM

Regular Ortho

Now Only

$2.75
includes

processing.

Excellent results
are guaranteed.

100 Foot Rolls

e
Panchromatic
Negative and

Positive

$4.25
This includes proc-
essing and return
of both the nega-
tive and a positive
print to you.

Fotoshop Cine Film is guaranteed to give
excellent results. We replace a new
roll free af charge if the results are not
satisfactory. You are the sole judge.

HARRISON MULTI-FILTER
• Harrison is the creator of the Multi-

Filter . . . the filter that has three
and tour filters in one.

• All yellow filters are on the same
glass with dividing lines marked tor
the K1-K2-K3-C.

• All red filters are on the same glass,

similarly marked for the different
densities.

HARRISON & HARRISON
645 N. Martel Ave.. Hollywood

ll^ Phone WYoming 4501

palm trees to get a good look. Hanging
precariously to the trunk of the trees,

they swayed in rhythm to the music and
beamed with delight. In moments like

these a telephoto lens is indispensable to

grab off a close-up. If you make a point
of glancing around as you film a scene,

many a great shot can thus be added to

your bag.

Sahariani ride dromedaries for miles

and miles, yet in headquarters they must
drill like ordinary soldiers on foot. Drill

parade gives another opportunity to work
in local atmosphere with a background of

mud plastered fortress, a minaret, and
sentry tower projecting their heads sky-

ward. General views give an opportu-
ity for a mass shot, always effective with

troops, and the usual close-up of the

commanding officer furnishes variety. A
low shot looking up at the commanding
officer presents him in a more impres-

sive aspect and increases the significance

of the scene. Another low shot as the

men march over the camera gives your

sequence personality.

With the introduction, work and play

of the story tucked away in cans, the

more unique phases of the life of the

Sahariani need covering. Military police

preserve order in crowded cities, the coast

artillerymen maintain the security of the

coast line while the Sahariani patrol the

desert as they face its hardships. Noth-

ing typifies the terror of the desert like

a sandstorm which incidentally provides

plenty of action to give a punch to your

film.

When spring has made its entry into

northern climes and trees bud, the desert

feels its influence in the hot winds which

blow up from the south. To obtain a

good sandstorm requires some persever-

ance and luck. If your stay in the desert

is timed around the "Sirocco" period,

then it is easy. Rolling, ever shifting

dunes are the logical background for this

sequence. /Sahariani and dromedaries
struggling up the shifting sand dunes
against the merciless wind as they patrol

the trackless desert, and make camp amid
a blinding storm leave a convincing im-

pression. A close-up of a dromedary
climbing a steep hill by using his front

knees and rear feet as supports for his

high awkward body shows how this beast

adapts himself to the treacherous desert.

To cinch the effect of realism, one shot

of shifting sand as the wind whips over

the crest of a dune completes the story.

The first day of these sand storms is

by far the best for photographing since

enough wind and sand are blowing to

give your scene plenty of action and at

the same time depth. Later on in the

storm the air becomes so filled with sand,

and the light of the sun is obscured so

that your scene cannot show any dis-

tance or detail. Of course sand storms

can be faked by the use of aeroplane

propellers if you are fortunate enough

to find them in the heart of the desert,

but such scenes cannot have much depth

and still look realistic.

Mass action of troops provides the

camera operator with abundant opportu-

nity to create spectacular scenes, but

choice of location is all essential. If the

terrain is flat and your camera is low,

then as the mass moves towards the cam-

era the first few men block out those

behind them and the effect is lost. One
of two alternatives are at your disposal

—

either find a high position for your cam-

era to look down on the mass or else

plant your toops on a hill sloping towards

the camera. Most scenes of this nature

are heightened by fast action moving

towards the camera. A very low shot

as the mass moves close up and over the

camera adds to the effect.

if the opportunity presents itself, side

angles, follow shots and rear views of

the troops moving are valuable. Here

again is an opportunity to create an ef-

fect by the employment of panchromatic

and filters. Desert sand and blue skies

melt as one on ordinary film, but when

filtered to secure a black sky, the effect

leaves a lasting impression on your audi-

ence—particularly when the subject

against the sky is white. The special

DuPont Infra-D film is particularly valu-

able for creating such effects. Even in

brilliant desert light, when an A filter is

used with this film the lens opening must

be f:2.5 for full exposure and an ink

black sky.

Sahariani are Mohammedans and con-

sistently adhere to the teachings of their[

PAN-AMERICAN
CINEMA STUDIOS

Now Producing 16mm Sound - on - Film Pictures

Single or Double System Recording
Sound Stage and Location Facilities

Dubbing Sound to Silent Subjects

All work done directly on 16mm Film

We also reduce 35 mm. Sound-On-Film
subjects to 16mm. Sound-On-Film using

the perfected P. C. S. electrical re-

recording system.

We Welcome Inquiries From Responsible Parties

Further Particulars and Prices on Request

Pan-American Cinema Studios
142 Columbia Ave. North Bergen, N. J.

"The Pioneer 16mm 'Sound-on-Film' Picture Producer"

P.

c.

p.

c.

s.
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religion. Noon day prayer by the troops

provides subject matter of pictorial

beauty and extreme interest. The treat-

ment of these scenes mainly requires the

application of the general rule of atmos-

pheric background of palms and desert

while the Sahariani in earnest devotion

provides the opportunity for close-ups.

Shadows of palms on the ground add to

the effect if your camera location is

carefully chosen.

Don't forget that you can even make
a close-up of a close-up and try to fol-

low the general rule of always making

a close-up immediately after you com-
plete your general view.

As the end of your story draws to a

close after a careful coverage of all the

important and outstanding features of

the daily life of the Sahariani, there

must be a fitting end to your film. Days

of working with these carefree devoted

soldiers of Italy leave you with nothing

but admiration for their courage and

faithfulness. Scenes that glorify your

subject must be made to complete the

story. The most beautiful pictorial

scenes that you can find will serve this

purpose. Heavy filtered scenes of the

Sahariani on patrol amid the desert wastes

are the answer—with a sunset silhouette

shot thrown in for good measure.

PROFESSIONAL LOOKS AT 8 MM
(Continued from Page 33)

aid of a small dental mirror. Mount your

camera firmly—say on a tripod—and

check carefully the area taken in by the

lens. Then place the door on the cam-
era, hold the finder (in its mount) beside

the door, and adjust it so that it includes

the same area as shown by the lens. Fas-

ten the finder-mount firmly to the door

with a clamp, and mark the position of

the mount. Take the finder from the

mount, drill and tap two screw-holes

through mount and door, and fasten the

mount to the camera. The finder can be

removed from the mount at any time,

and when remounted, and held in place

by the registering-screw, it will be abso-

lutely accurate except at very close range,

when the separation between finder and

lens will throw the finder laterally off to

a slight extent.

The chief fault in most of the pic-

tures 8mm novices have shown me is the

unsteadiness of the camera caused by

the operator. Mechanically speaking,

8mm cameras are satisfactorily steady:

but no camera in the world can make
steady pictures if it is not held on a firm

support. With too many 8mm users

(and 16mm users, too), the interest

seems to be on WHAT they are photo-

graphing, instead of HOW they are pho-
tographing it. The camera is either

shaking, continually panning, or moving
up and down. Panning is not objection-

able if you have a moving person or ob-

ject to be followed; but it should be

done only when there is a logical reason

for it. In following horses on a race

track, for instance, the camera has to

be moved rapidly, yet makes a pleasing

picture, for the horses, which are the

center of interest, draw the attention

from the objectionable featurse ntro-

duced by the rapid movement of the

camera. But—make the same shot

WITHOUT the horses! The camera is

moving the same way, at the same
speed, and covering the same area—but
without the horses, which furnish a logi-

cal reason for the movement, the picture

is bad, and strains the eyes of the audi-

ence. 8mm cameras are so light, and so

well-balanced that they can be held ab-

solutely rigid, without a tripod or other

rest, if the operator keeps his mind on
how he is photographing. If they are not
held steady, the small size of the frame,

and the relatively huge magnification in

projection, will magnify any unsteadi-

ness.

If you want to make a moving shot,

take a leaf from the professional's book:
plan it out so you will know beforehand
just where and when the camera will

start to move, and where it will stop.

Then pick out the spots in the scene

where the people come to a standstill,

so that you can make close-ups to be

cut into these shots. The result will be

a very smooth running picture. In all

other shots, get back far enough to allow

your subjects ample room for normal

movement, so you won't have to swing
the camera to keep them in the picture.

And—don't forget to make plenty of

close-ups.

Still File For Amateur
Movies

Often when talking to your friends

about the beautiful little film you have
just made, you are handicapped by hav-
ing no projector handy to bear out your
statements. Several of the more pro-

gressive cinephotographers have adopted
the still-file system, so that they can
have illustrative stills available at any
time.

It should be very easy to make a

series of snapshots while you are shoot-

ing your picture, duplicating all the im-

portant scenes and climaxes. If you
haven't the time to make them yourself,

you can nearly always trust it to some
member of your filming-group—in fact,

it is really better to have somebody else

act as still man, so that you can con-

centrate on the cine-camerawork. Once
the stills are made, it is easy to make
a file or album of them, giving a very

complete record of what the film is about,

and how you treated it.

DUNNING
CRAINLESS

•

16mm Negative
Developing

•

Dunning Crainless is a

developing formula, used
by Dunning only. It gives

you absolutely grainless

positive prints. Buy your

I 6mm negative from your
dealer and send to Dun-
ning for development and
print.

•

DUNNING
PROCESS COMPANY
932 N. LaBrea Avenue

Hollywood, Calif.

TRADE-IN-VALUES
OF PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT

The first book ever compiled of trade-in

and resale data for tfie photographic in-

dustry. Mr. Earl T. Boaden — for over

twenty-five yeors on experienced repre-

sentative of wholesale and retail houses

— is now completing his ten year re-

search to help dealers make quick, auth-

entic and profitable appraisals. Write

your jobber today for full particulars—

and speciol pre-publication offer.

You wi// want this knowledge!

SOLD 0«AlTHROUGH
your'Oobber

WILSHIRE PUBLISHING COMPANY
3200 WEST SIXTH ST. LOS ANSEUES

MUCO MEYER
LENSES

QUALITY

UAIFOPMiTY

//^rafi/re on ^eques-t

HUGO MEyEP&CQ
24S WE5T 5S "St /^lEWVOPIC
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CRAIG JR.
SPLICER *35o
Now available for use with both 8mm
id l6 I filn

CRAIG SPLICER
Now available in l6mm size for use

with oither silent or sound on film films

CRAIG MOVIE SUPPLY Co.
I03I South Broadway

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
Represented by Ampro in the Bast

BACKYARD MOVIES

NEWMAN'S
THIS MONTH S SPECIAL

Take Kodacolor and Night Pictures
Special purchase enables us to offer
$55.00 Brand New Dallmeyer f/1.9

Speed Lenses at $24.50.
LIMITED NUMBER

Equipment Bought, Sold and Exchanged

1192 SIXTH AVE. NEW YORK

LAZY SHOTS, BUT

SMOOTH IF MADE
FROM A BtLTIPOD

aPEClAU,y 'DC51GHEB. CINE Q
7 I 16

PRICE
S7.50

rOUlPMENT AND APPARATUS

(Continued from Page 37)

Darling George:

Have gone to Sue's for a few
days to help move. Just know
you won't mind. Be a good boy.

Jane.

Scene 11. Close shot of hands, hold-

ing note. The note is thrown wildly into

the air.

Scene 1 2. Close shot of George's feet

—they start to dance.

TITLE: "WHOOPS! WHAT A BREAK!
WHAT TO DO.'"

Scene 13. Close-up of George's trous-

er pocket: his hand comes out with

money. He counts it.

Scene 14. Close-up of telephone.

George's hand dials a number. Fade out.

^cene 15. Fade in. Close shot;

George removes his trousers. As he steps

out of them, he gives them a kick, so

that they land in a heap.

Scene 16. Close shot: George's hand
turns on the water in the bath-tub. Fade

out.

Scene 17. Fade in: Close shot of ice-

box door; George's hand opens it and

brings out a bottle.

Scene 18. Close-up of George's hands

pouring a drink.

Scene 19. Close-up of the glass, emp-
ty. Fade out.

Scene 20. Fade in: Medium long-shot

of bath-tub, with water running out on-

to the floor.

Scene 21. Close shot of George's

hands mopping up the spilled bath-

water. Fade out.

Scene 22. Fade in: Close-up of clock:

it says 9:00.

Scene 23. Close-up of feet entering

bath-tub.

Scene 24. Close shot of George, pull-

ing on neatly pressed trousers.

Scene 25. Close-up of bureau-drawer.

George's hands open the drawer, and re-

move a clean shirt, socks, etc.

Scene 26. Close-up of George's foot.

He pulls on a sock, revealing a large hole.

Scene 27. Close-up of drawer, but

showing more of the interior. George's

hand hunts for another pair of socks

—

but there are none.

Scene 28. Close-up, removing sock.

He fingers the hole.

Scene 29. Close-up of a darning-nee-

dle. George is trying to thread it, very

clumsily, and without success. Fade out.

Scene 30. Fade in. Close-up of clock:

it reads 10:00. Fade out slowly.

Scene 31. Fade in slowly: Close-up of

clock: it now says 1 1 :00.

Scene 32. Close-up of George's hands,

still struggling with the needle and

thread. At last he gets the needle

threaded.

Scene 33. Medium shot of George's

lap, from over his shoulder: he lays the

sock on his lap, and starts to darn it.

Fade out.

_^cene 34. Fade in: Close-up of clock:

it reads 1 :00.

Scene 35. Same as Scene 33. George

finishes darning his sock, and tries to

pick it up. It is sewed to the trouser-

leg!

Scene 36. Close-up of a pair of scis-

sors. George's hand comes down and

grabs them.

Scene 37. Same as scenes 33 and 35.

George's hand brings the scissors in, and

cuts the sock loose: in doing so, he also

cuts a large hole in the trouser-leg.

Scene 38. Close shot in a corner of

the room: the trousers come flying into

the picture, landing in a crumpled heap

on the floor.

Scene 39. George's hand holds up the

trousers he originally discarded. Pan

down the pants, to show them badly

wrinkled.

Scene 40. Close-up of ironing-board

George places the trousers on the board,

and smoothes them out, preparatory to

pressing them.

Scene 41. George's hand sets an elec-

tric iron on the trousers. Pan, following

the hand while it plugs in the iron. Fade

out.

Scene 42. Fade in: Close shot of ice-

box door. George opens it and mixes an-

other drink. Fade out.

Scene 43. Fade in: Close shot of iron:

it is smoking merrily.

Scene 44. Close shot of George's feet,

standing beside ice-box. A half-empty

glass drops to the floor, breaking, as the

feet hurry out of the picture.

Scene 45. Close-up of the iron, still

smoking. George's hand comes in and

jerks it off the trousers.

Scene 46. Close-up of smoking hole

in trousers.

Scene 47. Medium shot of hand hold-

ing up the trousers. Back-light this, so

that the hole will show plainly. The

hand drops the trousers disgustedly.

Scene 48. Close shot of ice-box.

George's feet enter, slowly. The door

opens. Fade out slowly.

5cene 50. Fade in slowly: Close-up

of alarm-clock on bedside stand, ringing.

It points to 8:00. Dissolve to:

Scene 51. Large pile of bottles. Dis-

solve to:

Scene 52. Long shot of George, asleep,

lying on the floor by the bed. His head

is pillowed on a pair of shoes, and he

has an empty bottle in his hand. If

you can, light this with daylight coming

through a window, and falling on George.

Fade out slowly.

THE END.
MRS. K. G. STEPHENS.

San Francisco, California.
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Model 617

Weston Universal
Exposure Meter

ithout this meter, exposure settings can be based only

on guess work," says Mr. Rittase; "I have been using a

Weston Exposure Meter for some time past. It enables

the photographer to accurately measure scene brightness,

;:nd convert that brightness measure into exact exposure
facts. Witiiout this scientific and accurate measurement,
which only a Weston Meter gives, exposure settings can

be based only on guess work, and the guess is invariably

over or under. It certainly has proved invaluable to the

amateur as well, for it saves much waste film and com-
pletely solves the exposure problem for him."

Weston Exposure Meters are for sale at all photographic
dealers. See them today, or write for literature . . . Weston
Electrical Instrument Corporation, 598 Frelinghuysen
Avenue, Newark, N. J.

Weston
Cy^tposureiVlefers

Flying the "Rolleiflex"
(Continued from Page 301

they slower, but they bring the ground,

relatively speaking, so much closer to

the lens that you have to increase your

shutter-speed too nnuch to avoid blurring

from the apparently increased motion.

If you can fix a lens-hood or sunshade

on your camera, and have it so firmly

mounted that there is no danger of its

being blown off by the slipstream, this

will be a very great advantage. For the

same reason, filters should—wherever

possible—be fitted INSIDE the camera,

behind the lens. Incidentally, this is

always the safest place for filters.

For all-around use in aerial photogra-

phy, with Supersensitive film, I think

that the 23-A filter is probably the best.

It is a fine haze-cutter, and gives a very

nice correction besides. It will darken

the sky enough to make clouds stand

out quite well, adds contrast to the pic-

ture, yet does not increase the exposure

too much. For some types of horizontal

cloud-effect shots, or pictures of nearby

planes, the "G" and "X-2" filters are

also useful; while for the most spectacu-

lar cloud-effects, if you have a fast

enough lens, some of the heavier red

filters are excellent. However, the best

policy is to pin your faith on one filter,

and use it as standard equipment: and I

have found the 23-A to be the best all-

around filter for this purpose.

Filter-factors should be allowed for

exactly as though you were on the

ground.

Once in a while, you will find yourself

flying under a thin screen of high clouds,

which diffuse the sunlight, which will

naturally call for some increase in ex-

posure. However, if you are using filters

which—like some of the heavier red

ones—pass any appreciable proportion of

the infra-red light, and film in any de-

gree sensitive to this, you will be sur-

prised at the way these clouds pass the

invisible infra-red, while diffusing the

visible light.

In most aerial photography, you will

usually have to take the lighting chance

offers. Whenever you can pick and

choose, however, a cross-light is the best,

as it gives more relief. On some cloud

formations, a backlight is effective, but

front-light is to be avoided, as it flattens

everything out. Planes silhouetted

against a large expanse of white clouds

are very good subjects, while silver col-

ored metal planes, such as the Ford,

Boeing and Douglas airliners, are very

striking if shown against a dark, heavily-

filtered sky.

If you shoot planes in the air, nearby,

remember that, although they seem to

be moving slowly, they are actually trav-

eling at better than a hundred miles per

hour—so be sure that you shoot from an

angle which will minimize the move-
ment across your picture. Also, remem-
ber that you'll have to speed up your

shutter to "stop" the movement. In a

word, shoot such subjects exactly as you

would any similar speed subject on the

ground, allowing, of course, for the fact

that you, too, are moving.

International Salon
• The XXIXth Annual International Salon

of Photography will be held by the Societe

Francaise de Photographie et de Cinema-
tographie, in Paris, France, Oct. 6-21,

1934. The closing date for entries will

be May 31, 1934. All pictorialists are

invited to submit prints, which may be

by any process. Entrants are limited to

four prints each, and each print must

bear, on the back, the name and address

of the exhibitor; number and title of

print, corresponding with entry-form; and

the process. On the front of the print.

SOUND-ON-FILM
RENTAL LIBRARY

A large variety of subjects always
available. Comedies, Dramas, Cartoons,
Educational subjects, etc.

Send self-addressed, stamped envelope
for list of subjects.

J. NAVILIO
1757 Broadway Brooklyn, N. Y.

$1 .00 PER DAY
only name or signature of the maker may
appear. Foreign entries must be sent by

post, the maximum size 17x17 inches

(including wrapping), and addressed to

M. E. Cousin, c/o Editions Arts Craph-

iques, 18, rue Seguier, Paris. Entry-

forms, accompanied by a fee of 25 francs,

should be sent to M. E. Cousin, Secretaire

51, rue de Clichy, Paris, 9e.
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CAMERAS
The most widely imitated camera in recent
years, the Rolle flex remains the most out-
standing camera achievement of the day.
Its exclusive features are rigidly protected
by patents. It is the most sturdily built,

automatically functioning, precisely working
mirror reflecting camera on the market and
IS the favorite instrument of both the ad-
vanced worker and the amateur on pleasure
bent. Its HIGH SPEED focusing finder lens

synchronized with the camera lens focuses
your subject with exactitude on a ground
glass focusing finder which shows an image
in actual film size and right side up . . .

indicating clearly the suitability of your
subject or its lack of appropriateness.
Truly, Rolleiflex is the camera that thinks
for you.

Of particular interest to the movie pho-
tographer is the New Cine-Film Attach-
ment which enables you to make 35 double
frame pictures in one film cartridge. By
means of a mask placed on the Reflex
finder, these smaller pictures may be com-
posed and focused in the Rolleiflex manner.

Send for the new literature on Rolleiflex
Cameras, Enlargers, etc.

BURLEIGH BROOKS
127 West 42nd Street New York

American Cinemat'ographer

Now $2.50 the year

GOERZ
LENSES

The confidence and pleasure felt by the
purchaser of a Coerz Lens is due to our
insistence on accuracy in manufacture
and accuracy in performance.

FILTERS
Pan-Ortho Green Filters provide requis-
ite absorption of excess blue-violet and
red sensitiveness of modern panchro-
matic emulsions. Supplementary blue
filter for additional red absorption, also
red filter for night effects.

Literature on request

C. p. COERZ AMERICAN
OPTICAL CO.

317 East 34th Street New York

The Birthday Party
iContinued from Page 32l

and then takes one of the parcels, which
she hides behind her.

Scene 28. Long-shot of party. Daddy
enters. All the children stop eating, and
look up at him. Betty jumps up and
kisses him. He gives her the parcel he

carries.

Scene 29. Close-up of Daddy, smiling

broadly. He speaks:

TITLE: "Here's your present, Betty."

Scene 30. Close-shot of Betty, with

the big parcel in her hands. She sits

down, and starts to unwrap it.

Scene 31. Series of short flashes

—

close-ups (big heads) of the children,

expectantly watching. (Shoot these from

a variety of angles) .

Scene 32. Betty unwraps the parcel

—

and takes another out of it.

Scene 33. Close-up of Daddy, smiling.

He winks. Pan over to a close-up of

Mother, smiling.

Scene 34. Close shot of wrappings,

string, and boxes on the ground beside

Betty. There is quite a pile, including

a number of boxes, successively smaller.

Scene 35. Close shot of Betty—still

unwrapping. The parcel is quite small

now, and she is getting impatient and
worried.

Scene 36. Medium-shot of Betty. The
parcel is very small now, and she is about

worn out.

Scene 37. Panoramic shot (close-ups)

of the children. They are disappointed

too.

Scene 38. Medium-shot of Betty. She

finally opens the last box—and finds in

it a very tiny doll.

Scene 39. Close-up of Betty—about

ready to cry because of her disappoint-

ment.

Scene 40. Long-shot of the children,

laughing.

Scene 41. Medium long-shot of Betty.

Mother approaches, and suddenly brings

out the other big parcel, giving it to

Betty.

TITLE: "Don't cry—here's Daddy's

REAL present!"

Scene 42. Medium-shot. Betty starts

to open the box.

Scene 43. Close-up of Daddy, smiling.

Scene 44. Medium long-shot of Betty,

surrounded by the group of children. She

takes a big, beautiful doll out of the box.

Scene 45. Close-up of Betty and the

doll.

Scene 46. Medium-shot. Betty runs

over and hugs Daddy.

Scene 47. Medium-shot of Betty, hold-

ing the doll. The children have joined

hands and are dancing around her in a

RECORDING
CALVANOM ETER
Complete with optical system and ex-
citer lamp, fully adjustable, ready to
install in 1 6mm or 35mm camera or
recorder. Requires 6 volt battery for
exciter lamp and galvanometer field.

Signal winding operates from 1 5 ohm
amplifier output. Records '/2 iT^il by
70 mil track (0,0005 in. x 0,070 in.

I

Overall dimensions: length 5 in., width
3 in., height 3 in.

Price $195

ERIC C. BERNDT
112 East 73d Street New York

SPECIAL
OFFER

Vol. I

Cinemat-ographic Annual

(value $5.00)

1 Year's

Subscription to

AMERICAN

CINEMATOGRAPHER

(Price $2.50)

BOTH FOR

$5.00

Write in today

•

American Cinematographer

6331 Hollywood Blvd.

Hollywood, Calif.
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No longer need you neglect this most
delightful field of photography — the

making of pictures at home. LEICA has
stripped it of all mystery, guess-work and
costliness. LEICA'S new Summar 50mm
F:2 Speed Lens combines high speed with
amazing clarity and accuracy. It gives

you sharp pictures without costly lighting

equipment.

Built-in Range-Finder coupled with lens

gives you correct focus instantly.

Focal Plane Shutfer gives you speeds from
I to I /500th second.
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Beaotifol
Indoor

Photography
EASY AND INEXPENSIVE
WITH THE LEICA CAMERA
AND THE NEW SUMMAR
50 MM F:2 SPEED LENS

ring. Mother and Daddy are in the

background, beaming down at the chil-

dren.

FADE OUT
The End

If it is a little boy's birthday it might

be more appropriate to make the open-

ing different. An opening that would be

a bit original would be to start with a

close-up of a spoon in a bowl mixing

dough. We assume this is the cake

dough. Next you see this dough in the

cake pans being inserted in the oven

then you cut to a close-up of the finished

cake and see the candles being placed

in it.

If you have a camera that winds back-

ward, this would be a fine chance for

lap-dissolves.

Or if you wish you can also use it as

a background and then superimpose your

main title over it.

Cinetricks Motion Control
(Continued from Page 35)

for one of two reasons. First, we wish

to observe at a slower pace the action

which a human, an animal, or a machine

goes through its motions. This is some-
times necessary to make it possible for

our slow-witted eyes to grasp the motion

involved. Second, we wish to minimize

the blurring caused by the photographing

of a fast moving object with a slow shut-

ter as well as to make more smoothly

graceful the gyrations of a dancer by

slightly slowing the screened action.

Quick motion, the photographing at

slower than normal film speed of a given

action, is used for comedy effects and

to make pictures under light conditions

which are too poor to allow of sufficient

exposure at normal film speed.

In next month's article, we will take

up tirck work which involves the use of

reversed travel of film through the cam-

era, and the common methods by which

the effects so obtained with professional

equipment may be obtained simply with

amateur equipment.

"Amateur Talking Pictures

And Recording
By BERNARD BROWN, B.Sc. (Eng.)

Pitman Publishing Co., N. Y. and London.

Here is a book to please the many
amateur cinematographers who have

yearned to experiment with talking pic-

tures. Not only does it give a very

sound review of the theory of sound-re-

cording and the general principles used

in professional film and disc sound-re-

cording, but it supplies, too, some very

practical information as to actual equip-

ment and methods for amateur recording

—synchronous and otherwise—by the

disc method. He likewise makes some
mention of the possibilities of amateur
sound-on-film recording with both 16mm
and 9.5mm film.

Being published in England, where the

phonograph is taken much more serious-

ly than here, the book is a remarkable

directory of British-made apparatus for

11 Interchangeable Lenses (including
telephoto, wide angle, etc.) adapt the
LEICA to all kinds of photographic work.

home-recording; some of the equipment
described and illustrated seems excellent,

and should interest many individuals who,
while not particularly interested in mak-
ing their own talkies, are none the less

interested in the possibilities of making
their own gramophone discs. There is

also a description of a British 16mm
sound-on-film system — the British

Thompson- Huston Company's product,

which is different from American appa-

ratus in that it uses standard 16mm
film (with the same perforation as for

silent pictures) and a reduced picture-

area.

LEICA photos made by Clarence Slifer, Holly-
wood. SUMMAR f:2 lens wide open, 1/20th
sec. exp.

Free Booklet

Write for free sample
copy of LEICA PHO-
TOGRAPHY (only
monthly magazine de-

voted exclusively to

LEICA pictures, regu
larly $1.00 a year.

Free to registered

LEICA owners.)

E. LEITZ
INC.

Dept. 508
60 East 1 0th Street

New York
Western Agents:
Spindler & Sauppe,
San Francisco and
Los Angeles, Calif.

The LATEST in LEICA
Speed-O-Copy Attachment $25.00

Leather Zipper Case for Leica, $2.50

MORGAN CAMERA SHOP
6305 Sunset Blvd. Hollywood, Calif.

250 Leica Exposures
• The magazine "Camera" of Switzerland
reports a new Leica attachment which
permits the making of 250 exposures in

a single loading. This was reported on
exhibition at the Photographic Exposition

in Berlin.

See the LEICA at Your Dealer's or Write for
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HERE'S HOW
by A.S.C. Members

PHOTOELECTRIC METERS AND
COLOR. How does the color-sen-

sitivity of the photo-cell exposure-

meter correspond with that of the

film? Should I make any allow-

ance for this in using such meters?

—B.E.M., Hartford, Conn.

The color-sensitivity of most photo-

electric or photocell exposure-meters

now available (including the Skinner,

Weston, Electrophot, etc.) is very similar

to that of the human eye. The maxi-

mum sensitivity is in the yellow region.

Modern Panchromatic film, especially

SuperPan, has a very similar sensitivity,

differing slightly, of course, with each

make of film: there is a slight variation

between the film's color-sensitivity, and

that of the eye, but this is not great

enough to make an error greater than

the latitude of film and processing can

take care of.

Orthochromatic and Semi-chromatic

films, on the other hand, have a marked

preference for blue, which must be

allowed for early in the morning and

late in the afternoon, when the light

becomes strongly yellowish. In the mid-

dle of the day, the reading of the meter

will be quite satisfactorily accurate if due

allowance is made for the slower overall

speed of these emulsions, as indicated by

the directions for using the meter. Early

in the morning and late in the afternoon,

however, it is wise to compensate for

the yellowness of the light by opening

the lens one full stop more than the

meter-reading.

—Clyde de Vinna, A.S.C.

REFLECTORS. I* am a member of a

newly organized Movie Club, just

getting ready to start its first pro-

duction. We are using a Bell &
Howell camera, and I'd like to get

a few pointers on exterior work.

How are reflectors used for general

scenes of from two to five subjects?

What are the best positions in back-

lighting a subject? How many re-

flectors are necessary for general

scenes?—j.R.F., San Diego, Cal.

Your questions are answered more

thoroughly than is possible in the limited

space here available, in an article in last

month's issue of THE AMERICAN CINE-
MATOGRAPHER, "The A-B-C of Out-

door Lighting," by Arthur Campbell. This

article will give you a clear understand-

ing of the basic principles of controlled

exterior lighting—especially the use of

reflectors—and we urge that you study

it and the diagrams which illustrate it.

Though these diagrams are of extremely

sirrple set-ups, with but one subject

shown, the principle may be expanded
to meet any need.

For general use, the best lighting is a

"cross-lighting," with the direct light

striking your subjects from the side, and
the reflected light from the reflectors

lightening (but not completely eliminat-

ing! the shadows on the opposite side.

This lighting can be further improved by

placing other reflectors somewhat behind

the subjects, throwing their light on the

subjects' backs, giving a supplementary
back-light. This, as Mr. Campbell points

out, is very nearly an ideal lighting for

average exterior scenes. Such a set-up

IS shown in Fig. 2 of Mr. Campbell's

article.

In a true back- lighting, the sunlight

should strike the subject from behind,

and reflectors should be placed in front,

just outside the camera-lines, to illumi-

nate the front of the subject. One of

these reflectors should be closer to the

subject than the other, to avoid flatness.

In making back-lit shots, the camera
should be equipped with a good, deep
lens-hood or sunshade, and care should

be taken to see that the direct rays of

the sun do not strike the glass elements

of the lens (or the glass of any filters

you may be using), as this would cause

"flares," or reflections on the film from

these surfaces. A sunshade is always a

great benefit in any sort of camerawork;

no professional will work without one.

The number of reflectors needed must
depend on a number of things; how many
people you are using, how they are

grouped, how large a field you are pho-

tographing, and sometimes the size of

the reflectors. As a rule, when you are

photographing only one or two people,

you can get by with but two or three

reflectors for simple set-ups: when you

are photographing more people, you will

need more reflectors, in order to light

each individual properly. As a general

rule, count on at least two reflectors per

person, and more than this if any of the

players will have to move around in the

scene, for in such a case you will have

to fix reflectors to light them properly

in each position they will occupy. In

your own case, if you have a scene in

which two or three principal players ap-

pear, with a greater number of support-

ing or extra people (as is so often the

case in club productions)
, it is wiser to

concentrate only on the principals, with

perhaps a couple of reflectors to lighten

the shadow-sides of the extras. In this

way, your principals, being better lit,

will stand out from the crowd—and save

you time and trouble in lining up your

shot. —Dwight W. Warren, A.S.C.

REVERSING YOUR OWN. Is it

possible to purchase a film that is

fast enough to take pictures on the

cutside, and thsn develop this film

and reverse it into a positive for

projection? If so, can you tell me
where I can find the necessary in-

formation for doing this, the for-

mulae, equipment, etc.?

—C.P.R., Harvey, Illinois.

Of course, all of the reversal film

available commercially—Eastman, Agfa,

Pellex, etc.— is of this type, and the

charge for the processing (which is done

by experts I is included in the cost of

the film. We do not recommend that

the amateur try to do his own reversing,

for while it is quite easy, he cannot give

his film the same degree of individual

control possible in a professional labora-

tory, and he will not, as a rule, get the

most out of his shots. The "Cinemato-

graphic Annual" gives instructions for

reversing, both using "flashing" (light)

for reversion, and chemically reversing

the image. The former requires the use

of a solid opaque drum; the latter may
be done with any type of equipment, in-

cluding the Stinemann reels. Any type

of film may be used: one may process

one's own reversal stock, or use either

negative or positive film for the pur-

pose. DuPont, Gevaert, Selo, and other

firms supply positive film (16mm) at

very low prices, averaging $1 per hun-

dred feet. This may be used for ex-

terior shots, and reversed by the indi-

vidual with surprisingly satisfactory re-

sults. —Fred Cage, A.S.C.

BOOKS ON ANIMATED CAR-
TOONS. I have been unable to

obtain any information on animated

cartoons and motion pictures simi-

larly produced. If you have avail-

able a hand-book, or other similar

data, that you may desire to place

in the hands of individuals, infor-

mation to that effect would be

appreciated.—J.H., San Rafael, Cal.

There have been no such hand-books

on animated cartoons published recently.

However, several magazine articles,

monographs, etc., have appeared: "Sound
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BASS
Value
Leader

-LEADS

AGAIN

Precision made Ampro. New
—guaranteed. At a saving of
$50.50. Powerful . . . brilli-

ant. . . plastic projection . . .

long life . . . smoothness . .

.

quietness assured.

400 watt Biplane Mazda yields
light equal to 500 watt. Koda-
color may be used. This fine in-

strument complete with cord,
plug, oil, instructions and carry-

ing case. Regular $ 1 50.00 at only
$99.50 . . . Your old apparatus
taken in exchange at top appraisal.

Send description.

Full details and Bass Bargaingram
No. 212 is FREE on request.

DEALERS: WRITE FOR DETAILS

•BASS'-
CAMERA COMPANY
179 W.Madison St..Chicago

Camera Headquarters for Tourists

Cartoons and 16mm," by Walter Lantz,

Producer of Universal's "Oswald" car-

toons, appeared in THE AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER for July, 1932,
and a paper, "The Production of Ani-

mated Cartoons," by W. Garity, of the

Walt Disney Studios, appeared in the

"Journal of the Society of Motion Picture

Engineers" for April, 1933. The one
standard work on animated cartooning

(silent) is "Animated Cartoons," by E.

C. Lutz, published about twelve years

ago by Scribner's. "The Cinema Hand-
book," by Austin C. Lescarboura, pub-
lished by the Scientific American Pub-
lishing Co., New York, 1 92 1 , has a useful

chapter on animated cartoons, dolls, tech-

nical drawings and "Mechanigraphs,"
for commercial and educational purposes.

—Wm. Stull, A.S.C.

8mm FILM IN 16mm CAMERAS.
I frequently have occasion to do ex-

tremely large-screen projection from

16mm. I have heard that 8mm film

has the finest grain of any film on

the market. Could I use it for

making my 16mm films which are

to be projected to extreme sizes?

—R.M.P., Chicago.

You are quite right in saying that 8mm
film has the finest grain of any sub-

standard emulsion now marketed. Theo-
retically, it would be ideal for your work.

You overlook, however, the facts that the

8mm film, while of 16mm width, is

specially perforated for the 8mm cam-
era; and also the fact that, as the last

stage in the mechanically operated re-

versal processing machines, the film is

automatically split lengthwise, to give

the two 8mm-wide strips which are

joined together for projection. There-

fore, it would hardly be possible to use

8mm film for your purpose: it would be

almost impossible to have it processed

without being split, and if this was done,

the double perforation would give you
continued projection-trouble in framing,

—Edward J. Snyder, A.S.C.

LENSES. "Which do you recom-

mend as the best lens for all-around

home-movie filming: the Universal-

focus, f:3.5 or the faster, focusing

types.—V.H.C., Dallas, Tex.

This must depend entirely upon the

type of work you want to do. For peo-
ple who make many interiors, or work
frequently in a poor light, the faster

lenses have undoubted advantages. For

those who photograph subjects where
extremely critical focus is necessary, or

who have occasion to project their pic-

tures on a large screen, the focusing-

mount lenses are also valuable. But

—

especially after viewing thousands of feet

of amateur film sent us for review—we
must strongly recommend that everyone's

BARGAINS!!!
WRITE
SUNNY SCHICK

Cinemachinery Brokers
I have what you want, or
can sell what you have.

Bargains in Equipment:
BELL & HOWELL
EASTMAN
SIMPLEX
VICTOR
STEWART-WARNER

Save 30% to 60% on cameras, projectors
and accessories.

408 W. WASHINGTON BLVD.
Since 1925 Dept. 125, Fort Wayne, Ind.

CAMERA
CRAFT

A MONTHLY MAGAZINE
OF PHOTOGRAPHY

William A. Palmer is

Editor of our new
Cinema Department.

He is an ardent ama-

teur who knows his

hobby from A to Z.

Send your movie

problems to him.

SEND 20 CENTS
FOR

A LATE COPY

CAMERA CRAFT
PUBLISHING COMPANY

703 Market Street

San Francisco, California
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Claissified Ad^erti^siii^
Rates: Seven cents a word. Minimum charge,

one dollar per insertion.

FOR RENT—MISCELLANEOUS
FOR RENT—Mitchell Motor, 25 M.M. Lenses,

1000 feet Mitchell Magazines, Baby Tripod.

J. R. Lockwood, Clendale. Phone Douglas
3361 -W. T

FOR RENT—CAMERAS

FOR RENT—Thoroughly silenced Mitchell cam-
eras. Pan Astro lenses, follow focus. ). R.

Lockwood, Clendale. Douglas 3361 -W, T

FOR SALE—CAMERAS

FOR SALE—Used in A-1 condition DeVry 35
mm camera with case, $50.00 Acme S.V.E.

1 000-watt projector with slide attachment
and self rewind, $65.00. 35mm printer

$14.50. 35mm loader, $8.00. 16mm equip-
ment, parts, silent, sound library catalogue.
MOCULL BROS,, I944-H Boston Rd., New
York City.

FOR SALE—Under water camera outfit. Water
tight brass tube, new mirror, Pathe camera,
twelve 400 ft. magazines, cases for every-
thing, $125.00. Also Mitchell 1000 ft. bi-

pack magazine. Ries & Fitzpatrick, 1557
N. Vine St., Hollywood, Calif. Phone CLad-
stone 1521. Cable address Cinecam.

FOR SALE— Bell & Howell Cameras, $800 up.
Mitchell Cameras, $1600 up. Akeleys, $750
up. Camera Supply Co., 1515 N. Cahuenga
Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

FOR SALE— Bell & Howell adapter for Mitchell
Tripod head, 40-50-75-M.M. Astro lenses
mounted and unmounted, Mitchell tripod
head. Mitchell matte box. J. R. Lockwood,
523 N. Orange St., Clendale, Calif. Doug-
las 3361 -W. T

FOR SALE—31/4x41/4 Butcher "Pressman" Re-
flex, 6 in. Cooke f:4.5 lens, reversible back
rebuilt for Craflex attachments. Includes
case and Craflex plateholders, rollfilm and
filmpack adapters and cut-film magazine:
$75. Box 240, c/o American Cinematogra-
pher. T

FOR SALE—31/4x41/4 Korona Pictorial View
camera case. Ilex Acme shutter, six cut-
film holders. Box 241, c/o American Cine-
matographer. T

LOST OR STOLEN

REWARD $100,00 for return of Bell & Howell
Camera No. 910 with Fearless Silent Move-
ment. No questions asked. Fearless Camera
Co., 8572 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood,
Calif.

equipment include a Universal-focus lens,

even if it is to be used as an auxiliary

to a faster, focusing objective. Stopped

down to f:ll or smaller (as is always

the case on normal exteriors) a 25mm
fixed-focus lens as used in 16mm cam-

eras will assure that everything from

six feet on to infinity will be in vir-

tually perfect focus; and the 12.5mm

lenses used for 8mm pictures will, un-

der the same conditions, keep everything

from two feet forward sharp. Moreover,

in designing any fast lens, some conces-

sions must be made to obtain the added

speed; accordingly, a slower lens—such

as most Universal-focus lenses are—will

generally give slightly better optical

quality; though in the best designs, the

difference is hardly perceptible except to

the trained eye.

—Joseph Walker, A.S.C.

FOR SALE—MISCELLANEOUS

SPEEDWAY THRILLS, 100 ft, 16mm Improved
new prints. Sensational auto race wrecks to

splice in your films, 15,00 delivered. Cas-
cade Films, 965 Fair Oaks, Pasadena. Calif.

$100.00 for COOKE F:2, 3-inch lens mounted
at Leitz factory for Model D Leica. Jack
Norworth, 7119 Shore Rd., Brooklyn, New
York.

TELEVISION SET — Complete, $75.00. KH)
Scanner in beautiful cabinet, specially made
6-tube receiver and speaker. Box 237, c/o
American Cinematographer. T

FOR SALE—Special complete 16mm editor with
geared rewinds, magnifier and splicer, $4.50
plus postage Money refunded if not satis-

factory, FOTOSHOP, 136 W, 32d St., New
York City. T

WANTED

THE HOUSE OF RUBY has since 1910 been the
country's lead:ng specialists in buying, sell-

ing and renting motion picture apparatus
for every purpose. Always on hand. Bell &
Howell, Mitchell and Akeley cameras, and
accessories, including complete sound on
film cameras. Our 16mm department in-

cludes everything. Keep us in touch with
your wants. Ruby Camera Exchange, 729
7th Avenue, New York City. Cable "Ruby-
cam." T

COOD USED 35mm Sound-On-Film Camera and
complete portable outfit. Must be bargain.

Describe fully. Lewy. 853 N. Eutaw St.,

Baltimore, Md.

COOD USED sound printer either Debrie or

Duplex preferred. Must be in excellent con-
dition. Address E. H. Fitzhugh, 406 Melba
Theatre BIdg., Dallas, Texas.

FILMS WANTED: 16mm FILMS wanted of his-
torical events, rare prints, movies taken
many, many years ago, or In their infancy,
of famous men, educational, etc. E. Sullivan,

3939 Flad Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

MOTION PICTURE and Still Cameras, all types.
Laboratory Equipment, Lenses, Finders. Leica
Cameras. Cash for bargains. Camera Supply
Co, Ltd,, 1515 Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood,
Calif.

WANTED to buy old issues of Photograms.
State price and date of issue. Cregg Toland.
c/o American Cinematographer. T

WANTED—Motor adapter. J. R. Lockwood,
Clendale. Douglas 3361 -W.

1 6mm Colored Sound Movies

Experiments Shown
• Laboratory experiments which demon-

strate thepracticability of making and

printing 16mm sound-on-film motion

pictures in natural colors, were described

before the Society of Motion Picture En-

gineers convening in Atlantic City, by re-

search engineers of the RCA Victor

Company of Camden.

It is believed that these experiments

will open up a new and potentially broad-

er field of usefulness for the convenient

16mm size sound-on-film industrial and

educational motion pictures which have

hitherto been restricted to black and

white sound photography. With the new

color methods, products which depend

on rich coloring and design for their

principal sales appeal will have new ave-

nues of merchandising and selling opened
up for them. Color photography added
to sound should also prove valuable in

enhancing the "eye value" of other types

of products and services. Its application

to visual education will mark an impor-

tant step forward in that field.

The sound recording experiments with

color photography were conducted by the

RCA Victor Company engineers with the

Kodacolor film and color filter process.

Actual recording tests showed that no

distortion of a serious nature resulted

from the peculiar base of the film which

is specially embossed (longitudinally len-

ticulated) for color sensitivity. Further

experiments by the Camden engineers

Established that color subjects made by

the subtractive color process on standard

35mm film could be optically reduced

to 16mm size and successfully printed

on Kodacolor film stock.

Amateur Talkie Camera
Here Soon

• The development of simplified appa-

ratus which promises to make it possible

for anyone to make personal sound mo-
tion pictures in the near future was
described in a joint paper delivered before

the Society of Motion Picture Engineers,

by research engineers of the RCA Victor

Company of Camden.

It was disclosed that since the advent

of sound revolutionized the motion pic-

ture art, the Camden engineers have been

working on the problem of developing a

practicable amateur sound camera, which

would be compact in size, and simple and

economical to operate. According to the

paper presented these efforts are expected

to bear practicable fruit in the near

future.

The sound camera was described as a

"newsreel" type, incorporating the sound

recording system in the single light-

weight camera case. As the subject is

photographed, the operator talks into a

mouthpiece leading to a vibrating metal

diaphragm. This diaphragm, which is

set in motion by the speaking voice, is

coupled mechanically to a tiny mirror

which vibrates in unison with it. A light

beam directed on the mirror is reflected

with its fluctuations on the sensitized

edge of the film as it passes through

the camera. For recording the voice of

the person or group being photographed,

as well as for atmospherical sound

effects, a separate micropione attach-

ment together with electrical amplifying

and recording equipment are provided for

convenient mounting on a specially de-

signed "unimount" tripod upon which

the sound camera itself may also be set.

The paper emphasized that while ex-

perimental models of amateur sound

cameras have been brought to an ad-

vanced stage of development in the lab-

oratory, the final models would not be

ready for public use for several months

yet.



$1,000 in CASH PRIZES
for our

AMATEUR MOVIE CONTEST

EQUIPMENT
PRIZES

Here are a few of the equip-
ment prizes that will be
given in this competition:

Eastman Kodak Co. gives a

16mm Kodascope Model
K-75 Projector.

Value $235.00

Bell & Howell ... To the
highest winner using a Bell

& Howell Camera . . Mer-
chandise to the value of

$125.00 will be given. . . .

To the second best picture

using Bell & Howell camera,
merchandise to the value of

$75.00.

Victor Animatograph Corp.
gives a Model 5 16mm Cam-
era with F2.9 Focusing
Mount Dallyeer lens.

List Price $175.00

Craig Movie Supply Co. of

Los Angeles will give a

Senior Rewind and Splicer.

Value . $19.50

Harrison & Harrison will

give one of their universal

Filter Holders and a set of

1 V4-inch Multi-Filters con-
sisting of yellow, red and
green filters. Value $14.00.

WATCH THIS PACE FOR
ADDITIONAL PRIZES

This $1,000 will be divided very simply. There

will be a grand prize of $250.00 for the best all

around picture. There will be from 10 to 15 prizes

in the various classifications of $50.00 each. Even

though you may not win the first prize you would

have a chance at the $50.00 given for the best pic-

ture presented in the following classifications. Scenic,

Travel Educational, Scenario, Home Movies, Koda-

color. Technical and any other classifications which

might be brought forth by the entries made.

If you intend to enter this contest please send

coupon on this page so that we might send you official

entry blank.

I

I
Please send me one of your official entry blanks. 1° in-

tend to enter a (16mm. 8mm 9 '/2mm ) picture in your
|

1934 contest. . I understand my entry must be in your

office not later than October 31, 1934. I

Name

Street

Address

I

Muuresa -

AMERICAN
CINEMATOCRAPHER

6331 Hollywood Boulevard Hollywood, California



MITCHELL SOUND CAMERA

ENGLAND FOLLOWS

HOLLYWOOD in

recognition of MITCHELL

leadership.

SIX new SOUND
CAMERAS have been

shipped within the

last THIRTY DAYS to

one of the GREATEST

BRITISH STUDIOS.

Mitchell Camera Corporation
665 N. ROBERTSON BOULEVARD

WEST HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

Cable Address 'M/TCAMCO" Phone OXford 1051



AMaiCAN

The Motion Picture CAMERA Magazine

this issue
Photographing Miniatures

Infra-D on the Ground

Metal Set-Platform Construction

Making Industrial Movies

. . . and other Features

JUNE, 1934

price 25.

Published in Hollywood

by The
American Society of Cinematographers



Du Pont Film Manufacturing Corporation
35 WEST 45TH STREET SMITH & ALLER LTD.
NEW YORK CITY 6656 --SANTA MONICA BLVD.

PLANT- . . PARLIN, N.J. HOLLYWOOD, CAL.

THE<gnPOg)TRADE MARK HAS NEVER BEEN PLACED ON AN INFERIOR PRODUCT
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A Technical and Educational publication

of mot.on picture photography.

Published monthly by the
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6331 Hollywood Boulevard

Hollywood, California

Telephone GRanite 21 35

JOHN ARNOLD, President, A, S C.
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What to Read

HOW Miniatures ore Photographed

by J. D. Jennings 60

INFRA-D As Used on the Ground

by George J. Lancaster, A.S.C 61

INDUSTRIAL Movies Forge Ahead
by Edwin L. Dyer, A.S.C 62

STANDARD Metol Construction for

Set-Platforming

by George J. Folsey, A.S.C 63

UPSETTING Traditions with Viva Villa

by James Wong Howe, A.S.C 64

GETTING Good Sound is an Art

by Harold Lewis, E.E 65

COMBINATION Filter Diffuser

by Gaetano Gaudio, A.S.C 70

Next Month
• L. O. Huggins returns with an article on the

"Languoge" of Color. A timely topic with so

much discussion going on of the new Techni-
color process which the R.K.O. Studios will em-
ploy on the color subjects to emanate from
that organization.

• The European Viewpoint on 16mm. Sound
will be discussed. We will give the angle of

the German mind on this technical problem
which is so popular today.

• Members of the American Society of Cine-
motogrophers will contribute from their rich

experience in the studios on things technical

^..HAr and artistic.

ESTABLISHED 1918. Advertising Rates on application.
Subscription: U.S. $2.50 a year; Canada $3.50 a year;
Foreign, $3.50 a year. Single copies 25c. Foreign
single copies, 35c. COPYRIGHT 1934 by American
Society pf Cinematographers, Inc.
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TRIED AND

MOTION PICTURE STUDIO CARBONS
The cool, balanced light from these new studio carbons receives the hearty

approval of both actor and cameraman , . , A Better Light for black and

white photography . . . A Necessity for color.

NATIONAL Motion Picture Studio Carbons nave

been developed especially for the motion picture

studio. The color composition of their light is accurately

balanced to the color sensitivity of modern motion

picture film. This light duplicates the photographic

effects of daylight without the use of filters. It gives

maximum photographic speed and superior photo-

graphic quality.

At equal photographic intensity, the new studio car-

bon arc projects far less heat onto the stage than any

other source of illumination used in the studio.

New lamps have been developed to use these new
studio carbons. These lamps are silent in operation.

They maintain a steady arc and provide illumination

of uniform intensity. Side arcs, scoops and spots are

available.

A still from "Motor o' Mine," featuring Leon Errol. Director, Roy Mack. Lighting by Frank Murphy.

91
NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.
^^^^ Carbon Sales Division • Cleveland, Ohio

Unit of Union Corbide UNN and -Carbon Corporation

Branch Soles Offices: New York Pittsburgh Chicago San Francisco
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THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CINEMA-

TOGRAPHERS was founded in 1918 for

the purpose of bringing into closer con-

federation and cooperation all those leaders in

the cinennatographic art and science whose

aim is and ever will be to strive for pre-emi-

nence in artistic perfection and technical mas-

tery of this art and science. Its purpose is to

further the artistic and scientific advancement

of the cinema and its allied crafts through un-

ceasing research and experimentation as well

as through bringing the artists and the scien-

tists of cinematography into more intimate

fellowship. To this end its membership is com-

posed of the outstanding cinematographers of

the world with Associate and Honorary mem-

berships bestowed upon those who, though not

active cinematographers, are engaged none

the less in kindred pursuits, and who have, by

their achievements, contributed outstandingly

to the progress of cinematography as an Art

or as a Science. To further these lofty aims

and to fittingly chronicle the progress of cine-

matography, the Society's publication. The

American CInematographer, is dedicated.
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Why must G-E scientists

know about SHADOWS?

A. Harsh shadows produced by bare lamp

These three illustrations bring

out, simpl}', three basic facts about shadow

formation. Picture A shows the harsh,

sharp shadows produced by a concentrated

light source, such as a bare lamp. Picture B

shows the softer shadows created by a some-

what diffused light source, such as that

same lamp in a reflector. Diagram C illus-

trates the principle that the sharpness of a

shadow depends upon the distance of a light

source as well as upon its size . . . and

hence that the sharpness of a shadow re-

mains unchanged, provided the diameter of

the light source is proportionally increased

or decreased as the distance from source to subject is in-

creased or decreased.

Cinematographers are familiar with these basic prin-

ciples about shadows and with their several corollaries

. . . and with scores of refinements of them gained from

long, practical experience.

B. So/l shadoiv created by /amp in reflector

The sharpness of a shadow depends upon both the distance

of a light source and its size

Why, then, is it important for G-E laboratory experts

to be grounded in the fundamentals?

Because, by being well versed in the basic principles

of shadow formation and of the whole art of cinema-

tographic lighting, these engineers can work more in-

telligently with you in creating new lamps for motion

picture needs. Likewise, they are better able to help

you make full use of the many G-E Mazda lamps

already available.

Studios from coast to coast recognize the advantages

of this, as well as of dependable lighting, by using G-E

Mazda lamps for all their lighting requirements.

General Electric Company, Nela Park, Cleveland, O.

GENERAL^ELECTRIC
MAZDA LAMPS
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How
Miniatures

Are

Photo-

graphed

by

J. D. Jennings

A set-miniature, f.om "Cleopatra." The foreground
is a full-size set; beyond the railing, statue and
stair, the set is a miniature.

ALMOST since the inception of the motion picture, ad-

vantage has been taken of the fact that the camera
creates its own scale and perspective. Understand-

ing these laws, we can so photograph a large object that

upon the screen it appears small—or photograph objects

or scenes which are actually small, and make them appear

large on the screen. Commodore J. Stuart Blackton has

stated that one of the first productions of the old Vitagraph

Company, made at the turn of the century, was "The Bat-

tle of Manila Bay," done so successfully in miniature that

even trained naval experts were sure a Vitagraph camera-
man had actually photographed the real battle. From
these early beginnings down to such present-day achieve-

ments as "King Kong" and "Alice in Wonderland," which

owed their success in a great measure to painstaking minia-

ture work, the miniature has been a vital adjunct to motion

picture production.

Even films radically different from such examples of out-

and-out "trick photography" as those mentioned, owe
much to miniatures. Many scenes which would be prohib-

itively expensive or actually dangerous to film in the nor-

mal manner are made safely, economically and—which is

more important—satisfactorily, by the use of miniatures.

Shipwrecks, railroad, auto and airplane wrecks, and the

like, are brought to the screen safely and at a much lower

cost than would be possible otherwise. The same, of

course, is true of floods, explosions and volcanic eruptions

But many other scenes are made in miniature, even thougl-

they could conceivably be done normally: inserts of ships

at sea or at anchor, of airplanes, trains, and the like, can

often be secured more satisfactorily in miniature, and the

cost of even on "expensive" miniature is vastly less than

that of chartering a liner or a train.

A third class of . miniatures, vitally important in many
films of a general nature, yet rarely considered as "minia-

tures," is the "set-miniature," in which port of the set is

constructed full-scale, and part of it in miniature. Properly

executed and photographed, this construction is not only

perfectly satisfactory, but also gives the shot far greater

depth than would be possible otherwise.

As a rule, miniatures of any type are designed jointly

by the art department, the research department, and ex-

perts from the studio's prop department; in many studios,

these departments maintain a staff of designers and work-

men who specialize largely upon miniature work. A few

studios have a separate department for the construction of

miniatures. In almost every studio, the photographing of

miniatures is aetailed to a separate, specialized department

with a staff of specialists in miniature cinematography.

Photographing miniatures demands a high degree of

specialization. The majority of miniature scenes ore pho-

tographed at extremely high camera-speeds, under arti-

ficial light. This naturally requires a high intensity of

illumination, while the small size of the miniature sets and

objects being photographed requires extreme delicacy in

the arrangement of the lighting. There is the further re-

quirement of having to match the lighting, photographic

quality, etc., to the type of photography used by the pro-

duction cinematographer directing the photography of the

production as a whole. A miniature scene is a failure un-

less it is in every way a perfect match for the rest of the

production. It must not advertise itself as a miniature.

There are few, if any^ set rules about photographing

miniatures. Each scene must be considered individually,

according to the basic factors entering into its particular

problem. As has already been pointed out, the majority of

miniatures are photographed at high camera-speeds: this

smooths out any irregularities in motion, and lends mas-

siveness—actuality—to the shot. A miniature liner, for

instance, could be photographed at normal sound-speed,

but if it were, the result would be a shot that was obvi-

ously a miniature. The ripples on the water, for instance,

would look like ripples, and their effect upon the ship

would moke it jiggle around as no liner really does. There-

lore, we photograph such scenes at camera-speeds of from

six to eight times normal: this slows the ripples down to a

very good approximation of the waves and swell of the

open sea, end in the process, magnifies the ripples into

waves. At the same time, the ship, instead of bobbing like

a cork on the ripples, sways majestically and smoothly, like

a full-sized liner. In the same way, the smoke from the

1 (Continued on Page 66)

1
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Above: Infra-D film; no filter. Heavy haze.
The scene is reproduced as the eye saw it.

Below: Infra-D film; 70 filter. Note haze penetra-
tion, and altered rendition of foliage.

Infra-D

As Used on

the Ground
by

George J. Lancaster, A. S. C.

INFRA-D filnn is a photographic material especially de-

signed to meet certain requirements of specialized

workers in the field of photography. In some of its phases

it is quite adaptable for cinematographic work. This film

carries a spectral sensitivity which is quite different from

normal panchromatic emulsions in that its sensitivity is re-

stricted to the blue, deep red, and near infra-red regions of

the spectrum. Between these two extremes, i. e., in the

green and yellow, this film has no sensitivity. Because of

this fact it cannot be used interchangeably with normal
panchromatic emulsions.

As the degree of blackening of a photographic material

depends upon the light intensity, the time of exposure,

and the wave length or color of the light, it is customary,

and in fact almost necessary, when using Infra-D film to

use filters. These filters naturally cause a definite increase

in the overall exposure. The filters adaptable for this kind

of work are those having transmission in the deep red end

of the spectrum. These filters absorb all of the blue light

and as a result the emulsion as used with the filters records

only red and near infra-red light. In photography of this

type the actual filter factors of the various filters which

can be used are given very, little consideration. It is usu-

ally necessary at normal cranking speeds to use a rather

fast lens fairly wide open. In motion picture work where

the camera-taking speed is fixed it is necessary to accom-

plish the desired exposure condition by adjustments of the

lens diaphragm or by variations in the angular opening of

the camera shutter.

This type of film has been used in motion pictu; ; work

almost exclusively for air sequences. It is the pu ose of

this paper to discuss the use of this film when usei jn the

ground.

Its fundamental advantage in this respect lies in ilu haze-

cutting ability and it is therefore a particularly usevjl film

in rendering details at distances where visually these dis-

tant objects are blurred and indistinct because of the inter-

vening haze. This film has a definite useful field but it

must not be used to photograph normal scenes where nor-

mal rendition is desired, it might be said that weird and

exaggerated effects con be more readily produced with the

Infra-D film than with normal panchromatic negative.

It was evident from the first few feet we shot on a test

for a major studio that it is impossible to backlight a

scene and at the same time secure satisfactory photo-

graphic results. This, of course, is diametrically opposed

to the practice of all cinematographers who first look to

their backlight. Infra-D, however, makes us reverse the

action, and tor best resuts, use a light which is condemned
by all good photographers

—

a flat rront light. This light

is necessary, perhaps, because there is so much green in

nature, and Intra-D, not being sensitive to green, needs the

assistance given by sunlight to shed some of the other

colors of the spectrum on the green and also to bring it

out by means of light.

Fairly good results were obtained with three-quarter

lighting. However, this type of lighting cannot be used on

all scenes. The results with this lighting were a slight con-

trast between the shadows of buildings and trees, while

the objects brilliantly lighted were rendered in grey tones.

The test scene was photographed in eariy spring; the coun-
tryside was fresh and green. In this test we wanted to see

to what extent we could retain the greens. We tried a

23A filter plus a 56 filter. As you know, the 23A Wratten
filter is light red while the 55 filter is green. This com-
bination gave us a good green rendition.

We wanted to photograph snow-capped Mt. Davidson
from the floor of the desert. Our set-up was 17 miles

from the mountain. In addition to the hood of the moun-
tain being snow-capped, huge snow clouds gathered inter-

mittently beyond the mountain; the balance of the land-

scape was yellowish in hue. We shot this with a flat front

light.

We selected this particular scene because of the topaz
blue sky, white clouds lighted at top and dark underneath,
snow on the mountains; below the snow line was sagebrush
and undergrowth characteristic of the desert, blending into

the floor of the desert with its alkali sand mixture. Tjn|se

combinations of tones and colors we felt would be ideal for

determining the results obtained with the filters recom-
mended for Infra-D Film. These filters are No. 70 Red
Filter, No. 88 Deep Red Filter and 23A plus 56. You will

note from the description of this scene that it was lacking

in greens.

(Continued on Poge 66)
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ndustrial

Movies

Forge

Ahead
by

Dyer, A. S. C.
(Jom Handy Picture Service, Detroit)

Edwin

A modern industrial film in production,
Edwin L. Dyer, A. S. C, at the camera.
Note modern equipment, including latest
DeBrie Silent Camera, and standardized-unit
construction of lamp-rail.

THE BUSINESS of making movies for industrial uses

has changed tremendously within the past few

years. It is no longer a haphazard, "shoestring"

enterprise, but a stable adjunct to "big busines," oper-

ating on a scale and in a manner comparable to the best

of Hollywood's major studios. Business leaders have

found definite work for the film to do, both within their

organizations, and in their relations with the public.

The majority of films are made to suit a specific purpose.

As a rule, industrial films are intended for one of three

basic fields: first, exhibition within the firm, to intro-

duce new products or new methods to the personnel;

second, for exhibition to the general public, in a manner
similar to sponsored radio programs and continuities,

combining entertainment with a minimum of advertis-

ing; and third, as definite propaganda as to the uses or

manufacture of a product, or the resources, researches

and services of a firm, for educational use in showings

before schools, clubs, and the like.

Accordingly, the industrial film of today is planned

and produced as painstakingly as any Hollywood-made

feature production. The majority are comedy-dramas,

of feature length (nine to twelve reels), and embellished

with every technical refinement of a major-studio pro-

duction. The stories are well written and entertaining,

though naturally centered to a greater or lesser extent

upon the particular firm or product sponsoring the pro-

duction. The majority are 100% dialog, with capable

professional actors (some of them real "box office

names") playing the leading parts. The physical de-

tails of production—sets, costumes, and the like

—

would not be out of place in any Hollywood production.

The sound is of the best; in our studio. Western Electric

wide-range recording, handled by experienced recordists

trained in the ERPI laboratories. Photography and
lighting are on a par with that seen in major-studio re-

leases: a great majority of these films are photographed

in natural color, which has been proven markedly su-

perior to black-and-white for commercial purposes.

Aside from the fact that we are usually barred from

attempting extreme low-key lightings, as our films must

often be shown under more or less unfavorable projec-

tion circumstances, the general photographic technique

is identical with that used in Hollywood. The most
modern of photographic and lighting equipment is used,

and is available in abundance ample for any emergency.
All types of special-process work are used: the pro-

jected-background method has proven even more use-

ful in industrial work than it is in the making of dra-

matic films. The same may also be said of Optical

Printing and re-recording, which are invaluable.

One phase of our set-construction is novel, and of in-

terest to Hollywood workers; the spot-rails, which are

placed at the top of the sets, just as in Hollywood, ore

built in standardized sections, designed so that they

clamp together, with a special groove which fits over the

top of tho set. They are supported from the floor,

rather than hung from the roof, and, thanks to the

standardized construction, can be assembled in a few
minutes, and used and re-used repeatedly. This con-

struction has proved to be a great time and money
saver.

The making of these films often entails a consider-

able amount of location work, frequently requiring us

to photograph actual interior scenes in factories, lab-

oratories, and the like, or in famous buildings which
could not be economically reproduced in the studio. In

many instances it would be impossible to use the regular

studio lighting equipment in these places. According-
ly, I have devised special lightweight equipment, which,

while easily portable, is none the less highly efficient

end may be used on any ordinary circuit. This light-

ing equipment is an adaptation of my own of "Koda-
f lector" units and clamp lights (both made by East-

man) and using Photoflood lamps. I hove 24 of the

Kodaflector units, which consist of a folding tripod of

the music-stand type supporting two reflectors on a

horizontal bar.

The reflectors are collapsible, and the whole outfit

occupies very little space. In addition, I carry a dozen
of the clamp lights, which may be attached to any ob-

ject for support, end, thanks to a rubber-covered spring

clamp, used without fear of marring anything. Since

each of these lamps draws but 2.2 amperes, yet has al-

most the some efficiency as a regular 1 OOO-wott studio

lighting unit, I con be assured of ample illumination

without overtaxing any normal wiring. The small cur-

( Continued on Page 68)
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Above: The metal units assembled to form a lamp-
rail.

Below: A camera crane constructed from the metal
units.

Standard Meta

Construction

for

Set-Platforming

by

George J. Folsey, A.S. C.

PRESENT-DAY practice in set-platforming is decidedly
inefficient, not only from the standpoint of construc-
tion economy and flexibility, but often from the cinema-

tographer's viewpoint, as well. The present practice is to

use wooden construction, with semi-stondardized sections,

bolted and nailed together. The entire construction is

hung from the roof-girders of the stage by standard wooden
members, pierced with bolt-holes at regular intervals. The

electricians' catwalk is made up from standardized wooden

sections, while the lamp-rail is usually built up from new

and scrap lumber.

In some instances, this construction is satisfactory

enough; it supports the lights, and, being independent of

the set, allows the removal of "wild" walls without disturb-

ing the lighting set-up. On the other hand, this construc-

tion is far from flexible: it permits only certain definite

adjustments as to height; often in building the smaller sets

the limitations of the plotforming necessitate that the set

be built several feet higher than is necessary. This forces

the cinematographer to place his top and bock-lighting

units higher than is really desirable, and to focus them
upon set and players from angles that are neither photo-

graphically satisfactory, nor economical. At the same
time, the present construction is often wasteful of material,

and it likewise takes a good deal of time to erect.

For some years, the writer has hoped a more satisfactory

construction might be evolved. Within the post month,

Phil Tannura, cinematographer for the Gaumont-British

studio, visited Hollywood, and described to me the set-

platforming practice used in the British studios, which

seems ideal.

In England, standardized metal construction is used

throughout; the only wooden members are the sections

used for flooring the catwalk. The rest of the construction

is built up of standardized steel tubes, joined together by

metal clamps. The tubular members come in several

lengths—long, short, and intermediate—all of which fit

into the joining clamps, which are collar-shaped, and made
in a variety of forms for joining the tubes crosswise, end-

wise, and at different angles, as well as to supply sockets

for mounting the lamps.

With this type of construction, there is virtually no limii

to the possible adjustments. The supporting members are

clamped to the overhead girders (the "Gantry," to use

the English phrase). Since the clamps by which the plat-

form-members are attached to these uprights are of the

collar type, and not dependent upon any arbitrarily-spaced

bolt-holes, the lamp-roil and catwalk may be placed at any
desired height. This eliminates the necessity of building

the sets to a height that suits the plotforming, and should

result in greatly increased efficiency, improved photogra-

phy, and considerable savings in set-construction.

The members supporting the catwalk ore clamped to the

uprights, and the wooden walk is laid over them. The
lamp-roil, instead of being mode of nailed wooden mem-
bers, is of the same tubular metal construction. Special

collar-type clamps fit upon this, and carry sockets for the

lamp-bases; obviously, they may be spaced as desired, and
slid easily to one side or the other for any minor adjust-

ments that may be needed during shooting.

Often it is necessary to place a lamp low on the wall of

a set in order to obtain some particular effect. With our

present methods, this is a time-consuming job, and,

whether the lamp is slung against the wall by ropes, or

fastened to wooden members nailed to the wall or plat-

forming, the result is seldom perfectly satisfactory.

Using this metal construction, placing a lamp in this

manner is very simple. A tubular member is simply

clamped to the spot-roil, and the lamp slipped into a fitting

clamped to the lower end. It con be done very quickly,

and, thanks to the flexibility of the tube-ond-clamp con-
struction, the lamp may be placed with extreme accuracy.

Obviously, this type of construction is economical. The
sets may be built solely to suit the requirements of action

and photography, and the plotforming adopts itself to the

(Continued on Page 72)
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Some of the sketches evolved by Mr. Howe and Art
Director Harry Oliver for the "Viva Villa" scenario.
(Slightly reduced.)

Upsetting

Traditions

With

"Viva Villa"

by

James Wong Howe, A. S. C.

THERE is all too little co-operation between the Art Di-

rector and the Director of Photography. The Art

Director reads the script, and proceeds to design sets

which embody his individual conception of the story. The
Director of Photography reads the script, and forms his own
mental concept of its background.

In the meantime, the Art-Director's sketches have taken

shape as final sets for the production. When production is

to commence, the Director of Photography, with his pre-

conceived idea of what the sets should be, walks onto the

stage—and finds himself faced with the problem of photo-

graphing the action on sets which do not conform to his

idea of the photo-dramatic treatment of the story. He
may hove visualized a dark set for certain action—and
find that a very light one has been built; he may wish to

use extremely low camera set-ups for certain other scenes

—and find that the sets are not high enough to permit

him to do so. The result is seldom satisfactory to either

the Director of Photography or the Art Director; for the
ideas and artistic conceptions of each suffer.

On "Viva Villa," however. Art Director Harry Oliver and
I were able to avoid these disappointments. Instead of

working separately, we co-operated very closely from the
start. We studied the script together, and made hundreds
of sketches of the way we visualized each scene. Fre-

quently, we would make half-a-dozen different sketches
of each scene, finally selecting the one which seemed most
perfectly suited to the photographic and dramatic require-

ments of the scene, as we jointly conceived it. From these,

we prepared a complete pictured scenario of the film,

which clearly indicated the sets and the camera-treatment
for each scene. These sketches were incorporated in the
final script of the picture: they served the dual purpose of

simplifying both the production and pre-production prob-
lems, and of assuring better co-ordination between the Di-
rector and the Director of Photography.

Before the actual start of production, for instance, loca-

tions have to be chosen. When the script embodies such
sketches as these, the problem of the location scout is

easier, for the sketches tell him exactly what the Director
of Photography, the Art Director and the Director want.
He need not waste time and effort, picking out a number
of locations which "might do"; he searches until he finds

a spot which closely approximates the sketch he carries.

Then he can report, "Here's your sketch—and there's the

location which matches it."

Similarly, these sketches show us quite clearly the light-

ing-effects which will be the most effective for each shot.

On location sequences, this is especially important, for

there is a great waste in getting to a location, and then
finding that the light will not be at the right angle for

your effect until perhaps hours later. Combining the

sketches with the location-scout's reports, we were able to

figure out in advance exactly the right time of day to

photograph each scene to give us the best visual effects.

Thus, in planning a day's work, we could look at the script,

and see that, of the scenes to be done that day, certain

ones would best be photographed in the morning, others in

the afternoon, and routine the schedule accordingly.

But it is in the more normal studio-made scenes that this

method of preparation seems most advantageous. If, for

instance, the Art Director and the Director of Photography
feel that any certain scene or sequence requires a definite

low-key or high-key treatment, the set can be designed so

that it is ideally suited to that treatment. Similarly, if it

is decided that one sequence requires only the normal cam-
era-angles, the sets for that sequence will require only

routine design and construction. If, on the other hand,

some scene or scenes in the sequence will require shots

from extremely low set-up, we can have the set built to

allow for that; either having the walls built higher

throughout, to give us the desired background for such

shots, or with special sections extended to the required

height, at exactly the places where the low-angle shots will

be made. This latter method is probably preferable, for it

will permit the Art Director to moke the rest of the set

lower, thereby allowing the Director of Photography to ar-

range his lighting at more favorable angles than if the

entire set were built with high walls. Obviously, too,

marked saving in the cost of constructing such sets will

be found.

Similarly, if we decide that a sequence will be more

effective if shot from relatively high camera angles, the

walls may be made lower than would be necessary if there

were a possibility of normal or low-angle set-ups being

(Continued on Page 71)
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Getting

Good Sound

Is An Art
by

Harold Lewis, E. E.,S.S. E.

Vice-President, Society of Sound Engineers

Winner of Academy Award for Recording, 1933.

THE successful Cinematographer is more than a tech-

nician; he is an Artist. Upon the foundation of accu-

rate and extensive knowledge of the technique of

cinematography—lighting, exposure, emulsions, optics, and

so on—he builds to success with an inborn artistic and

dramatic instinct and an acquired understanding of the

application of cinematography to Dramatic Art.

It must, inevitably, be the some with the Sound Engi-

neer. He must—especially at present—have an accurate

technical knowledge of electrical engineering as applied to

sound transmission—circuits, frequencies, acoustics, and

the potentialities of the sound-system he is using; but with

all this, he must also be an Artist in the dramatic use of

sound. He must know when to depart from the technically

perfect recording, in order to build to dramatic effect, and

how best to use this new ingredient—sound—to most fully

benefit each scene and sequence. Like the Cinematogra-

pher, he must build upon technique with an inborn artistic

instinct.

With the equipment generally in use today, it is surpris-

ingly easy to obtain a commercially adequate recording.

But a commercially adequate recording is no more satis-

factory for dramatic purposes than is commercially ade-

quate cinematography. The photographic treatment of

each scene must be delicately co-ordinated with the dra-

matic mood and tempo of the action: frequently, this nec-

essory dramatic treatment requires a radical departure from

the straightforward commercial ideal. An extreme low-

key or night-effect shot, for instance, would be definitely

bad, if considered by the standards of straight photogra-

phy: yet it is desirable and valuable if used properly in a

dramatic film. The same is true of diffusion, or of filter-

ing: each is dramatically valuable in its place, yet actually

a definite distortion of normal technique.

Dramatic sound-recording must in the same way often

depart from the standard of the commercially ideal record.

Like the Cinematographer, the Recording Engineer must

vary the key of his recording to suit the dramatic needs of

story and scene. A Comedy, for instance, is best recorded

in a rather high key. The volume-level is usually higher

than normal, and the tonal quality crisp, to add to the

intelligibility of fast-paced dialogue and action. There is

both a psychological and a mechanical reason for this

treatment: the audience viewing a Comedy is relaxed, and

the dialogue must therefore be brought to them; also, a

successful Comedy is well punctuated with laughs, through

which succeeding lines must penetrate.

Harold Lewis, E.E., S.S.E.

who recorded "A Farewell to Arms," acclaiined
as the best recording of 1933.

A Drama, on the other hand, must generally be recorded

at a much lower key. Restraint—subtlety—are the key-

notes of the modern conception of Drama; a low-keyed re-

cording matches this concept perfectly. Such a treatment

is possible, too, because the audience at a Drama is less

relaxed than at a Comedy: more alert—actively co-operat-

ing. The theatre itself is quieter; there are fewer laughs

and so on for the sound to penetrate. In "A Farewell to

Arms," for instance, some of the most effective scenes were

recorded at an extremely low key, and played in whispers.

A Melodrama requires strongly contrasted sound-treat-

ment, even as it requires strongly contrasted photographic

treatment. Many sequences will be recorded in a low key,

suddenly punctuated by very highly-keyed scenes. Yet

even in the low-keyed recordings for a Melodrama, one

dare scarcely go as low as in a Drama, because of the very

audible audience reactions.

The problem of the Recording Engineer is complicated

by the fact of his virtual physical isolation from the rest

of the company on the set. Although recently the use of

portable monitoring booths has lessened this isolation, the

Recording Engineer is still not as close to the set and the

action being filmed as is the Cinematographer. He is, in

fact, more like someone listening in on a radio—and like

a radio listener, his communication with the set is by tele-

phone, or by leaving his post to go to the set. For this

reason, it is vital that the Recording Engineer study the

script beforehand, until he is as familiar with it as the Di-

rector or Cinematographer He must know how each scene

fits into the pattern of the picture as a whole, what pre-

cedes it and what follows, so that he can give it the best

and most dramatically expressive aural treatment possible.

In the same way, he must be familiar with the vocal

characteristics of the players. Just as certain people in-

variably photograph well, while others require a world of

deft lighting and camera-treatment if they are to be favor-

ably presented, so, too, certain voices will record well under

almost any conditions, while others require all the tech-

nical artifices known to audiography if their voices are to

(Continued on Page 73)
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HOW MINIATURES
ARE PHOTOGRAPHED

(Continued from Pago 60)

liner's funnel is slowed down and magni-
fied by the slower motion, again increas-

ing the illusion of actuality.

As a rule these ship-miniatures ore

towed by ropes placed well below the

waterline. This gives us better con-

trol of the ship, its speed and movement
than if the miniature were self-propell-

ing. At times, one or two electricians

or mechanics ride inside the ship to op-

erate lights, etc. For shipwrecks, we
often build tracks along the bottom of

the tank, so that the ships will collide,

or run aground, exactly as we wish. For

such shots, breakaway bows, or other

sections, are of course used. If we have

to sink a ship, we have a special, deep

section in the tank, and arrange our

cables so that the ship can be pulled

below the surface, leaving no detail of

the sinking to chance.

Obviously, a miniature ship can hard-

ly move fast enough to actually create

either the bow-wove or wake so inevita-

bly a part of a real ship's progress. To
supply these, tiny jets of water or com-
pressed air are directed from the proper

angles at bow and stern, giving a per-

fectly realistic effect. These jets are

fed through hoses trailed I below the

waterline, of course) behind the ship.

Similarly, current for navigation, cabin

and other lights is supplied from the

studio mains. Occasionally a miniature

ship will be provided with an electric

motor, to power any necessary motion

such as, for instance, that of the several

hundred pairs of oars or sweeps on Cleo-

patra's galley in a recent film. In this

particular instance, jets of compressed

air also provide the white wake of the

oars.

Lighting and photographing these

miniatures is very similar to lighting and

photographing full-sized objects, but on

smaller scale. The some effects of

modeling, key, and so on are obtainable,

but lighting a miniature must be done

vastly more delicately than for a full-

size object. In a ship, for instance, navi-

gation lights are usually represented by

tiny flashlight-bulbs, while lights inside

the cabins, etc., are provided by ordi-

nary home lamp-bulbs. We hove found

that the most desirable combination of

lighting is to hove the set—which is

usually painted in monochrome, and

highlighted for modeling and perspective

in the painting— lit very flat, with the

miniature itself lit rather harder, to ac-

centuate it. For day shots, as a rule, I

hove found that diffused daylight—sup-

plemented OS necessary by artificial light

— is best for the general lighting, with

strong artificial lighting for the model-

ing lighting on the miniature. For night

effect shots, artificial lighting through-

out is best, as filtered night shots throw

the contrast off balance, and accentuate
the exposure-problems of extreme high-

speed camerawork.

A properly-designed miniature should

almost automatically take its own per-

spective, so in theory, there should be

a wide choice of lenses permissible.

Theoretically, one can moke the long-

shots with wide-angle lens, and the

closer shots with objectives of longer fo-

cal length. This, however, does not tal<p

into consideration the demands of the

high taking-speeds, which necessitate

that the lenses be used almost at full

aperture. Therefore, in practice, we in-

variably use a fast 25mm. lens for all

miniature shots. Even at full aperture

such a lens gives excellent depth of

field, which is obviously important. A
recent miniature, for example (that of

Cleopatra's galley), could hardly have

been mode any other way, for we had in

the foreground at a distance of about

a yard from the lens, a miniature dock,

which served the dual purpose of add-

ing depth to the scene, and giving us

on attractive foreground for our com-
position: the middle distance in the

shot—where the galley passed—was
fifteen or twenty feet from the lens,

while the background, representing a

city, harbor and hills, was well over sev-

enty-five feet from the lens. As the

scene was shot at high speed, the lens

had to be worked at full aperture; ob-

viously only a 25mm. lens would give

satisfactory depth at full aperture for

such a shot.

Most miniature scenes are photo-

graphed with rather heavy diffusion

which, oddly enough, enhances the il-

lusion of actuality. For night effects

many miniature-workers use a graduated

neutral-density filter, to simplify the

problem of getting a dark night sky. The
normal types of diffusion are used

—

discs, diffusion-screens, and gauzes—ac-

cording to the need of the scene, and

the individual technique of the cinema-

tographer.

The choice of cameras for making

miniature-scenes, and the routining o'

comera-inspection and maintenance are

absolutely vital. Cameras must be spe-

cifically adapted to high-speed work,

and maintained in absolutely perfect

condition. A pilot-pin movement is es-

sential. Due to the extremely high

speeds used—the overage is from 540

to 720 feet per minute—particular care

must be exercised in threading the cam-

era, and a sensitive, quick-acting au-

tomatic cut-off must be provided to

guard against film-buckles. Unless the

motor is immediately disconnected in

cose of o buckle, very serious damage
to the comero con result. An equally im-

portant problem—and one occurring

more frequently—is the prevention of

film-scratches. The aperture-plate or

film-channel must be kept absolutely

clean, and carefully inspected immed-
iately before and after making every

shot. Any particles of dirt or grit on the

aperture-plate during the making of a

high-speed shot will not only cause

scratches and abrasions on the film, but

pile up a little mound of emulsion

which, due to the friction generated by

such high speed, melts into a bit of

metal almost as hard as steel, and ex-

tremely difficult to remove.

As a matter of regular routine, we
make it a practice to send our camera
to the precision machine-shop for o

careful overhauling before making any
high-speed miniature shot. Only by this

method can we be assured of being rea-

sonably free from camera-troubles.

Infrd-D As Used On the

Ground

'Continued from Page 61 )

The first filter we used was the No.

70. This brought out Virginia City

which was just below the snow line. It

could not be seen plainly with the naked

eye. The film, however, with the use

of No. 70 filter, brings it out clearly.

The topaz sky rendered black, while the

top sides of the clouds were absolutely

white but those portions of the under

sides of the clouds which did not receive

the direct light were tinted in all hues

of greys end blacks; the floor of the

desert come out very light grey, a sort

of monotone. The side of the mountain

photographed a deeper grey than the

floor of the desert. This picture was

shot at sound speed; shutter 160 de-

grees; stop F.2.5; lens 104mm, Cook.

We used the No. 88 Filter on the

some scene. This filter gave us the

same color corrections as the No. 70 but

to a greater degree; that is, everything

was darker, which is natural, as this is

a much heavier filter. We could not

open the camera lens any wider for this

filter OS we hod it fully open for the

No. 70 filter.

As a sort of extra test we tried out the

No. 72 filter. This did not prove satis-

factory. I photographed the scene in a

very dark key which might hove been

suitable for a night effect, but not for

the correction in colors which we were

seeking.

It isn't advisable to photograph peo-

ple with this film. The shadows ore

inclined to photograph too black; if a

shadow is thrown on the face it will show

up very block instead of a pleasing half-

tone secured with the regular types of

film.
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Industrial Movies Forge Ahead
(Continued from Page 62)

rent requirements make it unnecessary

to carry a special generator truck, or to

use heavy cables: I use ordinary No. 10

cable to serve as the supply line, with

No. 14 or No. 18 wire for the spreader

lines to the individual lamps. By using

regular three-way connectors at the

junctions of the cables, an extreme flex-

ibility is possible. And since the outfit

is so compact, it is easily carried about

in the rear seat of an ordinary sedan.

On a recent picture, for instance, I

was able to carry my complete lighting

and photographic outfit in my car, driv-

ing from Detroit to New Orleans, where

I photographed scenes in several of the

quaint old restaurants which are so fam-

ous, and which could hardly be dupli-

cated successfully in any studio. One of

my objectives was Antoine's Restuararit,

which is exactly the same today as when
Antoine Alciatore first opened the doors

in 1 840. Thanks to this extremenly port-

able equipment, I obtained some unus-

ually interesting shots both of the

marble and mirrored dining salon, with

its old-world French buffets and chande-

liers, and of the cooking operations in

the quaint, immaculate kitchens, where

the food is still prepared as they did it

a century ago. These scenes would have

been virtually impossible with regulation

lighting equipment.

Often, important scenes and sequen-

ces must be made in factories where,

in addition to the photographic and re-

cording problems naturally incident to

such locations, there is the added prob-

lem of getting the scenes as required

without interfering with the actual work

of the plant. This is usually solved by

working at night, though of late many
plants have recovered to a point where

production continues twenty-four hours

a day, and our problems are increased

accordingly. The portable lighting equip-

ment plays an invaluable part in en-

abling us to get these scenes as we
want them, for there is often insufficient

space to accommodate the usual lamps,

or insufficient current available.

Recently a tire film required a

series of close-ups of the behavior

of super-balloon tires under many
types of road and driving condi-

tions. To get these we built a plat-

form on each side of the car, mounted
on strong wooden beams passing under

the chassis, and supported by chains from

a yoke on top of the car. We had origi-

nally planned to counterbalance the

camera and its crew with a load of sand-

bags on the opposite platform; but we
found that a stationary weight was not

satisfactory when we shot the results of

fast cornering, blowouts (simulated by
firing a .45-calibre revolver bullet into

the tire), and the like. So we replaced

the sand-bags with members of the crew

—neither the camera-staff nor their hu-
man counterweights spent a dull mo-
ment on that assignment!
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COMBINATION FILTER- DIFFUSER

INCREASES OPTICAL EFFICIENCY

It is an established scientific fact that

light, passing from air to glass, or vice

versa, loses approximately 4% at each

such glass-air surface. In other words,

if we place an Optical Glass flat in the

path of a beam of light, this beam will

lose 4% OS it enters the gloss, and

4% of the remaining 96% as it

emerges, making the total loss of light

in passing through this apparently clear

sheet of gloss 8%. To word it differ-

ently, if we pass a beam of light through

such a glass, this transmission loss will

leave us but 92% of the original light-

beam after the light has penetrated the

glass.

This is, of course, a well known fact:

but it becomes of decidedly practical

importance when, as is so often the

case, a number of color and Neutral

Density filters are used in combination

with a diffusion disc or screen, the

whole mounted on a blimped sound-

camera, which in itself necessitates

photographing through on Optical Glass

window. While on location for a recent

picture ("Mandalay") I found myself

forced to shoot through six such glasses

on some scenes: and while this is, of

course, unusual, it is by no means un-

common in the regular course of pro-

duction \or o cinemotogropher to find it

necessor/ to use a diffusion disc, a color

filter, and a Neutral Density filter to-

gether, which, in addition to the glass-

fronted blimp, makes a total of eight

gloss-air surfaces, each of which takes

its 4% toll of the light even before it

reaches the lens. These 4% losses may
in themselves seem negligible, but the

total loss for these eight glass-air sur-

faces totals 27.9%. In my own ex-

treme cose, I found that the loss from

these sources totaled approximately

40% !

The obvious solution to such a prob-

lem is clearly to combine the functions

of as many of these various devices as

possible into a singe unit, thereby mini-

mizing the number of gloss-oir surfaces

through which the light must pass be-

fore reaching the lens. Within the past

few years, the Eastman Kodak Com-
pany's research experts have pioneered

the way, combining the Aero 2 color-

filter (which is by long odds the most

frequently used in modern production)

with the 25% and 50% Neutral Dens-

ity filters. These combined filters are

universally used, and known as the 3N5
and 5N5, respectively.

After my experience in making
"Mandalay," I began to ask myself if

the some principle could not be carried

farther, to combine filters. Neutral

Density screens, and diffuser into a

single unit, thereby reducing the num-
ber of gloss-air surfaces to the mini-

mum, and also reducing the danger of

flares and reflections from these sur-

faces.

Therefore, I discussed the problem

with Emery Huse, A.S.C., and we, in

collaboration with the scientists of the

Eostmon Research Laboratories, evolved

a set of filters combined with the East-

man Motion Picture "A" and "'/2A" dif-

fusion discs. These filter-diffuser com-
binations ore mounted in the same man-
ner as the regular diffusion discs, and

consist of the desired disc, upon the flat

side of which is cemented any desired

filter. My present set includes the 25%
and 50% Neutral Density filters, the

3N5, 5N5, Aero 2 and G filters com-
bined with the regular "A" and "V2A"
diffusion discs; the filters are naturally

duplicated, one complete set embodying
the "A" diffuser, and the other the

"V2A". Such a set is sufficient for all

normal needs, and obviously, most any

practical filter may be coated upon
these diffusion-disc bases.

By this means, we have been able to

reduce the number of glass surfaces in-

terposed before the lens from four to

two: the blimp-window and the combi-

nation filter-diffuser. This reduces the

number of gloss-air surfaces from eight

to four, and the loss of light is reduced

from approximately 40% to 1 5 9'o . To
date, on both tests and production, I

hove been unable to observe any less-

ened efficiency in the combination, either

as a filter or a diffuser. In fact, the

results have been so successful that sev-

eral other cinematogrophers at the

Warner Brothers'-First National Studios

hove ordered duplicate sets of the com-
binations.

Obviously, these combinations con be

coated on almost any type of diffusion

screen, and with most any type of filter

or combination of filters that is possible

as a single unit. It is even conceivable

that some cinematogrophers or studios

required to do a great deal of exterior

cinematography with sound, could carry

the some process to the ultimate, and
combine filter, diffusion-screen and
blimp-window in a single interchange-

able unit. This would naturally re-

duce the gloss-oir transmission losses to

a minimum, as there would be but o

single glass, whose two surfaces would
absorb but 8% of the total light avail-

able, and at the some time minimize
the danger of reflections or flares from

the glass surfaces—by Gaetano Gaudio.

Improved Mount for Process

Projector

GEORGE J. TEAGUE, whose process

projector was described by Frank B.

Good, A.S.C., in the August, 1933, issue

of the AMERICAN CINEMATOGRA-
PHER, has recently perfected further im-
provements in his machine. The essen-
tial designs of the optical and mechan-
ical units ore unchanged, save that the
clutch between the driving motor and
movement has been improved, to allow
even more accurate synchronization of

camera and projector, and the entire

movement is enclosed within a sound-
proofed cose, slightly larger than that
of the previous design, making it pos-
sible, when a long projection-throw is

used, to operate the projector outside of

a sound-proofed booth.

The most essential improvement is an
entirely new mounting, which gives
greater rigidity, and at the some time
makes possible effects not otherwise ob-
tainable. The mount consists of a
sturdy cast-aluminum pillar, on a de-
tachable, wheeled undercarriage. This
undercarriage is fitted with four screw-
lack legs, so that the machine con be
rigidly anchored, and is removable, so
that in a fixed installation the projector
may be rigidly and permanently secured
in place. The supporting pillar contains
a small locker in which movements,

lenses, and similar small but valuable

riorts may be locked when the machine
is not in use.

The projection-head and lomphouse
ore mounted on o tilting base, which
may be tilted up or down in the same
manner as a tilting tripod-head, by turn-

ing a convenient wheel-crank. A curved
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sector, sliding in a clevis-bearing, locks

the tilt In any desired position.

The projection-head itself is mounted
in a separate assembly, in such a fash-

ion that it can be revolved around the

optical axis of the optical system. An-
other sector, sliding in a locking guide,

secures the head in any position. Nor-

mally, a fifty-degree arc of rotation is

provided, but by the use of extension-

sectors and a supplementary lock at the

axis of rotation, a full 360-degree rota-

tion is possible. The possibilities of this

adjustment ore tremendous: often, if

either the background or the foreground-

set is not truly level, it can be corrected

by a sight rotation of the projector-

head. Similarly, the background may be

deliberately placed at an angle for spe-

cial effects—even, for comedy scenes,

inverted Scenes apparently laid on a

boat can be given the proper roll by
slowly rocking the projector; this can be
done either by hand, or by adding a sim-

ple semi-automatic device which is being
designed.

Two of these projectors have been
completed: one is now in use at the

General Service Studios, and the other,

Mr. Teague has taken to London, for

use in the process sequences of several

productions being mode by Alexander
Korda's London Films.

Upsetting Traditions Witn

"Viva Villa"
(Continued from Page 64)

used. In the same manner, if the

octicn indicates the need for crane

or perambulator shots, again we can

plan for them before the sets ore

built. In a word, this co-operation

between the Art Director and the

Director of Photography enables us to

plan more efficiently, to build the sets

to suit the camera-treatment, rather

than (as has so often been the case)

building the sets first, and trusting to

the skill—and luck—of the Director of

Photography to adapt his camera treat-

ment to the sets he is given.

Another phase of the photographic

treatment of "Viva Villa" which differs

radically from the accepted tradition, is

the choice of lenses for many of the dif-

ferent scenes. Normally, one mokes
close-ups with a two- or three-inch lens,

subordinating the background to the

more important action of the close-up;

similarly, one normally photographs mob
and battle scenes with wide-angle lenses—24mm. or 38mm. foci, as a rule—in

order to get the maximum field with the

minimum of space.

I did exactly the reverse on "Vivo
Villa."

I made all the close-ups with a wide-
angle lens—and the mob and battle

long-shots with two- and three-inch ob-
jectives.

There was a definite, photo-dramatic
reason for this treatment. The story

centers on Villa and his companions:
but behind them and their action is al-
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ways the drama of Mexico itself—the

ever-present thought that Mexico, the

nation, is greater than any individual.

Therefore, instead of making close-

ups in the normal manner, concentrating

all attention on the actor, and subordi-

nating the background, I used 24mm.
and 38mm. lenses, which, even in a

close-up, showed a wide expanse of the

background, and—due to the short focal

length—had sufficient depth of focus to

keep the background well defined. In

this manner, the background—Mexico
and its people—was always in evidence.

The audience could not forget that it

was there, overshadowing even Villa

himself.

Similarly, I made the battle scenes

with lenses of a longer focal length in

order to mass the mob more compactly
together, to add to the sense of con-
fusion a battle always engenders.

HARRISON
LIGHT FILTERS

Distributed by
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STANDARD METAL CONSTRUC-
TION FOR SET-PLATFORMING

( Continued

set. The same material may be used

over and over, and it is quickly and
economically assembled. At the Gau-
mont Studio, Mr. Tannura informs me,

a crew of only four men take care of

six stages; they work solely at erect-

ing and dismantling the set-platforming.

Mr. Tannura also informs me that the

metal construction does not give rise to

any occoustic troubles.

But set-platforming is by no means
the only use of this adaptable construc-

tion. With the addition of a standard-

ized wooden platform, it can be assem-
bled to form a parallel of any size. Re-
cently, a production called for a series

of shots of the bow-wave of a liner

ploughing through the sea. The script

demanded close, head-on shots; nor-

mally, it would be difficult to make
them. If a parallel could be hung by

ropes or chains from the bow, it would
be none too steady; while photographing
the shot from o motorboat running im-

mediatey in front of the liner would be

even less satisfactory, and none too safe.

But the set-platforming crew were able

to use their metal sections to form a

perfect support for the cameras, and to

from Page 63

)

do it quickly and accurately. A frame-
work of the tubes was anchored on the

ship's deck, and extended forward fif-

teen or twenty feet from the bow. From
there, long upright tubular supports ex-

tended down for thirty feet, supporting

a camera platform at exactly the desired

distance from the prow, and just the

right height from the water. It was
safe, and steady. A camera crew rode

the device and made their scenes while

the liner steamed on its regular route

across the English Channel.

Another time, a camera-crane was
required—and the studio had none

available. So they built one out of the

standard tubular sections! The crane-

arm, of course, could easily be built

from these sections; the pivot about
which it was elevated required no added
parts. The horizontal revolution was
obtained by mounting the crane on mi-

crophone-boom wheels, which ran in a

circular track on a wooden platorm; the

crane and the undercarriage were also

connected by a tubular member fitting

into a collar which permitted it to pivot.

The base of the crane, built below the

platform referred to, was also of the tub-
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12- or 100-volt electric motor and 200- or 400-

ft. e.xternal magazine, as illustrated.

Model 71-CD: Same as above, but with 8-

to 48-speed range for work requiring slow mo-

tion.

BELL & HOWELL
igo; 1 1 West 42nd St., New York; 716 North La Brea

:o., Ltd.) . Established 1907.
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ular units, and in turn mounted on rub-

ber-tired microphone-boom wheels. The

entire cost of the crane was scarcely

more than that of the labor involved in

its assembling, and it could be torn down

and reassembled as the need arose. .

This type of construction has much to

recommend it. It is economical, effi-

cient, and amazingly flexible. It benefits

the cinematographer directly in making

it possible to place the lights exactly

right to gain the most advantageous

lighting, and makes the moving of any

lamp for special effects quick and easy.

It reduces excess construction of sets,

and wastage of platforming material.

And it permits an amazing variety of

construction for special and unusual pur-

poses. It seems a very definite step for-

ward in every way.

Zucker Becomes Dealer

Frank C. Zucker, A.S.C., in associa-

tion with J. Burgi Contner, has formed
the Motion Picture Camera Supply, Inc.,

with offices at 723 Seventh Ave., New
York City.

This newly formed company will spe-

cialize in equipment and materials for

the taking of pictures. They will handle

16 mm., 35 mm. cameras and portable

projection equipment, moviolas, blimps,

dollys, Neumade Products, etc. They
will also act as the Eastern representa-

tives of Mitchell Camera Corporation and
the Fearless Products and accessorise.

GETTING GOOD SOUND
IS AN ART

(Continued from Poge 65)

be satisfactorily fixed upon the sound-

track. The Cinematographer, knowing

in advance something of the facial char-

acteristics of his players, can modify his

lighting, diffusion, etc., to photograph

them most favorably. If the leading

lady, for instance, has an unattractive

nose, he can modify his lighting to cor-

rect this flaw; if the leading man has

more wrinkles than jibe pleasingly with

a youthful part, he can use a heavier

diffusion throughout to conceal them.

Similarly, the Recording Engineer can

modify his recording to minimize vocal

shortcomings. In the same way, he can

minimize the unnatural effect of the

stage-trained actor's habit of "pitching

his voice across the footlights," or am-
plify an inordinately slight voice.

The recording of dialogue is, to my
mind, far harder than the recording of

music. In the latter, one may use as

many microphones as may be necessary,

and he is likewise sure of a mechanically

consistent performance on the part of

the musicians. In recording dialogue,

on the other hand, modern practice re-

stricts us almost invariably to a single

microphone (a desirable factor gener-

ally, as it gives a truer perspective) and

with the average actor there is no as-

surance of a mechanically consistent

performance. Between one take and the

next, he (or the Director) may decide

to change the intonation or emphasis of

his reading, which naturally keeps the

Recordist on his toes every minute. And
in most modern productions, the micro-

phone-boom operator on the set must

"follow" as skillfully as any Operative

Cinematographer or Akeley-camera spe-

cialist.

Laboratory problems affect the Sound

Engineer every bit as much as they do

CTf«cls ir? Daytirn«'Fw^ Sc»n«s-
Diffuseil Focus. and many oHjir iFficls

WilH arjy Camera - In any Climate
Gcorqe H. Schcibc

ORIGINATOR OF EFFECT FILTERS
1927 WEST 78'H ST. LOS ANGELES. CAL

FRANK C. ZUCKER and J. BURGI CONTNER
announce the opening of the

MOTIOX PICTURE CAMERA SUPPLY , lue.

- SALES - SERVICE RENTALS ^

16MM and 35MM

CAMERAS and PORTABLE PROJECTION EQUIPMENT
i MOVIOLAS, BLIMPS, DOLLYS, ACCESSORIES |

LEICA EQUIPMENT and NEUMADE PRODUCTS

Eastern Representatives

MITCHELL CAMERA CORPORATION
AND

FEARLESS PRODUCTS

Producers of Industrial Subjects

723 SEVENTH AVENUE
I^EW YORK CITY

Telephone BRyant 9-7755 Cable Address: Cinecamera
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Getting Good Sound is An Art

the Cinematographer. Every Cinema-
tographer knows he must work well

within a definite margin of commercial
safety unless he has a perfect laboratory

behind him; so too must the Sound Man.
In the same way, the co-operation of

those on the set—Cinematographer, Di-

rector and Players— is of vital import-
ance. An appreciative, understanding
Director is a vital factor in making a

well-recorded production. The Director

who has no time to listen to his Record-
ist, or to his Cameraman, seldom gets

the best of either recording or photog-
raphy; while others— like Frank Bor-
zage, for instance—co-operate so per-

fectly that we often deliver better work
than we know how.

In this business, no one may safely set

himself up as a prophet: but in closing

I will venture the statement that the

Sound Engineer of the future will be far

less the technician and a more thorough
Artist. The day of the initial technical

development of sound and sound-record-
ing apparatus is past, and the day of

the truly artistic development of sound
is dawning. Therefore, while the Sound
Engineer of the future will in all proba-
bility be, as now, the product of an
Engineering College, he will—like the

Director of Photography—concern him-
self far less with the mechanical tech-
nique of his craft, and more and more
with the artistic application of sound to

the cinema. The mechanics of sound
will take care of themselves: but the
Art of Dramatic Sound-engineering must
be built from the experience and artistic

instincts of men who realize that record-

ing, like cinematography, is not alone a

Science, but a high Art.

METRO-GO LDWYN-MAYER
and Process ALL Their

USE
Film

TWELVE
o n
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They are the simplest machines on the market.
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to the bearings for the shafts in solution.
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They have positive temperature control.
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minute.
They ore guaranteed to process film without

breakage.
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8572 Santa Monica Boulevard Hollywood, California
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MAKE-UP
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Here's New Convenience in Movie Mali^ing!
Loaded in an instant No threading Just insert the film

cartridge Change from color film to black and white or vice

versa any time, anywhere Takes any Filmo 75 Camera lens

With adapter ($2.50) takes any Filmo 70 Camera lens

Oscillating shutter gives absolutely uniform exposure over en-

tire frame Two speeds: 16 and 24 Single-frame exposures

Two viewfinders: spyglass and waist-level Built-in expo-

sure chart Small: only 2}4x^}4 x 5^ inches Light: weighs

only 37 ounces * Illustrated is Filmo 121 Camera with Filmo

70 F 1.8 lens, adapter, and Kodacolor filter Write for

detailed literature PRICES: With Cooke 20 mm. F 3.5

universal focus lens, $67.50; With Cooke 1-in. F 1.8 lens,

$99.50; Kodacolor filter, $14.00; Leather carrying case, $7.50.
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NEW
AGFA'S 16mm. FINE-GRAIN

PANCHROMATIC NEGATIVE FIL

• Readers of American Cineiiiatographer will be pleased to learn of this

new film—Agfa 16 mm. Fine-Grain Panchromatic Negative. Interest in

the negative-positive process has been steadily increasing, and this latest

addition to the Agfa Ansco line of fine 16 mm. films is the result of thor-

ough research to produce an especially fine film for this field.

This new film, with the speed and color sensitivity of regular Panchro-

matic Reversible, combines remarkable brilliance and latitude, with full

anti-halation protection. Its fine-grain emulsion allows large-size positive

projection without loss of clearness or sharpness.

Fine-Grain Panchromatic Negative will appeal especially to those who
require a number of projection rolls of the same subject, or who, for various

other reasons, may prefer the negative-positive process.

100 ft. rolls (daylight loading) $3.50
(Processing not included)

200 and 400 ft. rolls (laboratory packing) available.

AGFA 16mm. FINE-GRAIN PLENACHROME REVERSIBLE FILM

# Tliis new, high-quality, low-priced, 16 mm. film has met witli the approval of

thousands who have used it. Speed, sensitivity, exceptional brilliance, latitude and
fineness of grain have been built into this remarkable orthochromatic emulsion.

16 mm. Plenachrome is especially recommended for general outdoor use.

In daylight its speed is approximately that of 16 mm. Reversible Panchromatic
and its sensitivity includes all colors except actual spectral red. A special anti-halo

coating protects the most delicate details while its slightly tinted base enhances the

warm tones produced by the truly fine emulsion.

Prices including processing and return postage, 100 ft. roll $4.50

50 ft. roll $2.75.

MADE IN AMERICA BY

AGFA ANSCO CORPORATION • BINGHAMTON,N
Boston New York Cincinnati ChicaQO .... Kan$q$ City . San Francisco . Los Angeles . Toront
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• The Contributions coming in to us on our Free Film Offer
for Backyard Movies are getting better and better. Read
this month's offering. It's a timely subject, the Circus and
will make a colorful picture for your library.
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L. Guy Wilky, A. S. C.

Poor Exposure

Lost a

Prize

by

L. Guy Wilky. A. S. C.

AS ONE of the judges of the American Cinematog-
rapher Amateur Movie contest the most outstand-
ing fault that struck me ... or should I say the

fault that struck me most forcefully in some of the pictures

was the exposure—poor exposure I might soy ... or wrong
exposure. As we say in the professional field, they
"burned" the scene. Translated this means they put too
much light on it.

I recall one picture. A mighty fine picture. Beautiful
composition, nice cross-lighting in many scenes, interesting
angles, and still it lost out as a prize winner simply because
of over-exposure.

This might have been eliminated if that cinephotogra-
pher had edited those scenes out of the picture, but the
fact still remains that a very good photographer spoiled a

prize winning picture by over-exposure on a number of
scenes.

Just how we are going to overcome that fault is hard
to soy. Hard to say because so many amateurs will not
follow the obvious method or will not put in hard work to
eliminate this hazard.

The easiest and undoubtedly the safest procedure is to
use an exposure meter. This in the long run will prove the
safest. It is certain the average amateur is not shooting
pictures every day as does the professional here in Holly-
wood. In between pictures the amateur will forget things.
He will forget the proper exposure. Perhaps something in

the lighting or composition of the scene he is taking throws
everything else from his mind. If, however, he could make
exposure mechanical it is certain he would be correct more
times than he would be wrong.

You see a photographer has a great many things to

think of if he wonts to make good pictures. There is light,

composition, exposure and focus. Those are the highlights.

Light and composition can be broken down into many parts.

Exposure, however, does not vary a great deal unless you
ore seeking a certain key. Focuses cannot vary for sharp
pictures.

So many things affect exposure. The very nature of the

subject you are taking. The light that is falling on it. The
nature of the light, the quality of that light. Your expos-

ure meter tells you instantly. That is, if you use it rightly.

It is possible to use an exposure meter wrong, but if the

operator will follow the instructions he will be correct. If

you ore wrong you are not following instructions. At least

that is my contention, as I do not believe that any manu-
facturer is going to try to deliberately fool you. He wants
his merchandise to work properly so he is going to give you
as correct information as it is possible to give.

While the exposure meter was looked upon as being

something of a very questionable value for quite sometime
by the professional, more and more of them are observed

in the studios being used by the best motion picture pho-

tographers. It is another tool of the cameraman, and on
important tool; because exposure is one of the most im-

portant phases of photography.

With the use of reversal film it is more important that

the amateur get nearer to the correct exposure than it is

for the professional.

There is said to be a greater latitude in the negative

and positive method than there is in the reversal film

method of processing.

The negative and positive has a wide latitude in the

printing of the positive. One can read the density more

accurately thon it is possible in the reversal. This latter,

however, does in some systems employ the photo-electric

cell method of control. This is said to be very accurate

within certain degrees of lighting, but is claimed to have a

heavy falling off after a certain period. However, those

are technical things, not touching very heavily upon our

present problem of proper exposure.

It isn't necessary with an exposure meter to go through

a series of tests to determine whether or not it is correct.

Take it for granted that it is correct. Use the reading it

gives you, but be sure that you have followed out all the

instructions of how to use that meter properly. Read thos3

instructions over carefully. Practice according to the in-

structions, before you expose your film, to accustom your-

self to the handling of the meter. While they have been
mode OS simple and fool proof as possible, still it is neces-

sary to hove a basic knowledge of how to handle them the

same as you must have a basic knowledge of speeds, brakes

and clutch before you con drive a car.
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The Professional

Learns From

the Eight

by

Ray Fernslrom, A. S. C.

FOR THE FIRST TIME in my life I could carry a movie

camera in my pocket. From then on I became an

.ardent devotee of the little eight. Bill had called

me to help him "shoot" his scout troop so that the film

could be run for a meeting of parents.

We planned about forty setups of the camera and

having only my professional experience to draw upon

I expected this to take a couple of Sundays. Imagine

MY FIRST SURPRISE WHEN WE DID THE JOB IN

THREE HOURS.
With the ease of a "Brownie" we set up in a car

for "dolly" scenes, climbed a balcony that could be

reached no other way and even "shinnied" a flog pole

to obtain one of my "Swedish" angles that in profes-

sional parlance would hove required a high "parallel."

In one game where the boys lined up in a twenty-

foot circle we shot pans of boys chasing each other

around the outside at a lively pace. The little eight

held in hands followed this action, fast as it was, with-

out once losing the action in the splendid finder pro-

vided.

Our scout master was a man with splendid character

of face. When we back-cross-lighted him and shot him
from the ground, requiring but a moment, the effect

was really artistic, doing full justice to his strong feat-

ures.

To obtain the best composition with the entire troop

lined up for inspection, we had to shoot from the street

at an angle that required some elevation. With the

"eight" this merely meant climbing onto one of our

cars giving us that "peeping view" of the grounds, fill-

ing the empty foreground with a hedge and covering

the sky partially with overhanging boughs.

Then to build up this sequence we moved in for closer

views of the action. First a follow shot of the color

bearers, a dolly shot of the "scout master's view of the

scouts" and a low shot of the "scouts' eye view of their

leader."

Then the scouts demonstrated first aid. Here we hod

chance to shoot those angles that are such an out-

standing attraction in all Japanese and Russian Cine-

matography. Our first showed the boys at work on a

broken arm and leg. Here we shot downward at angles

that gave us dynamic symmetry in our compositions, and

then repeated in reverse shots of the patient looking up

at the faces of the helping scouts.

We used no reflectors but did use filters to soften

shadows, a light yellow-green and a red-orange since

our emulsion was panchromatic.

On all stationary scenes we used a tripod and a very

Ray Fernstrom, A. S. C.

Steady one too. The free head provided gave our pans

and tilts that "solid-slide" effect so marked in profes-

sional results.

One feature we utilized might well be developed for

professional work. This pertains to tripods and fast

pans. Setting the camera back a foot off the tripod

on on extension we were able to swing the lens in an

arc away from the point of swivel, removing completely

the blur that even today is an objectionable feature of

the photography on major studio productions. This

simple trick that was hit upon extemporaneously might

well develop into an aid to professionals.

With an eight in my pocket now, I con collect loca-

tions, test theories on composition, filters, and odd
angles without inconvenience or great expense, and can

show these theories and ideas in a practical manner
far superior to mere words, of which Confucius said a

picture equalled ten thousand, and I say a movie, one
million.

In the past men hove gone on professional assign-

ments and locations carrying still cameras to gather

scenes for the home folks. With an "eight" your pro-

fessional con bring back scenes through his life med-
ium pictures in motion. Now without great cost ev-

ery trip con be re-lived with his family, every country,

its people, happy incidents, people associated with en

route, homes visited, events happening on days when
traveling, OR not shooting professionally. Every day a

pleasure and every pleasure profitable since the scenes

taken or locations discovered might well be of value to

the cinematographer's professional work.

What with processing of ,eight mm. in most ports of

the world it should be but a small matter when several

cinematogrophers are on a production location for one

to trot off in search of new places with his "eight" and

return to show these quickly to the director.

As to size, the "eight" that fits your pocket, the tiny

(Continued on Pags 97)
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M inidture

Ph otography

at Night

by

Clarence Slifer, A. S. C.

FOR many years, I have made a hobby of night pho-

tography. The belief that some day it would be pos-

sible to make instantaneous pictures at night, served

as an incentive for continued research in this field. Surely,

such an accomplishment would be equal to any of the

imaginary achievements of Jules Verne.

Today, such a feat as instantaneous night photography

may be performed with almost commonplace regularity.

Even though I mode many pictures during this transition

from tripod to snapshot night photography, I find it hard

to believe that the seemingly impossible has been acc^rii-

plished by the makers of lenses and photographic emul-

sions. Their attainments have made available to you, a

new and Interesting source of subject matter.

The making of night photographs has always demanded
the use of the fastest lenses and films obtainable. Very

early, during my adventures into this field, I recommended
the advantages of the miniature camera for this type of

photography. Large aperture lenses hove a shallow depth

of focus. This condition can only be offset by the use of

short focal length lenses. Thus making it advantageous

to use the miniature camera. (By actual photographic

tests 1 have found that at f2:0, the 50mm. Summar lens

on my Leica possessed a much greater depth of focus than

did the 1 Vz inch Tessar lens at f4:5 on my Graf lex.)

So early in 1925 when the miniature type Ermanox cam-
era, with its then astonishing f2:0 Ernostar lens, was placed

upon the market, 1 procured one for night photography.

Later, I made a camera especially for this type of work,

employing an fl :5 lens. Because of its ability to use mo-
tion picture film, I was attracted by the Leico camera.

This camera 1 have used for some time for night pho-

tography.

Last fall, when the Leica organization placed upon the

market the new f2:0 Summar lens, my interest in night

photography was revived end I obtained one at the earliest

opportunity. Perhaps it does sound illogical that I should

be anxious to try an f2:0 lens, when I had previously used

lenses of faster ratings. This, however, can easily be ex-

plained.

Lenses ore rated by their "f" values. Lenses having low

"f" values, i.e. f2:5, fl:5, etc., are termed fast lenses.

This is because they normally permit the making of faster

exposures than lenses of higher "f" values. This "f"

value of lenses is arrived at by a purely mathematical cal-

culation (focal length of lens divided by diameter of lens)

and not by any scale of photographic effectiveness. From
this it may be seen that although lenses may have the

same "f" value, yet due to their design they may differ

greatly in photographic speed. Color correction and sharp-

ness ore also factors that contribute to the speed of a lens.

Top left photo shot by moonlight, time 15 sec, ex-
posure f. 2.00. Upoer right made by light of paper
match after if had flared down; exposure 1 second
at f. 2.00. Lower photo shot at night; time 1 /20th
second at f. 2.00. Oupont film used on all shots.

Under present conditions, I have found that the follow-

ing exposures will give nicely timed negatives, using the

f2:0 Summar wide-open on DuPont Superpan. This film

being faster in the threshold part of the scale than any
film that I know of. Night street scenes in the business

or theatre sections, l/20th second. All normally illumi-

nated interiors at night, ]/20th second. Places where the

lighting is above normal, as theatres, boxing matches, etc.,

up to 1/1 00th second. Portraits with one paper match as

the sole source of illumination, one second. Portraits with

moonlight (full) as the sole source of illumination, 15

seconds.

The speed of the film may be still further increased by
hypersensitizing it in an ammonia bath or by slightly fog-

ging it after the exposure has been made and just before

developing. However, the speed of film is now ample for

the majority of the shots, hitherto impossible with the then

available materials, without resorting to this added trouble.

An exposure of l/20th part of a second just about stops

all normal slow movement, as people walking, etr. This

speed is also about the slowest shutter speed permissible

with the hand-held camera. Slower exposures may be

made only with great care. 1 have found the following

dodges helpful. By tripping the shutter with a cable re-

lease or with a self-timer and by bracing the camera with

a neck or foot strop.

1 develop my night exposures in D76 developer for the

full normal time. For poorly lit subjects the Eastman D82,
maximum density, developer may be used. It does, how-
ever, give more grain than does D76.

Modern films hove much latitude, so detail is recorded

in even the grossly over-exposed sections of the negative.

As miniature negatives are printed by projection, this detail

is easily "dodged in" on the enlargements. I prefer the

softer grades of enlarging paper for night photographs

(Continued on Page 94)
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A Continuity

for Filming

Father
by

Mrs. J. Dickinson Reed

THIS article should start with a great big "Warning to

Husbands"— it's not for them! Quite the contrary

— it is intended for those long-suffering women, the

wives of cinemaniacs. There must be thousands of us,

patient martyrs to our husbands' photographic fancies.

Personally, I've posed and acted up and down the whole

state of California, while my spouse shot scenery, tests, and

light-effects, or experimented with the continuities which

have been appearing in the AMERICAN CINEMATOGRA-
PHER. But the worm has turned—here is a continuity I

wrote—and made my Lord and Master act in! Sister, try

it out on your husband!

MAIN TITLE; DAD GOES DOMESTIC

Scene 1. (Fade In) Close-up of a safety-pin. Make
this fill the whole picture. Then move the camera back

(or lap-dissolve) to show that the safety-pin holds a note,

written in a feminine hand, attached to the back of a com-

fortable armchair. The note reads:

Dear Bill

—

Couldn't wait any longer. I'll be back when

the bridge-tournament is over. Take care of

baby.

Love,

MARY.

Scene 2. Long-shot. Father is standing by the chair,

looking at the note disgustedly. He shrugs his shoulders,

and sits down to read his paper.

Scene 3. Close-up of Father's hands filling his pipe.

Scene 4. Medium close-shot of Father, He puts the

pipe in his mouth, and reaches for a match.

Scene 5. Close-up of a small baby in his crib, starting

to cry.

Scene 6. Same as scene 4. Father is just lighting his

pipe, when he hears something. He stops, listens, and the

match burns his finger. He hastily drops the match into

the ash-tray, puts down his pipe, and gets up.

Scene 7. Long-shot, in the nursery. The crib is in the

foreground: Father comes quickly through a door in the

background, and looks down into the crib.

Scene 8. Same as Scene 5. Close-up of the baby,

crying.

Scene 9. Medium-shot, of Father and the crib, from

a different angle. Father reaches down and picks up the

baby—no, baby is quite dry: what else can be the matter!'

Ah! He has it—the kid's hungry! He puts the baby back
into the crib, and hurries out of the picture.

Scene 10. Long-shot in the kitchen (or back-porch).

Father comes in and opens the ice-box door.

Scene 1 1 . Close-up inside ice-box. Father's hand
reaches in, and hunts for a bottle. There is none. He
picks up an ordinary milk-bottle.

Scene 12. Long-shot in kitchen. Father—milk-bottle

in hand— is looking for something to mix the baby's form-

ula in. He can't find it. Finally he gets down the family

cocktail-shaker.

Scene 1 3. Close-up of the shaker. Father slops some
milk into it, followed by whatever syrup or the like your

baby uses. He spills some of the syrup on the outside or

the shaker.

Scene 14. Medium-shot. Father closes the shaker,

and begins to shake. He doesn't enjoy it, as the syrup

makes the shaker very sticky. Fade Out.

Scene 15. Fade in. Close-up of feminine hands, deal-

ing cards at a bridge-table. Fade Out.

Scene 16. Fade In. Same as Scene 14. Father puts

the shaker down, and starts to pour the mixture into the

baby's bottle. As he can't find the funnel, he spills as

much as he gets into the bottle.

Scene 17. Close-up of Father's hands trying to get ths

nipple over the top of the bottle. He is very clumsy

—

spilling the bottle several times, etc. Finally he succeeds

—after losing most of what he has managed to get into

the bottle.

Scene 1 8. Medium close shot, by the stove. Father

puts the bottle in a pan of water, over the fire, to warm.
Scene 19. Long-shot of living-room. Father enters,

and picks up his pipe, lights it. He notices something in

the paper, and sits down to read it. Fade Out.
Scene 20. Fade In. Close-up of the pan, with the

bottle in it. It is boiling merrily. Fade Out.
Scene 21. Fade In. Close-shot of newspaper in front

of Father's face; smoke from his pipe puffs out from be-
hind it. Suddenly the paper is jerked down, showing
Father's face—he remembers the milk! He jumps up.

Scene 22. Long-shot in kitchen. Father enters hastily,

and grabs the pan from the fire. It burns his fingers. He
blows on them and swears. He looks around, finds a

holder, and gets the pan off the fire. Then he turns off

the gas. He holds the hot pan in his hand, trying dazedly
to find somewhere to put it. Ah! The ice-box, of course.

Scene 23. Close-up of the ice-box. Father opens the

(Continued on Page 91 )
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NO STANDARD amateur movie camera is equipped
to run film post the lens in reversed direction trav-

el for taking pictures, and altho professional cam-
eras can be made to run backward, the effects of reverse

film travel are practically always obtained in the printing.

What, then, is the object of heading this discussion as it

is headed? Simply to establish the idea that movies may
be made backwards for certain effects. The means used

professionally are not available to amateurs, but the ama-
teur can do this sort of work very easily, as we shall see.

One of the first tricks the fledgling movie enthusiast tries

once he has the "feel" of his camera is to take a picture

while holding the camera upside down. For some reason,

the first subject so photographed is some friend diving

from a spring-board. The psychology behind this uncon-
scious but almost certain choice is obscure—but this is not

a treatise on psychology, so we will drop this aspect.

Screened, without performing the magic rites (one of

the "secrets" of movies) of turning the film end for end,

the diver would dive up from the bottom of the picture

into the water at the top. Reversed end for end and
spliced back in, however, the diver performs the miracu-

lous impossibility of jumping out of the water onto the

spring-board. All very clever, and all that sort of thing,

but that particuar subject has lost its originality by reason

of its being overworked.

Because reversed action of the aforementioned diver is

so hackneyed a subject, most amateurs shy at the mention

of reversed action movie making. This is most unfortunate

because it happens to be one of the simplest yet most
effective tricks any amateur can film. Forget about the

spring-board incident. Use the trick a hundred other

ways. But use it wisely.

The underlying principle of the mechanics of making re-

versed action shots with amateur equipment is simply this:

Take the picture while holding the camera upside down.

When the film has been returned from the processing sta-

tion, cut out that upside down scene, turn it end for end
(but do not allow the front side to be twisted to the back)

and splice it in. Please note that this applies only to

16 mm. film. We'll take up the 8 mm. mechanics in a

moment.

Perhaps you know how to do this trick, or it may be a

new one to you. Withal, it is a safe wager that you

haven't figured out why the film token upside down and
turned end for end made backward movies—but as betting

isn't legal in many states, we'll pass that "sure thing."

Frankly, I still like to toy with the reasoning behind it all,

and with your permission, we'll see how it looks in print.

We take the picture upside down. That means that the

film really runs past the lens from bottom to top, instead

of the normal path of top to bottom. The travef of the

film is thus reversed. Since we turned the camera upside

down, the image recorded on the film is recorded reversed

top to bottom and left to right from what it would have

been recorded had the camera been used right side up.

Another way of putting it is that the tops are where the

bottoms of the scenes would normally be, and the lefts

where the rights should be, and vice versa, with respect to

the other pictures on that roll, the normal pictures.

If we projected this scene as it came back from the

developer, the actors would go thru their motions in a

normal procedure but upside down to the audience. The
first frame exposed upside down would be the first to be

projected, also upside down. But upside down pictures

wear on the nerves, so we cut out that scene and turn it

around, and splice it bock in. Now the actors are right

'Cut the upside down scene
from the developed roll

—

"

Cinetricks—

side up and the right side is where their right side ought to

be. But when projected, they go thru their action back-
wards !

That was a terribly difficult trick to do, wasn't it? And
wasn't it "mysterious"! Certainly and bosh!! Motion pic-

ture work hasn't the least iota of mystery—it is plain,

common, everyday applied horsesense and don't let anyone
change your mind. If you will but stay with me thruout
CINETRICKS, perhaps my amateur movie readers will un-
derstand my almost fanatic desire hereby to debunk some
popular notions standing in the way of better amateur
work.

But back to work. You will notice that when you turned
the upside down 16mm. film around end for end you kept

the same side of the film facing you all the time. That
works fine with any film which has symmetrical perfora-

tions. The perforations of 35 and 16 are symmetrical
about the center of the film, and the single row of the 9.5
Rathe (which isn't used in the United States much) is in

the middle, so 35, 16, and 9.5 are simple to turn end for

end.

The problem with 8 mm. film, however, isn't quite so sim-

ple. It has but one row of perforations when finished, and
that one row must be kept on the right side as lyou face

the screen. The reversed action, or upside down shot,

then, must be regarded as a problem special to the 8.

There ore two simple ways out of the difficulty, either of

which may be used depending on your own ideas. One is

to disregard left and right and just project it that way.

The other is to use a mirror or right-angled prism before

the lens while taking the shot, to reverse left and right.

The 8, in addition to being turned end for end, must also

be turned front to back.

Theorists will come forward with the thought that in

the case of reversed action shots made' on 8, because the

shot must be projected with its emulsion on the opposite

side of film to that of the shots mode normally, quite nat-

urally, this shot will project out of focus. The focal plane

of the reversed shot is the thickness of the film away from

the plane of the normal scenes, and will be out of focus.

To stem at the outset a flood of mathematical proofs that

such a film will be out of focus, I challenge my readers to

try it out first before arriving at too positive a conclusion.

Perhaps under certain conditions, reversed action shots

on 8 will be a bit fuzzy, out of focus, when projected. But

when you discover how surprisingly sharp the pictures do
screen, and you are puzzled over it, hark back to the primi-

tive days when you first discovered the photographic term

"depth of focus as compared with lens focal length."
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'. . . and turn end for end.
Action now projects in reverse.'

Reverse

Film

Trave

by

Wm. J. Grace

The use of reverse action is in no wise restricted to com-

edy or frivolous work. Professional work many times

makes use of the trick for reasons of mechanical expediency

or human safety. Of course, the trick work is done in the

optical printer, the negative and positive being run in op-

posite directions instead of the same direction. Not all

reversed action shots possible with the optical printer of the

professional are within the capabilities of the amateur with

his reversal film which requires that he "build in" his tricks

as he takes his pictures.

To mention a reversed action trick which the amateur

can not do, witness the golfing instruction series which ap-

peared a year or so ago in our theatres. At various points in

the stroke the picture was "stopped" for inspection by the

audience as the voice of the expert called attention to posi-

tion of wrist, forearm, shoulders, and stance. At the end

of the inspection the picture continued the action. It was

a simple thing for the optical printer to stop the travel of

the negative and print a number of successive frames of

the halted negative frame, and then, when the proper time

had been reached, to start the travel, either backward or

forward, of the negative. This example is cited not to act

as discouragement but to suggest possibilities.

To suggest, on the other hand, at least one reversed

action trick quite within the range of the amateur's equip-

ment, suppose a sequence is desired showing a human tar-

get being outlined with the knives of on expert knife-

thrower. Few amateur actors care to repose the necessary

faith in even an expert, and few amateurs could afford the

engagement of one plying such a trade, so by the trick of

reversed action the knives may be convincingly pictured

precisely outlining the heroine. Let's go thru the pro-

cedure.

With the camera upside down, the scene is started with

all the knives stuck in the back-board and a relieved smile

on the visage of the human target. Strong thread or fine

piano wire colored to blend into the background are yanked

one at a time, the knives flashing out of range of the

camera. Meanwhile, the expression of the lady-in-out-

line changes from stoical grimness to one of hope that the

first knife misses her person. Being filmed in such a way
that it is to be projected backward from the sequence in

which it was filmed, the expression must change also in

reverse so that the projected shot, when turned end for

end and spliced in, will be convincing.

A little practice will develop skill in the "knife-thrower,"

who, by the way, is not in the picture at all; a rehearsal

or two of the target will prove interesting and not difficult.

Until the technique all around is screened, it may need a

bit of polishing, but the effect is worth many times the

trouble, even if the work were not so extremely interesting

in itself.

If the role of teacher by the film route does not concern
you, nor does the filming of a play requiring a sequence
such as we described, perhaps comedy will be appealing.
At any rate, by all means rummage (about mentally and
imagine the places in your serious or trivial filming which
might be made by the trick of reverse action, then try

your hand at it. It is easy, it is fascinating, and it is in-

triguing ond entertaining to your audience. Artfully em-
ployed, reverse action is most difficult to detect. Boldly
exploited for obviously impossible effects, ludicrous movies
filmed backwards are immeasurably heightened in effect.

in the summation of this and the preceding article, MO-
TION CONTROL, why could not some combination of the
two tricks be used? Take your diver normal in direction
and speed, then take him at half speed diving backward.
Or, picture him at half speed forward and follow with a
slowed motion backward shot. And reverting to the knife-
throwing example, film it at half speed (backward) and
the knives will flash into action twice as fast on the screen.
Caution the actor, of course, to go thru her pantomime half
as fast as she would normally.

Next month we will discuss one of the most intriguing
of all the tricks of cine work, double "'exposure. It isn't

quite so simple as the trick we've just discussed, but it is

so much broader in its possibilities that it is really the ace
of the cinephotographer's bag of tricks. See you next
month, then.

Distortion

Sometimes we may want to get a shot of a person or

scene slowly becoming more and more distorted, as in c
nightmare sequence, or the like. Now-a-days, this is often
done on the Optical Printer, but it can easily be done in

the camera, too.

Suspend a fair-sized optical-glass flat in front of your
lens, quite close to the lens (if you have a matte-box that
will take 2-inch square filters, this is ideal). You begin
your scene shooting through the glass, getting a normal
effect. When you want the distortion to start, spread a
little warm Sweet Oil (or Castor Oil), along the top of the

glass. As it flows down over the glass, the picture will be-
come more and more distorted.

If you want to reverse the effect—that is, begin with the

scene distorted, and then have it return to normal—you
can do it in two ways. You can make the scene as out-
lined, but with the camera upside-down, and reverse the

film end-for-end when you cut the picture. Or you can
slowly remove the flat from the matte-box. Each, of course,

will give a different effect.

JACK SMITH, A.S.C.
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Kodacolor

Gives Life

To Travel Films

by

John W. Boyle, A. S. C.

A YEAR or so ago, Ray Fernstrom, A. S C., and I went

to Scandinavia to produce a series of travel-films.

We carried with us equipment for both black-and-

white and natural color (Multicolor) cinematography, and
returned with nearly 30,000 feet of film. For the soke of

safety, we duplicated almost every color shot in black-and-

white: but after returning to Hollywood and viewing both

sets of film, we virtually abandoned the black-and-white,

for the natural-color scenes in every instance proved more
arrestingly dynamic than the monochrome ones. The re-

sulting pictures, including the seven-reel feature, "Sweden
—Land of Vikings" and several short-subjects, have all

been released in the Multicolor version, and have proved

far more successful than similar black-and-white films

could have been. Both critics and laymen have told us

that the color gives a sense of actuality entirely missing

from a black-and-white picture; it is, they have told us,

almost as though they had actually made the trip with us,

rather than being merely spectators at a movie-show.

Now, if color is so helpul to the professional trovel-

filmer, it can be equally valuable to the amateur. The
amateur's audience is far more likely to be "cold" to a

travel-film—and accordingly, it will be more appreciative

of the enlivening influence of color Moreover, the ama-
teur has at his disposal, in the Kodacolor and (in Europe)

Agfacolor process, a natural-color process far more per-

fect than anything available to the professional. Being a

three-color process, the colors are truer; and since it is not

dependent for its color-effects upon any dyes, rotating

filters, or the like, the colors will be more consistent. And
with Supersensitive Kodacolor film now available, coupled
with the fact that Kodacolor may now be made under arti-

ficial light as well as outdoors, virtually anything that can
be photographed in black-and-white can now be photo-
graphed in color.

Consider the possibilities of a trip to Sweden, such os

the one which gave us "Sweden—Land of the Vikings."

You sail from New York, usually in the morning, at an
hour which will give you a fine color-shot of the New York
skyline, the shipping, and such familiar features of an
ocean voyage. The crossing gives you interesting oppor-
tunities for effective color scenes aboard the ship: the deck
sports are always interesting, and with a little "staging"
can be mode into a very colorful sequence, while shots in

the veranda-cafe, the bar, etc., are very interesting.

Landing at Gothenburg a week later, you will probably
enter the harbor in the evening; but thanks to the mid-
night sun, you will still be able to get satisfactory color-

scenes, even at eight-thirty or nine in the evening. Goth-
enburg itself is on interesting city, built nearly three hun-
dred years ago under the direction of Dutch architects,

and accordingly interlaced with picturesque canals. Even

in the evenings, you con get some finely characteristic

scenes showing how Mr. Average Swede amuses himself at

the open-air cafes and concerts in the great park of the

Horticultural Society (Tradgardsforeningen) , which fronts

on one of the larger canals.

By all means make your trip from Gothenburg to Stock-

holm via the Goto Canal. It is in itself a fascinating ex-

perience, and the most unusual of picture-material, as well.

You travel on a tiny white steamer

—

a liner reduced to the

dimensions of a baby Austin, in order to pass the century-

old locks. You steam up the Goto Alv river to Trollhattan,

where you begin your climb up the first flight of locks.

From there you travel on, through lakes, rivers, and man-
made canals, across the heart of Sweden. Along this

route are innumerable opportunities for effective scenes:

on some of the canal stretches your ship seems to be

steaming over the fields, or along shady roads travelled by

peasants' carts, bicycles, and an occasional automobile.

Such shots as you can secure from the deck are interesting

under any circumstances, and doubly so in color. Then
you con often land, and get similar shots of your ship, or

another, in which the contrast of the tiny white ship steam-

ing along through the verdant green fields is highly effec-

tive. A pause is olwoy made at the home and burial-place

of John Ericsson, of "Monitor" fame, who built the canal,

and should yield very effective scenes. The canal-locks,

hand-operated by men whose fathers and forefathers have

operated the same locks before them, are worth special at-

tention. So, too, are many of the towns, cities, and quaint

medieval castles which you pass en route across Sweden.

Stockholm itself is a city of strange contrasts. Built on

on archipelago where the Baltic and Lake Malaren meet,

much of its traffic is water-borne, upon the immaculate
little white steamers which ore so typically a part of the

Swedish scene. Passengers—food—firewood from Fin-

land—all flow in and out among the islands in on unceas-

ingly colorful stream. Ashore, the "old city," with its nar-

row, twisted streets, and bustling traffic, gives one a

glimpse of the Stockholm that was, while the newer quar-

ters, with modern buildings—including Europe's only sky-

scraper, a twin building connected with a street-spanning

arcade; the modernistically beautiful, yellow-brick City

Hall, with its famous roof, each shingle of which bears the

name of the citizen who contributed for its purchase; the

(Continued on Page 95)
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WHEELS

OF INDUSTRY

Fotoshop Ponchromotic 16 mm.
ACCORDING to on announcement from Fotoshop of

New York City, that company has added 16 mm, pan-

chromatic reversal film to its line of 16 mm. negative

and positive film which it has been marketing to the

amateur trade.

According to the claim of that organization this

film is fully panchromatic and is shot at the normal

panchromatic speed of other brands of 16 mm. pan-

chromatic reversal films.

Brooks Developing Tank
BURLEIGH BROOKS announces a new developing

tank under the name of Nikor Tank. This tank is made
of stainless steel and comes in three sizes, 35 mm.,
vest pocket and No. 120.

It is the claim of Brooks that this tank is so con-

structed that it loads very simply.

Canadian Library

CLAIMING one of the largest 16 mm. libraries in

Canada, the Regina Photo Supply, Ltd., of Regina, Sask.,

announces 900 reels of Religious, Educational, Travel

and Entertainment films. They are now planning the

inclusion of 16 mm. sound subjects in their library.

AGFA 16 mm. Negative

ACCORDING to an announcement made by the

Agfa Ansco Corporation, that company is now market-
ing its Plenachrome film in 16 mm. negative.

This negative has the same characteristics as the

reversal film in that it is sensitive to all colors except-
ing Spectral red. The rapid development of the use of

negative and positive in this country within the past

year has dictated the advisability of this company en-
tering this field. Up until this announcement the choice

was practically restricted to Dupont negative.

It is expected that other companies will make an-
nouncement of a 1 6 mm. negative.

AGFA Appoints Processing Plants

THE first company to entrust the processing of re-

versal film to outside laboratories is the Agfa Ansco
Corporation which announces that the territory adjacent
to Kansas City, Mo., will be taken care of by the Cal-
vin Company, B.M.A. BIdg., Kansas City, Mo., and in

Canada by the Street Photo Supply Company, 1 479
St. Catherine Street, West, Montreal, Quebec.

These companies will process all types of 16 mm.
film sold under the Agfa trademark.

16 mm. Sound Library

THE Sound Film Circulating Library, Inc., has an-
nounced the opening of a branch film library for the

New York Metropolitan District at the Industrial Fi-

nance Corporation in the Graybar Building, adjoining
Grand Central Station. This is the first of its branches

to be installed in banks in all of the principal cities in

the United States extending from coast to coast.

Each branch library will confine rentals to the trade,

that is to business and mercantile and show services

to whom clientele applies for film rental. Service to

such establishments will be at a trade discount per

rental and obviates the necessity of investment by the

dealers in pictures.

The library will carry several hundred subjects at all

times and each branch will carry at least one complete

set of all subjects, it is claimed. Its selections will be

those appropriate for schools, church organizations, col-

leges, clubs, hotels, camps, steamships and industries.

Kodak Filter Holder

A DEVICE that permits a single filter to fit a va-

riety of lenses has been put on the market by the East-

man Kodak Company, designated as the "Cine-Kodak
Universal Filter Holder." A metal collar, equipped with

rubber-covered coil spring arranged in such a way as to

clamp on lenses differing in size, the device provides an

unchanging circumference to which the filter may be

affixed, thus eliminating the need to buy different filters

for different lenses.

The Cine-Kodak Universal Filter Holder's usefulness

will be, of course, for persons with interchangeable-lens

cameras. It is designed to fit the following Cine-Kodak
lenses: f. 2.7, 15 mm.; f. 3.5, 20 mm. (interchange-

able style only); f. 1.9, 1-inch; f. 3.5, 2-inch; f. 4.5,

78 mm.; f. 4.5, 3-inch; f. 4.5, 4y2-inch. In addition,

it will fit many lenses of other makes.

The U7 Cine-Kodak Color Filter is of the correct size

to slip over the filter holder, and thus becomes stand-

ard when the holder is used.

New Focomot Enlarger

E. LEITZ, INC., 60 East 10th Street, New York
City, is announcing a new autofocal enlarger for min-

iature negatives known as the "Focomot." It resembles

the popular Voloy Enlarger, and accommodates all small

negatives up to 3x4 cm. A feature of the Focomot is

the autofocus arrangement by means of which enlarge-

ments from 1 Vi to 10 diameters con be made with the

assurance that the image is in sharp focus.

As with the Voloy, the Focomot permits Leico Cam-
era 50 mm. lenses (Elmor, Hektor and Summar) to be

used OS enlarging lenses, hence the enlarger may be

purchased without lens.

Debrie in Hollywood

GEORGE NOFFKA, general manager of Andre De-

brie, Inc., is in Hollywood, displaying the new model
Debrie Super Porvo 35 mm. Camera.

While in Hollywood, it is Noffka's intention to ap-

point a Western representative for the Debrie line of

cinematographic equipment.

Eastern soles ore under the direction of H. R. Koss-

mon, of New York City.
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BACKYARD

Sometime soon, the World's greatest,

most stupendous aggregation of feroci-

ous wild animals, death-defying aerial-

ists, unexcelled equestrians and comical

clowns is going to honor your town by

giving several performances before be-

ing called away from your fair city to

appear before the Crowned Heads of

Europe. In other words, it's circus time!

Why not make a movie about the circus?

The winning scenario this month is

"Circus Daze," dedicated to all the

small boys who, though grown up, still

remember the thrill of the big top.

Most of the scenes are laid in the cir-

cus-tent before the start of the show:

they can easily be photographed with a

fast lens and Supersensitive film—and

you'll find the circus folk a friendly lot,

ready to co-operate with you, especially

since many of them are, like yourself,

amateur movie-makers. So let's go to

the circus!

MAIN TITLE: CIRCUS DAZE

Scene 1 . Shot through a window. A
small boy (Jack), outside, runs up to

the window, very excited. He stops be-

low the window, puts his fingers to his

mouth and whistles.

Scene 2. Extreme close-up of Jack's

face—his hand is still at his mouth, and

he is whistling.

Scene 3. Same, from a different

angle. Repeat this scene two or three

times, each shot from a different angle.

Scene 4. Same as Scene 1 . Jack is

still whistling, and jumping around ex-

citedly. Another small boy (Bob) ap-

proaches the window from behind the

camera, walking rather listlessly.

Scene 5. Reverse angle of Scene 4.

Close shot of the window from outside.

Bob's face is against the glass; he is

looking out at Jack, but cannot hear

what he says.

Scene 6. Same as Scene 4. Jack,

outside, is gesticulating wildly; Bob, in-

side, stands quietly, obviously not under-

standing. Jock finally motions Bob to

open the window.

Scene 7. Reverse-angle, from out-

side. Jack is in the foreground. Bob is

opening the window in the background.

Scene 8. Close shot of Jack, talking

wildly.

MOVIES
Movie Film Free

E. W. Nelson of Chicago gives us a

practical idea for the use of the 8mm. or

16mm. camera, hiere is an idea that

everyone will find practical. Nelson,

of course, gets the roll of Panchromatic

film. Read his suggestion over—see

how simple it is, but how practical.

Then try your hand at winning a roll of

film free. Send your suggestions to the

Editor.

Scene 9. Extreme close-up of Jack's

mouth, talking.

Scene 10. (It will be very effective

if the following four scenes can be

double-exposed over the close-up of

Jack's mouth.) Angle-shot of a fresh

circus-poster, taken from lower left-

hand corner, as a small boy might see

it. Make this a short flash.

Scene 11. Similar flash of poster,

from lower right.

Scene 12. Longer flash of a poster

(any theatre billboard will provide this)

saying, in large letters TODAY. Shoot

from straight head-on angle.

Scene 13. Straight angle showing

full circus poster.

Scene 14. Close shot of Bob, in the

window. His eyes and mouth snap to

sudden surprise and excitement. He
signals Jack to wait, and rushes away
from the window.

Scene 15. Interior-shot of a door,

from extreme low angle. Bob suddenly

appears in the doorway, gesticulating

wildly, and full of nervous enthusiasm.

He is plainly asking permission to do

something.

Scene 16. Medium-shot of Bob's

mother, sitting in a chair, sewing. She

stops her work and listens.

Scene 17. Big-head close-up of Bob,

talking excitedly.

Scene 18. Close shot of Bob's mother,

she smiles, and nods her head.

Scene 1 9. Close shot of Bob's hand

grabbing a cap from the hat-rack.

Scene 20. Long-shot of Mother,

with the door in the background. Bob

appears cap in hand. His mother looks

up, and speaks. Bob disappears, to re-

appear hastily putting on his sweater.

He comes up to his mother, who smil-

ingly mokes the final adjustment of his

sweater, and kisses him. She shakes her

finger warningly at him, as he rushes

from the room.

Scene 21. Low set-up on front

porch, outside of door. Bob's feet rush

out and down the steps, three at a time.

Pan the camera to follow, so that when
Bob reaches the sidewalk, where Jack is

waiting, both boys are fully shown. (A

1 5mm. lens is best for this shot, as it

simplifies focusing.) Jack grabs Bob's

arm, and the two boys run down the

sidewalk, exiting to the right. Half-

way out of the picture dissolve to —
Scene 22. Moving dolly-shot (this

can be made by placing the camera in

a car, driving along the street following

the boys on the sidewalk.) It is a

medium close shot of the two boys, half

running, half walking; both are talking

wildly. Bob is listening, wide-eyed and

grinning; Jack is pointing. Stop cam-
era movement just before reaching

street-corner, and pan to follow the

boys as they dash across the street to a

circus-lot. Make this shot from an

angle that will show the entire circus

layout, showing the grounds being

readied for the show. Hold until the

boys disappear.

Scene 23. Medium long-shot of a

typical circus "boss" leaning against a

circus wagon, enjoying a cigar. The two

boys come in and, standing directly in

front of him plead with him. The "boss"

shoos them away with a single gesture,

hardly noticing them.

Scene 24. Close-up of the two boys,

persistently pleading. Moke this from a

high angle, as the "boss" would see

them.

Scene 25. Close shot of the "boss,"

from a low angle, as the boys would see

him. He looks down, amused at the

persistence of the little tykes. He half

grins, reaches up and strokes his stubbly

chin; then he laughs, and nods consent.

Scene 26. Close shot of the boys.

They grin very widely, and stammer
thanks. Dissolve or wipe into

—

Scene 27. Close-up of Elephants'

trunks drawing water out of a trough.

Buckets of water ore being rapidly

poured into the trough. (Shoot this at

8 frames per second.)

Scene 28. (Also 8 frame speed.)

Medium long-shot of the boys, running

in relay with waterpoils. If you can get

this with an Elephant drinking in the

foreground, it will be doubly effective.

Dissolve or wipe into

—

Scene 29. High shot inside horse-

stable tent. The boys are busy fork-

ing hay and straw. If you can get this

with no movement other than that of

(Continued on Page 92)



scope

to your

movie

artistry

WITH 1 6 MM.
FILMING

ECONOMY

MULTIPLE

THE Special's winding-back
action maken possible a wide
variety of double- and multi-

ple-expo8Ure ereafive opera-

tions. As film is wound back,

it is smoothly taken up on the
supply spool. A film meter,

peared to the camera's mecha-
nism, registers in individual

feet the amount of film run or

wound back.

I SET OF MAi^KS
EACH Special has, as standard

! equipment, a set of six masks
—^val, circle, two vertical and
two horiau»ntal lialf-masks. INo

bulky mask boxes are neces-

sary—the S|»ecial'» masks are

inserted in u tiny slot between
lens and film. Masks of iin-

i usual shapes are available on

I

(pecial order.

Here's fhe Cine-Kodak Special equipped

with 200-foot film chamber. The peri-

scope-type finder makes possible eye-

level sighting with thisfilm chamber in

place. 100-foot and 200-foot film cham-
bers are readily interchangeable antl

so permit changing from Cine-Kodak

^'Pan'''' to Kodacolor or to Cine-Kodak
Super-Pan'''' in a few seconds.

CINE-KODAK
SPECIAL
THE CUSTOM-BUILT

16 MM. MOVIE
CAMERA

LT'S a 16 mm. camera only in the size of

the film it uses... in the simplicity and
convenience of its operation. In all else,

Cine-Kodak Special is altogether new...

amazingly versatile. . .capable of produc-

ing advanced cinematic effects comparable

to those of the finest 35 mm. motion pic-

ture cameras.

Three of the many features of Cine-

Kodak Special are shown here. Others in-

clude : a reflex, as well as an eye-level finder,

which gives exact field and focus at any

distance with any of the Special's lenses;

interchangeable film chambers, 100-foot

If it isn 't

an Eastman,
it isn *t a
Kodak

and 200-foot capacities; one- and eight-

frame hand crank shafts; double lens tur-

ret for any of six interchangeable lenses;

camera speeds ranging from 8 to 64 frames

per second.

The cost of the basic model, with Kodak
Anastigniat/.1.9 lens, 100-foot film cham-
ber, and set of six masks, is $375. Altera-

tions or adaptations for almost any kind of

scientific and technical work will be esti-

mated. For complete details write for the

Cine-Kodak Special Book. It is free on re-

quest. Eastman Kodak Company, Roch-

ester, New York.

VARIABLE
SHUTTER

THK Special's variable shutter

{>;iveM complete control of here-

tofore diflieuJt fades and lap

dissolves. To fade out a scene,

press the lever fr«>m "open"
to*'closed." To fade in, reverse

the procedure. For a disHolve

wind the film l»ack after

fude-out, then fade in.
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Digging In for Trick Angle-Shots

You've seen, in professional pictures,

shots In which a speeding cor, train or

horseman rushes right Into the camera,

finally apparently running right over it.

And you've probably wished you could

duplicate such shots in your own films.

Well, it's easy!

You simply dig a pit, deep enough to

hold the camera (preferably on a tri-

pod) and, if possible, the cameraman,
as well, though with the automatic cam-
eras and remote-control devices now
available, the camera, once properly set

up and wound can be trusted to do its

work itself. The camera, to secure the

best effect, should not be too deep: the

lens should be looking slightly over the

edge of the pit, so that it photographs

the approach of the object. The object

moves straight toward the camera. If

you are photographing a man or a horse,

you won't need to cover the pit, as

either man or horse can easily jump
across the hole. On the other hand, if

you are photographing a cor or a bi-

cyclist, you will have to lay a plank
track over the pit, for the wheels to run

over. If a cyclist, you will need but a

single track, of course: place this right

beside the camera, out of the picture, so

that the rider can come as nearly as

possible straight at the lens, and then

pass overhead with, perhaps, only a tiny

swerve after the scene itself is made.

Another way to do this—especially

with action such as railroad trains, and

the like, where you really can't dig a pit,

is to put the camera in a low set-up

where a long straight stretch of track

ends in a curve. Then use a telephoto

lens—3-inch or over—and the result

will be equally successful. The tele-

photo lens will, of course, bring the train

up into the camera, and if you place

your camera correcty, the train will fill

the picture well before it starts to curve.

The same idea, using lenses of still

greater focal length—say, six inches

—

will enable you to get similar shots of an

airplane "taking off" right into the

camera.

Recently, I saw an amateur comedy
which made excellent use of this idea.

The story told of a novice trying to ride

a bicycle. The cameraman had dug a

pit, and bridged it with a plank, which

he placed across the pit, right next to

the camera but just out of the picture.

When the clumsy rider approached the

camera, he seemed to ride right into it.

He finally blurred the whole frame; the

effect was such every time I've seen the

film shown, the audience involuntarily

ducks

!

The effect of these shots is greatly

heightened, too, if you undercrank

—

SKETCH No.

2

that is, shoot at 1 2 or even 8 frames per

second instead of the normal 16. This

speeds up the action, and makes the

subject seem to rush faster into the cam-
era. However—don't try this on really

fast-moving objects, such as trains, rac-

ing-cars or airplanes; it would speed the

action so much that they'd move too fast

to give the right effect!

ARTHUR CAMPBELL.

ANIMATED TITLES^WITHOUT
REWINDING
A very effective trick for making titles

is to paint the letters on a pane of glass

which is suspended in front of the cam-
era. Behind the glass, place a good-

sized drum, which can be revolved, like

the glass developing-drums for "Leica"

films. Focus the camera on the letters;

since the glass is transparent, any design

on the drum will show through. Now,
revolve the drum, and you will have an

interesting title with an animated back-
ground.

An even better use of the same idea

is to make the glass title-card in re-

verse: that is, leave the letters clear,

while the rest of the glass is painted a

flat black. Then cover your drum with

some pattern of high reflective value

—

say a black-and-white checkered de-

sign, or, even better, a similar design

made of tinfoil and black or grey paper.

Light the drum, but not the title-glass.

You will thus get a nice black title, with

the letters showing clear and white

where the tinfoil reflects the light

through them. If you turn the drum,

the checkered pattern will give you an
interesting, animated title, in which the

letters themselves flicker on and off.

You can use this same idea for animated

inserts of flashing electric signs: if you

arrange the drum with horizontal strips

of black and silver, and revolve it, your

sign will flash on and off very realistic-

ally.

Similarly, if you cover your drum with

paper graduated from white (or silver)

to dead black, you will be able to make
very good fade-outs and fade-ins. If

the graduation runs spirally about the

drum, you will get an interesting fade

somewhat like a wipe. You can also use

the drum, without the glass, for making
"roll-up" titles.

This glass-title idea is capable of

infinite variations. For instance, replace

the drum with a curtain of strips of tin-

foil or white paper, against a black

background. Set an electric fan where

it will blow these strips, and you'll have

another interesting title-effect.

These ideas, with the addition of

color, will also give some novel effects

in Kodacolor titles, especially since it is

now possible to make Kodacolor with

Photoflood lamps.

ARTHUR CAMPBELL.

A SYNTHETIC WATERSPOUT
Several years ago, while photograph-

ing "The Johnstown Flood," I had to

create a waterspout. It takes a few

accessories, but it is very simple. You
take a square, glass-sided tank (a gold-

fish-aquarium will do) with an outlet in

the center of the bottom. Fill the tank

with water, let in from a pipe or a hose

placed at the side, so that the water

moves in a whirl. The camera is set up

on the scene, upside-down, to give re-

versed action. When you are ready,

pull the plug at the bottom, keeping the

inlet hose going a bit, so that the water

runs out in a spiral swirl. When it is

whirling properly, pour some red or black

ink onto the surface of the water, and
start your camera. The ink will creep

down the swirl, and finally outline it

sharply. As the ink will photograph
strongly black, your picture will show a

fine swirling cone, which will excellently

represent a waterspout or tornado.

JACK SMITH, A.S.C.
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A CONTINUITY FOR
FILMING FATHER

(Continued from Page 83)

door, and shoves the pari right in. Fade

Out.

Scene 24. Fade in. Close shot of

feminine hands at bridge-table. Fade

Out.

Scene 25. Fade in. Same as Scene

23. Father takes the pan out of the

ice-box. He still uses the holder.

Scene 26. Medium long-shot in

kitchen. Father comes in with the pan,

still holding it gingerly with the holder,

and sets it down on the table.

Scene 27. Close-up of the pan. It is

so cold that it frosts over with con-

densed moisture. (You can get the

effect of the pan suddenly frosting by

filling it with ice-water so that it frosts,

and making the scene with the camera
upside-down. Half-way through the

scene, stop the camera—without moving
it—and clean off the pan, so that it is

bright, and finish the scene. When you

assemble the film, cut this scene out,

and splice it in so that it is right-side

up.

)

Scene 28. Close shot. Father pulls

up his left sleeve, and lets a few drops

of milk flow on his wrist. Brr!— it's too

cold!

Scene 29. Medium shot, by stove.

Father puts the pan back on the fire.

Fade Out.

Scene 30. Fade In. Close-up of

feminine hands shuffling cards. Fade

Out.

Scene 31. Fade In. Close-up of

Baby, drinking contentedly.

Scene 32. Medium-shot of Baby, in

crib, still drinking. Father is arranging

a pillow to support the bottle.

Scene 33. Long-shot of nursery.

Father has arranged the bottle so he
won't have to hold it; he smiles con-
tentedly, and leaves. Fade Out.

Scene 34. Fade In. Father is sitting

in his chair, reading and smoking con-
tentedly.

Scene 35.

again.

Scene 36.

looks up, irritatedly

Scene 37. Medium long-shot of

Fother. Resignedly, he lays down his

pipe, folds up his paper, gets up, and
leaves the room.

Scene 38. Medium-shot of Baby, in

his crib, crying. The milk-bottle is

empty.

Scene 39. Medium long-shot by crib.

Father picks up the baby—and to his

disgust finds suspicious moisture. He
carries him gingerly over to the dressing-
table, and starts to unpin the diaper.

Scene 40. Close-up of Father. He is

very disgusted.

Scene 41. Medium-shot. Father
gets the diaper off. He looks around for

Close-up of Baby, crying

Close-up of Father. He

some place to dispose of it. There is

none. He is worried.

Scene 42. Close-up (big head) of

Baby—crying loudly.

Scene 43. Medium long-shot of

Father, diaper in hand. He is desperate.

Finally a look of resolution comes, and

he crumples it and shoves it into his

pocket.

Scene 44. Medium-shot. Father

stands by the bureau, and hunts through

the drawers—not a single diaper is to be

be found! He looks around, still more

worried.

Scene 45. Close-up of Baby, crying.

Scene 46. Close-up of linen table-

cloth on top of the dresser.

Scene 47. Close-up of Father. A
relieved and resolute look comes into his

eyes.

Scene 48. Medium-shot. Father

shoves the flowers, etc., from the

dresser-top, knocking some of the things

on the floor, and hastily grabs the cloth.

Scene 49. Close shot of Father, by

the table, trying clumsily to fold the

cloth diaper-wise. Repeat this from

several angles, with Father getting more
and more clumsy. Fade Out.

Scene 50. Fade In. Close-up of

bridge-table, from above. The hands

are still playing. Fade Out.

Scene 51. Fade In. Father has

finally gotten the cloth folded fairly well.

Scene 52. Close-shot of Father. He
sets the cloth down, and reaches for the

talcum powder. He starts to shake some
on the baby, but none will come out.

Finally he forces the top off, amid a

flurry of powder, which generously covers

his face, hair, clothes, etc., and uncere-

moniously dumps about half a canful

onto the baby. (The baby need not be

shown. In previous shots, it has been
suggested that he is there, and the audi-

ence will imagine that in this shot,

which cuts above the level of the baby,

that he is still there.

)

Scene 53. Father sets the baby in

the crib, and tiptoes out.

Scene 54. Close-up of the baby,

asleep. Fade Out.

Scene 55. Fade In. Medium long-

shot of Father, getting ready to settle

down again. He picks up pipe and
paper but does not sit down.

Scene 56. Long-shot of the iceman,

coming in the backdoor, with a large

cake of ice. He thumps it down on the

floor, obviously making a lot of noise.

Scene 57. Close-up of Baby. He is

awake, and cries.

Scene 58. Father rushes into the

nursery, looks at Baby, and picks him
up. Father starts walking the floor.

Scene 59. Close-up of Father's feet,

walking up and down. Fade Out.

RECORDING
GALVANOMETER
Complete with uptical system and ex-

citer lamp, fully adjustable, ready to

install in 16 mm. or 35 mm. camera or

recorder. Requires 6 volt battery for

exciter lamp and galvanometer field.

Signal winding operates from 15 ohm
amplifier output. Records % mil by

70 mil track (0.0005 in. x 0.070 in.)

Overall dimensions: length 5 in., widtii

3 in., height 3 in.

Price $195

ERIC C. BERNDT
112 East 73d Street New York

— . -0^>aBC>^ TQ,

CRAIG JR.
SPLICER *35o
Now available for use with both 8 m m
and l6 mm films.

CRAIG SPLICER $IO
^ Now available in l6 mm size for use

with cither silent or sound on film films

CRAIG MOVIE SUPPLY Co.
I03I South Broadway

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
Represented by Ampro in the East
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MOVIE
FILM
FREE

Turn to the poge of "Backyard Movies." Read that little plot over. We

gave o 100 ft. roll of Panchromatic Film to the writer of that plot. Watch

the Backyard Movie Department each month, see how simple it is to get film

free. Then send in your plot. Something simple; something that con be done

around the house, in the neighborhood, at the parks, shore or other spots

that are usually visited by the ordinary person.

Just give us the story scene by scene; don't try to write a full scenario;

make it simple and do not forget a few close-ups.

Send as many plots as you wish, only write each one on a separate piece

of paper. Be sure to have your name and address on the some sheet of paper

and please write on one side of paper only.

Here's your chance to get

film free!

Address your continuities to

EDITOR

American Cinematographer
6331 Klollywood Boulevard Hollywood, California

TITLE: 57,466 steps later

Scene 60. Fade In. Same as scene

59. Father's feet are still walking, but

more slowly. His suspenders trail be-

hind on the floor, and the trousers sog

dejectedly. He stops, rubbing his foot

against his ankle, as though the feet

were very tired.

Scene 61 . Medium long-shot.

Father, his back to the camera, sets

Baby down in the crib.

Scene 62. Close-up of Baby, asleep

once more.

Scene 63. Same as Scene 61.

Father turns, and tiptoes away.

Scene 64. Close shot of front door-

bell. In the foreground is a woman's
purse, with feminine hands rummaging
through, obviously hunting for a key

which isn't there. The purse is snapped
shut, and one hand rings the bell.

Scene 65. Close-shot of Baby, awoke
and crying.

Scene 66. Medium-shot of front-

door, from outside, over the woman's
back. The door bursts open, and Father,

very bedraggled, and covered with pow-
der, rages out. He stops abruptly, and
his anger turns to relief—Mother is

home again!

Scene 67. Long-shot of Mother go-

ing into nursery, closing the door behind
her.

Scene 68. Father is back in the liv-

ing-room, and sinks down into his chair,

contented and at peace with the world.

Suddenly he looks startled, and reaches

for his pocket. He pulls out the diaper!

More disgusted than ever, he eyes it,

and then flings it savagely away. He
raises his paper, and once more the

smoke puffs up from behind it. Fade
Out.

The End.

This film should use between 300 and
400 feet of 16mm. film. Any woman
who has ever left her husband to tend to

the baby alone can direct it, and em-
bellish it with innumerable touches of

realism. And the situations it puts

Father in should be ample repayment for

all his husbandly sins as a director of

photography! If he has the equipment
for making interiors, you can fry him
under his own lights: if he hasn't, you

can fake the interior scenes on a porch,

and get the kitchen sequence with

Supersensitive and a photoflood or two
in the regular fixtures. Father's living-

room scenes can be mode in the garden,

or on a porch. In fact, the story can be

adapted to almost any location, without

losing the interest created by the situa-

tions. Try it out on your husband

—

even if you have to borrow a baby for it!

Backyard Movies
I Continued from Page 88 i

the boys, shoot at 8 frames per second.

Dissolve or wipe into—

-

Scene 30. Close-up of lion cage,

made (if possible! with wide-angle lens

between the bars; here is a chance for

a beautiful animal shot.
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Scene 31. Medium long-shot of ani-

mal cage. The boys are shown rapidly

raking up around the wagon.

Scene 32. Close-up of Lion. (This

is best made with a 1-inch lens.) The

lion yawns ( roars) .

Scene 33. Close shot of the boys:

they jump, and look very frightened as

the lion roars, but keep on working.

Dissolve or wipe into

—

Scene 34. Ground shot (made with

wide-angle lens) looking up at the

trapeze performers practicing. (Do not

show the net.

)

Scene 35. Close shot of the boys

spreading sawdust in the ring. Jack

stops to wipe the perspiration from his

forehead. He glances up, stares, nudges

Bob, and points up. They both look

up, open-mouthed.

Scene 36. Closer shot of the trap-

eze-performers. (Moke this with a 1 - or

2-inch lens, getting a big picture, fol-

lowing them.)

Scene 37. Close shot, following one

of the performers as he jumps down into

the net. Still, if possible, avoid show-

ing the net.

Scene 38. Close-up of the boys'

faces, registering amazement. Make
this a short, telling flash.

Scene 39. Shot up, from under the

net, as the trapeze performer jumps

down and lands in it. Hold on him as

he bounces after landing, and then

jumps off the edge, onto the ground.

Follow him (this may have to be a sepa-

rate shot) as he passes the two boys

en route to the dressing-tent. Their

heads turn and their eyes follow him in

mute admiration. Then they turn back
to their work. Dissolve or wipe into

—

Scene 40. Close-up of monkey-cage.
(Here is an opportunity for some amus-
ing action, so hold these monkey shots

longer than the others. Pan to one

side to show a husky attendant ap-

proaching.

Scene 41. The attendant reaches

the cage, and looks behind him, motion-
ing someone to hurry up. Pan over to

show the two boys staggering into the

picture carrying between them a large

bag of feed. Dissolve or wipe into

—

Scene 42. Inside the dressing-tent.

Panning shot (medium close) of several

clowns and ringmasters dressing and
making up before mirrors.

Scene 43. Close-shot into mirror,

over the shoulder of one of the clowns,

making up. He is making faces at him-
self. Pan down and to right to show the

boys sitting on the ground, polishing

boots. Some shoe-polish gets on their

faces. Dissolve or wipe into

—

Scene 44. Medium shot of the main
entrance. The "boss" comes out, jovial,

followed by two dirty and plainly tired

boys, who are still smiling brightly.

The "boss" pats them on the shoulders,

and they scamper off.

Scene 45. Close-up of the "boss."

Why LEICA Is the Mosi

Economical Camera

For Fine Pictures

Take half a dozen LEICA shots at the cost of one or-
dinary size negative. Then select the pictures you like
and cnlarKe them to any size you want— as big as 12x18
inches nr more! Enlargements are clear and beautifully
detailed.

11 interchangeable lenses and over 300 attachments and
accessories adapt the LEICA to all kinds of photographic
work, taking the place of many other cameras. Once you
have bought a LEICA, you need never buy another cam-
era, no matter what special job is required. It will do
everything and will save its cost many times over in the
long run.

Built-in Range-Finder coupled with lens gives you cor-
rect focus automatically. Focal Plane Shutter gives you
si.c-^d.^ irom 1 to 1 /;>../ ^,lvu..u.

See the LEICA at your dealer's or write ftjv free de-

scriptive booklet and sample cony of '"LFICA PHOTOG-
RAPHY" (only monthly magazine devoted exclusively to

LEICA pictures, regularly $1.00 a year ; free to LEICA
owners).

E. LEITZ, Inc.,

6« East 10th St.,

Dept. .'519

New York

Pacific Coast Representatives

:

SPINDLER and SAUPPE, Inc.

Los Angeles and San Francisco, Cal.

Pictures above, look

ing from top to bot-

tom :

LEICA portrait by V.

R. Haveman ; LEICA
aerial photo by C. J.

Lewis : LEICA night

photo with f:2 SUM-
MAR speed lens ;

LEICA indoor por-

trait by Dr. Henry
Takahashi. Above at

right, LEICA aeri

photo taken at 6,(in()

feet altitude by C. J.

Lewis.

FOG EFFECTS
Sometimes we may need a fog-effect,

and have no "Fog Filter" available. A
good makeshift is a screen of fine white
gauze, placed in the matte-box or filter-

holder before the lens, with some light

directed through the gauze.

JACK SMITH, A. SC.

The LATEST in LEICA
Si)eid-()-<'o|)y Altachnu'nt, S;2.'>.(I(J

Leather Zipper Case for Leica, $2..')(l

MORGAN CAMERA SHOP
C3Ur> Sunset Blvd. Hollywoad. Calif.

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER
Now $2.50 The Yeor
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New!! FOTO SHOP LABORATORIES

An7iounce

16mm.
HIGH SPEED
Panchromatic

Film
At the Record Low Price of

$3-79

Per 100 Foot Roll

This price includes processing and
return of film to you. Our regular
guarantee of a new roll, replaced
free of charge if you are not satis-
lied, applies.

Fotoshop maintins a complete
laboratory service. Titling, Editing,
Duplicating, Enlarging and Reduc-
ing.

For those requiring Fine Grain Pro-
cessing, Fotoshop's method is unex-
celled. A trial will convince yon.

_ _ THIS COUPON IS WORTH 79e

FOTOSHOP LABORATORIES
l.Sfi West S2nd St, N. Y. C.

I wish to take advantage of your special introductory offer. I enclose with this

coupon $3.00 for which please send me a 100 ft. roll of your new High Speed Pan-
chromatic Ifimm. Film. (Without coupon, $3.79.)

Name

Address

ONLY ONE ROLL TO A CUSTOMER AT THIS PRICE

OTHER FOTOSHOP FILMS
REGULAR ORTHO
REVERSAL
Including processing. 16mm.
100 ft. rolls.

PANCHROMATIC
NEGATIVE and POSITIVE
16mm. 100 ft. rolls. This in-

cludes processing and return
of both the negative and a
positive print to you.

SUPER-SENSITIVE
Negative and Positive. 16mm.
100 ft. rolls. Includes return
of both negative and positive

print to you.

$2.75

$4.25

$5.50

Two Issues Free
Did you ever figure it out that by subscribing for one year you are really

getting two copies of THE AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER Free. Buying

them singly they cost you $3.00 a year. Our subscription price is $2.50 the

year in the United States. For foreign countries add $1.00 for postage.

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER
6331 Hollywood Blvd.,

Hollywood, Calif.

He grins broadly, watching them, ond
nods his head in admiration.

Scene 46. Shot over the "boss's"'

shoulder, showing the boys disappear-

ing in the distance. Dissolve or wipe
into

—

Scene 47. Moving dolly-shot of feet

and legs of the two boys walking tiredly

homeward—the reverse of Scene 22.

They are tired, but still excited, for they

walk alternately fast and slow.

Scene 48. Pan shot, of the two boys'

feet walking along. Stop the camera
movement at the feet of a girl facing

the camera. One pair of boy's feet slows

down and stops; the other pair continues.

The feet that have stopped register shy-

ness. The other boy's feet return, al-

most to the others. The boy's feet that

have stopped, turn toward the feet of

his companion, then again to the girl.

The other boy's feet turn and run off;

follow with the corwQXQ for a short dis-

tance, but not enough to show which boy

it is.

Scene 49. Low angle on porch steps

(from side). A boy's feet enter, and
climb laboriously upward.

Scene 50. Similar angle, on porch.

The feet pass through the door, which
slams behind them.

Scene 5). interior of living-room;

close shot of door. It opens, and Bob
enters, not too fast, and, as he carefully

closes the door behind him, he sighs.

Scene 52. Close shot of Bob's

mother. She looks up, inquiringly.

Scene 53. Close shot of Bob. He is

standing before his mother (the shot

will be especially good if made across

Mother's shoulder). He smiles happily,

and digs down into an inside pocket,

bringing out two tickets, which he hands
to his mother, smiling proudly, and indi-

cating that they are for her and himself.

Scene 54. From the side: close shot

as Mother hugs Bob closely to her.

Scene 55. Close-up (big head) of

Bob, smifmg over his mother's shoulder.

IRIS OUT.
The End

M inidture Photography

At Night
(Continued from Page 82)

Very effective prints may be made by

printing on buff stock and by slightly

toning the prints either green or blue.

The ideal printing medium for night

scenes is the bromoil process, for by it

prints possess a color and on atmosphere
obtainable by no other process.

Lenses should be well shaded during

night photography and all unscreened

powerful light sources should be avoided

OS much as possible. The 50mm. col-

lapsible Summer lens and the 73mm.
Hektor lens for the Leico camera are

supplied in non-rotating mounts. This

will permit these lenses to be more
closely shaded by using a rectangular
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shaped lens shade. A 50mm. lens rated

at f2:0 has ony a one-half inch diame-

ter piece of glass to be shaded. This is

quite a contrast to lenses of longer focal

lengths.

Weather conditions alter the effects

obtained in night photography. Rain

greatly adds charm to street shots, al-

though the streets have a tendency to

appear darker than when dry. Likewiss

effectual shots may be made after a

fresh snowfall. Moonlight aids in boost-

ing up shadow detail.

Subject matter for night photography

is too numerous to mention. In fact,

photographs can be made under most all

conditions where there is sufficient light

for the eyes to see clearly. So don't be

afraid to use that miniature camera at

night.

Koddcolor Gives Life To

Travel Films

Royal Palace; the Royal Opera, fronting

on a great square thronged with flower-

venders; and many other buildings lure

the camerist's lens. The left-honded

traffic, with its blue-ond-white trams

and red motorbuses, the strange signs

outside the shops, the department-store

interpreters who wear tiny flag-emblems

denoting the languages they speak (Eng-

lish and American are counted as sep-

arate tongues, if you please!)—all are

details one should not miss recording,

and which gain tremendously through

color.

The great historical pork-museum,
the Skansen, is an unique open-air ex-

hibit of traditional Sweden: peasant

houses, farms, costumes and the like

from every quarter, perfectly and ac-

cessibly preserved by these folk who
hove great veneration for the pictur-

esque past of their land. The Skansen
is perhaps one of the best places to film

the colorful peasant costumes of old

Sweden, and the traditional Swedish

folk-dances.

Dalecarlio—known to Swedes as Da-
larna— is probably the most picturesque

province of the land. Visit Lake Siljon,

"the Eye of Dalarna" on midsummer-
day, when every house is decorated with

greenery, and community maypole
dances are held everywhere, lasting

often for the whole day—all of which is

sufficiently sunlit for color-photography
and eminently worth several rolls of

film. In this same province is an unique
school of the ancient handcrafts—spin-

ning, dyeing and weaving, as they were
practiced for centuries. One of the most
interesting sequences of "Sweden—Land
of the Vikings" was mode here; and it

should be duplicated in any amateur
color-film of Scandinavia. The typically

Swedish buildings, red-painted, set

among the greenery with the pupils,

clad in traditional peasant-costumes of

their own making, at their looms, spin-

SALE!
NATIONALLY FAMOUS 16 MM BELL & HOWELL

FILMO 75
Movie Cameras

WITH F 3.5

COOKE LENS
REGULARLY $92.00 59SO

Think of if! This beautiful pocket sized, $92
movie camera, that has revolutionized ama-
teur movie making can now be bought for

$59.50.

It is a finely constructed precision instrument

with moving and registering parts as mechan-

ically perfect as a watch—and made by Bell

& Howell, the world's leading manufacturers

of fine motion picture equipment.

Weighs only 314 lbs. Uses 50 or 100 ft. roll

any make 16mm. film, and takes clear, sharp

movies of the finest quality. Amazingly simple

to operate. if you wont one act quickly.

Sold with factory 3 -year guarantee.

See it demonstrated in our store or send check

or money order to Dept. A.C.F., and we will

ship it prepaid on 10 days' trial. Money bock

if not satisfied.

FAST I6MM.
REVERSIBLE

100 FT. FILM

$2.95

Mail Orders Filled

Willoughbys
World's Largest Exclusive Camera Supply House

110 WEST 32D STREET, NEW YORK

HALF PRICE
CInematographer Annual Vol. 1

Now

$2.50
Over 600 pages of information that can only be gathered in the Hollywood

studios.

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER
6331 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.



-LEADS

AGAIN

Precision made Ampro. New
—guaranteed. At a saving of

$50.50. Powerful . . . brilli-

ant. . . plastic projection . .

.

long life . . . smoothness . .

.

quietness assured.

400 watt Biplane Mazda yields

light equal to 500 watt. Koda-
color may be used. This fine in-

strument complete with cord,

plug, oil, instructions and carry-

mg case. Regular $1 50.00 at only

$99.50 . . . Your old apparatus

taken in exchange at top appraisal.

Send description.

Full details and Bass Bargaingram

No. 212 is FREE on request.

DEALERS: WRITE FOR DETAILS

ning-wheels and dye-vats make an ab-

sorbingly interesting color sequence.

Another side-trip, well worth filming,

is a visit to Visby, the ancient Hanseatic

"City of Roses and Ruins" on the Baltic

island of Gottland. From the first to

the sixteenth centuries Visby was the

dominant commercial city of northern

Europe, ruled by powerful merchant-

princes, whose repentance after occa-

sional lapses into piracy is credited with

the responsibility for Visby's sixteen

great churches and cathedrals, which

still stand, though in ruins. You con

obtain some magnificent color-scenes in

these ruins, especially if you visit during

the performance of the annual historical

pageant, in which ancient costumes of

the middle ages are taken from the mu-

seums and worn by the players.

Due to its northern location, much of

Sweden is blessed with the true Mid-

night Sun, which enables filming—even

in natural-color—at any hour; in the

more southerly sections, of course, there

is c brief twilight during the summer

nights, but even so, photography is pos-

sible at for later and earlier hours than

in this country. Though there is plenty

of rain, which keeps things beautifully

green, you can count on almost perfect

photographic weather—clear, with blue

skies and the fluffy white clouds all pho-

tographers yearn for. I 6mm. process-

ing and supplies are easily available,

especially through Eastman's representa-

tives, Hasselblod's Photographiska A.B.

of Stockholm and Goteborg, who main-

tain excellent 16mm. processing plants.

GOERZ
LENSES

The confidence and pleasure felt by the

purchaser of a Goerz Lens is due to our
insistence on accuracy in manufacture
and accuracy in iierformance.

FILTERS
Pan-Ortho Green Fillers provide re((uis-

ite absorption of excess blue-violot and
red sensitiveness of nnodern i)anchro-

matic emulsions. Supi)lGmentary blue

filter for additional red absorption, aho
)-cd filter for niKhl eHects.

Literature on request

C. p. Goerz American
Optical Co.

.317 p;ast 34th Street New Y(

DUNNING
GRAINLESS

•

16 mm. NEGATIVE
DEVELOPING

•
Dunning Grainless is a de-

veloping formula, used by

Dunning only. It gives you

absolutely grainless positive

prints. Buy your IB mm.
negative from your dealer

and send to Dunning for de-

velopment and print.

DUNNING
PROCESS COMPANY
932 N. LaBr.jd Avenue

Hollywood, Calif.

IT

PAN-AMERICAN
CINEMA STUDIOS

Now Producing 16 mm. Sound-on-Film Pictures

Single or Double System Recording

Sound Stage and Location Facilities

Dubbing Sound to Silent Subjects

All work don2 directly on 16 mm. Film

We also reduce 35 mm. Sound-cn-Film

subjects to 16mm. Sound-on-Film using

the perfected P. C. S. electrical re-

recording system.

We Welcome Inquiries From Responsible Parties

Further Particulars and Prices on Request

Pan-American Cinema Studios
142 Columbia Ave. North Bergen, N. J.

"The Pioneer 16 mm. 'Sound-on-Film' Picture Producer"

•BASS'-
CAMERA COMPANY
179 W.Madison St..Chicago

Camera Headquarters for Tourists
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SOUND-ON-FILM
RRNTAL LIBRARY

A lari^e \'ariety of subjects always
available. Comedies, Dramas, Car-
toons, Educational Subjects, etc.

Send self-addressed, stamped enve'-

ope for list of subjects.

J. NAVILIO
1757 Broadway Brooklyn, N. Y.— $1.00 PER DAY —

iSL.
* i* \.

1
SHOOT THE WORKS BUT
SHOOT ^EM SMOOTHLY
FROM ABELTIPOD.

PRICE

DALLAS TEXAS

4 IN 1 FILTER

HARRISON MULTI-FILTER

Write For Prices

Ask About Our New Filter Holder

HARRISON & HARRISON
64.5 N. Martel Ave., Hollywood

Phone WYoming 4501

HUGO MEYER

QUALITY

U^IFOPMlTy

Everywhere you go, English is spoken,

and a photographer receives excellent

co-operation.

•Mr. Boyle, a former President of the Ameri-
can Society of Cinematographers, is the pho-
tographer and producer of the seven-reel na-
tural-color travel feature, "Sweden—Land of
the Vikings," recently hailed at its premiere
showings in New York, Chicago, Boston, and
other cities as the most successful travel-film
of the season.

The Professional Learns From

the Eight
(Continued from Page 81 I

rolls that even if you corry along a large

supply are not bulky, the advantages of

the "eight" to the professional become
immediately apparent. When one con-

siders that the picture thrown on the

screen from the tiny image covers a

breadth of fully forty-eight Inches with

beautiful success, the small camera has

no disadvantages to the professional as

supplementary equipment.

A cinematographer is happiest when
hard at work. If you hove ever been

away on location with bad weather hold-

ing up production, you will know how
depressing such days con be to men of

ambition. I have found that many fine

scenes con be shot using the little

"eight," even in the rain. At times the

result has been so good we have gone
out on subsequent "bad" days and shot

rain sequences with our larger equip-

ment as a result of play with the "eight."

In this manner the little cameras soon

pay for themselves to the professional.

Fine tools moke for fine craftsmanship.

The excellent workmanship in these tiny

outfits is on a par with the finest studio

cameras, removing any last doubt from
my mind that we might well use this

tool to our personal progress and pleas-

ure.

UNDERWATER SHOTS ON LAND
A simple way to make "underwater"

close shots is to stretch fine borbinette

screening on wooden frames, and sus-

pend these screens—two of them, close

together—about six or eight inches in

front of the lens. Unlike most scenes

which require shooting through such
gauze, the effect in this type of shot de-

pends on having some light strike the

screens, coming from the side of the

camera. The two screens are slowly

moved past each other, in opposite di-

rections, while the scene is made: this

gives the effect of shooting through
water. With the right kind of a back-
ground, the illusion is perfect. You
must calculate the length of your action
so that you won't have to reverse the

movement of the gauze-screens. It does
not matter whether or not the gauze is

perfectly flat on the two frames, for the

effect comes from the relative move-
ment of the meshes of the two screens.

No increase in exposure is necessary.
You can make excellent miniatures this

way, of toy submarines, sinking ships,

etc., suspended on wires; these should be
shot at 32 or 48 frame speed.

JACK SMITH, A.S.C.

BARGAINS!!!
WRITE

SUNNY SCHICK
CINEMACHINERY BROKERS

I have what you want, or
can sell what you have.

Bargains in Equipment:
BELL & HOWELL
EASTMAN
SIMPLEX
VICTOR
STEWART-WARNLTl

Save .30% to 60% on cameras, project-
ors and accessories.

408 W. WASHINGTON BLVD.
Since 1925. Dep'. 125, Fort Wayne, Ind.

CAMERA
CRAFT

A MONTHLY MAGAZINE
O F P H OTO G R A P H y

William A. Palmer is

Editor of our new

Cinema Department.

He is on ardent ama-

teur who knows his

hobby from A to Z.

•

Send your movie

problems to him.

e

SEND 20 CENTS

FOR

A LATE COPY

CAMERA CRAFT
PUBLISHING COMPANY

703 Market Street

Son Francisco, California

HUGO MEYEPScCQ
245 WEST SS last /<EWVORK.



^VACATION PHOTOS

. . . Easy With The

Weston Exposure Meter

Now you can shoot with confidence, knowing that every

foot of film, or every still, will be correctly exposed. For

movie makers no longer are dependent on guess work

for a measurement of scene-brightness.

Weston Exposure Meters have eliminated all guess

work from the exposure problem. A quick, accurate

measurement of scene-brightness is made with the meter,

and the camera set according to its reading. Uniform,

correctly exposed negatives result, every time—for the

meter is unfailing in accurately determining correct

exposure settings.

Plan now to have all those treasured vacation shots

correctly exposed. Don't wait and have another month

roll by. Visit your photographic dealer today, and choose

the model suited to your need. Literature on request . .

.

Weston Electrical Instrument Corporation, 598 Frelinc-

huysen Avenue, Newark, New Jersey.

Weston
Universal Model

Exposure Meter
—for use with all cam-

eras, miniature, movie

atid still. Also a model

jor cine use exclusively

.

Weston ^

Classified

Advertising

Rates: Seven cents a word. Minimum
charge, one dollar per Insertion.

FOR SALE—CAMERAS

FOR SALE—314x41,4 Butcher "Pressman"
Refle.x, 6 in. Cooke f M..') lens, reversible back
rebuilt for Graflex attachments. Includes
case and Graflex plateholders, rollfilm and
filmpack adapters and cut-film magazine ;

ST."!. Box 240, c/o American CinematoRra-
l)her. T

FOR SALE—31/4x4% Korona Pictorial View
camera case. Ilex Acme shutter, six cut-
film holders. Box 241, c/o American Cine-
matographer. T

FOR SALE—Bell & Howell Camera, 40mm.
F:1.8, .50mm. F:2.7, 7.5mm. F:1.8 lenses,

B&H Tripod and Head, two 4O0' maKazines,
Outside Large I-'inder, Matt Box and Sun-
shade, prism and magnifier, all cases,

IF625.00. Camera Supply Ltd., 1.515 Ca-
huenga Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

FOR SALE- Motor-driven DEBRIE, 50, 75

.mm. Zeiss F: 3.5, 8 magazines. Tripod,
Batteries and case, carrying cases, runs
24.—$400.00. Camera Supply Ltd., 1515

Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood, Oalif.

FOR SALE—MISCELLANEOUS

FOR SALE- Carl Zeiss F:3.5 lenses, 50mm.
each $8.00. Zenith 1000 w 35mm. projector,
complete $125.00. Camera Supply Ltd.,

1515 Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

TELEVISION SET- Complete, $75.00. KHJ
Scanner in beautiful cabinet, specially made
fi-tube receiver and speaker. Box 237.

c/o American Cinematographer. T

FOR SALE—Special complete 16mm. editor

with geared rewinds, magnifier and splicer,

$4.50 plus postage. Money refunded if not

satisfactory. FOTOSHOP, 136 W. 32d St.,

New York City. T

Like new. B&H 5-way Sound Printer, also

4-wheel inflated tire dolly. Model C and

Model D Moviola. Cheap for cash. Box
HC, American Cinematographer.

WANTED

THE HOUSE OF RUBY has since 1910 been

the country's leading specialists in buying,

selling and renting motion picture appa-

ratus for every purpose. Always on hand,

Bell & Howell, Mitchell and Akeley cameras,

and accessories, including complete sound-

on-film cameras. Our 16mm. department

includes everything. Keep us in touch with

your wants. Ruby Camera Exchange, 729

7th Avenue, New York City. Cable "Ruby-
• Tcam. ^

MOTION PICTURE and Still Cameras, all

types. Laboratory Equipment. Lenses.

Finders, Leica Cameras. Cash for bargains.

Camera Supply Co., Ltd., 1515 Cahuenga
Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

WANTED to buy old issues of Photograms.
State pi'ice and date of issue. Gregg

Toland. c/o American Cinematographer. T

Used Leica and Contax Cameras and acces-

sories. Must be cheap for cash. Box 235,

American Cinematographer. 6631 Hollywood

Boulevard, Hollywood, Calif.



$1,000 in CASH PRIZES
FOR OUR

AMATEUR MOVIE CONTEST
E Q^U I P M E N T

PRIZES
Here are a few of the equip-

ment prizes that will be given

in this competition:

EASTMAN KODAK CO. gives

a 16 mm. Kodascope Model

K-75 Projector.

Value $235.00

BELL Cr HOWELL ... To the

highest winner using a Bell &
Howell Camera . . Merchan-

dise to the value of $125.00

will be given . . . To the sec-

ond best picture using Bell &
Howell camera, merchandise to

the value of $75.00.

VICTOR ANIMATOGRAPH
CORP. gives a Model 5 16mm.

Camero with F 2.9 Focusing

Mount Dolyeer lens.

List Price $175.00

CRAIG MOVIE SUPPLY CO.,

of Los Angeles, will give a Sen-

ior Rewind and Splicer.

Value $19.50

HARRISON & HARRISON will

give one of their universal Fil-

ter Holders and a set of IV4-

inch Mulf i-Filters consisting of

yellow, red and green filters.

Value $14.00

AGFA ANSCO CORPORATION
gives 12 hundred foot rolls.

Super Pan Reversible 16 mm.
film to the highest winner us-

ing Agfa Film. Value, $94.00

Also 12 one hundred foot rolls

Plenachrome Reversible Film to

the second winner using Agfa

Film. Value $54.00

SUNNY SCHICK gives one

Model MSA Electrophot.

Volue $17.50

This $1000 will be divided very simply. There will

be a ffi-and prize of $250.00 for the best all around pic-

ture. There will be from 10 to 15 prizes in the various

classifications of $50.00 each. Even though you may
not win the first prize you would have a chance at the

$50.00 given for the best picture presented in the fol-

lowing classifications: Scenic, Travel, Educational,

Scenario, Home Movies, Kodacolor, Technical and any

other classifications which might be brought forth by

the entries made.

The American Cinematographer reserves the right

not to declare a prize for any class if in the opinion of

the judges there is not a picture submitted sufficiently

good to be classed a prize winner.

If you intend to enter this contest, please send cou-

pon on this page so that we might send you official en-

try blank.

Please send me one of your official entry blanks. I intend

to enter a ( 16mm. 8mm. 9'/2mm.) picture in your 1934 con-
|

test. I understand my entry must be in your office not later .

than October 31, 1934.
|

Name ^

Street I

Address -

AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER

WATCH THIS PAGE
FOR ADDITIONAL PRIZES

6:5:5 1 Hollywood Boulevard Hollywood, California



Mitchell Sound Camera

Light in Weight

Includes the Many

Favorable Features

of the Mitchell

Standard Camera

Used for Most Shots

Without Any

Covering

Mitchell Camera Corporation
665 N. ROBERTSON BOULEVARD
WEST HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

Cable Address "MITCAMCO" Phone OXford 105 i



The Motion Picture CAMERA Magazine

JULY, 1934

price 25c
Published in Hollywood,
by
American Society of

Cinemotographers

this issue
Development of Silent Camera

Language of Color

Process Photography

Riddle Me This

. . . and other features.



mm

£U PONJ
"EG.U.S.PAT.OFF-

Du Pont Film Manufacturing Corporation
35 WEST 45TH STREET
NEW YORK CITY

PLANT PARLIN, N. J.

SMITH & ALLER LTD.

6656 "SANTA MONICA BLVD.

HOLLYWOOD, CAL.

THECfflSPTRADE MARK HAS NEVER BEEN PLACED ON AN INFERIOR PRODUCT



AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER
A Technical and EcJucational publication

of motion picture photography.

Published monthly by the

AMERICAN SOCIETY
OF CINEMATOGRAPHERS, INC.

6331 Hollywood Boulevard

Hollywood, California

Telephone GRanlte 21 35

JOHN ARNOLD, President, A.S.C.
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Volume XV JULY, 1934 Number 3

What to Read

DEVELOPMENT of Silent Camera
by William Stull, A.S.C. .. 106

LANGUAGE of Color

by L. O. Muggins, A.S.C. .....108

THE PART of the Painter

by Oliver T. Marsh, A.S.C 109

PRODUCTION Economies with Process

Photography ... by Walter Blanchard 1 10

RIDDLE Me This

by A.S.C. Members 112

SOUND on Film for 16mm
by Dr. Ing Hans Astorf 1 14

TREND of the Times 1 1 5

Next Month
• W, C. Miller, noted sound engineer of

Hollywood, will discuss the 48 cycle Motor as

it is used in motion picture making.

O Rumor tells us that 20,000 Leagues Under
the Sea will involve much technical ingenuity

in the underwater sequences. We will give you

some of the low-down on this picture in the

next issue.

• The Evolution of Lighting Equipment will be

discussed and something will be told about

NRA using color on sets.

ESTABLISHED 1918. Advertising Rates on application.
Subscription: U S. $2,50 a year; Conada $3.50 a year;
Foreign, $3.50 a year. Single copies 25c. Foreign
single copies, 35c. COPYRIGHT 1934 by American
Society of Cinemotographers, Inc.
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John Arnold, A.S.C., inspecting the DeBrie "Super'
Porvo" Silent Camera.

ALMOST seven years ago, the first "Talking Picture"

was released. For at least six years, the motion

picture industry has been acutely microphone-con-

scious, striving to suppress every extraneous noise which

might interfere with the recording of dialog. From the

start, the cinema camera has been one of the chief offenders

in this respect, for the intermittent movement which seems

inescapably necessary to cinematography, is an inherently

noisy mechanism. The first step in overcoming camera-

noise was, of course, altering such obviously noisy parts as

gears, bearings, etc., and insulating the camera itself by

encasing it in a sound-proof housing. These housings—
known variously as "Blimps" or "Bungalows" — have pro-

gressively diminished in size and increased in sound-absorp-

tive efficiency: but they still interfere to a greater or lesser

extent with the free and facile operation of the camera.

For at least five years, Cinematographers everywhere

have been seeking a really silent camera — one which can

be used, uncovered, with any sound system, under any con-

ditions, restoring the full freedom and flexibility enjoyed in

the pre-Vitaphone days. For five years, rumors and unveri-

fiable reports have come from engineering laboratories,

telling of intensive work
,
being done in developing such

cameras. From time to time, improved cameras hove been

shown, or experimental silent cameras tested. Surely the

silent camera must be "just around the corner," despite

the tight-lipped silence of the engineers and manufacturers.

Yet the months have rolled by, and no such camera has

appeared. Cinematographers everywhere are asking, "Where

is the Silent Camera? When will it be ready for use? What
manner of machine will it be?"

Properly to understand the answer, we must first appre-

ciate the problem facing the designers. The operation of a

motion picture camera is based on the use of an inter-

mittent movement which allows the film to remain motion-

less during the exposure, then quickly moving onward to

reveal the next section of unexposed film. The operation

Development

of the mechanism for providing this movement is, it seems,

unavoidably noisy, while the movement of the film itself

gives rise to a certain amount of sound as well. Moreover,

the standards of silence are constantly becoming more ex-

acting, as the sensitivity of recording-equipment is in-

creased. A camera which would have been perfectly accept-

able five, four, or even two years ago would be objection-

ably noisy now that "Wide Range" and "High Fidelity"

recording is in general use. Since it is recognized that it

takes at least two years to engineer and perfect a studio-

type camera to the point where it is ready for production,

this constant alteration in silence standards is a very grave

handicap.

At present, the measurement of camera silence is ex-

pressed as a rating of "minus decibels": that is, its opera-

tional noise is of a volume so many units below the level

of average speech. Before the introduction of present high-

sensitivity recording, a camera with a rating of —35 db

would be considered adequately silent. The best of existing

"blimps" ore rated at —40 to —45 db, which, with mod-
ern recording, is barely adequate. According to studio

experts, a silent camera must, to meet today's conditions,

show a rating of not less than —50 db.

What is actually available today?

Silent camera development has followed two main

courses: adaptation of existing equipment, as exemplified

in the Fried design; and the creating of absolutely new
designs, retoining to some extent the features and appear-

ance of earlier models, as exemplified in the Mitchell and

DeBrie designs.

The Fried design is essentially a reconstruction of ex-

isting cameras— Bell & Howell or Mitchell — in which the

silenced camera is placed in a snug soundproofing case,

12x12x12 inches in size. A special focusing system elim-

inates any lateral shifting for focusing, thereby permitting

a much smaller housing. The magazines are not blimped:

they ore fitted with beaded moulding, to break up any dia-

phragm effect, and as they are fitted to the outer cose

rather than to the camera, they do not transmit either

noise or vibration from the camera. Several of these units

ore being used at the Columbia Studio, with excellent re-

sults.

The first of the new designs to be offered by a major

camera manufacturer was the Mitchell. This was first ex-

hibited (in an experimental model) before a meeting of

the American Society of Cinematographers in June, 1931,

and described in the AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER
the following month. A refined model of the camera was

used by Hal Rosson, A.S.C., in photographing "Hell Below"

last year, and described by him in the AMERICAN CINE-
MATOGRAPHER in February, 1933. Further refinements

have been incorporated in this design, and the camera is

now in production and use. It incorporates virtually all of

the features of the earlier Mitchell cameras, together with

a design which tends to minimize noise. The movement is

essentially the same as the famous Mitchell "speed move-
ment," but actuated through eccentrics rather than gears.

The film-moving claws move into and out of the perfora-

tions much straighter and faster than previously, and leave
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of Silent

Camera

Progressing

by

William Stull, A.S.C.

the film at rest for a rather longer period, with a faster

pull-down. A series of idling rollers through which the film

is threaded tends to minimize the film-slap. A manually

adjustable shutter is provided, with a visible indicating-dial

at the rear of the camera. The customary four-lens turret

is retained, as is the familiar Mitchell focusing-system.

The finder is interconnected with the focusing movement
of the lens, through a series of cams, so that the finder

is focused and compensated for parallax automatically as

the lens focus is changed. The motor-mount is integral

with the right-hand cover of the camera; motors may be

removed or interchanged by loosening four screws and

removing this plate. Silence is secured by a layer of cork

insulation between the double walls of the camera-case,

and by rubber insulation preventing metal-to-metal contact

between the camera and magazines, tripod, etc. As Mr.

Rosson wrote at the time, this camera is satisfactorily silenf

for most work except extreme close-ups, or scenes recorded

at a very low volume-level.

Recently, on improved model has been undergoing prac-

tical tests at the hands of Victor Milner, A.S.C, who used

it on "Cleopatra," and Karl Struss, A.S.C, who used it on

several sequences of "It Ain't No Sin." This latest model

is essentially the camera just described, with some minor

changes, such as the addition of an automatic dissolve,

encased in an extremely compact outer housing, which

insulates the entire camera acoustically. All controls—such

as dissolver, shutter-adjustment, frame and footage count-

ers, and focusing throw-over— ore extended outside of

this casing, so that the device need be opened only when
threading the camera. The magazines are enclosed in a

double, hinged cover, wide enough to allow for their move-
ment in focusing. The turret, however, has been dispensed

with in favor of a single-lens design, with the lens mounted
on the outer case. The focusing control is through a lever

and scale at the rear of the camera, and lens and finder are

interconnected as in the previous design, An interesting

prism arrangement permits the Operative to view the focus-

calibrations on the lens from the rear of the camera. The
matte-box is hinged, and swings out of the way horizontally,

to facilitate changing lenses. While larger than the regular

camera, this device is still far smaller and lighter than any
type of "blimp," and is said to show an excellent sound-
absorption record.

A similar device, experimentally produced by the RKO
Studio, was recently described in the AMERICAN CINE-

MATOGRAPHER. In this case, the camera used was, of

course, a "silenced" model of the pre-talkie Mitchell, and
the housing was leather-covered rather than metal.

Last spring, an experimental model of the Bell & Howell

silent camera was shown in Hollywood. Externally, this

model was a complete change from all previous Bell &
Howell practice, though closer inspection revealed the fact

that it centered around a silenced version of the famous
Bell & Howell Stationary Pilot-Pin movement. As described

in the AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER in March, 1933,
this camera is of box form, roughly 10x12x18 inches in

size, with standard Bell & Howell 1 000-ft. sound-proofed
magazines on the top. The casing is double, with the inner

casing which carries the movement literally "floating" in-

side the outer one. Both cases are sound-proofed. Much of

the internal gearing customary has been eliminated, and
what remains is made of noise-reducing materials, and in

some instances cut most unconventionally. Direct drive is

obtained through a built-in 48-cycle motor, whose arma-
ture is an extension of the camera's shutter shaft. The
movement is a refinement of the Bell & Howell pilot-pin
movement, silenced, of course, and film-slap is reduced by
reducing the size of the loops and by the use of two main
sprockets instead of one. The shutter is manually adjust-
able. A single-lens type of mount is used, the lens being
fitted in a universal mounting, and placed in the outer
case. The design of this mount pre-selects the proper cams
for both focusing and finder-correction movements, so that
a single scale is used for any lens or lenses. This scale, and
the focusing control, are at the rear of the camera. Focus-
ing is secured by an ingenious design in which the move-
ment is moved slightly backward, while a ground-glass
focusing screen and a system of reflecting prisms are in-
serted. The image is reflected across the camera and to
the rear, where it is seen right-side-up and magnified.

Continued on Page 116

The newest Mitchell Silent Camera
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VOCABULARY OF COLOR

The

Language

of Color

by

L. O. Hu33ins, A.S.C.

N PREVIOUS articles we have considered the "Lon-

guages" of Line, Tone and Design, with the idea of

showing how the lines end tones in a still or motion

picture may emphasize the mood or emotion of the scene

to enhance the values of the story. There yet remains

another "Language" of great importance, and that is

—

Color.

Imagine yourself standing on the Mohave Desert watch-

ing a flaming sunset. The red sun is sinking behind gold

and orange clouds. The purple hills are tipped with crim-

son,—a thrilling sight.

Again imagine yourself beside the shore of a mountain

lake where the water is green, and violet mist fills the hol-

lows under the blue-green pine trees,-—a restful picture.

Perhaps you do not realize how much these colors af-

fected you. Certain hues in the sunset instilled the feeling

of excitement; other colors in the mountain lake gave you

the feeling of peace and rest.

If you had seen the sunset, devoid of color, in varying

shades of grey, you would have felt little elation from

its spectacle. If the colors of the mountain lake were

changed by some magic into the flaming colors of the sun-

set, you may be certain that your feeling of peace and

calm would have disappeared instantly.

The total absence of color also has its effect upon you.

Can you imagine living in a house which is painted black

inside, with grey furniture, and not a single spot of color

to break the monotony? You could not live happily in

such surroundings of somberness and gloom.

To show the importance of color in our daily life, let us

picture a world without color. A white sky, grey hills and

foliage, black rocks and tree trunks,—and as for our-

selves,—light grey faces and grey clothes. It would be a

drab world. Now odd color, and the whole scene takes on

life and vitality. Golden sunlight greets us as we step out of

doors, the green of fields and trees cheers us with its fresh-

ness, the violet shadows soften the outlines of the hills.

Whether or not we realize the fact, all colors have a defi-

nite effect upon us.

With the interest being shown in color by the producers

at the present time, and with the knowledge that in the very

near future, full-length features in color will be the rule

rather than the exception, we feel that this is an appropri-

ate time to discuss the "Language" of Color.

But first let us consider some of the properties of color.

The first is "Hue." This is the effect on the eye of a spe-

cific wave length of light which results in the impressions

we have named Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, Violet,

Purple and Magenta. The term "Hue" has nothing to do

with the brilliance or brightness of a color. For example,

HUE EMOTIONAL REACTION
Red. Aggressive, triumphant,

material, hot.
Pink. Love, happiness, joy,

youth, daintiness.
Orange. Jolly, energetic, ambitious,

progressive.
Gold. Ostentatious, proud,

powerful.
Brown. Conservative, sedate,

warm.
Yellow. Cheerful, gay, light.

Green. Fresh, fruitful, free,
vigorous.

Blue-green Exotic, mysterious, vague,
cool.

Blue. Spirituol, noble, true,
steadfast.

Violet. Dignified, serious, patient,
mystic.

Purple. Regal, haughty, mag-
nificent, exalted.

Magenta. Showy, materialistic.
White. Light, pure, truthful,

peaceful, clean.
Grey. Gloomy, retiring,

judicious, indefinite.
Black. Severe, impenetrable,

frightful, sophisticated

MEMORY REACTION
Flame, blood, war.

Babies, roses.

The sun.

Money, riches, palaces.

The earth.

Sunlight, daffodils.
Leaves, trees, outdoors.

, Sea, ponds, jade.

Sky, heoven.

Violets, far hills.

Amethyst,"Royal Purple."

Rubies, wine, scarlet.

Snow, "flag of truce,"
hospitals.

Rainy days, old oge, mist,
ashes.

Death, funerals, night,
grief, crime.

Colors mixed with white
Colors mixed with grey
Colors mixed with black

Youth, gaiety, informality.
Subtlety, refinement, charm.
Strength, seriousness, dignity.

light-blue, slate blue and navy blue all exhibit the same
hue. The next property of color is "Value." This term
refers to its lightness or darkness. Light-blue is a high
value, because it reflects a high percentage of light; slate

blue is a medium value; navy blue is a low value because
a very small amount of light falling on this color is reflected

back to the eye. The third property of color is "Chroma"
(technically termed Saturation) which indicates the purity

of a particular hue. A brilliant red is of a high chroma, a

brick-red is medium, and a reddish grey is of a low chroma.
The nearer a color approaches grey, that is, the less pure
it is,—the lower is its chromatic value.

White, grey and black are, strictly speaking, not colors

OS they exhibit no predominance of a specific wave length

of light, but we shall include them in the "Language" of

Color.

Each color in the spectrum has its effect upon us. It

may be restful or otherwise, according to its hue, value

and chroma. Colors also suggest to us certain objects and
emotions. Red, for instance literally shouts at us. It is

an energetic and aggressive color, at times brutal and
angry. Whenever we see a brilliant red color we are re-

minded, consciously or subconsciously, of fire, blood, war,

passion.

Orange is another active color, it is gay and jolly, sug-

gesting ambition and progress.

Gold is ostentatious, proud. The "language" it speaks

is very definite. It always reminds us of money, riches,

palaces.

Brown is conservative, sober, and reminds us of the

earth.

Yellow is a cheerful, bright color, reminding us of light,

sun, spring flowers.

Green is a daring, vigorous hue. It is youthful, hopeful,

free. It is associated with vegetation, woods, fields, spring

and summer, the out-of-doors and freedom.

Blue-green is much more sedate. It is exotic, mysterious

and suggests the sea, pools of water, peacocks, jade, tur-

quoise.

Blue always reminds us of the sky. It is noble, pure,

loyal, steadfast.

Violet is serious, solemn, patient, sometimes mystic, mel-

ancholy.

Purple is pompous, gorgeous, triumphant, regal, being

Continued on Poge 117
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The Part

of the

Painter

by

Oliver T. Marsh, A. S. C.

A set from "Rip Tide."

Note marble walls and stencilled parquet floor.

THE most successful motion picture Scenic Artist must

not only work in close co-operation with the Cinema-
tographer, but he must have an accurate and exten-

sive knowledge of photography as it affects his work. He
must know very accurately the photographic values of

color—of different pigments and different materials. The
chemical composition of different pigments of the same
visual color may often produce vastly different photo-
graphic effects, due to different degrees of light-absorption.

Similarly, identical pigments opplied to different materials,

such as wood, cotton, silk, wool, velvet, plush, compo-
board, or foliage, may produce entirely different photo-
graphic results. These facts, and many similar ones, must
be at the finger-tips of the successful Scenic Artist.

Virtually every type of material and paint is used in mo-
tion picture work, for he is at one time or another called

upon to duplicate every conceivable type of structure. In

doing this, he has to apply virtually every type of paint
known—including standard oil paints, water-colors and
kalsomines, enamels, gold and silver leaf, stains, varnishes,

lacquers and plaster-stains—to virtually every conceivable
surface: wood, metal, wall-board, plaster and cloth. More-
over, he is as a rule working against time, necessitating
the use of the fastest-drying paints possible, often with
artificially-accelerated drying. At times, on rush orders,
he has had to have a set painted, dried and ready for use
within half an hour—and he rarely has more than three
hours to allow for drying. The use of quick-drying lac-
quers, with spray-guns and electric fans and heaters is a
great help in this. A vitally important factor in the opera-
tion of the Scenic Pointing Department is the fact that all

of the stages at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studio are sup-
plied with gas, water, electricity and compressed-air lines.

With the coming of sound-films, the technique of set-
construction in many studios had to undergo an abrupt
change, and the technique of the Scenic Painter had to
change with it. Since the early days of crudely-painted
canvas drops, motion picture sets hod in most instances

teen constructed out of hard materials—usually wood or

piaster—treated in much the same way as the rooms they

were made to represent. This construction, however,

proved unsuited to sound, as the solid walls reflected the

sound-waves, giving rise to reverberation and bad sound.

Therefore, in many instances, a change was made to

acoustically porous construction. At MGM, however, we
were fortunate in that we had for some years been using

soft sets, which we had found to be highly advantageous
from every viewpoint; the construction remains virtually

unchanged. With the exception of the relatively few sets

representing wood-panelled walls (for which we use grained

veneer panels) we use cloth construction over wooden
frames. As a rule, the cloth is muslin, stretched tightly

over rigid wooden frames. This construction is light and
inexpensive, and makes it possible to move the sets around
the studio without fear of breakage, cracks, etc., as the

construction is resilient. The sound-waves pass directly

through the cloth, making the sets so built acoustically

ideal.

With this construction, we found ourselves faced with

the problem of duplicating wallpapers, etc., without sacri-

ficing the desirable qualities of the soft set-construction.

Covering the muslin walls with actual wallpaper would not

be practical from any viewpoint: accordingly, in place of

the plain, unbleached muslin, we use printed fabrics such

as calico, chintz, gingham, and the like, sewing the sec-

tions together so that the patterns are joined, as they

would be in wallpaper, and stretching the fabric over the

set-frames in the usual manner. In some spectacular pic-

tures, such as "Rasputin," we utilized expensive brocaded
silks, etc., for this same purpose: although the actual cost

per yard of these materials is high, we found that—espe-

cially since the bolts of such stuffs are unusually wide—the

actual cost per foot of such treatment made it the most in-

expensive possible method of producing the desired effects.

Many sets require marble panels in either the walls or

flooring: the cost of real marble would be prohibitive, as

would the problem of shaping it to the requirements of the

set, and many other problems of a kindred nature. Many
years ago, Ernest Tate, head of the MGM Paint Depart-

ment, originated the use of "morbleized" paper for this

Continued on Page 116
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Economies With ProcessProduction

Photography

by

Walter Blanchard

THE "PROJECTED BACKGROUND" process of com-

posite photography, known also in some studios as the

"Transparency" and "Photo-Image" process, is gen-

erally recognized as an invaluable aid to modern produc-

tion. It is admittedly a great convenience, permitting the

photographing and recording of many scenes which would

otherwise be difficult, dangerous, or actually impossible if

filmed by conventional methods. The economic value of the

process, however, is not recognized so generally save in the

more sensational instances where the use of the process

eliminates long and expensive location-trjps. This is nat-

ural, as studio departmental cost-accounts are seldom

published or discussed; and, moreover, the economies of

such a department rarely appear in such reports, which

simply detail actual costs rather than savings (actual or

estimated) over other methods.

The writer was recently privileged to study the fiscal

report of the Process Department at one of the major

studios — a report which proved a revelation of the volume

and importance of "projected background" work. For the

year 1933, the schedule of this studio called for the pro-

duction of 58 feature pictures. Of these, some six were

"Westerns," made almost exclusively on location, with very

few studio-made scenes, and little or no need for any type

of composite photography. Of the remaining 52 produc-

tions, 51 required the services of the process staff to a

greater or less extent, utilizing a total of 658 process shots

— an average of 12.9 shots per production. Two of these

films were definitely out of the ordinary run of productions:

one was decidedly a "trick" film, and required 1 12 process

shots (entirely aside from many miniature, "glass" and
optical-printer shots); while the other was an aviation

story, with many aerial sequences which could hardly have

been filmed in any other manner, and used 72 process shots.

Eliminating these two out-of-the-ordinary productions and
their 184 process shots from our calculations, we find that

among the normal productions made by the studio, there

were 49 productions using 474 process shots — an average

of 9.7 process shots per production.

At this point, it may be well to define what is meant
by "Process Shots," as the term is in itself rather mislead-

ingly broad. Essentially, the process consists of the use of

a translucent screen of large dimensions as a background

for action photographed in the studio. Any type of fore-

ground set may be erected in front of this screen, and any

type of action staged. Upon the screen is projected (from

behind) a strip of motion picture film, supplying any desired

background — moving or stationary. The projector and the

photographing camera are electrically synchronized, so that

their shutters open and close In unison, with the result that

the image cast by the projector is photographed as a back-

ground to the actual action taking place in the foreground:

hence the names, used in some studios, "Transparency" and
"Photo- Image." Earlier developments of the process, based
on the color-sensitivity of panchromatic film, and utilizing

a colored background-film which was run through the cam-
era and printed upon the final negative by colored light

reflected from a colored backing illuminated by colored light

(usually blue), with the foreground set and action illum-

inated by light of a complementary color (usually orange-
red I

, are known as "Color-Separation," "Blue Transpar-
ency," and "Dunning Process" shots. This method is still

used to some extent, though largely supplanted by the more
flexible, quicker-operated projection-type shot.

A brief mention of the average costs of process work
over a period of years is illuminating, as it shows, with the

increase in the volume of work and the enhanced experience
and resources of the process staff, the making of such shots

becomes steadily cheaper, while their use becomes more
effective.

In 1930—the last year in which this studio used the

color-separation process— 146 process shots were com-
pleted for 40 productions, at on overage cost of $314.95
per shot.

The next year— 1931—the department standardized

on the present type of projected-background shot, and
mode 340 shots for 33 productions, lowering the average

cost to $1 84.61 per shot.

In 1932, 503 shots were made for 45 productions, the

cost averaging $140.59 per shot.

Last year— 1933 — the same department mode 658
shots for 51 productions, at on overage cost of $116 per

shot.

These figures are stated to include all departmental

expenses except the items of lighting, set-construction,

film-costs and laboratory-charges, which ore figured sep-

arately for the entire studio over the period of a year, and

pro-rated to each production rather than to departmental

budgets. During the 296 working-days of the year, the

special-process department completed on on average of

three shots per working day.

In this four-year period, the average cost per shot had

been lowered by two-thirds—on actual reduction of near-

ly $200 per shot. How was this done?

In the first place, of course, the volume, which in-

creased somewhat more than 350 per cent, would in itself

materially reduce the overage cost. However, the most

vital factor is the fact that during these years a large

library of background film has been built up. Each back-

ground that is photographed is immediately classified and

filed away for future use. A cross-indexed cord system

permits the Department Head to locate immediately any

desired background: and a separate file of clippings from

these scenes enables them to judge at once the exact na-

ture, angle, composition and quality of any background

In the library, as well as enabling the staff to give the direc-

tor or producer an idea of the backgrounds available for

any given scene or action without having to waste valuable

time screening reel after reel of backgrounds. In the ma-
jority of instances, thanks to this library and its indexes,

it has been possible to use background already mode ra-

ther than going to the expense of photographing new ones.

Of the 658 process shots mode lost year, 308 of the back-

grounds were found, already mode, in the library. Elimin-

ating the "trick" film already referred to, which required

that every one of its 112 process shots be from a specially
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A shipboard scene made on the process-stage; the
water, hills and sky background being supplied by
the process screen.

made, original background, we find that out of 546 pro-

cess shots made for normal productions, 310 backgrounds

came, ready-made, from the library, and only 236 had

to be specially made. Many productions required the

making of no special backgrounds whatever; the special

air story mentioned, for instance, used 72 process shots,

and required but seven new backgrounds; the remaining

65 were found in the Deportment's library.

But just how do such shots aid in production econo-

mies? It is of course obvious that in films which, like "King

Kong" or "Alice in Wonderland," depend for their making

upon trick photography, they are invaluable, and that in

many types of aerial and thrill stories they enable the

making of scenes which would otherwise be impractical, or

even dangerous. Photographic technicians will also ap-

preciate that such scenes as moonlit night-effects, made
with filters, are most satisfactorily handled by this method.

Scenes in moving trains, buses, taxicobs, and the like ben-

efit from the use of projected background shots, as they

would in actuality be very difficult to photograph well, and

would present almost impossible conditions for sound-

recording. Scenes which require the principal players to

appear in foreign lands naturally demand process shots if

they ore to be made economically. But there are many
scenes and sequences which could well be made in the

normal manner, yet which are made on the process stage:

why is this done?

Either because, by using the background-projection

process, the scene can be made more effectively, or be-

cause it can be done more economically. Very often, both

factors enter the problem. For example, a recently pro-

duced film contained a sequence played on a lakeside,

with the characters canoeing. It would be entirely possible

to transport the entire company to a suitable lakeside,

and film the sequence in the normal manner. But too

many economically hazardous factors entered into the

problem: the sequence was long enough to require at least

a normal day's shooting on the location, with more than

two and a half pages of important dialog to be recorded;

such a location is always at the mercy of the vagaries of

the weather—light and atmospheric conditions hamper the

cinematographer, while wind, water-noises, etc. hamper the

sound engineer. These factors in themselves might very

conceivably so hamper the company as to stretch the sin-

gle day's work into two days, or even more. There is also

the important item of transportation, wasted travelling-

time, and very likely of housing the company over one or

more nights. At the very least estimate, it would require

an unusually long and full day's work to film the sequence

on the actual location—and it would be a tedious day's

work, starting very early in the morning, and lasting till

late at night. It might even prove cheaper to move the

company to the location the evening previous, having them

spend the night (and possibly the following one) ot some

hotel, in order to gain more actual working time on tho

location.

Filmed in the studio, by the projected background pro-

Continued on Page 118
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RIDDLE

ME THIS

The Riddle: \t has been suggested thot the development

of a really siient camera would be made easier if the

standard toking and projecting speed were reduced from

24 frames per second (the present standard) to 20, 18,

or even the old standard of 16. What is your opinion?

WILLIAM A. REES, A.S.C.: I do not believe that any ap-

preciable advantage would result from such a change. At

the present speed, we get a smoother picture; and while

the slower speed would probably enable us to crowd more

action into a given footage, this is offset by the present

technique of direction and cutting, which makes for a

quick tempo. Moreover, if the speed were reduced, the

sound-quality would suffer far more than could be offset by

any gains in camera-silence.

JOSEPH AUGUST, A.S.C.: I don't see that anything worth

while would be gained by such a change. You must remem-

ber that in the old days, before sound was thought of, even

though the "standard speed" was 16 pictures per second,

most of us were shooting at 20 or 24, in order to get a

smoother picture and to compensate for the way the

theatres used to crowd the pictures through. When sound

came, and forced both cinemotographers and exhibitors to

standardize on the present 24-frame speed, it was a distinct

advantage.

DWIGHT W. WARREN, A.S.C.: I don't believe it would be

worth while. The present standard of 90 feet per minute

seems ideal from every viewpoint. Also, it is not undesirably

fast: I recall that before sound came we nearly always

photographed at about this speed, and, in a survey I made
of projection in our studio (Educational) and a number of

local theatres, I found projection-speeds varying from that

up to 105 feet per minute. I think the present speed is

entirely satisfactory, and that there could be no appre-

ciable gain from reducing it.

JOHN 0. AALBERG, Chief of Sound Projection, RKO Studio:

1 don't see that there would be anything gained by such a

change— and much would be lost. The cost of making

such a change would be tremendous and any gains made in

reduced camera-noise would be more than offset by losses

in sound-frequency. Personally, I have always regarded the

present 24 frames per second speed as an ideal compro-

mise.

FREDERIC McALPIN, Head of Sound Dept., Harman-lsing

Studio: I can't see any benefit in such a change, and sev-

eral definite drawbacks. It is well known that most of the

noise comes from the intermittent movement: now if we
reduce the speed at which this mechanism operates, we will

actually tend to increase the camera-noise problem, for the

sound will be broken down into a series of distinct clicks.

From the sound technician's viewpoint, the ideal (as long

as we must have the noise-producing intermittent move-
ment) would be to speed the action until the sound becomes

a sustained hum, which we could "cancel out" much more
easily than we could eliminate the clickety-click of a slow-

working intermittent.

HAROLD MARZORATI, A.S.C.: Such a change would be

tremendously expensive, and, so for as I can see, of little

practical benefit. In my experience with high-speed cam-
eras, I have noticed that a properly designed camera varies

little in the amount of noise it makes, regardless of speed.

The speed cameras used in trick work make a good deal of

noise, of course; but if the noise is analyzed, it will be

found that by far the greater part of it comes from the gear-

boxes used to speed the movement up to eight or ten times

normal speed, and that the camera itself makes little more
noise at 240-frames than at 24. The problem, therefore,

seems one of camera design rather than of speed.

ROY OVERBAUGH, A.S.C.: I see very little against such a

change, and many possible advantages. Outside of the

initial expense of making the change, it seems to me the

result would be clear profit. It is very probable that a

slower-running camera could more easily be made silent;

and aside from that, there would be considerable savings in

film and the like.

STANLEY CORTE, A.S.C.: Regardless of speed, noise is

noise — and a camera that is noisy at our present speed

of 24 will scarcely be less so at 16. On the other hand, a

camera which is satisfactorily silent at 16, should be just

as quiet at 24. It is simply a problem of evolving a design

or principle which will give us accurate operation without

noise: and sooner or later, I'm sure the engineers will do it.

JEROME ASH, A.S.C.: Reducing the speed ought to help.

Most of our present cameras were really designed to op-

erate at 16 frames per second, and the present speed of 24
is really over-running them considerably. In the process, a

good deal of noise and vibration are developed: of the two,

I believe the vibration is the worst offender. If a really

efficient method of insulating the cameras so that this

vibration would not be transmitted to the tripod, and so to

the floor, could be developed, I believe we would be a lot

closer to the really silent camera.

GEORGE MEEHAN, A.S.C.: I don't believe the speed has

much bearing on the case. A camera that is silent at 16

should be just as silent at 24. Besides, the cost of such a

change would probably be prohibitive.

WESLEY C. MILLER, Chief Transmission Engineer, MGM
Studio: In my opinion, a speed of 20 frames per second

would be an ideal compromise. It would economize on film,

and give the cameraman more exposure; at the some time,

it would not affect the sound-quality: true, it would cut off

some of the higher frequencies— but the cut-off would be

well above the range now being utilized. With such modifi-

cations as changes in the frame size and positioning, which

have been proposed, we could get a much more economical

utilization of the film-area, thereby saving enough to go

far toward offsetting the cost of the change.

Continued on Page 120
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REVOLUTIONARY new qualities

-^^ made Eastman Super-Sensitive ^'Pan"

a byword almost overnight. But only day-in

and day-out delivery of those qualities over

a long period could give this film lasting

fame in the motion-picture world. Uniform-
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ized Eastman films . . . has made Eastman
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Sound-on-Film

Technique

Recording

for16nnm.

by

Dr.-lng. Hans Atorf

Research Engineer, Tobis-Klangfillm, G.m.b.H., Berlin

THE long-desired substandard sound-on-film talking

picture, to serve as a companion to theatrical films,

but for Industrial, Educational and Personal uses,

Is at last materializing. In Germany, as elsewhere, the

most popular substandard film size is 16mm. wide, with

perforations on both edges. This format is retained for

sound-on-film use; but by perforating only one side, we
hove left an area, hitherto utilized by the perforations,

suitable for carrying a sound-track 1 .65mm. wide. This

immediately offers an improvement over professional

sound-on-film practice, which could not sacrifice the per-

forations, and was forced to diminish the picture-area to

accommodate the sound-track. In the professional stand-

ard, it will be recalled, the film is 35mm. wide overall,

with sound-track 2.45mm. in width at one side of the

picture, between it and the perforations.

Both of the methods professionally used for sound-on-
film recording may be used for substandard recording. Both

the Variable Area and the Variable Density types have

been tried, but in Germany the Variable Density method
has been given preference. (Note: This is exactly oppo-

site to American practice, where Variable Area recording

dominates the 16mm. field. Ed.)

With either type of recording, the film-speed used in

substandard practice is lower than is the case with stand-

ard film, being only 18.3 cm. per second against 45.6 cm.

per second with 35mm. As a result, the striotions com-
prising the recorded sound waves are placed much closer

together than in the larger size. A note of 437 cycles per

second ("A") for instance, recorded on standard film gives

a wave length (or separation between alternate dark or

light striotions) of:

45.6

437 cm.

1.05 mm.

while the same sound recorded on 16mm. has a wave
length of only

:

8.3

== .42

437 cm.

'Translation from "Filmtcchnik," Berlin.

2000 *eoo tooo sooo

Fig. 1: Influence of slit width. Curve 1; slit width

of recorder, .0023m. Curve 2; slit width of recorder

and of projector, .0023m. Curve 3; slit width of re-

corder, 10023m., of projector, .0030.
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Fig. 2: Influence of Deviation of the slit from a

straight position.
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Fig. 3: Revolving power of film material relative to

frequency range.

To express it more simply, the distance between two

striotions recorded on 16 mm. film is the same for 8000

cycles OS it is on 35 mm. film for 2000 cycles.

This naturally results in a considerable series of diffi-

culties.

Both recording and reproduction of sound-on-film rec-

cords is done through a slit of definite width. With in-

creasing frequencies, the slit width causes a linear distor-

tion of the recorded amplitude, in such a way that, event-

ually, the slit width may become equal to the "wave-

length" between two striotions, thereby cancelling out the

sound impulse; in such a case, if recording, no sound would

record, or in reproducing, nothing would come from the

loud-speakers.

For example, if the slit width in a recorder were equal

to .0023mm., a frequency of 8000 cycles could not be re-

corded. (See Fig. 1, Curve 1.)

For both optical and physical reasons, it is impossible to

use a slit smaller than .001 to .0012mm., and even such a

Continued on Page 1 19
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TREND of

Electography

• A new departure in photography with-

out a camera is termed Electography,

according to "Camera," a magazine

published in Germany. It is claimed

some wonderful results have been ob-

tained with this new method. In many

instances it is proving of wonderful help

to advertising men. Designs and pat-

terns ore created by placing metallic

objects of some sort, such as paper clips,

pins, etc., on the emulsion of either paper

or film. This of course takes place in a

dark room.

By connecting one of the metallic ob-

jects to an electric wire a shock goes

through the pin or whatever is placed on

the plate. You cannot see the rays with

your eyes, but they affect the emulsion.

After developing the plate shows all of

the little electric rays or halation, or

whatever you may want to call them,

are photographed and usually create a

very weird and interesting pattern.

Distortograph

• An English invention, the Disforto-

groph lens, according to the British

Journal of Photography, is receiving con-

siderable attention from international

cinematographic publications. It is

claimed this lens is based on an entire'y

new principle and is very easily attached

to any existing lens mount. The effecfs

secured with this lens are said to be very

humorous. It is the contention that

English producers are considering short

comedies produced entirely with this

new lens.

Colored News Reel

• The Colored News Reel is at last a

reality, according to "Lichtbildbuehne,"

a European cinema publication. It is

claimed a well known British news weekly

will present their entire newsr^el in color.

The color process used is reported to

be the Dufay system. The advantages

of this process are claimed to lie in the

fact that no special equipment is needed

by the cameraman.

Flickering Stars

• During the filming of Harold Lloyd's

latest picture, "Cots Paw," the camera-
man used his ingenuity to obtain the

effect of stars flickering in the sky.

THE TIMES
Little sheets of tinfoil were attached

by one corner to a large board. These

pieces of foil covered the entire board.

In front of this a glass the same size as

the board was placed. This glass was

painted black with a myriad of small

holes in the black paint. When the

lights were placed on the foil only and

a fan turned on so that they fluttered

in the breeze, the effect of blinking

stars was secured on the film.

Esperanto Talkie

• Claiming there are millions of people

in this world who speak and understand

the international language, Esperanto,

a Belgian producer is said to be making

a propaganda picture in which the entire

cast will speak Esperanto. It is the con-

tention that by reducing the dialog to a

minimum even those who do not under-

stand Esperanto can intelligently follow

the story by observing the action.

Filming Famous Paintings

• According to "Le Cineopse," a French

photographic publication, the govern-

ment of France is making a series of

propaganda shorts showing the contents

of the world famous Louvre Museum.
Seemingly there is a possibility of mak-
ing these shorts in color.

As everyone knows the Louvre is filled

with art treasures and by this means
many people who would never have a

chance of visiting this historic place will

have an opportunity to view many price-

less works of art.

Official Fire Films

• According to a French publication

the Parisian Fire Brigade has been furn-

ished with a motion picture production

department. It is the duty of this de-

partment to make a complete record of

all major fires. The records thus ob-

tained are used for reports and training

recruits. It should be mentioned that

the Parisian Fire Brigade is a military

organization and a part of the French

army.

Director Turns Inventor

• When a motion picture director turns

inventor, that's news. Karl Lamac, a

well known European director, invented a

new color process which is thought to

be based on an entirely new principle.

What this principle is the "Lichtbild-

uehne," a German publication, does not

say, but the publication speaks very en-
thusiastically of the system and prom-
ises technical data in a later issue.

Are They Silent?

• Recent reports of new blimps, new
methods of silencing cameras in Amer-
ica, brought forth sarcastic comment
from some of the foreign cinemato-
graphic press. However, tests made in

America of some foreign cameras prove

that they are not on a par with American
mode cameras which do not claim silence.

Again a foreign paper reports absolute

silence. We shall see.

Sculptured Images

• An alleged new process for obtaining

a sculptured image through motion pic-

tures IS credited to Japan, according to

Popular Mechanics. History will un-
doubtedly show that a gentleman by the

name of W. Englemann of Chicago in-

vented the same process several years

before the Japanese system.

This system consists of a rotating mo-
tion picture camera that takes about
400 images of the sitter in a few sec-

onds.

The actual bust is carved out by a

pontogrophic arrangement that follows

the Outlines of the image. The only

difference, according to some authorities,

between the Japanese and the American
process is that the former enlarges the

images, cuts them into strips and then
mounts them together.
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The most recent to appear in Holly-

wood is the DeBrie "Super-Parvo," which

has already found favor obroad. Follow-

ing traditional DeBrie practice, this cam-

era IS box-form, with internal 1 000-ft.

magazines: it measures 1 9 '/ix 1 4x1 'A

inches. The principal elements of the

standard DeBrie mechanism have been

retained, including an automatic dissolv-

ing shutter, which operates in 4'/2 feet,

with a device by which the film can

automatically be rewound 72 frames for

lap-dissolves. Focusing is through a tube

passing through the center of the cam-
era, between the magazines. It is pos-

sible to focus directly on the film (a

method much favored by European cine-

matographers ) , or to follow the action

on the film during the shot. For ground-

glass focusing, the operation of a small

lever slides the film and gate to one

side, while an accurately-placed ground-

gloss screen slides into place. The move-

ment includes pilot-pms and an inter-

mittent pressure-plate, while the main

driving-gears are silenced, and run in an

oil bath. The lens-mount is the standard

DeBrie type, protected and sound-proofed

by a hinged optical-glass cover. The
motor is placed inside the camera, be-

tween the magazines. Several of these

cameras are in use in Eastern studios.

From abroad come further reports of

progress toward silent cameras. Georges

Benoit, A.S.C., writes very encouragingly

of the "Eclair" silent camera, which he

has used on several productions, while

the "Cinephon" camera, made in Czecho-

slovakia, is also said to be excellent.

But it remains for a German inventor,

whose name, unfortunately, has not

reached us, to experiment with an entire-

ly new idea in camera construction. His

design is entirely operated by vacuum!

The intermittent movement is replaced

by a vacuum drum (probably similar to

that used in the Reagan-Day Synchron-

izing Machine recently described). This

drum is pierced with a series of tiny

holes, and contains on automatic valve

which applies and releases the vacuum,

so that the film is held in place by suc-

tion, and so moved, then released during

the exposure. It is claimed that this

method is sufficiently strong to permit

operation at speeds up to eight and ten

times normal. As the actual driving force

of the camera is compressed air, the

camera itself should be extremely quiet;

nothing is known about the method of

synchronization, or air-supply, however,

though it is stated that the exhaust is

practically noiseless. It is understood

that this camera is now in the course of

construction. Certainly, it opens up a

promising new field for silent-camera

research.

Silent-camera development, therefore,

is obviously not at a standstill. It is pro-

gressing— behind locked doors, perhaps

— but still progressing. It is beginning

to emerge from the laboratory stage to

that of practical, studio tests. From there

it is safe to predict that it will, before

long, reach practical fruition. The prog-

ress thus far revealed is really gratify-

ing, in view of the fact that the require-

ments have been constantly changing as

sound-recording equipment and tech-

nique advanced, and likewise in view of

the fact that for nearly four decades the

prime consideration in cinema - camera

design has not been silence, but oper-

ating efficiency. Any one of the cameras

described would be sotisfactory for all

purposes only a short time ago; and with

the intensive research now going on in

the manufacturers' laboratories, these ex-

isting designs should soon receive the

final impetus needed to give us the

desired, truly noiseless camera.

The Part of the Painter

Continued from Page 109

purpose—a development now universally

used in all studios. This "morbleized"

paper is produced by floating paint, on o

tank of water, and floating the sheet

of paper over this; as any school boy

who has tried the experiment knows,

if the paper is propery handled, when
removed and dried, the result is a paint-

pattern virtually indistinguishable from

real marble. This paper is applied like

wallpaper to sets, and varnished, to se-

cure the glistening polish of marble
Parquetry floorings are spectacular,

but they have heretofore proven diffi-

cult and expensive to reproduce for film

use. The real thing, of course, is out of

the question; and ordinary stencils are

not only difficult to apply to large sur-

faces, but must be held together by

"ties," which must be painted out after-

ward by hand. Recently Tote has evolved

a new method of producing parquet ef-

fects, which is speedy and economical,

and does away entirely with "ties." Tl-^e

required design is painted, in stencil

form, upon fine bolting-silk, with the

parts to which the paint is to be applied

left clear. This silken stencil is then

placed over the floor-surface we wish

to color, and a very thin paint flowed

over it. This paint is carefully spread

over the stencil with a rubber spreader-

blade, and passes through the unpointed

sections onto the floor, leaving the de-

sign as clearly as though stencilled, and

without the objectionable "ties." The

process may be repeated as many times

HARRISON
LIGHT FILTERS

Distributed by

CAMERA SUPPLY CO.
151S Cahuenga Blvd. Phone CL-2404

Hollywood, Calif.
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OS desired, giving an Infinite range of

patterns.

Another problem recently solved by

the Scenic Painting Staff was that of

successfully and economically carpeting

large sets. Regular carpeting is prohib-

itively expensive; the usual substitutes

—burlap, etc.—are not visually or pho-

tographically satisfactory. We, there-

fore, tried the experiment of making a

carpet of monks' cloth, dyed to any de-

sired shade. It has proven completely

successful, and highly economical.

Jchn Stumor, A.S.C., Injured

• John Stumor, A.S.C., had a miraculous

escape from serious injury recently when

he fell from a camera-car speeding at

40 miles per hour during the making of

a scene for "The Criminal Within."

Cinematographer Stumor received

numerous cuts, bruises, and a sprained

ankle in the accident, but he is reported

as recovering rapidly, and completing

the picture, supported by a cane and
bondages.

Chas. Boyle with Comero Supply

• Chas. Boyle, A.S.C., has token over the

executive duties associated with the

studio department of the Camera Supply
Co. of Hollywood.

Boyle is o first cinematographer of

many years standing in the industry and
has a wide acquaintance in the studios

of Hollywood.

THE LANGUAGE OF COLOR
Continued from Page

associated with the well known "Royal

Purple," the color of the robes of an-

cient kings.

Magenta is a showy color, but vulgur

and materialistic.

Red, orange and yellow form a group

called the worm or active colors. They

hove a stimulating effect upon us. On
the other hand ore green, blue and vio-

let, which ore called the cool or retiring

colors.

As we have mentioned, block, grey

and white ore not colors but they also

have o definite effect upon us. Block

is severe, somber, impenetrable, sophisti-

cated and is associated with night, grief,

funerals, and the unknown.

Grey is negative, quiet, judicious,

solemn, gloomy, reminding us of twi-

light, rainy days, old age, mist.

White represents knowledge, mercy,

purity, truth, coolness, and reminds us

of winter, snow, flag of truce, cleanli-

ness.

White mixed with colors suggests

youth, gaiety, informality, freshness and
coolness.

Grey mixed with colors represents

more restraint, refinement.

The mixture of block with colors

speaks of dignity, reserve, seriousness,

stability.

Now, you ask, why do these certain

colors represent certain emotions as we

hove pointed out? The answer will be

found in any textbook on psychology,

under the power of association and sug-

gestion. We always associate the sky

with the color blue, and the sky in turn

suggests heaven. These two steps are

NEW IMPROVED

CINE GLOW
THREE ELEMENT

RECORDING
LAMP

Longer Life

More Exposure

Uniform Quality

'Used the World Over'

\V rite for prices

a u li literature

Blue Seal
SoundDevices

O K A T K
1 y c o

723 Seventh Avenue
New York, N.Y.

FRANK C. ZUCKER J. BURGI CONTNER

MOTION PICTURE CAMERA SUPPLY, ine.

- SALES - SERVICE RENTALS -

16 MM and 35 MM CAMERAS and PORTABLE PROJECTION EQUIPMENT
PROCESS CAMERAS FOR BACKGROUNDS

MOVIOLAS
BLIMPS

DOLLIES
ACCESSORIES

LEICA EQUIPMENT
NEUMADE PRODUCTS

Eastern Representatives

MITCHELL CAMERA CORPORATION
AND

FEARLESS PRODUCTS

Producers of Industrial Subjects

723 SEVENTH AVENUE
^EW YOIIK 1 ITY

Telephone BRyant 9-7755 Cable Address: Cinecamera
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Now Ready

Extended Mixing Panel
for

ART REEVES
Portable Sound Equipment

DEPENDABLE LABORATORY AND SOUND EQUIPMENT

}ioll)^ood

"^OTlON PlCTURE/^IPMEhTQ-llD.
64 5 NORTH MARTEL AVE- CABLE ADDRESS ARTREEVES

HOLL.YWOOD, CALIFORNIA. USA

Phons WYoming 4501

TRUEBALL
TRIPOD HEADS
OF SPECIAL ALLOY
LIGHTER WEIGHT

The Same Efficient Head
For follow shots, known for

their smoothness of opera-

tion and equal tension on

all movements.

Unaffected by temper-

ature.

Model B Professional $300.00
For Bell & Howell and Mitchell

Cameras and their respectiv-j

Tripod. With the ORIGINAL
instant release telescopic

handle.

FRED HOEFNER
GLadstone 0243

5319 Santa Monica Boulevard

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

Model A for Ama-
teur motion picture

cameras. Attaches
anv standard STILL
Triijod, $12.00.

Trueball tripod
heads are unexcelled
for simplicity, ac-

curacy and speed of

operation.

The Hoefner four-
inch Iris and Sun-
shade combination
is also a superior
product.

handled as one in the mind and the re-

sult is;—We see the color blue—we
think of heaven and all its attributes.

If we look at a bright green color, we
think of green leaves, trees, fields, and
following this train of association to its

logical conclusion, we think of outings,

picnics, strolls thru the cool woods,—

•

freedom.

Do you remember as a youngster,

—

you were sent upstairs to bed. It was
dark and black and you thought of gob-

lins and all sorts of terrors. We may
have outgrown our childish fears but

nevertheless this definite association of

black with the unknown, the mysterious,

has persisted in our minds. Today when
we see block this subconscious memory
often recalls those emotions of chi'd-

hood.

The list of colors and their associa-

tions presented above has been compiled

by interviewing many people and ob-

taining their reactions to all the colors.

One particular individual may have dif-

ferent reactions to certain colors but the

above list represents the average.

Now for the important step in our

"Language" of Color:—We have shown
how certain colors suggest certain

moods or emotions, in our picture, be it

still or cinema, we have a story to tell,

—

we have a mood or emotion to express.

To film a convincing scene, everything

must be in harmony with the certain

mood expressed in the story; the dia-

logue must be in keeping, as well as the

background music; the action must be

fitting; the sets must be in accord qs

well as the costumes; the photography

must conform to the story values. In the

judicious use of color we con express a

complete range of emotions and associa-

tions which will enhance the value of

our story.

Production Economies Witn
Process Photography
Continued from Page I I I

cess, the same sequence could be filmed

equally well, and with but a fraction of

the cost in time and money. Shooting

would start on a studio stage at nine in

the morning, instead of loading the cars

at five or six A. M. for a long and tiring

drive. In all probability, the sequence

could be completed by the middle of the

afternoon—or even earlier — enabling

Max R^CTOR:s

MAKE-UP
/\ Easy to Apply Easy to Remove
^ Stays on All Day Photographically Correct

MAX FACTOR'S MAKE-UP STUDIO • HOLLYWOOD
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the company to move at once to the next

sequence. Retakes, if any were needed,

would be simple and inexpensive, while

the chances of retakes from photograph-

ic or recording troubles would be virtu-

ally eliminated. It would be difficult to

estimate the actual saving achieved

through making such a sequence by pro-

cess shots rather than by taking the

company to the actual location; but it

is safe to state that the entire cost of

filming the sequence on the process

stage would be considerably less than

the single item of transportation on such

a location.

Sound-on-Fi Im Technique

Recording for 16mm
Continued from Page 114

slit, due to diffusion, bending-effects,

reflection and refraction will function in

a recorder like a slit .0020 to .0022mm.

in width. For these reasons there exists

a definite limit with regard to the fre-

quencies which can be recorded on

1 6mm. film At present, the limit is

about 8000 cycles.

The same considerations likewise apply

to the reproduction of sound records

made on 16mm. film. In addition, a

fresh difficulty is encountered inasmuch

as the volume decreases proportionately

to the decrease in the width of the slit

used in the sound-head.

It is also known that in case the slit

is not placed accurately, and in a

straight position, this will result in a

marked loss of high frequencies. It is,

therefore, vital that the slit be carefully

adjusted before either recording or re-

producing.

In the case of 35mm. film, a deviation

up to one degree will not be harmful;

with 16mm. film this tolerance may not

exceed an angle of .5 degree. A devia-

tion of 1.5 degrees will limit the fre-

quency-range to maximum of only

2000 cycles. (See Fig. 2.

)

A further difficulty is encountered

due to the limited resolving power of the

printing material. (See Fig. 3—resolving

power of positive film.) To reproduce

music and speech satisfactorily, the re-

corded frequency-range must extend up
to at least 5000-6000 cycles. It is,

therefore, necessary to compensate the

loss in amplitude at higher frequencies

caused by insufficient resolving power,

as shown in Fig. 3.

The best possibility of doing this

seems to be in the re-recording method;
that is, re-recording on 16mm. film

from a 35mm. playback print, in the

original recording of which the higher

frequencies have been favored by the

use of a correspondingly tuned amplify-
ing system. For this and several other
reasons, the re-recording method of pro-

ducing 16mm. sound-on-film records is

preferable to any form of optical reduc-
tion.

The Klangfilm G.m.b.H., of Berlin,

BRING BACK A MOVIE RECORD

tosmar

USE A WESTON EXPOSURE METER

HOW GLAD you'll be that

you made a movie rec-

ord of your vacation i/ you

take a Weston Exposure
Meter with you. Dull days

or bright, in deeply shaded
woods or in the dazzliiifi

light at the beach, every foot

of film you shoot will he
sparkling and sharp . . . witli

nothing over or under ex-

posed. And it's so simple to use the Weston Meter. Aim it at the sub-

ject, then set your camera according to the meter reading. Just the

few seconds it takes to aim and read the meter will insure your pic-

tures being correctly exposed . . . entirely eliminate all disappoint-

ments and losses due to faulty judgment of the light. Don't start

your vacation without one. Your photographic dealer can serve you
and will be glad to demonstrate Weston Exposure Meters .. .Weston
Electrical Instrument Corp., 598 Frelinghuysen Ave., Newark, N. J.

Weston ft
ers

Weston Universal Model
Exposure Meter—/or ith all cameras, miniature, movie, still. Also model for cine use exclusively

EVERYTHING PHOTOGRAPHIC
for Professional and Amateur

New and used. Bought, sold, rented

Dnd repaired. Camera Silencing.

Send for Bargain Catalogue

Hollywood Camera Exchange
1600 Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood

Tel: HO 3651
Cable Address: HOcamex
Open 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.
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The Largest Stock

of

MITCHELL CAMERAS
and Camera Equipment

FOR RENTALS

•

If You Need It, We Have It

RUDDY GERAUS
Manager

CHARLIE BOYLE
Studio Rentals

CAMERA SUPPLY CO., Ltd.

Cable Address

"CAMERAS'

1515 N. Cahuenga Blvd.

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

Nite Phone: GL 6583

Gladstone

2404

has recently completed a highly efficient

re-recording camera for this purpose. It

is at present widely used in Europe for

electrical reduction of 35mm. sound rec-

ords to 16mm films.

Riddle Me This
Continued from Page 112

BURTON MILLER, Ph.B., Transmission

Research Engineer, Warner Bros. Studio:

I believe that the disadvantages of such

a change would rather more than offset

any possible gains. While it is entirely

possible that at a slower speed there

would be some lessening of camera-

noise, this would be obtained at an ex-

cessive cost in sound-quality as well as

decreased smoothness in the picture. Dis-

regarding the extreme high frequencies

which are theoretically possible with pres-

ent equipment and methods, but rarely

really recorded or reproduced, a reduc-

tion in speed from 24 to even 18 would

cost us one-third of the high frequencies

which are actually used. Up to date, the

history of sound has been a steady strug-

gle for the higher frequencies, which—
to put it simply— "make things sound

natural." Reducing the speed would put

our sound back to the standard of 1930,

at least. This seems too high a price to

pay for a slight reduction in camera-

noise, which in itself con surely be had

without cutting the speed.

THE BELL & HOWELL producton printer

^.H^ Few modern mechanisms, built for the pur-

pose of quantit\' production, maintain the

hi^ih level of quality found in films printed

on the Bell & Howell Production Printer. Each

print is controlled to the finest decree of accuracy

with a ma.ximum of certainty. This printer is

ideal for wide range recordings, and saves its own

cost in an incredibly short time through elimina-

tion of waste due to mislights, out-of-synchronism,

and time-loss in threading and cleaning. Write

for full information.

Bell & Howell Company
1848 Larchmont Ave., Chicago; 11 West 42nd St.,

New York;; 716 North La Brea Ave., Hollywood, 320

Regent St., London (B & H Co.,Ltd.) Establ'd 1907.
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FOUR 16mm Movie Cameras by Bell & H oweii

Professional

Results with

Amateur Ease

The Filmo 70 D
. . . Takes the kind of movies that

win Americon Cinematogropher contests

Here's why: Built like a fine watch. 216° shutter open-
ing, giving l/27th second at 16 frames. Seven film

speeds— 8-12-1 6-24-32-48-64. Three lens - turret,

Variable spyglass viewfinder giving (instantly) field

areas of six different focal length lenses. Critical Focus-

er (optional). Capacity— 100 feet of 16mm film.

There is no finer or more versatile 16mm movie camera

for general use. Many attachments availoble (including

motor and external magazine) for semi-professional

work. Price, $251 up, with Sesamee-locked carrying case.

The Filmo 70 E
... A camera for conquering

photographic extremes, and at a modest price

Here's why; Has four film speeds— 8 to 64 frames. Is

regulorly equipped with a Cooke 1 -inch F 1 .5 speed lens,

making possible perfectly exposed movies under the most
adverse lighting conditions. By adding Kodocolor filter,

gives the finest Kodocolor results. The F 1 .5 lens is in-

stantly interchangeable with any Filmo 70 telephoto,

speed, or wide angle lens. Basic operating mechanism is

the same as that in the Filmo 70-D Camera-— precise,

skilfully designed and manufactured. An efficient utility

camera where turret head and variable viewfinder are not

required. Price, with case, $185; with F 3.5 lens, $150.

The Filmo 75
. . . The lowest priced quality 100-foot

16mm movie camera

Here's why: Now priced at $59.50, the slender and pa-

trician Filmo 75, built fully to Bell Cr Howell standards,

establishes a new record for dollar for dollar value in the

16mm field. Measures only 1-% x4x8-34 inches.

Full lOO-ft. film capacity. 20mm F 3.5 Cooke lens, in-

terchangeable with speed and telephoto lenses. Spyglass

viewfinder, adjustable for field area of lens. Winds like

watch with ratchet key. Covered in pebble-grain or fili-

gree fabric leather. Leather carrying cose, $5.50.

The Filmo 121
... A tiny, light-weight

magazine-loading camera

Small — 2 '/4 X 3 '/2 X 5 'A inches. Light— slightly over
two pounds. Magazine loading — just slip in a 50-foot
film cartridge. Interchange pan, superpan, and Kodo-
color film any time, anywhere, without fogging film.

Two film speeds, 16 and 24, and single frame exposures.
Oscillating focal plane shutter. Built-in exposure chart.

Spyglass and waist-level viewfinders. Bell & Howell pre-
cision workmanship throughout. With fine Cooke 20
mm or 25mm F 3.5 lens, $67.50. Leather cose, $7.50.

BELL & HOWELL Fil mo PERSONAL MOVIE CAMERAS
AND PROJECTORS

Bell & Howell Company, 1848 Larchmont Ave., Chicogo; 11 West 42nd St., New York; 716
North La Brea Ave., Hollywood; 320 Regent St., London (B & H Co., Ltd.) Established 1907
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AGFA 16
PLEN ACHROME

m m

.

REVE
FINE-GRAIN
SIBLE FILM

OTHER AGFA 16 MM FILMS

AGFA PANCHROMATIC REVERSIBLE:

100-foot rolls 16.00

50-foot rolls 3.25

Including processing and return
postage.

AGFA FINE-GRAIN SUPERPAN REVERSIBLE:

100-foot rolls $7.50

50-foot rolls 4.00

Including processing and return
postage.

AGFA FINE-GRAIN PANCHROMATIC
NEGATIVE:

100-foot rolls $3.50

Developing not included.

200-foot and 400-foot rolls

(laboratory packing) available.

Made in America by

9 The famous Plenacliroine emulsion has long been known to users of roll fihn,

cut film, and film pack as the criterion of orthochromatic quality. By its introduc-
tion, 16 mm. Fine-Grain Plenachrome has brought to 15 mm. users a reversible

film of utmost quality at a price within the reach of everyone.

16 mm. Fine-Grain Plenachrome incorporates all the advantages of other
Plenachrome emulsions—complete orlhochroniatism, high speed, exceptionally
wide latitude, and a truly effective anti-halation coating—combined in a remarkable
reversible film.

In daylight the speed of 16 mm. Plenachrome is approximately that of 16 mm.
Panchromatic. The range of sensitivity includes all colors except actual spectral
red. The extremely fine grain makes possible large-size projection without loss of
detail.

Especially recommended for general outdoor use. Remember the name:
Ask your dealer for Agfa 16 mm. Fine-Grain Plenachrome Reversible Film. Use it

this summer and you will use it for fall and winter too.

100-foot rolls—$4.50. 50-foot rolls—$2.75. Including processing and
return postage.

AGFA ANSCO
BINGHAMTON CORPORATION

• NEWYORK
Boston, New York City, Cincinnati, Chicago, Kansas City, San Francisco, Los Angeles • Agfa Ansco Ltd., 204 King St. East, Toronto, Ont.
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PROFESSIONAL Criticism of the Amateur
picture is a part of the service offered by the

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER. Many are

not aware of this. Hundreds of pictures have
been reviewed this post year by members of

the American Society of Cinemotogrophers for

the Amateur.

AMATEUR
MOVIE
SECTION

Contents . . .

HERE'S HOW
by A.S.C. Members .126

LET'S Play Getting Married

by Arthur Campbell 127

CINETRICKS . . . Double Exposure

by Wm. J. Grace _ _ 129

ACTION of Supplementary Lenses .-130

FILTER Your Close-Ups

by Gilbert Warrenton, A.S.C 132

SHOOTING Sixty Thousand Caribou

by George J. Lancaster, A.S.C 133

AT HOME with Your Candid Camera
by Clarence Slifer, A.S.C ..134

BACKYARD Movies . . . Prize Winners 135

Next Month . . .

• imitating the studios in 16mm — making

backgrounds for your miniature pictures. Jerry

Ash, A.S.C, will tell you how he did this with

his 1 6mm camera.

• You will be given some new angles on nega-

tive-positive 16mm film. This type of film is

growing in popularity more and more.

• Another Backyard Movie selected from the

many being sent in by Amateurs. Also a com-

plete continuity that can be made by any ama-

teur.

• Wm. J. Grace will give another Cinetricks

article in his usually interesting manner.
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HERE'S HOW
by A. S. C Members

DEAR CLINIC;

"Here's How" is glad Indeed to an-

swer your questions. You used good

judgment in coming to "Here's How"

with your questions. You naturally

would want the greatest cinematographic

authority in the world to sponsor the

answers in view of the fact that you

will use the questions in a contest. You

ore aware that you could not have asked

any greater authority than "Here s

How," as it has at its command the

knowledge of the greatest cinematog-

raphers in the world.

You will note that each question has

been answered by an unquestionable

authority, a member of the American

Society of Cinematographers, men who

stand very high in the ranks of ace cine-

matographers.

As your letter was seemingly on open

letter. Dear Clinic, "Here's How" pre-

sumed that you wanted it to answer

your questions through its department.

Here are the correct answers. Dear

Clinic

:

IN MY indoor pictures^ while

they seem clear enough and well

exposed, the subjects do not seem

to stand out from the background.

What can I do to improve this

condition in my indoor shots?

— CLINIC, New York.

The answer to this can be expressed

in two words: "back light." Arrange

your lighting so that, in addition to the

front-light, another lamp (or lamps)

cost a fairly strong beam on the subject

from above and behind. This gives an

outlining high-light on the head, shoul-

ders and arms, which effectively separ-

ates the subject from the background.

This effect is sometimes called "rim-

lighting" or "edge-lighting," and is one

of the most important secrets of modern

cinematographic lighting.

—David Abel, A.S.C.

/ WANT to get a night effect,

showing « car driving along the

road with the headlamps brightly

lighted. Having heard that the

"A" filter gives a night effect to

pictures taken in the day-time, I

tried the shot with this, but didn't

get the results I wanted because

the ca/r headlights did not show
up. How can I get the picture I

want?
— CLINIC, New York.

To get such a night-effect, you must,

of course, use Panchromatic or Super-

Sensitive film, the "A" filter (or even a

heavier red filter), and underexpose con-

siderably. In order to show the head-

lights, your car should be coming very

nearly straight into the camera, and the

regular, diffusing headlight lenses (or

reflectors) removed, and replaced by

clear ones, so that the light comes out in

a strong beam instead of diffusing over

the road. More powerful bulbs in the

lamps will also help: the strongest gen-

erally available are rated at 52 candle-

power, and should pick up well. Pro-

fessional cinematographers, when making
such shots, often put an extra storage

battery in the car, wiring it into the cir-

cuit with the car's regular battery, in

order to have added power; in addition,

they sometimes use several bulbs in each

headlight. In a recent article in the

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER, men-
tion was made of a method by which

James S. Brown, A.S.C, secured such an
effect without re-wiring. He replaced

the lens of the headlight with tightly-

stretched tinfoil, which acted as a re-

flector, and cast a strong beam of light

into this with reflectors or mirrors. How-
ever, this would be difficult for the aver-

age amateur movie-maker, who can be

assured of reasonably good results if the

car approaches straight into the camera,

with clear lenses, rather than diffusers,

in the headlamps, and — if possible —
more powerful bulbs.

—John Arnold, A.S.C.

ON several medium long-shots of

ladies in white dresses, against a

dark foliage background, I have
secured results in which the actors

were so badly overexposed as to

be almost unrecognizable "ivhite

silhouettes." I 7(se what is ad-

mitted to be one of the best ex-

posure meters on the market
which, in other circumstances, is

uniformly dependable. In what
respect is the meter (or 7ny tech-

nique) at faidt?

— CLINIC, New York.

In all probability, your meter gave an

accurate reading of the scene as a whole:

but it was only an over-all reading, which

did not take into consideration the fact

that you were shooting for the people.

The reading was, therefore, a mechan-
ically accurate compromise between the

exposure required for the dark back-

ground (which evidently predominated in

area) and the white-clod ladies. The

result was that the subjects were badly

overexposed, while the foliage was prob-

ably slightly underexposed. Either take o

separate reading—quite close to the sub-

jects— or cut your exposure one stop

from the meter's reading. A green filter

might also help, by lightening the rendi-

tion of the foliage.

—Clyde de Vinno, A.S.C.

/ HAVE read that a filter will

make douds stand out. I tried a kx

filter one day when the sky was
full of clouds, and I could not

notice any very great improve-

ment. Wherein have I failed to

do the right thing— if I have?
— CLINIC, New York.

A color-filter makes clouds "stand-

out" by absorbing part, or all, of the

blue light from the sky, thereby darken-

ing the sky in your picture, and making

the clouds stand out prominently. If the

sky were a pale, "washed-out" blue, as

sometimes happens, the filter will not

darken it so noticeably, and accordingly,

the clouds will not stand out so prom-

inently. This may have happened in

your case. It is more probable, however,

that you were using Panchromatic— or,

Continued on Page 141

A good example of backlighting
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Lets Play

Getting Mdrried

by

Arthur Campbell

WHEN children imitate "grown-ups" the result is

always amusing — if the imitation is spontaneous

and natural! Here is a continuity in which the

kiddies can have a lot of fun playing at getting married.

And the grown-ups can have as much fun filming and

screening the story. It is simple and easy to film: you

need only three children — a little girl and two boys — but

you can use as many juvenile "extras" as you may wish.

The whole thing can be filmed in any back-yard or garden,

with no special technical equipment or skill. Try it!

"LET'S PLAY GETTNG MARRIED!"

The Cast

Jane

Jimmy, her b.clhsr .

Bobby, a neighbor

Mother

Neighborhood Children

Scene 1. Angle-shot of the top of a fairly high wall

or fence, shot up from a low set-up. A big ball is seen

bouncing up and down behind the fence. Show two or three

bounces, with the ball falling bock behind the fence each

time.

Scene 2. The top of the fence, from a more normal

angle. The ball comes up again, and this time bounces

over the fence. Pan the camera down with the ball: it lands

between a little boy and a little girl (Jimmy and Jane).

Jane is sitting on the ground, playing "jacks," and Jimmy
is sprawled out nearby, reading the funnypaper.

Scene 3. Close-up of Jane: she looks up in surprise.

Scene 4. Close-up of Jimmy: he, too, looks up sur-

prisedly. Make these two scenes short.

Scene 5. Medium long-shot (full figure) of the two

children. The ball lies between them. They look up toward

the top of the wall.

Scene 5. Close shot of the top of the wall. Bobby raises

his head over the wall: he has found an old top-hat, rather

crumpled. He looks down toward the children.

Scene 7. Long-shot, showing the two children at the

foot of the wall, and Bobby's head looking over the top.

Bobby gravely tips his hat to Jane, and smiles. She picks

up the ball, gets up and hands it back to him.

Scene 8. Close shot of Jimmy, intently looking at the

paper, in which there is a large picture of a wedding group.

Scene 9. Close-up of Jimmy: he looks up— on idea is

being born. He looks over toward the other two children.

Scene 10. Close-up of Bobby, grinning down at Jane.

Scene 1 I . Close-up of Jane. She is embarrassed, but

pleased at Bobby's attention. She smiles shyly, and steals a

glance up at him.

Scene 12. Close-up of Jimmy: he turns his head, looks

down at the paper.

Scene 13. (Insert) Close-up of the newspaper picture

of the wedding-group.

Scene 14. Close-up of Jimmy. He looks up— he has a

big idea! He turns to the other two and speaks:

TITLE: "Let's play getting married! Bobby can be

the groom — Jane the bride — and I'll be the min-

ister!"

Scene 15. Close shot of Bobby and Jane: they grin and
nod approvingly. Bobby's head disappears.

Scene 16. Long-shot. Jimmy and Jane run out of the

picture.

Scene 17. Long-shot, looking down a sidewalk. A
neighbor boy wanders down the walk into the camera. As
he gets close to the camera, he stops and looks off to the

left.

Scene IS. Long-shot: the sidewalk is in the back-
ground, with the neighbor boy walking along it. Jimmy and
Jane run into the foreground; they see the boy, and stop.

They shout to him, and he, too, stops.

Scene 19. Close-u.o of Jimmy, shouting:

TITLE: "We' re gonna have a wedding — get the

gang!"

Scene 20. Medium-long-shot (from opposite angle) of

Jimmy and Jcne. They run on out of the picture. (Keep
the direction of their movement the same — preferably
from left to right in all these scenes. I

Scene 21. Some as Scene 17. The neighbor boy hur-
ries off.

Scene 22. Medium-shot of a window (from outside).
Jimmie comes past with a strange assortment of clothes in

his hands, fo'lowed by Jane, similarly burdened, with one
hand on her lips indicating silence.

Continued on Pogp 138
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IF
ALL the double exposures used today on the profes-

sional screen were laid end to end . . . etc.," would be

a suitable BELIEVE IT OR NOT for Mr. Robt. L.

Ripley. Indeed, the universal use of double exposures in

motion pictures today places this type of Cinetrick at the

unquestioned head of the list.

One of the first mistakes the fledgling still photographer

makes is that of forgetting to wind the film or pull the pack

tab after each exposure, with the result that two pictures

are taken on the same film area. This same "mistake,"

however, is purposely made by the highest paid professional

workers, and when properly and intelligently done, the

screen effect accomplishes a psychological effect quite

necessary to the story.

Tho repetition has cast a tinge of triteness on its

truth, nevertheless the observation, "The motion picture is

the concrete representation of the mental processes of

imagination," shrewdly explains the growing success of

photographic story-telling.

The human mind has the facile power to flit from place

to place, from subject to subject, from period to period,

obliterating space and time. Facile tho this phenomenon,
the human mind does not suddenly jump the hurdles of

space and time; there is a smooth, albeit rapid, waning of

the present mental picture overlapping the waxing of the

next picture. Seldom does one picture suddenly disappear

to be replaced as suddenly by the next, unless events are

being reviewed mentally in quick flashes.

No more, then, should a screen story abruptly change
from one scene to the next. Motion pictures are as much
a psychological impression as they ore visual records of the

animated appearance of things.

I don't know just when professional producers first real-

ized the importance of this basic principle, to-wit, the idea

that motion pictures should be built to appeal to the mind
as to the eye. But from the moment that realization of this

important psychological principle came, from that moment
motion pictures were lifted out of the novelty class to the

high plane of a medium of expression unparalleled. In the

last few years, so much study has been mode along this

line, that certain exponents have gone the limit. The
illusory effects attributed to the Russian school, and called

by a French name, montage, may be quite over the heads

of most of us, but it does indicate the intensive study and
effort to precipitate solid, concrete examples of the possi-

bilities from vaporous ideas.

But whether or not you care to apply montage to your

own filming, by all means consider the preponderance of

authority in the cine field recommending double exposure

transitions wherever possible. Simple or pretentious, scarce-

ly a film con do without some double exposure effects.

When the Cinetrick "double exposure" is mentioned,

most of us assume that ghost work is the only real phase

of the procedure, and since few are the opportunities for

ghost scenes, we forget the rest of the work. A lonely

bachelor sees in the smoke of his faithful pipe the beautiful

faces of fair damsels in his life. That sort of thing. Actual-

ly, this sort of double exposure work constitutes about 2°o
of the total, so it is relatively unimportant. Forgetting for

the moment these longer double exposures, let's talk about

the more common use of double exposures— lap dissolves

and wipes.

Laps and wipes constitute the great bulk of double ex-

posure cine work, yet few amateurs hove tried to use them
in their filming. Perhaps the biggest stumbling block is the

lack of proper tools with which to do the work.

Professional cameramen seldom moke their own lops

and wipes these days, because every camera and the sound
recorder must be brought up to synchronous speed before

the screen action is started. The effects are built in by the

Cinetricks—

laboratory technicians with optical printers. Amateurs, of

course, do not have such facilities, because of the reversal

film they use. Effects must be built into the amateur film

as it is photographed. The degree of pretentiousness to

which he may carry his double exposure work depends on

his equipment and his ingenuity.

There are only two standard American amateur cameras
built so that film may be backed up or rewound right in the

camera. One is the new Victor and the other the Cine-

Kodak Special. It is quite possible, however, to install

means on certain other standard cameras, such as is illus-

trated with this article, for rewinding film in the camera.

It is possible, altho sometimes rather inconvenient, for

the amateur to take his camera into a darkroom, unthread

the film, pull back the estimated amount of film involved in

the double exposure, and rethread it. Practically all 16mm
cameras using the standard spools may be rethreoded in

the darkroom, but I strongly advise against attempting this

operation with the 8mm Cine-Kodaks. It is not impossible,

but very difficult to unthread and rethread one of these

little cameras in the dark. Try it sometime. The Pockette

camera, if the magazine could be put in upside down, would

be very handy for rewinding the film in the magazine, altho

only for short lengths. If long lengths were rewound, jam-

ming would very likely occur and the film would be spoiled.

"You can't have your cake and eat it, too," describes

the compromise you must bow to at present in rewinding

film. It is impossible to rewind more film than the spring

motor will allow. When the motor has been wound up by

the manual rewind mechanism, that's all the film you

rewind. You quite naturally enjoy the convenience of a

simple spring motor to drive your camera. But you must

also suffer at least some inconvenience in rewinding film in

the camera, for no amateur camera has appeared with a de-

clutching arrangement. With the Special, of course, the

film magazine may be removed and the motor allowed to

run down for longer rewinds. All cameras at present, how-

ever, wind up the spring as the film is backed up.

A simple subterfuge may be employed, of course, even

with cameras on the market today and with those to which

this rewinding means may be added. When the film has

been backed up as far as the spring motor will allow, un-

threading the film and allowing the motor to run down
will make it possible to rewind still further. This has been

done in certain cases, to my knowledge, and very satis-

factorily.

If you contemplate the purchase of a camera equipped

for rewinding film, or if you are thinking about having your

present camera so remodelled, don't let this slight limita-

tion stand in your way. Out of a thousand double expos-

ures, probably not one will be longer than one springful.

Dissolves and wipes will be the greater portion of your

work.

Now for the mechanics of the simpler and more widely

used phases of double exposures— lap dissolves and wipes.

In numerous publications and texts on the subject I have

read that the standard dissolve or wipe takes place in three

seconds. If the professional screen is to be token as a stan-

dard, however, you will find that this is too long. In pic-

torials, the maximum seems to be two seconds, while 95%
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Explaining

Double

Exposures

by

Wm. J. Grace

of all dissolves and wipes is about 1 ' 2 seconds. At the

normal amateur standard speed of 16 frames per second,

this means 24 frames are involved in laps. Using 1 6mm
film, this is about 7 inches; using 8mm, about 3'/2.

It Is quite necessary that wipes be accurately rewound

frame by frame. Laps ore almost as particular. For this

reason, the camera should be equipped with a frame counter

or a counter which registers footage to the tenth of a foot.

Using a camera equipped for standard work only, then,

the amateur must learn to smoothly close down the lens

diaphragm in a given time, take it to a darkroom and back

up the film the required amount, and open up the dia-

phragm on the following scene at the same rate of speed

OS he closed It on the last scene. This is not at all im-

possible to learn to do rather well.

In order to make the actual rewinding of film in the

camera easier, a camera so equipped will of course be more

convenient to use, and if it is equipped with accurate

footage or frame indication means, excellent work may

be done.

The ultimate In convenience and accuracy, of course,

is possible If some automatic device Is built on the camera

so that a fading "plate" or wipe "plate" Is moved before

the lens in synchronism with the travel of the film. The

optical printers of professional studios are so built, as is the

Rewind-Dissolve shown installed on the Cine-Kodak K

accompanying this article. The effect plate is moved across

a slot before the lens and is geared to the camera and con-

trolled by a release button. A footage counter shows foot-

age in tenths of a foot.

In conclusion, may we review the reason for double ex-

posure work. If a little extra thought will improve our handi-

work, if a few more ounces of effort are expended to make
something better, is that work to be considered as unneces-

sary? Will we be satisfied with ordinary results when, by

dint of application of better tools and some ingenuity, per-

fection may be that much closer? The most noticeable flaw

in most amateur filming is the glaring absence of out-of-

the-ordinary effects. And yet, simple as are some of them,

any motion picture is bettered by the intelligent application

of one or more Cinetricks. Our single hope is that this

series of articles on the making of trick work will be the

inspiration to amateurs the world over to make better

films, to know how and why certain effects may improve

their product, and last but not least, to derive even more

pleasure from movie work.

Making a Fading - Glass

A very handy method of making fades — and lap-

dissolves, too, if your camera will wind back— is a "fading-

glass." This is simply a fairly long piece of glass, gradu-

ating from absolute opacity at one end to perfectly clear

glass at the other. In use, the glass Is placed directly in

front of the lens, and moved across so that, for a fade-out,

you would begin with the clear area In front of the lens,

and finish with the opaque section completely obscuring

the lens. For the best results, the glass should move in

some sort of a frame, such as some of the filter-holders

aval loble.

An easy way to make a fading-glass is to take on
ordinary photographic plate (the size of the plate will

naturally depend upon the length needed for your fading-

glass), and expose it to white light, under a slide which is

slowly moved across the plate, so that one end gets maxi-
mum exposure, and the opposite end none at all. Then
develop this plate— using a good developer, and devel-

oping until maximum density is reached at the dark end.

Then fix, wash and dry the plate in the usual manner, and
your glass Is ready: it can then be cut to whatever size

you wish.

A variation of this is to expose the plate completely,

thereafter developing, fixing and washing as usual, so that

you get a perfectly black deposit all over the plate. Next,
place the plate in an inclined position in a developing tray,

and apply any reducing agent, with a bit of cotton, swab-
bing progressively upward. This can be done so that the
silver deposit is entirely removed from the lower end of the
plate, and graduates from there to the upper end, from
which none of the deposit has been removed. An excellent

reducer to use for this is the well-known "Farmer's Re-
ducer," which is composed of a 20% solution of plain hypo,
to which a little 10°o solution of potassium ferrlcyanide

has been added. Any photographic reducer will do for this

purpose, however—including the various commercial ready-
mixed reducers. ARTHUR CAMPBELL.
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Fig. 3

Editor's Note: The article in our May issue, "Nature Photography

with Cine-Kodak," has brought so many inquiries relative to the use

ot the supplementary lens that we are printing here that portion of

Mr. McFarlane's paper which deals with that particular lens.

THE amateur camera lens is not designed to focus on

objects closer than two feet. The supplementary lens

is not only the simplest method of focusing for short-

er distances, but also has a decided advantage, since the

indicated f aperture of the camera lens is still valid, even

for very short distances. Thus, the same aperture setting

is used for the photography of small objects as for distant

objects, and Kodacolor photography is quite practical, pro-

vided the supplementary lens is large enough to avoid cut-

ting off the marginal rays.

The action of the supplementary lens is shown in Figure

I. When the camera lens is focused for infinity, the focal

length of the supplementary lens required is equal to the

distance of the supplementary lens from the object to be

photographed. This is independent of the focal length of

the camera lens. The supplementary lens may be regard-

ed OS creating a virtual image at infinity, for which the

camera lens is focused. The light proceeding to any one

point in the film plane, forms a parallel bundle between

the camera lens and supplementary lens. The degree of

separation of these two, therefore, does not affect the fo-

cus: the spacing of importance is that between the sup-

plementary lens and the object. The supplementary lens

must not be so far from the camera lens that part of the

image-forming light is cut off, as shown in the lower dia-

gram in Figure I. As regards the optical quality required

in the supplementary lens, for object distances down to

eight inches, simple spectacle lenses of the Bausch and

Lomb "Celex" double convex type have proved satisfac-

tory, even with Cine-Kodak lens apertures of f. 1 . 9. The
theoretically preferable type is plano-convex, with the

plane side facing the object. For subject distances shorter

than eight inches, a camera lens of the required focal

lengths given in Table II are available from Bausch and
Lomb OS motion picture objectives. Still camera anastig-

mats of suitable focal length may be used.

CONSTRUCTIONAL DETAILS

The details of a preferred construction are as follows:

The distance d (Fig. 2) at which the object should be

photographed is the same as the distance from the eye at

which the object is held for viewing, provided the field

size resulting is large enough. Field sizes are given in

Table II. A distance of ten inches has been found satis-

factory for many small objects, such as flowers, small ani-

mals, large insects, etc.

Action of

The proper supplementary lens can be mounted easily

v/ith cellulose cement in a wooden upright, using a stepped

circular hole mode by an expansion bit. This lens is mount-

ed close to the camera lens, and so that its center is on

the camera lens axis. A decentering error of 1 - 1 6th inch

is not objectionable. The wire frame is not placed exact-

ly at the plane of sharp focus, because it has been found

impossible to surround all objects with the frame. It is

therefore set 1 I -12th inches closer to the camera. Ex-

perience has shown that the estimation of the field position

and limits offers no difficulty with this arrangement.

The frame, of wire Vsth inch in diameter, is made to

exceed the field limit by about '/4 inch on all sides. The

ends of the wire are secured to the base B, and cleat C
holds the frame in place. The frame is bent so that its

geometrical center is on the camera lens axis. If one side

of the frame appears in preliminary pictures, the frame

may be shifted or bent as required. In order to attach the

camera to the base B a hole is drilled for a screw (e. g. a

'/4-inch machine screw will serve) to engage with the

tripod bushing of the camera. This hole is so placed that

the camera rests against the blocks PP to assure replacing

it exactly. The blocks PP are placed on the side shown to

permit easy winding and reloading.

If desired, the supplementary lens mount may be

hinged at the base, to remove it for distant photography,

with which the frame does not interfere.

The accessory known as the "Cine-Kodak Titler" can

be used in the manner outlined. The easel which takes

the title card forms the frame, and does not show in the

picture. The focus comes exactly at the frame, and the

field size is IVi x 2% inches. This is rather small for

most subjects.

The fourth class of subject in nature photography,

that is, things we examine through a magnifying glass,

can be photographed up to XI magnification with the

same type of device, as shown in Figure 3. The supple-

mentary lens in this case is a 25mm focus anastigmat.

This magnification, XIO, has been found unnecessarily

high for many subjects, and manipulation is somewhat awk-
ward. An attachment for X5 magnification is more use-

ful and more usable, and is best accomplished with a 50-

mm anastigmat used as a supplementary lens. This lens

must be somewhat greater in diameter than the camera
lens, to avoid cutting off the edge of the field, as shown
in the lower diagram of Figure 4.

The construction of this attachment is beyond most

amateurs, but the required mounting can be made by any
machinist. A filter cell may be built into the mounting,

which may then be attached to the camera in the manner
of a filter. The anastigmat used as a supplementary lens

must be mounted with its front facing the camera. The
wire frame, of spring steel wire, is adjusted so that the

image of a distant object, created by the supplementary
lens alone, falls in the plane of the frame. A final ad-

justment is made with the attachment on the camera, by

photographing a pin in and near the plane of the frame,
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by

J. W. McFarlane

Research Dept., Eastman Kodak Co.

and adjusting the frame according to the result. Care

must be taken to keep the subject In the plane of the

frame, since the depth of focus, given In Table I, is quite

small.

Excellent Kodocolor pictures have been taken at X5
magnification using a 50mm f. 1.9. motion picture object-

ive as a supplementary lens.

Concerning the third class of subject, small objects

which cannot be approached; it is difficult to apply the

simpler type of Cine-Kodak to this work. A long focus

lens must be used to obtain a sufficiently large image of

the distant small object, and the long focus (telephoto)

lenses supplied are focussed by estimating the subject dis-

tance. In this work this distance is 20-100 feet, which is

much shorter than that figuring in ordinary telephoto

work. The depth of focus for near subjects is so small

with long focus lenses that it is impractical to focus by esti-

mation. The Cine-Kodak Special, however, is quite well

suited to this work, as any of the lenses supplied may be

focussed critically by means of the built-in reflex finder.

It is therefore easy to obtain sharply focussed pictures with

the long focus lenses required.

In making nature photographs, care must be exercised

in the choice of subject. The most important thing, in

fact the only reason for the existence of motion pictures,

is interest, and the interest must be a moving one. Con-

sequently, motion pictures of flowers with nothing happen-

ing, ore not of much Interest. If, however, the picture is

a time-lapse one of the flower opening, or a bee working

on it, or Its functions are being demonstrated. It is an-

other story. On the other hand, small animals and Insectr.

produce very interesting pictures. The most difficult part

is to get them to act, and this is one of the fascinations of

this type of work.

Nature photography with the Cine-Kodak is a com-

bination of two hobbies, the oldest hobby and the newest.

The earliest records left by prehistoric man show his inter-

est in the world around him; ;his drawings made on the

walls of caves are evidence of this. All through the ages

men have interested themselves in the study of plants, ani-

mals, insects, and birds—studying their lives and habits,

and OS a hobby, it has always been satisfying. On the

other hand, the newest hobby, excluding fads, is the mak-

ing of amateur motion pictures. This hobby is about ten

years old, and the other about twenty thousand. Ana so

we have a union of hobbies, one from the old Stone Age,

another, machine created, on outlet for man's primitive

and modern interests, in the creation of motion pictures of

the natural world.

FILM CAMERA
LEIMS

OBJECT

THE OF>X\C?> OF- ^UPPLEMENTARV CA»-AERA> UEN^t^

Fig. I

Fig.

TABLE I

Depth of Focus

Radius of disk of confusion=0.0025cm.

Subject distance
for 26mm lens
with supple-
mentary lens

Overall
Angrular
Magnifi-
cation

MagTiiifi-

cation
on film*

Depth
at f.5.6 at f.1.9-'

Inches X 0.5 cm cm
20 X 0.5 xO.05 24.0 8.0

10 X 1 xO.l 5.8 2.(1

5 X 2 xO.2 1.4 0.5

2 X 5 xO.5 0.23 0.08

1 xlO xl.O 0.057 0.02

' These data apply to camera len.ses of all focal lengths.

TABLE II

Data for I 6mm cameras with 25mm lenses, and 8mm
cameras with I 2.5mm lenses.

Photo-
graphing
Distance

d

Field
Size
bxa

Dis-
place-
ment

e

Supplementary
Lens
L

Inches

39
19%
13

nVi
10

8

Inches

12x16
6x 8

4x 514
3%x 4V^

3x 4

2%x 3'/8

Inches

6

3
2
2

1%
1

1.0 dioptre
2.0 dioptre
3.0 dioptre Spectacle

dioptre
4.0 dioptre
5.0 dioptre

150mm focal length") Cam-
lOOmm focal length era
75mm focal length i.Ana-
50mm focal length stig-

25mm focal length mats
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Filter Your

Close-ups

by

Gilbert Warrenton, A. S. C.

DID YOU ever try using a color-filter when making

close-ups? Try itf In many instonces filtermg will

improve close-ups tremendously. Most amateur

cinematographers (and photographers, too!! overlook this

use of filters. They seem to regard color-filters as a sort

of "one-purpose" accessory: a useful tool for photograph-

ing landscapes, and especially for bringing out cloud-effects.

True enough, filters ore primarily intended for this purpose

— but they con be very useful indeed in making close-ups,

and in much other general work.

In a close-up, the thing we are most interested in is the

face; especially in the way our picture renders the skin-

texture, and what it does to make-up, facial blemishes, and

the like. Here is just where the filter helps! Proper filter-

ing will give a more natural skin-texture, smooth out

wrinkles, fill in shadows, and moke the make-up (if the

subject is feminine) appear more natural.

Look at the upper picture, for instance. It was made
on Panchromatic film, without a filter. How many times

have you made a close-up of one of your friends— a nice,

well-composed, well-lighted shot— and suffered the dis-

oppointment of hearing the friend complain, "Oh! My skin

isn't as bod as all that— and look at those wrinkles!"

And yet, in all probability, your camera reproduced truth-

fully what it saw. Between the critical quality of modern

lenses, and the color-sensitivity of modern emulsions, the

camera sees things in for greater (and often more unfav-

orable) detail than do our eyes. It picks up any imper-

fection in skin-texture, coloring, or moke-up, and magni-
fies it on the screen. It often exaggerates wrinkles that

are virtually invisible to the eye. In other words, it shows

things too well — too truthfully. In order to get a pleasing

picture, we must often fool the camera. That is why a

professional portrait photographer always has his negatives

carefully retouched, and a professional cinematographer al-

ways has his actors wear make-up. For the same reason,

professionals nearly always use at least a slight diffusion

on their closer shots.

Now, these remedies aren't usually possible for the

amateur. You can't retouch a motion picture film. Neither

con the family filmer insist that his victims don studio

make-up. It is possible, of course, to use a diffusion filter

with amateur cameras, but for a number of practical and
technical reasons, this is none too satisfactory in substan-
dard filming. So filtering is the most logical remedy.

Now, look at the lower picture. It was made on Pan-
chromatic film, with the same camera, and a "G" filter.

What has happened? First of all, the picture is given a

softer general quality. Part of this is due to the filtering

action, and part to the added gloss surfaces of the filter;

at any rate, the quality is appreciably softer and more
pleasing. The skin-texture is much more natural — and,
incidentally, more pleasing. And where are the wrinkles?
They are practically erased! Another thing, too: noti'^e that
the shadows are appreciably lightened — an important con-
sideration in close-ups mode in the sun, cross-lighted. Also,
the rendition of the lips (mode up as usual, with ordinary
lipstick) is lighter, and more natural.

The use of a filter helps, indirectly, in our effort to

concentrate attention on the face. Normally, in making
close-ups out-of-doors, we work with the lens stopped down
to a fairly small opening: accordingly, the depth of focus
is considerable— especially with 1 6mm and 8mm cameras— and the background is usually in fairly sharp focus. This
is often disturbing element, particularly so if there is much
movement in the distance. Using a filter, the lens must
naturally be used at a larger aperture, which decreases the

Continued on Page 141
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Shooting

Sixty Thousand

Caribou

by

George J. Lancaster, A. S. C.

FOR THREE DAYS I rowed and drifted down the

mighty Yukon. I was searching for the great herd

of caribou soon due to swim the river in their yearly

migration northward.

"There's a story," the editor said. "Go up there and

get it!" So it was that I found myself in a small skiff,

floating down-stream on the great river of the North. I

had a camera, several thousand feet of film— and on idea.

Just an idea, mind you — not a story: I knew that the

immense herd of caribou was due to cross the Yukon, but

that wos all. It was up to me to make the story with my
camera I

My search had narrowed down to a hundred-mile stretch

of river; somewhere in those hundred miles of wasteland,

thousands of caribou would have to swim across to reach

their summer grazing-grounds in the Arctic. Down-stream
I paddled, day after day, always watching — and hoping —
for some sign of the herd. Not a caribou in sight! So I

loaded skiff, cameras, and all onto a river-steamer, and
headed back to repeat my trip.

Then, suddenly — caribou! Thousands of them —

swimming and milling in the river, pushing and crowding

on the banks. Over sixty thousand of them! What a

sight— and what a picture! 1 got busy at once.

First, I set up my cameras on the lower deck of the

steamer, and got some conventional long-shots, to show the

way the herd was fording the river. Then I moved to the

upper deck, and ground out many more scenes of the ani-

mals, splashing and swimming in the river, and crowding

on the banks. The boat was approaching the herd, so I

got some nice moving shots as we drew near. As we came

closer, it was necessary for the boat to heave to, for the

river was literally jammed with swimming caribou; we

couldn't get through. That gave me an opportunity to

make closer shots of the animals. I moved to the upper

deck, and ground out medium-shots and close-ups from all

angles. Here, my telephoto lenses gave good service. I

made close-ups of the beasts swimming toward the camera,

away from the camera, and passing right across the picture.

So much for the swimming! I had established that

fact: now for some shots on land to show the herd entering

and leaving the water. The skipper accommodatingly set

me ashore, and again I started out with long-shots. Then,

with the telephoto lenses, closer and yet closer shots of the

herd and of individual animals: coming toward the camera

head-on, and at a three-quarter angle; passing the cam-
era; and going away from me at both three-quarter and

straight "tail-on" angles. Next, I climbed a tree, Eyemo in

hand, and got a shot of the herd passing below me. I made
this shooting straight down on them. Then more close-ups

and extreme close-ups of heads coming right into the lens.

Next, I crouched on the ground and made close shots of

nothing but the hoofs and legs plodding along the trail.

Then more extreme close-ups of heads and antlers, passing

across the picture.

In all of these shots, I took particular pains to keep the

direction of movement always the same — that is, from

right to left. This is important, for if you don't keep your

movement consistent, your audience will be confused: they

won't be able to tell whether there is one herd, or several,

or if the beasts are all going the same way.

Now I had shot the caribou from all angles— long-

shots, medium-shots, and close-ups; "tie-ins" and reverse-

angles; shots of the herd as a whole, and of groups and

individuals; in three-quarter light and back-light; and

everything from a bird's-eye view to a worm's-eye view.

Plenty of footage for the editor to choose from. And now
I was back on the boat, homeward bound, with the main
part of my assignment — the caribou — the punch of the

picture— "in the box." but one cannot make a picture

with only one bore idea, no matter how much footage, or

how many angles, he may have. What would the audience

want to know, that I could answer with my camera?
How did I get into the Yukon.? What did it look like?

And perhaps a thousand other questions. I could answer
that well enough!

So I went to work and showed them how the old river-

boot looked: the big, bearded river-pilot at the wheel; the

firemen throwing cord-wood into the fires; the steam-
gauges; the pistons that drove the old stern-wheel packet,

and finally the big paddle-wheel churning the water to

cream, with the caribou-herd still swimming in the distance.

I even showed the picturesque old French-Canadian cook
peering out of his galley, a huge carving-knife in one hand,
while he thoughtfully stroked his unshaven chin with the

other. Even I knew what he was thinking about— and so

Continued on Page 140
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Top: Home portrait, 1/5th sec. Summar lens at
f.4.5, Dupont Superpan, 2 photoflood lights and
two 100 watt lights. Bottom: Candid Party Shot,

1 /100th sec. Hektor Lens at f.6.3 on Dupont
Superpan Diffused sunlight.

AtHome
With Your

Candid Camera
by

Clarence Slifer, A.S.C.

A NUMBER of years ago, while going over some old

books of the Civil War period that I had just pur-

chased, I found this polite invitation:

"Yourself, and those of your household, are especially

invited to call at my DAGUERREAN ROOMS, at Haynes

Hall, and examine my specimens with a view to satisfy

yourself that I am prepared with all the conveniences for

making FIRST CLASS LIKENESSES !

"My long experience and practice with master workmen

has enabled me to overcame all those chemical difficulties,

that prevent the mass of traveling artists from making clear

and bold pictures. By my process likenesses are made
equally perfect in clear and cloudy weather.

"Please call at your earliest convenience.

"Yours Truly,

"J. F. CRANCE."
What a transition photography has undergone during

the intervening seventy odd years, since the issuing of that

invitation, and now! Why, even at the present time, im-

provements and innovations in photographic apparatus are

taking place with such amazing rapidity as to keep inter-

ested even the most blase of cameramen.

Once again, only this time in a modern guise, yourself

and those of your household are especially invited to obtain

clear, bold, FIRST CLASS LIKENESSES. Gone, of course, is

the old "traveling artist" and his Daguerrean apparatus.

Today you are the "artist" and your apparatus is the

modern miniature camera with its simplicity and amazing

performance. With little effort you make photographs

under conditions which our Daguerrean friend would hardly

have had the courage to prophesy as some day being

feasible.

Those "chemical difficulties" which were so trouble-

some to the "traveling artist" offer no obstacles to you.

You have your choice of many excellent prepared develop-

ers. Also the processes of developing and making enlarge-

ments have been so simplified and systematized that even

the kitchen of a small apartment can readily serve as a

"laboratory." However, if the cook should firmly put her

little foot down and stop any such appropriation of her

kitchen, or should you not wish to indulge in the sport of

making good enlargements, there is always a nearby photo-

finisher who specializes in miniature work.

The weather, which once figured so prominently in the

scheme of things, is now reduced to playing the minor role

of "set-dresser." For pictures can now be made under

most all natural conditions. Snapshots indoors and at night,

too, are as easily made as those outdoors in bright sunlight.

Fast lenses, film of superb color correction and speed, and

inexpensive Photoflood lights combine to give you the ut-

most enjoyment from your Leica, at home.

Pictures in and about the home are always convenient

for you to make. The preparations are few and simple.

Should you wish to make snapshots indoors at night or on

a dull day, the only preparation is the replacing of the bulbs

in a couple of bridge lamps with Photoflood bulbs. A tri-

pod for the camera is unnecessary. The camera is used

with the same flexibility as it is outdoors. With this simple

preparation, we are ready to make those intimate, life-like,

unposed pictures of Mother, Dad, the wife, the kiddies,

and others. Charming pictures made in natural and familiar

surroundings. Pictures, that in after years will be so valu-

able in recalling pleasant memories. With the miniature

camera, we are developing a new conception of photog-

raphy; a photographic realism.

There are many ways in which your candid camera may
well serve you at home. The economy with which your

camera makes pictures, and its elimination of blanks and

double exposures, allow you to make many more pictures

than would be possible with a larger camera and still bal-

ance the photographic budget. Among the many pictures

that can be made at home, are portrait studies, the 90mm
lens being ideally suited for this work. Candid snopshots

can be made at parties and of friends when they drop in for

an evening visit. Interior and exterior views of your home
are always desirable, and for these, the wide-angle 35mm
lens will be helpful in tight spots. Nothing more need be

said about making an abundance of camera studies of the

children. Even lively youngsters at play are a cinch for this

modern method of photography.

Photograph your subjects while they are engaged with

their pet hobbies, as miniature shipbuilding, painting,

stamp collecting, or just plain old fashioned mud-pie mak-
ing. Another valuable use for the Leica is the copying of

rare old family paintings and photographs. In fact, copy-

ing in itself can become a hobby. Thus, a collection of

Continued on Page 136
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BACKYARD
MOVIES

Movie Film Free

R. B. Haines of Los Angeles gives us a

practical idea for the use of the 8mm or

• R. B. Haines, this nnonth's winner, ,g^^ camera. Here is an ideo that
contributes an unusually timely story everyone fi„d practieol. Haines, of

which is none the less a true "Back-
c^urse^ gets the roll of Panchromatic

yard Movie." It combines interesting, r^^j ^ij. suggestion over—see how
believable action with both comedy and sj^pig it is, but how practical. Then try

dramatic suspense, in a continuity which
y^^^, ^ond ot winning a roll of film free,

should be very easily filmed. Here it is— y^u, suggestions to the Editor,

try it!

"STICK 'EM UP!" —
Cast of Characters

„ ,
sharp tool — he's going to make a gun

Junior.. ..a typical boy—age 8 to 1 2 years
p^j^^gif

- P^^y"""'^ 'Tcene 10. Dad looks up from h,s
Mother

work: he sees what Junior is doing,
" ;

,

smiles, and goes over to help.
A Burglar A tough character,

^^^^^ , , Medium-shot. Dad is work-
carrying burglar s tools and a revolver

, u i i j
' ^ ^ ing on a wooden gun, while Junior and

Scene 1. Long-shot. The story opens Joe watch intently. DISSOLVE TO:

with Junior and Joe trying to make a Scene 12. Medium-shot of Mother

much broken-down toy automobile and (in house), locking up the family silver.

wagon have a good smash-up in the Scene 13. Closer shot of Mother put-

back yard. They soon become disgusted ting jewelry and rings into a strong-box.

and start to look at a newspaper lying in Scene 14. Medium-shot of Mother,

the yard. trying the catch on a window. She core-

Scene 2. Close-up of Junior, point- fully pulls down the shade, and walks

ing to a picture in the newspaper, with out of the picture.

Joe looking over his shoulder. Scene 15. Close-up of Mother, talk-

Scene 3. INSERT: Close shot of ing earnestly over the phone.

newspaper picture of a captured gangster TITLE: "—only yesterday Jones'

and his guns. house was robbed in broad day-

Scene 4. Medium-shot. Joe looks up light. We've got everything

from the newspaper, and in true gang- locked up — !"

ster fashion points his finger at Junior Scene 16. Medium long-shot In work-

ond says, "BANG!" Junior instantly shop. Father is putting the finishing

grasps the idea, and likewise "shoots" touches on a wooden pistol. On the

Joe. bench lies a completed wooden sub-ma-
Scene 5. Long-shot. The two boys chine gun. Junior is critically telling Dad

jump to their feet, "shooting"; Junior just how the pistol should be made,
retreats out of the picture, followed by Scene 17. Close-up of Father, trying

Joe. to be patient under Junior's exacting

Scene 6. Long-shot. Junior steals supervision,

cautiously around the corner of the gar- Scene 1 8. Close-up of the toy pistol

age (or, better still, a workshop) where in Father's hands. DISSOLVE TO:
Dad is working. His finger is extended, Scene 19: Medium long-shot of a

still "playing gun." He starts to "shoot" white wall. A threatening shadow of a

at Joe (out of the picture), but stops, man enters the picture — the shadow
looks at Dad, then at his hand, and falling on the white wall,

abruptly enters the shop. Scene 20. Medium-shot of the Burg-

Scene 7. Medium-shot. Junior asks lar, advancing up on alley, straight Into

Dad to moke him a pistol and sub-mo- the camera. He walks furtively, and
chine gun like the gangster hod. pauses to glance into each backyard he

Scene 8. Dad tells Junior to go and passes,

play—he's too busy. Scene 21. Medium long-shot In the

Scene 9. Junior reaches up on the workshop. Father has finished the pistol,

workbench for a drawing-knife or any which he hands to Junior, while Joe

takes the machine-gun. The two chil-

dren rush out of the picture, "shooting"

OS they go. Father looks after them,

smiling, and then goes back to his work.

Scene 22. Long-shot of Junior and

Joe playing gangster in the backyard.

They have all the flourishes of real

"tough guys."

Scene 23. Long-shot in the alley: the

Burglar is seen approaching; he pauses

at a gate close to the camera.

Scene 24. Junior, pistol In hand, ap-

proaches window of his house. (To be

most effective, this window should be

partially screened by shrubbery, sup-

posedly not visible from either the garage

or the rest of the yard; also handy to the

alley.

)

Scene 25. Long-shot of Mother in

the kitchen, preparing a meal. She is

nervous and apprehensive.

Scene 26. Some as Scene 23. The
Burglar enters the gate.

Scene 27. The Burglar approaches

the some window shown in Scene 24, but

from different angle.

Scene 28. Same as Scene 24. Junior

turns about and goes back, looking for

Joe.

Scene 29. Close-up of the Burglar

at the window. He is prying off the

screen, and carries a revolver In one
hand.

Scene 30. Quick flash of Father at

work.

Scene 31. Quick flash of Mother in

the kitchen.

Scene 32. Flash of Joe, with his gun.

Scene 33. Close shot of Junior, against

side of house. He enters from the some
direction he was going in Scene 28, then

turns about and again heads toward the

window.

Scene 34. Long-shot, by the window.
The Burglar is at work, and in the back-

ground, Junior rounds a bush. He sees

only the Burglar's bock, and rushes up
with his "gun" extended.

Scene 35. Close-up of Junior. (If

possible, show Burglar's back to one side

of foreground.) Junior shouts: "Hands
UP!"

Scene 36. Reverse - angle of Scene

34. The Burglar, startled, jumps, drop-

ping revolver and "jimmy," and puts up
his hands.

Scene 37. Close-up of Junior. He
registers surprise, then recognition of the

fact that the man Is o Burglar. Then he

glances down.

Continued on Page 1 36
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SOUND-ON-FILM
RENTAL LIBRARY

A larae variety ol subjects always
available. Comedies, Dfamas, Car-
toons, Educational Subjects, etc.

Send self-addressed, stamjied envel-
ope for li.st of subjects.

J. NAVILIO
1757 Broadway Brooklyn, N. Y.

$1.00 PER DAY

BACKYARD MOVIES
Continued from Page 135

1 1 I fttt' Ichangeable
Lenses iiu'ludint: tele-

lihoto, speed, wide an-
iile lenses, and others,
for every photOKraph-
ie need.
Focal Plane Shutter
with sjieeds of 1 to

1 /sooth seconds.
Built-in Range Finder
coupled with lens for
automatic i"ocusinft".

Uses cinema film —
inexi)ensive and con-
venient. Up to 36 pic-
tures in one loadinj;.
Enlargements up to

12 X 18 inches and
more, sharji and clear.
400 Attachments and
Accessories including
full line of developinu.
printing, enlarsinu.
and projecting equi])-
ment.
Write for free book-
let describing the
LEICA Camera, Len-
ses, and Accessories

:

Circular No. 1228 de-
scribing new Summar
Lens ; Circular No.
1226 describing New
Focomat Enlarger.

E. LEITZ, INC.

Dept. 535

60 East 10th St.

New York, N. Y.

Western Agents: Spind!er and Sauppe, Los
Angeles and San Franoi.sco.

LEICA

SPORT

AND
TRAVEL

PICTURES

FAST

VERSATILE

EASILY

CARRIED

IN THE

POCKET

Leica Mcnlrl K
with f:2 Sl.MMAK

Speed Lens

The LATEST in LEICA
Speed-O-Copy Attachment, $25.00
Leather Zipper Case for Leica, $2.50

MORGAN CAMERA SHOP
(;:!05 Sunset Blvd. Hollywood, Calif.

Scene 38. INSERT: close-up of the

Burglar's real pistol, lying in the grass.

Scene 39. Long-shot: Junior drops his

wooden pistol, and snatches up the Burg-

lar's dropped weapon. Then he backs

off, out of the picture.

Scene 40. Close-up of the Burglar's

face: he looks surprised, but savage.

He glances down.

Scene 41. INSERT: Close-up of Jun-

ior's dropped toy pistol.

Scene 42. Close-up of Burglar, very

angry.

Scene 43. Long-shot of Junior, back-

ing away. He is getting frightened —
quickens his pace, then turns and runs.

A moment later the Burglar runs into

the picture (from behind camera).

Scene 44. Close-up of Junior (big

head). He yells. Moke this a short

flash.

Scene 45. Flash of Father, stopping

his work. He jumps up and runs into

camera, quickly filling the frame.

Scene 46. Flash of Mother in the

kitchen: she hears and is frightened.

Scene 47. Long-shot. The Burglar

is gaining on Junior.

Scene 48. Long-shot, near the gar-

age. The Burglar is almost upon Junior,

but as he reaches out to grab him, he

trips over the toy wagon and falls. Pan
the camera to follow Junior as he reaches

the garage and hands the gun to Father.

Scene 49. INSERT: Close-up of the

real gun in Father's hand, pointing tow-

ard the Burglar (not shown) in a men-
acing manner.

Scene 50. Medium long-shot of the

Burglar, picking himself up, with his

hands in the air.

Scene 51. Long-shot: Father holds

the Burglar at bay, and Mother and Joe

run into the picture. DISSOLVE TO:

Scene 52. Medium long-shot of Jun-

ior and Joe, again playing in the yard,

with a new auto and wagon. Both have

a pistol strapped to each hip, and on

the wagon and auto are mounted shiny

toy sub-machine guns. On each boy's

chest is a toy "Police" star.

Scene 53. Close-up of Junior, plainly

showing the "Police" badge.

Scene 54. Long-shot from inside

house, or from another angle in the gar-

den. Mother and Father are in the fore-

ground, watching the boys at ploy. They
register complete approval. FADE OUT.

THE END.

If you have the opportunity to do so,

you can add a very interesting sequence

after Scene 51, showing the Police radio-

car system in action— sending the mes-
sage, the officers picking it up, the

radio-car speeding to the house, and ar-

riving to arrest the Burglar. This could

be followed by scenes showing the police-

men congratulating the boys, and pin-

ning the badges upon them.

The film, as written, can be made in

any neighborhood, and the cast is easily

assembled. If necessary. Father could

double for the Burglar, keeping his face

away from the camera in all his scenes

in this part. If your own backyard is

not adopted to all of the scenes, the

script is written so that you can use sev-

eral different yards for the various

scenes: when assembled, they will give

the impression of having been made in a

single yard— if you choose your angles

right. The interior scenes, if necessary,

con be eliminoted, and the few really

important ones (Scenes 15, 25, 31 and

46) transposed to porches, etc.

R. B. HAINES,
Los Angeles, Calif.

AtHome With Your Candid
Cdmerd

Continued from Page 1 34

such prints would give the highlights of

the year's news. Great fun can be had

at costume parties by making quaint old

silhouettes by photography. In fact,

many new and interesting uses of the

camera about the home will be found,

from time to time.

The Eastman Kodak Company publish

a book which is full of valuable informa-

tion for the amateur who wishes to use

his camera to the full advantage, at

home. It is sold at cost and the title is

HOW TO MAKE GOOD PICTURES.

So if you have only used your minia-

ture camera on week-end excursions, or

because the camera has a high-speed,

focal-plane shutter and a telephoto lens,

shot most of your film on hair-raising

speed stunts, or if your time has been

occupied in other fields of photographic

endeavor, don't overlook the picture op-

portunities at home. Your home photo-

graphs may not be as awe-inspiring or

be hung at any of the salons, like the

others, but they will be infinitely more

charming and valuable to you.

Perhops, even someday they will be

treasured like the quaint old daguerreo-

types of grandfather with his beaver hat

and sideburns and of grandmother with

her hoop skirts. They, too, were what the

traveling Doguerrean artist simply de-

scribed as, FIRST CLASS LIKENESSES '



It it isnH
an Eastman^

it isn 't a

Kodak

Stride for stride, tliis

camera matches your

movie sl^ill ami amiiitions

CINE-KODAK SPECIAL
LEFT: Fades are simplified by the variable shutter of
the Cine-Kodak Special. Merely move shutter lever
from ''"open"* to ''''closed^''^ or vice versa^ tvhite shooting.

Imp dissolves, double and
SPEED DIAL multiple exposures are also

easily made.The eight -frame
crank shaft tvinds the film
back onto the supply spool.
A film meter registers in in-
dividual feet the amount of
film run or wound back*

EXPOSURE
I
BUTTON

LEFT: The double
lens turret of the Cine-
Kwiak Special permits
instant change be-
tween two lenses of dif-
ferent focal length-^
helpful for many shots.
Four telephotoH and a
wide angle tens sup-
piemen t the Speciars
standard /. 1.9 lens.

ABOVE: !So more bulky
mask boxes! Masks are in-
serted in a tiny slot be-
tween lens and film. A set
of six masks-^circle, oval,
firo vertical and two hori-
zontal half - masks— is
siipplie€l with each Special.
Other designs areavailable.

CINE-KODAK SPECIAL gives
full scope to your cinematic

artistry at 16 mm. home movie
cost. This ingenious example of
Eastman precision camera craft
has all the facilities for trick shots
. . .professional eflfects . . . heretofore
available only in 35 mm. studio
equipment.
A few of the Special's many

unique features—in addition to
those illustrated—are: Reflex find-
er, showing on ground-glass screen
exact field and focus of all lenses
supplied; interchangeable 100-
foot and 200-foot film chambers;
one- and eight-frame hand crank
shafts; motor speeds from 8 to 64
frames a second.
The basic Cine-Kodak Special

with Kodak Anastigmat/.1.9 lens,
100-foot film chamber an<l set of
six masks is price<I at $375. Esti-
mates for adaptation to scientific
or technical Avork u|)«>n rc<iucst.
Ask your dealer for the free Cine-
Kodak Special Book.

CODE

Eastman Kodak Company
Mtof'hf'stt'r, 1%'t'ie Yt»rle
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RECORDING
GALVANOMETER
Complete with optical system and ex-
citer lamp, fully adjustable, ready to

install in IG mm. or .35 mm. camera or
recorder. Kequires 6 volt battery for
exciter lamp and galvanometer field.

Signal winding operates from 15 ohm
amplifier output. Records % mil by
70 mil track (0.00(15 in. x 0.070 in.)

Overall dimensions: length r> in., wiiilii

3 in., height 3 in.

Price $195

ERIC C. BERNDT
112 East 73d Street New York

TRAVEL LIGHT AND
FILM SMOOTHLY FROM
A BELTIPOD WEIGHT TEN OZS

PKICE

B
£y_EOUIPtaMT AtU APPARATUS-'

DAUUAS TEXAS

GOERZ
LENSES

The confidence and pleasure felt by the
purchaser of a Goerz Lens is due to our
insistence on accuracy in manufacture
and accuracy in oerformance.

FILTERS
Pan-Ortho Green Filters provide re<iuis-
ite ab.sorption of excess blue-viokt and
red sensitiveness of modern panchro-
matic emulsions. Supplementary blue
filter for additional led absoviition, al.so

red filter for nitcht elfects.

Literature on request

C. p. Goerz American
Optical Co.

317 Kast 31th Street New ^'ork

Let's Play Getting Married

Continued from Page 127

Scene 23. Long-shot of a house door;

Jirnmy ond Jane come out, tiptoeing,

and walk toward the camera.

Scene 24. Long-shot in a garden —
preferably with some trees. The two

children enter, and deposit their loads

on a bench. Three or four neighbor chil-

dren— boys and girls— enter, end all

start to examine the loot.

Scene 25. Close shot of the little

girls getting the bride ready. One of

them is pinning a window-curtain on her

head for a veil; another is helping her

put on some make-up. A third girl gives

her a hand-mirror. She looks at herself

in it.

Scene 26. Close-up of Jane's face in

the mirror, smiling. If possible, use a

cracked mirror.

Scene 27. Medium shot of neighbor

boys helping the groom dress, putting on

an old dress coat, straightening the top-

hat, etc. One of the little girls brings an

enormous flower, which she puts in his

button-hole.

Scene 28. Close shot of Jimmy, get-

ting ready for his role as the minister

He has on some old horn-rimmed spec-

tacles, and an old, dark coat of his fath-

er's, white gloves, etc. One of the boys

is trying on one of Father's dress collars

— backwards. Another hands him o

battered old umbrella, and Mother's big

cook-book for a prayer-book.

Scene 29. Long-shot of the group,

putting on the finishing touches. A
neighbor boy comes waving a harmonica.

The children greet him enthusiastically.

Scene 30. Close-up of Jimmy, speak-

ing:

TITLE: "Can you play the Wedding
March on your mouth-organ?"

Scene 31. Close-up of neighbor boy,

nodding happily.

Scene 32. Long-shot of the group.

They form a wedding procession, with the

little musician leading, playing his har-

monica. They wind around, and end up
in front of Preacher Jimmy and Bride-

groom Bobby.

Scene 33. Close-shot of Jimmy, as

the little bride and groom stop in front

of him. He pushes his spectacles down
on his nose, and opens his "prayer-book."

As he starts to "read," he suddenly sees

something in the background, and stops,

looking frightened.

Scene 34. Longer shot of the same:

all the children stop, turn, and look em-
barrassedly toward the camera.

Scene 35. Medium long-shot: Mother

approaches, carrying something behind

her.

Scene 36. Close shot of the minister:

he is hiding his "prayer-book" under the

seat of his pants.

Scene 37. Close shot of the bride:

The New 1 6mm

Panchromatic Negatives
I Eastman, Agfa, DupontI

•vill surprise you with their fine

quality, their beautiful tones and
groinless reproductions, if you have

them developed by the

DUNNING GRAINLESS
METHOD

This method is winning more
amateurs every day to the negative

nd positive system of 16mm
movie making.

One trial will prove its advan-
tages.

Dunning Process Company
932 N. La Brea Avenue

Hollywood, Calif.

1 35mm reduced to 16mm)

HUGO MEYER
I-E.N5E5

QUALITY

li-kraiure on Request

MUGOMEYEP&Ca
24S WEST /^»EW VORIC.

Cinema
Quarterly

GETS DOWN TO
FUNDAMENTALS

Its writers include the best minds
in European movie

—

PAUL ROTHA
RUDOLF ARNHEIM
JOHN GRIERSON
ANTHONY ASQUITH
ALEX. KORDA
A. CAVALCANTI
VICTOR SAVILLE
LEONTINE SAGAN

etc., etc.

Film Craftsmen on Film-

making

Special section for amateurs
7s6d a year from

24 N.W. Thistle Street Lane
Edinburgh, 2, Scotlond
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she rubs her behind as though in antici-

pation of an encounter with a hairbrush.

Scene 38. Quick pan (close angle)

of the group — all looking embarrassed.

Scene 39. Medium long-shot: the

children (backs to camera) are in the

foreground, watching Mother, who enters

center, straight into the middle of the

group.

Scene 40. Close-up of Mother; she

pretends to frown, and then her ex-

pression changes to a brood smile.

Scene 41 . Same as Scene 39. Mother

brings out a bag of cookies and a box

of candied popcorn. She speaks:

TITLE: "Here's the wedding-feast!"

Scene 42. Close shot of the children,

opening the cookie-sock and the can-

died popcorn.

Scene 43. Close-up of Jimmie: he

holds the popcorn-box, and his hand is

deep in it. Suddenly he brings out a ring.

Scene 44. Close shot of Bobby and

Jane. Jimmie (out of the picture ) hands

Bobby the ring, and Bobby slips it on

Jane's finger.

Scene 45. Long-shot of the group,

busy eating the food Mother has brought.

Mother is standing there, smiling, and
pouring out glasses of lemonade. FADE
OUT.

THE END.
This story can be made very easily,

anywhere. You can confine it to the

three children and Mother, or moke room
for OS many neighbor children as you

wish. Plan your locations and properties

in advance, so that you can concentrate

on getting the pictures of the children

while they are interested. As a rule, you

will find that you con give the children

one rehearsal, and then shoot the scene:

often you'll be able to shoot two or more
scenes together, at a single "take," sep-

arating them when you edit the film.

Don't waste your time — and the chil-

dren's patience— by trying to moke the

inserts in their proper place: you can

get them later. Don't make the mistake

of over-directing the children: just give

them good idea of what you want, and
let them do it their own way— it will be

more amusing. This also applies to cos-

tuming, the bride's makeup, etc. You
con work in a number of added shots in

costuming and wedding sequences to take

advantage of any "business" that you

may think up, or that the children them-
selves may suggest. Remember, in mak-
ing these added shots, as well as in film-

ing the story as a whole: get plenty of

close-ups, and keep the figures even in

the longer shots as large as possible.

A very good idea for the making of

this story would be to moke it as a part

of a costume party for the children, hav-
ing them all come dressed as grown-ups:
moke it part of the fun of the party,

rather than work. And remember, you
con always get the un-costumed shots at

on earlier or (preferabl)y a later time.

Fotoshop suggests
....the ideal summer film

16
HIGH SPEED
Panchromatic

Fotoshop maintains a complete
laboratory service. Titling, Editing:,
Duijlicating, Enlarging and Reduc-
ing.

For those requiring Fine Grain Pro-
cessing, Fotoshop's method is unex-
celled. A trial will convince you.

OTHER FOTOSHOP FILMS
REGULAR ORTHO
REVERSAL
Including processing. 16mm.
100 ft. rolls.

PANCHROMATIC
NEGATIVE and POSITIVE
Ifimm. 100 ft. rolls. This in-

cludes processing and return
of both the negative and a
positive print to you.

SUPER-SENSITIVE
Negative and Positive. 16mm.
100 ft. rolls. Includes return
of both negative and positive
print to you.

$4.25

$5.50

SPECIAL
OFFERS

SAVE 79c Use THIS COUPON WHEN ORDERING

FOTOSHOP LABORATORIES
i:^6 West S2nd St., N. Y. C.

I wish to take advantage of your trial offer. Enclosed with this coupon is:

.$3.00 for v/Mch send 100 ft. roll of High Si>eed Panchromatic.
2.00 for which send 100 ft. roll of Regular Ortho Reversal.

"Without coupon, High Speed Panchromatic .1!3.79 per roll. Regular Ortho Reversal $2.'

Name

Address

:ONLY ONE ROLL TO A CUSTOMER AT THIS PRICE:

MINIATURE PHOTOGRAPHY
AT NIGHT
(Correction)

As the "f" value of a lens is found

by dividing the focal length of the lens

by the diameter of its stop, it is obvious

that at f2:0, a 50mm lens would be

25mm or one inch in diameter end not

one-half inch as it appeared in the June

issue of this magazine. Fortunately, this

oversight did not destroy the intent and
purpose of the paragraph: i.e., to show
that the short focal length lens on the

miniature camera is more easily shaded

than is the longer focal length lens on
the conventional type of camera. (A
6-inch focal length lens at f2:0 would

be 3 inches In diameter.)
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SPECIAL!
The New 4-Speed 1933 Model

STEWART - WARNER
16mm MOVIE CAMERA

Fitted with

f-1 .5 Wollcnsak Lens
at half price! Regularly listed at $97.50

OUR PRICE Sturdy, liwht in weiKht, built

for years of service, it has

^^gyg many features found only in
highercameras of much

price, includinK :

4 speeds (one of which is S-L-O-W MO-
TION)

f-1..-) WOLLENSACK LENS (one inch
focus in micrometer focusinR mount)

SPY GLASS FINDER
SPRING DRIVEN
Holds ,51) or IM) ft. roll 16mm film (any
make)
Mail Orders Filled. Write Dept. A.C.S.

FAST 16mm
REVERSIBLE
100 Ft. Film

$2.95
Including: Devel-

oping
Mail Orders Filled

WILLOU6HBYS
no WEST 32nd STREET NEW YORK CITY

Photographic Supplies Exclusively Since 1 899

9f

hiU^tfu^ all

you GET THIS
1 400 watt Biplane Mazda % Fibre gears for silent oper-

equal iii illumination to

500 u att. Sufficient for

large auditoriums.

High power cooling system.

at/on.

9 Forward and reverse.

10 New type aluminum lamb

chimney. . . cooler, brighter.

3 IOV2 to 1 movement with Oversized motor ... largest

"kick-back. " Easy on film. used in any projector.

4 High speed mech. re-wind. ] 2 Kodacolor may be used.

5 Die-cast machined body. ]^ Light in weight. . . beauti-

( Centralized lubrication. ful in appearance.

7 Centralized controls. 14 Ampro exclusive tilt.

15 Price for this Ampro 16 mm projector complete with case.

Great value at regular listprice, $150. 00. Bassprice only $99- 50.

Don't pay more. . . Don't get less. Order direct from this ad.

Your money back after trial ifyou ivant it. Full details and
BassBargaingram 213free on request. Dealers: Writefordetails.

BASS CAMERA COMPANY
179 W. Madison St., Chicago, III.

Camera Headquarters for Tourists
*Apologies to Dodge Motors.

CINEMATOGRAPHIC ANNUAL Vol. I. NOW $2.50

Shooting Sixty Thousancd

Caribou
Continued from Page 1 33

did everyone else who saw the picture:

"Fresh meat, ba' gosh! Nice, spring cari-

bou — hey?" Just that little gesture

conveyed the thought and a situation. I

made a close-up of the old cook with

his silent smile, and the great wrinkles

in his forehead. This showed pleasure,

and anticipation: but it didn't indicate

that he was a cook. So I had him in his

galley, stirring a pot, and slowly shaking

his head in despair. At this point, I

made a lap-dissolve back to the caribou,

as the ship moved away from them, and

faded out. I was ending the sequence,

and leaving the location. Next, a short

fade-in of the ship docking at White
Horse, where I was to board a train for

civilization. Here was where I wanted
definitely to end the picture: but what
to do? Sunsets were old and conven-

tional; what else definitely indicates the

end of a day? Well, after a hard day's

work or a long tramp in such a country,

you feel tired. I felt that way myself—
ah, there was my idea! Into the smoker
I went. There was my cast, already as-

sembled: a group of picturesque, griz-

zled old sourdoughs: I was lucky to

catch one just dropping off to sleep; two

or three others snoring away comfort-

ably; and a few others in odd, cramped
sleeping-positions. A perfect fade-out.

The picture was released in one 1,000-

foot reel. I had shot between three and
four thousand feet of film to get it, so

that the editor might have plenty of

scenes to choose from in building his

picture. In making such a picture— and
this applies just as forcefully to any type

of scenic or travel-film, professional or

amateur— the important thing is to get

everything — every action, every loca-

tion, every angle— while you are on the

spot and shooting. You can't, as a rule,

go back and pick up the shots you've

missed: and even if you could, it would
be more costly than expending a few

hundred feet of film extra for safety.

The picture was, of course, made in

35mm; none of the scenes in the picture

were over twenty feet long, and most
of them were shorter. This doesn't seem
very long: but it was long enough to

show what I hod to show, and short

enough to keep the action moving quick-
ly. The important thing was to have
enough different angles to show every-
thing very clearly, and, by the variety of

angles, to keep the story moving quickly.

The same technique can well be used in

16mm or 8mm. In 16mm, for instance,

the scenes can be kept under five feet in

length — many of them only three or

four feet— and if you have plenty of

different angles, you'll have a more in-

teresting picture than if you had fewer
and longer scenes, made from less inter-
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esting angles. And, by angles, I don't

necessarily mean those tricky Russian

angles, where your perspective is dis-

torted by an odd viewpoint! Simply the

normal succession of long-shot, medium-
shot, close-up and extreme close-up,

showing the action from different view-

points— approaching, passing, and re-

ceding. Don't forget the closer shots,

and the different viewpoints: make your

footage short on any one scene— but

get plenty of short shots of the situation

from different angles. You'll be surprised

how it will pep up your travel-films!

FILTER YOUR CLOSE-UPS
Continued from Page 1 32

depth of focus. This tends to throw the

background more or less out of focus,

subduing it, and forcibly concentrating

the attention on the face of the subject.

Naturally, this is doubly true of close-ups

made with longer focus lenses, which are

always preferable for closer shots.

But— what filters shall we use for

improving our close-ups?

This— as always When filtering —
naturally depends upon the type of film

you are using.

If you use Ortho film, you can choose
from the K-1, K-2, Aero 1 and Aero 2

filters— all of which are yellow.

If you use the more nearly panchro-
matic Plenachrome, you may add to this

list the K-3 and "G."
With regular Panchromatic film (nega-

tive or reversal, and including Cine-
Kodak 8mm film) you may choose from
any of these filters, and, for extreme
cases, add the 23-A to your list.

If you use Supersensitive Panchro-
matic film, you will find the yellow "K"
series of little value, so your list will in-

clude the Aero filters, the "G," 23-A,
and perhaps even the 25-A.

These, however, are the possible fil-

ters: the list can be narrowed down con-
siderably. For instance, with Ortho film,

the K-2 or Aero 1 should be preferable.

For Plenachrome, the Aero 2 or "G."
For regular Panchromatic, the "G" is

probably the best all-around filter, while

with SuperPan, either the "G" or the

23-A will give delightful results.

In using the red filters (23-A, 25-A.
and so on) you will hove to ovoid using
them on subjects with unusually florid

faces, as the red filter will sometimes
lighten a red face objectionably. On
the other hand, a red filter may often
be used to advantage to lighten unpleas-
antly red areas— not only toning down
crude make-up in women, but frequently
being able to virtually erase the blight-

ing red scars and birth-marks seen on
some faces.

Similarly, these filters con do inter-

esting things to certain shades of hair—

•

especially the more reddish shades. Nat-
urally, the red filters will lighten these
shades considerably— often to the point
of making hair which, to the eye, seems
dork, photograph light. On the other
hand, such hair can often be darkened
almost jet-black by using a green filter.

The green filters, however, are very little

help in most close-up work, as they give

a virtually orthochromatic rendition —
which is just what we are trying to avoid.

Under some special conditions, filters

are almost imperative for close-ups. For

example, Glenn R. Kershner, A.S.C., has

told me that while he was photographing

the Labrador Eskimos, with Commander
McMillan's Arctic Expeditions a few years

ago, and also more recently, natives of

the South Seas, he used either on Aero 2
or a "G" filter continually, to keep the

coppery-brown skins of the natives from

photographing too dark.

The best rule for this sort of filtering,

in the kind of work most substandard

cinefilmers do, is to choose one filter—
such as the Aero or "G" for most modern
emulsions — put it on your lens, leave

it there, and virtually forget it. Use it

as an integral port of your camera-ond-

lens equipment. You'll be surprised how
it will improve all of your shots— and

especially, the close-ups.

Here's How
Continued from Page 125

even more likely. Supersensitive — film.

On these, especially the latter, the 4x

yellow filter (designed originally for

Ortho film) would make little, if any im-

pression. With modern, panchromatic

and SuperPan emulsions, you will need a

redder filter, which holds bock more of

the blue. A filter such as the "G" or

the "23-A," or even heavier, is indi-

cated. —Daniel B. Clark, A.S.C.

/ HAVE been told that any given
stop, for instance, f:i.5, has the

same value, no matter what the

type of lens is on which it ap-

pears. I have a one-inch and a

three-inch lens, yet I notice that

when I set the diaphragm of the

three-inch lens at fU.5, the open-
ing is much larger than the open-
ing indicated at f :4.5 on my one-

inch lens. Why is this? Doesn't
the larger opening on the three-

inch lens let in more light? Cer-
tairdy the actnal opening of the

diaphragm is larger on this lens.

^CLINIC, New York.

BARGAINS!!!
WRITE

SUNNY SCHICK
CINEMACHINERY BROKERS

I have what you want, or
can sell what you have.

Bargains in Equipment:
BELL & HOWELL
EASTMAN
SIMPLEX
VICTOR
STEWART-WARNER

Save 30% to 60% on cameras, project-
ors and accessories.

408 W. WASHINGTON BLVD.
Since 192.5. Dept. 12.5, Fort Wayne, Ind.

The opening itself is larger, but the

amount of light that reaches the film

is the same, due to the greater focal

CAMERA
CRAFT

CAMERA
1CRAFT

A MONTHLY MAGAZINE
OF PHOTOGRAPHY

William A. Palmer is

Editor of our new

Cinema Department.

He is an ardent ama-

teur who knows his

hobby from A to Z.

•

Send your movie

problems to him.

•

SEND 20 CENTS

FOR

A LATE COPY

CAMERA CRAFT
PUBLISHING COMPANY

703 Market Street

San Francisco, California
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16mm Sound On Film

HOME TALKIES
Are Here

Trade in your silent movie
et] uipmcnt

liberal aij.owance
Klein 6c Goodman
Photo a cine apparatus

a Supplies
18 SO, lOTH ST PHILA,. PA.

our

Dealer

Knows
The Harrison

Sunshade and Multifilter

The most efficient and eco-

nomical combination on the

market.

Ask Him to Demonstrote It

Harrison Harrison

Optica! Engineers

645 N. Mortel, Hollywood

Phone WYoming 4501

MOVIE FILM FREE

Turn to the page of BACKYARD
MOVIES. Read that plot over. We
gave 100 ft. of 16mm Panchro-

matic Film to the writer.

Make your plots as simple as

you like— we like them simple,

so that they can be made with the

simplest of cameras.

But keep them in such locales

as will be convenient to everyone

. . . that's why we call them "Back-
yard Movies."

Send as many plots as you like.

Do not lose patience if it does not

appear the next month. We may
not have had room for all the good
ones in one month.

It's Your Chance to Get Film

Free — Address Your Con-

tinuities to Editor

AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER

6331 Hollywood Blvd.

Hollywood, Calif.

length of the three-inch lens, and the

law of inverse squares. The indicating

number, "f:4.5," indicates the ratio be-

tween the diameter of the opening and

the focal length of the lens. The focal

length is always regarded as unity, so the

aperture-number "f;4.5" for any lens

really means "1:4.5," and is actually a

part of an equation, which, in full, is;

"focal length : diameter of aperture =
1 :4.5."

Substituting in this equation the focal

lengths of any lenses, we see that, in

order to maintain the proper mathe-

matical balance, the size of the aper-

ture must increase in the same propor-

tion as the focal length is increased. Ob-
viously, therefore, any given aperture on

a long-focus lens will be larger than the

same stop on a lens of shorter focus, but

it will have the same relative (and photo-

graphic I value. You will recall, inci-

dentally, that most German lenses ore

rated as "1:4.5," etc., rather than

"f:4.5." ^-Joseph Walker, A.S.C.

/ HAVE been told that good
travel films oan be made with
practically no panwamas. To me,
this does not seem, logical, for I

cannot get enough views in my
films without panoramas. What
do you think?

—CLINIC, New York.

For the best results, panoramas should

be held to the minimum, if not entirely

eliminated. You always get a better pic-

ture if you use a stationary shot, with

good composition. Also, the human eye

does not see so well when the picture is

in motion —-as in a pan — so you will

show more by using a number of short,

well-composed static shots than by trying

to show the whole thing in a longer pan-

oramic shot. Your picture will likewise

have more interest and force with a va-

riety of shorter, more diversified shots.

—John W. Boyle, A.S.C.

I WO Issues rree

Did you ever figure it out that by

subscribing for one year you are

really getting two copies of THE
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER
Free? Buying them singly they cost

you $3,00 a year. Our subscription

price is $2,50 the year in the

United States. For foreign coun-
tries odd $1 .00 for postage.

AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER

6331 Hollywood Blvd.

Hollywood, Calif.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Rotes: Seven cents a word. Minimum

charge, one dollar per insertion.

FOR SALE—CAMERAS

FOR SALE—31/4x41,4 Butcher "Pressman"
Reflex, 6 in. Cooke f :4..') lens, reversible back
rel)uilt for Graflex atlachments. Includes
case and Graflex plateholders, rollfilm and
filmpack adapters and cut-film magazine

;

$7.'). Box 240, c/o American Cinematogra-
pher. T

l''()R SALt: ".',ix4', Kor-ona Pictoi-ial View
camera case. Ilex Acme shutter, six cut.

film holders. Box 241, c/o American Cine-

matographer. T

FOR SALE)- Like new, B & H .5-way Sound
Printer, also Model C Moviola. Turret Mod-
el Eyemo, with Motor, 400-ft MaKazine.
Cheaj) for cash. Hollywood Camera Ex-
chanpre, 161)0 Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood,
Calif. T

SILENT MITCHELL CAMERA, very late

number, in perfect condition, complete with
all eriuipment, lowest priced silent Mitchell
in town. Will not be here lonjr. Write air

mail or cable for i>rice. Camera Supply Co.,

LUl., l.'il.'j No. Cahuentra Blvd., Hollywood,
Calif. Cable address: Cameras.

MOTOR-DRIVEN DEBRIE. r,(l, 7.5mm. Zeiss,
II Magazines, Trijioil, Battery Case and Bat-
teries, Carryin;? Case, runs 24 speed. $4(M).O0.

Camera Supply Co., Ltd., 1.515 No. Cahuenga
Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

PATHE CAMERAS—Late Numbers, excellent
shape, complete from $!)() up, including
beautiful outfit with built-in shutter dis-

solve, veeder counter, ground-glass focus-
ing. Camera Supply Co., Ltd., 1515 No.
Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

FOR SALE—MISCELLANEOUS

TELEVISION SET—Complete, $75.00. KHJ
Scanner in beautiful cabinet, specially made
6-tube receiver and speaker. Box 237.

c/o American Cinematographer. T

FOR SALE—Special complete 16mm. editor
with geared rewinds, magnifier and splicer,

$4.50 plus postage. Money refunded if not
satisfactory. FOTOSHOP, 136 W. 32d St.,

New York City. T

WANTED

P^ILMS WANTED—16mm FILMS wanted of

historical events, rare prints, movies taken
many, many years aso, or in their infancy,
of famous men, educational, etc. E. Sullivan,

.i939 Flad Ave., St. Louis, Mo. J

GOOD u-sed 35mm sound recording equipment,
complete single or double system, portable
type. E. D. Goodwin, 2318 So. Royce St.,

Sioux City, Iowa. J

MOTION PICTURE and Still Cameras, all

types. Lenses, Finders, Tripod Heads, Leica
or Contax Cameras. Cash for bargains.
Camera Supply, Ltd., 1515 Cahuenga Blvd.,

Hollywood, Calif.

WANTED to buy old issues of Photograms.
State price and date of issue. Gregg
Toland. c/o American Cinematographer. T

Used Leica and Contax Cameras and acces-
sories. Must be cheap for cash. Box 235,
American Cinematographer, 6631 Hollywood
Boulevard, Hollywood, Calif.

MISCELLANEOUS

WE BUY — sell or rent evei-j'thing necessary
for the making — taking — or showing of

motion pictures. Sound or Silent — 35min
and 16mm. We specialize in etiuipping ex-

peditions. Ruby Camera Exchange, 729 - 7th

Ave., New York City. T



$1000 in Cash—$800 in Equipment

E Q^U I P M E N T
PRIZES

Here are a few of the equip-

ment prizes that will be given

in this competition:

EASTMAN KODAK CO. gives

a 16 mm. Kodascope Model

K-75 Projector.

Value $235.00

BELL & HOWELL ... To the

highest winner using o Bell &
Howell Camera . . Merchan-

dise to the value of $125.00

will be given ... To the sec-

ond best picture using Bell &
Howell camera, merchondise to

the value of $75.00

VICTOR ANIMATOGRAPH
CORP. gives a Model 5 16mm.

Camera with F 2.9 Focusing

Mount Dalyeer lens.

List Price $175.00

CRAIG MOVIE SUPPLY CO.,

of Los Angeles, will give a Sen-

ior Rewind and Splicer.

Value $19.50

HARRISON & HARRISON will

give one of their universal Fil-

ter Holders and a set of 1 Va -

inch Multi-Filters consisting of

yellow, red and green filters.

Value $14.00

AGFA ANSCO CORPORATION
gives 12 hundred foot rolls.

Super Pan Reversible 16 mm.
film to the highest winner us-

ing Agfa Film. Value, $94.00

Also 12 one hundred foot rolls

Plenachrome Reversible Film to

the second winner using Agfa

Film. Value $54.00

SUNNY SCHICK gives one

Model MSA Electrophot.

Value $17.50

THE CALVIN CO., authorized

Agfa Laboratory of Kansas

City, will give a complete set of

Tailor-made 16mm titles to the

highest winner using Agfa Film.

Value $50.00

WIN oe given as PRIZES in our

Amateur Movie Contest
CLOSING OCT. 31, 1934

This $1000 will be divided very simply. There will

be a grand prize of $250.00 for the best all around pic-

ture. There will be from 10 to 15 prizes in the various

classifications of $50.00 each. Even though you may
not win the first prize you would have a chance at the

$50.00 given for the best picture presented in the fol-

lowing classifications: Scenic, Travel, Educational,

Scenario, Home Movies, Kodacolor, Technical and any

other classifications which might be brought forth by

the entries made.

The American Cinematographer reserves the right

not to declare a prize for any class if in the opinion of

the judges there is not a picture submitted sufficiently

good to be classed a prize winner.

If you intend to enter this contest, please send cou-

pon on this page so that we might send you official en-

try blank.

Please send me one of your official entry blanks. I intend

I
to enter a (16mm. 8mm. 9V2mm.) picture in your 1934 con-

Itest. I understand my entry must be in your office not later

than October 31, 1934.

I

Name

I Street

I

Address

I

I

AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER
63.31 Hollywood Boulevard Hollywood, California
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THESE PHOTOGRAPHS REFLECT
OUR INTEREST IN LIGHT CONTROL

/. A polished metal or mirrored glass surface gives accurate light control

Although an incandescent lamp can be used

bare for photography, its light is made infinitely more effec-

tive by properly designed reflectors.

As these photographs suggest, the nature of reflecting

surfaces plays an important part in determining the light

control provided by reflectors. Notice what happens, as

illustrated in photograph No. 1, when light strikes a polished

metal or mirrored glass reflector. Such a surface provides

most accurate control of light as it reflects the light in a

definite direction. On the other hand, a surface that is

practically matte, such as porcelain enamel, as photograph

No. 2 shows, diffuses the light in all directions and permits

little control. While, as photograph No. 3 shows, a semi-

matte surface, such as treated aluminum, gives a spread of

light, in a definite direction with controlled diffusion.

These facts about light control, fundamental in illumina-

tion and in cinematography, have been keenly studied by

General Electric's engineers and scientists. Along with a

basic knowledge of how to produce the lighting effects

cinematographers use so successfully, these facts aid in

developing new Edison Mazda lamps to meet motion pic-

ture requirements. They also guide us in improving exist-

ing types of Edison Mazda lamps and in helping you obtain

full effectiveness from these lamps.

Coupled with the hundreds of tests, checks and inspections

which Edison Mazda lamps undergo, this study provides

another reason why studios from coast to coast use Edison

Mazda lamps for every lighting need—from set lighting

to process work. General Electric Company, Nela Park,

Cleveland, Ohio.

EDISON MAZDA LAMPS
GENERAL@ ELECTRIC

2. A matte surface permits little light control

3. A serni-matte surface gives controlled diffusion,
plus direction

J, 500 and I.OOO-wnIt PS-S2.

Used in rifle Inmfis, side

lamfs and slrif units. Also

for floodlighting.

General Electric invites

you to visit its exhibit in

the Electrical Bu tiding at

(he Century of Progress,
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THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CINEMA-

TOGRAPHERS was founded in 1918 for

the purpose of bringing into closer con-

federation and cooperation all those leaders in

the cinematographic art and science whose

aim is and ever will be to strive for pre-emi-

nence in artistic perfection and technical mas-

tery of this art and science. Its purpose is to

further the artistic and scientific advancement

of the cinema and its allied crafts through un-

ceasing research and experimentation as well

as through bringing the artists and the scien-

tists of cinematography into more intimate

fellowship. To this end its membership is com-

posed of the outstanding cinematographers of

the world with Associate and Honorary mem-

berships bestowed upon those who, though not

active cinematographers, are engaged none

the less in kindred pursuits, and who have, by

their achievements, contributed outstandingly

to the progress of cinematography as an Art

or as a Science. To further these lofty aims

and to fittingly chronicle the progress of cine-

matography, the Society's publication. The

American Cinematographer, is dedicated.
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Scene Jrom '"''La Cucaracha.^'' A Technicolor Picture. Made at RKO Studios.

Photographed by Ray Rennahan,

CARBON ARCS

. . for sound pictures

. . . New standards of photographic speed and

quahty, as well as new sensations of comfort for

Vw \ \ ^ ' ///y the actors on the sound stage, are being created

NATIONAL NEW Carbon Arc Studio Light.

MOTION pTcTURE STUDIO CARBONS
• LESS HEAT •MORE PHOTOGRAPHICALLY EFFECTIVE LIGHT

Silent, steady hurning lamps . , , side arcs, scoops and spots . . .

have proved their adaptability to the sound stage. • A better light for

black and white photography. • A necessityfor color photography.

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.
Carbon Sales Division, Cleveland, Ohio
Unit of Union Corbid* and Corbon Corporotlon •Jj^i'

Branch Solei Odicti: New York • Pittsburgh • Chicago * San Fronciico
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StudilO

camera wiith

270° Shutter

by

George Schneiderman, A. S. C.

THE CAMERA machine-shop of the Fox Studio Is just

completing the production of a camera which will, I

am confident, revolutionize studio cinematography.

It IS a 270° studio camera; that is, a camera fitted with a

shutter having a maximum angular aperture of 270°, and
a movement which is, in design and operation, virtually the

reverse of conventional practice. For some years I have
cherished the theory that such a camera would be of in-

estimable benefit to the cinematographer, and this camera
is now taking shape according to my specifications, to be

used on my next production. The project is being executed

under the engineering supervision of Grover Lahbe, of the

Fox mechanical department, and both design and construc-

tion ore being handled entirely by the studio forces.

Before going into any discussion of what we may rea-

sonably expect such a camera to accomplish, it may be well

to inquire why, if such a design is at all desirable, the

idea was not long since incorporated into studio equip-

ment. To my mind, this is due largely to the fact that

it is only relatively recent that trained engineers have

been interested in the problems of the cinema. Once Edison

had made the Kinemotograph a practical proposition, he

turned his energies largely into other channels. From then

on, the mechanical development of the motion picture be-

came largely a matter of chance, and camera design was
almost exclusively in the hands of highly skilled mechanics,

rather than of trained engineers. When such engineers as

A. S. Howell, A.S.C., and George Mitchell entered the mo-
tion picture industry, a considerable tradition had grown
up around the design and functioning of cinematography.

This they proceeded to stabilize, but, apparently reasoning,

as well they might, that much, if not all, of this tradition

had a sound, logical basis, they refrained from making
radical alterations in the basic design practice. Accordingly,

we are only now beginning to question many of the prac-

tices which they then accepted as basic and more or less

unalterable.

The particular case in point is the theory that the

greatest efficiency is obtained if the cycle of a cinema cam-
era's shutter and film-movement are so synchronized that

the movement of the film may be relatively slow, with a

minimum of acceleration and deceleration. Using a rotot-

ing-disc shutter, this would necessitate that the greater

part of the arc be closed, to allow the maximum of time

for the film-travel. This was, undoubtedly, desirable in

the early doys, when the design of film-movements was not

so advanced as today, and when the film-base itself was

<ieorge
Schneiderman,

A.S.C.

notably less sturdy. Since then, however, advances hove
been made in film-manufacture and camera-design which,
I believe, eliminate this need. For many years we hove suc-
cessfully used high-speed cameras for slow-motion and
miniature shots. These cameras operate at speeds up to—and even exceeding—eight times normal, thereby impos-
ing upon the film strains far in excess of anything that
would be encountered in normal-speed work with the shut-
ter and movement cycles reversed.

Therefore, in my new camera, the shutter is almost
exactly the reverse of those used in present-day equipment,
while the design and operation of the film-movement is

also a direct reversal of accepted practice. In the majority
of production cameras today, the maximum angular aper-
ture of the shutter is 170 degrees, and the closed sector

subtends an angle of 190 degrees. In my camera, the shut-
ter-opening is 270 degrees, and the closed sector 90 de-
grees. In conventional practice, the time-cycle is almost
equally divided between the time the film is at rest, for

the exposure, and the period devoted to its movement be-
tween the exposures—with the latter period having the

advantage by slightly less than 10%. In the new design,

this will be more than reversed, with the film at rest for

15'^o of the time, and completing its movement in the re-

maining 25%. In addition, we are placing the shutter as

close to the film as is physically possible, giving us as close

on approach to a true focal-plane shutter as is possible

with the rotating-disc type of shutter.

Now, what do we expect this camera to do in actual

use? Obviously, of course, the increased opening will ma-
terially increase the exposure received by the film. Up-
wards of 5096 more light will reach the film at each ex-
posure; this will naturally permit us to use less light on the

set, ond to get more natural effects. Since the majority of

cinemotographers ore today using a minimum of actual

light-sources this advantage would probably be realized by
using smaller units—500-watt globes where we now use

1 000-watts, 2000-watt where we now use 5 kw, and so on.

Continued on Page 162
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Can We
Have Lighter

Lights?

by

Oliver T. Marsh, A. S. C.

WHEN Supersensitive film was introduced to the

camera profession, its proponents seized upon its

greatly increased sensitivity to incandescent light,

and forecast that it would make possible the development

and use of smaller, lighter lighting units. This, it was

truly stated, would facilitate production, requiring less time

and labor in lighting, and give us more clear room on the

stage in which to work.

Over three years hove gone by since this emulsion made
its bow. It is universally used. Yet we are today using

essentially the same lighting equipment we used then; in

most cases, our equipment dates back even to the first days

of Panchromatic films. Except in a very few minor instances,

new developments in lighting equipment are conspicuous by

their absence. We are using equipment which was designed

for use with the earliest panchromatic emulsions, while the

emulsions in use today are at least 50'^o faster to artificial

light. It would seem logical, therefore, to expect that the

lighting equipment of today could be simplified propor-

tionately. What can be done?

From the cinematographer's viewpoint, it would be

eminently desirable to hove smaller, lighter units for the

"floor lighting." However, this saving in weight and bulk

should not be achieved at any sacrifice of illuminating

efficiency.

From the viewpoint of the designer of lamps, such im-

provement is possible, but the problem is complicated by

the fact that the incandescent lamp, as we know it today,

is quite as much of a heat-producing machine as a light-

producer. With the high-intensity globes required for stu-

dio use, ventilation is a very important problem. The manu-
facturer must also consider the question of possible sales,

a problem markedly aggravated by the existing depression.

To be commercially practical, it would appear, any new
equipment must be a very radical improvement over any-
thing already existing.

The lamps most used for "floor lighting" purposes are
the twin-bulb "broadside" and the "Rifle," for general
lighting, with small condenser-spotlights, "baby spots,"
"Lupes," and the like, for occasional special effects. It is

obviously in the floodlighting equipment that the greatest

The two types of lighting unit most frequently used for floor
lighting. Right, the "Rifle" lomp; left, the twin "Broadside"

Mnit. Photo by Robert W. Coburn, A.S.C.

improvement is possible. The requirement for this type

of equipment is a wide-spread beam, covering a horizontal

and (if possible) vertical arc of about 60° with extremely

uniform light-distribution. The high intensity of either

mirror or condenser type spotlights is definitely undesirable

for this use, which demands an even, soft light.

The actual light-sources most frequently used in

"broadsides" and "Rifles" are 1000-watt, pear-shaped

bulbs. No decrease in strength is desirable; and although

the high-intensity principle of the Photoflood and Movie-
flood bulbs tends somewhat to reduce the heat, by lessening

the infra-red (heat) emanation, I do not personally look to

this for the solution, as this principle not only tends to les-

sen the useful life of the bulb, but also lessens the carrying

power of the light emitted.

The solution seems therefore to be purely a matter of

improved mechanical and optical design in the lamps them-
selves. The field, range and quality of the light should at

least maintain the present standard, and it seems probable

that the type and form of the light-source—the bulb itself

—will also probably remain constant, though undoubtedly

a physically smaller bulb would be advantageous.

Yet even without reducing the size of the bulb, it

should be possible to make considerable savings in the size

and weight of such units. Reflectors could be made, not

only of lighter metals, but also, with more painstaking and
scientific design, of more compact dimensions and greater

efficiency. Due to the fact that relatively small bulbs ore

used in these units, the problem of ventilation and heat-

dispersion is not nearly so great as in the case of the larger

units, while the fact that the bulb in a floor-lighting unit

is not so completely enclosed as in a spotlight, further

simplifies the matter. Double construction will still be nec-
essary, of course, but if the design is based on a small, com-
pact reflector, with or without the benefit of a bulb of

smaller dimensions, the outer shell could still be made much
smaller than in most existing units.

The mounting and carriage, while reduced already to

very nearly the minimum dimensions, might well be light-

ened considerably by the use of some of the more recently

Continued on Page 164
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At top, photo c' a miniature railroad train. At
bottom, as it was used for a background plate in

the production.

Use of

M inidtures in

Process

Backgrounds

by

Vernon L. Walker, A. S. C.

Head of Camera Effects Dept., RKO StudiO

TO MANY cinematogrophers and other film techni-

cians, a miniature is a miniature, and a process-shot

is a process-shot; and never the twain shall meet.

Yet actually, the two may often be combined to great ad-

vantage. Very often, a script will require some scenes or

sequences to be enacted before a background which, even

though made with the conventional projected background

process, could hardly be made satisfactorily or economically

without the use of miniotures. For example, a recent pro-

duction at this studio hod a sequence laid in a New York
railway station in the year 1870. It required, not alone the

station itself, but a moving railway train of the period. Of
course, for important action, it would be possible either

to build an actual train, or possibly to adapt modern roll-

ing-stock rented for the purpose: but in either case, it

would be prohibitively expensive.

Instead, we built a miniature train, ond photographed

it in a miniature station-set. This film we then used as a

background-plate for use, like any normal projection-

background, behind the real action, with a small and in-

expensive foreground-set. The result was absolutely satis-

factory, and the entire sequence was completed at a cost

of less than one-tenth of the expenditure that would have

been required for building a full-scale train alone.

Similarly, the use of miniatures for background-plates

can often eliminate much danger, and enable us to get

"thrill" action which would be difficult, if not impossible,

to stage in any other way. In another recent film, the script

called for a scene showing several of the principal players

at an airport, while a big airliner crashed close by on the

flying-field. It would be virtually impossible to film such

a scene satisfactorily in the ordinary manner, for, aside

from the effect upon the players and their work of such

close proximity to an actual crash (of course, no retakes

would be possible!), the element of danger would be much
too great. Even filming the crash itself in actuality, and

using this as a background-plate, would be not only ex-

pensive, but prohibitively dangerous. Therefore, we staged

our crash in miniature, and utilized the resultant film for

the background-plate—and the scene was made perfectly,

with no risk to anyone, and at a tremendous saving.

In another production, "Lucky Devils," the script called

for some "thrill" action showing a player in a small boat

shooting some treacherous rapids, while other players, in

the foreground, looked on from the shore. Here, again,

the element of danger, and its psychological effect on the

players, entered. Moreover, to actually find such rapids,

and to transport either a full company, or only a skeleton-

ized background unit to work on such a location, would

bring the expense up to unnecessary heights, and needlessly

lengthen the production-schedule. Accordingly, we con-

structed our rapids in miniature. The action of the boat

shooting the rapids was, naturally, an easy thing to film

in this way, and the resulting film gave us a background-

plate which enabled us to film our foreground action per-

fectly, with no risk or delays, and relatively small expense.

A further advantage to the use of a miniature for the

background-plate was that, by shooting simple shots of the

miniature rapids from the right angle, and without the

boat, we were able to moke excellent process scenes show-

ing the player in the boat, in close-up. Yet another se-

quence in the some film required the player to enact several

scenes in the churning water at the foot of a high water-

fall. Such action would, of course, be highly dangerous

to the player, if a fall of any size were used—and worth-

less if only a small cascade were shown. The Director and

Recordists would be under disadvantages. But using a

background-plate of a miniature waterfall simplified all

of these problems, and enabled us to positively control every

factor, so that the result was far more satisfactory than

could have been possible by any other method.

Everyone who sow "Flying Down to Rio" will remember
the sequence in which a squadron of planes flew over the

Continued on Page 1 62
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PHOTOGRAPHY

of the MONTH

"THE WORLD MOVES ON"
Fox

Directing Cinemotographer : George Schneiderman, A.S.C.

Doily Variety (June 29, 19341: "—dreadfully gorgeous

photography— ." "—and Schneiderman's camera work

is superb."

The Film Daily (June 30, 19341: Photography "A-1."

"MURDER IN THE MUSEUM"
Progressive

Directing Cinemotographer: James Diamond, A.S.C.

The Film Daily (June 27, 1934) : Photography "Fair."

"THE MERRY FRINKS"

Warner Bros.

Directing Cinemotographer: Arthur Edeson, A.S.C.

The Film Daily (June 27, 1934) : Photography "Good."

"SHE LOVES ME NOT"
Paramount

Directing Cinemotographer: Charles Long, A.S.C.

The Hollywood Reporter (June 30, 1934): "Charles Long,

OS usual, contributed A-1 photography."

The Dolly Variety (June 30, 1934): "Charles Lang has

photographed handsomely—."

"STAMBOUL QUEST"

M-G-M
Directing Cinemotographer: James Wong Howe, A.S.C.

Doily Variety (July 2, 1934) :

"—and the comera work of

James Wong Howe is outstonding in especially credit-

able technical contributions."

The Hollywood Reporter (July 2, 1934): "James Wong
Howe's camero work, as always, is worth mentioning,

with o particular nosegay for his lighting of Loy."

The Film Doily (July 7, 1934): Photography "A-1."

"THE NOTORIOUS SOPHIE LANG"

Poromount
Directing Cinemotographer: Al Gilks, A.S.C.

Hollywood Reporter (July 2, 1934): "The photography is

stondord."

Doily Variety (July 7, 1934) :

"—which Al Gilks has ex-

cellently photographed."

Motion Picture Doily (July 9, 1934) : "Good photography."

"LADIES SHOULD LISTEN"

Douglos MocLeon production for Paramount

Directing Cinemotographer: Henry Sharp, A.S.C.

Doily Variety (July 5, 1934) : "Comera is well handled by

Henry Shorp."

"PARIS INTERLUDE"

M-G-M
Directing Cinemotographer: Milton Krasner, A.S.C.

Hollywood Reporter (July 6, 1934) :

"—with the exception

of the photogrophy which is much too good for it."

Doily Variety (July 6, 1934): "Photography by Milton

Krasner was up to Metro standord."

"THE SCARLET LETTER"
Majestic

Directing Cinemotographer: James S. Brown, Jr., A.S.C.

Hollywood Reporter (July 6, 1934) : "James S. Brown, Jr.'s

photogrophy is the best asset the picture has."

Doily Variety (July 6, 1934) :

"—and has been very well

photogrophed by James S. Brown, Jr."

"ELMER AND ELSIE"

Paramount
Directing Cinemotographer: William Mellor, A.S.C.

Doily Variety (July 6, 1934) : "William Mellor's photogra-

phy is flowless."

Hollywood Reporter (July 11, 1934): "We suggest they

keep the song ond the photographer, William Mellor,

ond let the rest of the thing go."

"BORN TO BE KISSED"
M-G-M
Directing Cinemotographer: Roy June, A.S.C.

Hollywood Reporter (July 9, 1934) : "Ray June's photog-

raphy is splendid."

Doily Voriety (July 9, 1934) :

"—and handsomely pho-

tographed by Roy June."

"SHOOT THE WORKS"
Poromount
Directing Cinematogropher: Leo Tover, A.S.C.

The Film Doily (July 7, 1934) : Photography "Good."

"THE HELL CAT"
Columbio

Directing Cinemotographer: Benjamin Kline, A.S.C.

The Film Doily (July 7, 1934) : Photogrophy "Excellent."

"ONE NIGHT OF LOVE"
Columbia

Directing Cinemotographer: Joseph Walker, A.S.C.

The Film Daily (July 6, 1934) : Photography "Grade A."

Continued on Page 160

Shot on Infra D. Film with a 72 filter by George
Lancaster, A.S.C. Hills In right hand center are 14

miles distant.
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Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Home-Mdde

Photo Alb urn

by

Roberl J. Bronner, A. S. C.

UPON my recent return from a 33,000-mile cruise

around the world I was confronted with the prob-

lem of printing and assembling an extremely large

number of negatives.

I had so many that I realized it would take several

albums of five or six inches in thickness were I to use

the present method of mounting and pasting in several

hundred 4x5 and 3'/4x4'/4 prints.

I wanted to get away from the old style of mounting

on the black pages of the present style album.

I felt if I could put them up in book form like a photo-

grophic magazine, yet retain the original prints on each

page it would moke a compact and descriptive album and
tell the story of the cruise in pictures with captions typed

beneath each picture would moke a better looking album

and be up to the latest of any album now on the market

and more unique in style. Fact is, I wanted somethmg dif-

ferent in albums of my own making.

After giving the matter considerable thought I suc-

ceeded in carrying out my problem in the following man-
ner.

I purchased the top and bottom covers of a soft Italian

florentine leather binder. Inside the covers I shellacked a

panel of deep blue velvet, to prevent any scratching of the

covers against the prints.

I then purchased a cheap 7x9 cardboard covered pho-

tograph album from a ten cent store from which I ex-

tracted the fifty black leaves and discarded the cover.

The black leaves I cut in strips of I"x7" each. This

gave me several hundred strips.

Next I purchased a few dozen 8x10 dry mounting tis-

sue, which I also cut into strips of 1 '/2"x7". I also bought

three aluminum metal posts and one gross of Azo 8x10

matt finish, single weight paper.

That was all the material I required and I was now
set to carry out my idea of what a photo album should

look like, especially one that covered so much territory

in pictures as I desired to put in it. The above purchases

all cost me less than five dollars.

My negatives were of two sizes all token with Groflex

cameras, 4x5 and 3'/4x4'/4.

Before printing I cut masks to fit the two different

sized negatives from one 8x10 masking chart. Each mask
being cut to accommodate two negatives of either size;

also extra masks for two of the same size each.

In cutting the masks a larger margin was allowed on

one end for the purpose of binding and make all prints uni-

formly set on each page as shown in picture No. 1 .

You will also note in the picture that the pages all re-

main flat without any curling of the corners or curvature of

the pages.

A little difficulty may be encountered while trying to

print two negatives of varying density on one page, but

this may be overcome satisfactorily by decreasing the

amount of light under the weaker negative or by inserting

various thicknesses of tissue between the diffusing ground

gloss and the printing plate under the weaker negative,

thus balancing the density of two negatives.

After the prints were made and dried, one-half inch

was trimmed from each side of the length of the 8x10 page,

thereby making the page 7x10.

All pages were then arranged in the order of my travels

around the world. Of olaces and countries visited, com-
mencing at Hollywood, California, to New York, thence to

Havana, Cuba, through the Panama Canal, across the Pa-

cific to the South Sea Islands, Australia, and stops at vari-

ous islands enroute, such as Java, Bali, Ceylon, Arabia,

Egypt, Italy, France and back across the Atlantic to New
York.

Titles, captions and general description being typewrit-

ten beneath each picture on each page, two pictures side

by side being printed on a page.

On the opening page in gold is shown a world mop, and
around it in gold English typed letters is printed, "A World
Cruise In Pictures."

Continued on Page 1 66
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RIDDLE

ME THIS

The Riddle: Several studios have recently experimented

with colored sets. What is your opinion of the value of

color in sets—and what type of set do you prefer to work

with?

HARRY FISCHBECK, A.S.C.: I feel that color in sets can

be of considerable advantoga to the cinematographer. A
number of years ago, before the days of Panchromatic film,

I used sets tinted a warm, slightly reddish, green, with great

success; recently, on "Now and Forever," I have had a

number of lavender sets, which I found very satisfactory.

The particular shade used—really a blue with a faint ad-

mixture of red — gave a beautifully warm grey on the

screen, and by controlling my set-lighting, throwing more

or less light on the walls, I was able to secure an unusually

wide range of gradations, from deep black to very light

grey.

LEO TOVER, A.S.C.: Definitely, I prefer grey sets. If the

walls of a set are tinted a soft, intermediate grey, the cine-

matographer can paint upon them with his lights, getting o

wide range of tonal rendition, and with the added advan-

tage of being able at once to see exactly how the set will re-

produce, without worrying over color-sensitivity or color-

rendition of film and lighting.

BEN WHITE, A.S.C.: Of course, I prefer grey sets. A cine-

matographer can work faster and more accurately with

them, and get any effects he wants. In black-and-white

pictures, we really have only three actual shades in the final

product; block, white, and grey. If the set is already painted

the right shade of grey, we can save a great deal of time,

and get better results than if it were colored, for the color

would photograph as some shade of grey, anyhow.

HENRY WILLIAM GERRARD, A.S.C.: By all means, grey

sets. You can control the tonal rendition of such sets with

your set-lighting, and eliminate all guesswork about color-

rendition or light absorption. I have several times found

colored walls very deceptive as to light-absorption: they

generally absorb an utterly disproportionate amount of

light, and make light-effects difficult, even impossible. This

unduly high absorption necessitates more lighting units,

more current, and more time in arranging the lighting.

DAVID ABEL, A.S.C.: Except where the nature of the ac-

tion may make it advisable to use some color for its psy-

chological effect on the players, I greatly prefer grey sets.

Recently the studio tried some experiments with pink walls,

in one of my pictures; I found them most unsatisfactory.

Where a set is to be rendered as white, however, I like a

very pale blue, which photographs as white, but without

halation. Of late, there has been a dangerous tendency

among Art-Directors to make sets—especially modernistic

cnes—with deeply overhanging cornices, which make good
lighting an unnecessarily difficult problem.

RICHARD TOWERS, A.S.C.: A capable cinematographer

con naturally handle settings of any color. However, I be-

lieve that more attention should be paid by Art-Directors

to planning sets so that neither color nor pattern conflict

with the costumes of the actors, or form disturbing elements

in the composition, and to facilitate the work of the cine-

matographer. In this respect, I personally prefer cream-
colored walls, as I hove found them most satisfactory under

the widest range of condition.

SID HICKOX, A.S.C.: Until there is fuller cooperation be-

tween the Art-Director and the Cinematographer, I'll be

satisfied with almost any shade that isn't too dark. I have
found that colors whose pigments are "earthy"—the um-
bers, etc.—almost always reproduce as they appear visually,

while dye-pigments ore very uncertain photographically. For

general use, I believe that grey walls are the best.

WILLIAM A. REES, A.S.C.: I prefer "French Grey"—that

is, pale grey with o foint touch of blue. This permits plenty

of scope in lighting, shadow-effects, and the like, without

any of the disadvantages of either extremely light or ex-

tremely dork sets. Light—especially white—sets, I have

found, reflect every bit of "spilled light," especially in pan-
ned long-shots, making it very difficult to light the players

properly and at the same time maintain your set-lighting

effects. Dark sets—whether actually black or merely dark-

toned—drink up light like a thirsty camel, so that much
extra time and current are consumed, and many additional

lamps required, while the problem of lighting the players is

made more difficult.

FAXON DEAN, A.S.C.: I prefer a soft cream-color, or egg-
shell. This allows one to govern the tonal rendition by his

lighting, while avoiding glare and undue light-absorption.

GEORGE SCHNEIDERMAN, A.S.C.: With the resources of

present-day emulsions, etc., at his command, the cinema-
tographer can effectively handle sets of any color. My own
experience has shown that the best results are to be had
with rooms decorated exactly as such a room would be in

actuality. Within reasonable limits, the coloring of sets can

go a great way toward developing and enhancing the proper

mood-response in the actors. Therefore, I feel that since

modern emulsions moke it piacticol for a cinematographer
to handle sets of any color, he should be willing to do so.

Continued on Page 1 63

The lavender set referred to by Horry Fischbeck,
A.S.C. The walls of the set are lavender, while the

plaster moulding and pillars are ivory-tinted.
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Test-Laboratory in

Loading-Room Saves Time

The test-laboratory of Warner Bros.
Studio Camera Dept. Note develop-
ing and fixing tanks, with light-proof
covers, inset in right-hand bench.
Photo by Charles Scott Wellbourne,

A.S.C.

flush with the bench-top. The tanks will

each hold three racks, each of which will

hold about thirty feet of film. Between

these tanks is a s^nk, into which the

racks may be placed while the film
washes in running water. At the far end

of the bench is room for the trays used

for developing single-frame enlarge-

ments,

"The opposite bench is used for load-

ing and unloading operotions, and carries

the enlarger (made from an 8x10 still

camera, fitted with a special back and
film-carrier) and its easel. The light-

source for the enlarger is in the further

room.

"Fresh solutions are brought from the

studio laboratory every day, and main-
tained always at the laboratory's stan-

dard temperature and strength, enabling

us to absolutely duplicate the results of

Gage's normal development procedure."

Motor Speed Control Shutter

® Dwight Warren, A.S.C, Chief Cine-

motograher for Educational Pictures, has

perfected an automatic shutter-opening

and motor-speed interlock for use with

Mitchell cameras and motors. This de-

vice fills an important need in the pro-

duction of comedies and action pictures,

as it permits changes of camera speed

during the making of a scene, automatic-

ally compensating for the change in ex-

posure by reducing or increasing the

Continued on Page 164

• Mike McGreal, head of the Camera

Department at Warner Bros. -First Na-

tional Studios, has just completed a

miniature laboratory for the handling of

camera tests, which should greatly in-

crease the efficiency of the department.

The test laboratory is located just off the

camera department's loading-room, and

has facilities for developing strips of 35-

mm motion picture film up to twenty-

five or thirty feet in length, as well as for

making still enlargements from single

frames of film.

"Our studio," states McGreol, "is

faced with a peculiar problem: shooting

is carried on in three widely separated

studios in Burbank and Hollywood; the

major part of the organization is cen-

tralized in the main plant in Burbank,

while the laboratory is located at the

Warner Sunset Blvd. lot, in Hollywood,

several miles distant. Much valuable

time can be lost in transportation be-

tween these points, and often it is ds-

cided, on this account, not to make tests

which would prove a valuable safeguard.

V/ith this new laboratory, conveniently

'ocoted right in the camera department,

we can turn out photographic tests
(negative) in less than twenty minutes,
and even give the director of a large

and expensive scene or dance-number an
8x10 still enlargement of a single frame
within half an hour, thus giving him
proof that his scene will be photograph-
ically all right, and enabling him to dis-

miss large groups, without fear of having
to recall them for retakes.

"The test laboratory is in charge of

my assistant, Cecil Myers, and under the

direct supervision of Fred Gage, A.S.C,
Laboratory Superintendent for the Stu-

dio. Mr. Frank Murphy, head of the

Electrical Dept., aided greatly in the

realization of the project.

"The dark-room is entered through a

light-trap from the loading-room, and
consists of long, narrow dark-room,

with a smaller room, entered through a

light-tight door, at the farther end. The
dark-room is fitted with benches along

both walls. On the right side is the de-
veloping equipment: miniature tanks are

set into the bench—one for developer,

and one for hypo; these are covered with

light-tight, hinged covers which c'ose

The Warren speed-shutter change
interlock, hlousing "A" fits over bot-
tom of motor; rod "B" connects with
shutter adjustment; both are con-
trolled by lever seen at bottom of

motor-housing.
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Ideal Lab

for Miniature

Photography

by

Clarence Slifer, A. S. C.

IN
KEEPING with the progressiveness that is so apparent

in Minioture Photography, herewith is presented a plan

of model laboratory. This room in which photographic

processing Is carried on, is not called a darkroom, simply

because that word is a misnomer. It is not dark, for at all

times, with the exceptions of when loading magazines or

developing tanks, there is an abundance of light: properly

filtered light for printing and daylight for other operations.

Removed is the stigma that the word darkroom has

implied. This model laboratory is not a poorly ventilated

closet, under the cellar stairs, but is a room planned fcr

comfort, convenience, and practicability. All of which are

conducive to better photographic work and the full enjoy-

ment of miniature photography.

From the plan, it will be noticed the room is divided

into two main divisions; the laboratory proper and the study.

The laboratory, to take care of all photographic work from
glossy prints to the advanced pictorial processes. The study,

to serve as a place for working out photographic problems

or as place where you may argue with friends about the

gammas, the parophenyienes, and the reticulations of pho-
tography, without having your sanity questioned by othei

members of the household or being relegated to that
esteemed position now held by butterfly-chasing professors.

The essential features of the model laboratory ore:

1. A shallow wooden sink provided with removable

slots for tray supports. Its six-foot length easily handles

three trays up to 1 6"x20" in size. Swing-faucets prac-

tically "cover" the entire sink. Above the sink ore shelves

for stock solutions, etc. Below the sink, are rocks for

trays, box for waste, and space for miscellaneous equip-

ment. In the wall, above the right end of the sink, is a

light-tight ventilator. This ventilator withdraws all hypo
or chemical fumes arising from developing or toning prints.

Also at this end of the sink, is a light fixture containing a

day light bulb. The light from this fixture is concentrated

down upon the hypo or toning tray, and is actuated by a

foot switch. This permits examining prints for tone or con-

trast without drying the hands. The safe-light used for

observing the developing of prints, has two degrees of bril-

liance: dim and bright. The bright light is controlled by a

foot switch and is used only for limited periods of print

examination. For cleanliness, liquid soap and paper towels

ore a port of the sink equipment.

2. A film developing bench especially equipped for

miniature negative developing. The importance of agitation

in small film processing is recognized by the inclusion of

an electric agitation machine in the laboratory equipment.

Also provided is a negative viewing box la white light

behind opal glass). Affixed to the gloss are gamma films

of different densities for use in judging the progress of

development. (See Systematized Miniature Development,

December 1933 issue of this magazine.) An ice chest fo""

cooling solutions may be placed under the bench.

3. A print washing machine preferably of the Kodak
rotating type. This provides a quick, efficient, and thor-

ough means of washing prints with little handling.

4. A drain-board for prints after they hove been re-

moved from the washer.

5. A holder for paper towels and a shelf for the radio

(the companion in the laboratory). Indicated here, is a

stool, OS much printing may be carried on while seated.

6. A double, indirect safe-light for general room il-

lumination.

7. A long cabinet of an exaggerated desk-like ap-

pearance, with shelf or cabinet space above. Underneath

the left end is a set of drawers for keeping Bromoil brushes,

paints, and other materials. Space is provided for leg-room

when seated before the portion of the bench at the window.

Here is an ideal place to work upon Bromoils, spot or color

prints, retouch enlarged negatives, etc. Underneath the

right end of the bench, are frames with stretched cloth-net

for laying prints upon, to dry.

8. A sliding light-tight shutter for the window.

9. A cabinet-bench for a miniature negative enlarger

of the Leitz Focomat or Valoy type. The enlarger is control-

led by a foot switch, thus leaving both hands free for

"dodging." This freedom is further enhanced by the use of

a metronome for timing prints audibly, during difficult ex-

posures. At other times a large electric clock serves the

purpose. On the wall, back of the enlarger, is an Illumina-

tion Control Rheostat for use with a Photo-flood lamp,

when enlarging upon chloride (contact) papers. Light-

tight drawers ore in the cabinet, for the storage of photo-

graphic paper. To the left of the enlarger, is a print trim-

mer. To facilitate print trimming, the edge of the print

Continued on Page 1 62
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PHOTOGRAPHY OF THE MONTH
Continued from Page 1 55

"CITY PARK"

Chesterfield

Directing Cinematographer: M. A. An-

dersen, A.S.C.

The Film Doily (July 6, 1934): Pho-

tography "Good."

"CROSS STREETS"

I nvincible

Directing Cinematographer: M. A. An-

dersen, A.S.C.

The Film Daily (July 6, 1934) : "Good."

"BARRETTS OF WIMPOLE STREET"
M-G-M
Directing Cinematographer: William

Daniels, A.S.C.

Hollywood Reporter (July 13, 19341:

"The photography of William Daniels

is the photogrophy of William Daniels

—which means the best."

"HAT, COAT AND GLOVE"
Radio

Directing Cinematographer: Roy Hunt,

A.S.C.

Hollywood Reporter (July 13, 1934):

"Roy Hunt's camera work is most ef-

fective throughout."

"HAPPY LANDINGS"
Monogram

Directing Cinematographer: Archie Stout,

A.S.C.

Hollywood Reporter (July 14, 1934):

"Photography okay."

Daily Variety (July 14, 1934): "—ex-

cellently photographed— ."

"MAN WITH TWO FACES"
First National

Directing Cinematographer: Tony Gau-

dio, A.S.C.

The Film Daily (July 12, 1934): Pho-

tography "A- 1

."

"CALL IT LUCK"
Fox

Directing Cmematographer : Joseph Val-

entine, A.S.C.

The Film Daily Uuly 12, 1934): Pho-

togrophy "Good."

"MURDER IN THE PRIVATE CAR"
M-G-M
Directing Cinematographer: James Von

Trees, A.S.C.

The Film Daily (July 12, 1934): Pho-

tography "Good."

"RETURN OF THE TERROR"
First National

Directing Cinematographer: Arthur
Todd, A.S.C.

The Film Doily (July 11, 1934): Pho-

tography "Good."

"I HATE WOMEN"
Goldsmith Productions

Directing Cinematographer: Ernest Mil-

ler, A.S.C.

The Film Doily (July 1

tography "Good."

1934) : Pho-

"WHOM THE GODS DESTROY"

Columbio

Directing Cinematographer: Benjamin

Kline, A.S.C.

The Film Doily (July 13, 1934): Pho-

tography "Good."

"THE FIGHTING ROOKIE"

Mayfair

Directing Cinematographer: James S.

Brown, Jr., A.S.C.

The Film Daily (July 13, 1934): Pho-

tography "Okay."

"THE OLD FASHIONED WAY"
Paramount

Directing Cinematographer: Benjomin

Kline, A.S.C.

The Film Daily (July 14, 1934); Pho-

tography "A- 1

."

"DANCING MAN"
Pyramid

Directing Cinematographer: James S.

Brown, Jr., A.S.C.

The Film Daily (July 14, 1934): Pho-

tography "Good."

"SERVANTS' ENTRANCE"

Fox

Directing Cinematographer: Hal Mohr,

A.S.C.

The Hollywood Reporter (July 19,
1934): "Hal Mohr photographed

beautifully."

Daily Variety (July 19, 1934): "Pho-

tography was excellent throughout
—

"

"HOUSEWIFE"
Warner Bros.

Directing Cinematographer: William
Rees, A.S.C.

The Daily Variety (July 20, 19341:

"Camera work is flawless— ."

The Hollywood Reporter (July 20,
1934): "—and William Rees' pho-

tography is an outstanding asset for

the picture."

"FOUR WALLS"
M-G-M
Directing Cinematographer: Lucien An-

driot, A.S.C.

Daily Variety (July 20, 1934): "Pho-

tography is good."

"NOW AND FOREVER"

Paramount

Directing Cinematographer: Harry Fisch-

beck, A.S.C.

The Hollywood Reporter (July 20,
1934): "Harry Fischbeck's photogra-

phy is so lovely that Carole Lombard

has never looked more beautiful."

"TREASURE ISLAND"

M-G-M
Directing Cinemotogrophers : Hal Rosson,

A.S.C, Ray June, A.S.C, Clyde De-
Vinna, A.S.C.

The Hollywood Reporter (June 23,
1934): "And for the photography

that leaves a series of indelible beau-
tiful pictures in your mind, thonk, Roy
June, Hal Rosson and Clyde DeVin-
na."

Doily Variety (June 23, 1934): "Ma-
rine stuff is strikingly pictured as part

of excellent camera work by Ray June,

Clyde DeVinna and Hal Rosson."

Motion Picture Doily (June 26,
1934) : "Scenic and photographic val-

ues of old England and scapes are well

done."

"HERE COMES THE NAVY"
Warner Bros.

Directing Cinematographer: Arthur Ede-

son, A.S.C.

The Hollywood Reporter (June 27,
1934) : "Arthur Edeson's photography

is okay, but stunning effects that
might hove been gotten ore entirely

covered by stock shots."

Daily Variety (June 27, 1934): "Cam-
era work of Arthur Edeson also de-

serves high honors for interesting

angles, novelty shots and scope."

The Film Daily (June 28, 1934): Pho-

tography "Fine."

"OF HUMAN BONDAGE"
Radio

Directing Cinematographer: Henry W.
Gerrard, A.S.C.

The Hollywood Reporter (June 28,
1934) : "For those interested in good

picture making, there is superb pho-

tography by Henry Gerrard and special

effects by Vernon Walker."
Doily Variety (June 28, 1934): "Pho-

tography is good."

The Film Daily (June 27, 19341: Pho-

tography "Fine."

"KISS AND MAKE-UP"
Paramount

Directing Cinematographer: Leon Shom-
roy, A.S.C.

The Film Daily (June 30, 1934): Pho-

tography "Fine."

"BABY TAKE A BOW"
Fox

Directing Cinematographer: L. W. 0'-

Connell, A.S.C.

The Film Daily (June 30, 1934): Pho-

tography "Good."

Geraus Recovering

"Rudy" Geraus, manager of the
Camera Supply Co. Ltd. is recovering in

the California Lutheran Hospital from

his recent severe attack of appendicitis.



Brilliant

PERFORMANCE

j^VERY fine performance on the screen

-"-^ depends upon certain earlier perform-

ances . . . not by the cast alone, but by the

film in the camera. Because of the depend-

ability and artistic opportunity it affords

. . . because of its unfailingly brilliant per-

formance . . . most cameramen and produc-

ers prefer Eastman Super-Sensitive Pan-

chromatic Negative with gray backing.

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, New
York. (J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors,

New York, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN Super-Sensitive

Panchromatic Negative
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THE USE OF MINIATURES

IN PROCESS BACKGROUNDS
Continued from Page I 54

city, carrying dancing girls on their
wings. This, of course, could hardly have

been filmed without the use of projected-

background process; and here, too, min-

iatures played an important part. Sev-

eral of the shots were made using a

background-plate showing miniature

planes, with miniature chorines on their

wings, behind a real plane, with real

dancers in the foreground. The effect

could hardly hove been achieved in any

other way.

Naturally, the reverse of this proce-

dure is possible—and has, in many in-

stances, proven equally useful. For ex-

ample, suppose we wish to show living

actors in (not merely in front of) a set

which can most economically be made
only in miniature— let us say, a factory

of the future. We build a full-scale set

for the extreme background of our shot,

and shoot our action and dialog with the

actors immediately in front of this set.

We photograph it exactly as though for

a normal scene: but there is, of course,

no trace of the foreground we want. This

film is then made mto a background-

plate. In the meantime we have con-

structed our foreground—in miniature

At the desired point—just forward of

where we want the people—we place a

translucent screen, of the right size to

give us the perspective we want. Upon
this we project the background-plate we
hove made of our actors, and the result-

ing composite shot gives us our people

walking around in the miniature set,

which careful attention to the laws of

optical perspective has magnified to give

the illusion of natuial size.

This has actually been done in several

instances, with pronounced success. It is

even possible to carry the process several

steps farther: the background -plate
showing the people can itself be a pro-

cess-shot, with its background -plate
made from a miniature I this, too, has

been done! and the entire composite

shot can, itself, be used as yet another

background-plate, and inserted either in

another miniature, or into full-scale ac-

tion, by the projection process.

From this, it will readily be seen that

the projected-bockground process has
few limitations. The foreground action

need not by any means be full-scale, nor

need the background be full-scale; in

both extremes, miniatures con be used to

great advantage in cases which require

them. Moreover, the process-screen port

of a composite shot may include any-

thing from a very small portion of the

set—such as the viewing screen of a

television receiver, or a window—up to

virtually the entire area of the picture.

To my mind, the use of miniatures as a

vital adjunct to this process is only be-

ginning to be appreciated: it offers end-
less possibilities, not only as a means for

filming fanciful action unobtainable

otherwise, but (which is more impor-

tant) OS a very positive aid to economy,
efficiency and safety in routine produc-

tion.

Ideal Ldb for Minidture

Photography

Continued from Page 1 59

trimmer is illuminated by a light, sunk in

the cabinet.

10. An 1 l"xl4" contact printing

machine, which is used for printing en-

larged negatives and also strips of Leico

film, for proofs.

11. A film loading and negative fil-

ing desk.

12. Chemical closet, for chemical

storage and mixing, in the lower part of

the cabinet, is a bin for hypo crystals and
a fixture for supporting a five-gallon

This would immediately increase the
naturalness of our light-effects, simplify

lighting, as it would bring visual and

photographic effects into closer parity,

and greatly reduce the heat cast on the

actors by the lights.

But I believe that this is only a small

port of what this design will bring us. A
more important, and more readily not-

iceable result should be a far steadier

picture, with the last remaining traces of

"flicker" eliminated. Up to date, the

greatest part of the flicker-reducing de-

velopment has been in projector-design:

surprisingly little has been done about

attacking the problem through the cam-

era. By photographing the picture with

the film at rest for 75% of its cycle,

we should eliminate the photographic

causes of this flicker.

Furthermore, with the greater shutter-

aperture, and the re-positioning of the

shutter closer to the film, we should

definitely eliminate the "bleeding" ef-

fect now seen in panoramic shots. In

"follow-shots," where the camera pono-

romicolly follows moving people or ob-

jects, we should secure much more near-

ly the effect heretofore obtained only

with the specialized Akeley camera, with

its 230° focol-plone shutter. In other

bottle of distilled water. Due to its lo-

cation, chemical dust in the laboratory is

eliminated.

13. Light-tight entry to the labora-

tory, affording easy access and ventila-

tion. The partitions fold bock, whenever
It is desirable.

14. Dry mounting press, for mount-
ing photographs.

15. Bookshelves, for those indispens-

able photographic books and magazines.

16. A light-tight film drying cab-

inet, six feet high. Air is drawn in, thru

silk screens, from the study, thus mini-

mizing the nuisance of dust. The cabinet

may also be used for drying hyper-sensi-

tized film.

17. A cabinet for camera equip-

ment. Upon this cabinet is an easel for

holding prints to be admired or glared at.

A conventional, picture-illumination fix-

ture is used for light.

18. A Bromoil transfer press and a

cabinet for card stock etc.

19. Desk-like drawing table with
long fixture for diffused light above.

20. Long, comfortable window seat.

The plan of this model laboratory is

based upon the knowledge gained from

o number of years' experience in many
photographic "darkrooms." So turn back

and study the plan over, for perhaps you

may find some ideas for your Ideal Lab-

oratory for Miniature Photography.

words, the object being followed will re-

main clear and sharp, while the back-

ground moves behind in a smooth blur.

This effect more nearly approximates the

effect of natural vision, for, as is well

known, the human eye is virtually blind

when in motion, and when following a

moving object, it can clearly see only

that object, while the background fades

into restful unimportance. This will nat-

urally eliminate, too, the highly unpleas-

ant "picket-fence" jumpiness seen in so

many panoramic shots. This should
greatly benefit photo-directorial tech-

nique, for it will enable us to use pano-

ramic shots in many instances where we
are now forced to "dolly" the camera in

order to minimize this undesirable effect.

The camera being used for this ex-

periment is a standard Mitchell camera.

The shutter and movement are being

completely rebuilt to moke use of the

principle just outlined, but the camera

will retain the essential features of the

Mitchell. The shutter-aperture will, of

course, be adjustable, so that apertures

less than the full 270° may be had when
needed. It is to be hoped that ultimately

a complete camera may be designed and

built, to allow on even fuller utilization

of the principle.

STUDIO CAMERA WITH 270° SHUTTER
Continued from Page 1 52
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Riddle Me This

Continued from Page 1 5V

RAY BINGER, A.S.C.: I like light sets.

Of course, there ore certain types of story

—mystery melodramas, and the like

—

where darker sets are preferable; but for

general use, I prefer white sets. Granted
that you have a good laboratory behind

you, white sets give you the greatest

freedom in lighting, and the most pleas-

ing results on the screen.

HENRY SHARP, A.S.C.: For general,

all-around use, I prefer grey sets. How-
ever, it is often desirable to have
some degree of color in the set, for its

psychological effect on the director and
players. For instance, I have recently

photographed a farce-comedy, "Ladies
Should Listen," in which much of the

action was played on cheerful-toned red-

dish sets. With careful handling, these

sets can be made to give effects very
similar to monotone grey ones, but —
as with any color—the coloring makes
them very deceptive. If one is not care-
ful he can be fooled by the chromatic
brilliance of the color, and find that, in-

stead of reproducing as light as he ac-
tually sees it, the set goes very dark,
while, on the other hand, it is equally

easy to overlight a colored set. This

makes the arrangement of your "key"
set-lighting a more difficult and lengthy

The Largest Stock

of

MITCHELL CAMERAS
and Camera Equipment

FOR RENTALS

•

If You Need It, We Have It

RUDDY GERAUS
Manager

CHARLIE BOYLE
Studio Rentals

CAMERA SUPPLY CO., Ltd.

Cable Address

"CAMERAS'

1515 N. Cahuenga Blvd.

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

Nite Phone: GL 6583

Gladstone

2404

This printer will pay

for itself in cash savings

and deliver perfect

prints while doing so

The Bell & Howell Production Printer eliminates

SD much wastajze from mislijihts, out-of-synchron-

ism, and threading and cleaning time losses, and

offers such speed and larbor efficiency, that it will

pay for itself in a surprisingly short time.

And while paying for itself, it will deliver prints of

finest detail, carrying through to the screen all the

achievements of wide range recording and line pho-

tograplu

.

_j Bell & Howell Company
1848 Larchniont Ave., Chica{>-o; 11 West 42nd St.,

New^ York;; 716 North La Brea Ave., Hollywood, 320

Regent St., London ( B & H Co..Ltd.) EstablM 1!)07.
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process than It should be: therefore, I

prefer monotone greys wherever possible.

JACKSON J. ROSE, A.S.C.: Wherever
possible, I prefer light grey, as it offers

the greatest freedom in lighting. Pure
white sets are more difficult to light be-

NEW IMPROVED

CINK GLOW
THREE ELEMENT

RECORDING

cause of the way they reflect "spilled

light"; dark sets make it difficult to

light the players properly. Therefore

—

light grey sets!

MILTON R. KRASNER, A.S.C.: I prefer

soft white, wherever possible. It avoids

glare, yet gives one a fmely reflective

surface upon which to paint with light

end shade.

OLIVER T. MARSH, A.S.C.: Coloring m
sets affects too mcny people to be treat-

ed solely from any one angle. The psy-

chological aspects—the reactions of the

players and director to different colors in

the set—may well be cs important os the
purely photographic phase. Joan Crow-
ford, for instance, does her best work
when wearing predominantly blus cos-

tumes, and is octively miserable in cer-

tain other colors, which may even mor
her performonce. It is the some with
S3is, for we ore more conscious of color
in rooms then in clothes. Therefore, so
long OS the lines and masses of a set ore
photographicolly correct, I feel that with
present-doy emulsions, we should be able
to adapt ourselves to the set, rather than
selfishly forcing the players to adapt
their color-reactions to the camera.

LAMP
Longer Life

More Exposure
Uniform Quolity

CAN WE HAVE LIGHTER LIGHTS

'Used the World Over'
W rite for prices

and literature

Blue Seal
SoundDevices
I N C O K P O R A T It

723 Seventh Avenue
New York, N.Y.

Continued from Poge 1 53

developed alloys. There is, however, a

definite minimum in size for such ports,

if they are to withstand the hard service

incident to studio use. Moreover, there

should be some concentration of weight

in the base to assure stable balance.

But—what is actually done in this

direction? Is progress at a standstill?

Emphatically, no. While little actual

production of new units is going on, the

leading manufacturers hove none the
less been carrying on continued research

QVIOUA
Film Viewingm

and Sound Reproducing

Machines

M O V

and
o I a s for S i

I

Sound Edit
For Composite Prints

For Separate Track and Picture

Combined Unit for both Composite Film

and Separate Track

Projection Moviolas—All Types

e n t

i n g

Fuither Information, Lileralure

and Prices Sent upon Request

TYPE UDX
Combination film
viewer and sound
reijroducer.

MOTION PICTURE
CAMERA SUPPLY, Inc.
723 Seventh Ave. New York, N. Y.

Coble Address: Cinecamera

toward the development of such units.

The engineers of Mole-Richardson, for

example, hove recently perfected a new
twin-arc "broadside," which, while in-

tended primarily for use in three-color

natural color cinematography, is also
somewhat of an advance in the general

design of lighting equipment. It is con-

siderably lighter than previous a r c -

broadsides, and has a more even feed, in

which the two arcs are fed separately,

rather than, as in previous designs, by

a single mechanism. The same firm has

been experimenting with new types of

reflectors, as well. One of the most

promising is a matte-aluminum surfaced

type, which could, according to Peter

Mole, be built into a single-lamp unit

comparable to the present "Rifle" type,

and effect a 50*^0 saving in weight, and

a considerable saving in bulk. This de-

sign is fast approaching completion, and

promises to result in a floor unit, inter-

mediate between the present "Rifle" end

"broadside," which should be of greet

value. The same firm is conducting ex-

tensive experiments with other types of

reflectors and reflecting-surfaces, in-

cluding aluminum- and rhodium-plated

types.

A recent development, too, is the
Newton light, which, while intended pri-

marily for commercial and still photo-

graphic purposes, shows promise for cer-

tain studio purposes.

Motor Speed Control Shutter

Continued from Page 1 58

shutter-opening. It was developed from

an earlier invention of Warren's, a simi-

lar motor-shutter interlock for Bell and

Howell equipment, which had become
universally used by photographers of

comedies and action pictures prior to

the advent of sound.

Due to the arrangement of the Mitch-

ell camera and motor, the present device

IS much simpler than the earlier design.

It can be fitted to any type of Mitchell

motor in less than on hour, and once
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fitted it is instantly detachable, or may
be left as a semi-permanent fitting.

Essentially, the device consists of a

tubular housing mounted on the lower

end of the Mitchell motor. A collar is

fitted to the motor's speed-control knob,

and, in turn, fits into an adjustable

socket in the interlock, which in effect

continues the shaft of the motor control

to the lever seen at the bottom of the

housing. Upon this shaft is fixed a

special com, in which slides a roller op-

erating an arm connected with the regu-

lar Mitchell shutter-control. As the

speed of the motor is changed, this con-

necting rod, actuated by the cam, oper-

ates the shutter control, accurately com-
pensating for the changed exposure.

The device compensates for the entire

range of speed-changes permitted by

Mitchell motors (usually from 24 frames

per second down to 4 frames per sec-

ond.! Means are provided for compen-
sating for variations in shutter or motor

response, which often varies between in-

dividual equipments. As the device con-

sists of only a few parts—housing, cam-
and-lever assembly, and connecting fit-

tings for motor and camera— it is simple

and sturdy. It may be easily disas-

sembled, and the design permits reas-

sembly only in the correct way. The
cam—the heart of the device— is of

steel, specially ground and hardened.
Mr. Warren has used this device on sev-

eral of his most recent productions.

Agfa May Move

• According to reports current in trade

circles, the Agfa Raw Film Co., distribu-

tors of Agfa negative and positive films,

may shortly occupy new quarters on Hol-

lywood's "Film and Laboratory Row"

—

Santa Monica Blvd. It is expected that

the firm will construct its own building.

Verification of this report is expected to

follow the return of C. King Charney,

new head of the Agfa distribution firm,

from his trip to the factory at Bingham-

ton, N. Y.

OUR NEW
Extended Mixing Panel

with intercommunicatins phone system

for

ART REEVES
Portable Sound Equipment

DEPENDABLE LABORATORY AND SOUND EQUIPMENT

Hollywood

^oTiON PicTure/[quipmemT (o. Op.
64 5 NORTH MARTEL AVE- CABLE ADDRESS ARTREEVES

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA. U SA

Phone WYomins 4501

FRANK C. ZUCKER J. BURGI CONTNER

MOTION PICTURE CAMERA SUPPLY, iiio.

- SALES - SERVICE - RENTALS ^

LARGEST STOCK OF CAMERA EQUIPMENT IN THE EAST

Silenced Mitchell Cameras • Cameras For Color,

Fearless Camera Blimps # Process and Slow
Fox Velocitators • Motion Photography

CAMERA MOTORS and ACCESSORIES

Eastern Representat'mes

MITCHELL CAMERA CORPORATION
AND

FEARLESS PRODUCTS

Producers of Industrial Subjects

723 SEVENTH AVEXI E
NEW Y4»ltK CITY

Telephone BRyant 9-7755 Cable Address: Cinecamera
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Home-mdde Photo Album
Continued from Page 1 56

On opening the album one s-crts at

the beginning of the cruise, and contin-

ues to the end, reading the captions and
seeing the pictures at the same time.

Photographer friends who have exam-
ined this album hove termed it, "Unusu-
ally unique, and nothing like it in exis-

tence to their knowledge."

EVERYTHING PHOTOGRAPHIC
for Professional and Amateur

New and used. Bought, sold, rented

and repaired. Camera Silencing.

Send for Bargain Catalogus

Hollywood Camera Exchange
1600 Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood

Tel: HO 3651
Cable Address: HOcamex
Open 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.

TRUEBALL
TRIPOD HEADS
OF SPECIAL ALLOY
LIGHTER WEIGH

The Some Efficient Head
For follow shots, known for

their smoothness of opera-

tion and equal tension on

all movements.

Unaffected by temper-

ature.

Model B Professional $300.00
For Bell & Howell and Mitchell

Cameras and their respective

Tripod. With the ORIGINAL
instant release telescopic

handle.

FRED HOEFNER
GLadstone 0243

5319 Santa Monica Boulevard

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

Model A for Ama-
teur motion picture
cameras. Attaches t'^

any standard STILL
Tripod, $12.00.

Trueball tripod
heads are unexcelled

simplicity, ac-

curacy and speed of

operation.

The Hoefner four-
inch Iris and Sun-
shade combination
is also a superior
product.

Thot is one advantage in using ivhite

paper in an album of this kind, where
the actual prmt paper is used as pages.

There is no need of my explaining where
such or such a picture was token or what
it represented.

In order to overcome the problem of

binding the pages (pictures now), so

each page would be hinged to avoid the

usual rigid or curled edges, the plan that

worked best I carried out as follows:

The black paper strips ]"x7" and the

dry mounting tissue strips 1 '/2"x7" I had
cut up OS previously mentioned, I joined

together by placing one inch of the dry

mounting tissue over the block one inch

strip, leaving a half-inch margin for a

page to be attached to.

I tacked each strip on separately then

ran a hot iron over to melt the tissue

down on the black strips.

Having accomplished this I then took

the pages, page for page, laid the re-

maining half-inch of the dry mounting
tissue over the edge of the page and

tacked it on, being careful to leave a

sixteenth of an inch opening between the

black strip and the page to allow it to

work freely like a hinge. See picture

No. 2.

In tacking the mounting tissue on to

both the block strips and the pages the

most convenient tool I found to use was

a lady's curling iron. I found this held a

steady heat and would not cause the

mounting tissue to stick to it, like it doss

to other hot irons.

In fact, so useful did I find this curl-

ing iron for the work, I finished the job

with it by merely rolling the curling iron

slowly over the tissue after it was tacked

on, which melted it down firmly to both

the black strips and the pages.

Three holes were then punched
through the covers and the black strip

ends of the pages, screw posts forced

through, all securely fastened and the

album was finished, worthy for any pair

of eyes to gaze upon. See picture No. 3.

The album completed has one hun-

dred and seventy pages with three hun-

dred and forty photographs and is less

than two inches thick. All being in white

background borders and titled, the white

borders setting off the photographs

much better than if they hod been
mounted on block or brown mounting

leaves.

Max Factor's

<S(:dm <^S^HOotk make-up
l\ Easy to Apply Easy to Remove
^ Stays on All Day Photographically Correct

MAX FACTOR'S MAKE-UP STUDIO • HOLLYWOOD
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FILMO
16 mm. Cameras
and Projectors

• THE FILMO

A master precision 16 mni. movie

camera, embodying the most ad-

vanced principles of cinemachinery

design. Its special features are a

three-lens turret head, seven film

speeds from 8 to 64, and a variable

vievvhnder. With speed and telephoto lenses in place, there is

scarcely any condition under which perfect movies cannot be

made. With Cooke i-inch F 3.5 universal focus lens and case,

summer price, until Sept. 30, $105.

• THF FII.MO70-P CAMFRA
Its mechanism identical with that

of Filmo 70-D, the Filmo 70-E offers

four film speeds from 8 to 64, and a

Cooke i-inch F 1.5 speed lens in its

single-lens seat. With its ability to

conquer the most adverse photo-

graphic conditions, Filmo 70-E is

unmatched in value in the whole

history of 16 mm. photography.

Summer price, until Sept. }o, $170,

including case. With Cooke i-inch

F 3.5 lens and case, $135.

• THE FILMO R PROJECTORS
Fully equipped projectors of true Bell &
Howell quality. Have power rewind,

reverse, provision for still projection,

and time-proved BSiH design and con-

struction. Filmo R Projector, with 500-

watt 1 lo-volt lamp, PRICE NOW $175.

1
Filmo RT Projector with 750-watt 1 10-

' volt lamp, PRICE NOW$i9o.FilmoRU
Projector with 750-watt loo-volt lamp,

variable resistance, and voltmeter,

PRICE NOW $iLo. Prices include case.

Filmo equipment has always given you more per

dollar— in good photography, in dependability,

in longevity. With this announcement comes
even greater value in this world-famous 16 mm.
equipment, designed and manufactured by Bell

& Howell, foremost producer of professional

cinemachinery.

• THE FILMO JS

No 16 mm. projector has

ever had the acclaim received

by the wholly gear-driven

Filmo JS Pro|ector, with its

clever automatic rewinding,

750-watt illumination sys-

tem, aero cooling, novel rilr

control, variable resistance

and voltmeter. From the

smallest room to the largest

auditorium, the FilmoJS will

give theater results. PRICE
NOW $2.80, including case.

THE FILMO 75 CAMERA
The Filmo 75 Camera, light in weight, slender,

and built as precisely as a line watch, hangs up

a record as the lowest priced 16 mm. camera cf

its quality in the world. Has a built-in vari-

able viewhnder for lenses of different focal

length. With Cooke xo mm. F 3.5 lens, PRICE
NOW $59.50; case, $5.50.

I

FILMO
These new low prices for genuine Bell & Howell Filmo 1 6 mm.
personal movie equipment are now in force at your dealer's.

Ask for a demonstration or write us for complete literature.

Versonal Movie Cameras and Projectors

Bell & Howell Company, 1848 Larchmont Ave.,

Chicago; New York; Hollywood; London
(B & H Co., Ltd.) Established 1907

PROFESSIONAL RESULTS WITH AMATEUR EASE
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PROVE THE CLAIMS FOR
AGFA 16 mm. Fine-Grain PLENACHROME REVERSIBLE

# Four months ago 16 mm. Fine-Grain Plenachrome Reversiljle was a

new film, unknown to amateurs, but with more than a year of exactinj;

factory tests to prove its claims. Today this same film has met and i)asscd

the varying tests of use by thousands of enthusiastic users, for Plena-

chrome, though promising much, delivers more. Letters in praise of this

new film all agree that it is the finest obtainable for general outdoor use.

Full speed, extremely fine grain, anti-halation protection, complete

orthocliromatic color sensitivity, and an unusual latitude have all been

combined in the making of this highest-quality film. Yet the low price

of $4.50 per 100-foot roll brings this remarkable film within the reach of

everyone.

Ask your dealer for Agfa 16 mm. Fine-Grain Plenachrome. The

results will equal or better any you have ever obtained.

Made in America by AGFA ANSCO CORPORATIONBINGHAMTON • NEW YORK
Boston, New York City, Cincinnati, Chicago, Kansas City, San Francisco, Los Angeles • Agfa Ansco Ltd., 204 King St. East, Toronto, Ont.

RESULTS

OTHER AGFA 16 MM FILMS

AGFA PANCHROMATIC REVERSIBLE:

lon.foot rolls f6.00
r)(t.fo<)t rolls 3.25

Including procfssing and return
postage.

AGFA FINE-GRAIN SUPERPAN REVERSIBLE:

100-foot rolls $7.50
SO-foot rolls 4.00

Including processing and return
postage.

AGFA FINE-GRAIN PANCHROMATIC
NEGATIVE:

lOn-foot rolls $3.50
Developing not included.

200-fool and lOO-foot rolls

(laboratory packing) available.
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PROFESSIONAL Criticism of the Amateur
picture is a part of the service offered by the
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER. Many are
not aware of this. Hundreds of pictures have
been reviewed this post year by members of
the American Society of Cinematogrophers for
the Amateur.

• More about 1 6mm negative-positive system.

W. J. Grace will give us another of his

interesting Cinetricks. Of course there will

be the family continuity giving you on inter-

esting story that anyone can make, scene for

scene. Backyard movies will contribute more

unusual plots.
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The new Dsvidigc Tank Developer for 16mm negative.

What's New
In 16mm

Negative-Positive

by

William Stull, A. S. C.

ALL indications point to 1934 as ushering in a "New
Deal" for 16mm negative-positive. During the past

year—especially the more recent months—more

interest has been evident in the use of 16mm negative

than ever before in the history of substandard filming. Sev-

eral of the major film-manufacturers hove announced their

entry into the 16mm negative field; new and highly prac-

tical equipment for developing 16mm negative is available;

and more and more laboratories are commercially offering

paraphenylene-diamine "grainless" developing of substan-

dard negative. In consequence, a renewed interest is being

evidenced in the use of this film, both by individual am.a-

teurs, and by the makers of educational and commercial

films.

Undoubtedly, the keynote of the whole situation is the

improvement in commercial laboratory work. For this, the

American Cinematographer must take a goodly share of the

credit. One year ago, following extensive practical re-

searches, the American Cinematographer published an ar-

ticle emphasizing the fact that, with the proper treatment

in the labotatory, 16mm negative film would give results

in every way comparable to the best obtainable on reversal

film, and advocating the use of paraphenylene-diamine

as the ideal developing agent for really fine-grain results

with this film. Shortly after the appearance of this article,

and admittedly influenced by its findings, the Dunning
Process Company of Hollywood introduced "Grainless" de-

velopment of 16mm negative, using a modified parapheny-
lene-diamine developer. This literally revolutionized 16mm
negative processing; and following upon Dunning's pioneer-
ing of fine-grain 16mm development, a number of other
firms in this field followed suit, thereby removing from the

path of 16mm negative film its greatest obstacle.

This has won the negative-positive system many new
friends, among both individual amateurs and commercial
and educational producers. Within the past few months,
this has been substantially recognized by the film-manu-
facturers. The Agfa-Ansco Corporation has just introduced,

in addition to its popular reversal films, a very fine Pan-
chromatic Negative film, while another large manufacturer,
heretofore associated exclusively with reversal emulsions, is

understood to be preparing a 16mm negative film for use

in semi-professional work. Many rumors of still further

additions to the 16mm negative family are current, with

several leading foreign film-makers and at least one cam-
era-manufactory prominently mentioned.

The Agfa negative film, however, is definitely available,

and has been tested by the writer. It is an excellent pan-
chromatic film, with really admirable grain characteristics.

In speed and color-sensitivity, it is closely comparable with

the familiar Agfa Panchromatic reversal-film, while, due to

the inherent advantages of the negative-positive system, it

evidences somewhat greater latitude than is possible with

reversal. Like all professional films of today, it has anti-

halation protection. It is regularly distributed in 100-foot,

daylight-loading rolls, but for users of the various semi-

professional cameras now available, it is also available in

200- and 400-foot rolls, in laboratory packing only, how-
ever.

Within the past few weeks, a most important develop-

ing equipment has been announced by the Roy Dovidge

Laboratory of Hollywood. This is the "Roto-Tonk," and is

developed from the reel-and-apron developing equipment

which has been in daily use for some years in Davidge's

processing of standard film for Hollywood's leading studios.

The Roto-Tank system consists of a bakelite tank, a reel,

and an embossed celluloid apron. The film is wound with

the apron onto the reel, the embossed indentations on the

apron serving to hold the film in position, with both sur-

faces away from the surface of the apron, so that the solu-

tions circulate freely about the film. This idea, in itself,

is hardly new, for aside from certain important (though

unnoticeable, to most individuals! differences in the ar-

rangement of the indentations, the outfit seems rather

similar to other types already familiar. In actual practice,

however, several features make the Roto-Tank outstanding,

and a very definite advance over anything hitherto avail-

able.

In the first place, it is the first equipment which, so to

Continued on Page 1 86
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Continuity

for Fishing

Families

by

Arthur J. Campbell, A. S. C.

IN
MOST families. Father has a monopoly on fish stories

—but here is a fish story in which the whole family can

participate. Moreover, a fishing film of this type should

be a better "audience picture" than the general run of films

brought back from vocation fishing excursions, for it com-
bines on entertaining story with plenty of opportunity for

making attractive scenic shots—and it doesn't attempt to

show any actual fishing, which is as a rule very uninterest-

ing on the screen.

The story is very easy to film, and requires few "props,"

and only a small cost, such as can easily be assembled by

the average family. No special photographic equipment or

technique is needed, as there are no interior scenes, and
only one shot that requires anything but straightforward

photography. Best of all, you can fit the film into your

vacation plans very easily, for it can be made anywhere

—

at home, at a camp or lake resort, or in part at both loca-

tions. Try it!

MAIN TITLE:

"SOMETHING FISHY"

CREDIT TITLE:

THE PLAYERS
Fother

Mother
Junior _

Bobby, Junior's Pol .

"Tcughy," the Neighborhood Menace.

Scene 1 . Long-shot of the family's home, or vacation-
cabin. Mother and Junior are sitting on the porch. If pos-

sible, fade or iris in.

Scene 2. Medium "two-shot" of Mother and Junior

on the porch. Mother hears something, and looks up; Jun-
ior also looks up, then excitedly runs out of the picture,

off the porch.

Scene 3. Long-shot, from porch iif possible). Father

approaches. He carries a fishing-rod and creel. He waves
a greeting toward the house.

Scene 4. Medium-shot of Father approaching. Junior

runs into the picture I from beside the camera). When he

has greeted the boy. Father opens his creel, and proudly

brings forth several fine, big fish, Junior becomes very ex-

cited, and prances around, obviously wanting to know all

about how the fish were caught. Father motions him to be
quiet.

Scene 5. Medium-shot. Father reaches the porch.

and hands the fish to Mother, indicating that he's hungry.

Mother takes them with a smile, and goes into the house

Father drops into a chair, while Junior hongs over the arm,

and deluges him with questions.

Scene 6. Close-up of Junior, talking (preferably a

big-head close-up) .

Scene 7. Close shot of Father. He lights his pipe,

and turns toward Junior, smilingly starting to explain.

Scene 8. Medium "two-shot" of Father and Junior,

as Father tells his story. FADE OUT. (If you wish, you can

add a fishing-sequence here, showing Father's story—how
he caught the fish. This, incidentally, is a good way to

work in fishing scenes you already hove on hand. If you

do, begin and end the sequence with fades.)

Scene 9. FADE IN. Close shot of a cot or dog on

the bock porch, eating the remains of the fish from a plate.

Or, if no animal is available, o short shot of Mother throw-

ing out the fish scraps.

Scene 10. Long-shot of the house: it is much later,

OS shown by the long shadows. Junior comes out, just as

his pal, Bobby, passes by in front. Junior waves to him,

and runs down to speak to him.

Scene 1 1 . Medium "two-shot" of Junior and Bobby.

Junior is telling Bobby all about the fish, and—like a good

fisherman—exaggerating a bit, stretching his arms to the

full to indicate the size, etc. Then he calms down a bit,

and the two boys put their heads close together, obviously

making some secret plans. Bobby nods his head, and they

port.

Scene 12. INSERT—close-up of on alarm-clock, in-

dicating 4 a.m.

Scene 13. Medium-shot of the front-door. Junior

comes out, tiptoeing, and picks up Father's rod and creel.

He glances furtively about, and then walks out of the

picture.

Scene 14. Long-shot of a quiet country road; there

is no traffic, and there should be long shadows, falling in

the opposite direction in the frame from those in Scene 10,

Continued on Poge 184
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With a stop of f:12.5 the top picture gives a great
depth of focus . . . while the lower picture with a
stop of f -.Z.O gives a very shallow focus as explained

in this article. Photos by Clarence Slifer, A.S.C.

SO FAR in our CINETRICKS series we have discussed

those devices which most of us will concede are

properly termed tricks. However, a complete discus-

sion of trick cine work would have to include two phases

which are not ordinarily considered unusual, yet lend them-

selves to trick work easily.

Lens Manipulation

Because we so often use the lens diaphragm and focus-

ing adjustment in the normal manner, most of us are prone

to overlook the possibilities for effect work in the manip-
ulation of these two adjustments to secure certain effects.

The simplest manipulation we can employ is the closing

of the lens diaphragm when we come to the end of a scene

for a fade-out, or opening it from the smallest stop to the

correct exposure stop for a fade-in. Quite properly, this

is termed a camera trick and the use of the lens diaphragm
m this manner is certainly useful if one is caught afield

without proper fading equipment.

But suppose we reverse this procedure—what will we
get? Since it very often happens that the scene is so well

lighted that correct exposure calls for f:8, which isn't very

far down the scale from the smallest stop. In other words,

we hove little chance to fade-out the scene. What to do?

Try a "white fade," one which makes the screen go white

instead of dark. Simply fade-out by opening the diaphragm

to the largest stop for a "white fade-out." This isn't an

effect which you may safely use often, because of the dis-

agreeable optical effect of a white screen, but it should

appear at least once or twice in your trick repertoire.

Aside from the obvious trick of changing the lens dia-

phragm while exposing, just how can we use the lens dia-

phragm to secure trick results?

Suppose you want to film a shipwreck using miniatures,

or a train in miniature—how would you set your diaphragm
to make the miniature appear to be the real thing? Would
you shoot it wide open or stopped down? Before we make
our decision, it will be well to review a peculiar character-

Cinetricks—

istic of lenses, one which has a very definite bearing on the

matter.

You've heard of the term "depth of focus." Probably

read it many, many times, haven't you? And, being a still

as well as movie enthusiast, you no doubt have discovered

a gap in your movie work which is quite easily spanned in

still work and that is in the matter of shutter opening as

related to "time" or "speed" of an exposure. You have

found that the variability of your still camera's shutter en-

ables you to quite nicely run the gamut of depth of focus,

but that your movie camera is a fixed shutter mechanism.

But now that we've brought up the matter, shown how

lacking amateur movie cameras are in this matter of shut-

ter ad|ustment, what's the sense of talking about depth

of focus at all? We have a scene requiring a definite ex-

posure, and since the only thing we can adjust on our cam-

era to obtain correct exposures is to set the diaphragm, why

talk about depth of focus? In other words, a given scene

requires a definite diaphragm opening for correct exposure,

and because the shutter can't be changed, we must let

depth of focus go by the boards!

Not at all. Because the main road is blocked we simply

hove to take a detour. It may be rougher going and take

more time, but we get there just the same. Some day the

airline highway with adjustable shutters on amateur movie

cameras will be opened, but until then we can take the

more troublesome detour.

Scenic work offers little chance for shooting at other

than the normal exposure indicated for normal 1 6-frame

speed. We can't control the sun. But in scenic work the

consideration of depth of focus is not nearly so important

as indoor work, anyway, because nearly every object in the

scene is so far away. The shots which benefit most by

shooting wide open, or nearly so, are those made from two

to twenty feet from the camera, and in many cases it is

possible to control the illumination in such a way as to

make it possible to shoot wide open.

What is shooting "wide open," and why must we soy

it so often? It simply means shooting with the lens at a

large diaphragm opening to deliberately throw everything

out of focus to a certain extent except the prinpical object.

Professional cameramen found long ago the pleasing
"three-dimensional" effect obtained with a wide open fast

lens, explaining that the pictures so made are less "wiry."

That is the artist's nomenclature for an effect which the

scientist explains at greater length, to-wit: "When we look

with our own eyes at a scene, we do not see all objects

focussed sharply at one time. Our eyes concentrate on one

object at a time, aware of the presence of other objects be-

hind, before, and to one side of that main object, but nev-

ertheless subdued with respect to importance. The impor-

tance is subdued, not by intensity of illumination, but by

being out of focus." Therefore, unless our movie is to be

strictly a photographic record, let us, whenever possible,

shoot to obtain realness, lifelikeness, truth.

In outdoor work, to be sure, the means which amateurs

may resort to to shoot wide open are limited. If we con

select a shady spot the subject can be illuminated by light

controlled thru the use of hard (shiny) and soft (diffused)
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Lens Manipulation

and

Filter Tricks

by

W. J. Grace
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metal or treated paper reflectors. And the light is usually

of low enough intensity that the lens may be used at a large

diaphragm opening for making the depth of focus rather

shallow.

Another way to cut down the light entering the lens

so that it may be opened wide is thru the use of filters.

I hesitate to go into this phase very deeply, because of the

confusion which attends any discussion of filter work in

general. There is no such thing as a "general" filter, or

even a set of "general" filters, in view of the great differ-

ences each filter will have when used with pan, ortho,

superpan, plenachrome (or verichrome), or positive stock.

If you have a good sunshade of the type which takes

square filters (such as the Harrison or Brooks), a set of

neutral density filters will come in handy for cutting down
light without disturbing the color relations, and can be

made easily somewhat in the manner of the dissolve or fade

plate suggested by Mr. Campbell in the addenda to the

July CINETRICKS. Make up a set of plates which have

been reduced various amounts (each plate being uniformly

reduced, however, unlike the fader plate which is grad-

uated ) .

Controlling indoor light is the ideal solution for the

amateur to try his hand at "wide open" shooting. Set up
your scene just as you want it, then pull your lamps back
from the subject until the exposure meter indicates some-
thing like f:2.5 or even f:1.9 for correct exposure. Inci-

dentally, most of us do not properly light backgrounds, and
pulling the lamps back from the subject will help counter-

act our errors by spilling more light on the background.
One more trick with lens manipulation and we'll pass

on to filters for trick work. So far the lens manipulation
has been concerned with the diaphragm, and we've neg-
lected the focusing. "Now, there's an adjustment which
just can't be fooled with! An out-of-focus picture is just

no good!" Is that the thing you are planning to say? If

so, just try this little stunt (professional cameramen have
begun to use it in lieu of dissolves or wipes) : Instead of

making a dissolve or wipe-over, end one scene by deliber-

ately defocusing the lens and follow with the next scene
out of focus to begin with and then brought into focus. It's

quite good, especially if adjoining scenes are shots of the
same thing from different distances (say, for instance, a
long shot followed by a medium, and this followed by a
closeup, all coupled together by the in-and-out focus trick) .

Filter Tricks

Frankly, I haven't the slightest idea of a good starting
point for this phase of trick work, I realize that most of

The letter at the top shows the even-numbered
lines of the letter; the letter at the bottom, the
uneven lines. That is, "I bet," etc., is the first line
of the letter, "Wish that you" is the second line,

and so on. The even-numbered lines were written in

red ink. A blue C49 filter was used to photograph
the top half; this wiped out the uneven lines and
left only the red lines visible. The uneven-numbered
lines were written in blue ink. This was photo-
graphed with a 29F filter, washing out the red lines
and making only the blue lines visible in the bottom

photo. Photos by Clarence Slifer, A.S.C.

my readers are aware of the possibilities of the use of filters

for trick work, but I hardly know at what point a general
discussion of this kind may begin. It is something which
can begin anywhere and end anywhere.

This much I would certainly advise—a good sunshade
type of filter holder to carry square filters should be a part
of your accessory equipment. Burleigh Brooks has marketed
an excellent filter holder of this type for some time, and
within the past few months Mr. Harrison, whose filter ar-
ticles appeared a few months ago in this magazine, has
placed another excellent filter-sunshade. Neither make is

expensive and you'll have a lot of fun using the regular
available filters or making up some of your own. Wratten
filters in the form of very thin colored celluloid sandwiched

Continued on Page 1 88
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Using a Process Background in

16mnn Pictures

by

Jerome H. Ash, A. S. C.

A FEW weeks ago I was discussing 16mm filming with

one of my friends. Both of us are professional

cinematographers : I'm a 16mm enthusiast; he isn't

The argument grew rather warm; finally I told him, rather

boastfully perhaps, that notwithstanding the limitations

16mm had when it began life, it has now developed to the

point where one can, with regularly available 16mm equip-

ment, duplicate anything possible with regular professional

35mm equipment. To all of which he replied, "Oh yeah?

How about projected-background process shots?"

"And why not?" I countered. "We made 'em twenty

years ago, when studio cameras weren't nearly as capable

OS the most ordinary 16mm camera of today. I'll bet 1

could go out tomorrow and do it with my little C i n e -

Kodak!"

And I did. I made a little 100-foot 16mm picture that

includes normal photography, miniatures, and projected-

background process shots. Every bit of it was done with

absolutely ordinary equipment, such as any amateur has,

or can easily build. The camera was my Model B Cine-

Kodak, and the pro'ector was an ordinary Eastman Koda-

scope (I can't recall what model, other than the fact that

it certainly isn't one of their deluxe types!) . The only other

equipment I used was a sheet of ground glass, about 11x14

inches in size, a rectangular fish aquarium, three photoflood

lamps and their reflectors, and a mirror. I made a couple

of miniature sets with pebbles, sand, sea-weed and a

painted backing, while for actors I used some tropical fish,

and two little dummies I made to represent a diver and an

octopus. The whole outfit was set up on my kitchen table

—and left plenty of room to spare.

Here was my story: a pearl-diver soils with the fishing-

fleet. When the boat reaches the fishing-grounds, he de-

scends, and walks along the sea-bottom, looking for pearls.

After a while, he sits down to rest. As he is sitting there, an

octopus approaches from a cavern behind him and attacks

him. Just in time, the diver rises, and draws his knife. After

a battle, he kills the octopus, and continues his quest for

pearls. That, of course, is just the bare skeleton of the plot,

which was after all. only a sort of framework upon which to

hang my "process shots."

Here's how I did it!

I opened the oicture with a shot 1 had made some time

before, showing the fishing-fleet at its docks at "Fisher-

man's Wharf," San Francisco. Next, I made a normal,

close shot of my son loading some diving equipment (bor-

rowed from a diver friend here) into a hand-cart. Then a

closer shot of the fishermen loading their boat—not close

enough, however, so that you could see whether or not it

was the diving-eouipment that they were loading! Next,
a shot of one of the boots leaving the dock, followed by a
couple of scenic seascapes one of my friends made in the
South Seas. Then a shot, actually made on a dock, but

apparently on the deck of the boat, showing the diver's air-

pump being started, and the diver getting ready to go down.

Here, the miniature work began. I built myself a little

dummy diver—a little figure about five inches high, with

flexible joints. I built a little set which suggested the side

of a boat, and, working the diver like a puppet, got a shot

of him going over the side.

Now for my underwater shots! I took an ordinary, rec-

tangular aquarium, and some tropical fish—rather large

ones, some of them two or three inches long. Behind the

aquarium, I set up a painted backing, which suggested (I'm

rather a poor painter!! the distance—seaweed, rocks, and
so on. In the aquarium, I built up some submarine scenery,

with white sand, pebbles (for rocks I and various types of

sea plants. I wanted the fishes in fairly sharp focus, and
as I was using my lens at f:2.7, I knew the depth of focus

wouldn't be very great: so I placed a clear piece of glass

about two cr two and a half inches behind the front-glass,

and parallel to it, so that the fish would be confined to a

relatively narrow area.

Normially, most of the light under water seems to come
from above; so I lit my little tank from above. I had three

photoflood lamps, with the usual type of reflectors used for

amateur lighting with photofloods. I built some concen-
trators (or "snouts") for them, similar to the ones de-
scribed in this magazine a few months ago. (See the Amer-
ican Cinematographer for March, 1934, P. 458. Ed. I

These lamps I directed into the water from above, at about
a 45° angle. To get some front light on my little set, I

made a reflector by sticking some tinfoil on a piece of card-
board, using the rubber cement you can get for a quarter
at any outo-supply store. For a few shots, I used a gold re-

flector, mode in the same way with cardboard and a bit of

bronze wallpaper. One or two shots, too, I lit by reflecting

daylight with on ordinary mirror, sometimes with parts of
the mirror matted out with a piece of cardboard, in which
I had cut holes of various odd shapes, so that I could get
interesting light-effects. The only trick to the lighting of
these shots was avoiding reflections from the glass surfaces.

I made several different submarine "sets," including
the grotto from which the octopus was to come. The octo-
pus itself was a "prop," which I built myself. I built its

body out of cork and balsa wood, carved to shape. For the
tentacles, or arms, I bored little holes in the balsa, and
into them I fitted ordinary angle-worms: when these are
dropped in water, you know, they writhe and twist just
like the tentacles of a lively octopus. The next question
was a real problem: when on octopus swims, he does so by
taking in water through his mouth, and ejecting it through
a vent behind. Finally I solved the problem by fixing a bit
of "dry ice" about the size of a pea, on the rear under-side
of my octopus. In the water, this "boiled" furiously, shoot-
ing out a perfect jet of bubbly water behind, giving a most
realistic effect. To keep the octopus from bobbing to the
surface like the cork it was, I had to ballast it with a tiny
counterweight—and I'll admit that getting this weight
placed properly was about the hardest job on the whol;
picture

!

It was quite easy to move the thing around in my shots,

using threads, and working the octopus like a puppet. I

got some very satisfactory shots of it crawling out of the
grotto, and approaching the camera. To make the picture

more life-like, I visited on? of the local aquariums, and got
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a few close shots of a baby octopus they happened to hove

at the time, which I cut into the picture for close-ups.

These underwater shots were largely for use as back-

grounds, to be projected on a screen behind other fore-

ground action. They were shot on ordinary Supersensitive

reversal film, at normal speed, with the lens at f:2.7, and

processed in the normal manner.

The process shots presented a peculiar problem: the

projected background or "Transparency" process consists,

essentially, of a camera photographing any desired fore-

ground action, together with any desired background, which

is projected from a strip of film, onto a translucent screen

(usually ground glass) placed between camera and projec-

tor. Naturally, the shutters of the camera and the projector

must be synchronized—that is, they must open and close

together. Now, with most 16mm equipment, this seems

impossible. It is, if you work at normal speed: but if you

work in "stop motion"—one frame at a time— it becomes
very easy. And though most amateurs don't realize it, any

16mm camera can shoot stop motion quite acceptably. I

used my Model B Cine-Kodak for this, without any special

attachments whatsoever: it required only a sure, quick

touch on the shutter-release, to give me a single frame ex-

posure. Occasionally, it is true, I would expose two or even

three frames, rather than one: but I found that this didn't

do any harm, but rather made my animation smoother.

Of course, the ideal cameras for this purpose are those that

defmitely provide a single-frame movement—the Cine-

Kodak "Special," the Filmo 121, and the Simplex. Using

stop motion, it is simplicity itself to synchronize camera
and projector: you simply pull your projector down one
frame, make any changes needed in your foreground action,

and trip the shutter of your camera. A device like the

"Electrimote," recently described by Wm. J. Grace, would,
of course, make this still easier.

Shooting my process scenes this way, I placed my pro-

jector at one end of the kitchen-table, with the ground-
glass screen (which was about 11x14 inches in size) about
at the middle of the table. In front of the screen, I built

a little foreground set, to represent sec-bottom. I walked
my little dummy diver (he was about five inches high!
into the set—by animation, of course. Then I sat him down
on some pebbles, and shot the approach of the octopus,
which was photographed on the background-film. Of course.

I had to have the octopus in the foreground for the fight,

so I had made some backgrounds of the same scene—with-

out the octopus—for this. I used the same octopus for

these shots, but I replaced the angleworms with pipe-clean-

ers, dyed to the right shade to match the angleworms.

These, of course, made animation quite easy, as they could

be bent to position, and would remain in place as long as

necessary.

These scenes, too, were shot on Supersensitive film, and

processed in the usual manner. The only point to watch

closely is to be sure that none of the light you use on your

foreground set strikes the ground-glass screen. Virtually

all of these underwater scenes—both the process shots and

the miniatures—were shot with a No. 1 diffusing disc on

the camera-lens, which softened the picture a bit, and

added to the "underwater" effect. The idea, suggested by

Jack Smith, A.S.C., in the June issue of this magazine, of

using two frames covered with fine barbinette gauze, and

moved in opposite directions past the lens, would give an

even better submarine atmosphere. In several of the shots,

I put up little screens of voile between parts of the set and

the camera-lens to give an added sense of depth, or dis-

tance, to my background. In a few instances, I highlighted

these voile strips with ordinary aluminum point, to repre-

sent flickers of sunlight filtering through the water; and I

also painted in a few shadows here and there with dark

point. The materials I used for my little sets were very

simple: white Monterey sand, which can be hod at any fish

or pet store; pebbles; and such sea plants as Valcinaria,

"eel-gross," and sea-bananas. The latter, placed upside

down, so that the little bulbs come at the top, represented

kelp excellently.

Just as I was finishing this picture, a friend showed me
his Cine-Kodak "Special." There is the professional cinema-

togropher's ideal personal-movie camera! It will do any-

thing a professional camera will—and at much less cost.

I'm going to get one for use with some of the professional

experiments I've wanted for some time to make. One of the

first will be regularly synchronized process shots, made at

normal speed. With this camera, it will be easy. In o forth-

coming issue of the American Cinematographer, I'll describe

how to do it—and tell more about trickery with 16mm
equipment.
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Arrow points to speed control of Eastman Cine
Special.

Using Camera

Speeds

Efficiently

by

Dwight W. Warren, A. S. C.

ONE OF the most useful accessories for personal

filming is the speed control fitted to most of the

better types of 16mm. cameras. Yet it is hardly

ever used! To one who, like myself, has spent many years

photographing professional comedies—which involve con-

stant use of speeds above and below normal—this seems

incredible, yet it is undeniably a fact. The average high-

grade camera of today is fitted with speeds of 8, 12, 16,

24, 32, 48 and 64 frames per second; but, aside from a few

experiments with "slow-motion" and half-speed, when the

camera is new, most cinefilmers of my acquaintance seem

to leave the speed-control knob strictly alone. Yet these

speeds were built into the camera for a purpose—to make

the camera more completely useful to its owner.

Let's stop and recall the way these speeds work; then

we can perhaps figure out how to use them. Sixteen frames

per second is the accepted normal speed for taking and pro-

jecting silent pictures. The projecting speed is relatively

constant at sixteen pictures per second, so any modification

must be in the taking speed. Let us suppose that a given

action actually takes place in one second: filmed at normal

speed, this would require sixteen pictures (or frames) on the

film, whether photographed on 8mm., 9.5mm., 16mm., or

35mm. film. Projected at the normal rate of 16 pictures

per second, the result on the screen would be to reproduce

the action exactly as it happened in life. Now, suppose we

photograph the same action with the camera running at

half normal speed—8 frames per second. The action would

be recorded on only half as much film, which would natur-

ally take only half as much time to run through the pro-

jector, with the result that the action on the screen would

be twice as fast as normal. Suppose, on the other hand,

that we photographed the same action with the camera
running at double the normal speed, or 32 frames per sec-

ond. This would spread the pictures of the action over

double the usual number of frames, so that when projected

at the normal projection-speed of 16 frames per second,

the action would take two seconds to screen, or twice as

long as it did in actuality.

So much for theory! Now, how can we apply the prin-

ciple to proctical use?

Let's toke the higher speeds first. The most obvious use

is "slow motion," for slowing down sports, etc., in which

the action is actually too fast to follow clearly. By running

the camera at a speed of, say 64 frames per second, we can

slow the action down four times, or "spread it out" over a

period four times as long as it actually took. This is pretty

well known, and frequently used by amateurs filming diving,

football, track events, etc. But this burns up film at an
alarming rate—96 feet per minute, in 16mm.—so that it

is, even at today's film-prices, rather expensive. Here is

where the intermediate slow-motion speeds, 32 and 48, are

useful. A great deal of action can really be shown better

at such speeds than in extreme slow-motion. The action is

slowed enough so it can be clearly seen, yet not so exagger-

atedly slowed as with extreme slow-motion. Football, base-

ball, and many similar sports are really more effectively

shown if photographed at such intermediate speeds. In the

same way, airplanes stunting near the ground—as at an air

meet—are very effective on the screen if photographed at

36 or 48, but exaggeratedly slowed if shot at a higher

speed.

Here's another use of high-speed: every now and then

some celebrity, of whom you'd like a picture, visits your

town; but unless you are one of the lucky ones, who can

wangle a chance to greet the visitor with the newspaper

photographers, your shot is usually limited to a brief blur

of the distinguished person as he whirls by in a car. Well,

why not slow the car down by using slow-motion? It will

work out very effectively—and if you bring the subject

closer to you with a telephoto lens, you'll have a really

worth-while picture.

Extreme high camera-speeds are also excellent for film-

ing miniatures: virtually every type of miniature except ex-

plosions can be filmed at 64. Miniature airplanes, trains,

outos, and the like, filmed at this speed, gain an illusion of

larger size, while their movement is greatly smoothened.

Similarly, any picture where you have to contend with

vibration, or the like, can be improved by judiciously speed-

ing the camera. For example, shots mode from on airplane,

on auto, or a train will be much smoother and better if shot

at 24 or 32. If you are shooting from an auto, by the way,

it is a good idea to drive the car a bit faster than normal,

so that the road-shocks more or less overlap, and slow the

movement down by speeding your camera. In this way,

you can get exactly the same result as though you drove

the car normally and shot at normal speed—but your
picture will be much smoother.

But what, you ask, are the slower speeds for? Obviously,

you can gain in exposure by slowing the camera to 1 2 or

even 8, when the light conditions are unfavorable. Of

course, you will have to offset this by having your people

move slower than normal.

This idea can be put to good use, too, by using slower

speeds—especially 12—for action which, for any reason,

is actually too slow. In comedies, for instance, we almost

Continued on Page 1 88
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BACKYARD
MOVIES

• To most cinef ilmers, golf and movies

are things that ought to go together

—

but usually don't. After the passing in-

terest of those first few slow-motion

shots of yourself and your friends driv-

ing, you begin to feel that golf is golf

and movies are movies—and never the

twain shall mix. But Laurence McGinty,

this month's prize-winning Backyard-

scenarist, doesn't agree. And to prove

his contention, he has contributed an ex-

tremely clever and entertaining golf
scenario, which can easily be made in the

course of an afternoon's round of your

favorite course, with any camera, and a

single roll of film. Mr. McGinty, it is a

pleasure to present you with the roll of

Panchromatic film. We hope your golf

is as good as your film technique!

MAIN TITLE:

"HOLE IN ONE"

Scene 1 . Close-up. Score-card, with

name of golf-club on cover. The card is

being opened.

Scene 2. Close-up of i n s i d e of
score-card, filled with "duffer" high
scores. A finger is pointing to the short

1 50-yard hole, which is just about to be

played.

Scene 3. Close-up of a golf-ball on

a tec.

Scene 4. Medium close-up of the
ball, about to be teed off; a club-head

waves in and out of the picture.

Scene 5. Medium-shot of a player,

about to tee off. He is wagging his club,

duffer fashion, and has a set "do-or-

die" expression on his face.

Scene 6. Medium-shot, from front

of tee, showing the other three players

in the foursome.

Scenes 7-9. Short close-ups (big
heads) of the other three players. One
is plainly disgusted, the other two jubi-

lant, gleefully laughing at the fourth

member of the party, who is not shown.

Scene 10. Long-shot. From behind
the players, looking down the fairway.

The player tees off, makmg a beautiful

drive.

Scene 1 I . Close-up of the cup on
the green. The ball rolls up, hesitates

on the edge of the cup, then drops in.

Scene 12. Long-shot of the four-

some walking toward the green (coming
Straight into the camera),

Movie Film Free

This month there are two winners of 100

foot rolls of Ponchromotic Film. One of

the suggestions has to do with the utiliz-

ing of your many miscellaneous shots of

the family, while the other toys with the

gome of golf. However, you will find

they ore not complicated, they are not

involved, try your hand, it's easy. If you

don't win the month after your story is

sent in, have patience. We received the

"Family Album" idea three or four

months ago. Remember. We give a 100

foot roll of Panchromatic 16mm. film to

those whose ideas we print on this page.

Scene 13. Medium-shot of same
action, but with players closer to the

green.

Scene 14. Long-shot of all players

looking for the ball.

Scene 15. Close-up of Partner as he

sees the ball in the cup.

Scene 16. Close-up of the ball nest-

ling in the cup.

Scenes 17-19. Close - u p s (big
heads) of surprised expressions on the

players' faces.

Scene 20. Medium long-shot as the

players surround the lucky man.
Scenes 21 -23. Close - u p s (big

heads) of the faces of the other three

players, as they congratulate him.

Scene 24. Close-up (big head) of

the hole-in-oner; incredulity slowly turns

to belief, and a blissful smile spreads

across his face.

Scene 25. Medium close-up as

hands slap the lucky man on the back,

and others grasp and pump his hand.

DISSOLVE TO:

Scene 26. Close-up of hands shak-
ing the same player, seated in a chair on
the club-house verandah—and asleep.

Scene 27. Medium-shot of the
three men of the foursome, trying to

awaken the fourth man—the one who
dreamed of the hole-in-one.

Scene 28. Close-up of the face of

the fourth man. He is smiling happily in

his sleep. Slowly he awakens; then the

smile slowly fades.

Scene 29. Close-up of feet. They
slowly get up, and walk away from the
camera. As they do, the camera tilts up,
taking in the entire group as they go out

of the club-house door and walk toward

the first tee. FADE OUT.
THE END

Laurence McGinty, B.Sc,

Buffalo, New York.

"THE FAMILY ALBUM"

Everyone who owns a movie camera
has photographed the members of his

family. Most of these intimate glimpses

are priceless, especially as time goes on;

but as a rule they lack unity, and are

nothing more than a hodge-podge of un-

related scenes.

Here is a way in which the movie-

maker can utilize such scenes to form an
interesting picture, which may be added
to indefinitely. On this same plan, too,

the beginner can build a good family pic-

ture.

The title is "The Family Album."
Secure a suitable album—the older

the better—and use its pages with suit-

able titles to introduce the members of

the family.

We start with a double-exposed title

showing someone opening the album.

The best angle for the background part

of this title is a shot over the right

shoulder of the person looking at the al-

bum, showing the side of the reader's

face, his shoulder and arm. The album
is held in the lap, closed. The main title

wording should be white, double-exposed
over this background. If you con, it will

be very effective to have the words fade

out as the book is opened.

This can be made in two ways. We
can do it by double-exposure, which,

though slightly harder, is probably the

best; or we can do it with a "glass shot"

such as the professional cameraman uses

for special effects. Using the first meth-
od, we first make our title as usual

—

white lettering on a flat black card.

Then we wind the film back to the start-

ing-point, and make the background-
shot; it might be a good idea to shoot
this through a gauze, for diffusion, if

you can do so. Using the "glass shot"
method, we make the whole title at a

single exposure. Print the desired letter-

ing on a piece of glass about 10x12
inches in size, using white show-card
color, or letters cut out from white pa-
per. Suspend the glass about two feet

from the camera (this usually gives an
area of about 7x9 inches with most
cameras), and photograph through the

glass, with the background of the album,
etc., beyond, just as in any normal shot.

Continued on Page I 89
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WHEELS
OF INDUSTRY

1 6mm Sound On Film Camera

• The recent specially built 16mm
sound on film camera for R. Grozier,

publisher of the Boston, Mass., Post,

from the factory of Eric Berndt demon-
strates the advance that sound is making

in the amateur field.

According to Bcrndt's announcement

on this particular camera it is of the

single system, studio type, variable area

employing prism type finder, lap dis-

solves, 1000-foot external magazines in-

terchangeable with 200-foot or 400-foot

magazines. Equipped with four Zeiss
lenses, 15mm, 1", 35mm and 3".

The amplifier uses a new type Brush

crystal microphone; mixer has 2 micro-

phone channels. It is equipped with vis-

ible monitor for the sound track so that

the operator can see the sound waves,

during the recording operation, on a

ground glass.

New 16mm Projector

• According to an announcement from

Fotoshop, Inc., of New York City, that

concern is marketing a new 16mm pro-

jector employing a 300-watt lamp. This

company places a special stress upon the

cooling system which permits still pic-

tures for a great length of time without

burning the film. This projector is being

marketed for $38.50.

Filmo 8mm Projector

• An 8mm motion picture projector, the

Filmo 8, has just been announced by the

Bell & Howell Company.

The new projector employs a 300-

watt lamp in a direct lighting system,

and operates on 1 1 volts, A C. or D C.

Except that it is smaller, it looks like the

Model J Filmo 16mm projector.

It is gear-driven—there are no chains

or belts inside or outside. Among other

features, it has an automatic power re-

wind, pilot light, convenient tilt, man-

ual framer, provision for still picture pro-

jection, Cooke 1-inch F 1.6 projection

lens, and adequate cooling for use of the

high-powered lamp. Its capacity is 200

feet of 8mm film.

M-R Silent Wind-Machine

• Mole-Richardson, Inc., report that
they are completing a new, silent wind-

machine, especially for use in close shots.

The device is driven by a quiet, low-

speed electric motor, and equipped with

a silent fan, with blades of a new design.

Running at 600 r.p.m. the new fan is re-

ported to be sufficiently noiseless to be

used within ten feet of the microphone.

Triple Focal Length Lens

C An advance circular from Bausch and
Lomb announces a lens combination on

the same lens giving three different focal

lengths. Seemmgly it is possible to se-

cure this lens in different basic focal

lengths giving a varied combination of

focal lengths.

One would determine from the folder

that this lens has been made for still

camera work. Such focal lengths as

9 Is", 13%" and 18y8" are mentioned

as possible with one lens.

New Exposure Meter

• According to an announcement from
Photo Utilities Inc. of New York City

that company is marketing a new photo-

electric exposure meter that is seemingly

very elastic in its uses and in the infor-

mation that can be gleaned from it in

use. We quote herewith the claims
made by this company for this meter:

"The instrument works with uniform

accuracy in any latitude, any time of the

day or year, and can be used equally well

indoors or in brilliant sunlight. The
PHOTOSCOP can be pointed directly at

the object to be photographed without

shading the instrument with a hood or

other means.

"Pre-setting to any film or plate speed

from 8 to 30 degrees Scheiner.

'You may choose the English d i a -

phragm stop series: f : 1 .4-2-2. 8-4-5. 6-

8-1 1.3-16-22-32-45-64, or, by switch-

ing the stop scale over a half circle, you

may select the Continental diaphragm

stop series: f :.9- 1 .2- 1 .5- 1 .8-2.5-3.5-

4.5-6.3-9- 1 2.5- 1 8-25-36-48.
"Exposure time readings: On the main

scale, from 1/1000 to 100 seconds; on

the auxiliary interpolation section of the

scale, down to 2500 seconds at stop f :64

for 26 degree Scheiner film.

"The same scale gives you cina cam-
era taking speeds of: 8-12-16-24-32-
48-64-96-128 frames a second and the

same scale contains specific Leico cam-
era shutter speeds.

"The dust-proof, circular, metal hous-

ing is 2 Va inches in diameter, 1 inch

high, has no protruding or loose attach-

ments—just the lens in front and an un-

breakable window slit on the side. Ro-

bust, expert construction and extreme
sensitiveness.

"The PHOTOSCOP is pointed or aim-

ed like a camera. The scale is read in

proper reading position, just as when you

look into the "brilliant" reflecting view-

finder of a camera.

"The instrument solves swiftly and
automatically any photographic exposure

problem without changing the aim or

lifting the meter. For instance—Super-

speed panchromatic film: Set to 23 de-

grees on the Scheiner scale. You choose

stop f:5.6. Turn this figure into the win-

dow, and the electrically guided pointer

'needle I answers, "1/25 second." But

you find the object moves too fast—
1/200 second would be required to stop

motion. Turn "1/200" under the red

pointer, and the stop f:2 appears in the

"f" window. However, your lens may
have a speed of only f :2.8. Turn the 2.8

figure into the window, and the pointer

indicates l/IOO.

"Or, again, if you want to avail your-

self of the greatest depth of focus. Bring

f:32 into the window, and the pointer

will instantly call for 1 (one second).

Likewise, the film speed rating can be

changed at any time. The automatic

answer is given by the red pointer. Dur-

ing all this time, the position of the ob-

server is not changed, nor is the meter

removed from its original aim.

"The light is collected from the sub-

ject by the lens which is placed symmet-
rically about the cell axis, and the angle

is further effectively limited by means of

baffles or grids, situated between the

lens and the cell surface. Over 45 per-

cent of all the light comes from an angle

of ] degrees either side of the axis, and

altogether 85 percent from an angle of

20 degrees on either side. Any other

light beyond the total of 40 degrees at

the light cone apex is of no practical in-

fluence upon the photographic exposure

results.

"Temperature is of no practical influ-

ence upon meter accurary. The PHOTO-
SCOP has been checked for use in tropi-

cal and polar regions as against temper-

ate zone readings. Certain effect does

take place, of course, from 32 degrees

F. to 120 degrees F., but the percentages

are of no photographic importance."

Continued on Page 185



DOUBLE EXPOSURES • LAP

DISSOLVES • FADES • SLOW

MOTION • MASKS • REFLEX

FOCUSING • VARIABLE

SHUTTER • INTERCHANGE-

ABLE lOO-FOOT AND 200-FOOT

FILM CHAMBERS • VARIABLE

SPEED • WINDING-BACK

FEATURE • SINGLE FRAME

RELEASE • SPRING MOTOR

OR HAND OPERATED •
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Cine-Kodak Special Book con-

taining 15 pages of complete

information and specific details

of this most versatile of all 16

mm. motion picture cameras.

...AND MANY OTHER
INGENIOUS FEATURES

Eastman Kodak Company. Rochester^ iV. Y.
Ml it imnH an Eaatman, it ian 't a Kodak
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HERE'S HOW
by A. S. C Members

• At a recent meeting of the Los Ange-

les Cinema Club, sponsored by the East-

man Store, the following questions were

a part of the evening's program. Those

who answered them correctly in five min-

utes were given prizes.

In view of the fact that these ques-

tions proved of such great interest to

those amateur movie makers present, we

are publishing them in this month's

Here's How together with their correct

answers.

Which is faster, a)i f:S.5 lens or

au f:1.8 lens?

The f:1.8 lens is the faster. The des-

ignation "f:1.8"—or any other speed

rating of a lens using the generally-

accepted "f system" is simply a conven-

ient way of expressing the ratio between

the focal length and aperture of the lens.

The "f" stands for the focal length,

which is always regarded as unity. Writ-

ing it this way: "1:1 .8" and "1 :3.5", or

expressing the ratios fractionally (as

some lens-makers do), as "1/1.8" and

"l/'3.5", it becomes quite clear which

aperture would be the larger, and ac-

cordingly, since it would admit more

light, the faster.

Hoiv many frames a second is

considered normal speed?

For silent pictures, sixteen frames per

second is the normal taking and project-

ing speed; for talking pictures, the stan-

dard speed is twenty-four frames per

second. The sixteen-speed for silent pic-

tures has been the standard ever since

the earliest films of Edison and Lumiere,

and was probably adopted as the best

compromise between smoothness in the

pictured action and economy in film-

consumption. The talking-picture stan-

dard of 24 was adopted because a higher

film-speed was needed to assure good

tone quality in sound-on-film, and be-

cause of the mechanical needs of syn-

chronizing the Vitaphone discs and the

picture-film.

Wlien a picture is taken at 8

frames per second, will the action

be fast or slow when projected?

Granting that the picture is projected

at the normal speed of 15 frames per

second, the action in a picture made at

8 frames per second will be fast. Let us

suppose that a given action really takes

place in one second: if we photograph it

at normal speed, its phases will be re-

corded on 16 frames of film, which,

when normally pro.ected, reproduce the

action on the screen in exactly one sec-

ond. If we photograph this same action

at a speed of 8 frames per second, how-

ever, we will only have half as many
"frames" or pictures: accordingly, if we
still project the film at the normal speed

of 16 frames per second, the action will

only take one-half a second on the
screen. In other words, the movement
will be twice as fast on the screen as it

was in actuality.

Is it advisable to use a filter

when taking close-ups?

It is not usually advisable to filter

close-ups as heavily as one does long-

shots or landscapes, as the heavier filters

tend to lighten flesh tones objectionably.

However, an Aero 1 , Aero 2, or, in some

cases with Supersensitive film, a G filter

will often make close-ups more pleasing.

Is it advisable to hold the camera
in your hand when using a lens

longer than one inch in focus?

No. Very few people have really
steady nerves, or perfect muscular con-

trol; so that in spite of themselves, they

cannot hold the camera absolutely firm

and steady . A long-focus lens magnifies

the image considerably, and, in turn,

magnifies any unsteadiness in the cam-
era or its support, which the magnifica-

tion of projection again magnifies. Thus,

unsteadiness which would, in a scene

made with a normal one-inch lens, be so

small as to be unnoticeable, would, with

a two-inch or larger lens, be very un-

pleasant.

In photographing fast-moving ob-

jects, at what angle should the

camera- be pointed?

In photographing fast-moving objects,

the camera should always be pointed so

that the object approaches the camera at

a three-quarter angle, and comes into

the picture, rather than away from it.

This is to minimize blurring. If an object

moves directly across the frame at a high

speed, the image cast by the lens travels

across the film at a high speed—often

so fast that it moves perceptibly during

the time the shutter is open, resulting in

a blur, rather than a well-defined image

on the film. If the object approaches the

camera at a three-quarter angle, this

relative movement on the film is greatly

reduced, and also this movement is such

that any blurring is much less evident in

the picture. The same is true, in so far

OS movement is concerned, of an object

retreating from the camera at the some

angle: but a picture—still or moving

—

is more positive and interesting if it

shows an object approaching than one
showing the object receding. It is, there-

fore, a good plan always to have such

objects coming into the picture, end to

moke it rule that, the faster the object

moves, the more nearly head-on it

should be photographed.

What color-filter will turn blue

sky blackest—red, yellow, blue, or

green?

A red filter will turn a blue sky black-

est. The action of any color-filter is to

hold up all or part of the rays of any col-,

or other than that of the filter, in order

to let other rays have a greater effect on

the film. The red filter holds up virtually

oil of the blue rays: and as nothing is

added to take their place, the blue por-

tions of picture i including, of course,

the sky area) are naturally darkened.

// you use a red filter on a red ob-

ject, ivill the object photograph
light or dark?

Using a red filter on a red object, the

object will photograph light. Just as this

filter holds up the blue light, making
blue objects photograph dork, it freely

passes red light, making red things pho-

tograph lighter. This would not be so

completely the case were the exposure

not increased to compensate for the ac-

tion of the filter: but, as it is, more red

light than normal reaches the film, and,

accordingly, the image of the red object

gets more exposure than normal, and ap-

pears lighter.

// the correct stop is f :8, and you
put on a four times (Ux) filter,

what is the correct stop to use?

The correct stop in this case would be

f:4. The filter-factor given for the filter

I that is, the number of times the expo-

sure must be increased in order to secure

a normally well-exposed negative with

the filter) is 4. Accordingly, the expo-

sure must be four times greater than

that given at f:8. Increasing the lens-

opening one full stop doubles the expo-

sure; accordingly, to get four times as

much exposure, we must open the lens

two full stops. If the original exposure

is f:8, opening it up two full stops will

bring us to f:4.

// at normal speed, the correct

stop is f:8, what stop is carrect

when shooting at a speed of 32

frames per second? At 16 frames
per second?

The correct stop at this speed would

Continued on Page 1 89
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VICTOR'S Famous 16

mm. Cameras are priced

at $72.50 up. 16 mm.
VICTOR Silent Master

Projectors are priced as

low as $141.00. VIC'

TOR 16 mm. Sound'on'

Film Animatophones are

$395.00 and up.

one name that has been
most often and most prominently associated with im-

portant achievements and new developments in 16 mm.
Motion Picture Equipment manufacture is that of

VICTOR . . . . J6 mm.'s Pioneer.

Of all achievements, however, VICTOR is proudest

of giving the world Greater Values in Really Fine hi'

struments .... instruments at "COMMON SENSE"
PRICES that embody many valuable patented features

not available in any other equipments at any price!

To Xnow why VICTOR is the "World's Favorite" as

•well as the "World's Finest," first observe how much more
VICTOR offers in the way of important refinements and fine

performance .... then compare prices! Write now for litera-

ture and ASK YOUR DEALER to show you the latest

VICTORS.

VICTOR ANIMATOGRAPH CORPORATION
DAVENPORT, IOWA, U. S. A.

242W.55thSt.,N.Y.C. 65oS. Grand, Lot Angeles 188 W. Randolph, Chicago

... AND ASK
About th€ N€W

^spVICTOR
u//iic/t is Ihoye

Jhan Just dncthei-

750 W. PROJECTOR,

siiEnwsounD-on-
Deliveries on
about Qu^ustlC.
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CONTINUITY FOR
FISHING FAMILIES

Continued from Page 1 73

to indicate early morning. Junior comes
into the picture from one side, and
Bobby enters from the other; both are

equipped with rods and creels, and Bobby
may also carry a tin bait-can. They join,

end walk together toward the camera.

Scene 15. Long-shot, reverse angle

from the preceding scene; the two boys

are trudging down the rood, away from

the camera.

Scene 1 6. Medium long-shot.
"Toughy" is shown in his yard. He is a

bit larger than Junior or Bobby, and a

rather rough-looking youngster. He sees

something out of the picture, and walks

toward it. The camera pans to follow

him, and shows the road, with Junior

and Bobby approaching.

Scene 17. Medium "three-shot."

"Toughy" has stopped Junior and Bobby,

and is insisting that they take him fish-

ing with them. They refuse.

Scene 1 8. Medium long-shot. The
two boys hurry off, a trifle scared.
"Toughy" starts to follow them, then

stops, grinning, and slips behind a tree,

where he is hidden from the boys (but

not from the camera) and watches them
go.

Scene 19. Long-shot, at another

point along the road, shot across the

road. The two boys walk through the

picture. A moment later, "Toughy" en-

ters, following them, and slips behind a

tree, only to dart out again, still follow-

ing, but keeping concealed from Junior

and Bobby.

Scene 20. Long-shot, by a I a k e -

side. (This can be o very pictorial scenic

shot.) Junior and Bobby enter (from

camera right). They select a spot from

which to fish, and start getting their

things ready.

Scene 21. Long-shot, looking

toward the lake. In the background, the

two boys are getting ready to fish; in the

foreground, "Toughy" (back to camera)

is watching them, from behind o tree.

Soon he turns away, and hurries out,

toward the right of the picture.

Scene 22. Long-shot of o rubbish-

heap. "Toughy" enters, and begins to

rummage around for something.

Scene 23. Medium-shot o f Junior

and Bobby, baiting their lines.

Scene 24. Medium-shot of
"Toughy," on the rubbish-heap. H e

picks up an old tin can, then an old

boot. He looks up, grins, and hurries

out, camera left.

Scene 25. Medium-shot o f Junior

and Bobby: they ore fishing, but nothing

IS biting.

Scene 26. Short long-shot of
"Toughy," carrying boot and can, run-

ning along the road.

Scene 27. Medium-shot (close) of

Junior and Bobby. They lay down their

poles, leaving the lines in the water, and

stretch out on the grass, looking up into

the sky.

Scene 28. Long-shot of sky and
clouds, made looking nearly straight up,

Gs the two boys would see them.

Scene 29. Medium-shot of the two

boys. One after the other,

drowsy, and fall asleep.

Scene 30. Close-up o f

peering from behind a tree.

they grow

"Toughy,"

31

32.

Close-up of Junior—fast

Close-up of Bobby, also

shot of

Scene

asleep.

Scene

sleeping.

Scene 33. Medium
"Toughy," as he emerges from behind

the tree. He walks straight into the

camera.

Scene 34. Long-shot. The two boys

are stretched out on the grass, their poles

still extended over the bank. "Toughy"

enters, very quietly. For a moment, he

looks down at the sleepers, then turns to

the fish-poles. He pulls up Bobby's line,

and attaches the can.

Scene 35. Close-up o f "Toughy"
putting the can on the hook.

Scene 36. Long-shot, same as

Scene 34. "Toughy" quietly drops the

line back into the water; then he picks

up a good-sized rock, and ducks behind

some bushes near the water's edge.

Scene 37. Medium-shot of the
water, as the rock plunks down into it

with a big splash.

Scene 38. Medium-shot, with cam-
era near the boys' feet, pointed toward

their heads. First one boy, then the

other, jumps to a sitting position.

Scene 39. Medium long-shot. Bob-

by grabs his pole, sure he has a bite,

and pulls in the can.

Scene 40. Close-up o f "Toughy,"

behind the bushes, trying to subdue his

laughter.

Scene 41. Long-shot, toward the
lake. Bobby throws his line in again,

and the two boys settle down once more.

Scene 42. Close medium-shot. The

two boys again fall asleep.

Scene 43. Close-up o f "Toughy,"

behind the bushes. He looks -out, and

sees that the boys are again asleep, and

starts toward the camera.

Scene 44. Medium-shot. "Toughy"

pulls out Junior's line, and attaches the

boot. After carefully lowering it into the

water, he picks up another rock—rather

larger than the first—and once more

hides himself.

Scene 45. Medium long-shot. The
two sleeping boys are in the foreground,

close to the edge of the water, with their

poles hanging over the edge. The big

rock comes into the picture (from the

side near "Toughiy's" hiding place), and
splashes into the water. If possible, hove
this land so that it splashes the two

sleepers. Both boys jump up quickly, and
Junior hurriedly reels in his line.

Scene 46. Close-shot as the boot
emerges, dripping, from the water.

Scene 47. Medium-shot of Junior,

as he disgustedly jerks the boot from his

line, and throws it on the ground.

Scene 48. Close-up o f "Toughy,"
laughing. Finally the joke is too much
for him, and he laughs loudly.

Scene 49. Close shot of the two
boys: they hear the laughter, and turn

toward "Toughy's" hiding-place.

Scene 50. Medium -shot of the

bushes, as "Toughy" emerges, still
laughing. The two boys come up, talk-

ing angrily. Suddenly Bobby looks dowii

and points, greatly surprised.

Scene 51. Close shot of the boot; it

is flopping around as though alive.

Scene 52. Medium "three-shot" of

the boys: Junior rubs his eyes, as though

to make sure he isn't dreaming; Bobby
pinches himself; and "Toughy" acts
rather frightened.

Scene 53. Medium long-shot: Jun-

ior screws up his courage, and picks up

the boot, turning it upside down.

Scene 54. Close-up of the boot: as

Junior turns it upside-down, a lot of

water pours out—and with it, a fine big

fish!

Scene 55. Big-head close-up, pan-

ning slowly from one boy to the other.

All three are amazed: "Toughy" is

rather crestfallen, while Junior and Bob-

by are elated.

Scene 56. Long-shot. Junior and
Bobby slap "Toughy" on the back, and

shake his hand, thanking him for the

good luck he has brought them.

Scene 57. Long-shot, looking back

along the road. The three boys are walk-

ing away from the camera, arm-in-arm.

FADE OUT. THE END

The only difficult shot in the picture

is the one showing the boot flopping

about. This can be made in stop-motion

(one frame at a time) if your camera

permits this sort of work. If not, it can

easily be made at normal speed, moving

the boot about with a black thread,

which will not show. Allowing for the

retakes you will probably have to moke
in order to get the splashing (Scenes 37

and 45) right, this continuity should re-

quire about 150 feet of 16mm film. Of

course, you con odd as much as you

wish—Father's fishing sequence, sug-

gested after Scene 8, a variety of scenic

shots, and so on. You can also add parts

for friends, or other members of your

family, if you wish, while if you want to

try some interiors, you can improve the

picture by inserting a sequence in place

of Scene 9 showing the family eating,

and another shot at the end, showing the

three boys gleefully consuming the fish

that they have caught.
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eels of Industry

Continued from Page 180

Note-Book for Amateurs

• The Wilshire Personal Movie Co., of

Los Angeles, California, have just pub-

lished a handy, pocket-size data and
note-book for amateur cinematograph-

ers. Much useful information is to be

found in this booklet, including such im-

portant facts as filter exposure-tables

for Eostman and Agfa Supersensitive

films, Weston-meter and Scheiner speed-

rotmgs of all popular films, general

filter-factor tables, shutter-speed charts

for moving objects and aerial photogra-

phy, indoor exposure-guide, and the like,

with thirty pages arranged for use as a

note-book for recording full technical

data regarding still, miniature-camera or

cine pictures.

B. & H. 16mm Sound Library

O Bell & Howell Company announces

the establishment of a 16mm sound-on-

film rental library with branches already

opened in various key cities of the coun-

try.

Fully a hundred 400-foot reels from

Educational Film Corporation and other

producers are now available in the li-

brary. In addition to such popular infor-

mative pictures as "Krokatoa," spectac-

ular submarine volcano three-reeler, is

the Erpi educational series with subjects

on acoustics, energy, etc.; also beautiful

presentations of outstanding operas, in-

cluding "Carmen," "Faust," and "Mar-
tha," a fine array of travel subjects;

rollicking comedies; and a large variety

of well-selected miscellanies.

Prominent in the library listings will

be what is called a series of Feature

Lecture Films, including five subjects in

which the voice of the well-known ex-

plorer. Rev. Bernard Hubbard, will be

heard describing his Popular Alaskan

pictures. In this same series the voice of

A. M, Bailey, director of The Chicago

Academy of Sciences, will be heard in an
interesting running commentary of his

movies of "Wild Life Over the Gulf of

Mexico;" also in a similar manner, Rich-

ard Finnie, the dashing young Arctic ad-

venturer, will describe his popular picture

"Among the Igloo Dwellers." Major

Sawders will likewise be heard accom-

panying his "Republics in the Clouds"

—

a really remarkable motion picture of

the little known countries of Bolivia,

Peru, and Ecuador.

The name of the library is the Bell &
Howell Filmosound Rental Library. H.

A. Spanuth, who helped build up the

company's silent film library, is in active

charge. Already branch libraries have
been established in Altoona, Pa.; Den-
ver; Washington, D.C.; Wilmington,
Delaware; Baltimore; New York; Phila-

delphia; Providence, Rhode Island; Chi-
cago- San Francisco; and Hollywood.

For Economy Plus Quality

FoTosHOP FilmUse a

X6min

Panchromatic

Per 100 foot roll

This price includes processing and return
of film to you. Our regular guarantee of
a new roll, replaced free of charge if you
are not satisfied, applies.

OTHER FOTOSHOP FILM SPECIALS ARE:
REGULAR ORTHO
REVERSAL

Including processing. KJmni.

100 I't. rolLs.

PANCHROMATIC
NEGATIVE and POSITIVE

IGmm. 100 ft. rolls. Thi.s in-
cludes processing and return

SUPER-SENSITIVE

Negative and Positive. 16mm.
100 ft. rolls. Includes return

of both the negative and a "f both negative and positive
positive print to you. print to you.

$2.75 $4.25 $5.50

Fotoshop maintains a complete
laboratory service. Titling, Editing,
Duplicating, Enlarging and Reduc-
ing.

For those requiring Fine Grain Pro-

^ cessing, Fotoshop's method is unex-

celled. A trial will convince you,

n An Outstanding Value

0/ TURRET MODEL
3 Speed

Visual Focus Camera
Complete with 1 inch F 1.5; 15mm F 2.9
and 3 inch F 2.9 Telephoto Lens, these pop-
ular cameras will move fast at our low price.

The quantity is limited, so act fast.

$159.00 COMPLETE
TRADES ACCEPTED VALUE $250.00

We carry a complete line of Victor cameras, projectors, animatophones and
other leading brands. We give the highest trade-in allowances on your old
equipment—get our price first.

136 WEST 32ND STREET NEW YORK CITY
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Aa4.tAem all

YOU GET
400 watt Biplane Mazda 8

equal hi illumination to

500 watt. Sufficient for
large auditoriums.

High power cooling system.

IOV2 to 1 movement with

"kick-back." Easy on film.

High speed mecb. re-wind.

Die-cast machined body.

Centralized lubrication.

Centralized controls. 14

THIS
Fibre gears for silent oper-

ation.

Forward and reverse.

New type aluminum lamt)

chimney. . . cooler, brighter.

Oversized motor . . . largest

used in any projector.

Kodacolor may be used.

Light in weight . . . beauti-

ful in appearance.

Ampro exclusive tilt.

Price for this Ampro 16 mm projector complete with case.

Great value at regular listprice, $150. 00. Bassprice only $99. 50.

Don't pay more. . . Don't get less. Order direct from this ad.

Your money back after trial ifyou ivant it. Full details and
BassBargaingramllifreeon request. Dealers: Writefordetails.

BASS CAMERA COMPANY
179 W. Madison St., Chicago, III.

Camera Headquarters for Tourists
*Apologies to Dodge Motors.

Cinematographic Annual, Vol. 1 $2.50

The Leica Camera demons-
trates to perfection all of

the outstanding- features
which characterize the min-
iature camera. It offers
speed, depth of focus, and
wide aperture combined as

they can not be in laruer
cameras ; together with un-
equalled convenience and
economy.

The Tenth Anniversary of

the LEICA, celebrat^ed this

year, finds it still the leader
among- miniature cameras.
Basically the latest LEICA
Camera is the same as the
fir.st one made. Every
LEICA, no matter how old,

may be converted to incor-
l)orate the newest features.

Built-in Short Base Range
P^inder coupled with lens for

automatic focusing. So quick
and easy to operate that a
whole se(iuence of pictures
may be made of a single ac-

tion scene. See it at your
dealer's or write for illus-

trated booklet No. :)48 to

New York Office or Western
Representatives, Spi n d 1 e r

and Sauppe, Inc., Los Ange-
les, Calif. ; San Francisco,
Calif.

What's New in 16mm
Negative-Positive

Continued from Poge 1 72

speak, takes 16mm negative develop-

ment out of the dark-room: aside from
the initial operation of loading the reel

and placing it in the tank, which must
of course, take place in the dark (any

dark closet will suffice for this, how-
ever), every other operation can be con-
ducted m full light, just as with the

familiar developmg tanks used for m.n-
loture-comera developmg. This at once
opens the field of 16mm negative devel-

oping to the overage amateur. But there

are still further advantages in this sys-

tem: it requires smaller quantities of

solutions than any other outfit with a

similar capacity, and also provides for

thorough agitation, which materially re-

duces the developing-time, and improves
the quality and evenness of the result.

As will be seen from the illustration, the

cover of the tank is provided with a

crank, while the tank itself has two small

legs on one side. When the film and
apron are threaded on the reel, and
placed in the tank, the solutions ore

poured into the tank through the light-

tight opening in the center of the cover.

The full capacity of the tank is approx-

imately 28 ounces; but normally only 16

to 1 8 ounces of any solution ore neces-

sary. This is possible because the tank

is placed upright, standing on edge, sup-

ported by the rim of the cover and the

two small legs referred to. In this posi-

tion, only the lower third of the tank is

filled with the solution, which is distrib-

uted uniformly over the film by rotating

film and reel, by slowly turning the

crank.

A rate of approximately two turns per

second is sufficient: more, in fact, would

probably be undesirable. This provides

the agitation so important in really good
developing, resulting in a decided im-

provement in quality and grain, and re-

ducing the developing time considerably:

between 40% and 50%; according to

the manufacturer. If, for example, you

are using a solution which normally re-

quires a 12-minute development, this

agitation would permit you to secure

identical density with better quality, in

only six or seven minutes. It is by no

means difficult to crank the film in this

manner, as this writer can testify from

personal experience in the course of tests

made with the Roto-Tank.
For commercial installation, a small

electric motor-agitator is being designed.

It is, of course, also possible to fill the

tank full, and agitate merely by giving

The LATEST in LEICA
Specd-O-Copy Attachment, $25.00

Leather Zipper Case for Leica, $2.50

MORGAN CAMERA SHOP
6303 Sunset Blvd. Hollywood, Calif.
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the crank an occasional turn; but this is

not recommended, as it does not, natur-

ally, give such thorough agitation, and

hence, neither improves the quality nor

alters the normal developing time. The

Roto-Tank is at present made in but one

size, adaptable for either 25 feet of

standard film, or 50 feet of 16mm by an

adjustable reel, and the use of aprons of

the proper width. It is quite possible,

however, once one is accustomed t o

threading the apron, to develop two 50-

foot lengths of film simultaneously, back

to back, as many miniature-camera en-

thusiasts do. In this manner, two tum-

blerfuls of developer will develop a full

hundred feet of film—in contrast to the

full gallon required to develop the some
footage with conventional apparatus.

A further advantage offered by this

system is the fact that with it, the indi-

vidual amateur need not compound his

own solutions, as the inexpensive, pre-

pared diamine-type fine-grain develop-

ers sold for miniature-camera developing

will serve his purpose excellently. The
"Universal" developer of this type, pre-

pared in 1 6-ounce bottles, is excellent,

as is also the "Boratol," (a borax-type.

I believe) which is dry, and sold in small

tubes, ready to be added to the desired

amount of water. If one wishes to pre-

pare his own solutions, however, the fol-

lowing are recommended:

Paraphenylene-Diamine-Glycin

Developer

(For normal exposure)

Paropheny lene-Diamine 10 grams

Sodium Sulphite 90 grams

Glycin 1 gram
Water to moke 1 liter

Normal development time: 22 minutes

at 68° F.

For the very finest groin, with good con-

trast, but demanding double normal ex-

posure (i.e., one full stop larger than

normal aperture ) :

Porophenylene-Diamlne Developer

Poraphenylene-Diomine 61 Vi grains

Sodium Sulphite ( E.K.Co. ) ..93 % grains

Water to 16 ounces

Normal development time: 30 minutes

at 68° F.

Using the Roto-Tank with these solu-

tions, the respective developing times

would be reduced to approximately 1 1

minutes for the Paraphenylene-Diamine-

Glycin formula; and approximately 1

5

minutes for the straight Porophenylene-

Diamine solution.

Projection Control
Authored by William Mortensen, the

Camera Craft Publishing Company hove

issued compilation of articles written

by the author on the subject of "Projec-

tion Control."

Mr. Mortensen's work is too well
known to go into minute detail as to its

value to the reader. He is among the

foremost photographers in America and
anything emanating from his pen is

worth consideration.

This book is profusely illustrated with

halftones demonstrating the subject cov-

ered by the author. It is a 32-page
book, paper-covered and printed on good

coated stock.

Period Costumes
• A book that miaht prove valuable to

SOUND-ON-FILM—
RENTAL LIBRARY

A large variety of subjects always
available. Comedies, Dramas, Car-
toons, Educational Subjects, etc.

Send self-addressed, stamped envel-
ope for list of subjects.

J. NAVILIO
1757 Broadway Brooklyn, N. Y.

$1.00 PER DAY —
those in the studios having to research

for authentic costuming, etc., might be

found in the publication recently issued

by the Studio Publications Inc. and which

sells for $4.50 in cloth and $3.50 in

paper, under the title of "Elizabethan

Pageantry" with a subtitle "A pictorial

survey of costume 1560-1620."

In addition to halftone illustrations of

the various costumes, it also has much
historical information that will undoubt-
edly prove of value to those active in re-

search work. Its glossary alone is a fine

compendium of information.

BARGAINS!!!
WRITE

SUNNY SCHICK
CINEMACHINERY BROKERS

I have what you want, or
can sell what you have.

Bargains in Equipment:
BELL & HOWELL SIMPLEX
EASTMAN VICTOR

STEWART-WARNER
Save 30% to 60% on cameras, project-

ors and accessories.

408 W. WASHINGTON BLVD.
Since 1925. Dept. 125, Fort Wayne, Ind.

The New HOLLYWOOD

ROTO-TANK
Specially designed for users of Contax, Leico, Military Cameras,

16mm and location tests on sound and action recording units.

A maximum of agitation is produced in this unit, insuring

shorter developing time with color separations and gradations unob-
tainable by other methods.

No pre-soaking, no air bells, no streaks.

The entire unit is constructed of heavy bakelite of low conduc-
tivity.

25 feet of 35mm or 50 feet of 16mm.

$25.00 Posfpaid in U. S. A.

For details regarding the Roto-Tank and larger units write

Roy Davidge Film Laboratories, Ltd.
6701 Santo Monica Blvd. Hollywood, California

PHOTO
ELECTRIC

THE UNIVERSAL
AUTOMATIC EXPOSURE METER

PHOTOSCOP u. s.

MODEL

Direct

Reading
for

Still, Leica

and Cine

Photography

$27-50

Incl.

Neck-

Strop

Made For And Distributed By

PHOTO UTILITIES, Inc.
152 WEST 42ND ST. NEW YORK, N. Y.
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16mm Sound On Film

HOME TALKIES
^^jflk Are Here
^UTSlU Trade in your silent movi
|^^aS^^9 equipment
rKfl^B LIBERAL ALLOWANCE
Lmtat^m Klein & Goodman
^^S^^^r PHOTO a Cine apparatus
maSmj^ Supplies
^^^^ t8 SO. lOTH ST- PHILA,. PA.

The New 16mm

Panchromatic Negatives
(Eastman, Agfa, Dupont)

vvill surprise you with their fine

quality, their beautiful tones and
grainless reproductions, if you have

them developed by the

DUNNING GRAINLESS
METHOD

This method is winning more
amateurs every day to the negative

nd positive system of 1 6mm
movie making.

One trial will prove its advan-
tages.

Dunning Process Company
932 N. La Brea Avenue

Hollywood, Calif.

(35mm reduced to 16mm)

MOVIE FILM FREE

Turn to the page of BACKYARD
MOVIES. Read that plot over. We
gave 100 ft. of 16mm Panchro-

matic Film to the writer.

Make your plots as simple as

you like— we like them simple,

so that they can be made with the

simplest of cameras.

But keep them in such locales

as will be convenient to everyone

. . . that's why we call them "Back-
yard Movies."

Send as many plots as you like.

Do not lose patience if it does not
appear the next month. We may
not have had room for all the good
ones in one month.

It's Your Chance to Get Film

Free — Address Your Con-

tinuities to Editor

AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER

6331 Hollywood Blvd.

Hollywood, Calif.

Using Cdmera Speeds Efficiently

Continued from Page 1 78

always shoot "foot chases"—that is,

people running on foot, at 1 2, or even
1 0. The same is true of many types

of action with automobiles — chases,

skids, and the like. What we call "Wire
Gags"—that is, action which we could

not well stage normally, and which we
"direct" by means of invisible wires

which pull the subject through its re-

quired action—are almost always filmed

at speeds ranging from 1 2 or 14 down
to as low as 6 frames per second.

And here comes a point the non-pro-

fessional filmer rarely thinks of: speed-

changes during a scene. This is quite

possible with most 16mm. cameras, since

the speed-control acts on the governor,

rather than by shifting gears. On the

Filmo and Cine-Kodak "Special," it is

quite easy, once you've had a bit of

practice, to change speeds during a

scene, though of course you should (as

always I) use the camera on a tripod.

With the Victor camera, you can get a

surprising range of speeds by altering the

pressure on the release-button: a light

touch giving a slow speed, and harder

pressure bringing the speed up to the

full indicated speed. For minor speed-

changes, the latitude of reversal film and
its processing (especially when photo-

cell-controlled flasher lights are used in

the laboratory) will take care of the

changed exposure; but for more exten-

sive changes, you will have to compen-
sate with diaphragm (or stop), or (in

the C-K "Special") by altering the shut-

ter-opening. This is quite a trick—but

practice makes perfect! It will be much
easier if you fix a removable pin-arm

onto the speed-change knob, and the

diaphragm control, as well.

But—how to use this idea! In filming

comedies, we almost invariably use such

speed-changes, especially to speed action

that doesn't mean much, but yet can't

be eliminated. Suppose, for instance,

a man is to tie or loosen his necktie be-

tween more important action: we would,

in the silent days, shoot the scene itself

at 1 6; then, when we came to this par-

ticular bit of action, we would quickly

drop the speed to about 12, speeding up

to 16 again as soon as more important

action began. And, for the same reason,

a scene that was physically unimportant,

yet dramatically necessary—such as a

character walking across a set, we would

shoot entirely at 1 4 or even 12. Often

we drop the speed to add "punch" to

thrill action, such as skids, fights, and

the like. With a little practice, you can,

in filming, say, a fight, shoot most
of it at normal speed, and then, when
the knockout blow is struck, drop
your speed to 1 2 or 14, just during that

one blow, and make the blow seem much
faster and harder than could be done

otherwise. Similarly, suppose we are
starting a chase, with Andy Clyde corn-

ing out of a house, getting into a car,

and dashing away: we shoot the scene at

normal speed up to the time he gets into

the car, and then drop the speed, so

the car starts off much faster than nor-

mal. The reverse is also true, of course:

we can bring a car into the picture fast,

by "undercranking," and then speed the

camera to 1 6 as Andy gets out, so that
the rest of the action is normal.

Another thing to remember is that

since the speed control works on the gov-
ernor of most 1 6mm. cameras, you can,

if necessary, use settings between the

marked speeds, and get speeds about
half-way between those indicated: half-

way between the "16" and "12" cali-

brations, for example, should give you
approximately 14, and so on.

Frankly, I don't know of onythmg that

wculd be so helpful to amateur pictures

as more extensive use of speed changes,
for it would pep up many an otherwise
draggy scene. And it is surprisingly easy
to do. However, take time to practice a
bit beforehand, so that, when you do the

trick with film in the camera, you can be
sure you've got the hang of it!

Cinetricks

Continued from Page 175

m between two pieces of optical glass

ore available in a wide range of colors

and densities, so go to it.

With plenachrome and verichrome

now available in 16mm as well as packs

and rolls, the amateur can moke up his

own "album" of colors as they are ren-

dered thru various filters by making test

shots with his still camera using the de-

sired film, and refer to this in his movie

making.

Consider this scheme; a color album
of soy, about fifty colors and hues, using

panchromatic stock. Another album of

the same colors thru various filters. Still

another using plenachrome. Using the

desired stock in your still camera, lay a

number of small pieces of colored paper

(either printed or hand colored) on the

floor and take a snapshot of them with

first one filter, then the next. Preserve

a scrap of each colored paper and paste

it in the album so you'll know how it

photographed under the given filter con-

dition. Then, use another film stock in

your still camera and moke some more

test shots.

If you will spend the time in making

up these color albums, some of these

days you will suddenly feel the urge to

film something like the "Invisible Man,"
and you will discover the fine aid the

color album will lend in picking out col-

ors and filters which will make visible

objects invisible to the film. And then

is where the fun will start! Once the

trick color absorption bug bites, there is

no stopping until the poorhouse comes

intQ view!!
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Since I myself have a rather limited

working knowledge of what various fil-

ters will do, I must refer you to the works

of others, or, better still, to your own
experiments. No matter how much you

may learn of filters thru reading, your

own work will be even more interesting,

and as far as you are concerned, more
practical. So make up your color albums,

end go to it ! I

Next month, suppose we gather up all

of the CINETRICKS and put them all

into one concluding article. And, if

other tricks not mentioned so far can be

worked in, they will be mentioned along

with what we've already reviewed. So,

until next month and the last chapter,

let's dig out the other three articles and

see what can be done to consolidate the

tricks.

HERE'S HOW
Continued from Poge 182

be f:5.6. The normal speed is 16 frames

per second: at this speed, the average

16mm. cine-camera gives each frame an

exposure of approximately 1 /25 second.

At 32 frames per second (exactly double

the normal 16-frame speed I each frame

would be getting only half the exposure

it got at normal speed—approximately

1/50 second. To compensate for this,

we must open the lens enough to let in

twice OS much light as was needed for a

normal exposure at 1/25 second. Since

each full stop lets in twice as much light

as the next lower stop, we would, if our

normal scene was correctly exposed at

f :8, open the lens to the next larger stop,

of f:5.6, for our scene made at 32-frame

speed.

Should you paiioram normoUy
from left to right or from right

to left?

One should normally panoram from

left to right, as it is much easier to fol-

low. In viewing any picture, our eyes in-

variably begin at the lower left-hand

corner, and travel diagonally upward
toward the upper right-hand corner.
Hence, if we panoram from left to right,

we are working with, rather than
against, this natural reaction—and the

scene is much more pleasant to view.

Whnt is the focal length of the

average or normal lens on a 16-

mm. camera?

The normal lens on a 16mm. camera
is of 1 inch (25mm. I focus. This was
chosen because, under average projec-

tion conditions, a picture made with a

one-inch lens gives the closest opproxi-

mation of the perspective seen in actu-

ally viewing the object. It corresponds

quite closely to the normal perspective

of the average eye. For the same reason,

a 2-inch (50mm.) lens is regarded as

normal for standard 35mm. films, and a

one-half inch (12.5mm. I lens for 8mm.
pictures.

// you use a 1-inch lens and then
a 3-inch lens, tvhich will show the

objects the largest?

The three-inch lens. As the focal

length increases, the angle shown in the

picture decreases, and accordingly, the

picture-size of any given object increas-

es. Considering the image-size of a 1
-

inch lens as normal, a three-inch lens

will give an image of any given object

three times as large aS the image of the

some object given by a one-inch lens

(provided, of course, that the relative

positions of camera and subject remain

constant); in other words, a three-times

magnification.

Which lens will give the widest

field: a 1-inch lens, or a //-inch

lens?

As will be noted from the answer to

the last question, as the focal length of

lenses increases, the angle included in

the picture decreases; accordingly, the

longer the focal length, the narrower the

field of the lens. Hence, the 1-inch lens

will give the widest field—nearly four

times as wide as the field of the four-

inch lens.

Bdckyard Movies

Continued from Page 1 79

Be sure that you have enough front-light

on the glass to make the white letters

stand out—but take care that there are

no reflections from the glass itself. Focus

the lens on the title, so that the word-
ing is sharp; it does not matter if the

background-action is a bit out of focus

—in fact, it may even be better.

For the sub-titles, use the pages of the

album, having the page turn (or drop
down) at the start of each title, to give

the effect of someone looking through
the book. Each title should fade out.

Sometimes it will be possible to insert

a snapshot of the person being intro-

duced, on the title-page introducing him.

Almost any type of subject con be
presented this way: however, in planning
such an album-film, it is well to select

action which is most characteristic of

your character. And since it is a "Fam-
ily Album," at least one close-up of each
character should be shown.

if you care to, you can easily plan

such a film, making your family shots in

such a way that they will automatically
fit into your album-film. And if you
wont to deliberately set out to make an
album-film which will really carry out
the idea, why not raid the trunks up in

the attic, dig out some of the old clothes

Fading
GLASS

Harrison Fading Glass, made to fit

the Harrison filter holder and sun-

shade permits the movie

amateur to make fades and lap

dissolves with ease.

Harrison & Harrison
645 N. Mortel Ave.

Hollywood, Calif.

CUSTOM BUILT 16MM STUDIO TYPE
SINGLE SYSTEM SOUND CAMERA

200, 400, or 1000-ft. magazines

9 Veeder-Root footage counter

g Mask slot and reverse take-up

^-One frame and 8 frame crank

Professional Type prismatic finder

Focus-on-film, lOX magnification, upright

image

Four lens turret, standard lens mount

Variable shutter for fades and laps

Special equipment designed and built.

ERIC M. BERNDT
112 East 7:!rd Street. New York. N. Y.

HUGO MEYER

QUALITy

li-feraiure on Request

MUGOMEyEP&CO.
245 WEST SSSeSt /^EWVORIC.
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that are packed away in the mothballs,

and make several album sequences in

the Mae Westian, "Gay Nineties" style?

It will be fun to film these sequences

—

and more fun to watch them unfold

from your film album on the screen!

W. R. ANDERSON,
Salt Lake City, Utah.

Photogrdphy For Fun

• What seems to be a very interesting

little book on photography is just off the

press of the Leisure League of America

located in Rockefeller Plozo, New York

City. It has been given the title. Photog-

raphy For Fun.

It is a paper-covered book of 100

pages and sells for 25c. A good quality

of coated paper has been used giving

fine values to the photographic repro-

ductions.

This booklet covers such subjects as:

"Why Take Pictures?", "How to Learn

Photography," "What Kind of Equip-

ment Do I Need?", "What to Take Pic-

tures Of," "Out of the Drugstore Class,"

"Let's Moke Some Prints," and "Mis-

takes and How to Make Them."

Tdke d Tip from a Professional

• To the observant cinamoteur, the

neighborhood movie theatre can be a

wonderful classroom for the study of

cinematography. Keep your eyes open

and see how many hints you con get

from the way professional cinemotog-

rophers do things!

For instance — makers of travel-films

will find a useful idea in "Grand Ca-

nary," which was photographed by Bert

Glennon, A. SC. The early port of the

story takes place on a liner steaming

from England to the Canary Islands. It

is necessary, from time to time, to put

over the idea of the ship's progress from

one port-of-call to another. This is clev-

erly done in a very effective double-ex-

posed shot. The background is a shot

from the deck of the ship, showing a sec-

tion of the bulwarks, and the heaving

sea passing in the distance. The second

exposure is an insert of a map, with a

line indicating the course of the ship.

This type of shot can be mode during the

voyage, and will furnish diversion for the

shipboard hours. All you need is a cam-

era, a chonging-bog (which should be a

part of every traveler's equipment!) and

a filter. You make the background shot

normally, slightly underexposing. Then

slip the camera into the changing-bog,

and rewind the film. Next, slip a mop of

your course into the titler, and make
your second exposure. You can get quite

a variety of effects by balancing the two

exposures— making either the map of

the background show up more clearly, or

keeping them uniform.

Several of the shots in "Vivo Villa,"

photographed by Jomes Wong Howe,
A.S.C., and Charles G. Clarke, A.S.C., will

also prove instructive. Many of the ex-

teriors were mode early in the morning or

late in the afternoon, to take advantage
of the long, picturesque shadows. For in-

stance, study the scenes where "Villa's"

rag-tag army is mobilizing in the desert— and note how much these long shad-

ows contribute to the pictorial effect.

Another interesting shot in the same pic-

ture shows "Villa's" charros crossing a

bridge, and then passing down into the

gully beneath. The shot shows them
crossing the bridge: then, they pass out

of the picture, and their progress down
to the gully is shown only by their mov-
ing shadows which fall on the stone

abutment of the bridge. Once down in

the gully, they again enter the picture.

Throughout the shot, the camera remains

stationary; but the scene is told as

graphically as though the camera had

been "panned" around to follow every

bit of action. KARL HALE.

Agfa Panchromatic Negative

• Last month, in the Wheels of Industry

page we announced o new 16mm nega-

tive by Agfa. We should have reported

this as Panchromatic instead of Plena-

chrome as stated.

This negative is fully Panchromatic.

Agfa is also offering a developing and

printing service with this negative. This

developing and printing service is a sep-

arate transaction and is not included in

the purchase price of the film as is the

custom with the reversal film.

No R ussian Amatures

• According to "Cine Amateur," a

French publication, there are no ama-
teur cine users in Russia. This publica-

tion goes further and claims there are

no amateur still photographers in that

country. The reason for this is that

equipment is practically unobtainable

and there are no facilities for processing.

Flexible Mirror

• Rumors reach us of a flexible mirror

being experimented with by a Hollywood

chemist. It is claimed this mirror pre-

sents o surface just as smooth as any

glass mirror and is practically unbreak-

able. It is waterproof but not fireproof.

It is a cellulose product and in appear-

ance resembles a sheet of celluloid with

a silver backing.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Rotes: Seven cents a word. Minimum

charge, one dollar per insertion.

FOR SALE—CAMERAS

FOR SALE—3i/4x4'/4 Butcher "Pressman"
Reflex, 6 in. Cooke f :4.,5 lens, reversible back
rebuilt for Graflex attachments. Includes
case and Graflex plateholders, rollfilm and
filmpack adapters and cut-film magazine

;

.$7.5. Box 240, c/o American Ginematogra-
pher. T

FOR SALE - 31,4x41,4 Korona Pictorial View
camera case, Ilex Acme shutter, six cuU
film holders. Box 241, c/o American Clne-
matographer. T

FOR SALE—Wilart Studio Camera. 2" lens, 6

magazines, 2 carrying cases, .$1.60. Station

E, Box 9, Brooklyn, New York. A

SILENT MITCHELL CAMERA, very late

number, in perfect condition, complete with
all equipment, lowest priced .silent Mitchell

in town. Will not be here long. Write aar

mail or cable for price. Camera Supply Co.,

Ltd., 1515 No. Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood,
Calif. Cable address : Cameras.

FOR SALE—400-ft. Askania camera for sound
with three Astro lenses, blimp and accessor-

ies, also Model C Moviola. Turret Model
Eyemo. with motor, 40l»-ft. magazine. Cheap
for cash. Hollywood Camera Exchange, 1600
Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

PATHE CAMERAS—Late Numbers, excellent
shape, complete from $90 up, including
beautiful outfit with built-in shutter dis-

solve, veeder counter, ground-glass focus-

ing. Camera Supply Co., Ltd., 1515 No.
Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

USED 35mm bargains. Wilart 200-ft. f:3.5.

Zeiss camera and case, .?33.95. $45.00 with
400-ft. magazines. Pathe 400-ft. self-con-

tained camera with f:3.5. $39.95. Sturdy
tripods for above $4.50. Projection lenses at

% price. Acme S.V.E. with slide 1000-watt,
$59.00. Portable Zenith, new, $100.00. Acme
500-watt. $35.00. DeVry 500-watt, $50.00
suit case. DeVry new camera f :3.5 with case
and 6" telephoto complete, $110.00. MO-
GULL BROS., 1944-A Boston Road, New
York City. A

FOR SALE—MISCELLANEOUS

TELEVISION SET—Complete, $75.00. KHJ
Scanner in beautiful cabinet, specially made
6-tube receiver and speaker. Box 237.

c/o American Clnematographer. T

FOR SALE- Holmes 35mm projector, perfect
condition. For quick sale, $75.00. Camera
Supply Co. Ltd., 1515 Cahuenga Blvd., Hol-
lywood, Calif.

FOR SALE—Special complete 16mm. editor
with geared rewinds, magnifier and splicer,

$4.50 plus postage. Money refunded if not
satisfactory. FOTOSHOP, 136 W. 32d St.,

New York City. T

WANTED

GOOD used 35mm sound recording equipment,

complete single or double system, portable

type. E. D. Goodwin, 2318 So. Royce St.,

Sioux City, Iowa. J

MOTION PICTURE and Still Cameras, all

types, Lenses, Finders, Tripod Heads, Leica

or Contax Cameras. Cash for bargains.

Camera Supply. Ltd., 1515 Cahuenga Blvd.,

Hollywood, Calif.

MISCELLANEOUS

WE BUY — sell or rent everything necessary

for the making — taking — or showing of

motion pictures. Sound or Silent— 35mm
and 16mm. We specialize in equipping ex-

peditions. Ruby Camera Exchange, 729 - 7th

Ave., New York City. T



$1000 in Cash—$800 in Equipment

E Q^U I P M E N 1^

PRIZES
Here are a few of the equip-

ment prizes that will be given

in this competition:

EASTMAN KODAK CO. gives

G 16 mm. Kodascope Model

K-75 Projector.

Value $235.00

BELL & HOWELL ... To the

highest winner using a Bell &
Howell Camera . . Merchan-

dise to the value of $125.00

will be given ... To the sec-

ond best picture using Bell &
Howell camera, merchandise to

the value of $75.00

VICTOR ANIMATOGRAPH
CORP. gives a Model 5 16mm.

Camera with F 2.9 Focusing

Mount Dalyeer lens.

List Price $175.00

CRAIG MOVIE SUPPLY CO.,

of Los Angeles, will give a Sen-

ior Rewind and Splicer.

Value $19.50

HARRISON & HARRISON will

give one of their universal Fil-

ter Holders and a set of 1 V* -

inch Multi-Filters consisting of

yellow, red and green filters.

Value $14.00

AGFA ANSCO CORPORATION
gives 12 hundred foot rolls,

Super Pan Reversible 16 mm.
film to the highest winner us-

ing Agfa Film. Value, $94.00

Also 1 2 one hundred foot rolls

Plenachrome Reversible Film to

the second winner using Agfa

Film. Value- $54.00

SUNNY SCHICK gives one

Model MSA Electrophot.

Value $17.50

THE CALVIN CO., outhoriied

Agfa Laboratory of Kansas

City, will give a complete set of

Tailor-made 16mm titles to the

highest winner using Agfa Film.

Value $50.00

Will oe given as PRIZES in our

Amateur Movie Contest
CLOSING OCT. 31, 1934

This $1000 will be divided very simply. There will

be a grand prize of $250.00 for the best all around pic-

ture. There will be from 10 to 15 prizes in the various

classifications of $50.00 each. Even though you may

not win the first prize you would have a chance at the

$50.00 g-iven for the best picture presented in the fol-

lowing- classifications : Scenic, Travel, Educational,

Scenario, Home Movies, Kodacolor, Technical and any

other classifications which might be brought forth by

the entries made.

The American Cinematographer reserves the right

not to declare a prize for any class if in the opinion of

the judges there is not a picture submitted sufficiently

good to be classed a prize winner.

If you intend to enter this contest, please send cou-

pon on this page so that we might send you official en-

try blank.

Please send me one of your official entry blanks. I intend

I
to enter a (16mm. 8mm. 9y2mm.) picture in your 1934 con-

test. I understand my entry must be in your office not later

than October 31, 1934.

Name

I Street .

^ Address

I

AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER
6331 Hollywood Boubvard Hollywood, California



The

CAMERA OF TODAY

The studios recognize

in the new Mitchell

Sound Camera those

essential features nec-

essary in making pres-

ent day pictures.

The demands for this Camera

guarantee it to be the

Camera of Today

Mitchell Camera Corporation
665 N. ROBERTSON BOULEVARD

WEST HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

Cable Address " M ITCAMCO" Phone OXford 1051
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The Motion Picture CAMERA Magazine

SEPTEMBER,
1934

price 25c

Published in

Hollywood,
by

American Society of
Cinema fographers

this issue
How "Invisible Man" was made

What is Montage?

Photographing in China

Riddle Me This

. . . and other features
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"CC U.S. PAT O'-f

ensitized

Xanchromatic

Camera: Leica Camera

Summer Lens

Exposed 115 Second

Aperoture F 2.2

Photographed by the light of

a single match.

Photo by Ole M. Hovgaard

Du Pont Film Manufacturing Corporation
35 WEST STREET
NEW YORK CITY

PLANT PARLIN, N. J.

SMITH & ALLER LTD.

6656 --SANTA MONICA BLVD.

HOLLYWOOD, CAL.

THE c9> TRADE MARK HAS NEVER BEEN PLACED ON AN INFERIOR PRODUCT
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L cJnt^attaat ANNOUNCEMENT
TO THE FILM INDUSTRY
• Responding to an urgent demdnd, Agfa Ansco presents a

new SUPERPAN NEGATIVE, representing a refinement in

motion-picture negative film manufacture.

ouperpan em bod ies in a film of Supersensitive Speed a Finer

Grain.

In tfiis new film a Wider Ldtitude in both exposure and devel-

opment increases thie range of pictorial possibilities of motion

pictures.

A Non-Abrasion surface coating protects the emulsion physi-

cally, while t\r\z Anti-Halation coating underlying the emulsion

preserves the photographic definition.

High/ evenly balanced Color Sensitivity simplifies the problem

of correct registration under any lighting conditions, permitting

any desired color emphasis with a relatively low multiplying

factor for the filter used.

C. KING CHARNEY, Distributor for

35 mm N E G AT I V E ^^i P O S I T I V E F I L

M

/cc f/w UNITED STATES
HOLLYWOOD NEW YORK

MADE IN AMERICA BY
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How We

Upper shot was superimposed over lower scene in

printer. Method of doing this is explained in this
article.

ABOUT a year ago, I was given the script of a picture

adapted from H. G. Wells' novel, "The Invisible

Man." It bristled with difficult special-process

scenes, and I wondered if, even with our modern special-

process technique, we could possibly make all of the amaz-
ing scenes called for. But after more than four months of

intensive work, the picture was completed—so successfully

that even experienced trick-camera technicians have asked

me how in the world we obtained our effects—and, in

retrospect, it seems surprisingly simple.

The story is quite well known: it tells of a young scien-

tist who accidentally discovers a chemical which makes
him completely invisible. Frightened by his invisibility, he

swathes himself in concealing bandages, and flees to a

small-town inn, where he sets up a laboratory and searches

feverishly for an antidote until his secret is discovered by

the villagers. Then he is hunted down, and finally is cap-

tured and dies; in the moment before dissolution, the

effect of the drug wears off, and he slowly returns to his

normal condition.

To say the least, this is a challenge to a special-effects

technician! For not only are there sequences in the film

in which the man, nude, is entirely invisible, but there are

many in which he is seen partly clothed—a suit, a shirt, or

a pair of pyjamas moving, apparently unsupported, about

room; and in yet other scenes, he is shown unwrapping

the bandages from his head, and slowly revealing his in-

visibility.

The scenes in which he is totally invisible are, of course,

very simple, for anything he may move about, such as

furniture, books, a bicycle, and so on, could be moved by

fine wires, invisible to the camera, and thereby give us

exactly the right effect.

But the scenes in which our man was partly clothed,

with all his unclothed parts invisible, presented more of a

problem. The wire technique could not be used, for the

clothes would look empty, and would hardly move naturally.

So we had recourse to multiple-printing—with variations.

Most of these scenes involved other, normal characters,

so we photographed these scenes in the normal manner,
but without any trace of the invisible man. All of the

action, of course, had to be carefully timed, as in any sort

of double-exposure work. This negative was then developed

in the normal manner.

Then the special-process work began. We used a com-
pletely black set—walled and floored with black velvet,

to be as nearly non-reflective as possible. Our actor was
garbed from head to foot in black velvet tights, with black

gloves, and a black headpiece rather like a diver's helmet.

Over this, he wore whatever clothes might be required.

This gave us a picture of the unsupported clothes moving
around on a dead black field. From this negative, we made
a print, and a duplicate negative, which we intensified to

serve as mattes for printing. Then, with an ordinary printer,

we proceeded to make our composite: first we printed from

the positive of the background and normal action, using

the intensified, negative matte to mask off the area where

our invisible man's clothing was to move. Then we printed

again, using the positive matte to shield the already printed

area, and printing in the moving clothes from our "trick"

negative. This printing operation made our duplicate, com-
posite negative to be used in printing the final master-

prints of the picture.

The chief difficulty we encountered in these scenes was
not primarily photographic, but had to do with acting and
direction—getting the player to move naturally, yet in a

manner which did not present, for example, en open sleeve-

end to the camera. This required endless rehearsal, endless

patience—and many "takes." In many scenes, too, we had

to figure out ways of getting natural-looking movement
without having our "invisible" actor pass his hands in front

of himself.

In several sequences, the player hod to be shown un-

wrapping the concealing bandages from about his head; and
in another, pulling off a false nose, revealing the absolute

emptiness of the head-swathings, the back of which showed
through when the nose was removed. This latter scene was
made by using a dummy, on exact replica of the player's

make-up, and with a chest ingeniously contrived to move
as though breathing. The unwrapping action was handled

in the same fashion as the other half-clad scenes—-that

is, by multiple printing with travelling mattes. Here, again,

we had considerable trouble in getting the actor to move
naturally, yet without ever passing his hands in front of

himself. In some of these scenes, it was possible to leave

small eye-holes in the helmet, through which the player

could see: but in others—especially the close shots of the

unwrapping action—this was impossible, and the player

had to work "blind." Air had to be supplied through tubes,

as in a diving-suit—but the tubes were concealed, usually



Made

the

invisible Man

by

John P. Fulton

running up a trouser-leg. On at least one occasion, either

the air-supply failed, or the midsummer heat (aided, of

course, by the heat of the lamps I overcame the player and

he fainted in the middle of a scene. Had he not been in

splendid physical condition, I doubt if he could hove sur-

vived the strenuous ordeal of v/orking in such a costume,

under such conditions.

In nearly all of these scenes, though they were made
silent, it was difficult—sometimes impossible—to direct the

actor, for the helmet muffled the sound from outside, and

the air-tubes made a roaring rumble in his ears, which

drowned out any sounds which might filter through the pad-

ding. When I used a large megaphone, and shouted at the

top of my voice, he could just barely hear a faint murmur!
Accordingly, we hod to rehearse and rehearse—and then

make many "takes"; as a rule, by "Take 20" of any such

scene, we felt ourselves merely well started toward getting

our shot!

The two principal difficulties, photographically speak-

ing, were matching up the lighting on the visible parts of

my shot with the general lighting used by Arthur Edeson,

A.S.C., for the normal parts of the picture; and eliminating

the various little imperfections—such as the eye-holes,

etc.—which were naturally picked up by the camera. This

latter was done by retouching the film—frame by frame

—

with a brush and opaque dye. We photographed thousands

of feet of film in the many "takes" of the different scenes,

and approximately 4,000 feet of film received individual

hand-work treatment in some degree, making approxi-

mately 64,000 frames which were individually retouched

in this manner!

One of the later sequences of the picture showed the

flight of the invisible man across the snow, his movements
being traced by the appearance of footprints in the snow.

As other actors appeared in these shots, we could not make
the footprints appear by using "stop-motion," so instead

we dug a trench along the line where we wanted the foot-

prints, and covered the trench with a board, in which the

footprints had been cut. The footprint-openings were filled

with the wooden outlines which hod been cut to make the

footprints; these were supported by pegs extending to the

Another scene from "The Invisible Man." This
dummy. Lower photo shows man removing his i
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bottom of the trench, ond a rope was looped around the

pegs, so that pulling upon it would pull out the pegs, and

cause the outlines to drop away from the board. The board

was then covered with the snow-material: and as we shot

the scene, we pulled on the rope, pulling out the pegs, and
causing the snow to drop down through the holes, giving

us perfect footprints.

Another scene that was difficult was one in which the

invisible man unwrapped the bandages from his head before

a mirror: the shot hod to show the man himself (from the

rear) and his reflection in the mirror. Ordinarily, this would
be simple enough—but when you add to it the difficulties

incident to showing the unwrapping of an invisible head,

you hove some rather complicated problems to solve! This

required the making of four separate "takes," which were
combined, by the travelling-matte printing system already

outlined, into a single picture. First, there was the shot of

the wall and the mirror, with the mirror itself masked out by

black velvet; next, a separate shot of the opposite wall of

the room, as reflected in the mirror; thirdly, the shot of

the invisible man, from the rear, unwrapping his bandages;
and lastly, the reflection of him, from the front, doing the

same act. All of these had to be perfectly coordinated

—

matched in viewpoint, perspective and action to a fraction

of an inch. Several of the negatives required hand-retouch-

ing; and lost— but for from least—the action had to be

figured out so that the hands of the actor did not pass be-

tween himself and the camera, or between the "reflection"

and the camera. It was as difficult a shot as I have ever

made.

The final shots of the picture were also interesting

—

and difficult. The invisible man is shown in a hospital bed,

dying; and as he dies, the effect of the drug slowly vanishes.

Continued on Page 214
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FROM A purely photographic viewpoint, China is an
ideal location for the cinematogropher. For in addi-

tion to the always picturesque countryside and peo-

ple, the climate and atmosphere are uncommonly favorable

Surprisingly enough, I found the light-conditions very like

those I encountered in Mexico, where I made "Viva Villa."

The air was very clear, but with, as a rule, good clouds for

pictorial uses lit rained a little almost every day!l, and

there was a peculiar quality to the atmosphere which, with-

out the use of filters, gave us color-corrected effects which

would normally demand the use of filters. For example

many of the scenes I made (both in China and Mexico)

appear on the screen as though I had used, say, an Aero
2 Filter—yet they were made absolutely unfiltered. Simi-

larly, many scenes which, on the screen, appear as though
I had used a red filter—such as the 23-A—were made
with only an Aero filter. In both instances, I decided to

utilize this natural atmospheric correction, rather than to

make any attempt to counteract it and get what we would
term more normal results.

Aside from this characteristic, the light evidenced the

same peculionty often noticed at high altitudes, and which
Clyde De Vmno, A.S.C., commented upon encountering in

Africa: extreme contrast, with very little power to penetrate
into shadows. This is strange, for we did not work at any
high altitudes, as China is a relatively flat land; none the

less, we found that without the aid of reflectors or

"booster" lights, there was always the danger of getting

an unpleasant "soot-and-whitewash" effect — especially

during the middle of the day. I found the guidance of my
Weston exDosure-meter invaluable in coping with these

unusual light-conditions; I can heartily recommend that all

cinematographers working on unfamiliar locations make
such device a part of their equipment—and use it reli-

giously. I also found that personal 16mm movies, which I

shot before our permits for standard-film shooting were is-

sued, gave me another valuable guidance in both instances.

Cur group, aside from myself and my camera-crew,

consisted of Director George Hill (himself a former A.S.C.

member), Art-Director Alexander Toluboff, representatives

of the studio Property and "Grip" departments, and an ex-
pert from the studio Laboratory. In China, we made the

studio of Wm. H. Jansen, A.S.C, our base of operations

installing our laboratory-expert to supervise the processing

of our film in the plant. In addition, we were fortunate

in being able to add to our staff H. S. "Newsreel" Wong,
whose cooperation proved invaluable to us. Wong is a native

Chinese, and staff representative in Shanghai for the Fox
Movietone News. He is an excellent cinematogropher, and,
best of all, an Oriental who understands the viewpoint and
methods of American cinematographers. Whatever sound-
effects were needed, we recorded with Wong's Movietone
equipment; but as most of our work was photographing
backgrounds, atmospheric and mob shots, to be used in

connection with studio-made action, we were able to make
the greater port of our film silent. Our equipment con-

sisted of Standard Bell & Howell cameras, with on Eyemo
for special "candid camera" shots, and, in addition, my
16mm Filmo, my 4x5 Graflex, and my Stereo camera. Thus
organized—and abundantly equipped—we roved over o
great part of China in search of the material we needed,
penetrating to many regions utterly unknown to the average
tourist.

The first necessity was, of course, to secure the requisite

Government cooperation and permits. This proved a slow

and involved process; the Chinese have so repeatedly been
misrepresented in both American and European films that

they have, quite justifiably, come to hove a profound mis-

trust of motion picture people. This has not in the least

been lessened by the behavior of certain unscrupulous

individuals who, though unknown in the actual film-produc-

tion centers, represent themselves as affiliated with the

industry, and have succeeded in too many instances in

giving legitimate cinematographers and film folk an evil

reputation in the far-away ports of the world.

For three months, we did not so much as unpack our

cameras, while we waited for the decision of the officials.

In the end, it was, strangely enough, a movie which gave
us our permitsi One night. Marshal Chang Kai-Shek, the

Dictator of the Central Government, amused himself by

going to the cinema, where he saw a film of the "Dr. Fu-

Manchu" school, in which the Chinese were represented

as the sinister villains so dear to the writers of lurid fiction.

That decided His Excellency! If our group, who wished to

Continued on Page 21 !
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RIDDLE

ME THIS

The Riddle: Would you consider it an advantage to have

smaller, mere compact and portable dimmer for dimming

individual lamps when making effect-lightings and mov-

ing-shots? Also, what improvements could be mode in the

means of controlling light-intensity in such cases?

JEROME H. ASH, A.S.C.: If such a device could be made
available without being prohibitively expensive, it would be

a wonderful advantage in many instances. For example, in

making visionary shots by reflection, such control would

be a very great aid to the cinematographer. It would seem

possible that individual dimmers could be developed along

the lines of the small ones used in household lighting, en-

larged only enough to stand the higher load imposed by

studio lights.

KARL STRUSS, A.S.C.: Individual dimming is often vi-

tally necessary; for example, suppose we have a travelling-

shot in which we move from a close-up to a long-shot (or

vice-versa I, especially in a big set. Most of the front light

upon the people must come from units placed on the per-

ambulator with the camera, and unless we are able to dim
these lights individually as we approach the player, we
cannot preserve the balance and quality modern cinema-
tography demands. Naturally, a more compact dimmer
would be invaluable in such circumstances.

WILLIAM A. REES, A.S.C.: I use dimmers constantly

—

especially to control individual lamps in shots where the

camera must move away from a player, as in a scene that

begins with the player seated, and ends with him standing.

1 would greatly appreciate a smaller, handier and more
portable dimmer: the present unit is about two feet square,

and weighs approximately seventy-five pounds; it would
certainly seem both possible and advisable to evolve a
smaller and more efficient unit.

M. A. ANDERSEN, A.S.C.: I'd certainly appreciate a

smaller, more portable dimmer for such work. Where you
have to work quickly, and still get good photography and
lighting effects, such a dimmer would be invaluable.

RAY JUNE, A.S.C.: I very frequently use a dimmer to

control one or two lamps—for example, when a player
must enter from a closed door: if the amount of front light

necessary to properly illumine the player were concentrated
on the closed door, the door would be badly overlit; the
dimmer solves the problem excellently. Of course, if a
smaller and handier dimmer could be had, it would be a
great advantage in such shots.

WALTER STROHM (Head of Electrical Dept., United Art-
ists Studio) ; A more compact dimmer for use with only

one or two lights would certainly be useful. However, the

idea of dimming lights by a voltage-reducing resistance

suffers from the disadvantage that as the voltage drops the

color-tempetature of the lights is altered, growing progres-

sively redder, until it is soon of little photographic value.

I have for some time felt that the problem could be better

solved by use of lamp-globes fitted with multi-plane fila-

ments, and wired in connection with a rheostat so that,

for a low intensity, but a single filament would be used

—

but at its full strength, giving normal color-emission—while

the higher intensities would be obtained by gradually bring-

ing into use the supplementary filaments.

PETER MOLE (Mole-Richardson, Inc.): Smaller dimmers
could be built, and be quite satisfactory from on engineer-

ing standpoint; but it is questionable whether they would
be adequately sturdy to stand up under the hard knocks

of studio use. There are a number of methods by which

such a device could be made—as a laboratory experiment;

but designing one sturdy enough for regular use is a diffi-

cult problem. We are working on the problem, however.

The situation would be greatly helped, from the design

standpoint, if studio lighting were handled more like stage

lighting, that is, as at least a semi-permanent installation,

controlled from a central switchboard on the stage.

VERNON L. WALKER, A.S.C.: Such a dimmer would be

very useful in special-process work.

CHARLES G. CLARKE, A.S.C.: For my own use, I don't

see much use for such a device, as we already have a wide

Continued on Poge 213

Lamp referred to by Charles Rosher, A.S.C. The
operator's left hand controls the intensity of the
beam, and the paddle used in his right hand shades
(he subject for modeling purposes. The lamp may
be used on the floor, or attached to camera or
perambulator.
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Just

What Is

by

Karl Freund, A. S. C.

THE WORD "Montage" is probably the most maligned—and certainly the least understood—of any used
by English-speaking film-people. Here in America we

speak (approvingly and otherwise) of the "Montage" tech-
nique of the Russian films, or comment upon the "Montage
sequences" and "Montage shots" in this film or that. But
very few of us hove a really clear mental picture of what
the word means—and fewer yet could define it, if asked.

Actually, "Montage" is nothing new; neither is it o
Russian invention. The word itself is simply the French
word for "editing" or "assembling," and the Russian tech-
nique to which it is modernly applied is simply a utilization
of the basic principles of silent-film technique adapted to
suit the peculiar needs of the Russian Directors, Cinema-
tographers and Producers.

in the early days of the cinema, it will be remembered,
France led the world in both the Art and the Technique
of making moving pictures. Up to the year 1914, French
Directors and Cinematographers reigned supreme in almost
every country, and (especially in continental Europe) they
took their terminology with them. One of these words was
"Montage," which literally means "assembling," and which
they used as we use the words "cutting" or "editing." The
word is used in that sense throughout most of Europe, even
today.

After the war, though France never regained her lost

cinematic prestige, the term "Montage" took on a new
significance. The Russian film industry revived under the
Soviets, and startled the world with a new and virile tech-
nique. Especially in the hands of Eisenstein, this technique
was expressed by a bewildering use of cutting. Dazzling
effects were gained by artful inter-cutting of extremely
short scenes

—
"flashes," as we say in Hollywood; but Eisen-

stein reduced these flashes to scenes far shorter than any-
thing previously attempted. Instead of measuring his scenes
in meters or feet, he often measured them by frames. In

his scripts one con frequently see scenes bearing such nota-
tions as "27 frames long"; "9 frames"; "6 frames in

length" — and some scenes have contained but three
frames! Eisenstein, himself, regarded the technique as
principally, if not exclusively, a matter of cutting; hence,
when asked about it, he described it as "Montage"—which
was simply the word used in the Russian studios to indicate
cutting or editing. And so the word "Montage" took on
a new meaning.

It is in this newer sense that the American studios
have adopted the expression. In our adaptation of the
Eisenstein technique, we have added to it the use of mul-

tiple printing, optical printing, and the like, so, accord-

ingly, we have "Montage sequences" and "Montage shots."

As the execution of such effects is almost invariably en-

trusted to Special Effects specialists, "Montage" has come
to be regarded definitely as a special photographic effect,

and, as such, rather a mystery to the majority of film

people, technicians and artists alike.

The Russian Montage technique was not evolved as

any attempt to create a new art-form, but grew out of the

necessity of overcoming the two greatest obstacles that

lay in the path of the early Soviet film-workers. The tech-

nique is based on principles established largely by such

American film-pioneers as D. W. Griffith, and known and
practiced universally in making silent pictures.

It was this writer's good fortune, when working in

Germany, to come in rather intimate contact with most

of the Russian Directors and Cinematographers during the

formative years of the Soviet film-industry, for they re-

garded the German studios as both their base of supplies

and their teacher.

In Russia the motion picture has had to appeal to an
audience numbered in the hundreds of millions, 90% of

which was at the start completely illiterate—and who spoke

several hundred different languages and dialects. Accord-

ingly, the Russian cinema had from the beginning to be

completely visual in its appeal. The story had to be told

visually—with the camera—or not at all. In silent films,

titles had to be held to the minimum, if not utterly elim-

inated; and even in sound-films, the dialog had to remain

purely an auxiliary to the visual.

The second obstacle, which, in my mind, was even more
truly the cause of the Montage technique, was the early

poverty of the Government—and accordingly, of its film

branch. Eisenstein and Pudovkin have both told me that

when the Soviet Film Trust was first formed, there was
not only little or no equipment with which to work, but

there was actually no money with which to buy film! When
at last some money was available, there was very little of it;

so the Soviet Cameramen and Directors would send down
to Berlin to buy "short ends" from the German studios

—

little bits of five, ten and fifteen feet of film left in the

camera-magazines after we had mode our scenes. Rarely

did they have the good luck to obtain more than twenty
feet of film in a single piece; naturally, they had ts adapt

Continued on Page 210
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Specia

Laboratory for

Transparencies

by

A. Farciot Edouart, A. S. C.

Head of Transparency Dept., Porannount Productions

AT THE Paramount Studio, we are fortunate in having

a separate, small laboratory devoted exclusively to

supplying the Transparency Department. At present,

this laboratory is used solely for making the positive "Back-
ground Plates" used in this process, although the ultimate

ideal would naturally be to extend its operations to handle

the Department's negative developing, as well, in order to

obtain ultra-fine-grain results impossible in the volume pro-

duction of a larger plant.

At present, however, the Transparency Department's

negative developing is handled adequately by the studio

laboratory: the developed negative and one normal print

being delivered to the Transparency staff. This print is not

for background use, but is made solely for reference pur-

poses, and is filed in the Department's film-library.

When the scenes desired for background use have been

segregated, the negative is sent to the Department's lab-

oratory for printing. This operation is usually done on our

Optical Printer, in order to assure absolute precision. For

Our purposes, the printing must be extremely accurate: and
tests have proven that no contact printer is sufficiently ac-

curate. The limiting factor in this operation is the accuracy

of the film-perforations themselves, and it is a tribute to the

design and operation of Bell & Howell Standard Perforators

that no practical contact printer has been made sufficiently

accurate to approach the accuracy of the perforation. Ac-
cordingly, we use on Optical Printer designed and operated

to tolerances impossible in contact printing. The timing of

the prints is, of course, determined by the most scientific

densitometric tests.

The prints ore developed on a specially designed develop-

ing-machine, which enables us to exercise an unusual degree

of control over the result. For the projection-Transparency

process, only the normal operations of preliminary soaking,

developing, rinsing, fixing, washing and drying are neces-

sary; but when the color-separation Transparency process is

used, such additional processes as bleaching, mordanting,

drying, etc., are involved, making a total of 22 separate

operations, all of which can be handled by the one machine,
in a single, continuous operation. The machine is so de-
signed that any one of these operations may be accelerated

or retarded at any time without interfering with any other

phase.

As a rule, prints intended for projected-background use

ore made to a rather higher Gamma, or contrast, than prints

Part of the circulating system. Paramount Trans-
parency Dept. Laboratory, showing special rubber
tubing, and I in foreground! one of the four auto-
matic-recording regulator-thermometers.

for normal uses: our equipment and methods permit a range

in Gamma from 0.65 to a maximum of 2.70, whereas nor-

mal laboratories seldom, if ever, have a range greater than

from about 1 .90 to 2.00. The actual Gamma to which we
moke our prints must naturally depend upon the require-

ments of the composite shot—the type of foreground action,

the key and style of foreground-lighting, the size of the

screen, etc.

It is obvious that equipment and methods permitting

such exact control would be valueless if operations were not

conducted on an equally scientific basis. To this end, even

routine operations are recorded as painstakingly as though

in a research laboratory. Every detail of every operation

is recorded, and filed away for future reference, so that we
can, at any time, duplicate any shot made within the past

five years, with the assurance that, since every possible

factor in the making of the print has been reproduced with

scientific accuracy, the result, too, must be identical.

The design and construction of this laboratory extended

over a period of more than three years, over half of which

was devoted to exhaustive tests of every type. The materials

used for the construction of the developing-machine, for

example, have an important bearing, not alone upon the

useful life of the machine and economy of operation, but

upon the quality and uniformity of the results. It is vitally

important that none of the materials used shall have any
chemical effect upon the solutions, and, through them,

upon the film. Many materials which seem to have no such

effect may actually do so over a period of years: therefore,

exhaustive tests were made of every material. The metal-

work, for example, was tested until but two possible choices

remained: then samples of these two metals, in several sizes,

were immersed in samples of our standard solutions for per-

iods up to two and one-half years. The results of each test

were tabulated, and, wherever more than one such test was
mode of any metal, the tests were averaged. Ultimately,

Rezistol No. 4 was chosen, as the tests proved it to have no

effect upon any of the solutions.

Continued on Page- 21 2.
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PHOTOGRAPHY

"FIFTEEN WIVES"

Invincible

Directing Cinematographer: M. A. Andersen, A.S.C.

The Film Daily (July 17, 1934): Photography "Good."

"1 GIVE MY LOVE"

Universal

Directing Cinematographer: George Robinson, A.S.C.

The Film Daily (July 17, 1934): Photography "A-1."

"HIS GREATEST GAMBLE"
RKO Radio

Directing Cinematographer: Teddy Tetzloff, A.S.C.

The Film Daily (July 18, 1934) : Photography "A-1."

"SHE LOVES ME NOT"
Paramount
Directing Cinematographer: Chorles Lang, A.S.C.

The Film Daily (July 19, 1934) ; Photography "Fine."

"BACHELOR BAIT"

RKO Radio

Directing Cinematographer: Dovid Abel, A.S.C.

The Film Daily (July 20, 1934): Photography "Fine."

"GRAND CANARY"
Fox

Directing Cinematographer: Bert Glennon, A.S.C.

The Film Daily (July 20, 1934) : Photography "A-1."

"SMOKING GUNS"
Universal

Directing Cinematographer: Ted McCord, A.S.C.

The Film Daily (July 20, 1934) : Photography "Good."

"CLEOPATRA"
Paramount

Directing Cinematographer: Victor Milner, A.S.C.

The Hollywood Reporter (July 23, 1934) : "And of course,

the exquisite photography of Victor Milner makes the

visual entertainment a thing of joy and beauty."

Daily Variety (July 23, 1934): "Battle scenes on land

and sea, sybaritic orgies on the queen's galley, splendors

of court and more intimate episodes are superbly pho-

tographed by Victor Milner."

The Film Daily (July 25, 1934) :

"—while Victor Milner's

photography is also deserving of a bow." Photography

"Superb."

"BLIND DATE"

Columbia

Directing Cinematographer: Al Siegler, A.S.C.

The Hollywood Reporter (July 23, 1934) :

"—and Al Sieg-

ler photographed it well."

Doily Variety (July 24, 1934): "Photography is impres-

sive
—

"

o{ the MONTH
"SHE WAS A LADY"
Fox

Directing Cinematographer: Bert Glennon, A.S.C.

Daily Variety (July 25, 1934) : "Photography Good."

"MILLION DOLLAR RANSOM"
Universal

Directing Cinematographer: George Robinson, A.S.C.

The Daily Variety (July 27, 1934) : "Camera work is by

George Robinson, who has secured effective night shots

and clearcut interiors."

"THE CAT'S PAW"
Fox

Directing Cinematographer: Walter Lundin, A.S.C.

Hollywood Reporter (Juy 27, 1934) : "Walter Lundin's pho-

tography does wonders for the players
—

"

Daily Variety (July 27, 1934) : "Walter Lundin has photo-

graphed well."

The Film Daily (July 30, 1934): Photography "A-1."

"WILD GOLD"
Fox

Directing Cinematographer: Joseph Valentine, A.S.C.

The Film Daily (July 30, 1934) : Photography "A-1."

"BEYOND THE LAW"
Columbia

Directing Cinematographer: Al Siegler, A.S.C.

The Film Daily (July 24, 1934) : Photogrophy "Good."

Hollywood Reporter (July 30, 1934) : "Photography stand-

ard, except for some overlighted close-ups."

"SHE HAD TO CHOOSE"
Majestic

Directing Cinematographer: James S. Brown, Jr., A.S.C.

Daily Variety (July 30, 1934) :

"—and is handsomely pho-

tographed."

"HIDE-OUT"

M-G-M
Directing Cinematographer: Roy June, A.S.C.

Daily Variety (July 30, 1934) : "Photography is swell."

Hollywood Reporter (July 30, 1934) : "Ray June's photog-

raphy is, of course, the best."

"SHE LEARNED ABOUT SAILORS"

Fox

Directing Cinematographer: Harry Jackson, A.S.C.

The Film Daily (July 28, 1934) : Photography "Good."

"ROMANCE IN THE RAIN"

Universal

Directing Cinematographer: Charles Stumor, A.S.C.

Hollywood Reporter (July 31, 1934): "Charlie Stumor's

photography is spotty."

Continued on Page 208
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PHOTOGRAPHY OF THE MONTH
Continued from Page 206

"BRITISH AGENT"
Warner Bros.

Directing Cinematographer: Ernest Mai-

ler, A.S.C.

Daily Variety (August ), 19341: "

—

and photography also rate high
praise."

Hollywood Reporter (August 1, 1934):
"—and the photography by Ernest

Holler is very beautiful."

Film Daily (August 2, 1934): Photog-

raphy "A- 1

."

Motion Picture Daily (August 3, 1934) :

"Ernest Holler's photography is an as-

set,"

"THE PERSONALITY KID"

Warner Bros.

Directing Cinematographer: William
Rees, A.S.C.

The Film Doily (August 1, 19341 : Pho-

tography "A- 1

."

"JUDGE PRIEST"

Fox

Directing Cinematographer: George
Schneiderman, A.S.C.

The Hollywood Reporter (August 4,

1934): "And right along with these

people goes the camerawork of George

Schneiderman, whose picturizotion of

a sleepy southern town, stretched out

in the sunlight, mokes you yawn lazily

and pleasantly just to look at it."

Variety (August 4, 1934) : "Photogra-

phy is excellent."

"THE GIRL FROM MISSOURI"

M-G-M
Directing Cinematographer: Ray June,

A.S.C.

The Film Daily (August 4, 19341 : Pho-

tography "Fine."

"KANSAS CITY PRINCESS"

Warner Bros.

Directing Cinematographer: George
Barnes, A.S.C.

Daily Variety (August 6, 19 3 4):
"George Barnes' photography is top

notch."

"THE MOONSTONE"
Monogram
Directing Cinematographer: Robert

Planck, A.S.C.

The Film Daily (August 7, 1934) : Pho-

tography "A- 1

."

"STOLEN SWEETS"

Chesterfield

Directing Cinematographer: M. A. An-

dersen, A.S.C.

The Film Doily (August 7, 1934) : Pho-

togrophy "Good."

"MADAME DUBARRY"
Warner Bros.

Directing Cinematographer: Sol Polite,

A.S.C.

Doily Voriety (August 7, 1934): "

—

photography by Sol Polito and art di-

rection by Jock Okey, all contribute

materially to the gorgeous quality of

the film."

"THE HUMAN SIDE"

Universal

Directing Cinematographer: Norbert Bro-

dine, A.S.C.

The Hollywood Reporter: "Brodine's pho-

tography is okay for the most port,

but little harsh in spots."

"YOU BELONG TO ME"
Paramount

Directing Cinematographer: Leo Tovcr,

A.S.C.

Hollywood Reporter (August 9, 1934):

"Leo Tover's photography cannot be

criticized."

Daily Variety (August 19, 1934) : "Pho-

togrophy by Leo Tover has no flows."

"THE FOUNTAIN"
Rodio

Directing Cinematographer: Henry W.
Gerrord, A.S.C.

Hollywood Reporter (August 9, 1934i:

"Henry Gerrard's photography is very

beautiful."

Doily Variety (August 9, 1934) : "Pho-

tography is average, with Miss Hard-

ing none too well lensed in spots."

"DESIRABLE"

Warner Bros.

Directing Cinematographer: Ernest Hol-

ler, A.S.C.

Doily Variety (August 10, 1934) : "Ern-

est Holler's photography odds the fin-

ishing touch of class."

Hollywood Reporter (August 10, 1934):

"Ernest Holler's photography is very

good throughout."

"SCHOOL FOR GIRLS"

Liberty

Directing Cinemotogropher: Harry New-
mann, A.S.C.

Doily Variety (August 10, 1934) : "Pho-

tography by Horry Newmonn is over-

age."

"WE'RE RICH AGAIN"
RKO Radio

Directing Cinematographer: Nick Musu-
roco, A.S.C.

The Film Doily (August 1 1, 1934) : Pho-

tography "Fine."

"THE LADY IS WILLING"

Columbia

Directing Cinsmotogropher ; Joseph
Walker, A.S.C.

The Film Doily (August 1 1, 1934) ; Pho-
tography "Good."

"HAVE A HEART"
M-G-M
Directing Cinematographer: James Wong

Howe, A.S.C.

Hollywood Reporter (August 11, 1934):
"Jimmy Howe's photography is okay."

"CHAINED"
M-G-M
Directing Cinematographer: George Fol-

sey, A.S.C.

Daily Variety (August 13, 19 3 4) :

"George Folsey's photography is out-

standing, particularly sea shots."

Hollywood Reporter (August 13, 1934):
"And, speaking of being seen, George
Folsey has done one of the best pho-
tography jobs you're likely to see. The
process shots are well-nigh perfect.

The ranch scenes are exquisite, and
Joan Crawford hasn't looked as beau-
tiful ond young and vibrant in months
ond months. Gable is beautifully pho-
tographed, too

—

"

Motion Picture Doily (August 14,
1934): "The production's photogra-

phy, settings and costumes ore oil that

could be desired."

"IRIS MARCH"
M-G-M
Directing Cinemotogropher: Charles

Rosher, A.S.C.

Hollywood Reporter (August 17, 1934):
"The direction of Robert Z. Leonard is

restrained and touched by moments of

great beauty. The same may be said

of Zoe Akins' screen ploy, and cer-

tainly of Charles Rosher's photogra-

phy."

"MRS. WIGGS OF THE CABBAGE
PATCH"
Paramount
Directing Cinemotogropher: Charles

Long, A.S.C.

Hollywood Reporter (August 17, 1934):
"—end Charles Lang's photography is

a big asset."

Daily Variety (August 17, 1934): "Pho-
togrophy is oke."

"BELLE OF THE NINETIES"

Poromount
Directing Cinematographer: Karl Struss,

A.S.C.

Doily Voriety (August 18, 1934): "Karl

Struss' photography is excellent, with

especial fine effects in the camp meet-

ing interlude."

Hollywood Reporter (August 18, 1934):
"The photography by Karl Struss is

too lovely and mokes Miss West look

like a gorgeous woman."
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I II far off" Australia, on the Continent, in every corner

of the globe where photography is being done, there

you will find Weston Exposure Meters in the hands of

satisfied owners. Visit your dealer's today and see both

models of this proved meter . . . the Weston Meter . . .

Weston Electrical Instrument Corporation, 598 Freling-

huysen Avenue, Newark, New Jersey.

Weston &J?osureMefers

Weston Cine Model Exposure Meter

H'eston Universai Model Exposure Meier
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JUST WHAT IS "MONTAGE
Continued trom Page 204

their technique to utilize these extremely

short bits of film—and to utilize them
efficiently.

The "Montage Technique," therefore,

was due simply to the necessity for mak-
ing pictures for a predominantly illit-

erate audience, using only the short
scraps of film which would be regarded

as worthless, waste material in any more
prosperous studio. They did not create

anythmg essentially new, but rather
adapted established, silent-film tech-

nique to suit these requirements. But

if they did not create, they were forced to

refine the existing technique to a point

where it became a close approximate of

the ultimate of pure cinematographic

expression. They were dealing with a

predominantly illiterate audience, and
one which spoke many different tongues:

accordingly, they could not fall back on
the two mainstays of directors in other

lands who do not fully appreciate their

medium—printed titles and, more re-

cently, spoken words; they had to make
every inch of film count, so they learned

to make every frame, every move or ac-
tion, vitally expressive.

The natural means to attain these

ends was by searching analysis of the

basic principles of film technique. In

the final analysis, the film-craftsman

has five principal avenues of expression:

pantomime, facial expression, viewpoint

(or angle), chiaroscuro, and tempo,
both physical and cinematic. These,
rightly employed, can convey emotional

messages even to the most primitive

mind; and the Russians made full use

of all.

Much of their pantomime, for e x -

ample, became definitely stylized, for

they reasoned that certain actions must
inevitably mdicate certain associated

thoughts in any mind: for instance,

hands outstretched, palms upward, sug-

gest "give me"; palms downward, bene-

diction; a figure advancing toward the

camera (even in a "flash"), connotes

aggression; while a retreating, or even

backward-leaning figure suggests fear.

In the same way, facial expression was

analyzed and became stylized.

Russian friends have told me that one

reason for their wide use of camera

angles—aside from purely aesthetic con-

siderations—was the early film-shortage.

Obviously, if you have only short lengths

of film with which to work, you must
choose your angles with care, so that

both composition and action will be most
graphic. Working in this manner, often

with only a few meters of film available

at any one time land no immediate
prospect of getting another supply with

which to continue filming), it is natural

to see that both Director and Cinematog-
rapher would prefer to make a number
of short, related shots, from a wide vari-

ety of angles.

In the assembly — or, if you will,

"Montage"—of these scenes, the Rus-

sians followed essentially the same prin-

ciples which have governed film-makers

since Griffith and Bitzer discovered the

close-up. Assembling the scenes selec-

tively, so as to present smoothly upon
the screen changes of time, place or

thought; parallel action; to stress or

exclude detail; and, above all, to build

filmic tempo or rhythm: none of this is

new in itself, though the restrictions un-

der which the Russians worked forced

them to apply them in a new way. Sym-
bolism, and cutting to heighten contrast

hark back to D. W. Griffith's early
films. Cutting for suspense and for
tempo have their origins in Griffith, as

well as in scores of unnoticed comedies,

"Westerns," and even newsreels. The
bewildering effects of abruptly intercut

"flashes" is, I am sure, in no small part

an attempt to reproduce the effect of

the optical effects in such German films

as "Variety," "The Last Laugh" and
"Metropolis," surmounting the barrier

of the complete lock of optical accessor-

ies such OS we enjoy here and in Ger-

many.
In brief, every phase of "Montage"

has its foundation in some basic part

of silent-film technique, as developed in

America or Germany. The mystery of

"Montage" lies in the fact that the Rus-

sians had to refine these familiar prin-

ciples to the utmost—and in the fact,

too, that the Russians, unlike those of

us making pictures elsewhere, had not

only the inclination, but also the time

to subject every film to detailed study:

to searchingly analyze every scene, every

movement, that they might produce

their next film better and more effi-

ciently. Before they had money for mak-
ing actual films, they wrote scripts, and

subjected them to this same detailed

analysis: purely for practice in technique

— if only theoretical practice. Every art-

ist and technician participated in this

study, and strove to find a rational,

psychological explanation for everything.

Imbued with the characteristic, Russian

introspectiveness, they expressed their
findings in psychologico-technical terms,

all too often misunderstood by the every-

day film craftsman elsewhere. And so

"Montage," which all of us had known
and, to some extent, practiced for years,

became shrouded in mystery!

mOyiOLA
Film Viewing

TYPE UDX
Combination film
vifwer a n (I sound
rc'iiroducer.

and Sound Reproducing

Machines ....

Moviolas For Silent

and Sound Editing
9 For Composite Prints •

• For Separate Track and Picture •

• Combined Unit for both Composite Film •
• and Separate Track •

• Projection Moviolas—All Types •

Further Info mation, Lileralure

and Prices Stnt upon Request

MOTION PICTURE
CAMERA SUPPLY, Inc.
723 Seventh Ave. New York, N. Y.

Cable Address: Cinecamera
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China Photographicdlly Ideal

Continued from Page 202

film "The Good Earth," and to show the

Chinese as the human beings they really

ore, were denied permission to photo-

graph their scenes, surely, he reasoned,

we would go home and continue to pro-

duce the objectionable "yellow peril"

films. Hence, it was far better to help

us, rather than hinder. From then on,

every aid the Chinese officials could give

was ours: permits to photograph wher-

ever we wished—official guides and in-

terpreters—the cooperation of the Chi-

nese Army for our scenes of the Revolu-

tion of 19)2—and even relaxation of

the stringent censorship rulings, so that,

instead of having to hove all of our film

developed and inspected in China, we

were able to send the greater part of the

film to the studio's own laboratory,

where the exacting background scenes

could be given the very best of treat-

ment.

By this time our unit had been re-

duced in strength, as Director Hill and

Art-Director Toluboff had been recalled

to the studio for other productions, leav-

ing me in charge of the unit. In the

following five months, we photographed

over 150,000 feet of film, made more

than 3,000 still pictures for research pur-

poses, and nearly 1 ,000 stereo-photo-

graphs to supplement the stills, showing

every conceivable detail of native life,

from native types and costumes to
household implements, buildings, tem-

ples and even graves. In addition, we
purchased over twenty tons of properties.

ranging from a complete farm, with
house and all equipment (even three

water-buffalo!) to costumes, children's

toys, and the minutest details of every-

day life.

The scenes needed for our picture car-

OUR NEW
Extended Mixing Panel

with intercommunicating phone system

for

ART REEVES
Portable Sound Equipment

DEPENDABLE LABORATORY AND SOUND EQUIPMENT

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA, U-SA

Phone WYoming 4501

^^^^^ The Toughest Spots

on Land, in the Air, under Water

E Y E M O
takes them in its stride

Martin Johnson films animal herds on the

African veldt from 1,000 feet up; Arthur

C. Pillsbury, naturalist, records the do-

mestic affairs of fishes in the ocean deep;

Bernard R. Hubbard, the glacier priest, in-

vades the steaming depths of remote Alas-

kan craters. The Eyemo 35mm hand cam-

era is tlure—catching every movement in

these remote and difficult places of the

world. Small and compact enough to be

carried anywhere, Eyemo may be operated

by spring- motor, hand crank, or electric

motor. Takes 100-foot da.\*lio:ht loading

spools, or may be used witil 200- or 400-

foot external magazines, S even film

speeds, from 4 to 32 or 8- to 48. including

sound speed.

BELL & HOWELL COMPANY
1849 Laichmont Ave., Chicago; 11 West 42nd St., New York; 71G North LaBrea Ave., Hollywood; 320

Regent St., London (B & H Co., Ltd.). Established 1907.
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ried us all over China, from the Great

Wall and Shantung on the North, to

Hong-Kong in the South, and at times,

several hundred miles inland. Moreover,

wo photographed not only in the rela-

tively familiar cities of Shanghai, Non-
king, Pekin, Shanhaikwan and Hong-
Kong, but also in the country, and in the

homes of Chinese of all classes, from the

lowliest peasants to Harvard and Oxford

educated aristocrats. We even visited a

group of the Eunuchs of the old Imperial

Court, who let us study and photograph

a collection of priceless art-treasures sal-

vaged from the splendors of Manchu
Dynasty magnificence.

SPECIAL LABORATORY
FOR TRANSPARENCIES

Continued from Page 205

Astro;;
LENSES

8

2.3

for sale by

Mitchell Camera Corporation
665 North Robertson Blvd.

West Hollywood, California

In such a machine, a great deal of

tubing must naturally be employed to

circulate the solutions; for this purpose,

most of the chemically satisfactory al-

loys would have been prohibitively ex-

pensive. Therefore we employed a spe-

cial hard-rubber tubing, of a special com-
position which left no sulphur or other

impurities to contaminate the solutions.

The tanks, themselves, were made of

wood, impregnated under high pressure

with a special bitumastic compound
which rendered them non-absorptive and
impervious to photo-chemical solutions.

The machine is driven by air-turbines,

which provide the smoothest drive known.
Each stage is driven by its individual

turbine, so that it is possible to accel-

erate or retard any stage, independently

of the rest of the machine. Provision

is, of course, made for automatically

taking care of any slack created by such

a change; the tension upon the film is

likewise variable.

All chemical supplies are naturally

tested for purity and consistency, and
the obvious precautions of separating all

mixing operations from the machine and
its tanks are, of course, taken.

It is equally vital that the water-sup-

ply be pure: accordingly, in addition to

the generous use of distilled water, all

water taken from the city mains is fil-

tered no less than five times. First come
two large sand-ond-charcoal filters; then

a further chemical purifier; next, a high-

pressure stone filter; and lastly a special

filter in which the water is passed
through purified, long-staple cotton. In

addition to this, all solutions are auto-

Cable Address

"CAMERAS"

The Largest Stock

of

MITCHELL CAMERAS
and Camera Equipment

FOR RENTALS
If You Need It, We Have It

RUDDY GERAUS
Manager

CHARLIE BOYLE
Studio Rentals

Camera Supply Co., Ltd.
1515 N. Cahuanga Blvd.

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

Gladstone

2404
Nite Phone: GL 6583

matically filtered each time they pass

through the circulating system, and ac-

curately "pepped up" so that they are

maintained at constant strength and
purity. All solutions are maintained at

their optimum temperatures by automatic

controls which work to a tolerance of less

than plus-or-minus one degree, and the

temperatures are automatically recorded.

We have found that each solution has

its most favorable operating tempera-

ture; and we maintain these, rather than

following the conventional practice of

keeping all solutions at the same tem-

perature. The air-supply for both the

laboratory itself and the drying-box is

from a special air-conditioning plant,

which gives us absolute control of tem-

perature, cleanliness and humidity. The
humidity of the drying-box can be great-

ly varied for special purposes.

The advantages of this precise control

ore shown, not alone in routine opera-

tions, though the efficiency of the lab-

oratory has played an important part in

the Department's record of efficiency

and economy, but in emergencies where

special treatment may be necessary for

any individual scene. For example, in a

recent production we found it necessary

to use, for background and other spe-

cial purposes, some scenes from negative

made over eleven years ago. While this

film had not been used for making prints,

and had been carefully stored in the

studio's film-vault, it was, none the less,

in extremely poor condition for such use.

Not only was it physically dirty, but it

had shrunken so badly that it literally

would not go on the printer! Yet it had

to be used, for it was important to the

picture, and would be prohibitively ex-

pensive to remake. Therefore, we began

by cleaning the film carefully—by hand

—with carbon tetrachloride, and, later,

with glycerin, to restore both cleanliness

and pliability. Then we ran it through

our developing-machine several times,

passing it through all of the normal

solutions—not for any photographic ef-

fect, but to restore some, at least, of

the moisture which had evaporated dur-

ing the period of years. In this process,

we increased the tension upon the film

very considerably above that normally

used in routine developing, and raised

the humidity of the drying-box to the

highest point compatible with getting a

dry film. This treatment served gradually

to stretch the shrunken film, as it ab-

sorbed moisture, until it regained print-

able proportions. The ultimate result was

that we were not only able to produce a

print satisfactory for our purposes, but,

due to the improved materials, methods

and technique employed in our printing,

to actually secure a print better than an

original print made from that negative

eleven years ago.
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Riddle Me This

Continued from Page 203

variety of means for controlling our
lights, including diffusing screens, the

"flooding" adjustment on many types,

and dimmers. Personally, I prefer to com-
pensate my light by "flooding" or "pull-

ing down" the beam, and avoid dimming
wherever possible, due to the color-

change brought about by lowering the

voltage. I believe, though, that a very

beneficial development would be the evo-

lution of some means of getting the ef-

fect of dimming without the change of

color- temperature.

JOSEPH VALENTINE, A.S.C.: I'd like

one! In fact, I'd have given a lot for one

yesterday, when I needed it very, very

badly for some scenes I was making. I

don't see any reason why a small dim-

ming rheostat couldn't be made; some-
thing with sufficient electrical strength

to carry a load of about three thousand

watts, yet small enough to be hung right

on the camera, and operated by the cam-
eraman. If our equipment manufactur-

ers would abandon their passion for ex-

cessive durability and bulk, such a device

could, I am sure, be turned out easily:

perhaps it wouldn't be as sturdy or long-

lived as the present bulky equipment, but

it would fill a crying need in present-day

cinematography. The multi-plane lamp-

filament idea for dimming without
changing the color of the light would also

be a big advantage if it could be worked

out practically.

CHARLES ROSHER, A.S.C.: For such
uses, good cinematography makes it im-

perative that the cinematographer be

able to control the light-intensity per-

sonally, for it is usually too delicate a

matter to entrust to anyone else. For

several years I have had a special 500-

watt reflector spotlight, which I keep at-

tached to my camera, and manipulate

personally. The lamp itself is of the

general type of the "Lupe," and made
by the Dietz firm: it is a small barrel-

type reflector spotlight, and by "flood-

ing" or "pulling down" the light—that

is, throwing the light-source in or out

of focus— I can get the same effect as

dimming but without any change in the

color-temperature of the light. In addi-

tion, I have a little paddle, something

like the ones you use in playing ping-

pong, but larger, which I use for model-

ling the light on faces in close-shots.

In close-ups of Constance Bennett, for

example, I always used this light on the

camera, and, with the paddle, I would

shade one side of the face, thereby get-

ting very nice modelling. In a recent

scene in another picture, I was making

Q close shot of Helen Hayes: I used this

lamp to light her with, and when several

actors were required to pass in front of

her, I easily "dimmed" the front-light

down to nothing as they passed, by sim-

ply "flooding it out" as they went by,

and "pulling it down" when they were

out of the picture.
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Eastern Rental Service

According to an announcement from
Motion Picture Camera Supply Company
of New York City, that organization is

establishing a special department for

Coast studios sending units to New York
to service these units with every type of

accessory needed, such as Mitchell and
Bell & Howell cameras for silent, sound
and high-speed work; Fearless blimps.
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for Professional and Amateur
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and repaired. Camera Silencing.
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TRUEBALL
TRIPOD HEADS
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The Same Efficient Head
For follow shots, known for

their smoothness of opera-

tion and equal tension on

all movements.

Unaffected by temper-

ature.
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handle.
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Model A for Ama-
teur motion picture
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Tripod. $12.00.

Trueball tripod
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for simplicity, ac-

curacy and speed of
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The Hoefnei- four-

inch Iris and Sun-
shade combination
is also a superior
product.

Fox velocitators, Mole-Richardson per-

ambulators, camera motors, moviolas
and even zoom lenses.

It is believed with this type of service

the studios in Hollywood will find it more
economical to rent these accessories than
to ship them from the coast.

Gerrord Uses New Combination Filter

• On his most recent production for

RKO, Henry Gerrard, A.S.C., utilized a
new combination filter-diffuser develop-

ed for him by George Scheibe, the well-

known filter specialist. The combination
consists of an Aero 1 color-filter, a .25

Neutral-Density filter, and the Scheibe

1/32 diffusion filter, combined into o

single unit. Gerrard states that he used

this combination on all of the exterior

scenes of "The Fountain," starring Ann
Harding, with excellent results. A num-
ber of the RKO cinemotogrophers are

understood to be adopting this combina-
tion.

How We Made tne

Invisible Man
Continued from Page 201

and we see him at last, as he really is.

Upon the screen, we first see only the

bed—we are looking straight down upon

it from above, and we see the depres-

sion made in the pillow by the invisible

head, and the folds of the sheets and

blankets over the unseen form. Slowly

a suggestion of bone-structure appears— then a full skeleton — then slowly

traces of flesh—then skin—and finally

we see the man himself. This was done

directly in the camera. First, we showed

the bed, occupied by its invisible patient:

the pillow, indentation and all, was made
of plaster, and the blankets and sheets of

papier-mache. A long, slow lap-dissolve

revealed the skeleton (a real one, by the

way); another lop-dissolve replaced the

skeleton with a roughly-sculptured dum-
my, which suggested the contours of the

actor; and a further series of such dis-

solves, each time using a slightly more

finished dummy, brought us to the real

actor, himself. After he had spoken his

last few lines, and "died," the camera

was moved away — straight up— on a

special track which we assembled for the

purpose, and a final fade-out ended

the picture.

Max Factor's
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The World's Finest

Personal Movie Camera

1 Seven film speeds— 8 to 64 frames per second; accu-

rately assured by precision governor.

2 Three-lens turret head. Regular, wide-angle, speed,

or telephoto lenses instantly available.

•I Spyglass viewfinder, variable for six field areas.

4 Built-in relative exposure chart.

5 Instantaneous start and stop. Always stops with

shutter closed.

C 216° shutter opening, admitting abf)ut 20% more
light than the commonly used 180° shutter.

T Critical Focuser, for focusing any lens directly on the

subject ($25 additional).

Filmo Auxiliary Equipment
for Advanced Cine-Photography

1 Pjxternal 200- or 400-foot magazine.

2 Electric motor drive, 12- or 110-volt.

3 Hand crank. (Amongotheradvantages, permits wind-

ing film back for double exposures and lap dissolves.)

4 Masks, and provision for insertion at aperture.

•» .Single frame exposure trigger (for animation work).

Animation and title stand.

7 Kquipment for taking microscopic and macroscopic

motion pictures.

Kven though provided with su[)|)l<'mentary devices for

highly specialized work, Filmo can alwavs be used as

a simple hand-camera at a moment's notice.

PROFESSIONAL RESUL

NEW PRICES FOR FILMO CAMERAS
(Until September 30, 1934j

Filmo 70-D Camera, 1-inch F 3.5 lens, case . $205.00

Filmo 70-E Camera, 1-inch F 3.5 lens, case . 135.00

Filmo 70-E Camera, 1-inch F 1.5 lens, case . 170.00

Filmo 75 Camera, 20 mm. F 3.5 lens . . . 59.50

Filmo 121 Camera, 1-inch or 20 mm. F 3.5 lens 67.50

NEW PRICES FOR FILMO PROJECTORS
Filmo RT Projector, 750-watt lamp, case . . $190.00

Filmo RU Projector, 750-watt lamp, variable

resistance, voltmeter, case 220.00

Filmo JS Projector, all-gear drive, 750-watt

lamp, variable resistance, voltmeter, case 280.00

BELL & HOWELL Filmo
Personal Movie Cameras and Projectors

18 V8 LARCHMONT AVENUE, CHIC AGO, ILLINOIS
New York • Hollywood • London (B&H Ltd.) • Established 1907
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FULL COLOR SENSITIVITY w,th

AGFA 16mm. panchromatic REVERSIBLE
AGFA 16 MM. FILMS • With the dull days of Fall and Winter approaching, yon will

AGFA FiNE-GRAiN PLENACHROME: find increasing use for a film with the adaptability and latitude of

lOO-foot r,.lls $4.50 A jg ^jj^^ Panchromatic Reversible.
.)(l-lo<»t rolls z.7d

Including processing and return postage. r^i • i * i i ci i ii i
•

ilns completely panchromatic rilm reproduces all colors, in-
AGFA PANCHROMATIC REVERSIBLE:

100-foot rolls $6 00 eluding red, in their correct tonal relationship. Results have a life-

50-foot rolls 3.25 jjj^^g naturalness, a crispness and a clearness that make Agfa "Pan"
Including processing and return postage. '

AGFA FiNE-GRAiNsuPERPAN REVERSIBLE: Outstanding film for any use. Its depth, its brilliance without

100-foot rolls $7.50 harsh contrast, and the way in which it adapts itself to the job to
50-foot rolls 4.00

.
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Photo by H. W. Voss

PROFESSIONAL Criticism of the Amateur
picture is a port of the service offered by the
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER. Many ore
not aware of this. Hundreds of pictures hove
been reviewed this past year by members of
the American Society of Cinematogrophers for

the Amateur.
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Next Month . . .

9 Turn to the inside back cover and read of a

new interesting monthly contest. Those of you

who are technically or mechanically inclined

will find something there to warm the cockles

of your heart.

• Grace will give you something about lenses

in his next month's installment.

• We have worked up a corking continuity;

ycu'll like it. Backyard movies will have an-

other contribution. There'll be a lot of inter-

esting things.
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IN
CONCLUDING the present series of CINETRICKS it

is not my thought to leave with my readers the notion
that every trick possible with amateur cine cameras

has been discussed. The scope of trick work in motion
pictures depends on the ingenuity of every individual worker
and the equipment he has at hand, and to list in 1-2-3
fashion even the many tricks known to have been used
until this very moment would be to hand to the printer

of AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER a list obsolete before

he could set up the type.

Besides, as you may have discovered already in reading

this CINETRICKS series, the articles have been kept gen-

eral in nature for an obvious reason— it hasn't been m/
idea so much to pick out and discuss a number of actual

tricks as to discuss the underlying principles of certain types

of tricks in the hope that your ingenuity would be chal-

lenged sufficiently to work out your own individual appli-

cations.

In order to furnish still more incentive to work out

your own applications to the tricks we've been talking about

and those we haven't mentioned yet, this magazine will

shortly announce a contest with prizes for original and

striking applications of tricks. But perhaps I've let Ihe

cat out of the bag, so we'll wait for further announcements

Now to a summary of the tricks discussed so far. In

the first of the CINETRICKS series, appearing in the May
issue of this magazine, we talked about the reasons for

taking motion pictures at other than the normal speed.

Amateur motion pictures are normally taken and pro-

jected at a film speed of 16 frames per second. Whethe'-

we take pictures at a slower or faster film speed makes

no difference to the projector, for it grinds them out at

16 frames per second thruout the reel. If we wish to show

action, then, at a different pace than normal, we must

adjust the speed of our camera.

Subnormal camera speeds are used when the projected

picture is to show the action faster than normal; super-

normal speeds show the action slowed up when projected.

Because our projector is always (or should be) run at the

normal speed constantly, a camera speed the inverse of the

desired screened action must be selected If we want to

screen a running horse apparently running one-fourth his

actual or normal speed, it must be filmed with the camera

running four times normal speed. If, for comedy or other

effects, we want the screened action to be twice as fast as

normal, the camero must be run at half speed. In short,

we must film at a speed inversely proportional to the speed

desired for projection.

A supernormal speed is generally used for slowing down

the motion of the subject so that its action may be ob-

served at a pace which our eyes can easily follow. Slow

motion is quite extensively used to study the movements

of athletes and animals because it is the only way our

eyes can catch or detect flows in a swiftly-moving subject.

The same is true of detecting the flows in some high-speed

mechanical motions which would not develop at a slow

enough speed for the human eye to follow.

In nearly all miniature motion picture work the camera

is run at supernormal speed because the illusion is thereby

considerably heightened. The larger an object is, the more

slowly it moves, so a miniature must be so photographed

that the miniature moves (on the screen) at the speed

the large original would move. For instance, a real yacht

might rise and fall in a storm at sea in four seconds,

whereas a two-foot miniature reproduction would rise and

fall in a "storm" in a tank in one or one and a half

seconds. If we slowed down the miniature shot so that

the screen time was exactly four seconds, the miniature

would act exactly like the original yacht. The same applies

to miniature railroad trains. If a ten-car crack flyer takes

14 seconds to pass the camera, the ten-car miniature re-

Cinetricks—

production of that train should also take 14 seconds of

screen time to poss the camera. If we find that the minia-
ture actually takes only 3 ' '2 seconds to pass, we must run
our camera at 14 divided by BVi, or 4 times normal speed.

A slight supernormal speed, say 24 or 32 frames, is

sometimes also found useful by the amateur in eliminat-

ing blurring of moving objects because of the faster shutter

speed. This is, of course, only necessary where the shutter

opening cannot be varied. Another use of 24- and 32-
frame speed is to smooth out panorama shots, especially

if the camera is hand-held.

Subnormal speeds of 12 and 8 frames per second are

used usually for one of two reasons—to speed up action for

comedy, or to get sufficient exposure under poor light

conditions. If subnormal speeds are used because of poor

light, caution your actors to go thru their pantomime at a

proportionately slower speed than normal, else the screen

effect will be ludicrous. It is possible, with supersenitive

film and on fl.9 lens, to cinephotograph, in on otherwise

completely dork room, a person lighting a cigoret, and if

the subject moves half as fast as he normally would, the

scene, shot at 8 frames, will be sufficiently exposed.

Altho usually regarded as a separate phase of motion

picture work, single frame or animation cinephotography

is really only a special case of subnormal speed. It's easy,

yet often the easiest of tricks can "make" your picture.

One more thing—don't forget to compensate for the

increase or decrease of exposure when making pictures at

subnormal or supernormal speeds. Just remember that each

stop on your lens means an increase of 50% from one

opening to the next larger (the smaller the f number the

larger the opening, you know). For instance, the normal

speed requires an opening of f6.3. You wont to take it

at half speed. Close the lens down to f 1 1 and the film

will be correctly exposed. If you wont to shoot at 64
frames, open the lens to f3.5. If you are using a camera

with variable speeds, however, you'll find all this calcula-

tion worked out for you on a dial. Also, your exposure

meter will instantly indicate the correct opening no matter

what your film speed.

Because no one has so for come forward with a labora-

tory printer on which the amateur can do trick work in 16

and 8, the amateur finds it necessary to resort to a simple

trick if he wishes to make movies showing a subject acting

in reverse. This simple trick consists merely of holding the

camera upside down while filming, and then cutting out

that shot and splicing it bock in end for end after develop-

ment. We won't go into the explanation of this feat

—

refer to the CINETRICKS article in the June issue.

If you will recall, we showed one trick which was mode
with a knife-throwing sequence by this reverse film travel

trick. This, of course, is but one of many such tricks you

can use. Another might be something like this: You are

on fishing trip and hove caught a "big one" but didn't

get a movie of the actual strike and haul-in. That's easily

enough remedied. Put the big boy back on the hook and

throw him bock in, filming upside down. Reversed end
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Principles

Underlying

Film Tricks

by

Wm. J. Grace

for end, the scene will be just as convincing as the real one

would have been.

Reversed film travel shots are often used in making

trick titles. Suppose you are making a main title for your

reel of that seashore vacation and decide to let the ocean

waves spell the title. Obviously, ocean waves are difficult

to train to spell, but by a little reverse action we con make
it look as if the sea had really gone to school. Pick out

a smooth spot on the sandy shore where little waves will

wash in. Build a low dam to keep out the water and write

on the sand with a stick the title you want to use. After

getting it to look just right, set up the camera upside down

and wait for an incoming wave. Just as you see a good

wove coming in, have an assistant quickly tear down the

dam and start your camera. The wave will come in and

cover up the title drawn in the sand.

Projected after being turned end for end, the title will

start with clean sand, and a wave will wash up on the

sand and then recede, leaving the title exposed.

Whether you own a camera equipped for rewinding

film in the camera, whether you have your regular camera

equipped for such work, or whether you work out simple

schemes that require no rewinding, by all means use double

exposures plentifully.

Double exposures ore widely used and appear in many
forms from the lop dissolve and wipe-over to the multiple

exposures which show the same person four times in the

same picture doing four different things. One of the most

cleverly worked out examples I've seen recently of multiple-

exposure work is the Paramount short which shows a musi-

cian playing four different stringed instruments at one time,

the screen picture showing the same man with a different

instrument in each quarter of the screen.

There have been numerous professional examples of an
actor talking to himself. Of those which I can recall at

the moment are the picture in which Frederick March
was his own twin brother and the picture in which Ruth

Chatterton was her own daughter. In each of these pic-

tures the timing was probably considerably aided by the

sound play-back, but the amateur can equip his camera
with an accurate frame or footage counter and means for

accurately rewinding film in the camera to get the same
excellence in results.

At top, first scene photographed. Then camera is

turned back and center scene photographed creat-
ing the lap at the bottom with the picture of course
lapping again into the center scene of the boat.

There are certain things which are ordinarily made by

double exposure which can be made quite well, however,

by other means. A moving background for titles can be

made by lettering the title on gloss and shooting thru the

glass to include the desired background. The focus, of

course, is on the lettering.

Unless you have means, however, for rewinding film

in the camera and accurate footage indication of some
sort, it would not be wise to attempt double exposure work

which is too involved. This advice is offered in the spirit

of friendly advice, not as a sales talk for my own equipment
designed for the purpose. Nor is it necessarily intended

Continued on Page 235
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Scene 3, Close-up of Father as he shakes his head
slowly and smiles at the boys. (Be sure Father looks in the

right direction!!

Scene 4. Close-up of Jimmy reading o pirate book.

Suddenly, he stops and a far-away look comes into his

eyes. An idea dawns on him and he turns to the others

J ^^^^^^^^^m ^^V^KH I excitedly, and speaks:

"^^fu SbE^^HbI) M^^^^B Scene 5. Continue Scene 4. Pan slowly over the group
~ " OS the idea is accepted unanimously by each boy.

|t| Scene 6. Medium long-shot of boys. They rise and
d sperse in oil directions to their homes.

Scene 7. Close-up of Father as he watches the lost

jt^ '„ JH boy disappear from view. He smiles and is about to resume

L.
his reading when, peering over the newspaper, he spies

something on the ground to the right and well behind the

camera. It holds his attention for a moment, and then his

gnze slowly travels from right to left of the picture as if

following some moving object. His gaze stops, and he shows
signs of impatience. Some dust-laden air drifts into the

scene as he closes his eyes and turns his head aside. (Clean

,
your lens carefully after this shot!)

Scene 8. Medium-shot of Father as he rises to dust

himself.

Scene 9. Close-up as he finishes dusting himself.
Suddenly, he smiles as he gets on idea. He looks at the

spot where the boys were lost seen and then to his right

whence the dust had come. FADE OUT.
PN , , Scene 10. FADE IN. Close-up of Father's hands tock-

I JlOOiPiO '"3 ° piece of poper to a tree trunk. FADE OUT.
L-^Iqq" '3 Scene 11. FADE IN. Long-shot of backyard. Father

has resumed his reading. The boys enter the scene crudely

f
dressed as pirates. Jimmy wears golf knickers, another boy

a pair of shorts, still another his mother's holf-century-old

^^1* hat. As Jimmy enters, he slips, falls on wet ground, but

rises again.

Scene 12. Brief close-up of Father snickering at the

B« I
I nonsensical costumes just displayed.

UPl^^j I CeaSUre Scene 13. Pan close-up of each boy's costume.

Scene 14. Long-shot of backyard showing porch steps

and tree trunk with note attached. The boys begin "playing

pirates" with Father often glancing up from his reading.

Scene 15. Medium-shot of Jimmy struggling in o

by hand-to-hand encounter. He spies note tacked on tree and

I «Mic A Ineorra ^^°P^ fighting.

Scene 16. Close-up of Jimmy's puzzled face as he

looks up at the note. He waves and shouts to the others.

M_,^,

r. 1 1 11 ^ (Take this shot from behind the tree looking down at him.
ANY suggestions m our Backyard Movie Contest ^- ^ ^\ ^ ...u i... i ,,n J -r " Have a portion of the note paper appear in the picture.)
came to us on the idea of buried Treasure. - , ^ _, , r ^\ i_ j i

,, , , z 1 < X Scene 17. Close-up of Father as he grins and steals
However, the completeness of Inserro s story

....
I

,
I I .

a glance at the boys.
prompts us to give it the place of our usual monthly con- ^

, o » / , , / , l j
. . Scene 1 8. Medium close-up of the boys crowding in

OS Jimmy points to the note. (Shoot over Jimmy's shoulders

Cast of Characters towards the note so as to prepare for on insert of note.)

Scene 19. (INSERT) Very close close-up of note
Father reading in crude printing: "Ho, my lads! There is hidden
Jimmy, his son treasure. Solve the secret of this letter for the hidden treas-

Four or five of Jimmy's playmates rnop, but—beware, for he who misses shall die!" The
Spotty, the family dog ^^^^ 1^ signed, "Bluebeard, the pirate," with a picture of

Scene 1. Long-shot of a backyard. On the left side a skull and cross-bones drown beneath the signature,

of the scene is Father sitting on the porch steps reading Scene 20. Close-up of Jimmy and the frightened boys

and smoking. On the right Jimmy and his playmates lie as he tears the note down.

on the gross. Jimmy is reading aloud from a book. Scene 21. Close-up of one small boy as his eyes water

Scene 2. Medium close-up of the boys. Jimmy waves slightly. (A few drops of water will do the trick.) He

his arm frantically as if enacting a battle scene he is read- doesn't favor this pirate game anymore.

ing. Continued on Page 234
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Lets Try

Animation

by

Walter Lantz

Head of Cartoon Dept.,

Universal Pictures Studio

ANIMATION is the art of photographing inanimate

objects—drawings, dolls, models, and the like

—

on motion picture film, exposing only one or two

frames at a time, moving the object between the exposures,

so that, on the screen, you have the illusion of seeing the

actually inanimate object in apparent motion.

Many amateur cmematographers have asked me if

animation can be done with home-movie cameras. Of

course it can! Some cameras— like the Simplex, the new
"121" Filmo, and the Cine-Kodak "Special"—are pro-

vided with automatic single-frame movements; others, like

the Victor, have auxiliary hand-cranks, which can be

geared to expose but one frame at a time. Even cameras

which don't have these features can be used for animation,

if you practice enough to get a light touch on the release-

button, so that you will only expose one or two frames with

each touch.

The most familiar form of animation is seen in ani-

mated cartoons: it is quite possible for any amateur to

make his own cartoons, if he can draw—or collaborate

with somebody who con. But cartooning isn't by any means
the only type of animation: you can get very interesting

animation effects with dolls, toy animals, and the like.

This is easier for the amateur filmer, since no drawing is

required: and, best of all, it is virgin territory, and offers

a chance for making really "different" films.

All you will need for such pictures will be dolls whose
arms and legs con be moved, but with joints stiff enough
so that, once you have moved them, they will remain in

place. If you want to, you can build little sets for your

dolls to "act" in (a doll-house is often convenient for this)
,

or ycu can have your dolls move around in a normal room
in your yard—or anywhere that may fit your sequence.

The principle of animation is the same, whether you
are using drawings or dolls: if you want smooth action, use

many intermediate positions (or "phases of motion"! be-

tween the beginning and end of any action. Moke these

phases close together, so that there is relatively little dif-

ference between one frame and the next. This will make
the movement flow smoothly; if you want it more jerky,

us fewer intermediate stages. For fast action, use one

frame per phase; for slower action, increase the number of

frames per phase.

The illustrations may help to show how professional

animators space their drawings. The drawings are taken

from a recent Universal "Oswald" Cartoon, and show the

drawings used to make a single step. Beginning at the

right end of the strip at the top of the page, we see the

left foot just being lifted from the ground, and by follow-

ing the action in both strips from right to left, we con trace

Continued on Page 238
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A LIFE full of adventure has been the lot of the

miniature camera, it has tracked wild animals in

the jungle, has soared over land and sea and ice,

has attended important athletic events and has recorded

human drama in its many phases, even inside the court

room. Now I am able to testify that it has had a college

education. For over a year my Leica and I shared many
adventures on the campus of a very small and yet very

famous college for women at Claremont, California.

My four years at the above college hod been unaccom-

panied by such a true friend as my camera. Therefore,

at graduation time of the year following I, proud possessor

of a Model D Leica, decided that it was high time for it

to acquire a college education. Since I knew little about

the operation of the camera with the exception of these two

very meager suggestions, < 1 ) take pictures out-of-doors

in the sun at f6.3 at a hundredth of a second, and (2)

interiors should be given about a second at f3.5, I thought

it high time that I acquired a little further education my-

self.

There were three opportunities to employ my camera

during the last three days of the college year. Wednesday

night there was a water pageant at the open-air swimming

pool. For it I used formula (2), above. Thursday after-

noon at the college's colorful garden party I employed for-

mula ( 1 ) . The grand stroke was yet to come. I trembled

in my boots, for I had had a fearful time getting permission

from the authorities to photograph each senior as she re-

ceived her diploma at the graduation exercises. The small

size of my camera and my promise to keep it hidden from

view finally won out. Friday afternoon, then, after pho-

tographing all of the girls and all of the professors as they

marched to the scene of the ceremony, I ran to my seot

inside the auditorium. In the nick of time I changed to

The Miniature

some supersensitive film and set my Leica on its tripod,

screwed on the cable release and prayed that formula
I2l would work. It did, at least, part of the time. In

three days I had taken around three hundred pictures.

The summer was spent mailing out enlargements to proud
parents and girl graduates.

In September, then, my camera and I attended school

in earnest, for by this time I realized all the tremendous
possibilities that lay in the camera. Even I, a girl, could

learn to put them to work. College proved a miniature

world whose limited yet greatly varied phases of activity

I could learn to photograph. Most of the people and events

there were literally on the jump. There were the college

dances, teas, tennis, swimming and diving, riding, hockey,

plays, pageants, dance festivals, club meetings, convoca-

tions, dinners, and not least, classes. I tried also archi-

tectural studies and somewhat later, portraits. The build-

ings were calm in all their beauty, but the portrait subjects,

although beautiful were as jumpy as everything else. Most
of the portraits were snatched on the run between classes

and term papers and dates.

After I had been experimenting for about two months
upon every occasion the college had to offer, trying to

enlarge my pocketful of formulas for successful pictures,

some of the senior girls came to me and said, "Nina, the

senior class is considering having you take the portraits

for the Annual. Have yau any samples that we could show

them?" I thought fast, because portrait photography and

I were hardly on nodding terms. (In fact I did not know
what a Photoflood was and had made but two attempts at

portraiture with ordinary 60- and 1 00-watt lamps.) In

spite of my limitations I told them that I would bring them
some enlargements immediaetly. My first attempt was

put on a charcoal paper which helped. The second "por-

trait" I had tried was with the 1.9 lens. It had a pleasing

portrait quality and enlarged sharply to an 8 by 10. Evi-

dently the girls liked these, for when they took the vote,

I was in for it.

The portrait "studio" was a vacant room in one of

the dormitories. In the beginning it seemed quite ade-

quate, but towards the end of the school year it was con-

tinually cluttered with a maze of lamps, callers, electric

cords, pictures, cameras, and everything else that finds

its way into a camera amateur's work room. Furthermore,

there was all the furniture of the room. I could not throw

it out. Usually the bed, dresser, desk and chairs were

covered with girls. Sometimes I did throw the girls out

when there was serious portrait work to do.

At first I used two lights for "portraits" but gradually

learned to manipulate four or five, often tripping over the

cords. It is true. I started with the 50mm lens but later

came to the conclusion that a telephoto would do the trick

much better. I tried the 135mm and the 90mm, finding

them both excellent. All my portraits were taken with

the camera on a tripod with the exception of the very last

ones which were taken with f2 lens. They certainly have
something that the others lack, some indescribable quality

that gives them more reality and at the same time more
beauty.
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Camera

Goes

To Schoo

by

Nina Brownrigg

In general the exposure with the 90mm was f6.3 at a

fifth of a second, although I often used f4.5 at a twentieth.

The pictures with the caps and gowns were the most diffi-

cult. Mortar boards are so beautifully becoming, I decided.

However, I had a chance to do a portrait of most of the

girls in the school. What fun it was to try to bring out

their beauty without sacrificing their characters, if that

order is possible, especially when they gave me about five

minutes each in which to do it. The portrait adventures

were good for Leica and me, for besides adding slightly to

our technical knowledge, we learned a little more about

human nature.

Sometimes I was called upon to leave my "studio" in

order to pursue the task of photographing the rooms of

some of the girls. Since the rooms were so tiny, I always

put the wide-angle lens to work. With its excellent depth

of focus, f3.5 turned out to be a perfectly good stop. For

these pictures one Photoflood lamp in a wide reflector

which I waved around during the short time exposure was

sufficient. The room pictures always turned out sharp and

clear and were sent, no doubt, to parents in the East to

show them what comforts their daughters were enjoying

in a California college.

Besides all these portrait and room picture adventures,

my Leica and I attended every possible college function.

Sometimes we were popular at the formal dances, and

sometimes we were not. That all depended. Anyhow we

managed quite a few good "candid camera" pictures. On
the athletic field there was always adventure in plenty

of action. We had other adventures too, in snapping girls

intimately at meals, on the campus, talking to professors

or enjoying a cup of tea which is a doily informal institu-

tion. One day I gave the whole school a start with a bor-

rowed 1 .5 lens. The process was very simple but not to be

recommended upon every occasion. I would open the door

of a class-room, click the picture, close the door. Later

with more nerve I would take a seat at the back of the

room and shoot the professors in their most characteristic

poses during their lectures.

During the year the girls gave several excellent plays

and a very ambitious dance-drama. These were the most
fun of all to photograph. Usually Leica and I sat in the

front row with our tripod. I became rather expert at judg-

ing just when the characters might be still long enough to

allow a short short-time exposure at f3.5. It was much
more sport than using the 1 .9 lens although the latter hod
its advantage in that it gave me close-ups. Later I used

the f2 lens and found that it is all that could be desired.

I his year's diploma pictures with the f2 are all good.

Photography became quite popular at the college last

year. A tlock of cameras from Univexes to 1 6mm motion
p.cture cameras sprang into action around me. One evening
we had a show for the Scholarship Fund. There were 8- and
16mm movies and many, many Leicos still projected. Due
to the success of the show I decided to have positives

made of all of my negatives from then on. The projected

pictures helped enormously as for as portraits were con-

cerned. Whenever I announced a show of some new pic-

tures, the girls crowded into my "studio." Then I was
tempted to go into the moving picture business but only

managed to take 300 feet on 16mm film at graduation
time along with Leica pictures. Needless to say the col-

lege Annual was plastered with "candid camera" pictures.

The remaining ten percent were token by one of the senior

girls. And so Leica and I skipped blithely from one school

adventure to another. Sometimes we profited from bitter

experience and other times we did the same wrong things

over again, but there was always something new to try

Another adventure the camera and 1 hod at school

consisted of learning to use the copy attachment. Before

long we were copying maps, diagrams, graphs, plans,
sketches, and photographs for term papers and theses.

That brings up the subject of my protege, or rather

protegee. Her first experience with a miniature camera
consisted of photographing insects for her Biology project.

With the aid of the copy attachment and tubes and under

my supervision she obtained a remarkably good collection.

Now she has run away from school into the world of greater

adventure with her new Model F Leica. I hope that she

has as much fun in her camera adventures away from school

as I hod when I took my camera back to school.
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A k6mm Seimens camera, mode in Germony. Note
the 3-lens sliding turret.

Survey

of Foreign

Cinephotography

by

Arthur Campbell, A. S. C.

TAKING into consideration the population of some of

Ihs foreign countries compared to the United States,

great things are being accomplished by the foreign

Amateur Cinephotographer. Perusing most of the foreign-

language periodicals one cannot help but notice the atten-

tion being paid, even by official government bodies, to the

substandard film for its educational and commercial im-

portance.

Great Britain seems to lead all other countries, 16 and

8 mm be ng the most widely used medium. However, the

French 9.5mm has cuite a few adherents, /v'.uch is to be

said for and against either mentioned size; however, 16

end 8 mm seem to be by far the most popular. In spite of

the great number of domestic cameras and projection

machines built there, American cameras still reign supreme.

Outstanding is the great number of clubs and associa-

tlcns for substandard film. The Institute of Amateur
Cinsmatogrcphers may be considered one of the largest and

most important amateur organizations in the world, patron-

ized by the very elite of aristocracy and commoners alike

bound by their common hobby. Their annual contest is

the most important event in the year and their awards
highly coveted. Every town seems to have a cine club ond
since competition is the spice of things, everybody is trying

to outdo the other.

A survey of most of the entries for this contest proves

that amateurs are very much alike all over the world.

The subjects vary but the great majority consist of travel

films, family and baby incidents and the more elaborate

pioyfilm. The quality also varies greatly, proving cleorly

how much more there is still to be done in the educative

field to teach amateurs how to shoot their little film clean

and economically. The lAC Bulletin and several other well-

informed cine papers are doing excellent work in that

respect.

The camera being practically the base of photography,

or the one piece of equipment in which the amateur takes

the greatest interest and pride, it might be well to review

briefly the cameras and types of cameros available to the

British amateur.

A very popular and efficient camera is the Ensign

Kinecom, in some respects resembling the Bell & Howell in

construction, equipped with a 3-lens turret. Stock cam-

eras come equipped with such fast lenses as fl.5 and f2.8.

An interesting camera is the Midas camera and pro-

jector combined. This camera is operated by dry cell bat-

teries even for the taking of pictures. It has the single-

lens mount system and is mode only for 9.5mm film.

For the advanced amateur who is interested in sound

on 16mm there is the Marshall camera. It is the single

recording system type and is used largely by professional

1 6mm cameramen.

Film is available to the British amateur in many speeds.

A marketing method strange to America is their offer to

sell reversal film with or without developing privileges.

The amateur may buy this film at a slight discount and try

his own hand at developing and reversing. Naturally the

negative and positive system is widely used in Britain,

especially by those who desire to do their own developing

and printing.

The exposure meter is widely used and more and more

amateurs ore starting to use filters intelligently.

Prices for raw stock, etc., and camera equipment do

not vary much compared to the United States. For eco-

nomic reasons the 8mm is becoming more popular.

FRANCE: France cs the Birthplace of Photography has

universally adopted Amateur Cinephotography. And with

true Gallic temperament the average amateur uses his sub-

standard camera as a means of expressing and fixing his

more or less artistic talents. As the home of the 9.5mm
it naturally has quite a large number of users. However,

we shall not endeavor to discuss the relative merits of the

different sizes used. The French next to the German takes

his amaleur cincphitojraphy with extreme seriousness.

The acted amateur p'ayfilm dominates all other sub-

jects. The reason 'or this is that there are so many amateur

dramatic societies vvhich hove converted themselves into

cine clubs. What they lack in technical knowledge they

moke up by iheir enthusicsm. Great stress is laid upon

emotional end sentimental sub ects suited to their psychol-

ogy but perhaps a bit too melodramatic for Anglo-Saxon

taste. The very beauty of their countrysides with their

Continued on Page 232
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George Lancaster. A.S.C. with on improvised dollv
converted from a towing dolly to a camera dolly
for the occasion.

Cdmerding

Through

Yellowstone

by

George J. Lancaster, A. S. C.

LONG LOG houses; low log barns with straw spread on
the roofs; streams with leaping fish; to the eost
are the jagged peaks of the Tetons, loveliest of

mountains.

To me the most interesting thing about the Yellow-
stone is its variety. Here one may photograph the Yellow-
stone River battling its way through gorges, or the Madison
dimpling in and out of the sun and shadows, or the Fire
Hole placidly rippling over the warm lava beds, or see
the Emerald Pool, the Grotto Geyser spurt forth, or Old
Faithful send high into the air steam and water every hour
just as regular as clockwork. Or to see the waters tumbling
over the falls at the Canyon; the sides of the canyon run-
ning in riot of color of all shades and hues of the spectrum.
Or to see the bears, deer, elk, and moose feeding in their

meadows along the trip from lodge to lodge. Once in the
Yellowstone, all you have to do is follow a nature guide
around the park.

What o place to set up a camera, a photograph^jrS

paradise, I calls it, by gosh. Here one should use his color

outfit, if he has one, or have a supply of filters on hand.

My hand tests showed that the light is very fast due-

to the high elevation and the rarity of the air. Normally
if one was in the habit of stopping down to f.l6, in this

region it would be safe to stop to f.32. But if it is desired

to use heavy filters like the "G" to emphasize white clouds-

and to darken the sky, allowances must be made for addi-

tional opening of the diaphragm, bock to f. 16. Here one
will find the use of the 5N5 and 3N5 filters to neutralize

the sunlight and shadows found in practically all scenic

set-ups. A 23-A filter is very effective when one is set

up photographing the geysers in action; this filter will neu-

tralize the white spray and lime-like cone surrounding the

vent of the geyser. On all geyser set-ups I highly recom-

mend a three-quarter light, which will give beautiful com-
position in highlights and shadows, with the lodgepole

pines in the background, while overhead one will see huge
snow clouds gathered intermittently in a topaz-green sky

Following the Fire Hole River to Madison Junction, one

will encounter rapids and waterfalls foaming over the jag-

ged rocks. Here it is suggested to use the 3N5 with ark

0-A gloss. In the Fire Hole canyon the sun never lights

up the whole of the landscape, thus it will be seen that

either side of the canyon will be in a shade, while porti:ns

of the white, tumbling, foaming waters will be brightly

illuminated. The 3N5 will compensate the highlights and
shadows, while the 0-A glass will diffuse slightly the

sharpness of the landscape, giving a sort of soft focus ef-

fect, and also produce an effect like diamonds jumping

and glistening in the water.

At Madison Lodge one will see a formation of lirr.e

and chalk, a growth from the algae animal life. The Ter-

races are queerly shaped, giving effects of icicles, great

buildings and ancient Roman structures. This is hard to

photograph because of the flat light that strikes the front,

sides and top. To accentuate the detail it is necessary

to dampen down, so to speak, the crevices and indenta-

tions of the formations. By using the combination 56-72
filter and supersensitive film one will secure good results,

the very bright spots will be subdued, while the parts that

have a tendency of casting shadows will produce gray-tones

of all shades.

At the bear feeding grounds and photographing other

scenes it is suggested to use the No. 25 neutral filter ct

all times. Surprising effects will reward the 16mm pho-

tographer in his endeavor.

Panning and tilting will be necessary in some of the

set-ups. To obtain steadiness in movement a tripod is

absolutely necessary. Nothing is so distracting to the eye
while watching the subject on the screen as a wobbly cam-
era giving the effect of being on the high seas in a row
boat. No matter how good the subject may be, if any of

the scenes are wobbly the whole effect is lost.

Lastly and most important of all is the care of the

camera. Considering the compactness of the mechanism
and other mechanical appliances incorporated, one must
take care of the camera. During the night the atmosphere
becomes dry and extremely chilly. The oil in the camera
will stiffen, perhaps you will not be able to make the

camera operate. Do not become alarmed. Open it and
let the sun thaw it out. At night remove the lens, wrap it

in a handkerchief and place it in the camera case, leaving

it out in your car over night. Never take a camera lens into

a warm room as it will immediately start sweating when
taken out in the cooler air like that found in this region

in the mornings.
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WHEELS

Recent Photograhic Books

• In the Practical Photography Series

published by American Photographic
Publishing Company and authored by
Frank R. Fraprie, F.R.P.S., three books
come to our desk bearing the titles,

"The Secret of Exposure," "Practical Re-
touching," and "How to Make Lantern
Slides."

The last book is seemingly in its first

«dition. "Practical Retouching" was
first copyrighted in 1907. The present
edition indicates that more than forty

thousand copies of this book have been
sold. "The Secret of Exposure" was first

written in 1906. Since then it has hod
seven reprints with a sole that ran as
high as twenty-four thousand copies.
These books have been revised many
times to bring them up to date. The lat-

est revision made was during the current
year.

Speciol Leica Comera Model

• The new model FF Leica is being an-
nounced by E. Leitz, Inc. The model FF
Leica is basically the same as the model
f excepting that the film capacity is 33
feet (enough for 250 exposures) instead
of a little more than 5 feet in the regular
Leica (giving up to 36 exposures).
Aerial photographers will welcome this
new model, for it eliminates the need for
reloading after every 36 exposures.
Natural-color photographers will find it

of value in their work, for it permits a
greater range of pictures to be made
without opening the camera. It is like-

wise useful to press and candid photog-
raphers, for often they ore required to
make a complete series of pictures in

rapid succession without time to re- load
shorter lengths. For copy work, the
model FF is without a peer, for its film
capacity permits the copying of many
pages successively without interruptions.

The new Leica model possesses all the
features of the model F Leica, slow shut-
ter speeds, magnified range finder, etc.

Two film magazines ore used, thus mak-
ing it unnecessary to rewind the film

back after exposure. Any of the Leica

lenses are interchangeable on this model.

Accessories include an Evereody cose,

special film trimming guide, and spare

magazines.

OF INDUSTRY
New Victor Projector

• Victor announces a new projector to

be placed on the market very soon em-
ploying a 750-watt lamp. This will be a

counterpart of their Hi-Power projector

which has been using the 500-watt
light.

It is expected this new 16mm pro-

jector will be ready for the market with-

in the month.

New Miniature Camera

• The newest foreign-type miniature

Kodak, which takes sixteen pictures, 1

by 2 '/4 inches in size, on on eight-
exposure roll of 620 film, has just been

put on the market by the Eastman Ko-

dak Company.
The sixteen prints from a roll of film

expcsed in the Kodak Duo Six-20, as

the new camera is called, are large
enough for an album, a letter, or a

pocket. The availability of Panatomic

Film, with its fine-grain characteristics,

in the 620 size for use in the Duo Six-20

will accommodate also photographers

who wish to make sizable enlargements

from their negatives.

The Kodak Duo Six-20 is compact

for a camera taking pictures of the size

described, its longest dimension being

less than that of a Vest Pocket Kodak.

Like the Kodak Vollenda and the Ko-

daks Six-20 and Six- 1 6, the front of the

Duo Six-20 springs into rigid picture-

taking position at the touch of a button.

The Duo Six-20 is equipped with a

Kodak Anastigmat f3.5 lens and a Com-

pur shutter, which are set in a spiral

focusing mount controlled by a lever.

The lens is of 7cm focal length. The
shutter has eight speeds, ranging from

1 second to 1/300 of a second, with

bulb and time.

The red windows have a slide cover

for light protection when panchromatic
film is used. There is a collapsible di-

rect-view optical finder, besides a depth-

of-focus scale.

New 16mm Color Process

• From England comes word of a new
natural-color process for use in any 16-

mm camera or projector. Known as "Du-
faycolor," it apears to be a subtroctive

process, and is backed by many figures

well known in British photography. The
use of the process does not appear to be

restricted to cameras fitted with fast

lenses, or to high-powered projectors;

the manufacturers state that satisfactory

pictures have been made with it under

the most adverse weather conditions,

and with ordinary equipment.

Quoting further, the manufacturers

state: "A filter is used on the camera

when taking 'Dufoycolor,' but it is o

simple, inexpensive, one-color filter. The

film is reversal film, and when it has

been processed, the colors ore in the

film itself, and can be examined when

holding the film in the hand. Because

the color is inherent in the film, no fil-

ter is necessary in projection."

The process is stated to be the result

of twelve years' research, and to be
backed by many of the leaders of the

British photographic industry. The price

quoted for the English market is only

slightly higher than that of ordinary re-

versal films. It is not stated whether the

process is to be introduced into America.

Goerz Lens Catalog

• The C. P. Goerz American Optical Co.

has just issued their latest catalog of

lenses and photographic accessories

which that concern manufactures.

In addition to their wide line of lenses

for still, 16mm and 35mm movie cam-

eras they also list such interesting things

for amateur movie-makers as direct fo-

cusers for filmo cameras. This device

permits focusing directly through the
lens in taking position. It is applied to

lenses of 3" and greater focal length.

Also the effect device and mask box will

prove of interest to advanced amateurs.



Ground-glass focusing

Variable slit shutter

Reverse winding

Mask slot

Double lens turret

Interchangeable film chambers

Long running spring motor

One- and eight-frame cranks

Variable speed

Single frame release

Effects

Split-hair focusing

Fades

Dissolves

Double exposures

Slow motion

Animation

• . . slipping 200-foot

film chamber into pl|^e

FREE— A large-sized 16-page booklet

detailing the advantages of this finest of 16

mm. motion picture cameras. Write to

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, New
York, for "Presenting Cine-Kodak Special."

If it iftn "t an EuHtman, it inn "t a Kodak
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B A C K YA R D

• You'll recognize in both contributions

to Backyard Movies this month two very

fine suggestions, constructive and mighiy

useful to practically every cinephotog-

rapher.

THE UNREAL NEWSREEL

Recently I decided to rid my dark

room of some fifty bits that I had de-

leted from my films during recent years.

In looking over these shots, the thoLigut

occurred to me that I could weave some
of them into amusing plots by adding a

scene or two here and there.

I decided to assemble from this hodge-

podge of film, a burlesque newsreel. Thj
"newsreel" items were presented with

titles after the fashion of pressnt-dcy

newsreels.

For example, I found in my collection

a shot of a group of people scurrying out

of the dusty propeller-wake of an aero-

plane taking off just out of scene range.

Still another shot showed a male member
of the family frantically taking clothes

off the family wash line and stuffing

the clothes pins in his mouth

—

a scene

playfully taken a few years ago in order

to use up a few remaining feet of film.

There was another shot showing flood-

waters of a rainstorm that occurred some
years ago, flowing down a city street

carrying debris before them.

These scenes were laid aside. After

the main title of the "Unreal Newsreel"
was spliced, the subtitle: "Punkin Cen-
ter, Iowa. Cyclone Strikes Village,

Wreaking Havoc."

Then the rescued scenes were assem-

bled as follows:

Scene 1. Shot of people scurrying

out of propeller wake. This gave the

appearance of people running for shelter

in storm.

Scene 2. Made special shot of fast-

moving dark storm clouds in sky.

Scene 3. Shot of man taking clothes

from line, apparently fearful of a p -

prooching storm.

Scene 4. Shot of torrential rain fall-

ing, made specially to link up the se-

quence.

Scene 5. Shot of swirling storm wa-

ters, referred to above.

Thus I had a complete sequence mode
with the three discarded shots and two

specially-made shots.

MOVIES
Movie Film Free

These two contributors received each a

1 00-f t. roll of 16mm panchromatic film.

Send your suggestions in, you may also

win a 1 00-ft. roll of film free. The
main thing is ths idea. Something that

practically every amateur can moke.

Something not too difficult and some-

thing that does not call for special in-

vestment other than film. You do not

have to send it to us scene for scene un-

less you want to. Just let us hove the

plot in your own words.

Another newsreel item was made from

discarded and special scenes as follows:

Subtitle, "San Pedro, Calif. Rare Ani-

mals Arrive from Borneo for Griffith

Park Zoo."

Scene 1 . Medium-shot of ocean
freighter unloading at docks.

Scene 2. Medium-close shot of

caged baboons taken at zoo.

Scene 3. Medium-close shot of my
wife playfully imitating a caged monkey
behind a garden grill-work.

Subtitle: "A rare specimen of Dam-sel

captured after a strenuous 24-hour bat-

tle."

Scene 4. Continuation of Scene 3.

Scenes 1 , 3 and 4 were selected from

the discarded group. Scene 2 and titles

were added and on amusing sequence

resulted.

Amateurs looking about for something

new to film will find making an "Un-

real Newsreel" amusing and a test for

their ability to improvise and develop

plots, and at the same time save costly

footage that might otherwise be d i s -

carded.

ARTHUR E. GAVIN.

"WHILE THE EARTH REMAINETH"

• Did you ever come face to face with

a stone wall, as it were, in selecting a

title for your next picture? One that

would provide a wealth of material and

required no elaborate set-up? A movie

that included, when completed, many

scenes taken while touring or right in

your own home or neighborhood? Well,

such a problem confronted me when my
last four-hundred-foot reel was finished.

Memory came to the rescue and

"While the Earth Remaineth" will be

placed in production. It came about in

this way: Years ago, there hung in the

living room at the old farm an imitation'

oil painting with this same title and be-

neath it, in bold lettering, was the com-
plete text: "While the earth remaineth,

seedtime and harvest, cold and heat,

summer and winter, day and night shalT

not cease," each sequence of which was
crudely illustrated. Naturally, this made
a lasting impression on my youthful

mind and these words will now be made
to leap into action by means of the mo-

tion picture camera.

One can readily see the possibilities

our title will present; for example,

"Seedtime." Ploughing by horse, mule

or tractor will yield scenes filled with ac-

tion and one may be fortunate enough

to meet up with a yoke of oxen to yield

additional atmosphere. There are num-

erous modern implements used to sow

seed or even to set plants that could be

included, to soy nothing about the
women and children who are a port of

the group in many sections of the coun-

try.

"Harvest." The fields of grain, the

new-mown hay, the mowers, the reapers,.

the threshing machines and the workers,

if properly filmed, will surely glorify the

harvest-time and give the cinematog-

rapher lasting pleasure.

One can moke attractive stills and by

merns of the titler create beautiful sub-

titles.

"Cold." Who doesn't hove a very

special shot that mokes you shiver to

look at it? Mine shows our letter-carrier

with his head wrapped in a heavy muf-

fler, breath congealing and hands cov-

ered with mittens—his very posture sym-

bolizing cold. Icicles glinting in the
sunlight, a jar burst by the expanding

ice will enable one to put the "cold" idea

over without difficulty.

"Heat." The city kiddies reveling in

the spray from a fire hydrant; the
scorching narrow streets; the crowded

parks; a close-up of some portly gentle-

man, collar open, coat over arm, fanning

himself with his hat. No, no subjects will

be lacking in a quest for "Heat" shots.

"Summer." The beaches, the bath-

ers, the boys splashing in the "old swim-

min' hole"; in fact, why not feature the

recreational angle of summer? If an

ocean voyage or a bus trip is included

in your summer itinerary, a wealth of

material is at once available.

"Winter." Again winter sports could

be featured with some attractive and

Continued on Page 233
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RANSCENDiNG all previous Victor projection achievements,

these New 750 Watt Super Hi'Power Victors have skyrock'

eted 16 mm Illumination and Performance Standards to

am4?ing new heights. They embody valuable new Mechanical i

and Optical Innovations that are Far in Advance of any
thing ever before employed in 16 mm manufacture .... insuring

. - finer results.

Best news of all ... . these Quieter, Cooler, Simpler; More Powerful
units are typical Victor Values at these "Common Sense" prices

—

Silent Model 20, $172.50; Sound-on-Film, $425.00 and $540.00! Write
for literature. Your dealer can arrange demonstrations. Your new pro-

'

jector, to be the finest,, must be a Victor.'

»;VICTOR ANIMATOeRAPH CORPORATION
DAVENPORT, IOWA, U. S. A.

242 W. isA St., NEW YORK CriY - its W. Randolph St., CHICAGO - 630 So. 6»nd,.LOS ANGELES
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CRAIG JR.
SPLICER *35o
Now available for use with both 8 mm
and l6 mm films.

CRAIG SPLICER *IO
^ Now available in |6 mm size for use

with cither silent or sound on film films

CRAIG MOVIE SUPPLY Co.
I03I South Broadway

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
Represented by Ampro in the East

SOFT

PROFESSIONAL

QUALITY WITH

HARRISON
DIFFUSION
1 V4" Round

2" Square

3" Square

Harrison & H

$3.00

5.00

6.00

arrison
Optical Engineers

645 N. Martel

Hollywood, Calif.

1 6mm Sound On Film

HOME TALKIES
Are Here

Trade in your silentmo
equipment

i.iberai, allowance
Klein & Goodman
Photo 61 Cine apparatus

a SUPPLIES
le so lOTH ST PH1LA., PA .

Survey of Foreign

Cinephotography

Continued from Page 226

historical monuments offers a great va-

riety of subjects. Probably more amateur
costume play films are being made in

France than anywhere else.

There is plenty of equipment from
which to choose and it is quite moder-
ately priced. Much experimenting is be-

ing done by the amateurs with negatives

and positives. Quite a number of them
try their own developing with various re-

sults. Cine clubs are to be found all over

and they, too, hove many contests. Sev-

eral well-informed cine periodicals are

published. Well-stocked substandard

film libraries are to be found. All the

larger cities have processing stations al-

though more speed in delivery is desir-

able.

France, like many other European
countries, has always sent entries to the

greater international contests with vari-

ous results. The 8mm is rapidly making
headway.

In addition to the French cameras be-

ing marketed there is a wide demand for

the American- and German-made cam-
eras.

Owing to the widespread use of 9.5-

mm there are a number of cameras like

the Motocamera made by Pathe.

In addition to the well-known Kodak
8mm there are several other 8mm cam-
eras of French construction.

Germany also takes its substandard

cinephotography very seriously and with

proper Teutonic methodical efficiency

turns out some very admirable results,

though usually technically a bit serious

and lacking the warmth of the more

spontaneous French efforts. They

too, have a wonderful variety of equip-

ment to choose from and perhaps cheap-

er than any other country.

The Germans, too, have a great many
clubs, or "Vereine," and competition is

keen. The travel exterior film dominates

in entries. Also quite a few play films

are being produced. Germany more than

any other country has quite a few en-

thusiasts who make animated drawing

films. The trick film is very popular.

In general their technique is rather good

but their subjects a bit monotonous.

However, some very excellent entries

have been noticed at the greater inter-

national contests. The number of ama-
teurs using negative and positive is quite

surprising and a very large part of them
do their own processing.

Their publications lean more to the

technical side, perhaps neglecting a bit

to fan that spirit of fraternity and good-

fellowship that is so noticeable in other

foreign cine publications. However, they

are exceedingly well-informed but as a

rule contain information mostly for the

advanced amateur. Outside the United

States, Germany uses more 1 6mm for

SOUND-ON-FILM
RENTAL LIBRARY

A lartre variety of subjects always
available. Comedies, Dramas, Car-
toons, Educational Subjects, etc.

Send self-addressed, stamped envel-
ope for list of subjects.

J. NAVILIO
J757 Broadway Brooklyn, N. Y.— $1.00 PER DAY —
HUGO MEYER
T elephoto Lens

With the approach of bri.^^k

autumn days — the impulse

of the movie-maker leads
him to the "gridiron" for

shots of his favorite in dar-

ing and impetuous action.

He will be prepared to per-

petuate the immortal touch-

down of the season with
Hugo Meyer Te'.e-Megor and

Trioplan Telephoto Lenses,

objectives which afford the

most critical definition o f

distant objects and sharply

define details imperceptible

to the naked eye. Literature

on re<iuest.

HUGO MEYER & CO.

24.5 W. .j.)th St. New York

CUSTOM BUILT 16MM STUDIO TYPE
SINGLE SYSTEM SOUND CAMERA

200, 400, or 1000-ft. magazines

Veeder-Root footage counter

9 Mask slot and reverse take-up

0-One frame and 8 frame crank

Professional Type prismatic finder

Focus-on-film, lOX magnification, upright

image

Four lens turret, standard lens mount

Variable shutter for fades and laps

Special equipment designed and built.

ERIC M. BERNDT
112 East 73rd Street. New York, N. Y.

educational purposes than any other
country. It has been officially recognized

by the German government and quite o

few 16mm amateurs have turned 16mm
professional.

Germany has a multitude of cameras

for the amateur. A very practical camero

is offered by the Siemes Co. They manu-
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facture a single-lens mount with 4 speeds

as well as a three-lens mount.

There are many smaller countries in

Europe which are great enthusiasts in

Cinephotography and they also have
made their marks in the various contests.

However, they ere mostly dependent on

foreign cameras and raw film. I dare

say that cine clubs are found in all ports

of the world, by no means forgetting

Japan. The various prizes won by the

Nipponese prove that they are very much
awoke and hove long adopted Amateur
Cinephotography as one of the most in-

teresting and educative hobbies one
could possibly indulge in.

Bdckyard Movies
Continued from Page 230

unusual shots of driving snow, big drifts,

stalled motor cars and snow-plows.

Doubtless most of us have plenty of these

in "camphor" awaiting the opportune

time to use them.

"Day." Why not show a day's activi-

ties? A hand placing the bottles of milk

on the bock steps; the morning paper

dropping on the lawn; bacon and eggs

sizzling in the pan; Junior toddling into

the scene yawning and only partly dress-

ed. Under this heading can be filmed

on interesting record of events centered

around our doily life in home and office— not forgetting the many humorous
sides—and by so doing much added in-

terest will be gained.

"Night." So much has been written

about night photography with h i g h -

speed cine and miniature camera lenses

since the introduction of super-sensitive

films that the amateur cinematographer
should be right in his element. As a
prelude, however, some beautiful cloud

effects over hills, mountains or ocean
simulating the coming on of evening
should be filmed. Here again home life

—arriving from the office, the evening

meal, gardening, putting Junior to bed.

But why not continue our filming by

showing some of the bright lights, too:

flashing electric signs, lighted streets,

the crowded board-walk or any other

night scenes that make for originality.^

How shall we end the reel? Fade-out

on the last "Night" scene and fade-in

on the following—on your titler—giving

each little more than a flash: "Seedtime
and Harvest," "Cold and Heat," "Sum-
mer and Winter," "Doy and Night";

then in larger letters giving slightly

longer footage: "While the Earth Re-

maineth" followed by "Shall" (small)

"Not" (larger) "Cease" (larger).

Look over your random shots, moke
your plans for the summer and you'll

have on interesting reel.

FREEMAN P. TAYLOR.

The New 16n,n, PANCHROMATIC NEGATIVES
(Eastman, Agfa, Dupont)

will surprise >ou with their fine tiualiti', their beautiful tones and grrainless reproductions,
if you have them developed hy the

DUNNING GRAINLESS METHOD
This method is winning more amateurs every day to the nejrative and positive system

of 16mm movie makinp.
One trial will prove its advantages.

DUNNING PROCESS COM ANY
(.!.')mm reduced \o IGmm)

932 N. La Brea Avenue
Hollywood, Calif.

The New HOLLYWOOD

ROTO-TANK
Specially designed for users of Contax, Leica, Military Cameras,

16mm and location tests on sound and action recording units.

A maximum of agitation is produced in this unit, insuring

shorter developing time with color separations and gradations unob-
tainable by other methods.

No pre-sooking, no air bells, no streaks.

The entire unit is constructed of heavy bokelite of low conduc-
tivity.

25 feet of 35mm or 50 feet of 16mm.
$25.00 Postpaid in U. S. A.

For details regarding the Roto-Tank and larger units write

Roy Davidge Film Laboratories, Ltd.
Hollywood, California6701 Santo Monica Blvd.

BASS

UJU^ 1^ , TEST
AMPRO jQQSp

hai^tfu^ all for ^yZl^
you GET THIS

400 watt Biplane Mazda
equal in illumination to

500 watt. Sufficient for
large auditoriums.

High power cooling system.

lOVz to 1 movement with

"kick-back. " Easy on film.

High speed mech. re-wind.

Die-cast machined body.

Centralized lubrication.

Centralized controls.

Fibre gears for silent oper-

ation.

Forward and reverse.

New type aluminum lamb
chimney. . . cooler, brighter.

Oversized motor . . . largest

used in any projector.

1 2 Kodacolor may be used.

13 l-'ght '" weight. . . beauti-

ful in appearance.

14 Ampro exclusive tilt.

9

10

11

15 Price for this Ampro 16 mm projector complete with case.

Great value at regular listprice, $150. 00. Bassprice only $99- 50.

Don't pay more. . . Don't get less. Order direct from this ad.

Your money back after trial ifyou want it. Full details and
BassBatgaingram 213free on request. Dealers: Writefordetails.

BASS CAMERA COMPANy
179 W. Madison St., Chicago, III.

Camera Headquarters for Tourists
*Apologies to Dodg* Motors.
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DIGGING FOR BURIED TREASURE

COME IN AND SEE THE NEW
AGITATOR
Mail Order Finishing Service

Morgan Camera Shop
6305 Sunset Blvd.,

Hollywood, Calif.

Cinematosraphic Annual,

Vol. 1 . . $2.50

American Cinematographer
6331 Hollywood Blvd.

Hollywood, Calif.

Continued from Page 222

Scene 22. Close-up of another boy

backing away hesitatingly as he speaks:

TITLE: "Let's quit ... I don't

wanna play anymore!"

Scene 23. Continue Scene 22.

24. Semi-close-up o f Jimmy
at note then at boys. H e

Scene

gloncing

speaks:

TITLE

Scene

Scene

fails to

. . . once .

Scene 27

"I'm not scared."

25. Continue Scene 24.

26. Close-up of Father as he

compose himself; he snickers

. twice . . . etc.

Same shot as Scene 24.

Jimmy points to his dad and questions

the boys; they nod their approval.

Scene 28. Long-shot of boys as
they walk up to Father.

Scene 29. Medium shot o f Father

as he pretends to read. The boys enter

the scene, Jimmy speaks to his father,

and hands him the note.

Scene 30. Close-up of Father trying

to control his emotions as he reads the

note. He assumes a serious expression

and strokes his chin thoughtfully.

Scene 3). Close-up of boys' faces

as they look at one another question-

ingly.

Scene 32. Continue Scene 30.

Father raises his finger motioning them

to remain there. He assumes a satisfied

look as if to say, "I have found the se-

cret, my boys!" He rises.

Scene 33. Medium long-shot of

Father rising from the group and enter-

ing the kitchen door.

Scene 34. Medium close-up shot of

the boys who ore still surprised at the

sudden turn of events. (Take this shot

looking down at them from the top of

porch steps. The boys looking up
towards the camera as if waiting for

Father's exit.

)

Scene 35. Very close close-up o f

one boy's finger nervously twitching at

his shirt.

Scene 36. Some setup as Scene 33

Father exits from the kitchen door with

on electric iron in his hand. He touches

it; it is hot.

Scene 37. Close-up of Father sitting

as the boys gather around. He starts

to lower the iron.

Scene 38. Very close close-up o f

Father's hands as they lay the iron on

the steps, face up. He places the note

on the hot face.

Scene 39. Same shot as Scene 37

Father begins some hoodoo cants over

the note. He waves his hands over it

in a mysterious manner.

Scene 40. Close-up of boys' faces

as they gape at him and then the note.

Scene 41. Continue Scene 39.

Father finally ceases and with a trium-

phont gesture he points at the note.
They crowd in.

Scene 42. (INSERT) Close-up of
the note as lines begin to appear on the

white spaces. It is a map. (This trick

is simple. Write with lemon juice on the

white spaces of the note and when heat

is applied to the note, the writing or

drawing will appear plainly. No double

exposure necessary for this trick.)

Scene 43. Continue Scene 41. The
boys look up and draw backwards sur-

prised. Jimmy shouts gleefully and picks

up the note.

TITLE: "A treasure map! . . . And
it's hidden in this yard, too!"

Scene 44. Long-shot of the group

OS the boys begin to follow the map's

directions.

Scene 45. Close-up of Father's
amused countenance. He glances over

to the spot from where the dust hod

originated in Scene 7.

Scene 46. Close-up of Jimmy care-

fully measuring footage. He stops, points

downward, and shouts triumphantly:

TITLE: "Here's the spot!"

Scene 47. Medium long-shot as the

boys crowd around and begin digging.

Scene 48. Close-up of Spotty. He is

lying down and suddenly pricks his ears

up and watches the boys intently.

Scene 49. Close-up of Jimmy's face

only as he digs furiously. His eyes fairly

pop out as he strikes something hard.

He looks down surprised at the discovery

and then leans backwards. The others

peer into the hole. (Tilt camera down-

ward toward the hole revealing c o n -

tents.) They ore dumbfounded to find

bone as the treasure!

Scene 50. Close-up of Father hilar-

iously laughing at the joke.

Scene 51. Medium-shot of Jimmy

rismg with bone in hand.

Scene 52. Close-up of Spotty growl-

ing and barking. He makes a short dash

for his property.

Scene 53. Medium-shot of boys as

they start to run for safety. Jimmy slips

and falls on a board.

Scene 54. Close-up of Jimmy's
kni :kers as they tear on a nail protrud-

ing from the board. (Use old golf knick-

ers. )

Scene 55. Close-up of Father as he

suddenly realizes they ore his new golf

knickers. He exclaims:

TITLE: "My new knickers!"

Scene 56. Continue Scene 5 5 as
Father raises his hands to the sides of

his head in despair. (Pan down to Spot-

ty, who is licking his retrieved bone in

peace.) FADE OUT.

THE END
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Principles Underlying

Film Tricks

Continued from Page 221

to frighten my readers away from at

least trying to get double exposure ef-

fects, if you will but think out ways and

means before you waste too much film.

Have you made up your "color cata-

log" yet? If not, by all means do so as

soon as you con. The knowledge of what

filters can do under certain conditions

is apt to be the only solution at times to

the attainment of effects impossible in

other ways. The illustration in the Aug-

ust issue which Mr. Slifer made shows

in a striking manner how completely

filters con absorb colors. With your col-

or catalog you con proceed confidently

in trick filter shots, so bear with me in

the repetition of "make a color catalog

now."

The manipulation of the lens focus

and diaphragm opening makes possible

better cinephotography, as we discovered

from Mr. Slifer's other illustration in

August. Study your focusing problems

as they arise. Try to produce the best

possible picture for the subject matter

under consideration. Remember that in

scenic work or portraiture, the face

of the subject is the dominant thing in

that picture. Choose the quantity and

intensity of light which allows the dia-

phragm to open wide enough to moke

the depth of focus short, then focus

sharply on the main object.

On the other hand, if you ore making

miniature shots, take care that you don't

have so shallow a depth of focus that it

looks like a miniature shot. Use enough

light so that the diaphragm may be stop-

ped down for greater depth of focus, and

if the picture still looks too much like a

miniature shot, use a slightly diffusing

filter to soften the sharpness of detail.

A number of readers of CINETRICKS
have written their appreciation of the

matter written, but have expressed a de-

sire to be shown more definite examples

of the tricks used. This seems an excel-

lent idea, but the examples must come

from you readers. When the AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER announces the
contest, be ready with your own means
for doing these tricks, and submit clear

photographs, if necessary, of your gadg-

ets along with a concise description and
the manner in which you have actually

used them in your own filming. I do not

know the details of the contest, but I

do know you'll be happy to own the

equipment which is to be offered ^as
prizes in the contest. Thank you for

reading my humble efforts, and if they
have been the means of inspiring you to

work them out, I've received my reward.

FoTOSHOP Cine Film
I6mm Super Speed

Panchromatic
Per 100

foot roll

2 Rolls for $7.25

This price includes processing and return
of film to you. Our regular guarantee of
a new roll, replaced free of charge if you
are not satisfied, applies.

Mid-Summer Clearance Sale
These items are either slmhtly used, or sli.uhtly

shopworn but are fully .guaranteed and ottered

subpeet to 10 days' trial, money refunded in

full if returned as unsatisfactory.

Projectors
Victcr inFH .snc-watt bi'lb. wiih ease.. ..$115. 00

B. & H. Filmo, Model GC, 97.50

Victor Model 10, 400-\vatt bulb 92.50

Keystone Model A-74, 300-watt bulb 31.50

Keystone Model I)-62 15.95

Duo,i;raph, loo-watt bulb, with case 15.75

Motioscoi)e, motor driven, lOO-watt bulb 14.50

Cameras
Victor ."i-turret visual tocus, reverse action,

Dallmeyer fl.9 lens, value .?195.00 $135.00
Victor o-turret visual focus, Dallmeyer

12. !i lens, value 15165.00 89.50
Cine Kodak Model K. 11.9 lens. 84.50
B. & H. I'ilmo 70C v-ith turret, Cooke 3.5

li'ns, Huw Meyer 13.3 Teiephoto lens.. 79.00
B. & H. Filmo 70-A, Dallmeyer 1%"

fl.5 lens 75.00
Cine Kodak Model K, f3.5 lens 69.50
Victor 3-turret Cooke 3.5 lens 62.50
DeVry, fl.9 lens 42.50
B. & H. Filmo 7&A, Cooke 13.5 lens 40.00
Cine Kodak Model B, f3.5 lens 29.50
DeVry, f3.5 lens ., 19.50

$2.75

$4.75

Other Fotoshop Film
Specials Are:
REGULAR ORTHO
IncludinR- processing 16mm
100-ft. rolls.

2 Rolls for $5.00

PANCHROMATIC
NEGATIVE and POSITIVE
16mm 100-ft. rolls. This in-
cludes processinK and return
of both the negative and a
positive print to you.

SUPER-SENSITIVE
Negative and Positive. 16mm
100-ft. rolls. Includes return /ftp r" fx
of both negative and positive \S SI I

print to you. *\>0.0\J

Fctoshop maintains a complete
laboratory service. Titling, Editing,

' Duplicating, Enlarging and Reduc-
ing.

For thoie requiring Fine Grain Pro-

I

cessing, Fotoshop's method is unex-
celled. A trial will convince you.

Fotoshop Offers A New Moderate-Price
300-Watt Projector

with several exclusive features
1. Fan-ccoled lamj^house.
2. Separate light and motor switch.
3. Tilting Front.
4. Exclusive Stiil-Plcture feature, fan-cooled

with extra power at all times. This is the
only moderate-priced pr.^jector that affords
this precautionary device.

Price Only $45.00—Trade Accepted

We carry a complete line of Victor cameras, pre-
lectors, animatophones and other leading brands.
We give the highest trade-in allowances on your
old equipment—get our price first.

136 WEST 32ND STREET NEW YORK CITY
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Amateur
MOVIE MAKERS CONTEST

Closes October 31st

$1800 IN PRIZESI
$1000 in Cash $800 in Equipment

First Prize

Ten Prizes

$250.00 cash

$ 50.00 each

also

EASTMAN KODAK CO. gives a 16mm Koda-
scope Model K-75 Projector.

Volue - - $235.00

BELL & HOWELL ... To the highest winner

using a Bell & Howell Camera . . . Mer-

chandise to the value of $125.00 will be

given ... To the second best picture using

Bell & Howell camera, merchandise to the

value of $75.00

VICTOR ANIMATOGRAPH CORP. gives a Model

5 16mm Camera with f2.9 Focusing Mount

Dallmeyer lens.

List Price $175.00

CRAIG MOVIE SUPPLY CO., of Los Angeles, will

give a Senior Rewind and Splicer.

Value $19.50

AGFA ANSCO CORPORATION gives 12one-hun-

dred-foot rolls. Super Pan Reversible 16mm

film fo the highest winner using Agfa Film.

Value, $94.00. Also 12 one hundred foot

rolls Plenachrome Reversible Film to the sec-

ond winner using Agfa Film.

Value $54.00

SUNNY SCHICK gives one Model MSA Electro-

phot.

Vahie $17.50

HARRISON & HARRISON will give one of their

universal Filter Holders and a set of IV4-

inch Multi-Filters consisting of yellow, red

and green filters.

Value $14.00

THE CALVIN CO., authorized Agfa Laboratory of

Kansas City, will give a complete set of

Tailor-mode 16mm titles to the highest
winner using Agfa Film.

Volue $50.00
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ONLY A FEW DAYS LEFT
Here Are the Rules—Read Them

This Contest is open ONLY to AMATEURS. No
professional cinematographer will be eligible to

compete.

The Contest- ends at midnight of October 31,
1934. All pictures must be entered by the closing
date or they will not be considered. Entries, mailed
or expressed, bearing a date not later than Octo-
ber 31, 1934, will be accepted.

Pictures submitted in this contest will be judged
for photography, composition, direction, acting,
cutting and entertainment value. The judges will

include outstanding and widely known camera-
men, directors, actors, writers and a group of
nationally known motion picture critics.

The decision of the judges will be absolutely final

and there can be no appeal from their decision.

Announcements of the awards will be mode as
soon after the close of the contest as possible
and checks and prizes will be sent the winners.

Pictures moy be submitted either by individual
amateur movie makers, or they may be submitted
by amateur movie clubs. However they must be
photographed on 16 millimeter, 9'/2 millimeter
or 8 millimeter film. Each entrant must have his

entries accompanied by the sworn statement
which will be sent him to fill out. No pictures
will be accepted which were photographed on 35
millimeter film and then reduced.

Contestants moy enter as many subjects as they
desire. One entry blank will cover all subjects put
in the contest by that entrant.

The contest is open to amateurs and amateur
clubs anywhere in the world.

The $1000 in cosh will be divided very simply.

There will be a grand prize of $250 for the best

all-around picture. There will be from 10 to 15
prizes in the various classifications of $50 each.

There will be such classifications as Scenic,
Travel, Educational, Scenario, Home Movie, Koda-
color. Technical and any other classifications

which might be brought forth by the entries made.

The American Cinematographer reserves the right

nnt to declare a prize for any classification, if in

the opinion of the judges, there is not a picture

submitted sufficiently good to be classed as a

prize-winner.

The American Cinematographer also retains the

right to make duplicates of such prize-winning
pictures OS it may indicate, for free distribution to

clubs and amateur organizations throughout the
world.

If you intend to enter the contest please send
coupon on this page for official entry blank.

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER
6331 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

Please send me one of your official entry blanks. 1 intend to enter a (16mm 8mm 9'/2mm) picture
in your 1934 contest, i understand my entry must be in your office not later than October 31, 1934.

Name

Street

Address
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CAMERA
CRAFT

A MONTHLY MAGAZINE
OF PHOTOGRAPHY

William A. Palmer is

Editor of our new

Cinema Department.

He is an ardent ama-

teur who knows his

hobby from A to Z.

•

Send your movie

problems to him.

•

SEND 20 CENTS

FOR

A LATE COPY

CAMERA CRAFT
PUBLISHING COMPANY

703 Market Street

San Francisco, California

Cinematographic

Annual Vol. 1

Now $2.50

Let s Try Animation

Continued from Poge 223

the course of the foot until, in the elev-

enth drawing (lower left) it is once
more on the ground, with the other foot

ready to be raised for the next step. Th s

produces a very smooth movement: if we
photograph giving one frame to each
drawing, we will have a smooth, yet
quick step, which is shown on the screen

(at the talking-picture speed of 2 4
frames per second) in just under '2-

second. If we want to slow the step, we
can shoot two frames of each drawing,

and make the step last nearly a second

—or even longer, by using three frames

per drawing. Sometimes, in making our

"Oswald" cartoons, we may use as many
as 30 or more frames to show a single

step. For amateur films, the silent-pic-

ture projecting-speed of 16 frames per

second is standard.

The same principle naturally holds

good for all movements, and is equally

applicable to animated dolls and the like

as to drawings. In making such anima-
tions, however, the amateur should
guard against the peculiar mental effect

of working a frame at a time: when you

are working this way, you often loss

sight of the fact that work which takes

quite a while to do actually gives you

only a fraction of a second's action on
the screen. Naturally, the inexperienced

worker will try to hurry—using too few
intermediate phases, perhaps too few
frames per phase, as well; and the nat-

ural result, of course, is over-fast, jerky

animation. So the best rule to follow is:

two frames per phase; plenty of phases,

closely-spaced— and lots of patience.

Remember, too, that if you want a thing

to be motionless on the screen—sither

a "prop," such as furniture, or a moving

object, temporarily motionless— it has to

be motionless while you are shooting!

Take care to have your camera firmly

in place on a tripod, and avoid moving
anything you don't wont to see moving
on the screen. Most important of all,

don't moke the mistake of not allowing

enough frames for any object you want

to show OS standing still: remember that

each frame is on the screen for only

1/16 of a second—and it takes sixteen

frames to moke a character stand still

for only a second. If you use less, your

object will only pause momentarily be-

tween its movements, and you won't get

the effect of a stop, but rather of a sort

of jiggle in the motion.

The best way to learn animation,

though, is to study normal film of ordi-

nary action — and study it frame by

frame, so that you con see just how the

camera spaces its phases of motion. Nat-

urally, you won't by any means have to

CL AS S IF ED
ADVERTISING
Rates: Seven cents a word. Minimum

charge, one dollar per insertion.

FOR SALE—CAMERAS

FOR SALE—3'4x4i4 Butcher Pressman"
Refle.x. fi-in. Cooke f :4.5 lens, reversible back
rebuilt for Graflex attachments. Includes
case and Graflex plateholders, rollfilm and
filmjiack adapters and cut-film magazine :

$75. Box 240, c/o American Cinematoj^ra-
pher. T

FOR sale:—.3i.jx4i/i Korona Pictorial View
cameia case, Ilex Acme shutter, six cut-fi!m
holders. Bex 241, c/o American Cinematou-
lapher. T

FOR SALIS— 400-ft. Askania camera for sound
with three Astro lenses, blimp and accessor-
ies, also Model C Moviola. Turret Model
Eyemo. with motor, 4(iO-ft. maijazine. Cheap
for cash. Hollywood Camera ExchanEe, 1600
CahuenKa Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

FOR SALE—MISCELLANEOUS

TELEVISION SET—Complete, $75.00. KHJ
Scanner in beautiful cabinet, specially made
fi-tube receiver and speaker. Box 237, c/o

American Cinematographer. T

8 400-ft. reels and 3 Humidor Cans., all for

f2.25 plus postage. Fotoshop, Inc., 136 W
32nd St., New York City. T

EYEMO sinpile lens model Ccoke f:3.5, quick
snap ?80.0n. Camera Supply Co., Ltd., 1515

N. Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

FOUR Mitchell Cameras for sale. Silent or
steel .years with comjilete equipment $1850
up. Camera Supply Co.. Ltd.. 1515 N. Ca-
huenua Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

WANTED

MOTION PICTURE and Still Cameras, all

types Lenses, Finders, Tripod Heads, Leica
or Contax Cameras. Cash for bargains.
Camera Supply, Ltd., lol'j Cahuenga Blvd.,

Hollywood, Calif.

WANTF:1) .\iri Model E 16mm printer. Must
be in excellent condition and cheap for cash.

Box 212, c/o American Cinematographer. S

WANTED—A used Bell & Howell Camera,
with regular standard B & H Tripod, and set

of 4 lenses—40mm, oiimm, 75mm and one
4-inch lens. This camera need not have a
cine-motcr, or Matte box. Box 243, c/o
American Cinematographer. T

WANTED—16mm sound-on-film features and
short subjects. Stewart School Films, 21

Liberty St., Trenton, New Jersey. S

MISCELLANEOUS

WE BUY—sell or rent everything necessary
for the making — taking — or showing of
motion pictures. Sound or Silent — 35mm
and 16mm. We si>eciaiize in equipping ex-
peditions. Ruby Camera Exchange, 729 7th
Ave,. New York C^ty. T

use as many phases as are actually
caught by the movie-camera, but if you

pattern your animation closely upon the

movement shown in normal films, you'll

come very close to getting smooth, nor-

mal animation. Try it!



TRICKS GADGETS
Another Contest

f lerc's liow it w; rks. Send us rn tricks ^ou have doiu' in iilniin^ w ith your .Sinm,

91/omni or 16mm camera . Explain them to us so that we can explain them to others

in the pages of American Cincmatographcr.

For every one we publish you will be entitled to your clu;ice of one uf the prizes

listed below.

liy (iad^ets we mean little pieces of eciuipment you have built, designed or devised.

Equipment that works. Little gadgets you have added to your camera, projector or

otherwise. For instance, we heard of one fellow who built a splicer out of a mouse-

trap . . . that's a gadget.

\Vhat kind of gadgets have you made . . . what sort of tricks do you do with \()ur

camera or eciuipment:? If necessary send us a rough sketch i r a snap shot of \()ur

equipment if it \\ ill help describe it better and quicker.

Here's Your Chance to Win Equipment or Film

Frequently we have published what might be termed tricks. Such as making distorted

effects by pouring sweet-oil over a glass in front of the film. Others have been pub-

lished from time to time.

In the wa\- of gadgets we have reported many things from the building of a complete

10mm camera b\- amateurs down to making their uwu reels.

What Have You Dona?

Here are the prizes . . . you may make ycur choice of any one of them.

Bcltipod Two Rolls of 8mm Film

Filter Holder c^mm Splicer and Rewind
•Choice of Filter Humidor Can Case for 12 Reels

22x30 Beaded Screen
•Splicer

•Half-Dozen 16mm Reels

•Half-Dozen 16mm Cans ^ ^-^'"1^ Reflectors with

•3 Reels and 3 Cans 3 I'hotoHood Lamps

100-ft. Roll of 16mm Pan Film One IJozen Photoflocd Lamps

Send Your PJntries to Editor

A merican Cinematograph
6:{:n Hollywood Hlvd., Hollywood, Calif..
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THE MITCHELL SILENT

CAMERA
is recognized as the leading

camera for sound pictures

the world over

HOLLYWOOD
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JAPAN

INDIA

Use the New Mitchell

The J Grid's Leading Camera

Mitchell Camera Corporation
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Cable Address "MITCAMCO" Phone OXford 1 05 I
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What has silk to do with

LAMP BULBS?

The camera tells General Electric's scientists how silk'controls light

SILK, as cinematographers well

know, is the most commonly

used material for spreading the

light to soften shadows, and

for diffusing light to eliminate

"hot spots". It helps you con-

trol light quality and intensity.

It transmits from 65 to 75%
of the light and effectively con-

ceals the bright filament. The

photo above shows how it dis-

tributes the light. Very similar

characteristics are shown by

ground glass and pebbled glass.

In white opal glass, as the

companion photograph indicates,

much better diffusion is secured

but light transmission is reduced.

This material transmits about

50% of the light directed at it.

Directly, these facts about

translucent materials bear little

relation to lamp making. But

General Electric invites you to visit its exhibit in the Electrical I'luildim; at the Century cf Progress

GENERAL@ ELECTRIC
MAZDA LAMPS

White opal glass diffuses more but transmits less light

New bi-p.ist J,UIK)-u.iu (.-4S,

Used in 18" su n spots and studio
condenser spot lamps. Also
available in l,000-\vatt size.

they play a very important part

in light control, a fundamental

of illumination in cinematogra-

phy as in home, factory or office.

Hence G-E engineers and scien-

tists study the characteristics of

all translucent materials.

Thus by being able to under-

stand your language, we may

be able to serve you better—in

designing new lamps and in

assisting you to benefit fully

from the many types of General

Electric Mazda lamps availa-

ble. General Electric Company,

Nela Park, Cleveland, Ohio.

General Electric manufactures
lamps for home lightnig and deco-

ration, automobiles, flashlights,

photography, stores, offices, and

factories, street lighting and signs

. . . also Sunlight lamps.
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SUPERPAN NEGATIVE FILM
• The film industry has long been in position to welcome a new super-

sensitive panchromatic NEGATIVE FILM^ refined to meet the increasing

demands of picture taking.

Agfa Ansco offers the new Superpan Negative^ a film of super-sensitive

speed and a finer grain

In both exposure and development the Agfa Superpan Negative gives,

through a wider latitude, a wider range of pictorial possibilities in

motion pictures.

A non-abrasion surface coating protects the emulsion physically. The

anti-halation coating underlying the emulsion preserves the photographic

definition.

High, evenly balanced color sensitivity simplifies the problem of correct

registration under any lighting conditions, permitting any desired color

emphasis with a relatively low multiplying factor for the filter used.

C. KING CHARNEY, Distributor for

AGFA 35mm NEGATIVE ami POSITIVE FILM
HOLLYWOOD I //., nKIITPn CTATFC NEW YORK
6372 Santa Monica Blvd. f)^

*^ U PI I I C 1/ 9 t Kt
245 West 55lh Street

Tel. Hollywood 2918-2919 Tel. Circle 7-4635

Made in America by AGFA ANSCO CORPORATION
FACTORIES AT BINGHAMTON, N, Y.
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Fig. 1. Spectrographs of Eastman Panchromatic
film Type 2 (above) and Superspeed Panchromatic
( below)

.

ONCE in a while, the Question of focusing differ-

ences, commonly called "Chemical Focus" comes
to the front in cinematographic practice and al-

though much has been written in the near past on the sub-
ject, it appears that it may not be amiss to once more
discuss its fundamental effects and the port that they play

in everyday cinematographic procedure.

It is obvious that the photographer and the cinematog-
rapher strive to obtain a photographic reproduction of an
object with all possible fidelity with regard, especially, to

modeling and the distribution of lights and shades that

best correspond to the visual impression produced by the

subject, except for the rare coses in which a distortion of

the visual impression serves to emphasize a dramatic mood
or inhance some essential, and all-important, details to

the detriment of others.

All branches of photographic research have bent their

efforts to satisfy the requisites of fidelity in reproduction

which involve, mainly, the characteristics of photographic
emulsion sensitivity, those of the light used in illuminating

the subject and those of the image-forming optical system,

and their relation to the sensitivity of the eye for the

light radiations emitted by the subject.

In a quite complete and very comprehensive paper (*1 )

Loyd A. Jones has shown that the visibility function of the

eye is far from even approaching the spectral distribution

of sensitivity of one, or any photographic emulsion, and the
relation between photographic sensitivity and the distri-

bution of light energy in daylight.

In another paper ("2) Mr. Jones demonstrates the

relation between photographic sensitivity and the distribu-

tion of energy in incandescent filament (Mazda) lights and
for both coses he includes the absorption characteristics

of the gloss of the photographic lens.

These demonstrations moke quite obvious the fact that

by controlling the condition of illumination with respect

to the sensitivity characteristics of the film emulsion, one
could secure a photographic record very closely approxi-
mating the visual impression made by the subject on the

onlooker. In actual practice, however, it is quite imprac-
tical to secure perfect tone reproduction because the den-
sity of the filter that should be used would be entirely

too great to be in keeping with the average exposure time

used in studio photographic procedure.

The cinematographer is then confined to as close on
approximation of color value renditions as is compatible
with the means at his disposal.

Theory and general practice suggest for general work
the use of panchromatic films and a yellow filter of the K
series for daylight exterior work, and that of unfiltered

incandescent filament (Mazda I lamps for interiors.

Following Mr. Jones' discussion, it is quite easy to

determine, with a fair degree of accuracy, the range of the

band of spectral colors that is called to form the photo-
graphic image with due consideration to the sensitivity of

the emulsion, the light-transmitting characteristic of the

filter and those of the illuminant.

Chemica

Since Mr. Jones' work was published, a new type of

film emulsion has been introduced to the cinematographer

and is now widely used. This is the supersensitive emul-

sions commonly referred to as super-pan.

Since no quantitative data ore available at the present

time for this type of emulsion, the spectrographs illustrated

in Fig. 1 will serve as a guide for an understanding of the

relative response of the supersensitive emulsion to the va-

rious light wave lengths as compared with the response

of panchromatic type 2 Eastman film, mainly dealt with by
Mr. Jones.

It IS clearly seen that the sensitivity of supersensitive

emulsions does not extend as far into the red as does the

panchromatic, but shows a pronounced peak at approxi-

mately wove length 650 mu, which nearly corresponds to

the C. Frounhofer line of the solar spectrum.

It is to be remembered that the apparent drop of sen-

sitivity in the short wove length of the spectrum is not due
to the emulsion sensitivity characteristic in this region of

the spectrum, but to the fact that the spectrographs are

made through a wedge which absorbs the unrecorded short

waves in a manner similar to that in which these waves
ore absorbed by the flint gloss components of a photo-

graphic lens.

These data prove ("4) that a wide range of wave
lengths within the visible spectrum is recorded.

Further references ore available ('''3) on the spectral

distribution of energy of either white flame or panchro-

matic carbons.

This proves that in general practice, a wide range of

wave lengths, approximately from 400 to 670 mu within

the visible spectrum, is recorded on the film irrespective

of the sources of illumination used; that is to say, normally

(Wrotten K) filtered daylight, incandescent filament lamps

or arcs.

These premises established, it remains to analyze the

characteristics of performance of the photographic lens

with special reference to its ability to produce an image

of an acceptable degree of sharpness.

It is well known that a photographic lens represents at

its best, a compromise between its ability to form a point-

by-point ideal image of the subject and its nearest ap-

proach, as determined by the optician, to answer the re-

quirements of the specific use for which the lens is designed.

This involves carrying the correction of the various

unavoidable aberrations to the best acceptable compromise.

The aberrations related to the scope of this article are

obviously those which arise from the inability of a lens

to bring to a common focus all of the wave lengths com-
prised in the spectrum which are generalized under the

term "chromatic aberrations."

It is well known that for lenses of large aperture and
designed for cinematographic purposes, only two of the

spectral colors con be brought into coincidence at the image

plane, resulting in unavoidable residual chromatic errors

which the optician has called the secondary or residual

spectrum ( 5 )

.
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Focus

in

Cinematography

by

J. A. Dubray, A. S. C.

These limitations have led the optician to design instru-

ments most adapted to the particular use for which they
are created and to seek the best possible compromise im-
posed upon him.

For example, in refracting telescopes to be used for

visual observation the colors brought to coincide with the
focal plane would be those corresponding to the C and F

lines, for which region of the spectrum the eye has the
greatest visual response.

The narrowness of this spectral band is imposed by the
great focal length of this type of objectives since the errors

due to the secondary spectrum increase with the focal
length of the lens.

A refracting telescope to be used for photographic pur-
poses and with emulsions most sensitive to the blue region
of the spectrum would be "corrected" for the F and G'
lines, and since it would be impossible to accurately focus
visually, the best focal distance would be determined ex-
perimentally and the lens locked in position for operating.

It is evident that since photographic lenses, and espec-
ially cinematographic lenses, are of a short focal length
the magnitudes of the chromatic errors are reduced as
compared with those of telescopic objective and therefore
the two points of focal coincidence can be extended to a
greater range of the spectrum.

Before the advent of red sensitive films a color correc-
tion for the blues and the yellows, that is to say for the
D and G' lines, was found adequate, and a lens of this type
could be focused visually and at the same time produce a
photographic image of acceptable sharpness.

When panchromatic films made their appearance and
with them the possibility of securing a "color rendition"
more true to the visual impression, the use of filters and
incandescent filament lights assumed, quite naturally, a
much greater significance.

It was suggested at that time (
' 6) that it might be

advisable to secure focal coincidence for the blue and the
red regions of the spectrum.

Opticions responded to the suggestion and attacked
the arduous problems involved in securing coincidence of
focus for the C and G' lines ind at the same time reducing
to a minimum the secondary spectrum errors.

The difficulties of the task ccnnot be minimized, espe-
cially considering that the demand of the Cinematographer
is for lenses of great aperture in which the paraxial second-

COOKL KirJU/2,S tOOHE. PANCMRO/2.5 COOtSt 3 PE ED- rftNCHftO> 2

6PHERICAL Aberration Curves for Gv6"sV' f^Mrt '^'jTwo'"

Fig. 2. Spherical aberration curves for the lines

C, D, F, G' in Cooke lenses.

Fig. 3. Schematic drawing illustrating methods of

testing for focal differences.

ary spectrum is modified by spherical aberration which is

different for different colors.

In Figure 2 are shown the calculated spherical aberra-

tion curves for the C, D, F and G' lines for a Cooke Kinic

f2.5 of pre-panchromatic days and for comparison the re-

markable improvement secured for the same curves in the

newest Cooke Ponchro and Speed Panchro lenses working at

the maximum apertures respsctively of f2.5 and f.2.

It is to be noted that these curves are determined for

the lens working at full aperture and show the remaining

errors for all zones and not only for the paraxial rays, and

that the uncertainty of focus due to the lens is well within

the uncertainties which are possibly due to the dimensional

tolerances of the camera used and those due to the human

equation or difference in determining the location of the

focal plane by various individuals.

In the course of actual practice it has been discovered

that quite often focus differences have been imputed to

"chemical focus" while their causes were to be found else-

where.

In the vast majority of lenses the inner zones are un-

der-corrected and the outer zones are over-corrected; that

is to soy, the former are focused short while the latter are

focused long. If a lens of an aperture of, say f2 having

this kind of spherical correction is focused at full aperture

and then stopped down ever so slightly, the best focus is

shortened at times to an appreciable extent and this effect

is more apparent the longer the focal length of the lens.

It has also been found that consideration must be given

to possible buckling of the film at the camera aperture.

Cameras ore designed and constructed to secure the posi-

tioning of the film at the focal plane within extremely close

tolerances but the film itself has generally a tendency to

curl, at times to a sufficient extent to produce a relatively

considerable displacement from the focal plane.

The foregoing leads naturally to the conclusion that due
to the smallness of the errors involved, it is possible and

Continued on Poge 256
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Mounting

F,g. )

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

ALL camera-mounts for aerial cinematography con be divided

into two classes: "Free Mounts," in which the camera can
be directly manipulated by the cinematographer; and

"Fixed Mounts," in which the camera is rigidly mounted, aimed
by maneuvering the entire airplane, and operated by remote con-
trol. With the former, all "following shots," in which the camera
follows the action of another nearby plane in the air, and most
types of background shots for use in composite cinematography,
are made; with the latter, all shots showing parts of the camera-
ship itself (usually with the pilot "doubling" for an actor), and
certain background and atmospheric shots at angles unobtainable
with most free mounts.

Regardless of the type of camera-mount used, one para-

mount consideration prevails: it is essential that the camera be
securely anchored, so that neither vibration nor wind-pressure

may harm the picture. In the majority of modern airplanes,

engine-vibration is a negligible factor; but except in the rare in-

stances when we are able to use a clcsed-cabin ship, the pressure

of the wind is a very important factor. In the majority of in-

stances, not only do we have to contend with the pressure of the

plane's movement through the air at a speed ranging from 70 to

more than 300 miles per hour, but with the blast from the pro-

peller—the "slip stream"—which greatly increases the problem.

Accordingly, not only must the camera be rigidly mounted, but
all unnecessary accessories must be dispensed with, and those

remaining must be fastened securely with tape or wires, so that

they can neither vibrate nor blow away. For the same reason, in

fixed mounts, it is always a wise precaution to tie down the maga-
zines, motor, and such projecting accessories, with wires, tightened

with taped turnbuckles.

In the early days of aerial Cinematography, the cameras
were mounted in the 'plane by the simple expedient of lashing

th tripod— folded, of course — to some convenient part of
the ship's structure. This, however, suffers from several d i s -

advantages: in the first place, the tripod takes up too much
valuable room in the cockpit, and adds unnecessarily to the weight

carried; secondly, such an installation is more difficult to fasten

securely, and is usually more or less inconvenient to operate.

The next step, of course, was to attach the tripod-head in place

of a machine-gun on a regular Scarff machine-gun mount in mili-

tary ships. This was more convenient, but unfortunately, the

overage machine-gun mount allows quite a bit of ploy—often as

much as 'A"; and although this is desirable in gunnery, it is

highly undesirable in camerawork. Accordingly, the present prac-

tice of making special camera-mounts grew.

As a general rule, each mount must be designed and built

specially, to suit the individual needs of the work in hand. One
general principle applies to all designs: to insure the utmost in

rigidity, the mount must be anchored firmly to the actual struc-

ture of the airplone itself—in some instances, to the fuselage

longerons; in others, to the wing-spars. Welded steel tubing is

the most satisfactory material for making these mounts, though

at times, wooden construction has served adequately.

One of the more simple mountings is shown in Fig. 1. This

is a fixed-type mount, used in making "West Point of the Air."

As will be seen, this mount was located at the tail of the plane,

just forward of the empennage. The mount consists of a flat

metal plate, slightly wider than the fuselage, laid upon a sheet of

sponge-rubber, which serves as protection to the covering-fabric

of the ship, and as a vibration-damper. The plate is rigidly fas-

tened to the upper longerons of the plane by four U-bolts. On
the plate is a metal spider, threaded to fit the standard tripod-
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Cdmerds

for Aerial

Cinematography

by

Charles A. Marshall, A. S. C.

head which supports the camera itself. The camera is trained by

the usual adjustments of the tripod-head pan and tilt movements,
and is then tied down rigidly by wire braces running from the

base-plate to a special brace fitted on top of the magazines. A
standard Bell and Howell Cinemotor is used to drive the camera;
note how it was secured from vibration bv sturdy strop-iron braces.

Note, too, how the matte-box lock-screws, the focusing-prism

lever, and all joints or fittings that rr.ight be moved by the wind,

are secured with adhesive tape.

Fig. 2 shows the some mount, remodeled to permit a higher

camera-position. This was done by adding a four-legged plat-

form of steel tubing between the base-plate and the spider carry-

ing the tripod-head.

Fig. 3 shows a simple fixed mount on the upper wing of an
Army Advanced Training plane. This m.ount is made of flat steel

and durolumin strips, curved to fit the curve of the wing, and
passing entirely around the wing. In addition, the mount is se-

cured by large U-bolts fitted around the wing-beams. The camera
itself is mounted upon the same base-plate shown in Fig. 1, and
insulated and tied down in the some way. In this mount, however,

the camera is mounted directly upon the base-plate. It is inter-

esting to note that this mount, while reduced to the utmost sim-

plicity, so disturbed the smooth flow of air over the wing that it

desroyed the lift of two-thirds of the upper wing.

A somewhat similar type of fixed wing-mount is shown in

Fig. 4. This mount was used several years ago in making back-
ground and atmospheric shots from a large commercial plane.

The same type of base-plate was eniployed, and bolted onto a

wooden framework, curved underneath to fit the wing, and bev-

elled on top, to give the camera the proper inclination. This

frame was, of course, secured by U-bolts fitting around the main
wing-beams. A similar wooden wing-mount is shown in Fig. 5:

this was used for shots mode straight back from the plane.

Two of the most unusual fixed mounts I hove ever used were

those used for making shots with the camera beneath the plane,

in "Hell Divers" and, more recently, in "West Point of the Air."

The latter is shown in Fig. 6. As can readily be seen, the camera
is mounted on o flat base-plate, which is suspended by four sturdy

steel tubes, which ore attached to the lower longerons of the

plane's fuselage. These tubes ore fitted to the longerons by col-

lars, locked with bolts: in this way, the camera's position and
inclination may be shifted for alignment. The mount used in

"Hell Divers" was similar, but, as it was located at the tail of

the plane, just forward of the tail-wheel, it was naturally smaller.

The shots for which this mount was made were, it will be remem-
bered, those showing the plane landing on the aircraft-carrier

"Saratoga": they began with the plane well in the air, and con-

tinued through the approach and the landing. In order to protect

Continued on Page 258

Fig. 6
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Fig. 9
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RIDDLE

ME THIS

The Riddle: What do you think of the idea of using single-

film system sound for studio production— i.e., recording the

sound in the camera, on the same negative as the picture?

JOHN STUMAR, A.S.C.: It might work out satisfactorily

—

but I doubt it. Recording both sound and picture on ona
film, it is inevitable that either sound or picture must suf-

fer, for their photographic requirements ore basically op-

posed. We ail remember how bcdiy photography suffered

when we first started recording sound on film; and this is

likely to repeat itself if we have to record and photograph
on the same negative.

MACK STENGLER, A.S.C.: When sound came in, i t s e t

photography back at least eight years—ond that with the

advantage of the double-film principle. We have success-

fully overcome that setback, but a change to the single-film

system would undoubtedly have the same effect— unless

there is some radical and unexpected change in methods
and equipment.

CHARLES ROSHER, A.S.C.: Of course we'd survive such a

change—but we would have some pretty horrible problems
in the laboratory before we got back to our present stand-

ard of picture and sound quality. Of course there would be

a certain economy in the matter of film saved, but I think

that this would be largely offset by the added difficulties

in scoring, re-recording and "dubbing." Even aside from

the scoring, all of our productions today are re-recorded in

part, and often completely re-recorded: going to single-

system recording would complicate this enormously, as well

as making it difficult to cut closely.

HENRY T. SHARP, A.S.C.: I don't like it; when I mode
"Around the World in 80 Minutes," with Douglas Fairbanks,

I used a single-system recorder, and the experience proved

to me that either sound or pcture had to suffer. In my
case, I found that I had to expose so as to get a weak
picture-negative if I was to get n vigorous sound-track, and
accordingly the picture suffered to a greater or less extent,

depending, of course, upon the light conditions under which

I mode the scenes. I realize that in the four years since I

made that picture, many improvements have been made in

both sound-equipment and sound-technique — but not
enough, I think, to make single-film sound satisfactory for

production use.

RAY WILKINSON, Paramount Studio Laboratory: At the

best, it would be a compromise between sound-quality and
picture-quality, with both falling below the standards we
are now used to. Cinematograpfiy requires one definite type

of emulsion and processing, while recording requires an en-

tirely different film and treatment, and in many instances

what is definitely on advantage to one would be a disad-

vantage to the other. It is difficult to see how a really

satisfactory compromise could br arrived at with existing

materials.

A. L. GILKS, A.S.C.: Theoretically, it would be possible to

reach a perfect compromise between the requirements of

sound and picture, so that neither should suffer overmuch.

In practice, I doubt if it would be possible, as too many
variable factors are involved. Moreover, even if this theo-

retically ideal compromise could be maintained consistently,

it is questionable whether it might not be too delicate a

matter to be commercially practical.

CHARLES STUMAR, A.S.C.: Naturally, unless unsuspected

improvements have been made in recording and laboratory

technique, either the sound of the picture must suffer. Prob-

ably both would, in practice. But I think that the worst

objection would be the added troubles in re-recording and

cutting. Today, wve will often use the same sound-track

under a number of scenes—and virtually all our pictures are

extensively re-recorded. This would be almost impossible

with single-film sound, while cutting would be much cruder,

and give a less finished result.

L. GUY WILKY, A.S.C.: I think the answer con be found

in any newsreel : most of these are single-film sound, and of

rather poor quality, as a rule. If the picture is of the pleas-

ingly soft quality we work toward in production camerawork,

the sound is "mushy" and weak; if the sound is satisfac-

torily vigorous, the picture is generally too contrasty. This

would be about the same if we tried production recording

with the single-film system, for our aim in photography is

a soft, delicate negative, while the recordist aims at a

vigorous, contrasty negative for his sound-track. At present,

these are satisfactorily achieved by using a soft-working

emulsion for the picture-negative, and a fine-grain, high-

contrast positive emulsion for the sound-track. I don't see

how we could satisfy these conflicting requirements using

single-film recording,

J. E. TUCKER, Asst. Superintendent, MGM Studio Labora-

tory: That's really a sound department problem! However,

if such a change were ever made, I am confident that this

laboratory could handle it satisfoctorily. There are defin-

itely established standards of quality and negative charac-

teristics, to which we must adhere in our treatment of the

picture-negative: and I am confident that our sound staff

could, with only minor changes in their procedure, adapt

their technique to these requirements without noticeable

difficulty or loss of sound quality. It is largely a matter of

balancing the sound and picture exposures so that each gets

its desired effect with a single negative material and a

single development.

TED TETZLAFF, A.S.C.: Of course there would be some

small economy in using one length of film, rather than two;

but I think this would be more than offset by the incon-

veniences to everyone concerned. Moreover, we are now

trying to reduce the bulk of our camera-equipment, and to

simplify it as far as possible: adding recording-units to the

cameras would add both bulk end complication.

PAUL E. EAGLER, A.S.C.: Not so hot. I haven't had ex-

perience with single-film sound, but I've had a good deal

of experience cutting pictures in the composite-print stage

—and it's a terrible job. If iound and picture were on the

same negative, you would have too much trouble cutting

closely, handling overlaps, and the like. And of course there

would be trouble in the laboratory, reconciling the require-

ments of sound-track and picture..

Continued on Page 252
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A New Deal

for the

Newsree

Cinematographer

by

Joseph Hubbell

West-Coast Editor, Hearst Metrotone News

SOUND, for its own sake, is no longer news; accord-

ingly, newsreel cinematographers nnust return t o

their old vocation of gothering NEWS in pictured

form. This calls for a new deal in sound-newsreel equip-

ment: no longer may newsmen be hampered by bulky

equipment, nor chained to a two-ton "sound truck." Wher-
ever possible, of course, news stories will still be "covered"

in sound—and it must be good sound—but the new-day

newsreel will stress news-value, end genuine motion picture

reporting.

The Hearst Metrotone News is fortunate at this mo-

ment in being able to start virtually from scratch in this

new-day camera-reporting. Reorganizing from a long and

close association with the Fox Movietone Newsreel organ-

ization, it is able to commence operation with only the new-

est and most adaptable of newsreel equipment and methods.

From the start, it is recognized that there must be two

basic types of equipment: lightweight sound-cameras and

recorders, for use on all stories where sound is possible and

desirable; and silent equipment for use in the many in-

stances where sound-recording may be unessential or im-

practical. In both instances, lightness, compactness, and

durability must be the governing factors.

Our sound equipment is, we believe, the last word in

news outfits. The camera is the Akeley audio-camera, and

the recording unit the Type "G" Western Electric portable

recorder. The total operating weight of the outfit is only

182 lbs., and it is almost as portable as a silent-camera

outfit. For field use, the equipment consists of the camera

and its tripod, the microphone on a light tripod, the ampli-

fier-case, a small battery-case, end the cables which con-

nect these units. The entire outfit is light enough and

portable enough so that only two men—the cinematogra-

pher and the recordist—can carry it anywhere, and operate

independent of any truck or any power or other units save

what they carry.

The camera, while not immediately recognizable as an

Akeley camera, nevertheless retains most of the features

which made the original Akeloy design the premier news-

The new Akeley-Western Electric News equipment
in action. The recording-unit is just above Cin-
ematographer Grcenwald's hand, under the finder-
tube. Note small amplifier-case, lower left: this

and a similar battery-case comprise all sound and
power equipment and adds only 88 pounds to

weight of camera outfit.

camera of the world. The familiar round box is replaced

by a square metal case, surmounted by external, 1 000-ft.

magazines very like those usea in studio cameras. The
curtain-type shutter has been replaced by a rototing-disc

type, which, however, still retains the invaluable 230° aper-

ture, and which is, of course, adjustable. The Akeley

matched-lens system is maintained, with standard Akeley

lens-mounts; but the lens-boards are slid into a revolving

turret, so that any two lens-sets may be used, and inter-

changed by revolving the turret The finder-action is still

through a matched viewing-lens, though the image is re-

flected to an eyepiece located more conveniently at the

left-hand side of the camera. The camera is driven by a

battery-powered, direct-current motor, located on the right

side, and the action is damped by a heavy, semi-enclosed

flywheel. The latest type Akeley Gyro-tripod is used; it is

essentially the same as the type always used with Akeley

cameras, but modified to take the newer camera.

Sound-recording is through the newest Western Electric

portable channel, using the single-film system. Although

not literally of the "Wide Range" type, it has virtually all

the characteristics of the "Wide Range" recording, with a

frequency-range from 50 to 9000 cycles. It will record

speech and sound-effects with fidelity equalling the best

of studio equipment, yet the entire sound quipment packs

into two small cases, and A'eighs less than the camera-

outfit.

The microphone is of the moving-coil type, and is

normally mounted on a small tripod; for special purposes,

where the recordist may wish tc make running announce-

ments, the microphone may be attached directly to the

amplifier. This type of microphone has the advantage

for news recording in that it is small, and—unlike con-

Continued on Page 261
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&2 PHOTOGRAPHY

of tfie MONTH

"THE DUDE RANGER" (Fox)

Frank B. Good, A.S.C.: Directing Cinematographer

Hollywood Reporter (September 12, 1934): "Like near-

ly all westerns it has some striking photography, in

this case the photographer having picked up back-

grounds of compelling beauty in the Arizona canyon

and Painted Desert country."

Daily Variety (September 12, 1934): "Photography is

gorgeous— ."

Motion Picture Daily (September 14, 1934) ; "Frank Good's

photography is excellent."

"SECRET OF THE CHATEAU" (Universal)

Robert Plank, A.S.C. : Directing Cinematographer

Hollywood Reporter (September 6, 1934): "Robert Plank

contributes photography that shines by comparison

with the rest of the production."

Daily Variety (September 6, 1934) : "Photography is okay."

"THE TRAIL BEYOND" (Lone Star)

Archie Stout, A.S.C: Directing Cinematographer

Hollywood Reporter (September 6, 1934): "—the pho-

tography is very good."

Daily Variety (September 6, 1934) : "Archie Stout turned

in a fine job of camera work."

"THE PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS" (Paramount)

Korl Struss, A.S.C: Directing Cinematographer

Motion Picture Daily (September 8, 1934): "Karl Struss'

photography is good."

"CRIMSON ROMANCE" (Mascot)

Ernest Miller, A.S.C: Directing Cinematographer

Motion Picture Doily (September 8, 1934) :

"—and Ernest

Miller's excellent photography— ."

"GIFT OF GAB" (Universal)

Harold Wenstrom, A.S.C: Directing Cinematographer

Doily Variety (September 8, 1934) : "Photography is swell."

Hollywood Reporter (September 8, 1934): "George Robin-

son photographed more than well."

"THE CASE OF THE HOWLING DOG" (Warner Bros.)

William Rees, A.S.C: Directing Cinematographer

The Hollywood Reporter (August 22, 1934): "—and the

photography by William Rees is good."

Daily Variety (August 22, 1934) : "Best work in the pro-

duction goes to the photographer, William Rees."

Motion Picture Daily (August 27, 1934): "William Rees'

photography is good."

"LOST LADY" (Warner Bros.)

Sid Hickox, A.S.C: Directing Cinematographer

Motion Picture Daily (August 27, 1934): "The photogra-

phy by Sid Hickox is good."

One of Fronk Good's set-ups for the "Dude Ranger."
Lumber for this camera platform was hauled 128

"CARAVAN" (Fox)

Ernest Palmer, A.S.C: Theodor Sparkuhl, A.S.C: D'irecting

Cinematogrophers

Motion Picture Doily (August 27, 1934): "The artistic

photography of Ernest Palmer and Theodor Sparkuhl

benefits the production greatly."

"DEATH ON THE DIAMOND" (M-G-M)

Milton Krasner, A.S.C: Directing Cinematographer

Motion Picture Doily (August 27, 1934) : "Milton Krosner's

photography is good."

"THERE'S ALWAYS TOMORROW" (Universal)

Norbert Brodine, A.S.C: Directing Cinematographer

Hollywood Reporter (August 22, 1934) : "Norbert Brodine's

photography is on asset."

"THAT'S GRATITUDE" (Foy-Columbio

)

Henry Freulich, A.S.C: Directing Cinematographer

Daily Variety (August 22, 1934) : "Photography is flaw-

less."

"RICHEST GIRL IN THE WORLD" (Radio)

Nick Musuraca, A.S.C: Directing Cinematographer

The Hollywood Reporter (August 25, 1934): "But the

photography is something else again. Musuraca has

done a magnificent job—."

Doily Variety (August 25, 1934): "Nick Musuraca has

gotten everything into his camera work."

Motion Picture Daily (August 27, 1934): "Appointments

are lavish, and the photography is in keeping with

them."

Film Daily (September 8, 1934) : Photography "Fine."

Continued on Page 255
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Completely

DEPENDABLE

THE dependability of Eastman Super-

Sensitive Panchromatic Negative is

not based entirely upon its well-known uni-

formity. It is the original, inherent quality

ofthe emulsion. ..its constant ability to help

producers and cameramen make the most

of every picture... that completes its depend-

ability .. .that seals the acceptance which

this famous film enjoys. Eastman Kodak

Company. (J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distribu-

tors, New York, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN Super-Sensitive

Panchromatic Negative
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PHOTOGRAPHY OF THE MONTH
Continued from Page 254

"AGE OF INNOCENCE" (Radio)

James Van Trees, A.S.C.: Directing

Cinematographer

Hollywood Reporter (August 24, 19341 :

"Van Trees' photography is beauti-

ful . .

."

Film Daily (September I, 1934): Pho-

tography "Very Good."

"COUNT OF MONTE CRISTO" (United

Artists)

Peverell J. Marley, A.S.C.: Directing

Cinematographer

Film Daily (August 29, 1934): Photog-

raphy "Fine."

Motion Picture Daily ( August 29,

1934) : "Camera work of Peverell

Marley is uniformly good."

"A GIRL OF THE LIMBERLOST" (Mono-
gram )

Ira Morgan, A.S.C.: Directing Cinema-
tographer

Film Daily (August 29, 1934) : Photog-

raphy "Good."
Daily Variety (August 29, 19341: "Piece

has been well photographed— ."

Motion Picture Doily (August 29, 1934) :

"— Ira Morgan photographed with a

skillful eye."

"YOUNG AND BEAUTIFUL" (Mascot)

John Stumor, A.S.C.: Directing Cinema-
tographer

Film Daily (August 30, 1934): Pho-

tography "Good."

"THE PARTY'S OVER" (Columbia)

Benjamin Kline, A.S.C.: Directing Cine-

motogropher

Film Daily (August 30, 1934): Pho-

tography "Good."

"PECK'S BAD BOY" (Principal)

Frank B. Good, A.S.C.: Directing Cine-

matographer

Film Daily (August 31, 1934): Pho-

tography "Excellent."

"WAKE UP AND DREAM" (Universal)

Charles Stumor, A.S.C.: Directing Cine-

matographer

Hollywood Reporter (September 1,

1934): "Charles Stumor's photog-

raphy is standard."

Daily Variety (September 1, 1934) :

"

—

and photography is excellent."

Motion Picture Daily (September 4,

1934) : "Charley Stumor photograph-

ed well."

"THE MERRY WIDOW" (M-G-M)

Oliver T. Marsh, A.S.C.: Directing Cine-

matographer

Daily Variety (September 1, 1934):

"Photography keeps the glamorous

quality high throughout."

Hollywood Reporter (September 1,

1934) : "Oliver Marsh with his trusty

camera has done a marvelous job."

"GIRL IN DANGER" (Columbia)

Benjamin Kline, A.S.C.: Directing Cine-

matographer
Motion Picture Daily (August 29,

1934): "Benjamin Kline's photogra-

phy is good."

Film Daily (September 11, 1934i: Pho-

tography "Good."

"WAGON WHEELS" (Paramount)

Williom Mellor, A.S.C.: Directing Cine-

matographer

Motion Picture Daily (September 5,

1934): "William Mellor's photogra-

phy gives the picture distinction."

"REDHEAD" (Monogram)

Ira Morgan, A.S.C.: Directing Cinema-
tographer

quite easy for the cinematographer to

determine a compromise of focusing

position that will assure a definition at

the focal plane well within the resolving

power of both film emulsion and eye.

Since the advent of large-aperture

lenses and panchromatic materials, it

has been customary for the writer to

determine the marking of the lens grad-

uations through visual focusing, checked

by photographic tests under incandes-

cent filament lights and abide by the

graduations so determined, instead of

depending on visual focusing only. With

highly corrected lenses this method of

calibrating proved adequate for all

sources of illumination commonly used,

i.e., daylight (normally filtered or not',

arc and incandescent filament lights.

It may be desired to determine quan-

titatively the focal differences due to the

accumulation of the errors expressed

above.

A simple and quite accurate method

is to photograph a ruled chart set at a

slanting plane at 45 degrees with re-

spect to the axis of the lens.

Figure 3 shows schematically the set-

up.

The subject chart consists of o plane

surface with a double line at the center

and ruled with equi-distant lines. A dis-

tance between lines of 0.71" is usually

adopted because they give (by trig) a

horizontal displacement of 0.50" f o r

each line.

The lens set at a definite distance

(say 96" for a 2" lens) is visually fo-

cused for the double center line and

then photogrophed with whatever illum-

ination is desired. Suppose that the line

next to the center ones shows under ex-

Daily Variety (September 15, 1934):
"Photography is good."

"CHARLIE CHAN IN LONDON" (Fox)

L. W. O'Connell, A.S.C.: Directing Cine-

matographer
Daily Variety (September 15, 1934);

"— and photography particularly

good."

Film Daily (September 13, 1934): Pho-

tography "A- 1

."

"HAPPINESS AHEAD" (First National)

Tony Goudio, A.S.C.: Directing Cinema-
tographer

Daily Variety (September 14, 1934):
"Photography, particularly that of

Miss Hutchinson, is very good."

"DANGEROUS CORNER" (Radio)

J. Roy Hunt, A.S.C.: Directing Cinema-
tographer

Hollywood Reporter (September 14,

1934): "J. Roy Hunt's photography

is far above average."

aminotion that it is sharper than the

center lines, the formula

dV = ^ , dU

dV—image displacement

V—focal length of lens

U—distance of object

dU—horizontal displacement of object

dU to be qualified with a plus or

minus sign

gives the image displacement to deter-

mine the sign of dV; that is to say, plus

dU would give minus dV since the object

is receding and therefore the image
draws closer to the lens.

Recently the question has been quite

often raised as to the influence that the

use of red filters would have on the fo-

cusing characteristic of the lens.

It is quite evident that if a red filter

is used in conjunction with supersensitive

film the focusing characteristics of the

lens do not vary since the sensitivity of

this type of film does not extend into the

infra-red and its peak is in the neigh-

borhood of 650 mu wave (C line).

For the use of infra-red film (E. K.

Pan K or Dupont Infra D) and infra-red

filters, since the peak of sensitivity is in

the neighborhood of wave length 760 to

770, it appears that no appreciable

trouble should be encountered when us-

ing a lens for which the C line of the

spectrum is brought to coincide with the

best focusing position, especially consid-

ering that this type of film is mostly

used for special effects where absolute

definition is more or less important.

However, for work where details are

of importance it is deemed advisable to

determine exDerimentally the best focus

CHEMICAL FOCUS IN CINEMATOGRAPHY
"Continued from Page 249i
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PHOTOGRAPHERS EVERYWHERE WILL

BE GLAD TO READ OF YOUR EXPERIENCE

WITH THE Proved METER
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Exposures musf be correct in professional movie-making. That's why experts

like Mr. Clarke use the proved meter ... proved by thousands of professionals

and amateurs everywhere . . . the Weston Exposure Meter. It employs the life-

time Weston photromc Cell ... a cell with permanent electrical characteristics

...not affected even by lonf; exposure to sunlight; and the Weston Instrument

...recognized the world over as the "standard" of accuracy and dependability.

See both models at your dealer's today . . .Weston Electrical Instrumcnl Coi |)i>r-

ation, 598 Frelinghuysen Avenue, Newark, New Jersey.

We fiTON 6r/>osf^reM/rys M
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position and calibrate the lens accord-

ingly.

Infra-red photography has definitely

entered the practical still-picture field

but is still somewhat in the experimental

stage in motion pictures. Those inter-

VITAL ...

TIMELY... '«

COMPLETE . .

.

LOOK FOR IT ON YOUR
STUDIO NEVyS STAND

NOVEMBER 15TH
The only combinc«< trade and technical

journal in the world publiched in the

interest of studio artisans and af^ocJated

workers.

ROY DAVIDGE
FILM

LABORATORIES

Negative Developing

and Daily Print

Exclusively

6701 SANTA MONICA BLVD.

GRanite 3108

ested in this fascinating branch of pho-

tography are referred to a paper by H.

W. Lee (Transaction Optical Society-

28-1926-27-161 -71 ) which was r e -

printed almost in its entirety in the De-
cember, 1933, issue of The American
Cinematographer.

REFERENCES
1. LOYD A. JONES. "Light filters, their

characteristics and applications i n

phtography." J. Soc. Mot. Pict. Eng.

XI (August, 1927) No. 30, pp. 135-

167.

2. LOYD A. JONES. "The photographic

reflecting power of colored objects."

J. Soc. Mot. Pict. Eng. XI (Sept.,

1927) No. 31, pp. 564-581

.

the camera from the arresting-gear on

the carrier, this mount had two metal

bars, rather like runners, one on each

side of the camera, and just out of the

field of the lens, running curvingly down

from the fuselage at a point about a yard

in front of the camera, and sweeping

sharply up immediately behind the cam-

era. Their action was to brush the
arresting-wires aside; otherwise, these

wires would undoubtedly have ripped

away the camera—and probably the tail

of the ship, as well.

In all of these fixed types, the camera

is lined-up on the ground, and is there-

after aimed by aiming the entire air-

plane. In this respect, military aircraft

and military pilots are a great advantage,

for the camera con be aligned with the

machine-gun sight, and, as the Army
or Navy pilot is trained in aiming his

ship by use of this sight, it is easy for

him to aim the camera in the some way.

If the camera is mounted at on angle,

or at the tip of a wing, the machine-gun

sight can usually be adjusted so that the

pilot con still sight the same way. In

3. D. B. JOY and A. C. DOWNES.
"Characteristics of flame arcs for
studio lightings." J. Soc. Mot. Pict.

Eng. XII (April, 1928) No. 34, p
502.

4. W. B. RAYTON. "Camera lenses for

motion picture photography." J. Soc.

Mot. Pict. Eng. XII (April, 1928)

No. 34, pp. 335-344.

5. J. A. DUBRAY. "Color correction in

Cooke Speed Panchro and Panchro

lenses." AM. CINEM. XI (November, i

1930) p. 10.

6. J. A. DUBRAY. "Large aperture

lenses in cinematography." J. Soc.

Mot. Pict. Eng. XII (April, 1928)

No. 33.

using commercial ships, one can often

rig up a workable sight of the some pat-

tern; and OS the majority of our com-
mercial pilots and especially the profes-

sional motion picture pilots, are Army or

Navy trained, the same method can be

used.

When making free-mount type cam-
era installations on military airplanes, it

is always excellent to make use of port,

at least, of the regular machine-gun

mount. Fig. 7 shows such on installa-

tion, using the base of a regulation Tou-

relle type gun-mount. Everything but

the base has been removed, and the
camera is supported from a large steel

bar which is bolted across the Tourelle.

As will be seen, the camera is mounted
on a regular friction-type pan-and-tilt

head, which in turn is supported on a

cut-down "high-hat" bolted to the cross-

bar. Fig. 8 shows a similar installation

in a commercial ship. In this instance,

the cover was removed from the moil-

cockpit of the ship, and the supporting

bars placed across, and bolted to the

upper longerons.

In many commercial planes, however,

the cockpits—especially the rear ones,

which must generally be used for photog-

raphy—ore too small for such an instal-

lation, and the camera must accordingly

be mounted outside the cockpit. Fig. 9

shows an installation of this type. In

this instance, a small platform was built

of welded steel tubing. The two legs

nearest the plane were fitted into collars

attached to U-bolts around the upper

longeron, while the two outer legs taper-

ed inward, and joining into a single tube,

fitted a similar collar attached to the

lower longeron. By virtue of this collar

arrangement, considerable degree of ver-

tical adjustment is possible. The cam-

era itself is mounted on a regular fric-

tion-head (in this case, of the ball type),

which is, in turn, mounted on the sup-

porting mount by three short cost legs

New DeVry Theatre Projector

New in Design and Performance

New Silent Chain Drive Eliminates

Meshed Gear Sound "Warbles"

Sound Recording and Projection Equipment for

Every Requirement— Both 16- and 35mm.
Built for Sound From Start to Finish.

Herman A. DeVry, INC. III! Cenier St. Chicago

MOUNTING CAMERAS FOR
AERIAL CINEMflTOGRRPHY
Continued from Page 251
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which replace the regular tripod-legs.

This illustration also shows two other

types of fixed mounts: one on the upper

wing, and the second atop the fuselage,

just behind the motor. It will be seen

that each of these is rigidly fastened to

some part of the skeleton of the airplane.

One of the most unusual free-type

mounts I have used was made for photo-

graphing ihe power-diving scenes for
"Hell Divers." The film took its name
form certain dive-bombing planes used

by the Navy; their bombing attack is

mode by diving—almost vertically—up-

on the target from on altitude of 10,000
to 15,000 feet, with full power on, so

that the planes build up to their "ter-

minal velocity" of approximately 350
miles per hour. In this installation, not

only did the terrific wind-pressure have

to be considered, but some rather un-

usual questions of angles and perspec-

tive. We first tried the shot with the

camera mounted conventionally, and the

camera-ship diving with the formation.

This proved unsuccessful, for camera-
ship and formation kept their regular

relative positions, and the only notice-

able effect was that the horizon tilted

over to about 70° from the vertical.

There was no sense of diving in the pic-

ture. Therefore, we built a special mount,
in which the camera, when the plane was
in normal flight, lay at on angle of about
70° from the vertical, slanting back-

wards. When the ship nosed down into a

70° dive, the angle of the camera was

such that the horizon was very nearly

level, and the formation was definitely

observed to be diving, as they appeared

at right angles to the horizon.

In general, it is advisable to keep the

camera as small, light and compact as is

possible. Of available equipment, the

Akeley camera is by far the best for this

work, although the older, metal-bodied

DeBrie Parvo models are also excellent.

WE SELL

Sound Accessories
• GLOW LAMPS • MOTORS

• OPTICAL UNITS • AMPLIFIERS

• RECORDERS

DEPENDABLE LABORATORY AND SOUND EQUIPMENT

Hollywood

Motion Picture Equipment Co., Ltd.

645 N. Martel Ave. Cable Address: Artreeves

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF., U.S.A.

THE BELL & HOWELL PRODUCTIOxN PRINTER

Saves money
Makes money
Pays for itself

When we say the Hell & Howell Production Printer

pays for itself we do not mean at some time in the

distant future. The cash savinjjs due to elimination

of waste from misli^hts, cut-of-synchronism, and

time consumed in threadino; and cleanin<j will quick-

ly return the orij^inal investment. Actual print pro-

duction can no on for 23^4 hours a day. Prints are

of uniforml) superior quality, carrying through to

the screen all the perfecticn of wide range recording,

all the beauty i f line photography. Complete and
p<)siti\e control of the printing process is maintained

every inch of the w.iy, with automatic safeguards

at every strategic point.

BELL & HOWELL COMPANY
1S48 Larchmont Ave., Chicago; 11 West 42nd St.,

New York; 716 North La Brea Ave., Hollywood, 320

Regent St., London (B & H Co., Ltd.) Establ'd 1907.
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Of production cameras, I prefer the Bell

& Howell, due to its sturdy construction

and general compactness. It is, of course,

the best for making background shots,

which must be especially steady. When
using production-type cameras, it is

wiser to use 400-ft. magazines, as they

are smaller than the lOOO-ft. type, and
naturally offer less wind-resistance. An-

other difficulty with using the 1 000-ft.

type is that in aerial work we generally

drive the comera with a lightweight

cinemotor, which is not sufficiently pow-
erful to ensure a proper take-up of more
than about 500 feet of film, due to the

increasing load on the take-up.

As a rule the lenses most used for this

work are the 40mm, 50mm, 75mm and

4" and 6" telephotos. Occasionally, the

wide angle of the 24mm lens Is useful,
j

and on roie occasions a more powerful

tele-lens may be necessary. However,
wherever possible, it is wise to avoid the

use of long-focus lenses, as they usually

project too far from the camera, and
the air-pressure against such an unsup-
ported projection tends to give vibration

which may ruin the picture.

The ideal tripod-head for aerial use, ^
regardless of the camera used upon it,

is the Akeley gyro-head. The gyro-con- ^
trolled movement is a great help in pan- 1

ning and tilting in the air, which is, at
j

best, difficult, due to the resistance of-
j

fered by the wind. Whether using on i

Akeley, or any other type of camera,

the large, upright-image type Mitchell

finder is the best, for, since you are

wearing goggles, and working in a gale

of wind, you cannot keep your eye close

to a small finder such as that of the reg-

ular Akeley system.

In making wing-type fixed mounts, it

is important to keep both camera and

mount as smell as possible, so as to ef-

fect the least possible disturbance in the

air-flow past the wing. The mount shown
in Fig. 3, as already mentioned, destroy-

ed approximately two-thirds of the lift

of the upper wing, throwing a corres-

ponding overload on the lower wing and

upon the motor. This was shown by the

fact that, while the ship normally climbs

to an altitude of 4500 feet in less than

five minutes, with the camera in place

it required more than twenty minutes

to attain the some height.

It is always advisable to use a high-

powered ship for camera-plane, as, in

addition to the considerable resistance

caused by the camera, the extra weight

of the camera, mount, and batteries is

about equal to the weight of a good-

sized man, and would dangerously over-

load an ordinary low-powered two-place

craft. Bi-motored ships are very con-

venient, as the camera and its operator

are usually out of the slip-stream, which

makes for tosier mounting and conven-

ience of operation. Several times I have

worked in the engine-nacelle machine-

gun cockpits of "Condor" bombers: here,

the field of vision is excellent, and the

occupant is excellently protected from

the slip-st''eam by the engine and its

radiator. Closed-cabin commercial air-
|

craft are excellent in that the cabin

gives great freedom of operation; but the

view is often too restricted, even if one

removes a door, and places the camera

there—which is a questionable proced-

ure, at best, since the camera blocks the

door, and would be dangerous i n a n

emergency. In photographing from such

a machine, the camera can be mounted

very simply on a baby tripod, chained

down to the floor.

Cable Address

"CAMERAS'

The Largest Stock

of

MITCHELL CAMERAS
and Camera Equipment

FOR RENTALS
If Vou Need It, We Have It

•

RUDDY GERAUS
Manager

CHARLIE BOYLE
Studio Rentals

Ltd.Camera Supply Co.,
1515 N. Cahuenga Blvd.

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

Gladstone

2404
Nite Phone: GL 658B

QVIODA
FILM VIEWING and

SOUND REPRODUCING
MACHINES ....

Moviolas for Silent

and Sound Editing
• For Composite Prints •
• For Separate Track and Picture •
• Combined Unit for both Composite Film •

and Separate Track
• Projection Moviolas—All Types •

Illu^t^alell, Type UDX, combination film viewer and
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anfl Prirfs seni upon request.

MOTION PICTURE
CAMERA SUPPLY, Inc.
723 Seventh Ave. New York, N. Y.

Cable Address: Cinecamera
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A New Deal for the Newsreel

Cinematographer

Continued from Page 253

denser-type studio microphones— it re-

quires no supplementary amplifier close

by, but may be used at a considerable

distance from the main amplifier.

The amplifier assembly serves as a

carrying case for all of the sound equip-

ment except the battery that drives the

camera-motor: it holds the amplifier, in-

cluding the volume control and meter,

the plate end filament batteries, and
storage-space for the microphone and a

monitoring hecd-set.

The battery-case contains a 12-volt

airplane-type storage battery which pow-
ers the camera-motor and the recording-

light.

The actual recording unit is an amaz-
ingly compact light-valve system, which

is semi-permanently attached to the
camera. It uses a sturdy, permanent-

magnet type of light-valve, with a curv-

ed sound-gate; the whole assembly is

ruggedly built and quickly interchange-

able. The light-valve itself is the same
type used in several of the major studios,

some of yvhich have used these valves

for over two years without need of ad-

justment or restringing. in point of both

durability and sound-quality, we have

found this valve superior to any type of

glow-lamp.

The motjr batteries provide sufficient

power for over 12,000 feet of film with-

out recharging, and the amplifier batter-

ies will record nearly 20,000 feet of film

before need for renewal. With a single

spore set of batteries, a crew con remain

in the field almost indefinitely.

The photographic and sound equip-

ments each weigh 92 'A lbs. For field use,

we carry 2", 4", 6" and 1
2" lenses; three

1000-ft. magazines; 250 feet of cable

mounted on four reels; a spare light-

valve and an extra recording-light. The
question of transportation is, of course,

vitally important: and although this
equipment con actually be carried in the

rear deck of any small coupe or roadster,

we ore equipping our staff with Ford

V-8 sedans, which allow more satisfac-

tory stowage and operation. The rear

seat of the sedan is removed, giving

ample room for all the equipment. Each

cose has its definite place, and each is

firmly strapped down when in transit.

The rear trunk of the car forms an ex-

cellent locker for spares, including the

extra cable, one loaded magazine, etc.

On the roof of the sedan is a special

triangular fromework upon which the
camera tripod may be set up for run-

ning shots, or for shooting over a crowd;

the tripod-legs ore locked down with

special clamps. When making such shots,

the recordist con drive the car with his

amplifier on the seat beside him, and
monitor through the head-phones. The
entire outfit is, we believe, the lightest

and most satisfactory sound-news equip-

ment in use.

For silent camerawork, we ore usmg
the familiar DeBrie "Porvo," in the
metal-bodied model, and with several in-

novations of our own. This camera is

undoubtedly the most compact, high-

grade 400-ft. camera made, and has al-

ways been a favorite for newsreel work.

We have equipped the camera so that it

may be operated by hand or by motor,

and always at the standard sound-speed

of 24 frames per second. We ore rather

proud of the motor: it is a tiny, yet pow-
erful, direct-current motor about three

inches square and less than two inches

I
i

FRANK C. ZUCKER J. BURGI CONTNER

MOTION PICTURE
CAMERA SUPPLY, ine.

SALES - SERVICE - RENTALS
• Camera Motors and Accessories
O Cameras for Color, Process and Slow Motion Pho-

tography
• Silenced Mitchell Cameras
• Fearless Camera Blimps
• Fox Velocltators

Eastern Representatives

MITCHELL CAMERA CORPORATION
HARRISON FILTERS
FEARLESS PRODUCTS

LARGEST STOCK OF CAMERA EQUIPMENT IN THE EAST

723 SEVENTH AVENUE
XEW YORK CITY

Telephone BRyant 9-7755 Cable Address: Cinecamera

THE RIES TILT-TOP

Ries Tilt-Top

priced at $15.00

Rigid/ Sturdy and

Dependable . . .

With the tilt-top photographs can be made

from any angle

The Tilt-Top is made entirely of metal. Handle

at back locks it securely. Top measures 6x7

inches; bottom 6 inches in diameter. Can be

used on any tripod. Used by leading studio

photographers.

RIES & FITZPATRICK
SOLE DISTRIBUTORS

1567 N. Vine St., Hollywood, Calif.

Dealers write for details. Cable Address: Cinecam
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DiffuseJ Fwccjs. and many wVher «ff«cls

With any Camera - In any Climabe
bp Goortjo H. ScKvibo
W ORIGINATOR OF EFFECT FILTERS

1927 WEST 78TH ST LOS ANGELES. CAL

thick; it weighs 3 lbs., 4 ozs., and can

be quickly fitted to the camera in place

of the usual carrying-handle. When the

motor is used, the regular crank is re-

moved from the camera, and a pulley

substituted; then the motor and this pul-

ley are belted together with a 10c rubber

belt from one of our most popular vac-

uum-cleaners—in any almost any lo-

cality, a spare belt can quickly be ob-

EVERYTHING PHOTOGRAPHIC
for Professional and Amateur

New and used. Bought, sold, rented

and repaired. Camera Silencing.

Send for Bargain Catalogue

Hollywood Camera Exchange
1600 Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood

Tel: HO 3651
Cable Address: HOcamex
Open 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.

TRUEBALL
TRIPOD HEADS
OF SPECIAL ALLOY
LIGHTER WEIGHT

The Some Efficient Head
For follow shots, known for

their smoothness of opera-

tion and equal tension on

all movements.

Unaffected by temper-

ature.

Model B Professional $300.00
For Bell & Howell and Mitchell

Cameras and their respective

Tripod. With the ORIGINAL
instant release telescopic

handle.

FRED HOEFNER
GLodstone 0243

5319 Santa Monica Boulevard

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

Model A for Ama-
teur motion picture

cameras. Attaches ti

any standard STILL
Tripod, $12.00.

Trueball tripod
heads are unexcelled
for simplicity, ac-

curacy and speed of

operation.

The Hoefner four-

inch Iris and Sun-
.shade combination
is also a superior
product.

tamed. The motor is driven by two 45-

volt radio batteries, which are also easy

to replace, ond have o long life. The

speed is controlled by a knob on the mo-

tor, and as the DeBrie has a built-in

tachometer, i1 is easy to adjust it to the

proper speed.

However, in many instances it will be

impossible to use the motor-drive for

these cameras; and to simplify the mat-

ter of cranking a consistent 24-frame

speed by hand, we have devised a com-

pact gear-box which fits over the regu-

lar crank-shaft of the camera, so that

while the cinematographer turns his ac-

customed two turns per second, the cam-

era is sped up to the proper sound-speed.

This gear-box is about an inch and a half

in diameter, and less than half an inch

thick; it is held to the camera by three

small screws, and takes the regular De-

Brie crank.

With these two equipments, we are

confident that our staff—over 70% of

whom are old-time Hearst newsreel men
—will be able to get bock to the essen-

tials of camera-reporting as they were

before the novelty of sound chained us

to cumbersome sound-trucks: getting the

news—the real news— in pictures, but

with the addition of the best in newsreel

sound where sound is warranted. I fore-

see a real new deal and a new day for the

newsreel: a return to the sort of newsreel

reporting that made the old silent news-

reels the most interesting spot on many
program, but coupled with technical

advances which ore already improving

the standards of news-photography, and

—most important of all

—

a wise and un-

derstanding use of sound, not as a nov-

elty, nor OS a shackle on the freedom

of its operator, but in its rightful place,

as a real help to news-presentation.

Riddle Me This
Continued from Page 252

JACKSON J. ROSE, A.S.C.: If we leave

the technical factors out of consideration

(and surely there is sufficient ingenuity

in our ranks to overcome any technical

obstaclesi, there are still artistic con-

siderations which present grave problems.

Using single-film sound would hamper

everyone — Director, Cinematographer,

Recording Engineer and Cutter— in their

efforts to produce artistic pictures eco-

nomically.

Max Factor's

MAKE-UP
_A Easy to Apply Easy to Remove
^ Stays on All Day Photographically Correct

MAX FACTOR'S MAKE-UP STUDIO • HOLLYWOOD
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PROFESSIONAL Criticism of the Amateur

picture is a part of the service offered by the

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER. Many ore

not aware of this. Hundreds of pictures have

been reviewed this post year by members of

the American Society of Cinematographers for

the Amateur.
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Let's Talk Ab out Lenses . . . .

Ch romatic

Ab errati o n

by

Wm. J. Grace
'-'Not to be reproduced in any other publication

without permission of the author.

IT
IS BY no means necessary for the cinematographer to

be able to make and mount his own lenses for him to

do the best work, but at least it should be the desire

of everyone who uses optical equipment of any kind to

understand the possibilities and limitations of his lenses,

for thru such knowledge it is not only possible to greatly

simplify his efforts toward perfection but also to do things

out of the beaten track.

There are many lenses available today, many as nearly

perfect for the purpose for which you buy them as human
mental and physical skill can produce them. There are

also many lenses not so excellent, lenses which ore listed

OS "bargains." With optical equipment as with other mer-

chandise, the first cost by no mieansi determines the econ-

omy which it affords.

Altho this series of discussions on the lens is not to be

construed as a guide in the purchase of lens equipment,

at least it is hoped that by talking over the characteristics

of lenses my readers will somehow grasp certain principles

and reasons for optical procedure.

Perhaps there is no other type of product on the market

today which is so little understood as the lens. I refer

to lenses of every description, whether photographic or

not. Of the hundreds of thousands of photographers alone,

probably not one in ten thousand knows the difference,

say, between a lens suitable for portrait work and one

suitable for scenic work. This is no doubt due to the mys-

tery which has been woven around lenses and optics in

general, but is more probably due to the dearth of easily

comprehended texts on optics. There seem to be few vol-

umes on optics which have been written as a mean between

the complexities of corpuscular and wave theories of light

and the simple high school texts.

But let's not worry too much about the lack of texts.

As cinephotographers we are not so much concerned with

the complicated theories underlying lens design as we are

in why they are necessary and what they mean to our

work. And, again, we are not so much interested in how
glass is made, worked, and shaped as we are in the photo-

graphic effects we get with lenses.

If you don't demand too much of this author in the

way of intricate calculations and three-page statements

of complex theories, perhaps the two of us, you and I, can

dig up some pertinent facts concerning our lenses.

Today, practically every lens we use with our cameras,

large or small, still or cine, is composed of several pieces

of glass, probably all ground to different shapes and most

likely made of several different kinds of gloss. Why? Is

it just a base plot of Amalgamated Lens Makers to keep

up the prices of their products? Hardly. In the first place,

if that were the sole reason, someone would long ago have

broken the traces and flooded the market with a simple,

inexpensive system of lenses. The reason, dear reader, is

that we ourselves hove practically forced lens designers

and makers to put out the multitude of lenses which are

available today. We needed this kind of lens to correct

this fault, we needed that kind of lens to correct another

fault, sometimes we needed a lens to correct both faults

at once plus a few more we found.

I say "we" advisedly, for it has been an indirect de-

mand. We wanted to make this or that kind of picture,

and because we created a market demand, camera manu-
facturers passed the buck on to the lens makers.

Ten or twelve years ago, color correction in lenses, as

an example, was little discussed. The films we had then

were colorblind so we didn't know lenses had to be cor-

rected. Along came panchromatic stock which created a

need for lenses which would at least make an attempt at

focusing all colors in the same plane, because where the

old film saw only a limited portion of the color range of

nature and wouldn't record tha rest of the colors anyway,

the new panchromatic began 1o take notice of the lack of

color correction of the lenses.

Without delving too deeply into the technicalities, let's

accept the fact (which con be proven theoretically and

experimentally) that different colors are of different wave-
lengths and therefore travel at slightly different speeds,

so that red light (which has a longer wavelength than

purple, at the other end of the visible spectrum) travels

foster than purple light. No doubt you have yourself noticed

simple example of how the red lettering of a projected

lantern slide seems closer to you than the blue or purple

letters of the same slide.

Now, red portions of an object will focus on a different

plane than will the violet portions of the object, unless

the lens is corrected for that phenomenon.
Errors in images formed by lenses ore called aberrations

[def. : (optics) deviation from the true focus]. Just now
we are concerned with chromatic obberotions, or deviations

from true focus caused by light of different colors coming

to focus at more than one single plane. Figure 1 shows how

a lens which has not been achromatized (color corrected)

would render red, green and violet test objects placed in a

plane perpendicular to the lens. It is obvious that a single

object of a color made up of red and violet pigments might

be impossible to focus sharply.

If we were to turn the optical system of Figure 1

around end for end, it is easy to understand why the red

letters of the lantern slide mentioned three paragraphs back

seemed to stand out in front of the rest of the lettering.

Not only does chromatic aberration affect the focus

of a photographic objective, but the picture is not true in

its perspective. Red portions of the object would cause a

larger or magnified image than would those portions which

are violet-colored (or, for that matter, any other color of

the spectrum, proportionately). Thus, it is important that

lens to be used in photographic work be achromatized,

or color corrected in layman's terms.

The question has no doubt arisen in your mind, "If the

red lettering of the lantern slide stood out in front of the

rest of the lettering, why don't the reds in color motion

picture work also stand out?" The answer is simple: Most
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In a lens not corrected for

chromatic aberration, the
colors of the spectrum do not
focus all in the same plane.

lantern slide lenses are not corrected for chromatic aber-

ration, for they usually are designed for black-and-white

slides. Most modern motion picture projection lenses ore

however, achromatized.

It will become evident to you as we progress in our

discussion of lenses that it would be almost impossible to

grind lenses in such a shape that the important corrections

ore made in the grinding alone. A lens could be ground

to moke it free of one, or two, or perhaps even three differ-

ent kinds of faults, but even if all faults could be corrected

in the grinding, the cost would be prohibitive. Of late years,

however, the very substance of lenses has been the subject

of intensive study and laboratory work, with the result that

lens designers have breathed sighs of relief that they hove

had more leeway in their work. Of course, the more num-

erous are the glasses offered designers, the greater the

number of combinations and hence the more possibilities

of getting too complex.

All glass is not alike, just as all steel is not alike.

Perhaps you've noticed (or have youPl the growing num-

ber of steel alloys which ore available. Anyway, layman

that you may be as far as steel is concerned, you have

noticed that the steel of the new high-speed trains is quite

unlike its older brothers even in appearance. Steel used

to be just a mixture of iron and carbon, but now it has

molybdenum, chrome, tungsten, etc., and so on, ad infini-

tum, mixed with it to give it different characteristics.

So it has been with glass. There were formerly but

two kinds of gloss—crown and flint. About fifty years ago

(which is a short time if we remember that relics of the

ruins of Nineveh include a quartz lens, and some tablets

inscribed with matter too fine to be read with the naked

eye show that 6000 years ago optics were at least known)

Abbe and Schott were given financial aid by the Prussian

government and set up experimental laboratories at Jena,

now one of the leading gloss works of the world. They tried

adding any number of different compounds to common
glass to see what could be produced. Some of them did little

to change the characteristics of common glass, and others

mode the glass too cloudy or too soft, but they did find

certain combinations which gave results then desired.

Naturally, the process is still incomplete, for some combina-

tions are too hard to produce or are too unstable (yes,

gloss con change in shape or chemical structure!, and the

list constantly changes, adding new glasses, dropping old

ones.

The Bausch and Lomb Co. lists at least two dozen

different varieties of glass as stock merchandise, and others

con be mode up to special order. The some is true also

of other glass works in other parts of the world. The more

important glasses are ordinary crown, borosilicate crown,

fluor crown, barium crown, ordinary flint, baryta flint,

borate gloss, and phosphate gloss. Each can be supplied

in several types.

But let's get back to chromatic aberration and how
It IS cured. It is known that every substance transparent

enough to transmit light will bend the light roys according

to its "index of refraction." Some will bend the light more

than others. By combining several kinds of glass in a lens

design, a lot of ills can be cured.

By using a certain type of glass for one of the elements

of the lens and then neutralizing one of the faults of that

lens by using in another element a glass which has a dif-

ferent index of refraction (refraction means bending or

deflecting light rays), the different colors can be mode to

focus all on the some plane, without disturbing the other

necessary conditions for a good lens.

The actual computation of lenses really has little inter-

est to the average cinephotogropher, for it is perhaps best

that he forget about the mechanics of its construction,

except for the knowledge of its capabilities, and concentrate

on its intelligent use. Therefore, suppose we skip over the

details of achromatism with the knowledge that if we buy a

lens of a reputable make and design, this fault has been

taken care of by men who ore more expert than you or I

might ever be at juggling indices of refraction and like

quantities.

Next month we will discuss other characteristics of

lenses, and from then continue to still more, until we have at

least working knowledge of that precision device—our lens.
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Continuity

With Simple

Camera-Tricks

by

Arthur J. Campbell, A. S. C.

AMATEUR movie cameras always stop with the shutter

closed—which makes ;he simple trick of interrupted

motion very easy. If you put the camera on a tripod,

stop it in the middle of a scene, and remove some person

or object from the picture (everything else remaining in

place) before continuing the action, on the screen you'll

have the effect of the removed object suddenly vanishing.

If you reverse the idea, and put the object in, instead of

removing it, your audience will see it suddenly appear,

apparently from nowhere. It is an interesting trick, even

though it is simple enough to be done well by anyone, with

any amateur camera. It is the basis of our story

—

Mam Title:

THE FAMILY M,AGiCIAN

Credit Title: Cast

Junior

His Mother

Jack
j

Joe r His fnends

Bill
I

The Skeptic

The Man with the Car

Scene 1. Long-shot on a street. Junior and his friends

are returning from school; Junior wears glasses, and is a

somewhat "bookish" appearing boy, his friends are typical

boys. They walk down the street, straight into the camera.

Scene 2. Long-shot; reverse angle from Scene I . The
boys are walking down the street, away from the camera.

In the distance a car is seen, porked.

Scene 3. Close-up of a tire-pump: a pair of hands

is working the pump-handle up and down, going out of the

picture at the top of stroke.

Scene 4. Long-shot of the car: it has a flat tire, and
a man I bock to the camera) is busily engaged pumping it

up. Obviously, he is a book-salesman, for the car is full of

books, and his coat, slung over the door, has its pockets

filled with sales-books and papers.

Scene 5. Medium long-shot, from low set-up. In the

foreground is the tire-pump, with the perspiring book-agent
bending over it; in the background, the boys approach. They
see the car and the man, laugh and come toward them.

Scene 6. Long-shot, as Scene 4. The man is still

pumping, and the boys troop in and line up around him,

backs to the camera. Some of them ape him, working

imaginary pumps, etc.

Scene 7. Medium-shot: the man stands up and mops
his brow with a handkerchief, then turns toward camera,

noticing the boys.

Scene 8. Close-shot, panning from left to right, show-
ing the boys, one by one, as they ape the man, pulling out

handkerchiefs and wiping their foreheads, too. Junior alone

doesn't follow suit, merely watching.

Scene 9. Close-up of the man. He smiles, and speaks

to the boys:

TITLE: "Give me a hand . . . and I'll give you a book."

Scene 10. Medium long-shot of the boys. They indi-

cate "nothing doing." Junior, however, nods, and steps

forward.

Scene 1 1 . Same as Scene 5, but with Junior pumping,

while the boys sit on the curb and razz him. FADE OUT.
Scene 12. FADE IN. Close medium-shot of the man,

sitting in the cor; he hands a book to Junior, standing

beside the car, and drives off. The boys gather around

Junior.

Scene 1 3. Close-up of book: its title is '"How to be a

Magician."

Scene 14. Close-shot of the boys' faces, crowding to

look over Junior's shoulder. They all speak at once:

TITLE: "Let's have a show!"

Scene 14a. Cut bock to a short flash of Scene 14,

then FADE OUT.
Scene 15. FADE IN: Long-shot of interior of a room.

The boys are getting ready ^or Junior's magic-show. They

have just finished stringing up Mother's Spanish shawl for

a back-drop; Joe and Jack bring in a small table. Junior,

clod in an old frock-coat and top-hat i both much too big' ,

and carrying a magician's wand, is supervising. WIPE TO:

Scene 16. Reverse-angle of Scene 15: all the neigh-

borhood boys (and girls, too, if you wish) are crowding into

the room and scattering themselves over the chairs, coucn,

and on the floor. Jock and Jot squat in the foreground,

playing on mouth-organ and jew's-horp; Bill, in the back-

ground, stands taking "tickets" at the door.

Scene 17. Close-shot of Bill: on a table beside h'm

IS a jar or small goldfish-bowl, into which he drops the 2

pins admission of the children as they come in.

Scene 18. Close-up of "he bowl, as the pins drop into

it. It IS quite full.

Continued on Page 280
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Hints on

Indoor

Cinematography

by

Arthur J. Campbell, A. S. C.

BELIEVE it or not, the amateur cinematographer can
use less light than the professional—and, if he

knows his lighting, get equally satisfactory results.

The effective speed of Supersensitive reversal films is vir-

tually identical with that of the films used by the profes-

sional: but the amateur has the decided advantage in the

matter of equipment. For example, he has available lenses

much faster than those generally used in the studio: most
professional cameras are fitted with lenses working at f:2.7

to f :2.3, while amateur cameras frequently have lenses rated

at f :1 .9, f :1 .5, or even f :1 .3. The shutters of amateur cam-
eras usually let in more light, too; for while the average

studio camera has a shutter whose maximum opening is

about 170°, the average amateur camera's shutter-opening

exceeds 200°, and is in some instances as great as 216°.

Therefore, where the professional cinematographer must
use, say, a lOOO-watt lamp, the amateur can do just as

well with one of 500 watts, or a Photoflood.

On the other hand, the amateur is somewhat hampered
as to the matter of space, for where the professional has a

roomy studio stage in which to work, the amateur must
shoot most of his interiors in his home where, however

spacious the rooms may be for living purposes, space for

camera, lights and such photographic necessities is decid-

edly at a premium.

Long-shots are the most difficult part of the interior

problem. Close-ups and medium-shots can be made in al-

most any room, but long-shots require more lighting equip-

ment, and the camera must be farther back from the sub-

ject, to include the desired field. So it is a good plan to

study your house carefully beforehand, and select the rooms

and angles best suited to making long-shots. Wide-angle

lenses—especially the 15mm ones—are extremely useful,

for they permit you to get a long-shot with the camera

much closer to your subject than with the normal 1" lens.

Also, it is often possible to phce the camera in one room,

and shoot through a doorway into the next room, getting a

long-shot that would otherwise be impossible. All of these

things must naturally be planned for before starting to

shoot; similarly, it is wise to inspect the electric outlets in

the rooms to be used, so that you will know just where to

plug in each lamp. Extension-cables ending in a junction-

box with two, four or more outlets are a great convenience,

while with Photoflood equipment it is well to use on exten-

sion with a dimming attachment, so that by running the

bulbs at low power while "lining up" your lighting, you

-%.- I.

may conserve the short useful life of these bulbs. If you

are going to use a large number of lamps, it is also a good

idea to arrange things so that, if possible, part of them will

be on one of your house-circuits, and the rest on another,

so you won't overload the house-wiring. Similarly, take a

look at your fuses—for if your circuits ore fused too low,

you may blow out a fuse in the middle of a shot!

Another important thing to attend to in photographing

indoors is the foundation under your tripod: there are a

good many slippery floors in the overage home, and if you

don't look out, your tripod may slip and spoil an excellent

shot. A little square of carpet that can be tacked down

temporarily will prevent this, as will also a short, Y-shaped

chain connecting the three legs of the tripod.

Continued on Page 282
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How it's done: Mr. Brisson, matching his words to
the lip-movements of the projected picture, sings
into the "mike" of home-recording phonograph at
left, making his own talkies.

Making

Silent Movies

Talk

by

Cerl Brisson

AFEW months ago, my brother gave me a 16mm
home-movie camera, and we began making a movie

L record of our experiences in America. It was lots of

fun, and provided a wonderful souvenir of our stay in Hol-

lywood; but one day a pessismistic friend tried to take the

joy out of it by remarking, "Isn't it too bad, Carl, that you

can't make these pictures in sound, and have a record of

the voices of your friends, as well as their pictures?"

That mode me wonder if perhaps I couldn't at least try

to get some sound in my movies. Of course, sound-on-film

recording was out of the question, since there are no really

amateur recording outfits available, and I'm much too new
a novice to build or use a special 16mm recorder. But how
about sound-on-disc? I hod a home-recording gramophone,

an Eastman Cine-Kodak, and c Filmo projector: surely I

Ought to be able to combine these and get some passable

sound pictures!

I tried it—and to my surprise I found it surprisingly

easy to make acceptable amateur talkies. Goodness knows,
my pictures aren't perfect

—

a studio sound-man would find

plenty of flaws in my tone-quality and synchronization

—

but OS a strictly amateur proposition, they are all right, and
gave me lots of fun in the makmg. Here's how I do it:

First of all, I make my picture—silent. Let's say it is

a picture of myself, talking one perhaps singing. I talk

and sing exactly as though I were making a talking film,

speaking the words I wont to record, ond makmg a care-

ful note of all that is said.

Then the film is processed in the usual manner, and

edited. When this is done, I prcject it a number of times,

while I talk and sing, rehearsing until I con synchronize

my words with the pictured lip-movements and action. Then
I project the picture again, and talk and sing into the

microphone of my home-recording phonograph, making a

disc record of the sound part of the picture. If I've re-

hearsed properly, the sound will be pretty well synchronized

with the picture.

When I want to show my little talkie, all that is neces-

sary is to put the film in the projector and the record on

the gramophone, and start them together: with a little prac-

tice, it is possible to start the two machines off so nearly in

step that, even though they aren't connected in any way,

the sound and picture ore surprisingly well synchronized.

Of course, the ideal arrongement would be to use a

1 6mm sound-on-disc projector, such as the Animatophone

or Filmophone, in which the record-turntable and the pro-

jector are mechanically connected. Then, if you mark a

starting-frame on the leader of your film, and mark the

starting-point of the record, you simply can't have any

trouble with synchronization.

The greatest advantage of the whole idea is that you

can make your picture anywhere, under any conditions, and

since the sound-part is recordsd later, at home, you don't

have to worry about any unwonted noises which would
surely trouble you if you mode your recording at the same
time you made the picture. And it is really surprising

what you con do in the way of putting in sound-effects:

one of my talkies, for instance, was made at the beach,

and when we recorded the sound later, my brother and I

hod a lot of fun making surf-noises, and the like. There is

also a lot of amusement in gathering together the people

who appeared in your picture foi a recording party, when

you moke the sound part of the picture, and climax the

evening's entertainment by the premiere performance of

your home-made talkie.

Making talkies this way isn't expensive, either. You
can get the record-blanks at any music store: the little six-

inch records ore four for a quarter, and the larger, longer-

playing 10-inch blanks are fifty cents apiece. The playing-

time of these records, of course, depends upon the speed

at which they are mode and reoroduced: most of the home-
recording gramophones have Iwo-speed turntables, allowing

you to record at either the standard commercial-recording

speed of 78 revolutions per minute, or at the standard

talking-picture record-speed of 33-1/3 r.p.m. Naturally,

the latter is more economical, as it gives about double the

ploying-time; the sound-quality of the higher speed is per-

haps a bit better, but not enough so to offset the economy
of the slower speed. Recording at 78 r.p.m., the small

record gives a ploying-time of about one minute, and the

larger record ploys about 3' 2 minutes; but at 33-1/3

r.p.m., the small record ploys nearly two minutes, and the

larger, 7 minutes. Reduced to terms of screen-time, the

10-inch record, at 78 r.p.m., will "sound" 100 feet of

16mm film, while at the slower "talkie" speed, the same

record will provide sound for a 200-foot reel. If you take

Continued on Page 283
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HERE'S HOW
by A. S- C. Members

PLEASE explain the term "hand
test" as used in the article by
George J. Lancaster, A.S.C., in

your September issue; also, what
are the "3N5" and "5N5" filters

he refers to?

—L L. M., Taft, Cal.

The term "Hand Test" refers to the

practice, followed by all cinematogra-

phers when on location, of making short

test-shots as a check on atmospheric

conditions, filtering and exposures, and
developing them on the spot—by hand,

as distinguished from sending the film

back to the studio laboratory. Appa-
ratus used for this ranges from a simple

changing-bog and a bottle of developer

to miniature-camera developing outfits

and specially-built "test boxes." The
practice is suited only to negative film,

and can hardly be recommended to ama-
teurs.

The filters you ask about are two in

which a light yellow color-filter and a

neutral-density filter are combined into

a single unit. The 3N5 is an Aero 1

color-filter combined with a .50 Neutral

Density filter; the 5N5 combines an
Aero 2 color-filter with a .50 Neutral

Density. On Supersensitive film their

factors are, respectively, 4 and 5; on

regular Pan, 5 and 8. They are useful

for giving the nice correction of an Aero
filter and at the same time toning down
harsh contrasts, glaring areas, and the

like.

—George J. Lancaster, A.S.C

/ AM planning to do my own re-

versal work, using a drum-and-
tray system. Is it necessary to

usei a solid, opaque drum for this,

or could I use a slatted or "squir-

rel-cage" type?

—W. M. W., Detroit, Mich.

An opaque drum is not on absolute

necessity, though it is undoubtedly a

good safeguard, as it would prevent the

"flashing" light from passing through
I the film and overexposing or fogging

the film on the opposite side of the drum,

and also would reduce undesirable re-

flections from the film-base. However,

for the type of work you will probably

be doing, the solid drum is unnecessary;

I have used the open drums myself, with

very acceptable results. However, be

sure and have enough slats in the drum

to round its contour out well; otherwise

you will get "rack flashes" at the points

where the film bends sharply.

—Hollis F. Moise, A.S.C.

ARE there any prepared solu-

tions available for tinting ayid

toning reversal film, ( 8 m m o r

16mm) to produce colored effects?

—./. F. L., Los Angeles, Cal.

Most of the solutions sold for toning

or staining still photos, and especially

lantern slides, will do excellently with

reversal film. Probably the most easily

obtained are the "Tabloid" toners and

"Soloid" stains, which come in tablet

form, and are very easy to use.

—Fred W. Gage, A.S.C.

/ HAVE tried making pictures

with my miniature camera and
Infra-Red sensitive film, and I

notice that green grass and foli-

age is rendered very light. Why
is this—7 had thought that green
absorbed red light, rather than

reflecting it?

— B. M., Jr., Hariford.

You are right in thinking that green

absorbs red light—but the green color-

ing-matter (Chlorophyll) in foliage also

reflects the invisible Infra-Red rays very

strongly. Thus, using Inf ra-Red-sensitive

film and a filter such as the Wratten 70
or 88, which exclude most of the visible

rays but pass the invisible Infra-Red,

the strong reflection of the Infra-Red

from the chlorophyll-green foliage will

naturally make the foliage photograph

light.

—Elmer G. Dyer, A.S.C.

I HAVE read that Panchromatic
film, used with filters, has great

power to cut through haze, but

recently I have tried Panchro-
7natic film in my 16mm camera,
using a 2x filter—and found very
little beneiit in haze-penetration.

Why?
—E. H., Boise, Idaho.

Used with the proper filters. Panchro-

matic and Supersensitive film are ex-

cellent for cutting through haze. These

emulsions are more strongly sensitive to

red, yellow and green light than is the

older Orthochromatic; but they still re-

tain some preference for blue light, which

is the strongest component of most haze.

Therefore, a filter must be used which

will hold back enough of this blue light

to allow the other rays from the distant

subject to register on the film. What
you have probably done is use a filter

which does not do this sufficiently. Many
filters marketed for amateur cameras
were designed before the introduction of

Panchromatic and SuperPan amateur
films, and are really intended for use

only on Ortho. Thus, a "2x" filter of

this type would be only a questionable
"

I x" for Pan, and valueless for Super.

For your purpose, I would recommend
either a strong orange-yellow filter like

the Wratten "G" (5x on Pan, 3x on

Super) or a red filter such as the Wrat-
ten "23-A" (6x on Pan, 3x on Super) .

In extreme cases, an even heavier red

filter might prove useful, as it would
hold back even more of the blue rays,

allowing the weaker but more desirable

ones to do their work on the film.

—Daniel B. Clark, A.S.C.

I HAVE a set of 500-watt photo-

graphic lights; if I want to use
more lamps, or cover a larger

area, will it be necessary for me
to get the same type of lamps, or

can I use Photofloods together

tvith my present equipment?
—J. C, Brooklyn, N. Y.

It is quite possible to use Photoflood

lamps in conjunction with the older pho-

tographic 500-watt Mazda I q^m p s .

Granted that you use the Ph9^(^ygod

bulbs in equally efficient reflectory, -you

will find the light-output of the two
types very similar, though the light from

the Photoflood is usually, due to the

frosted globe, slightly "softer" in qual-

ity. The only exception worth noting is

in making Kodacolor interiors: in this,

the chromatic difference between the
whiter light of the Photoflood and the

yellower light of the ordinary high-power

Mazda is sometimes noticeable. The
special "Photoflood" ratio diaphragm

supplied for Kodacolor interiors corrects

for this whiter light, whereas the yel-

lower Mazda light often gives your pic-

ture a slightly reddish tone.

—Wm Stull, A.S.C.
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Typical hook-up. A, 2 No. 4 Photofloods; B, 1 No.
1 Photoflood; C, 1 No. 1 Photoflood; D, Economy

Coil; E, Remote Control Switch.

FROM the time photoflood lamps were first put on the

market, manufacturers of lighting devices have rec-

ognized the necessity for dimming, when the lamps

are not in photographic use, in order to conserve their life.

A series-parallel switch is usuolly provided. This was
adopted, not because it was a satisfactory way to solve

the problem, but because it was the least expensive way.

Such a system of control has many disadvantages.

When the lamps are in series, the light is so dim as to make
it impossible to know in advance what the light balance

will be at full "speed." When the operator is ready to make
the exposure, he must make the rounds, and turn a switch

on eoch light source. If a portrait sitting is being made, the

s08den burst of light, as the lamps are thrown into "high,"

is ^Tery disconcerting to the subject, and may require a

pause, so that the eyes may become accommodated to the

new intensity. The lamps can be controlled only in pairs.

If an odd number of lamps is used, the odd lamp cannot

be controlled.

Since electricity is distributed in the United States,

almost without exception, in the form of alternating current,

the designer used the principle of the transformer as his

starting point. This precludes the use of the device on

direct current, but direct current supply is so exceptional

that it need not be considered.

Having ascertained from the engineers of the lamp

manufacturer that a small photoflood, operated at ninety

volts, would have a life of from twelve to sixteen hours,

this value was decided upon as the low "speed" of the

coil, the high "speed," of course, being the line voltage

of 112. There was another reason for this decision. Since

Control For

Ph otofloods

i

by

I em plelon W. Wood

the heart of the device is a specialized form of a trans-

former, called on auto-transformer, considerations of size,

weight, and expense dictated that the low "speed" should

be no lower than necessary to give the lamps a satisfactory

life. The greater the difference between the primary and

secondary voltages in an auto-transformer, the larger, heav-

ier, and more expensive the device becomes.

The general appearance of the coil is shown in Figure

1 . It is a cube of approximately seven inches, and it weighs

about fifteen pounds. The steel case, finished in green

enamel, contains the auto-transformer. At the back, the

cable, marked "to current supply," is plugged into any

baseboard outlet. This outlet should be fused according

to the number of lamps used.

Each small photoflood tak:s approximately two amperes

at 1 1 2 volts. The other coble, marked "control on camera,"

terminates in a snap switch, enclosed in an aluminum box.

Each coble is ten feet long. In the face there are four

standard receptacles into which the lighting fixtures ore

plugged. The coil will handle ten or more small photofloods.

If the larger. No. 4, lamps are being used, or if a com-
bination of the larger and smaller sizes is in operation, the

device will handle them with equal efficiency, provided a

total load of about 2500 watts is not exceeded. It is

equally satisfactory for still or motion picture work.

Figure 2 explains the manner of use. The coil is placed

on the floor at a convenient point, and the supply cable

plugged into a baseboard outlet. The coble to which the

switch is attached is brought to the back of the camera and
hung on the tripod, or otherwise disposed of conveniently.

The lighting units are plugged into the receptacles on the

face of the cose, and the switch on the tripod is thrown

backward and forward to find the "low" speed. The lamps

are allowed to remain in "low" during the period of set-up,

focusing and adjusting, ample light being provided for the

reody accomplishment of these functions. Just before mak-
ing the exposure, the operator throws the switch on the

tripod to "high," makes the exposure, then throws the

switch back to "low" again. By following this procedure,

a conservative estimate of the average life of the smaller

photoflood is from eight to ten hours, and for the larger

one, from forty to fifty hours.

The advantages of this method of control are now ap-

parent. The most important, uriattainoble with the series-

parallel system, is the ability to make the set-up and ar-

range the lighting with the assurance that the light balance

will be the same at high "speed" as we see it at low

"speed." Control being by voltage, alone, neither the num-
ber of lamps connected, nor their wattage, con have any

Continued on Poge 281
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TRICKS

and GADGETS

Here we present the first winners of our new "Tricks

and Gadgets" Contest. You'll agree, we hope, that they are

mighty useful ideas for amateur filming, which any amoteur

can adapt to his requirements. We'll wager, too, that you

have some ideas which ore just as good—in fact, we're

betting the prizes listed on inside bock cover that you

have! So send in your tricks and your gadgets; they may

win you a prize.

A Professional-Type Finder

The finders usually supplied on 16mm and 8mm cam-

eras (especially the earlier and less expensive models) don't

correct for parallax; that is, Ihey aren't accurate when the

subject is close to the camera, so that in close-ups you'll

often cut off part of a forehead, or leave out one side of

your subject, according to the position of the finder. So

I built a professional-type finder for my Cine-Kodak. It

gives a nice, big image; and a simple wheel, rotating in a

cam-like movement, corrects for parallax. It is easy to

construct, and will work, not only with the Cine-Kodak, but

with any box-type camera, 16mm or 8mm alike. I get a

thrill out of using this finder in shooting my films, for it

not only looks professional, but it really is professional

equipment.

The body of the finder is a simple cardboard box, at

least eight inches long, and covered with imitation leather.

At one end the box is closed with a tin front (which may
also be covered with the leather). In the center of this

front is mounted a meniscus lens of 6-inch focal length;

the lens from an old "Brownie" camera will do excellently

for this. At the focal point of the lens—that is, a point

six inches down the tube from the lens— is a ground-glass

screen, mounted with liquid solder in the metal aperture

of a 4 '/2x6cm filmpack container. Just behind the ground-

glass cut a small slot in the side of the box, to admit mattes

to mask the finder when you use lenses of longer focal-

lengths: these mattes may be made of heavy paper or cel-

luloid, cut away to give the exact field of the desired lens.

The box of the finder overhangs the ground-glass by about

two inches, so as to shade it and give you on easily-visible

image. It should be painted block inside.

One side of the tin front (the side nearest the camera)

is extended, cut out, and curled to make the female part

of a hinge. The other half of the hinge is an extension

of another tin piece attached to the camera, as shown. A
removable pin holds the finder on its hinge, and a piece of

bent clock-spring prevents it from swinging out on its pivot.

The parallax adjustment is provided by a shaft, running

the whole length of the finder-box, with an eccentric wheel

projecting at the rear. This wheel bears against the side

of the camera under the pressure of the spring, and, as the

shaft is set off center, turning the wheel will cause the

finder to pivot: it is a relatively easy matter to calibrate

the wheel so that the finder is accurate for any distance.

In my own Cine-Kodak, for instance, the regular finder

is directly obove the lens, so 'here is no horizontal parallax:

using this as a guide, with the auxiliary finder mounted be-

side the lens, it is easy to calibrate the finder-markings

quite correctly. It is a good idea to paint the end of the

wheel white, so you can mark the calibrations in pencil

until you know they are accurate, after which you con en-

grave them in the metal.

LOUIS A. INSERRA,
Omaha, Nebraska.

Title-Turntable

Sometimes it is necessary to have three separate Open-
ing Titles in one's picture. Why not present these titles in

a rotating fashion, as is done professionally? An old pho-

nograph turntable will do the trick. Cut cardboard to the

Continued on Page 281
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TREND of

A Super-Camera

• The largest camera In the world has

just been put into use by the United

States Coast and Geodetic Survey and is

used for reproducing nautical charts and

airway maps. The camera weighs four-

teen tons and is thirty-one feet long.

The photographer stands inside the cam-

era in a specially built chamber. Two
years were required to finish this large

product.

Fast Color Film

O According to a news item in Camera,

published in Switzerland, a fast color

film is available in Europe manufactured

by Agfa. This is termed the Agfacolor-

Ultra Film. It is sold in ordinary film-

packs or rolls for any size camera. No
filter is said to be necessary and expos-

ures are listed as ranging from a 10th of

a second to a hundredth of a second.

This means instantaneous color pho-

tography.

Third Dimension Photography

• The French Photo-Revue publishes an

interesting article on third dimension

photography. The new principles d e -

scribed oermit an amateur of even lim-

ited means to carry on a few interesting

experiments.

One of the features of this process is

that it gives all angles of the subject

photographed the same as the eye sees

it. The photograph when finished gives

the impression of the object floating in

the air, and by looking at it sideways

you actually see the sideview of the pho-

tographed subject. In spite of some very

convincing experiments the whole is still

in an experimental stage.

Since the finished result is visible only

by projection or transparency, this may
open up new fields for research.

The following method was described

in the making of the experiment;

A sheet of black paper which has been

pierced by a great number of small pin-

holes is placed flush to an unexposed

plate in the dark room. This is exposed

to an ordinary electric bulb. The plate

is developed and reversed. After it is

dried the black paper is placed over it

again in the identical position it occu-

pied during the exposure process. A

THE TIMES
ground glass is placed on top of this

lighted from behind. Looking through

the holes you will see the photographed

lamp apparently floating in space. From

all sides the image will seem a perfect

plastic image.

The block paper must be the same

size OS the plate. The pin holes must

be about 1 5 per square inch. Holes to be

kept exact distance from each other.

Paper and plate to be placed between

two ordinary photographic glass plates.

Any printing frame will hold all of them

together. Place electric bulb about 20

inches from the frame; expose about 4

minutes. Develop plate and make posi-

tive print on another plate. Replace

black paper on positive plate. Place
ground glass plate between light in a box

and positive plate then stand away about

5 yards. At first you may not see any-

thing. Move your head from side to side

until you see the photographed lamp.

Approach it slowly. Get as close as you

can and look at it from all sides. The

effect is startling. If you approach too

close the image goes out of focus and

then will disappear. Retreat and the im-

age will appear again.

Fast Lenses

• At the recent Leipsig Fair in Germany

the Photographic Section had several

outstanding novelties to offer. The trend

of Photographic progress is seemingly

towards newer and faster lenses and
higher speed emulsions.

Several new fast lenses are claimed to

be just as sharp and have as great a

depth of focus, wide open or shut down.

The Supracomar manufactured by the

Plaubel Werke has a focal length of 4.5

cm with a speed of fl :2.

A world record is claimed by the Astro

Works with their new Tachone at fO:85

destined for cinematographic cameras.

A great number of miniature cameras

embodying all kinds of new features were

on display.

Also a new Leica attachment which

enables the operator to focus his image

on a mattglass several times the size of

the actual image photographed.

Considerable interest was aroused by

the new Minifex miniature camera which

takes a picture 13x1 8mm; Lens Astro-

Tachar 5cm with a speed of fO:95.

Agfa exhibited samples of their new

Fine-Grain emulsion "Finopan" which

allows Leica enlargement without grain

to dimension of 30x40cm. This nev.

Finopan is slightly less sensitive, corres-

ponding to a speed of 20-21 degree

Scheiner.

Automatic Loop Adjustment

• A U. S. Patent (No. 1,958,1521 has

been issued to Etienne Oehmichen, of

France, for an invention described as

"means for mechanical adjustment and

automatic maintenance of film-loops

during passage of film through cinemat-

ographic apparatus."

Another Cine Color

• According to foreign trade papers a

new cine color process has been invented

by Richard Gaschop and Carl Pokorny,

chemists, called by them the Irix Color

Photo. This process is said to be based

on a negative gelatine relief which serves

as a matrix for printing in 3 colors.

Other details are not available, but it is

difficult to imagine how a perfect con-

tact and sharpness can be secured with

this method.

New Studio Lamp

A new rifle-type lamp is said to have

been perfected in France by a manufac-

turer of Marine Lighthouse equipment.

By the use of a new type reflector they

claim to effect a 70% saving of amper-

age. For the present the lamps are only

built to take 500-watt lamps. The new

lamp is called the Hollophone.

Miniature Film Packs

• A German manufacturer of raw stock

has devised a new and ingenious method

of packing raw film for miniature cam-

eras. It eliminates the measuring of film

in the dork room when loading. This

film comes in a light-tight package suf-

ficient for 10 loadings. Each length is

separated by an incision easily felt by

the hand in the dark.

New Miniature Camera

• A new German miniature camera for

35mm stock is being marketed by the

German Eastman Kodak, Ltd. This little

camera is said to be very much along the

lines of the original Leica camera and

sells for around $30.00 at the present

rate of exchange. It is equipped with a

compur shutter and an f3.5 lens.



The 16 mm. camera of professional scope

ClNE-KODAK«''^«^*
FREE

—

Sendfor the Cine-Kodak Special Book con-

taining 15 pages of complete information.

Ground-glass focusing • Variable shutter • Back wind o Masks •

Double lens turret • Interchangeable film chambers • Long run-
ning spring motor • One- and eight-frame cranks • Variable speed
e Single-frame release • Fades • Dissolves • Double exposures •

.Slow motion • Animation

COPI

Eastman Kodak Company
Rochester, N. IT,

it isn't an Eastman, it isn't a Kodak
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WHEELS
OF INDUSTRY

16mm Sound-on-Film Projecl'or

• According to announcement made by

the Ampro Corporation, that company is

now manufacturing a 16mm sound-on-

film camera. They operate under license

granted by R.C.A. Victor Company ac-

cording to their statement.

Slow-Speed Device for Leico

• A new Gllachment which gives shutter

speeds from 1 to '/sth second exposures

on the previous models of the Leica has

just been announced by E. Leitz, Inc., 60
East I 0th Street, New York City.

The new slow-speed device is espe-

cially useful to owners of Leica cameras
other than the model F, which has these

slow speeds built into its mechanism, as

it makes possible slower automatic speeds

by simply ctlcching the device to the

camera over the shutter release button.

Owners of Leica models A, C, D, and E

will welcome this device because the

slowest speed their shutters are capable

of, automatically, is 1 /20th second.
Many have had their cameras converted

into the model F because of these slower

speeds. With this device now availoble,

conversion is not necessary.

New Miniof'urc Projector

• As an addition to the series of Udimo
projectors, 11. Leitz, Inc., 60 East 1 0th

Street, New York City, is announcing the

new miniature projector known as the

UMINO. The small projector is unique in

that it accommodates not only film slides

(both single frame %xl -inch and double

frame ) x 1 'A - inch ) , but also 2x2-inch

glass slides.

The miniature projector measures

2'/2x5x7 inches, and weighs only IVi

pounds complete. A highly-corrected

projection lent is supplied in focusing

mount, and the illumination is supplied

by either 50- or 100-watt, 110-volt

lamp. For special requirements, on

adopter may be installed whereby the

illumination is furnished by a standard

automobile storage battery, using a low-

voltage lamp. This new projector is

manufactured in the United States.

Sound-on-Film Catalog

• Klein & Goodman have issued a 16-

page catalog of their sound-on- 1 6mm-

film subjects available for rental. It in-

cludes 200 subjects with a total of 400
reels. These are broken down into Fea-

tures, Westerns, Super Specials, Musi-

cals, Novelties and Revues, Travel, Car-

toons, Sport Subjects and Educational.

Catalog will be mailed on request to

Klein & Goodman.

Bass Rental Catalog

• Bass Camera Company announces a

new 64-page 16mm Film Rental Catalog.

This catalog includes silent pictures,

sound on disc and sound on film, ac-

cording to the announcement of this
company, and will be mailed upon re-

quest within a radius of 1000 miles of

Chicago.

The same announcement tells of Bass

Bargaingram No. 214 which will also be

mailed on request.

B & H Branch Library

• The Bell fr Howell Fi!mo-Sound Rental

Library announces the establishment of

the following branches: Auditorium Sup-

ply Co., Minneapolis; Burgart Bros.,

Tampa; Photoort House, Milwaukee.

The library is said to specialize in

16mm sound-on-film subjects and claims

over twenty branches in various cities of

the country.

Lens Folder

• A new six page folder on Bausch &
Lomb Tessar Lenses has just been issued

at Rochester. This folder is illustrated

with exomples of photography from this

series of lenses and carries schematic

drawings showing the arrangement of the

elements in the barrel.

Six primary uses of the Bausch &
Lomb Tessars are listed indicating the

versatility of this series. These uses ore

given as: action, or news pictures; child

portraiture, aerial photography, nature

pictures, copying and enlarging and
medical and biological.

Revised "Leico" Darkroom Manual

• The familiar brochure, "Developing,

Printing. Enlorging Leica Pictures," by

Willord D. Morgan and Karl A. Barleben,

Jr., F.R.P.5 , has just appeared in a

sixth edition. Essentially the some as

earlier editions, it has been revised and

amplified to include the latest in meth-

ods and equipment for miniature camera

darkroom work. Especially valuable is

the added information on the popular

Parophenylene-Diamine developers: not
only are general formulae given, but spe-

cial formulae for definite types of film,

including super-speed, regular pan, and
special fine-gtoined panchromatic emul-
sions. Another welcome addition treats

the Lumiere Filmcolor and DuPont Dupac
natural-color processes.

There is a chapter on the use of
photo-electric exposure meters, by A. T.

Williams, of the Weston Electrical In-

strument Corp. Other added information

concerns the latest "Leica" darkroom
and copying equipment, and the new
technique of enlarging with illumination

control and Photoflood lamps.

Brick-Board

• A new material, designed to take the

place of cast-plaster brick panelling for

set-construction, has been patented by

David S. Gorber, Art-Director for Uni-

versal Studios. The new product, known
as "Brick-Board," is understood to be

made of a paper-pulp composition,

which may be colored throughout in any

desired shade, rather than painted on

the surface alone. It is held to be water-

proof, excellent acoustically, and, ac-

cording to Garber, will be placed on the

market within the next month.

Single-Exposure Leico Camera

• Many miniature camera enthusiasts

often wish to make one exposure and

develop it immediately. With the usual

camera this may not be so convenient.

With this idea in mind, E. Leitz, Inc.,

offers the Oligo Single Exposure Leico

camera. The Oligo is an interesting little

device. It consists of o metal housing,

the front of which is threaded to accom-

modate any of the Leica lenses, and the

rear is fitted to accommodate a special

ground-glass focusing screen and special

film holders interchangeably. A special

Ibsor shutter which fits over the lens and

provides the exposure-speeds completes

the outfit.

The film holders are sturdily construc-

ted of metal, and hold a single 1x1 Vz-

inch film which may be cut from a 35

mm film roll. Sharp focus is established

by the ground gloss bock.

The Oligo camera is convenient for

making test shots, for copy work, and

for all other uses where but one exposure

is necessorv.
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SUPEK -HI-POUUfRi^^
RANSCENDiNG all previous Victor projection achievements,

these New 750 Watt Super Hi-Power Victors have skyrock'

eted 16 mm Illumination and Performance Standards to

amazing new heights. They embody valuable new Mechanical j

and Optical Innovations that are Far in Advance of any
thing ever before employed in 16 mm manufacture .... insuring

finer results.

Best news of all . . . . these Quieter, Cooler, Simpler, More Powerful
units are typical Victor Values at these "Common Sense" prices

—

Silent Model 20, $172.50; Sound-on-Film, $425.00 and $540.00! Write
for literature. Your dealer can arrange demonstrations. Your new pro-

jector, to be the finest,, must be a Victor!

VICTOR ANIMATOGRAPH CORPORATION
DAVENPORT, IOWA, U. S. A.

242 Mth St., NEW YORK OTY I88 W. Rindolph St., CHICAGO - 630 So. Grinil, LOS ANGELES
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CRAIG JR.
SPLICER *35o
Now available for use with both 8mm
and l6 mm films.

1 CONTINUITY WITH SIMPLE CAMERA-TRICKS

CRAIG SPLICER *\0 1

Now available in 1 6 mm size for use |

with «>ther silent or sound oiv film films i

CRAIG MOVIE SUPPLY Co.!
i03l South Broadway

^

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA!
Representecf by Ampro in the East \

A

SOFT

PROFESSIONAL

QUALITY WITH

HARRISON
DIFFUSION
1 '/4 " Round

2" Square

3" Square

$3.00

5.00

6.00

Harrison & Harrison
Optical Engineers

645 N. Martel

Hollywood, Calif,

16inin Sound On Film

HCME TALKIES
Are Here

Trade in yniir sifrnt ttwrif
fQjt mtnrtif

LIHKRAI, AI.I.OWANCK
Klein a Goodman
PHOTO a CINE APPARATUS

Sound Fit in Rental f.ibeaiy

le so, 10TH ST, phila,,pa.

Continued from Page 270

Scene 19. Long-shot, over the heads
of the audience. Two sheets have been
strung up, as curtains: Jack and Joe rise

up from their "orchestra pit" and draw
them apart, revealing Junior, standing
beside a table in the center of the
"stage." He bows deeply; cut )ust as he
starts to rise.

Scene 20. Close-up of Junior, just

straightening up from his bow. He has

mode himself up with gorgeous painted

moustachios and goatee; he speaks:

TITLE: "Ladeez and Gentulmun! The
Great Mogul will now astound you with

his mystic Magic!"

Scene 21. Medium long-shot, pan-

ning from I ;f t to right, showing the audi-

ence applauding wildly.

Scene 2.2. Medium-shot of Junior.

He takes an cpple from his pocket, and
lays it on the table. He removes his

hot, and places it over the apple. He
waves his wond, tops his hat once, and
when he raises the hat—the apple is

gone. Junior bows.

Scene 23. Same as Scene 21 : the

audience is quiet, astonished.

Scene 24. Medium-shot, as Scene

22. Junior puts the hat on the table,

mokes another pass—and when he raises

the hot, the apple is there again.

Scene 25. Medium-shot of audi-

ence. One youngster gets up and speaks:

TITLE: "Aw, that ain't a real apple!"

Scene 26. Close-up of Junior. He
tosses the cpple straight into the camera.

Scene 27. Clase-up of the boy who

spoke; he catches the apple, looks at it,

and surprisedly bites into it as he sits

down.

Scene 28. Medium-shot of Junior.

He picks UD an egg, and puts it under

the hat. When he raises the hot, there

is chicken! He covers the chicken and

waves his wand.

Scene 29. Close-shot of the hat:
Junior lifts it, and reveals a cot in place

of the chicken.

Scene 30. Medium-shot of Junior.

He covers the cat with the hat, waves

his wend, und when he raises the hat,

the cat has vonished.

Scene 3 1 . Close-up of Junior,
speaking

:

TITLE: "Now—the greatest trick of ol!!

I'll make somebody DISAPPEAR in front

of all of yoLi! Step up, please—anyone."

Scena 32. Close-up of Junior as he

finishes speaking.

Scene 33. Long-shot of audience.

Unbelievingly, they stare at each other;

finally the ycung skeptic who ate the

apple gets up and walks toward the cam-
era, approaching until he completely fills

the screen.

Scene 34. Long-shot of Junior. The
Skeptic comes up on the "stage" and
turns to face the camera. Junior takes

a large black cloth and waves it around

a moment, then holds it up in front of

the Skeptic, so that the boy is completely

hidden.

Scene 35. Series of very short
"flash" big-head close-ups of the chil-

dren in audience—wide-eyed and expec-

tant.

Scene 36. Same as Scene 34. Jun-

ior drops Ihe cloth—and the Skeptic is

nowhere to be seen. Junior bows proudly.

Scene 37. Long-shot of the audi-

ence. They cpplaud wildly, then crowd

forward, all tolking at once.

TITLE: "Moke us all disappear!"

Scene 38. Medium long-shot
of Junior, Gs the children crowd around

him. He motions them to get back.

Scene 39. Reverse angle from Scene

38: the children drop back a few steps

and wait expectantly.

Scene 40. Medium close-up of Jun-

ior. He makes several passes with his

wand.

Scene 41. Some as Scene 39. The

children are standing, waiting—and sud-

denly they all vonish.

Scene 42. Medium long-shot of

Junior. He smiles proudly, looks around

over the vacant seats, then takes off his

hat, puts down his wand. Then he wan-
ders over to a chair, sits down in it, and

falls asleep. SLOW FADE OUT.

Scene 43. FADE IN SLOWLY. Med-
ium close-up of Junior, in bed and asleep.

His mother's hand is shaking his should-

er, trying to awoken him. In his arms is

clutched the book. With the title, "How
to be a Magician" showing prominently.

Scene 44. Close-up of Junior, with

the book, if possible, also in the picture.

He smiles contentedly in his sleep. FADE
OUT.

THE END

The vanishing tricks con be done very

easily. Simply put the camera on o tri-

pod, and when you reach the port of the

scene where you want the disappearance,

stop the camera. While it is stopped, re-

move whatever is to disappear, taking

pains that nothing else moves; then con-

tinue your scene. If you do it carefully,

the stoo won't show on the screen.
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Tricks and Gadgets
Continued from Page 275

size and shape of a phonograph record

and print vour three, four or more titles

on this circular title-card, spacing them

equally around the disc. Then shoot the

first title for the required length of time.

Then revolve the turntable until your

next title is centered, expose this for the

required length of time, and continue to

your next title. (Of course, the camera

must be continuously functioning
throughout the foregoing procedure.)

A clever voriation of the above trick

is to center your camera on the rotating

center of the turntable, center and lay

your first title on the table, and start

both camera and phonograph into func-

tioning. Stop both when the title arrives

at the 180° point of its revolution (that

is, when your title is upside down)
,
place

your second title on top of the first (also

in an upside-down fashion), and again

start camera and phonograph into func-

tioning simultaneously. When your title

reaches the right-side-up position, stop

the phonograph (turntable, of course)

only, expose the title for the required

length of time, and again resume turn-

table rotation until the 180° point (up-

side-down title) has been reached. Here

you place your third title and repeat the

above procedure. Be sure to expose your

first title for a few seconds before rotat-

ing the same.

On the screen, this mysterious chang-

ing of titles will be amusing to watch,

for as soon as one title has been read, it

will revolve once, but a new title will

have token its place during the revolu-

tion.

LOUIS A. INSERRA,
Omaha, Nebraska.

Minnecam Portraiture Guide

• George W. Hesse, known as a contrib-

utor to these pages, is the author of

"Portraiture with the Miniature Cam-
era," recently published by the Fomo
Publishing Co., of Canton, Ohio. While
perhaps not as fully illustrated as a work

on this subject should be, Mr. Hesse has

treated his subject in workmanlike fash-

ion, and covers in a very practical fash-

ion, every essential phase of miniature-

camera portraiture, from the exposure to

the finished, mounted enlargement.

Among the topics discussed are the

actual making of the portrait—composi-

tion, posing, lighting, exposure, and the

like; make-up for portraiture (suggested

as substitute for retouching, which is,

of course, impossible with miniature

negatives); developing the negative —
including formulae for fine-groin and
physical development, intensification

and reduction; making the print, includ-

ing several excellent developer formu-
lae; tinting and toning prints; and data
on finishing, spotting and mounting por-

trait-prints.

Control for PhotoPloods

Continued from Page 274

influence whatever on the low "speed"

as long as the capacity of the device is

not exceeded High "speed" and low

"speed" are sufficiently close to each

other to make the judging of the relative

photographic values of colors simole.

Centralized control is a great conven-

ience. One switch, at the back of the

camera, controls all the lights. There is

no violent burst of light when the switch

is operated as there is with the series-

COME IN AND SEE THE NEW
AGITATOR
Mail Order Finishing Service

Morgan Camera Shop
6305 Sunset Blvd.,

Hollywood, Calif.

parallel system. And, finally, it is worth

repeating that low "speed" is constant,

regardless of the number of lamps con-

nected, as long as the copacity of the

device is not exceeded.
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ATTENTION
1 6mm Cameramen
WE BUY

1 6mm Negatives of

News, Oddities, Human Interest

Stories, and other good 16mm
amateur shots for our

New 1 6mm Cine News

Send 3c stamp for Details and
Vour Identification Card.

PEERLESS CINE NEWS
Room 75, 1 327 N. Highland,

Hollywood, California

HINTS ON INDOOR CINEMATOGRAPH/
Continued from Page 271

The reflective values of wall-surfaces

are also important, especially in the
longer shots. Naturally, a dark wall will

require more light than a highly-reflec-

tive, light-colored wall.

Such a wide variety of lighting-units

is available to the amateur filmer that

it is hardly necessary to discuss the mat-
ter of equipment here. Moreover, it is

not necessary to restrict yourself to any
one type of lighting-unit, for Photofloods

and the old^r type 500- and 1000-watt

The New 16mm PANCHROMATIC NEGATIVES
(Eastman, Agfa, Dupont)

will surprise you with their fine quality, their beautiful tones and grainless reproductions,
if you have them developed by the

DUNNING GRAINLESS METHOD
This method is winninpr more amateurs every day to the negative and positive .system

of 16mm movie makinc.
One trial will prove its advantages.

DUNINNG PROCESS COMPANY
(J.Smm reduced to Ifimm)

932 N. La Brea Avenue
Hoilywood, Calif.

99

Aa4.t/iefn all

you GET THIS
1 400 watt Biplane Mazda ( Fibre gears for silent oper-

ation.

9 Forward and reverse.

10 New type aluminum lamb

equal in illumination to

500 watt. Sufficient for
large auditoriums.

2 High power cooling system.

3 lOVi to 1 movement with

"kick-back. " Easy on film.

4 High speed mech. re-wind.

5 Die-cast machined body.

6 Centralized lubrication.

7 Centralized controls.

chimney. . . cooler, brighter.

11 Oversized motor ... largest

used in any projector.

1 2 Kodacolor may be used.

13 I^ight in weight. . . beauti-

ful in appearance.

14 Ampro exclusive tilt.

15 Price for this Ampro 16 mm projector complete with case.

Great value at regular listprice, $150. 00. Bassprice only $99. 50.

Don't pay more. . . Don't get less. Order direct from this ad.

Your money back after trial ifyou want it. Full details and
BassBargaingramZlifree on request. Dealers: Writefordetails.

BASS CAMERA COMPANY
179 W. Madison St., Chicago, III.

Camera Headquarters for Tourists

*Aftologiet to Dodge Motors.

units may be used together. The main

thing is to have plenty of lamps, for

while you can make excellent close-
ups with but two lamps, you will need

half-a-dozen or more units for really

satisfactory long-shots. It is wise to

equip yourself with several of the in-

expensive Photoflood units which have

rubber-covered clamps; not only are
these units very handy, but they are very

useful in backlighting, etc., for you can

clomp them to curtain-rods, moldings

and the like, and get lights from higher

positions than most stand-lamps permit.

Certain types of reading and bridge
lamps, when fitted with Photofloods, also

moke very useful photographic lighting

units. Certain accessories will prove in-

valuable: tracing-cloth or oiled-gelatine

diffusing screens, for example, will give

you o nice soft light especially desirable

for photographing women, while concen-

trator "snouts," described in the March,

1934, issue of this magazine, are a great

help in backlighting, as they help bridge

the gap between ordinary lamps and the

spotlights so few amateurs con afford.

When it comes to the actual lighting,

the illustrations may be useful. Fig. 1

shows a typical close-up lighting. Two
lights ore sufficient, and the light is

balanced by having one light— in this

case, the one on the right of the camera

—considerably closer to the subject than

is the other. In close-ups, it will be not-

iced, the units used for lighting the sub-

ject con usually do double duty and il-

lumine the background as well.

Fig, 2 shows a medium-shot: for this,

five lamps arc the minimum needed for

satisfactory lighting. The units numbered

No. 1 and No. 2 still serve the same

purpose OS in the close-up—lighting the

subject. Lamps Nos. 3 and 4 are in-

tended primarily to light the background,

and lamp No 5, which is placed high,

out of the picture (preferably one of the

clamp-type Photoflood units) is for

backlighting the subject, to separate him

from the background.

In Fig. 3, we see a long-shot: natur-

ally, OS a greater area is included in the

picture, greater amount of light is

needed, so we use seven lamps. Again

lamps 1 , 2 and 5 provide front and back

light for the subject, while lamps 3 and

4 are assisted by Nos. 6 and 7 in lighting

the "set." This is, of course, merely an

elementary layout: for in actual practice

you will find use for several additional

units in lighting the set, the furniture,

and the like—adding to the effects of

depth and relief with highlights o n

curved surfaces, casting interesting shad-

ows, and so on. Low-powered bulbs in

the wall-fixture should be turned on

—

not for any photographic value, but be-

cause, if They definitely appear lit, you
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will have a logical source from which

your backlight will appear to come.

Several practical suggestions can be

made: for instance, never attempt such

shots (or any serious camerawork, for

that matter!) without a good, deep lens-

shade— and never let the direct rays

from a lamp strike the glass elements

of your lens; this would produce a flare

or "ghost." Likewise, don't be afraid

to place your stand-lamps high on their

supports— preferably well above the
head-level of your subject. If you are

working in Kodacolor, you will need at

least double the amount of light you' '

use for black-and-white— especially in

frontlight. Remember that your effect

depends, not alone upon light, but upon

the balance of light and shadow—so,

wfierever you con, keep a watchful eye

cut for opportunities to paint upon your

set with interesting shadows. Lastly, not-

ice thot in the illustrations the subject is

not crowded close up against the back

wall, but (especially in the longer shots)

brought well out from the wall. In a

close-up, it is not so important to plav

your action well away from the walls;

but in longer shots it is imperative. Oth-

erwise, you will not be able to light either

subject or set properly, or to get a nat-

ural effect. It is a good idea to make it

a rule that the greater the area covered

in your shot, the farther out from the

wall the actors should be placed. Above

all, try to make your effects natural,

rather than artificial, for you aren't

lighting your set merely to illuminate it.

but to give a natural and artistic effect.

And once you understand lighting, artis-

try, as well as mere illumination, is easy.

Making Silent Movies Talk

Continued from Page 272

proper care of them, these records—
while by no means permanent— lost sur-

prisingly well.

Most of these home-recording phono-

graphs have provision for recording from

radio-programs, too: and you frequently

use this feoture when you want to record

musical accompaniment for silent films

such as scenics, and the like. Most ra-

dio performers are glad to accommodate

with requests, and it is easy to arrange

to have them play the number you want

to use for o score on some definite pro-

gramme, when you can record it. I have

even used such request numbers to pro-

vide an orchestral accompaniment to

songs I wanted to record for one of my
pictures.

It is also possible to get some interest-

ing results synchronizing your pictures

with commercial phonograph records. For

this, since the sound is already mode, you
simply use a portable phonograph, and
play the record while you photograph the

picture; your actors, of course, talk and
sing with the record—and the result on
the screen is that your actors appear to

be singing with, for example, the voice

of Bing Crosby or Marlene Dietrich—or

even my own voice!

Best of all, this system makes it pos-

sible to moke home talkies no matter

what sort of film equipment you use, for

obviously the idea will work just as well

with 8mm or 9.5mm equipment as with

16mm. In this respect, it is absolutely

the only way I have heard of for getting

sound with the smaller films.

Incidentally, when I talked about the

idea with some of the real old-timers of

SOUND-ON-FILM
RENTAL LIBRARY

A large variety of subjects always
available. Comedies, Dramas, Car-
toons, Educational Subjects, etc.
Send self-addressed, stamped envel-

ope for list of subjects
VISUAL INSTRUCTION SUPPLY CORP.

1757 Broadway Brooklyn, N. Y.— $1.00 PER DAY

HUGO MEYER
TELEPHOTO

LENSES
If the utility of the telephoto
lens were more generally
recognized, no movie maker
would be without one. It re-
lieves the monotony of travel
film by interspersing closeup
shots of distant towers and
mountain peaks. It enlivens
sport or football pictures by
showing bits of individual
action. . . Hugo Meyer Tele-
Megor and Trioplan Telepho-
to Lenses are world-famous
for their critical definition,
high corrections and general
optical i)recision. Send for
interesting, illustrated liter-
ature describing these lenses
in detail. Sjieeds : f2.9. f4
and f.5..5. Focal Lengths : 2

to 10 inches,

HUGOMEVE &Co.
245 Wesf 55fh St., N. Y.

CUSTOM BUILT 16MM STUDIO TYPE
SINGLE SYSTEM SOUND CAMERA

200, 400, or 1 000-f t. magazines

Veeder-Root footage counter

9 Mask slot and reverse take-up

9 -One frame and 8 frame crank

Professional Type prismatic finder

9 Focus-on-film, lOX magnification, upright

image

9 Four lens turret, standard lens mount
Variable shutter for fades and laps

Special equipment designed and built.

ERIC M. BERNDT
112 East 7.3rd Street. New York, N. Y.

FoTosHop Cine Film
16min Super Speed Panchromatic

Per 100-foot
roll—2 rolls

for $7.25

Fofoshop Film Specials Are:

PANCHROMATIC
NEGATIVE and POSITIVE
16mm lOO-ft. rolls. This in-
cludes processing and return (I» 4 '7r
of both the negative and a JilL I S
positive print to you. fT^. I U

SLIPER-SENSITIVE
Negative and Positive. 16mm
100-ft. rolLs. Includes return fftf f n
of both negative and positive Tk'l Kjl

REGULAR ORTHO
IncUiding processing Itimm
lOii-tt. rolls. *«j 7r
2 Rolls for $.i.00 f^.lO

INC.

136 WEST 32ND STREET NEW YORK CITY
r<-IrIrEF-Irrr^3Send for List of Kotoshop ramcra and Projector Special ( losc-Cjuls MoXjIjXjMjJj
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Amateur
MOVIE MAKERS CONTEST

Closes October 31st

$1800 IN PRIZESI
$1000 in Cash

First Prize

Ten Prizes

$800 in Equipment

$250.00 cash

$ 50.00 each

also

EASTMAN KODAK CO. gives a 1 6mm K o d a -

scope Model K-75 Projecl-or.

Value - - $235.00

BELL & HOWELL ... To the highest winner

using a Bell & Howell Camera . . . Mer-

chandise to the value of $125.00 will be

given ... To the second best picture using

Bell & Howell camera, merchandise to the

value of - $75.00

VICTOR ANIMATOGRAPH CORP. gives a Model

5 16mm Comera with f2.9 Focusing Mount

Dollmeyer lens.

List Price $175.00

CRAIG MOVIE SUPPLY CO., of Los Angeles, will

give a Senior Rewind and Splicer.

Value $19.50

AGFA ANSCO CORPORATION gives 12 one-hun-

dred-foot rolls. Super Pan Reversible 16mm
film to the highest winner using Agfa Film.

Value, $94.00. Also 12 one hundred foot

rolls Plenachrome Reversible Film to the sec-

ond winner using Agfo Film.

Value $54.00

SUNNY SCHICK gives one Model MSA Electro-

phot.

Value $17.50

CARRISON & HARRISON will give one of their

universal Filter Holders and a set of 1 V4 -

inch Multi-Filters consisting of yellow, red

and green filters.

Volue $14.00

THE CALVIN CO., authorized Agfa Laboratory of

Kansas City, will give a complete set of

Tailor-made 16mm titles to the highest
winner using Agfa Film.

Value $50.00
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ONLY A FEW DAYS LEFT
Here Are the Rules—Read Them

II

This Contest is open ONLY to AMATEURS. No
professional cinemotogropher will be eligible to

compete.

The Contest ends at midnight of October 31,
1934. All pictures must be entered by the closing

date or they will not be considered. Entries, mailed
or expressed, bearing a date not later than Octo-
ber 31, 1934, will be accepted.

Pictures submitted in this contest will be judged
for photography, composition, direction, acting,

cutting and entertainment value. The judges will

include outstanding and widely known camera-
men, directors, actors, writers and a group of

nationally known motion picture critics.

The decision of the judges will be absolutely final

and there can be no appeal from their decision.

Announcements of the awards will be made as
soon after the close of the contest as possible

and checks and prizes will be sent the winners.

Pictures may be submitted either by individual

amateur movie makers, or they may be submitted
by amateur movie clubs. However they must be
photographed on 16 millimeter, 9 '/z millimeter

or 8 millimeter film. Each entrant must have his

entries accompanied by the sworn statement
which will be sent him to fill out. No pictures

will be accepted which were photographed on 35
millimeter film and then reduced.

Contestants moy enter as many subjects as they
desire. One entry blank will cover all subjects put
in the contest by that entrant.

The contest is open to amateurs and amateur
clubs anywhere in the world.

The $1000 in cash will be divided very simply.

There will be a grand prize of $250 for the best

all-around picture. There will be from 10 to 15
prizes in the various classifications of $50 each.
There will be such classifications as Scenic,
Travel, Educational, Scenario, Home Movie, Koda-
color, Technical and any other classifications

which might be brought forth by the entries made.

The American Cinematographer reserves the right

not to declare a prize for any classification, if in

the opinion of the judges, there is not a picture

submitted sufficiently good to be classed as a
prize-winner.

The American Cinematographer also retains the
right to make duplicates of such prize-winning
pictures as it may indicate, for free distribution to

clubs and amateur organizations throughout the
world.

If you intend to enter the contest please send
coupon on this page for official entry blank.

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER
6331 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

Please send me one of your official entry blanks, i intend to enter a ( 16mm 8mm 9V2mm) picture
in your 1934 contest, i understand my entry must be in your office not later than October 31, 1934.

Nome

Street

Address.
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CAMERA
CRAFT

A MONTHLY MAGAZINE
O F P H OTO G R A P H y

William A. Palmer is

Editor of our new

Cinema Department.

He is an ardent ama-

teur who knows his

hobby from A to Z.

•

Send your movie

problems to him.

SEND 25 CENTS

FOR

A LATE COPY

CAMERA CRAFT
PUBLISHING COMPANY

703 Market Street

San Francisco, California

Cinematographic

Annual Vol. 1

Now $2.50

the film business, I found that I had un-
wittingly gone back to the very earliest

methods of making talking pictures. Of
course, we all know that the first suc-

cessful commercial talkie system was the

sound-on-disc Vitaphone: but years be-

fore that, commercial talkies were made
by this same method of making the pic-

ture first, and later synchronizing a disc

record made while the picture was pro-

jected. It worked quite successfully for

the professior,als of twenty-odd years
ago—and it will work just as successfully

for the amateur of today. Besides, it

opens up a new field in home-movie
making, and endless possibilities for
pleasure. Try it!

Book on Miniature-Camera

Color Pictures

• "Color Photography with the Minia-

ture Camera" is the title of a booklet

just received from the Fomo Publishing

Co., of Canton, Ohio. In it the author,

Luis Marden, makes a welcome addition

to the literature of both natural-color

photography and miniature-camerawork,
as he details many processes developed
since the publication of most standard

works on color photography, and treats

excellently the hitherto virgin field of

natural-color picture-making with
"Leico," "Contax," "Rolleiflex" and
kindred miniature apparatus.

Among the many processes discussed

are: Lumiere "Autochrome," "Filmcolor"

and "Lumicolor," Agfacolor plates and
films (including the Agfacolor lenticu-

loted Keller-Dorian 35mm film-systemi
;

Finlay color plates; Trichrome Corbro;

Belcolor; Three-color bromoil transfer

and gum-bichromatic printing from
color-separation negatives; DuPont "Du-
pac" and Eastman "Zelcras" bi-pack

two-color processes; Ives' "Polychrome;"

Pinotype; Dyebro; and imbibition print-

ing from Ives' "Polychrome." All neces-

sary formulae are given, as are full prac-

tical instructions for exposure, develop-

ing, printing methods, and mounting. A
brief historical resume of the basic facts

underlying all natural-color photography

is appended.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
Rates: Seven cents o word. Minimum charge, one dollar per insertion.

'

FOR SALE—CAMERAS

FOR SALE—.314x414 Butcher "Pressman"
Reflex, fi-in. Cooke f :4.5 lens, reversible back
rebuilt for Graflex attachments. Includes
case and Grafle.x plateholders, rollfilm and
filmpack adapters and cut-film magazine

;

$75. Box 240, c/o American Cinematogra-
pher. T

FOR SALE—.314 x4i^ Korona Pictorial View
camera case, Ilex Acme shutter, six cut-film
holder.s. Boix 241, c/o American Cinematog-
rapher. T

FOR SALE—In excellent 'condition. Profes-
sional Wilart Studio Camera, built-in-
dissolve, 2-inch f3..5 Kraus Lens, 6 Alumi-
num IWagazines, 2 Carrying Cases, Universal
Tripod. Cash .$200.&0. Station E, Box 9,

_ Brooklyn, N. Y
. ^ O

FOR SALE—CAMERAS, CLOSE-OUT BAR-
GAINS. Heavy Duty wood tripods $2.25.
35mm still DeVry Camera .?5.44, projector
for above $9.44. International 35mm 200-ft.

self-contained 3-magazine camera, f3.5 with
case, hand crank, reverse, visual focus,
$25.00. Send for Catalogue chock full of
bargains, Film Library. MOGULL BROS.,
1944-A Boston Road, New York City. O

FOR SALE—MISCELLANEOUS
FOR SALE—Double unit Victor Animata-

l)hone Model C with Bell & Howell amplifier,
mixer, and monitor speaker. Al condition,
.^225. 00, worth .1750.00. Box 244, American
Cinematographer. O

SOMETHING NEWM 16mm Sound-on-film
exchange library, also 8mm BARGAINS. Vic-
tor Sound-on-film projector, list price $425,
slightly used, special $275. Lot of 50 reels

assorted 1- and 2-reelers—also features, good
condition. Risdon camera, $8.00. New 400-
foot reel and can combination, 80c. Milton
Mendelwager, 182 West 49th Street, Bayonne,
New Jersey. ()

16mm AND 8mm ENLARGEMENTS—Lifelike
stills made from your favorite films. 3
separate negatives 2t4x3'/4 with one print
of each, one dollar. Cut four frames or send
entire reel with thread marker in sprocket
holes of desired coi)ies. Orville A. Voll, 34
Butter Place, Brooklyn, N. Y. O

8 400-ft. reels and 3 Humidor Cans., all for
$2.25 i>lus postage. Fotoshop, Inc., 136 W
32nd St., New York City. T

SOUND-ON-16MM—16mm and 35mm sound-
on-film recording. Original productions or
added to e.xisting pictures. A complete pro-
duction and laboratory service in silent,

sound and color. Write or call for details

and prices. Peerless Motion Picture Indus-
tries, 1327 N. Highland Ave., Hollywood. Cal.

TELEVISION^SET—Complete, $75.00. KHJ
Scanner in beautiful cabinet, specially made
6-tube I'eceiver and speaker. Box 237, c/o
American Cinematographer. T

FOR SALE—Like new sound Moviola Model
UC, price $450.00. Also new H.C.E. free-
head and legs for Bell & Howell, Eyemo or
DeVry portable cameras, $75.00 complete.
Hollywood Camera E.xchange, 1600 Cahuenga
Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

EYEMO singTe lens model Cooke f:3.5, quick
snap $80.00. Camera Supply Co., Ltd., 1515
N. Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

FOUR Mitchell Cameras for sale. Silent or
steel gears with complete equipment $1850
up. Camera Supply Co., Ltd., 1515 N. Ca-
huenga Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

WANTED
MOTION PICTURE and Still Cameras, al!

types Lenses, Finders, Tripod Heads, Leica
or Contax Cameras. Cash for bargains.
Camera Supply, Ltd., 1515 Cahuenga Blvd.,
Hollywood, Calif.

WANTED—New or used 35mm sound-on-film
recording eiii i] 'ment, single or double system.
Give all particulars in first letter. BIRD
FILMS LIMIT ED, Regina, Saskatchewan,
Canada. N

WANTED—A used Bell & Howell Camera,
with regular .standard B & H Tripod, and set
of 4 lenses—40mm, 50mm, 75mm and one
4-inch lens. This camera need not have a
cine-motor, or Matte box. Box 243, c/o
American Cinematogi'apher. T

MISCELLANEOUS
WILL TRADE U>32 Buick Sport Coupe for De-

Brie or Bell & Howell 35mm camera. Will
assume. Fred Mayer. 624 North Plymoutli

_Blvd., A\,t^l. Hollywood. Phone GL 8426.

WE BUY sell or rent everything necessary
for the making — taking — or showing of
motion i)ictures. Sound or Silent — 35mm
and 16mm. We sj>ecialize in equipping ex-
peditions. Ruby Camera Exchange, 729 7th
Ave,. New York City. T



TRICKS GADGETS
Another Contest

Here's how it works. Send us rii tricks you have done in tllminjj; with \our 8mm,
91/4mm or 16mm camera . Exphun them to us so that we can exphiin them to others

in the pajies of American Cinemato^rapher.

P'or every one we publish you will be entitled to your chuice of one of the prizes

listed below".

By Gadgets we mean little pieces of equipment you lia\e built, designed or devised.

Equipment that works. Little gadgets you have added to your camera, projector or

otherwise. For instance, we heard of one fellow who built a splicer out of a mouse-

trap . . . that's a gadget.

Wliat kind of gadgets have _\ou made . . . wiiat sort of tricks do you do with your

camera or equipment? If necessary send us a rougli sketch cr a snap shot of your

c(iuipment if it will help describe it better and (luicker.

Here's Your Chance to Win Equipment or Film

Frequently we have published what might be termed tricks. Such as making distorted

effects by pouring sweet-oil over a glass in front of the film. Others have been pub-

lished from time to time.

In the way of gadgets we have repented many things from the building of a complete

16mm camera by amateurs down to making their own reels.

What Have You Done?

Here are the prizes . . . \ou may make yt ur choice of any one of them.

Beltipod Two Rolls of 8mm Film

Filter Holder ,Smm Splicer and Rewind
Choice of Filter Humidor Can Case for 12 Reels

i

22x30 Beaded Screen
•Splicer

Half-Dozen 16mm Reels

Half-Dozen 16mm Cans ^ ^"'=""P Reflectors with

3 Reels and 3 Cans 3 Fhotoflood Lamps

100-ft. Roll of 16mm Pan Film One Dozen Photoflocd Lamps

Send Your Entries to Editor

American Cinematographer
e.'J.'U Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

I
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for the CARBON ARC

Batteries of the netvly developed silent arc lamps were necessary to film the Ice Cream color fantasy of Kid Millions,"^ Eddie Cantor's

fifth annual screen musical comedy for Samuel GoldtAjyn. The new three-tone Technicolor process was used for this novel sequence.
— Technicolor Photu^aphy by Ray Hennahan— Chief Electrician^ Walter Strohm

NATIONAL
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created by the NEW Carbon Arc Studio Light.

MOTION PICTURE STUDIO CARBONS
• LESS HEAT • MORE PHOTOGRAPHICALLY EFFECTIVE LIGHT

Silent, steady burning lamps . . . side arcs, scoops and spots . . .

have proved their adaptability to the sound stage. • A better light for

black and white photography. • A necessity for color photography.

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.
Carbon Sales Division, Cleveland, Ohio

Unit of Union CoTbid* Hm ond Corbon Corporation

Branch Soles Offices: New York Pittsburgh « Chicogo Son Francisco
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NEWS!

THE NEW
'/

SUPERPAN NEGATIVE FILM
•We invite the film industry to invest igate^

open-mi ndedly and critically, the nevv'

Agfa Ansco SUPERPAN NEGATIVE FILM.

You will find in this new film a super-

sensitive speed with a finer grain

Practical use of this new, improved film

reveals a wider latitude in both exposure

and development. A non-abrasion over

coating protects the emulsion physically.

The anti-halation coating underlying the

emulsion preserves the photographic

definition.

hligh, evenly balanced color sensitivity

simplifies the problem of correct regis-

tration under any lighting conditions,

permitting any desired color emphasis

with a relatively low multiplying factor

for the filter used.

C. KING CHARNEY, Distributor for

AGFA 35mm NEGATIVE umi POSITIVE
^c-r l/ic UNITED STATES

FILM
HOLLYWOOD
6372 Santa Monica Blvd.

Tel. Hollywood 2918-2919

NEW YORK
245 West 55fh Sireel

Tel. circle 7-4635

Made in America by A G FA
FACTOR

ANSCO
E A T - B

CORPORATION
INGHAMTON, N. Y.
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Ph otographic Modernism an d the

Cinematographer

by

Karl Struss, A. S. C.

THE relationship between the so-called "Modern"
school of photography and cinematography is a sub-

ject frequently discussed whenever photo-pictorialists

or cinemotographers foregather. Frequently in such dis-

cussions, I have heard cinemotographers censured for not

patterning their work more closely after this school; at

other times, I have heard them as stoutly praised. The
question is one, I believe, which should be of interest to all

of us., whether engaged in still or motion photography.

This "Modern" school of photography is above all, a

school of surrealism. Examination of any representative

group of such prints reveals that, irv almost every case, the

artist is at great pains to achieve abnormally striking ef-

fect, either by unconventional composition, dynamic pat-

terning of lines end masses, or by accentuatedly realistic

rendition of textures. In more than a few instances, realism

is carried to the length of exaggeration—especially by the

portraitists, who make a fetish of securing exaggeratedly

literal renditions of flesh tones and textures, and take great

pains to reveal every possible facial blemish.

It is to be admitted that these portraits generally suc-

ceed in their apparent purpose: they certainly seize the eye

of the beholder immediately, and often arrest it with an
aesthetically paralyzing shock. Many prints of this type,

modified slightly for commercial use, have proven them-

selves gripping advertising media.

This conception has undeniably infused new vigor into

photography. It has made the still photograph a much more

dynamic and interesting artistic entity than ever before.

But it is questionable whether the "Modernistic" tech-

nique has anything to offer the cinema—at least under

existing conditions.

Cinematography in present-day dramatic films is not

an end, but a means to on end, whereas the still picture is

often, if not always, both the means and the end itself.

Cinematography, while allowing ample room for artistic

individuality, must necessarily subserve the dramatic ele-

ment—the story. It must always remain the vehicle for

this story, and as such, it may never call attention to itself

ot the expense of either story or players. Psychologists hove

frequently commented upon the fact that the essential

appeal of the cinema is the illusion of reality, which enables

the audience to merge itself into story and players, and

thus to experience vicariously the situations and emotions

delineated on the screen. If this illusion is to apply, the

photographic treatment of the story must be such that the

audience is unconscious of the camera: the viewer must

forget that he is watching a series of projected shadows,

and lose himself in conscious and subconscious self-identi-

fication with the pictured players.

Treatment of the average screenplay by the methods

of the surrealistic school of still photography would hardly

give this effect. It con hardly be said that the results of

this technique are unobtrusive, since the technique over-

stresses eye-arresting design or over-detailed textural ren-

dition. Applied to a dramatic film, such treatment would

tend strongly to distract audience-attention from story to

photography, and even, in extreme instances, to contempla-

tion of the facial and physical defects of the players—all

of which would at once destroy the illusion of reality, and

accordingly lessen the entertainment-value of the produc-

tion.

If modern-day dramatic cinematography may be said

to belong to any school, it would be that of "idealized real-

ism": we must strive to convey on impression, not alone of

actuality, but of perfected ocruality. Our aim is to show

players and settings, not merely as they are, but as the

audience would like to see them. Each scene must not only

appear actual, but idealized to the extent at least of mini-

mizing all disturbing elements. Very few of our players,

for instance, have absolutely perfect complexions; and still

fewer approach absolute perfection of line and contour. Ac-

cordingly, since audiences quite understandably prefer to

see their favorites presented favorably, if not, perhaps, lit-

erally idealized, it is the Cinemotogropher's duty to mini-

mize these physical imperfections, just as a portrait pho-

tographer must strive to please his clientele by presenting

his subjects both faithfully and favorably.

In doing this, the Cinemotogropher's technical oppor-

tunities are greatly restricted in comparison to those of the

portraitist. Where the still-photo worker has almost endless

opportunities for controlling his results by modifying his

purely photographic treatment of the negative, by retouch-

ing, and by infinite manipulation in the printing processes,

the Cinemotogropher's sole point of control is in the photo-

graphing; the processes of development and printing are

virtually automatic, and permit only a very minor degree of

control. Thus, the Cinematographer must see to it that the

picture he wonts to see on the screen is impressed, complete

in every particular, upon the nfgative when he makes his

exposure. Make-up, diffusion, l.ghting, and carefully-chosen

angles are the chief tools with which he must work.

This requirement inevitably debars him from much of

the "Modernist" technique, the more so since his subjects

—and accordingly, his picture—ore in constant motion.

A lighting-effect, for exmaple, which might at one angle

be strikingly effective, both photographically and dramat-

ically, must often be discarded because a slight movement
in either subject or camera would change the angle to one

which would, with that lighting, show the subject unfav-

orably. This is naturally complicated when more than one

player is in the scene, for a lighting or angle which may
be effective for one, will often be equally unfavorable for

the other player. There is, of course, the occasional excep-

tion of films of the "What Price Glory?" or "Lost Patrol"

genre, in which the mood of ihe story demands surrealistic

photograhpy; but these ore decidedly in the minority.

The reverse of this problem is often true, too: indeed,

I believe that one of the basic attractions of the photo-

graphic moderns is the excellence with which their tech-

nique suggests motion in an actually static, motionless ren-

dition. More than a few of the modernists owe their sue-
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How motion con alter a torceful shot. Lighting and
subject are the same in both pictures; note that
while the upper picture is quite effective, the
changed position in the lower picture makes Lee

Tracy's familiar features unrecognizable.

cess not so much to the understanding or application of

pure photographic artistry as to an unusual knack of

"freezing" motion with a speed camera.

If you will examine the matter closely, I believe that

you will find that much of this photographic modernism, in

truth, had its inspiration in th.3 achievements of the silent

cinema. Aside from photo-pictorial representations of still

life, in which design has alwovs played an important part,

I do not believe that you will recall much photography of

what is called the "Modernist" or surrealistic school prior

to the release of the sensationol German and Russian silent

films of the early port of the last decade; notably "The

Cabinet of Dr. Caligori" and "Variety," photographed by

Karl Freund, A. SC., ond the Russian films of Eisenstein

and Tisse. It is to these films that much, if not all, of the

"Modern" school owes its being—or, rather, to certain

sequences in these films, sinca, despite their various inno-

vations, they conformed to the laws of cinematography,

making their unconventional technique a means to an end,

rather than the end itself, and utilizing the conventional

in its place, as well as the unconventional.

Many branches of Modern photography hove borrowed

greatly from the cinema—even of the more conventional

aspects of the cinema. For example, the use of ultra-low

camera-angles, so frequently peen nowadays in landscapes,

was used by photographers of "action dramas" long before

anyone dreamed that the cinema and cinematography could

claim a place among the Arts. Similarly, the angles chosen

by the photographers of architectural subjects follow cine-

matographic practice as long evidenced in both exterior and

interior cinematography, of capitalizing upon the design

potentialities of a structure. In the some fashion, much of

the Modernist portraiture is much more closely related to

cinematic "close-up" technique than to conventional por-

traiture, while both interior ono exterior lighting plainly

show the influence of the Hollywood Cinematographer.

It is in the "Semi-Modern" school, as represented

chiefly by the advertising photograph, that the cinemato-

graphic influence shows most plainly. In these pictures,

the aim is definitely to tell a story in pictures; the means

used ore closely akin to the cinematographic, and the result

is definitely closer to the "Modern" than to the more con-

ventional schools of photography. In these pictures, the

technique is, as a rule, such that the picture might well

be a production still from a Hollywood studio, not only in

purely photographic phases, such as lighting, make-up, and

general treatment, but also in what might be termed
"photo-narrative" technique: the subjects ore not posed for

personal or compositional effect alone, but definitely to tell

story—whether it be Soap, Cigarettes, Scotch or Cheese.

Thus, whether the picture is a full figure, a group, or a

big-head close-up, the treatment—like that of a motion

picture scene— is not alone for the picture, but for its mes-

sage, the story.

There is, however, one bro'ich of cinematography which

might do well to borrow more extensively from the photo-

graphic "Moderns," even as the/ themselves have borrowed

from the dramatic cinema. This is the newsreel. It is ad-

mitted that the newsreel weekly of today needs a new im-

petus if it is to maintain its position: may not this well come

from a more virile visual treatment of the news-events?

If really forceful silent films of the majority of events were

shown, rather than the tame and colorless scenes of today,

which so patently show the restriction of bulky, cumbersome

sound-equipment, our newsreels would make a great step

forward. Imagine the renewed interest in even the more

prosaic news-events if presented on the screen with the
force and virility of "Modernist" still photography—plus

motion

!
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Using Supplementary Lenses

WITH the development of centralized special-effects

departments in most studios, the use by production

cinematographers of special supplementary lenses

has of late decreased. None the less, such lenses can fre-

quently prove invaluable in niceting special photographic

problems.

These lenses may be roughly divided into two classes:

those that alter the angular field of the normal lens with

which they are used; and "trick" lenses, which multiply or

distort the image. Almost invotiably, these lenses are in-

capable of forming a real image, and must therefore be

used in conjunction with a normal photographic lens.

In the first group are the supplementary objectives

which narrow the angular field covered by the lens, result-

ing in a larger image of any given object than could be

obtained by the photographic lens alone: such lenses are

commonly called magnifying lenses. Under the same gen-

eral classification are supplementary lenses which have

exactly the opposite effect, namely, to apparently increase

the angular field of the lens, resulting in a relatively

smaller image of any given ol)ject; these are commonly
known as diminishing lenses.

In the former instance, a positive, or converging lens

is used for the supplementary objective. This type of lens.

It will be remembered, casts a real image, which may be

focused upon a ground-glass or film. In actual use, the

camera-lens is focused upon the aerial image formed by this

photographic lens, and accordingly, the compound image

cast on the film.

The diminishing-lens, on the other hand, is of the

negative, or diverging type. Such a lens cannot cast a real

image, but forms a virtual image, apparently in or in front

of the lens, and which may be seen by looking at, or into,

the lens. In use, such a lens is mounted in front of the

camera, and the photographic lens is focused upon this

virtual image. The angular field embraced by such a lens

can be considerably greater than that of a conventional

photographic lens, and accordingly, the compound image

on the film embraces a wider field, but with the image of

any given object considerably smaller than would be the

case with the smaller field of the photographic lens alone.

There ore, of course, many practical difficulties incident

to the use of such supplementary lenses. Obviously, such a

lens must work under severe optical difficulties: it is usually

a single lens, rather than a multiple combination like most

modern photographic objectives. Therefore, many of the

aberrations which ore corrected in normal lenses by the

use of differnt types of glass, with varying curvatures, etc.,

ore always present to some extent in a supplementary lens.

Spherical and chromatic aberrations are often inevitable,

while in most such lenses the marginal definition falls off

very rapidly. Inevitably, the majority of these flaws are

transmitted through the camera lens (no matter how care-

fully corrected it may be) and to the picture. Similarly,

distorting the angle of view generally results in some dis-

tortion of the image. However, if the curvatures of the

supplementary lens are carefully calculated and accurately

ground, these aberrations may be held to a minimum, and

the lens made satisfactory for use in the special types of

scene for which it is needed.

On the writer's last picture, "The Dude Ranger," use

by

Frank B. Good, A. S. C.

was made of such a lens, which enabled us to film scenes

which would otherwise have been absolutely impossible.

The lens used was of the diminishing type, and had been

specially imported some time ago by Harry Neumann, A.S.C.

The lens is of the concavo-convex type, and evidences fewer

aberrations thon any other such lens of my experience.

It was mounted in a special mount attached to the matte-

box arms of the camera, and replacing the matte-box.

While it could, of course, be used with any lens, the great-

est advantage naturally followed its use with a 24mm pho-

tographic objective. The horizontal angle embraced by the

24mm lens alone is approximately 50°, while the use of

the diminishing lens increased this angle to about that of

an 18mm lens, or approximately 62°, and without objec-

tionable distortion.

The sequences on which this lens was used were made
at the Grand Canyon, and in Zicn National Park, on loca-

tions which, while of greatest notural beauty, it would hove

been impossible to secure satisfactory results with even

the widest-angled normal lens. One scene made on the

rim of the Grand Canyon permitted us to show, not alone

dramatically adequate figures of the players, but a wide

expanse of the background, as well. The players were on

a rock jutting out over the edge of the canyon, while the

camera was set up on the curving rim, about thirty feet

from the actors. The players were placed in the upper

half of the picture, and the extreme angle afforded by

the diminishing lens allowed us to get pleasingly large

and undistorted images of thjm, yet to show below them

the full 5,000-foot drop down to the Colorado River,
and to utilize some pictorial clouds above them. This

shot would have been impossible otherwise. The prob-

lems encountered in Zion Canyon were equally difficult

The sequence was enacted in c small canyon, with the

2,500-foot high "Angel's Landing" towering in the back-

ground. Even with a 24mm lens, only a small part of this

could be shown—and the shot would not be effective, either

dramatically or photographically, if restricted to only a

small part of the canyon and the base of the outcrop.

Therefore, the diminishing lens was used, and we were able

to include sufficient of the canyon floor to give us an ample

stage for the action, together v/ith the whole of the peak,

with plenty of "head-room" to moke use of the fluffy clouds

in the sky above.

We used this diminishing lens largely for long-shots,

of course, and always with the 24mm lens. It did not alter

the effective speed of the photographing lens, nor did it

make any change in the manner of focusing. Due to the

excellence of the particular supplementary lens used, very

little distortion was noticed, except when objects very near

the lens moved into the camera, and even this was within

permissible limits. Naturally, with such an extreme wide

angle, no matte box could be used, and finders were accu-

rate only as a very rough guide in keeping following-shots

centered. While we used a standard Mitchell camera,

we were forced to use special, short arms to support the

Continued on Page 306
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Spectral Sensitivity of Agfa Superpon
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Fig. 2. Characteristic curve of Superpan : Agfa borax de

veloper.
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Fig. 3. Characteristic Curve of Afga Superpan:
D-76 Developer

New

Agfa Negative

by

Dr. Herbert Meyer, A. S. C.

IN
MANUFACTURING negative film for general photo-

graphic use, that is, for reproducing natural subjects

in continuous monotone, the most important point is

that of embodying in such a film the finest characteristics

possible to answer all practical needs. For this reason it

is not, for instance, advisable to just manufacture only a

type of extreme sensitivity to light, if in doing so other im-

portant factors are neglected. Unfortunately, physical lows

exist in photochemistry which limit the possibility of going

to extremes in perfecting certain properties in the emulsion

except at the expense of other valuable characteristics.

To name just a few of these ond their relation to other

ones we refer to the following;

The possibility of increosing blue sensitivity is limited

by the danger of increasing grain, fog, and that of decreas-

ing keeping quality.

The endeavor of the manufacturer to reduce grain-size

is hindered by the danger of losing speed and steepening of

the gamma.
From this it will be seen that, while the perfecting of

a single property in the film does not offer any difficulty,

thorough judgment and omole theoretical and practical

knowledge is needed to find the combination that will pro-

duce the finest all-around results.

The new Agfa Superpan has been designed and is man-
ufactured with this consideration foremost in mind. !

Gradation and shadow speed in Superpan have been

carefully balanced to ovoid any undesirable increase in

grain-size. In fact, it would be correct to state that this

film-type has been especially built to answer the request

for finer grain, which, in the opinion of the manufacturer,

represents the most immediate need for improvement.

Other properties of Agfa Superpan, which make it dis-

tinctly different from similar types available on the market,

consist of the following:

Superpan is provided with a gray anti-holo layer that

is located between the base and the emulsion. This offers

the only guarantee for complete absorption and prevention

of halation by light reflection. The gray tint of this layer

becomes somewhat lighter in the developing process, which

is considered an advantage, as it helps to restore the cor-

rect balance of the printer scale that was distorted to a

certain extent when gray-bock types were introduced. This

reaction, however, does not affect the processing solutions

in any way. Special mention is also made of this peculiarity

for the reason that, not knowing of it, one might receive

the impression that . Superpan, judged from comparative

Cinex test strips, is lacking in speed.

A further special feature of Superpan consists of a very

thin gelatine layer spread on top of the emulsion, which

serves to protect it against abrasions.

The emulsion itself is composed of two layers, each

having distinctly different photographic characteristics. The

upper layer, when exposed in the camera, registers the

shadows and medium tonal ports, while the second layer

reproduces the highlights.

Exposing Superpan in a sensitometer, one will find the

straight port of the characteristic curve extending far over

the medium range of densities that ore obtained in com-

mon practice. This unusual latitude is of value not only

to the cameraman because it takes care of the distortion

of tone values caused by over-exposure, but because it in-

dicates to anyone familiar with emulsion-technic, that Sup-

erpan is an emulsion type with unusual keeping quality, and

therefore well protected against sudden or uneven changes

in gradation which, with progressing age, cause disuniform-

ity in emulsion batches.

Figures 2 and 3 show the characteristic curves for two

different developers and different developing times. Figure

4 gives the time-gamma curve

Discussing the color-sensitivity of this type we again

point to the thoughts that were expressed in the introduction

Continued on Page 309
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ngenious Cinematographic

S hort-Cuts

by

Walter Blanchard

MAKING a crane-shot \sithout a crane—getting a

dolly-shot without u dolly

—

a zoom-shot without

a zoom lens— or light-effects without lights!

These ore some of the daily achievements of the men who
photograph "quickies" — independently-made productions

where everybody works on short rations of time, money and

equipment. In a major studio, the cinematographer has

every possible resource at his disposal, and time and money
ore of less importance than perfect results: but the cinema-

tographer making the average independent film must get

results without wasting either a moment or a penny. A
major-studio feature may cost from $100,000 up, and have

a schedule of three to six weeks; independent budgets run

from $20,000 to about $100,000, and schedules from six

to ten days. In the majors, a dozen scenes represent a nii-e

day's work; but to meet an independent schedule a cinema-

tographer must turn out from fifty to a hundred scenes

per day. Retakes, delays, and special equipment are impos-

sible, and the indie cameraman must improvise right and

left—and get it right first "take
"

On one such picture, Jerome Ash, A.S.C., needed a

large camera-crone or boom, though the budget wouldn't

permit him to rent a regular one. So he made one: he

placed a saw-horse on top of a parallel, and across it laid

same heavy planks, for his ctcne-arm. At one end, of

course, was the camera and its crew; and as there were

no weights which could be ploced at the opposite end for

a counterbalance, a member of the stage crew was pressed

into service, and ran in and out ftom the fulcrum—a living,

moving counterweight. The shot was a success.

For a similar shot, in which the crane was required to

roll as well as to move, Alvin Wyckoff, A.S.C., improvised

a boom by placing two 2x6-inch planks, properly braced,

across the axle connecting a pair of old flivver wheels.

With a weight on the projecting short end of the planks,

and the camera on the long end, Wyckoff hod on excellent

rolling crone, at no cost.

Robert E. Cline, A.S.C., on location at Big Bear lake,

was suddenly told that the film must end with a dolly-shot,

in which the camera moved up the hill to the lovers in their

final embrace, then raised to shoot over them, showing the

lake below the brow of the hill. And no dolly or small

crane was available! But Cline made a track from 2x12-
inch planks, one end resting on the ground, and the other

supported by a parallel. Another 2x12, with a "high-hat"

nailed upon it, was the camera-dolly. A chain-type auto-

jack was buried in the ground under the track, and pro-

vided the crone-action, while a generous application of

axle-grease upon both track and "dolly" block made the

movement smooth.

Cinematographer Ash recently hod to make a dolly-

shot with the camera moving up a long, narrow banquet-
table, which was rendered narrower by many tall candle-

sticks. It was impossible to suspend the camera normally
from overhead, for the candlesticks were so tall, and so

close together that the camera could not go between them,
nor could they be removed. So Ash mounted a parallel on
an old four-wheeled dolly, ext3nded a stout plank from the

parallel over the table, and hung his camera—upside-down
—beneath the plank. Loading the feed magazine of his

camera with the film reversed, he mode his shot backward:
for though the camera would not pass between the candle-

sticks, the thin magazines would, and did! Reversing the

film, end for end, in cutting, rricde the scene run forward

properly.

James S. Brown, Jr., A.S.C., recently needed a zoom-
shot to cut into a sequence in which a player supposedly

fell from a high building. Brown placed a pulley in a win-

dow, on the top floor, and suspended a DeVry hand-camera
— lens down—from a wire. When this wire was suddenly

paid out, the camera dropped down, revolving as it fell.

The result was a perfect shot of what the falling man
would see.

Brown also rigged up an interesting revolving-head sup-

port for his DeVry. The camera slid into a square frame

of strop-iron, attached to a shaft centered with the lens.

Two old bicycle-wheel hubs served as bearings for the shaft,

and a bent tube made a crank. The strop-iron base could

be clamped to a tripod, or nai'ed to a post or parallel.

Cinematographer Ash, in need of Akeley-type shots

when the budget denied him the use of such a camera,

mounted his DeVry on a gun-stock, with the shutter-release

connected to a trigger. With this, he was able to make
swift follow-shots almost as satisfactorily as with an Ake-

ley. Later, in filming an air comedy, he made a low-flying

plane do impossible stunts when he photographed it with

this outfit and revolved the camera.

How would you film a train-wreck if you could neither

wreck a real train, nor use a miniature? Cinematographer

Cline did so once by jerking a tripod-leg to tilt the camera

as the train stopped: well-chosen camera-angles, which did

not show the ground, gave the effect on the screen that

the train tilted crazily. In the later, post-wreck, scenes,

the same idea of tipping the camera, with the actors leaning

ogoinst the train at the same angle as the camera, carried

out the illusion.

Cinematographer Brown, v/hen a comedy called for a

follow-shot of c dog chasing a cot, buried on old Ford axle

in the ground, letting one whe'jl remain above the surface.

On this, he built a wooden plat*^orm for the camera, and an

upright with a wooden beam extending over the picture-

field, permitted him to keep the animals in place with

invisible wires—while they pulled the camera-turntable

around with them.

Alvin Wyckoff tells of a night-effect shot, in which he

showed a cottage, apparently lighted and with the light

from its windows streaming out on the ground. No lights

were available, but white paint cn the window-panes, white

rock-dust carefully spread on the ground, and a red filter

gave a perfect effect.

Continued on Page 307
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RIDDLE

ME THIS

The Riddle: It has been suggested that cameras might be

made to operate more efficiently, and with less noise, if the

take-up magazine, instead of being belt-driven, were pow-
red by a separate, smoil motor. What do you think about

the idea?

J. ROY HUNT, A.S.C.: There's a lot to be said on both

sides of the question. However, it is noticeable that a num-
ber of other machines used in the studios—recording ma-
chines, and the like—use a separate motor to drive the

take-up, apparently with good results.

THEODOR SPARKUHL, A.S.C.: Surely some more positive

arrangement than the present belted drive would be an

advantage. In Europe, I have used many cameras in which

a friction-drive was used for this purpose, and found it

excellent. Moreover, such a drive is absolutely noiseless.

F. M. STAMPER, Asst. Head of Camera Dept., Paramount

Studio: Something that would give a more positive drive

than our present leather belting would be very helpful.

Under normal conditions, the belt-drive is adequate, but

at other times it has serious disadvantages. For example,

when you are using a "synk" motor (which is not usually

as powerful as our regular motors), and have the heavy

load occasioned by a nearly full magazine, there is a good

deal of drag and slippage. Also, when on location, the

damp atmosphere early and late in the day and at night

makes the belt drag, even with the otherwise adequate

power of our sound motors. On the other hand, our maga-
zine-noise does not come from the drive, but from the

film-slap; and eliminating the belt certainly won't elim-

inate this noise.

ANDRE BARLATIER, A.S.C.: No. It is not the belt itself

that makes the noise, but the pulley, the spool, the maga-
zine and the film itself. Just to put on a motor won't

silence any of these noises. Besides, the motor itself will

add some new noises. For example, there will be the hum
of the motor itself; then, you will have to have gearing

between the motor and the take-up, to allow for your vary-

ing speed as the roll gets larger—and this, too, will make
a noise. So you will just be adding more noise to some-
thing that is already noisy. On the other hand, some mo>-e

positive drive would be a big help: I would suggest some
type of shaft-drive, perhaps with the shaft built right inside

the magazine.

LEON SHAMROY, A.S.C.: Offhand, 1 don't like the idea,

it just means adding more parts—more complication—to

our cameras, when we ought to be simplifying them. Our
cameras today are essentially the same as they were ten

years ago—but with a lot of added parts and gadgets. It's

time for something new—something designed from the be-

ginning for modern conditions, not old equipment cluttered

up with makeshift additions. Adding such a drive to pres-

ent cameras would be merely adding a lot of extra parts

to give more chances of mechanical and electrical troubles.

J. DEV JENNINGS, A.S.C.: As far as normal production

cameras go, I don't think such a drive would be of much
advantage, for it would be more likely to add noise and

complication than to remove them. For high-speed cameras,

where noise isn't important, some more positive type of

drive might benefit; I am inclined to favor either a geared

shaft-drive, or a friction-drive. There's quite a problem,

though, in making such a drive compensate for the varying

ratios needed, and still be simple.

WILLIAM H. DIETZ, A.S.C.: Speaking from the viewpoint

of the special -process cinemotographer, I do not believe

that it is necessary. The greater part of our shots are made
silent, often at speeds well above normal. For this work,

we have found that the old style spring-belt take-up drive

is by far the best, as it gives little slippage, even at high

speeds. It is, of course, noisy, and sometimes this is a dis-

advantage, as, for instance, when working with animals,

who hear the noise and grow ccmera-conscious. So, while

a separate take-up motor might perhaps be desirable for

production cameras, I believe that for special-effects work
we would do better to retain the simpler belt-drive.

ALVIN WYCKOFF, A.S.C.: I don't believe there would be

a great deal of advantage in it. If the aim is silence, the

motor-noise would probably cover up the magazine-noise,

but it wouldn't eliminate it. If the aim is a more positive

drive, a separate motor, even though driving through some
type of cluth or friction mechanism, would still have much
the same slippage as our present leather slippage-belt drive.

In order to handle the load when the take-up magazine is

nearly full, the motor would have to be large and powerful;

this would alter the balance of the camera, and give more
parts to be cared for, especially since such an auxiliary

motor would have to be synchronized with the main motor,

and pick up at least as fast as the camera-drive. After all,

the Assistant Cameraman has enough mechanism to care

for already—so why add unnecessary parts?

ARTHUR TODD, A.S.C.: I thini-. it would only be adding

unnecessary complication. As it is, the magazine is one
of the quietest parts of the camera: most of the noise comes
from the motor, the intermittent, and the movement of

the film itself. Only after these have been really silenced

will there be any excuse for aheiing the efficient slippage-

belt drive we now use. In designing on entirely new camera,

however, it might be worth while to consider a positive

take-up drive similar to that used on the Akeley camera
which drives both feed and take-up through a positive gear-

and-clutch arrangement, and is silent and dependable.

HANS KOENEKAMP, A.S.C.: I don't see any particular

advantage in the idea, either for production cameras or for

high-speed special-effects equipment. It looks likelier to

add noise than to remove it—end certainly it is adding

extra equipment to be kept in order, and to be watched

while the camera is running. If any change in take-up drive

were to be made, I would suggest some direct shoft-and-

clutch drive from the camera mechanism itself, and powered

by the some motor that drives the camera.

Continued on Page 309
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PHOTOGRAPHY

"THE GAY DIVORCEE" (RKO)

David Abel, A.S.C.: Directing Cinematographer

Vernon Wolker, A.S.C.: Photographic Effects

Doily Variety (October 1, 19341 :

"—with the photography

of David Abel and the photographic art effects of Ver-

non Walker being outstanding in workmanship quality."

Hollywood Reporter (October 1, 1934) :

"—and David Abel

contributes class 'A' Photography."

Film Daily (October 3, 1934) : Photography "A-1."
Motion Picture Daily (October 3, 1934) : "The film is well

photographed."

"MENACE" (Paramount)

Benjamin Reynolds, A.S.C.: Directing Cinematographer

Daily Variety (October 2, 1934): "Photography is very

good."

Hollywood Reporter (October 2, 1934): "Benjamin Rey-

nolds' photography is above average."

Motion Picture Daily (October 3, 1934) : "The photography

by Benjamin Reynolds aids rriuch in offsetting the grue-

someness of this type of murder-mystery story."

"DOWN TO THEIR LAST YACHT" (RKO)

Edward Cronjager, A.S.C.: Directing Cinematographer

Film Daily (September 22, 1934) : Photography "Good."

Motion Picture Daily (September 22, 1934): "—and Ed-

ward Cronjager handled the photography, which de-

serves praise."

"THE FIREBIRD" (Warner Bros)

Ernest Holler, A.S.C.: Directijig Cinematographer

Hollywood Reporter (October 5, 1934) : "With the aid of

Ernest Holler at the camera, he composes pictures of

great beauty. The photogiaphy and lighting through-

out are magnificent."

Motion Picture Daily (October 5, 1934) : "The photography

of Ernest Holler is good."

"WHAT EVERY WOMAN KNOWS" (M-G-M)

Charles Rosher, A.S.C.: Directing Cinematographer

Motion Picture Daily (October 4, 1934): "There is fine

photography by Charles Rosher."

Film Daily (October 5, 1934): Photography "A-1."

"KID MILLIONS" (Sam Goldwyn)

Ray June, A.S.C.: Directing Cinematographer

Hollywood Reporter (October 15, 1934) : "Photography by

Ray June is beautiful."

"LOVE TIME" (Fox)

Arthur Miller, A.S.C.: Directing Cinematographer

Daily Variety (September 21, 1934): "—photography

okay."

Hollywood Reporter (September 21, 1934): "Photography

by Arthur Miller is conventionally beautiful."

of the MONTH
"WEDNESDAY'S CHILD" (RKO)

Harold Wenstrom, A.S.C.: Directing Cinematographer

Daily Variety (September 21, 1934): "Photography is

okay."

Hollywood Reporter (September 21, 1934) : "Harold Wen-
strom contributes his share of beauty in the photog-
raphy."

"STUDENT TOUR" (M-G-M)

Joseph Valentine, A.S.C.: Directing Cinematographer

Hollywood Reporter (September 21, 1934): "The photog-
raphy is uniformly good."

Motion Picture Daily (September 24, 1934): "There is

good photography by Joseoh Valentine."

"WE LIVE AGAIN" (Samuel Goldwyn)

Gregg Toland, A.S.C.: Directing Cinematographer

Daily Variety (September 22, 1934): "The superb pho-
tography by Gregg Toland is notable."

Hollywood Reporter (September 22, 1934) : "Really, not

enough can be said for the photography by Gregg
Toland— ."

Film Daily (September 24, 1934): Photography "Expert."

"TOMORROW'S YOUTH" (Monogram)

Jock Mackenzie, A.S.C.: Directing Cinematographer

Hollywood Reporter (September 22, 1934): "—and Jack

Mackenzie's photography is better than the film de-

serves."

Motion Picture Doily (September 24, 1934): "The pho-

tography by Jack Mackenzie is satisfactory."

"READY FOR LOVE" (Paramount)

Leon Shamroy, A.S.C. : Directing Cinematographer

Daily Variety (September 25, 1934) : "Photography of Leon

Shamroy is excellent."

Hollywood Reporter (September 15, 1934): "Photography

is okay."

"ONE EXCITING ADVENTURE" (Universal)

Norbert Brodine, A.S.C: Directmg Cinematographer

Hollywood Reporter (September 26, 1934): "The photog-

raphy is really something—."

"The one thing worthy of the whole whimsy-farcical idea is

the photography by Noroert Brodine, that really is

something worth looking at
"

Daily Variety (September 26, 1934) : "Norbert Brodine has

photographed very well."

Motion Picture Doily (September 28, 1934) : "The photog-

raphy of Norbert Brodine is okay."

"BY YOUR LEAVE" (RKO)

Nick Musuraco, A.S.C: Directing Cinematographer

Hollywood Reporter (September 27, 1934): "Nick Musu-

roco's photography is very good."

Motion Picture Daily (Sep-tember 28, 1934): "The pho-

tography by Nick Musuraco is good."

Continued on Page 306
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GIMBAL MOUNTED "EYEMO'
FILMS BICYCLE RACES

• In photographing "Six-Day Bicycle

Race," an unusual photographic problem

was encountered by Elmer G. Dyer,
A.S.C. In photographing process back-

grounds and running insert scenes it was

necessary to mount the camera on a

motorcycle which encircled the track with

the bicycles. The dramatic effect de-

manded that the camera be maintained

in c level position, in order to show how
the bicyclists took the steeply-banked

turns. Ordinary equipment and methods

were found unsuitable, and on "Eyemo"
camera, fitted with electric motor and

400-ft. magazines was used.

Therefore Dyer and Mike McGreol,

head of the Warner Bros.' Camera De-

partment, adapted a gimbal mount, or-

dinarily used for marine filming, for use

on the motorcycle. A steel framework,

somewhat similar to a conventional lug-

gage-rock, was built over the rear wheel

of the motorcycle. Upon this was welded

a standard studio lamp-socket of steel

tubing, and into this the base of a spe-

cially-made U-shaped yoke was fitted.

The yoke replaced a similar member of

the gimbal-tripod, and supported the

gimbol-head. This head, working on the

general principle of the universal joint,

was counterweighted, so that regardless

of the inclination of the support (in this

cose, the motorcycle) the camera re-

mained level. As will be seen, the mount

was prevented from swinging up and
down by rubber airplane shock-cord. It

IS stated that this is the first installation

of its kind known.
The mounting of the Mitchell-type

finder above the camera, to replace the

normal Eyemo finder, is also interesting,

and adopts the camera excellently to

this type of work, which demands a large

and accurate finder.

NEW SET-PLATFORMING SYSTEM

O A new system of set-plotforming has

been patented by David S. Garber, well-

known Hollywood Art-Director now with

Universal Studios. The invention i s

claimed to feature standardized c o n -

struction, greater flexibility, reduced

cost, and a safety-factor greatly in ex-

cess of that of present construction

practice. According to Garber, the cost

of present methods of set-platforming

averages $1.00 per running foot, while

the new system reduces this cost to ap-

proximately 22 cents per running foot.

The system is composed of standard-

ized units throughout, being based on

standardized wooden cat-walk (floor)

sections, which fit into standardized U-
shoped wooden supports, which ore, in

turn, suspended from the roof-girders of

the stage by chains. These chains are

attached to hooks which fit over the

roof-girders, and which may, if desired,

be secured in place with nails. The
height of the lamp platform is adjusted

by hooking the U-shaped supports onto
the chains at different heights. All of

the hooks into which the chains are

fastened are fitted with patented safety-

locks, making it impossible for the chain

to become detached accidentally. The
chains ore to be marked at regular in-

tervals with bonds of distinguishing col-

ors, further simplifying the height-ad-

justment.

The flexibility of the chains not only

permits placing the platform at any de-

sired height, but also allows it to be

placed at any angle necessary to con-

form to the construction of the set. The
floor-members ore c.uickly locked into

place in their supports, and further rigid-

ity is given by horizontal braces between
the supports. Each chain has a tensile

strength of 5,000 lbs., and snce, ac-

cording to Garber, the maximum load

normally imposed upon any one chain

seldom exceeds 500 lbs., this suspension

system has an unusually high safety-

factor.

Garber has also patented a quickly-

adjustible spotlight parallel, which
should be a useful auxiliary to the sys-

tem just described. The same standard-

ized cat-walk construction is used, but

instead of being suspended, the platform

is supported from the floor by extensible

legs somewhat resembling on extension-

ladder. Cross-bracing between these end-
supports is carried sufficiently high to

allow normal camera-work, etc., under-
neoth without interference. The parallel

is mounted on small wheels, and should
be very portable.

New Warner Blimp
• A new type of camera-silencing blimp
is being put in service at the Warner
Bros. -First National Studios, according to

Mike McGreol, head of the Warner
Camera Department. The blimp was de-
signed by Al Tondreau, of the Studio's

mechanical engineering staff, and Maj.
Nathan Levinson, of the Sound Dept.,

and constructed under the supervision of

Frank N Murphy.

Its outstanding features are simplicity,

accessibility and convenience. Wherever
possible, locking handles have been re-

duced to one, making for quicker opera-
tion: the left-hand opening, which gives

access to the camera-movement and
finder, has but a single handle, as does
the hinged sunshade, through which ac-
cess to the lenses is had. The entire

rear section is hinged, and locked by two
handles. Unusually large windows are

provided at the rear of the blimp, through
which footage-meter, finder, etc., may be
observed.

The finder itself is inside the blimp,

and mounted closer to the lens than is

possible with exterior-mounted designs.

It is interconnected with the focus-con-
trol, and automatically corrects for paral-

lax OS the focus is changed. The sun-

shade is unusually large, to accommo-
date wide-angle lenses, and has Koins-

type louvres on the left side, so that the

finder may be mounted close to the cam-
era.

The base upon which the camera it-

self is mounted has four-point, rubber-

insulated suspension, and a special holder

is placed inside of the blimp for standard

3-inch filters. The base of the sunshade

contains a large optical-glass window,
placed relatively close to the lens. The
blimp is of cast aluminum, lined with

sound-absorptive materials, and is said

to hove excellent sound-proofing qual-
ities.
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TREND o{

Etching Gloss

• Revue Photo-Cinema gives the follow-

ing recipe for engraving glass which may

be of gensrni interest. Mix together in

an ebonite or wax bottle the following:

Water - 6 fl. ozs.

Ammonium Fluoride 1

Sulphuric Acid (concentrated) ..4 fl. ozs.

When thoroughly mixed, add 10 ozs.

of Barium sulphate, and the ink is then

ready for use.

Apply to the glass with a new pen-

nib, and leave for five or six minutes.

If the deposit is then wiped off with a

damp rag, a line will be found on the

glass. As this mixture is extremely caus-

tic, the greatest care should be taken

that it does not fall on any organic sub-

stances, and spills should be neutralized

at once by c little ammonia on a rag.

This will neutralize the hydrofluoric

acid released from the solution.

Telephoto Reflex Lens

• The Astro Co. of Berlin is introducing

an unusually long focal length lens for

the miniature camera. In addition this

lens has the reflex feature.

It consists of a reflex mirror, a long-

focus lens and an eye-piece for focusing.

This particular lens has a focal length of

800mm (nearly 31 Vz inches) and has a

maximum aperture of f5. Other lenses

of varying focal length between this
figure and 150mm (approximately 6

inches) are also available.

One will realize the great magnifica-

tion of this lens from the fact that when

photographing an elephant at 100 yards

the 3] Vi" lens renders the animal too

large to be completely included in the

picture.

This lens is roughly 30 times as large

as the miniature camera on which it fits.

The complete attachment including cases

weighs about 22 '/z pounds and the price

is about c thousand dollars.

Built-in Screens

• A British publication on Homebuilding

and Architecture brings an interesting

item for Cinephotogrophers.

THE TIMES
The designers of homes take into con-

sideration the rapidly-growing number

of Cine Amateurs and submit plans for

new homes v/hich include a special sur-

faced wall section in the largest room in

the house. This wall has a beaded screen

finish that will serve as a projection

screen.

New Minielure Camera

• "Exakta" is a new miniature reflex

camera using 35mm film. This new
camera is built and marketed in Ger-

many by the Thagee Werke of Dresden.

It is equipped with a compur shutter

that has a range from 1/1000 of a sec-

ond to a time exposure of 12 seconds.

It has a built-in automatic release

for self-photography and a very fast lens

with a speed of f 1 .2.

Double Plate Process

• "La Photo Pour Tous," a French pub-

lication, tells of the possibilities of a new

French portroil process. The process calls

for glass plates without the anti-halation

coating. Two plates are exposed together,

one behind the other. The first image

will be normal and sharp and the second

very soft and indistinct. When printing,

the two plates are put together and a

very artistic and soft-focus portrait will

be the result. This process practically

eliminates all retouching. The finished

print is the result of the sharp and the

very soft picte combined. Of course,

great care must be taken that the two

images synchronize perfectly.

Stereo Tripod

• A very interesting tripod attachment

for still cameras is being marketed in

Germany. It consists of a sort of sliding

rod with inch markings.

This enables the amateur to make

stereo pictures with an ordinary single-

lens camera. After taking the first pic-

ture, the camera is pushed over sideways

on this new tripod attachment, and the

second exposure can be made. The inch

marking will assure the necessary dis-

placement in order to obtain the correct

stereo angle.

Simple Retouching

• A French photo publication acquaints

us with an interesting photographic pro-

cess that allows the amateur to make
very artistic prints with a new simplified

retouching method.

Mostly all amateurs shrink from re-

touching their negatives because it takes

a skilled person to do good retouching.

However, with this process, all correction

can be made by a beginner.

Put your plate into the holder of the

eniarger in the usual manner, focus your

image on a clear piece of paper. Make
sure to fasten the paper with tacks.

Then take a very thin piece of tissue

paper and stretch it over the image,

fastening it at three corners only. Make
your retouching with on ordinary pencil

lightly on the tissue paper. Always re-

member that every mark you make will

be white on the print. Having made the

corrections wanted, slip your unexposed

enlarging paper under the tissue paper,

taking care that your corrections match
with the image. Expose and develop as

usual.

Your first attempt will be rather crude

but with a little practice exceptionally

beautiful effects can be obtained. Re-

member the paper acts as a diffuser as

well.

New Dubbing System

• The "Film Suisse" tells about a new

dubbing system invented by an Hungar-

ian, Karl Pulvary. His invention was re-

cently demonstrated at the International

Cinematographic Congress at Venice,

Italy. According to various European

technical papers it was enthusiastically

received. It was absolutely impossible to

detect the slightest variations from the

original sound track.

The basis of his invention is a double

sound track, one for the original sound

and a secord track for a special recorder

that registers the actual vocal sound into

a non-language track which when pro-

jected compels the dubbing artists to

use the same lip-movements as in the

original sound version. There are no

technicol details available of the con-

struction of this special recorder.



Proof of

PREEMINENCE

THE claims made for Eastman Super-

Sensitive ''Pan" have been borne out

again and again by its contributions to the

greatest motion-picture successes. It is ac-

tual performance that proves the preemi-

nence of this Eastman film, and that gives

it its unrivalled acceptance among camera-

men everywhere. Eastman Kodak Com-

pany. (J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors,

New York, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN Super-Sensitive

Panchromatic Negative
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PHOTOGRAPH/ OF THE MONTH
Continued from Page 302JENA

Solid Colored Glass

Filters

Night Effects— Miniatures

Effective Transparency

Sfiots

TRI-COLOR WORK

Special Lighting with 24"

Condensing Lenses and

Mirrors.

Cylindrical, Prismatic &
Parabolic Lenses for In-

candescent & Arc Lamps.

Submit your problems on

Optical, Technicol and Scien-

tific Glass.

FISH-SGHURMAN
CORPORATION

230 E. 45th Street, NEW YOP.K

Address During Nov. and Dec.

MURRAY YAWITZ, Hotel Roosevelt,

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

"LADY BY CHOICE" (Columbia)

Ted Tetzlaff, A.S.C.: Di recting Cirnema-

tographer

Motion Picrure Daily (September 29,
1934) : "Theodore Tetzlaff's photog-
raphy is an artistic contribution."

Film Doily (October 6, 1934): Photog-
raphy "Fine."

"SIX DAY BIKE RIDER" (Warner
Bros)

Warren Lynch, A.S.C.: Directing Cine-

matogrophier

Daily Vari-Bt/ (September 28, 1934) :

"Photography, particularly the race

stuff, is excellent."

Hollywood Reporter (September 28,

1934): "Photography is first rate

throughout, and the cameraman de-

serves special credit for the racing

stuff, which was undoubtedly hard to

get and wai exceptionally well done."

"365 NIGHTS IN HOLLYWOOD"
(Fox)

Harry Jackson, A.S.C.: Directing Cine-

matograoher

Hollywood Reporter (September 28,

1934) : "Photography top-notch."

"ANNE OF GREEN GABLES" (Radio)

Lucien Andriot, A.S.C.: Directing Cine-

matographer

Daily Reporter (October 15, 1934):

"Splendid photography by Lucien An-
driot—."

Hollywood Reporter (October 15, 1934) :

"—and the photography is consist-

ently good throughout."

"THE WHiTE PARADE" (Lasky-Fox)

Arthur Miller, A.S.C.: Directing Cine-

matographer

Hollywood Reporter (October 17, 1934) :

"—and the camera work of Arthur

Miller is of similarly high order."

Daily Variety (October 17, 1934):

"Arthur Miller's photography is top-

notch."

"CAPTAIN HATES THE SEA" (Colum-

bia)

Joseph August, A.S.C.: Directing Cine-

matographer

Daily Variety (October 13, 1934):

"Joseph August's photography is top-

notch."

Hollywood Repcrter (Octboer 13, 1934):

"Joseph August had done lovely work

with the photography."

"ENTER MADAME" (Paramount)

Theodore Sporkuhl, A.S.C., and William

Mellor, A.S.C.: Directing Cinematog-

rophers

Hollywood Repcrter (October 18, 1934) :

"Photogtophy standard."

Daily Variet-y (October 18, 1934): "

—

photography are up to the general ex-

cellency of the other contributions."

Using Supplementary Lenses

Continued from Page 298

diminishing- lens, as the normal Mitchell

matte-box arms would have projected far

enough forward to be included in the pic-

ture. The octual arms used were approxi-

mately 2/3 shorter thon normal. For the

some reason, if was necessary to be sure

that the front tripod-leg did not project

too far forward, and to see to it that no
member of the company stepped even
slightly beyond the camera: a person

standing beside the camera, and as far

forward as the front of the ordinary sun-

shade, would have found his shoulder

filling one side of the screen!

The purely "trick" lenses are really a

subject in themselves. While embodying
the some general optical principles as

the supplementary lenses just discussed,

the "trick" lenses are designed to pro-

duce effects of a definitely distorted na-

ture. Naturally, the more conventional

magnifying end diminishing lenses have

been used for trick effects, usually fjr

comedy or weird effects from unconven-

tional set-ups; but the majority of the

"trick" supplementary objectives are
specially designed to give absolutely ab-

normal effects— usually with multiple

images. Such lenses usually consist of

large optical flats, with prisms or small

supplementary lenses cemented to them.

Some of these multiply the image, ex-

panding a single player, for example,

into several; others reverse the image;

and still others, made with combinations

of small lenses which can be rotated,

perhaps in two directions at once, give

a stationary central image with identical

images revolving around it. Such lenses

are usually designed and built for a spe-

cific shot, in America, the use of such

Everything Photographic
for Professional and Amateur

NeA' and Used, bought, sold, rented and
repaired. Designers and manufac-

turers of H. C. E. Combination
lens shade and filter-holder

for any size lens.

Hollywood Camera Exchange
) 600 Cahuengo Blvd., Hollywood

Tel: HO 3651
Cable Address: HOcamex
Open 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.
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"trick" lens-supplements has been in a

great measure superseded by the use of

optical printing; but in Europe, where

optical printing is not so widespread,

these "trick" lenses are still in rather

general use. It was undoubtedly by the

aid of such optical supplements that the

bewildering optical effects in such films

as "Variety" and "Metropolis" were
achieved.

side of a camera-car, and a camera-

platform on the other. Thus, driving

along a mountain road, shooting through

the wing and down at the valley below,

his actors appear to be flying high in

the air.

INGENIOUS CINEMATOGRAPHIC SHORTS
Continued from Page 300

Dwight Wcrren A.S.C., was faced with

the same problem, but as a girl had to

appear in the lighted window, there had

to be real light. He solved it by photo-

graphing on the shadowed side of the

house, and, with a system of reflectors

and mirrors, reflecting a strong beam of

sunlight through another window, into

the room in question, and out again from

a mirror benind the player.

To stage an explosion without actually

wrecking a set, Cinematographer Wil-

liam C. Thompson, A.S.C., set a pan on

the floor, close to the camera, placed

some flash-powder in it, and fired the

flash at the moment of the "explosion."

He followed this with smoke from a

smoke-pot, and, under cover of the
smoke, made a quick lap-dissolve to a

shot showing the set with the furniture

disarranged, as though scattered by a

blast. Cinematographer Ash, when no

smoke-pot is available, tells of using a

small roll of film, tightly bound with a

wire. The inner end is pulled out an
inch or so, and lighted; then pressed

down into the roll. The result is an ex-

cellent smoke-pot.

Robert Cline, when in need of close-

ups of o horse-bock rider and neither a

mechanical horse (to be fitted to a cam-
era-car platform) nor any trick process

work were available, has ridden alongside

on another horse, and carried a DeVry
or Eyemo in his hand. Thompson goes

this one better, in having mode close-ups

of a rider supposedly on a bucking horse

—without any horse at all. A saddle is

placed on one end of a see-sow, the

camera on the other—and with energetic

stage-hands rocking the see-sow, no

horse could buck better!

Another of Thompson's tricks is film-

ing on aviator dropping bombs—without

ever leaving the ground or even using

on airplane! He built a wing on one

Astro;::
LENSES

for sale by

Mitchell Camera Corporation
665 North Robertson Bird.

West Hollywood, California

THE B & H PRODUCTION PRINTER

a self- liquidating

investment
Much has been said about the impossibility of having

one's cake and eating it, too. Yet the B&H Produc-

tion Printer comes amazingly close to giving the lab-

oratory just such a thing. Producing twice as many

prints per hour . . . prints of finest quality, in pic-

ture and sound ... it will save its cost in a sur-

prisingly short time. The wastage from mislights,

out-of-synchronism, and time consumed in threading

and cleaning is eliminated. The saving is sufficiently

large to liquidate the investment rapidly. Available

on lease or outright sale. Write for complete in-

formation.

BELL & HOWELL COMPANY
1848 Larchmont Ave., Chicago; 11 West 42nd St.,

New York; 716 North La Brea Ave., Holb'Avood, 320

Regent St., London (B&H Co., Ltd.) Establ'd 1907.
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PATENT DEPARTMENT

ROy DAVIDGE
FILM

LABORATORIES

Negative Developing

and Daily Print

Exclusively

6701 SANTA MONICA BLVD.

GRanite 3108

1515 Cahuenga Blvd.,

Hollywood, Calif.

Phone: Gladstone 2404

• We have arranged with JAMES AT-
KINS, registered patent attorney, Mun-
sey Building, Washington, D. C, to fur-

nish us with a memorandum of the re-

cently issujd patents relating to i m -

provements in our industry.

Inquiries with reference to this subject

should be addressed to the Editor of the

Patent Department, where they will re-

ceive prompt attention.

PATENTS

MOTION PICTURE PROJECTOR. No.

1,974,423. Issued Sept 25, to Lodewyk
J. R. Hoist, Brookline, Pa., and William

Mayer, Larchmont, and Harry Ray
Menefee, Bronxville, N. Y., assignors to

The S. M. M. H. Corporation, Dover, Del.

PHOTOMETER FOR DETERMINING THE
TIME OF EXPOSURE FOR PHOTO-
GRAPHIC PICTURE TAKING. No. 1,-

974,492. Issued Sept. 25, to Max Hel-

fenstein. Lucerne, Switzerland.

SOUND ATTACHMENT FOR MOVING
PICTURE PROJECTORS. No. 1,974,921.

Issued Sept. 25, to Herbert F. Jermain,

New York City, assignor, to Movie-

tonews, Inc., New York, N. Y.

FILM CONVEYING METHOD AND AP-
PARATUS. No. 1,974,935. Issued Sept.

25, to Leonard T. Troland, Cambridge,

Mass., assignor to Technicolor, Inc., New
York City.

DESIGN FOR A FRAME FOR A PHO-
TOGRGAPHIC MACHINE. No. 93,376.

Issued Sept. 25, to Michael Annick,

Scranton, Pa
,
assignor to F. Wesel Man-

ufacturing Company, Scranton, Pa.

PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIAL. No. 1,-

974,524. Issued Sept. 25, to Arpad von

Biehler, Dessau in Anhalt, Germany, as-

signor to Agfa Ansco Corporation, Bing-

hampton, N. Y.

OPTICAL COMPENSATING SYSTEM (A

Motion Picture Projector). No. 1,974,-

573. Issued Sept. 25, to Jacob F. Lev-

enthol. New York City.

LENS FOR IMAGING SPACED OBJECTS
IN REGISTER. No. 1,974,574. Issued

Sept. 25, to Jacob Frank Leventhal, New
York City.

PHOTOGRAPHY. No. 1,974,653. Issued

Sept. 25, to Alfred Herz, Chicago, III.

TALKING MOTION PICTURE MA-
CHINE. No. 1,974,688. Issued Sept.

25, to George Francis Myers, Jackson

Heights, N. Y.

APPARATUS FOR MAKING SOUND
AND PICTURE RECORDS ON FILMS.

No. 1,974,709. Issued Sept. 25, to

Berthold Freund, Berlin, Germany, as-

signor to Internationale Tobis Moat-

schoppij, N. v., Amsterdam, Nether-

lands.

METHOD OF MAKING SOUND REC-

ORDS. No. 1,974,710. Issued Sept. 25,

to Berthold Freund, Berlin-Schoneberg,

Germany, assignor to Internationale To-

bis Mootschappij, N. V., Amsterdam,

Netherlands.

FILM MEASURING DEVICE. No. 1 ,974,-

758. Issued Sept. 25, to Joseph H.

Spray, Rutherford, N. J., assignor to

Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc., New York.

N. Y.

SHUTTER FOR MOTION PICTURE MA-
CHINES. No. 1,974,759. Issued Sept.

25, to Albert W. Tondreou, Hollywood,

Calif., assignor to Warner Bros. Pictures,

Inc., New York City.

CAMERA. No. 1,974,842. Issued Sept.

25, to William A. Block, Montclair, N.

J., assignor to Fairchild Aerial Camera

Corporation, Woodside, N. Y.

TELEVISION. No. 1,974,911. Issued

Sept. 25, 10 Heinrich Buecker, Hohen-

limburg, and Hubert Buecker, Hogen •

Kabel, Germany.

Colored Rain Drops

• In recent M.G.M. production it was

noticed that rain drops which were of

great importance in certain scenes were

hardly visible on the screen. M.G.M.

camera experts had the ingenious idea

of tinting their artificial rain slightly red.

The result was very satisfying.

Yowitz in Hollywood

• Murray Yawitz of Fish-Schurmon Cor-

poration, American representatives o f

Jena Glass Works of Schott & Gen will

be in Hollywood the middle of November

to present to the studios, cinemotog-

rophers and light manufacturers lenses

and other items manufactured by their

principles. Among other things Yawitz

will demonstrate some of the lamp lenses

handled by his company.

^^^^^ Hollywood ^^^IBi
^oTiON PicTure/EquipmemT0. Qp.

64-5 NORTH MARTEL AVE CABLE ADDPESS ARTREEVES

HOLLVVVOOD, CAL-ITORNIA. USA
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Riddle Me This

Continued from Page 301

WARREN LYNCH, A.S.C.: Our present

type of take-up drive is quite depend-

able enough — and nothing could be

quieter than the leather belts we now

use. Adding a separate motor for the

take-up would not only add a good deal

of bulk to the outfit (such a motor
couldn't be very small) but it would add

complication, and uncertainty. A little

noise could perhaps be prevented by

eliminating the openings through which

the belt enters and leaves the camera-

case: but a simple shaft, which could

even be placed in the waste space be-

tween the magazines, would take core of

this. But for positive drive, I couldn't

ask anything better than the belt coupled

with the clutch used at Warner Bros,

studios.

GAETANO GAUDIO, A.S.C.: I don't

think there's any need for it—with our

present cameras. In a new design, it

would be all right to try to improve the

take-up, as well as a lot of other things;

but remaking our old cameras, piece by

piece, is too much like rebuilding a used

car— no matter what you do, when

you're through, you still have a used car!

New Agfa Negative

Continued from Page 299

to this article. Considering the knowl-

edge and experience of a large research

laboratory that occupied itself for years

with the discovery and the chemistry of

photographic sensitizers, it will be ap-

parent that the possibilities for employ-

ing extremely high red or yellow-green

sensitizers are practically unlimited.

However, the selection of sensitizers for

Superpon has been guided solely by the

thought of creating a product of highest

general utility.

The present Superpon is distinctly dif-

ferent from former types manufactured

by Agfa Ansco, especially regarding its

color- response to red, which has been

considerably lowered to avoid overcorrec-

tion mainly noticeable in flesh tones.

Below is given a list of daylight filter

factors carefully checked and covering

the commonly used Wratten filters:

Filter Factor

K 1 1.6

K2 1.9

K 3 2.2

AERO 1 1.25

AERO 2 1.50

G 3

21 3.5

23A 4
25A 5

29F 12
'

Referring once

Filter Factor

12 2.5

C 5 6

56 B 7

3 N 5 4

5 N 5 5

25% N D 1 .8

50% N D 3.1

75% N D 5.6

100% N D 10

feature of Superpon as above mentioned,

it should be observed that Agfa Ansco
does not see the necessity for offering

finegrain film especially designed for

background shots, because the grain size

of Superpon is already such that its use

for background photography is heartily

recommended.

m

FRANK C. ZUCKER J. BURGI CONTNER

MOTION PICTURE
CAMERA SUPPLY, inc.

SALES - SERVICE • RENTALS
• Camera Motors and Accessories
• Cameras for Color, Process and Slow Motion Pho-

tography
• Silenced Mitchell Cameras
• Moviolas
• Fearless Camera Blimps
• Fox Velocilators

Eastern Representatives

MITCHELL CAMERA CORPORATION
HARRISON FILTERS
FEARLESS PRODUCTS

LARGEST STOCK OF CAMERA EQUIPMENT IN THE EAST

723 SEVENTH AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY

Telephone BRyant 9-7755 Coble Address: Cinecamera

i

fm

TRUEBALL
TRIPOD HEADS
OF SPECIAL ALLOY
LIGHTER WEIGHT

The Some Efficient Head
For follow shots, known for

their smoothness of opera-

tion and equal tension on

all movements.

Unaffected by temper-

ature.

Model B Professional $300.00
For Bell & Howell and Mitchell

Cameras and their respectiv'3

Tripod. With the ORIGINAL
instant release telescopic

handle.

FRED HOEFNER
GLadstone 0243

5319 Santo Monica Boulevard

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

Model A for Ama-
..jur motion picture
cameras. Attaches (•>

standard STILL
Tripod. $12.00.

Trueball tripod
heads are unexcelled
for simplicity. ac-
curacy and speed of
operation.

The Hoefner four-
inch Iris and Sun-
shade combination
is also a superior
product.
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At Last a Camera Blimp

THAT IS ACCESSIBLE

Built by the originators of

the Educational type Blimp.

It is 40 pounds lighter and
the smallest all-metal blimp
in use today.

• A Positive Cam-Action Finder

Control.

• Follow Focusing Device.

• Full View of Lens Calibration at

all times.

• Self-Contained Lighting System.
• One-piece shade, requiring no

adjustment.
• A 5"x7" gloss permits use of

25mm lens.

• Quick-Action Locking Device.

• Accommodates Standard Mitch
ell Equipment, also 9 types of

camera motors.

• Camera equipment and motor
can be removed without disas-

sembling.
• In use in a Major Studio.

Can make quick delivery for

either purchase or rental.

V. RABY
2437 Corrolitas Drive,

Los Angeles, Calif.

OLympic 6447

Cinematograpfiic Annual
Vol. 1 . . $2.50

New Small Crane

The Paramount Studio has placed in

service a new small crane, designed and
fabricated entirely within the studio. The

wheelbase is six feet, the extreme width

is thirty inches, and the weight approxi-

mately 900 lbs. At the lowest possible

camera-position the lens-center height is

26 inches, and at the greatest elevation,

seven feet.

The crane-mechanism provides both
hand and power hoist, the latter driven

by a D.C. motor and fitted with a vari-

able-speed drive and automatic stops.

The camera may be raised or lowered

from one extreme to the other in any

period from 14 seconds to 32 seconds.

The design is generally conventional,

and aluminum alloys are used through-

out. The steering wheels may be rotated

through a 180° arc, so that the device

will turn in its own length, pivoting on

the rear wheels. At this end are two

auxiliary rubber casters, normally fitted

into the frame, and clear of the floor,

but which may be dropped to lift the

weight from the regular wheels for diag-

onal moves. Interchangeable handles

operate this mechanism and the tie-down

jacks, so that the footboard is normally

left clear of obstructions.

The hoist is hand-operated f r o m a

crank on the main operating plotform.

The electric motor is under this platform,

and controlled by a single switch at the

base of the arm, in front of the platform,

which serves as both switch and rheostat

control. The motor is thrown in and out

of gear by a control in front of the plat-

form. The usual seat and lamp sockets

are provided, and the camera is mounted

on the standoid blimp-type friction-head

used at Paramount. In the crane this

head is fitted with a special levelling

mount, pivoted front and rear, and ad-

justible with leveling jacks at each side.

The crane was produced in the studio's

Precision Machine Shop, under the super-

vision of Wm. Rudolph, with Arthur

Zaugg as project-engineer. Virgil Miller,

A.S.C., Camera Department head, and

his staff collaborated on the practical

phases of the design. Ben Reynolds,

A.S.C., one cf the first users of the de-

vice, estimates that it can save over on

hour per day by eliminating the need of

changing heovy blimps from standard- to

baby tripods, perambulators, and the
like, and by speeding up changes of

set-up.

DEVELOPING TESTS ON
LOCATION

• The problem of making exposure, fil-

ter, or other photographic tests on loca-

tion is greatly simplified by the test-kit

shown in the illustration. The outfit

consists of a sturdily constructed case, in

which are compartments for four one-

pint Thermos bottles and two "Leica"

"Correx" developing-tanks. A small

tray (not shown) fits in the center of

the box, being set directly over the "Cor-

rex" tanks, which rest in specially shaped

compartments, and stand on their edges.

In this tray is packed a changing-bag,

together with any small accessories—
such as thermometer, reserve prepared

developer, ond the like.

In use, the four Thermos bottles con-

tain, respectively, developer, hypo, and

water, with the fourth in reserve, to hold

additional water, hardener, or whatever

may be necessary. The "Correx" de-

veloping reels hold six feet of 35mm
film, and are very easy to load in the

changing-bags : they will take a full six-

foot test, or several shorter lengths, all

of which can be developed at one time.

If necessary, two thicknesses of film may

be developed at once, by placing them

in the reel back to back, so, for exam-

ple, two six-foot tests, or twelve one-

foot tests, may be developed at once in

each tank.

My own experience has proven that

this outfit is a great asset to the cine-

matographer on location: any test-strips

that are necessary may be developed

right on the location, using the exact

solutions used in the studio laboratory,

and viewed within fifteen minutes after

exposing.

JACKSON J. ROSE, A.S.C.

Max Factor's

<Scdlfl <SmO0th MAKE-UP
t\ Easy to Apply Easy to Remove
^ Stays on All Day - - - Photographically Correct

MAX FACTOR'S MAKE-UP STUDIO • HOLLYWOOD



Brulatour Service
advances another important step by providing now (ready

for immediate delivery in Hollywood) a specially constructed

and finished metal container for Tropical packing of all

Eastman Motion Picture Films

Details are bound to be vitally interesting to every

expedition photographer and executive

J. E. Brulatour, Inc.
NEW YORK CHICAGO HOLLYWOOD



THE Filiiio 8
Projector

proves its mettle!
that grow

FILMO Personal Movie Cameras

CHRISTMAS morning, when eager fin-

gers have torn away the tissue and

tinsel, disclosing a Filino Personal Movie
Camera— then begins an endless pleasure,

one that grows and grows. Personal mov-
ies are unique sport, high in key. But
when they're taken with Filmo they thrill

and entertain the most, for Filmo means
perfect movies—steady, hrilliant, and

photographically excellent.

The Filmo 8 Projector gives you

extreme brilliance and clarity of pro-

jection, pictures up to six feet wide,

beautiful definition, and true B&H
rock-steadiness.

With film travel surrounded by a

dozen safeguards, your 8 mm. film is

safe from wear. Operates on AC or

DC. Threading facilitated by large

sprockets, progressively locking

guards, and pilot light. Illumination

direct from a 300-watt lamp. Extra

fast Cooke F 1.6 lens. Press a lever,

and the film rewinds automatically.

There are no belts—Filmo 8 is gear

driven. A rigid, non-warping, sturdy

frame of die cast aluminum gives

ruggedness and permanence. Capac-

ity—200 feet of 8 mm. film.

Step into your dealer's tomorrow.

See the Filmo 8 Projector and its

large, brilliant movies. We'll send

complete literature, if you like!

B E I. L & II 4> W E E
1848 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, III.

N.W York, llollvwoo.l. I-onrlon
(II & II Co.. I.lil. I EsiabUslwd 1907

The Filmo 7.j Camera—slender, beautiful,

and light in wcifrht—makes an excellent family

gift. It takes 100 feet of 16 mm. film. Its stand-

ard Cooke 20 mm. F 3.5 lens is instantly inter-

changeable with many others: speed and Koda-

color and telephoto. As finely built as any

B«&II unit, Filmo 75 is the lowest priced quality

16 mm. movie camera in the world. Price,

$59.50; case, $5.50.

The Filmo 70-D is a "professional" among 16

mm. cameras. Has seven film speeds for

s-l-o-w movies and fast. A turret instantly posi-

tions any one of three different lenses. A vari-

able view finder gives field areas for lenses of six

different focal lengths. A critical focuser is

optional. Equipped with one Cooke 1-inch

F 3.5 lens, .S225, including Sesamee-locked

carrying case.

The Filmo 70-E is a "speed" camera, regu-

larly equipped with a Cooke 1-inch F 1.5 lens,

which, with Kodacolor filter attached, makes
it also a color camera. Further versatility is

provided in four film speeds: 8, 16, 21, and 61.

The photographic mechanism is identical with

that of Filmo 70-D. Price, with F 1.5 lens,

S185; with Cooke 1-inch F 3.5 lens, §150.

Case included.

Few Christmas gifts give so much pleasure for so long a time

{no Filmo has ever iiurn out) for so few dollars. Plan on a

Filmo Christmas this year. Sec these Filmo Cameras at your

dealer's or write to us for complete, illustrated literature.

a/ Personal
^ Ca meras and

Movie
Projectors

PROFESSIONAL RESULTS WITH AMATEUR EASE
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FINE QUALITY
FINE GRAIN wltk

AGFA
, 16mm. fine-grain

S U P E R P A N
REVERSIBLE

AGFA 16MM. FILMS
a<;fa fine-gkain im.knaciikomk:
]()()-fool rolls $4.50
5()-f(..)l rolls 2.75
Including i>r<>cebAing and reluril pnstagc.

AGFA PANCHROMATIC REVERSIBLE:
100-foot rolls .56.00

50-foot rolls 3.25
In<>lu4iing i)roccrtsiiig a'ld return pohlagc.

agfa fine-grain superi'an
reversihi.e:
] 00-foot rolls §7.50
.5()-fooi rolls 4.00
liH-luding prori-HKing and rrlnrn poHlagc.

a<;fa fine-grain i-^nciiuomatic
ne<;ati\ e:

100-foot rolls .5.3. .50

Dcvclopini; iiol liirliidril.

200.foolan(l 100-foo( rolls (lalioriUory

packiiij;) :iv ailaMi'.

yliclcic til .^-IniCTlCil Ivi

Boston, New York City, Cincinnati, Chicago,

% \^ ITH THIS sii[)ersensitive film, new and intriguing fields for movie-making are
opened up everywhere.

For football on gray days, early morning and late afternoon scenes, liockev, lioxing.

l)askel-l)all in lighted auditoriiuns, lirilliantlv lightecl street scenes, carnivals and
parades and, most important of all. indoor movies tinder artificial light where precious
moments of fun, interest, and excitement can be turned into sparkling movies, Agfa
16MM. Superpan is indispensable.

Here are the features that should make Agfa 16MM. P'ine-Ciraiii Stipersensiti\

e

Super[)an your choice for your fall and winter movies:

FINE GRAIN: Our tests prove this film to have the finest grain yet buill intoa K)\IM.
reversible panchromatic emulsion. 14iis means larger-size projection without notice-

able grain—greater depth—greater brilliance—greater detail.

SPEED: Extreme sjieed: twice as fast as Regular Pan in da\ light, three; times as
fast under artificial light.

COLOR SENSITIVITY: .Sensitive to all colors of the spectrum including red.

LATITUDE: \X ide latitude minimizes failures caused by exposure errors.

Increase your pleasure in movie-making by iiisisling

on A(iFA 16 MM. Finc-(irain Siijtcrpan Kescrsiblc.

AGFA ANSCO CORPORATION
Binghamton, N. Y.

Kansas City, San Francisco, Los Angeles. Canada: Agfa Ansco Ltd., 204 King St. East, Toronto, Ont.

FOR BEST RESULTS USE BEST MATERIALS,
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PROFESSIONAL Criticism of the Amateur

picture is o part of the service offered by the

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER. Many ore

not aware of this. Hundreds of pictures have

been reviewed this past year by members of

the American Society of Cinematogrophers for

the Amateur.

Next Month . . .

• William J. Grace will contribute another of

his illuminating and interesting articles on
lenses.

• Arthur J. Campbell, A.S.C, will have an-
other article on lighting.

• The big news of the month will be the an-
nouncement of the prize winners in the
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER 1934 amo-
teur movie contest.
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Fig. 2. In a lens not corrected for spherical aber-
ration, light rays through different portions of the
lens do not converge to a single point of the image.

LAST month we became acquainted with a fault of the

simple lens known as chromatic aberration, or de-

• viation from true focus caused by different colors of

light focusing at different focal planes. We learned also

that this fault has been eliminoted to a large extent in

modern combination lenses thru the use of different kinds

of special glass which combined the chromatic aberrations

in such a way that, for all practical purposes at least, they

cancel themselves and hence focus all colors in the same
plane.

Chromatic aberration is, of course, by no means the only

fault which must be corrected if the photographic lens (oi

objective as it is often called) is to image faithfully the

details and dimensions of the objects before it.

To name them, other aberrations include; sphericoi

aberration, astigmatism, curvature of field, coma, and dis-

tortion of shape (i.e. "pincushion" and "barrel"). Before

proceeding it might be well to call your attention to the

fact that the term aberration refers not only to the result

of improper plane of focus, but to true proportional rendi-

tion of the image.

Suppose we delve into the effects of spherical aberration

and see what cause.s this aberration. In Figure 2 is shown

a simple lens having a spherical surface, the rays of light

passing thru the lens not meeting at the same point on the

plane of focus (or focal plane). It will be seen that the

rays which pass thru the outer portions of the lens do not

converge to the same points which pass thru the central

portion of the lens. This is because of the fact that a spher-

ical surface does not properly focus oil rays of the whole

beam due to its shape.

Production lenses of any surface shape other than
spherical are difficult to produce, altho some telescope

lenses for precision purposes are hand-worked to the shape

of a parabola, which does bring all the rays to a true point.

There are other ways to reduce spherical aberration, how-

ever, than giving the lens the correct shape, and because

of the need for keeping the production costs as low as pos-

sible, these alternate means are employed in even the best

of commercial lenses.

It will be quite apparent that the amount of sphericci

aberration can be reduced by simply reducing the used

portion of the lens with a diaphragm, because the rays are

then not allowed to pass thru the outer portions of the

lens. Even a very inexpensive lens can often be made to

yield acceptable Images if it is stopped down enough, but

of course this cuts down also on the amount of light pass-

Let's Talk

ing thru the lens and therefore requires a longer exposure

time.

If it were commercially feasible to manufacture lenses

having surfaces other than spherical, spherical aberration

would not be necessary to correct, for a parabolic surface

would automatically eliminate this form of fault. Commer-
cially, however, it is simpler to construct the lens of com-
plementary surfaced lenses wnich cancel out spherical aber-

ration. Of course, the more elements to a lens combination,

the more light loss.

And that brings us to another fault of lenses. This

fault is the property of losing slightly the total amount of

light delivered to the film. 1 he amount of actual loss

caused by the glass itself is so small that it seldom enters

into the calculations of the lens designer, unless, of course,

the gloss has a discernible color. The cause of the loss of

light in its passage thru a lens is not due to actual absorp-

tion by the glass but by reflections. Every time a ray of

light passes from one medium to another, there is a certain

amount (about 4%) which is reflected instead of trans-

mitted.

Figure 3 shows how this small portion of light is lost,

at least as far as the film is concerned, each time it passes

from one element to the next. Since this 4% is lost at

each surface, it is evident that, from the standpoint of mak-
ing the lens as fast as possible, the number of elements

should be kept at a minimum. Eolsam cement decreases the

loss somewhat, but it is affected by temperature and hu-

midity, and is used as little as possible because lenses are

made to be used under almost every conceivable condition.

An interesting example of reflection as it affects pho-

tographic work is the manner in which, under certain con-

ditions, the shiny surface of the film emulsion reflects light

bock to the lens to cause film flare. If the last surface

of the lens combination (the surface nearest the film) has

a curvature of certain dimensions, it is possible that the

light which the film reflects back to this surface will be

re-reflected by this last surface back to the film. Under
some conditions, the re-reflection is focused roughly in spots

and causes white spots on the film sometimes called

"ghosts." Under certain other conditions, this re-reflected

light is rather widely dispersed and weakly covers the whole

picture area. This has the effect of making a "weak neg-

ative," or one in which the true gradation of tonal values

is partially destroyed by this unwanted illumination on the

film. In short, the picture is flat; it lacks contrast.

Before we go into the other aberrations of lenses, may
we look briefly at one more point illustrated in Figure 3.

Notice that reflections take place even in the film itself,

this reflection being commonly termed "halation." The
brighter portions of the image oppear to have a halo around
them. This rather disagreeable effect is much less with film

than with plates, and with the non-halation backing now
made on films of all kinds, both still and movie, this effect

is practically eliminated. In your own words, your pictures

are sharper, more contrasty, truer to life than were your

pictures of a few years ago.

But speaking of aberrations, we seem to be "aberring"

a bit ourselves. We started out to discuss lens aberrations.
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About Lenses

Spherical Aberration

Reflections

Astigmatism

by

Wm. J. Grace
''Written especially for the

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER, November, 1934, issue

Not to be reproduced in any other publication
without the i)ermission of the author.

and became sidetracked on the subject of reflections. Let's

take up now the rest of the list cf lens aberrations, or faults

which hinder the rendition of correctly focused images.

As we shall presently see, spherical aberration, coma,
curvature of field, and barrel and pincushion distortions

are really all forms of astigmotism, generally speaking.

Before we define astigmatism, suppose we examine (and,

perhaps, memorize) the following three rules for the perfect

optical instrument:

1 . Every ray of a pencil of light emanating or reflected

from a given point of the object must either con-

verge to or diverge from c single point of the image,

after passing thru the instrument.

2. If the object is a plane perpendicular to the axis of

the lens, the image of any point of that plane must

also lie in a plane perpedicular to the some axis

3. Even tho the dimensions of the image may be dif-

ferent from the dimensions of the object, the pro-

portion must remain the same.

Any departure from any of these three rules and the instru-

ment is not perfect, altho we may be satisfied to accept

minor faults under certain conditions.

One of the translations of the Greek word "stigma" is

"point." A stigmatic image is one in which all points of

the image correspond to points in the object; it is a true,

point-by-point image, if the image is formed by an imper-

fect optical instrument, that image is astigmatic, as is the

lens or mirror which produced it. (Note: Since we are con-

cerned here only with lenses, we shall henceforth use the

term "lens," instead of the more general term "opticgL,

instrument.") If the lens is so made as to agree with the

requisites for stigmatism, the lens is a corrected ostigmot,

or anostigmot. Note the peculiar progression of prefixes—

^

stigmatic, astigmatic, onastigmatic.

Not only as a matter of historical interest, but to note

particularly the evolution of the modern lens, may we here

review the march of lenses from the simple meniscus lens

to the present day anostigmot.

Those of us who have been making still pictures for any

length of time can remember the stir of enthusiasm which

greeted the introduction of the anostigmot lens on a com-
mercial basis. Altho the progrsss in lens design and manu-
facture preceded by some years the commercial application,

the lenses we ore going to mention ore by no means so

old that even the younger of our brotherhood cannot re-

member that the talking point of this or that new camera

was "it has the new rapid rectilinear lens."

The meniscus lens, which was the first lens, was a

simple thing of one element. After being corrected for

chromatic aberration to some extent, it became on achro-

mot. Its speed was so slow, however, that the more insistent

demands of early photography for faster lenses, ienses

capable of gathering in more light, caused the lens makers

to place two achromots back to back. This combination

increased the speed possible without getting into too many
other troubles, but not enough—only about 1009o increase

(from fl 1 to f8). Two similar ochromats were thus com-
bined to increase overall lens speed, and the lens was known
as a "rapid rectilinear," or RR lens.

The speed of the rapid rectilinear lens was about the

only drawback to its use, for Its field was flattened properly,

and spherical and chromatic aberrations well corrected. It

is still used in some work in which its slow speed is not a

disadvantage, because of its low cost.

Continued on Page 332

Fig. 3. Showing how light is

lost by reflection between
lens element surfaces. Also,
note cause of film flare and
halation.

HALATION

LENS

h REFLECTIONS
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Top picture
shows bed of
titler construc-
ted of wood...
measures 4 ft.

long by 8 in-

ches wide. Feet
made to swivel
on one side for
compactness
when stored.
Bottom picture

one view of
camera bed,
requires little
explanation. . .

Rods upon
which base is

supported and
upon which it

slides laterally,

is 'A" shafting.
Main base sup-
port is 4" shaft

hanger. . . Rear
support mode
from pillow
block.

( Continued
next page)

IN
PREPARING an article ol this kind where construc-

tional details are given so that readers may build a

similar machine, it must be remembered that individual

requirements may vary. For instance, some who read this

may own a round-bottom camera while others have square-

based ones. Or the lens axis of your camera may be a dif-

ferent height from the one described herein. Obviously, to

benefit the most readers, I can only attempt to describe how
I built the machine to suit my own particular needs and
leave any variations to my reader.

As a preliminary let me say that I wanted a titler to

match, in tricking ability, my new Cine Kodak Special. I

had nothing definite in mind at the start other than the

fact that whatever I built must not only be capable of

various and sundry trick effects, but must also be small and
compact enough to keep in an apartment house. This
meant that elaborate and heavy "basement" installations

were definitely out as far as I was concerned. The material

used would have to be light and yet give a maximum of

rigidity and reliability in use. Further, it had to be a prac-

tical machine and not toy-like. Since the new camera was

especially adapted for tricks, the titler hod to take full

advantage of this fact. Stop- motion and dissolves, bock-

winding and double-exposure all had to be taken advantage

of— if I were to be satisfied. That this machine does all

this—and more-— I leave to your good judgment.

In this article I shall endeavor to cover as fully as pos-

sible, the details of construction Application and uses of

the titler in action will be given in a succeeding article.

Suffice to say here that favorite tricks such as wipe offs,

chase offs, zooms, retreats, bomb announcements, scroll,

twists, turns and adoptability tc various sizes of field are

oil within easy scope of the unit. Masks may be cut of

black or white material to provide for positive or negative

filming, and many variations of the afore-mentioned tricks

are possible.

To begin actual construction you will find the following

tools necessary: hammer, screw driver, pliers, a jig sow

with a fine metal cutting blade, a hand drill and various

standard wire-gauge drills, a vise. You will have to have a

mochine shop do the tapping of various ports unless your

workshop includes such luxuries.

AHome

First lay out two of the 1" square wooden strips so that

they are 6" apart (inside! . Nail a strip of the Vz" square

wood across the top of each end Follow this with o center

piece and then two more between the center and ends,

making a total of five cross strips evenly spaced and hold-

ing the long 4' pieces absolutely parallel. Now, for strength,

run some more Vz" stripping from one cross strip to its

neighbor, crossing from one side of the bed to the other,

as in bridge construction. Run another strip from this same
side of the bed, back to the other side between the next two

strips, and so on between each cross strip, in zig-zag fash-

ion. The whole should now be rigid. (The wire brads are

used for the nailing process except where otherwise indi-

cated. )

Between the first two cross strips on each end, and
on each leg of the bed, running parallel with the latter,

nail strips of the Vz" wood. This side now becomes the

bottom of the bed and provides a flat support for the feet

which will be added later.

Turning the bed right side up so the cross pieces are

on the bottom, lay a strip of the Vz" wood, running the

entire length of the bed, on the bottom cross pieces and

against the 1" square strips on each side. Noil these two

strips firmly in place, taking cere that they do not retain

any warp in the nailing process. (The more accurately you

nail this bed, the more accurately will the carriage run.)

Now we are ready for an easy, but somewhat tricky,

operation. Cut two Vz" square wooden strips 3' 8" long.

Nail these even with one end (which hereafter will be the

end away from the camera! and in such position that they

ore resting on top of the I" square strips for half their

width, while the other half projects over the inside of the

bed.

This done, by looking at the end away from the camera,

it may be seen that a groove is thus formed with a Vz"

face on the bottom, Vz" of thr 1" square strips for the

sides and 'A" of the Vz" strips for a top. Your bed is

now complete except for the legs and the camera mount.

The legs of the bed ore tv.'O pieces of the 1
" square

wood 20" long, and are mounted in such fashion that they

may be "swiveled" or folded away when the machine is not

in use. Six and one-half inches from one end of each leg

drill a hole for a 10-32 screw. Seven inches from one end

of one side of the bed and the some distance from the other

end on the other side of the bed, drill a similar hole. Enlarge

the hole on the bottom of each foot and the top of each hole

in the bed to such a distance that the head and nut of

the holding screws will not project. Fasten in place with

a 10-32 machine screw and nut and cut the screw even

with the top of the nut. Lock in place by tapping between

nut and screw with a pointed punch. The legs should swivel.

From the piece of 1 Va" angle iron, cut two pieces one

inch wide. Drill two No. 27 holes in one side of each piece

and (if using flat-headed wood screws) countersink from

the inside of the angle. Next, drill a similar hole in the

center of the remaining side cf the angle. Fitting these

to the free side of the legs is next in order.
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Made

Trick Titler

by

Ludes

Twist the legs until they are at right angles to the bed

and hold in place while an angle is screwed to the outside

of the 1" bed strip and fastened with wood screws by

means of the two holes. Screw a round-headed screw

through the single hole into the middle of the foot. Now
remove this single screw, twist the leg so it is not quite

under the angle and drive the screw home again, taking

care not to twist it any further than it goes when the

angle is interposed.

The leg should be on the side of the angle toward the

far end of the bed. Now press the leg against the angle,

taking care that the screw head is above the latter, and
with a sharp-pointed scribe, mcrk the width of the screw

on the angle. Remove the angle itself now, and place in

the vise where you proceed to sow a slot indicated by the

marks just mode and the hole itself. This slot is to admit

the round-headed wood screw in the leg, without having to

remove it each time the leg is fclded. When slot is sawed
and filed smooth, grind or file the top of the angle where

the screw first enters the slot so that it may be tapped in

place easily.

Replace the angles, put the legs in place and tighten

the round-headed screw in the leg. The feet are now solid,

yet may be tapped out of the slot and folded against the

bed, making the whole bed go in a narrower space. You
will find that the screw in the leg gets in the way of the

folding process, but a slight pressure downward will cause

the "swivel" to give enough tc let this screw pass under

the bed runners.

Now to construct the saddle, or camera mount. We'll

have to ask your pardon for being a little detailed in the

following description, but for the benefit of those with

cameras different from mine it will be wise to discuss the

"whys" of the construction.

First, I built, in oak, an exact replica of the saddle on

the Eastman Special Tripod, which, as you know, was de-

signed especially for the Cine Kcdak Special. Next, mount
two %" pillow blocks at the camera end of the bed with

the end of the blocks coming flush with the end of the

bed, and in the center of each 1 " strip. For precision's

sake, insert the %" rod in these blocks when mounting,

and drill fastening holes for 10-32 machine screws all the

way through the bed. (It will be well to mark the exact

position of each block before this so that they may not be

interchanged when mounting. The holes in these blocks

are not centered accurately and this will avoid mounting

mistakes.) Before screwing these blocks tight, or before

mounting both of them, mount one and true the shaft with

a square so it is absolutely parallel with the bed! Then

mount and tighten the other one The same process is fol-

lowed with respect to the Vz" pillow blocks and shaft

which is mounted in front of these. In my case, the cen-

ters of the shafts are mounted 2/13-16" apart, but this

figure is not necessarily required.

The 2" shaft hanger with 1 Vi" hole is now fastened

to the lower side of the camera saddle and the saddle

squared accurately with the shoft hole. In getting the line

on mounting the saddle and shaft hanger, extreme care

must be taken that accuracy is maintained. The hole for

the camera-mounting screw is to coincide with the V4"
hole in the shaft hanger, so mount a Va" piece of rod in

this hole while fastening the two.

With a hand clamp, or by means of the vise, or both,

true the saddle and shaft hole as mentioned before and
drill two holes through the wood and shaft-hanger foot

with a No. 33 drill and repeat on the other foot. Remove
the saddle and rod, tap the shaft-hanger holes just made
with a 6-32 tap and re-drill the holes in the saddle with

a No. 27 drill. Countersink the top of these holes in the

oaken saddle so the screw heads do not project. Fasten the

assembly together carefully with 6-32 screws. Repeat on

the other leg—making four screws in all.

Rather than go into a long description of the camera-
mounting screw here, I leave that to the Ingenuity of my
readers, with the dry comment that this screw is a '74-20

thread, and the head may be held away from the foot (for

ease of operation) by using washers for spacers.

Next, drill and tap the following for set-screws (any
size, though the larger, the better) ; the center of each of

the four mounted pillow blocks, the center of on extra %"
pillow block and the oil hole of the 2" shaft hanger. In-

sert the Vi" shaft (8" long) in the proper blocks and
interpose the shaft hanger (upside down—with the saddle
on top). Get the shaft even and tighten the set-screws
(since this shaft is not to move). Set the shaft in

position likewise, though it isn't necessary to interpose
the other 3/g" pj||ow block yet—since these split by means
of their two screws.

Cut another
1 "-wide strip from the 1 V4 " angle iron

and (if you want to make it look nice) trim the sides to

An angle from
pillow block
means for hold-
ing the tilting

screw. . . This
made from a
gear of a MEC-
CANO set . . .

with hole in
hub tapped to
receive the
support screw.
A hole is
drilled in the
angle piece,
extra length of
hub compen-
sated for by
washers. . . By
turning this
gear screw is

fed in or out
and bed made
to tilt.
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This shows con-
struction of
bed's runway.
Bed proper is

1 "square wood
strips and the
guides ' 2"

strips. . . Wire
brads were
used for assem-
bling.

taper in a sort of "V." Drill a hole in one end of one side

somewhere near (about V4" from) the end with a No. 19
drill Ifor a 10-32 screw). Now, taking the third %"
pillow block, hold it in your hond so that the camera side

of the bed at your right, the block hole parallel with the

shaft, the base of the block is pointing toward the end
away from the camera. With the block in this position

remove the top screw (holding the two pieces together)

and cut this screw off at such a length that it just enters

and holds firmly in the bottom, tapped portion of the block.

Replace. Mount the angle you have just cut and drilled,

to the base of this block with a short 10-32 machine
screw that will fit in the tapped portion of the block not

used by the screw you have just cut. The angle is in such

position that the top edge pcints away from the bed.

Tighten this screw so that the top flat part of the angle

is parallel to the shaft. Now, by means of the regular

mounting hole in the pillow block, start a hole the size

of the one in the block—drill into the angle just enough
to mark it, and finish with a drill of the proper size for

tapping the angle. (If a 10-32 screw fits the pillow block

base hole tap with a No. 19 drill— if 8-32 is the size, use

a No. 28 drill. I A second screw is thus mounted to hold

the angle rigid.

My tilting-screw arrangement was made with a gear

from a Meccano set. This gear has a hub about ''4" in

diameter and a hole that could be tapped for an 8-32

screw. So, in the top port of the angle iron thus mounted
to the small pillow block, I drilled a V4" hole as near the

far edge as possible, inserted the hub of the gear 1 using

the necessary washers to almost moke the hub flush with

the bottom of the angle I, then hammered the sides of the

hub over the hole 'use a washer between the end of the

hub and the angle) so the gear could turn, but not become
loose. The hole in the hub wos tapped properly and the

block mounted on the %" shaft with the base toward the

opposite end of the bed. A thumb screw was put in the

previously tapped oil hole (too part of block between two

screws) and by tightening this, the block could be held

rigid.

Cut the head from a long 8-32 screw, hammer one

end flat and with sides as parallel as you can get them,

mount this to the under-rear side of the saddle block by

means of some small (scrap! metal angles and drilling a

hole through the flat portion one' the angles themselves, a

pivot is riveted in ploce and allows this screw to swing in a

slight arc parallel to the bed. This screw is placed in the

threaded hole of the gear and the gear turned to bring

the saddle down level.

Install a thumb screw in the tapped portion of the 2"

shaft hanger and the camera mount is complete. To ad-

just, simply loosen the thumb screw on the shaft hanger

and the pillow block—slide the ossembly until the camera

lens is centered where desired—turn the gear-tilting screw

until the lens axis is parallel 1c the holding board on the

corriage (to be describedJ and tighten the thumb screws.

TITLE-HOLDING BOARD

Next comes the construction of the first important
unit of the titler, namely tha holding board (so named,
because it holds the titles and masks).

Cut two pieces of the V2" square wooden strips 16"

long. Place these in position in the groove of the bed. Cut
a piece of the 1

" square stock slightly under 6" long ond,

with the jig saw, cut the ends 'A" in and to a depth of Vz".

This acts as o spacer for the "carriage" of the holder.

Fasten (with brads cut to about %" length) to one end

of the two strips, toking care thol the strips are not pressed

so tightly in their grooves that they will not slide, yet not

so loose as to cause them to wobble.

Cut another spocer from the 1 " stock to the same
length, but do not cut out the ends. This is nailed to the

strips about 3" in from the opposite end (with 1" brads).

The unit thus formed should slide from one end of the bed

to the other. On the spacer lost mentioned (the one which

will project above the level of the bed) mount a 1" square

wooden strip M'/i" long, and absolutely parallel to the

bed. This is for mounting the holder.

Title holder
proper is made
of thin veneer
cut-out dimen-
sions are 1 2x9.
. . . Small base
made of '2"
wood strips . . .

and separated
by blocks of
wood which
secure holder
and the block
which supports
"wipe-off"
mechanism.

Between the spacers just Installed comes the "locking"

device. This consists of a strip of Va" veneer about 1 Va"
wide nailed to the carriage strips. Another piece of the

same material, but 6^/4" long is cut. Drill a hole in the

exact center of these two strips and insert a 6-32 or 8-32
machine screw from the bottom. Next, holding the two

strips parallel, drill a hole to each side of this center hole

and near the carriage strips. Remove the long top piece.

Drill the two outside holes of the bottom piece and the

center hole of the long top piece with a drill several sizes

larger than necessary for the screws to be used. In the

short piece, insert a 1" machine screw and fasten it in place

with a nut on top. In the long piece, fasten two machine

screws in the two outside holes with the heads on top and

the nuts on the bottom. Tighten these screws so they are

rigid. Cut two short pieces of fairly weak spring—slip them

over the two outside screws and put the long top piece in

place over the piece fastened to the carriage runners. The

outside screws moving in the enlarged holes in the bottom

piece and the center screw projecting above the enlarged

hole in the top piece. A thumb screw is placed on the

central up-projecting machine screw and, when tightened,

serves to compress the springs ond "pinch" the upper run-

ners of the groove, thus "locking" the carriage. When
slightly loosened, the springs lift the top piece, and the

carriage runs free.

The title-holding board is next in line. Take the piece

of 14'/2"xl r'x'A" seasoned veneer and lay it out square
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on the edges—that is, check end square its outside lines.

Run a line through the middle of the 14'/2" length. Run
another line parallel to its greatest length and 1" down
from one edge (to be the top edge). Five and one-half

inches from the edge near the 1" parallel line and down
the middle of the board is the exact center. With the

points thus laid out as reference, mark out a piece the

shape of the film and having a height of 9" and a width

of 12". Using the jig saw, start cutting this inside piece

out. Be sure to use as small a hole as possible in starting

the saw, since the inside piece i<" to be used. When the in-

side is removed, trim the edges with sandpaper (or a file).

Do the same to the outside edges of the piece thus removed.

Mount this piece of veneer to the 1" square strip that

is 14'/2" long by fastening it to the front face with brads

Caution must be taken not to tilt the board in mounting

Now cut some brass channel strips 10" long. Four of these

are for the two sides of the board (front and back). I

happened to have some scrap Va" angle brass on hand and

by cutting small pieces of this I soldered them to the brass

channels in such fashion that they held the channels in

position by drilling holes and mounting the angles as feet.

These channels should be as far apart as possible to mount
them in order to allow strength to the masks that they are

to hold. One other channel strip is cut to fit between the

front side channels and to be mounted 1 Va" below the in-

side bottom mark of the cut-out portion. This channel holds

the front masks (the rear simply resting on the 1" square

mounting piece). The reason for mounting this strip so low

is to avoiod errors in fitting mosks. Once a mask is cor-

rectly cut, it should always be inserted in the channels the

same way, and this provides a greater width at the bottom

than at the top, which is only 1" wide.

The board is braced by running a small piece of rod,

angle brass, or similar metal from the bock side of the 1"

square wooden mount, where it may be screwed in place, to

Shows outfit in

position with-
out a title. . . .

Camera is sta-
tionary, holder
moves to or
from camera,
yet may be
locked in posi-
tion at any
point depend-
ing upon size
of title or sub-
ject to be pho-
tographed.

the back side of the holding board, where it may be soldered

to the rear brass channel. Caution is advised in mounting
channels to get them straight one the same width and posi-

tion in front and bock, for sometimes it is desirable to

mount certain mask behind the holding board, instead of

in front, and this caution will prevent misalignment.

TWIST DEVICE

With the apparatus as it stands, the first tricks may be
made. Zooms, bombs, retreats and stop-motion as well as
dissolves, etc. But we are not through by any means. Next,
we'll use that piece that we cur out of the center of the
holding board. Mark off the exact center of its length,

and draw a line from edge to edge. Mount a piece of small

angle brass so that the top edge, where the line centers,
will hove a metal plate. Do this to both edges of the board
and fasten the brass angles firmly with small machine
screws. Then drill a hole in the exact middle of the thick-
ness of the board, and coinciding with the center of its

length, with a No. 27 drill. The hole may be drilled to a
depth of from Vz" to 1 ". Do this to the top edge only! The
bottom edge has its brass angle drilled and topped for a
6-32 machine screw which is inserted, tightened, and the
screw cut off so that only V4" projects. Trim the cut end
smooth. Getting back to the treatment of the top hole:
After the hole is drilled in this plate and board, drill a
smaller hole and top for a 4-36 machine screw, in the side
of the brass angle, and so that a rod inserted in the hole in

the top may be fastened with the 4-36 screw in the side.

(This screw should be just long enough to catch and hold
the rod—no more.

)

Drill a hole in the top of the holding board to coin-
cide with the hole in the top of the insert. This will run
through the 1" width of the top. Drill a similar hole to a
depth of about %" in the bottom to coincide with the pro-
jecting screw there. (Another metal plate was mounted in

this bottom hole of the holding board for strength.) To
mount, place the projecting screw of the "insert" in the
hole in the inside bottom of the cut-out portion of the hold-
ing board, hold insert in flat position and run a No. 6 un-
threaded rod thru the hole in the top and into the hole
in the insert. The board will nov/ hold itself, but will "spin"
or "twist." Mark a point about V4" above the assembly
and, removing the rod, bend it into the form of a handle,
trim and finish it off. Replace it, remove the 4-36 screw
in the insert and stort a hole in the rod at that point, taking
care that the handle of the rod is parallel to the board. Now
replace the screw, tighten and the handle is rigid.

Toward the outer edge (right side) of the holding
board, drill another hole through the 1" wide portion of the
top. Be sure that the hole will come at least V2" in from
the side of the cut-out. Into this, drop a machine screw
that has had a dry-cell battery nut screwed up to the head
(for a knob) and which will project for about V4". Lay the
"insert" against this screw so that it is nearly flat with
the board—mark where the screw comes, and with a knife
cut a depression for the screw so the insert will lay flat

and parallel to the holding board. Lift the screw, twist the
insert half way around and repeat the operation. The insert

should be in front of the screw when making and cutting.
In use, a title, photo, or other subject is mounted to the

board with thumb tacks, Scotch tope, etc., and the succeed-
ing title mounted on the back of the insert. The first title

is exposed, and while the camera is running, the loose screw
is lifted, the insert swung slowly post it, the screw dropped
in place, the insert continuing atound unti the bock is now
in front and the other side comes in contact with the screw,
at which time the insert is parallel with the board again.
Further use of this device will be described in a succeeding
chapter.

Continued on Page 328
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Filming

the Family

Physician

by

Arthur J. Campbell, A. S. C.

YOU will not need any special props or make-up for

this little backyard movie. It will take about 200

feet of film.

The few things needed can be found in any house where

there are children. Tell your requirements to them; they

will dig up all the props you need. This continuity has the

advantage that practically everyone in the family can take

port, so that in addition to having an interesting screen

play you also have a record of the entire family.

It isn't necessary to follow this script shot-for-shot if

conditions or surroundings will not permit. You'll find it

fun to adapt it to your locations and conditions. It is the

intention of these continuities to guide you; but here's the

story.

Scene 1 . Long shot of Maryjane contentedly playing

with her Doll outside the family garage in the backyard.

Scene 2. Medium shot of same; Maryjane props her

big doll against the open door of the garage and then

Scene 3. Close up of Maryjane speaking:

Title; "Now you wait here like the good doll you are. I

am going to get some candy for us."

Scene 4, Same as 3. Maryjane waves goodbye to her

doll and walks out of frame.

Scene 5. Long shot of front of house with driveway

to garoge. A car comes up, the hand of the driver waves

to Ma and Maryjane standing ii- front of the house. It is

father coming home. The car enters the driveway.

Scene 6. Long shot of cor entering garage, running

over the Doll.

Scene 7. Close shot of car wheels running over Doll.

Scene 8. Long shot of Dac' leaving the garage, not

noticing the doll on the ground; he walks out of frame.

Scene 9 Medium shot of Dad greeting Mother and
Maryjane; he speaks

—

Title: "I have put the car in the garage."

Scene 10. Some as 9. Moryjane gets up excitedly

and runs out of frame.

Scene 1 1 . Long shot of Maryjane running towards the

garage door and then seeing her doll on the ground. She

picks it up.

Scene 12. Close shot of AAoryjone with her Doll; she

is crying. Her Dolly's leg comes off.

Scene 13. Same as 1 ) . Ma and Pa, attracted by the

the cries of Maryjane, come tD console her.

Scene 14. Close shot of Junior peeping over a fence;

he too was attracted by Maryjane's crying.

Scene 15. Medium shot of Junior backing away from

the fence, a pal is with him. They conspire, and then (pan-

ning with them) they enter a tool shed.

We fade into

Scene 16. Same as 13. Ma and Pa are still consoling

Maryjane, who hugs her broken doll, when all of a sudden

they all look towards the right.

Title: "Look what's coming here!"

Scene 17. Same as 16. The boys with their kiddy car

drive up. They have a flag v/ith a red cross on it. They
carry bags and in belts around their waists they carry all

sorts of hammers and clippers, saws, etc. (This shot can

be made very funny. I

Junior has an old bowler hat and glasses; he rs the doc-

tor, while his buddy is supposed to be the ambulance driver.

Ma and Pa cannot help laugfiing at their get-up. Even

Maryjane smiles under her tears as Junior approaches them.

Scene 18. Medium shot of group. Junior comes close

to Maryjane and points to the Doll.

Title: "Somebody called the ambulance, saying that your

Baby had an accident; we hove come to cure her,"

Scenes 19, 20, 21. Short successive close ups of Pa

laughing, Ma smiling, and Maryjane cheerful again.

Scene 22. Same as 17. The boys get busy; they grab

a bench. Junior takes a towel from a clothes lines and pre-

pares the operation table. He leys the Doll on the bench

and covers it with another towel, just leaving the Doll's

face free. Everybody watches amusedly. Drawing a chair

next to the bench the boys unpock their tools. And what

an assortment! With more tov/ols they dress up as surgeons

and get to work. Junior takes something out of the bag

and holds it to the Doll's nose.

Scene 23. Close up of Junior's hands holding a pack-

age that has LIMBURGER CHEESE printed on it, to the

Doll's nose.

Scene 24. Close up of Buddy tying his handkerchief

over his mouth like a surgeon.

Continued on Page 332
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An Amateur

Makes

Undersea Movies

by

William Stull, A. S. C.

MAKING movies fifty feet beneath the surface of

the Pacific!

This was the way Norman Foster recently spent

a three months' vacation in the South Seas. Not only did

he spend his time filming the scenic and other beauties of

the islands of Tahiti, Moorea, Bora-Bora, and the rest of

the group, but he made a divirg-suit for his camera, and

filmed the Polynesian pearl-divers at their work below the

surface of the sea.

"It was a great experience," he says, "but a mighty

strenuous way to spend o vacation. My equipment con-

sisted of the old Eyemo that had filmed my 'round-the-

world pictures five years ago, a brand-new Eyemo, with

turret-head, 200-ft. magazines and an electric motor, and

the diving-box I had built to *it the older camera. Before

I left Hollywood, George Barnes, A.S.C, had helped me to

get a good assortment of filters, and while I was in Papeete,

Max DuPont, A.S.C, and Victor Milnor, A.S.C, gave in-

valuable advice and assistance.

"My underwater camera-box was as simple as possible;

anything used under water has got to be reduced to its

simplest terms, for pressure, cuirents, and a dozen other

factors complicate things trsmendously. The underwater

box was just that—a sturdy wooden box, just big enough

to hold the camera. It was mode so that it was unnecessary

to screw the camera in place: padded wooden blocks,

shaped to fit the contours of the camera, held it accurately

in place. It was a very tight fit, for sometimes when, after

a long dive, some moisture had leaked into the box, it was

difficult to get the camera out. The front of the box car-

ried two Optical Glass windows, one for the lens of the

camera, the other for the finder, while a single window be-

hind enabled me to look through the finder. A simple lever

and shaft extended the trigger through a water-tight joint,

to the outside. The front-plate was also the door through

which we removed the camera: it was held in place by

brass bolts and wing-nuts, and we did our best to make the

joint water-tight with rubber gaskets. Unfortunately, no

matter how tightly we bolted the cover down (even using

pliers and all possible 'elbow-grease') some water would

usually manage to leak in if we went down very deep. How-
ever, the supports for the camera raised it three or four

inches from the bottom, so that with care we managed to

keep the camera reasonably dry.

"Around the outside of the box I put a band of stout

webbing—the same sort you use on a trunk, but stronger.

This band I used as a handle, both for supporting the

camera under water, and for ponning and tilting when nec-

essary. (Actually, it was more useful as a grip to prevent

the currents from panning for me!) Underneath the box,

and attached to the web, were heavy lead weights which

extended several feet below the box. On the surface, the

outfit weighed about 350 lbs., but when I got it down
twenty feet or so, the box was actually buoyant. The
weights, hanging underneath, counterbalanced the box ancf

proved even more satisfactory than a tripod, while the re-

sistance of the water kept me from panning or tilting too

fast.

"Here's how I worked: of course I hod planned out the

action of my scene well beforehand, and explained it to

Continued on Page 33T

This sketch is

described dur-
ing the course
of the accom-
panying arti-
cle. It is the
contrivance
used by Mr.
Foster to moke
water pictures.
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OHE-MAH DOLLY

^ i

Prdctlcal

Suggestions

for

Cinephotographers

by

Karl Hale

HE home-made projector-enlarger may be the answer

to a problem that has tioubled many a progressive

Cinephotographer,

The desire to have a photographic enlargement of a

particularly well-composed ond photographically correct

shot is common with all of us. There ore several commer-
cially manufactured appliances on the market that will do

this for you, however, many like to build their own devices

and brag to their friends "I built that myself."

In case you use negative film it is very simple: all you

have to do is run your negative through your projector,

and mark with a piece of tape the particular frame you

would like enlarged.

Then use your titler, with the only difference that the

projector takes the place of the camera. Find out how close

you can focus an image on a piece of plain paper in the

titler. With some of the current model projectors you will

find it impossible to focus on imoge soy, 4x5 inches. How-
ever, we have a practical solution to overcome this obstacle.

We all are familiar with the Eostman Portrait lens attach-

ment that slips over the lens; this attachment will do the

trick for us.

If you run a negative all vou have to do is put a piece

of bromide enlargement paper in place of the title on the

titler. Then make your print the same way you would an
ordinary enlargement. Develop und finish in the usual man-
ner. Of course, this process has to take place in a darkroom
with a regulation orange or ruby light.

The process does not differ much for reversible film.

Instead of the enlargement paper a photographic plate or

film is inserted.

Owing to the fact that there are so many makes on
the market no special plate or film is mentioned. They all

will do the trick. A test or two may be necessary, but the

ultimate result will amply recompense for your extra efforts.

You will have to do ^ll this in the darkroom, especially

when making the new negative. Do your focusing as sug-

gested on paper and then when completely dark insert

your plate, make your exposure by switching the light on

and off in your projector.

A special fine-groin developer used for miniature cam-
era negatives is recommended for this process. Once you

have your negative finished it is easy to have as many
prints OS you wish.

In this manner you will obtain a complete photographic

record of the most interesting angles and highlights of your

pictures. For those that can afford to buy a ready-made

attachment so much the better; however, they will miss the

joy the real amateur experiences when he can produce lovely

photographs from his film with an entirely home-made
contraption.

One-Man Dolly

The average Cinephotographer has a very limited choice

of camera assistants. A truck- or dolly-shot usually re-

quires trained crew to push it. This may be one of the

main reasons why the average cinephotographer hesitates

to make dolly-shots. The accompanying sketch offers a

solution to those that wish to moke a clean dolly-shot.

This little home-made dolly will do the trick for you.

It has one great outstanding advantage. The man who

operates the camera con operate the dolly as well. It is

a sort of three-wheeled kiddy-car affair. It must be solid

enough to support the camera and half of the weight of

the operator. Mount your camera on it and then with one

foot on the dolly and the other on the ground you will find

it very easy to guide the dolly and still have your hands free

to work the camera.

I would not guarantee success at the first try but a few

tests with an empty camera will soon convince you of the

value of this little dolly.

The dolly is easy and chjap to build and a child can

operate it. Ordinary furniture rollers will do nicely, although

standard kiddy-car wheels will do as well but you have to

construct the dolly according to the type of wheels you are

going to use.

Needless to mention all wheels must be free to turn in

all directions.

Dolly-shots made with this dolly and a universal-focus

lens ars easy to make and very effective on the screen.

A litt e measuring will help. First find out how close you

Continued on Page 333
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Hints on

Indoor

Onephotography

by

Arthur J. Campbell, A. S. C.

IN
PART I of the "Hints on Indoor Shooting" I tried to

outline some of the fundamental rules that govern in-

door photography. A recant survey among amateur

cinephotographers revealed that even the most advanced

amateur shrinks from shooting with artificial light. It is

my purpose in these articles to try to dispel this light bug-

aboo, and give you a working basis upon which you can,

with confidence, make indoor movies with artificial lights.

Of course, the making of indoor movies requires on ad-

ditional outlay for lighting equipment. However, you will

be more than repaid by the advantages this equipment

will give you. From now on you will be able to obtain a

regularity of exposure.

Evidently there must be some minimum requirement in

the amount of light needed in indoor shots. The easiest

and cheapest way in the long run to find this minimum for

your particular camera and lenses is to make a short test

film.

Here is a test that should be adequate for any camera
on the market. Presuming you are using film of a speed

comparable to Eastman or Agfa Panchromatic, set your lens

opening at f 3.5. Now place the subject, a patient person,

against a neutral color background. Always use a neutral

color like cream because dark draperies or walls drink in

or absorb light to a great extent.

The first part of the test will be a close-up. Set the

camera up about 6 feet away from the subject with the

lens about eye-level, in order to. make a straight-on shot.

Next, following closely Sketch No. 1 , found in last month's

article, space your lights. Lamp 1 is usually placed on the

subject's right, about 5 feet cway, and lamp 2 on the

left about 3 feet. The object of placing the lights as shown
in the diagram is to assure modeling in the face; that is,

that it may on the film not be flat, showing only length and
breadth, but will give the realism of the third dimension,

depth. After focusing and checking to see that there are no

reflections or kickbacks, as the professionals call them, in

your lens you are ready to shoot the scene. At normal

speed, 16 frames a second, take about 5 feet of the subject.

Remember that this set No. 1 will always give you suf-

ficient exposure for a normal close-up; from it you can

build to obtain artistic and dramatic effect when needed.

After making notes on paper of our procedure in Test

1, we move on to Test 2, which is a medium-shot. A
medium-shot is usually one that takes in the subject from

slightly above the knees to the top of the head.

Using the ordinary ] -inch lens, your camera is now set

up about 10 feet from the subject. This necessitates a

movement of your lights in order that they may not be seen

In the scene. The closest is now about 5 feet from the

subject; this automatically calls for re-enforcements of

more lights. Place another photoflood next to lamp I on

the right, and do the same on the left. Of course, if this

were anything other than an exposure test, these set-ups

would require back-lighting and set-lighting. In this article

we are working only on the exposure for the subject, in a

later article a full discussion will be devoted to background

and back-lighting.

Now let us make ready for Test 2; in this test the sub-

ject may move around a bit, but not too close to the lights

on either side, as the increase of light on one side will upset

the photographic balance of the scene. After finishing this

test, make your notes on paper of procedure with diagram

and distances of light set-ups.

Test No. 3 is a long-shot of as many people as easily

fit in the available space. This means that first you go back

as far as possible with the camera, checking, of course,

your sidelines, that enough room remain to place the lights.

In indoor shooting, when the subject is more than 6

feet from the camera, an increase of light is essential. A
safe and practical formula has been found through experi-

ence. The formula is: that for each unit of 3 feet that the

distance of the subject from the camera exceeds 6 feet,

add 2 lights, one on each side of the subject.

Following this formula after having made the necessary

measurements and placing of lights, make your third test.

After receiving your processed film and noting the re-

sults— if over-exposed or under-exposed—you will, upon

checking with your notes, know whether to use more lights

or to move them further from subject. From this knowledge,

with little trouble, you can make a chart of indoor scenes

with lights necessary and distances for placing lights as

suitable to your particular camera. These tests should prove

to you clearly that, properly placed, a few lights will give

excellent results.

5et-u-p No 1 •
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WHEELS

Splicer for 8mm and Sound Films

• Bell & Howell announces a new splicer

that handles all sub-standard motion
picture film— 1 6mm silent, 1 6mm sound,

and 8mm.
This splicer, which is called the B & H

Triple-Purpose Splicer, is easy to operate.

A major feature is the arrangement
for convenient application of the cement
without the bother of lifting the non-
scraped film end. Cement is applied

merely to the upper film surface. Then
a touch of the new automatic film shifter

quickly flips the films to correct splicing

position as the clamp is closed.

The pilot pins are retractile, allowing

instant and easy removal of the film

withowt possibility of injury to the per-

forations.

New Theatre Projector

• A new theatre sound projector, adapt-
ed to the large school auditoriums, is

announced by Herman A. DeVry, Inc.

This projector incorporates the silent

chain drive and has the rear barrel shut-

ter as regular equipment. It is claimed
fhis shutter gives more light on each
picture frame and cools the film aperture
at the same time.

A new framing principle is claimed.

The intermittent is placed vertically be-

low the aperture and so connected that

in framing, it is always synchronized with

the timing of the shutter. The Robert-

son Centripetal wheel for absorbing vi-

bration is used.

This projector uses arc or m a z d a

lamps, A.C. or D.C. The larger model
projectors have solid bases, and the
semi -portable adjustable legs for easy

transportation.

1000-Watt 16mm Projector

• According to an announcement from

Bell & Howell company that corporation

will shortly market a 1000-watt projec-

tor especially designed for use in larger

auditoriums. It is claimed that this pro-

jector gives an 80% greater screen bril-

liance than the 750-watt projector and

does it with only 33 1/3% lamp wattage
increase.

This projector which will be known
OS Filmo K\odel 130 will have a capacity

of 1600 feet of film.

OF INDUSTRY

New Eastman Projector

• Eastman's latest presentation to the

amateur movie field is the new Koda-

scope L. Outwardly Kodoscope L appears

to be merely the Adonis of the projector

family but it has much more than ap-

pearance, for Kodascope L actually em-
bodies a new idea in 16mm movie pro-

jection.

This projector is designed for use with

any of four lenses and three lamps. These

lenses are of one, two, three and four

inches in focal-length, affording high

optical efficiency for every reasonable

variation in projection conditions. With
any of thjse lenses a 400-watt, 500-

watt or a 750-watt lamp may be used.

Thus, with Kodascope L, twelve high-

efficiency combinations of lenses and

lamps are possible. The various lenses

and lamps permit projection as close as

nine feet or as far as forty feet with the

screen image ranging from 30x41 inches

up to 43x60 inches.

Lens-Lamp Combinations for

Kodascope L

This tabulation provides a definite

basis for choosing lens- lamp combina-

tions for Kodascope L. The figures given

are for technically perfect quolity, with

properly balanced screen brilliance (12-

foot candles) . However, very much long-

er throws nnd larger screen pictures are

possible. Kodocolor can be used with the

one- and two- inch lenses without addi-

tional optical equipment.

THE 1-INCH, f.2 LENS:

Wattage Throw Screen Image
400 9 ft. 30"x41"
500 10 ft. 33"x46"
750 11.5 ft. 38"x53"

THE 2-INCH, f.1.6 LENS:

400 20 ft. 32"x45"
500 22 ft. 36"x50"
750 26 ft. 43"x60"

THE 3-INCH, f.2 LENS:

400 29 ft. 31"x43"
500 31 ft. 34"x47"
750 36 ft. 40"x55"

THE 4-INCH, f.2. 5 LENS:

400 32 ft. 26"x36"
500 35 ft. 29"x40"
750 40 ft. 33"x46"

Miniature Enlarger

• The Kodak Miniature Enlarger, de-

signed for the purpose its name indi-

cates, is currently announced by the
Eastman Kodak Company.

The new enlarger gives enlargements

up to 11 by 14 inches from negatives of

the half Vest Pocket size (1-3/16 by

1-9/16 inches). It enlarges frem IVz
to 10 diameters, and takes negative

areas up to IVa by 2Vz inches.

The Kodak Miniature Enlarger is one

of few enlargers that permit a wide
range of small-sized negatives to be
used, even including the popular snap-

shot size of IVa by 3 'A, provided the

length is masked down to ZVz inches.

Critical focus is obtained by turning

the lens mount in which a Kodak An-
astigmat f4.5 lens, especially designed

for enlarging, is set. The lens is perma-

nently installed.

Rheostat control gives two degrees of

illumination from an inexpensive Mazda
Photoflood Lamp. Dimmed, the light is

about one-fifth the full power. This

two-degree illumination provides a sv^ffi-

cient variation in light strength, mal ing

Continued on Page 33i



Introducing

TAILOR-
MADE

Projection

with theNEW
Kodaseope

95

WiIT H /.1.6 lens and 750-watt lamp,
the "L" supplies unequaled screen il-

lumination.

But maximum brilliancy is ofno great
advantage unless you need it. Hence,
projection tailor-made to operating
conditions—a new idea that assures
ideal screen results whether you show
movies in a small library, large living

room, a classroom, hall, or auditorium.
Four lenses, three lamps—from which
you can arrive at a lens-lamp com-
bination that will produce belter movies
for your individual needs than you've
ever before enjoyed.

With the 2-inch lens and 500- or 750-

watt lamp, Kodascope 1^ shows Koda-

color at its best and brightest. Supple-
menting the Model K, and retaining all

of its many advantages, the ""L" is

priced at but $165—with lens and lamp,
from $181. Ask your Cine-Kodak dealer

to show you this outstanding 16 mm.
projector.

The leases: l-itich f.2 — /or use in close

ffiiarters, 1-inch /.1.6

—

-for average shoiv-

ings, 3-inchf.2 andi-inch/.2.5

—

for longer

"f/irou's"; the lamps: 100-, 500-, and 750-

tvutt—from which you choose the combi-
nation that's exactly right for the condi-
tions under ivhich yon show your movies.

Eastman Kodak l^ompany, Rochester, iV. 1 • 2^
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A HOME MADE TRICK TITLER

Continued from Page 321

THE WIPE-OFF

This mechcnism is a bit more tricky

and complicoled than it seems, yet it is

not so complex as to prevent the amateur
builder from attempting its addition to

the titler. In principle, it is a simple

lead screw with o traveling device that

holds cards and travels across the face of

the holder between the latter and the

camera lens.

The base of the wipe-off is a piece

of pine 1" thick, 3" wide and IS'/z"

long. The center is lined with the cen-

ter of the bed and the upper groove strips

indicated, or marked off, on the base.

Saw a slot for each strip a little wider

and deeper than Vi" so that the base

will rest upon the holder-carriage run-

ners. Nail carefully to these runners

from the bottom. (The 1" brads will

not reach through from the top and if

larger nails are used the strips may
split. I

I should mention that the posi-

tion of the base is in front of the holder,

next to and touching, the end spacer.

This brings the distance from holder to

near side of base approximately 1 Va" .

In the middle of the base at the ex-

treme ends, mount the two remaining

Vz" pillow blocks, taking care to tight-

en them only with a Vz" rod in their

shaft holes. These will support the lead

screw. Any machine shop can furnish

such a screw cut from Vz" shafting and

to any thread desired (which allows the

wipe to move 1" in as many revolutions

of the shaft as there are threads per

inch). In my own cose a pipe die was

convenient sc it was used. This has a

bite of 1

3
'-2 threads per inch. The re-

maining %" pillow block is now tapped

to match the threads on the lead screw

and mounted on the screw by taking the

Vz" pillow blocks apart (be sure to keep

these pieces on their respective bases and

facing the same way). Drill and top a

hole (any size convenient) in the end of

the lead screw that is tapped. The smooth

end is mounted on the right hand side

of the base looking at the holder from

the camera end. Into this hole just tap-

ped (on the left side in above position)

is fastened o machine screw which holds

a large washer, which in turn, holds a

felt washer. The felt provides a cushion

between the metal washer and the pillow

block face, and prevents the lead screw

from becoming too tight.

Mount a sprocket wheel on the other

end (right side) of the lead screw, where

the screw hot no thread. Put several

washers between the gear and the pillow

block face one fasten firmly, but not too

tightly to the lead screw by means of

the set screw in the hub, or, if it hasn't

one, drill a hole through hub and shaft

and fasten with a rivet.

The remaining 5" piece of Vz" shaft-

ing is drilled with two holes parallel to

each other and Vz" from one end and
2" from the other. Hold this shaft, by

hand, in position in the middle of the

base and extending out the same dis-

tance as the lead screw. Slip the other

sprocket in place—cut the ladder chain

to the nearest correct fit ond fasten it

together in a loop. Run this chain over

both gears, then tighten by dropping the

idler shaft (with its corresponding gear) .

If the shaft drops too far to be fastened,

take out one link of chain and try again.

When the correct fit of chain is ascer-

tained, fasten the idler shaft with two

wood screws. There is no need to describe

methods of installing a crank handle on

the idler gear, beyond mentioning that

this gear is necessary to get the handle

out of the way of the wipe cards, and

therefore take core to keep the handle

small enough to miss the wipes when
they are on the right hand side of the

unit. The idler gear was fastened in

place by tapping the end of the idler

shaft for an 8-32 machine screw and

using washers to align the gear. The
handle is raised away from this screw

by means of washers acting as spacers

to hold it away from the chain, etc.

You will find, if you have gone this

for, that the traveling block on the lead

screw wobbles. This is overcome by any

one of several methods. The one I used

consisted of cutting a piece of metal (of

a thickness to almost keep it from wob-
bling when inserted between the trav-

eling block and the base) and bending

it in a slight arc and soldering it to the

bottom of the traveling block with the

arc turned down against the base. Cut
two small pieces of angle brass (IVa"
long will do) and solder these to the

metal arc so that they slide along the

top and sides of the base. All wobble

is removed by treating this way.

Now cut a piece of metal about Vz"
wide by Vs" thick and about 2" long.

Drill two holes in it the same size and

distance apart as the screws holding the

traveling block together—starting from

one end. The strip is to fit under these

screws and extend toward the holder

for short distance, then it is bent
downward. This bend should just be for

enough from the block to admit a screw

head between the back of the down

part of the angle and the block itself.

Take the 12" piece of ^'s" angle brass

and cut it off seven inches from the

end. The seven-inch port is to mount

on the angle strip just finished, and the

five-inch port to fit inside the seven-inch

piece. Mark off the center of the seven-
inch piece. Drill a hole m one side of

this in the center. (The proper side will

be to hold the angle as though it were a
seat and you were going to sit down and
look at the holder. Now drill the bock
side in the center and you'll be right.)

Holding the angle in the above described

position, with its back against the small

angle strip on the traveling block, get
the top of the angle level with the top

of the strip on the block and mark the

hole already drilled in the brass angle

so that a similar hole may be drilled in

the traveling block angle. In the latter,

drill and top a hole for a 6-32 machine
screw. Mount the screw (one about an
inch long) from the back of the T.B.

angle and tighten it. Replace the T.B.

angle and tighten. Slip the brass angle

in position and carefully level it off so

that it is porollel with the base and the

holder and solder it to the T.B. angle.

(Note: use solder on the back side

—

where the two come in contact, only.

The front must be smooth.)

Next, find the center of the 5" piece

of brass angle in the same manner and
drill a hole slightly lower, or closer to

the "point" of the angle, to compensate
for the offs3t of fitting this inside the

longer piece. This hole may be of a

greater diameter than the screw it is to

take. Slip the short piece on top and
in front of the longer piece, letting the
1" 6-32 machine screw project through

the hole nnd find some kind of a spacer

with a hole the size of the screw and
an outside diometer of not more than

'A", altogether, about Vz" long. (An
old spacer out of a radio set was just

the thing.) A 6-32 battery cop mokes
the thumb screw that finishes this mech-
anism.

In use, the thumb screw is loosened,

a piece of cardboard (to be described

later) inserted between the angles and

up against one side of the central screw

(with a small piece of the same material

on the other side to act as a spacer so

that the angles may be tightened.) The
thumb screw is tightened and the wipe

is firmly held in place on one side of the

screw. To reverse (or complete) the

wipe, reverse the cardboard to the other

side of same screw. So much for the

mechanism of the wipe-off device.

THE SCROLL

The scroll is simple. You already have

the bed dimensions and since paper can

be procured in rolls 8Vz" wide, all we

need to do is build our scroll to these

dimensions.

Cut two pieces of the 1
" square wood-

en strips 8" long. Cut another piece 12"

long. Lay the 8" pieces on top of the

ONE INCH BED STRIP and OUTSIDE
OF THE ONE- HALF INCH STRIPS. These

will be the scroll runners and it may be

seen that they fit, not IN the groove, but
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on TOP of it, and straddling, the bed.

Center and noil the 12" piece on top of

these 8" pieces, and flush with one end

of them. Noil a miscellaneous piece of

stripping across the back of the 8"

pieces to cct as a rear spacer. So far

this unit should slide easily back and
forth on the bed in the position describ-

ed, i.e., straddled and atop,

Next, mount the two %"x3"xl 1 Vz"
pieces of veneer—one on each side—on
the outside of the 8" runners and in

back of and touching the 12" piece.

The bottoms of these pieces ore flush

with the bottoms of the runners. Nail

them in place securely upright after
aligning with g square. Across the bock
side of the top of these veneer pieces

mount a small spacing strip to keep them
the same separation at the top as at the

bottom.

Cut four pieces of the '/2"x'/8" metal
5Va" long. Hold these along the 3"

sides and drill two holes in each metal
strip so that all four strips may be
mounted flush with the back of the scroll

side supports. In the end which extends
in front, drill and stop a hole for the

Va" rod which is to be tapped, and set

aside.

Thread two Va" rods which are ten
inches long, to a depth of from each
end. Run the iron strips, which hove
been tapped, onto these rods, one at each
end, and get them spaced exactly by
bringing the rods close to the base of
the scroll side^ (outside) and then loos-
ening or tightening as need be until the
spacing is the same between the outside
of the sides ond the inside of the rod
supports.

Now, mount one rod support on the
outside of the sides and so that the rod
comes 1-3/16" from the top of the
front spacer bar to the center of the rod
support. Get back of support flush with
back of side and fasten securely. Align
the other side so that rod is exactly
parallel to right angle of bed and at
same height as other support—then fas-
ten firmly. Do the some with the top
support, i.e., fastening first one side,

then the other. The centers of the two
rods ore 1 V4" opart.

Get an old broom handle. Cut off a
piece to fit loosely between the uprights.
Drill a hole in each end in the center
and mount tightly, a short length of Va"
rod, which extends beyond the side sup-
ports. Six inches from the bottom of
the supports end in the middle of each,
drill a hole to receive these studs on the
broom handle. With the jig sow, cut a
slot in the bock of the supports extend-
ing downward to these holes. This al-
lows the paper roll to be mounted on
the broom handle and the whole dropped
into the holes in the side supports.

One-quarter inch from the top, and
in the middle of the side supports, drill

another pair of V4" holes. Cut another

piece of broom handle and drill two more

holes in it. Put the broom handle in

place, drive home the Va" rods BUT

—

LET THE ROD ON THE RIGHT SIDE

(looking at the face) EXTEND FOR ONE
INCH. Fasven the rods in the wood by

drilling a hole- through wood and metal

and riveting. Next, or before, if you

prefer, cut a slot in the broom handle

extending as far toward the ends as pos-

sible. (THIS SLOT IS THE MEANS OF
FASTENING THE SCROLL PAPER TO
THE TAKEUP REEL—in the some man-
ner OS o i'ilm is threaded to a takeup

spool in a Brownie camera.)

On the right-hand side of the upper

spool, and on the rod which extends an

inch, mount the 3" "V" pulley. In the

set-screw hole, the handle is mounted.

Do this by removing the set-screw —
thread a piece of rod about 4" long and

of a size that will tap for whatever

thread the set-screw hole calls for.
Tighten this rod in the hub while the

pulley is on the shaft and, marking where

it should be bent to form a handle, re-

move it and bend it in this direction

—

then replace.

A little below this pulley and on the

rear of the sides, mount on eye-screw.

To this, fasten a piece of Vs" round

belting which should go over the pulley

and extend for several inches down the

front edge of the side. To the belt at

this point, cdd a light spring and run

this to second eye-screw near the fronr

edge. This apparatus acts as a "broke,"

allowing the roll to revolve freely in one

direction, while practically preventing it

from backing up.

In the middle of the sides, and about

Vi" from the tops of the "runners" drill

two holes to receive the No. 10 Bessemer

rod. Bend a piece of this rod so that it

has a length just under the inside dimen-
sions of the sides, (extending from

the holes to the middle of the roll of

paper) for c distance of 4" and then

bend at righ'i angles to go through the

holes just drilled in the sides. This wire

affair is to keep the bottom roll from
loosening of its own accord. The wire

( rod I must be held against the roll by

springs fastened to two holes drilled al-

most half way up and eye-bolts on the

front spacer. If you hove followed direc-

tions you have your scroll built.

A means of mounting the scroll to

the holder is the finishing touch to this

mechanism. This is done simply and
quickly, by drilling a Va" hole through
the center 01 the holder base and the

scroll front spacer. Insert one of the

Va" carriage bolts from the front of the

holder and drive it home so that the

square shoulders seat themselves. The
scroll is slid in the direction of the hold-

er, the screw going through the hole

in the scroll paper, and is fastened in

place by means of a wing-nut behind
the latter.

THE TWIST, OR WHIRL

The twist, or "whirl," is the simplest

mechanical piece of the entire titler. It

consists of a round wooden disc, held

by firm support and with a means of

revolving it and bringing it back to the
exact plane it left.

First, cut a round disc out of %"
veneer and mark the center definitely.

Mount the 4" shaft hanger on a piece

• WANTED •
Amateur 16mm Cameramen to

shoot News, Oddities, Human In-
terest and other 16mm Subjects
for our NEW 16MM CINE NEWS

Send 3c stamp for Details and your
Identification Cord

PEERLESS CINE NEWS
Room 76, 1327 North Highland

Hollywood, California

SOUND-ON-FILM
RENTAL LIBRARY

A large variety of subjects always
available. Comedies, Dramas, Car-
toons, Educational Subjects, etc.
Send self-addressed, stamped envel-

ope for list of subjects
VISUAL INSTRUCTION SllPPLYCOR P

1757 Broadway Brooklyn. N. Y.— $1.00 PER DAY

GOERZ
Unsolicited Testimony!

From a Letter :

"I mifirht say that the Goerz Hypar 1"
f/2.7 that I am now using- on my per-
sonal 16mm. Simplex Camera so far out-
performs its three predecessors that to
go back to any one of them would be
like suicide as far as clear, clean-cut
definition and (juality are concerned. I
have used this Hypar for two years and
could not ask for a more perfect lens."

New Catalog describing all our
Lenses and Accessories on request.

C. p. Goerz American Optical Co.
317 East 34th Street New York

TITLES ^
with real character
Nothing gives a film that real profes-
sional look . . . nothing gives you so
much real satisfaction in the presenta-
tion of your films ... as the smart
character of ART TITLES. Dozens of
borders ... all related . . . one for
every typo of scene. 8 words or less,
per ti:le 25c. Extra words 3c each.
Mm. order $1. Write for free samples
and illustrated literature showing bor-
ders and designs. 16mm only.

ART TITLE GUILDE
5.519 Broadway Chicago
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CRAIG JR.
^

SPLICER *35o
Now available for use with both 8mm
and l6 mm films.

CRAIG SPLICER $IO
Now available in l6 mm size for use

with cither silent or sound on film films

CRAIG MOVIE SUPPLY Co.
I03I South Broadway

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
Represented by Ampro in the East

I

8mm HARRISON IS"""

FILTER HOLDER

Also the famous Harrison I-aminated

Glass Filters, used by the Hollywood
Professional.

HARRISON & HARRISON
645 N. Martel, Hollywood, Cal.

Eastern Representative :

MOTION PICTURE SUPPLY INC.,
723 7th Av., N. Y. C.

16mm Sound On Film

HOME TALKIES
Are Here

Trade m your silent movie
cQu ipmerit

liberal allowance
Klein & Goodman
Photo a cine apparatus

Sound Film Ren/ai I.ibeary

18 so IOth St, phila,,pa

of wood 1
" wide, 7" long and as high

as necessary to bring the center of the

hole to the cpitical axis. This last dimen-
sion I leave to my readers since they

must definitely know, before getting this

far, how high above the bed the center

of the lens (the lens axis) is. The
hanger is mcunted in the middle of the

width of this base by means of the two
remaining 'A" carriage bolts. The base

is attached to the "holder" by means of

the same carriage bolt that holds the

scroll in place, i.e., a hole is drilled

through the base of the twist, to coin-

cide with the carriage bolt projecting

through the holder's back. It is fastened

in place by the same wing-nut.

After the center of the shaft hanger

hole is cente'-ed with the lens axis, mount
the '/z" flat-faced pulley in the exact

center of the wooden disc and fasten it

by means of holes drilled around the pul-

ley, and wood screws. Drop the 3" piece

of '/i" shaft in the hub, tighten, and

insert in the front side of the shaft hang-

er. Put the Vi" shaft collar over the

other end of the shaft and make a

handle for this in the same manner as

the one on the scroll. The length of this

handle, however, is greater, extending

to about 3%" from the center of the

shaft. At the base of the shaft, hold the

hinge so that the PIVOT is resting on

the hanger's feet and one side of the

hinge is then fastened (by means of drill-

ing and tapping the proper holes) to

each leg of the hanger.

A slot, slightly smaller than the diam-

eter of the handle, is made (with the

metal-cutting jig saw again) in the cen-

ter of the outside leaf of the hinge. This

leaf is also bent in the form of an arc

with the slot at the high part. At the

very bottom of the slot (which is cut

nearly, but net quite, through the hinge)

a screw is mounted which serves the pur-

pose of keeping the hinge from openina

up too far. A small spring is inserted

and fastened between the leaves of the

spring to keep them aoart. Bend the

handle so that it is held firmly when in

the slot of the hinge.

A full description of the uses of this

twist will be given in the next install-

ment, but for clarity's sake, a brief men-
tion of its action will be given here. The
handle is in its position in the slot of

the hinge. A title is lined up on the

face of the disc. The title is "shot" and

after the proper length of time for read-

ing, grasp the handle with the right
hand, press in slightly with the thumb

—

and revolve the disc—fading out at the

some time.

Bockwind the camera to the predeter-

mined point and fade-in on the "new"
title—which is revolving in the same
direction. As long as the disc is revolv-

ing it goes past the slot easily, but when
it is slowed down to nearly a stop, it

seats itself and holds securely. Should

the handle "grab" in the slot, tighten

the center screw so that it cannot
"spread" so much.

Nothing about the entire titler is dif-

ficult, but everything requires reasonable

care in alignment and construction. Ob-
viously this is an instrument that should

be considered as "delicate" as the cam-
era itself—yet anyone con duplicate it

with only a little patience and ingenuity,

and adapt the machine to their own
needs.

In the next installment, I shall de-

scribe the USES to which the titler may
be put, and some of the variations of

the trick effects. In the meantime, when
the titler is built, paint everything (ex-

cept the lead screw, ladder chain, etc.)

a matte black. Even though black pho-

tographs white, when using the direct

positive method of filming titles, it is

necessary that all reflected light be

avoided. The deader black, the better.

A very excallent and quick-drying black

is manufactured by Eastman and sold

under the name of "Kodalak." By all

means, avoid black enamel. Until the

next time, good luck to you builders!

CINEMA
Quarterly

GETS DOWN TO
FUNDAMENTALS

Its writers include the best minds
in European movie

—

PAUL ROTHA
RUDOLF ARNHEIM
JOHN GRIERSON
ANTHONY ASQUITH
ALEX. KORDA
A. CAVALCANTI
VICTOR SAVILLE
LEONTINE SAGAN

etc., etc.

Film Craftsmen on Film-

making

Special section for amateurs

7s6d a year from

24 N.W. Thistle Street Lane
Edinburgh, 2, Scotland

How to Reverse Your

Own Film

Vol. 1 Cinematographer

Annual/ Price $2.50
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LEICA
THE AUTOFOCAL CAM-

ERA, IS CHOSEN BY

PHOTOGRAPHERS FOR

ITS ACCURACY—
PRIZED BY AMATEURS

FOR ITS SIMPLICITY;

UNEQUALLED FOR

SPEED, CONVENIENCE

AND VERSATILITY

THE

UNIVERSAL

MINIATURE CAMERA
Every important improvement in minioture comeros hos
been pioneered by LEICA. Built-in Range Finder—Focal
Plone Shutter—Precision Lenses—Complete Line of De-
veloping, Printing, Enlarging, and Projecting Equipment
for Miniature Pictures. Buy a LEICA and the whole field
of photography is within your reach. Price, $85.50 up.
Our monthly magazine, LEICA PHOTOGRAPHY, sent
free to all registered LEICA owners in the United States.
Free Booklet from

E. LEITZ, Inc.

Dept. 598 60 East 10th Street, New York

U.S. PATENT NO. 1.960,044

An Amateur Makes Undersea

Movies
Continued from Page 323

the diver. Then I would get into my
diving-suit ond go down to rehearse the

divers. At a signal, the camera would be

lowered to me: I would take it, and aim

OS well as I could (it isn't very easy to

sight through a small finder when you

ore in a diving-helmet and the camera

is in a bulky box!). Then I would press

my shutter-release, and the diver would

do his stuff; sound carries well under

water, you know, and both the diver and

I could hear when the camera started

and stopped. Usually, I could run off

the entire 35 feet of a single winding be-

fore the diver was ready to come up; in

fact, I could have shot a whole 200-ft.

magazine of seme of them—and still be

through shooting before the swimmer
was out of breath! Of course, after each

35 feet of film, the camera would have

to go up for winding; and as this neces-

sitated removing it from the box, anz

then sealing it up again, you can imagine

what slow work it was.

"The refraction of the water was o

real problem: it narrowed down the lens-

angle tremendously. Using the regular

two-inch lens, I found that the refractioi-

narrowed the angle so much that the

result on the screen looked as though

I'd been using a three- or four-inch lens.

Even with a 24mm lens— normally o

wide-angle lens— I'd get about the same

result as one would with a two-inch in

the air. With my subject 16 feet from

the camera, I'd be hard-pressed to get

a full-figure shot.

"The matter of exposure fooled me
badly. There wasn't room in either my
diving-suit or the camera-box for an ex-

posure mete.', and while at first I was

sure that, at a 50-ft. depth, I'd get

about the right exposure with the lens

wide open at f:2.5, I soon learned that

even stopped down to f:6.3 or f:5.6 my
exposure would be a bit high on the
Super-pan film I was using.

"Another troublesome problem was
the effect of the hot, moist atmosphere

and the cold water. Naturally, the air in

the camera-box would be hot and moist

and when the box was lowered into the

cold water of the depths, this moisture

would condense, usually on the window-

gloss in front of the lens, giving the same
foggy effect as steam condensing on a

cold window-pane. A small container in-

side the case, filled with calcium chlor-

ide, will take care of this—but unfortun-

ately, I hod none available, so I had to

trust to luck, and hope that the moisture

wouldn't ruin my shot. Sometimes I was
lucky

!

"The currents were often very trouble-

some: often, working in a strong current,

I'd be straining to keep the camera
steady against the stream, when sudden-
ly the current wou^d cease—and I'd have

an unintentional and thoroughly un-
wanted pan.

"Aside from helping me hold the
weight of the heavy camera-box, the un-
derwater buoyancy produced some sur-

prising effects: I found that I could jump
around like an acrobat—20 feet or more
at a bound was easy. But it wasn't so

easy to keep my balance after landing

—

and I didn't dare fall forward or side-

ways, for fear of breaking the windows
in my helmet. Also, the coral gave me
many bad nioments: much of the coral

there is poisonous, and sharp-pointed. If

I had scratched my bore hand, or ripped

my suit, it would have been just too bad!

COME IN AND SEE THE NEW
AGITATOR
Mail Order Finishing Service

Morgan Camera Shop
6305 Sunset Blvd.,

Hollywood, Calif.

Really, the coral was the greatest dan-
ger; I supoose it would make a better
story if I gave credit for that to the
sharks—but to tell the truth, after the
first few dives, I didn't worry about them
a bit, for I learned that the Tahition
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r 1

RECORDING
GALVANOMETER
Complete with optical system and ex-

citer lamp, fully adjustable, ready to

install in 16 mm. or 35 mm. camera or

recorder. Requires 6 volt battery for

exciter lamp and galvanometer field.

Signal winding operates from 15 ohm
amplifier output. Records mil by

70 mil track (0.0005 in. x 0.070 in.)

Overall dimensions : length 5 in., widtii

3 in., height 3 in.

Price $195

ERIC M. BERNDT
1 12 East 73d Street New York

sharks have never been known to molest

humans.

"Sometime, I'd like to have a chance

to make some natural-color pictures un-

derwater, especially around Tahiti, for

the water there is wonderfully clear, the

light is good, and, over the magically-

tinted coral is diffused an indescribable

blue-green light. You can't, of course,

reproduce this effect in black-and-white

—but in color it would be a picture of

marvelous beouty."

Let's Tdlk About Lenses

Continued from Page 317

Without new kinds of glass, lens de-

sign would very probably have halted,

for it is impossible to correct every fault

simultaneously by the shape of the lens

or its elements alone. The growth of op-

tical efficiency, then, can be doted from

the experimental work at Jena in finding

new glasses with which to moke lenses.

The growth of any art depends largely

upon the improvements which are made
in the tools and materials available to

designers and craftsmen.

I see that we are running short of

space for this installment, and because

the construction of anastigmats is so in-

teresting and so varied, suppose we take

Let FOTOSHOP
DUPLICATE YOUR FILMS
A FINE QUALITY SERVICE AT LOW PRICES

Prints from Negatives $2.00 per 100 ft.

Duplicates from Positive Film 3.25 per 100 ft.

$12.00 per 400-ft. Reel

Our duplicating methods enable us to lighten or darken such scenes that may
require same and often the finished results excel the

original. Try us—satisfaction is obsolutely guaran-
teed.

16min SUPER SPEED
PANCHROMATIC

CINE
FILM S3.79 Per 100-foot

roll—2 roMs
for $7.25

This price includes processing and return of film to

you. Our regular guarantee of o new roll, replaced
free of charge if you are not satisfied, applies.

OTHER FOTOSHOP FILM SPECIALS ARE
REGULAR ORTHO
Including processing 16min

100-ft. rolls.

$2.75

2 Rolls for $5.00

PANCHROMATIC
NEGATIVE and POSITIVE
16mm 100-ft. rolls. This in-

cludes iirocessing and return
of both the negative and a
positive print to you.

$4.75

SUPER-SENSITIVE
Negative and Positive. 16mm
100-ft. rolls. Includes return
of both negative and positive

print to you.

$5.50

We can supply any make of negative film

you may desire—Eastman—Agfa—Du-

pont—Gevoert—at same prices.

136 WEST 32ND STREET NEW YORK CITY

up the modern anastigmat lens next
month. This lens is the most important
we use today, and it would scarcely be
possible to do it justice in the time re-

maining this month. So, until next
month, it might be a good plan to re-

view this month's and last month's dis-

cussion of lens faults and their correc-

tions, so we may be able to understand
fully just why the anastigmat is so fine

an objective.

The Family Physician

Continued from Poge 322

Scene 25. Medium shot of Junior

seeing what Buddy is doing; immediately

he does the some. Then Buddy tries to

get at the doll with his great rip saw.

Junior holds him off.

Scene 26. "Can't you see that the

leg is off already; no more cutting here;

we must sew the leg on."

Scene 27. Medium shot of group.

Buddy, disappointed, throws his tools
down and Junior sets to work with a

needle to sevv the Doll's leg. (No need
to show Junior sewing on the Doll's leg,

because this can be done between shots;

make him do the motion while his hands
are hidden under the towel over the

Doll.)

Buddy holds the Doll down while Jun-

ior is working and from time to time he

feels the Doll's pulse (you con make this

operation as short or as long as you want
to) . Finally Junior has finished; with a

grand gesture he invites Moryjone to

pick up the Doll.

Scene 28. Medium shot of Moryjone
picking up her Doll; but look! the boys

hod sewn on the towel as well.

Scene 29. Pa laughingly takes his

pocketknife ond cuts off the threods; he

pots the bovs on their backs; he sure en-

joyed the performance.

Scene 30. Close shot of Junior tak-

ing out a long roll of paper from his

pocket and presenting it to Pa.

Title: "Here is your bill; cosh only."

Scene 31. Same as 30. Laughingly

Pa pulls out his change and gives the

boys some pennies. Satisfied, they pock

up their things and with Moryjone wav-

ing a goodbve they scoot out of the pic-

ture.

Wheels of Industry

Continued from Page 326

a lens diaphragm unnecessary and thus

simplifying correct timing of exposures.

The lamp house is ventilated, and a

special heat-absorbent glass disc affords

further protection to the negative. A
detachable sofelight disc permits insert-

ing and adjusting bromide paper while

the printing light is on. The sofelight

disc is also useful in doing such combina-

tion work as printing in skies.

A new type of masking paper holder
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is an essential part of the outfit. The

masking arms are attached to a metal

frame, which by means of an ingenious

catch is held up out of the way while

both hands ore adjusting the paper.

A paper-cabinet base, sold separately,

is another important accessory. This
compact cabinet affords a portable but

firm base to which to clamp the en-

larger standard, allowing the user to put

the enlarger in any convenient working

position.

For the benefit of owners of Kodak

Auto-Focus Enlargers, Model B, or the

earner models adapted for the use of a

Photoflood Lamp, the enlarging assem-

bly of the Kodak Miniature Enlarger is

available alone to convert the previous

equipment into a miniature-type enlarg-

er. This includes the lens and mount,

the negative carrier, and the reflector.

This converter, enlarging to 8 diameters,

slides on the face plate In place of the

regular enlarging unit.

Practical Susgestions for

Cinephotographers

Continued from Page 324

con get to ycur subject without going

out of focus. Moke a mark on the
ground. Then retreat as far as you want

and the composition of your shot allows.

The rest is easy. Advance as your ac-

tion demands (a clean continual advance

will be the most natural) and a nice

clean shot should be the result.

CRENNAN MAKES SUPER-

CRITICAL FOCUSER

• OIlie V. Crennan, of New Rochelle,

New York, shows how he combined the

well-known Bell & Howell "Focusing

Microscope" with his Cine-Kodak Spec-

ial. "The microscope," he writes, "con-

tains ground glass covered by a I 6mm
aperture - mask. Behind the ground

glass is a powerful magnifying eyepiece

(lOx), while any standard 16mm lens

may be screwed into the front end of

the magnifier.

"I have mounted the device on my
Cine-Kodak Special, using an L-shoped,

removable bracket. The focusing mi-

croscope is pivot-mounted in this arm,

with a set-screw and scale adjustment to

take core of adjustments for parallax.

The whole assembly is set so close to

the camera door that the parallax ad-

justment is very slight, except for ex-

tremely close work at distances of from

two to four feet. The register of pic-

ture from top to bottom is very accur-

ate.

"When sighting through the finder,

the picture is brought into sharp focus

by working the regular focusing adjust-

ment on the lens mounted in the focus-

finder. The readina aiven on this lens'

focusing scale can then be read, and
the taking-lens on the camera set at the

same figure. In this manner, one is

assured of having his pictures always in

focus, OS the ground glass of the finder

and the camera's film-aperture are in

virtually the same plane.

"The photo shows the Cine Special with

the 2-inch Eastman lens in place, and
the finder fitted with an f :2, 50mm Leitz

("Leica") "Summar," which has a sun-

shade on.

"This whole outfit may be used on
top of the camera by merely turning the

aperture mask around in the finder."

HUGO MEYER
LENSES

QUALITY

pmomnct

WUGOMEYER&CQ
245 WEST 551=51 /^EW VOPK

The New i6m», PANCHROMATIC NEGATIVES
(Eastman, Agfa, Dupont)

will surprise vou with their fine quality, their beautiful tones and grrainless I'eproduetions,
if you have them developed by the

DUNNING GRAINLESS METHOD
This method is winning more amateurs every day to the negative and positive system

of 16mm movie making.
One trial will prove its advantages.

DUNINNG PROCESS COMPANY
(3;"imm reduced to 16mm)

932 N. La Brea Avenue
Hollywood, Calif.

ha6.tlu/m all

you GET THIS
400 watt Biplane Mazda
equal in illumination to

500 watt. Sufficient for

large auditoriums.

High power cooling system.

IOV2 to 1 movement with

"kick-back. " Easy on film.

High speed mech. re-wind.

Die-cast machined body.

Centralized lubrication.

Centralized controls.

8 Fibre gears for silent oper-

ation.

9 Forward and reverse.

10 Nfit' type aluminum lamt)

chimney. . . cooler, brighter.

1 1 Oversized motor . . . largest

used in any projector.

1 2 Kodacolor may be used.

13 Light in weight. . . beauti-

ful in appearance.

14 Ampro exclusive tilt.

15 Price for this Ampro 16 mm projector complete with case.

Great value at regular listprice, $150. 00. Bassprice only $99.50.

Don't pay more. . . Don't get less. Order direct from this ad.

Your money back after trial ifyou want it. Full detaik and
BassBargaingram 215freeon request. Dealers: Writefordetails.

BASS CAMERA COMPANY
179 W. Madison St., Chicaso, III.

Camera Headquarters for Tourists

*ApologUs to Dodge Motoru
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CAMERA
CRAFT

CAMERA
1 CRAFT

A MONTHLY MAGAZINE
OF PHOTOGRAPHY

William A. Palmer is

Editor of our new

Cinema Department.

He is an ardent ama-

teur who knows his

hobby from A to Z.

•

Send your movie

problems to him.

•

SEND 25 CENTS

FOR

A LATE COPY

CAMERA CRAFT
PUBLISHING COMPANY

703 Market Street

San Francisco, California

Cinematographic

Annual Vol. 1

Now $2.50

TINTS WITHOUT TROUBLE

• All of us have admired the tinted

(colored) silent movies of a few years

ago. Last year in the AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER several articles

were published, telling how to tint and
tone your own 1 6mm or 8mm films.

These effects are easy to get but the

process is more or less messy, involving

as it does immersing the film in one or

more chemical baths. Here is a method
of getting similar effects in projection.

Everyone probably has seen the "color-

wheel" and similar commercial attach-

ments for 16mm projectors; they give

the tinted effect by placing a colored

glass or gelatin in front of the projector-

lens. Any amateur, however, can build

himself a very acceptable color-wheel for

about 35 cents—and get the same ef-

fects. Exactly how you build it will de-

pend upon the type of projector you use,

and on your projection methods. Es-

sentially, the device consists of a card-

board disc or wheel, mounted in front of

the projector-lens, so it can be rotated.

In the disc are several circular openings,

slightly larger than the diameter of the

lens. One of these is clear, and the

others are covered with a sheet of col-

ored cellophane (which you can get at

any five-and-ten-cent store). For gen-

eral use, I would suggest, in addition to

the clear opening, four colors: blue,

green, red, and light amber. Green for

landscapes—blue for seascapes and pre-

dominant cloud-effects—red for fires,

sunsets, etc.—and light amber for in-

teriors and general warm effects.

You can support this color wheel in

several ways; either from a clamp on the

projector itself, or from a wooden block

attached to the table on which the pro-

jector stands. And—here's a tip about
using the color-wheel: you don't wont
to change colors in the middle of a scene,

OS a rule; and it's hard to change ac-

curately between scenes—so put in a

short title between such scenes, and you

can easily make the change during the

time the title is on the screen.

A friend of mine once built a similar

outfit which gave him some very unusu-

al effects. It was a simple frame-like

affair something like a lantern-slide pro-

jector, or perhaps a filter-holder. It

held clean lantern-slide, one-half of

which was tinted a faint blue, the other

green; the slide was, of course, divided

horizontally. It took quite a bit of test-

ing to get the thing adjusted right, but

once it was right it gave a very pleasing

effect, softening the picture marvellous-

ly, giving a faint blue tinge to the sky,

and green to the foreground. And, sur-

prisingly, he found this color-divider could

be used practically all the time, regard-

less of the subject or shot. Try it!

ARTHUR CAMPBELL.

CLASSI FIED

ADVERTISING
Rates: Seven cents a word. Minimum

i

charge, one dollar per insertion.

FOR SALE—MISCELLANEOUS

TWO USED power motoi' driven 35mm ijiojec-

tors complete with Mazda e<iuipment and
Cinephor cop.den.ser. One Moon enclosed mo-
tor driven rev ind. W. Chas. Swett, 705
Hollywod Security Bids;., Hollywood, Calif.

HO 5893.

3 400-ft. reels and 3 Humidor Cans., all for
$2.25 plus postase. Fotoshop, Inc., 136 W
32nd St., New York City. T

SOUNr)-ON-16MM--16mm and 35mm sound-
on-film recording. Orijfinal productions or
added to existing iiictures. A comi>lete pro-
duction and laboratory service in silent,

sound and color. Write or call for details
and i)rices. Peerless Motion Picture Indus-
tries, 1327 N. Highland Ave., Hollywood. Cal.

TELEVISION SET—Complete, $75.00. KHJ
Scanner in beautiful cabinet, specially made
6-tube receiver and speaker. Box 237, c/o
American Cinematographer. T

FOR SALE— Like new sound Moviola Model
UC, price $450.00. Also new H.C.E. free-
head and legs for Bell & Howell, Eyemo or
DeVry portable cameras, $75.00 complete.
Hollywood Camera Ebcchange, 1600 Cahuenga
Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

EYEMO single lens model Oooke f:3.5, quick
snap .$80.00. Camera Supply Co., Ltd., 1515
N. Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

FOUR Mitchell Cameras for sale. Silent or
steel gears with complete equipment $1850
up. Camera Supply Co., Ltd., 1515 N. Ca-
huenga Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

WANTED
WANTED TO RENT—Photo dark room in
Hollywood for still work. Call GRanite 464(
after 8 P.M.

MOTION PICTURE and Still Cameraj., all

types Lenses, Finders, Tripod Heads, Leica
or Contax Cameras. Cash for bargains.
Camera Supiply, Ltd., 1515 Cahuenga Blvd.,
Hollywood, Calif.

WANTED—New or used 35mm sound-on-film
recording etjuipment, single or double system.
Give all particulars in first letter. BIRD
FILMS LIMITED, Regina. Saskatchewan,
Canada. N

WANTED—A used Bell & Howell Camera,
with regular standard B & H Tripod, and set

of 4 lenses—40mm, 50mm, 75mm and one
4-inch lens. This camera need not have a
cine-motor, or Matte box. Box 243, c/o
American Cinematographer. T

MISCELLANEOUS

WILL TRADE 1032 Buick Sport Coupe for De-
Brie or Bell & Howell 35mm camera. Will
assume. Fred Mayer. 624 North Plymouth
Blvd.. Apt. 7, Hollywood. Phone GL 8426.

WE BUY—sell or rent everything necessary

for the making — taking — or showing of

motion pictures. Sound or Silent — 35mm
and 16mm. We specialize in equipping ex-

peditions. Ruby Camera Exchange, 729 7th

Ave,. New York City. T

FOR SALE— 1 Mitchell Silenced Camera, com-
plete ; 6 Bell & Howell lOOO-ft. magazines

;

1 Mitchel Friction Head Triix)d. Amer-
ican Cinematographer, care Box 245.

EXCHANGE

EXCHANGE LIBRARY— Sound-on-film 16mm
features and shorts : al.so 8mm and 16mm
silent films of every variety. Harry Mandel-
wager. 182 West 49th St., Bayonne, Nevr

Jersey. N



TRICKS GADGETS
Another Contest

Here's how it works. Send us in tricks you have done in filming with your 8mm,
91/^mm or 16mm camera . Explain them to us so that we can explain them to- others

in the pages of American Cinematographer.

For every one we publish you will be entitled to your choice of one of the prizes

listed below.

By Gadgets we mean little pieces of equipment you have built, designed or devised.

Equipment that works. Little gadgets you have added to your camera, projector or

otherwise. For instance, we heard of one fellow who built a splicer out of a mouse-

trap . . . that's a gadget.

What kind of gadgets have you made . . . what sort of tricks do you do with your

camera or equipment? If necessary send us a rough sketch or a snap shot of your

equipment if it will help describe it better and quicker.

Here's Your Chance to Win Equipment or Film

Frequently we have published what might be termed tricks. Such as making distorted

effects by pouring sweet-cil over a glass in front of the film. Others have been pub-

lished from time to time.

In the way of gadgets we have reported many things from the building of a complete

16mm camera by amateurs down to making their own reels.

Here are the prizes .

Beltipod

Filter Holder

Choice of Filter

Splicer

Half-Dozen 16mm Reels

Half-Dozen 16mm Cans

3 Reels and 3 Cans

100-ft. Roll of 16mm Pan Film

What Have You Dona?

you may make ycur choice of any one of them.

Two Rolls of 8mm Film

8mm Splicer and Rewind

Humidor Can Case for 12 Reels

22x30 Beaded Screen

3 Clamp Lamp Reflectors with

3 Photoflood Lamps

One Dozen Photoflood Lamps

Send Your Entries to Editor

merican Cinematograph
6331 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.



The Camera of Today

studios throughout the world

use the new MITCHELL sound

camera and acknowledge it to

be the outstanding camera for

sound pictures.

Mitchell Camera Corporation
665 N. ROBERTSON BOULEVARD
WEST HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

Cable Address "MITCAMCO' Phone Oxford 105 i





REG.U.S.PAT.OFF-

Du Pont Film Manufacturing Corporation
35 WEST 45'" STREET
NEW YORK CITY

PLANT . • . PARLIN, N. J.

SMITH & ALLER LTD.

6656 --SANTA MONICA BLVD.

HOLLYWOOD, CAL.

1



\00% CARBON ARC

Ice Cream Color Fantasy of '"''Kid Millions,^^

Eddie Cantoris fifth annual screen musical

comedy for Samuel Goldivyn. Eddie Cantor

and Doris Davenport are on the free ice cream

wagon, and W arnerHymer and Ethel Merman
are in the small car behind.

Technicolor Photogrnphy hy Ray RennaJuin

Chief Electrician, Walter Strohm

NATIONAL

• Many pictures are now being made

with 100% carbon arc illumination.

The penetrating power of carbon arc illumina-

tion, the increased comfort it affords on the sound

stage, its accurate color rendition and its unsur-

passed photographic speed make the carbon arc

a necessity for color production.

Its superiority for black and white photography

is also gaining increasing recognition.

MOTION PICTURE STUDIO CARBONS
yy1 , I . \ \ • LESS HEAT • IVIORE PIIOTOGRAPIIICALEY EFFECTIVE LKHI F

Silent, steady burning lamps—side arcs,

scoops and spots — hare prated their

(idaptahilitv to the sound stage.

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.
Carbon Sales Division, Cleveland, Ohio

Unit of Union Corbid* and Carbon Corporotion

Branch Solai Otficoi: N*w York • PiUiburgh * Chicago • Son Fronciico
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THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CINEMA-

TOGRAPHERS was founded in 1918 for

the purpose of bringing into closer con-

federation and cooperation all those leaders in

the cinematographic art and science whose

aim is and ever will be to strive for pre-emi-

nence in artistic perfection and technical mas-

tery of this art and science. Its purpose is to

further the artistic and scientific advancement

of the cinema and its allied crafts through un-

ceasing research and experimentation as well

as through bringing the artists and the scien-

tists of cinematography into more intimate

fellowship. To this end its membership is com-

posed of the outstanding cinemotographers of

the world with Associate and Honorary mem-

berships bestowed upon those who, though not

active cinemotographers, are engaged none

the less in kindred pursuits, and who have, by

their achievements, contributed outstandingly

to the progress of cinematography as an Art

or as a Science. To further these lofty aims

and to fittingly chronicle the progress of cine-

matography, the Society's publication. The

American Cinematographer, is dedicated.

AMERICAN

SOCIETY OF

CINEMATOGRAPHERS
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FOR THE AMERICAN FILM INDUSTRY

lie y\jcw

SUPERPAN NEGATIVE FILM

• Agfa Ansco has taken the latest advance

step in motion-picture negative film manufac-

ture. It offers the film industry the NEW Super-

pan Negative.

The Agfa Superpan Negative will be recog-

nized at once for its super-sensitive speed and

finer grain.

Use of the new film discloses a wider latitude

in both exposure and development.

A non-abrasion over coating protects the

emulsion physically. The anti-halation coating

underlying the emulsion preserves the photo-

graphic definition.

hiigh/ evenly balanced color sensitivity sim-

plifies the problem of correct registration

under any lighting conditions, permitting any

desired color emphasis with a relatively low

multiplying factor for the filter used.

C. KING CHARNEY, Distributor for

AGFA 35mm NEGATIVE uJ POSITIVE FILM

HOLLYWOOD
6372 Santa Monica Blvd.

Tel. Hollywood 2918-2919

NEW YORK
245 West 55th Street

Tel. Circle 7-4635

ft tlic UNITED STATES

Made in America by

AGFA ANSCO CORPORATION
FACTORIES A T INGHAMTON N
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15. .Riddle Me This.
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Aerial cinematography, mountng

cameras for: 250.
Aerial photography. Infra-D for; 14.
Agfa negative, new: 299.
Backgrounds, miniatures in process:

154.
Blimp, new V\/arner: 303.
Cameras, mounting: 251.
Camera, silent: 106.
Camera tricks, 346.
Camera with 270-degree shutter:

152.
Chemical focus: 248.
China photographically ideal: 202.
Color film, color control for: 11.
Color, language of: 108.
Colored sets: 1 57.
Crane, new light: 10.

Developing tests on location: 310,
article.

Dimmers, advantage of portable and
compact: 203.

Dubbing system, new: 304. item.
Economies with process phot'^g-

raphy : 110.
Editing: 345.
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"Cinematographer's Book of Tables,"

book review: 40. item.
Cinetricks: 34. 84, 129, 174, 220.
Close-ups, filtering: 132.
Color-corrected lenses: 268.
Color process, new 15mm: 228,

item.
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135, 173, 179, 222, 230,
270, 322.

Continuity: 36.
'Dealer's Value Book," book re-

view: 40, item.
Di-3phragm opening: 141, article.
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Distortion: 85.
Double exposure: 129.
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work: 273, article.
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article: 274, 316, 366.

Lenses, color-corrected: 268.
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Lens manipulation : 174.
Libraries, sound: 40, 87, 185, items.

Lights: 40, item.
Lighting, indoor: 27, 268.
Miniature camera, new: 228, item.

Miniature camera, Rolleiflex: 30.

Miniature enlarger: 326, article.
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224.
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40. item.
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Photo-electric meters: 48. item.

Photoflood control: 274.
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Wipe-off splicer, 364.
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Harry Perry,
A. S. C.

CineiTidtic

Rhythm in

Film-Editing

by

Harry Perry A. S. C

MONTAGE, as Karl Freund, A.S.C., recently wrote,

is simply the familiar technique of film craftsman-
ship refined to the utmost. Its development is

due to two paramount factors: first, the economic limita-

tions under which the earlier Russian film-makers worked;
and secondly, the fact that the Russians, with true Slavic

introspectiveness, analyzed every phase of film technique
with the aim of reducing it to its simplest and most ex-
pressive form.

Essentially, Montage means "cutting" or "editing."

Here in America, we ore thoioughly aware of the impor-
tance of this phase of production, even though few of us

have had the time to subject it to such detailed analysis.

All of us have seen films mode and unmade by good or

bad cutting, and some of us hove at least speculated on
the basic principles involved in the process. We know,
for example, that a succession of long scenes joined to-

gether will give us a slow-paced sequence, while a succes-
sion of shorter shots—even of the same action—will re-

sult in noticeably faster tempo. We know that sequences,

and entire productions, for that matter, can be joined

together in a fashion which produces a definite, filmic

rhythm and makes the picture more enjoyable.

This filmic rhythm should not be confused with the

often exaggeratedly rhythmic action and direction used in

fantasy, musical and dance sequences; it is, instead, the

natural flow from scene to scene, from idea to idea, pro-

duced by intelligent editing. !t is essentially the relation-

ship between the content of ihe individual scenes joined

together to form a sequence.

Reducing the matter to terms of common practice,

filmic rhythm is most clearly noticeable in cross-cutting,

that is, the alternate insertion of different (though dra-

matically related) scenes one after another. Let us, for

example, consider how this rhythm may be brought out

in assembling a short sequence based an the following

simple scenes:

1 . A running shot of a racing car, made from a

camera-car running ahead of it.

2. A running shot of on ordinary family sedan,

made the same way.

3. A running shot of a man, riding a bicycle.

4. A similar shot of a n'on, walking.

5. A similar dolly-shot of a baby crawling toward

the lens.

6. An insert of a snail moving toward the camera.

As preliminary experiment, try cutting 1 5 feet of the

snail, 15 feet of the racing-car, 15 feet of the snail, 15

feet of the racer, and so on. Although the footage of these

scenes is identical, on the screen the racing-car shots will

appear much the shorter. Because the content is much
more dynamic, these shots will appear about half the
length of the more static snail-shots.

Now take your original six scenes and assemble them
OS follows:

1 5 feet snail.

1 5 feet baby.
;

15 feet man walking.

1 5 feet bicyclist.

1 5 feet family sedan.

1 5 feet racing-car.

Each of these scenes is the same length, 1 5 feet; each is

on the screen for the some amount of time, 10 seconds

But the filmic time-relation cf the increasingly dynamic
subjects will make the shots seem to get shorter and
shorter, building up to a definite cinematic climax.

Now, suppose you want to build to an even more
marked climax; arrange the scenes like this:

) 5 feet snail.

1 2 feet baby.

9 feet man walking.

6 feet bicyclist.

3 feet family sedan.

1 Vz feet racing-car.

The result will be a bewildering crescendo of speed.

This is because you are applying filmic rhythm to the edi-

torial treatment: deliberately shortening the screen-time

of the shots in proportion as the content grows more dy-
namic. For the same reason, if you reverse the order of

these scenes, you will get a quick but effective deceleration

of tempo.

(Continued on Page 352)
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mprovising Camera Tricks

THERE is no such word as "can't" in the vocabulary

of the cinematographer. It is his business to do the

impossible—and he does, regardless of circumstances.

Whether it is evolving a piece of equipment suddenly needed
on location, or improvising a difficult and unexpected trick

shot, he always manages to deliver. Especially is this true

of the men who photograph "qiiickies" and comedies, for

in order to overcome the handicaps of short schedules and
shorter budgets, they must improvise constantly.

One of Brown's less spectacular improvisations is the

manner in which he mounts his filters. The reconstruc-

tion of his camera (which is, incidentally, said to be the

only sound-camera in Hollywood which has never worked
inside a "blimp") precluded the normal use of gelatin

filters in the aperture; and Brown does not care for glass-

mounted filters. Therefore, he secured a number of small

brass tubes, about an inch and a half long, and exactly

the right size to fit snugly in the front of his len-mounts.

Into these he fits his gelatin filters, holding them in place

with a small retaining-spring; the tube slips directly into

the lens-mount, where it is held tightly by spring-sections

cut in the brass sides—and, at very little cost, he has one

of the simplest and most accessible filter-mounts in Hol-

lywood !

To secure the proper flare from street lamps in night-

effect shots, Dwight W. Warren, A.S.C., puts a thin coat-

ing of ordinary vaseline on an optical flat in his matte-box;

carefully-made finger-marks in the vaseline give each

lamp its appropriate halo.

Comedy action often requires the use of "wire gags,"

in which people or objects are moved about by invisible

wires. Sometimes these wires are actually invisible—but

at other times, despite every precaution, they may show
in the picture. When this happens, Cinematographer War-
ren simply takes the negative and retouches the wire out

of each frame with retouching pencil and varnish, exactly

as a portraitist retouches wrinkles away from an aging

dowager!

In much the same fashion, Cinematographer William

C, Thompson, A.S.C., has produced lightning flashes with-

out the difficulty of using any of the customary lightning-

producers on the set. To begin with, he films the scene

in a low key; then he paints his lightning on the developed

negative, blocking out several frames at a time with trans-

parent, orange water-color. Tht effect on the screen, of

course, is a bright flash in which the set is much lighter

—exactly the effect we see when a room is suddenly illum-

inated by a flash of lightning somewhere outside.

Thompson's improvisation recently helped out an inde-

pendent producer who was short of actors. The script

called for a jury in an important court-room scene: but the

budget wouldn't permit hiring a full dozen extras. So

Thompson improvised: one actor was called, and photo-

graphed twelve different times upon the same film, in

twelve different costumes and characters—and thanks to

this difficult multiple-exposure, the producer had twelve

jurors for the price of one!

In these days of projected-bockground "trick" shots,

dual roles are relatively easy; but before Supersensitive film

and fast lenses made this process possible, dual roles were

exceedingly difficult, as they had to be made directly in

the camera, by successive exposures through complementary

by

William Stull, A. S. C.

masks, and timed by counts. In the many films that Jerome
Ash, A.S.C., made with Frank Ford as director and star,

the cinematographer was forced to do many shots that
would be considered difficult even now. One of them, which
he remembers particularly, was a triple-exposure, in which
Ford played three roles: first indulging in a fight between
two of his characters, and later, in his third part, picking
up his vanquished self and carrying him out of the picture!

When the shot was first outlined, the producer, Louis Ber-
son, was positive that even Ash wasn't enough of a magi-
cian to film it—and wagered a suit of clothes on his belief.

But Ash again did the impossible: not only did the triple

exposure work out to perfection, but when Ford came in

and picked himself up, his face was recognizable simul-
taneously on both characters! The secret—only now dis-

closed—was that in this scene, as in several others in

which one character "crossed" the other, a double was
used, wearing a thin gelatin "death-mask" of Ford's face,

made up to the proper character.

In an early "Tarzon" picture. Ash's camera-magic pro-

vided a thrilling battle between the hero and two lions

—

despite the fact that the hero, who was rather timid, did

not even see the lions, nor, for that matter, were there

actually two of the beasts! According to the script, the

film "Tarzan" was in a gully, between two cliffs, and
standing on a rock by a pool. A lion appeared on each
cliff: one leaped down on the man, bearing him to earth,

and then the other joined the melee. Actually, there was
but one lion, and one cliff! The foreground, including the

"rock," was painted white, and the scene was filmed thrice.

First the man went through his action, falling at the proper

moment. Then one cliff was put in place, and the lion

leaped down from it to the rock. The cliff and the lion were
then put at the opposite side of the set, and the action

repeated. Finally, the three negatives were matched to-

gether and printed onto a single strip of positive: so well

had Cinematographer Ash calculated his shot that the

lion appeared to land directly on the actor's shoulders and
bear him to the ground, while the second lion leaped into

the fray with equal accuracy!

Cinematographer Thompson tells of making trick fades

and wipes—ordinarily delegottjd to the Optical Printer ex-

perts—directly in the camera by using a "comb" of black

card-board or tin moved in front of the lens, and timed,

of course, by counts. In fact, to this day he carries a

razor-blade, several pieces of block title-card, and some
black paint as part of his regular euipment, so that he

can improvise such optical-printer effects at any time.

Another thing which he carries against the need of im-

provisations is a magazine "reverse-loaded," with the

emulsion-side away from the lens: this enables him to

film difficult scenes in reverse, with the camera upside-

down or run backward, as the cose may be. Many of the

chariot-race shots for "Roman Scandals" were made with

(Continued on Page 354)
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Making

Mdtte-Shots

by

Arthur J. Campbell, A. S. C.

IT
WOULD be a gross overstatement to say that modern
motion pictures could not be mode without "matte-
shots" — but it is a fact that without this type of

special-effects cinematography, production would be seri-

ously hampered. Pictures would cost more, would have
more physical limitations, and be much less convincing to

the eye.

For the following information, the writer is greatly in-

debted to M. L. Lorrinaga, of the special-effects staff o<^

the RKO Studios, and one of Hollywood's foremost matte
artists.

Probably the most common form of matte-shot is the

addition of ceilings on interior sets, or the transformation of

backgrounds in exterior scenes. However, these shots are

sometimes used to add or remove minor details in almost

any port of the scenes, to change or to complete the fore-

ground of a set, to odd distance or perspective to minia-

ture-shots, or even to serve as a complete background for

use as a plate for projection-composite shots.

Generally speaking, the matte-shot of today is an out-

growth of the "gloss-shot" of o few years ago. Such shots,

it will be remembered, were made by placing a large glass,

upon which had been painted the desired scene, in front

of the camera. Through the clear, unpointed portions of

the glass, the camera took 'n the normal action on the

set or location, while the painted image upon the gloss

was carefully blended into the actual portions of the scene.

This method, while effective, had definite limitations:

it frequently slowed up the work of the company on the

set, and required great care in the positioning of the cam-
era and gloss, and was naturally a considerable restriction

upon the director and the cinematographer.

The making of a motte-shot, on the other hand, does

not interfere with production to any such degree, and al-

lows director and cinematographer much greater freedom
in their choice of set-ups. As c general rule, the Head of

the Special-Effects Department has studied the script of

the production thoroughly, and made careful note of the

scenes likely to require or benefit by the use of matte-shots.

Then preliminary sketches ore mode in collaboration with

the production's art-director, so that the settings and the

matte-shots may be properly crordinated.

When the film is in production, the scene itself is

made on the appropriate set or location; in most respects,

the director and cinemotograpner work in the normal man-
ner in making such scenes. The camera carries a glass

matte in its matte-box, and upon this gloss the desired

area is carefully blocked out v.ith a quick-drying opaque
point, and the scene is mode in the normal monner. The
only restriction is of course that the actors must move only

within the un-matted or visib'e space.

(Continued on Page 355i
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Using the

Photoelectric

Exposure-Meter

by

William H. Daniels, A.S.C.

and A. L. Lane, A.S.C.

THE SAME rule applies to exposure-meters as to any
other of the cinematographer's tools: it is valuable
to him only to the extent of his ability to use that

too! intelligently. Its uses must be understood, and its

possible abuses known, as thoroughly as those of lenses,

emulsions, or anything else with which he may work. Espe-
cially should the limitations uf such an adjunct be thor-
oughly realized, that the fullest practical advantage may
be taken of its proper use.

This discussion of the professional use of the photo-
electric exposure-meter is by no means intended as an
exhaustive scientific treatise on the subject, but purely
OS an informal record of some of the experiences of the
authors in using the device on actual production, and pre-
liminary tests of the meter's application to certain photo-
graphic problems in connection with a production now
preparing. While the data herein contained is accurate,
it is not as complete as we could wish; and the authors
hope in the future to present c more comprehensive dis-

cussion of the matter.

The type of photo-cell exposure-meter most commonly
used in professional cinematogrophy is the "Weston" Pho-
tronic-cell meter, which consists of a small case housing
a direct-action, dry-disk type photocell in which the light

energy is transformed directly into electrical energy, con-
nected directly to an electrical measuring instrument cali-

brated to read in foot-candl;;s (brightness). On the re-

verse of the case, immediately below the dial, is a simple
calculator for translating the measured brightness into
terms of the proper diaphragm openings and shutter-speeds
for the proper exposure, and adjustable to compensate for

any emulsion-speed.

Through a close study of the possible errors and their

avoidance while taking exposure readings, and using the

findings in conjunction with the preconceived photographic
treatment of the sequence in work, we have proven to our
satisfaction the unique artistic and technical value of the

exposure-meter to the cinematographer.

An important factor, which must always be consid-

ered, is the area covered in tcking the meter's reading.

The device has been designed to cover approximately the

area included by normal cine lenses: but care must be taken
to insure that, for example, the meter is not inadvertently

tilted slightly upward, thus including more of the sky-area

than will be actually photogrophed, or tilted downward
to include more of the darker foreground than the camera
will see; in the first instance, this error would make the

meter give a reading considerably less than the correct

exposure for the actual scene, resulting in more or less

underexposure; the latter error would naturally be equally

on the side of overexposure. In practice, we hove found

It advisable to hold the meter s'ightly in front of the cam-
era, and on the optical axis of the camera's lens, mean-
while shading the meter with one hand. In this connection,

it may be mentioned that a smell, demountable sunshade

would in many instances be of much practical benefit.

Inevitably, the meter con give only an overall or av-

erage reading indicating the approximately correct exposure

for the scene as a whole: it cannot ordinarily indicate that

there exists any excess or lack of illumination in any part

of the field. Such errors of reading exposure may be elim-

inated by a careful check with the meter of the greatest

extremes of exposure within the camera's field of view for

that particular shot. Then, Sy narrowing down the scope

and direction of the meter to the most important area in

the shot, a true exposure reading for this key area will be

obtained. In this connection, the supplementary guides

provided on the calculator-dial of the meter can be helpful.

On this dial appear, to the extreme right and left of the

indicator, pointers indicating the extremes of over and
under exposure possible within the average limits of film

latitude, OS derived from typical H. & H. curves. If the

supplementary readings of the greatest extremes of expos-

ure just referred to fall within these indicated limits, the

extremes of exposure upon the film should likewise be

within permissible limits. For professional use, of course,

these secondary areas of extremes of light and shade are

then balanced to the key area, filling in the deeper shad-

ows with booster lights or reflectors, and toning down the

objectionable hot spots with diffusers, shadows, paint, etc.,

as the occasion dictates. (In normal practice, it is often

quite safe, and decidedly quicker, to arrange this lighting

balance first, and thereafter take the meter-reading.)

Through such a procedure an artistically and technically

correct exposure is assured consistently for the sequence,

and the entire picture, with a high average of quality in

the release-prints resulting from the normal, even-density

negative.

It is possible to use the meter in the same way in film-

ing interior scenes, but in most instances it seems hardly

advisable, since professional interior cinematography works

from a fairly fixed standard of illumination, and the most

vital factor is the balance of the lighting, which is a purely

individual proposition, and none too well suited to mechan-

ical determination.

As regards the use of a photocell meter with filter

work, it is possible within certain limits to secure a direct

reading by placing the desired filter directly over the meter's

iContinuGd on Page 355)
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Schematic top view of Berndt-Maurer high-fidelity
variable area (galvanometer) recording unit.

Recording Unit

RepIaces

Glow Lamp

by

Karl Hale

WHILE the use of a galvanometer is not new in

recording sound, still the replacement of a glow-

tube with a galvanometer without rebuilding the
housing or in any way altering the receptacle that takes

the glow-tube, but replacing it with o galvanometer Is in-

teresting to the sound industry.

Seemingly galvanometers built up to this time hove
been of such size that it was found necessary to enlarge

the housing to take this accessory, especially if the glow-

tube system was used.

Eric M. Berndt, who has specialized in 16mm equip-

ment built to order and who recently launched into sound
on 1 6mm accessories, recently announced a galvanometer
for recording sound on 16mm. This galvanometer found a

market, according to Berndt, with the 35mm users. Be-
cause of this request he and j. A. Maurer set to work to

perfect a galvanometer that would replace the glow-tube

for variable area recording without in any way disturbing

or rebuilding any of the present equipment now used for

this type of recording.

Maurer is recognized for his special interest in the
variable area type of sound track and for his statements

relative to the exposure and processing of this type of

recording. It is also claimed he is responsible for the intro-

duction of accurate methods for focusing the slit image and

adjusting it so as to eliminate distortion due to azimuth.

We quote Berndt's statement relative to this new galva-

nometer:

"The matter of frequency characteristic has been given

careful consideration. For use with positive film in studio

double-system work the resonance peak of the galvanom-

eter is located on 10,000 cycles. The height of the peak

is well suited for furnishing the correction needed to offset

the slit and film losses at this frequency. For use in single-

system cameras with negative stock the peak is located

at 8,000 cycles, which is believed to be the most favorable

point for this class of work. In either case the response

curve below the peak is flat, there being no minor irregu-

larities and no low frequency cut off.

"The unit is regularly supplied with a galvanometer of

1 5 ohms impedance, but can be equipped to work on any

standard line impedance up to 500 ohms. The change of

impedance is not accomplished by the insertion of a trans-

former, but by change of the v,'indings of the galvanometer

itself. For this reason the frequency characteristic is the

same for all impedances. The power required is approxi-

mately 0.25 watt for full scale deflection,

"The optical system is a high light-transmitting effi-

ciency. The elements are supplied by Bausch & Lomb.

They are mounted in permanent adjustment in a sealed

tube which excludes dust, so that the only lens surface

which it is necessary to clean at any time is the front sur-

foce of the objective which focuses the image on the film.

The clearance between this lens and the film is approxi-

mately 5/16 inch, which mokes it readily accessible. The

line of light on the film is Vi thousandth by 70 thousandths

of an inch. A micrometer screw actuated by a knurled

head conveniently located at the back of the lamp house

provides for bringing the line image to an exact focus on

the film. This is a matter of the greatest importance where

frequencies of the order of 10,000 cycles ore to be re-

corded. The adjustment of focus can be locked rigidly

without shift when it has been accomplished satisfactorily

"The lamp used to furnish the recording light is de-

signed for use with a 6-volt storage battery. Because of

the high efficiency of the optical system it is burned far

below the rated current, which gives it an exceptionally

long life. Replacement is a very simple matter, the lamp

house being provided with a sight by which the filament

may be readily located in the correct position when insert-

ing the lamp in its socket. Once the lamp is locked in

position it cannot be jarred out of place. One spore re-

cording lamp is furnished with the unit, but in case of

emergency a standard automobile headlight type of bulb

can be used."

It is claimed by the makers of this unit that this acces-

sory will prove of exceptional interest because the area type

of track is now said to be open to general use, since the

basic Fritts patent on this type of recording expired in 1933.
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A Special-Effects battle. There are actually but two boats in

this shot, which was produced by split-screen and reflection.

Special-Effects and Montage

for ^^Cleopatra^^

by

Gordon Jennings

Head of Special-Effects Dept., Paramount Productions

CECIL B. de Mille's latest production, "Cleopatra,"

furnishes a vivid example of the unusual scope and

versatility demanded of the modern special-effects

worker. In the production of this picture, the Paramount

Special-Effects staff, in addition to providing all of the

necessary fades, dissolves, wipes and other transitions, and

executing a number of important miniature-shots, designed,

constructed and supervised a great number of "set-minia-

tures" and "hanging miniatures" completing several of the

impressive settings, collaborated with the studio's Transpar-

ency staff in making many of the projected-background

scenes, and conceived, photographed and assembled the en-

tire Montage-sequence depicting the Battle of Actium,

which is one of the dramatic high-lights of the film. When
it is remembered that this diversified work was accomplished

simultaneously with the production of similar special-effects

scenes for several other films in production at the same

time, it can clearly be seen that this could not be a one-

man achievement, but was necessarily the result of perfect

team-work on the part of a large and efficient staff.

The transitions, naturally, were assigned to Paul Lerpee,

who is in charge of all Optical Printing. They were purely

routine, and constituted only a small part of his contribu-

tion to the production.

The most important of the miniature-shots were tv.o

which showed "Cleopatra's" barge entering and leaving

port. Actually, this might be considered as a miniature

only in relativity: the studio's largest tank—an area the

size of a large stage—was required for the scene, while

the barge itself was actually larger than an ordinary row-

boat! This barge was painstakingly constructed from his-

torical records of the ancient queen's actual barge: built

to the scale of 100 feet to the foot, it was over twelve

feet long, and weighed several tons. The actual barge was
propelled by 300 oars arranged in five banks, 150 to the

side; this was not practical for our purposes, so the minia-

ture was propelled by ropes attoched below the water-line,

and pulled by stagehands outside of the picture area. None
the less, the oars must function, and this was achieved by

on intricate mechanical linkage powered by an electric

motor: the oars rose, fell, made their stroke and "feath-

ered" in a perfectly realistic fashion, and could be operated

at varying speeds, in order to accommodate varying cam-
era-speeds in filming the shot. For the night-effect scenes,

the interior of the barge was 'lluminated by electric lamps,

and the bow-wove, the wake of the ship and the spray

from the oars was created by carefully-directed jets of

compressed air fed from tubes under the water. Two of

these tubes, fitted with many fine upward-pointing nozzles,

extended along the sides of the barge, just below the lowest

position of the oars, while others were placed at bow and

stern. The necessary compressed air for this, together with

electricity to supply the motor and the lights, were supplied

by submerged cables and hose trailed from the stern. Dur-

ing the making of the shot, two men rode within the barge,

to manipulate the motor, light and air controls; yet in

spite of this it was necessary to ballast the ship with over

a ton of lead in order to sink it to the proper level!

At the far end of the tank, a painted backing was

built, to represent the farther side of the harbor; this was

painted in monochrome, and high-lighted to give a forced

perspective and modelling. In the immediate foreground

of the shot, a small "front-miniature" set was built, rep-

resenting docks. This, too, was in monochrome, and with

painted high-lights and modelling. The barge was towed

diagonally across the picture, about twenty feet from the

camera. The scene was lit by artificial light entirely, light-

ing the background relatively flat, while the barge was

lit with much greater contrast. The scene was filmed at

almost eight times normal speed, with the result that the

movement of the barge was slowed down to exactly the cor-

rect speed for so massive a ship, and a perfect illusion of

actuality was conveyed.

The Montage sequence of the battle was virtually a

production on a reduced scale. A representation of the

battle was of vital dramatic necessity to the story, yet in

spite of the fact that the production was a "special," it

(Continued on Page 354)
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PHOTOGRAPHY

of the MONTH

"BROADWAY BILL" (Columbia)

Joseph Walker, A.S.C.: Directing Cinematographer

Hollywood Reporter (October 25, 1934) : "Photography of

Joseph Walker is excellent, particularly in the action

sequences."

Daily Variety (October 25, 1934) : "Photography is up to

the picture's general excellence."

Film Daily (November 9, 1934) : Photography "A-1."

'"EVELYN PRENTICE" (M-G-M)

Charles G. Clarke, A.S.C.: Directing Cinematographer

Daily Variety (October 27, 1934) : "Photography and pro-

duction were both in keeping with the general excel-

lence of the picture."

Hollywood Reporter (October 27, 1934) : "Clarke's pho-

tography is mostly to the good."

Motion Picture Daily (October 29, 1934): "The photog-

raphy is okay."

Film Daily (November 10, 1934) ; Photography "Good."

"LIMEHOUSE BLUES" (Paramount)

Horry Fischbeck, A.S.C.: Direc*ing Cinematographer

Hollywood Reporter (October 30, 1934) : "Fischbeck Cam-
era Work Highlight." "—ond exquisitely photograph-

ed—." "—but it is the photography of Harry Fisch-

beck that is the real star cf the picture."

Daily Variety (October 30, 1934) : "Photography is okay."

Motion Picture Daily (October 31, 1934): "Horry Fisch-

beck's photography is fine."

"COLLEGE RHYTHM" (Paramount)

Leo Tover, A.S.C., Ted Tetxiaff, A.S.C.: Directing Cinema-
tographers

Hollywood Reporter (October 31, 1934): "Tover and
Tetzlaff give the picture all the best of good photog-

raphy—."

Daily Variety (October 31, 1934): "Photography very
good."

Film Daily (November 1, 193 1) : Photography "Fine."

"FLIRTATION WALK" (Wa,ner Bros.)

Sol Polito, A.S.C., George Barnes, A.S.C.: Directing Cmema-
tographers

Hollywood Reporter (November 1, 1934) :

"—and the pho-

tography, by Sol Polito and George Barnes, is way above

average—."

Daily Variety (November 1, 1934): "Photography excel-

lent."

Film Doily (November 2, 1934): Photography "A-1."
Motion Picture Doily (November 3, 1934): "The photog-

raphy by Sol Polito and George Barnes is topnotch."

"CHEATING CHEATERS" (Universal)

Norbert Brodine, A.S.C.: Directing Cinematographer

Hollywood Reporter (November 2, 1934) : "However, Nor-

bert Brodine gives the production lovely photography

—

if that could only tell a story well. Universal wouldn't

hove a 'cheater' on its hands."

"THE PAINTED VEIL" (M-G-M)

Williom Daniels, A.S.C.: Directing Cinematographer

Hollywood Reporter (November 3, 1934): "Photography
again can claim a major share of applause. William
Daniels has done a beautiful job—."

Motion Picture Daily (November 5, 1934) : "It is all pho-
tographed with such artistry by William Daniels—."

"—exquisite photography—." "—and excellent cam-
era work."

"REPEAL" (M-G-M)

Roy June, A.S.C.: Directing Cinematographer

Hollywood Reporter (November 3, 1934): "Photography
is consistently good—."

Daily Variety (November 3, 1934) : "Photography is ex-

cellent—."

"IMITATION OF LIFE" (Universal)

Merritt Gerstod, A.S.C.: Direcring Cinematographer

Doily Variety (November 3, 1954) : "Photography by Mer-
ritt Gerstad is all four aces."

"FUGITIVE LADY" (Columbia)

Al Seigler, A.S.C.: Directing Cinematographer

Doily Variety (November 3, 1934): "Photography satis-

factory."

"HELL IN THE HEAVENS" iFox)

Bert Glennon, A.S.C.: Directing Cinematographer

Motion Picture Doily (October 27, 1934): "The photog-
raphy by Bert Glennon is extraordinary."

"ROMANCE IN MANHATTAN" (RKO)

Nick Musuraca, A.S.C.: Directing Cinematographer

Hollywood Reporter (November 5, 19341: "Photography,

by Nick Musuraca, way above the usual."

"I AM A THIEF" (Warner Bros.)

Sid Hickox, A.S.C.: Directing Cinematographer

Doily Variety (November 6, 1934) :

"—and good camera
work by Sid Hickox."

Hollywood Reporter (November 6, 1934): "Again, as a
particularly laudable feature of a picture, we recom-
mend the expert photogrophiy by Sid Hickox. Photog-
raphers these days, by virtue of their really excellent

work, are fast proving who the consistent experts are

that contribute so much to the success of pictures."

"BABBITT" (Warner Bros.)

Arthur Todd, A.S.C.: Directing Cinematographer

Hollywood Reporter (November 7, 1934): "—and Arthur
Todd's photography is interesting."

Doily Variety (November 7, 1934): "Piece is beautifully

photographed— ."

(Continued on Page 3521
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PHOTOGRAPH/ OF THE MONTH
(Continued from Page 351 )

"THE SILVER STREAK" (Radio)

J. R. Hunt-, A.S.C.: Directing Cinema-
tographer

Vernon Walker, A.S.C.: Photographic

Effects

Hollywood Reporter (November 8

1934): "Roy Hunt's camera work

deserves praise."

Daily Variety (November 8, 1934) :

"Camera work by J. Roy Hunt and

Vernon V^alker is strikingly outstand-

ing and spectacular."

Motion Picture Daily (November 12,

1934) : "Photography by J. Roy Hunt

and photographic effects by Vernon

Walker rote high."

"IT'S A GIFT" (Paramount)

Henry Sharp, A.S.C.: Directing Cinema-
tographer

Hollywood Reporter (November 8,

1934) :

"—and Henry Sharp photo-

graphed in first-class fashion."

Daily Variety (November 8, 1934):

"Photography okay."

"MARIE GALANTE" (Fox)

John Seitz, A.S.C.: Directing Cinematog-

rapher

Daily Variety (November 9, 19 3 4) :

"John Seitz's photography okay."

Motion Picture Daily (November 1 0,

1934): "The photography of John

Seitz is A- 1

."

"HOME ON THE RANGE" (Para-
mount)

William Mellor, A.S.C.: Directing Cine-

matographer

Daily Variety (November 9, 19 3 4) :

"William Mellor has photographed

very well."

Hollywood Reporter (November 9,

1934) : "Probably the single redeem-

ing feature of the piece is some poet-

ical photography—."

Motion Picture Daily (November 1 0,

1934) : "William Mellor did a good

job on the photography."

"BABES IN TOYLAND" (Hal Roach)

Froncis Corby, A.S.C., Art Lloyd, A.S.C.:

Directing Cinematogrophers

Hollywood Reporter ( November 10,

1934): "Corby and Lloyd in their

photography do both swell and poor

work.'

Daily Variety (November 10, 1934):

"Photogrophy is very good."

Motion Picture Daily (November 12,
1934): "The photography of Francis

Corby and Art Lloyd is fair."

Film Doily (November 12, 1934): Pho-

tography "A- 1

."

"THE PRESIDENT VANISHES"
I Wonger-Poramount

)

Barney McGill, A.S.C.: Directing Cine-

matogrooher

Hollywood Reporter ( November 1 2,

1934) : "Deserving, too, is the excel-

lent camera work of Barney McGill,

with the most intelligent use of stock

shots this reviewer has ever seen."

Daily Variety (November 12, 1934):
"Camera work is top-notch."

"SEQUOIA" (M-G-M)

Chet Lyons, A.S.C.: Directing Cinema-
tographer

Motion Picrure Doily (November 1 0,
1934): "Chester Lyons' photography
is also a feature the patrons will talk

about."

"MAYBE IT'S LOVE" (Warners)

Arthur Edeson, A.S.C.: Directing Cine-

matographer

Increasing the diversity of angles on

each of these actions will further in-

crease the tempo of your sequence; but

this will require greater care in the as-

sembly, because each angle—each type

of camera treatment — will naturally

have its inherent, individual rhythm,

which must be carefully coordinated

with those of the other scenes, and of

the sequence itself. Going back to our

hypothetical subjects— the snail, the

baby, the pedestrian, the bicyclist, the

family cor end the racer—let's see how
diversified ar.gles combined with rhyth-

mic cutting con build a sequence. We
would still begin with 15 feet of the in-

sert of the snail; following this with 15

feet of the baby crawling. Next, 12 feet

of the man v/alking toward a stationary

camera, followed by 12 feet of the bi-

cyclist pedalling diagonally toward a fix-

ed camera. Now add 10 feet of the

family sedan jolting along a rough road,

coming toword a stationary camera from
the some angle, followed by 8 feet of

on extreme Icng-shot of the racer dash-
ing across a brood expanse of open
country, still approaching diagonally.

Follow this with a big-figure "follow-

shot" of the man—7 feet—and a simi-

lar shot of the cyclist; then 5 feet of a

follow-shot of the family car crossing

the screen, followed by 4 feet of on
Akeley-shot of the racer. Next, about
2 feet of the original "dolly-shot" of

the walking man; 1 foot of the running-
shot of the cyclist; a dozen frames of

the running-shot of the family car, and
finish with eight frames of the racer.

The idea could even be extended by cli-

maxing with quick "flashes," a few
frames long, showing the man's feet (or

face, if he is dramatically important),

the cyclist's pedalling feet, the spinning

Hollywood Reporter (November 1 5,
1934) : "Edeson's photography is just

fair."

Doily Variety (November 15, 1934):
"Photography is first class . .

."

"FLIRTING WITH DANGER" (Mono-
gram )

Archie Stout, A.S.C.: Directing Cinema-
tographer

Daily Variety (November 15, 1934):
"Archie Stout gets in some nice
shots."

"ONE HOUR LATE" (Paramount)

Benjomin Reynolds, A.S.C.: Directing

Cinematographer

Hollywood .Reporter (November 20,

1934): "—and the photography is

all to the good."

Daily Variety (November 2 0, 1934):
"Camera has been well handled by

Benjamin Reynolds."

wheels of the racer, and so on, progres-

sively shortening the flashes until the

final shot might comprise but three or

four frames of film. For the best effect,

this cycle of "flashes" should probably

be repeated several times, and the angles

carefully diversified.

In this lest treatment, the rhythm

builds more slowly, as more footage is

used: but it builds even more steadily,

and to a greater climax. This is due to

two principal reasons: first of all, the

angles used are in themselves progres-

sively more and more dynamic, and con-

vey an increasing sense of speed; and
secondly, the rhythmic editorial treat-

ment prgoressively reduces the screen

time of each scene as the action and
camera-treatment grow more dynamic
and arresting.

Rhythmic cutting is applicable to any

type of production, and to all types of

scenes. It cor. be used to maintain an

even tempo in a sequence whose com-
ponent scenes may be of differing in-

dividual rhythms; or to retard or accel-

erate the tempo of a sequence. But one

thing need be kept in mind: namely,

that there should be a definite relation-

ship between the footage allotted to any

scene, the "time relation" of the action

portrayed in the scene, and the rhythm

desired in tlie completed sequence. Just

OS we ore accustomed to use long scenes

and few cuts to maintain a placid
rhythm, and short scenes with a number
of cuts to build to or maintain a quick

tempo, so, too, we should remember that

by proportioning the footage to the vis-

ual forcefulness of the action and cam-
era-angles, we con build sequences and

productions with dramatically useful

cinematic rhythm.

CINEMATIC RHYTHM IN FILM-EDITING
(Continued from Page 345>
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STELLAR acting. ..inspired direction

...superb camera technique ... should
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SPECIAL-EFFECTS AND MONTAGE FOR "CLEOPATRA
(Continued from Page 350)

was immediately seen that the sequence

absolutely could not be made by normal

methods. To adequately film this battle,

which included both land and sea fight-

ing, by the methods in vogue up to a

few years ago, could not have cost less

than $1,000,000, a figure obviously out

of the question. Accordingly, as is so

often the case, the final script of "Cleo-

patra" came through with this important

sequence covered by the simple nota-

tion, "Montage, for Special-Effects

Dept."

Our first step was to prepare a rougli

continuity of our treatment of the se-

quence. This was partly written, and

partly drawn: it consisted essentially of

a description of the results we planned,

accompanied by a number of sketches,

prepared by the Department's art-direc-

tor, illustrating the principal scenes. We
then conferred with Mr. de Mille upon

this, and secured his approval, and that

of the production authorities upon it,

and upon our tentative budget for the

job.

The next step, of course, was to pre-

pare and photograph the various com-

ponent shots required. The miniatures

of the sea-fight, like those of the royal

barge, were built by Art Smith, and pho-

tographed by J. D. Jennings, A.S.C. It

is interesting to note that although on

the screen a fleet of 35 or more galleys

appears to be engaged, in reality but

two miniature galleys were used. One
of these was ^the royal barge, rebuilt as

a war-galley; the other one was a com-
pletely new ship, though lacking many
of the refinements of the other. They

were multiplied into a fleet by the old,

familiar trick of parallel mirrors, and

these were again multiplied into the two

opposing fleets by split-screen double-

exposures. The closer shots of the battle

were made using these two miniatures,

with often a number of less finished

miniatures and cut-outs in the back-

ground, and ir some instances several of

these shots were combined by Optical

Printing. As the warfare of the period

made extensive use of fire-balls thrown

by catapults, the ships were entirely

fireproofed by application of special

chemicals and the use of asbestos fabrics.

In consequence, we were able to burn

the ships doily for several weeks! The

catapults, etc., were likewise in minia-

ture; and several of these shots were

used OS backgrounds for composite shots

—both Optically Printed and Transpar-

ency—in which living actors were placed

in the foreground with the miniature

battle raging in the rear.

The land battle was filmed by more

or less conventional methods, using

small groups of actors. Some of these

scenes were intercut with, or superim-

posed upon stock-shots of chariots and
horsemen made fourteen years ago for

Mr. de Mille's "Ten Commandments"!
The spectacular shot of the wounded
soldier apparently being impaled by the

spiked wheel of the car of Juggernaut,

was of course made (like a magician's

trick) "wirh mirrors." The scenes of

"Antony" fighting around the tree were

made separotely by Mr. de Mille, and

incorporated into our sequence.

The important task of assemblmg
these many scenes into a coherent whole

was in charge of Paul Lerpee, to whom
great credit ii manifestly due. He be-

gan the sequence, you may recall, by

shots of Egyptian and Roman trumpet-

ers, on high wells, summoning the troops.

The former, incidentally, was token from

an earlier production, "The Wanderer,"

which, oddly enough, was the work of

Victor Milner, A.S.C, who photographed

"Cleopatra"; the latter shot was from

"The Sign of the Cross."

There then followed scenes of the two

armies marching forth to battle: and

msteod of separating these shots by the

usual type of transition, Lerpee very

wisely selected scenes in which the cam-
era hod hecn panned, and blended the

pans in an Optical Printer. This natur-

ally kept the tempo much faster than

could be done with ordinary transitional

methods. Several of the scenes imme-
diately preceding the actual battle—in-

cluding those showing the principals

leading their armies in chariots, and

the chariot-charge against the Roman
legions—utilized the fourteen-year-old

"stock-shots" wtih the current action

superimposed, sometimes by Transpar-

ency process-shots, and sometimes by

simple Optical Printing. It is interesting

to note that the film hod been so well

preserved, end so carefully restored,

that there wa: not the slightest trouble

in registration with these shots.

Some few of the shots showing the

marching armies were Optically Printed

at distorted angles, to heighten the ef-

fect. The sequence made by Mr. de

Mille, sho-.ving Antony's fight by the

tree, was greatly shortened by Lerpee,

and incorporated bodily in the sequence.

The transition to the sea-fight was

effected by on Optical transition super-

imposing the woke of a ship upon the

scene of the shore melee, and quickly

blending with the introductory shots of

the sea-battle. But aside from these few

simple Optical Transitions, no superim-

positions, or conventional transitions

were employed except at the very end

of the sequence, when a close-up of

"Cleopatra'' was superimposed upon the

final shots of the rout of the Egyptians.

At several points, the fire-balls thrown

by the catapults, photographed coming

directly into the camera, provided ex-

cellent natural means of effecting quick

transitions, as did shots of the fires,

battering-rams, etc., of the night-effect

scenes of the land-fight.

In all, many thousand feet of film

were exposed upon this sequence, en-

tirely by the special-effects staff. In

the completed sequence, Lerpee used

approximately three hundred separate

scenes or cuts, and with them he told

the entire story of the battle in 350 feet

of film! Short, direct cuts, in great va-

riety, kept the tempo throughout very

fast: the majority of the cuts used were

under two feet in length, and some were

as short as eight frames. The problem

of editing this sequence was heightened

by the fact that the film was wanted for

early release, so that instead of having

the time to work from a normal black-

and-white woiking print we hod to cut

the duping lovendor. None the less,

six weeks after we had secured Mr. de

Mille's apjrova\ on our tentative con-

tinuity, we v.ere able to deliver the fin-

ished sequence, ready to be placed in

the completed film. And the cost of

our entire battle was less than the cost

of building a single galley for filming the

sequence full-scale, as would have been
inevitable cnly a few years ago!

Improvising Camera Tricks

(Conhnued from Page 346)

the camera suspended over the road,

upside-down; comedy scenes showing,

for example, c dog retiring to a corner

to stand on its head, ore made the same
way. Yet another unusual item in

Thompson's location equipment is o

magazine loaded with fast "sound-

track" positive film, which he presses

into service when filming desert and
other scenes when the light is abnor-

mally flat.

On the other extreme, Cinematog-

rapher Ash has frequently had to film

exteriors where he could not use color-

filters in the normal way, yet some im-

provisation was needed to secure the

proper correction in the sky. For this,

he has used large pieces of colored gel-

atin, which he mounts before the cam-
era exactly as a gloss for a "gloss-shot"

is mounted: the lower edge of the gel-

atin is carefully cut away to conform to

the horizon-line on the ground-gloss

—

and it serves as a very acceptable filter.

Cinematographer William Mellor, A.S.C,

filming "Wings in the Dark," undoubt-

edly used the largest filters so far

known. Many of the scenes for this film

were made ot an airport, with the action

taking place in practical interior sets,

with the flying field showing through

the windows. Mellor had filmed the

normal exteriors through a "G" filter;

and it was necessary that the landscape

OS seen through the windows should
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carry through the same correction—but

equally undesirable that the interior

scene itself should be filtered. Accord-

ingly, Mellor used the windows them-
selves as filters! He had colored gloss

window-panes used instead of clear

glass; and as the colored glass used was
very closely matched to the "G" filter,

the result of this improvisation was per-

fect.

sketches. This system naturally assures

a true photographic perspective.

The actual painting is made in mono-
tone, and completed in considerable de-

tail.

Then the first photographic test is

made. This test is made by photograph-

ing the painted matte upon some of

the undeveloped test-footage. There-

after, any detail corrections that may
be needed in the painting are made,
and final tests for alignment, etc., are

made, to be doubly certain that the

matte will prove a perfect match for the

already completed portions of the scene.

Thereof te.', the exposed film of the

scene itself is threaded into the camera,

and re-exposed upon the matte painting.

The painting fits precisely into the por-

tions matted out of the original expos-

ure, while the complementary areas,

MAKING MATTE-SHOTS
(Continued from Page 347)

The film is held, undeveloped, and
turned over to the special-effects de-

partment to be completed. In addition,

a quantity of extra footage is photo-

graphed for use in the tests necessary

for matching the matte-shot painting

and the actual shot.

At this time, if it has not been done
earlier, the matte-shot artist mokes a

rough sketch of the parts to be added
by the matte-shot, and its relation to

the already photographed scene. This

sketch is submitted for the approval of

the supervising art-director and the di-

rector of the production. Thereafter, the

preparation of the actual motte-shot
painting commences.

The first step is to develop a few
frames of the extra test footage token,

and then to make a photographic en-

largement of one of these frames, us-

ually to approximately AVzxS inches in

size. This enlargement is to serve the

matte-paintor as a guide in matching

the light-values, gradation, etc., of the

scene in his painted matte.

The second step is to prepare the ac-

tual matte-pointing. A frame of the

negative test is put in on enlorging-

camera or ptcjector and projected on to

the matte-f.ointing support, which is us-

ually about 30x40 inches in size. Then
with the aid of the projector, the artist

draws in the ports to be added, following

the enlargement and his preliminary

_ Holl'VWood _
^oTiON PicTure/^ipmemT(o.[[d.

64 5 NORTH MARTEL AVE- CABLE ADDRESS ARTREEVES

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA. USA

FACTS ABOUT THE BELL & HOWELL
PRODUCTION
PRINTER

Available On Lease or Outright Sale

1. Automatic—The negative, once threaded, is not
touched by human hands throughout a run of hun-
dreds of prints. Automatically cleans both negative

and positive.

2. Savings—Speedily repays investment in large

plants conservatively within one year.

3. Dependability — Successfully operated continu-

ously 24 hours a day with no breakdowns, no re-

placements, no mislights, no prints out of sink.

4. Quality—Printer designed on basis of compre-
hensive survey of factors induced by sound and
necessity for delicate sensitometric control. Results
—perfect prints in large volume.
5. Improvements—Fundamental features of design
insure adaptability to possible and probable future
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(). Cost—Price does not take account of tremen-
dous development expense of this printer, but is
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having been painted a flat, non-reflec-

tive black, do not "register" upon the

film. As a result, the completed matte-

shot shows the painted matte as an in-

distinguishable part of the actual scene.

Figures 1 and 2 are excellent ex-

amples of successful matte-shots. They
are from a picture in which the earlier

oction occurs in a typical small town of

a number of years ago, while the later

action shows the same town entirely

modernized. Older production methods

would have required not only the build-

ing of a large and costly set for the

earlier acticT, but the complete rebuild-

ing of the entire set for the modern se-

quences. The use of the matte-shot

technique eliminated this expensive pro-

cedure, and the result is if possible even

more satisfactory.

Figures 3 and 4 show the radical

transformation made by this process in

a long-shot needed for a certain se-

quence. Again, the upper picture shows

the scene as actually photographed, with

the foreground—in which, needless to

say, there was actually no canyon—
blocked out by the matte in the camera.

The lower picture shows how convinc-

ingly the painted gully blends into the

actual landscape.

Although matte-shots are generally

made in monotone, the process need by

no means be considered as limited to the

monochrome field. With the greater

popularity of natural-color processes,

such as Technicolor's new three-color

process, it is inevitable that the matte-

shot process be extended to serve
natural-color, as well as black-and-

white productions. Matte-shots in nat-

ural color, however, are a far more dif-

light-sensitive cell; but generally speak-

ing, this practice is not desirable. The

ficult problem: not only must the per-

spective and detail of the original shot

be matched perfectly, but also color-

values and exposures. The matching of

color is naturally complicated by the fact

that the first exposure may frequently

be made by natural light, while the

matte-painring exposure is usually made
by artificial illumination, which fre-

quently gives different values to colors,

while visually identical pigments and

colors may often have vastly different

photographic results. However, a care-

ful study of the photographic reactions

of colors, pigments, textures and light-

ings is being mode, and perfect blends

can now be obtained in technicolor

matte-shots.

reason for this is undoubtedly the delicate

balance between the overall spectrum

sensitivity of the photocell and of the

film. It may be regarded as almost axio-

matic that for normal purposes the color-

sensitivity of modern super-panchromatic

emulsions 's very similar to that of the

human eye: but this similarity is only ap-

proximate, and by no means exact in de-

tail. The human-eye "Visibility Curve"

begins very flatly in the violet region, be-

gins to rise sharply in the blue-green

(approximately 480 mu), thereafter ris-

ing to a high peak in the yellow-green

region (575 mu), and dropping rather

rapidly through the yellows, orange,

and red, cutting off sharply at 700
mu. The photocell color-sensitivity

curve, on 'he other hand, begins well

in the invisible ultra-violet region and

ascends evenly to a peak in the yellow

(580 mu), thereafter almost paralleling

the decline cf the visibility curve, though

appreciably farther into the red end,

and retaining a low color-sensitivity for

red and even into the infra-red. The

spectral response of the average present-

day super-panchromatic emulsion, on

the other hand, rises sharply from the

border of the ultra-violet, and main-

tains a uniformly high sensitivity to the

blue, blue-gteen, green, and yellow-

green, rising to a peak in the orange

and red regions, and maintaining con-

siderable sensitivity through the reds and

into the border of the infra-red.

For practical purposes, all three of

these curves coincide sufficiently so that

the exposure-meter furnishes a good,

practical guide for unfiltered exposures.

Similarly, (he lighter yellow and yellow-

orange filters—up to, that is, the "G"—
do not cut out enough of the wave-

lengths to which the meter is most
strongly sensitive to seriously affect the

accuracy of readings made in connection

with these filters. In other words, for

these lighter yellow filters, ud to and

including the "G," direct filtered read-

Everything Photographic
for Professional and Amateur
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repaired. Designers and manufac-
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lens shade and filter-holder
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handle.
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USING THE PHOTOELECTRIC EXPOSURE-METER
(Continued from Page 348)
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ings of the meter may be taken as ac-

curate.

Readings taken through the deeper

red and night filters ore definitely mis-

leading. As has been shown, the peak

of the photocell's spectral-response curve

is in the yellow region, around 580 mu,

after which the cell's response to color

falls off rapidly, being approximately

45% at 650 mu (the verge of the red

area), and dropping rapidly to less than

10% at 700 mu (the farther end of

the red) . At the same time, the film

reaches its greatest sensitivity in the

neighborhood of 650 mu (which is a

strong red), and maintains considerable

sensitivity thioughout much of the vis-

ible red area. The more common red

filters absorb all wave-lengths below

575 or 600 mu, and accordingly block

out the majority of the light to which

the photocell is most sensitive.

Therefore, exposure - meter readings

made through such red filters cannot

but be inaccurate. In tests made by the

authors, these inaccuracies were found

to be at least a stop and a half, and
sometimes even greater. Therefore,

when using the red filters the normal,

unfiltered exposure-meter reading should

be used in conjunction with the filter-

factor and filter-exposure tables pub-
lished by the film manufacturers. For

this, naturally the most convenient type

of chart to use is one which reads di-

FRANK C. ZUCKER J. BURGI CONTNER
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I'ower required to drive is watt.
I^ine imuge ''/• mil by 70 mils, focused
by micrometer screw with riifid lock.
Overall dimension, length ly/^ inches,
diamrter of tube V/- inch. Image 5/16
inch from objective. We will mount it

to any recorder or camera equipped
with sound gate for slight additional
charge.
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1515 Cahuenga Blvd.,

Hollywood, Calif.

Phone; GLodstone 2404

ROy DAVIDGE
FILM

LABORATORIES

Negative Developing

and Daily Print

Exclusively

6701 SANTA MONICA BLVD.

GRanite 3108

rectly m terms of exposures, based on

definite norrpol, unfiltered exposures.

When making filtered night-effect

scenes, by far the most effective method
is to follow such a table, basing your

proceedure upon a normal, unfiltered

meter- reading, and modifying your ex-

posure according to the result desired.

• We have arranged with JAMES AT-
KINS, regis^'ered patent attorney, Mun-
sey Building, Washington, D. C., to fur-

nish us with a memorandum of the
recently issued patents relating to im-

provements in our industry.

Inquiries with reference to this subject

should be addressed to the Editor of the

Patent Department, where they will re-

ceive prompt ottention.

CAMERA SUPPORT. No. 1,977,154.

Issued Oct. 16, to John L. Spence, Jr.,

Brooklyn, N. Y., assignor to The Remac
Patents Corporation, New York City.

APPARATUS FOR PREPARING FILMS.
No. 1,977,166. Issued Oct. 16, to An-
thony G. Wise, Beverly Hills, Calif., as-

signor to Metro-Goldwyn-Moyer Corpor-

ation, Culver City, Calif.

CINEMATOGRAPH AND SYNCHRON-
IZED SOUND REPRODUCING UNIT.

No. 1,977,293. Issued Oct. 16, to

Abraham Shapiro, Chicago, III., assignor

to Universal Stamping & Mfg. Co., Chi-

cago, III.

SOUND RECORD COMPOSITION AND
METHOD OF MAKING. No. 1,977,-

940. Issued Oct. 23, to Fritz Frank,

Berim, Germany, assignor to the firms

Honseatische Muhlenwerke Aktiengesell-

schaft, Hamburg, Germany, and Poly-

phonwerke Aktiengesellschaft, Berlin,

Germany.

SOUND REPRODUCING APPARATUS.
No. 1,978,183. Issued Oct. 23, to Ernst

F. W. Alexanderson, Schenectady, N. Y.,

assignor to General Electric Company.

MOTION PICTURE PROJECTION
METHOD AND APPARATUS. No. 1,-

978,250. Issued Oct. 23, to James J.

Dilks, Jr., Philadelphia, Pa.

For all normal work, including filtered

and unfiltered scenes made through

haze, light fog, and the like (using the

lighter filters), we have found the read-

ings of photocell exposure-meters ex-

tremely accurate, and a very definite

benefit to the production cinematog-

rapher.

FILM TREATING APPARATUS. No. 1,-

977,753. Issued Oct. 23, to George C.

Beidler, Rochester, N. Y.

REEL. No. 1,977,880. Issued Oct. 23,

to Hilyord C Howsom, Chicago, III., as-

signor to Hubbard Spool Company, Chi-

cago, III.

METHOD OF TREATING CUT FILM
No. 1,976,31 1. Issued Oct. 9, to Henry

E. Van Derhcef, Rochester, N. Y., as-

signor to Eastman Kodak Company,
Rochester, N. Y.

MOTION PICTURE PULL DOWN
MECHANISM. No. 1,976,338. Issued

Oct. 9, to Edwin C. Fritts, Rochester, N.

Y., assignor to Eastman Kodak Company,

Rochester, N. Y.

AUTOMATIC SELF-ERECTING FRONT
CAMERA. No. 1,976,339. Issued Oct.

9, to Carl C. Fuerst, Rochester, N. Y.,

assignor to Eastman Kodak Company,

Rochester, N. Y.

CONTROL FOR A PHOTOGRAPHIC RE-

CORDING APPARATUS. No. 1,976,346

Issued Oct. 9, to Carter J. Hughey,

Rochester, N Y., assignor to Eastman

Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.

HENRY GERRARD DIES

As a result of an operation for ap-

pendicitis, Henry Gerrard, A.S.C., died

lost month. Gerrard was one of the ace

cameramen at the Radio studios. He

was responsible for the photography on

"Little Women" and before entering the

hospital had finished the picture "Little

Minister."

Only a faw months ago Mrs. Gerrard

passed away ond within the past year

he lost several other close relatives.

PATENT DEPARTMENT

Max Factor's

MAKE-UP
/\ Easy to Apply Easy to Remove
^ Stays on All Day - - - Photographically Correct

MAX FACTOR'S MAKE-UP STUDIO • HOLLYWOOD



The Same Great Spirit or

GOOD WILL
and

A Bright, Merry Christmas
to

ALL CINEMATOGRAPHERS
The World Over

J. E. BRULATOUR, Inc.

Chicago New York Hollywood

EASTMAN FILMS



2
N E W
FILMO
PROJECTORS

1. 1000-WATT-MODEL 130 {illustrated above)

FILMO 8 MM. PROJECTOR
(Lejt, above). Shows brilliant, steady, flickerless 8 mm. mo\ ies up

to 6 feet wide. 300-watt lamp. Gear-driven—no chains or belts.

Power rewind. Pilot light. Stops for still pictures. I'.isr ( ooLc

F 1.6 lens. Manual framer. Full lihn protection. Bc'vH precision

mechanism in riyid, non-warping, die-cast aluminum housing.

FILMO R PROJECTORS
(Centerj. .Tiiree moderately priced models— 5QO-watt, 750-watt,

and 750-watt with variable resistance and voltmeter. Have power

rewind, manual framer. May be run backw .ud .nid

stopped for still projection. Superior I'ilnio ilcsign

and consttLiction throughout.

FILMO JS PROJECTOR
I liiejii J. 750-watt lamp, variable resistance, and

illuminated voltmeter. Fully gear-driven—no chains

or belts. Power rewind, manual franicr. fast f ,ooke

1' I 65 lens, and pilot liglit.
|

THE new Filmo looo-vvatt 16 mm. Projector marks a

major advance in 16 mm. equipment, extending the

use of safe, economical 16 mm. film into large auditori-

ums where heretofore onlv 35 mm. film would serve. So

efficient is its new optical system that our tests show it

gives 80% greater screen brilliance than 750-watt pro-

jectors, although the lamp wattage increase is but 33

'

}%.

A new cooling system keeps the looo-watt lamp within

its maximum safe temperature. 1600-foot film reels are

accommodated—a one-hour show without interruption!

Features include new streamline base giving lov.- center

of gravity, and completely new arrangement of controls.

Complete details upon request. Price $385.

2 . 750-WATT-MODEL 129
Similar in general appearance to the looo-watt model pic-

tured above, the new Filmo 750-watt Model ixg Projector

also has a new, low, streamline base and a 16 mm. film

capacity of t6oo feet. It is a moderately priced projector

for use in home, school, and wherever full looo-watt

illumination is not required. Details soon to be available.

BELL & HOWELL COMPANY
1848 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, Illinois; New York;

Hollywood; London (BiSiH Co., Ltd.) E.steih!i\hcil i()oy

FILMOBELL &

HOWELL
PERSONAL MOVIE PROJECTORS
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DESERVE AGFA S U P E R PA N

• Holidays give the amateur filmer

his greatest opportunity for dramatic

indoor movies under artificial light.

These precious moments deserve

Agfa Fine-Grain Superpan Reversi-

hle Film. Load your camera with

this film for all indoor work.

screen projection without noticeable

grain—with greater depth—greater

brilliance—greater detail.

Speed: Extreme speed: twice as

fast as regular Pan in dayHght, three

times as fast under artificial light.

Color Sensitivity: Sensitive to all

colors of the spectrum including red.

Latitude: Wide latitude to mini-

mize errors in exposure.

Gel ready for the Italiiliiyx n<fw with A.f^ftt l^ISII^i, h itti'-(wrfiiti Supcrjxifi ltf*vf*rsihl<* hiltti

rhese Su[»erpan <pialities assure your

satisfaction with tlic screen results:

Fine Grain: Tliis means larger size

MADE IN AMERICA BY

AGFA ANSCO CORPORATIONBINGHAMTON NEW YORK
Boston, New York City, Cincinnati, Chicago, Kansas City, San Francisco, Los Angeles. Agfa Ansco Ltd., 204 King St. East, Toronto, Ont.

FOR BEST RESULTS USE BEST MATERIALS,
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PROFESSIONAL Criticism of the Amateur

picture is a port of the service offered by the

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER. Many are

not aware of this. Hundreds of pictures hove

been reviewed this post year by members of

the American Society of Cinemotographers for

the Amateur.

AMATEUR
MOVIE
SECTION

Contents . . .

WIPE-OFF Splicer for 16mm Films

by Chas. G. ClarKe, A.S.C 364

FADES and Dissolves

by Harry Walden.. 364

1934 Amateur Prize Winners 365

LET'S Talk About Lenses

by Wm. J. Grace 366

SPECIAL Effect Lighting for the Amateur

by Arthur J. Campbell, A.S.C 368

WHEELS of Industry 369

TITLING with Home-Mode Titler

by Ed Ludes 370

TREND of the Timer 375

Next Month . . .

• Among other interesting items we will give

you the winners of the equipment prizes . . .

we will also let you know who ore included

among the list to receive honorable mention.

Unfortunately it wos impossible to complete

the judging to give all of this information for

this month because of the great number of

entries the judges had to go through.

• Another interesting indoor lighting will be

given by a member of the A.S.C. He will touch

a little on the practice of the studios.
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At top the wipe otf made by the gadget shown
below.

Wipe-off

Splicer

for 16mm Films

by

Chas. G. Clarke, A. S. C.

DURING the editing of my 16mm films many in-

stances arose where some form of dissolve would

smooth the continuity of action and thought. Striv-

ing for a simple device, I discarded ideas that called for

elaborate optical printing apparatus and started to build

splicer to make a long diagonal splice, which on the

screen would produce a "wipe dissolve" effect.

The splicer is herewith illustrated. As can be seen,

it was built up from an inexpensive metal print trimmer.

Near the cutting edge, four pilot pins were located to hold

the film at a uniform angle to the knife, and prevent slip-

page as the cut was made. The ends of both films to be

spliced are cut on this angle. A metal guide strip has been

provided that drops down over the film to flatten and hold

it during the cutting process. This strip also forms the

scraping guide to determine the correct amount to be
neatly scraped off for the splice. An ordinary scraping

edge is used, but the device con readily be adapted to

use a dry scraper attachment. After the films are cut

and scraped they are ready to be put on the "patcher,"

which is a long bar with eight pins to correctly register

the perforations. The scraped edge is put on the pins,

cement applied, and the other end quickly located and the

pressure device applied. Carefully made, these splices are

as strong as any, can be wound and rewound, cleaned and
projected the same as ordinary film.

The splice as I have made il requires 14 frames to pass

from one side of the picture to the other, and the effect on
the screen is one of a quick wipe, i.e., one scene travels

off the screen as another takes its place. As can be real-

ized, any combination of scenes can be joined; titles to

scenes, scenes to inserts, etc. Interesting effects can be

obtained such as utilizing an exit from a scene; the splice

being made just behind the person leaving the scene. Thus
mode the next scene will follow across right behind the one
leaving the previous scene. If the splice is not timed just

right the first time, it can be remade a few frames, and
tried over.

I am sure that this device will prove a valuable aid in

giving the amateur film the professional touch, smooth
over sudden jumps to new scenes, and otherwise lend va-

riety to the finished picture. Films made long ago can be

dressed up with new "wipe-offs."

Patent has been applied for the idea and device and
should sufficient demand arise it will be put on the market
to sell at a reasonable price.

Fades and Dissolves

by Harry Walden

HUMAN nature abhors shocks. Hence the fade and

the mix, sometimes termed the lap dissolve. If it

is desired to induce a sense of quiet into a film

the gradual fade out followed by a gradual fade in will

achieve the desired effect much better than the abrupt cut

from one scene to another. In the same way pictures which

dissolve into one another preserve the even tenor of the

film.

Professionals have a number of ways in which such

effects may be achieved but, in the main, the amateur is

restricted to the use of the diaphragm of the camera lens.

In order to fade out the diaphragm is slowly closed at a

prearranged point in the picture, while the fade in is simi-

larly effected by slowly opening up the lens. For a dissolve

the first picture is faded out and after the film has been

rewound in the camera to the beginning of the fade the

second scene is faded in on the same piece of film, thus

producing the gradual transition from one picture to the

next.

Simple as the method may be it has its difficulties.

First there is the difficulty of closing or opening the dia-

phragm at the requisite speed. Failure in this respect will

mean that the fade is unnaturally fast either at the be-

ginning or the end of the change. There is also the other

difficulty that amateur reversal film is automatically con-

trolled in the processing to overcome errors in exposure.

So that as the fade commences the machine does its level

best to overcome what it conceives to be an error in ex-

posure on the part of the photographer; and the result is

literally a "wash-out."

The amateur has, however, other means at his disposal

for obtaining smooth transitions from scene to scene. These

involve a certain amount of planning in the making of the

picture. A station name-board, announcing the location of

the film, can disappear in a cloud of steam and, as the

steam clears, there is revealed the scene either inside or

outside the station. There are several ways of achieving

such a result. The first, of waiting for the steam, will

(Continued on Page 379)
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WINNERS
8mm Pi ctures

Take Honors

in 1934

Competition

AGAIN the lowly 8mm picture receives the plaudits

and prizes most coveted in the 1934 AMERICAN
, CINEMATOGRAPHER Amateur Movie Contest.

Last year one 8mm picture was among the winners; this

year there ore two, both of them definitely standing out

above all other entries.

Many of the pictures entered were evidently produced

as a definite subject for this contest. This meant that there

were a great number of worthy productions to be consid-

ered by the judges.

Again, practically every civilized country on the globe

was represented, and again some of the prizes will go
abroad and into Canada.

In the final summing up all possible classes are not

represented among the listed winners. This was for one

of two reasons: either there were no entries in that class

or the quality of the entries in that class did not warrant

the honor a prize given by the American Cinematographer
represents under its method of judging.

It will be remembered that lost year it was established

that a picture must overage at least 85% in order to be

considered a prize winner. Based on this rating the final

summing up brought forth prizes for eight classifications

and an additional prize for photography. Those classifica-

tions represented ore Home Movie, Scenic, Documentary,
Kodocolor, Educational, Scientific, Travel, and Scenario.

The $250.00 prize for the best all around picture went
to R. B. Clardy of Los Angeles for his 8mm picture "New
Horizon," made in 200 feet. Clardy was the winner lost

year of the gold medal for scenorio and photography. Last

year Clordy's picture was based on a western theme, while

this year his scenario, although set in its greater port in

the outdoors hod several indoor shots. However, most to

be admired was the way in which he handled his production

both from composition and directorial standpoint. There

were only three people in his cost with the girl assuming

the major role. His sense of dramatic values, and especially

his fine feeling for the proper tempo brought forth un-

stinted praise from the judges. His photography rated high

for 8mm film, but was not quite up to the very fine pho-

tography of Totsuichi Okomoto of Japan.

Okomoto two years ago won the prize for photography

with his 16mm picture "Early Summer." Since then he

has turned to the 8mm camera. His picture "Tender
Friendship," in 150 feet of 8mm film, was sensational

from the photographic standpoint. Its sheer beauty, its

poetic rhythm both in story and photography, made it one

of the outstanding pictures of the contest.

GRAND PRIZE, $250.00 . . . R. B.

Clardy, Los Angeles, Calif., for "New
Horizon," 8mm, 1 reel.

PHOTOGRAPHY, $100.00 . . .

Tatuschi Okomoto, Matsuymo, Japan,

for "Tender Friendship," 8mm, 1 reel.

HOME MOVIE, $50.00 ... Von
Dee Sickler, Los Angeles, for "Mis-

chief," 16mm, 1 reel.

SCENIC, $50.00 ... J. Sherlock,

Sydney, Australia, for "The Brook,"

16mm, 1 reel.

DOCUMENTARY, $50.00 . . . Les-

lie P. Thatcher, Toronto, Canada, for

"Another Day," 1 6mm, 1 reel.

KODACOLOR, $50.00 . . . Miss

Roanna W. Hill, Pittsburgh, Pa., for

"October," 16mm, 1 reel.

EDUCATIONAL, $50.00 . . . H.

Demorest, Hockensock, N. J., for

"The Story of Water," 16mm, 1 reel.

SCIENTIFIC, $50.00 . . . M. Abra-

ham Shur, Bronx, N. Y., for "Recon-
struction of Nose," 1 6mm, 1 reel.

TRAVEL, $50.00 . . . John E. Earl,

Los Angeles, Calif., for "The Trav-

eler," 16mm, 1 reel.

SCENARIO, $50.00 . . . R. B.

Clardy, Los Angeles, Calif., for "New
Horizon," 8mm, 1 reel.

While Okomoto would qualify for the photographic

prize only, still the judges feit that his picture was de-

serving of more consideration and raised that prize from

$50.00 to $100.00 in recognition of his unusually fine

photography.

"New Horizon" by Clardy and "Tender Friendship"

by Okomoto, both mode on 8mm film, were unanimously

voted the two outstanding pictures in the contest by the

judges. As is known, the judges in this contest ore mem-
bers of the American Society of Cinemotogrophers, the

ace cameramen of Hollywood's studios. Many of them are

users of 16mm and 8mm cameras. They are familiar with

the problems that confront the amateur with the equip-

ment available to them, and are appreciative of the results

attained by the amateur because they hove had experience

in the professional field as well and know what is possible

at both extremes.

This does not mean that there was not some very fine

work and commendable work done on 16mm. There was
photography and technique on this larger sized film that

drew much admiration. Many of the pictures this year

showed a high degree of smoothness and efficiency in spe-

cial effects, such as fade-outs, lap dissolves, wipe-offs, etc.

So as to understand the thoroughness with which each

picture is considered the judges on viewing the picture give

it a rating for the following lioints: photography, composi-

tion, direction, production technique, story, titles, editing,

acting and entertainment value. Immediately after each

picture is viewed, while all of the details of the production

(Continued on Page 376)
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Fig. 4. The Zeiss P r o t a r

type of anastigmat shows
the first attempt at correct-
ing both chromatic and
spherical aberrations by us-
ing glass having different
indices of refraction.

Fig. S. The Coerz D a g o r

type of anastigmat consists
of fewer elements than the
older protar, and is there-
fore a faster lens.

WE COME now in our discussion of lenses to the

type of photographic objective which is responsible

for modern photography — the anastigmat. No
matter if our film progress had advanced to its present

status, we should still be in the dark ages of photography
if we did not have the anastigmot.

In our study of lenses in the two preceding articles we
learned, at least in a cursory way, of the many faults of

lenses. And, so many of these various faults are difficult

to correct without running into still worse troubles. If we
correct for color aberration, spherical aberration is made
worse. If we correct spherical aberration and its many
phases, such as coma, astigmatism, and distortion, the color

aberration is made worse.

As soon as lens designers hod exhausted every scheme
to correct both major faults at once by surface shapes

alone, they turned to the idea of using different kinds of

glass which had different indices of refraction. There were

possibilities in juggling a combination of lens shapes and
lens materials, and with advancement even up to this writ-

ing still proceeding in the manufacture of glass for optical

purposes, the problem of ma!<ing a lens corrected for all

faults at once neored the solution.

Probably the first lens to oppeor which was corrected

for both chromatic and spherical aberrations was that
brought out by Zeiss in 1895. Figure 4 is a sketch of this

type of lens. In reality, this was a combination lens so made
that the front set of glasses or elements could be used by

itself, or the rear set by itself, ot both sets at one time. By

making each set of different focal length, it was really a

three-focal-length lens. However, the relative aperture was
fairly small, f/6,8, even with both lenses used together, and
the speed still less if just one or the other lens was used.

Since the more surfaces light must pass thru in a lens

Let's Talk

the more will be the loss from reflections from these sur-

faces, it is wise to cut down the number of elements to the

bare minimum. The Goerz Dogor type of lens, sketched

in Figure 5, is a good example of how fewer elements are

combined in such a way as to allow of proper correction.

In the Dagor, the two sets cf elements are similar and
the diaphragm is placed midway between the two sets.

Chromatic and spherical aberrations are corrected by virtue

of the fact that the outer elements of each set ore made
of the newer glass and the others of the old glass.

A still further step in refinement of the ansatigmat is

the result of the fine designing of H. Dennis Taylor of a

lens now famous—we know his lenses by the trade name
of Taylor, Hobson, Cooke. Th3 reputation of these lenses

is due, in part of course, to the excellence of workmanship,

but more largely to the principles of design.

If it were passible to buiid a perfectly corrected lens

of but one element, and if that shape might be possible to

manufacture economically, the lens designer would consider

it the millenium. Since that is impossible, the goal of per-

fection must be approached as closely as possible in other

ways.

We know that it isn't so much the thickness of the
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Fig. 6. The simplest form
of the anastigmat is shown
by the Cool<e Triplet. Note
the lack of cemented lenses
and the clean-cut appear-
ances of the combination.

Fig. 7. The most popular
form of the anastigmat is

the Zeiss Tessar, which is

similar to the Cooke Triplet
except for the rear element
which is a doublet in the
Tessar.

About Lenses

The

Anastigmat Lens

by

Wm. J. Grace
Not to be reproduced in any other publication

without the permission of the author.

glass in the elements of a lens that "holds bock" light as

it is the loss caused by reflections from each air-glass or

glass-air surface thru which the light passes. Therefore,

one of the first principles in the design of a lens is that

as few surfaces as possible be presented to the transmitted

light. A second consideration is to so choose a design that

does not require cementing lens elements. In ordinary

climates the cement is quite satisfactory, but in damp,
tropical climates, a lot of trouble may be experienced from

lens elements becoming uncemented.

Now suppose we look at Figure 6, which is a sketch of

the Cooke Triplet form or type of anastigmat. In this lens

astigmatism is eliminated by power or magnification of the
negative element (the middle element in the sketch) equal
to the sum of the powers of the two outer or positive ele-

ments. Chromatic aberration is corrected by making the
negative element of a gloss which has the proper index of
refraction. The shape of the surfaces of this element is

also made so that spherical aberration and coma ore cor-
rected.

If we but consider for a moment the design features
of the Cooke Triplet, it will be apparent that it is really a
remarkably fine piece of work. In the first place, the lens

has but three elements, thus making it possible to actually
get more light thru the combination than thru some other
combinations of the same diameter which use more ele-
ments. And because the physical size or diameter of the
lens is kept to a minimum with respect to the "speed" of
the lens, there is inherently less astigmatism, spherical
aberration, and coma. In the second place, because there
is no cement to deteriorate, it can be used in any climate.

Nor is the Cooke Triplet confined entirely to ordinary
photographic fields. Because of its high correction, par-
ticularly in the matter of yielding a flat image field, it Is

quite extensively used in photo-engraving processes because
of its freedom from distortion and because it "cuts sharp
to the edges of the plate or film."

Sometimes a fault is deliberately introduced into the

design of a lens. This is perhaps best illustrated by the

series of Cooke Triplets designed for portraiture. Portraits

are never absolutely faithful reoroductions of the physiog-

nomy of the subject, and this goes for photographic por-
traits OS well OS those done in oils. To be pleasing, a portrait

should surround the subject with a subtle aura of illusory

(Continued on Page 377)
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Special Effect Lighting

for the Amateur

by

Arthur J. Campbell, A. S. C.

YOU'RE going to get a big kick out of indoor photog-

raphy when the desire creeps into your photographic

heart to attempt some special effect lighting on your

subjects.

When that time comes you are on the high-road to

becoming a true photographer; then you are going to burn

the midnight oil and the kilowatts to create and reproduce

artistic effects.

You'll learn how to make an ordinary looking subject

beautiful, how to distort, how to dramatize and how to in-

terpret moods by means of lights.

But let's start with some of the simpler and basic special

effects procured with lights and their manipulation. There

is the fireside effect, silhouette effect, the dramatic low
lighting and the night effect.

The fireside effect is possibly among the simplest you
can do and at the some time one of the most pleasing. It

will be found particularly useful for your Christmas story.

The basic lighting for this effect will also give you a sil-

houette which is of course an essential part of the picture

in order to make the fireplace predominate in the scene.

With a couple of photoflood lomps in the fireplace and
your subject in front of these lamps to prevent them re-

flecting into the lens you have made the first step in this

particular bit of special lighting. It is necessary, however,

to have a certain amount of front lighting; this must be

very faint. This light is used to keep your subject from

becoming inky black. This front light is secured from a

lamp alongside of the camera.

In a scenario the value of a dramatized low lighting

can be clearly felt. The main source of light in this effect

should come from a point near the floor somewhere un-

derneath the lens of your camera. In a close-up when this

type of lighting is used the reflection of some small sub-

sidiary light in the eyes of the subject adds much to the

scene. Sketch 2 gives you a basic lay-out for the low-

lighting effect. In the long shots using this effect shadows

are of utmost importance; very often the most dramatic

scene can be most convincingly portrayed by shadows alone.

To properly perform the shadow effect the main source

of light must come from the side. In order that the shad-

ows fall in the right lengths in your scene it is necessary

that you first experiment with your lights. In placing the

lights for shadows, try also for sharpness in the shadow.

About the most common indoor night effect is that

of having one of the actors switch off the light which in

the set is supposedly the source of all light. To make this

effect convincing perfect co-ordination is necessary. How-
ever, when an extensive switch system isn't possible there

is another method of producing the effect. It, perhaps,

can be made more convincing with the use of a K 3 filter.

Using the filter like a fading g'ass, slide it in front of the

lens as the light on the set is turned out. This method is

more natural, for the scene doesn't become completely

black.

In portraying night scenes of indoor shots you of course

want your light fixtures to photograph as being lit. To

make the fixture lights give the effect of lighting up the

set place in them 250-watt lamps.

The effect of lightning flashes as seen through a win-

dow of your set can be easily made with flash-light powder.

However, it is important that only a small amount of the

powder be used, for any reflection into the lens of your

camera will light-streak the film.

Of most importance in all indoor lighting is the use

of backlighting. It is backlighting that takes that terrible

flatness out of photography. With good backlighting pho-

tography obtains some semblance of the third dimension

(depth). Backlighting separores your subject from its im-

mediate background and adds much to the realism of the

set. Sketch No. I gives the fundamental diagram on which

all backlighting is based. Try a little backlighting in the

next indoor scenes you mako; the actual test will prove

to you its great value.

Another important matter is the diffusion of your

lights. In using a minimum number of lights to obtain

the minimum exposure you will often find that the features

of your subjects photograph rather harsh. This can be

corrected by using a diffuser. By placing a diffuser such

(Continued on Page 380)
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WHEELS

Reeve Spot Light

• Arthur Reeve, former cameraman and

now operaHng the Hollywood Motion

Picture Equipment Company, has an-

nounced a new reflector and stand to

take the popular photoflood lamps.

This Artreeve lamp is made of spun

aluminum, but the unusual feature of

it, according to his announcement, is the

fact that when it is fitted with one of

the small 25c photoflood bulbs it acts

as a spot light, but when the larger pho-

toflood bulb is used it becomes a regular

flood light.

When this lamp was set alongside of

a regular studio lamp which used a

1000-watt light the spot light penetrat-

ed through the studio lamp and defin-

itely illuminated a section within the

radius of the larger lamp.

New 8mm Projectors

• The great advances being made by

the 8mm film among amateurs through-

out the world has undoubtedly prompted

the Eastman Kodak Company to improve

their 8mm ptcjectors.

Announcement made by them this

week tells of their Model 90 projectors,

termed a de luxe projector for 8mm film

equipped with a 300-watt lamp. This

model will supersede their present model

60 which is equipped with the 100-watt

lamp.

In addition to this they announce a

new Model 40 replacing former Model

25. Model 40's main point of difference

as compared to its predecessor is, that

it has been redesigned to use a 200-

wott lamp instead of a 100-watt. The

price, however, will remain the same as

Model 25.

Model 20, the simplest and least ex-

pensive member of the 8mm family, will

remain the some.

The interesting item of these three

is the new model 80 with its 300-watt

lamp. According to the announcement

this will sell for less than one hundred

dollars.

From 8mm pictures seen with 300-

watt lamp projectors it is evident that

the 8mm film will now prove a bit foster

to the user than formerly. Evidently the

OF INDUSTRY

New Eastman 8mm Projector
with 300-watt lamp.

lack of proper light has compelled the

user to shoot at a lower normal in order

not to secure a heavy negative.

16mm Continuous Printer

• The announcement of a 16mm print-

er by the Phillips Laboratory will be ac-

ceptable news to many amateurs using

negative and positive.

This printer, according to announce-

ment of L. E. Phillips, is of the continu-

ous type. It is built for 60 cycle 1 10-

volt A.C. only. It has a capacity of 400
feet and prints 25 feet per minute. Its

light source is a 60-watt 1 10-volt lamp

and the motor is the induction type.

Possibly one of the most ingenious

features is the addition of a Veeder

counter which registers film used in

tenths of a foot. This counter can be

used to cue the changes in the printing

aperture. Before actual printing is done,

the negative can be run through and the

footage at the various changes noted

and marked for use during actual print-

ing. The printing pressure plate con be

released for running film when measur-

ing for cues to change the printing aper-

ture.

The printing aperture is provided with

a ruby light for inspection of film during

printing and the printing aperture is

variable, giving control of printing time

by a calibrated lever.

The printer has a metal plate 10x15
inches mounted upright on a transite

board 8x 1 5 inches.

On the metal plate are mounted the

two sprockets, one for each film, thus

insuring registration and freedom from

movement between the films during

printing.

Oil Color Set

• To bring the price of transparent oil

color outfits within reach of most any

amateur interested in coloring his snap-

shot enlargements, Eastman Kodak Com-
pany announces a new 8-tube Kodak
Transparent Color Set.

The eight standard colors, providing

for a wide range of picture subjects, are.

Chinese blue, worm brown, flesh, med-
ium green, scarlet, violet, yellow and
neutral gray. Transparent medium,
stump cotton, skewers, and an instruc-

tion book are included in the attro'^tive

gift box, which is covered with a dark

blue pig-groined material.

Photo Flood-Spot

• Photolites Inc. of New York City have

combined in their latest piece of lighting

equipment a very efficient and needed

piece of lighting apparatus.

The name. Photo Flood-Spot, is very

descriptive of its purpose. It acts both

as a spot light and as a flood light with

but little change in Its attachments.

The Spot light, however, will be found

mighty useful to the serious amateur.

This piece of equipment had not been

available to him at a moderate price.

This light uses the regular Photoflood

lamps which of course is another con-

venience to the amateur.

To change the size of the post one

merely moves the focusing rod forward

or backward. The light has an operating

range of IVz to 7 '/z feet in height.

This lamo will be found very useful

by photographers who wish to secure

concentrated lighting, backlighting and
highlighting of hair and the other ways
in which a concentrated light is de-

manded for good photography.
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Showing the "Insert" or "twist" in use. The
"idler" screw, which steps the Insert in the proper
position, is not shown but the slot tor this screw
may be seen in the upper left corner of the insert.

The wipe-off mechanism is shown "straddling"
the top runners. Also note position of head of
carriage bolt which holds the "Scroll" and "whirl"
in position.

Showing distance from wipe-off device to "Hold-
ing" Board.

NOW THAT we have our titler finished and in working
order (I hope you have tested it for correct ad-
justment), we can proceed to the actual business

of titling.

In the first place, you will have to choose the kind of

titles you wish to photograph. Perhaps you prefer the cut-

out letters seen on business directories—the little gummed
affairs. If these are used the titler will have to be suspended

in a vertical position by means of hooks and eyes on the

wall and one end of the machine. In this position, the let-

ters may be laid out without sticking them on anything,

and thus, may be used again and again. The machine must

be used in this vertical position for anything that has to be

"laid out" and depends upon gravity to hold it in position.

Perhaps you are handy with a brush or pen and prefer

to make your own title cards, or maybe you will have them

printed and do a really professional job. Typewriters, too,

can be used easily, for, with the aid of auxiliary lenses the

subject can be as close to the lens, with the correspondingly

small field, as desired. But for our purpose here, we will

assume that you have hand-lettered cards and that we will

use the "reversal" method of filming. Obviously, the let-

tering is done in white on a dull black cord.

Home Made

First, cut a piece of the black cardboard to fit in the

channels in front of the title holder board and the correct

shape (3:4 ratio). Put the title on this card and shoot it

at a distance of 30". (All "shooting" distances herein-

after referred to are measured from the center of the lens

barrel to the title card.)

In order not to have to use such large pieces of card-

board for the titles, I mode several masks with apertures

of various sizes, always keeping the 3:4 ratio and always

keeping the center of the apertures in the center of the

lens axis so the shots could be "zoomed." Handy sizes will

be found to include 6"x8", 4"x5-l/3" and 3"x4". The
titles are held in place on back of these masks with Scotch

tape or other adhesive, the masks slipped in the brass chan-
nels and the whole ready to shoot. Too, this method pro-

vides an outline for making the title. Fancy borders, etc.,

may be drawn on these masks and part of the mask itself

included in the picture.

A table of field sizes for various distances is reproduced

here for your information and guidance. Referring to the

table, we see that an area 6"x8" will be covered with the

title card 21" from the lens center, while at 31" the size

has increased to 9"xl2". If your lens will not focus to

distances closer than two feet, you must resort to an aux-
iliary lens. These accessory lenses may be purchased from

any reliable lens manufacturer, or, if you have a means
of opening the camera and seeing the image on the film

(there is a gloss prism made and marketed for this pur-

pose)
,
you con try your own auxiliary lens. (Those possess-

ing Cine Kodak Special cameras will, of course, not be

troubled with areas since the image can be seen directly

through the lens in the filming position.) The dime stores

sell a small magnifying glass with a diameter of about 1 Vz"
and unknown (to me) power. These allow the title board

to be brought into focus at a much closer distance than

otherwise possible. Greater power brings the board still

closer, and I have found that by using one lens out of an
old rectilinear lens assembly that came on a discarded cam-
era I happened to hove, I could focus perfectly at a distance

of 2" from the front of the lens. This lens is used for

copying newspaper columns, etc., and, in the same manner
as all auxiliary lenses, obtains a very effective "melt" by

simply moving in or out of focus.

Since the matter of focus and auxiliary lenses and
aperture sizes is a complicated thing to write about, I am
going to leave this subject to someone more capable than

I, and let my readers "cut and try" for closeups. What we
ore interested in here is tricking titles, so I'm going to

imagine you have a camera like mine and go ahead from

that standpoint, letting you work out your own variations.

THE "ZOOM" AND "RETREAT"

One of the handiest and n-iost elemental of the title's

tricks is the "Zoom" shot, which consists of starting the

title a great distance from the lens and bringing it toward

the camera until it has the proper size in the picture. The
"ZOOM" may be filmed with a "follow-focus" or by means
of presetting the focus on the final position and starting

the scene out of focus. Personally, I prefer the latter since
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Trick Titler

Simple Titling

by

Ed. Ludes

it is easier to do, takes less thought and offers less chance

of error in focusing.

To make a long "zoom" bring the title card as close

to the lens as desired (about 10", giving a 3"x4" picture

area). Focus the lens on the card at this point. Now back

the carriage away from the camera to the end of the bed

and have the area included in the lens at this distance all

black except for the small title (which is hopelessly out

of focus here). Put the lamps in reflectors back of the

lens and train them on the final position of the title card

and, starting the camera, bring the title in a fairly steady

motion to the predetermined position of focus, taking not

too much time for this operation.

On the matter of lighting all shots (including the

zoom) it will be a great help to fasten two photoflood lamps

In long upright reflectors on each side of the "wipe" device

baseboard, making four lamps in all, and protecting the

lens from glare. This way, the lights will be the same dis-

tance from the title board and the picture will have the

some exposure in all positions, whereas, the way we have

just taken our "zoom," the title will come out of darkness

into light and into focus at the same time.

A "RETREAT" is the exact opposite of the "zoom" but

may be handled in several different ways. First, we may
focus (and light) our subject at a distance of three or four

feet from the lens, then by starting the camera with the

title close to the lens, we quickly slide it back to the pre-

determined position. Or, we moy make the title appear to

come into the scene from above by starting the same way
except that when the title is close to the lens, the card

is raised so that only black will show. As the carriage is

moved away from the lens, the title card is dropped slowly

(in its slots) until it finally comes into position as the whole

reaches maximum focus. This last trick requires a steady

hand and is a bit more difficult to accomplish successfully,

but it can be done—and very prettily, too.

"BOMB" ANNOUNCEMENTS

We have all seen the effect used in theaters of making

a "bomb" announcement—where a shell appears to explode

on the screen and disappears, leaving a title or "announce-
ment" in its place. This is a variation of the "zoom" and
is accomplished on the titler in one of two ways.

First, the title may be set a predetermined distance

away from the lens and left there for each exposure. The
"bomb" is started by drawing a small shell starting to

crack, exposing this for two frames, and substituting a

slightly larger drawing of the bomb cracked still further

and starting to fly apart. Keep the flying pieces in a fairly

round circle and begin to show white in the middle of the

bomb. The next drawing shows the pieces still further

away and with the center showing white (imitating the

The "Scroll" In pcsition—with front mask in place
in front of holding board. The wire loop, held
with springs on each side, keeps the supply roll

from unwinding—the pulley and belt device at
top keeps the take-up spool from unwinding and
thus the paper is held flat over the front guides.

Showing mask in place, with "Insert" and a photo
being slipped into position where it is held with-

out adhesive.

gas which is to wipe in the bomb). Continue in this man-
ner until five or six drawings are used. Allow two frames

for each drawing. When the last drawing is shot remove
the title card and substitute a completely white card. Ex-

pose three frames, then put the announcement in place

and start the camera—taking at normal speed.

The second method is one which takes advantage of

the "zoom" and is simpler to make. Put a large block

card in the holder and expose several frames of this jet-

black (or, simply hold the hond over the camera, altho

the former is recommended since it matches the "depth"
of the black background to the scenes to follow). This

done, mark the position of the holder on the bed and bring

it as close to the lens as you cop possibly focus—the closer

the better. In this position indicate the field area on the

large black card and draw a picture of a "shell" pointing

at you. This will consist, of course, of a plain circle, but

with shading to its center to indicate the shape of the nose.

Mark the position of the holder at this point and we are

ready to make the picture.

Start exposing one frame ot a time with the holder in

its original position away from the lens and gradually mov-
ing toward the lens. Do not be in too much of a hurry to

move the holder at first—an inch at a time is plenty. As
the holder is moved and exposed you must match the

movement with your focus. As the holder nears the closest

point toward the camera it may be moved farther each time

until the last movement brings it forward about two or
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three inches. Remove the black card—substitute white
and expose three or four frames. Move the holder to any
convenient position and put Ihe title in place and expose
in normal fashion.

An improvement on the above would be to release a

cloud of thick white smoke in front of the lens before

shooting the title, letting it clear, away and expose the title.

THE HORIZONTAL "TWIST"

We have seen how easily we can film plain titles,

zooms and retreats, so let us proceed to the next bit of

trickery, namely, the horizontal "twist."

Remove all masks from the holder board, and put the

twist device into position in the board aperture. Affix the

handle and insert the idler screw in the hole on the right

hand top of the holder so the insert may be pushed against

this screw and be parallel with the face of the holder. Pre-

pare a title card such as:

Swimming, too, helped

pass the time

—

and fasten it in position with Scotch tape, taking care that

It Is level, and centered. This done, lift the Idler screw,

start twisting the board anti-clockwise, dropping the screw

as soon as the board has passed under it so that the other

face may come into position.

On this side we affix a previously prepared photograph
of a person on o springboard getting ready to dive. Align

the photograph and shoot the scene as follows: Bring the

title back into position. Focus carefully. After setting

for proper exposure and lighting correctly, start the cam-
era and press the trigger so it will keep running without

your hand on the button. Allow sufficient time to read the

title, then (being sure to be as steady as possible) lift

the idler screw enough to release the board, twist it anti-

clockwise neither too fast nor too slow—just "definitely."

As soon as the board has passed under the screw let it

drop into position and, continuing the swing of the twist,

the picture will finally come to rest against the screw and
in perfect plane with the holder. Fade out and stop the

camera.

It would be advisable to rig up a piece of black ma-
terial in bock of the holder so that when the twist is

swung nothing will be seen. With the scene as outlined

thus far in your camera, you can still go a step further

Backwind the film (I hooe you con) to the start of

the fade, remove the camera from the titler, go out and
find the board in the photograph and, shooting from the

same angle, have the person in the photograph assume
the same position he took for the other picture—start the

camera and fade in—after which the person dives.

It sounds more complicated than it really is, but this

outline will give you ideas from which you con get your

own scenes and subjects. For instance, suppose we ore

titling a summer vacation picture and have already secured

just such a shot of a man diving from a springboard. Have
on enlargement made of the first frame of the scene (if

it is clear and in fair focus and without too much blur due

to movement) and, using this enlargement, proceed on

the titler as already outlined with the exception of the

fade-out. Cut the scene and title so that the title comes
on, twists Into the enlargement of the first scene and cuts

into the scene itself. All tricky stuff—all easy to do—and

all very mysterious, yet adding "life" to otherwise ordinary

movie shooting.

Another use of the twist vvould be in working two titles

into a scene. Suppose we ore making a drama. The action

calls for the following:

Two more lops lo go—BUT—
WHAM!

The first part of the title can be printed on a card on one

side of the twist, and the word "WHAM!" on the other

Photograph as above. If desired, you can combine the

"zoom" with this shot by "zooming" the word "WHAM!"—taking care to follow focus if you do. Sometimes it Is

effective to follow a "zoom" with a "retreat." For In-

stance, In the case above, the word "WHAM!" could be
followed by the word "ZOWIE!" in a retreat. Continuing
with retreats and zooms we could draw stars—birds and
anything else the Idea could call for. This business could

be cut into the picture to show a racing cor bumping along
with a flat tire, etc. Still another variation would be to

combine a "retreat" with a "lift," that is, to have, let us

say a "birdie" chirping merrily to show that someone has
been knocked out. The drawing comes into the picture as

a retreat and leaves by being withdrawn from the grooves
of the holder with the camera running until it is com-
pletely out.

Learn to combine one stunt with another and the com-
binations will provide no end of fun, practicability and pep
to your films.

THE "WHIRL"
This little device is for whirling titles and stopping to

find a new title in its place. In use, it serves merely as

a support for the title card, and because of its purpose no

provision is made for slipping a card into a framework,

as was done in the case of the title card holder. The way
my whirl device is built now, it mounts on the back of the

holder carriage by means of the some screw (carriage bolt)

that holds the scroll. The insert (twist) is, of course, re-

moved for this and the disc protrudes through the front of

the aperture in the holder. Mount a SQUARE title cord

on the front of the disc by means of Scotch tope from the

back of the disc to the back of the card. Hove the title

printed in the usual 3:4 ratio as far as shape is concerned,

but keep in mind that as the title is whirled, the title stands

on one end and what was the width becomes the length,

and should, therefore, be black. This is the reason for

using a square card.

To use, simply affix a title card as outlined above.

Start the camera and after allowing time to read, start

the whirl slowly, gaining speed and finally whirling fairly

fast. If your camera can make double exposures, then

fade out on the whirl with a FAST fade. Otherwise cut it.

Bring the handle of the whirl back into position and change

the title card for the title or snapshot, or whatever is to

follow. If you are double exposing then backwind the

camera to the start of the fade and fade-in on the follow-

ing. Otherwise, simply start the camera while the new
title is being whirled. This whirl is slowed down until the

handle finally clicks into position and stops with the new
subject in place. This Is most effective if you can moke
a lap dissolve of the two whirls, but even without this added

bit of perfection, the whirl is ri/ost effective.

Combinations of previous tricks con be used with the

whirl, especially with a fade in and out device on the

camera. For Instance, fade-out on a title after it has start-

ed whirling and cut In cold on a retreat. Or use/ the whirl

for a pinwheel effect In combination with the "birdie" gag

described already. No need to take up space here to enum-
erate all the possible combinations—for a little thought

on your part will suggest many new ones that you'll wont

to try.

THE SCROLL

No need to mention what c scroll is—all of you hove

seen it in use in your neighborhood theatres. Long an-

nouncements originally brought the scroll into popularity,

but since then it is combined In trick title photography to

show clouds floating upwards—stars, futuristic designs, etc.

(Continued on Page 374)



Give economical liome movies
witli Cine-Kodak Eiglit

IT'S going to be a popular
gift this Christmas—the
Cine-Kodak Eight! This effi-

cient little camera gives a
life- lime of faithful, versatile

movie making at the lowest
cost ever!* The "Eight"
makes sparklingly clear
movies on bright days or <Iull

—even imloors iitnler arli-

fu ial light. It's a gift thai will

delight any one.
Your choice of three

models—at three low prices.

Model 20, fixed-focus, with
Kodak Anasligmat /.3.5 lens,

built-in exposure guide, au-
tomatic footage indicator
and eye-level finder—only
$31.50. Model 25, same as

Model 20, equipped, however,
with /.2.7 lens—price $45.

Model 60, de luxe, price $91 .50

with carrying case, has /.1.

9

lens, in l«'rcliaiigcahlc with
/.1.5 tclephoto lens (extra).

// it Ksn't an East niuii,

it isn't a Kodak

*C.inV'Kn<lnh Eiitfit l''ihit is pricoti at ittil $2.2,^ />cr

rail. Eni li roll nmht s 20 li> .It) iirii sr<-i-l-lrnnlh

st'fiit's, .itiil that's nil it ntsts. because the priee 0/
the Jiltii iitclittles its Jitiishiitg,
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— INTRODUCTORY OFFER! —
Smm Subjects, 50 ft. reels $1 .50

Interesting variety of subjects now
available.

ALSO
16mm SOUND and SILENT FILM

Sales, Rentals and ExchanRes.

HARRY'S CAMERA SHOP
317 West ')Oth St. New York City

A HOME-MADE TRICK TITLER
iContinued from Page 372)

DEVELOP AND PRINT
YOUR OWN 16mm FIL.M

DEVELOPING RACK
100-ft. Racks in 11x14 Trays
also 25-ft. Rack for Titles

I

CONTINUOUS PRINTER
I will handle up to 400 ft.

Send for descriptive circular.

PHILLIPS LABORATORY
653 Hillcrest Ave. Westfield, N. J.

with the

PH I L -

LAB

^ ^ mm

16 ÂRT TITLES
Unlimited Selection of Decorati\e
Backgrounds

Distinctive, beautiful, and thoroughly pro-
fessional. Borders and backgrounds for ev-
ery conceivable occasion. Quality guaran-
teed. 25c per title, 8 words or less. Extra
words 3c each. Minimum order $1. Fast
service. Send for illustrated literature
showing styles. (16mm only.)

ART TITLE GUILDE
5519 Broadway Chicago

CRAIG JR.
SPLICER *35o
Now available for use with both Smm
and l6 mm films.

CRAIG SPLICER ^lO
How available in |6 mm size for use

with cither silent or sound on film films

CRAIG MOVIE SUPPLY Co.
I03I South Broadway

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA?
Represented by Ampro in f/ie East

|

The film is given a slight exposure and

the title double-exposed normally into

the scene.

If you navf built your scroll as de-

scribed in the preceding article, you

will have room for a roll of paper 8V2"
long. I cannot say exactly where this

paper may be purchased, but if you call

your local telephone company's supply

department and tell them your needs

they may be able to help you. In my
cose, the roll of paper was originally in-

tended for the telephone company's

teletype machines, and had been re-

placed by a duplicating type of roll with

carbon between two sheets. Fortunately

I was given the single roll and have not

had to look for more yet.

The roll of paper is put on the broom-
stick idler and slipped into position with

the paper fed from the top of the roll

toward the front. Run the paper under

the lower -jteel rod which projects from

the side supports, up and over the upper

rod, then to the slot in the upper broom-
stick roller, or takeup spool. Tear the

paper to a broad point, stick this point

into the slot in the takeup spool and
turn the crank on the spool to tighten

it. When it is properly threaded, draw
the title in the proper place and you are

ready to go. There are several things I

must mention here before you shoot.

The paper is white and, for reversal

film, must be coated black before draw-

ing the title. Then, too, you will find

the 6"x8" mask a perfect outline for

the scroll, and it may be slipped in place

in the front holder slots. If you are

using positive film for direct developing

and projection, leave the scroll paper

white and use a white mask.

Photograph like any other title by al-

lowing time to read the first announce-
ment and then, slowly turning the crank,

wind the scroll on the takeup spool,

which, in turn, slowly raises the title and
exposing more and more printing.

Don't just consider the scroll as a

means of moking long announcements.

Remember, itj most valuable asset is

its ability tc provide moving back-
grounds for double exposure work. The
variations of this device in combination

with the others are manifest and need

not be mentioned further here.

THE WIPE-OFF AND CHASE-OFF

These tricks are just what their names
imply, and ore easily accomplished on

this titler. To make a simple wipe-off

from left to right: put a title in position.

Set it and focus it at the proper distance

from the camera lens. Determine the

WIDTH of the picture area at this point.

Then determine the time you wish to

allow for Ihe wipe. Find the number of

threads per inch in the lead screw and

how many inches you have to cover

(width of pxture) and, allowing the

number of fromes in the total length of

the time allowed for the wipe, you have

the number of "operations" on the

crank. Than move the crank for each

"operation" a distance necessary to

make the wipe cover the entire picture

in the total number of operations. This

sounds complicated but a little thought

will show that it isn't a bit that way.

For example, let us say that we are

photographing at a distance of 26" from

the lens and have, therefore, a picture

width of lO". Let us say we want to

complete the wipe in two feet of film,

or 80 frames. This means that we have
to advance the wipe 80 times and over

a range of 10", or Va" for each opera-

tion. Now i1 cur lead screw has 8 threads

per inch, this is simple—all we must do

is give a complete revolution to each

frame (figuring on using stop-motion).

But if our screw has 12 threads per

inch, we mjst give more than a com-
plete revolution to each "operation,"

or exposure of a frame. We figure then

on giving the handle one and a half

complete revolutions for each single

frame, which still advances it the re-

quired Vs of an inch.

Do not forget that the wipe is started

only after sufficient time has been al-

lowed to read the title and that a change

in exposure will probably be necessary

when changing from normal speed to

stop-motion (usually about one stop
larger for stop-motion).

The card v/hich composes the wipe is

installed in the manner described at the

time constructional details were given,

and con be of any shape as long as it

is large enough to cover the entire pic-

ture. Bear in mind, too, that it is ad-

visable to have the lights BETWEEN the

wipe-off ca:d and the title.

The chase-off is merely on elabora-

tion of the wipe and consists of first

making a wipe as described above, then

backing up both the film and the wipe,

change the wipe card to the opposite

side so that COVERS the new title at

the start arid advancing the same way
as before, proceed to wipe IN the new
title. If you have been careful in your

calculations you will have a perfect

chase-off.

Of course it is not necessary to use

two titles to moke chases. A title and

a photograph may be combined or, with

a little more caution and thought to de-

tails, a scene can be chased in fairly

accurately by making the title wipe at

normal spead and turning the wipe-off

handle steadily. Count the number of

revolutions of the handle, backwind the

film and wipe to the starting point, re-

verse the wipe card, and remove the

title and "insert," so that the camera

will shoot completely through the holder
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aperture. Focus on the scene desired

and, starting in as before, keep the wipe

handle going at the some speed and so

on. With good luck you will have made
that greatest and most desired of all

tricks in a ] 6mm camera—AN ACTION
WIPE-OFF!

Just word of caution here. When
running the wipe-off traveller back for

a "chase," it is a good idea to run it

several turns past where it is to start

TREND OF
Cameraman Dascomb Dies

• Newsreel Comeramcn Ed. Brooks Das-

comb, of the Paramount Newsreel staff

in France, recently died from the effects

of a bullet received during the filming

of the assassination of King Alexander

at Marseilles, France.

The pictures token by Dascomb were

considered one of the greatest newsreel

scoops in Film history.

Cinema Exposition

• According to a report of "Lichtbild-

buehne," a German trade paper, the

German government in co-operation with

the German Eastman Kodak Co. will

sponsor an International Cinematog-
raphic Exposition to be held in Berlin

The purpose of this exposition is to show
the greet progress made by Motion Pic-

tures in all departments. So for 22 for-

eign countries have already pledged en-

tries of cinematographic interest. So far

the U.S. is not represented.

German 16mm Camera

• The well known Zeiss-lkon Co. of

Germany recently perfected a new pro-

fessional ) 6mm motion picture camera
"MOVIKON," according to foreign trade

paper repoits. This little handy camera
can do everything a professional camera
can do. A picture speed of 12, 16, 24
up to 64 frames per second is provided.

It has an adjustable shutter for fades

and dissolves. Also a special one frame
per turn for stop-motion work. The re-

wind arrangement for dissolves is some-
thing new. The re-wound film does not

actually enter into the magazine but into

a special space provided, with sufficient

protection to prevent any buckling. Fo-

cusing direct on film with a special ar-

rongement to replace a piece of matfilm
instead of groyback for focusing.

An automatic distance meter is built

in. The camera is supplied with a turret

comprising a Zeiss Tessor 1 ,27 1 5mm;
1,27 20mm; 1,1,4 25mm; 1, 2,8 50-
mm; 1 , 4 75mm.

The new comero sells around $280,
present rate of exchange.

from, and then reverse the handle and

start it back. In other words, when us-

ing the wipe, bring the traveler to start-

ing position TOWARD THE DIRECTION
IT IS TO TRAVEL. This takes care of

any play in the traveler and as long as

the mechanism is not backed up this

ploy will have no effect. A little oil

on all working parts will tend toward

smoothness of operation. Grease is rec-

ommended in the holder carriage run-

way.

THE TIMES
Ceiling Mo/ies

• An enterprising London camera shop

announces a sick-room projector for rent.

It is a projector that con be put on a

table over the patient's bed. Through
a 45-degree mirror arrangement the im-

age is projected on the ceiling of the

sick room.

The patient is able to view the picture

without having to sit up. It is said to

hove the endorsement of leading London
physicians.

Anti-Curler

• Here is c god tip for professionols

and amateurs alike that develop their

own films. It is always hard to prevent

drying flim from curling. Especially film

from miniature cameras has this tend-

ency and is hard to cut and place be-

tween the glosses of the enlarger.

The following formula will prevent

curling and Iccve your films smooth and

flat:

Mix a solution of— 100 cc water, 100

cc alcohol, 1 cc glycerin. Pass your films

through this solution for several minutes

and then nang up to dry.

Plastic Projection

• The "PANTOSCOPEWAND," a new
type projection screen in a concave form

has been invented and designed by Herr

Hecht of Dresden, Germany. This new
screen is claimed to give a very plastic

effect to all films projected on it.

No special lenses or other accessories

ore needed in the projection opporoti.

No new principles or technical details

ore given in the announcement of this

device.

Amateur Sound

• According to "Cineopse," a French

trade paper, more than one thousand
French Cinephotographers are already

using 16mm cine equipment with sound.

Sound-on- 16 clubs are formed all

The New 16inm

PANCHROMATIC NEGATIVES
(Eastman, Agfa, Dupont)

will surprise you with their fine qual-
ity, their beautiful tones and grainless
reproductions, if you have them devel-
oped by the

DUNNING GRAINLESS METHOD

DUNNING PROCESS COMPANY
932 N. La Brea Avenue

Hollywood, Calif.

(35mm reduced to 16mm)

FLOOD-SPOT

The Ideal Gift
• Photo Flood-Spot will be par-

ticularly appreciated at Xmas time

when it con be used to great ad-
vantage by the photographer who
wishes to create beautiful, soft,

mellow effects— fire-place shots,

children playing with their new
toys in the shadow of the Xmas
tree, etc.

• Photo FLOOD-SPOT utilizes the

inexpensive photo-flood bulb and
puts your light emphasis just
where you want it. Being acces-
sible for quick light changes, it is

admirably adopted to the Photo-
flash bulb as well.

• It is beautifully and substan-
tially made. A slight maneuver-
ing of the focusing rod gives you

controlled beam of light. Pro-
vided with 5" condensing lens,

sturdy folding tripod extending
from IVz ft. to 10 ft. of rubber-
covered cord and switch.

At your
Dealers

Literature
on Request

$15.00

J, _ prepaid

^^«t- 7 less bulb

PHOTOLITES, INC.
I 10 West 40th St. New York

AN IDEAL GIFT
Economically priced
and of excellent
performance, K i n -

O-Lux makes an
ideal sift. It is a
practical type o f

present readily ap-
preciated by the re-

cipient—and to the
triver there is the
added factor of its

inexpensiveness.
Kin-O-Lux 1—100 ft. in green box, $3.

Kin-O-Lux 2—100 ft. in red box, $3.50
Prices include Processing, Scratch-

Proofing and return postage.

KIN-O-LUX, Inc.
105 West 40th Street New York
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LAPS—DISSOLVES

8mm HARRISON 16mm

FILTER HOLDER
AND MULTI-FILTER

HARRISON & HARRISON
645 N. Martel, Hollywood, Cal.

Eastern Representative

:

MOTION PICTURE SUPPLY INC.,
723 7th Av., N. Y. C.

over their country. They claim that in

proportion lO its population France has

more Cine-Sound-Amateurs than any
other country.

Infrograph

• A French steamship line has decided

to equip all their transatlantic liners with

the Captain Williams fog navigation

camera "Infrograph."

Owing to the peculiarity of the Infra-

Red rays to penetrate the thickest of fog

and mist, the principle was applied to a

quick-action camera designed by Capt.

Williams.

This fog comera, usually mounted on

the bridge of the ship, takes pictures at

short intervals of the ship's course.

The camera is connected with an

automatic developing device which per-

mits the viewing of the developed nega-
tive in 30 seconds.

Collision in the fog, the most dreaded
marine disaster, will soon be a thing of

the past, thanks to the science of ad-
vanced Photography.

Sound-Stage Turn-Table

• "Soyouzkine" is the Russian Holly-

wood. Everything used there Is of soviet

manufacturing, including cameras and
film. Russia is now actually producing

their own Super-Pan-Chromatic film.

One of the largest sound-stages there

boasts an enormous turn-table. They
claim that it is the only turn-table

sound-stage in the world. Greet econ-

omy in time is said to be obtained

through this arrangement. Several sets

can be built at a time. Most of the

lighting of the sets comes from above

the stage tuin-toble, therefore, it is

claimed, effecting additional saving of

time in lighting the set.

8mm Pictures Take Honors in

1934 Competition

I Continued from Page 365'

are fresh in the judges' minds, the rat-

ings are set down by the individual

judges. The next day the averages are

figured out as set down by all of the

judges for that picture. None of the

judges ever know what ratings have

been given by any of the other judges.

Under the classification of Home
Movie, Van Dee Sickler of Los Angeles

was awarded the $50.00 prize for his

picture "Mischief," a 16mm subject in

200 feet. The continuity is evolved

around his wife, a Scotch terrier, a cat

and a bird. The continuity, titles and

photography of this picture were very

good.

J. Sherlock of Sydney, Australia, was

given the prize for his Scenic picture

"The Brook," a 200-foot 16mm sub-

ject. It is evident that Sherlock went

to great trouble to make this picture.

It was based on Tennyson's poem and

the scenes were made to fit the poem.

This was veiy evident from the smooth-

ness of the continuity. His photography

secured a very high marking.

In the Documentary class Leslie P.

Thatcher of Toronto, Canada, was

awarded the $50.00 prize. Thatcher was

given a silver medal for travel pictures

last year. His picture was a 16mm sub-

ject in 200 feet. His treatment was

commented upon very highly by the

judges.

Again this year the lodies were rep-

resented among the winners. Miss Ro-

onna W. Hill was awarded the prize for

Kodacolor with her 200-foot 16mm sub-

CUSTOM-BUILT
EQUIPMENT .

If it is true that today's advanced custom-built equipment will be to-

morrow's standard equipment, it is olso true that your cine needs today are

OS pressing os they will be tomorrow. The improved cine tools worked out

in my shop on special order, such as shown above, ore custom-built but not

prohibitive in price. It is impossible to satisfy every need on present-day

equipment, but if you will write your requirements, perhaps I can be of

assistance. You will be under no obligation.

3 T 2 WEST PAGE
EQUIPMENT AND APPARA'^^g

EALL^AS TEIXAS
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ject "October." This picture was a spe-

cial delight as Miss Hill hod concen-

trated upon pastel colors as she found

them in the woods and fields. Also she

brought the human element into her pic-

ture very gracefully and entertainingly.

"The Story of Water," a 1 6mm sub-

ject in 200 feet won the prize for H.

Demarest of Hackensack, N. J., in the

Educational class. This picture was a

finely photographed record of water from

the ocean lo the clouds and back to the

ocean ogam through its various stages.

His photography rated high.

Because of the number of pictures en-

tered by doctors the Scientific class was

created this year. Under this classifica-

tion the prize was awarded to M. Abra-

ham Shur of Bronx, N. Y., for his pic-

ture "Reconstruction of Nose," made in

15mm Kodacolor. This picture was mode
with indoor lighting and showed o very

consistent photography.

Prize for Travel picture was given to

John E. Earl of Los Angeles for his pic-

ture "The Traveler." This was a very

delightful 16mm subject that carried

much entertainment value in addition to

its good photographic quality.

It was impossible to complete all of

the judging. All of the pictures are now
being considered for the equipment
prizes. A few of these prizes have been

awarded, but in view of the fact that

all of them have not been assigned, the

announcement of all of the winners will

be held up until the January issue.

The January issue will also give the

names of those winning honorable men-
tion.

Let's Talk About Lenses

(Continued from Page 367)

suggestion. For that reason, spherical

oberrotion is deliberately built into the

lens of the portraltor, and in the Cooke
Triplet, this is accomplished by adjusting

the position of the rear element.

A word of warning, tho—do not at-

tempt to secure this sort of effect with

your own Cooke lenses unless they ore

specifically so built. To do so would be

to destroy the accuracy of your lenses,

and back to the factory they must go!

If your Cooke lens has been damaged or

if you have reason to believe it is out of

adjustment, send it back to the factory,

and don't attempt to have anyone else

adjust it for you.

Perhaps the most popular type of an-

astigmat in use at the present time is

that of the Zeiss Tessar, sketched in Fig-

ure 7. It wiN be seen that it is very much
(ike the Cooke Triplet except that the

FOTOSHOP g)ugg^Bt0 fnr Xttias

1934*s two 16mm Leaders

below

CINE-KODAK
SPECIAL

the most remarkable 16mm

motion picture camera

ever produced

above

THE NEW VICTOR
MODEL 20 SUPER SILENT
750-WATT PROJECTOR

These outstanding instruments afford entirely new possibilities for picture taking and
showing. With them you can achieve the ultimate in cinematic technique.

GET OUR TRADE IN QUOTATIONS. You'll be

SURPRISED AT THE LIBERAL ALLOV/ANCE WE CAN MAKE ON
YOUR PRESENT EQUIPMENT, REGARDLESS OF ITS CONDITION

STEWART-WARNER
4-Speed Camera

fl.5

$44.50

KEYSTONE
CAMERA

f3.5 II fl.5

$22.50 II
$52.50

VICTOR
(Model 3)
f3.5 Lens
$42.50

300 WATT PROJECTOR
WITH SEVERAL EXCLUSIVE FEATURES

1 . Fan-cooled lamphouse.
2. Separate light and motor switch.

3. Tilting Front.

4. Exclusive Still-Picture feature, fan-cooled with extra

power at all times. This is the only moderate-priced

projector that affords this precautionary device.

$45.00 TRADES ACCEPTED

Write for our complete equipment catalog. Prices can't be beaten. All merchandise is

sold on an unconditional 10-day trial basis . . . money refunded if you are not satisfied.

FILM SPECIALS . . an xttt^l %xmB (Sift
Fotoshop 16mm SUPER SPEED PANCHROMATIC 100 ft. $3.79
Fotoshop 16mm SUPER SENSITIVE ( Neg. and Positive) " 5.50
Fotoshop 16mm PANCHROMATIC (Neg. and Positive) " 4.75
Fotoshop 16mm REGULAR ORTHO " 2.75

These prices include processing and return of film to you. Our regular guarantee—a new
roll replaced free of charge if you are not satisfied—applies.
We can supply any make of negative film you may desire—Eastman, Agfa, Dupont,
Gevaert—at these same prices.

7 n 136 West 32nd Street

J^otn^tP/f NEW YORK CITY
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SOUND-ON-FILM
• RENTAL LIBRARY «
A lart-re variety of subjects alway.j

available. Comedies, Dramas. Cartoons,
Educational Subjects, etc.

Send self-addressed, stamped envelope
for list of subjects.

Visual Instruction Supply Corp.
1757 Broadway Brooklyn, N. Y.

rear element is a doublet or pair of ele-

ments cemented together. Just why this

particular type of lens should be more

popular than the Cooke Triplet type Is

something I fronkly do not know, unless

it could be due to patent troubles or to

manufacturing costs. Perhaps the Cooke

Triplet has an element which is para-

Sale!
RCA- VICTOR

16mm SOUND PROJECTOR
. ... at the cost of a silent projector

e -e «•

Now you can buy an R.C.A.-Victor Sound-on-Film Projector, Model P.G. 38 for less

than the cost of a silent projector. Formerly sold for $460—we have a supply of 80
of these projectors on hand which we are offering at the unprecedented price of $195.

These projectors are complete with 7 tubes and loud speaker. The amplifier is equipped
with a hi-low tone switcli, and smooth, quiet volume controL Illumination is sufficient
for a 4 by 5 foot picture. These brand new machines, in their original factory cartons,
have been thoroughly tested by RCA and ourselves, and are guaranteed for one year
against any mechanical defect whatsoever.

As our supply of these fine sound projectors is limited, we suggest that
you place your order promptly. There will be no others available at
this price. A visit to our laboratory for a demonstration will convince
you that this is the world's best sound projector value.

Formerly $460

SALE PRICE $195.00

G. A. BUSCH & CO.
33 West 60th St., New York City

—.Speed
g • • • •

Solite reflectors make indoor snapshots a

simple matter. Use one or more photo-
floods and panchromatic emulsions for

bright, snappy action shots indoors at 1/50
to 1/25 second exposures. Solite's unique

light control gives five times the effective

light value.

See Solite at your photo dealer's. Write to

us for circulars end prices. No other reflec-

tor gives SOLITE results.

Solite attaches to almost any kind of flat surface, rod or tube.

"SOLITE IS CHEAPER THAN FILM"

SOLITE SALES CO.
1373 Sixth Avenue New York City

"SHOW IT WITH SOLITE"

boloidal instead of the less expensive

spherical surface, but this is only a guess

on my part.

All of the better lenses of today are

of the anasligmat type, for the demands
for sharper end more precise definition

of the image are increasingly insistent.

The entire trend in both the still and

motion picture fields is toward smaller

and smaller negatives, for reasons of film

economy. The idea is to get the best

possible image on the smallest practical

negative and then enlarge the image

either on paper or on the motion picture

screen.

The trend toward smaller negatives is

a healthy one, too, for the smaller are

the negatives the faster lenses may be

made which will stay within the bounds

of needle-point sharpness of the image.

That means pictures may be made under

poorer conditions of illumination and the

field of photography is widened accord-

ingly. Incidentally, also, the smaller the

lens the less expensive it is, for, as I

stated in my article on the future of

the little 8mm system, flawless small

pieces of optical glass are more common-

ly obtainable than larger ones.

It is interesting to note in connection

with lens design progress that we ama-

teur movie rr^akers are very largely re-

sponsible for the fact that we have on-

astigmats todoy as fast as f/1.9. Altho

I do not hove such information at my

fingertips, I believe that 16mm fans had

f/1 .9 lenses before the 35mm camera-

men hod them. This much, however, you

yourself hove probably observed—about

the fastest lens ever used on a still cam-

era making 2V4"xSV4" or larger pic-

tures is an f/4.5. It is possible to get

f/2.5 lenses for the new miniature cam-

eras, and f/1. 5 lenses ore quite common

for 16mm movie work. The fastest lens

ever made for 1 6mm work was the f/.99

Dallmeyer, but it was almost "too fast,"

for altho well corrected for its wide-open

use, it did not suit many users when they

tried to stop it down for ordinary use.

Now that we have the 8mm film size,

tho, perhaps the story of lens speed

progress will continue, and it shouldn't

be surprising some of these days to open

on AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER
to find on advertisement of a leading

lens maker of an f/.5 lens for 8mm work.

And, in the words of Mr. Gosden (Amos

of "Amos 'n Andy") , "Ain' dot sumpin!"

Next month suppose we talk about

wide-angle and telephoto lenses. Per-

haps you've observed that somehow you

weren't quite satisfied with your movies

made with any lens other than the regu-

lar focal length, and hove wondered why

this is. After reading next month's ar-

ticle, perhaps the reason for the apparent

distortion of perspective by these lenses

will become a bit clearer. See you then.
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E.LEITZJNC.NEWYORK
60EAST lOTH STREET

U. S. Patent No. 1,960,041 •

LEICA has led the way in the development of the miniature camera. \

The PIONEER 10 YEARS AGO—THE LEADER TODAY.
Of¥ers Speed, depth of focus, and wide aperature combined. So quick

and easy to operate that a whole sequence of pictures may be made of

a single action scene. Price $88.50 and up. Write for illustrated book-

let No. 613.

Fades and Dissolves

(Contir^ued from Page 364)

only be available to the very fortunate or

very patient. A second method is to take

the picture of the name-board and after-

wards to rewind the film part of the way

and re-expose it on a piece of black cord

close to the camera, in front of which

a small quantity of smoke or steam is

passed to obscure the cord. The result

of the douDle exposure will be to give a

name-board across which the steam is

seen to pass.

A similar method is adopted in start-

ing on the next scene, it being only nec-

essary to take care that the "smoke"
is drifting i,i the same direction in each

of the two scenes. The steam, which is

the natural adjunct of the railway, is

thus brought into use in the film for

the purpose of the "fade out" and "fade

in."

It might be thought that ideas of this

type are few and with only a limited

application. Once the principle Is un-

derstood, however, adaptations will be

discovered. For instance, here ore two

examples of the "natural" fade—as ap-

plied to the cine portraiture of a child.

A child behind a newspaper is told to

wait for the word "Go!" and then to tear

the paper down the middle from the

top. The camera is set up, so that an

expanse of newspaper only is visible, and
is started aist before the word is given

to "Go." The result is a picture of a

newspaper which, as it is torn in two,

reveals the impish face of the youngster.

All kids love to tear newspaper; but

what fun when one is told to do it. A
variant of this idea is of a child pulling

on a frock or overall. Little more than

the head and shoulders should be taken
and the camera should be started while

the garment is over the child's head and
fills the whole of the picture area. As
the picture proceeds the tousled head
will be seen to emerge from the folds.

And the expression will be perfectly nat-

ural; for putting on one's own overall or

frock is rather an adventure, isn't it!

Such ideas as these require a camera
which is still, or nearly so, but a some-
what different effect con be obtained
if the camera is moving. The idea is, I

suspect, an old one. But if it is well

done it is difficult to detect and it is

probably for this reason that I have

never been conscious of seeing it used

professionally. I call it the "swing mix."

Suppose that we have two settings, apart

from one another, but it is desired that

the child or cctor is seen to pass directly

from one to the other. It is arranged

that as the subject moves from the first

setting he or she passes fairly close to

the camera and across the line of sight.

On the approach the camera is panned
to follow and is moved faster and faster,

the subject moving across the picture

space. The scene in the second setting

is then taken and this starts with the

subject passing across the picture in the

same direction while the camera follows

and subsequently slows down as the
desired arrangement of the picture is

reached. When the film is edited the

join is made of the two quick panorams,

care being taken that the subject is in

the same position in the frame both at

the end of the first shot and the begin-

ning of the second. The effect on the

screen is as though one continuous shot

hod been mode and this will scarcely be

noticeable even if there is some differ-

COME IN AND SEE THE NEW
AGITATOR
Mail Order Finishing Service

Morgan Camera Shop
6305 Sunset Blvd.,

Hollywood, Calif.

ence in the distance of the subject from
the camera at the junction of the two
films. It is only necessary to take care

that there arc no obtrusive objects in

the background where the films are
joined. This method enables the greatest
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MAKE EDITING OF YOUR
MOVIES A PLEASURE

1001 STOCK TITLES AVAILABLE
Many Hand-Lettered and Illustrated

Ask your Dealer for the
BOOK of TITLES

Price $1.00
Indispensable to every Camera Owner

CINEQUE LABORATORIES
123 West 64th St., New York, N. Y.

GOERZ GREETING
With a thousand advertisements subtly sug-
gesting how appropriate their wares are for

presentation at this festive season, the reader
suffers from a plethora of good things to buy.
. . . So if we di) employ this hackneyed
thought, it is mere'y to suggest that a Goerz
Lens is so constructed that it will, in its per-

formance and utility, remind the recipient,

many years hence, of the giver whose discrimi-
nating preferences it reflects.

Our new 24-paa'e catalog lists the complete
series of Goerz Lenses for Still and Cine Pho-
tography, Filters, Shutters, and cinematic de-

vices. Send I'or your copy, also for Book'et on
the Trix Objecto Meter, an Exposure Meter
based on. a new scientific principle.

C. p. Goerz American Optical Co.

317C East 3^th Street New York City

advantage to be taken of natural set-

tings even in the simplest of domestic

f i Ims.

The same idea, perhaps with a slight

modification, is useful in story films.

Suppose that it is desired to follow a

party of people moving from left to

right. The camera is swung to follow the

party, gaining on them until they are

out of the picture. The camera is then

moved increasingly faster and comes to

rest on another setting. The actors re-

enter from the left. There are actually

two shots, the first ending with the very

rapid pan past some near bushes having

no distinctive features. The second shot

commences v/ith a rapid pan on some

similar bushes and the camera comes to

rest on the required scene. For the sec-

ond shot the actors must be hidden or

they will be seen in the panoram and an

alternative method is to simply start the

second shot on the required scene. The

effect when the two films are joined is

the abrupt ending of the pan, and the

actors can then enter from the left with-

out need for camouflage.

hai.thji4n all

you GET THIS
\ 400 uatt Biplane Mazda

equal in illumination to

500 watt. Sufficient for

large auditoriums.

2 High power cooling system.

3 iOV2 to 1 movement tiith

"kick-back." Easy on film.

4 High speed mech. re-uind.

5 Die-cast machined body.

6 Centralized lubrication.

1 Centralized controls.

8 Fibre gears for silent oper-

ation.

9 Forward and reverse.

1 J^etv type aluminum lamtj

chimney. . . cooler, brighter.

11 Oversized motor ... largest

used in any projector.

1 2 Kodacolor may be used.

13 Light in weight. . . beauti-

ful in appearance.

14 Ampro exclusive tilt.

15 Price for this Ampro 16 mm projector complete with case.

Great value at regular listprice, $150. 00. Bassprice only $99.50.

Don't pay more. . . Don't get less. Order direct from this ad.

Your money back after trial ifyou want it. Full details and

BassBargaingram213freeon request. Dealers: Writefordetails.

BASS CAMERA COMPANY
179 W. Madison St., Chicago, III.

Camera Headquarters for Tourists

''Apologies to Dodge Motors,

So much for "natural" fades and
mixes. The subject is a very wide one,

for people whc go about with wide open

eyes. Once again necessity becomes the

mother of invention. Good luck in this

sideline in tne gentle art of leger de cine.

Special Effect Lighting for

the Amateur

(Continued from Page 358)

as silk, celluloid or ordinary tissue over

each of your lamps your film will be im-

proved greatly photographically. The
drawback of using diffusers is that they

cut the light value of your lights in half,

thus necessitating the use of twice the

number of lights.

For the ordinary amateur a diffusion

lens will not give the same result. To
properly use a diffusion lens a complete

study of diffusion through optical means
is necessary.

Another point in indoor lighting of

sets is not to omit offstage lighting. In

other words, when a character leaves the

set by means of a door he shouldn't go i

into inky blackness. The room he goes
^

into should show at least a faint light.

A final pcint to remember in indoor

photography is that your characters

should dress in colors that contrast with
i

their background and with each other.

Often when using a minimum number

of lights light clothing gives the best i

contrast even with a light background.

PHOTOGRAPHIC ANNUAL

• The 1935 American Annual of Pho-

tography has come to our desk.

The Annual has been richly illustrated

with representative works from among
the leading photographers of the world.

A study of these illustrations is in itself

a satisfying education in photography.

The text matter is instructive. Among
the contributors and the subjects dis-

cussed by them are Herbert C. McKay
on "Making the Most of Exposure"; C.

W. Gibbs o.T "Focus in Cine Film"; Ru- '

dolf vonErhordt, "A Universal Focal I

Slide Rule"; James C. Kinkaid, "Filters

in Press Work"; Fred C. Bowditch, Jr.,

"Notes on Infra-Red Photography";

Charles W. Seager, "Possibilities with

Photoflood Lamps"; Homer S. Powley,

"A Standard Darkroom Procedure"; John

Lanctot, "The Control of Groininess";

William S. Davis, "'Line and Tone as

Expressive Foctors in Composition."

These are but a few of the interesting

subjects covered in this issue of the

Annual. It is published by the Ameri-

can Photographic Publishing Co. in both

paper and cloth binding. The cloth bind-

ing sells for $2.25 and the paper for

$1.50.
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16MM NEWS REEL

• According to plans evolved by the

Peerless Motion Picture Company of

Hollywood, that organization will launch

a 1 6mm News Reel, to be released

monthly.

This news reel will in all likelihood be

in 400-foot lengths. ..Its reporters will

consist of outstanding amateurs through-

out the world. The events will be in

the nature of feature news events in-

stead of sport news. This means that

it will have a longer life and a wider

interest.

Wm. J. Seeman, one of the most

prominent amateur cameramen on the

West coast, will be appointed editor of

the newsreel.

Just when the first of these will be

launched has not been decided, however,

plans are being laid for a release some-

time around the first of the year.

OAKLAND SHOWS PRIZE PICTURES

• The Oaklcnd Amateur Movie Club

had a showing last month of the

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER 1933

prize winning pictures.

The club made a special event of the

occasion and not only had members

present, but the meeting was thrown

open to friends and dealers throughout

the city.

NEW 8MM CLUB

• The newly organized Los Angeles 8-

mm club under the direction of Claude

W. A. Cadcrette and Randolph B.

Clardy, winner of the American Cinema-

tographer prize for photography and
scenario in the 1933 Amateur Contest,

will hold its first meeting the second

Tuesday of January at the Bell & Howell

auditorium in Hollywood.

Plans for meetings will include in-

structive talks and criticisms; exchange

of film with other eight millimeter clubs;

prize contests every two months and a

grand yearly contest; a club production

each year. AAeetings will be held at the

Bell & Howell and Eastman Auditoriums.

The yearly fee is established at $3.00.

Temporary headquarters of the club are

at the home of Cadorette, 233 N. Ken-

more Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.

• WANTED •
Amateur 16mm Cameramen to

shoot News, Oddities, Human In-

terest and other 16mm Subjects

for our NEW 16MM CINE NEWS

Send 3c stamp for Details and your
Identification Card

PEERLESS CINE NEWS
Room 76, 1327 North Highland

Hollywood, California

MUCO MEYER

QUALITY

pmommci

liieraiure on ffeques-t

HUGOMEyEP&CO.
245 WEST 5Sia5T /^EW VOPK.

BAiTf-Lire
muvisioh

portable projection
screens

nOTIOn PICTURE SCftEEM 6. -ACCESSORIES CQ
49-51 W«T 24' STR£tT

WATKinS 9
ntW YORK CITY

2S76

THE GREATEST VALUE IN A CRYSTAL BEADED SCREEN

DE LUXE «A» BEADED SCREEN
30x40 $15 00

NOTE THESE
• Briteiite Beaded Screen Surface Gives

Brilliant Pictures of Great Depth and
Definition.

• Masking Border around Screen Cloth
up to 52-inch size.

22x30 $1 2.00 List 39x52 $22.50 List

30x40 15.00 " 45x60* 35.00
"

36x48 17.50 " 54x72* 75.00 "

*No Border

OUTSTANDING FEATURES
• Automatic Operation: Pull Up Bar

—

Ready; Pull Up Ring—Closes.

• Handsome Leatherette Covered Solid

Hardwood Case with Nickeled Fittings.

• Portable—Light of Weight—Sets up
anywhere. Instantly Ready for Projec-
tion.• Rigid Self-Erecting Screen Supports.

SEE THESE ASTOUNDING VALUES AT YOUR DEALERS OR WRITE FOR COMPLETE CATALOG OF

BRITELITE T r u v i s i o n MOVIE PRODUCTS
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CAMERA
CRAFT

CAMERA
CRAFT

A MONTHLY MAGAZINE
OF PHOTOGRAPHY

William A. Palmer is

Editor of our new

Cinema Department.

He is an ardent ama-

teur who knows his

hobby from A to Z.

•

Send your movie

problems to him.

•

SEND 25 CENTS

FOR

A LATE COPY

•

CAMERA CRAFT
PUBLISHING COMPANY

703 Market Street

San Francisco, California

Cinematographic

Annual Vol. 1

Now $2.50

CLASSI Fl ED
Rates: Seven cents a word. Minimum

charge, one dollar per insertion.

FOR SALE—MISCELLANEOUS

TWO USED Powers 3.5mm projectors com-
plete with Mazda equipment and Cinephor
condenser. One Moon enclosed motor-driven
rewind. W. Chas. Swett. TO.") Hollywood Se-
curity Bldg., Hollywood, Calif. HO 5893.

3 400-ft. reels and 3 Humidor Cans., all for
$2.25 plus postage. Fotoshop, Inc., 136 W
32nd St., New York City. T

LIKE NEW—Sound Moviola Model UC, price
$450.00. Also new H.C.E. free-head and
legs for Bell & Howell, Eyemo or DeVry
iwrtable cameras, $75.00 complete. Holly-
wood Camera Exchange, 16UU Gahuenga
Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

IN GOOD condition. Bell & Howell Camera
r20-degree, three lenses, four 400-ft. maga-
zines, tripod, carrying ease, complete— .$550.

Hollywood Camera Exchange, 1600 N. Ca-
huenga Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

LIKE NEW, Mitchell Camera, silenced Acad-
emy apertuie. Pan Tachar lenses, free head
tripod, 1000-ft. magazines, complete—$2000.
Hollywood Camera Exchange, 1600 N. Ca-
huenga Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

LIKE NEW, Ekiucational Camera Blimp, gear-
ed free head, follow focus device and three-
wheel dolly. Cost $1250. Our special, $500.
Hollywood Camera Exchange, 1600 N. Ca-
huenga Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

LIKE NEW, Artreeves portable double sound
recoi-ding cutf.t with Bell & Howell Silenced
camera, complete in every detail. A real
bargain, price $3500. Price without camera,
$2500. Hollywood Camera Exchange, 1600
N. Gahuenga Blvd., Hollywood, Calif. Cable
address: HOCAMEX.

WANTED

WANTED TO RENT—Photo dark room in
Hollywood for still work. Call GRanite 4640
after 8 P.M.

WANTED—A used Bell & Howell Camera,
with regular standard B & H Tripod, and set

of 4 lenses—40mm, 50mm, 75inm and one
4-inch lens. This camera need not have a
cine-motor, or Matte box. Box 243, c/o
American Cinematographer. T

WILL PAY CASH FOR: Bell & Howell.
Mitchell, Akeley or DeBrie Cameras, lenses,

motors, parts and accessories. Motion Pic-
ture Camera Supply, Inc., 723 7th Ave.,
New York, New York.

WANTED—170-degree shutter Bell & Howell,
any model. Quote lowest cash price. Irving
Braun, 5125 N. Lotus Ave., Chicago, 111.

WANTED—Number 1 Eastman Stereopticon
camera. Harry Perry, OXford 1908.

WANTED—Developer Tank for 314x41,4 cut
film. Box 246, American Cinematographer,
6331 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

MOTION Picture and Still Cameras, all types
Lenses, Finders, Trii>od Heads, Leica or
Contax Cameras. Cash for bargains. Cam-
era Supply Ltd., 1515 Cahuenga Blvd., Hol-
lywood, Calif.

MISCELLANEOUS

WILL TRADE 1932 Buick Sport Coupe for De-
Brie or Bell & Howell 35mm camera. Will
assume. Fred Mayer, 624 North Plymouth
Blvd., Apt. 7, Hollywood. Phone GL 8426.

WE BUY—sell or rent everything necessary
for the making — taking — or showing of
motion pictures. Sound or Silent — 35mm
and 16mm. We Ri)ecialize in equipping ex-
peditions. Ruby Camera Exchange, 729 7th
Ave,. New York Oity. T

ADVERTISING
SIX B & II looo-ii. magazines; two sets

Mitchell tripod legs ; Mitchell Camera in
perfect condition ; one Duplex printer and
other miscellaneous equipment. Box 245, c/o
American Cinematographer.

EXCHANGE

TARGET Pistols, Rifles, Shotguns, Revolvers,
Microscopes, Binoculars, Telescopes—accept-
ed in trade at liberal allowances on any
photographic equipment, motion picture or
'still." Authorized representatives of Leitz,
Zeiss, Eastman, Victor, R.C.A., Bell &
Howell, and every leading manufacturer.
National Camera Exchange, Established in

1914, 5 So. 5th St., Minneapolis, Minn.

FOR SALE—CAMERAS

CINE KODAK B f/1.9 with Kodacolor, never
used, $75.00. Model A f/3.5 in new condi-
tion with motor, $35.00. Watson McAlex-
ander, 616 S 85th St., Birmingham, Ala.

BEFORE buying film, equipment, parts, get
our ijrices on new and used. Trades accept-
ed. I'ilm library catalogue. MoguU Bros.,
1933-A, Boston Rd., N. Y. C.

AKELEY Camera No. 280 ; chromed pressure
plate, with tripod, 4 extra 200-ft. magazines,
standard matched Zeiss lenses, 1 B & L 6"

f4.5 lens and matched finder, slow motion
attachment and 2 cases. Perfect condition,
$850. RABSONS MUSIC & CAMERA CO.,
INC., 1373 6th Ave., New York City.

35mm APPARATUS at give-away prices, all

in good operating condition. Universal 200-
ft. camei-a, f3.5 lens, case, $40.00. DeVry,
f3.5 lens, $40.00. Professional step printer,
$30.00. Universal 200-ft. camera, 40mm,
fl.9 : 50mm, f3.5 ; 90mm, f4.5 ; 6 magazines,
case and Universal tripod, $90.00. George
Horst, 1924 Green St., Philadelphia, Pa.

MITCHELL STEEL GEAR CAMERA, perfect
condition, all standard Studio equipment.
Astro Pan Tachar lenses, net $1450. Cam-
era Supply Co., Ltd., 1515 No. Gahuenga
Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

BELL & HOWELL Camera No. 910. Beau-
tiful Fear Movement, practically unu.sed.
Academy aperture and ground glass offset
turret, ideal for single system installation.
Phone or write for price. Camera Supply
Co., Ltd., 1515 No. Gahuenga Blvd., Holly-
wood, Calif.

LEICA MANUAL
One of l"he most complete books on

LEICA photography is now in prepara-

tion. This book which is scheduled to

appear about the first of the year will

contain many chapters written by ex-

perts and amateurs who are using the

LEICA Camera professionally and as a

hobby. The entire book will be a prac-

tical working manual containing infor-

mation which can be used by the begin-

ner or the advanced professional work-
er. The LEICA MANUAL is being writ-

ten entirely by LEICA workers in the

United States and is being published in

this country by Willard D. Morgan and
Henry M. Lester, independently of the

Leitz Company. The editors of this book
feel that they are presenting something
quite original and valuable for all who
are interested in miniature camera pho-

tography.



TRICKS GADGETS
Another Contest

Here's how it works. Send us rn tricks you have done in tihninij with your 8mm,

9yomm or 16mm camera . Explain them to us so that we can explain them to others

in the pages of American Cinematographer.

For every one we publish you will be entitled to your choice of one of the prizes

listed below.

By Gadgets we mean little pieces of equipment you have built, designed or devised.

Equipment that works. Little gadgets you have added to your camera, projector or

otherwise. For instance, we heard of one fellow who built a splicer out of a mouse-

trap . . . that's a gadget.

What kind of gadgets have you made . . . what sort of tricks do you do with your

camera or equipment:' If necessary send us a rough sketch or a snap shot of vour

equipment if it will help describe it better and ijuicker.

Here's Your Chance to Win Equipment or Film

Frequently we have published what might be termed tricks. Such as making distorted

effects by pouring sweet-oil over a glass in front of the film. Others have been pub-

lished from time to time.

In the way of gadgets w-e have reported many things from the building of a complete

16mm camera bv amateurs down to making their own reels.

What Have You Don 3?

vou mav make ycur choice of any one of them.Here are the prizes .

Beltipod

Filter Holder

Choice of Filter

Splicer

Half-Dozen 16mm Reels

Half-Dozen 16mm Cans

3 Reels and 3 Cans

100-ft. Roll of 16mm Pan Film

Two Rolls of 8mm Film

8mm Splicer and Rewind

Humidor Can Case for 12 Reels

22x30 Beaded Screen

3 Clamp Lamp Reflectors \\itli

3 Photoflood Lamps

One Dozen Photoflood Lamps

Send Your Entries to Editor

American Cinematograph
Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, ( aliL



The Preferred Studio

Camera

Because it is quiet

in operation, light

in weight, easy to

operate.

Mitchell Camera Corporation
665 N. ROBERTSON BOULEVARD
WEST HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

Cable Address "MITCAMCO" Phone OXford 1051






